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NOTICE.
»

All pages missing from this volume are those of Advertisements only, and a

specimen of each advertisement published in the volume will be found in the issue
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PATEHt

The buyer of the Spalding has the op-

tion of steel or wooden rims, direct or

tangent spokes, choice of saddles or

tires, although the .«.••• »•••«• the lead-

ing mechanically fastened tire of the
di.y is strongly, urged./

*£C<r-i*s-

siAt-iAA^C^hJ

/t**jlgJ«~^yi/''*
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PERRY'S WORLD-RENOWNED CHAINS are unequaled

for accuracy of pitch, beauty of finish and quality of material. No

high grade wheels should be without them.

USED BY

LEADING MAKERS

THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD.

PERRY'S "H UMBER"
FEATHER-WEIGHT

>mw RACING

CHAIN.

N°IO

PERRY & C9
LIMITED.

BIRMINGHAM.

The New No. 9 Special Racing Chain is the talk of the trade.

Blocks machined all over ; hardened and tempered ; side plates hardened

and lapped; rivets covered with pen steel bushes.

We manufacture Hubs, Cranks, Frames and
Fittings of every description used in cycle
manufacture—of highest grade only.

PERRY & COMPANY, limited.
BIRMINGHAM.

'94 Patterns
\ \ \ \ \ N

RUDGE * CYCLES
F.<S»>\«- X- N

Have Arrived in Mew York.

Responsible agents wanted everywhere.

BRONSON SUPPLY CO., 72 Beekman St., New York,

Agents for the United States.

RUDGE CYCLE CO., Ltd., Coventry.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Victor Stability.

2,200

MILES

AND NOT

A PUNCTURE.

Mr. L. D. Bronner of Alfred Centre,

N. Y., traveled this distance by cyclo-

meter last season without a puncture.

His mount was a Victor Pneumatic.

I 5,600

MILES ON

A VICTOR I N

Such is the remarkable record of

Chas. Lloyd, a General Collector of Col-

umbus, O. Exact time, two years, 7

mos-, during which time he paid $1.10

LESS THAN 3 YEARS, repairs.

With such evidence, is it strange that "Victors Lead the

World?" One word describes the Victor Pneumatic Tire—BEST.

Get our handsome catalog—the finest we ever issed.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

Boston. Philadelphia. Detroit

New York. Chicago.

San Francisco.

Denver.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,
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590.00 with Pneumatic Tire. 595.00
with Wooden Rims and

;ic Tire.

ISd^jestie I^iglrt Roadster INTo. 4,
23 Inch to both Wheels. All on, weight 30 lbs. , Stripped, 28 lbs.

With Wooden
Rims, strips

to 26 lbs. Saddle changed to Scorcher
Saddle,

Folding Foot Rests.

Ladies' Majestic Ligfixt Roadster No. 5.
28 Inches to both Wheels, Weight, 35 lbs. Stripped, 32 lbs.

with Pneumatic Tire.

with Pneumatic

Tires and Wooden Rims.

Detachable Handle Bar Lug.

Majestic Light Roadster No. 3, 28 Inch to both Wheels ; Weight, 35 lbs., Strips to 32 lbs.,

Pedals, either Rubber or Rat Trap, by taking

out the Rubbers you have a Rat Trap Pedal.

$8500
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,

HULBERT BROS. & CO.,
26 West 23d Street, New York.
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SKY ROCKETS
Like some bicycle factories, start off with a tremendous rush and noise, but in a

very short time attain their height, and then comes the explosion. The substance

of the thing is scattered to the four winds of heaven, and there is no place left to

go for duplicate parts. The __

e)

Is not built by a "Sky Rocket" concern, but, on the contrary, is manufactured

by an organization who own and run the largest and best equipped factory for

the construction of high grade bicycles in the world. Every " WAVERLEY "

goes out warranted for one year, and the guaranty is backed by a million dollar

company who are not going to " explode " before the expiration of the warranty.

The " WAVERLEY " AGENCY is more sought after by the shrewd retail

dealers than any machine built in America. WHY?

BECAUSE it is the best value for the money of any bicycle ever built,

and the only high grade bicycle listing under $125.00.

BECAUSE it is built by a big concern who are thoroughly responsible.

BECAUSE the longer they hold the agency the more valuable it becomes.

BECAUSE the agency very quickly becomes part of the merchant's avail-

able assets.

BECAUSE it is worth more than the "good will" of any concern.

BECAUSE their competitors are all " red hot ' to get it.

flj^VE YOXJ GcOT ONE?
You cannot increase your income half so easily as by securing this agency.

Catalogue and information free.

Indiana Bicycle Co.,
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE PALMER TIRE.

There is no excuse for a

Mechanical Fastening

If you can make a tire easily repairable without it.

It Has Got to Go,

And along with it wires, clamps, strings, ratchets, spec-

ial rims and two to four pounds extra weight with all

the grief the possession of these things induces.

We Hold the Record

And a GOLD MEDAL for ease and rapidity of

repair, and as

We Make a Tire, Not a Fastening

You go up hill, down hill and on the level faster and

easier than on any other.

Known and Ridden on Four Continents.

Send for pamphlet and circular on repairs.

\ /

™e PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.
46 & 48 VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

For prices, etc., address, Selling Agents,

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., 159 Lake St., Chicago, 65 Reade St., N. 7.
Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.
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What Rider Can Show Better Mileage 2
1

Cone Gentlemen Expose Tour Hands.

"Just to show that there is no frost*'

riORQdN & WRIQttT ANNOUNCE
THE FOLLOWING AWARDS:

For greatest mileage on one set of M. & W. tires during 1893
rider having made his own repairs.

FIRST PRIZE. Cost value, $IOO.—A. A. Hansen, St. Paul, Minn ; 8i 14 miles on a Fowler, 30 pounds.

SECOND PRIZE. Overcoat, #45.—W. R. Englemire, Rockford, 111.; 7957 miles on an Ormonde, 37 pounds.

THIRD PRIZE. One set HI. & W. Tires. — J W. E. Kinhead, Chicago; 4,953^ miles on an

Imperial, 35 pounds.

For most meritorious single ride, distance, weather and char-

acter of roads to count.

FIRST PRIZE. Cost value, $50.—H. H. Wylie, Chicago; New York to Chicago, 1028 miles on a

Sterling, 27 pounds.

SECOND PRIZE. Cost value, #25.—A A. Hansen, St. Paul, Minn.; 224 miles in 20:10 on a Fowler, 30 pounds.

THIRD PRIZE. One Set M. & W. Tires.—P. Von Boeckman, Austin, Texas; Chicago to Austin, Texas.

1,300 miles on a Fowler L. R.

For Best Time in a 10 mile Road Race. Prize, cost value, $25.—Wm. Bainbridge, Chicago;
time, 27.54.

For Best Time in a 25 Mile Road Race. Prize, cost value, $25.—Frank Waller, Indianapolis, Ind.;

time, 1 hr. 6 min. 10 sec.

Above awards made by a committee selected from members of
the Century Road Club of America.

AGAIN WE REPEAT FACTS AND FIGURES.

AGAIN WE SAY DEDUCE YOUR OWN INFERENCES.

Will be pleased to send you an interesting and instructive catalogue, con-

taining a guarantee "as is a guarantee."

MORGAN & WRIGHT, 331-339 West Lake St., Chicago, IU.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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IT WAS A "G. & J." SHOW!!
aSO THEY ALL SAY. ??

The most attractive, most complete and most instructive

exhibit—the largest crowds—greatest demand for catalogues

—

largest volume of business transacted—finest and most expensive

souvenir (they are all gone, not)—the best and most satisfied lot of

agents. Nothing was too good for Ramblers.

ALL THIS MAKES IT EASY WORK FOR RAMBLER AGENTS.

" Guess which is the most popular wheel ?"

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
Chicago. Boston. 'Washington. New York. Coventry, England.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO.,
Sole Representatives in U. S.

I7U£RRO^ED STYLES FOR '94.

These
KING OF THE ROAD.

LUCAS
will

Lamps
MIDGET.

LAMPS
Shine

KINGLET.

For Circulars, Etc., Address

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents,
<

113 Chambers Street, New York. POPULAR.

New Styles for '94.

BEST BELLS IN Tl WOBLD

Send for Circulars.
PATAP?CJ3. FOR

KST.APPXD.mR

NEW DEPARTURE
a
ROTARY" DELLS

GENARAL AGENTS

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO.,

113 Chambers St., New York.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."
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TURN THE KEY
WE DO THE REST

New York Key Tire

The lightest and easiest adjusted of mechanically-applied tires.

Remarkable because of its extreme simplicity. You simply "TURN
THE KEY," and this detaches the tire so that it can be examined
or repaired. After replacement in the rim another turn attaches it

so firmly that no reasonable pressure can displace it.

The rim is of special construction. Its edges are rolled and into

them fit the beaded edges of the outer shoe. Fitting snugly in the

centre of the rim is a strip of wood, which is tightened or loosened

by the TURN OF A KEY, operating a double eccentric. The
tightening of this strip locks the beaded edges into the rim so closely

that they cannot be displaced. This absolutely prevents any creeping

or rolling of the tire, and as the entire circumference of the inner tube

is above the rim the whole of it is available for cushioning purposes.

It is the Most Resilient Tire

on the market ** ~ ~ ~ ~ -

"Gee-Whiz" Tire
ON KINQSLdNb WOOD RIM.

A wood rim, mechanically-attached tire, consisting of the rim,

inner tube and cover. So simple, yet so effective that you will

wonder why you didn't think of it yourself.

Place the beads of the cover into the grooves of the rim ; it is

done easily and quickly ; that is all there is to it. Inflate the tire,

and you are off for a spin. Absolutely no directions are required.

In case of accident can be ridden deflated.

Very light weight; one of the most practical tires out. 'Twill be

a long day before it is supplanted by a better.

Wood rims are the sensation of the day—come to stay, and this

tire is specially adapted for them.

Both these Tires are manufactured and sold exclusively by the

NEWY0RKBELTING&PACKINGCO.LTD

PIONEERS *2» LEflbERS. 15 Park Row, HEW YORK.
Please add ;

" Saw it }n The Wheel,"
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Remington Cycles
8 PATTERNS

FOR '94

PRICES

$100 TO $135.

WEIGHTS

20 to 40 Pounds,

WHEELS FITTED WITH BARTLETT CLINCHER OR PALMER TIRES.

The Bartlett Clincher Tire.

THE BARTLETT PATENTS
Cover the principle of Fastening the Tire

to the Rim by Pneumatic Pressure.

The word "Clincher," as applied to Tires, is a duly regis-

tered Trade Mark, and anyone using it in this connection does

so unlawfully.

Anyone making, selling or using, without authority. Tires

employing the principle covered by the Bartlett Patents, or

using the registered Trade Mark " Clincher " unlawfully, will

be held accountable by actions of law.

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
315 Broad^way. 3N^e^\r York

MANUFACTURERS OF REMINGTON CELEBRATED FIRE ARMS, OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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Mr. Dealer !

If you live in York State, we wish particularly to hear from

you just now.

Our Traveling Men
Are in your territory, and we think perhaps they may not

have every one of you on their "calling list."

If you want an introduction to

it is yours for the asking. You will find her very agreeable

company, and remember we hold ourselves responsible

for her good behavior.

Our catalog is also at your disposal, and it is worth reading too. 1.1 J 1 1 1 III III 1

,

St. L. R. & W. G. Co.
INCORPORATED 1873.

CAPITAL, $500,000.00. ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE KEEP OUR PROMISES."

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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$125.00 in Gold
Is tl\e Value Placed Upon

We accept l^othii^g LESS ar\d do not preter\d to dive
MORE tt^an. its value.

Lamb Mfg Co.,
ft. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

HAKERS,

Chicopee Falls, flass.

NEW YORK.

SPECIAL AGENTS .^z7^>0^ °

CH'CAGO.

When writirg kindly mention The Wheel.

PHILADELPHIA.

94 WARWICKS. . . This is one
OF

7 MODELS
-OF-

itlodel 17. "Weight, 25 Pounds. Price, #125*

Road Wheels
FOR

Season of '94.

PRICES RANGE
FROM

$100 to $123.

Racing Model,

PRICE #150.

Agents wanted in

unoccupied territory.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,''
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Our Latent

THE ENVOY SCORCHER.
A LIGHT WHEEL FOR SCORCHING PURPOSES.

28 inch Wheels,

8 1
/ inch Head.

Actual Weight,

28r

/3 Pounds.

Price $100.

Finest Material. Beautiful Lines. Superb Finish. Fully Guaranteed.

See our FLEETWING and ENVOY.

BUFFALO TRICYCLE CO.,
BUFFALO, IV. Y.Send for Catalogue

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.'

GOOD PEOPLE ONE AND ALL
See the FINEST Wheel of the Year.

» THE-

HALLADAY=TEMPLE SCORCHER.
jga_-iga- -tto—tfb-

BEATS CREATION

FOR GOOD LOOKS /

AND RUNS EASY, TOO.
\

GEO. WORTHINGTON CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

For OHIO, MICHIGAN, N. HALF PENN-
SYLVANIA and NEW YORK, WEST OF
SYRACUSE.

C. W. BURGMAN CYCLE MFG. CO.

Logansport, Ind.

^For INDIANA and KENTUCKY.

H.-T. SCORCHER.

riders: demand of yoUr agejJt a sample.

Manufacturers, • • Agencies placed by

MKRION CYCLE CO.,
MARION, IND.

RHLPH TEMPLE,
158 22d Street, CHICAGO.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."
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SAGERS LEAD
Let those who can, follow.

THEY FIT THE RIDER

TRACK RACER-Style A.

ROADSTER-Style F.

Adopted by more Manufacturers than any other make.

Dealers specify them on their wheels.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue. No Nose Hook to break and cause trouble.
s

RICH A, S-A.G-ER, CO.,
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel." ROCHESTER, IN". Y.

ARISTON CYCLES.
Five up-to-date

styles, ranging
from 18 to 30 lbs.

Guaranteed for

one year.

Built to reach.

Choice between

28 or 30 in. wheels.

The Special Features

of the Ariston cycles

are the bearings, differ-

ent from anything on
the market, self-oiling

roller chain, saddle post,

chain adjustment, etc.

Model B.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Weight 29% lbs.

AGENTS WANTED.

The ARISTON MFG. CO., - - Westboro, Mass. m
Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."
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Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

IMPERIAL
1894 WHEELS.

Rich
Rare

in quality of material.

Combine with beauty of

design and great strength,

in model and construction.

many most desirable fea-

tures. Note a few of

them.

r\3Cy in possibilities of speed. Specials. Dust proof bearings.

Method of fastening front sprocket plate

to flange. Method of fastening flange to axle.

Improved head. Narrow tread, a point appreciated by swift riders. Removable tires,

and a score of other points fully described in our new 1894 catalogue now ready.

Imperial Wheels will sell themselves. Would you like to act as the happy
"medium?" All of our 1893 agents are with us again. Write for prices and
terms. Don't wait too long, desirable territory is being snapped up.

AMES ft FROST COMPART,
Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue,

CHICAGO.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.'
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QUEEN CITY @>

© FOR 1894,

. N. Pin i Co, Bill 1. ¥.

MANUFACTURERS.

NEW 1894 LADIES' QUEEN CITY; Wt , 36 lbs.

THESE ARE OUR LIST PRICES.

28 in. " Diamond" frame,

28 in.
" Ladies'

"

26 in. Diamond

26 in. Combination

24 in. Diamond

24 in. Combination

$100
100

65

65

55

55

All full Ball Bearings . . .

. . . and Pneumatic Tires.

NEW 1894 PATTERN QUEEN CITT; Weight, 32 lbs>.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

WE ARE NOW READY TO MAKE PRICES AND
GIVE AGENCIES FOR 1894.

REPUTATION
It is but a step backward to recall the Gfarford Saddle Success of '93. Can there be a better

argument for the article of to-day than its past merit? Manufacturing Reputation is not the

product of an advertisement ; it is not the bubble of to-day, nor the result of simple good-fellow-

ship. It is the creation of an honest policy, honest material and honest workmanship. Grarford

Saddle Honesty is proverbial. Garford's line in the past has been the best value ever offered

in saddles; this year history repeats itself. You need take no man's word for it—pure fairness

demands that you hear all sides. But for conclusive evidence, why not see the goods made ?

Why not visit the other various saddle factories and then come to Gfarford's? That would

settle it.

WRITE FOR CATALOQUB.

The Garford Mfg. Co.

ELYRIA, OHIO.
model A-4.

R. B, McMULLEN & CO.
Selling: Agents, Chicago.

model z.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.
N. Y. Supply Depot.
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TThey all follow,

But none equaL

THE HUMBER
«S*yS*ySSNSSS*yVy*ySSS* VNVVSVVVVVVVVVVtVVVVSVWVVN^VNSVtVVSSVVTSVTVy

The Humber is the pattern for all modern built wheels. It is the perfection of wheel

building, a star in the distance whose guidance is followed but its altitude never reached.

Its design may be imitated. Wheels may be built on "Humber lines " but for speed, stiffness,

life and strength it is unequaled.

HGENTS 3fl£HNTED.

"ECvery ®ale makes another."

LIST REDUCED- DISCOUNT INCREASED-

Roadsters No. 14, #125.oo

Road Racers, No. 5, #150.oo
Track Racers, No. 5, #155.oo

Track Racers, No. 3, #180.oo

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

NB 1^ YORK.

WILL BE WITH YOU IN 1894.

not PERFECTION, but the NEAREST APPROACH.
•jm. .jw. «5,v«.£&£!£$& *lk£&. £!& SlkM^^js-^Wlir *ii? ttf ->!*• •?(«• *w «ww

EVIDENT EXCELLENCE

AT EVERY POINT.

IN QUALITY,

IN FINISH and

IN DESIGN.

li? lif yBPfflr *?tf* «9R» •»«• lit- tfc »!«•W -i:mm

'93's RECORD, tJMT
WE CAN'T BEAT THAT FOR 1894, BUT SHALL EQUAL IT.

We have some spare territory to grant to hustlers of experience on immediate application.

QUINTON CYCLE CO., Ld., (Late S. & B, GORTON, M.) Coventry, England.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

BUILT WITH SKILL.

DESIGNED AND BASED

ON EXPERIENCE

AND

JUDGMENT.
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Nothing Succeeds
LIKE SUCCESS.

WE ARE SUCCESSFUL.
RELAYS

ARE THE

CAUSE
OF OUR

SUCCESS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Relay Mfg. Co., It,

READING, PA.
RELAY ROAD RACER, SPECIAL. PRICE, $125.00.

Kindly mention The Wheel •when writing.

UNQUESTIONED MERIT!
APTLY APPLIES TO THE

Model H. 20 ounces. Model B.

TEN DISTINCT DESIGNS. BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED. FURNISHED IN EITHER RUSSET OR BLACK LEATHER.

Order your machine with one. Manufacturers supply them.

VVVVVVS*>VVVVVVVVVVVS^VVVVVVV,TSVVS*rVVVV

CURTIS-CHILD MANUFACTURING CO.,
Formerly BRETZ & CURTIS MFG. CO.

Send for Catalogue. PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
NEW ENGLAND AGENTS—

fi.
0. l/<?ry <5yele <5o., Bostoi?, (T\ass.

NEW YORK AGENTS—

/}g$lo-/*m^rieai? Iroi? apd (TV?tal <$o., |Veu/ Yor\.

Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."
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SINGER CYCLES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF HIGHEST GRADE,

1894 PATTERNS READY FOR DELIVERY.

LARGEST CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

SEHSTID FOR OA.T-A.3L.OO-XJE.

JINQER & CO
6 AND 5 BERKELEY STREET

AND 2 WARREN AVENUE,
Boston, nass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS
That is why the ARIEL created such a sensation at the Show.

THE ARIEL GEAR CASE IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SPROCKET IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SEAT POST IS UNIQUE.

AR1ELS ARE THE
AMERICAN STANDARD.

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER. WEIGHT 27 LBS.

StND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY." ARIEL CYCLE flFQ. C2., "SSShi

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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$mm
F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Eastern Offices:

21 Park Row, - New York.

Western Offices:

260 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Printing House:

210 Fulton Street, - - New York.

Post Office Address:

Box 444, - - -•--. New York.

Phone No.

4993 ------ Cortlandt

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s- a Year,

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
'THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Tuesday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning.

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will tavor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF :

J. J. PRIAL,

'

R. G. BETTS,

W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

We hazard the opinion that Bi World is not half so
anxious to fail to make a new official organ contract
as they seem anxious to have people think they are.

—

THE WHEEL, January 26.

We are better equipped than any one else for

doing the work ; we are prepared to prove this

by figures, and we are going to Louisville

in order to secure that contract if busi-

ness METHODS, FAIR DEALING AND LOW PRICES

will bring it about.—Bicycling World, Feb-

ruary 16.

The average reader, who skips the long

articles, will miss a good bit by passing the

Scorcher's European Echoes, published else-

where. His essayette on the negro question

is peculiarly sympathetic. We should like to

hear this question debated, with the Scorcher

on one side and Who—Which—Watts on the

other.

A RETIRING OFFICER.

IT is fair to presume that the Louisville

Assembly will pass a vote of unusually

hearty and sincere thanks to its retiring Presi-

dent, Colonel Burdett. In retiring, the Colonel

creates a record for League presidents. He
was neither fired out nor worried out. With
another year of his term unexpired he volun-

tarily resigns from office.

Colonel Burdett took up League work at a

most opportune moment. Upon the resig-

nation of Mr. Dunn, Colonel Burdett assumed
the cloak of office and replaced the plastic,

futile policy of Dunn with a rapid, aggressive

and progressive government. It is unneces-

sary to recapitulate in detail what Colonel

Burdett has accomplished. As President he

gave weight to the League, and as its chief

executive and exponent, he made in public

places a figure not to be despised, rather one

which compelled a certain measure of admir-

ation; for Burdett's mental vigor, firmness,

fairness and zealousness were not hid under a

bushel.

He accomplished oceans of work for the

highway improvement movement, established

the Good Roads magazine, was of great aid to

the Racing Board and kept all who had busi-

ness dealings with the League up to their

obligations.

The popular objection against Burdett was
that there was too much of him, that he domin-

ated all departments of League work. But

this superactivity, this form of busy-bodiness

is really to be classified as a quality. Burdett

meant always well, but was at times over-

nervous, over-anxious and over-active. But

such a man is worth a hundred sluggards ; he is

as much beyond a drone as virtue is above

vice.

The chief reason, in our opinion, why Bur-

dett retires is the fact that the littleness of

the L. A. W. legislative game has been forced

upon him. He has seen Monroe, Pratt, Kirk-

patrick, Miller, Beckwith, Bidwell, Davol and
others retired into a thankless obscurity that

does not now admit of even a reference to

them or their work. He has seen Luscomb
hooted and Dunn hounded out of office.

His legal training, coupled with a mind par-

ticularly clear and firm, left no room for guess

work as to what the future held for himself

So, like a champion who retires unbeaten

—

rare they are—he has the sense and courage to

declare himself out of the game of L. A. W.
fiddlesticks—politics, we should say.

The Colonel leaves behind him a record that

no League president has approached and one

that future executives will find it difficult to sur-

pass. The Colonel, being a considerable man
in Hartford, a lawyer of high standing, with

an enviable and assured position in the military

circles of his State and in the political and

social life of his city, will scarcely have time

hang heavy enough on his hands to permit of

many moments for regret or for wistful glances

back to the forsaken field.

It is quite certain that his career has been

seriously impeded by his four years of League

work. The only benefit he has probably gained

may be that ease, facileness, certainty and con-

fidence which becomes ingrained in men who
handle organized bodies of their fellows.

We have no intention of writing the Colonel's

epitaph. We hope he may return to us. We
have, however, taken it upon ourselves to im-

press upon the thirty-five thousand what Burdett

has done for them.

ARE YOU ONE OF THE THREE
HUNDRED?

THERE are in America some thirty cycle

journals and some half million cycle

riders.

There are also three hundred wholesale firms

engaged in the cycle trade, of whom some ad-

vertise and some don't.

We are doubtful whether the Three Hun-
dred know what trouble they cause in the

editing and management of cycle papers.

Eighty per cent, of the average cycle paper's

editorial pages are given up for the benefit of

the Three Hundred. The Ha f Million
get the other twenty per cent, of attention and
space.

Take the current issues of the cycle papers.

Columns are given up to editorial abuse, the

one of the other.

In private, the editors smile and drink with

each other. In their papers they snarl and
snap. All this abuse is printed for possible

effect on the Three Hundred advertisers

and probable advertisers.

A great deal would be gained by the average

cyclist if these abusive papers would print a

special "Personal Abuse Edition " and mail it

to the Three Hundred.

TWO LEAGUE MEETS^tll^ufuRE.
w v i

NOW that the '94 bfeagu^nfeeSt ha^gtoTlH\o )

Denver, perhap%,rry>re interest wilL^te*'y
taken in the question Tifcla ' dff/A?fe||iT 0$ ' th**

annual meets.

This year it has developed that the League

meet is a function which more than one city

would willingly manage. In fact there were

three bids for this year's meet.

While Denver will probably do her share

towards success, it is certain that the Eastern

attendance will be limited and that the East

will practically be without a meet.

It is surely time to have a true realization of

the extent of the country, and hold, in future

years, two meets which will be representative

sectional meets, instead of one meet, which

cannot well be national.

DENVER'S VICTORY.

IN a technical way it is right that Denver

should have won the fight for the League

meet. The Western city was, technically and

logically, entitled to the meet.

There are numbers of far-Western cyclists

who have never had the opportunity to attend

the League meet. The meet will draw

cyclists from Chicago to Omaha and probably

a small number of Eastern riders.

The meet will not be national, but that the

League will be benefited in the great Central-

Western territory is a certainty.

A TRI-STATE MEET AT ASBURY.

ASBURY PARK'S "get up and git "hold

the admiration.

The manner in which her representatives

got after the League meet entitles those pious

young men to rank as "hustlers," or even

"rustlers."

As the Park has shown so much energy and

enthusiasm, what cannot be done with a Mid-

Summer Tri-State meet by the sea—New York,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania?

What's the matter with the Mid-Summer
Tri-State meet, Mr. Holmes?
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We mistake the negro if we shall not soon

hear of an Afro-American L. A. W.

The die has been cast and the word spoken.

There shall be no color-bearers in the League.

So let the senseless office be abolished.

Major Luscomb tips his hat to Colonel Bur-

dett, while Colonel Burdett tips his hat to

President Luscomb, which is very W. S, Gil-

berty.

Despite oceans of ink and great waste of

gray matter, it is A and B, pure and impure,

paid and unpaid. Now is the time to declare

yourselves, racing men.

The Wheel was right. Even at the

eleventh hour Pop Brewster came with a wet
sail and won the treasuiership of the League
hands down. Mr. Brewster is multifarious

and cannot be " downed."

An hysterical person points out that, in a

recent Wheel, "will" was used for "shall."

A trick of the kind is the cheapest of bad form.

It is not the " shall "or " will " that counts; its

the fact, the idea and Guild Brown is a mere
incidental.

At Louisville, Mr. Perkins was reported to

be "unaccountably silent." Mr. Perkins

should study silence. Hitherto he has been a
sort of Widow Bedott. He has distributed

himself too much, and hence was " too thin."

Mr. Perkins should study utility, silence and
concentration.

President Luscomb immediately reappointed

H. E. Raymond as chairman of the Racing
Board. There is no man on the carpet just at

this time who could more worthily succeed him.

With Raymond in charge, racing for '94 will

be as far ahead of '93 as the racing season of

last year surpassed all previous years.

Among the passengers on the steamship
Paris, which was disabled, was Harry Priest,
of the Quadrant Cycle Co., Birmingham,
England.

A movement is on foot at present amongst a
certain section of the Scotch racing men, who
are antagonistic to the S. C. U. registration
scheme in its present state, to form an associa-
tion for the purpose of frustrating the licensing
policy of the ruling body.

The Colt B. C, of Hartford, and the Windsor
Locks Wheel Club have voted to withdraw
from the League. It has elected these
officers: President, L. C. Grover; Vice-
President, E. H. Williams; Secretary, F. W.
Weatherhead; Treasurer, C. B. Meller; Fin-
ancial Secretary, A. L. Allen ; Captain, F. W.
Morhart.

A New York club man wishes to know
where there are suitable courses to hold club
races from one-half to ten miles. The
club man can find a desirable stretch of road
for the purpose at the New Rochelle-Rye
course, or on the Englewood course, or on the
Elizabeth-Cranford course, or on the Irving-
ton-Milburn course, and perhaps a dozen other
places, now that the good roads movement is
being pushed so thoroughly.

Back Numbers of The Wheel Wanted.
Miss Margaret Kirkwood, 23 Elm Street,

Boston, Mass., is anxious to purchase volumes
1 and 2 of The Wheel bound, or any single
numbers of either of these two volumes,

THE NEW LEAGUE OFFICERS.

President Luscomb,
Charles H. Luscomb is a graduate of

Williamston College, of Williamstown, Mass.,

in which State his antecedents were born.

Later he went to Columbia College and grad-

uated from its law school. He is about thirty-

six or thirty-seven years of age, and is estab-

lished as a lawyer in the Stewart Building,

280 Broadway, New York. For a man of his

age honors have crowded on him fairly thick

and fast. While he has not attained the top

notch of prominence in any of those fields to

which the aggressive man's ambition leads
him, he has obtained a fair measure of ad-
vancement in three several fields, and it is

the opinion of his friends that if he would con-
fine his efforts to one field he would achieve
the highest honors.
He has been Chief Consul of New York

State for three terms; has been an important
man in the League for six years and has been
its President, his term expiring in February,
1890. He is the President of the Long Island
Wheelmen, and has been re-elected for three
or four terms, and as President of that club
he has done much in a legislative way for

cycling in Brooklyn. He is a Major in the
Thirteenth Regiment, has been a Brooklyn
Park Commissioner, and is well advanced in

masonry.
Mr. Luscomb is a man to whom the word

genial might be applied without abuse of that

much-used term.

First Vice-President Willison.

Mr. A. C. Willison is a young Maryland
lawyer, and comes from Cumberland. He has
been a quiet but effective League worker. He
has been but little heard of at National
Assembly meets, although he has always been
present at them. Occasionally he took the
floor and delivered himself on some important
issue in a speech which was more notable for

broadness than for brilliancy ; but while lack-

ing in oratorical pyrotechnics, it thoroughly
covered the issue with a coat of common sense,

arid after Willison talked, the members always
had a clearer view of what was what. He has
been known largely as the close personal
friend of Albert Mott.

Second Vice-President Perkins.

Mr. George A. Perkins is a Boston lawyer,
coming from the Harvard College town of

Cambridge. He has been engaged in League
work for at least six years, and has accom-
plished much. The honor of a second vice-

presidency in the League is a tardy but grace-
ful tribute to Mr. Perkins' work. It is prob-
able that Perkins would have been a League
chief executive long since, but the general
opinion that he was very anxious for prefer-

ment, together with some at least apparent
instability of purpose has always prevented
him from realizing his desire. He is certain

to be a valuable member of the Executive, and
perhaps with a bit of repression will in time
achieve the reputation of being a League
officer of great value and dignity.

The White Star Wheelmen, of Atlanta, Ga.,

have changed their name to the Atalanta
Wheelmen and elected these officers: Presi-

dent, E. P. Thomas; Secretary, R. C. Lewis;
Treasurer, Percy Putnam; Captain, J. W.
Webster.

The Bay State B. C, of Worcester, Mass.,

has elected these officers: President, A. C.

Copeland; Vice-President, George N. Morse;
Secretary, George N. Jeppson ; Treasurer, F.

N. Bancroft; Captain, George C. Rice; Lieu-

tenants, O. M. Currie, C. H.Moore.

The New York County Wheelmen have
elected officers as follows: President, Ed.
Hahn ; Vice President, W. A. Barbeau ; Secre-

tary, G. B. Alfke; Treasurer, H. Carey; Cap-
tain, W. Weinlandt,

Washington's Postmen Cyclists.

In Washington a large number of cycling
postmen and government workers are seen
daily on the streets. The riding continues
the year round, and whenever weather is such
that the wheel cannot be used, a hardship is

entailed for the poor postmen who have
territories so large that they cannot cover
conveniently without a wheel.
These men ride as a rule old-fashioned,

solid-tired safeties, and even ordinaries. For
these they pay all the way from $5 to $10.

Many have saved enough in car fare allowed
them to buy the latest style mounts, and
these are disposed to hold their heads above
the rest of their fellows. There are also seen
used the year round all kinds and styles of

multicycles. These are used by provision
carriers, who in this way rid themselves of the
care and expense of a horse, and cover much
more territory in a day in addition. In the
pleasure line are seen a number of the old

style tricycles and quadricycles. A sociable,

with the seats side by side, was seen one day
last week, and this is in daily use by a local

minister who takes his wife with him.

Thought He Had a Bargain, But it

Proved Costly.

While -E. L. Brown, of San Fernando, Cal.,

was sitting in front of his store one day recen tly,

a tired-looking youth rode up on a bicycle and
dismounting in front of the store offered to

sell the wheel. He claimed to have ridden
from Tombstone, Arizona, and was en route
to San Francisco, and having become dis-

gusted with the poor roads desired to continue
the trip by train. Brown gave the youth $40
for the machine, and as it needed repairs he
sent it to Los Angeles. When he called for it

later he was placed under arrest, as the ma-
chine had been identified as one stolen in that

city. It took considerable work and worry to

prove his identity and innocence, and as he
disclaimed all desire to retain possession of

the machine, he was allowed to depart a wiser
but poorer man for his first experience in cycle

buying.

Bead His Own Obituary Notices.

About all the French and English daily

papers contained a notice of the death of

"Choppy" Warburton, the noted English
trainer, week before last, and the same report
was also cabled to this country. Warburton
is in Paris as trainer to Linton, and has, report
has it, enjoyed reading the obituary notes
about himself very much. The newspapers
had it that, while riding on a tandem, he was
run down by a carriage and instantly killed.

But, replying to the telegraphs that afterward
poured in to him from his English friends, he
replied briefly: "No dead; in best of health."

How the report started no one seems to know.
Warburton, before becoming a trainer, was a
champion pedestrian, and accomplished
many wonderful feats on the running path.

How Wheeler and Warwick Lost.

About 15,000 people witnessed the tandem
race between Wheeler and Warwick and the

Farman Bros., at the Velodrome d'Hiver,

Paris, on Sunday, February 4. The distance

was fifty kilometers (31 miles 122 yards).

Wheeler and Warwick had to change wheels
twice owing to a bent pedal, and thereby lost

two laps. The Farman team won in ih. 22m.
8 3-5S. Wheeler and Warwick rode without
pacemakers, and although an arrangement
had been made that in case of an accident to

one pair their opponents should wait, this was
not done owing to a misunderstanding.

Arrested for Sidewalk Biding.

Dr. Ridgway H. Lamb, a well-known dentist

of Moorestown, N. J., was arrested on Ihurs-
day, at that place, for violating an ordinance
against riding bicycles on the sidewalk with-

out first having secured a license. The doctor

protested that his arrest was unjustifiable, as

he had only gone on the sidewalk a short dis-

tance in order to avoid a bad piece of road, but
his excuse did not avail, and he was find $5.

This he paid under protest, and will probably
bring suit against the township to recover the

amount.
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A A flObEL 35 «

Columbia
pri^, $125.00.
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Ladies everywhere admire graceful outline

and beautiful finish in wheels. These are

combined with Columbia quality on our

new Model 35, which is designed for the

special use of lady riders only. Ladies

who ride Columbias are never ashamed

of their mounts.
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Boston.

New York. Pope Manufacturing Co.
Send two two-cent stamps for our beautiful Catalogue, or obtain it free from our agents.

Chicago.

Hartford.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, CONN-

Wood Rims Demanded by AIL

As the oldest and most experienced

makers of wooden wheel bicycles, we
are naturally better equipped for turn-

ing out Wood Rims than any other

manufacturer.

We are now in a position to supply the

trade with the best Wood Rim on the

market, and have facilities for turning

them out in large quantities. We in-

vite correspondence. Discount to the

trade.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.,

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Send for our Bicycle Catalogue.

Kindly mention^ The Wheel when writing:.
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TRADE AT THE CAPITAL.

THE PLANS OF THE TRADE ASSOCIATION—
A LIVELY SEASON ANTICIPATED.

The cycle trade of Washington is nearly dead

to all appearances at the present time. This

is due to the prevailing hard times throughout

the country. Ordinarily the cycle trade of

the capital city of our country is very good

throughout the Winter, and the dealers have

work for their full force the Winter through.

The Winters of Washington are mild in the

extreme, and riding all the year round is pos-

sible. Some wheels are being sold now, but

these are for the most part job lots. And here

is where Washington excels, for on account of

the hundreds of miles of asphaltum streets,

old-fashioned solid-tired safeties and ordinaries

are salable, but at very low figures. Ordi-

naries arethe least salable, andbring something

fn the neighborhood of $10, while solid-tired

safeties bring about twice as much, and when
very old-fashioned and well worn half that

amount.

There is little altering of the old wheels in

Washington. A peculiar feature of the trade

in Washington is the fact that a wheel to be

popular must be a good one, capable of use,

and hard, steady use, for the full period of a

year. Once a wheel gets a black eye it is dis-

carded by all. The trade people are banded
together now for ther mutual good, and have a
black list of delinquent debtors. Each dealer
reports to each other dealer all that are on his

list and have not paid at all or are backward
in their payments, and such men can under no
condition buy a wheel anywhere in Washing-
ton at time payments.
The dealers are now on the eve of forming a

trade association for mutual benefit that shall

cover the field more fully. They will look
after stolen wheels much as the Chicago Cycle
Board of Trade does, and will keep a cycle de-
tective on their staff. They will also agree as
to the time to be allowed on a time scale and
the cash payment to be required, also the ad-
dition to the regular price to be required.
There are about ten dealers of any importance
in the city, and all have agreed to come into
the new organization.
The trade of the city took part in a cycle show

which the Georgetown Cycling Club conducted,
and made the bicycle part of the fair a leading
feature. There were many handsome stands.
It opened on the 12th and extended for a full

week, The exhibit of Gormully & Jeffery was
especially handsome.

The trade organization will also set the
prices to be secured for second-hand wheels
and will regulate other matters that are
peculiar to the cycle dealer in no other city in

the Union. A healthy interest is expected in

cycling this season and the local organizations
of cycling clubs has plans completed for the
building of a cycle track near the city or rather
the re-building of a horse track at Brightwood.
An important deal was closed the past week

by which the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. will

come into possession of the entire building at

1325 Fourteenth Street, which it now occupies
on the first floor only. Much will be spent in

the fixing up of the place and it will be the
finest store in Washington before the opening
of the racing season. The building is three
stories high and twenty-five feet wide.

A hustler is F. S. Cahill at 1 711 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, almost opposite the residence
of the chief executive of the country. In the
line of this dealer are found the Raleighs,
Singers, Lu-mi-num and the Overlands, a
good quartet. Mr. Cahill is disposed to look
on the bright side of life, and expects to do a
wonderful business this season.

The H. S. Owen Mfg. Co., 1,423 New York
Avenue, manufacture the Capitol wheels, and
look for a great season. The Capitol for '94

has been improved, and has a number of very
distinct features. The year's output will be
in the neighborhood of 600 wheels.

TO KEEP OUT DUST.
Dust and dirt is the bane of the careful

housekeeper's existence, and so it is tbthe
cyclists—if it gets in the bearings. It may
cover the frame and the rider's clothes and
nothing is thought of it,., but when it sifts into,

the fine working parts of the machine, it

means wear and tear and a squeak or two not
at all healthy for the wneel's easy running
qualities. The Stearns people claim to have
as nearly dust-proof, pedals, as it is possible

to make them, and the accompanying cut

shows the principle followed.

TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY BULLETIN OF CHANGES IX THE
BICYCLE AND KINDRED CONCERNS
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

A felt washer, appearing in the illustration

of crank hanger, has minute squares just in-

side dust caps, encircles the cones and is held
in place by a shoulder which secures it im-
movably. The case then fits exactly over the
washer, the nicety of the fitting doing away
with the slightest friction, only the outer edge
of the washer coming in contact with the case.

It will be noticed that the absolute exclusion

of dust is not obtained by fastening the felt

between the cone and the case.

SPALDING'S LINE FOR '94.

A. G. Spalding & Bro.'s line for this year
will consist of six models, ranging in price

from $65 to $125. The Spalding is the com-
pany's high grade light wheel, specially built

for medium weight riders on good roads. It

weighs 27 lbs. with Palmer tires in wood rims
or G. & J. tires. The Credenda line will em-
brace three models in addition to the Pacer
and Consort, the Credenda Roadster, the

Credenda Pacer Junior, and the Credenda
Consort Junior. This is the fourth year of

the Credenda, and the Roadster sells for $85,

with choice of Palmer or G. & J. tires.

The Punctureless Tire Armor Co. are grati-

fied by the advance they have made with
their product. They have now introduced
their protectors for pneumatic tires into every
State in the Union, and also a few provinces
in Canada. They have made a set of the
Punctureless Armor for R. Howell, the weight
being five ounces per pair. They are but -^ of

an inch thick, and are intended for road
racing.

Geo. Redway, formally with W. H. Stauffer

the Asbury Park dealer, has entered into

partnership with C. H. Mathews and. will

handle a number of wheels, including the
Rambler, Derby and Keating. The firm will

be known as Mathews & Redway.

K. P. Drysdalehas resigned his position with
Rouse, Hazard & Co. to accept one with the F.

F. Ide Mfg. Co., where he has charge of the
corresponding and advertising department.

. Riverside, Cal.—Stewart & Lett, hardware
and bicycles. Dissolved.

Riverside, Cal.—Trowbridge & Wakeman,
hardware and bicycles. , Succeeded by Trow-
bridge Hardware Co. (co-partnership).

Hartford, Conn.—Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Mfg. Co. - Damaged by fire ; insured.

Puree'll, Ind,--T- Carter & Graves, hardware
and bicycles. Burnt out.

Anthony, Kan.—Berger & Black, hardware
and bicycles. C. W. Black, chattel mortgage,
$1,500 released.

Clinton, N. J.—Stockton Wholston, hard-
ware and bicycles. Succeeded by Stockton &
Al'en.
New York, N. Y.—Clemens & Curtiss,

bicycles. Judgment $212.
Athena, Ore.—Barrett, C. A. & Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. C. A. Barrett, realty
mortgage $3,500.
Goesbeck, Tex.—Hardware and bicycles.

Trust deed $5,000.
Park City, Utah.—Tewksbury, Charles A.,

hardware and bicycles. Realty mortgage
$1,500.
Goderich, Ont.—Wilkinson, R. P., hardware

and bicycles. Sold out.

Two Handsome Tire Guarantees.

The issuance of artistic lithographic guaran-
tees on the bank note order has become quite
the thing. In addition to the guarantee given
by the manufacturer of the wheel, the tire

companies are also issuing a one year guaran-
tee note, and if the makers and the other part
suppliers should follow the example, a rider

would have a very handsome collection of
legal-looking documents when he purchases a
new wheel. Among the late guarantees is

that of the New York Belting and Packing Co.
It is artistically engraved, bears the company's
seal and reads as follows

:

We guarantee our tires to be perfect in material
and manufacture, and will replace them or any of
their parts which, upon examination by us, prove to
be defective. Tires that are worn out or are rendered
unserviceable by accident or misuse will not be re-
placed.
Tires of our make that are punctured during the

period of the guarantee will, if expressed direct to us,
charges prepaid, be repaired free of cost providing
repairing will make them serviceable.
No tires will be received unless freight is prepaid,

but such charges will be refunded where tires come
under the guarantee.

The Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co.'s document
of this kind is also beautifully lithographed
and accompanies every pair of Climax, Cyclone
and Rex tires. It is signed by the president
of the company and reads as follows:

We hereby warrant our Climax pneumatic tires
to be made of the finest grade of Para rubber in the
best possible manner. We will repair or replace any
Climax pneumatic tires which burst or becomes de-
fective from imperfections in material or construction
while under reasonable use and care during one year
from date of purchase. We will repair any of these
tires which are punctured in any way during the
same period free from charge, unless they have been
worn out in service or injured by a severe accident.

That SI Saddle.

The Curtis-Child Mfg. Co. write that their

offer to supply their saddle for $1 as an ad-
vertisement has resulted in an embarrass-
ment of riches. They desire it to be stated
that the offer is open only to those who men-
tion the journal in which they saw it made;
that the saddles will not be sent C. O. D. ; that
they will be delivered by Adams' Express pro-
vided 20 cents extra is sent, and that the
saddle will not be procurable for less than list

price after March 15.

F. K. Lahpher & Co.; of 48 and 50 Summer
Street, Boston, Mass., have issued a valuable
sporting manual, giving records of nearly
every sport. The cycling records were com-
piled by Henry Goodman. The book is sold
for 10 cents.

Riders of Fowler wheels will train this

Spring on a track at Put-in-Bay, Wis., the
property of Frank Fowler and recently built

on a farm which he owns at that pleasant
resort.
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DENVER; TWO CLASSES; NO NEGROES.
WORK OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY—REPORTS OF THE OFFICERS-
ASBURY PARK BADLY BEATEN—BROKEN PROMISES HINTED AT—

A 200 MILE LIMIT FOR CLASS A—THE BEAUTIES OF THE NEW
RULE ILLUSTRATED BY REINSTATEMENTS—THE AN-

NUAL DUES INCREASED AND THE LEAGUE TO
PUBLISH ITS OWN ORGAN.

Louisville, February 19, 1894.

Luscomb is "not such a damned bad fellow,

after all."

The vote which to-day again made him
President of the League of American Wheel-
men proved this most emphatically.

All past differences had long since been

buried; the manner in which he was practically

mobbed out of the self-same office three years

ago was forgotten ; the very man who led the

"mob," to-day seconded Luscomb's nomin-

ation in terms that were as eloquent as they

were unmistakable, and the thundering

applause which followed the announcement of

his election was as hearty and unanimous as it

was long-continued.

If ever applause must have been sweet

music to mortal man, the hearty outburst on

this occasion must have proven so to Chas. H.

Luscomb. But he gave no evidence of it.

As on the eventful day of the mobbing, he

bore himself in a manner which betrayed no
outward sign of the feelings which must have

surged within. He carried his great triumph

as befits the nature—"somewhat imperial," it

has been defined—of the man.
On a minor scale, Geo. A. Perkins, too,

should feel intensely gratified.

It was three years ago that the Massa-

chusetts chieftain's office-seeking bulb first

endeavored to thro ;y its feelers into the national

hotbed, but the tender plant was not then

adopted to the soil and was rudely rooted out.

Many thought that it had remained un-

rooted and castaway, and that the last had
been seen of it. Not so Perkins. When the

eyes were turned aside he gentiy picked up

the wounded bulblet and took it to his Boston

home and there nursed it tenderly.

It revived and thrived so well in its natural

atmosphere that when, a year later, he ex-

posed it at Columbus, O., there were those

who believed that its roots could not fail of

their purpose. But they did. Indeed, the

plant received such a set-back that when the

doughty little Massachusetts man carried it

back a second time, it was necessary to put it

under glass to keep it alive.

Last year it was still too sickly to stand ex-

posure, and though plainly to be seen, he dare

not remove it from under its glass case. The
last twelve month, however, worked a most

marvelous change. The bulb began to swell

;

two months ago new roots began to sprout

;

they grew rapidly ; the plant began to shoot

upward; it threw out leaves and, when six

weeks since, it was presented for preliminary

examination to the professors of the great

American Academy of Caucuses, it was
awarded a ribbon and ordered given a high

place in the National Conservatory. It was
placed in position this afternoon. There was
no opposition.

His election was unanimous and hearty, and

to-day, after rebuffs which few other men
have sustained or could sustain so becomingly,

George A. Perkins is the Second Vice-Presi-

dent of "the supreme athletic organization of

the world "—the League of American Wheel-

men.

Let no one begrudge him the honor. He
has won his spurs as a State official, and de-
spite the criticism of the past, he is not likely

to prove himself unworthy of this new and
greater trust.

The election has been one of two rifts in the
heavy cloud of long and more or less wearying
annual reports which have been the greater
portion of this, the first day's proceedings of
the National Assembly.
The other rift was a short but lively tilt

over the disputed election in the ^Michigan
Division, which was settled by the ordering of

another election.

The election of officers developed something
of a surprise in the sweeping re-election of W.
M. Brewster as treasurer. His great personal
popularity made it certain that he would give
Mr. Merganthaler a close rub, but that he
would win "hands down" was hardly antici-

pated. Some very telling eleventh hour work
did the business.

In some respects this has been a most un-
usual meeting. Everything has run with
exceeding dispatch and with the smoothness
of oil. Little, if any friction or personality
has been engendered or has cropped up.
There was a semblance of it in the Michigan
matter, but it was choked off and the case
settled in short order. The Potter-Burdett
row, which threatened, was also settled

amicably, President Burdett voluntarily and
publicly reiterating what he had previously
told The Wheel—that he had never accused
Mr. Potter of altering any contract whatso-
ever, and, what is more, did not believe it.

Vice-President Brown also denied the charge.
This pacified Potter, and disposed of what
threatened to be a long, lively and personal
wrangle.

Kirkpatrick, of Ohio—he of the burning elo-

quence, sky-soaring, banner-fringed, long
winded oral pyrotechnics—is absent; and
though a new man built on the Kirkpatrickan
plan has developed, he has not thrown himself
into the breach often enough to clog the
wheels.
Perkins, of Massachusetts, too, is strangely

and unaccountably silent. Heretofore he has
been the most verbose and frequent recurring
of speakers, but to-day not one word has he
spoken. He has remained in his corner as
dumb as any oyster that was ever fished out
of the sea.

Luscomb, also, has had little, if anything,
to say. On two occasions Vice-President

Sheridan in the chair, has done the Speaker
Crisp act to perfection—looking in another
direction and putting the question when a
member bobbed up too often. In this manner
he shut off and quite flustered Mr. Holmes, of
Michigan, on one occasion.

Detailed Report of the Meeting.

The meeting was called to order at 10.40
a. m. Roll call and the report of the Creden-
tials Committee showed 95 delegates personally
present and 83 represented by proxy.
Those present were:

President, Chas. L. Burdett; First Vice-President,
Thomas F. Sheridan; Second Vice President, Dr. G.
Carlton Brown; Secretary, Abbott Bassett; Treas-
urer, William M. Brewster; Chairman Highway Com-
mittee, Isaac B. Potter; Chairman Rights and Privi-
leges Committee, C. F. Cossum; Chairman Racing
Board, Howard E. Raymond.
Alabama.—Wm.C. Harris.
Colorado.—J. A. McGuire and Louis Block.
Connecticut.— D. J. Post and F. N. Kinney.
Delaware.—S. Wallis Merrihew.
District of Columbia.—G. B. French
Illinois.—A. A. Billingsley, A. D. Black, Burton F.

White, C. H. Robinson, C. J. Connelly, H. E. Morse,
F. W. Gerould and E. J. Porter.
Indiana.—Thos. Hay and W. H. Pontius.
Kansas —C. F. Reichenbach.
Kentucky.—E. H. Cronninger, G. E. Johnson and

W. W. Watts.
Maine.—C. G. Batchelder.
Maryland.—Albert Mott, James B. Reed and A. C

Willison.
Massachusetts.—Geo. A. Perkins, C. S. Howard, A.

W. Robinson, H. W. Robinson, J. C. Kerrison, A. D.
Peck, D. E. Miller, W. C. Dillingham, S. T. Williams,
J. F. Adams, A. J. Ochs, G. L. Sullivan, J. S Dean, F.
H. Williams, A. K. Peck, F. H. McKee and A. B.
Cooper.
Michigan.—W. C. Noack and Joseph W. Smith.
Missouri.—H. Canfield and E. S. Barnes.
Nebraska.—J. E. Ebersole.
New Jersev.— James S. Holmes, A. C.Atkins, H.

B. Ayres, A. R. Parsons and Herbert W. Knight.
New York—Charles H. Luscomb, R. G. Betts, Chas.

W. Wood, F. W. Haselton, W. L. Beck, F. A. Sher-
man, Dr. W. J. Packwood and Thomas W. Neary.
Ohio.—A. E. Mergenthaler, S. L. Ghaster, George

Collister, W. H. Say le, T. G. Reed, George R. Prout,
M. A. High and M. W. Bliss. Jr.
Pennsylvania.—J. W. McGowin, John J. Van Nort,

H. E. Bidwell, T. W. Myler, D. P. Vincent, P. S.
Collins, C. A. Dimon, A. F. Nelson, C. A. Dean, H. C.
Wallace, C. W. Wilson, G. T. Bush and M. G. Morris.
Rhode Island.—Howard L. Perkins, George L.

Cooke and Nelson H. Gibbs.
Tennessee.—Charles J. Scherer.
Texas.—E. W. Hope.
West Virginia.—Jason C. Stamp.
Wisconsin.—M. C. Rotier and W. L. Simonds.

The Michigan Squabble.

J. T. Holmes, of Michigan, in behalf of him-
self and H. W. Stebbins, asked why their

names had not been called. Secretary Bassett
explained that he had received no notice of
their election. Mr. Holmes claimed that this

was an oversight on the part of the Division
secretary, but the latter, W. C. Noack, arose
and read a formal protest from A. H. Griffith,

the successful but protested candidate for

Chief Consul. Mr. Griffith was also present
with his campaign manager, W. E. Metzger.
Vice Consul Smith was called on to answer a
number of questions. One of them was:

" Were there any protests at the time Mr.
Holmes was elected ?"

A HORTICULTURAL, TRIUMPH.

Weak.
1893

Very Weak. In Full Bloom.
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" That meeting, sir, was one continual
scrap from beginning to end."
The Assembly fairly roared with laughter.

It was then moved that the matter be re-

ferred to the Rights and Privileges Committee
for a hearing and decision. Chairman Cossum
was the only member present. A recess was
declared and Mr. Cossum and the warring
Michiganders retired. They returned in about
fifteen minutes. Mr. Cossum recommended
that both Messrs. Holmes and Stebbins be
seated. The Assembly so voted, and the Steel

party thereby scored first blood and knock-
down. This made the number present 97.

Burdett Spent but $485 X,ast Year.

The presentation and reading of the annual
reports then began. President Burdett led

off. He recommended the passage of his

amendment making the L. A. W. a joint stock
company; he explained that as at present in-

stituted every member was individually liable

for the debts contracted. Incorporation was
impossible. There exists no law in any State
permitting it, and passage of a special act by
Congress, as intended, was unconstitutional.

He gave all the credit for the Chicago meet to

Messrs. Gerould and Raymond, and said that

the alliance with the A. A. U. was responsible
for the League's exclusive control of cycling.

He said that " Good Roads" should be con-
tinued, but said it could not be done without
an increase of subscription. Col. Burdett said

that at no time had he desired the discontinu-
ance of the magazine, and his sole idea in ter-

minating Editor Potter's contract on February
10 was to leave the future of the magazine in

the hands of the National Assembly. He ex-
plained that he had never charged, as had
been rumored, that Mr. Potter had altered his

contract, and what is more did not believe it,

having every confidence in Mr. Potter's integ-

rity and abilty, and believing that he (Potter)

had earned the thanks of the League for his

work. Col. Burdett also submitted a semi-
personal report detailing the conduct of his

office, the number of letters written and days
devoted to League work. Including every
item of expense, it had cost exactly $485 to
maintain his office during the past year. He
attributed the decrease of membership to the
attacks on the Executive Committee and the
President, which, in substance, accused them
of dishonesty, and thanked the jury which ac-

quitted them at the Buffalo meeting.
Mr. Potter, on privilege, explained his posi-

tion toward President Burdett. He was given
a rising vote of confidence, and the threatened
jarring was thus averted.
Treasurer Brewster reported receipts since

last report (February, 1893), of $15,470.64 and
disbursements of $14,709.31, leaving a balance
on hand of $761.33 as against $2,720.64 last

February.
Bassett's Prose Poetry.

As usual, Secretary Bassett garnished the
foreground of his report with the flowers of

prose poetry.
"Now indeed," it began, ''is the Winter of

our discontent and in the deep bosom of the
cruel ocean of bitter disappointment are buried
all our cherished hopes for a largely increased
membership and our eager desires for the
plethoric purse which accompanies it. Our
note of triumph is stilled this year and in its

place we must sing a song which has the
cheerfulness of a mournful dirge. Never in

the past have we taken a backward step in

building up our membership, and we have not
done so this year, but the step we have taken
is but the toddle of an infant where we hoped
to see the stride of giant."
The report showed that since July applica-

tions for membership have fallen below the
corresponding months of 1892-3. Last year,
2 5. 539 members renewed and 11,422 failed to
do so. This year 13,411 new members had
been gained. The total membership is now
36,950; in 1893 it was 34,304. This member-
ship is distributed thusly: Atlantic coast
States, 22,487; west of Mississippi River, 5,691

;

west of Rocky Mountains, 4,997; Pacific coast,

1,183.
Lady Members Are Fewer.

The lady membership is apparently always a
source of concern to Mr. Bassett, and he be-
wailed the fact that this year it numbers but
915, as against 1,162 last year. Massachusetts
has 251, and is the only State which shows an

increase. New York has 89 as against 156 in

'93. Pennsylvania has 79, Connecticut 66, Ohio
63 and New Jersey 62.

Secretary Bassett illustrated the ups and
downs of the Division by the following table

showing the relative positions in point of mem-
bership of the leading Division.

1892. !893. 1894.
1 Massachusetts. Massachusetts. Massachusetts.
2 New York. New York. Pennsylvania.
3 Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania. New York.
4 Illinois. Illinois. Ohio.
5 Connecticut. Connecticut. Illinois.

6 Ohio. Ohio. Connecticut.
7 New Jersey. New Jersey. New Jersey.
8 Michigan. Michigan. Michigan.
9 Rhode Island. California. Missouri.
10 Maryland. Dist. of Columbia. No. California.

The total number of League clubs is 251.

Last year there were 233. Massachusetts
again leads with 36, as against 30 last year.

The statement of income to February 1 was
reported as follows:

The League's Income $51,957.44.

Applications $27,365.00
Renewals 25,539.00
Ticket Holders 744-50
Uniform 91.69
Veteran's Bar 88.50
Fines 88.00

Inte rest 36. 10
Duplicate Tickets 4 65

f>957 44

President Lnscomb.

Of the $50,904 received from members $31,-

987 has been credited to Divisions and $18,917
to the treasurer. On January 1 there was
owing Divisions $1,122.95 and a cash balance
of $764.39.
G. Carleton Brown reported for the Execu-

tive and Finance Committee. It was an un-
usually interesting document, reciting the
weighter affairs and decisions of the past year
in condensed form.
The report recited that the committee had

many trials to contend with, many abuses to
remedy, many reforms to undertake and have
many suggestions to offer for the future pros-
perity of the League, which prosperity has
been the one and only object toward which the
efforts of the officers have been directed.

" The members of the Executive Committee
have in all cases endeavored to put aside per-
sonal feelings and wishes, and to do what they
considered was for the best interests of the
League.
The report continued:

During the past League year the Executive Com-
mittee have held 24 meetings, all of which were ren-
dered necessary by the arising of emergencies that
required personal interviews and could not be settled
by correspondence.

Meetings Held.
The distribution of the meetings has been as follows:

New York 12, Chicago 5, Philadelphia 2, Hartford 1,

Buffalo 1, Boston 1, Washington 1 and Elizabeth 1.

The president of the League has been present at 23
meetings, the first vice-president at 13 and the second
vice-president at 24.

The administration and the standing committees
have been in close accord and have worked well
together.

Many of the Divisions have appealed to the Execu-
tive Committee in regard to State government and
matters, that while being local, might affect the
general good of the organization. As caretul and
prompt attention as possible has always been given to
these matters.
The Alabama Division a year ago requested aid

from the League in prosecuting a legal case relative
to the carrying of bicycles on ferries, the desired
assistance was given and the case was decided in
favor of the claimants.
The Massachusetts Division entered a complaint

against a ruling of one of the.members of the Racing
Board. The matter was finally adjusted.
Certain officers of the Missouri Division requested

the Executive Committee to call a meeting of the
Division Board, as the Chief Consul refused to do so.
The Executive Committee rendered a decision that,
according to the constitution of the Missouri Division,
it was within the decretion of the Chief Consul to call
a meeting or not.

A Wheelman Defined.

The Membership Committee appealed to the Ex-
ecutive Committee for rulings in a number of dis-
puted points in the California Division. The case
was long and complicated, the principal points at issue
being covered by the following rulings:
That a protest suspends an application, and that:
A wheelman is a person who is a rider of a wheel;

that is one who can ride a wheel without instruction.
The Rights and Privileges Committee made a

report in regard to the continuance in office of the
officers of the Louisiana Division.
The same committee reported to the Executive

Committee sustaining the decision of the Membership
Committee in the expulsion from the League of
Messrs. Barrett and Munger.
A number of complaints from different clubs have

been laid before your committee, and numerous de-
cisions have been made.
A settlement of the difference between the Park

Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, and the Detroit
Wheelmen, of Detroit, relative to the championship
medals of 1892 was effected.

Of Interest to League Clubs.

The Roxbury Wheelmen, of Massachusetts, pro-
tested against any other club using the name Rox-
bury in a club name.
The Secretary of the League was instructed not to

accept for record any other club having Roxbury in
its name, no further prohibition being possible.
In May last the Secretary of the League called the

attention of the Executive Committee to a weakness
in the rule by which a Leagne member might belong
to any number of League clubs and be counted in
each on the election of a club representative. The
following ruling was made to cover the case :

" That a member of a League may be credited to
one League club only, and in elections for club repre-
sentatives his name and vote shall only be credited to
the club which he shall designate."

The Tariff on Bicycles.

A communication was received in May, 1893, from
the Canadian Wheelmen Association stating that they
had made arrangements with their government rela-
tive to the tariff on bicycles traveling through the
country, and requesting that the League endeavor to
make similar arrangements with our government.
The matter was referred to the President to see if the
arrangement could be consummated.
In June a complaint and protest was received from

the Canadian Wheelmen Association against the
League of American Wheelmen establishing a consu-
late in the Maratime Provinces.
The Executive Committee, on the strength of the

evidence submitted, were of the opinion that the com-
plaint was well founded, but left it in the hands of the
President for final adjustment, as the Secretary of the
League had weighty reasons for thinking Consulate
should be continued.
On May 22d Shepard, Morrell & Company, of Boston,

were appointed official costumers to the women of the
American League.

Incorporation Not Possible.
The Committee have at various times discussed the

importance of incorporating the League, and have
made careful research into the laws of the different
States to see if in any of them a law was in existence
under which a peculiarly constructed organization
like the L. A. W. could be incorporated, but in no case
was such a law found, neither was there any general
law of the country under which incorporation could
be effected. It was then decided to draft a bill and
endeavor to have it passed by Congress, but this was
again found impossible, as such a bill would be uncon-
stitutional. The effort to incorporate as a body was
then abandoned, and it was decided to recommend to
the National Assembly that the business interests of
the League be combined and the same be incorpor-
ated under one of the State laws. This will be ex-
plained more in detail by the President.

The Official Organ Trouble.

There has been during the year a number of
questions at issue between the Wheelman Company
and the League of American Wheelmen. The Com-
pany declaring in the latter part of March that they
feared to continue sending the Bulletin to Leagne
members as they understood such sending might be
considered a violation of the Postal law by the
authorities and notified the Executive Committee that
they had published an edition of the paper but would
not mail it to the members.
The President immediately visited Boston and after

consulting with the Postal Authorities instructed the
Wheelman Company to mail the Bulletin to League
members as usual.
In April the Wheelman Company asked that their

construction of the contract: "that they were not
required to send the Bulletin to proposed members of
the League or until they had actually become mem-
bers of the League," be approved by the Executive
Committee. This construction was carefully con-
sidered by the Executive Committee and was unani-
mously approved.
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MRS. O'FAHEY.—Phat the devil is the matter wid yer billy goat? He looks

as though he was after thrying to discover something that he could not ate.

MRS. HANNIGAN.—Yes, Moike says that the goat tried atin' that toir on the

behoind wheel called Climax, but every toime he would close his jaws on it they would

be thron out of place wid resilincy ; so he thackled the other toir, called Competition,

and ates it like a squab, its so thender.

Rex Road
and Climax Best Cemented Tires. Prices Low.

Cyclone Best Mechanically Fastened Tire.

Address,

Special Prices.
To the Trade and Fullest and Best Guarantees.

Eastern Rubber Manufacturing Co.
DISTRIBUTING BRANCHES:

New York, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Phila., Washington, Cinn.

...... ... Trenton, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The Wheelman Company have also made complaints
against different Divisions for issuing Division organs,
which was a direct violation of the contract with the
L. A. W. The attention of the Divisions issuing said
organs was called to the provisions of the contract
and with one exception, they all complied with the
request of the Executive Committee asking them to
discontinue such publications.
Complaint was also received from the Wheelman

Co. that official news was published in other papers
besides the official organ, which was in violation of

the contract. This charge was investigated and
found to be erroneous.

A Plum for the Publishers.

In November the Wheelman Co. again made charges
against divisions for publishing division organs,
claiming that the publishing of said organs had in-

jured their business, and that they considered the
contract as broken and void. This necessitated an
immediate meeting of the Executive Committee in

Boston, where the charges were carefullv gone over
and verified, and the committee was forced into mak-
ing a new contract with the Wheelman Co. for the
balance of the League year. A fifth clause was
marked recommending that $300 per issue for the
four issues be paid the Wheelman Co.

A Defeated Candidate Who Wanted His
Expenses.

In October Mr. Jacob Jesson, who was defeated in

the Michigan contested election case in Columbus in

1892, requested that his expenses to that meeting be
paid by the League, the Michigan Division having
refused to pay on account of his not having been re-
ceived as a delegate. The following decision was
rendered by the committee: "That this account should
be paid by the Michigan Division provided Mr.
Jesson was duly appointed a delegate of that Division
and by existing authority at the time of the appoint-
ment."
In September, 1893, the Chairman of the Racing

Board, against whom suit had been brought for an
alleged libellous article, requested that the Manager
of the Bureau be allowed to defend him in the suit,

the Manager being prevented from taking charge of
the defense by the terms of his contract with the
League of American Wheelmen.
The Chairman's request was granted.

Covering the Road Improvement Bureau.

It was decided early in the year that it would be
necessary to change the system of accounts in the
bureau office from single to double entry so that a
more definite idea could be had of the actual financial
condition from time to time, this as finally done, and
and a complete set of double entry books as opened,
the same being written up from the opening of the
bureau.
During July and August the manager of the bureau

being absent in Europe, the charge of affairs was
placed in the hands of the secretary of the Executive
Committee.
In the latter part of August a change was made in

the advertising department, Mr. J. F. Huckel, buying
out Mr. King with the consent of the Executive Com-
mittee, they making a new contract with him which
contains a clause by which said contract can be ter-

minated at this time if so desired.
In November the Executive Committee came to the

conclusion that as the Bureau now exists it is not
accomplishing the work that it should for the amount
of money expended. They also found that owing to
the financial crisis which prevailed throughout the
country, and the difficulty of securing advertising
and collecting for the same, that it would be impos-
sible for the League to continue the Bureau, and keep
on publishing Good Road, unless some change was
made in the plan of conducting the work. They
therefore, after careful consideration, decided to
abolish the Bureau, and terminate the contract with
the manager, by giving him three months notice as
required by the terms of the contract. This was
deemed a necessary step in order that the National
Assembly might act with perfect freedom as to mak-
ing arrangements for the League publication in the
future without being hampered by any contracts
whatever; and the Assembly stands in such a position
to-day that you are free from all bonds and in a posi-
tion to make what arrangements may seem best after
having all sides presented, and hearing what the
special Committee on League Publications has to say
on the subject.

Financial Report.

As has been explained to the National Assembly
before, the present committee early adopted a com-
plete system of counter checking, by which an account
is kept with all the officers of the League who have in

their possession League funds, so that the Executive
Committee can at any time tell just when and how the
funds are distributed and used, the only radical
changes in the system since the last report, has been
the opening of a duplicate voucher system with the
Secretary of the League similar to that used with the
Road Improvement Bureau.
The Executive Committee will also recommend to

the incoming adminstration a change in the system
used by the Treasurer, to a double signature check
system, as is used with the Secretary
There has passed through the hands of the Secre-

tary of the Executive Committee during the year
checks which he has countersigned covering a gross
amount of $78,598.62. Divided as follows:

Checks from Secretary to Treasurer $12,500.00
Checks from Secretary to Secretary-Treas-

urers of Divisions 30,622.95
Expense Account of Secretary of League. .. 6,823.99
Uniform Account of Secretary of League. .

.

118.49
Card Case Account of Secretary of League. 556.30
Veteran Bar Account of Secretary of League 81 .50
Checks from Manager, Road Improvement

Bureau 27,896.40

The running expenses of the League paid
from the funds in the hands of the Treas-
urer on bills approved by the Finance
Committee amount to $6,247.63

Of this amount there was due for unpaid ac-
counts for the year 1892 160.34

Showing the running expenses of the League
for 1893, exclusive of the Secretary's ex-
penses, to have been 6,087.29

The Treasurer has paid to the Road Im-
provement Bureau by order of the Ex-
exutive Committee 9,337.4°

.$15,424.

What the Officers Spent.

The expenses of officers and committees have
been as follows, paid by the Treasurer on approved
vouchers:

President, for office and traveling expenses $431.56
1st Vice-President, for office and traveling

expenses 425.45
2d Vice-President, for office and traveling

expenses 535-6°
Secretary Executive Committee, allowance

for clerk hire 500.00
Treasurer, for office and traveling expenses 170.00
Chairman of Racing Board 1,526.35
Racing Board (members) 217.54
Secretary International Race Committee. .

.

324-09
Rights and Privileges Committee 23-5°
Transportation Committee 61.00
Membership Committee ' 50.00
Highway Improvement Committee 108.87
Executive Committee's expenses in Chicago 20.92
Auditing Committee 125.70
Legal opinion 25 .00

Expert Accountant 10.00
National Assembly in Philadelphia 637.33
National Assembly in Buffalo 749 .04

$5,953-03

Total 78,598.63

The Retiring Board of Officers.

Besides these amounts the Executive Com-
mittee loaned the General Committee of
the National Meet at Chicago, to be paid

back from the first receipts
There has been paid on account o£ this loan

Leaving a balance due the League

P750.00
250 .00

$500.00

Raymond's Royal Reception.

Chairman Raymond is still the idol of the
Assembly. As was the case last year, his re-

ception left no doubt whatsoever on this point.

When he arose to present his report, he was
most enthusiastically received; when he fin-

ished, the cheering and applause which follow-

ed ceased to be enthusiastic; it became posi-

tively and intensely frantic; a pause during
its reading at any time was equal to the pour-
ing of kerosene on the grate fire. The effect

of Raymond's presence or personality or a
word from him on this assemblage of matured
men is little short of wonderful.
As a preface to his report Mr. Raymond told

how in "the storms that have circled around
and the clouds raised up to befog their vision,"

the Racing Board had " never lost sight of

what was best for the L. A. W." and their
" loyalty to the common welfare of the organ-
ization above all else." The Board had found
no reason to regret the adoption of the sanction
rule. In ;8g2, 566 sanctions had been granted
as against 1198 in 1893; the States leading in

this order: New York, 154; Massachusetts,

126; Pennsylvania, 87; Ohio, 83; New jerst),
5,7; Michigan, 46; Connecticut, 40; Wisconsin,
38; Indiana, 36; Illinois, 33; and the balance
throughout the other states, every state in the
Union being : represented.
One hundred and seventeen racing men

have been declared professionals, and of over
300 cases of alleged violations of rules, 142
suffered the penalty of suspension, the propor-
tion showing a decrease over last year, evi-
dently caused by ; a -better kno.wledge of 'the
rules.

How to Encourage Record-Breaking in
Competition.

Relative to the refusal of the Board to accept
horse-paced records, Mr. Raymond said :

"Your Board believe that it is in office to
elevate and dignify the sport as much as possi-
ble, and not to cheapen the value of anything
connected with it. It construed its duty
plainly in this connection, and felt that only
such assistants as could clearly be shown to be
within the term cycling was permissible under
the rules. The value of a record is solely de-
termined by the existing conditions under
which it is made. Were we to begin and say
we will accept as records any performance no
matter how grotesque, so long as it denotes a
remarkable reduction in speed, we should be
the laughing stock of the world, and our re-

cords, from having real intrinsic value would
sink below mediocrity and cease to be regarded
as a valuable adjunct to cycling in any phase.

" A competition record is the record that is

most authentic and well governed, and we
would suggest to the new board that reduction
in figures in that direction be encouraged. We
would point out away to this end: Let the
new rules provide for recognized pacemaking
in open events, the result would be gratifying
to the racing men, the seeker after records,
the club promoter, and last, but not by any
means the least, the general public that at-

tends the race meets."

The Intercollegiate Association Given a Stiff
Upper-cut.

Relative to the table with the Intercolleg-
iate Association Mr. Raymond said:
"Early in the season it became evident that

the Intercollegiate Association, composed of
the leading colleges of this country, intended
to ignore the rules of the L. A. W., governing
cycling contests.

"The fact that it was a studied and care-
fully planned affront, to the governing body
over cycling in this country, was not made
apparent until after the nineteen men that
competed had been suspended.
"The racing men then prepared a joint letter,

which was signed and sent in by all, setting
forth the facts that they had been misinformed,
and had supposed the races to have been
regularly sanctioned.
"Your Board acted promptly, released all

men under suspension, and transferred its

attention to the organization itself. No sanc-
tions have since been granted to any college
affiliated with the Intercollegiate Association.
The case stands now, several men that took
part in races given by colleges since the action
of your Board was taken are under suspension,
and several colleges have been unable to hold
cycling events at all owing to the inabilty to
secure entries under the existing state of
affairs.

"The L. A. W. asks nothing from the I. C.

A. A. A. A. but that which it should be more
than ready to grant for the welfare of all cycle
racing. There should be but one set of recog-
nized racing rules in this country; it is best
for the racing men, the promoter and for all

concerned. Of this fact no reasonable dou t

exists. Such a condition of affairs your Board
set out to accomplish for the perpetuation of

cycle racing under our auspices. We trust the
next Board will carry on this matter on the
lines originally planned by us.

"We bear the Intercollegiate Association
no ill will, we should prefer to live in harmony
with all organizations. We can only have that
perfect harmony under one set of rules.

Friendly With A. A. U.

"We have during the past year given at con-
siderable cost and energy, that courteous
recognition to the alliance with the Amateur
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LAW SUITS
Are not usually entered into for the fun of the thing, or the small amount of

questionable advertising that is derived from them, and we do not believe

they are of sufficient interest to the public to warrant the constant flaunting

of them in print. The result is the only thing of interest.

OUR SUIT AGAINST THE MAKERS OF THE
Phelps & Dingle Tire

RESULTED IN OUR

For the benefit of those who are attempting to escape the consequences

of infringing the patents owned by us on the ground that our patents are

limited to the specific form of construction which we have adopted for the

Dunlop Tire, we beg to call their attention to the result of this suit.

It sets at rest any question that may be raised as to adjustable wires

and devices for fastening them, as they were used in the Phelps & Dingle

tire.

We warn all manufacturers and users of infringing tires that we shall

promptly defend our rights whenever assailed.

Dunlop Tires are the Best for all Purposes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The American Dunlop Tire Co.,

504-506 West 14th Street,

NEW YORK CITY,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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Athletic Union, which we have deemed it fully

entitled to.
'

' By the terms of this alliance we agree to

recognize the rules of the A. A. TJ., governing
athletic contests, and it in return accepts as

final our rulings regarding cycling.

"Several athletic meetings have been held,

not sanctioned by the A. A. U., and we have
declined to grant sanctions for cycling events

to be held in connection therewith.
"We are able to report that our relations

with the A. A. U. continue friendly in the

extreme."

The Zimmerman Case.

In a brief review of the Zimmerman case

Mr. Raymond stated among other things:

"We assume from the start that having left

this country, holding our credentials, Mr.
Zimmerman could only be held accountable to

this organization, no matter where he should
ride. We should and do expect that all our
riders when visiting foreign shores will faith-

fully abide by the rules governing such con-

tests as he may enter, but above and beyond
all such rules are the rules of the L. A. W.,
which he may not violate no matter where he
may be. We do not recognize the dividing
line between State and State or country and
country as a line of demarkation by which to

change our rules. Our rules are the same at

all times, in all places, to the riders owing us
allegiance.
"Therefore we assumed that if the N. C. U.

had discovered violations of which we knew
not, its course was plain; to report the matter
to Mr. Zimmerman's home organization as
charges, the same as any charge would be pre-
ferred, no difference existing between charges
preferred by an individual or an organized
body.

" We realize that the N. C. U. may still use
a prerogative, theirs by native right, and act in

the case as it sees fit, such action, however,
will be solely independent and in the light of

jurisdiction over competition in Englandalone.
" Our relations with the N. C. U. are undis-

turbed ; we have discussed temperately while
in no sense unappreciatively, an international
question, and we believe that the L. A. W.
need not feel that it leaves the field dishonored,
its dignity forfeited, or its racing interests in

any way deteriorated, but rather the reverse,"

The Amateur Question and Circumstantial Evi-
dence on these Subjects, the Report ran:

"Turning its backs upon the la-t National
Assembly meeting your Board started out in

racing world, armed with additional powers,
tending towards the eliminating of that grow-
barnacle upon the roots of pure amatuerism.
we return to-day and lay down the weapon, its

efficiency made useless in the first attempt to

use it.

"Care was taken to allow some six weeks of
racing to take place before any attempt to
test "circumstantial evidence" was made.
The reason for this is apparent. It was de-
sired that the machines used by the riders be-
come thoroughly identified with them as the
strongest item of circumstantial evidence. A
list was prepared and about to have been put
in use when certain stronger items were
secured, which made it desirable that a test
case be made of J. S. Johnson and F. H.
Tuttle. The papers were carefully prepared
and sent to the board for vote, the result being
three for conviction and three for acquittal,
one of the votes for acquittal afterward being
changed for conviction. This change did not,
however, affect the result of the verdict, and
your board found itself unable to agree on
what constituted good "circumstantial evi-
dence," and the cases that would otherwise
have been tried were dropped then and there.
"You are confronted by a condition of known

abuses; nothing is so apparent, nothing so
much needs adjustment. The interests of the
racing man and the manufacturer are inimical.
They are welded together as soon as a man on
the racing paths gains any prominence.
Speed is a magnet of attraction to the manu-
facturer of the bicycle, and magnetic force is

superior to human agency. To endeavor to
stop these two elements from getting together
under the present rules is analogous to an en
deavor

To Imprison Niagara Falls in a Fish Net.

You cannot do it, neither can your committee.

Some will have no hesitancy in saying so ; we
believe in dealing honestly with all questions
that arise, and if this assembly or your execu-
tive feel that others can succeed where we
have failed, we look eagerly forward to their

appointment.
"We do know, however, that no self-re-

specting man can serve on this committee un-
less this Assembly treat this question with the
same honesty which will lead to a radical

change, as it would deal with a similar subject
were it connected with its personal business,
i, e., a change of rules.

"We find that moneys are deposited in

banks to the credit of racing men, only to be
drawn by them after the season is at an end,
that riders are supported by mothers, fathers,

brothers, friends, not in any way connected
with the cycling trade. We find reputable
manufacturers ready and willing to swear on
oath that they do not pay one cent toward the
support of any racing man or for riding their

wheels. All this we find and more. You are
familiar with the difficulties that have beset
our path under the present rules, and we
make bold to say the time has come to change
the order of things." Then followed an advo-
cacy of the two class rules.

Racing Board Recommendations.

The Board urged that a standard table of

records be adopted, and suggested that the
quarter, third, half, two-third, three-quarter
and one mile and all even miles upward (no
intermediate distances) be recognized as the

Second "Vice-President Perkins.

records that will be officially a matter of
contest.

At all private records, it was recommended
that a stated number of witnesses be made
necessary, and also that the referee of same
be a properly accredited representative of the
L. A. W., by appointment of the Chairman of
the Racing Board, upon filed application of
parties desiring to make trials for private
records, stating when and where such attempts
will be made.
The value of prizes as announced on pro-

grammes, was stated to have grown to be
more or less of an abuse, the prizes in many
instances being much below the value adver-
tised. A code of equity was needed:
"We would assume," so said the report,

" that other than the market retail price need
not be printed. Wo should not assume that if

a club found itself in a position to purchase at
a wholesale price an article which it honestly
a dvertised at its retail value it was in any way
guilty of deceit. That is a perfectly legiti-

mate prize value—its retail list price.
" With this fair statement of fact it would

not seem a hardship to force clubs or
race promoters to live up to advertised value
of prizes, establishing the retail purchasing
price as a standard for decision. We recom-
mend it to the next Board,"

The table of accepted records was reported
in full as follows:

In Competition.

MILES. H. M. S.

#, Flying, 25 4-5. H C Tyler, Sept 4. 1893.
'4, Standing, 3 1 i-5. G C Smith, 44

6, 1892.

%,
"

1 002-5, H c Tyler, "
M> 1893.

K> " 1 41 i-5. G F Taylor, 44
15. 1892

1, 2 !4 3-5, W .C . Sanger, July M> 1893.

2,
u

4 31 3-5.
44 Sept. r4. 1893.

3. '' 7 '5 3-5, J. s. Johnson, Aug. 18, 1893.

4. 10 12 1-5, c T Knisely, July 11, 1893.

5i " 12 36 3-5, A E Lumsden, Oct 8, 1892.

6, " 15 15 4-5. J- W. Linneman Aug. 12, 1893

7. '' '7 43 3-5.
11 ' U

8, " 20 24 4-5.
1

9. " 22 52 4-5. L S. Meintjes, "

10, 25 32 J. w Linntmar , **
44

12, "
27
30

55
29 L. s. Meintjes, "

13. " 32 57
44

M, 35 4 1 4-5
*' "

X 5> " 38 5 4-5.
1

16, " 40 39 '"5.
44 "

'7. 43 103-5.
11 "

18, 45 52 3-5
"

'9. 48 3> 2-5 44 '*

20, 51 18 2-5,
11 44

21, " 53 58
11 41

22, " 56 37 4-5
44 * 4

23 ' 59 19 2-5.
" 14

24, 01 59 2 "5.
44 " 41

25. °4 34 3-5,
14 44

26, 07 24 '-5.
44 14

27, " 09 58 1-5,
41 44

28, Z2 26 1-5,
" 44

29. " '5 94 2-5,
u 11 44

3°. '7 57 !-5.
u 44

3 1 . 20 37 i-5.
44 "

32 . 23 14 3-5
4

4

' 4

33. 25 5°.
"

34. 28 25 2-5,
44 11 l<

35' 31 02 2-5,
u " 4 '

36 ' 33 36 4-5.
44 *' 44

37' 36 14.
' " 44

381 38 53 3-5.
*' 44

39. 4 1 32 2-5,
'

40, 44 « 4-5-
4 ' 4

4 1 ' 46 58,
44 44

42' 49 39.
"

'
' 44

43. 52 XI, *' 4 '

44' 54 49 3-S.
1 "

45' 57 33 2-5.
li 44

46. ' 2 00 20, 11 44

47. 2 02 59.
U 44

48, 2 °5 35.
44 44

49. 2 08 14 4-5.
44 44

5°. 2 11 064-5 44 44

51. 2 13 5'.
44 " 44

52, 2 16 37 2-5,
44 11 44

53. 2 19 21 2-5,
u ' l 44

54. 2 22 07 2-5.
44

55. 2 24 59 2-5.
44 44

56. " 2 27 5i. * 14 44

57. 2 3° 50 3-5.
" 44

58, 2 33 50 4-5.
44 44

59. " 2 36 47 4-5.
44 1 4

60, " 2 39 47.
14 44

Sanger's Mile Record Not Claimed.

The only record alleged to have been made,
not claimed, and not appearing in table is that
of 2m. 08 1-5S. which published accounts credit
to W. C. Sanger for the mile competition. In-
somuch as no single detail of it has ever been
sent to this board we are constrained to ignore
it. We might add that one of the managers of
the meet where same is said to have occurred,
was requested to make claim.

Records Against Time.
MI LES. M. S.

% Mile Flying, 24 2-5, J. S. Johnson, Oct. 31, 1893.
% " Standing, 28,

" it it t.

lA " Flying, 55.
" " 30, '

4

% " Standing, 59 2-5,
41 " 3', "

% " Flying, 34 3-5.
" Nov. 10,

41

% " Standing, 39 3-5.
a " 4, "

Vi
" Flying, 1 16,

41 tt
2 ^

tt

y$
" Standing, 1 21,

44 " 9, "
1 " Flying, 1 56 4-4, W. W. Windle Oct. 11,

4l

1 " Standing, 2 00 2-5, H. C. Tyler, 44
11,

44

2 " Flying, 4 15 3-5.
44 Nov. 28, '

4

2 " Standing, 4 28 3-5, W. W. Windle Sept. 30,
44

3
U It 6 42,

44 Oct. 17,
44

4 " u
8 57 3-5, L- 3. Meintjes, Nov. 11,

44

5
11 If 11 06 1-5,

tt 11 11 tt

6 " " 13 43 i-5. 44 " 14. "
7

It 41 16 os 1-5,
44 44 44 4(

8

9
!!

18 26 15,
20 46 3-5,

!. 't'. !< «

10 Mile Standing, 23 04 2-5, L S. Meintjes, Sept. 14, '93
11 11 u 25 26 44 it tt

12 " " 27 43 2-5. 44 it it

'3
1

3° °3 i-5. 44 tt it

'4 32 19
44 ti tt

15
u it

34 37
44 n tt

16 it a
36 54

tt it 11

17
it it

39 '5
44 11 ti

18 it 11
41 3' '-5, 44 it ti

'9
it it

43 50 "-5,
44 it 11

20 tt u
46 07

44 tt <t

21 it it
48 27

44 ti it

22 tt tt 50 46 2-5,
44 it tt

23
t tt

53 °4 « 5.
44 tt it

24
t a

55 22 1 5,
44 it it

25
41

57 40 3-5.
** it 11

26 "
59 52 i-5, " it tt

Hour Records
1 Hour, 16 Miles 107 Yds. L .S. Meintjes, Sept. 14, 'g?

2 " 45 " 1530 " 44 Aug. 12, '93

6 103 " 790 " F E. Spooner, July 8-9, '93
J2 203 " 440 " 44 ll

l8 11
292 u

440 " 44 44 44

24 " 374 " 1605 " 44 " U
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Nos.
IO
11
and

12

Are at least one year in advance of every other '94 model on the market.

Prove it ?

Why, certainly.

IT HAS THE ONLY

GENUINE NARROW TREAD.

WIDTH FROM OUTSIDE TO OUTSIDE OF END OF CRANKS,

5 INCHES

That is the way to measure a tread—it is not the width of the bottom bracket.

Keep in mind, too, our new Combination Rims and Thread Tires.

The CLEVELAND Wheel has more good selling points than any other. Bom-

bastic advertising and FALSE CLAIMS will not wear well.

It takes "Points" to convince educated wheelmen.

A
H. d. L0Z1ER & CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,
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Colors to be Registered.

The Board believed that the interest cf the
sport would be served from an artistic and
practical standpoint if a registry department
were established by the new Board for the
purpose of encouraging the use of colors or

combinations of colors by racing men in their

costumes ; each man to be given the right to

register his colors and have same protected
for one year, the privilege to be renewed each
year or the colors to pass to someone else if

applied for.

The Membership Committee reported having
considered forty-eight cases during the year
and made thirty-six expulsions. The cases of

Hunger and Barrett, who had appealed from
the membership committee's verdict of ex-

pulsion to the Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee, had resulted in the sustaining of the

verdict.

A New Klection in Michigan Ordered.

For the Rights and Privileges Committee
Chairman Chas. F. Cossum, who looks an
abridged edition of Senotor David B. Hill,

recommended that in the contested election in

Michigan, a new election be ordered. He
showed that the ballots properly marked, as

provided by the Michigan by-laws, R. G.

Steel, the contesting candidate, had a majority

;

of those marked properly and improperly, A.
H. Griffith had a clean lead. Mr. Connelly (111.)

moved that a new election be ordered. President
Burdett objected inasmuch as the irregularity

was purely technical, and offered a substitute

motion declaring the Griffith ticket elected.

Mr. Cossum objected, stating that there were
too many other technical irregularities to allow

of such a precedent being established. Mr.
Holmes (Mich.), who is an anti-Griffith man,
also objected vigorously and in plain language.
Mr. Cooke (R. I ) likewise opposed the Burdett
substitute, and claimed that the Division by-

laws should be lived up to on every point.

Rhode Island, he said, annually threw out
dozens of improperly marked ballots, and to

close one's eyes to the irregularities in

Michigan was to leave room for disputed elec-

tions with end. To compel a new election in

this instance would make every Division more
careful of their election methods. Mr. Stebbins
(Mich ) also favored a new election. Mr. Griffith

was present, but made no effort to obtain a
hearing. Instead, his campaign manager. W.
E. Metzger, endeavored to secure the privileges

of the floor to state Griffith's side and to reply
to Mr. Holmes's strictures, some of which
were most severe, but the unanimous consent
necessary was refused both, Messrs. Holmes
and Cooke objecting. The Burdett substitute

was then voted down and the committee's
recommendation adopted. This is almost a
clean knockout of the Griffith party.

The Rules and Regulations Committee,
through Chairman McGowin, reported their

recommendations on the various amendments
proposed.

I. B. Potter, Chairman of the Highway
Improvement Committee, reported the pro-

gress of road reform and changes of road laws
in the several States during the past year.

He also recommended that the Chairman of

of the State Road Improvement Committees
be made ex-officio members of the National
Com-nittee—a step which would tend to place

the workers in closer touch with each other.

382 League members attended the Chicago meet.

Vice-President Sheridan reported the details

of the League meet in Chicago. It had proved
a financial failure, the net receipts, some
7,000, scarcely paying for the construction of

the track, and leaving a considerable dtficit,

which necessitated the guarantors being called

on. The Chicagoians had promoted a race
meet for last October to clear this debt but rain
had compelled its abandonment. The prizes
therefor were, however, still in their possess-
ion and will be used in a one day race meeting
to be held during the coming summer. It is

hoped that this will net enough to char the
guarantors and the League. One interesting
fact brought out was that just 382 League
members, by actual count, had attended the
meet from outside Chicago, where 20,000 or

30,000 had been expected.
C. H. Luscomb, as ths L. A. W. delegate to

the Amateur Athletic Union, had nothing par-
ticular to report. He had attended all meet-

ings, and the relations between the two bodies
are "excellent and entirely harmonious."
President Burdett, as the head of the Inter-

national Race Meet, reported that affair, and
recommended that the League remain a mem-
ber of the International Cyclists' Union.

The I. C. U. Will Howl.
The Special Auditing Committee, through

Mr. Willison, reported that the books of all

officials had been examined and found correct.

The statement submitted showed the Road
Bureau had assets of $9,484. 8^, which included
$1,000 worth of magazines on hand; the lia-

bilities totaled an equal amount. The net loss

on " Good Roads" in 1893 was $6,652.93.

Two items and recommendations of the Audi-
ting Committee are calculated to create a howl
"across the pond." The items "were $750 ad-

vanced to the Chairman of the Entertainment
Committee of the International Meet at Chi-

cago, and $324 expensesincurredby the Chair-
man of the Racing Board in the interest of

this meet. The Auditing Committee con-
sidered that both of these sums are ' 'considered
due from the above association."
Chairman Mott reported for the Transporta-

tion Committee. He reviewed the work of the
year and said that much of the trouble with
the railway lines is due to the fact that the

W. W. "Watts.

cyclist-passenger is carrying both a wheel and
a trunk. In such cases the railroads insist
that one or the other be considered excess
baggage, which seemed equitable and just.

He showed how the movement of the Bag-
gage Agents Association to levy a charge on
wheels had been defeated, and urged that the
recovery of stolen wheels be made a part of
the Transportation Committee's duty. He
believed it would dovetail very nicely with
their other work, and was, at least, worth a
trial.

Sterling Elliott, for the Special Committee
on Publications, made a long and lucid report.
After reviewing the subject from every stand-
point, he said that there were three avenues
open to the L. A. W. The first to pay some
publisher^an amount sufficient to make it to
his interest to increase the membership.
Second, to let the contract for the publication
of the League's periodicals, the League re-
taining the editorial power. Third, the L. A.
W. to publish its own organs.
The first proposition. Mr. Elliott character-

ized as well nigh impractical ; the second as
worthy of mention, and the third as highly
commendable and desirable.

For President—Luscomb, 126 Votes;
Sheridan, 55.

There had been little or no opportunity for

oratorical display in the presentation and re"
ception of the various reports, but immediately
they were disposed of, and the resignation of
President Burdett formally accepted, and a
vote of sincere thanks tendered him, the fire-

works began.
Mominations for president were declared in

order. Mr. McGowin, inbehalf of Pennsylvania,
placed in nomination "one of the most faithful
members the League has ever had"—Chas. H.
Luscomb, of New York. Mr. Potter (N. Y.)

seconded in a happy and eloquent manner.
He paid high tribute to the nominee ; said that
like Hornblower and Peckham he was a mem-
ber of the New York bar, but he hoped the
L. A. W. would set the United States Senate
a good example by prompt and hearty election
and confirmation. On both occasions the
remarks were followed by such thunders of
applause as to leave little doubt of how the
vote would result.

A medium-sized, full-faced gentleman whose
chin was decorated with an imperial and who
was known to but few of the Assembly,
then arose. There was a dangerous look
in his ej'e. The chair recognized him.
It was Mr. Connelly, of Illinois. He
began in dramatic fashion and had not pro-
ceeded far before those present were asking
themselves if he was not a pupil of that be-
dazzling Ohioian, Thos. J. Kirkpatrick. He
lacked the force and fire and the tremendous
r-r-roll of Kirkpatrick — but in other re-

spects, in his choice of language and manner
of delivery, he served as a memory freshener.
He talked of "beacon lights brightly beam-
ing," of "pathways of duty," of "bringing
mankind unto his neighbor," of "Chicago, the
silhouettes of whose lofty buildings are re-

flected in the bosom of Lake Michigan."
Finally he wound up by nominating for Presi-
dent, Thos. F. Sheridan of Illinois. Mr.
Pontius, (Ind.) seconded.
The ballot resulted: C. H. Luscomb, 123

votes; T. F. Sheridan. 55; Frank Luscomb, 3.

Mr. Billingsley (111.) moved and the election
was made unanimous.
For First Vice-President Mr. Watts (Ky.)

nominated A. C. Willison, of Maryland. Mr.
Mott seconded and the election was made
unanimous, as was also done in the case of
Geo. A. Perkins, of Massachusetts, who was
nominated by Mr. Holmes (N. J.) and seconded
by Mr. Miller (Mass.)
In each case the result was greeted with

great applause, in the case of the presidency
it was little short of terrific, but it was a most
noteworthy and unusual fact that although re-
peatedly called upon not one of tbe newly-
chosen officials responded with a speech or
remark of any sort.

While it was expected that W. M. Brewster, the
present incumbent, would make a strong run for
re-election as treasurer, it was generally thought that
A. E. Mergenthaler, of Ohio, who on the Luscomb
ticket opposed him, would secure the plum by the
very reason of the fact. The West was already known
to be solidly in his favor, and last night it became
apparent that an undercurrent was at work on the
Eastern delegations in Brewster's behalf. An Eastern
caucus, which, however, embraced such Eastern
States as Kansas and Kentucky and Texas, was
called " to facilitate the business of the next day," so
they said. The delegates had not been lone in session
when the reason for the Easternizing of Kansas and
Kentucky and the " businesss " became apparent. D.
J. Post (Conn.) had been elected chairman, and the
nominations of Luscomb, Willison and Perkins had
been confirmed without opposition. It was stated,
however, that the vote in caucus was not to be con-
sidered binding. It was explained that they desired
to find out who was the favorite candidate for treas-
urer. To do this an informal ballot was proposed.
The result was: Mergenthaler, 29 votes ; Brewster, 24;
blank, 2. This created consternation, and several
Western men from the Western caucus in an adjoin-
ing parlor were rushed in in time for the formal ballot,
which resulted in a tie, 32 to 32. Those present then
began to see through the game, and a feeling that
Brewster's friends were leading them into a cleverly-
baited trap, brought out a motion to adjourn, which
was promptly carried.
To-day Mr. Barnes (Mo.) placed the name of Mr.

Brewster in nomination. It was seconded bv Messrs.
Kinney (Conn.) and Hay (Ind.) Mr. High (Ohio)
nominated Mr. Mergenthaler; Mr. Willison (Md.)
seconded.
The result: Brewster, 123; Mergenthaler, 57. On Mr.

Mergenthaler's motion the election was made unani-
mous.
Last night it was figured that Mr. Mergenthaler had

assured nc votes, and it is openly stated that the
secret ballot led to a very general disregard of in-
strumental proxies and personal promises.
Just before adjournment Mr. Dean (Mass.) arose,

and after reading the invitation and petition of the
Associated Cycling Clubs, of Boston, which, he
stated, had been signed by 6,8oo League members, he
withdrew the name of Boston as a candidate for the
meet of '94, but gave notice they would renew the
invitation and petition in 1895. He stated that in
order to be perfectly impartial, Massachusetts would
remain neutral and not vote either wa}- as between
Denver and Asbury Park.
Cheers, intermingled with a few hisses, greeted this

announcement.
Mr, Watts moved that it be the sense of the meeting

that Boston be awarded the meet in 1895. It was de-
clared carried, although " nays " were not lacking.
In the evening, Denver gave a stereopticon exhibi-

tion of Colorado scenery, of which the Louisvillians,
Watts, Johnson, Neuhaus and others, who have been
unremitting in their attention and courtesies, saw
that their guests did not lack varied entertainment.

(Continued on page 37.)
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FITTED TO

CLINCHER TIRES.
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ALL THE POPULAR MAKES.

3 POUNDS SAVED
From Rim, Equals 20 Pounds from Frame.

Kagle Wheels Always
Head the Procession.

DO YOU WANT TO BE UP TO DATE?

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO,

TOIRIRIIETQ-TOlsr, - - COZEOn!".
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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RALEIGH

RIDERS

WON
Over 900 Prizes in 1891;

2300 in 1002;

3600 PRIZES IN 1893
Wheels that "run easv" on the track,

"run easy" on the road - - - -

We challenge anyone to disprove the fact that

THREE RALEIGH RIDERS

won more races in 1893 than anv six riders upon any other

machine in the world.

Easv running wheels make
Easv selling wheels

STEP INTO THE RALEIGH LINE
If you want to make money.

Raleigh Cycle Co.,
2081-83 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,

Agents in Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana and all States west,

thereof, apply to our branch at 289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. Kmdiy mention The wheel when writing.
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ECHOES FROM EUROPE.

London, February 10, 1894.

HEN I receive the

annual command
which is issued

from the editorial

palace at Park

Row, to recom-

mence my highly

elevating and in-

structive epistles

to the civilized

and other peoples

of A m e r i c a, I

know that Spring

is here, and being

here, I guess that

it is also there

—

that is, where you

are. By a happy
chance I received this morning from an

Irish garden, other harbingers of Spring

—pretty little flowers, a crocus and some

violets. They look like a tiny cup of gold

and two little violet eyes, and they make
me absolutely poetic. If I had only long

tangled hair and ill-made clothes, together

with most unbusinesslike habits, I would be

certain sure that I am a poet. But about that

little cup—(none of your challenge cups.)

I press each silken fringe's fold,
Sweet ltttle eyes once more ye shine;

I kiss thy lip, oh, cup of gold,
And find thee full of memory's wine.

Yes, Spring must be with us, and thank
Heaven for it, for of a truth I like the winsome
time of year.

I like to see Nature unknit her threatening,
unkind brows to smile on her children tenderly
and lovingly, as a young mother smiles on
her first born.

I like to look on the face of the sun, and
when he beams brightly down on us. cheering
with light and heat the suffering children of

men, I always pat him on the back, tell him
what a good boy he is, and assure him that if

he keeps on like that he will have plenty of
money when he grows up, and will go to the
city every day in a smoking compartment,
like father. It's nice when it's like that, isn't

it?

Did I welcome more the flowers, or the fiat

from Park Row ? Well, I don't know.
Flowers are prettier than typewritten busi-
ness letters.

But they fade like the years and life itself

;

and perhaps often, when faded, they linger as
shadows that have driven the brightness out
of memory.
Business letters are not so; they are an-

swered and pigeon-holed (except when they
are applications for money, when they are
used to light the gas), and they leadj to more
business.^
Such letters mean that the oof bird has taken

wing, that the ghost walks, that there is corn
in Egypt, that we may rise from bread and
cheese to the lofty and odorous dignity of

steak and onions ; in short, that there is money
in it. Therefore welcome these missives from
over the sea-green water.

I read a paragraph in a Southern paper the
other day on the negro question.

This question seems pretty much to America
what the Irish question is to England. They
are eternal questions, and nobody is able to

answer them.
The American objection to the gentleman of

color is very puzzling to us in England, who
have colored members of Parliament, doctors,

lawyers, university magnates, etc.

I never saw a black man objected to in Eng-
land but once.

The man was a chimney sweep, and he came
into an omnibus caparisoned in the habili-
ments of his highly honorable and extremely
useful profession.
By common consent the other passengers

opened with: "Britons Never, Never Shall be
Slaves," having finished which they sought to
eject the sweep—to make a "clean sweep" of
him, in fact. He wasn't taking any, and for
my part, I confess that I considered the exer-
tions I went through and the soot I swallowed
a Door return for my fare.

But that was the only occasion on which I

have known England to rise in her might
against brunetty gentlemen.

What's the matter with the nigger?
Why shouldn't he be allowed in your sport

as well as anybody else ?

We have had Peter Jackson joining in our
sport here, and bashing us to some tune too.

Some of the bluest blooded swells in England
—and some of their blood is as blue as their
language—are proud to be allowed to fawn on
Jackson and to sb.ake his dusky hand. It is

worthy of note, too, that Peter is the only one
of the fistic fraternity who has the slightest
pretension to decent, gentlemanly feeling, so
far as we know here. He is a proof that the
black can be an infinitely superior being to
the white, or the comparatively white, as the
case may be.

When I read all this stuff about the nigger,
I ask myself what was the war fought for ?

Why did men wade through the blood of
their own kith and kin in one of the most ap-
palling struggles that ever shook the world to

its very centre.

In the brave old days our forefathers—and
sometimes our foremothers—fought and bled
without any particular object. They fought
because they had nothing else to do, and they
bled because they couldn't help it. If they
had had cycling clubs, and race meetings, and
shows, and nine new tires every week, and
four failures per diem to worry them, they
would never have fought. Their minds would
have been occupied, and they would not have
had time to go out butchering.
An idle brain is the devil's play-house, and

of course when a man is out of employment
nothing is more natural than that he should
seek to cut somebody else's throat. Every
brute has its nature; a king's is to reign.

When a man wanted to sit on a throne instead
of on an ordinary easy chair, there were always
fifty or a hundred thousand people ready and
willing to put holes through each other to settle

the question.
If the man's side scored most holes he sat on

the throne ; if the game ended the other way
up, the man invariably made the permanent
acquaintance of Satan sooner than he would
otherwise have done. A very staunch friend

is Satan ; never cuts a pal once he has been
introduced.

But, where was I when the devil interrupted
me ?

Yes, what was the war fought for?

The men who took sides were not idlers, like

the marauders of former times.

They had their occupations as citizens of

the world. They had so many fish to fry that

they could have filled in all their time without
frying each other.

They fought for no king; but they fought
with a purpose. If I have read the lesson of

the war aright, rivers of human blood were
shed, thousands of lives were sacrificed in

order that the nigger might be recognized as a
human being— as something with a conscience
and a soul, perhaps a whiter soul than some of

his pale-faced brothers can boast of.

Aye, strange as it may seem, American
fields were reddened with priceless blood that

the nigger might race to-day. If the feeling

of despotism, the instinct that strides at the
very foundation of liberty, is to prevail, then
is the cry of "Emancipation" a false and
senseless one, and the blood of the heroes and
martyrs of the war may well cry to Heaven
for vengeance.
How rude a shock it must be to the negro

mother who had clasped her little freeman to

her breast, wept for him as only human

mothers can—aye, even though they be black

—

and dreamed that he would one day be her
protector, to find that he is still but a slave
and an outcast, spat upon by his brother.

It will not and cannot come to good.
I often feel far from fit, but on this nigger

question no one will ever be able to say that I

am "off color."

The Wheel has said that our most important
and influential men are working hard to launch
the new professionalism. This is true in part.
Some of our best and brightest men believe
that there is a future for professionalism
firmly and judiciously controlled. Others, and
I think I may include Turner and Hillier, do
not hold with this view; but they have recog-
nized the tendency of the hour, and they think
that the experiment may be tried.

They believe that the movement will prove
a failure, and that a short time will vindicate
their opinion. It is a difficult matter to hazard
an opinion, but it cannot be denied that it is

better to give professionalism a chance of
being decent and honest than to perpetuate
the kind of thing that has made our amateur-
ism a farce. If it doesn't succeed it will
probably be the fault of the men.
One great difficulty is that owing to the

blackguardism which was rampant in the pro-
fessionalism of former days, the very word
stinks in the nostrils of the English public like
a pole cat; indeed, I am not sure that this is

not a libel on the average, well brought up
and decently-behaved pole cat. Some of us
hold that this was because there was no con-
trolling influence, and that the pros, were sim-
ply allowed to run riot; and we point hope-
fully to the successful government of profes-
sionals in other branches of sport. Owing to
the evil odor which has attached to the class
some of our best men, who may be refused

,

licenses as amateurs, will probably hold aloof,

and it may also be very hard to win public
support—for the British public has learned to
suspect that every professional race is a
" barney."
However, the experiment may prove success-

ful, and the fact that men like Harris, Linton,
Schofield and others are already " out for the
stuff" is a sure indication that many men will
not be prevented by sentimentality from racing
under the new scheme. There is no doubt
that if the government is sound and the men
themselves are simply honest, a great chance
is opening up for cyclists of a certain class in

the British isles. Meetings between them and
professional representatives of France, Switzer-
land and other countries on the Continent, as
well as America, should produce excellent
sport. But the racing must be honest. With-
out this essential it is all in vain. Unfortu-
nately the English Union is going in for a
second class, to be known as "cash riders," and
why they should be distinguished from profes-
sionals, I don't know. It is a distinction with-
out a difference, and this very hair-splitting
may prove the death blow of the whole thing.

The Scorcher.

From Fact to Fiction.

Almost two months ago The Wheel pub-
lished a paragraph stating that a piano tuner
had ridden from East Orange, N. J., to a
neighboring town with a baby Mason & Hamlin
organ attached to the front of the machine.
And the tale was true. The story went the
rounds and recently broke out afresh in the
West, but the organ has grown to be a full-

sized instrument, and a platform built on the
front of the wheel is among the additions that
have been added to the tale. It is, therefore,
not to be wondered at, now that the story has
reached England, that it is held up as an
example of "American brag." Here's the
way British Sport serves it up:

It naught surprises us, because it has so frequently
been borne in on us, that the Americans are a great
and original people; we are now prepared to accept
everything that comes from across the Atlantic as a
matter of course. The Office Novice, however, who
is what he modestly terms a bit of a li—rider, we
mean—himself, says that the latest ought not to be
accepted offhand. The story runs that a piano-tuner,
of Orange, N. J., recently carried a full-size organ a
distance of some fifteen miles, on his bicycle, by rig-
ging up a light platform on the top of and projecting
from the front of the handle. As the O. N. remarked,
between sundry pokes at the office fire, it is one point
more in favor of utilitarianism of the cycle.
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wHY THEY ST&Y SOLD.

YOU MAY KNOW IF YOU WANT TO,

The most remarkable book of Testimonials ever issued is now ready for gratuitous

distribution. It will interest every wheelman or would-be wheelman in America, and

may be had from all Premier agencies on application, or by sending postal card to

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,
34, 36 and 38 WATTS STREET. 3STEW YORK,

NEW YORK CITY AGENTS

:port:e::r Ac gii^mour, 1773 broad^^ay.
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel. '

HIGH GRHDS. LOW PRICES.
THE APOLLO, $75.00.

JJ\£rl ?§ WJJJ
Agents wanted in all parts of the United States.

)gj( Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Western New York.

^'^V'^mY C^F 111 Boys' High Grade Safeties, 24 and 26 inch Ball or Cone, Pneumatic or Cushion Tires.

LUCAS LAMPS, NEW DEPARTURE BELLS, CLOTHING AND SUNDRIES.

KD-^WV-K:. TRYON, Jr„ & CO.,
oend for Illustrated Catalogue. PHILADELPHIA.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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SECOND DAY.

Louisville, February 20.

This has been a most remarkable day. An
immense amount of business has been trans-

acted and with the same despatch and lack of

friction and obstruction that characterized

yesterday's proceedings. Perkins and the

other chronic spouters and obstructionists

have evidently profited by the lesson taught at

Buffalo and to-day remained discreetly quiet

or spoke very briefly when occasion required.

Mr. Perkins was heard from but three times,

and did not consume more than five minutes

altogether. Heretofore five hours have been

his usual average. It was a most surprising

change, wnich has won him many friends.

All the important questions which have

reached the wheel world for months were dis-

posed of to-day. A chapter could be written

on each. Briefly, these were the more impor-

tant matters settled :

Denver was selected for the place for the annual
meet.
The "white amendment" was adopted, and negroes

are now excluded from the League.
Trie new amateur rules, embracing 'Classes A and

B, were adopted.
The dues were increased from $1 to $1.50 per year.
It was voted that Good Roads be sent only to

such League members as subscribe for it at 50c. each.
That the L. A. W. publish its own organs.
Ex-presidents and ex-vice-presidents were made

members of the Nitional Assembly without proxy
power.
The proposition to pay the President a salary of

$3,000 per year was voted down, but an allowance of
$1,000 for clerk hire was made.

The day opened with a vote of thanks,
moved by Mr. Mott, to the retiring officers for
" their honest and business-like management,"
which was carried by a hearty vote.
Mr. Watts arose to a question of privilege,

and stated that sickness at home required his

presence there. He therefore spoke in favor
of his proposed amendment—the insertion of

the word, " white"—and left the matter with
the Assembly. He read a letter from the Union
Cycle Club, an organization of Louisville
colored men, who supporled Mr. Watts' stand,
and urged the adoption of his amendment.
Mr. Watts requested and urged that, as the

subject had been so freely discussed in the
past, that it now be voted upon by ballot and
without discussion. He then left the room.
On motion of Mr. Sheridan, action was post-
poned until later, and the matter of the '94

meet taken up.

The Fight for the Meet.

It is doubtful if ever before there has been
such keen yet good-natured competition for the
annual honor of entertaining the League.
Boston was never seriously considered as a
candidate, and after embarking on the c*rs in

the Hub, no effort was made by the Massa-
chusetts delegates to secure it. This left the
original contestants, Denver and Asbury Park,
in the field. And both made the best of their
opportunities. Both places had advance guards
at Louisville two days ahead of time; parlors
were engaged and decorated, badges were
printed and no chance left unused to advance
their respective causes. On the trains en route
and at the hotel here Asbury Park cigars,

Went up in Smoke.

revolution in a very short time. By midnight
the Jerseymen realized that their chances were
dwindling and sought to effect a compromise
on the two meets—one East, one West—but
the Denverites were now fairly sure of their
ground and refused it. The Asbury Parkians

labeled •' We want the meet," were distributed
with free hand, drinkables also were not
lacking. Denver cigars and punch were like-

wise constantly in evidence, and the yellow
badges of both places were to be seen at all

times. Asbury Park reinforced its regular
delegation with Zimmerman, W. M. Perrett
and C. R. Zacharias, all good workers, but this
time to no purpose.

Until last night Asbury Park seemed to have
a sure thing of it, and wagers of 3 to 1 found
no takers. Boston's formal withdrawal seemed
to upset everything and created a wonderful
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were in a state of doubt this morning, but the
landslide under which they were buried was
hardly expected and created surprise on every
hand.
The fight on the floor was opened by Mr.

Mott, who moved that the Asbury Park be
selected. Mr. Cossum seconded. Mr. Sheri-

dan (111.) moved the selection of Denver and
was seconded by Mr. Block (Col.) Mr. Sheri-
dan, in addition to some really telling argu-
ments, did a deal of unnecessary talking about
the distribution of what he called "political
pap." Mr. Parsons (N. J.) presented at length
the claims of Asbury Park, among other things
he stated that Asbury possessed 1,800 bath
houses, each and every one of whom would
give a free bath to every holder of a L. A. W.
ticket. This provoked a round of laughter.
Mr. Mott again spoke to the question, remark-
ing something about "the giddy summer girl

in tne surf." This brought lone applause from
the gray-haired Secretary, who in turn
brought another round of laughter upon
himself.

Mr. Knight (N. J.) closed for the "City-by-
the Sea." Mr. Knight is a blonde-haired,
blonde-mustached, blue-eyed and pleasant-
faced fellow. His "crowning charm" is his
mass of curly hair, which is tumbled into ring-
lets and crinklets and "bangs" in a manner
difficult to describe. He is of pleasing ad-
dress and has a musical voice. He came to
the centre of the room, placed one foot on a
chair, and shaking a pencil at no one in par-
ticular, created a lasting impression. He
went all over the ground, good humoredly
"guyed" Denver's stereoptican views and
other of its claims, and even in his most
serious moments seemed to be chuckling to
himself.
Mr. Block (Col.) closed for Denver in a splen-

ded speech. He "got back at" Mr. Knight in a
fashion which brought down the house. Den-
ver he said had no 1,800 bath houses, but if the
visitors wanted a free wash they would provide
it, and what was more would even provide
parks where one could walk on the grass with-
out fear of arrest.

Denver Gets It.—93 to 70.

This closed the argument. A proxy vote
was called for.

The result showed: For Denver, 93 votes;
for Asbury Park, 70.

The Western war-whoops and enthusiasm
which were uncorked at the announcement,
made one's ear drums ache.
The vote, which was punctured by milder

warwhoops on several accasions, was full of
surprises. Maine (fonr votes) and New Hamp-
shire went solidly for Denver, and Ohio and
the South, with a few exceptions, went the
same way. These States practically settled
the question. The South gave six votes to
Asbury and twenty to Denver, when it was
quite generally understood that the votes
would be equally divided. Even the eighteen
votes of Massachusetts would not have saved
Asbury Park The Jerseymen took their de-
feat good naturedly and made the selection of
Denver unanimous. They gave notice that
they would be on hand again next year.
By resolution of Mr. Willison, $1,500 was

appropriated for the expenses of the Chairman
of the Racing Board.
By resolution of Mr. Potter a sum not to

exceed $15 was appropriated for dues in an
assessment by the International Cyclists
Union.

The "White Amendment Carried by a
Majority of 5.

Mr. Willison called up and moved the
adoption of the amendment inserting the word
"white" in the constitution and that it be
settled by ballot and without discussion,
carried. There was no debate and no ques-
tions were asked.
The vote resulted- In favor, 127; against 54 ;

making five votes more than the necessary
two-thirds.
This time it was the Southerners turn to

whoop. They did it. When quiet was re-

stored Mr. Johnson (Ky.) arose, and, in the
name of Kentucky and the South, and thanked
the Assembly for their action. He promised
a membership of 2,000 in his State within a
year as a direct result of the amendment and
5,000 more in the other Southern States.

Raymond Arouses a Frenzy of Enthusiasm.

" If Raymond defined an amateur as one
who has always raced for cash and urged its

adoption on this floor, I believe the Assembly
would have passed it,"
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This was a remark from one delegate to

another. It may be somewhat overdrawn, but
will nevertheless serve to illustrate its point

—

the hero-worship to which Chairman Raymond
is being subjected. The matured men of the
Assembly seem to become frantic with joy and
admiration at his merest pause or utterance or

movement. Nothing like it has ever before
been witnessed; no demigod had ever such
devoted followers or inspired such implicit

faith; no words can portray the positively

riotous enthusiasm and applause with which
he or his remarks was greeted. Call it "ter-

rific," "tremendous," "thunderous," "fren-
zied," or whatever you will, then roll them
into one, and you may, perhaps, gain some
idea of his reception when he arose to present
the beauties of the two class rule.

The men who had amendments or objections
to offer were apparently dumped by the ter-

iific heartiness of his reception, and realized

how hopeless must their efforts prove. Prac-
tically nothing was heard from those who
were "bitterly opposed" to any two-class
amateurism. They hid their diminished heads.
Mr. Raymond's personal popularity and mag-
netism swept all opposition out of sight before
a word had been uttered. Had he given the
word the man who dared oppose him would
have been mobbed.
Perhaps never in the history of athletic

legislation has so young a legislator been
hearkened to so thoroughly intently and im-
plicitly or won such a great and flattering

personal and public trinmph.

Classes A and 15 Adopted.

With this clearly understood, the result of

his advocacy of the two classes was a fore-

gone conclusion. They were adopted.
Since first made public, a most important

addition to Class A has been made, viz. : the
two hundred mile clause, as it is called. This,

it is believed, is the key to strict amateurism.
Mr. Raymond's speech in support of his

amendments was probably the most complete
analysis of amateurism ever prepared. It

discussed the subject from every standpoint
and sought to answer many apparently un-
answerable objections which had been
advanced but is too lengthy for publication
this week.
When Mr. Raymond finished, no less a person than

Sterling Elliott, who had been given the privilege of
floor, suggested that the amendments as read be
adopted without discussion. Mr. Raymond, he said,
had given the subject more study and careful atten-
tion than any other one man, and his proposals should
carry the vote of the Assembly with them. This was
the general sentiment. Several questions we, how-
ever, asked as to the application of the 200 mile clause,
and Mr. Billingsley (111.) had a word to say concerning
"suspicion" and "circumstantial evidence ;

" he cited
the

Billingsley Hissed.

case of some local Western men who had been made
suffer, while the big guns escaped ; he intimated that
Committeeman Erwin was in fault in some way, and
remarked that he " hopedthe next Racing Board would
have more backbone than the present one." Many
did not know to whom he referred, and supposing that
Chairman Raymond was meant, vented their feelings
by roundly hissing Mr. Billingsley as he resumed his
seat. Later he explained that Mr. Raymond was not
the party referred to.
The only semblance of an objection to the adoption

of two classes came from Mr. Betts (N. Y.) IE that
word "amateur" was to be retained in the Constitu-
tion he did not see how the rule could be adopted. He
had favored a liberal one-class rule, believing that the
experience of the past had shown a stringent rule
impossible of enforcement, but since the Racing
Board openly avowed that it was possible to make
and enforce snch a rule and thus have pure amateur-
ism, he did not see how the Assembly could afford to
deal with a contaminated or semi-professional class.
As a matter of record, he particularly moved that
Class B be amended to read:

—

" An amateur of Class B shall ;be a cycle rider who
has become speckled by being in the employ of , and
having his traveling and training expenses paid by,
a manufacturer of cycles, club or other parties, etc."

It is needless to add that the proposition fell flat.

The question was then called for, and the amend-
ments as proposed by Mr. Raymond adopted by a
vociferous vote.

The Rules in Full.

The amature rule as now constituted is as follows :

Class A.—An amateur of Class A is one who has
not engaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught cycling or
any other recognized athletic exercise for money or
other remuneration, nor knowingly competed with or
against a professional for a prize of any description;
or who, after having forfeited the amateur status,
has had the same restored by a unanimous vote of the
National Assembly L. A. W. A cyclist ceases to be
an amatenr of Class A by:

(2) Engaging in cycling or other recognized ath-
letic exercises or personal teaching, training or
coaching any person therein, either as a means of ob-
taining a livelihood, or for a wager, money prize or
gate money.

(b) Competing with a professional or amateur of
Class B, or making the pace for, or having the pace
made by such in public or for a prize.

(c) Selling, pawning, exchanging, bartering or
otherwise turning into cash, or in any manner realiz-
ing cash upon any prize won by him.

(d) Accepting directly or indirectly for cycling any
remuneration, compensation or expense whatever.

(e) In this class no prize shall exceed fifty dollars
in value, and such prizes shall be limited to medals,
diplomas, plate, jewelry and cycle sundries only.

The 300 Miles Clause.

(f) An amateur of Class A may not compete outside
of his own State at a distance greater than 200 miles
from his legal residence, except by special permission
of the members of the Racing Board in charge of his
district.

(g) A cyclist does not forfeit his Class A status by
teaching the elements of cycling solely for the pur-
pose of effecting the sale of a cycle ; nor shall the
business of cycle manufacturers and bona fide agents,
as such, be considered in determination of their ama-
teur status.

(h) License may be granted by unanimous vote of
the Racing Board for a special competition in any
year between the recognized champions of Classes A
and B, the prize rules of Class A to govern the contest.

(i) Any amateur who neglects or refuses to answer
questions touching his status in Class A to the satis-
faction of the Racing Board, and within thirty days,
shall be transferred to Class B, and shall have no fur-
ther opportunity for hearing or appeal.

CLASS B—An amateur of Class B shall be a cycle
rider who may be in the employ of, and have his
traveling and training expenses paid by, a manufac-
turer of cycles, club or othe*' parties interested in

cycling, but shall not compete for a cash or divisible
prize, nor realize upon any prize won by him, except
as hereinafter provided. One also who has ridden for
any prize valued at over $50 or of different description
from that allowed in Class A. A cyclist ceases to be
an amateur of Class B by:

(a) Engaging in cycling or other recognized athletic
sports or exercise, for a wager, money prize or gate
money.

(b) Competing with a professional, or making pace
for, or having the pace made for himself by such in

public or for a prize, except as hereinafter provided.
(c) Selling, pawning, or otherwise turning into

cash, or in any manner realizing cash upon any prize
won by him, except that prizes may be exchanged or
bartered provided there is in no case a cash bonus re-
ceived.

(d) A cyclist does not forfeit his amateur status in

this class by teaching the elements of cycling.
(e) Any amateur of Class B who neglects or refuses

to answer questions touching his amateur status, to

the satisfaction of the Racing Board, inside of thirty
days, shall be declared to have forfeited his amateur
status.

(f) The League recognizes as athletic exercises, in

addition to cycling, all sports over which the Amateur
Athletic Union, The National Association of Amateur
Oarsmen and other amateur athletic organizations
have jurisdiction.

By a special sanction, granted upon a unanimous
vote of the Racing Boird, permission may be granted
in Class B to employ professional pacemakers in any
event or record triai, where the importance of same
may be warranted as set forth in application for said
sanction.

Mr. Gideon's proposed additions to Class B legaliz-

ing the sale or barter of prizes after six months had
elapsed, and competing for prizes of a greater value
than $150, were not urged by Mr. Raymond, who
simply offered them in Mr. Gideon's behalf, and con-
sideration of them was indefinately postponed. These
are the amended by-laws which apply :

To the Racing Board shall be referred all matters
pertaining to racing and the championships. It shall
make all arrangements for the annual championships
which are held under League auspices, and shall
assign such other championships as are now or may
be established, to be run under the auspices of such
clubs or associations as it may consider most de-
sirable, and under such conditions as it may deem
expedient.,

(b) It shall be the duty of the Board to make inquiry
regarding any wheelman whose amateur status in
either class is questioned, and all protests or charges
shall be entered with the Chairman of the Board, who
shall provide for an investigation by a member or
members of the Board. Pending investigation, the
party against whom these charges are brought may
be suspended from the track. Suspicious circum-
stances, wh ch are, in the judgment of any member
of the Board, sufficient to make the status of any
wheelman a matter of reasonable doubt, shall be the
basis of an investigation in the absence of formal
protest or charges. The member or members to
whom the work of investigation is assigned, shall im-
mediately communicate with the party under sus-
picion, either in person or by registered letter, lay all

charges before him, or set forth the circumstances
which gave rise to the doubt. If the charges are
proved, or the reasonable doubt is not removed, it

shall be the duty of the chairman to report the find-
ings in the official organ, declaring that the party has
forfeited his amateur status, and warning all amateurs
not to compete with him ; and such official declaration
shall carry with it expulsion from the League, if the
person concerned is a member thereof.

(c) The Racing Board shall have the right in consid-
ering and determining questions that affect the ama-
teur status of any cyclist to act upon any kind of evi-
dence, circumstantial or direct.
At the termination of the investigation by the mem-

ber in charge, his findings shall be submitted to the
chairman, who upon direct evidence may expel, and
upon circumstantial evidence order a vote of the en-
tire Board, a majority vote of which shall expel.
(Last year unanimous vote was necessary, and to this
and the fact that the Board was composed of an even
number was, it is claimed, due the failure to secure
convictions.)

Continued on page 40.

ARE CHEAP TIRES CHEAP?

This is a question many cyclists answer with recol-

lections of sad experiences, and all dealers and cycle

makers answer|with an emphatic, positive nc—and so

can several tire makers—yet inferior, poorer tires than

any made in 1893 are offered and are being sold for

many 1894 wheels. Cycle makers tempted with low
prices, arguing they have had to drop their prices,

continue to deceive themselves and are led into

purchases of tires of which they know but little, but

hope will turn out all right. Dealers feel they must
buy low-priced inferior tires, because cyclists want to

pay about so much for changing tires, and they can-

not make as good a profit in buying better ones. The
question is therefore, are cheap tires cheap? is one that

interests the cyclist ; they pay for what they

use, while cycle makers and dealers, chancing
their reputation, frequently buy what they can
sell at the greatest profit. A tire has a value

according to the merit of construction and the

durable quality of the materials of which it is

made. The cost of the materials and the putting of

the materials together, plus a legitimate profit for the

maker, constitute the value of the tire ; below that

one cannot go and live ; above that is prevented by
legitimate, intelligent competition. Cyclists should ac-

quaint themselves with the principles of construction,

and as nearly as possible with the materials of which
tires are made if they wish to obtain greatest value

when they purchase. They should not be influenced

Simplicity

47

by elaborately displayed advertisements, exaggerated

statements of great sales, picturesque figures, slang

wit or low prices, but study carefully practical worth

for the purposes intended. The prime consideration

should be durability of wear and facility of re-

pair in case of puncture, and price after. Sim-
plicity 47 possesses all the qualities which cyclists

are seeking — resilience, speed, as little weight
as is consistent with safety and durability, together

with simple method of detaching, ease of repair and
positive repairable qualities anywhere, any time, by
man, woman or child. It is not the lowest-priced tire

offered for 1894, but because of the long and severe

tests of strain and wear through which it has been
put, it is claimed to be at least as cheap as any tire in

the world. Those cyclists who have seen it and ex-

amined the principle of its construction immediately
settle upon it as the most desirable yet produced.
Not any one to whom it has been chosen in England
France or America can find any faults in its principle,

or can ci iticise the materials of which it is made. Can
this be said of any other tire? Those who have not

seen it should do so before purchasing 1894 cycles or

ordering a change of tires on their old wheels.
Cyclists or cycle dealers who desire new tires put on
old wheels can have the change made at a moderate
charge if they will remove the old wheels from the

frame of the cycle, strip off the old tires and send the

wheels by express to Elliott Burris, 64 Cortland 1

Street, New York. He will rebuild the wheels, using

blue steel piano wire spokes, and mount them with

Simplicity 47 tires. As the popularity and reputation

of the tire will largely depend upon the making up of

the wheels, every one may feel assured that the work
will be done by skilled mechanics in the most careful

manner. Descriptive circulars and price lists mailed
to all asking for aa.vas.-Adv.
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Have your tires fitted with our Self Sealing Air

Tube and ride all the time.

Positively closes punctures made by pins, nails or

tacks Looks the same as an ordinary tube. Weighs but a

trifle more.

We also make tires, light and strong.

Road tire weighs 3% lbs. Light road tire 2'/
2 lbs.

Save you two to three pounds over any other make. Our

Patented Constrictive Fabric does it.

Order your bicycles with our Tubes and tires. Par-

ticulars mailed.

New York T*re C°"
97 BHNK STREET,
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-NEW YORK,

TRIUMPHS for 1894.

&

IN
ORDER to meet the great demand for Triumphs we have been obliged to erect a new

factory, and we are now in a position to supply machines in larger quantities. The TRI-

UMPH since its introduction into America has proved itself to be a trustworthy mount.

It is up to date in design and made of the best material, and we guarantee it to give

entire satisfaction. Among the changes for 1894 is a narrower tread, shorter wheel base

and higher frame. It varies in weight from 20 to 35 lbs-, and on our light machines we fit a

detachable sprocket wheel which has no superior. Dealers will find the TRIUMPH a seller.

Write at once for the agency and you will not regret it.
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AMERICAN AGENTS:

White Sewing Machine Co.

22 UNION SQUARE, IV. Y.

MANUFACTURERS,

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel-
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The 200 Mile L,imit Again.

(d) Whenever permission is granted to an amateur
of Class A to compete at a greater distance from his

legal residence than allowed by the rule, the members
of the Racing Board shall require an itemized state-

ment of expenses, with receipts and vouchers, and
shall notify the chairman at once that said permission
has been granted.

(e) Any cyclist who has been expelled shall have
the right to appeal only to the National Assembly of

the L. A. W., and shall be reinstated only by vote of

such assembly, upon a competent showing of error on
the part of the Racing Board.

(f) The Racing Board, through its chairman, shall

have the right of censorship over the character of

prizes offered in cycle races, and may withold or
withdraw the sanction to race promoters, providing
its decisions in excluding any prize is not compiled
with.

(g) It shall be within the province of the Racing
Board to suspend from the race track, for such a time
as it may deem proportionate to the offense, any
wheelman guilty of unfair dealing in connection with
cycle racing, or ungentlemanly conduct on the track,

or any wheelmen who competes in a race not governed
by the rules of the L. A. W., or those that may be
approved by the Racing Board. Any wheelman who
knowingly competes with one who has been suspended
will render himself liable to a like penalty.

(h) The Racing Board shall have the power to make
such rules for its government and the government
of cycle race meetings as may be deemed expedient,
and may appoint one or more official handicappers at

its discretion.
The following will be considered as unfair dealing

and ungentlemanly conduct and render the offender
liable to a suspension:

1. Entering a class race to which his record does
not give him the right of entry.

2. Suppression of true figures and rendering of

false figures to the official handicappers.
3. The use of obscene language on the track.

4. Swearing at other competitors and at race
officials.

Raymond Reappointed.

Immediately the amateur rule was disposed of, Pres-
ident Luscomb announced that his first official act
had been the reappointment of Mr. Raymond as Chair-
man of the Racing Board. This, of course, was
rfreeted with another frenzied outburst.

' Mr. Raymond stated that in accepting the re-
appointment he had done so with certain reservations,
and he expressed publicly the desire that the presi-
dent make this year's Board consist of an uneven
number. (More outbursts).

Ex-Presidents Provided For.

Mr. Billingsley's amendment providing that ex-
presidents be given a vote and voice in the manage-
ment of the League was altered somewhat. As
adopted, it provides that all ex-presidents and ex-
vice presidents who are in good standing in the
League shall be members of the National Assembly,
without power to give or vote proxies.
Mr. Perkins's (Mass.) amendment providing for an

Auditing Committee of three and for the publication
of financial statements quarterly, the January state

ment to be audited by a committee of three elected
by the National Assembly.
Colonel Burdett had left for home before his amend-

ment proposing a joint stock company was reached.
It was discussed, however, and action indefinitely
postponed. The necessity of some action was realized,

and as incorporation was not possible, it was resolved
that the Executive Committee be instructed to

arrange in such manner as will permit of the League's
doing business legally without making members
individually responsible.

Transgressing Divisions Can Now Be Fined.

This amendment, proposed by Col. Burdett, was
adopted without change:
"In case of the refusal or neglect of any Division,

Sub-Division or Consulate of the L. A. W. to comply
with any decision or ruling of the National Assembly
or of the Executive Committee when the National As-
sembly is not in session, it shall be within the power
of said National Assembly by a majority vote, or of
said committee by a unanimous vote to impose a fine

on said Division, Sub-Division or Consulate, which
may be collected from the amount of dues in the hands
of the Secretary of the L. A. W. and withheld from
the Division until the aforesaid order or ruling has
been complied with."

The amendments proposed by Mr. Healey (So. Dak.)
making 50 members constitute a sub-division and 100

a division, the latter with power to select a Vice-Con-
sul, were adopted. (Previously a sub-division called for
100 members and a division for 200 ) It was stipulated,
however, that the Vice-Consuls in divisions of less
than 200 members shall not be an ex-officio member
of the National Assembly.

Protested Elections Made Expensive.

The Cossum's amendments, born of the recent elec-
tion protest, were all adopted. The greatest num-
ber of votes will now elect, and no person can be
nominated who is not at the time of his nomination a
member of the L. A. W.. and a resident of the State.
It was also decided that in the event of contested elec-
tions that the Division concerned be made to bear all

expense incurred by the National Committees in

reaching a decision, and that when an official removes
from the State in which elected is office thereby be-
comes vacant. Mr. Cossum's other amendments: (1)

that when a league member of two league clubs, he
shall be entitled to but one vote on L. A. W. matters,
and shall notifv the Division Secretary-Treasurer as
to club in which he elects to vote for club representa-
tive; (2) also giving the Executive Committee -power
to revoke the certificate of League Clubs after 15 days'
notice had been given. In the discussion of these
amendments it transpired that the men had organized
and composed several League Clubs under different
names, and thereby elected several representatives
n the State Board.

$1,000 for the President's Clerk Hire.

Mr. Billingsley (111.) had left for home and eight
amendments to the by laws proposed by him went by
the board. His amendment providing for a $3,000
salary for the President seemed the pet of the lot, as
he had left a written speech in its behalf with J. Fred.
Adams (Mass.), who presented it. As near as could
be gathered, the object sought was to consolidate
half a dozen offices, from office boy up, and have the
work devolve on the President. President Luscomb
stated that as far as he was concerned he wanted no
salary. The amendment fell by virtue of its own
weight.
A resolution appropriating $r,ooo for President's

clerk hire, offered immediately afterward, prevailed
without objection.

Annual Dues Increased and a Subscription
Fixed for "Good Roads."

Mr. Potter's amendment doing away with the
gratutitous distribution of "Good Roads" and fixing a
subscription price of 50 cents per year to League
members.
Mr. Barnes (Mo.) broached the subject of an increase

of the annual dues. Mr. Billingsley spoke in the same
vein and this then became the paramont question.
Mr. Elliott still insisted that the 50 cents optional sub-
scription was the better plan and the combined oppo-
sition of Messrs. Willison, Holmes (N. J.), Luscomb,
Bassett, Raymond, Potter, Scherer (Tenn.), aad Van
Nort (Pa.), failed to shake his opinion, but after nearly
three hours discussion it was shown that an increase
of dues had become imperative; the League could no
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longer do business, pay its bills and supply a weekly
bulletin at tne present figures. To do this the increase
must be made and the decrease of membership which
would inevitably follow be suffered periodically.
These arguments won the day and the motion to make
the dues $1.50 per year was carried with but a single
objection, Mr. Hazleton (N. Y.) who asked that his
vote be recorded.

As to the Official Organ.

Mr. Cooke (R.I.) offered a resolution, which was
carried, instructing the Executive Committee to ar-
range for the publication of Good Roads and the L. A.
W. Bulletin.
Mr. Potter offered an addition which proved accept-

able to Mr. Cooke, empowering the Executive Com-
mittee to contract with the present publishers to con-
tinue to supply the Bicycling World and Bulletin to
the League membership until other arrangements
were perfected.
Later, Mr. Potter moved that it be the sense of the

meeting that the L. A. W. publish its own publica-
tions. This also was carried without opposition.
Previous to this Chairman Elliott, of the Publica-

iton Commitee, reported such bids as he had received.
But three were in writing. The lowest was that of
Sporting Life, Philadelphia, which offered to supply
that paper to all League members, free of expense, on

a three years' contract, providing the L. A. W. would
furnish its mailing list set in type ; this, Mr. Elliott
stated, would cost one, two or more, thousand.dollars.
Sporting Life is, however, devoted to baseball and
other sports, and is printed in newspaper form. The
speakers all agreed that it was not such as is desire
able.
One cycling paper (not mentioned) offered to supply

the League membership at 25c. per copy per year.
Another, whose identity was also hot disclosed, offered
to take the contract for just half this figure, or i2>ic.
The motion of Mr. Potter virtually settles the matter

that the L. A. W. will again publish its own.weekly
organ. To many of the present genera' ion it will; be
news that the League did this six years ago, issuing
one of the best papers published at that time.

Canary, Culver, Taxis and Murphy Reinstated—
The Beauties of the New Rules Illustrated.

The doubtful beauties of the two-class amateur rule
have begun to unfold themselves even thus early.
The bars are down and any man who has never

actually raced for cash, it matters not how else he
obtained the money, has but to ask admission, when
he will at once be taken by the hand and made wel-
come, and pure and holy. They must enter by the
Class B turnstile but once inside, by the wonderful
and mysterious workings of things, their speckles at
once disappear and before they know it they are
standing white and whitewashed as full fledged mem-
bers of Class B.
Realizing that the passage of Class B would legalize

the sins for which they were ousted and hall-marked
professionals, quite a few of the penitent ones had
their applications for reinstatement on hand. Few
had any idea that their sins and spots would be washed
entirely away; at best they hoped to be Class B ama-
teurs, but as things turned out, they became and are
amateurs with a capital, Class A.
The amusement began when the motion of Mr. Par-

sons (N. J.) to suspend the by-law covering reinstate-
ments "was carried. This provides that reinstatements
shall be made only on competent showing of error on
part of the Racing Boat d.

Dan J. Canary, the well known trick rider and com-
mercial traveler, was the first candidate to present
himself. He resigned from the L. A. W. in 1882, said
he had never raced for cash and had retired from the
trick riding arena. His application was favored by
Messrs Post, Perkins, Prout and Mott. Even Chair-
man Raymond said a good word by remarking that
trick-riding for cash was legalized by Class B. It
took but a moment and Mr. Canary was declared re-
instated.
A. O. McGarrett, of Springfield, Mass., who said he

had b: en expelled in 1886 without cause or hearing,
was next reinstated.
C. R. Culver, Sanger's ex-trainer, was the next to

be made holy.
Things were just getting into shape for the greatest

whitewashing performance the L. A. W. had ever
engaged in when the application of H. G. Kennedy,
of Denver, was brought up. He had been a trick
rider and on one occasion had raced for cash. Mr.
Block, of Denver, made a strong appeal in his behalf,
but as he had raced for cash strong opposition at once
developed; Mr. Post favored reinstatement notwith-
standing and called the question. The chair was
unable to decide and a standing vote was taken, re-
sulting in 31 favorable to reinstatement, 27 against.
Fred. C. Graves. Springfield, Mass.; W. W. Taxis,

Philadelphia; W. W. Marshall, Beverley, Mass.; C. M.
Murphy, Brooklyn and B. W. Spitler, St. Louis,
were also reinstated.
At this point someone inquired as to what class the

reinstatees were. The Chair ruled that a man is a
member of Class A until he races under Class B.
The application of H. E. Hutchins, of Maiden, Mass.,

a retired and penitent N. C. A man, was denied and
trouble began. A supporter of Mr. Hutchins wanted
to know how or why the Assembly could reinstate Mr.
Kennedy of Colorado, who had raced for money, and
then refuse Mr. Hutchins or anyone else. He objected
to the favoritism, and a great deal of talk resulted.
It was shut off by a motion to reconsider Mr. Kenne-
dy's case. Mr. Block had left the room to wire Mr.
Kennedy of his good fortune, but came back on a
dead run when he heard that a reconsideration was in
prospect. He pleaded and appealed, and finally grew
ugly and talked of men with "pulls" being favored,
and threatened that if Mr. Kennedy's case was re-
versed he would move a reconsideration of the vote
in the case of C. M. Murphy, who claimed never to
have ridden for cash but who had accepted expense
money.
But the decision in Kennedy's case was recon-

sidered, nevertheless, and his application denied by
a vote of 38 to 20.

Mr. Block carried out his threat, and Murphy's
case was reconsidered, but the vote to reinstate was
again carried.

After this the application of all men who had raced
for cash were disposed of in short order and no fur-
ther reinstatements made.
A case which excited a great deal of sympathy from

even those who opposed reinstatement was that of
Geo. F. McRae, of Alpena, Mich , who had several
years ago, and before the League or a racing rule-had
been heard of in his neighborhood, raced for cash,
and won the munificent sum of $2. Later when he
learned of and joined the L. A W. he became a hard
worker in its behalf, organized a League club and in
every other way sought to advance its interests and
influence. Three years after his first and only offense,
it was called to the Racing Board's attention by some
enemy of McRae, and the latter was declared a pro-
fessional. The regret was general, but as he had
raced for cash and the Racing Board has committed
no error, reinstatement was refused.

L. D Munger and Geo. K. Barrett, who were ex-
pelled by the Membership Committee for actions
prejudicial to the L. A. W., applied for reinstatement.
Their case did not come under the racing rules and
proved a knotty question. The only precedent was
established many years ago when Jenkins who had
been ousted for a similar offence, gained readmission
by a vote of the Assembly instructing the secretary to
receive his application when presented. On motion
of Mr. Mott, the same action was taken in the case of
Barrett and Munger.
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BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE COMPANY,
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BENSIKGEB, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
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To Whom It May Concern:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a
guarantee to all users of the Huestis tire to absolutely protect
them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered
by rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

HTIESTIS
PATENT DETACHABLE PNEUMATIC TIRE.

Patent allowed September 2, 1893.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUESTIS" XI
35 Federal Street, and )

178 Devonshire Street, [
BOSTON. MASS.
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The Executive Committee's recommendation that
the Wheelman Co. be paid $1,200 for four issues of the
Bulletin sent League members after the contract had
been violated by the League was approved and the
amount ordered paid.
An Eastern cycling paper offered to make the Road

Bureau the beneficiary of a race meeting which it

proposed holding annually, and asked that a com-
mittee of three be appointed by the League to confer
or work with them. The Assembly refused to allow
the League or the Road Bureau to be used as an ad-
vertising medium, and tabled the communication.
Mr. Potter offered a resolution of hearty thanks to

the Kentucky Division for the courtesies and splen-
did arrangements for the comfort of the National
Assembly and also for the "souvenirs" with which
each delegate had been remembered.
The vote was a hearty one, and the Kentuckians

well deserved it. They have played the host well and
ably.
Mr. Holmes (N. J.) invited the Assembly to hold its

next meeting in Newark, N. J.
At 11.40 p.m. the Assembly, which had been in

session since 10 a. m., with two recesses for meals,
adjourned.

Benner's hill climber, which was shown at

the Philadelphia Show, will be pushed as soon
as the riding season opens. Riders desiring

information about this should address C. A.
Benner & Co., 12 E. Chelten Avenue, Phila-

delphia.

The Schwalbach Cycle Co., of Brooklyn,

having obtained permission from the Supreme
Court of New York, announce that on and
after March 1 the company will assume the

corporate name of Brooklyn Cycle Co.

The A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co., of St.

Louis, have conducted the hardware business

in that city for fifty-one years without cessa-

tion. Seeing the advantage of connecting
bicycles with their general stock of hardware,
last year they touched the bicycle business

lightly and with results far beyond their antic-

ipations. They determined to enter largely

into the bicycle business this year, and will

conduct this department on the same broad
gauge principles that has characterized their

other business. In addition to a grade of

medium-priced wheels they have secured the

control for the South and West of the Syra-

cuse Cycle Co.'s goods and the Solid Comfort
saddle.

A Bear Steering Front Driver.

The cut shows a very clean-looking wheel,
and one from which much power might be ex-
pected. It is among the latest of English
mounts, and is called the Fenner. The
makers of the Fenner claim that the rear

steering arrangement makes the machine
very fast, because there is no counteracting
pull on the handlebars against the pedals, and
one's whole power can be concentrated on the
propulsion of the machine.

H. Shepard & Sons, of New Haven, who
recently entered the wood rim business, have
a splendid record in the carriage trade. A
Wheel man was told by Mr. Britton, of the
firm of Brewster & Co., that the senior firm of

the Shepard firm was the best first man whom
he knew on the bending and selection of wood.
He said that they had bent their wood for

years, but were not able to do it as well as
Shepard & Sons. He prophesies a bright
future for them in the cycle trade.

H. A. Lozier & Co. are located at 337 Broad-
way. They have secured the entire second
floor. Mr. Ainsworth reports business to be
brisk.

One of the machines which show remarkable
improvement for 1894 is the New Mail, manu-
factured by William Read & Sons, of Boston.
They are encouraged with the way in which
this machine has been received by the trade.

City Councilman MacOwen.
On Tuesday last the Philadelphia elections

had a peculiar interest to wheelmen from the
fact that A. H. MacOwen, President of the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club was running in the
24th ward for a place on the City Council of

Philadelphia. Mr. MacOwen was elected with
a vote of 4856, which was the highest vote on
the entire Republican ticket. In his new posi-

tion Mr. MacOwen will be in a position to do
a great deal for cycling in the Quaker City.

In an article in a recent Wheel, touching on
cycling club life in New York City, one para-
graph might be construed indirectly to mean
that the Columbia Cycle Club had passed out
of existence. About a year ago this club gave
up its quarters on West End Avenue, perhaps
wisely so, as the location was a poor and ex-
pensive one. The club, however, is in active
existence, and the paragraph was not intended
to convey the idea that the Columbia Club had
completely disbanded.

The Monarch agency in Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., has been placed with J. H. Zahn, who
handles a general line of sporting goods. He
has heretofore been unknown to the cycle
trade, but intends to make his wheel depart-
ment an important feature of his business.

C. H. Weed has resigned his position of
assistant manager of the Royal Cycle Works
and is now connected with his former employer,
W. W. Whitten, of Providence, as manager
of the manufacturing department.

The firm of Deere & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,
has dissolved partnership, but will be continued
at the old stand as the Deere & Weber Co. A
feature under the new regime will be a com-
plete line of wheels. C. D. Velie is in charge
of the cycling department.

The John B. Varick Co. will build about
fifty wheels this season for local riders. T. R.
Varick, of the firm, has also set his mind upon
building a quarter-mile cycle track, and expects
to have it up to date. The first tournament will

be held on May 30. Already the prizes
are announced ambitiously as solid silver,

diamonds and bicycles.

THE UlGlLflHS sribuj^e
A CLIPPING FROM CYC-

LING LIFE, FEB. 2.

Fine $100 Wheels.

It is a strikingly curious fact that at

the second show, as at the first, there
were exhibitors in number of exceed-
ingly fine $100 wheels. Indeed, to such
a point of excellence has this type of

wheel been brought, that many argue
that the day is not far distant when it

will be the ruling price for all high
grade machines. If one cares to exam-
ine the materials which enter into the
construction of such a machine as THE
BLACK MFG. CO , of ERIE, PA., offer,

he must confess that if such a wheel
can be built and marketed for a profit,

the prophecy is not far astray, for the
cones and cups and minor parts are
finished with the same degree of care
as to tempering, etc., that is found in

factories where guns are made.

The Leading Wheel in its
Class. . .

Now Ready for immediate
Delivery. . . .

Send for Catalogue.

THE BLACK MFG. CO.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

ERIE, PA.
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HANDSOMEST AND FINEST STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
- - - EVER PUT IN THE MARKET - - -

MEW nan
30 Pounds

and

26 Pounds

$115.00
and

$125.00

1894 MODEL HIGH FRAME.
Larger demand in 1893 than ever before, which bespeaks its worth and popularity. Agencies now being arranged. Also best line cheap

wheels in the market from $35.00 to $75.00.

Manufacturers,^wm. r€:a:d &: SONS,
CHICAGO BRANCH—

606 masonic Temple.
A. W. MOORE, Manager.

107 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ANOTHER ONE OF THEM!

LIGHTEST

SI00.00

BICYCLE

ON THE

MARKET.

ONLY

FRAME

BUILT

OF

LARGE

TUBING,

DON'T BUY UNTIL YOU SEE IT.

Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS, - - X2<TJD.
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M. A. C. C. BOWLING TOURNAMENT.

Brooklyn B. C. vs.
former club's alleys Fe

BROOKLYN B. C.

s s b

Jei.
bru

scr
172

'54
'59
1+1
161

109

«45
'35

1176

FRA
322

346

»ey City A. C. W. at the
ary 15:

J. C. A.C. W.
s s b scr

Brown 1 4 5 134

Anderson 3 2 5

Totals 18 28 34

B. B. C IIO 22<

J. C. A.C W.... 115 221

Totals.... 11 30 29 1028

MES.

457 561 697 827 965 1085 1176

446 548 612 757 827 959 1028

Umpire—W. Christfield.
W. B. Starrett.

Scorers—C. W. Smith and

Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers vs. Prospect Wheelmen at
the former club's alleys, February 16.

PROSPECT w.
G.Shannon 131
Hotze 98
Wulff 96

ELIZABETH A. C. C.
Fleming 157
Russ 158
Morrell r~
Martison 143
Pope ii8
West 114
Parrot 132
Kline 138

Total 1148

W.Shannon 95
Brush 120

Klinck 127
Kane 114
Weinphal 176

Total 960

Manhattan B. C. vs. Castle Point, at the former
club's alleys, February 20:

MANHATTAN B. C.
s s b scr

Staubach 1 3
Rock wood 1 4
Campbell 1 1

Oatman 1 3
Nonnenbacher 1 2
Pelin 1 3
McFarland 1 3
Bartsch 3 4

CASTLE POINT.
s s b scr

Trautwein 343 169
Bade 145 126
Leonard.. 244 140
Finck 220 125
Curtis o 4 6 131
Growls 136 133
Slonek 244 150
Schultz 3 3 4 167

14 28 32 1141Totals.... 10 23 47 1023 Totals

FRAMES.
M. B. C 92 165 263 369 500 595 703 796 914 1023
Castle Point. .. .112 242 363 460 568 680 810 909 1025 1141

Umpire—H. W. Brown. Scorers—Fred Dallmer, Jr.,
W. Monahan.

THE STANDING FEBRUARY 21.

High
Club. Won. Lost. To Play. Score

Elizabeth A. C n 1 4 1248
Brooklyn B. C 11 2 3 1314
Atalanta W 9 3 4 1496
Castle Point C 664 1141
Jersey City A. C. W 664 1318
Kings Co. W 5 7 4 1224
Prospect W 484 1200
Montauk W 4 10 2 1240
Manhattan B. C 2 10 4 1188

Titus Training in Bermuda.

F. J. Titus, is now located in Hamilton,
Bermuda, where he is getting in shape for the
coming season on the path and writes that he
never felt better in his life. He has challenged
the "champion of the Bermuda Islands" to a
mile race and offered him a handicap of forty
yards.

The Trade Association.

The Committee of the Trade Association
held a meeting in New York on Thursday
last. The members present were Col. A. A.
Pope, H. A. Lozier, R. L. Coleman and Mr.
Wilson, of Wilson, Myers & Co. The princi-

pal work of the day was devoted to the con-
sideration of the Constitution and By-Laws.
Seeing that it was impossible to effect them in

a public meeting, it was decided to appoint a
Committee, consisting of Mr. Redding, at-

torney for the Pope Mfg. Co. and other cycle
firms; Mr. Stimson and Mr. A. Kennedy-
Child, Secretary of the Committee. The
Association will be in the form of a capital

stock. No firm can own more than five shares,
and Jno firm can have more than one vote.

There are to be thirteen original incorporators.

Spalding Will Move.
A. G. Spalding & Bros, have decided to

remove on May 1st from Broome Street to

Beekman and Nassau Street. They occupy an
entire building in Broome Street, in which
they have been for about two years. It is also

probable that they will give up their Broadway
store, and move their entire wholesale and re-

tail business into the new location. They have
engaged an enormous place, in which there is

plenty of floor space, on Beekman Street, just

east of Nassau, and running back and connect-
ing with the Peck & Snyder store. It is

stated that they have purchased the business
of Peck & Snyder.

Still Another Wood Rim Firm.

The Dann Bros. & Co., New Hoven, Conn.,
who have been in the bent wood business since

1858, have begun to make wood rims for
bicycles. The rim is made of a single piece.

After being bent it is turned and tried in an
engine lathe to the exact shape and dimensions
required. In its construction there is no glue
used, the ends being butt ended and held
together by an aluminum cap. At the point
of the rim which comes in contact with the
tire the cup is embedded in the wood. On the
lower side the cap is longer and thus adds to

the strength of the joining.

HENDEE WISHES TO BE HEARD
FROM.

Geo. M. Hendee, of Springfield, Mass.,
would be pleased to hear from every agent and
dealer in the country, as he has something of

special interest to impart and something which
will be of interest financially to all who drop
him a line. A postal will do the work.—*„.*

Throw Away Tour Cushion

Or solid tires and have them replaced with
some standard make pneumatics. The Luburg
Factories, 321, 323, 325 North Eighth Street,

Philadelphia, will rebuild your wheels with
first quality new steel rims and furnish pneu-
matic tires and pump for $14. This is a way-
down midwinter price, and will be held open
for a short time only. They have thoroughly
equipped factories, and do repair work of

every description at proportionately reduced
prices.

—

Adv.

LIGHT AND CHEAP.
KEEPS WHEEL and RIDER FREE from MUD.

<
CD

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. B, COLTON, = Toledo, 0.

NEW HAVEN WOOD RIM.
Made of ONE PIECE of Second Growth Ash,

butt-ended, and joint is covered with an aluminum

cap. No glue or cement. Turned true in a lathe.

ON BENT WOOD WORK WE RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT WORLD'S FAIR.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE DANN BROS. & CO.
Established 1858. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

STANDARD CAP CO., 156 Greene St., New York.
TBSTIMONIALi.

The Standard Cap Co. Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.
Gentlemen: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a

great benefit when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from perspiration. Please send me one in dark
blue as soon as possible. Yours truly, ALBERT SCHOCK, Champion Long Distance Bicyclist of the World.

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps, Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of every description. Send for price lists.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trade only supplied.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St„ New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR G00i)EICH, San
Francisco, and all good iobbers-

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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Still Complimenting Zimmerman.
British Sport, in an article headed " We

Breath Again," says: It is said that neither
Sanger nor Zimmerman will be seen in Eng-
land this season. We confess we are sorry to

some extent. We believe that, in spite of the

fact that the Americans have proved them-
selves to be better men than ours, their visits

have given a decided fillip to the sport. The
day is probably far distant when Englishmen
"will have learned to discount that pluck and
endurance in others which is the means of

giving them the victory over their own men.
Zimmerman proved himself to be a downright
good sportsman when he was among us in 1892.

He got up and was beaten in the early days,

and had, as a consequence, to read a few un-
complimentary remarks about himself; but he
held on firmly, and how he conquered in the end
is now a matter of history. And we believe that

in his conquests he served one or two of our men
well, notably J. W. Schofield, who we still be-

lieve would have given Sanger a better run for

his money than did Harris in the one-mile
championship last year. Sanger, on the other

hand, having won the blue ribbon of the En-
glish race path, was content to sit idly by
while the five mile race was being run, and a

week later he cleared out of the country alto-

gether. The Milwaukeean staked his all on a

single cast. He won without giving us an op-

portunity for revenge. Mind, we do not say
that he would have been defeated in the five

mile race. As a matter of fact we do not
even think it. But as things have gone, we
do say emphatically that the best man America
has ever sent us is Arthur Augustus Zimmer-
man. He is something better than a tip-top

rider. He is a good sportsman.

Harry Wheeler, an English paper states, has
settled down to Parisian habits, and is said to

be great in top hat and frock coat; he learns

French from the ladies.

From Rome to Paris.

Charles Terrqnt, the French rider who
gained renown by his ride from St. Petersburg
to Paris, will in April attempt to ride from
Rome to Paris in record time. The difficult
part of the ride will be the crossing of^ the
Alps, as the road is dangerous.

Baldwin's Adjustable Chain

HAVE THE BEST.
Insist on having the best chain on your new mount,

or if you conclude to ride the old mount, have a chain
that will make it ride like a new one. The Baldwin
chain costs more than any rivited chain, but it is

worth more.
Manufacturers will furnish it, if you demand it.

No wheel is high grade without this improvement.
It is as necessary on a wheel as a pneumatic tire.

HAVE THE BEST.
All steel; every part hardened. Work and material

the best. Price, $4; nickeled, $5. Full directions with
each chain. Send for circular.

E. A. BALDWIN,
West Upton, Mass.

The ROPER BRUSH BRAKE.

H Patent Rights for U. S. A. for sale. Admitted

by all at the National Cycle Show, England, to be

the best brake on the market. Does not generate

friction heat, and entirely prevents injury to tire by
grit. Enormous brake power. Offers direct to

THE ROPER BRUSH BRAKE CO.,

EXETEK, ENGLAND
N. B.—Pattern Brake to be seen at the office of this paper.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

tHC

The Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A. will hold
a. meet in the State Arsenal, Buffalo, on March
3. The events, air scratch, are: Two-mile
novice; two mile, 3.30 class; five mile, open;
three mile team race, three miles lap, five mile
city championship. Boys' and women's race
are also on the list. Address entries to
Walter C. Mason, Secretary, State Arsenal
Buffalo, N. Y.

JUST WHAT YOU NEEdI
Is Automatic.

Never Leaks.

Has no Spring.

Has no Plunger.

For Sale by all

Dealers.

Price, complete,
50c. each.

Write for whole-
sale prices.

WM. K. GENET, 15 W. 99th St., New York.

When you buy a

SWEATER
see that box, band and label bear
this mark,

'"»Qt

We have established a reputa-
tion for it, by making only HAND
knit, HAND finished goods, of
best quality, in clean fast colors.
Some others are lower priced.
No others are "just as good."
Your dealer keeps them, or will

furnish them.
Samples and price list furn-

ished to THE TRADE by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW TORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

PRESSURE GAUGES FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES OF BICYCLES.
It is of the greatest importance to a bicycle rider, on the road or in the races, that the pneumatic pressure in the tires of his

machine should be maintained uniform at all times; to give him the control of it, we have designed a pressure Gauge which is

admirably suited for the purpose. The illustrations represent some of the styles adopted for the leading systems of bicycle in

use in Great Britain and on the continent of Europe, among which may be mentioned the "Dunlop," the " Michelin and
Torrilhon " the " Boothroyd " and others; the mode of attachment varies a little according to the style of tire. The gauges are
of very small size, having a dial of but one inch diameter, their weight does not exceed two ounces, so that there is no danger of
their unbalancing the wheel. A suitable valve secures a perfectly airtight joint. In order to insure great durability, the gau.ges
are adjusted to 6o pounds per square inch, which is double the ordinary working pressure. Price of Gauge, including valve, $4.00.

—MANUFACTURED BY—
SCHAFPE3R & BXJDEiNBE3K,C3-, No, SS "W.

SALESR00MS:

66 John St., NEW YORK.

Mb

WORKS:

I_ia,k.e Street, Chicago. Brooklyn,

Fig. 12.

Fig. 10. Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel." Fig. 11.
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ROAD RACING.
Writing on the possibilities of the authorities

shutting down on road racing in England, the
Irish Athlete says in part: There are wheel-
men, and enthusiasts, too, who have felt con-
strained to decry the present order of things,

and even plead for the abolishment of road
racing altogether. And who will deny but
that they have a large share of reason on their

side? Yet we would regret if measures of

such severity had to be resorted to, as there
are hundreds of cyclists who have neither the
time nor the inclination to devote themselves
to path work, yet who enjoy a good slog on
the road, in which they meet foemen worthy of

their steel.

Road racing has a fascination peculiarly its

own, of which the path-man, pure and simple,

is absolutely ignorant. There is a delirious

joy in whirling past trees and scenery at full

speed, which only the sturdy can enjoy ; there
is an intoxication in flying down long
gradients, and grinding up steep ascents,

which can never appeal to the path-man ; and
there is alto, ether a more robust pleasure in

the sport of road racing than could ever be
experienced on a Heme Hill or a Springfield.

Rather strive, then, to institute a new order
of things to which the old snail give place,

than to abolish the sport completely. Why
should the whole sport be crucified for the
folly and injudiciousness of a few ? If the
clubs were to unite in boycotting short-dis-

tance scrambles (which should be the monop-
oly of the track), and reserve road races as a
test of stamina rather than of speed, little

fault could be found with them, provided, of

course, the choice of route and finishing places
were judiciously made. Let us have no more
of these ten and twelve mile dashes, which
have already injured the sport, but adopt a
higher standard to test the roadman's mettle.

Fifty miles should be fixed as a minimum, and
a race of this length would prove a far better

test of a man superiority than these objec-

tionable rushes. Let the road chosen, too, be
as unfrequented as can be found, and fix the
spot for finishing at some quiet spot removed
from village or city.

It's Human Nature.

A writer who evidently is in hard luck puts
it in this way :

'

' No matter how things go

—

the poor always suffer. Yes, the nabobs who
own railroads don't think anything of running
over a poor man's horse. Yes, and the man
who can afford to own a horse run down the
poor fellow on a bicycle. Just so. And the
fellow on the bicycle runs down the poor chap
who has to walk. That's it. And the man
that walks stumbles against the poor cripple
who goes on crutches. That's the way. And
the cripple on crutches spends most of his time
jamming his sticks down on other people's
corns. It's a sadly selfish world."

An .English Ex-Chainpion Bankrupt.
H. H. Sansom, who was a few years ago

champion of England and is now a brush
manufacturer in Nottingham, has failed. One
of his creditors had as security a 130-ounce
silver cup, and nine silver, nine gold and one
bronze medal, won by the bankrupt ex-

champion, valued at $225. With these ex-
ceptions he stated that all his prizes had been
disposed of when won.

The Charleston (S. C.) Wheelmen's Track
Association will hold a two-days' meet on the
Association's new cement track, April 3 and 4.

Boston Has a "Bugleress."

Boston's club of women riders, the Wood-
bridge B. C. , last week elected officers and
among them a bugler and a color-bearer. It

could hardly be expected that they would dis-

pense with the color-bearer, but one would
imagine that the club would attract enough
attention on a run without the aid of a horn-
tooter. If the fair bugleress bugles in good
shape, there will, no doubt, be a crowd follow-
ing behind each club run, just to see the per-
formance. These were the officers: Presi-
dent, Miss Corey; Vice President, Miss Clark;
Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. Stewart;
Captain, Miss Pinder; First Lieutenant, Miss
Perkins; Second Lieutenant, Mrs. Small;
Bugler, Miss Oyer ; Color Bearer, Mrs. Norris.

Schofield has joined the colony of English
cracks now in Paris. The Cafe L'Esperance is

the headquarters for the racing men, where
French, S .viss, English, Scotch, Welsh, Italian
and German champions almost daily dine
together.

The Tourist Cycle Club, Paterson, N. J.'s
leading organization, and a club which might
in many ways serve as a model to many of
the clubs in the country, will move into their
new club-house on Broadway on May 1.

CYCLE CHAINS, HIGHEST GRADE.

Manufactured by

J. & H. DUCKWORTH,
28 & 30 Taylor Street, Springfield, Mass.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

sPINS TO WIN. Tm SYRACUSE.
When a BUYER wants a SELLER he will choose a WINNER.
When a WINNER proves a SELLER it will please the BUYER.

In comes the order,

Out goes the wheel.

We have them
Ready for shipment.

Syracuse Empire, 24 lbs., #150.

Syracuse Model A, Weight 30 lbs,, List $100

„
B, " 33

" " 100

"
C, " 29

" " 125

"
Special, " 26

" " 135

" Empire, " 24
" " 150

" Tlelia (Ladies') 28
" " 150

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., - SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'
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The F^lioeirizx:.
Every rider in these days of light wheels wants to have his repair kit and tool bag at home, saves two or three pounds weight.

I® it: Safe?
Well, it depends on the wheel. Of course in high grade wheels the best "RAW material is used." Oh, yes, of course. But what of the
process of manufacture? Cuts some figure don't it?

That i® the Ke^ Note.
The Phoenix Crank is a simple drop forging; by chemical treatment it becomes so tough that a crank fastened in the jaws of a vice with
a 175 man at the business end of a giant crank bender cannot draw it out of line. Wonderful but true.

THE PHOENIX MOTTO: DOWN WITH THE REPAIR TAX.

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND AGENTS WRITE.

Eastern Branch Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., 575 577 Madison Ave , new york.

othje: jjvme®
Has stood the test of 24 years, T T7* A I"\ C* ^T* TT ii' Ti/T ATX ' n mechanical correctness and

and to day, as at the beginning, --' •*—' *-**U **^ -*- -*-*• •*-' "•! JT\. i-/ J_/ thoroughness of workmanship.

If you're going to sell Bicycles you want wheels that by the test of usage will prove their value and make you future trade.

THE JAMES WILL DO THIS FOR YOU.

With Wood Rims, from 22 to 25 lbs, Guaranteed for the Road, $128,00 to $135.00.

We have the entire United States as Sole Importers, handling THE JAMES and THE JAMES only, and are ready to appoint Agents
everywhere. Write for advance sheet.

THE JAMES CYCLE CO., 103 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."

Established in St. Louis 51 years ago^^^^p

The A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO..

WHOLESALE HARDWARE,

AGENTS for SOUTH SiXidL WEST for tlie

Sywacwse Cycle CoSs Goods.

These goods are unsurpassed in quality and finish, and can be relied on to give

satisfaction to the dealer as well as the rider. Lists as follows : $100, $125, $135, and
$150.

Also an elegant line of medium grade bicycles: The "Templar," 28 inch, $75; Atalanta,

28 inch, $75; Red Cloud, 26 inch, $50; White Wings, 26 inch, $50; and Whistler, 24 inch,

$40. These are honest values and the goods are right

WESTERN AGENTS AND DEPOT FOR THE SOLID COMFORT SADDLES.

Catalogue ready now. Send for it. Pleaee add : "Saw it in The "Wheel.'
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TRADE TALK.

At the Philadelphia Show, twenty-six adver-
tising agents were in the Show at one time.

Frank L. C. Martin, the Plainfield (N. J.)
dealer, has sold his branch store in New Bruns-
wick to Samuel E. Lutz.

W. A. Butler has succeeded to the business
of the well-known firm of Reuben Wood &
Sons, Syracuse, who became involved in finan-

cial difficulties last fall.

The Gendron Iron Wheel Co. give notice
that they have discontinued all their branch
offices, and that their factory and only office

will be at Toledo. Ohio.

J. H. Cox, Belleville, Mich., writes that he
is the sole patentee, owner and maker of the
Cox trouser guard. The guard is simplicity

itself—a circular strand of spring wire.

One of the specialties which the Detachable
Cleat Co. will place upon the market this

season is a sweater, which retails at a low
figure. They also make a specialty of manu-
facturing high toe shoes which are very light.

F. C. Gilbert & Co., of Elizabeth, N. J., will

remove to more commodious quarters in the
Denman Building, where a riding school will

be opened and a complete plant equipped for
manufacturing and repairing purposes.

The Fluke Mudguard is a new kink patented
by Geo.' B. Colton, of 326 Summit Street,

Toledo. As shown by the illustration in the
advertisement in this issue, it is very neat and
simple, and weighs but three ounces. It is

thoroughly practical and retails at $1 per set.

E. K. Tryon & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

are manufacturing a machine called the
Apollo, which they are marketing throughout
the United States. The machine is sold at a
a low figure, and is up to date in design.
They also handle the Eagle in the vicinity of
Philadelphia.

Paul Grosch, one of McKee & Harrington's
travelers who has been working New York,
says that cycle "drummers" are thicker than
flies around a molasses barrel. In Bingham-
ton, where there are four dealers, nine travel-

ers were registered in one day ; four of them
met in one store. In Utica, Grosch met but
four.

The accompanying cut illustrates a brake
which is manufactured by F. M. Buckley,
whose address is Boston Theatre, Boston.
The brake is attached to the front forks by an
adjustable clamp which can be taken off or
attached to any machine without trouble.- It

weighs but five ounces, and is operated by the
foot, and comes back automatically.

A young man, who has been well known in
cycling life in New York for a long time, but
who has been in the West pursuing the jade
fortune, desires to return East again and
make connections with some cycling concern.
He is a man of a great deal of energy, of good
executive ability, and as an old rider is

thoroughly up on cycling. Any firm wishing
to communicate with him will address
Zillah, The Wheel.

A. G. Shack, the old-time Buffalo dealef,
goes into the bicycle business deeper than
ever this year by marketing a wheel of his
own. He calls it The Emblem, and its

mechanism and finish show a conscientious
intention to give a buyer good value for his
money at the list price, $100, and including
all the usual extras, as wood rims, for instance.
The weights go 28 and 31 pounds. The wheel
is a good looker, as the illustration in Mr.
Schack's advertisement will show.

While strolling down Broadway this week a
Wheel man called in at Brewster & Co.'s
carriage place, and had an interesting conver-
sation on ball bearings and pneumatic tires
for vehicles with Mr. C. Brittou, the principal
man in the concern. He is of the opinion that
pneumatic tires will never come into general
use for heavy carriages, but that ball bearings
will be of great advantage. He claims that
the pneumatic tire cannot be sufficiently
inflated to stand up unless the tire is large
and cumbersome.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem^ pneumatic tires. Offer a price. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

DO YOU "WANT
TO BE REPRESENTED IN

The U. S. Bicycle Trade Directory?
Your name, address and business published free

if you are a manufacturer, agent or dealer in anything
pertaining to the Bicycle Trade. Send business card
to H. D. Taylor, Publisher, Springfield, Mass.
No names received later than March 15. Specimen

pages on application.

LEVY WEIGHT REDUCED TO
C^OCK 4i OZ.

j Reliable,
Durable,

Warranted.
Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

Electro and Discount to the
Trade.

LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.

1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, RIDERS,

We were unable to give any souvenirs, as we were
not at the Show, but if you will drop us a line we will
send you something that will probably interest you.

"HOT STUFF!'
5icycle(Hain Lubricant.
PDI/.c «m<fc „ L.N. SW.IFT,
rKiic^itJ r - Prqvincetown. Mass.;

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Hot Stuff Chain Lubricant is endorsed by
everyone that has used it. Read the following:

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO.
MlDDLETOWN, CONN., Jan. 15, 1894.

L. N. Swift,—Your Lubricant, known as " Hot
Stuff," for bicycle chains, is just the thing that I have
long desired, and I am sure iif bicycle riders in

general knew of this article you would have no diffi-

culty in disposing of large quantities. Being put up
in the form of a stick makes it most convenient for
carrying, and it is certainly perfect in its application
to bicycle chains. Yours truly,

W. W. WILCOX, Jr.

It is not greasy; will not dirty the hands when using
,

will stop all rattling of chains ; will not collect dust.
Dealers, write for prices and discounts.

t,. P*. SWIFT, Sole Mfrs.,
Please mention The Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Bach additional word two cents. Cash in-
variably in advance.

t

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

TXTANTED—A tandem safety; must be very cheap
vv for cash. Address with detailed description.

J. T. Holden, Rutherford, N. J. %. 2-23

17OR SALE—A quantity of Hard Rubber Bicycle
1 Handles at low prices to clean out. S. R. Brown,
Wappingers Falls, N. Y. 2-23

"L7OR SALE—Good as new; a 33 lb. Pneumatic
L Humber; will sacrifice. Address F., care Pabst
& Cook, 32 Church Street, New York. 2-23

T ATHES—We buy and sell second hand FOOT
-L' LATHES and tools. Address, "LATHE," 385
Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 2-23

'

DARGAIN—New Premier cushion tired Tandem,
*-* shop worn only; a reasonable offer for either
cash or exchange accepted; guaranteed bargain.
Geo. Bush, Bellefoute, Pa. 2-23

"DICYCLE MACHINIST capable of taking charge
-L* of repairs; best of references for ability; strictly
temperate; city or country. Address, R. B. Crawford,
139 North 5th Street, Paterson, N. J. 2-23

"L70R SALE—The patents, machinery, tools and
L business of the Yale Cyclometer Co. The right
party with small capital can get a bargain. Good
reasons for selling. We have the best and most
practical Cyclometer made, and our '94 instrument is
perfect and will sell well just in time for the Spring
trade. Apply to C. D. Warner, Treasurer, 739 Chapel
Street.

NICKEL PLATER.
\yj ANTED— First class nickel plater for bicycle
* v work in an Eastern factory. Must be a sober
man and able to give references. Plater, Box 273,
New York.

BICYCLES

in quantities bought for cash. Job lots

considered. Address "AT ONCE,"

Care Box 444, N. Y.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXcRa,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKIRS,

Hydraulic and Screw
r^XJ1JOAXf:n^SL„^

FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS,
address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

VST" We manufacture Stoue Breakers for Road Building-.'

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

The Best Oiler
%. SIZE.

PRICE,

in the world is the "PERFECT" POCKET
OILER. The winner of every competitive
test; does not leak; regulates the supply
of oil to a nicety ; unrivaled among oil cans.

25 Cents EACH.

y2 size.

PRICE,

THE "STAR" OILER
is an excellent article at a lower price. It is made
of brass (not tin) and handsomely nickeled. Em-
bodies many improvements on the ordinary oiler.

The " Star " is second to none but the " Perfect."

15 Cents EACH.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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It is not

what we say

but what

WILSON-MYERS GO.,

MAKERS,

Kindly mention The Wheel
when writing. NEW YORK, U.S. A.

cycles are

that loosens

the strings

of the

Public's purse.

The League LADIES' Ghainless Safety
Is the only specially

adapted for ladies' use.
Can be ridden in street
costume. No chain guards
required. No chain and
sprockets to tear the skirt
and endanger the life of
the rider.

EASY RUNNING AND REQUIRES
VERY LITTLE ATTENTION.

All of our machines are
of the highest grade and
thoroughly guaranteed.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF OUR
MODELS FOR '94

IN NEXT ISSUE.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

IT MARKS A NEW ERA IN BICYCLE CONSTRUCTION.

No. 126 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa., February 7, 1894.
THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO.

Gentlemen,—Two months of hard practical test and close study of the " LEAGUE " have resolved all doubts of its driving mechanism in its favor, and in my
mind it has passed from the experimental to the demonstrated stage of invention. It marks a New Era in Cycle Construction, destined in my judgment to hold
the field until, in the fullness of time, something better is evolved.

Chains, as a factor in bicycle construction, will soon be relegated to the shelf where lie so many of the sacrifices (good, bad and indifferent) to the progress
of the development of the art.

I have placed an order with Mr. Le Cato, your agent here, for wheels for my wife and myself, and would have added one for the baby (etat 8) if the com-
pany produced the juvenile article. Fraternally, CHAS. T. HARVEY, L. A. W. No. 564.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
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WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Sjz^DIDIvIDS—New Styles, Comfortable.

GDOOIv jBjt^GcS—An assorted line of Novelties.

IvjAJMIPS—The Best and Cheapest made.

IPTTIvUPS—Rapid Inflating ; most Effective.

We are prepared to send samples to manufacturers and dealers, and can quote

unheard of prices. We want your business if quality and

prices can get it. Correspondence solicited.

OOR.^LXJL.ILj^r & JEFFERY IMFG. CO.
222-228 North Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

K indly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
FOR THE NEW YEAR.

HAVE YOU f^^^fc- ORDER TIRES

RESOLVED TO

FOR
YOUR

MADE BY

1894

MOUNT?

IF SO,

SATISFACTION IS ASSURED TO YOU.
Head Office and Works,

Wandsworth Bridge Road, London, S. W.,

And at Coventry and Dublin. Please Add: Saw it In The Wheel.
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23 POUNDS
gr3*ON THE SCALES.

THE LIGHTEST ROAD WHEEL MADE.

23 lb. IDE SPECIAL, #140.00. For Racing, 20 lbs.

THAT SPEAKS VOLUMES
to the rider who has always found, after buying a
machine, that it weighs several pounds more than
listed.

WE NEVER MISREPRESENT.
Our Guarantee is the broadest and includes Wood
Rims.

WHY ? Because only the best of everything is

good enough in the construction of our
wheels.

OUR LINE.

23 Pound Ide Special (see cut), $140

25 Pound Ide Light Roadster, 125

28 Pound Valid Special, - 115

30 Pound Valid, - - - 100

WEIGHTS GUARANTEED.
All built on the same lines as annexed cut.

Live Agents Wanted where high class wheels
are appreciated. Catalogue free at agencies or direct

from us. High Art Calendar and Catalogue for 6 cents

in stamps (to pay postage).

F. F. IDE MFC. CO
Hig-li J^rt: Cycles, . . . . Jr*eo:ria 9 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.
CLEVELAND, O..

Oil Cups.

Nipples.

Air Valves.

Crank Keys,

Chain Rivets.

Collar Screws.

Cap Strews.

Set Screws.

Special Screws.

Turned Nuts

Casehardenin g.

Specialties.

Cones.

Steps.

Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI-FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,
Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U. S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The
Tourist

for
1894.

Owing to a late start this year our output is limited. We
want a few agents, however, especially in the vicinity of New York
City, and can offer them the best Road wheel in the market. THE
TOURIST IS POPULAR; its mechanical perfection is well

known; this years machine is GREATLY IMPROVED OVER
ALL PREVIOUS MODELS, and will be a great seller.

A few improvements are : True diamond frame in two heights, narrow tread, dust proof

bearings, wooden rims, etc

( Weight with brake, 28 lbs. - Price $115.00

\ Weight without brake, 26 lbs. - " 115.00

£ Tourist Racer, weight 20 lbs. - " 130-00

'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

BIDWELL-TINKNAM CYCLE CO., 306-310 West 59th St., Hew York.
JULIAN R. TINKHAM, President.

Please add: Saw it in TheWheel.

Tourist Roadster
guaranteed for all

kinds of Road use.

HO! ALL YE BIC YCLE MEN!
LOOK AT THIS!

BICYCLE IDR.OP3 FOJ^OHSTO-S,

It is all at your service.

We make but one kind of

Forgings—that is " the best."

No coarse work ; such is not

in our line.

THE BIG FIVE.

Aluminum.

Bronze.

Copper.

Iron.

Steel.

We use them all, and use all

well.

Don't you want prices from

THE fmanufacturersTof . , .

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.,
9—15 Richards Street, (near Hamilton Ferry,) BROOKLYN.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.
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ROYHLS, 1594-

Agents

:

Royals

Sell

Themselves.

A Wise Man
KNOWS A GOOD
THING WHEN
HE SEES IT.

Royal Cycle Works,
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. ^MARSHAI^I^, MICH.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

How does this strike you? We will give you your choice. You can have
Wood or Steel Rims on your mount.

The Boys will appreciate this.

The Agent also appreciates that the FALCONS lead.

Our Adjustable Handle Bar will also be given, without extra charge!

We add but $5.00 for the Metallic-Fastened Tire!

Look over the special features in our line, and then ask yourself this

question: Can we afford to let the FALCONS go by? Don't we want to push

the line that leads the van?

We have many new features for '94. One of them—the extra large ball

bearings. Send for catalogue which explains these things minutely, and then

draw your own conclusions.

Agents wanted who are permanently located and who want the best for

the money, reasonably cheap, but not cheap wheels.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING CO.,

Works: Yost Station.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.'

TOLEDO, OHIO.
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WE WANT LIVE AGENTS
IN ALL OPEN TERRITORY TO SELL

MONARCH BICYCLES
Absolutely the best that money can produce at popular prices.

$90.00
$ I OO.OO
$125.00

WEIGHTS
25 TO 34
POUNDS,

Ask our agents what they know

about MONARCHS.

Send for advance sheet of our '94

catalog. Regular catalog

ready next month.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Monarch

Cycle Co.,

Lake and Halsted Sts.,

CHICAGO.

Retail Salesroom:

280 Wabash Ave.

£&k.

TheC.F.GUYON CO.,

97-99 Reade Street,

HEW YORK.

Eastern Distributing
and Sales Agents. . .

THE

"
NEW YORK

"

BICYCLES

Are the only High Grade Wheels

sold at $100.00.
WE WANT LIVE ACENTS. SECURE YOUR TERRITORY NOW.

Kew York Cycle Co.
1S5 WEST TWENTY=THIRD ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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HERE IT IS. UP TO DATE.

SIOO WaMiam.
27 lbs., G. & J. tires, Jesseps tool steel bearings,

high frame

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

S1DWELL & SABEN CYCLE CO.

MRLTHHM, MHSS,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

TUBING FORGINGS

PNEUMATIC TIRE

SADDLES RIMS

SIMPLE DURABLE SAFE.

PAIHIST & WILKINSON, 148-164 Dull Street, CHICAGO
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

RICH & SAGER GO., BIGYGLE WOOD RIM GO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING Z? TUBE GO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF MANUFACTURING

WHEELS FOR BICYCLES AND SULKIES
i

If your machine needs new wheels we can build you a pair and

reduce the weight from 5 to 10 pounds.

We build the entire wheel of the best material and guarantee sat-

isfaction. We also furnish Hubs and Spokes.

Fit all the standard makes of tires and execute orders promptly.

I. K. Aa£E3TON St CO., JHMesyiLLe, rs. v.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Head or Fork Attachment.

Bells,

Trouser Guards,
Lamp Brackets,

Hippie Crips,

Oil Hole Covers, etc.

ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

Diameter 2% inches.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Weight 2% oz. Real Bronze.

BEYIN BROS. MFG. CO., East Hampton, Gooo. weight dunces.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE SPALDING CYCLOMETER FOR 1894.
LIGHT, RELIABLE and NOISELESS.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

Thoroughly reliable, positive action; has no springs to get out of order; is

perfectly noiseless and can be read from the saddle; records each revolution of the

wheel and registers one thousand miles and then repeats; can readily be attached to

any bicycle; made for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.

PRICE, $5.00. PRICE WITH BELL, $7.50.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA.

Lovell Diamond Cycles.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.
Hard work, unerasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these
enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

^^^ttHM^flK^^
Track Racer, Weight 19); lbs. Price $125.

Please add: " Saw it in The "Wheel. 1

JO^N P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

Catalogue Free. BOSTON", MASS.
Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

Perhaps Some People Don't Enow What Punctureless Armor Is!
Well it—is a device through which no man can puncture his air tube in legitimately riding the roads or streets, even if he cuts his outer

c tsing into a seive, one that does not effect the resiliency and that adds but a few ounces more weight to the wheel. One that can be applied
ia a few minutes to any form of Pneumatic Tire that has an Air Tube, rendering it practically as safe as a solid cushion or tire.

The Armor is made in lengths to fit 26 inch, 28 inch and 30 inch wheels, and 2 inch, 1% and 1% inch tires. Also in varying thick-
ness for touring, road or track work.

Directions for Applying Punctureless Armor to that Type of Tire Cemented to Rim.—Take tire and take out air tube; put a little soapstone powder
in outer casing. Then fasten end of air tube and Armor to a strong cord, and pull them both back into outer casing, putting Armor between air tube and ground
surface of outer casing. With little care Armor will pull in perfectly straight and smooth. When tire is back on wheel inflate to compress and set Armor to p'ace.
Riders can ride at any inflation they like best.

To Put in Detachable Tires.—Remove one side of tire and insert Armor smoothly with fingers between air tube and ground tread of casing ; fasten tire and
blow up to compress Armor and fit it to place. Then follow above directions. Weight about 3 to 4 ounces each.

OUR GUARANTEE.
We guarantee that Pneumatic Tires, protected with our Punctureless Armor, according to directions accompanying them, to be ren-

dered non-puncturing by any obstacle met in legitimate riding and not to spoil the resiliency of the tire. On our failure to occomplish these
two vital points we guarantee to refund the money paid us by purchaser or return of the Armor with expenses prepaid.

In ordering, state plainly size of wheels and kind and character of tire.

PRICE of Punctureless Armor is $3.00 per pair, any size.

Made by PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., Hagerstown, Md., U. S. A.

ICYCLE FORGING
WE ARE PREPARED TO QUOTE PRICES FOR FIRST-CLASS DROP FORGINCS

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS IN

Iron, Steel, Copper, Bronze and Aluminum.
We make this class of work TO ORDER ONLY, and carry no forgings in stock. Upon receipt

of drawings, or full-sized models and quantity; we will make estimates on anything desired. We
now have in daily operation

& FIFTY HH7UI7UYERS- w
And have the largest and best equipped establishment in the world for the manufacture of these goods.
Being pioneers in the making of DROP FORGINGS, ourlong experience enables us to turnout the best
quality of work in the shortest time consistent with the high standard which we have always maintained.

ILXINGS & SPENGEK GO.,

"We Make One Quality Only-THE BEST.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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DEALERS
Do you want a wheel that will speak for

itself? That you can recommend fc

^ Y durability, ease of position and running

^% \ qualities? If so, we have it.

The \&
ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Elmore

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

SOMETHING REALLY NEW.

ECLIPSE
NEW MODEL A.

The Very Latest Pattern.

Improved since our first edition of '94 Cata-

logues came from press. Its lines are perfect

;

in appearance and quality it is unexcelled.

Good (financially) agents wanted.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO.
Beaver Falls, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially High Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILD'G,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS.
SF^TTLDIilSrQ- BALLS.

NONE STRONCER. NONE MORE ACCURATE. NONE MORE UNIFORM.

SPAULDING PEDALS
Light, Easy=Running.

Graceful, Strong.

We Make Tees and Clips from Sheet Steel.

BETTER THAN FORGINGS.

5,000 PAIRS NIAGARA PEDALS AT LOW FIGURF.

SPAULDING MACHINE SCREW CO.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel." BUFFALO, U. Y.
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KEYSTONE TIRE.
The simplest Pneumatic Detachable Tire ever invented.

Examine this Tire before placing

your '94 orders.

ERIE RUBBER CO.,
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

RED CK055 RTOER CEHENT
and ©XJNORIE:®.

The best Cement in tne World for repairing Pneumatic Tires.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

B3P For sale by all first-class dealers throughout the world. Send for our prices.

forget it.

ARLINGTON U. BETTS &, CO., - Toledo, O-

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel" ^^^^^__^_^___________

SHEPARD'S BENT WOOD RIMS
ARE ALL WOOD.

No Iron or Rags Used In tneir construction.

ww TVAD THE WORLD IN BENDING WOOD,

Our Rims are the Product of Experience.

H. G. SHEPARD & SONS, • • • ^^__==i==_
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel;

p^CCLUERs

CYANIDE POTASH,

- *"CKEL £*&&
NEWARK,

NEWYDRK

AND WDRKS

N.J..U.S.A.

CHICAGO.

1r\lPOL|,

ROUGE

Q UFFS,& G '

OUTFJ
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JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
Office and Warehouse, 4 FLETCHER ST., New York.

IMPORTERS OF WELDLESS STEEL TUBE CO.'S

Weldless Gold Drawn Sfeel Tubes.
AGENTS FOR: MANUFACTURERS OF

Frames, Hubs, Pedals, Forgings Rough and Machined,
OraDks, Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Bags, Wrenches,

Spokes, Nipples, Balls, Cement, Rims,
Forksides, etc.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

ThE "HEW HUDSON" CYCLE MANUFACTURING CU., Limited,
Works and Offices, Sheepcote St., Birmingham, England.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGHEST GRADE CYCLE COMPONENTS.

MADE-UP FRAMES BEST AND LIGHTEST IN THE WORLD.

Featherweight Ball Heads, Bottom Brackets, Round Cranks,

Light Tangent Hubs, Brass Nipples, Patent Ball Pedals,

W. Steel Forksides.

SPECIALTY:

FINEST GRAD E WELDLESS STEEL TUBE.

Our Catalogue is the most complete ever issued.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH SOLID BUYERS.
Please add : Saw it in " The Wheel."

THE ®I<3KTC@ OE THE TIJVXID®.
Denver, Col., January 23, 1894.

HUNT MFG. CO., Westboro, Mass.

Gentlemen: Yours to hand and noted. Your line of saddles is of great interest to me.
I have used your saddles quite extensively during the past season, and with the best of

results; in fact, it was the ONLY LINE of saddles that gave ENTIRE SATISFACTION.
I never had a broken spring on all of them I sold. I have just placed an order for one
hundred F s, and specified Hunt Saddles. Respectfully yours,

GEO. E. HANNAN, 1641 Lawrence St.

PREPARE.
Please add: " Saw it in the Wheel."

MANUFACTURERS

COLD DRAWN

SEAMLESS

STEEL

TUDEN6.

Pleas© add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

FIRST IN AMERICA

THE LARGEST

AND REST IN THE

WORLD.
-sos-

Are now prepared to

make not only Round,

but Square, Corrugated,

Octagon and Half Circle

^^^jt^KsgM^aaiBBiiwHpy^Bd^^pfc with double re-enter-

SHELBY, - OHIO, ing angles.

RIDERS OF COOD BICYCLES CIVE IT THE PREFERENCE.
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THOMAS SMITH ft SOHS, OF SALTLEY, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
FOR

DROP TORQINQS ^ 5/1LTLET CYCLES
and Tubes, Forksides, Hubs, Pedals, Chains, Saddles and everything

used in Cycles.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

L,ist Mailed Free on Receipt of Card.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

FENTON WHEELS.
Are unquestionably high grade; made of the finest materials;

beautiful in design; light running; have the Fenton Adjustable

Handle Bar; built-up wood rims; Southard's cranks; Perry's chains;

will challenge comparison; sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS SOLICITED.

FENTON METALLIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

ARE LEADING LIGHTS IT
(The Lightest Ladies' Wheels are 'those who set the Fashion to the World.)

We wish to inform the public and cyclists generally

that besides our celebrated darts we are prepared to build

wheels to special order to reach, or otherwise, any weight

to suit customer. With the only complete bicycle plant

for building wheels on interchangeable principles in

NEW YORK CITY, handled by men of quarter

of a century experience in cycle construction*

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO.

42-50 West 67th St,, - New York City.

Please add : Saw it in The Wheel.

^ •©" f
*" A# *

£»

<§ £
HEATH TOWN, WOLVERHAMPTON, ENGLAND.

CABLE ADDRESS, " RXb£B," WOLVERHAMPTON.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."
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JT
NEW YORK OFFICE OF

THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO., Hagerstown, Md.

W. H. WILHELM ft BjL, **m, Ph., ""r™ READING SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Penosylvanii and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New York.

[Patented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

MADE BY

BOSTON METER CO., ".J^r^ 1 ''

Thoroughly tested; small and compact; weighing
two and one-half ounces only; registers to one thousand
miles; then commences again. at zero.Price, $6.00.

Can be changed from one size to another without
additional expense. Electrotypes for catalogues upon
application. When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Scorcfier Grip

fm The ONLY Bag
for Touring.

Light and Waterproof.

Price $2 & $2,50, to order $3.

Agents send for Catalogue.

DETACHABLE CLEAT C(L Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

EVERETT HOUSE,
Union Square, New York*

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within s minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

WOODEN RIMS.
PLYMOUTH INTERLOCKED JOINT RIM.

Joint made on scientific principles like the keystone of an
arch, and warranted for one year. So built, it would
stand without any glue or « emen t.

Made of any wood desired, but Rock or Hickory Elm is the

best. Complete equipment of special machinery designed by
our manager, who is an expert in woodworking and bicycle

manufacturing of many years' experience. Any style and size

made to order. Rims for G. & J., also M. & W. tires, 26, 28

and 30 inches, kept in stock. Fine workmanship and finish.

Write for prices and description to

THE INDIANA NOVELTY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

WE HAVE DOHE IT!!
DOHE WHAT?

Established a thoroughly-equipped Repair Shop in every Railroad
city or town in the United States.

HOW HAVE WE DONE THIS?

By making prices so low (freight included) that "butchers" and
blacksmiths can not compete.

We pay freight both ways on work amounting to $5.00.

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BICYCLE?

Have it repaired now, ready to ride or sell in the Spring.

We can reconstruct it entire if need be.

HERE ARE A FEW FRKES:

h: j± Ft .a. ido 3sr
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Remodeling for pneumatics, $20 to $25 (includes enameling and
general light repairs).

Tangent spokes in place of direct, $10,
If new steel hubs are necessary, we make an extra pair light wheels,

$25 ($15 rear. $10 front).

Steel rims fitted, $5 pair. Wood Rims fitted, $8 pair.

If we fit rims, tires are figured at cost.

Re-enameled, 2 coats, baked on, $5.
Re-nickel, usual parts, except hubs and spokes, $5.
Plating hubs, spokes, and all bright parts, $10.
Work sent now may be left until April to be C. O. D. when taken or

ordered returned.

Dealers or repairers who lack facilities for difficult work should

take advantage of this offer.

Ten years' experience has made our advice valuable. You can have

it for the asking. Write us.

& SON",
135 State Street, Springfield, Mass.
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HILLIARD No. 1.

Registers 1,000 Miles and Repeats.

Price, $7.50.

BILLIARD CYCLOMETERS for 1894
Hilliard Cyclometer Co., 1220 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. CHICAGO, ILL., January 3, 1894.

Gentlemen:—It may interest you to know that the HILLIARD CYCLOMETER has been used
as a test of its wearing qualities on a wheel we have been running by electric motor in our show
window. This wheel has been run nearly 25,000 miles, and we have used nearly all of the known
cyclometers on it, and are pleased to say that the HILLIARD 1893 model has given the best satis-
faction of any we have tried. The result is we shall make it a leader in cyclometers during the
season of 1894. Yours truly, GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

John O. Blake, Manager.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE. SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1220 Filbert Street, Philadelphia.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HILLIARD No. 2.

Registers 100 Miles. Can be
set back to Zero.

Price, $5.00.

CYCLE CHAIRS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING GO.
1 26- 1 28- J 30 W. Maryland St.,

Largest Factory in the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEN k CO., Chicago,
General V. S. Sales Agents.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St., Hew York.

New York Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Our Original Device

For Setting Back to Zero the L-

NOVELTY S\

CYCLOMETER
Also our Copyrighted
Record Book with each.

ACCURACY GUARANTEE .

Do Not Forget
That the Most Accurate and Durable \

CYCLOMETERS
Are Manufactured by the

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO.

602 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Most Perfect

Instrument of the Kind
Manufactured.

SHEDD'S CYCLOMETER.
No Springs or Cams to get
out of order. Positive Motion.

ACCURATE, DURABLE, WARRANTED.

Quick Delivery.

= = Low Prices.

IN STOCK
Handsome Cycle Lamps.

(Send for Illustrations.)

» % Butler's Side Forks.

£ « Pedals, Cranks and Chains.

Frames, Braekets and Hubs.

Fittings of every description.

« ©
9 *>

a to

RIHINGTON BROS. ft CO,

22 Whitehall St., NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

USEsm
EAST INDIA

THE LATEST CYCLE WRENCH.
MOST APPROVED DESIGN.

COVERED SCREW.

ALL PARTS HARD.

DROP FORGED ALL OYER.

ONLY PRACTICAL SCREW DRIYER ATTACHMENT. PRICES LOW. SEND FOR SAMPLE.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
P. 0. Drawer 194. 198=200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mentiin The Wheel when writing

(trade mark.)

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equal. A chemical compound of East India Graphite and

other very fine lubricants that saves your ohain and sprocket from

wear. Makes your chain run very smooth, free and easy; increases

your speed, guaranteed to stop the grating and ^racking sound of

your chain; prevents rust and dust from accumulating; is easily

applied and the most effective lubricant used; recommended by

thousands of riders throughout the United States. When once

used, has never been discarded. It is in stick form and is used

similar to a pencil, does not soil the hands when being applied

Full directions with each stick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. Aak

your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 25c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT

PRINCE WELLS, ffi&EtfB>
Please add: "Sawjt in The Wheel.

-
.

•

:"':.;/

mm id

1894 CATALOGUES KEAIDY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ELWELL EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR,

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, 1894.
France, Switzerland, Germany and Holland

Sixth Season.

Address F. A. EtWEU,
153 Pearl Street, Portland, Me.

LOUIS JORDAN,
Manufacturer of

JORDAN SPECIAL BICYCLE

Roadster and Light Roadster. Weights, 33 and 25 lbs.

Agent for Telegram Cycles and Sanger Bacer.

Finest repair shop in Chicago. Also cheap wheels.

LOUIS JORDAN,
Mention The Wheel. 71-73 Randolph St., Chicago.

Accidents will happen, so always keep Badway s

Beady Beliefnear at hand toquickly cure all Bruises,

Contusions, Sprains, Muscular Soreness, etc.

B. B. B. cures and prevents Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Inflammation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.Head-
ache, Toothache, Asthma, Difficult Breathing. Cures
the worst pains in from one to twenty minutes. Not
one hour after reading this advertisement need any
one suffer with pain.

AVOID all danger from drinking impure well and
r"ver water, by adding a few drops of R. R. R. 50 cts.
a bottle. All druggists.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Amateur Cycling
WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILMER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICE. 60 CENTS.

D. S. F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, B. Y.

ALSO FOR SALE BY

W. J. FLETCHER & CO.,

43 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago.

BEST PUMP WE HAVE EXAMINED
-hay&willits^

'manfg'rs.cyclone'pump.
indianapolis . IIND.

Remark made by all dealers at the NEW YORK
CYCLE SHOW. The non-return valve, UNIVER-
SAL COUPLING, SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
and ELEGANT FINISH will tell.

Do you need a floor pump ?

Then get the best, i. e., the CYCLONE.

HAY Sz, "VSri3L.I_,ITlS,
IndiSLna/polis, .... I1T3DIA.N"A.

.

TRAVELING MEN CAN SELL THEM AT A PROFIT TO THEMSELVES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBING

The Columbian Adjustable Crank.
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever-

age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-

sible to get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than

racing cranks.

BR DDER ALLEN CYCLE MFC. CO.,

SOLE MFRS. PATERSOO.J-

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ARTICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Cycle Construction, Repair and Epipent
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Automatic Mfg. Co.,
H4NUF/ICTVIRER5 ANb DEALERS,

636-644 First Avenue, NEW YORK.

ENAMELING FOR TRADE.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

MAKERS AND DEALERS! WE HAVE THEM AGAIN!
The largest, best, neatest, handsomest, etc.,

Repair Outfit on earth for the salvation of all

discouraged tires:

The " Perfection."
Send 12 two-cent stamps for sample and let us

quote our record breaking prices. 100,000 and

over sold in five months.

Ferris-Wheeler Mfg. Co.,
This is not a Toy or a Make-Believe Repair
Outfit, but the old, reliable "Perfection."

TWICE SIZE OF CUT. 289 Wafoastt Ave., CHICAGO. V
BICYCLE SUNDRIES ONLY-Outfits, Goo-Goo-Oils, Graphite, Bicycle Suits, Tool Bags, etc.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

TflE DEMOREST MFG. CO.
Had a full line of the highest grade and best finished

-m BICYCLES&
at the New York and Philadelphia Cycle Shows.

SEE THEM BEFORE DECIDING.

DEMOREST MFG. CO., Williamsport, Pa.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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I. «. KAYMOND. I. B. TOTTER.

HATMOND & POTTER,
RE-A-L *« EST-A.TE,

t48 PLATBUSH AVK.S BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Asphi 't Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavements in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
L. A. W. endorse our pavement as the STANDARD.

OFFICES

:

LeDroit Building, WaihUgton, D. C.

Washington Building, 1 Br«adwaj, Heir T«rk.

v YOU CAN HAVE YOUR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
84-36 VANDEWATER STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 245.

PNEUMATIC TIRE PROTECTOR
Doubles life of tire
by preventing
punctures, mash-
ing of edge of rim
on stones, burst-
ing tire, chipping
of tire on frozen
and stony roads,
creeping of tire if

left uncemented.
Will not slip on
wet asphalt, etc.

Can be attached
in three minutes.
Price, per pair, $2.
Ask your dealer
for them. Sent,
postpaid, upon
receipt of price.

UNION MFG. CO., offlce
'
Room ^ Pike Bldg-

7, ,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BLOOMER SUITS
H.STRUGNELL,

310 BROADWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(up stairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR RLL THE

i
Sweater Racing Suits,

Jersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball and
i
Tootballists, Horse-back riders,

Boxers and Oarsmen ;

when you want to ride, run, walk,
row, skate or swim a longdistance

USE
ANTI-STIFF

STRENWHENS^p
THE MUSCLES

Itisa marvelous preparation for Strengthening
the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith.required; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feel it at work. It has a peculiarly warming,
comforting, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant in use.
Rub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like it till now. It differs from all Oils,
Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00

E.F0l)fiERA&G0.,AGENTSU-S.^0N. WILLIAM ST ..N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
DALE STREET,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND,
The oldest and largest Hollow Pork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all
kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the Unitec
States and Foreigr
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1
will let you know whether you can obtain a patent
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908 —24 "G" St., N.W. Wash'gton, D.C

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selyes posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe totHE CYCLIST

and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre* to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
scription Agent, P. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise inTHe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIPFE & STURMEV,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, Engl>sd.

Members of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST
9fiil&®, at Coventry*

Bicycles
$2.50PER

ON THE

Instalment Plan.

WEEK.

500 high-grade $150 Safeties, 1893 pneumatic
tires, fully guaranteed, for sale cheap.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

CLEMENS & CURTISS CO.,
956 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Job Lots

Bought for Cash.

APPLY
" GENERAL,"

P. O. Box 273,

New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER.
FOR DELIVERY APRIL I.

$3.50.
Registers 1000 miles accurately and repeats, or can

be set back to zero at any time. Perfectly NOISELESS,
DUST PROOF and WATERPROOF. Nothing to get
out of order and can be adjusted to any wheel. A high
grade cyclometer within the reach of every bicyclist.

PRICE, $3.50.
Made in two sizes, viz : for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.
Send for catalogue of sundries. Sold by all bicycle
dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO., NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in the Wheel."

Special Bicycle Machinery Manufactured.

We respectfully call the attention of the trade to our

Branch House in Philadelphia, Pa., where we carry a large

stock of Metal Working Machinery.

This, together with our factory and usual large stock

of New and Second Hand Tools in New York, enables us to

offer Special Inducements to intending purchasers.

Those finding it more convenient to trade in Phila-

delphia are cordially invited to visit our store, or correspond

with us there.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
51 North 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK FACTORY AND WAREROOMS, LAIGHT and CANAL STS.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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HUDSON & CO.,

Excelsior Works,
SELLY OAK & B0URNBR00K,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Telegraphic Address:

Excelsior, Selty Oak, Birmingham.

Manufacturers of Seamless Steel Tnles,

Also Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of

Hudson's World Renowned Patent Thickened Bottom

Hollow Rims for Cycles and other Road Vehicles.

AMERICAN AGENTS:

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,
TOLEDO, - OHIO.

IF1

1ARCH28J8

WW 23,188$

I

Is Intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder.

«pers are bound as firmly asa book. THE Wheel AND
ntADB Review printed in gilt letters.

*rtoe. T5 casts. U ordered *rtth cubmHutlaiL.

def. tt>
CyCMBS

Use . .

.

iGreasolene
for bicycle chains •

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the

hardy road riders of Chicago. 250U miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. G. CALROW, maker, WINNETKA, ILL.

-FOR

C
atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF AHY KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK,

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hai tford. Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS.
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON ANI> BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND ffl'F'G CO., 17 Henon St., Worcester, Mass.

WOOD RIM TIRE
CEIHENT

Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

with directions for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-
sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. E^° Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELAS lIC IP CO., 370 Atlantic Ave, Boston, Mass.
152 and 154 Lake St., Chicago, III., 14 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal

MEILINK'S POCKET GUARD.
Folds 7x3 inches. Put up in a neat case.

Three Distinct Patterns in Gossamei
and Rubber Guards.

We have the best line for Manufacturers, Jobbers

and Dealers.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

C. ~F. MEIIvINK: &l CO.,
NIAGAKA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., Agents, Buffalo, H. T. TOLEDO, O.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE : EASTERN OFFICE:

64 to 70 Ohio St,, Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFG. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,
Westboro, Mass, Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING. COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Bindly~mention The Wheel*when writing.
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1894 EMBLEMS 1894
Honest Price for Honest Value.

$100

You make no mistake in handling it. BLACK DIAMOND ENAMEL.

^SXT. <3r. SCHICK,
Send for Catalogue and Prices. 875 Main Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FULL
ROADSTER,

28 Lbs.

LIGHT
ROADSTER,

25 Lbs.

TRACK
RACER,

I 7 Lbs.

LADY'S
WHEEL,
29 Lbs.

When writing for Catalogue mention " The Wheel."

Which Wheel ?

The "TRIANGLE " WHEEL, of course.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Sterling Corrugated Hub.
(Built I^ike a Watch.)

HOW IT HAPPENS
How Sterling Hubs

Have Haply Headed the

Headmost, Hence How

Highly wheelmen

Honor them.

A point some people bring up about

It's hard to believe it's as STRONG as you say, considering its LIGHTNESS
Of many reasons, one :

THE HUB. The Sterling Patent Corrugated Hub allows of direct tan-
gent Spokes. This one fact accounts for about one-tenth of its exceptional
strength and lightness. There are other reasons. Our "unique" Catalogue tells

you about them. Get it.

Sterling Cycle Works, 234, 236 and 238 Carroll Ave., CHICAGO.
New York Agents: L. C. JANDORF &, CO., I 16 and I 18 West 125th Street.

f

*
fo
it

i>

it

*

THIS WRENCH
Weighs but five and one-half ounces,

Is Five Inches Long, and the

STRONGEST WRENCH
OF ITS SIZE MADE.

The opening of the jaw is graduated to the thirty-seconds

of an inch and will be found useful in gauging work as well

as holding round or rectangular pieces for drilling or filing,

the jaws being splined for that purpose.

JMMS.

THe JHWS,
FORGED OF THE

BEST CRUCIBLE STEEL,

Are Hardened and Tempered
TO HOLD A

Square Edge Under Hard Usage.

USED AS A VISE.

•»- -SnZRITE TO- -«•

The Metal Turning Co.,
552 State Street, New Haven Conn., U. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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GOOD WHKELS.
Best in the

Market for

the Money

DUKE.

Full Roadster, M. & W. Pneumatic Tires.

Price, $75.00.

PRINCESS.

Combination, 26 inch Wheels, M. & W.
Pneumatic Tires. Price, $50.00.

ROAD KING.
Light Roadster, with Pneumatic Tires. Price, $100.00.

DUCHESS.

Combination 28 inch Wheels, M. & W. Pneumatic
Tires. Price, $75.00.

PRINCE.

Diamond Frame, 26 inch Wheels, M. & W.
Pneumatic Tires. Price, $50.00.

MIDDY.

Diamond Frame, 24 inch Wheels, M. & W.
Pneumatic Tires. Price, $40.00.

FLYING JIB.

Drop Frame, 22 inch Wheel?, Cushion
Tires. Price, $20.00.^.

OUR CATALOGUE TELLS ALL ABOUT THEM.
SE2STID FOR, O 3ST E .

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO
Cor. Clark and 16th Sts. and Armour Ave., CHICAGO.

THE WHEEL PRESS, F. P. Pkial, »io Fulton SU, N T. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ADVERTISING.
rVHE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.
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Must be recei ed by Tuesday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning.
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When writing advertisers, readers wilt favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.
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ILLUSTRATOR, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 24.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

ierson interested in cycling.

The Massachusetts State Legislature took

cognizance of the League's anti-negro clause.

A member moved a resolution of condemna-

tion and deprecation. It was referred to the

Committee on Rules. It strikes one as some-
what extraordinary that Massachusetts should

have taken the pains to have considered the

League's action.

It is said that Inventor Duryea is com-
pletely buried and walled-up with his flying,

machine idea. You can hardly speak to him
but what he is "right up in the air." Duryea
should put himself on that mile-a-minute

bicycle. We are hardly ready for aerial

navigation yet. We have but just mastered
water. It will take centuries to conquer the

subtler medium. Aerial navigation will not

be carried by assau-lt. We shall have to grow
up to it with infinitesimal gradualness.

A LITTLE BOOM STILL NEEDED.

A
COMPETENT observer states that the

mere passage through Texas of the twin,

all -around - the -world tourists, Sachtleben

and Allen, has stimulated trade in that State.

Which proves that even to-day, solidly as

it has been founded, the sport can stand much
in the way of booming and nursing. Cycling

is an attractive sport and the more you see of

it the more you like it. It grows and grows
on you ; then you think you'll try your hand

—

in this case, foot—you do try and then you are

a devotee.

We need our clubs, our associated clubs, our

road races, our race meets, our meets, and
our cycle papers, for even the least of these is

of value to the sport.

Fancy, if you care to, how many riders

Zimmerman has made, taking the State of

New Jersey alone. He has become great, and
people who take interest in such topics have

said: "the sport also must be great."

Every champion has exercised a spell, each

over a certain general class of people whose
admiration has led them to take up cycling,

Let us not stop doing any of the little things

that promote the growth of the sport.

Economy is wealth, we should remember,
but a penny may be saved—as love may be

spent—"not wisely but too well."

THE Racing Board have, by patience, firm-

ness and courtesy, won a victory over the

Intercollegiate Athletic Association.

It is said that the eleventh commandment of

that man who was called The Wizard of Wall

Street was, "All things come to him who
waits."

The Racing Board have waited and won,

and, by the way, the muleish position taken

by the Intercollegiate A. A. would seem to

corroborate our opinion that the general aver-

age of foolishness among young college men
is high, very high.

They usually are cocky, and crow a whole

lot. Perhaps the concentrated effort neces-

sary to retain facts, memorize, solve and
understand, prevents the undergraduate from

taking a wide-angle view of things.

Perhaps this obliquity of vision, narrowness,

impossibleness, is caused by the undergradu-

ate not having rubbed up against the living,

breathing, wage-earning world.

President Wade, in his speech at the Inter-

collegiate meeting, lias apparently been out-

side of a college town, for he adjusted the

matter bluntly and gracefully.

As the days lengthen, trade strengthens.

The opinion of travelers is that agents are buy-

ing conservatively and as a rule have, from

probable buyers' inquiries, reason to believe

that 1894 will be a passably fair year for the

cycle trade.

As will be noted from our litigation column

printed elsewhere, the patent attorney is the

man of the hour. Infringment is an expensive

luxury, but the worst part of it is that a mere

suspicion of infringment is almost as expen-

sive as the real article.

A man has gotten out a new chainless

safety with eighteen patents on it. Great R. P.

Scott! It must be a big job to invent a chain-

less safety.

THE BEAU AL.

A CHAMPION of the path is the very best

advertisement of the sport.

He is, in a measure, like the patent medicine

man who shows you the " Before" and "After

Using" pictures which might be labeled "Des-

pair ' and " Enjoyment."

The cycling crackajack is, take him in a

class, nearer to the physical beau ideal than

any other class of athletes.

Take the twenty best men of last year and

you will find that in strength, size and con-

tour, from their toes up, they will be a hard

lot to beat.

Cycling rounds out and lengthens the mus-

cles. The exercise puts on graceful curves of

muscle which cover up the angles and hollows

of the frame-work.

To start with, the cycling crack must be a

man of proportion, well muscled all over. This

gives him the symmetry, which becomes highly

developed by the time he has gotten into the

first flight.

The mere knowledge of their speed does not

account for all the enthusiasm of the meet.

The cycling champion represents a very high

type of well-molded physique, and such a type

always has and always will attract and please

a crowd.

ARE we any nearer the mile-a-minute bi-

cycle to-day than we were a year ago?

A month ago President Bates contributed to

The Wheel a most interesting and novel

article on the speed possibilities of cycling.

The President returns to the matter and pub-

lishes in this issue some further discussion on

the speed question.

The President seems sanguine that there

is every probability of the Scythe-Bearer

being very much more greatly annoyed by

future record-breakers than he has been by

Willie, and Arthur, and Johnny, and Mike,

and J. Pie Bliss.

The problem for inventors to solve is to

built a mount which shall be reasonably grace-

ful in outline, and which will permit the great

strength of the trunk and arms to be exerted

to the utmost, which probably will be accom-

plished by the combination of the rowing with

the pedal motion.

Recently we described and illustrated the

Go-Devil, a new machine by R. P. Scott. It

is a rowing bicycle, but of course crude and

awkward. Scott says it is a mile-a-minute

machine, sure.

A foreign artist says the Go-Devil is "a wild

machine, but not so very wild after all."

Perhaps Scott has the idea.

K. C. W. Meet June 23.

This lively Brooklyn club have already
received a sanction for their annual summer
race meet. It will be held June 23 at Eastern
Park.

Henry W. Robinson on the Racing Board.

Chairman Raymond has appointed Henry
W. Robinson, a popular and hard-working
Boston cyclist, a member of the Racing Board.
Two more members are still to be decided on,
one in the West and one in the South. George
D. Gideon has been reappointed a member.

A Tri-State Meet at Asbury Park.

Asbury Park will undoubtedly be the scene
of a big meet after all. The plan to hold a
tri-State meet of the Pennsylvania, New York
and New Jersey Divisions has been favorably
received. Chief Consul Holmes has been
corresponding with the other Chief Consuls
with good results. The dates suggested are

July 13 and 14.
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PATENT TIRE LITIGATION.

Dunlop Co. Moves.
The American Dunlop Tire Co. apparently

intend to carry out the policy which, it has
been hinted, would be the first business the
American corporation would undertake. For
some time past rumors of suits brought in

their name have been circulated, and in one
preliminary skirmish they have obtained a
victory.

They Have Tiled Suits Against Three
Companies.

On Tuesday of this week they filed suits

against Wilson, Myers & Co., who use the
Liberty tire; the Union Cycle Co., who use
the Huestis tire, and the Ene Rubber Co., of

E ie, Pa., makers of the Keystone Detachable
tire. The Erie Co. were served early this

week, and the other companies probably will

have service before the end of the week.

Other Suits in Contemplation.

In a general way it is rumored that suits are
about to be brought, or will be brought in the
near future, against the Derby Cycle Co.,

users of the Pease tire; Rouse, Hazard & Co.,

who are placing on the market the new
Duryea tire; the Yost Mfg. Co., users of the
Yost tire; the Hermes Tire Co., makers of the
Hermes tire, and against Barrett, of Passaic,
inventor and manufacturer of the Barrett tire.

Anglo-American Co.'s Affairs.

Receivers Friedenstein and Bacot of the
Anglo-American Iron Co. have reported to the
Chancellor that they have entered into posses-
sion of the property of that insolvent corpora-
tion, and made a statement of the affairs of
the concern as follows:

Liabilities $52,970 82
Assets. Chattels and fixtures at factory in
Orange :

Nominal value (cost). $11,840 72
Actual value $3,000 00

Stock, &c, in New York
store

:

Nominal value (cost). 33,66054
Goods in bond (cost). 5,895 52
Actual value 11,000 00

Accounts receivable,
shown on books 9i9" «

Actually Collectable 1,500 00
Cash on hand ;. 8727 8727

Nominal assets $6«i395 16
Actual assets 15,587 27

Deficiency $37,383 55

They recommend that the business be wound
up, as there are no reasonable grounds for be-
lieving that it can be made to pay the debts in-

curred before the receivership.

BIDWELL COMPANY'S RECEIVER
NOTIFIES CREDITORS.

Toledo Bicycle Co.'s Affairs.

The plant and stock of the Toledo Bicycle
Co. has been sold to John S. Mellink for $15,-
100, the terms being one-third cash, balance
in ninety days, with proper security. The
purchaser was one of the stockholders of the
company. The sale has been confirmed by
Judge Pugsley, and it now remains for the
stockholders to adjust the affairs of the com-
pany. Receiver Terry's report shows the
following condition

:

ASSETS.
Open accounts $13,096 22
In bank 5,000 00
Se cured paper 10,090 00
Bills receivable 18,641 00

Total $46,737 22
Liabilities 61,000 00
Net indebtedness to be cared for by stock-
holders 14,262 78

The big Dunlop factory in West Fourteenth
Street, New York, is growing busier with each
day that brings the riding season. Very little

has been said about the "deals" of the com-
pany. Their manager, Mr. Harvey DuCros,
is perfectly satisfied with what progress has
has been made in this country with the Dunlop.
He relies much more on the verdict of the
riding public than upon anything else, and is

confident that as soon as the riding season
opens the demand for Dunlops will be enor-
mous. Mr. DuCros says that the Dunlop tire

is distancing all European competitors.

All CLAIMS MUST BE FILED BY APRIL 3.

Superior Court of the City of New York—In the
matter of the voluntary dissolution of the George R.
Bidwell Cycle Company.
To all whom it mav concern :

Notice is hereby given that I have been appointed,
by the Superior Court of the < ity of New York, re-
ceiver of the George R. Bidwell Cycle Company, and
of all the property and effects of said corporation,
and that I have duly qualified as such receiver ; and
I do hereby require :

1. All persons indebted to said corporation to render
an account to me, at my office, No. 45 William Street,
in the City of New York, on or before the 3d day of
April, 1894, of all debts and sums of money owing by
them respectively to said corporation, and to pay the
same to me.

2. A 1 persons having in their possession any prop-
erty or effects of said corporation to deliver the same
to me, at my said office, on or before said 3d day of
April, 1894.

3. All creditors of said corporation to deliver their
respective accounts and demands to me, at my said
office, on or before said 3d day of April, 1894.

4. All persons holding any open or subsisting con-
tract with said corporation to present the same, in
writing and in detail, to me, at my said office, on or
before said 3d day of April, 1894.
Dated February 20, 1894.

THERON G. STRONG,
Receiver, &c, of George R. Bidwell Cycle Co.

Charles F. Mathewson,
Attorney for Receiver, 45 William Street, N. Y. City.

The Principle Involved.

When the Dunlop Co. first pitched their tent
in this country they bought from the Airtite

Co., at a price said to be $100,000 in cash, the
Brown and Stillman patents, patents jointly

held by Alexander T. Brown and George F.

Stillman, both of Syracuse. N. Y. The Airtite

Co. was organized by parties interested in the
Union Cycle Co., the principal men being
Messrs. Walter Measure and Charles F. Stokes.

The principle covered by the Brown and Still-

man patents, for which the Dunlop Co. are dis-

puting, is the use of a detachable tire wired on,

and in which the tire is fastened by inflation.

Any tire in which this combination is used
the Dunlop Co. will claim as an infringement
on their patent.

The Liberty Tire.

The tire used by Wilson, Myers Co. is

called the Liberty Detachable Pneumatic Tire.

They use it in all their wheels. According to

their catalogue they state its advantages to be
as follows: "Mechanically detachable by
means of swaged steel wires ; absolute control

of wire diameters; freedom from creeping."

American Wood Kims in England.

Mr. Frank Bowden, Raleigh Cycle Co., has
taken on the Fairbanks wood rim and will

manufacture and push the rims in the foreign
market.

R W. Tillinghast was in New York this

week showing samples of his new tire. His
company has been formed under the name of

the Tillinghast Manufacturing Company, 117
Orange Street, Providence.

The Stars and Stripes were run up on the
flagstaff of the new eight-story factory of the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. on Washington's
birthday, upon which day the factory was
completed and first occupied.

Austin Crooks, the Buffalo crack, sails for

Paris to-morrow to join Wheeler.

THEIR ATTORNEYS RISE TO OBJECT

Wm. Van Wagoner's New Design for a Racing
Wheel.

Chicago, February 21, 1894.

To the Editor :

An item going the rounds of the cycling press, en-
titled " Lozier vs. Palmer," is misleading, and in
justice to Palmer should be corrected. The facts are
these : Palmer has a number of patents under which
the " Palmer " tire is made. Among them is the patent
of March 7, 1893, having eight claims. Huss has
certain patents relating to the " Cleveland " tire, con-
trolled by Lozier. The "Cleveland" tire is very
different from the " Palmer " tire, as every one knows.
Seven months after Palmer's patent of March 7, 1893,
issued, Lozier & Huss filed an application copying a
part of the description of Palmer's March patent, and
copying the first three claims, and asked for a patent,
which, of course, was refused, as the same thing had
been patented by Palmer. An interference was de-
clared, which will probably not be decided for a year
or more ; and however the decision may go, it will not
in any way affect Palxer's right to make his tire, and
will not give Lozier the right to make the " Palmer "

tire. It will simply decide whether Lozier can make
the "Cleveland " tire without infringing the Palmer
Patent. Should Lozier or any one else without license
make Palmer's tire he will be sued for infringement.
Please give this card the prominence which has

been given to the previous item, and greatly oblige,
Yours very respectfully,

DYRENFORTH & DYRENFORTH,
Attorneys for Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.

It is a pleasure to give publicity to the com-
munication of Messrs. Dyrenforth & Dyren-
forth. At the same time, the discussion of a
patent case in the columns of a newspaper is

altogether impracticable and in the same
degree dangerous.
The reader is asked to take the statements

of the attorneys as allegations and the other
part of the communication as a mere opinion,
with much of which Mr. Lozier's attorneys
might not agree.

The Chinnock Detachable Tire.

The Chinnock Pneumatic Tire Co., 9 and n
West Broadway, New York, which was re-

cently incorporated, have samples of their

detachable tire ready, and in a short time will

show a tire fitted to a regular crescent rim
without the use of cement. The detachable
tire is held on the rim by four patent stops and
clamps which hold the tire when deflated. It

requires no special tools to take the cover from
the rim and repair the inner tube when punc-
tured. There is a soft rubber bead extending
round the outer edge of the cover, which fits

into the flange of the rim, making it mud and
water proof.

The New Triplet.

Since the advent of the Rambler Triplet,
which has been well received amongst wheel-
men throughont the country, the Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co. have had considerable call

for a tandem. They will put one on the mar-
ket within a few weeks, which will weieh 50
lbs., and will list at $200. The machine will

be suitable for use by either a lady and
a gentleman—the lady occupying the front
seat—or by two male riders.

Free to Dealers.

R. C. Whayne, of Louisville, Ky., offer free
to any bicycle dealer who will forward his
business card, a novelty in the shape of a
leather pocket-book of peculiar construction
that is well worth sending for. He is creating
agencies all over the country for his wheel,
the Southern, and is offering some tempting
discounts.

Clemens Invents a Tire.

Chester Clemens, of the late Clemens &
Curtis Co., of New York, has been granted a
tire patent. Clemens has been doctoring
pneus. since they first came out, and obtained
quite some local reputation as a healer, reju-
venator and rebuilder of badly-wounded tires.

The tire is to be a cheap one, and a person
who knows says it is a promising thing.

The Beacon Cycle plant at Westboro, which
has experienced many vicissitudes under one
name and another since its organization six or
seven years ago, has changed hands again,
the property having been disposed of to E. &
H. Dinsmore, of New York, and it is said that
the works will be put in operation very soon.
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Columbia
pri<^, $125.00.
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The new Century Columbia stands easily

at the head of all fully equipped roadsters,

and will successfully maintain the high

reputation its predecessors have established.

Full details concerning its new features in

the Columbia catalogue, which is free at any

Columbia agency, or we mail it for two

two-cent stamps.
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Boston.

New York. Pope Manufacturing Co.
Chicago.

Hartford.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Wood Rims Demanded by All.

As the oldest and most experienced

makers of wooden wheel bicycles, we
are naturally better equipped for turn-

ing out Wood Rims than any other

manufacturer.

We are now in a position to supply the

trade with the best Wood Rim on the

market, and have facilities for turning

them out in large quantities. We in-

vite correspondence. Discount to the

trade.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.,

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Send for our Bicycle Catalogue.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ANOTHER NEW ENGLISH COMPANY.

THE C'CLE COMPONENTS MANUFACTUR-
ING C'., LIMITED.

In the organization of this corporation, orig-

inalty at least has been shown in the selection

of a title. From the list of directors given it

is but fair to presume that this company is in-

directly allied to the John Griffiths Cycle Cor-

poration, and it is also fair to further infer

that the John Griffiths people intend to organ-

ize its various businesses and sub-companies.

The Cycle Components Co., Ltd., was reg-

istered on January 29 with a capital of ^175,-
000, to purchase or otherwise acquire and take
over the following concerns, all of Birming-
ham:

1. R. F. Hall Mfg. Co., Ltd.
2. Thomas Warwick & Sons, Ltd.
3. Hudson & Co., Ltd.
4. Westwood Wheel Co., Ltd.

The company is also formed to enter into

and carry into effect such agreements and
contracts as might be found necessary to man-
ufacture and deal in the various component
parts of bicycles, velocipedes, perambulators
and carriages of every description, and to

carry on the business of cycle part and cycle

manufacturers, mechanical engineers, etc.

The' management of the amalgamation is

vested in a board of not less than five or more
than seven directors, and the first board of

management is as follows: Messrs. Harvey
DuCros, Arthur DuCros, Frederick Warwick,
Walter Evans and R. F. Hall. One of the
qualifications to office is that the officer elected

must hold at least 1,000 shares of stock.

The R. F. Hall Mfg. Co. have a national

reputation as makers of roller chains. Its

manager is C. Palmer, of the St. George's
Engineering Co. Thomas Warwick & Sons
are well-known rim makers. They have been
in the cycle trade for years, and recently
capitalized their company at a large figure.

At the time of the conversion of the company

into a limited corporation their books showed
enormous profits on their business. They
make most of the rims used by the Dunlop
Tire Co. Hudson & Co. are among the lead-
ing tube makers of Great Britain. The West-
wood Wheel Co. was organized by Mr. West-
wood, manager of the Butler Cycle Fittings
Co. This company have a specialty in hollow
steel rims.
The John Griffiths Cycle Corporation, as re-

ported in The Wheel, was the first syndicate
organized in the cycle business. It already
controls many principal depots in Great
Britain, and controls the output of several
factories, and also has holdings in America,
including the Premier and Raleigh Companies.
The other new companies recently organ-

ized in England are the Corrugated Rim and
Air Tire Co., Ltd., capital ^3,000; also Hud-
son, Edmonds & Co., Ltd., capital ^20,000.

Johnson Skates Ten Miles in 31m. 11 l-5s.

At Montreal, February 26, John S. Johnson,
it is claimed, skated ten miles in 31m. 11 1-5S.,

which breaks the world's record.

Plainfield Will Have a New Track

The Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfield,

N. J., have taken the lead over the old Plain-
field B. C. for activity and energetic work.
Their latest intention is to build a new one-
third mile track early in the Spring, after the
completion of which, a number of meets will

be promoted. At tract of ground consisting of

eleven acres has been leased for five years and
$2,000 appropriated for the track.

Harry Leeming, the trainer, is again on
American soil, and at present Is located at
Springfield.

A six-days race, 12 hours a day, was startsd
at the Ocean Pier. Atlantic City, on Monday.
There were 14 entries, but only 5 started.

They were: Newton Cramer, Harry Gormly,
M. Wagner, C. W. Talbolt and W. F. Smith.

THE BRITISH DUNLOP CORPORA-
TION REORGANIZED.

The Pneumatic Tire Co., Ltd., controllers of

the Dunlop Tire throughout Europe, have de-

cided to reconstruct their business, and a new
company will ta e over the old concern. The
nominal share capital of the new company will

be ^300,000, divided into 250,000 ordinary

shares of £1 each, and 10.000 preferred shares

of £5 each, the latter being preferred 6 per
cent, shares. The shareholders in the present
company will have issued to them for every
share of £1 in the old company twenty £1
shares in the new company and one £5 pre-
ferred share. The new company takes over
the business of the old company as it stood at
midnight on December 30, 1893.

President Luscombhas resigned as delegate
for the League to the A. A. U. and appointed
H. E. Raymond to act in his stead.

The Street Car Co , of Spokane, Wash., in-

tends to ally ittelf with certain cycling
interests in that city and build a bicycle track.

W. F. Murphy has about decided to join
Waller and Ashinger in their contemplated
trip to Paris and compete for cash. Wtueler
has written encouragingly of the condition of

professional racing in France and fired their

ambition.

The K. C. W.'s annual election occurs
March 15. Three men are in the field for the
captaincy: Geo. A. Needham, Fred Hawley
and O. R. Gurnee. The nominations for the
other important officers are : President,
Durant McLean ; Vice-President, R. W. Steves

;

Treasurer, Charles McLaren ; Assistant Treas-
urers, G. F.Wilson and H. S. Blakeman;
Recording Secretary, J. J. Hayward; Corres-
ponding Secretary, J. J. Hayward.
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SIZING A MAN UP.

The scientific student of human nature, the

bookman and analyst can catah gue and clas-

sify a man with exactness, as to temperament,
inclination, mental qualifications and normal
or abnormal proclivity.

The curve of lip, the shape of the ear, the

nose-bridge, the eye-pupil, the size of the

neck, the forehead line—all these and a thous-

and and one other items are taken into the

account a-nd the man is booked in his class.

In business life there is no time for analytical

infinitesimality ; so when you meet a man
from a few general indices, you quickly and
crudely " size him up."

And "sizing up" your man correctly is a
great, good gift.

There is alwajs a first impression. Almost
at a glance you decide whether a man is

bright o.- stupid, shallow or deep, true or

false, candid or knavish, capable or irrespons-

ible.

In the bicycling world sizing a man up is in

great vogue, and the familiar figures in that

world are pretty well known, the one to the

other.

On one man, however, the casual observer
usually makes a mistake. That man is George
Minturn Worden, and the tale would not be
half told if we did not also refer to him as Pop
Worden and " Mint " Worden.
There is something Ben-Butlerish about

Worden. He has a sleepy eye, which is

shielded with such a heavy pair of pebbles
that you cannot catch the expression of it and
you are lulled into the belief that Worden is

napping.
Worden also has an inexpressive face. He

can tell a good story without a smile, which is

the highest art of the story-teller. He don't
laugh at his own jokes, which is choice in
humor.

Mr. Worden is a gr. at, big fellow; big body
and a big head and he accentuates this bigness
by wearing the biggest coats the tailor can
build. In a way he is a human bulwark.
There are two very general types of thinkers,

the lean, ascetic, whip-cord style of man

—

Emerson or Bill Nye (though we hear with
pain that prosperity is making Nye stout)

—

and the stout, able-bodied, abdominally-en-
dowed thinker—as Grover Cleveland, Beecher,
Spurgeon.
The thin thinker finds ready and general

acceptance. Once you see him, you say he is

keen and clean-cut, and he has won half the
battle. The fat thinker finds it most difficult

to get himself accepted.
Yet these big bodies often nourish big brains,

and the big body supplies in abundance those
pushing qualities, for the lack of which many
a keen mind has fallen short of its promise.
Worden comes in this class. He has a fine

brain,which takes in and comprehends a mul-
titude of things and does it quickly.

Despite the impression of some people that
he is anantique, Worden was born only thirty-

one years ago at Westport, Conn. His family
are literary and theological. Leaving the
family roof, Worden came to New York, and
about 1883 might be seen competing as a
hundred yard sprint runner. He could run a
'•hundred" seven or eight yards outside evens,
but at the time did not carry so much weight
as he now does.
From 1883 to 1887 Worden, like most young

men trying to catch on, had a varied experi-

ence, and in many trying positions he showed
pluck and intelligence.

He became interested in cycling, owning a
" Star " with another cyclingly inclined youth,

one riding it in the morning, the other in the

evening. Worden used to get up at daylight

to get in a few licks awheel before going to

work.
On one occasion, at a Massachusetts outdoor

summer resort, he had the misfortune to defeat

a Boston crack in a mile race. The track was
about a dozen laps to the mile—loose, cindery,

raggedy, and with many curves and corners.

Worden had studied every inch of the track a

whole season, much as a pilot must study the
bed of a dangerous river.

So when Worden flew around the track on
his Star-much like a snow-plow-the poor Bos-
ton flyer, who was used to a good track,
threw up the sponge, and Worden won the
honor and the tin medal.
Then he got the racing fever. No man was

ever so little qualified to race. His style was
most awkward. He had no control over him-
self, and he pounded all over the track. He
had a long string of brilliant defeats. Occa-
sionally he won, when the rest of the com-
petitors were afraid to go near him.

Finally, at Hartford in 1891, he won a great
handicap, and during that and the next season
he got to be a really fast man, being about up
to 2m. 15s. for the mile. Worden's progress on
the path was a triumph over badinage ; it was
pluck and perseverence all the way through.
At this time he went into the trade and was

managing or traveling man for Lovell, Lozier,

Wright & Ditson and others.

At the present time Mr. Worden is manager
of the bicycle business of the Remington
Arms Co., the store being at Broadway, New
York, the factory at Illion. N. Y. It is one of

the best positions in the business. The company
is a great and a rich one and mediocrity is not
long tolerated.

Mr. Worden understands both the business
and mechanical end of the cycle business, and
is as often at the factory as he is at the New
York store. He has a fluency of ideas, co-
equal with a fluency of language, so that he
is clear and quick in the handling of corre-
spondence and capable and entertaining in
conversation.
Only those who know Worden well can

"size him up" p:operly. He is a good busi-
ness man, full of ideas, agreeable in conver-
sation, capable of a good story, with much
sense of humor and even temper, not given to
harsh and unkind comment and eminently
fair and friendly.

So be it known that behind the somnolent
eye and within the big coat is much of a man.

Mo'ey Cannot Buy It.

The family Du Cros, sons, father and grand-

father— three generations— have something
new. It is not another Component Parts Com-
pany, or a syndicate or anything like that.

Strange to say, it is not capitalized. It will
not pay any dividends. So valuable is it that
a pile of pounds, shillings and pence as high as
the Nelson Monument or the O'Connell's Sta-
tue could not buy it. It is not a new patent.
It is no strange device. It will not set the
world on fire, but it will make a little noise, at
least in Coventry.

Hist! It is a new daughter, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Du Cros. at Coventry on Feb.
16. This makes a great-grandfather of Har-
vey Du Cros, the younger's, grand-father.
There is joy in the New York Dunlop colony,
and Uncle Harv. and Uncle George have been
setting 'em up all week long.

The young lady will pardon us for referring
to her as " it," but we had to do it for mystery's
sake.

#

A Big Demand for Those $1 Saddles.

The Curtis-Child Mfg. Co. state that their

special offer to ship a sample $5 steel saddle
for $i has brought in so many orders that

they cannot immediately make shipments.
They announce that each order will be ac-

knowledged the day it is received, and will be
shipped in regular rotation with as little delay
as possible.

Are Tou Riding a Cushion

or Solid Tire Safety ; if so, why not have Pneu-
matic Tires put on? Luburg's factories: 321,

323, 325 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

will cut down your wheels and put new rims
on with the latest improved, inner tube pneu-
matic tires for $14. They make a specialty of

general repair work and have one of the best
equipped shops in the country.

—

Adv.

THE INITIAL RIDE. I.

"Twenty miles and I am as fresh as when I started! Awfully surprised to find myself in such good
condition."
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COLLEGIANS BACK DOWN.

THE I. C. A. A. 1DECIDES TO ABIDE BY THE
RACING RULES OF THE LEAGUE.

The Intercollegiate A. A. held its annual

meeting in this city on Saturday last. For a

long time it has been at odds with the L. A-

W., and refused to recognize its ruling or ask

for race meet sanctions,' and as a result there

has been war. At this meeting, however, it

was decided not to formulate rules to govern

cycle racing, but to acknowledge the rules of

the League, which means a big victory for the
Racing Board.
When the matter came up, President Wade

said:

- There has been a general misunderstanding of this
case. The trouble arose from an unfortunate letter
written by an enthusiastic gentleman to Chairman
Raymond, of the L. A. W. Racing Board, stating that
this association had passed a resolution ignoring the
L. A. W. in connection with bicycle races held at our
championship races. The Executive Committee has
written a letter to the L. A. W. that this association
has at no time taken a stand antagonistic to the L. A.
W., and that there is nothing in the minutes of recent
meetings to show that we have defied the L. A. W.
On the contrary, it is the correct policy of this

association to recognize the L. A. W. as the govern-
ing body of bicycle races in this country, and I

would suggest that we do not rise in our dignity and
make trouble for ourselves by defying this big organ-
ization. If we do not ask for proper sanction for our
races, all of our riders will be disqualified. We
know already the experience Harvard has had, and I

. don't believe it is a policy to invite trouble. I have
here a letter from Chairman Raymond, who encloses
a resolution for this association to adopt. It merely
stipulates that we apply to the L. A. W. for sanction
and run our races under its rules. It is your privilege
to settle this matter in two ways. Either drop article
30 from our constitution and adopt Mr. Raymond's
resolution, or empower the Executive Committee to
confer with the L. A. W. Racing Board with a view to
settling the difficulty amicably.

This resolution was then offered and carried:

Resolved., That power be given to the Executive
Committee to cut out article 30 of the laws of athletics
and substitute as they may see fit, first conferring with
the L. A. W.

This decision terminates a long and disagree-
able war. The I. C. A. A. cannot be consid-
ered by the League in the same friendly re-

lationship as exists with the A. A. U.
Whe the A. A. U. and L. A. W. entered

into the agreement whereby the government
of cycle racing was to be left entirely to the
latter, the college association refused to recog-
nize the right of the League to govern meets
held under the auspices of the various colleges,
and, barring a few exceptions, refused to

apply for sanctions to hold bicycle races at

their sports. The trouble culminated at the
tournament held at Princeton last Summer,
when the men who participated were sus-
pended from the track for a year by the
Racing Board for competing in an unsanc-
tioned event, but, as it was afterwards claimed
that the suspended riders had been told that
sanction had been given, the suspensions were
raised and a decision made by the Board to

hereafter refuse to sanction all meets held
under the auspices of any of the college mem-
bers of the I. C. A. A., and to suspend for one
year any man who competed at such a meet.

Several races were subsequently announced
to be held at the various college athletic tour-
naments, but as no riders of ability entered
to compete, the events had to be called off,

which has apparently had the effect of forcing
the collegians to recognize the right of the L.
A. W. to control this branch of sport.

There is little probability of any clash between
the A. A. U. and the L. A. W. over the adop-
tion of the two-class rule, or of any change in

the relations now existing between the two
organizations, and President Sullivan, of the
former, is quoted as saying that, though he re-

gards the League's action as radical, the A. A.

U. will scarcely do otherwise than accept the
new rules.

Box 444.

Any one who has ever heard of the famous
4-1 1-44, and who has not, can very easily re-

member The Wheel's P. O. Box number,

4 4 4—three fours ; and the Post Office author-
ities ask us to state that it will greatly facilitate

their work if all correspondence with this office

is addressed to Box 444, and not to 21 Park
Row.

PALMER ENGLISH AD.

A clever note has been struck by the writer
of the Palmer tire advertisements in the
English papers. The cut, published here,

dunno where 'e are.

You should see 'im when he's riding down at Ripley.
all alone,

Won't, join, with me in a dust up, says 'e likes to do
it on 'is own,

'As the cheek and impudence to call my mount a "car'

'

Since Jack Jones get a bike with them there
"Palmer Tires,"

Well—'e dunno where 'e are.

shows how stuck up a man can get when he is

shod with Palmers. So vain has he become
that his less fortunate friend, in the language
of the music hall, exclaims with indignation

:

'e dunno where 'e are.

The Bicycle Drummer.

The cycle selling man was never more with
us than he is this present year. A man who
has been doing New York State is ready to

make an affidavit that at every railway station

he has made since Show-closing time he has
spied a cycle traveler's sample trunk either

coming into or going out of town.
One day, in a fit of discouragement, he wrote

his firm stating that in his opinion every cycle-

making firm in the country had concentrated
their entire inducing force on New York State.

The house replied that each one of their

travelers had reported his belief that the State
he worked in was similarly afflicted.

There are some funny people in the world.
One of them, an Austrian, has just written to

the Raleigh Co. to say that his physician
recommends eycling as an exercise for the
benefit of his health, and he will be very much
obliged if the Raleigh Co. will present him
with a machine. Whatever the gentleman's
ailment may be, he has evidently a powerful
nerve.

The St. Louis C. C. has issued an official

organ printed on a single sheet. It is called

the Cycling Club's Echo.

M. A. C. C.

WILL HOLD THE IRVINGTON-MILBCRN
RACE AND TAKE PART IN THE ASBURY

PARK CENTURY RUN.

At the regular meeting of the Metropolitan
Association of Cycling Clubs on Friday even-
ing last, delegates representing fifteen clubs
were present, and considerable business was
transacted. In the way of racing and riding
it was decided to hold the annual Decoration
Day race over the Irvington-Milburn course
as usual, and to unite with the A. C. C. of N.

J. in holding a mammoth century run in

Asbury Park, June 30, instead of conducting
a similar run to Princeton as in former years.
The profits of the Cycle Show were reported

to be over $2,000, of which sum the Association
received 20 per cent., or about $500. The
treasurer reported that the bonds issued by the
Association to its members to run the inter-

national meet at Waverly, N. J., last August,
were due March 1. After considerable debate
the treasurer was instructed to call in the
bonds and pay interest at the rate of 6 per
cent, for seven months.
The Bushwick, Hamilton and New York

Wheelmen were admitted to membership, ar.d

the Palisade Wheelmen were dropped from the
roll. It was decided to apply for articles of

incorporation, and to hold the annual banquet
on March 24 at the Columbia. The president
then announced the following committees: In-

corporation, Messrs. Keer, Loucks and Heath
;

Press, Messrs. Wood, Loucks and Von
Lengerke; Century Run, Messrs. Hildick,

Keer and Strugnell. An amendment to article

7 of the constitution was then offered to

change the date of the annual election from
the last Friday in March to the last Friday in

December.

Suing a Sheriff.

The suit of the Mcintosh-Huntington Co. vs.

Sheriff Burchinell was heard in Denver. Col.,

last week. Last August the plaintiff pounced
upon a stock of bicycles at the Sperry Co.'s

establishment, under a replevin suit against
attachment creditors. Some of the cycles

were sold at auction, the rest, twenty in num-
ber, were kept by the plaintiff. The defend-
ant sought to establish the fact that he had
been damaged to the amount of $1,000 by the
action of the plaintiff, and to prove that pro-
position he sought to show that the sale of

1893 models was dead.
It came out during the trial that the price

of bicycles had fallen from $150 to $125 since

the seizure of the cycles in litigation, and
that 1893 models could not be sold at any
price. The plaintiff disputed the right of the
other side to employ the comparative methi id

as a means of determining a measure of

damages. Judge Rising took the case under
advisement.

THE INITIAL RIDE. II.
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THE LIGHTEST RACING TIRE IN THE

WORLD -HOW THEY BEAT

UNCLE SAM.

27

"Are you interested very much in this
question of how light pneumatic tires can be
built?" asked J. A. Barnes of me recently
when I ran across him in the train bound from
Trenton to New York. I told him that the
whole idea of cycling, and the construction
and equipment of w'leels now seemed to have
settled down to a single question of how light
they could be made, and that so long as such
a condition of affairs existed, naturally I was
interested in knowing just how much the
weight of the tire could be reduced.

" Well, I'm in the tire business to give the
people what they want, even when they want
what is not good for them, so as soon as I

found that with many riders it was purely a
question of weight, not worth, when it came
to chosing a tire, I determined for my own
satisfaction to see just what I could do in the
way of lightness. The result of my labors is

the ' Imponderal ' pneumatic, which is lighter
than air—yes, my boy, lighter than air."

Then Mr. Barnes smiled and looked at me
out the corner of his eye, evidently expecting
me to succumb under the shock. But I did
not. I have grown used to strange tales in
this tire game and bore up remarkably well,
even under this very strange one.

" It's a fact, my boy. You know I would
not tell you anything that was not true, don't
you?"

I am afraid my assent to this question was
not very forcible, for my companion went at
once to proving the truth of his claims for that
wonderfully light tire of his.

" I mailed you a sample of the Imponderals
just before I got aboard the train. I am sorry
now that I did not bring them with me, be-
cause I am afraid you kind of doubt what I am
telling you about this tire."

Now that gentleman was an advertiser in

my paper. What was I to do? Tell him I did
not believe in the existence of any such tire or
make out that I did and let him go away with
the idea that I was a greenhorn, simply
because I hailed from Philadelphia? Ah ! an
excellent idea comes to me. How, I ask him,
do. the post office people know what to charge
you for postage, if the Imponderal tire is, as
you claim, lighter than air?

"Why, my boy," answered Barnes, with a
kind of commiserating look, "that's one of the
greatest advantages of the Imponderal. The
post office people pay me. I got eight cents
from them this very morning for that set of
tires I mailed you."
They were coming pretty strong, I didn't

like to dodge, and I didn't want to be downed,
breath and energy enough to make one more
effort, by asking the tire maker from Trenton
if the Government didn't object to such a
peculiar way of conducting its business.

"Well, they did kick a little at first,"

answered my companion. "They say it is

something new and likely to be rather expen-
sive when I begin shipping a thousand pair of

tires per day, as I expect to when my new
factory is completed. But what could they
do? The whole thing is clear as mud, by their

own rules. If I send a package which weighs
a pound more than nothing, I pay at the rate

of a half-cent for each of the sixteen ounces,

don't I?

"

I nodded an assent.

"In other words they get eight cents of my
money, so, of course, if a package weighs, like

those tires do, a pound less than nothing I am
entitled to eight cents, am I not ?

"

I never answered. I was in a trance and
couldn't reply. When I came to I was in

Jersey City, and my companion had left me.
I wonder if the gentleman from Trenton
wasn't taking a mean advantage of Quaker
innocence?—Sporting Life.

EASTERN ROBBER MFG. CO.'S TIRES

ARE THE

Best in the World,

Manufacturers, Jobbers, Retailers

and Repair Men Should Send us

their names at once for our

NEW LOW PRICE-LIST

ON

CLIMAX
REX ROAD

and

CYCLONE
TIRES

Your name is valuable to us, but

unlike some other manufacturers,

Ave will not send you a cheap

chromo in return, but prices that

will save and make you money.

You have not seen them.

ADDRESS

Eastern Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

TRENTON, N. J.
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THE GREAT PROBLEM
FOB MODERN SCIENCE AND INVENTION

TO SOLVE.

Some time ago I predicted that, within a
few years, bicycles will be invented upon
which racers will achieve a speed of a mile in

a minute.
I showed that such bicycles must be a

radical departure from the present style, be-

cause the present style depends for driving

power upon the legs, witb only partial and in-

direct assistance from the powerful muscles of

the body and arms.
Constant training . has reached about the

acme of power that can be so developed, and
improvements in the bicycle cannot reasonably
be expected to achieve much greater speed
without the development of more power.

Inventor's Proper Field.

But the human body possesses sufficient

power—if it can be utilized—to drive itself on
a bicycle at a speed considerably faster than a
mile in a minute. The direction in which in-

vention must search for greater improvement
in bicycles is the construction of a machine
that will enable the rider to utilize for propul-

sion a larger percentage of his whole muscular
energy—that will utilize the combined strength
of legs, arms and trunk.
Already there are some tentative experi-

mental inventions in this direction, but none
that appear to be based upon scientific experi-

ment and study.

Legs and Arms do the Work.
Nature has so designed the human frame

that nearly all the work it is called upon to

perform is exerted through the legs and arms.
From the earliest ages until now machines
have been invented, designed to effect work,
that make use of only such forms as are exerted
through the arms and legs. Most machines
use only the arms. The bicycle is one of the
most wonderful of modern inventions because
it uses the much superior power of the legs
and feet, whereas most other machines use
only the arms and hands.
There is one familiar mechanism that uses

legs, arms and body, with more or less

efficiency. This is rowing, especially with
the modern sliding seat. But there have been
no scientific observations recorded to show
how much has been gained by this device.
The motion, when the weight and bulk of

the trunk is involved, is necessarily slower
than that of the arms alone. Naturally the
power of the arms may be developed to its

acme with great speed of motion ; that of the
legs with less speed ; that of the trunk with
very much less speed. To combine the powers

. of all to good advantage needs a device that
will permit the trunk to move slowly, the legs
faster, and the arms still faster, and yet all

act in unison and rythm.

Power and Speed.

It is a mechanical axiom that the power de-
veloped is the product of the speed and
strength applied, multiplied into each other.
To ascertain whether the bicyclist does not de-
velop as much propulsive power from the
quick action of his legs alone as the rower does
by the slower action of legs, arms and body,
it is necessary to accurately measure how
many foot pounds of power a bicyclist devel-
ops in five minutes and how many are devel-
oped in rowing, and these comparisons must
be made in many instances to obtain a pre
sumptively reliable working average. Also
various other devices should be tested with a
careful study to perfect that one which will
most effectively and naturally utilize more of
the muscular force of the human frame. When
a mechanical device is obtained through which
the most force may be developed, then the
problem will be to apply such device to the
propulsion of a bicycle.

It is, I believe, along this line that the in-
ventor must study who is to achieve the bicy-
cle of the future, upon which a speed of a mile
in a minute may be common among champions.
Success is not likely to be won by tentative

guess work, but through careful, accurate and
exhaustive scientific study and experiment.

It may be a divided work. Scientists may
perform the preliminary task of ascertaining
how great force human strength may develop

through known athletic exercises, using me-
chanical appliances and also testing new de-
vices within the gymnasium. After such experi-
ments have shown or indicated what mechan-
ical forms utilize the most muscular power, the
inventor will only have to design mechanism
that will apply such methods to bicycle pro-
pulsion.

How Ziuimie Might Ride Faster.

If an inventor can design any mechanism by
which Zimmerman can use one-third more of

his whole physical force within a given time
than he now does for the propulsion of a
bicycle, no doubt Zimmerman can ride about
one-quarter or one-fifth faster. If he can
utilize double the physical force that he now
uses, he can ride nearly two-thirds faster than
he now does.
There is a mechanical paradox here. The

general rule is that resistance increases in pro-
portion to the square of the speed, hence it re-

quires four times as much power to double the
speed.

In bicycle riding the rider already uses more
than double the power necessary to produce
the speed; but most of his power is wasted in

moving the weight of his own limbs. There-
fore if he could have a better mechanical ap-
pliance he might utilize three times as much
power for propelling the wheel and yet not ex-
ert more than double the amount of his physi-
cal force. Theoretically the human body pos-
sesses muscular force enough to drive it

against the resistence of the air and the fric-

tion of the machine at a rate of a mile in about
half a minute. There is, therefore, margin
enough to obtain a practical result of a mile in

a minute, if only half or two-thirds of the re-

serve muscular power can be utilized and the
waste be diminished by half at the same time.
Merely diminishing the waste half would prob-
ably nearly accomplish the desired result ; for

the waste at present is more than half of the
whole power exerted.
To accomplish either a great diminution of

waste, or to add largely to the power that can
be put forth, requires radically new machinery
—something utterly unlike any mechanism at
present employed in bicycle construction—

a

new mechanism based upon a careful study of

the physical powers of the human organism,
and how to utilize all, or nearly all its forces

to advantage in bicycle propulsion.

A more difficult, complicated, radically new
problem has rarely, if ever, been presented for

invention to solve. But as it is within the
compass of human endeavor and certain of a
magnificent reward, it surely will be achieved.

President Bates.

THE BARRING OF THE NEGRO NOT
APPROVED.

Of the many crititisms in the daily papers

on the action of the League in excluding the

negro from membership scarcely one upholds

the action. The League's stand in the matter

is condemned on all sides. A few samples

follow:

Colored riders cannot join the League o£ American
Wheelmen. This is carrying matters pretty far, but
the colored riders will become so numerous in a few
years that they can forma League of their own.

—

Utica Tribune.
The League cf American Wheelmen has adopted an

amendment to its constitution which restricts mem-
bership in the organization to white persons. This
shuts out Frederick Douglass but lets in John Y.
McKane, providing he is bailed out of jail. We con-
gratulate the league on its eminent discriminating
abilities.—Kingston Freeman.
The League of American Wheelmen has just decided

to exclude colored people from membership, but it

seems that men who are not regarded as fit to pay dues
to a bicycling organization and to read the bicyclers'
organ are qualified to associate with the " immortals"
of the French Academy!— Buffalo Courier.

The League of American Wheelmen ^id a highly
discreditable thing in deciding to bar all persons
having a black skin to membership. As a purely
social organization it is the unquestionable right of
the League to draw as many lines of exclusiveness as
it may please; yet there will always be a sense of
incongruity when organizations which make claim to
a national character shall cut their constitutions by
any narrower pattern than the Constitution of the
United States.—Bangor Commercial.
The National Assembly of the League of American

Wheelmen, in session at Louisville recently, decided
by a vote of 127 to 54 to insert the word "white" in its

constitution, thus drawing the line against colored
membership. As a purely social organization it is

the unquestionable right of the League to draw as
many lines of exclusiveness as it may please; yet
there will always be a sense of incongruity when
organizations which make claim to a national charac-
ter shall cut their constitutions by any narrower
pattern than the Constirution of the United States.—
Hartford Telegram.
Wheelmen generally must look with some disfavor

upon the outcome of the convention of the League of
American Wheelmen of Louisville. An association
which draws the color line and classifies amateurs all

in one day adopts a policy which does not redound to
the credit of the delegates, nor of the all-powerful
cycling association of the country. Fair-minded men
will condemn the exclusion of colored men from all

race meets, and the Class A, Class B idiocy will
certainly keep the cycling world in hot water. There
is now an excellent chance for the organization of a
purely amateur cycling league which will affiliate in
no way with the manufacturers or professionals. The
League of American Wheelmen pretends to abhor
professionalism, yet it grabs this ugly Class B infant
to its breast with screams of delight.—N. Y. Tribune.

The Minute Men is the historical name of a
cycle club formed at Lexington, Mass. F. M.
Cobb is President, W. C. Rankin, Secretary
and Treasurer; C. A. Currier, Captain.

AFTER THE MEET, A TALE OF '94.

y^^rjs^' ' ,$f;

The Speckled Amateur, The Pure Amateur,
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We expsrimented with oar new fabric last Summer and only adopted it after we had fully proven it to be a success.

HERE IS THE VERDICT OF THE JURY.
This is one from the Extreme West.

ALAMEDA, Cal., Feb. 16, 1894.
AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE Co., New York :

Gentlemen—In regard to your inquiry of the 8th,
would state that I have ridden ray wheel about 500
miles since I received the new tire, and it has not
shown any defects yet.

I must say that I was very much pleased by the
way in which you acted.
People out here seem to think that an E istern guar-

antee counts for noching, but I have proven to some,
at least, that yon are the exception, if not the rule.
In Summer, I will have greater opportunities for

testing the tire, and will let you know the results.
In the meantime I am, Respectfully,

(Signed) Jos. Mazzini,

And this one from the Extreme East.

ASHAWAY, R. I.

American Dunlop Tire Co , New York :

Gentlemen—The tire in question is on a wheel of
one of my customers, and has been ridden probably
600 miles. In the examination I was able to make of
it yesterday, I could not discover any signs of trouble.
I think it has every appearance of success.

Yours truly,
(Signed) M. Herbert Kenyon.

And Here's a Corker from Coxsackie.
Coxsackie, N. Y., Feb. 12, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co , New York :

Gentlemen—The outer cover furnished me in
August last, made from Sea Island cotton, has been
ridden 2,000 miles and to-day looks like new.
In mv opinion, it's the onty tire in the market for

all purposes. Very truly yours,
(Signed) Dan H. Callahan.

And then a "Hoosier."
Carthage, Ind., Feb. 13, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co., New York:
Gentlemen: In reply to yours of the 7th inst, would

fay I received one extra tire from }
rou sometime in

August or September. Then I received a set of outer
covers from you since, which I have used. I sup-
pose I have ridden them four of five hundred miles.
I rode them through wet, rainy weather, up to two or
three weeks of Christmas, and they show no signs of

wear or pulling apart. Respectfully,
(Signed) Morton Barber.

Followed by Three Michiganders.
Bay City, Mich , Feb. 12, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen— In reply to yours of the 8th, would

say that I have ridden my wheel equipped with your
tire, not less than 1,000 miles since Sept. 1st, last, and
so far as I can judge, it shows but very little wear;
in fact, it looks to me so far as actual wear is con-
cerned, as though the tires had scarcely been used. I

am very much pleased with the tires.

Yours respectfully,
(Signed) LOUIS GOESCHEL.

P. S.—I remember the very prompt way you re-
turned the tires sent you last August for exchange,
for which please accept my thanks. L G.

Detroit, Mich , Feb. 14, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—Your favor of the 8th is received.

Although I have not ridden my new tires more than
500 miles, I have examined them and found them in

first-class condition. They show no signs of giving
out. and I do not hesitate to say that I am convinced
that the "Dunlop" is the best and easiest repaired
tire on the market. Yours resp'y,

(Signed) W. H.Weber.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 12, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—Replying to your favor of the 8th

inst., I beg to say that since the receipt of your tires,

(about Sept. 5th last) I have ridden them almost daily
up to the present time, covering a distance of 1700
miles at a safe estimate. I have to-day examined
them very carefully and find them in as good con-
dition as when first placed on my wheels, some five

months since.
-I would add that they have given entire satisfaction

in every particular, and I could ask for no better tire

than the Dunlop has proven itself to be.
Yours very truly,

(Signed) J. E. Scott.

From the Abode of the'Yeiled Prophet comes
this Paean of Praise.

St. Louis, mo., Feb. 13, 1894,.

American Dunlop Tire Co., New York:
Gentlemen : In answer to your inquiry, I take

pleasure in saying a good word for the Sea Island
fabric cover. I have used the tire constantly since re-
ceived—probably riding 500 miles, and it shows no
signs of wear. ' Very truly yours,

(Signed) W. W. ALLEN.

And Then Come Back to New Spain.
Cherry Hill, N. J., Feb. IO , 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co., New York :

Gentlemen—Your communication of the 8th inst.
received, and in reply would say: I have used the tires
continually on my 25 lb. " Raleigh," and I am more
than pleased with their resiliency, saying nothing
about their wearing quality. 1 cannot accurately say
how many miles I have ridden, but I should imagine
about five or six hundred on the road.
They show no signs of wear whatever, not even a

scratch, and I rode over rutty, frozen ground in Dec-
ember. Very truly yours,

(Signed) A. W. Fishbough.

The State of McKinley Sends Greeting,
as follows:
Mt. Vernon, O., Feb. 14, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co , New York:
Dear SIRS: Yours received some days ago, and in

reply to your question as t > how well the tire stood
you sent me August last, will say that I fitted it to the
hind wheel of my bicycle, and from that time until the
middle of November I have ridden perhaps ten miles
on an average for twenty days each month, besides a
trip to Greenville, Pa., a distance there and back of
530 miles; also from here to Newark, O., and back, 52
more miles, and up to date the tire is as good as ever.
Test enough for any tire, in my estimation. I have
never yet had a puncture, where others with other
makes are continually repairing. I once ran a tack
clear to the head in your last tire you sent, but it

failed to get into the inner tube.
Your tire is the best I know of now in use round

this neck of the woods, and I cannot praise it too
highly. Respectfully,

(Signed) R. B. MONTGOMERY.

Springfield, O., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—I do not think I have ridden my wheel

over 800 miles since I got new Dunlop outer cover, but
so far I have noticed no signs of it giving out.

Very truly,
(Signed) GEORGE S. DIAL.

And a Trio from the Keystone State.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 13, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co , New York.
Gentlemen—Your favor of the 7th inst., (asking

how tire sent me Aug. 30 last, had worn) to hand, and
as I know you do not want any guess-work report, I

waited until yesterday and took the tire off the wheel,
and I am pleased to say that it is as good as when I

received it.

I have not kept track as to how many miles I have
ridden since that time; but will say that although I
am very careful of my wheel, I ride constantly, stop-
ping only for rain or muddy roads.
Both inner tubes are in excellent condition, and tire

on front wheel (original tire, May, 1893) is in good con-
dition and shows no sign of giving out.
Hoping this may prove satisfactory, I am,

Yours very respectfully,
(Signed) Chas. F. Lindeman.

P. S.—I talk " Dunlop" to my friends, strangers and
everyone who contemplates getting or changing wheel
or tire. How can I do otherwise? C. F. L.

New Hope, Pa., Feb. 15, 1894.
The A. D. Tire Co., New York:
DEAR SIRS: In answer to yours of the 8th inst., I

beg to say that I have ridden the tire sent me on Aug.
12 about 400 or 500 miles. I ride on an average of five
miles a day, so you see from Aug. 15 to the middle of
November would bring it about 450 miles. In regard
to the wear, it shows no signs of it whatever.

If I can furnish you with any further information I

will cheerfully do so. Yours truly,
(Signed) GEO. C. JOHN.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA., Feb. loth, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York:
Gentlemen: Replying to your favor of the 8th inst.,

I ran the new covers about 500 miles, as nearly as I can
say. They show very little signs of wear considering
the rough roads I traveled over.

Yours truly,
(Signed) G. W. YOST.

We Will ndw Take a Little Jump Below
Mason and Dixies.

Baltimore, Md., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York

:

Gentlemen—The Sea Island fabric you put in my
rear wheel Dunlop cover about August 30, 1893, has
given perfect satisfaction.
Since you returned the tire it has had over 2,000

miles usage, and shows no signs of giving out. Might
also state that I have not had it punctured, notwith-
standing over three-quarters of the above mileage
was made in our city, where we run risks of picking
up tacks and pins. Respectfully,

(Signed) J. Naglee Clark, L. A. W. 312.

And " last of all comes deep oblivion." The
only ray of sunlight in this gentleman's

experience is the fact that he
once had the pleasure of

riding Dunlop Tires.

65 Worth St.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York:
Gentlemen: I rode my machine, I should say, ten

miles—the man who stole it then can give you more
information.

I rode the tire you put on last Spring, all Summer
without a leak in it over country roads. The damage
to it was caused by accident that happened to it

while a valve was being repaired by Mr. Young; that
did not concern me.
After having my wheel " burnt up," then stolen

within six months, have concluded to give up wheeling
for a while. Respectfully yours,

(Signed) Edward Reeve.

Here is testimony from all sorts of people who live in all sorts of places, and ride on all sorts of

roads. Who can make a better showing ? The popularity of the DUNLOP is not fictitious, nor created

by newspaper talk of big deals. It costs more to begin with, but like other blessings, is cheap at any
price. Get a copy of our interesting catalogue, for the asking.

THE AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE CO., 504-506 West 14th Street, New York City.

Please add: "Saw it in Tho Wrmfil "

Gowanda, Tarrytown and Earlville have
their little say. We expect to hear this

week from Secaucus, Hohoken,
Hohokus and Weehawken.

Gowanda, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—Replying to your inquiry, will state

that I received the tire in good shape last August and
have ridden it over 1,000 miles since. It shows no
signs of wear, and is to all appearances as good as
when received by me. Think I shall want one for my
front wheel in the course of the next season. They
are the tires for me.

I have three wheels in my family and sold 15 last
season fitted with nearly all makes of tires and con-
sider the " American Dunlop " the king of all.

Yours in F. L. & T.,
(Signed) D. H. FOSTER.

Tarrytown, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen— I could not tell the number of miles

I rode the new tire for my rear wheel that I received
last August. I only know that it stood the test
splendidly and showed no signs of weakness whatever.
1 reckon I rode it about 800 or 1,000 miles.

Yours cordially,
(Signed) Rev. Philip Germond, D.D.

Earlville, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—In reply to your inquiry, 1 have ridden

this tire perhaps two or three hundred miles and it

does not show any signs of giving out. I think the
tire a good one and am well pleased with it.

Yours truly,
(Signed) F. C De Vallant.

Corning, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co, New York. '

Gentlemen—"Over a thousand, and no signs of
wear." Yours,

(Signed) Rev. W. C ROBERTS.

154 E. 30th St., New York, Feb. 9, 1894.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen— I have recommended your Dunlop

tire to a great many friends since having your tire
adjusted to my wheel, aod I ride with more confidence
than ever. In fact, I am more than satisfied, and my
friends are of the same opinion.

I assure you, there is no other tire for me.
Very truly vours,

(Signed) DR. L. Randell.

116 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 12, '94.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York.
Gentlemen—Replying to your favor of the 7th

inst., I will say that the new Sea Island outer cover
sent me on Sept. 19th, 1893 (and which I rode from that
time on, until the snow came) has thus far proven
eminently satisfactory.
Am unable to give an estimate of the number of

miles covered, but my riding included all kinds of
roads and pavements—country and city—and there is
not a single scratch on the cover to indicate a mile
ridden. It adds wonderfully too, to the resiliency,
and was remarked by all who mounted my wheel to
try it upon cobblestone pavement.
From my experience, it is a GREAT SUCCESS, to

which you are in every way entitled, judging from
the quality of your goods and gentlemanly treatment
of myself. Believe me, yours very truly,

(Signed) F. A. Britton.
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WALKS INSTEAD OF RUNS.

THE WAY CLEVELAND CLUB MEN GET EX-
ERCISE IN WINTER.

CYCLING NEWS FROM A CASH
PRIZE COUNTRY.

Cleveland, Feb. 26, 1894.

Another of Captain Lindmuller's club walks

took place on Sunday last, and was attended

by forty-eight of the Cleveland Wheel Club

members. The destination was the pumping
station of the city water works, but this was
known to but a few. If it had been generally

known not a few would have backed out, as the

route to it led through the ' 'Triangle,"one of the

toughest parts of the city. Before the start a

photograph of the group was taken with the
club-house for a background.
Messrs. Collister & Sayle, the new bicycle

and sporting goods firm, have secured a fine

store-room in the new Cuyahoga Building.
They will have an opening in the near future
and will show a fine line of Ramblers, Raleighs
and Tribunes.
At the hard times smoker of the C. W. C.

last week, the first prize, a club pin, was
awarded to Mr. Floyd Turner. The affair

was much enjoyed, and a tougher looking lot

of men could not have been found.
Mr. W. H. Chubb has been appointed agent

in this city for the Wheelmen's Rf gistration

Co., of Boston, Mass. This company insures
your wheel against loss by theft and at a small
cost.

There is already talk among the Lakesides
about their annual tournament. One plan
suggested is to hold one day's races in the
spring and one in the fall, while others want
both days to come together. No decision has
as yet been reached.
A magnificent roadway, probably 120 feet

in width, is one of the probabilities in the near
future for the termination of the finest resi-

dence thoroughfare in the world, far-famed
Euclid Avenue. The chances are that the
roadway will not only be widened to the
county line, but afterward the Lake County
Commissioners will take hold of the work and
continue it through their territory. A bill to

this end has been introduced into the Legis-
lature by the Hon. Martin Dodge, and with
fair chances for a successful passage.

A California Twenty-five.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of California,

held a twenty-five mile road race over the
San Leandro triangle, February 22. The
weather was fine, but the roads poor owing to
recent rain. The handicap limit was nine
minutes and thirty-three men started. W. D.
Foster and Emil Ulbricht, formerly of Chicago,
were scratch men. The result: 1, A. P. Swain,
7m. 30s., time ih. 24m. 20s.; 2, H. V. Ready,
7m.; 3, W. A. Terry; 4, J. A. Howard.
Ulbricht made the best time, ih. 20m. 4 2-5S.,

and finished seventh. A large crowd wit-
nessed the race.

The cyclist who takes any interest in the
sport outside of his own country, or who is in-

terested in racing at all, would look with great
pleasure over the columns of the New Zealand
Wheelman, a cycling paper published fort-

nightly at Christchurch. It is interesting to

look through its various news columns, most
of which are devoted to racing. It takes this

paper over a month to arrive in New York

—

for instance, the issues of December 30 and
January 16 arrived in New York on Feb-
ruary 27.

THE RACING FEATURES.

As "is well-known, both in New Zealand
and Australia there are cash prize amateurs,
and at the most important meetings the prizes

are all in cash.

New Zealand's premier scorcher is A. J.

Body, who holds the 50 and 100 mile records,

made on a Star Racer, not a Smithville Star,

but a rear-driven safety ot the regular type.

His fifty-mile record is~2h. 40m. 44s.

THE PATH CHAMPION.

The New Zealand path champion is Ken
Lewis, who holds all the fractional records

from a mile up. Lewis is 21 years of age, and
in his first season won ^42 in prizes. His
prize money up to the present time amounts to

^200. His mile record is 2m. 24s., made on
Adelaide Oval.

The Century Cycling Club, of Maryland,
has decided to take charge of the road records
of the State and to abolish the titles of

Centurion, Assistant Leading Centurion, etc.,

and to substitute Captain and Lieutenants.

Barden, the Englishman, was beaten by
Barus, a French rider, in a ten mile match
race in Paris, Sunday before last. The time
was 24m. 51 1-5S.

It is announced that Jack Keen, the old-time
English professional, is anxious to ride any
man in the world over forty years of age, from
1 mile to 100.

The regulation of the speed of bicycles by
law would seem to be rather difficult as well

as unnecessary. With enough encouragement
legislators will finally attempt to prescri ->e how
fast a man shall walk or eat says the Phila-
delphia Item.

The Irish Cyclist refers to Colonel Pope's
New York trade banquet speech as " lengthy,
drastic, rather bitter, but in some parts dis-

tinctly humorous." Another paper states: "It

was received with applause by some and half-

quizzically by others," which is the truth.

MASSACHUSETTS FEELS HONORED.

KEN LEWIS.

Champiou of New Zealand.

At the Christchurch Cycling Club's meet
held December 18, 3,000 people witnessed the
sport. Lewis won no less than five events, and
in the mile handicap made a competition
record of 2m. 29 3-5S. Lewis rode third in the
final of the half-mile handicap, his prize being
one sovereign. He also won the one mile
handicap, first prize, two sovereigns ; half-mile
championship of New Zealand, first prize,

three sovereigns and a gold medal valued at
three guineas ; also the three mile champion-
ship, the prize being the same as in the half-

mile, and the five mile invitation scratch race,

the first prize being five sovereigns, the time
of the latter event being 14m. 22 4-5S.

At the Pioneer Club's meeting it appears
that the patron of the meet was His Excellency
the Governor, Lord Glasgow. One of the
events was the one mile ladies' bracelet handi-
cap, the first prize being a bracelet valued at

£2 ; the other two prizes also being bracelets.

Another peculiar event was the blindfold race,

the manner in which this event is run is not
being detailed. In the five mile championship
race for New Zealand the first prize is two
sovereigns and a medal valued at three
guineas. Ken Lewis also won this event at
the Ariel Club's meeting on December 6.

a gate of 18,000.

At the great meet held at Melbourne, 18,000
people attended the races on the first day.
The prize in the mile novice race was £10,
won by March, 2m. 43 2-5S. Five mile Aus-
tralian championship, prize, £7; Broadbent
finished first. Time, 14m. 13s. On the second
day there were 20,000 spectators. The chief
event was the final heat of the Austral Wheel
Race, which is the greatest event of the year
in Australia. It was a two-mile handicap, and
was won by W. Busst, 100 yds. Time,
5m. 3 2-5S.

One of the most popular wheels in New
Zealand is the Zealandier.

HENRY W. ROBINSON APPOINTED A MEM-
BER OF THE RACING BOARD.

Massachusetts has reason to congratulate

herself upon the appointment of Henry W.
Robinson, of Boston, to a position on the Na-
tional Racing Board.

It is quite proper that a Division having such

extensive racing interests should have repre-

sentation upon the Board. As far as the choice

is concerned, Mr. Raymond has selected the

right man, one having judgment, discernment

and fairmindedness,

Mr. Robinson was Secretary of the A. C. C,
of Boston and vicinity last year, and is still on
the Executive Board. He is a most popular
referee and is thoroughly conversant with the
racing rules.

Lillian Durrell, the opera singer, the
announcement of whose death has appeared
in the daily papers, was a member of the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club.
The Waltham Mfg. Co., manufacturers of

Orient cycles, have just opened a store on
Columbus Avenue. This is a new concern
just starting into the business, their plant
being at Waltham. Edward McDuffee will ride
the "Orient" this season.
The Massachusetts Bicycle Club, in accord-

ance with its usual custom, celebrated Wash-
ington's birthday in a semi-patriotic way.
The house was decorated with flags and
bunting, a New England supper was served,
the minuet was danced and in other ways a
very pleasant evening's entertainment was
enjoyed. Arthur M. Pick.

The New Dunlop Racing Tire.

The Irish Cyclist says: Last week, at the
request of Messrs. Dunlop, Welch and Sinclair,
we made a special journey to Coventry to
inspect and give our opinion on the new racing
tire, which has taken so long to perfect. For
a long time a tire has been on the market
described as "the '94 pattern;" but it was
never intended that this tire should be consti-
tuted the 1894 Dunlop. The development of
the true Dunlop has been delayed through the
necessity for building new looms to produce
the fabric, and the difficulty the rim-makers
had in making a rigid rim of the required
width; this difficulty being greatly intensified
through the fact that the Dunlop people
guarantee their rims. Not only has the tire
fabric been produced, and the tire itself per-
fected in all details, but now a rim of the
proper weight has been turned out, which,
though extraordinarily light, is nevertheless
one that the company guarantees. This tire
is firm on the rim, soft and resilient to ride,
and possessing, as it does, a separate air tube,
is capable of permanent repair.

Those who think that Texas is a wild and
woolly place where you can only get justice
with a Winchester and. a six-shooter, will read
the following with surprise. Some time ago
a wheelman was riding along a country road
and met a farmer's wagon. The mules were
scared, ran off in a ditch and mixed things up
generally. The farmer had in his hand a long
whip and he struck the wheelman with it. The
lash wrapped itself around the riders neck and
the farmer jerked him off the wheel and struck
him several more blows. At the wheelman's
complaint the farmer was arrested and the
case, coming up a few days ago, the farmer
was fined $25.

A Chicago scribe is preparing a little volume
on " Cob-webs." It will be of the Maupassant
order. That brilliant, unfortunate Frenchman,
in his few last paretic days imagined a world
all butterflies. The Chicago scribe fancies a
world all cobwebby, and he intends to publish
the result of his extended researches. The
keynote of his new science is that everybody
and everything is more or less covered with
an invisible veil of cobwebs and that the
density and extent of the cobwebbery is in direct
proportion to the oofishness of the person or
thing cobwebbed. There will be a special
chapter on "Wine Bottles or Vintage Reveal-
ed." The author is a cyclist.
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Eagle Aluminum Clincher Rims

!

THEY GIVE IT UP

!

IT CANNOT BE EQUALED
iTWe give You the Lightest Weight Reliable Rim in

-**
the World, Fitted with Clincher Tire!

Talk is not Argument ! See and Believe !

THE E16LB BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TOZRIRIHSTG-TOIN", GOIfTISr.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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TRADE IN THE SOUTH.

THE OUTLOOK PROMISING—THE
DEALERS OF GEORGIA AND

NEIGHBORING STATES.

Louisville.

The trade of Louisville is a large feature

every year in the volume of the city's busi-

ness. The city is a strong cycling town.

Five dealers and a repair man control the

trade of the city.

THE PRINCE.

Prince Wells has a fine large store on Fourth

Street, and handles the Rambler, Cleveland,

Western Wheel Works and Waverley lines.

He has a large riding school in the basement,

and by this means captures a large amount of

trade during the winter months. The place

is kept constantly going, and an instructor is

at work all the time. The store is roomy and

well lighted, and in the back is a fine repair

shop in charge of a well known Chicago man,

who is unsurpassed in his business. Prince

Wells makes a specialty of Grapholine, in

which he has done a good agency business.

JEFFERIS BROS.

A couple of blocks from this store is that of

Jefferis Bros., who handle the Victors, Spald-
ings and other lines and do a large repair
business. This firm sold over a hundred Vic-
tors last season, and have a constant demand
to see the samples for '94. Many orders have
been booked. Both of the gentlemen are
popular in the city, and their store is a ren-
dezvous for the clubmen of the city.

L. C. WHAYNE, MANUFACTURER.

On Fourth Avenue, below Prince Wells'
store, is that of L. C. Whayne, manufacturer
of the Southern line of wheels, of which he
sold about 700 last year. Mr. Whayne looks
for a large increase in his business the coming
season.

G. M. ALLISON & BRO.

Oa Main Street, G. M. Allison & Bro. handle
the Columbia and the Central, for which they
contracted during the Assembly meeting with

J. B. Cody, this being the first line outside of
the Columbia that they have taken. A large
business was done last year, and the outlook
for the present season is better according to

Mr. Allison.

A NEW FIRM.

Martin & Dressing are new to the trade.
They have the Lu-mi-num and Munger lines
and will be heard from in the trade the coming
year.

G. M. Walker conducts a repair shop, and
will handle a line of sundries during the sea-
son. His store is on Third Street.

Hope for Texas.

E. W. Hope, of Sherman, Texas, says that
the outlook for trade in that state is very
encouraging. The fall racing circuit, which
will be arranged by the dealers in eight of the
more prominent cities, is expected to open up
the State for the wheel business in an increased
degree for another year. The trip of Allen &
Sachtelber through Texas on their return trip

around the world boomed business surpris-
ingly in the State, and sales increased largely
after their trip.

Iu Old Alabaaui.

Montgomery has the Montgomery Arms Co.
with Columbia, Smalley and Hartford lines.

This is the only firm that is handling wheels
and pushing them. W. T. Todd has a repair
shop. There is a new firm entering the trade.

Selma has two firms—Tissier Arms, with
Smalleys and medium lines, and the Selma
Arms Co,, with no line selected as yet.

At Birmingham, John Snider has taken the
agency for the Victor, and will make a good
agent, as he is a prominent club member. The
Birmingham Arms Co. has Columbia, Rambler,
Smalley and a line of its own make called the
Birmingham Scorcher, a very fine wheel, de-
signed by E. A. Loosely.

The Moore & Handley Hardware Co. has
Keating, Cleveland and Syracuse Hues. This
firm entered trade last year, and sold 287
Keatings in local territory. Besides the firms
mentioned are several repair shops.

TheArmiston Arms Co., of Armiston, handle
Columbias and Smalleys, and are the only
dealers in the city.

In Georgia.

Atlanta is a live wheeling point, but has had
the trade killed by a liberal application of the
long payment system. Many firms of last

season had to retire from business on this
account. Wheels were sold on long time for

$10 down, and as a result only three out of ten
firms are in the business now.

The Lowrie Hardware Co. has, as the mana-
ger of its bicycle department Ed. Rolle, of the
old firm of the Rolle Weigle Cycle Co. This
firm is moving into a new store and will soon
be finely located. The entire state is handled
among the following lines: Eagle, Keating,
Derby, Smalley, Waverly, Monarch and the
Featherstune lines of cheap wheels.

J. H. Nunnelly has the Rambler and Colum-
bia lines.

Schalafont & Pigot, the former the manager
of the Lowrie Hardware Co. of last year, has
the agency of the Cleveland and Victor wheels.
This firm is shipping wheels daily.

At Macon, Christian Huhn had a line of
twelve different wheels last season, but will
have only three lines this season: Ramblers,
Smalleys and Stearns. This gentleman sold
100 wheels last season.

E. C. Parmelee has the Clevelands and will
handle other lines.

Athens—George T. Hidgson & Co., with
Mr. Nicholson in charge of the bicycle depart-
ment, has the Raleighs, Smalleys and Colum-
bias.

There is one large dealer at Thomasville,
Ga., and one going into the business. George
W. Forbes handles the Columbias and B. D.
Fudge, a hardware dealer, is entering the
trade but has not obtained a wheel as yet. The
latter is in the hardware business.

Albany has one dealer, F. O. Tickner, a
clerk in a bank with his stock in a room above.
He handles the Columbia, Hartford and
Smalley.

Americus has three agencies, A. H. Sheffield
& Co., a hardware dealer, who will handle the
Smalley; Griffiths Bros, with Victors and
Centrals and W. A. C. Dudley with Columbias
and Clevelands.

In Columbus are J. H. Polhill, with the
Columbias, Smalleys and Clevelands; W. L.
Ross, with the Central and Ben-Hur lines.

Frazier & Dozier, who handle cycles, will
shortly retire from the business.

Chattanooga, Tenn., is a great cycling
point. Here is found the Graham Cycle Depot,
with the Columbia and Lu-mi-num, Hartford
and Western Wheel Works line; W. G. Mor-
gan with the Victor and Kirby Cycle Co. with
the Fowlers and Smalleys and others. It is

reported that the Victor agent at this place has
been the cause of a big disruption in the trade
through price-cutting, and that he will retire
from the business.

The prospects in the South are promising,
according to all reports heard at Louisville.

The weather is fine, and the riders are buying
now. The older people are taking an interest
in the sport. Some men go South and send
back weather reports only. Some go there
and send in good reports as a consequence of

lots of hard work.

A BRIGHT OUTLOOK IN AUGU TA—THE
LOCAL DEALERS.

Augusta, Ga., February 24, 1894.

It is a curious sight to see Augusta, beauti-

ful Augusta, robed in a mantle of white.

Generous Broad Street looks not so inviting

at the present for the cycle, but seem to be

better adapted for the cutter, carefully lined

with straw and made more comfortable by
lavish supply of buffalo robes. Cold and
dismal as the weather may be, it affects not

the cheerful and congenial disposition of the

Augusta trade, and a round of the agencies

was made to find sunny natures contrasting

strongly with wintry nature. Beautiful as is

the snow, taking the usual crop of poets as

authority, it conceals beauty more powerful
still; and to think of Augusta under six inches
of snow is like a dream of Paris in sackcloth
and ashes during carnival time.
The riders here talk "snow" and Zimmy

—

and Wheeler—and Banker—and Canary—and
Cody—and Jay Ross—and Leon Johnson

—

strongly in contrast with many of the surround-
ing towns where interest is merely local.

Prospects for the future are encouraging, so
most of the agents say. The increase in

cycling in Augusta has been most remarkable,
even surpassing the predictions of White
Burley in The Wheel three years since, and
all interested say the sport is still in its

infancy. There are about 600 wheels here.

The number of agencies is out of proportion to

the population. Forty-five thousand people to

eight agencies. Half as many could and
would do well. However, the greater number
of agents sell cycles only as a side line,

depending on regular lines of merchandise
principally. If Augusta rode as she sells,

some other sport would be preferred and
cycling would be indulged in "on the side.''

John P. Dill

sells Columbias and Hartfords, and was iden-
tified with the sport when the sport was in

swaddling clothes. He helped it put on its

first pair of red top boots, and feels very much
like a godfather, whatever that feeling may be.

Thomas & Barton

sell the Victor and the Smalley. They have
tastily dressed their large show windows each
with a full nickeled World's Fair Victor, and
it readily attracts the attention of ,the passer-
by. There are few more agreeable men than
Mr. A. A.Thomas, and aroundhim,eitheras em-
ployees or as personal friends and cyclers were
found Messrs. J. H. Williams, who is local

consul for Augusta; A. G. Edelblut, Robt. H
Land, J. M. Busbee, A. M. Miller, D. W.
Hutts, John Wiegand, Jr., H. K. Zerbe, W. E.
Senn, F. A. and Augustus Beall. They are a
jolly, congenial crowd.

V. A. Hemstreet

handles the Humber and Gotham and the lines

of Schoverling, Daly & Gales. Their's is

the only repair shop in Augusta; particular
attention is paid to intricate work.

John J. Evans, Jr.,

looks after the destinies of the Eagle. The
elder Mr. Evans is a man past the meridian of

life by quite a few years, yet is an active rider,

and enjoys his rides as well as the younger
wheelmen.

Day, Tannahill & Co.

sell the Lovell, Niagara and Western Wheel
Works line, along with a stock of wagons and
other vehicles.

Field & Kelley

push the Rambler, Kenwood and Cleveland,
and manage to do their share of the business,
while
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FREE! FREE!! FREE!!!

The Ijaleigli...

flrf Catalogue

Contains extracts from Points for Cyclists," Biographi-

cal Sketches of Famous Raleigh Riders, with beautifully

executed Photos of

ZIMMERMAN £™ WHEELER,

The Amateur and Professional Bicycle Champions of

the World.

RflLElQH CYCLE C°,

2081-83 Seventh Avenue, NE^W YORK.
289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ills.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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A PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE RACING
CLASS IN ENGLAND AN ACCOM-

PLISHED FACT.

The National Cyclists' Union, of London,

will promote and govern professional racing

this year. At the council meeting, held Feb-

ruary 10, a report of the sub-committee,

recently appointed on professional racing,

was received and adopted. The professional

class will be governed, controlled and entirely

managed by the N. C. U. As the "Scorcher"

stated in The Wheel of last week, the prin-

cipal men in the N. C. U. have not any too

great faith in the success of the new move-

ment; but they have determined, once for all,

to give professional racing a chance, in order

to satisfy the many who have cried that cash

prizes were the only genuine system of reward

for superiority on the path. They also expect

this professional class to be a refuge for

makers' amateurs. In view of the action of

the council it is probable that all the English

meets of the year will have professional

events on their programme.

Details of Management.

The N. C. U. will appoint a committee of

three, unconnected with either the trade or
press, who will be a professional licensing
committee, and who shall have absolute dis-

cretion in allowing licenses. The riders must
apply for a license to ride to the authority in

the "centre" or district in which he rides.

The centre will first consider the application
and then submit it, with recommendations, to
the committee of three.

All cycle races for cash prizes will be open
only to riders holding N. C. U. licenses, and
the professional committee have absolute
power to withdraw a license at any time for
any cause they may see fit.

Clubs are recommended to include profes-
sional races on their programmes, and special
permits will be granted to outside bodies for
purely professional meets.

PRIZES LIMITED.

Prizes are limited to first prize, £15, second
prize, £7 10s. ; third prize, ^3 15s.; fourth
prize, £1 17s. 6d. This limitation of prizes
applies to all distances under fifty miles, but
for that distance and beyond the prizes may
be unlimited. The Union reserves the right
to grant special permits for any special prizes
to be given in any unusually important event.

BETTING PROHIBITED.

In all cases betting will be strictly pro-
hibited.

Professionals and amateurs may race to-

gether.
During the year the Union will have

professional championships and will also hold
one meeting at which riders of all the classes
may compete.

THE PROFESSIONAL CYCLISTS* UNION NOT IDLE.

In connection with the projection of the new
professional scheme by the N. C. U., the Pro-
fessional Cyclists' Union, a private corporation
organized to promote professional racing in
Great Britain, already announce a three days'
professional meet for Easter.
We append the rules for the government of

professional racing as finally decided upon at
the N. C. U. Council meeting.

The Amended Scheme as Adopted.

The National Cyclists' Union, recognizing the fact
that much o£ the difficulty recently experienced in
connection with the regulation of amateur racing is
due to the lack of any provision of money prizes for
those whose provision in life does not permit of their
engaging in racing without incurring expenses larger
than they can reasonably sustain, or who prefer to
ride for money rather than for trophies, strongly urges
clubs and other bodies holding race meetings to in-
clude one or more open races tor cash prizes in their
programmes, and is prepared to issue permits tor the
holding of purely open meetings to individuals and
syndicates who shall satisfy it as to their capability
and bona fides, and for the facilitation of this object it

has adopted the following rules

:

1. That licenses be issued to professional riders
upon payment of a fee of five shillings. All licenses
shall expire on 31st December in each year.

2. All licenses shall be issued by a special committee
of three, who shall be unconnected with the trade or
press, to be called the Professional Licensing Com-
mittee, with whom alone the power shall rest to with-
draw or suspend any license, and each Centre shall
appoint a committee of five to consider and recom-
mend all applications for professional licenses coming
from the riders residing within their district, but the
final granting of such licenses shall remain with the
Professional Licensing Committee. The members of
these committees shall be unconnected with the trade.

3. A license may be withheld or withdrawn either
temporarily or permanently by the Professional
Licensing Committee, for any cause they may think
fit.

4. No licensed rider may compete against unlicensed
men, or at unregistered meetings.

5. Riders whose licenses have been refused, or with-
drawn, may appeal to the Professional Licensing Com-
mittee ; a fee of 21s. being payable on appeal, which
sum will be returned if the appeal is prosecuted.

6. Any club or other sports-promoting body desir-
ing to include races for cash prizes in its programme
can obtain a special permit from the General Com-
mittee, or Committee of the Centre, on making appli-
cation.

jr. Permits will be granted for open race meetings to
private individuals or other bodies than clubs upon
their satisfying the General Committee, or Committee
of the Centre, of their bona fides, and undertaking to
carry out the meeting in accordance with N. C. U.
racing rules, the fee for such permits to be £2 2S., one-
half of which shall belong to the Centre granting the
permit.

8. The committee may, if it thinks fit, require in

such cases a deposit of the amount of money to be
given as prizes.

9. The General Committee, of the Committee of the
Centre, shall have power to proclaim any open meet-
ing held without a permit, or under other laws than
those of the N. C. U.

10. The Union shall hold, or permit to be held, at
least one professional championship in each year.

n. Should the Union, by resolution of the General
Committee, decide to transfer the responsibility of
holding the championship event, or events, to any
other promoter, or promoters, it shall have power to
make what arrangements it may think fit to that end,
providing always that the actual racing be under the
immediate conduct of the Union officials.

12. The N. C. U. shall have the right to appoint a
judge and other necessary officials in race meetings
or matches between N. C. U. licensed professionals.

13. The General Committee in professional cham-
pionships promoted by them shall make all arrange-
ments and retain two-thirds of the net profits of the
meeting, the remainder being added to the stakes.

14. All prizes deposited with the Union shall be paid
by check within forty-eight hours from the conclusion
of the race.

15. The regulations for the conduct of race meetings
and matches shall be in every respect identical with
those in force for amateur events, except so far as re-

gards Regulation 4, and any others which may not
apply.

16. The General Committee shall appoint a Records
Committee to consider and deal with claims to record
made by licensed riders under this scheme, and no
record shall be considered unless timed by a licensed
N. C. U. timekeeper under the same conditions as
apply to records made by amateurs.

17. At least one championship shall be held in each
year, open to all riders licensed by the N. C. U, with-
out the amateur rider losing his status.

18. Not more than four prizes shall be offered in
events under fifty miles, which shall not exceed the
respective value of £t$ first ; second, one-half the
value of the first prize ; third, one-half the value of
the second ; and fourth, one-half the value of the
third ; but the General Committee reserves to itself

the right to sanction the giving of larger prizes in a
certain number of cases each year.

TO FORM A BIG CIRCUIT.

THE RACING BOARD'S PfcAN FOR THE
COMING SEAS<>N.

Australian papers just to hand give long
accounts of the record ride from Adelaide to

Melbourne, of Frank Tomes during the latter

part of December. The distance is 573^
miles, and was covered in 95b. 5iJ^m. The
route led through a desert and through
barren stretches of country, where the roads
were little better than cow paths.

A Novel French Rear Driver.

The Racing Board, through Chairman Ray-
mond, has issued the following general out-

line for a series of circuit meets to be held

next Summer.
The Racing Board of the League of Ameri-

can Wheelmen is about to prepare its National

circuit of race meets, to commence early in

July and extend well into October of this year.

The plan, at the present time, contemplates
the starting of this circuit in the East, and
working West to Denver, Col., the place of

holding the National meet, which will be held

in August.

The return will be made by arranging a few
dates in the West and then a jump to the New
England States, with a Southern tour for the

latter part of September and the first part of

October.

While the above schedule may be changed,
it practically outlines the circuit.

Each meet in the circuit will be granted the
privilege of placing one event on its pro-
gramme each day, in which the prize limit of

$150 will be waived by special sanction.
Applications for dates must be made at

once. While a club may state the time most
desired by it, the Board can only accept appli-
cations and reserve the naming of date.
The expressed desires will be followed as
closely as possible, but it must be evident to
all that a circuit cannot be arranged suitable
to all. Protection as regards confliction will
be assured, and everything done by the L. A.
W.'s racing department to aid in the success
of the circuit as a whole.
All meets in this circuit must guarantee to

live up to the printed prize values on its pro-
gramme, assure a good track and proper con-
duct of meet in order that credit may reflect

on the League of American Wheelmen. It is

the only return the League expects for its

labors in your behalf.
It is desired to complete this circuit as

speedily as possible, so the season's work may
be mapped out in good season.
Address all communications to H. E. Ray-

mond, Chairman Racing Board, at 236 Flat-
bush Avenue, instead of 245 Flatbush Avenue,
as heretofore.

To the Clubs of New York State:

The annual State circuit will be held during
June of this year. Clubs desiring positions in
same should send applications to the under-
signed at once.
The circuit must necessarily be limited to

about six meets, in order to finish in time to
leave the field clear for the National meets.

It is desired to commence the circuit as soon
after May 30th as possible, so no time is to be
lost in arranging details.

The same conditions surround the meets in

this circuit as noted in the above notice respect-
ing the National meets, save that the usual
prize values as laid down in the rules will be
observed. H. E. Raymond.

A Track for Manchester',

A first class track is to be built at Manches-
ter, N. H., on the base ball grounds. The
grounds, grand stand and other appurtenances
have come under the control of Thomas R.
Varick, who is at the head of the enterprise.
The track will be opened on Decoration Day
with a big meet.

Charles S. Price, who joined the professional
aggregation last season, is contemplating a
trip to Paris, where cash prizes are more
numerous than here and the life of the pro.
more serene.

The Mercury B. C, of Milwaukee, will hold
a road race from Racine to Milwaukee in

August, which will be made an annual event.

International races will be held at Wies-
baden, Germany, June 3 and September 2.
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TURN THE KEY
WE DO THE REST.

"GEE WHIZ" on special wood rim.

SPRING IS AT THE DOOR.
Birds will soon be chirping-, buds be starting, grass be springing and you will

soon be getting out the dear-loved wheel to put it in order for the season's fun. Oil it

up, let it shine with the sun, inspect the tire, and then remember what we are about
to say.

While your wheel has been laid up for the Winter, we have not been neglectful

of your interests.

Capital and ingenuity we have brought to bear upon the solution of the tire

problem, and we have FOUND the solution—the New York Key Tire, combining in an
unequalled degree the desired simplicity, LIGHTNESS, STRENGTH and resiliency.

" TURN THE Key " and the edges of the outer cover are locked tight against
the band. To examine or repair the inner tube, " TURN THE key " the other way and
the cover is detached. It can be done in a jiffy. There is absolutely nothing to get
out of order.

The corrugated rim gives STRENGTH and LIGHTNESS, the inner tube being alj

above the rim gives RESILIENCY, the key principle gives SIMPLICITY, we give our
guarantee and the combination of all these gives the New YORK KEY TIRE, the

tire you want to ride and recommend this Summer.
Yours very truly,

Send for Booklet. NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., Ltd.

NEWYORK BELTING&PACKING C0.LTD

PIONEERS m LEADERS.
Please add :

" Saw it in The "Wheel."
15 Park Row, HEW YORK.

NEW CLIPPERS

FAMOUS AS

We honestly believe that

Will not only please our friends and former
patrons but will make many new and firm

friends. We have taken the best we could
find and added the best we could think of

;

our object being to make our new produc-

tions as

ANY WHEEL
In the world. Beauty and Simplicity has

been our motto ; having avoided mechanical
freaks and novelties, knowing that in most
cases they are worthless except for advertising

purposes. Beauty is seven points in ten with

lovers of the wheel. Our NEW CLIPPERS
embody the most essential features required to

insure success, viz. : Beauty, Lightness, Sim-

plicity and Strength.
Continued in our Catalogue. Send for one.

wontf*
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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This Young Lady
o

Finds that the easiest running,

lightest and best built wheel

made to sell at a reasonable

price is

The " Century Niagara"

We make this popular $100.00

wheel for both- ladies . . .

and gentlemen.

Liberal Discounts to Agents.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free.

Buffalo Wheel Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Werners Cycle Depot, Commonwealth Rubber Co.

903 N. BROAD ST., PHILA., PA. 54 VESEY ST,, NEW YORK,

Agents for Phila. and vicinity. Agents for New York and vicinity.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The
Tourist

for
1894.

Owing to a late start this year our output is limited. We
want a few agents, however, especially in the vicinity of New York
City, and can offer them the best Road wheel in the market. THE
TOURIST IS POPULAR; its mechanical perfection is well

known; this year's machine is GREATLY IMPROVED OVER
ALL PREVIOUS MODELS, and will be a great seller.

A few improvements are : True diamond frame in two heights, narrow tread, dust proof

bearings, wooden rims, etc.

Tourist Roadster ^ Weight with brake. 28 lbs. - Price $115.00

guaranteed for all \S Weight without brake, 26 lbs. - " 115 00

kinds of Road use. ^ Tourist Racer, weight 20 lbs. - " 130.00

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

BIDWELL-TJ NKNAM CYCLE CO., 306-31 West 59th St., Hew York.
JULIAN R. TINKHAM, President.

Please add : Saw it in TheWheel.
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London, February 17, 1894.

Did you ever take on, in any capacity,

military cycling?

IE not, you ought to try it, and if your ex-

periences are anything like mine you will find

it a nice change—plenty of healthy excitement

in it.

Three or four years ago I got mixed up with

some military movements near Dublin. The
first notification I had that there were war

and bloodshed in the air arose through my
meeting an officer, who was on horseback,

and whose horse stood on his hind legs when
he saw me on my machine.

I think that the worthy animal must have
mistaken me for a quadrille band, as he danced
about the road for all he was worth. You
should have seen him dance the polka. Then
he changed to the waltz—the hop-waltz, with
plenty of "reverse" in it, after which he went
on to the Highland Schottische and a kind of

soraband that I had never seen before.

They say that the army swore terribly in

Flanders, but it could have been nothing
compared to the manner in which that officer

swore at me and my harmless machine when-
ever the horse gave him a chance. At military
manoeuvres officers are always very crimson
and hot, and they roar and bellow commands
till you make sure that they will puncture,
and that you will have to take them off and
put them into a tub of water to find the
abrasion.

But this officer was the worst I ever saw.
He was crimson and blue and red altogether.

You could see the indignation and hot blood
mantling his nose, and oh! he was in such a
perspiration. Now he was sitting on the
horse's forehead; presently the animal changed
its movement, and the gallant soldier was
sitting on the butt of its tail. He was up and
down and in and out and under and over that
horse like a monkey in its cage at the Zoo.
When he had found his "second wind"

—

having given up all hope of recovering his

first— he gasped. " Wha—wha—what the
devil do you, aw mean by coming he—he—here
with that aw damned machine ?"

Now, when a man is civil to me I make it

a rule to be civil to him. I had tried all I

could to placate this fellow's horse, as I always
do when I find a horse inclined to be nervous
or frisky at sight of a machine, and I was
naturally riled by his impertinence, and his
implied belief that he had a right to monopo-
lize the road.

I thought I would play him at his own game
so I said, "Aw, d—d—damn you, sir, why the
devil didn't they teach you to aw ri—ri—ride
before they let you out on a horse? Why, a.v
demme, sir, you ought to be a clown in a circus.

If you don't keep your aw confounded horse
quiet I'll ride you into the ditch."

He was amazed at my insolence, for some-
how, the average equestrian—whether he be
military or otherwise—seems to think that he
has an inalienable right to regard cyclists as
animated mud-heaps, and to signify same in

the usual manner. He swore by the dozen,
and I returned every oath with compound
interest, and so we parted.

"Be the piper of Moses," said I to myself (I had
nobody else to say it to) "if His Excellency's
horse dances when it sees me, its hanged,
drawn and quartered I'll be for high treason
against the act in that case made and pro-
vided."
With that I jumped off and stood at one

side. "The Lord," as the rustics called him,
passed by and didn't even give me the time of

day. Two of the escort were not so lucky.

The moment their horses saw my "Swift"
they stood stock still. Then they went back-
wards, bowing very low, evidently under the
impression that I was King of Ireland.

Presently they tried to threw double
somersaults, like the filleted men in the music
halls, but they only threw the riders. And
when they got their riders off they bucked
and backed and backed and bucked, and
wouldn't let the men mount again. Of course
the Lord and the others had gone on.

I am glad that you were not there. Oh, the
language of that brace of dragoons ! The air

went blue for miles; you'd think that someone
was burning salt. It was a liberal education.
But meantime I had had time for reflection,

and began to think that the best thing for me
to do was to clear out. It was evident from
what I had already accomplished that if I

went where the fight was really hot I might
upset the whole scheme of operations and
perhaps be sent to the rear and shot when the
action was over, as I believe it is in the rear
they shoot people under such circumstances.

I was quite satisfied with my first experience
of military cycling, and got away with all

aclerity ere yet the two dragoons had recov-
ered either their seats or their tempers. I was
reminded of this incident by receiving a noti-

fication of the Easter manoeuvers, at which,
no doubt, many valuable and heroic lives will

be offered up inthe name of Oueen and coun-
try.

It is rumored here that we will have several
visitors from America this season who have
not appeared amongst us before, including
Bliss and Dirnberger.
As a sportsman I am glad to hear it, and I

am sure that the sporting British public will

be glad to hear it. There is no fairer or bet-
ter sportsman than John Bull, say what you
will. He likes to see the best man win. Of
course he likes it all the better if the best man
should prove to be an Englishman, but that is

natural enough and we cannot blame the poor
fellow for being patriotic.

Now, the French are different. The "darned
mounseer" cheers and hoorays like a maniac
while a Frenchman is winning or getting
away, but it is a different pair of breeches
when the matter is reversed.

In the first match between Linton and
Dubois the latter fell, and the Englishman, as
he had a perfect right to do, took advantage
of the mishap to gain all the ground he could.
The idea of the Englishman getting an advan-
tage was too much for our French neighbors,
who forthwith set up a howling and a hooting
and yelling and whistling compared with
which the afternoon concerts in the Ark must
have been a heaven of harmony.

In the next match this state of things was
exactly reversed. Linton fell, and Dubois
went on, encouraged by the enthusiastic
plaudits of his delighted countrymen and
women.
A wonderful people are the French, but they

have a good deal to learn in sportmanship.

in its inquiries, and far more resolute in its

administration than it was last season.
In such circumstances it is difficult to say

what may happen, and how anticipations of
a brilliant season may be blasted at the outset.

Of one thing, however, I can assure my
readers, and that is that no matter what
happens they will be wrong if they rush to
conclusions—natural enough—that foreigners
are debarred because we want our champion-
ships to be won by Englishmen. I speak as
one thoroughly familiar with the workin s of
the inner circle and understanding its motives.
I cannot be said to be biased in favor of that
circle, and, therefore, I may be believed when
I say that whatever its mistakes or follies, no
unworthy idea ever finds a place in its calcu-
lations.

Later on, I came on the main body of troops
who were preparing to sack Dublin—which
city, by the way, was engaged in its every-
day business, and didn't want to be sacked.

I was riding down a rather narrow lane
when, as ill-luck would have it, the Lord
Lieutenant and his escort of dragoons came
galloping up from the opposite direction.

With regard to foreign visitors to England,
who will always fare well at the hands of the
public, one cannot say that they will be equally
fortunate with the N. C. U. It must be re-

membered that, so far as our Union is con-
cerned, it is not enough for an American
amateur to be recognized as such by the
L. A. W.

The Union has done a wise thing. At the
special council meeting held at Leeds on
Saturday last, it was decided to sweep away
the mongrel " cash-rider" class, which was on
a level with Class " B," suggested for Ameri-
can consumption.
This decision has lightened the hearts and

brightened the eyes of the men who wish well
to both genuine amateurism and genuine
professionalism, and who have not yet said
"good-bye" to common sense, even in sport.

At the meeting in question there were evi-

dences that there is still in many minds a
strong feeling against professionalism and all

its works and pomps— consequent upon the
ruffianism and robberies of former days—and a
firm conviction that no good will ever come of

it. This may prove to be correct, but it should
be remembered that henceforth the profes-
sional will be under control, and subject to

laws just as the amateur is, instead of being
allowed to run riot as he was wont to do in the
happy days when he skipped the mead like a
lambkin, what time he blasphemed and robbed
as well as he was able.

However, we must leave it all to time—that
wonderful analyst that sifts everything so
thoroughly, so inexorably and with such
unerring accuracy.

Time is an extraordinary fellow.

He is the only one who can tell you beyond
yea or nay whether you got good value in that
machine and those tires.

He can tell you exactly how far a thousand
dollars will go, and whether that best suit of

clothes—you know, the suit that you wear
when you are going to meet your girl and talk

pretty—was worth what you gave for it.

And about the girl herself, he is the only
one who can tell you whether you were wise
in entrusting your life and happiness to her.
Whether her smile will always be so sunny
and bright, her eyes so true and tender, her
heart so warm and devoted to you, her greet-
ing so absolutely unselfish. O ! thou mighty
chromos! Wondrous powers are thine, and
when thy tidings to us are of great joy thy feet
are beautiful upon the mountains.

The Scorcher.

In the Zimmerman case the N. C. U. threw
the county of nations and a tacit understand-
ing to the four winds of Heaven—or the other
place. The fact that Zimmerman was hall-
marked by the L. A. W. should have been
enough for the Union ; but it wasn't, and what
happened to Zimmerman may happen to any
other man. It is said, too, that this year the
Licensing Committee will be more searching

An Original Trade Puff

A correspondent for British Sport will live as
the writer of a really original trade note, des-
criptive of the cycle agents of Hull, England.
He does not start with: "The genial this,"

"The enterprising that," etc., but drops at
once into poetry and gives the whole of Hull a
show.
Hayter & Co. mean making things go,
Advertising widely, high and low.
Simpson & Co. will not be slow,
Pushing the best < f good makes at their "show."
Then comes Mr. Cressy, making his bow,
Increasing his business where'er he can gr>

C. W. Shakesby sticks to the road,
On which his turnover has largely grow-ed.
"Dick" Norton, as usual, a pushing young man,
Deals in good goods on a rational plan.
Eclipse Cycle Co., the same as before.
Wheel on the " Rothwell," with " Nedderman " tire.
Armstrong Machinists' Co., something new,
Has settled in a district with monopoly true.
Mr. Burgoyne, of "Grosvenor" machine fame,
Keeps up reputation of old standing name.
Whilst the new Howe Co. have fettled at last,

A. H. Ward as their manager fast.

And this reminds me I've got to the last.

So I trust you'll forgive all that has passed.

A new cycle firm in Moscow, Russia, desir-
ing to create interest in cycling has given the
local club $150 toward the cost of constructing
a track.
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wHY THEY STAY SOLD.

YOU MAY KNOW IF YOU WANT TO.

The most remarkable book of Testimonials ever issued is now ready for gratuitous

distribution. It will interest every wheelman or would-be wheelman in America, and

may be had from all Premier agencies on application, or by sending postal card to

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,
34. 36 and 38 WATTS STREET. nSTE^AT YORK.

NEW YORK CITY AGENTS:

FOR-IMSI*. «3e GII^MOUR, 1773 BROJ^JD^rAY.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel. "

HIGH GRHDS, LOW PRICES.
THE> APOLLO, ^7S.OO.

T jtt Q^f
|

rCt l)Ju Agents wanted in all parts of the United States.

^ Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Western New York.

^V"^¥ OF (\\ Boy s ' H 'gh Grade Safeties, 24 and 26 inch Ball or Cone, Pneumatic or Cushion Tires.

LUCAS LAMPS, NEW DEPARTURE BELLS, CLOTHING AND SUNDRIES.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr., &l CO.,
aend for Illustrated Catalogue. FHIIj-A.IDEIjP'HI-Au.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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CHAIRMAN RAYMOND'S LOUISVILLE
SPEECH.

A MOST SEARCHING CONSIDERATION AND
EXPOSITION OF CYCLE RACING.

"The first point that arises in connection
with the amateur subject is bound up in the
question of whether the L. A. W. desires to
continue in control of cycle racing in this

country, or whether it has had enough of the
game and desires to drop it entirely.

" I make bold to assume that the L. A. W.
does desire to continue in control, and I base
that assumption on the fact that at this time I

have in my possession s. larger number of ap-
plications for sanctions for meets than I had
at this time last year, and a larger number of

fights to secure same also on hand, all of

which I hold to hand the new chairman when
he is appointed. I find that the interests in-

volved are so great, closely allied to our prom-
inent supporting clubs, that the L. A. W.
would be foolish to drop the racing branch at

this time. I argue also that the L. A. W.
should continue in control for other reasons,
one and by no means the least, is that our
racing department is the cheapest advertise-

ment medium the League has got. Let me
show you what I mean by that—How does the
business man support the family at home ? By
the business he attracts at his counting house.
If he is a shrewd business man he attracts a
great deal of it by advertisement. The League
is in just that position ; its family that it cares
most about is its Good Roads movement, and
the department which I have been honored by
allowed to represent, has supplied a good deal
of the ammunition to keep that movement
going.

" Advertising pays. "Where do you see the
L. A. W. most mentioned? In the sporting
columns of the daily papers throughout the
country, and in every cycling paper published,
a major proportion is devoted to racing.

" The L. A. W. has become known to all

men that ride a wheel in this way ; it is fair to

presume that thousands of men first hear of

the League through race meets and racing
news; it is also fair to presume hundreds of

them join, when they know of the organiza
* tion's existence, and they first know of it in

this way. It takes dollars to run our highly
respected Good Roads Movement, and I am
proud to feel that though I may be laboring
on the lighter side of our sport, I am at the
same time contributing toward our higher aim,
and we need all such help.

"Accepting for a fact, therefore, that we do
desire to continue this department, there only

remains what is best to do under the conditions

that now confront us. I think we are all agreed
that something should be done and done now.
As regards what is best I am conscious that I

am talking to opposing minds, and I respect

all shades of opinion.
"There are represented here advocates of

amateurism—strict liberal amateurism—one
rule liberal amateurism—and out and out pro-

fessionalism. It is necessary to touch on all

these different shades to completely cover the

subject, and I confess I shrink from the task.

What the Two Classes Stand for.

" It would seem easy to combine the desires,

without much discussion, of the adherents of

the first three propositions all in one under
the two class rule, as it gives them just what
they stand out for—pure amateurism—and
liberal amateurism.

" But I must take them in order—Suppose
we drop Class B, and adopt Class A alone;

that will be pure amateurism in the sense that

we should all, to a man, denominate pure ama-
teurism, and if we do want pure amateurism
alone—that is what must be done ; there is no
middle course for us now on that score—we
want no pure amateur rule that can be broken,

or leaves room in it for the maker's amateur of

to-day—if the clubs and the L. A. W. want to

throw out these men they can do so by adopt-

ing the amateur rule known as Class A—now
before this assembly. I do not urge against

such a course; I simply point out its working
effect and leave it to you to decide. For my-
self I believe it will be best and serve the

welfare of the L. A. W. best, to adopt the two
class rule in its entirety. If your racing board

had not thought so, it would not have proposed
it. The prominent racing man fills a sphere
particularly his own, and we should make it

his own particularly, and not ask anyone else to
share it.

" But if you want to throw him out entirely,

adopt Class A alone. I will take up the pro-
fessional question first and then go on to dis-

cuss the other ideas together, if I may have
the attention of the Assembly.

A Review of Professionalism.

"Why should we assume control over pro
fessionals ? Is there any good reason why ?

What shall we gain and what shall we lose ?

That, to my mind, is the only point involved in
this question. After all is said and done, we
are here to do that which is most feasible
most practical and most beneficial for the
L. A. W., nothing more, nothing less.

"During last season we were permitted to

view calmly, dispassionately, and without dis-

favor the attempt made by an organization
formed solely for the purpose of promoting
professional racing. It studied its principles
from no primer of past crookedness, but made
a noble effort to demonstrate that profes-
sional racing was the proper thing and what
the public wanted.

A Good Word for the N. C. A.

"It would be an act of dishonor, of which we
are not capable, if we withheld our meed of

praise for the manner in which the organiza-
tion carried on its meets. Whatever the
future of the association may be, and we are
in no position to state, nor would we if we
could, as it is no concern of ours; but we may
use, by way of demonstration, a few object
lessons from the known public information
about this venture.

"It cost the National Cycling Association,
on its own admission, $12,500 in purses to

provide for about thirty riders last season.
And we have no reason to assume that its

salary list was not fully paid up, so that $20,-

000 may be taken as a conservative estimate
of the association's expenditures.
"What would it cost the L. A. W. to govern

professionals ? It would be no government if

we were not prepared to offer purses and
foster professional races.

"Why should we adopt rules and offer in-

ducements for men to ride professional races
unless we did just that thing—offer and en-
courage the giving of money prizes in cycle

races ? How many L. A. W. clubs that

usually hold race meets would and could
afford to do it ? I venture to estimate they
could be counted on one hand.
"Against the figures I have just mentioned

place the fact that we have hundreds of

racing men under our jurisdiction. Instead of

$12,500 in purses figure $200,000—men must
be hired to look after the riders and prevent
dishonorable work, and their salaries must be

Some Evils of Professionalism.

added to the above. Figure in your own
minds this little sum and then digest the fact

that we handled our vast racing interests at a
cost of $[,603.27 last year, against $20,000 ex-

pended by the National Cycling Association.
"And I want you to take this to heart. Do

you not know that were you to sow the seed
of professionalism broadcast throughout the
land under our name, just so surely would we
attract all the hawks that glory in professional-

ism. If you do not know it, I tell you it would
be so. There are men now who only wait to

see the L. A. W. adopt professionalism in its

worse phase, i. e., the money prize, to weave its

many intricate strings into an anchorage for

themselves; waiting to see us officially hall

mark it, so they can manipulate it to their own
advantage, as has been done in the past. The
hangers-on of cash prize professionalism are
legion ; we do not want them. Loudest comes
the cry for the League to adopt a strict amateur
rule and a cash prize rule from such quarters.

Financial gain would be in their sight, and
we would be the medium through which the
nefarious schemer would work.
"Our organization could not escape the

odium of all this, and I urge, if for no other
reason than this, that you do not consider any
such step.

England's "New Professionalism."

"We find that the National Cyclist Union, of
England, is about to adopt rules to govern two
classes of professionals. You will pardon me
if I say that that fact offers no reason to my
mind why we should follow in its footsteps.
The N. C. U. are admittedly taking this step
in order to manufacture a product to be de-
livered to another organization, or company, to
put it more correctly ; the said company offer
the cash prizes and offer to run the meets. It
is certainly very philanthropic for the N. C. U.
to offer to word the rules and to endeavor to
enforce them, but it is a kind of dangerous
charity work which I would not advise this
Assembly to take up.

" If I make allusion to the publicly expressed
arguments of any delegate of this Assembly,
in order to controvert them, I wish you to be-
lieve I do so good humoredly and without in-
tent to offend, but simply to make my point
against such delegate's argument.

" A Western delegate of great prominence
says in public prmt Class B is illogical. Now
let us logically review the illogical logic of this
thing.

Two Classes Not Illogical.

" I will show you that, if it is illogical for the
L. A. W. to control two classes of racing men,
or that it is illogical to adopt a liberal rule of
any kind and call it a part of an amateur rule,
then the great majority of organizations hold-
ing control over cycling are dealing in illogical
amateur rules. Mind, I do not say it is a
good argument to cite what others do, and say
we would be logical to follow suit ; but I do say
that we are proposing a new thing, something
that has never been tried, and we are as much
entitled to believe we are right, and shall
never know we are wrong unless we do try an
American solution of the difficulty. We find
that the master minds on the amateur question
are at v ork in the workshops of the cycling
organizations throughout the world striving to
manufacture a rule to fit the case.
"Can we say that they have succeeded ? I

know they have not. Can we say we will suc-
ceed ? Of course not; we can only venture
'he hope that allies itself with an untried ven-
ture. At least we can know that we have
evolved something new and at least worth a
trial.

Amateurism in Other Countries.

"Now let us examine the logic of other
amateur rules. In New Zealand we find that
a man is an amateur who sells his prizes; he
must file a certificate that he has done so, that
is all. In Ireland a man is still an amateur if

he competes with a professional, providing the
act is committed under special sanction of the
I. C. A. In Australia a cash prize may be
given to an amateur. In England a man must be
the holder of a license, but note that those to

whom a license is refused are not declared
professionals, simply unlicensed men. In
Belgium we have the amateur and free riders.

The first is defined as "wheelmen" who take
part in races for pleasure, and so on, to define
a pure strict amateur rule. The free rider is

a professional, who rides for money. In Italy
we find amateurs and professionals. The
amateur may compete in a race for money
with the professional, but to retain his amateur
status must, if he wins, elect to have given him
some merchandise prize to the amount of the
money won. In France two organizations
exist; one for amateurs, and one for pro-
fessionals. In Scotland an amateur body, in
Canada also the same, and it might be added
that France, Scotland and Canada are where
we are, only more passive and unwilling
to take the "bull by the horns." I do not
recite these facts, simply to prove how im-
possible it is to be illogical in defining an
amateur, but more to show you that in no
single instance do you find recorded an
attempt on the part of any cycling organi-
zation to throw overboard its term " amateur,"
and thus they retain control of the sport under
that name.
"Did you note the contradictions— the

violations of honored traditions, in the way
definitions of an amateur are constructed?
Are we assuming any unheard of perogative,
or breaking any bonds in making our own rule,

and one which more nearly fits the case to
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my mind? What material is now being used
by other organizations to make a new garment?
A movement is on foot in Ireland, Scotland
and England to all get in under a license

system. I cannot commend it for practical

use in this country. We have got to row our
own boat and I think we can.

Believes Some Makers Are Honest.

"Now, our most prominent solution is the
popularly known two-class rule. I have
failed to note any objection that holds weight
except the suggestion that it will be in the
minds and desires of the manufacturers to

continue to set us at nought and ride their

men in Class A. I am willing to believe that
there are honest manufacturers in this country,
honest inasmuch that if they are not forced to

subterfuge they will be glad to avoid it. The
old rule left no other course open; the new
two-class rule, if it obtains your support,
opens the way for honest dealing with the
sport, and if the manufacturers will not
accept an open road prepared for them, my
own opinion is that we should close the
entrance to it for all time at our next meeting,
and drop the sport from our jurisdiction and
write the word finis at the end of racing
history in tne L. A. W.
"But assuming that we will have unwilling

makers to deal with, let us see how they will

avoid us and set at defiance our rules. You
will say they will still swear that they do not
pay a man's expenses, that the racing men
may still swear to that fact also. Well, let us
see first how much it will cost the manufac-
turer for that swear.
"You will admit, I think, that in all business

transactions, when you take one thing away
from a man, you are compelled to produce its

equivalent in some way, providing you expect
the man to continue his end of the contract
without change.

" Let us suppose two meets were held at

once, prizes valued at $150 or more at one, at

the other all $50 or under. Do you suppose
that racing men are going to compete at the
meet restricted to $50 a race, unless the differ-

ence in the value of the prize between $50 and
the greater values are made good by some one,

and the some one must necessarily be the
trade. I am inclined to think the prize value
alone will stop a great deal of underhand work,
but we will grant it would not be all-sufficient.

So to be on the safe side, I bring you to-day
an addition to the rule which, to my mind,
clinches it and makes it easy of enforcement.
Let me say right here, we should hesitate at

no fair rule to make Class A, in fact, what it is

intended to be in name—pure amateurs.

Believes the 200 Mile Rule Limit Is.

" If a man is a pure amateur, he should be
glad we are going to surround him with every
safeguard. By the rule limiting the amount
of traveling a man may do to compete in cycle

races we give the amateur the protection he is

entitled to, and place at once the faster and
makers amateurs where they belong.
"Let a manufacturer try and get around the

distance limit rule and his profits will be on
the wrong side of the ledger, where they
should be, if he will not give us a chance to

live in the annals of sport honorably. If he
wants a Class A man he will have to have a
"milky way" of them reaching over every
two hundred miles from Maine to California,

and I am afraid the stock of good ones would
give out or competition to secure them run the
price too high. I consider this traveling
clause fair andjust the thing ; it is an unanswer-
able argument to the violation of the Class A
rule so prominently advanced by those who
wish to see the L. A. W. throw overboard all

its amateur traditions.
" Why should we throw over a pure amateur

class ? Is there any good reason ? If so,

name it right now. Simply because we have
a class of men numbering from fifty to sixty

that have corrupted our rules ; is that the rea-

son ? Well, if it is it is not a good one ; it is a
good reason to legislate so as to prevent it,

but no good reason why we should throw down
all the bars for the sake of fifty and let them
crowd out the hundreds. We are not here to

legislate for the few but for all, and we can
only accomplish that by making rules to fit the

two elements in amateur cycling at the least

danger to our organization as a whole. But to

keep just now on the line of argument regard-
ing the division of the men, for that seems the
main objection, I say that the prize value and
the limit of traveling will accomplish it at
once, and finally, if anything more is needed,
just digest the fact that the amendments call

for a majority vote on circumstantial evidence
instead of a unanimous vote as last year.

Let The Board Be «f An Odd Number.

"Let the Racing Board be an odd number,
three or five as our President sees fit, but odd
it must be, and with the majority vote there
will not be much chance of escape. I do not
argue it can all be regulated at once, or that
it will not take time, but it is the thing to do.

The suggestion of this turn toward liberalism
has bred the idea of the one class rule, that
and the fear of non success in dividing the
men. Do you know or appreciate what the
one class rule means to us at this time ? It

means, first, that we must destroy all pure
amateurism in our organization at one fell

swoop without first 'looking before we leap.'

The two class rule is a careful look, if nothing
more, before we leap.

"The one class rule means room for another
organization in our field. There is no doubt
of that fact, and I know it. It means spread-
ing a feast on someone else's table which we
might as well at least taste ourselves. It

means no incentive for any new riders to come
into our field of racing.
"When in the Sout 1 recently on a pleasure

trip I was talking with a race promoter. He
said: 'Last year I was against your Class B
idea; this year I managed a race meet at

which I thought it would be a good plan to

have some of the prominent men. I got the
promises that they would be present. I ad-
vertised the fact, and then I waited for entries
from local riders from my own and near-by
places. They did not come, and I found that
the fact that these prominent men had the
right to enter any events they pleased, kept
all the others out, and, as a consequence, I

had a job to make a success of the meet.
Under your two class plan I should have had
at least a large number of entries from local

riders. Now I see how the two class plan
would work, and I am in favor of it.'

Many Undeveloped Zimmerman's Perhaps.

" Now, gentlemen, how many Zimmermans,
Johnsons, Tylers, Windles and so on do you
suppose there are scattered throughout this

country that we shall never hear of unless we
adopt the two class plan. I believe there are
hundreds of men that would ride as soon as

the idea took root that they need not compete
with these first-class men. Class A would be
a kindergarden for Class B ; as soon as a man
became worth notice he would be grabbed up
and would work his own transmission into the
higher grade as regards speed.
"Think of the handicap and class races com-

posed of fast men race promoters would be
able to run. Take the standpoint of the spec-

tators. In many cases would not hundreds in

a town or city care more to see a sharp, in-

teresting race between two local and rival

riders than to witness the foregone conclusion
of a race between these same men and some
man far superior. The public by dividing the
riders would be able to see both the attracting

magnets at the same meet under the two-class
plan ; they would see the prominent men and
the local men classed by themselves. The
time has come, in my mind, to think of the
local and pure amateur' rider. They are more
entitled on the ground of equity to your con-
sideration. Where is that equity in the one-
class rule? You cannot find it, and I know I

cannot; it is legislation for the minority against
the majority.

Speckled and Unspeckled Amateurs and
Potatoes.

"One delegate said to me: 'Two class rule

means amateurs and speckled amateurs

—

right—and I say one class rule means all

speckled amateurs—if you were buying a
barrel of potatoes that you could not return if

you found them bad—you would rather find a

few speckled than all, would you not?" Now
don't let that idea get away. One class rule
is nothing more or less than Class B without
Class A. There is no return, there is no
safety valve, they are all speckled; the
stigma is on all. Have we any right to place
it on all? Has the pure amateur any rights ?

Do not be swayed by pure amateur and
speckled amateur arguments—when in the
same breath they offer you all speckled
amateurs. I have shown you in rehearsing
what amateurs are the world over, that an
amateur, as far as the term goes, is what the
governing body makes him. Do not let us
make them all speckled—for hundreds of men
to-day riding on our path can rightly ask:
What is this undeserved thing you have put
upon us? and their revolt will be just, and the
father to another organization, with only
simple justice as its basis.

Struggle Just a Little Longer.

"Let us struggle a while longer on the
makers' amateur, and try and place him where
he belongs without making every racing man
share his name. This is justice. It is right.

Don't burn your bridges behind you—undei
the two class rule you can go backwards or
forwards as another year demonstrates the
need. It is worth the trial and we will not
have sacrificed our racing interests. It is safe.

It is honest. It provides a place for men that
do certain things under our jurisdiction, which
is much better than driving them outside.

"The issue is in your hands. I have no
further interest in this subject, than such as is

entailed by my duty toward the League, to do
my best to set before its National Assembly
my best judgment. I cannot always be right
and I may be far from it in this instance. The
will of the majority is my will, and I leave the
adjustment of this matter there. The trial of

the two class rule, if adopted, is entitled to the
support of the press and the trade. If we
adopt it we do so in the hope of that support,
on the supposition that the trade desire to

be honest if a way is provided, and Class B
would soon be as important a factor to them
once fairly under way, as the present rule is.

But They Are Fast Disappearing.

Who said the club bugler was extinct?"

There is a club in the North of England and
another in the East of Scotland blessed with
a quintette of musicians. When they are all

on active duty the runs of those clubs must be
pleasant functions—to stay away from.

—

British sport.

The Color Question Stirs Up Legislators.

In the House (Massachusetts), February 21,

Mr. Teamah, of Boston, introduced this re-

solution, which was referred to the Committee
on Rules:
Whereas, the National League of American

Wheelmen at their convention, Louisville, Ky.

,

on February 20, in the present year, voted to

exclude colored persons from membership in

said organization, which exclusion affects the
membership of the organization resident in

Massachusetts.
Resolved, that the General Court deprecates

the action of the organization above referred
to, and regards the enforcement of discrimi-

nation of this character as a revival of baseless
and absolute prejudice.

Praise for American ladies' Wheels.

English manufacturers will have to look to

their laurels, as far as the turning-out of light

machines for ladies is concerned, says the Irish

Cyclist. Unless American makers and journals

are combining to falsify facts, the machines
turned out for ladies across the Atlantic are
decidedly lighter than ours, and this for

American roads ; 29 lb. safeties, 27, and even
23 are freely advertised. Of course, a little

must be added on to these "catalogue weights,"

but even so, it seems as if the American
makers had solved the problem of light drop-
frame machines much more successfully than
their British compeers. Personally we think,

however, that for a lady to ride anything under
32 lbs. is courting disaster.
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FALCON.
Cent's Road Wheel, Weight 32 lbs,

Price $IOO.

FALCONESS.
Ladies' Wheel, Weight 35 lbs.

Price $IOO.

Youth's Diamond Frame. Weight28lbs.
Price $65.

Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel, Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel, Youth's Diamond Frame, Weieht 28 lbs.
Weight 33 lbs. Weight 33 lbs. Price $50.

Price - - $65. Price - - $50.

HERE'S WHAT YOU WANT.
The latest and the best for the money, with more special improvements to the square

inch than any of them.
ANY OF OUR SPECIAL FEATURES AT THE SAME PRICE. We don't

improve to make money out of it—simply to KEEP UP OUR REPUTATION as BUILDERS
OF THE BEST. Send for Catalog, which will show you how we do it.

AGENTS WANTED.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Last week you were asked to

"Guess which is the

mechanically fastened tire

day t
"

Your answer was

leading

of the

CYCLONE
of course.

MANUFACTURED BY

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.. Trenton. N. J.

VVVVSVVVyVVrVVVVvV*

PRICES LOWER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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S. H. Myers

handles the Raleigh, Central and Quinton
Scorcher, and proposes to push things this

season for all they are worth.

In General.

There are two clubs, and but little interest

is taken in them compared with the clubs
elsewhere. The officers of one officer the
other, with exception of President and Cap-
tain. The prominent officers of each are
Messrs. Abner Austin, S. L. Osborne, John
P. Dill. John Evans, Jr., J. H. Williams.
The names are Augusta Wheelmen's Associa-
tion and Exposition Wheel Club. Augusta
proposes to run its L. A. W. membership up
now that the white amendment has carried.

This expression is general, and during the
early months applications from Georgia will

be well represented by this section of the

State. J. H. Williams will be glad to receive
applications. Mr. Raymond's reappointment
pleases the local wheelmen, and none the less

does the election of C. H. Luscomb give entire

satisfaction.

ABOUT PROFITS OF THE CYCLE
TRADE AND PRICES.

ANOTHER CHAINLESS SAFETY.
N. C. Frazeur, who lives, near New Bruns-

wick, N. J., has invented a chainless wheel on
which he has secured eighteen patents.

In appearance the invention consists of two
sprockets of equal size connected by means of

a rod. One sprocket is in its usual place and
the other is attached to the axle of the rear
wheel. On the outside of the rear sprocket
are two small cogged wheels, one on the top
of the other, the lower one also being placed
on the axle. The rod which is connected with
the front sprocket is attached to the top part
of the upper cog wheel in such a manner as to

be perfectly free to turn. When the two
sprockets are connected together one revo-
lution of the front causes the small upper cog
wheel on the rear sprocket to turn around in

like manner, and as the cog wheel is fastened
to the axle by means of a pinion, the lower cog
wheel, which is fastened to the axle, is made
to turn around four times, carrying the rear
pneumatic wheel of the bicycle with it the
same number of revolutions, thus making the
speed of the bicycle just double what it is at

the present day. Should the rider come to a
hill he could dismount, change the position of

the pinion and the gear would be reduced just

one-quarter.

Waverleys to Be Pushed Here.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. will certainly
record success for the year 1894 if a liberal ex-
penditure of energy and effort will produce
success. The company have an excellent line

of wheels which are known to everyone in the
trade. Lately they are making a special
effort to cover the entire country, and have
added to their staff the following salesmen

:

H. S. Thurber, S. M. Ladd, Fred Spicker and
F. W. Wood. W. C. Marion, one of their
chief men, has been constantly in the East
during the last month doing the States of

New York and New Jersey.

Have Bitten Off a Big Slice.

The new Cycle Components Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
intend, apparently, to keep themselves busy,
for, according to their prospectus, they will

carry on the "business of cycle part manufac-
turers, cycle manufacturers, mechanical en-
gineers, machinists, fitters, millwrights, wheel-
wrights, brassfounders, coppersmiths, iron-
founders, wiredrawers, tubemakers, saddlers,
galvanizers, japanners, annealers, electro-
platers, rubber manufacturers, etc." One
would think they might have enough to do
without the " etc."

British Sport crowds a lot of common sense

into a recent editorial on profits of the cycle

trade. Sport says

:

The public— poor gullible public— would

appear to have made up their minds that the

cycle trade is essentially one of all plunder,

and it must be many years before even facts

and figures can convince the public of their

error. It has been said that the public is a

fickle jade, and this is to an extent perfectly

true. But the extent is, after all, only a limited

one, for how often do we find that when once

the masses get an idea into their heads there

it sticks, and there it will stick until a com-

plete revolution is brought about.

The popular error is that a bicycle of first-

rate quality can be built for a "fiver" and sold

for only a trifle over that sum. The state-

ment that there is bound to be a big fall in the

price of cycles is one with which we have been
familiar from our youth up, but so far, by
no means strange to relate, that fall has not
yet come about.
We repeat, "by no means strange," and we

think that the most thick-skulled among men
will agree with us if only they will give the sub-
ject their slightest attention. The cycle trade
is no bantling. It is a huge industry in which
thousands of men are employed, and in which
sums of money that are almost fabulous, con-
sidering how young a trade it is, are sunk.
The capital represented at the late National

Show of Cyclers was roughly estimated at five

millions sterling, and yet, as we all know, the
whole of the trade was by no means thereat.

Now, it stands to reason that with such an
employment of labor and capital, competition
must necessarily be very keen, and where open
competition prevails what earthly chance i-

there of selling goods at fancy prices?

There have been years when one or two firms
in the trade have been able to lay very flatter-

ing balance-sheets before their shareholders,
but they have been particularly few and far

between, and even when they have occurred
the big profits have been directly traceable not
to fancy prices, but entirely to an increase in

output consequent on the demand that has
kept factories going night as well as day.
We have recently seen how the great house

of Rudge has been ;n a bad way for several
years past, and the state of the Coventry
Machinist Go.'s business during the past two
years is not easily forgotten. The former
house owns the largest factory in Coventry

;

the C. M. C. are the oldest makers of cycles in

the country. Each does a very large business
indeed, and both alike are managed by men
who have made an elaborate study of not only
the cycle trade, but business generally. And
in the same way both factories, by reason of
their size, are capable of producing machines
at rock-bottom prices.

Taking one consideration, with another,
therefore, we think we are advocating a good
cause in protesting against the absurd notion
that the cycle trade is one of all profits. It is

only such in the hands of unscrupulous people
who build machines of gas-piping, which they
carefully hide beneath nickel plate and black
enamel—death-traps into which we would not
wish our worst enemies to fall.

ARE CHEAP TIRES CHEAP?

A New Home Trainer.

H. S. Robinson, of Meadville, Pa., has in

vented a " Home Trainer" built so as to se-

cure a solid motion similar to a bicycle when
ridden on the track. It is controlled the same
as a regular cycle, and has a great momentum
with no jerking mocion such as is apt to be
experienced with these devices. The turn of
a thumb screw adjusts the brake, while the
bell rings at every quarter. Handle bars are
adjustable, and being separate from the sad-
dle, any position can be obtained. The ma-
chines will list at $30 or $35.

This is a question many cyclists answer with recol-

lections of sad experiences, and all dealers and cycle

makers answer with an emphatic, positive no—and so

can several tire makers—yet inferior, poorer tires than

any made in 1893 are offered and are being sold for

many 1894 wheels. Cycle makers tempted with low
prices, arguing they have had to drop their prices,

continue to deceive themselves and are led into

purchases of tires of which they know but little, but

hope will turn out all right. Dealers feel they must
buy low-priced inferior tires, because cyclists want to

pay about so much for changing tires, and they can-

not make as good a profit in buying better ones. The
question is therefore, are cheap tires cheap? is one that

interests the cyclist ; they pay for what they

use, while cycle makers and dealers, chancing

their reputation, frequently buy what they can
sell at the greatest profit. A tire has a value

according to the merit of construction and the

durable quality of the materials of which it is

made. The cost of the materials and the putting of

the materials together, plus a legitimate profit for the

maker, constitute the value of the tire ; below that

one cannot go and live ; above that is prevented by
legitimate, intelligent competition. Cyclists should ac-

quaint themselves with the principles of construction,

and as nearly as possible with the materials of which
i res are made if they wish to obtain greatest value

when they purchase. They should not be influenced

Big Pro6ts for a Tire Company.

The India Rubber, Guttapercha and Tele-
graph Works Co.. Ltd., better known in the

cycle trade as the Silvertown Co., for the year
ended December 31 shows a net profit of ^94,

-

607. Adding ^46,844 brought forward, and
deducting .£25,000 interim dividend paid in

July, there remains a disposable balance of

£1 16,452. The directors have added £50,000
to the reserve fund, and recommend a divi-

dend of 10s. and a bonus of 5s. a share,

tax free, making, with the interim dividend,

i2j^ per cent, for the year, and leaving £28,-

952 to be carried forward. The -greater por-

tion of this profit was probably made on other
than tire business.

Simplicity

47

by elaborately displayed advertisements, exagserated

statements of great sales, picturesque figures, slang

wit or low prices, but study carefully practical worth

for the purposes intended. The prime consideration

should be durability of wear and facility of re-

pair in case of puncture, and price after. Sim-

plicity 47 possesses all the qualities which cyclists

are seeking — resilience, speed, as little weight

as is consistent with safety and durability, together

with simple method of detaching, ease of repair and

positive repairable qualities anywhere, any time, by

man, woman or child. It is not the lowest-priced tire

offered for 1894, but because of the long and severe

tests of strain and wear through which it has been

put, it is claimed to be at least as cheap as any tire in

the world. Those cyclists who have seen it and ex-

amined the principle of its construction immediately

settle upon it as the most desirable yet produced.

Not any one to whom it has been chosen in England
France or America can find any faults in its principle,

or can ciiticise the materials of which it is made. Can

this be said of any other tire? Those who have not

seen it should do so before purchasing 1894 cycles or

ordering a change of tires on their old wheels.

Cyclists or cycle dealers who desire new tires put on

old wheels can have the change made at a moderate

charge if they will remove the old wheels from the

frame of the cycle, strip off the old tires and send the

wheels by express to Elliott Burris, 64 Cortland

Street, New York He will rebuild the wheels, using

blue steel piano wire spokes, and mount them with

Simplicity 47 tires. As the popularity and reputation

of the tire will largely depend upon the making up of

the wheels, every one may feel assured that the work

will be done by skilled mechanics in the most careful

manner. Descriptive circulars and price lists mailed

to all asking for same.—Adv.
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What Is The Weight of Your Tires?
Is the law of proportions complied with if a bicycle

weighs twenty-five and the tires six pounds ?

These questions must arise in this age of light wheels.

• We believe we are keeping pace with the public de-

mand when we supply a Road Tire weighing 3 x
/3 pounds,

and Light Road Tires 2 '/a pounds, saving two to three

pounds over any other make, and a little in the lead with

our Self-Sealing Air Tube which closes punctures made by

pins, nails or tacks.

Order your bicycles with our Tubes and Tires.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

New York X>re C°*>
S7 BKNK STREET, NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

PINS TO WIN. Th SYRACUSE
When a BUYER wants a SELLER he will choose a WINNER.
When a WINNER proves a SELLER it will please the BUYER.

In comes the order,

Out goes the wheel.

We have them
Ready for shipment.

Syracuse Empire, 24 lbs., #150.

Syracuse Model A, Weight 30 lbs., List $100

"
B, " 33

" " 100

"
C, " 29

" " 125

"
Special, '; 26

" " 135

" Empire, " 24
" " 150

" Tnelma (Ladies') 28
" " 150

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

L List of recent bicycle patents reported especially £01

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-
torney, Washington, D. C.l

513,525. Wheel. Andrew Nelson, Moline, 111. Filed
October 17, 1893.

5X 3.583- Puncture proof band for pneumatic tires.

Sydney Lee, London, England, assignor to the Punc-
ture Proof Pneumatic Tire Company, Limited, same
place, and Dublin, Ireland. Filed September 30, 1893.

5 I 3>587- Electro-mechanical device for bells, &c.
William O. Meissner, Chicago, 111. Filed September
11, 1893.

513,589. Bicycle. Charles H. Metz, Highlandville,
assignor to the Union Cycle Manufacturing Company,
Boston, Mass. Filed November 19, 1892.

513,693. Ventilated eye guard. Henry M. Tileston,
Kansas City, Mo. Filed March 14. 1893.

513,606. Bicycle bell. Elijah C. Barton, East Hamp-
ton, Conn., assignor to Gong Bell Manufacturing Co.,
same place. Filed March 23, 1893.

513,6x7. Pneumatic tire. Joseph G. Moomy, Erie,
Pa. Filed November 20, 1893.

513,639. Pneumatic tire. Leopold Holt, Frankfort-
on-the-Main, Germany. Filed October 16, 1893. Pat-
ented in England.

5 I 3i675- Velocipede. William L. Decker, Plainfield,
N. J., assignor of one-third to John H. Decker,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed September 28, 1893

513,782. Wheel. Thomas Hartley, Handsworth,
England. Filed March 29, 1893. Patented in England.

513,848. Spring-spoke wheel. Gustave Valley,
Cleveland, Otiio. Filed May 10, 1893.

513.863. Pneumatic tire. William R. Barrett, Passaic,
N. J. Filed Nov. 13, 1893.

513.864. Gear case or cover for velocipedes. Henry
Bate, Maldon, England. Filed Nov. 1, 1893. Patented
in England.
513,870. Stand attachment for bicycles. Elihu S.

Bishop, Milton-on-the-Hudson, N. Y. Filed Aug. 16,

1892.
Patents which expired Jan. 9, 1894. Granted

Jan. 9, 1877.

186,136. Velocipedes. Walter Katon and Paul
Bonfils, North Attleboro, Mass. Filed Nov. 8, 1876.

186,158. Vehicle wheels. A. A. Philbrick, Coldwater,
Mich. Filed Nov. 8, 1876.

Patents which expired Jan. 16, 1894. Granted
Jan. 16, 1877.

186,379. Velocipedes. Wm. H. H. Stineman and C.
Holloway, Baltimore, Md. Filed Oct. 27, 1876.

514,001. Drive-chain. Robert J. Hamill, Chicago,
111. Filed Jan. 14, 1893.

514,044. Supporting attachment for bicycles. Arthur
K. Sherwood, Thompsonville, Conn. Filed Sept. 29,

1893.

514,198 Bicycle. John N. Mohen, Druecker and
John Graves, Milwaukee, assignors of one-third to
Dennis J. Hayes, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Sept. 14, 1893.
Trade Marks. 24,169. Cycles. Fenton Metallic

Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Filed Dec. 27, 1893.
Essential feature, the representation of a wheel and
the word "Fenton."

514,206. Tricycle. Mitchel Bernier, Minneapolis,
Minn., assignor of one-half to Sylvanus H. Quimby,
same place. Filed July 8, 1892.

514,360. Wheel. William Grayson and Louis J.
Crecelius, St. Louis, Mo. Filed March 20, 1893.

514,382. Bicycle. Harry M. Pope, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to the Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass. Filed
July 22, 1893.

514,412. Pneumatic tire. William S. Callaghan,
Baltimore, Md., assignor of one-half to Charles T.
Holloway, same place. Filed Sept. 5, 1893.

514,434. Ball bearing axle. John Bell, Toronto,
Canada. Filed Oct. 5, 1893.

514,449. Railway velocipede. James Donovan,
Three Rivers, Mich., assignor to the Roberts, Throp
& Co., same place. Filed Sept, 26, 1893.

514,452. Change gear mechanism for bicycles.
Arthur L. Easingwood, Clinton, N. Y., assignor of
one-half to Joseph H. Brown, same place. Filed
April 18, 1893.

514,542. Bicycle tool box. Albert S. Carter, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Spencer D.
Wright, same place. Filed Feb. 14, 1893.

514,572. Bicycle. Raymond T. Starr, Bloomington,
111. Filed March 21, 1893.

514,612. Unicycle. Fabian H. Armistead, Roanoke,
assignor of one-fourth to H. T. Parrish, S. J. Kennedy,
A. M. Cassel and George Richardson, Farmville, Va.
Filed May 9, 1893.

514,624. Wheelhub. William W. King and Francis
M. Dunn, Wellman, Miss. Filed May 8, 1893.

514,679. Axle. George P. Hobbs, Wneeling, W. Va.
Filed Aug. 30, 1893.

514,708. Carriage wheel. Owen Finnigan, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed March 2, 1893.

514,742. Pedal for velocipedes. Thomas Warwick,
Frederick Warwick and Edward Warwick, Birming-
ham, England. Filed July 30, 1892. Patented in Eng-
land.

514,748. Saddle for Velocipedes. William L. Decker,
Orange, assignor of twenty-seven-fiftieths to Charles
B. Clark, Newark, N. J. Filed June 14, 1893.

514,774 Drive-chain. Adam Ritscher, Taylorville,
111. Filed Feb. 23, 1893.

514,782. Bicycle. Henry L. Sherwood, Washington,
D. C. Filed Oct. 5, 1892.

514,796. Pneumatic tire. Frederick A. Wegner,
Three Rivers, Mich., assignor of two-thirds to Charles
H. Sage, Jr., same place, and William C. Kepler,
Flowerfield, Mich. Filed Oct. 12, 1893.

514,815. Bicycle support. Benjamin B. Davis and
James F. McGowan, Athens, Ga. Filed July 7, 1893.

514,819. Brake for cycles or other wheeled vehicles.
Robert S. Erskine, London, England. Filed June 26,

1893.

TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY BULLETIN OF CHANGES IN THE
BICYCLE AND KINDRED CONCERNS
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

S. A. White, the inventor of the Bisep
Safety, advises us that he has succeeded in

reducing the weight of the Bisep fifteen

pounds, and that in the near future this

machine will be ready for a public test.

San Francisco, Cal.—Rosekrans & Co., hardware and
bicycles. Dissolved.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Brooklyn Hardware and Sporting

Goods Company. Incorporated, capital stock $20,000.
President, N. H. Woodrough ; Treasurer, J. B. Roache;
Secretary, J. A. Balestier. Place of business, £01
Fulton Street.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Deere & Co., hardware and

bicycles. Partnership dissolved and succeeded by
Deere & Weber Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.—W. A. Butler, bicycles. . Succeeds

Reuben Wood & Sons.
Rodney, la.—Henderson & Inman, hardware and

bicycles. Dissolved.
New York, N. Y.—Peck & Snyder, sporting goods

and bicycles. Sold out to A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Boston, Mass.—Hedger, Harry D. (et ux.), bicycles.

Chattel mortgage $200.
Ann Arbor, Mich.—McBrearty, James R., & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Bill of sale, half interest,
$500.
Ishpeming, Mich.—Samuelson, C. F. & Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Chattel mortgage $2,829; renewal.
Sherman, Mich.—Morrell & Co., nardware and

bicycles. Dissolved. •

Toledo, O.—Gendron Iron Wheel Co. announce dis-
continuance of all branch offices.

Canton, Minn.—Lunford, Joseph, hardware and
bicycles. Dunford & Pollitt succeeds.
Providence, R. I.—Providence Cycle Co., attach-

ments, $18,000 reported. Pope Co. stated to be negoti-
ating tor purchase business.
Hagerstown, Md.—Surbridge Manufacturing Co.,

bicycles. Application for receiver reported.
Trenton, N. J.—Eastern Rubber Co. announce en-

largement of plant.
St. Paul, Neo.—Bollinger, A. J., hardware and bi-

cycles. Realty mortgage $2,000.
Providence, R. I.—C. H. Weld (late manager Royal

Cycle Works; joined W. W. Whitter, manufacturing
American bicycle parts and fittings.

Lansing, Mich.—Moore & Weed, hardware and bi-
cycles. Succeeded by Moore & Weed Hardware Co.,
incorporated. Capital stock $12,000.
Jamestown, N. Y.—J. A. Cupler, hardware and bi-

cycles. New store.
Pittsburg, Pa.—O'Connell, M. M., hardware and bi-

cycles. Executions.
Waxco, Tex.—Winston & Higginston, hardware and

bicycles. Damaged by tire. Insured.
Ogden, Utah.—Funge, W. W., hardware and bicy-

cles. Judgment on cnattel mortgage $6,200.
Newark, N. J.—Terrell & Smith, bicycles. New

store.
Newark, N. J.—Bartow & Wyckoff, bicycles. New

store.
Campbellville, Ontario.—Turner & Morton, hard-

ware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Newark, N. J.—George W. Coffin, bicycles. Re-

moved to new store.

H. H. Hammond, the young man who does
the advertising for the Mcintosh-Huntington
Co., paid the East his first visit last week.

The Detachable Cleat Co. are placing upon
the market specialties this year, including a
sweater, which sells at a low figure, and a
cyclometer.

An Eastern cycle manufacturing company,
which is second to none in the trade in reputa-
tion and soundness, wants an expert nickel-
plater. Their advertisement is published in
our regular columns.

One of the special features of the Orient,
manufactured by the Waltham Mfg. Co., of
Waltham, Mass., is the use of large balls,

especially in the rear hub, the size of which is

7-16.

The Grant Anti-friction Ball plant of Fitch-
burg, Mass., will be moved to Cleveland
within a few weeks. This plant was recently
purchased by the Cleveland Machine Screw
Co., and will be operated under their direction
at Cleveland.

A. L. Plush, Bryn Mawr, Pa., the Victor
agent, also manufactures bicycles for the
retail trade. He makes a specialty of supply-
ing parts of machines in small quantities. In
addition to his bicycle business he runs a
general sporting goods store, and does a large
business.

A new Philadelphia firm to enter the cycle
trade is the Seltzer-Klahr Hardware Co., 533
Market Street. They will handle the Acme,
Neversink and Keystone, manufactured by
the Acme Mfg. Co., of Reading, Pa., in Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Delaware and
Maryland. They will also handle the
Stormer, made by the same firm, in this terri-

tory, with the exception of southern New Jer-
sey and southeastern Pennsylvania, which is

handled by Charles Smith & Co.

Columbus, Ohio,

Mar. 2, 1894.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS.

We beg leave to make our

little bow to you in '94,

and while we do not hold

the record for the fastest

mile or any medals from

the World's Fair (we did

not exhibit), and while

our machine is not worth

its weight in gold (nor

are we the builders of the

only high grade bicycle

in the world), yet we DO

make one style and grade,

and only one, and that is

the finest that money and

skill can produce.

We do not care at what

price they list we claim

as high grade as any, and

are ready to back up our

ass er tion.

Oar ' ' Columbus No. 7,
'

'

with steel rims, weighs

but 28 lbs. and lists at

$90.00, and wi th wood rims

and road racing tires, 25

lbs. . at $100. 00.

We have made this wheel

from the finest material

that money can buy, and

wish you to write us for

discounts and territory.

Remember, we build but

one machine — the '"'"Columbus

No. 7. '
'

Very truly,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro.

,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent

for South-Western Ohio,

Northern Kentucky and „

South-Eastern Indiana.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The True Test of a Wheel
IS THE VERDICT OF THE RIDER. PH(ENIX RIDERS NEVER CHANGE THEIR MOUNTS.

From Season to Season as we Change our Designs our • iders Change with us.

Once on a Phoenix always on a Phoenix. There must be a reason for it.

The Solidity of our Guarantee, the Life and Elasticity of the Wheel, the Immunity from

Breakages, that sort of feeling that you can start on a run without worrying about accidents.

Worth more than Money, isn't it?

WEIGHTS : Racer, 20 to 22 Pounds. Road Wheels, 25, 26, 27 to 30 Pounds.

PRICES: Racer, $150.00. Roadsters, $125.00, $135.OO.

N. & W. PALMER, G & J. TIRES. WOOD RIMS. HIGH FRAMES. THE BEST SPOKES AND CRANKS ON EARTH.

Catalogues on application. Agents in New York and New England, write

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLEM CO.,
S75 a°" B£™^LA

%Z*JZJZ
K mY'

WOODEN RIMS.
PLYMOUTH INTERLOCKED JOINT RIM.

Joint made on scientific principles like the keystone of an
arch,- and warranted for one year. So built, it w mid
stand without any glue or » einent

Made of any wood desired, but Rock or Hickory Elm is the

best. Complete equipment of special machinery designed by
our manager, who is an expert in woodworking and bicycle

manufacturing of many years' experience. Any style and size

made to order. Rims for G. & J , also M. & W. tires, 26, 28
and 30 inches, kept in stock. Fine workmanship and finish.

Write for prices and description to

THE INDIANA NOVELTY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

1894 Wheels at 1894 Prices.
H Get our prices on bicycles before you close your contracts. THE §§

| "SOUTHERN," $125; St. Nicholas, full line; Featherstone, full g
g . line; Western Wheel Works, special line. We will make it to your
B interest to deal with us. Catalogue ready February loth B

1 R. O ^VTHJ^YlSrE:, Louisville, Ky. §
J A useful novelty will be sent to any bicycle dealer sending us his business card. =

g When writing kindly mention The Wheel. S

= ]': III 'I i:'
: ''''

:

;i' ' : '
''''•''' :

i
: 'r ^ '- !l

"'''''
i ''
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BICYCLE FORCINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FROM ALUMINUM, BRONZE,

COPPER, IRON and STEEL.

The widest experience; the finest of work; the best of facilities. Come and see us or send your models, stating quantity and
material wanted, and you will get moderate prices.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO., 9-15 Richards Street, (near Hamilton Ferrj) Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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TOUKIST C. C.'S BANQUET.

The Tourist C. C, of Paterson, N. J., held
its annual dinner at the Hotel Bartholdi, this

city, on Tuesday evening. Covers were laid

for seventy-five. Chairman Raymond pre-

sided. He congratulated the club on the

success of the year's work and its large
increase of membership, R. R. Chiswell, the

PRESIDENT CHISWELL.

President of the club, spoke on the advantages
derived by a club working directly under the
rules of the League, and testified to the
benefits conferred on cyclists in general by
that body. Other speakers were: G. A. Beck-
with, the Captain; W. Van Blarcom, the
Treasurer; A. C. Stevens, V. M. Lewis, Mr.
Force.

Perry & Co., Ltd., the famous English chain
manufacturers, have issued their annual re-

port. It shows a balance of ,£22,037 13 s - iod.,

and the payment of a dividend of 12 x/z per
cent, is recommended by the directors in addi-
tion to a bonus. Two thousand five hundred
pounds is given to the reserve fund and
^5,228 3s. iod. carried forward to the credit

of '94.

The Maine Bicycle Co. has been formed at

Lewiston, Me., for the purpose of conducting
a large retail business. The capital stock is

$10,000. W. H. Tudkin is president, W. W.
Clark, vice-president, and the managing board
is composed of Aubrey J. Dyer, F. A. Conant
and G. J. Day. The company will open
agencies in all the principle cities and towns
in the State.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co.'s factory at

Newton Highlands, Mass., is now running
twenty-four hours a day in order to meet the
demand for the new models.

Porter & Gilmour will hold a "spring open-
ing" at their store, 1773 Broadway, on the

afternoon and evening of March 10. The
company have just added the agency for the
Western Wheel Works line to their list, and,
in addition, are city agents for the Triangle
and Hurdle, the Phoenix, Essex, Ariel and
Premier. They promise a neat and attractive

display.

The Eastern Rubber Co.'s factory is being
run 22 Yz hours a day to keep up with the de-

mand for the Climax, Rex and Cyclone tires.

Cyclers who are anxious to increase their

income without investing "any cash can do so
by mailing their address to P. O. Box No. 165,

New York City. Kindly mention The
Wheel.—Adv.

Hasbrouck's Convertible Tandem Attachment.

Scorcner Drip

The ONLY Bag
for Touring.

i^5** ^ Light and Waterproof.

Price $2 & $2.50, to order $3.

Agents send for Catalogue.

DETACHABLE CLEAT CO.. Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

DO YOU WANT
TO BE REPRESENTED IN

The U. S. Bicycle Trade Directory?
Your name, address and business published free

if you are a manufacturer, agent or dealer in anything
pertaining to the Bicycle Trade. Send business card
to II. D. Taylor, Publisher, Springfield, Mass.
No names received later than March 15. Specimen

pages on application.

BURLEIGH'S
BICYCLE
WATCH CARRIER,
1894 Mfg. Co.'b Dealers,
Agents and Riders: Are
you going to be behind
time when you can have

a watch carrier for 75c. or with little clock (war-
ranted) for $2.00? Chronograph times speed to a
fraction of a second, with carrier, at $8.25. Same
carrier can be used in any of three places, or either
time piece. Made of best steel wire, covered with
woven linen thread. Patent allowed.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tilton, N. H.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, RIDERS,

We were unable to give any souvenirs, as we were
not at the Show, but if you will drop us a line we will
send you something- that will probably interest you

"HOT stuff:'
5icycle(hain Lubricant.
Prh-f?'^. o i~n.sw.ift.
rKiiE£U T

- Province-town. Mass./

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Hot Stuff Chain Lubricant is endorsed by
everyone that has used it. Read the following;

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO.
MlDDLETOWN, CONN., Jan. 15, 1894.

L. N. SWIFT,—Your Lubricant, known as " Hot
Stuff," for bicycle chains, is just the thing that I have
long desired, and I am sure [if bicycle riders in
general knew of this article you would have no diffi-

culty in disposing of large quantities. Being put up
in the form of a stick makes it most convenient for
carrying, and it is certainly perfect in its application
to bicycle chains. Yours truly,

W. W. WILCOX, Jr.

It is not greasy; will not dirty the hands when using
;

will stop all rattling of chains ; will not collect dust.
Dealers, write for prices and discounts.

I«. N. SWIET, Sole Mfrs.,
Please mention The Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

. TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash in-
variably in advance.

(COVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

T^TANTED—A repairer; one that is experienced and
vv can come well recommended; none but reliable
need apply. Address H. D. Leinbach, 101 Market St.,
Harrisburg, Pa. 3-2

rj"OR SALE—Columbia bicycle, "model 32," Ai con-
A dition, almost new. Highest offer takef it, or will
exchange. Address L. A. W., P. O. Box 444, New
York. 3-2

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
v--' pneumatic tires. Offer a price. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

"p"OR SALE—The patents, machinery, tools and
L business of the Yale Cyclometer Co. The right
party with small capital can get a bargain. Good
reasons for selling. We have the best and most
practical Cyclometer made, and our '94 instrument is
perfect and will sell well just in time for the Spring
trade. Apply to C. D. Warner, Treasurer, 739 Chapel
Street, New Haven, Ct.

FOR SALE.
Under a Mortgage, on March 13, 1894.

The Surbridge Mfg. Co.'s Pl»nt. This is a rare
chance to secure a most complete plant and factory
capable of building over 3,000 high grade bicycles per
season. Abundance of American skilled labor to be
had of the best and cheapest kind. Never a strike.
You can build machines as cheap here as in England.
We can furnish all information.

Punctureless Tire Armor Co.. Hagerstewr, Md.

"LITTLE GEM" REPAIR OUTFITS
Contain everything necessary to repair a pneumatic

tire, and are put up in a neatly enameled box that can

be conveniently carried in the pocket. Both quality

and quantity. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

40 cents.

LAING CYCJUE CO., 1 728 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

vxjXjC^Niziisro
PRESSES

FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

Hydraulic and Screw
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS

address:

PARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

iW~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building:- "@8

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

THE BEST OILER IN THE WORLD
is the PERfECT POCKET OILER.

This oiler does not leak. Regulates the
supply of oil. It has won every test in

competition with other oilers. Used by the
leading makers of high grade wheels.

25 Cents EACH.

%. SIZE.

PRICE,

% SIZE.

STAR OILER.
Second to none but the "PERFECT.'

PRICE, 15 Cents EACH.

OILER HOLDERS, PUMP HOLDERS, 25 Cents Each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PERRY'S WORLD-RENOWNED CHAINS are unequaled

for accuracy of pitch, beauty of finish and quality of material. No

high grade wheels should be without them.

USED BY

LEADING MAKERS

THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD.

PERRY'S "HUM BE R"

FEATHER-WEIGHT
K

RACING

> CHAIN.

N o 10
*

PERRY & C9
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

The New No. 9 Special Racing Chain is the talk of the trade.

Blocks machined all over ; hardened and tempered ; side plates hardened

and lapped ; rivets covered with pen steel bushes.

We manufacture Hubs, Cranks, Frames and PERRY & COMPANY, LIMITED,
r lttmgs of every description used in cycle '

manufacture—of highest grade only. BIRMINGHAM.

THEY LEAD THE WORLD.
i V \ S. '

RUDG^ : CYCLES
'©4 PATTERNS

Have Arrived in Hew York.

Responsible agents wanted everywhere.

BRONSON SUPPLY CO., 72 Beekman St., New York.
Agents for tlie TJniteci States.

RUD6E CYCLE CO., Ltd., Coventry.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,
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S90.00 with Pneumatic Tire. 595.00
with Wooden Rims and

;ic Tire.

JVXeije^tic I^igrtrt Roadster No. 4,
28 Inch to both Wheels. All on, weight 31 lbs , Stripped, 28 lbs.

With Wooden
Rims, strips

to 26 lbs. Saddle changed to Scorcher
Saddle,

Folding Foot Rests.

Ladies' Maiestic Ligrlit Roadster No. S.
28 Inches to both Wheels, Weight, 35 lbs. Stripped,, 32 lbs.

with Pneumatic Tire.

Ainn nn with Pneumatic$95.00
Detachable Handle Bar Lug.

Tires and Wooden Rims.

Same Pedal, Rat Trap.

Pedals, either Rubber or Rat Trap, by taking

out the Rubbers you have a Rat Trap Pedal.

Majestic Light Roadster No. 3, 28 Inch to both Wheels ; Weight, 38 lbs., Strips to 32 lbs., Aap aa
with Pneumatic Tire, OOD UU

HULBERT BROS. & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. 26 WCSt 23d Street, NeW YOVfC.
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LET US SEND YOU
A copy of this Catalogue. It tells all about the DUNLOP
TIRE, and especially its new features for 1894.

A postal will do the business.

^merieap Duplop Jir^ <?o.

504-506 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET,

New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE PALMER TIRE.

Veni! Vidi! Vici!

Yes, we did, surely!

We don't know anything about a "tire trust," but we have an

en-tire trust of our own.

WE TRUST IN OUR FABRIC

and we trust that riders, for their own welfare, will see that they

have the

PALMER TIE BEST
fitted to their wheels.

It is good—but don't take our word for it; ask some one who has

ridden it, and

Look at our Last Year's Record!

Send for Pamphlet and Circular on Repairs.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.,

Columbia rubber works co., 46-48 Van Buren St., CHICAGO, ILL.
For Prices, etc., address Selling Agents

COLUMBIA RUBBER WOR]
159 Lake St., CHICAGO. 65 Beade St., NEW YOKE

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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~W^e are Ivicen^ees
E^OR. THE CELEBRATED

"O. and J.TIRE
And are Prepared to Furnish them Promptly in any Quantity.

WE HAVE HAD SEVERAL
YEARS' EXPERIENCE

In making this Tire, and can therefore

guarantee perfect workmanship.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Licensees,

H

ALSO

—

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.

NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Akron Rnt>t>e:r A^Vork©,

AKRON, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

T^TTlH^ TNTTT^^^Z' $& Mb. Mk M& MkJL MTM.K2^ _L^,EV 'V>- s?« »?s »j« S*« swr

IMPROVED Akron Tire for 1894.
THE BEST MEDIUM PRICED TIRE ON THE MARKET.

LIGHT, RESILIENT,
DURABLE.

Fully Covered by a Broad and Liberal

Guarantee.

ASK FOR
Samples, Prices and

Descriptive Matter.

Manufactured by THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.
Selling Agents: _ .. __ ^_ ,_ ^T"T' 1

the Columbia rubber works CO., Akron Rubber ^A/orls.s,
NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.
AKRON, OHIO.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,'
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What Rider Can Slow Better Mileage;
j

Cone Gentlemen Expose Your Halle's,

"Just to show that there is no frost''

riORQdN & WfflQflT ANNOUNCE
THE FOLLOWING AWARDS:

For greatest mileage on one set of M. & W. tires during 1893—
rider having made his own repairs.

FIRST PRIZE. Cost value, $IOO.—A. A. Hansen, St. Paul, Minn ; 8114 miles on a Fowler, 30 pounds.

SECOND PRIZE. Overcoat, #45.—W. R. Englemire, Rockford, 111.; 7957 miles on an Ormonde, 37 pounds.

THIRD PRIZE. One set M. & W. Tires.— J. W. E. Kinhead, Chicago; 4,953^2 miles on an

Imperial, 35 pounds.

For most meritorious single ride, distance, weather and char-
acter of roads to count.

FIRST PRIZE. Cost value, $50.—H. H. Wylie, Chicago; New York to Chicago, 1028 miles on a

Sterling, 27 pounds.

SECOND PRIZE. Cost value, #25.—A. A. Hansen, St. Paul, Minn.; 224 miles in 20:10 on a Fowler, 30 pounds.

THIRD PRIZE. One set M. & W. Tires.—P. Von Boeckman, Austin, Texas; Chicago to Austin, Texas.

1,300 miles on a Fowler L. R.

For Best Time in a 10 Mile Road Race. Prize, cost value, #25.—Wm. Bainbridge, Chicago;
time, 27.54.

For Best Time in a 25 Mile Road Race. Prize, cost value, #25.—Frank Waller, Indianapolis, Ind.;

time, 1 hr. 6 min. 10 sec.

Above awards made by a committee selected from members of
the Century Road Club of America.

AGAIN WE REPEAT FACTS AND FIGURES.

AGAIN WE SAY DEDUCE YOUR OWN INFERENCES.

Will be pleased to send you an interesting and instructive catalogue, con-
taining a guarantee "as is a guarantee."

MORGAN & WRIGHT, 331-339 West Lake St., Chicago, 111
Please add: "Saw it in The •Wheel.'
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NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO.,
Sole Representatives in U. S.

IMPROVED STYLES FOR '9^.

These
KING OF THE ROAD.

LUCAS
will

Lamps
MIDGET.

«* LAMPS
r

)

J - - -
flit? Shine

For Circulars, Etc., Address

KINGLET.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents,
|

113 Chambers Street, New York.
"WilllL JJjMll II ii i

III i '

POPULAR.

New Styles for '94.

BEST BELLS I THE WORLD.

Send for Circulars.

PAT. APP 110. FOR

PAT.APP03.FQR

NEW DEPARTURE
ii

ROTARY" BELLS

GENARAL AGENTS:

1 iijyPATAPPtttFQR

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO.,

113 Chambers St., New York.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'
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^atalo<$u<? ai}d f\rt (^alepdar free

McKEE & HARRINGTON
salesrooms:

173 AND 175 GRAND ST.

NEW YORK CITY.

Wood Rims.

High, Medium and Low Frames.

Narrow Tread.

Locking Device for Handle Post.

Light Weights.

White Ash Mud and Dress Guards.

Adjusting Device for Alignment of

both Sprockets.

Perry Chain.

These features combined with high class material

and workmanship have made theLyndbarst a

leader in cycle construction.

WESTERN AGENTS,
Simmonds Hardware Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Remington Cycles
9 PATTERNS

FOR '94

PRICES

$i00 TO $135.

tUf living

POPULAR WEIGHTS

WHEELS FITTED WHH BARTLETT "CLINCHER" OR PALMER TIRES.

The Bartlett "Clincher" Tire

THE BARTLETT PATENTS
Cover the principle of Fastening the Tire

to the Rim by Pneumatic Pressure.

The word "Clincher," as applied to Tires, is a duly regis-

tered Trade Mark, and anyone using it in this connection does

so unlawfully.

Anyone making, selling or using, without authority, Tires

employing the principle covered by the Bartlett Patents, or

using the registered Trade Mark " Clincher " unlawfully, will

be held accountable by actions of law.

THE VALVF. iTinnriiTiji

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
315 Broad^vay, ]LVe^vsr York,

MANUFACTURERS OF REMINGTON CELEBRATED FIRE ARMS, OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.

Please add: ' Saw it In The Wheel.'
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It is claimed that the Cleveland wheel has the

best tires, the best rims, the best bearings

and the only genuine narrow tread,~5 in.

wide. But how will youvfind it's all so?

Examine it for yourself. That's the best

way.

H. d. L0Z1ER & C2.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Catalogue on Application. <g

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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me*

The
Sensation

of the

Year

Warranted equal to any bicycle made in America,

regardless of price. All the modern improvements.

Up to date in every respect. 5^ inch tread. Straight

rear forks. All parts interchangeable. Fitted with the

Waverley Clincher tire, made under Gormully & Jeffery's

patents, by an entirely new and vastly superior process

patented by ourselves. Scorcher pattern. 28 inch

Scorcher, 28 lbs. Get our catalogue. It will save you

money.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO, Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing:.

ARISTON CYCLES.
Five up-to-date

styles, ranging
from 18 to 30 lbs.

Guaranteed for

one year.

Built to reach.

Choice between

28 or 30 in. wheels.

The Special Features

of the Ariston cycles

are the bearings, differ-

ent from anything on
the market, self-oiling

roller chain, saddle post,

chain adjustment, etc.

Ladles' Model D.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. AGENTS WANTED.

The ARISTON MFG. CO, - - Westboro, fflass.

Please add: " Saw It In The WheeL"

Cone Witb Cap Removed.
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^FLEETWING
MADE IN

THREE SIZES.
The Best Ladies' Wheel Ever Built for the Money.

Light Weight.

Excellent Finish.

Fully (jj-uaranteed.

24 Inch, $60.00. 26 Inch, $7500. 28 Inch, 90 00. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

See Our ENVOY and ENVOY SCORCHER.
BUFE^LO TRICYCLE CO., buffalo, i*. y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.

94 WARWICKS. . . This is one
OF

7 MODELS
-OF-

Model 17. "Weight, 25 Pounds. Price, $125.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Sorin«field, Mass.

Road Wheels

FOR

Season of '94.

PRICES RANGE
FROM

$100 to $125.

Racing Model,

PRICE $150.

Agents wanted in

unoccupied territory.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.'
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SAGERS LEAD
Let those who can, follow.

THEY PIT THE RIDER

TRACK RACER-Style A.

ROADSTER-Style F.

Adopted by more manufacturers than any other make.

Dealers specify them on their -wheels.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue. No Nose Hook to break and cause trouble.

RICH: <&, S-A.G-ESR, CO
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." ROCHESTER, 3ST. Y.

MR. DEALER
The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

The Lu-M

-Num will draw crowds to your store.

-Num will enthuse those crowds.

-Num will advertise your business.

-Num agency will mark you as progressive.

-Num is the wheel of the future.

-Num is easy to sell.

-Num will "stay sold" every time.

-Num is all right, and nobody dare assert the

contrary.

YOU OUGHT TO HANDLE THE LU-MI-NUM, THERE ARE MANY REASONS WHY.

SETTER GET CATALOGUE, ETC.

The St. L. R. & W. G. Co.,
INCORPORATED 1873. CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

St. Louis, Mo.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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The Crypto
Front Driving Safety

—AND-

The Crypto
Geared Ordinary.

Are Progressive Ideas in Bicycle

Construction. They are built

for Progressive Riders.

Theyire the Greatest Hill Climbers.

They are Speedy.

They are the Easiest to Steer.

They are free from Side Slipping,

The gear with which they are fitted is one of the simplest and yet most wonderful pieces of

mechanism ever invented. Every time the crank axle makes a complete revolution, the front wheel

revolves 1.66 2-3 times in the front driving safety and 1.36 times in the geared ordinary. All these points

and many others are fully described in our Crypto catalogue which we will send to any one requesting us

to do so.
Crank axle, showing

part of gear.

The McIntosh=Huntington Co., Hardware and Bicycles,
Liberal Inducements to Live Agents. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

IMPERIAL
1894 WHEELS.

Rich
Rare

in quality of material.

Combine with beauty of

design and great strength,

in model and construction.

many most desirable fea-

tures. Note a few of

them.

W\3.Cy in possibilities of speed. Specials. Dust proof bearings.

Method of fastening front sprocket plate

to flange. Method of fastening flange to axle.

Improved head. Narrow tread, a point appreciated by swift riders. Removable tires,

and a score of other points fully described in our new 1894 catalogue now ready.

Imperial Wheels will sell themselves. Would you like to act as the happy
"medium?" All of our 1893 agents are with us again. Write for prices and
terms. Don't wait too long, desirable territory is being snapped up.

rVVvVVVVVVtVvVvVvVVVVvVVrVVvVVVVVvVVvVVS

AMES * FROST COMPANY,
Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue,

CHICAGO.

Pleaee add: " Saw it in The Wheel,'
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m

yNEV/VORK
CttlCAGO
PHILADELPHIA

/nAKERSlAMl* Mf^f* CO^ICQPEE FALLS,

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

pis*-A REASON
<§)<§)<D

for everything. Success can always be explained— failure still more easily. It doesn't take

much probing to detect the secret of GARFORD popularity. " Gfood Goods is the story in a~word.

GARFORD SADDLES have always been honest. Can't help being so, since their metal

parts are of the staunchest steel procurable, their seats of the best hides money can buy, and their

assembling meaning the employment of the most skillful methods known to saddle building.

The GARFORD folks are always glad to receive calls. When you're about Elyria drop in

and look over the GARFORD plant. If you're mechanical you'll be interested in the technique of

ideal saddle construction.

The Garford Mfe Co.

ELYRIA, OHIO.
Model B 2. Model M.

r. b. Mcmullen & co.
Selling: Agents, Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.
N. Y. Supply Depot.
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'They all follow,

But none equaL

THE NUMBER
»»»»»S»«S'«».».«»S».»»»»S'«*»S« VVSVSVSVS^»VVS^VSVS^VVS^»VSJ»VVV*YS*»S^SNSSS*yNS»ySS'

The Humber is the pattern for all modern built wheels. It is the perfection of wheel

building, a star in the distance whose guidance is followed but its altitude never reached.

Its design may be imitated. Wheels may be built on "Humber lines" but for speed, stiffness,

life and strength it is unequaled.

HGENTS 3n£HNTED.

"Every sale makes another."

LIST REDUCED- DISCOUNT INCREASED-

Roadsters No. 14, #125.oo

Road Racers, No. 5, #150.oo
Track Racers, No. 5, #155.oo

Track Racers, No. 3, $180.oo

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. ISfE:^\r YORK.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

•a- -TH E-

"C0^^
WILL BE WITH YOU IN 1894.

NOT PERFECTION, but the NEAREST APPROACH.

BUILT WITH SKILL.

DESIGNED and BASED

ON EXPERIENCE

AND

JUDGMENT.

£lk$k&k^k$&£¥4&k&lk^Mk£lk

•Sift

EVIDENT EXCELLENCE

AT EVERY POINT.

IN QUALITY,

IN FINISH and

IN DESIGN.

^k^k^''^JkMkMk^k^k^k^kMk
•?»«• <»«•im- irp «?«•ta- •»!«•inf 41*tif^

'93's record, ^ri«rjHt«jMtJJ«r:

WE CAN'T BEAT THAT FOR 1894, BUT SHAJLIi EQUAIi IT.

We have some spare territory to grant to hustlers of experience on immediate application.

QUINTON CYCLE CO., Ld., (Late S. & B. GORTON, Ld.) Coventry, England.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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^>e;e: arm^ar hill
J^lmo^t: L,ike et Stone ^W'all.

We here present an illustration of the famous

Spencer Street hill in Peoria, 111., which was con-

demned on account of its steepness and danger in

travel. It is a terror to wheelmen.

The illustration is taken from a photograph

showing Mr. J. H. Kingsbury, of the Peoria Bicy-

cle Club, climbing the hill for the third time Jan-

uary 19, 1894, on a 20 pound Ide Special geared to

70. The highest gear ever previously ridden up

was 56, and that was regarded as a marvelous

performance. The surface is rough Belgian block.

There is a Secret in This.

See our ad. in this week's Cycling Life or

send for Catalogue (free) and learn what it is. It

is also equally effective as a promoter of speed.

For comfort and relief from vibration it is second

only to the pneumatic tire.

Art Calendar and Art Catalogue for 6 cents

in stamps.

Live agents wanted where riders are educa-

ted up to buying the best their money can secure.

F. F. Ide Mfg. Co., High Art Bicycles, Peoria, 111.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Curtis=Child Manufacturing Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

SOLE
MANUFACTURERS

OF THE Arts
Model B Roadster.

Improved and Correct Designs. All Beautifully Finished.

Furnished in either Black or Russet Leather.

DEALERS INSIST UPON HAVING THEM. THEY ARE BEST.

WESTERN AGENTS

:

EASTERN AGENTS:

ftyorsei? 9 C^assady Qd., Chicago, Ills.

Sl?apleigl? jHardu/are Qo., 5^ Ip^is, (T\o.

f\.
0. l/<?ry <$yele <5o., Bostor;, (T\ass.

0r;glo-/lm<?riea9 Iroi? atyd /T\<?tal <$o., flew Yor\,

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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SINGER CYCLES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF HIGHEST 6RADE.

1894 PATTERNS READY FOR DELIVERY.

LARGEST CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE .WORLD.

SEISTD FOR CATALOGUE.

JINQER & CO
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET

AND 2 WARREN AVENUE,
&OSTON, r\fl55.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS
That is why the ARIEL created such a sensation at the Show.

THE ARIEL GEAR CASE IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SPROCKET IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SEAT POST IS UNIQUE.

ARIELS ARE THE
flHERIOIN STANDARD.

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER. WEIGHT 27 LBS.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
ANP "REASONS WHY." ARIEL CYCLE flFQ. C2.,

,0SS&M .

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Boston bows to Chicago. Now the Bearings

Publishing Co. can show us what kind of an

official organ it can produce, and the Wheel-

mnn Co. can show us what kind of a cycling

newspaper it can produce without the incubus

of official organship.

Warren Street, New York, is getting dan-

gerously like a cycle row. The cycle row
reached its highest development on Wabash
Avenue. There was a deal of display in the

furnishings; the rents paid were exorbitant.

We recently published a list of the firms who
are not now on the Row. Think, also, of

Columbus Avenue, Boston's cycle row. How
many firms have come and gone? Let not

the Warren Street row repeat the story.

Rents can be too high ; too much money can

be spent in " fixings." It is the cycle that

counts, and good product well handled will

win success without plate glass, mahogany
and the rest of it.

THE OUTLOOK.

BUSINESS is looking up.

There is no doubt whatever about it.

The glorious sunshine and Sprine;-like weather

of the past week has revived things amazingly.

Every one is looking brighter, and agents and
dealers everywhere are picking up courage

and taking a more cheerful view of the busi-

ness future, which until now has been best ex-

pressed by an interrogation mark. Another

week of such weather, with its attendant host

of inquiring and prospective buyers, and that

dreadful bugaboo, Hard Times, will be fairly

on the run.

It is doubtful if any phase of commercial life

is so thoroughly stimulated by a little sun-

shine and clear sky as the cycle trade. It is

certain that the weather of the past week has

done wonders for the business, and never could

it have come at a more opportune moment. It

is now fairly well agreed that the business of

'94 will hardly attain the same proportions as

last year. The general depression of business,

the depreciation of values, the lopping of

salaries and the reduction of working forces

must certainly be felt and expected in the

cycle trade as everywhere else ; but while this

is true, it is likewise sure that in the long run

the general average will not be materially

affected—that is to say, while sales may be

fewer and outputs lessened, the conservatism

which is marking the placing of orders will

result in fewer risks, fewer failures, fewer bad
debts and, on the part of agents, less over-

stocking and fewer long-time sales and cuts in

price.

The very condition of things will compel

many slothfuls to do business on a business

basis for the first time. Credits are being

more sharply drawn, and he who fails to view

the situation as it is and does not cut his gar-

ment according to the cloth deserves the

squeezing which he will receive.

Eighteen hundred and ninety four will be a

good but not a phenomenal year. The footings

of the others may not be as large as last year,
but the profit and loss column should show
fewer figures than ever before.

THE LEAGUE.

AS was predicted, Louisville marked a red

letter day in the history of the League.

The League has a new official organ ; it has

a new scheme for the government of its racing

men, and a new Board of officers ; it has also

raised its annual dues.

Its new officers promise a vigorous, business-

like and economical administration. Chief

Executive Luscomb is capable of all this. If

he is allowed to work, unhampered by factions

or sections, he will put the League on its feet

financially, he will increase its membership,

prosecute the work of highway improvement
and carry out to the uttermost the objects

which are the League's "reason for exist-

ence."

The new racing scheme promises well. We
are certain to have a greater racing season

this year than cycling has yet known. From
many places come reports of the building of

new tracks, plans for race meets and other

talk and rumor that the racing season is to be

a keen one.

The fate of Good Roads, the League's

magazine, has not yet been decided. This

publication should be continued. If it has

been too much of a drain on the League, it

should be published in some cheaper form.

In the fiefi! cft^SQhTvay iflTJJrovement there is

yet much fl>o*n*-ferr~"ten:ort. The larger pro-

portion of the League's income should be

spent on highway improvement, on practical

pamphlets, legislative and missionary work.

There are other organizations which are

interested in highway improvement. If the

League cannot alone publish Good Roads,

why should it not seek the co-operations of

these other associations ?

That the League membership is not as big

as it should be is a common opinion. The
League has not been properly pushed and
advertised, and everything, no matter how
good, needs advertisement in these days. Its

membership, considering the number of

cyclists in the country, should approximate

75.000.

The new administration states that every

effort will be made to increase the member-
ship. But they start out with a handicap, the

increase of the annual dues. A dollar is

nothing and easily remitted. A dollar and a

half is something, and it is an odd and incon-

venient sum. It is certain the League mem-
bership will suffer from the new rate.

Altogether the outlook for the League is

promising ; it has never had business man-
agement thoroughly applied to it. We are

promised it this year. To reach the desired

goal the committee must make some radical

changes, and persons and politics must go by
the Board so that the general welfare may
be served.

CLASS B AND ROAD RACING.

ALTHOUGH Chairman Raymond held in

his speech at Louisville that the " two-

class rule is entitled to the support of the press

and trade," and although we are inclined to

support almost any reasonable and unforcible

measure that will simplify matters, the more

we see of it the more are we inclined to con-

tinue the condemnation which marked our

policy previous to the adoption of the double-

barrelled affair.

We theu stated our belief, and evidence ac-

cumulates that the rule will result in a long

series of most glorious or inglorious mix-ups.

This seems the more certain, since it is known
that the two-class rule is to apply on the road

as well as the track.

Heretofore the L. A. W. has taken no notice

of road racing except when cash was the prize

or a professional among the contestants. This

year, however, the Board will look more
closely into this branch of the sport and

indeed practically control it. Just how road

race promoters mist conduct their events and

just how amusing the races must become is

plain from this subjoined letter of Chairman
Raymond to A. Edmund Hildick, Chairman of

the Metropolitan Association of Cycling Club's

Race Committee. This committee has charge

of the Irvington-Milburn road race and it was
to learn just how the new rules would affect

that event that caused Mr. Hildick's letter.

Mr. Raymond's reply was as follows:

" The National Assembly of 1894 directed the Racing
Board to ignore road racing save where violations of

the amateur rule occurred. The amateur rule is no .v

the two class rule. It is, therefore, impossible for

pure amateurs (Class A) to compete on the road or

anywhere for a greater value prize than $30 or with a

Class B man. You may divide your race into two
sections, and start your Class A men ten minutes or

more after your Class B men, have two sets of prizes,

and thus take care of both classes. I can see no other

way. It would be a good test, too, to find out how
popular Class A or Class B is going to be."
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PARIS is the Mecca for the racing man just

at present. The scramble of the cracks

to pick up the coin of the Frenchman is reminis-

cent of the rush to California in '49 to win for-

tunes in the gold fields. Paris is described as

"race mad." A match race attracts thousands

of spectators, who shout and applaud as though

bereft of reason, and the air is full of chal-

lenges, counter-challenges, match races and

long distance contests. The pick of the ex-

amateurs of England have hied themselves to

the gay city, and quite a colony of Americans,

having had the pleasures of Parisian life and

the glitter of French gold enticingly described

and held before their eyes by representatives

already across the water, are hastening to the

land of wine, or else preparing for the

journey.

There is no question but that the Parisians

will see a number of soul-stirring contests.

The eight day race will be international in

every sense of the word. The English,

American, French and Belgian riders are

matched in a bewildering manner, and on the

whole, Paris has developed a very interesting

phase in cycle racing. The great influx of

fast riders to the French capital is little short

of remarkable. But, like everything else,

there is such a thing as going too far, and if

the Parisians do not get a surfeit of cash prize

racing before the summer is over it will be but

little short of marvelous.

Now is the time. Colonel Pope is at

Fortress Monroe, resting. Mr. Gormully has

left for California to rest. Mr. Redding, the

great talent attorney, is at Fortress Monroe,

resting. Now is the time for the other

Colonels and Captains of the trade to either

take their little rests or to put in some good

hard licks.

In the adjustment of the official organship

the League owes much to Sterling Elliott,

Chairman of the Committee on Publications.

In his characteristic fashion Elliott plunged

into the work and learned a lot about the pub-

lishing business. The question was solved

largely through Elliott's energy and acumen.

Now that the League organ has gone West-

ward, it is within the probabilities that Brer

Bassett will move to the Windy City. Fancy
a man of Bassett's intellectual repose and dig-

nified adiposity in the swirl of State Street

after classic Chelsea. It will be unbearable.

But the question of the hour is: What will

the Wheelman Co. do with that marvelous

$40,000 printing press ?

Zim May Tursi Pro.

Zimmerman may become a professional.

Then again he may not. There is a very large

"if "in the woodpile. It can be stated au-

thoritively that he has the matter under con-

sideration, but will give no definite reply one
way or the other for a week or two. A very
tempting offer has been made him, but Zim-
merman has a long head and is looking well

and means to secure himself before he takes
the leap. Briefly, the offer consists of a purse
of $5,000 and a share of the gate receipts made
bv parties in Paris for a match with A. W.
Harris, England's ey-champion. If Zimmer-
man accepts, the race will, of course, occur in

France. Cablegrams are necessarily brief.

For reasons not hard to guess the Jerseyman
is evidently awaiting advices by mail.

COLEMAN'S TWO YOUNG MEN.

When a man's business grows he has to

surround himself with "bright, young men."
If they are really bright, up to-date, they be-
come a source of strength to their concern
and a pride to "the old man," which is the
modern clerk's phrase for "master."
The Western Wheel Works' business has

grown so big that R. L. Coleman has taken on

E. j. DAY.

anew "bright young man," Thos. F. Merseles,

Jr. The other young man is E. J. Day.
Mr. Day was for several years prominent in

the Hudson County Wheelmen. Two years
ago he went with R. L. Coleman. At once he
plunged himself into business, almost drop-
ping his club work. Later, moving to New
York, Mr. Day took a non-residence member-
ship in the Hudson Counties, and actively

joined the Riverside Wheelmen.
Mr. Day rather surprised his acquaintances

by his sudden expansion in the Coleman
business. He just put his nose to the grind-
stone, left heaps of work behind him, and
developed into* a valuable man, equally im-
portant in the salesroom and in the office.

The readjustment of the Western Wheel
Works' business necessitated changes in the

T. F. MERSELES, JR.

Eastern office. Mr. Day will in future take
some of the more important work oil Mr.
Coleman's shoulders, while Mr. Merseles will

take on much of Mr. Day's work.
Merseles, the new man. a Hudson County, a

wit, a good cyclist and well known and well-

liked in metropolitan cycling circles and
throughout the New Jersey Division. For
some years he was expert stenographer to the
Trunk Line Eastern Association. His position

with the Western Wheel Works came to him
entirely unsought. He is sure to be one of the

capable men in the trade.

New Concern in the Field.

The Consolidated Rubber Company was or-

ganized in New York last week. It will make
high-class tires. It's offices will be located at

Trenton and its officers are Trenton men.

THE LEAGUE'S NEW ORGAN.

The contract for publishing the League's

official organ has been awarded to the

Bearings Publishing Co., of Chicago, and
after March 14 that company will publish the

official weekly newspaper and official organ,

for the League. It will be an entirely separate

publication, that is not published with the

Bearings.

The meeting of the Executive and Publi-

cation Committees was held in New York on
Sunday last at the Grand Union Hotel, the

Committee teing in executive session for a

long time. The principal business of the

meeting was the awarding of the contract for
the publication of the official organ. Although
there were many bids, the competition for the
contract finally became a question between the
Bearings Publishing Co. and the Wheelman
Co. The Wheelman Co. have published the
official organ for at least five years now. They
have always claimed that the official bulletin
was published at a loss.

Their desire this year was to have the
League pay them something for each copy
sent to League members, and their bid is said
to have asked for a bonus of 25 to 50 cents a
member, which, on a membership of 35,000,
would bring them in several thousand dollars
a year, which would enable them to convert a
deficiency into at least a profit. The Bearings
Co.'s bid left no room for much discussion.
They publish the paper free, sending a copy
to each member of the League. It must be at
least thirty-two pages, and of the same form
as the present form of the Bicycling World.
The League will have control of six pages,
which will be in charge of Secretary Bassett,
who will, besides publishing official news, also
supply editorial matter. The Bearings Co.
agree to supply eight additional pages, of in-

terest to the general reader. They agree to

publish the paper for three years, and filed a
bond of $30,000 to guarantee the carrying out
of their contract.

The Publication of Good Roads.

The disposition of the Good Roads maga-
zine has notyet been decided upon. Bids were
also sent to the Committee for the publication
of the Good Roads magazine. The Committee
will again meet in session on Sunday next at

the Grand Union Hotel, and will decide
whether the League will publish Good Roads,
whether it will be incorporated with the weekly
organ or whether the contract will be let.

A. Spalding-Overnian Squall.

In trade circles the talk of the week has

been a so-called threat made by A. G. Spalding

& Bros, to throw on the market and sell at $75
about one thousand Victor bicycles which

they had left in stock at the close of the year.
The publication of the report has created no
little alarm, and a repetition of the demoriliz-
ation which followed the Warwick cut last

year is prophesied if the threat is made good.
Mr. J. Walter Spalding was seen in reference

to the matter. In substance he said

:

" I refuse to either affirm or deny any re-

ports which have been published or circulated.
It is true that we have on hand about 1,000
'93 Victors which we took last year in order to
maintain the price, but we have given the
Overman Co. an opportunity to purchase them
back and are awaiting their reply. If this is

unfavorable," he added significantly, "we will

very naturally turn the wheels into money."

Mott Reappointed.
President Luscomb is proceeding slowly in

the appointment of National Committeemen.
The reappointment of Albert Mott as chair-
man of the Transportation Committee is the
only announcement of the week.

August 27 to September 1, the Dates for
the League Meet.

The Denver Cyclists' Union has decided on
August 27 to September 1, inclusive as the
dates for the League Meet.
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The. . Columbia. . Pneumatic. .Tire

J^nd ^s^rli^t± ^\re claim for it.

Its construction is better than that of any other single

tube tire on the market.

It is not readily punctured, and is easily repaired.

It is fast, resilient, and will not burst.

It is the most expensive tire to manufacture of all the

various kinds in present use.

It is fully guaranteed against fault or imperfection in

material or manufacture.

It is the best single tube tire in the world.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
Boston. New York. Chicago. Hartford.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

Kinjslani Wood Rims.

$2.00 PER PAIR.

We have on hand a large quantity of

28 by i
3/4
inch Kingsland Wood Rims, made

by the Bicycle Wood Rim Co., of Kingsland,

N. J., which we will sell at a sacrifice.

These rims are advertised largely by the

makers and are used on various machines

this season. We will sell these rims at $2.00

per pair with a discount to the trade. If you

want a cheap rim this is a bargain. Send

for samples and terms to

HICKORY WHEEL CO.,

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, -
.

- - CONN-
If Vou Want the Best Rim on
Earth We Manufacture It Our-
selves. Ask for Our Prices.

KiflcUy n^ention The Wheel when writing.
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Crescent Bicycles.
An Entirely New Line for 1894.

We are demonstrating that first-class Bicycles can be made and sold at the following prices:

$75
28-inch.

Ladies' . . 36 lbs.

Gentlemen's 30 "
$50

26-inch.

Ladies' . . 31 « lbs.

Gentlemen's 27K
" $40

24-inch.

Girls' ... 30 lbs.

Boys' ... 27 "

We are represented in all the principal cities and towns of the United States.

Illustrated Catalogue FREE on Application.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Chicago. New York.
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MR. BARNES OF NEW JERSEY.

A man can easily be clever—in a book.

Who don't know what a devilishly clever

chap was " Mr. Barnes of New York?''

And how cleverly he did starve the girl.

It is, however, much more difficult to be
clever in everyday life, which is not all plot
and kisses, but largely work, and bread and
butter.

The Mr. Barnes who is the subject of this

sketch, and of whom a photograph is pub-
lished, seems to be clever.

One can only say seems, for the reason that
Mr. Barnes is a new figure in the cycling
world and not enough is known of him up to

the present time to pronounce a judgment of

any value.
Certain it is that he is a very much talked-

.

about man. For a young
man he is filling a big space
in the cycling trade. At both
of the late Shows he created

more than a ripple. Strings

of people were asking for

him and talking with him and
taking him under the arm
and buzzing about him to no
end.
There would appear, to a

certainty, to be some talent

behind such sudden promi-

nence.
Mr. Barnes is twenty-eight

years of age, slight of build,

with just a touch of color in

a pleasant face which, as the

photograph shows, is a most
taking one. It is the face of

a student, theorist or preach-

er, rather than that of a

hustler.

Mr. Barnes keeps moving
all the time. Business oc-

cupies his entire attention.

He has a politeness, dignity

and self-possession far be-

yond his years; is low and
pleasant-voiced, much given
to paying compliment, and
in politeness and manners re-

flects something of the old

school, which is the best

standard we have.

John A. Barnes was born at

Martinsburg, Ohio, in 1866.

After leaving school he be-

came connected with the

Cleveland, Akron and Co-
lumbus Railroad, and soon
arose to the position of travel-

ing auditor and assistant pay-
master ; leaving this position

to become superintendent of

the Cleveland Rubber Co. , of

Cleveland, Ohio, of which his

cousin, Mr. L. K. McCly-
monds, now manager of the

Mechanical Rubber Co. of

New York, was President.

Afterwards Mr. Barnes was
connected with the Central
Rubber Co., of New York,
managed by Mr. B. F. Good-
rich, former President of the B. F. Goodrich
Co. He then became manager of the Eastern
Rubber Mfg. Co. soon after its formation.
Besides being large manufacturers of bicycle

tires, this firm manufacture a full line of me-
chanical rubber goods.
Since the Eastern Rubber Co. took up the

tire trade they have made most rapid strides,

and probably have become more widely known
in a shorter time than any other firm in the
business. They make a large number of tires,

and have lately extended their plant, and it is

the general opinion that they will do a large

business this year, of which success much is

due to Mr. Barnes' extraordinary energy and
push.

Amateurism or Retirement, * ays Shorland.
England's crack long distance rider, Shor-

land, in an interview upon the possibility of

turning professional, is quoted as follows:
" I have nothing to gain by meeting either

Lesna or Stephane, and I certainly would not
imperil my amateur status by riding any such
match without the consent of the N. C. U. If
I cannot race as an amateur I prefer not to
race at all. I have my business to attend to,
and that is of greater importance than riding.
At twenty-three years of age a man has to
carefully consider his future, and I very much
incline to make the season of 1894 my last.

Certainly it would be pleasant to retire with a
really good performance to one's credit; such
as, say, 450 miles in 24 hours, which I deem to
be quite feasible, although it means riding a
mile an hour faster throughout than my aver-
age in last year's (Cuca) race."

MR. SANGER OF MILWAUKEE.

The daily press has taken the cue given by
The Wheel some three weeks ago and is

berating the Park Department for the condi-

tion of the drives in Central Park.

ME. BARNES.

R. Philip Gormully, H. C.

That there is a deal of the diplomat about
R. Philip Gormully, President of the G. & J.
Co., those who have met him more than once
well know. Now, however, he possesses a
bejewelled decoration and official documents
being the signatures of President Aloorez, of
Venezuela and President Cleveland, " our
own Grover," attesting the fact, having just
been appointed Honorary Consul for Venezuela
at Chicago. It seems that when Mr. Gormully
was in South America two years ago, he was
thrown much in contact with the Venezuelian
state officials, who showed him very many
courtesies; when they came to the World's
Fair last year, Mr. Gormully endeavored to
out do them and evidently succeeded so well
that his honorary appointment, which carries
with it not a few honors and privileges,
followed soon after the Venezuelians returned
home. His decoration is handsome and is

separate from his Consular appointment.

Walter Sanger was in Chicago late last week
in consultation with representatives of two
manufacturers. Sanger did not close a deal
when here, and, it is said, is waiting until the
13th of the present month, when he will be of
age. The great rider is looking well and
assured The Wheel man that he is feeling
just as well as he looks. At one time during
the winter he was five pounds lighter than last
season, but is now only a pound or two under
weight.
Sanger will go into training early this

spring, probably in the South. Charleston
parties has written to him to come down there
and train.

Regarding the proposed race between John
S. Johnson and Zimmerman,
Sanger is very decided in his
views. He regards the entire
matter as an advertisement
for the Minneapolitan, and
says that the lad will have
no possible show in a race
with Zimmie. He thinks
that Johnson had better talk
race with Bliss, Dirnberger
and the Rambler team men,
and in this connection the
writer wishes to make his
point clear as regards the
standing of the men of the
path at the present time.
When placing such men as
Bliss, Dirnberger, Johnson
and Sanger in the second
class, no thought of record-
breaking feats was in mind.
Racing pure and simple was
considered, and in this con-
nection the men mentioned
are hardly in Zimmerman's
class, as none of them can
show such a record of wins
as did Zimmie last year.

In record breaking Bliss,
Dirnberger and Johnson are
head and shoulders above
the great racing man of
Freehold. Zimmie had the
opportunity to break records
last season but did not,
owing it was claimed, to poor
weather in part and to other
and more potent reasons.
Whether he might have done
so is quite another question
and cannot be considered
here. Certain it is that at the
game of record breaking,
Bliss and Dirnberger to-day
stand alone in the leading
ranks, so far ahead of others
who have tried as to be well
nigh out of reach. In racing
they will stand an excellent
show the coming season of
defeating Zimmerman, and
Manager Atkins is so sure
that this fact will be accom-
plished that he considers "his
boys " in the first class (in a

racing way) already. In the record breaking of
this year Zimmerman may take a hand in some
part of the country where he can secure better
weather, or rather where it will do him some
good to wait in patience as did the men of the
Rambler team last winter when in Birmingham
and Nashville.
The team was out for the records with a de-

termination to do or die, and they would have
had them just the same if the entire party,
horses and all, had been compelled to journey
to Texas for the accomplishment of these de-
signs. They will be just as determined in
another hunt for the records at the close of the
present season, and it is dollars to doughnuts
that they will have them at the close. And
what they will look for another time may be
bicycle paced records better than those made
with horses as in the previous attempt. Train-
ers Lyman and Shafer are of the opinion that
the lads and a few other men could go under
the time made on those occasions. F. E. S.
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CHICAGO.

The past week in Chicago has been Spring

like and bland, and the snow which covered

the ground thickly has slowly melted away.

The roads have improved to such an extent

that the riders have come out and the daily

procession to business has become very large.

There is an unusual amount of enthusiasm

shown this Spring, and many of the old riders

are coming back into the fold. Another week

will see wheeling very active in the city..

A. H. Radell has been appointed Chicago

agent for the Wheelmen's Registration Co., of

Boston, and will shortly open an office in the

city. This company will have a corps of active

workers in Chicago and the surrounding
country.
Manufacturers looking for cycle stores on

Cycle Row, that region lying between 271

and 309 Wabash Avenue, are finding the

job a hard one, and one at least during the

past week has been forced to give up the

quest altogether. The stores are there, but
the rent is altogether too high for the average
manufacturer. Charles Overman, when look-

ing for a store, declared that he did not want
to buy, only to rent, but had to pay the price

nevertheless. One small store that was for-

merly occupied by a cycle concern was offered

to one concern this week at $2,500 per year on
a two years' lease, and this concern declared

such figures would break them in a short time
if business should fail to keep up. There are

a number of concerns that want space on the

Row for exhibition of their goods. Many of

these will either have to pay the rent or rent

smaller offices off the Row.
George E. Lloyd & Co. found it impossible

to secure the stofe on the Row which they had
in mind, and ha've secured a store on the West
Side Cycle Row, at 593 West Madison Street,

where they will at once open with a complete
line of Clevelands and medium grade wheels.

N. U. Carpenter will have charge.

Miss Lucy Porter, Chicago's lady centurion,

has entered the office of the Palmer Tire Co.,

where she will have a half day in which she
can do the work of traveling men who come to

this city and are looking for a place in the

centre of the city where letters can be written.

Miss Porter is an expert stenographer and
typewriter. The address of the Palmer Tire
Co. is 604 Isabella Building.

Charlie Fairchild, of the Quadrant Co., has
now thirty-three century bars to his credit

since June 17 last, and expects to make the
number fifty-two before June 17 next. Fair-

child's string extends from his shoulder to the
bottom of his vest now but he is not satisfied.

"A darn crank," said a friend of the writer a
few days ago. Not so, however, for Fairchild
is looking for health, which he has found since

taking to long distance work on the wheel.
He was sickly when he started out last season,
and the longer he rode trie better his health
was. He has gained in strength and is heavier
now than ever before. It will require nineteen
more centuries before the 17th of June to com-
plete the fifty-two centuries laid out, and
these, with the four that he has already ridden
this month, will give him twenty-three in the
same time that he rode only one last season.

He is sure of covering at least fifty-two from
now until the first of January, and will then
have about seventy bars. His string of twenty-
eight last season were ridden on one pair of

Palmer tires, and the rest would have been
ridden on the same pair of tires had they not
been taken to the Cycle Show, this being the
pair which had been punctured 165 times from
thorns. His string of twenty-three bars cost

him just $200, but he considers this only a fair

exchange for the good health which he has
obtained. Fairchild says that it takes 100,000
revolutions on a sixty-four gear to ride a cen-
tury. This is not his first experience in riding
centuries, for in 1886, before the Century Road
Club was formed, he rode a number during a
season when he rode 5,000 miles on a solid-

tired ordinary. This year's riding has been
"just nuts," in the words of the great rider.

A certain prominent rider of a suburb of

Chicago lately gave up his wheel altogether,

and his friends wondered why. This has

only lately leaked out. The young man
follows politics for a livelihood, and was
a candidate for office over in the North
Division of that city. That year he rode in

the Pullman race and won not a prize. While

CHICAGO C. C. CLUB HOUSE.
training he made a trip in his riding suit to a
part of his territory where he was very solid,

but where the inhabitants had no earthly use
for a bicycle rider. His opponent saw him
and at once raised the cry that his competitor
was a "bicycle dude." That settled the hash
of the rider and he was snowed under at the
election.

Last Saturday night the Chicago Cycling
Club gave the opening reception at the new
club-house. The pretty new home was crowded
to the doors. It is by all odds the prettiest

cycling club-house in the world, being the old

home of the Farrugut Boat Club, in its palmy
days one of Chicago's wealthiest clubs. It is

on Lake Park Avenue, near Thirty-first Street,

and easily reached either from the Illinois

Central Road or from the cable cars and over
the boulevards by wheels. It is one of the

best located club-houses in the city. The club,

as a consequence of securing so advantageous
a location and so elegant a club-house, is en-
joying a great boom, and there is now over
two score applications for membership posted.
The club-house is three stories in height and
covers a large piece of ground with a large
yard. The outlook at the back is on to the
lake, and on the shores is a neat boat-house,
where the club will soon have a number of

pleasure craft, and where the rowing team of

the club will have training quarters. There is a
fine large ball room in the house, and the fur-

niture, which has been purchased new by the
club, is neat and tasty. Last Saturday even-
ing's entertainment consisted of a number of
attractions. Carl B. King, the mind reader;
Hal Lawrence, the whistler; Clinton C. Mc-
Clurg, the pianist, and the C. C. C. Mandolin
and Guitar Orchestra, lately formed. Lun-
cheon was served to the assembled guests, the
affair being a stag.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, will have a fine

large riding school in conjunction with the
new retail store on Wabash Avenue. The
facilities for caring for the rapidly increasing
business of this firm in the cycle line will be
increased. A splendid season is looked for.

Frank White, of the New York Tire Co.,
closed a deal last week with the F. F. Ide Co.

,

to handle the company's tire in this territory.

Mr. White reports business good and a number
of orders secure on the present trip.

X^00;;^^P00:^

TJ. P. WRIGHT—"Don't you think there is some danger in the humping position you take?"
LEO Lee—"Oh, I don't know, I avoid the wind you see and
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A

Word

About

Patents.

We control patents, and do

not infringe on valid patents

granted others. Should any

inventors or assigns imagine

that we do, we invite them to

resort to the law, and we prom-

ise that we will earnestly assist

them to hasten their case to as

speedy a termination as the

courts of our land will permit

of. We do not say this in a

spirit of bravado, but have re-

tained most eminent patent

counsel, and believe that we

have rights, and are prepared

to enforce them.

We will protect all persons from

infringement suits, and no one

need anticipate any trouble by using

any tires of our manufacture.

}jL

EASTERN ROBBER MFG. CO.'S TIRES

ARE THE

Best in the World.

Manufacturers, Jobbers, Retailers

and Repair Men Should Send us

their names at once for our

NEW LOW PRICE-LIST

ON

CLIMAX
REX ROAD

and

CYCLONE
TIRES.

Your name is valuable to us, but

unlike some other manufacturers,

we will not send you a cheap

chromo in return, but prices that

will save and make you money.

You have not seen them.

ADDRESS

Eastern Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

TRENTON, N. J.
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Trade in the West is far better than in the

East, according to that versatile salesman, Ed.

C. Bode, of the Sterling Cycle Works, of Chi-

cago, who returned Monday from an extended
trip through the East and the West. He
found that the dealers of the West were more
ready to take an agency for a wheel and to

give larger orders than in the East. This he
attributes to the fact that the season is farther

advanced in the West than in the East. He
had a very successful trip, and feels that the

hard times are not going to effect the business

as much as he had thought.

Miss Lizzie Heggerty has entered the employ
of the Overman Wheel Co. as stenographer
and bookkeeper. Miss Heggerty is Chicago's

leading lady centurion, having fifteen bars on
her century badge. Like the men who ride

wheels, she has all along felt a longing to

enter the bicycle business, and is now fairly

started. Miss Heggerty has a reputation that

is unsurpassed for daring rides on the wheel.

One day last Summer she went out for a ride

in the morning at ten o'clock and did not re-

turn until late that night, having made the

circuit of the Elgin-Aurora century course,

and ridden the last forty miles over a lonely

country road in the dark. Yet she did not feel

at all frightened, and would repeat the ride

again if the opportunity occurred.

Fred. E. McEwen, for the Hill Cycle Co.,

has returned from a very successful trip in

Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa. He found that

the dealers were anxious to take agencies for

wheels of the calibre of the Fowler, but would
not order in any large quantities. A sample
wheel was the limit of many. Mr. McEwen's
route was a little different than that usually

followed, as he went north into Wisconsin and
then across to the Mississippi River Valley,

south and north along the Indiana State line.

McEwen is a man of 210 lbs. weight and is

riding a 25 lbs. Fowler, which carries him
safely, though he is a reckless rider. The
wheel is fitted with a special wood rim and
with Palmer tires, which are ordered by a
majority of the dealers in this State. The State
is now overcrowded with traveling men. In
one city McEwen met five, and more came
before he left. These were just starting out
while he was returning, having covered the
territory before them by going the opposite
direction to that in which he had gone.

A. H. Radell, the Chicago cycle detective,
recovered all told thirty-four wheels during
November and December, and received only
an average of $5 each. When the wheel was
first reported lost the loser was always
flowery with promises to the man that could
recover it for him. But when the wheel was
at hand the promises were never kept. He
has seen seven thieves go over the road, and
has seen one go up for ten years. In this in-

stance he found that the wheel recovered had
in turn been taken from another and had two
men in the toils.

There will be a healthy revival in century
riding the coming summer. During the past
year the game has been in the hands of the
older generation, who have put the younger
men to shame. Kinkead, the leader, has at

the present time no less than thirty-five bars
and is over forty years of age. Parker, his
riding mate, is not quite as old, and has only
a few less bars. Ed. Porter, of Chicago, also
has over a score of bars and is a man with a son
of his own that is nearly of age. These are
the leaders in Chicago, and in other parts of

the country the best of the centurions are old
men at the game of cycling. The young men
should beware.

The Ariel Cycle Co. has secured the store at

35 Van Buren Street, which will be opened in
conjunction with the store already occupied,
or rather the half store. This will give the
company a store opening on both streets, Wa-
bash Avenue and Van Buren Street, and plenty
of light. Manager Plumb looks for a better
year than last, and with the added facilities

will no doubt see his predictions realized.

The Illinois Cycling Club of this city has
taken a novel method of collecting the out-
standing dues of the club. On the wall of the
most prominent room in the club-house is a
frame in which, on a very black back ground,
is a list of all men, written in white, who have
been expelled from the club for non-payment
of dues and other causes. These names can-
not but be seen by all who come that way.
Many of those "on the list" are still well
known in wheeling circles. Among them is

the man who was the builder of the home of

the club and the original owner, but who sold
it some time ago. There are also the names
of men who are now honored members of
other clubs in the city, and one is the name of

a racing man who has taken honors in the
Waukesha race, and left the colors of this club
for those of an organization that had a meteoric
existence, being formed entirely for racing.

" John Ariel," the wax figure of a man that
rode a wheel in the window of the Ariel Cycle
Co. for the past year, has been transferred to

Indianapolis, where "it " will be on duty in

the window of Hay & Willets. "John " was a
hard worker in this city, and probably rode
more miles last year than any other Chicago
rider.

The Dodson Bar Lock Wood Rim made its

appearance on the Chicago market the past
week and it is pronounced a good thing by all.

This rim, which is made of either elm or ash,
is locked with an abutment which is a part
of the under side against which the upper
portion of the rim sits. This joint is seven
inches long and where the end meets the under
side of the rim it is dove-tailed slightly as an
additional strengthening point. In a trial to

break the rim it broke in several parts under a
severe strain, but in no instance at the joint.

The weights are from 25 to 36 ounces to the
pair. Mr. Dodson is already booking orders
and has been fairly successful, as he is making
prices that count. The rim is of one piece and
certainly is strong.

Members of the Lincoln C}'ding Club, of
Chicago, are much amused by a resignation
which came to hand during the past week.
To some it was amusing and to others it

aroused a deal of thought. It seems that a
certain member of the club has experienced
religion. He was well known and popular
and a good fellow withal. At the annual
meeting of the club he was elected to an office

in the organization. His residence is in the
suburbs of Chicago, and lately he sent to the
secretary his resignation in the following
style:

I desire to submit my resignation to the Lincoln
Cycling Club, which, of course, includes my resigna-
tion as Lieutenant. When Messrs. Pratt and Temple-
ton asked me to allow my name to go on the regular
ticket I told them I hardly liked to do it, as I could
not attend Sunday runs, but I would do the best
otherwise that I could. I was conscientiously op-
posed to Sunday runs, as I was a church member and
knew that I was not acting square, but I lacked the
courage to say so. Last Friday night I determined
in my heart that I would from that time forward be a
Christian to the best of my ability.

I realize fully that there is no half-way business
about this Christianity, and I am persuaded to for-
sake everything that would hinder my purpose.
Therefore I am convinced that, in obedience to my
conscience and best judgment, I should resign from
the Lincolns. I sincerely trust that this statement
will convince some of you that there is only one true
life, and that cannot be followed by the means of
Sunday runs.

Thos. Heywood, of the Calumet Cycling
Club, Chicago, has asked for an invention on
a repair device for the Palmer tire. Most
know of the present mode of putting in a plug
through the fabric with a pair of pincers after
the hole has been cut out with circular knives,
and also the mode of placing it in when a
needle is used. With the Heywood mode of
repair the plug is dipped in " Goo-goo," and is

then forced into a tube which is as sharp on
the end as a knife. This is then jammed
through the hole and the plug forced out with
a little instrument. The tube is quickly with-
drawn as the plug emerges into the inside of the
tire, leaving the plug in the hole. It is quick
and safe, and the plug is more easily placed in

the hole than by the old method.

-Also any obstructions, such as telegraph wires.'
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TILLINGHAST DETACHABLE TIRE,

Embodies Simplicity, Safety and Durability.

QUICK ATTACHMENT,
PERFECT ACTION,

NO CREEPING,
NO CHAFING OR CUTTING ON RIM,

IMPOSSIBLE TO PINCH AIR TUBE,
AIR SPACE IS ABOVE RIM,

VALVE IS SIMPLE AND POSITIVE,
LIGHT WOOD RIM.

This tire and rim has no contracting bands or clamps to set up, nor changeable or

movable parts to break or get out of order.

No tools are required; let the air out and ringers alone are necessary to detach it.

The metal band is rigidly attached to the wood base and takes most of the strain

allowing a light and narrow wood rim to be used.

For ease and simplicity of action it cannot be equaled.

DEALERS, ATTENTION!
To every dealer sending us his business address before April i, 1894, and mentioning

this paper, we will send free a package of useful patches, for the repair of pneumatic tires
;

also we will give 5% off on first order for tires given us during this season.

If order is given before April 1, we will give 10%.

The first dealer in any city to send us his address and the address of all other dealers

in his city or locality will receive two packages of patches and an additional *•% on first

.order for tires.

Tires are right; so is the price.

We also manufacture a cemented tire that will please and it will pay you to write

us immediately. It means money for you.

TILLINGHAST MFG. CO.,
117 Orange Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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POINTS ON PORKOPOLIS TRADE.

THE DEALERS AND THE WHEELS THEY
H \NDLE — INSTALLMENTS AND

REDUCED PRICES OF SOME
CONCERN.

Cincinnati, 0., February 28, 1894.

T no time since

the first G. O. O.

was sold in Cin-

cinnati has the

bicycle business

here shown
aught but a

steady growth,

and 1893 was no

exception to this

rule. We have

never had what

y^gg **' \ might be called a craze

\ I .-- or boom in cycling, but

>_ L the increase in the use

of wheels here has always been healthy and

rapid, and has never flagged.

Charles Hanauer & Brothers report having
sold three times as many wheels in 1893 as in

1892, and expect to increase their business, as
usual, in 1894. That this firm has waxed
prosperous in the wheel business is patent to

all. When the writer of this first made Charlie
Hanauer's acquaintance, he was occupying a
7x9 shop on Elm Street, near Fourth, and his

entire stock of wheels did not exceed a half-

secure their first lot of wheels, but they soon
afterwards had an entire floor devoted to that

branch of their business. In 1883 Mr. Bennett
started in business for himself at No. 6 West
Fourth Street. He has met with some re-

verses, but has retained the respect of the

business community, and is again doing well.

He also reports an increased trade, with good
prospects for the future. Mr. Bennett's speci-

alty is a wheel of his own manufacture, the

Belmont Scorcher. He also handles the

Tourist, Lovell and some cheaper grades.
The Powell & Clement Co. are in the build-

ing formerly occupied by the long defunct B.

»~\

A. A. BENNETT.

Kittredge Arms Co., and have probably fallen

heir to a portion of the trade once enjoyed by
that pioneer house in the Cincinnati bicycle
trade. They state that the bicycle branch of

their business in 1893 was nearly double that

n^
dozen. Now he and his brothers occupy a
large building, with two numbers (258 and 260)

next to the Walnut Street Theatre, and their

stock of bicycles is the largest in the city.

Their branch store in Covington and their

Newport agency also did a largely increased
business in 1893, the improved streets of those
cities having had a good effect on the trade.

The Hanauers have always made a specialty
of the Overman line and believe their success
has been largely due to the superior qualities

of the Victors. They also handle the King of
Scorchers, Liberty, Credenda, Eclipse, Fowler
and a full line of cheaper grades, including the
Majestic, Columbus and others. They claim
to sell more ladies' wheels than all the other
Cincinnati dealers combined.

J. E. Poorman states that he sold 700 high
grade and 1,000 medium and cheap grade
bicycles in 1893, against about 1,000 all told

the previous year, and that he confidently ex-
pects to do a larger business than ever in 1894.
Mr. Poorman has recently removed to No. 5

West Fifth Street, having outgrown his former
place of business. He handles the Columbia,
Warwick, Raleigh, Union, Cleveland and a
number of medium and low-priced wheels.
Although a comparatively new comer in the
bicycle business, Mr. Poorman has built up a
good trade in Cincinnati and the surrounding
country. He first commenced handling bicycles
as an addition to his sewing machine business,
but the bicycle end grew so big that he has
now dropped the sewing machines and confines
his attention to wheels.

A. A. Bennett, the pioneer in the cycle trade
here, is still in the ring, and now holds forth
at 182 Main Street. He was with the old firm
of B. Kittredge & Co. when, in 1881, they re-
ceived the first shipment of ordinaries that
came to Cincinnati for sale. Mr. Bennett had
great difficulty in prevailing upon the firm to

A. L. Arnot, who has been connected with
the local cycle trade for several years, has
just opened a store at 9 West Ninth Street
under the firm name of A. L. Arnot & Co.,
where the Ramblers will hereafter be sold.

Until now this wheel has never been properly
represented in this city, but in the hands of a
worker like Arnot it will undoubtedly become
a popular mount here, as it is in other cities.

Mr. Arnot will also handle medium grade
wheels and a full line of cycle sundries.

F. H. Van Meerbeke conducts a sort of bi-

cycle exchange at 1 36 West Ninth Street. His
sign reads " New and Second hand Bicycles
Bought, Sold and Exchanged." He also does
repairing.

The Frank T. Miles Co., at 136 West Seventh
Street, handle the Stearns, Imperial, Triangle,
Phoenix, Syracuse, Tribune, Vigilant, Cres-

of 1892, and they anticipate a fair trade in

1894. They handle Remingtons, Lyndhursts,
Ben Hurs, Centrals, Valkyries, Inter-Collegi-

ates, and the Featherstone, Crawford and St.

Nicholas lines.

Edward H. Miller begun business in a very
small way on Ninth Street in the winter of

1892, and removed to his present location, 304
Race Street, last year, where he is building up
a good trade, having done much better in

1893 than in the previous year. He will con-
tinue to handle the Ariel, Derby and some
medium and low-priced grades. Mr. Miller

makes a specialty of repairs.

E. H. MILLER.

The Scott Cycle Co. have removed to 308
Race Street, where they will continue to
handle the Rudge, Coventry Cross, Buffalo,

James, B. & A., and the Featherstone line.

A. L. ARNOT.

cents, and carry a full line of sundries. They
did a satisfactory business last year and ex-
pect a good trade for 1894.

E. L. Mattingly, 1649 Eastern Avenue, looks
after the wants of the cyclers in the East End
in the way of repairing, etc., and as a sub-
agent, handles the Stearns, Syracuse, Phoenix,
Triangle and Western Wheel Works line.

Nearly all the Cincinnati dealers will take
second-hand wheels in exchange, at some
price, as there is always a market for second-
hand "bargains." Many riders are thus en-
abled to get a new mount every Spring.
There have been some attempts to organize

a local trade organization to regulate terms,
discounts, guarantees, hours of closing, etc.,

but all such efforts have been abortive, and a
" go as you please" system still prevails.

Nominally list prices are pretty generally
adhered to, but cuts are sometimes made.

FRANK T. MILES.

especially where a second-hand wheel is taken
in exchange, by allowing a better price for

the old wheel than it is worth.
The installment plan prevails to a large ex-

tent, and many riders have been made happy
in this way who otherwise would never have
accumulated enough money to buy a wheel.

The dealers, however, are not in love with the

installment system, and some of them want a
mutual agreement to abolish this feature of

the business. The financial stringency that

has prevailed so long has made collections

very slow and difficult, and, to make matters
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CONSULTATION
ANOTHER STIR IN THE MARKET !
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Eagle Aluminum Clincher Rims!
THEY GIVE IT UP!

IT CANNOT BE EQUALED
ITWe give You the Lightest Weight Reliable Rim in~M

the World, Fitted with Clincher Tire!

Talk is not Argument ! See and Believe !

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

rrcfRTtxisTGrrcoisr, ooisr^r.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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worse in this respect, the reduced prices for

1894 patterns have engendered a dissatisfied

feeling among those installment buyers who
are still owing a portion of the purchase price

of their 1893 mounts, which feeling, in the

case of unprincipled riders, operates to the

disadvantage of the dealers, who are, of

course, in no way to blame for the reduced
prices at which better wheels can now be
bought. It is also claimed that many riders

who secure wheels in this way are prone to

construe the guarantee too broadly and de-

mand that all damages be repaired free of

cost to them, no matter how caused. In such
cases the dealer, being anxious to secure pay-
ment for his wheel, is not in as good a

position to resist such impositions as where a

wheel has been paid for. Hence his dissatis-

faction with the present state of things. It is

not at all likely, however, that installments

will be entirely done away with, as this would
reduce the volume of business too much, but
dealers will certainly be more conservative in

this respect in the future, and whether a

buyer shall be accorded installment privileges

will not depend alone upon his ability to meet
payments when due ; his reputation for square
dealing will be more carefully inquired into,

and will cut a larger figure than heretofore.

In another way the reduction in prices will

work to the advantage of the dealers. Being
able to offer prospective riders better wheels
for less money, more wheels will be sold than
there would have been had the old prices been
maintained. W. C. Munro.

TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY BULLETIN OF CHANGES IN THE
BICYCLE AND KINDRED CONCERNS
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

The Cycle Trade

is well represented in Rockford, 111. , one of

the leading liveliest towns in that State. A
number of meets held there during the past

year have been successful. This city may
come into the circuit and give a National
meet the coming season. The Victor, Elliptic,

Premier, Monarch, Spalding, Majestic, Craw-
ford and St. Nicholas lines are handled by J.

T. Buker; the Sterling and Warwick lines by
L. E. Henry ; the Columbia, Fowler and
Waverley by A. F. Stevens, and Bengston
Bros, handle the Western Wheel Works line

and others.

Coal Oil as a Motoz- for Bicycles.

The Motor Cycle Co. has been organized in

Cleveland for the manufacture of Motor cycles

—an ordinary bicycle with power attachment.

Power is obtained by the use of coal oil, a

single gallon of which, it is claimed, will

drive the machine 200 miles. Four-inch pneu-
matic tires are used, with a non-puncturing
strip between inner tube and cover. The
operator has an instantaneous control over
speed. The company claim that the machine
ready for the road will weigh but ten pounds
in excess of the ordinary bicycle. A cut of
the invention is in their advertisement.

Brockton. Mass.—H. A. Keith (late with A. G.

Spalding & Bro.) general sporting goods. Wil.

open new store.
Madison, N. J.—The Chinnock Pneumatic Tire Co.

Incorporated. Capital stock, $250,000. Manufacturing
and dealing in patent pneumatic Clincher tires.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Acme Meter Mfg Co. Incor-

porated. Capital stock, $50,000. Manufacturing gas
meters, fixtures and bicycle specialties.

Chicago, 111.—Sharpneck Mfg. Co. Incorporated.
Capital stock, $100,000. E. L. Sharpneck and others,

incorporators. Will manufacture mechanical de-

vices, including bicycle parts.
Columbia, Mo.—N. D. Robult, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by Tandy Bros.
Geneva, Neb.—E. L. McFayden & Co., hardware

and bicycles. Succeeded by Fonda Bros.
Scottsville, Kan.— N. J. Chapman, hardware, new

store. Will handle bicycles.
Sue City, Mo.— Mitchell & Perry, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by Perry & Six.

Edmund, Oklahoma.-S. P. Snyder & Son, hardware
and bicycles. Partnership dissolved. S. P. Snyder
continuing.
Lathrop, Mo.—A. E. Staples & Son, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by Dudfield Bros.

A. G Spalding & Bros.' Plans.

As previously announced in The Wheel, A.

G. Spalding & Bros., having purchased the

retail business of Peck & Snyder will give up
their Broadway store and consolidate their

entire New York business at the old stand of

the latter firm, Nos. 126, 128 and 130 Nassau
Street, with the connecting store at 15 and 17

Beekman Street. This move gives them the

largest athletic goods store in the world, with
the prestige of the old-established retail busi-

' ness of Peck & Snyder, which has been in ex-
istence for over thirty years at this stand.
Peck & Snyder will retire from the retail

athletic goods business in New York City and
devote their entire attention to their increasing
manufacturing business of the celebrated Peck
& Snyder ice and roller skates, athletic goods
and novelties for which this firm has been
famous for many years.

For the present, A. G. Spalding & Bros, will
retain their wholesale building at 492-494
Broome Street for manufacturing and store-
house purposes.

CYCLING IN ATLANTA, GA.

J. E. POORMAN.

A Popular Cincinnati Dealer.

Cleveland Cycles in the East.

The Lozier New York office is gradually
making its way in Eastern trade under the di-

rection of Mr. Ensworth. The local office has
for its territory a line drawn from Syracuse
south, covering parts of New York, Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey and all the New England
States. In this territory the Lozier Co. have
five men on the road. Beside the New York
office on Broadway, Henry C. Squires, of Cort-

landt Street, is a sub-agent for the downtown
district. Harry Lozier has been in town dur-

ing the week.

Brockton's New Agency.

Horace A. Keith, who has been connected
for some years past with the Spaldings, has
left that concern to start a cycle and sporting
goods depot in Brockton, Mass., in which city

he will make his home in the future. Mr.
Keith has a very fine store right in the centre
of the business section of the city. Brockton
has about 35,000 inhabitants, and is a trading
centre for a number of surrounding towns,
which make up a total trading population of
about 150,000. Mr. Keith will sell the Spald-
ing line of bicycles, also a few other wheels.
He has the Spalding agency for several

local counties. Mr. Keith is a man of con-
siderable judgment, and his experience with
the Spalding concern should enable him to

wisely conduct a cycle and sporting goods
business.

Atlanta.

Atlanta trade is " looking rip," although to

be a wheelman in Atlanta requires all the

qualities for which the scorchers and the hill

climbers train so industriously.

The streets are only fair, the grades are un-

compromising and the pikes about the city are

all dirt roads with the most of that dirt, sand.

Strength, wind and stamina must either be

possessed or acquired to continue to be a

wheelman in Atlanta.

However, the several agencies wear that

joyous experience indicative of the glad heart

and cheerful disposition, even though Mr.

Hicks continues to predict predictions (strange,

but true), and as clerk of the weather and

announcer combined does not always favor

the cycle trade.

The Atlanta boys are goers of ability, how-

ever, and the stranger within their gates had

best not introduce a scorch into the social

club run, for later he may be inclined to regret

his hasty action.

Atlanta has about twenty century riders.

A century hereabout is cycling under diffi-

culties and means twenty-five per cent, harder
work than the same distance at most other
points.

Two Louisville boys who have " caught on "

in Atlanta are Hugh Caperton and Gus Castle,

who have been identified with the cycle trade
for more than a year. Caperton is the Ken-
tucky Division c lampion, and says the Atlanta
boys make him ride harder than he ever did
in the Blue Grass State. " I am going on that
excursion from ' end to end,' and will have a
small crowd of Georgians with me. I am still

a member of Kentucky Division, and shall de-
fend my right to the championship in the
mile at Owensboro, and I promise that the
winner will have to go faster than 2m. 40s. or
even 2m. 30s., and if my improvement con-
tinues look out for a mile way down in the
twenties." Kentucky's fastest mile by a native
is 2m. 39s. The championship mile will have
a large field, and the interest is developing
even at this time.

THE NUNNELLY COMPANY,

of Atlanta, sells the Columbia and the Rambler
for leaders and the Western Wheel Works line

as the cheaper grade. They speak most hope-
fully of the prospect, and say even the snow
does not stop their sales.

THE LOWREY HARDWARE CO.

is pushing the Eagle, the Waverley and the
Monarch. For them also the future seems to
be full-nickeled and sales are not slow. They
look for an enthusiastic season.

A new firm, dating from January 1, 1894, is

the

CHALFANT-PIGOTT CYCLE CO.

This company looks after the interests of
the Victor, Cleveland and Keatings. The
"Georgian" is their specially made $100 wheel.
Another idea of theirs is the "Bicycle
Messenger Co.," and a telephone message
brings a bicycle messenger instanter to any
address. The messengers carry small pack-
ages, notes, etc., at all hours for a small fee.

R. J.
Pritchett is manager of this department.

Hugh Caperton manages the sales depart-
ment. Gus. Castle is foreman of the repair
works. Of the company: Mr. E. P. Chalfant
was with the Lowrey Hardware Co. and Mr.
H. J. Pigott was with the Beck & Gregg Hard-
ware Co. until the organization of this com-
pany.
/-Mr. Chalfant said to The Wheel correspon-
dent: "1 look for the best season Atlanta has
ever seen. Indications point that way. Our
sales have already commenced with activity

and inquiries are thick. The pulse of the
cycle trade beats strong." Taking the ex-

pressions of the agents as indicative, the
banner season is close at hand.

Orville W. Lawson.
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FREE! FREE!! FREE!!!

The Raleigh

jlrl Catalogde

Contains extracts from Points for Cyclists," Biographi-

cal Sketches of Famous Raleigh Riders, with beautifully

executed Photos of

ZIMMERMAN ™» WHEELER,

The Amateur and Professional Bicvcle Champions of

the World.

RflLElQH CYCLE C°,

2081-83 Seventh Avenue, NEW YORK,
289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ills.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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FIRST ROAD RACE OF THE YEAR

DETAILS OF THE " TWENTY-FIVE " NEAR
•FRISCO-CLBRECT WON UNDER jjtfjl

PROTEST.

San Francisco, Feb. 24.

The second annual road race of the Cali-

fornia Associated Cycling Clubs, on the San

Leandro Triangle on Washington's Birthday,

brought out a large attendance of spectators,

and of the thirty-three entries but three failed

to start. Two of these, however, were of the

scratch division — Ziegler and Davis— and

robbed the race of some of its interest. Taken

all together the race seemed to lack snap and
spectacular effect. The course was dry but
not in good order, as a lot of new metal had
been spread over it in many places.

The day was bright and clear, but a biting

wind from the northeast made overcoats and
the sunny side of the street desirable. Shortly

after the start Walter Foster's tire parted com-
pany with its wooden rim, and several other

riders met with various mishaps. Emil
Ulbrect, formally of Chicago, was specially
" induced" to come up from the orange groves
of the South, and had the satisfaction of taking
home the diamond medal offered as time prize.

Ulbrect was protested by the Acme Club the

night before the race, and it was only through
the courtesy of the Board of Governors that he
was allowed to ride. He was entered in the
name of the Bay City Wheelmen, who admitted,
through President Wetmore, that he virtually

did not become a member of the club until the
19th, while the entries closed on the 17th.

The Board of Governors were assured that the
club had accepted Ulbrect' s application in good
faith, and expected him to remain in San
Francisco. He is said to have returned South
the next day.
The winners were:

Handicap. Time
MIN. H.M.S.

1. A. P. Swain, Acme Athlete Club 7^ 1.24.36

2. H. V. Ready, B. C. W 7 1.24.36

3. W. A. Terrell, B. C. W 2% 1.20.36

4. T- A. Howard, Acme 35£ 1.21.46

5. Oscar Olsen,Sin Jose Road Club 2% 1. 21.13 3-5
6. C. S. Wells, B. C. W 1% 1.20.272-5

7. E. Ulbrect, B. C. W Scratch 1.20 07 2-5

Record for the course is ih. 19m. 4s., held
by George A. Faulkner. Of a large official list

Geo. F. Neece was referee, F. D. Elwell
starter, R. A. Smyth, The Wheel, clerk of

the course.
Many of the riders showed lack of training

as might be expected so early in the season.
It would make Tom Eck's gray hair curl to see
all the lemons consumed by the riders during
the race. This is something in connection
with racing that has been handed down from
prehistoric times, and I have never been able
to trace it back to its initial point.
The day was cold and windy, yet the

majority of riders wore shirts of the low and
behold style, inviting pneumonia and kindred
ailments. They should see some English
riders fitted out and properly attired for road
racing, and they would then understand that
a costume or rather lack of costume, as affected
by country boys when in swimming, is not the
proper thing for a crowded neighborhood on
a race day.
Many riders went the entire distance with-

out any attention from their attendants. It is

not that a man requires any feeding in a
twenty-five mile race, but there are refresh-
ing and strengthening drinks that certain
trainers know so well how to prepare and
which help a rider wonderfully.
The Fair is in full operation now and what

interests riders most, the track is being built
as rapidly as possible. The engineer expects
it to be fit for riding by March 20, and races
will be held commencing about the first Satur-
day in April and continuing on every alternate
Saturday until the Fair closes. On' the other
Saturdays athletic games will be held on the
cinder path.
Wilbur Edwards, of San Jose, will ride a

Columbia this year and has secured the
services of "Old Bob" Patrick, formerly well-
known as a professional at Coventry. Patrick
was one of the best handicap ridersin Eng-
land and has won the Wolverhampton Handi-

cap. Edwards will need all the speed he can
produce, as there will be many difficulties to

overcome. He will practically have to fight

all the racing men single-handed, as he will

be the only prominent Columbia rider. C. L.

Davis will ride a Cleveland. Ziegler's mount
has not been announced as yet.

Davis Brothers, who have the San Francisco
agency for Clevelands, were completely burned
out last night. What effect this will have on
their bicycle business is difficult to tell at this

writing. California.

THE TRI-STATE MEET A CERTAINTY.

The Tri-State meet at Asbury Park is an
assured fixture and the dates set, for which a
sanction was granted this week, are July 13

and 14. The meet is not in any way intended
to conflict with the Denver League meet,
which will be held in August, but simply
three Division meets combined in one. Chief
Consul Holmes, of the New Jersey Division,

was seen in relation to the matter and said:

"We are of course disappointed at losing the

League meet, but we shall try again in '95.

Cards have already been circulated stating

that 'Asbury Park is still alive and wants the
meet in '95.' New Jersey would have secured
the meet if it hadu't been for the action of

Massachusetts, and are naturally sore over
its treatment. The chief officials of both the

New York and Pennsylvania Divisions have
given me their assurance of co-operation in

promoting the Tri-State meet, and the hotel

people and local wheelmen will give us every
assistance. The talk that we are sore over
defeat and that this meet is being arranged in

opposition to Denver is all nonsense. The
fact that it will be held a month before the
national meet is enough to show the folly of

any such statements. It will be merely a big
meet held by three State Divisions."

WALTHAM'S NEW TRACK.

A NOVEL SURFACE—THE BUILDER WANTS
FAST TIME.

An American Crack at Bermuda.

F. J. Titus, the noted Riverside Wheelmen
racing man, is spending the Winter at Bermuda
with his family. Titus is doing a good deal of

work on the road, and he reports himself to be
in splendid condition. This road riding is

varied with sea baths and plenty of outdoor
life. Titus writes frequently to his New York
friends giving glowing accounts of tropical

Bermuda.
Since his arrival there he has created quite

some interest among local cyclists. Recently,
as the result of much talk, a challenge passed
between himself and the amateur champion
cyclist of the Bahama Islands, in which the

New York man agreed to race a mile, giving
the Bahama champion a handicap of forty

yards. Mr. Richard Atkins, A. C. C. of

B. D. A., which is his official cycling title, de-
clines to meet Mr. Titus, not being in condi-
tion, and names W. D. Outerbridge in his

stead. Outerbridge is the ex-champion. No
match will probably take place.

Threw Up His Hands and Lost the Race.

In the Fair races at Orlando, Florida, last

week, the first heat of the one mile South
Florida Championship -was won by Walter
Huffstetler. He would also have won the
second heat had he not very idiotically waved
his hands above his head just before he crossed
the tape and landed against a post, disabling
himself and his wheel. R. D. Johnson thereby
won the second and third heats. Irving Usner
won the mile novice and the mile 3.20 class.

Plainfield's Track to Be Kite-Shaped.

The Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfield, N. J.,

have decided upon the plans for their new
track. It is to be a third of a mile in length,

kite- shaped with the small loop omitted, with
a clay foundation and a gravel surface. It is

to be laid on a plot of eleven acres on the
Randolph Road, near Park Avenue. Surveyors
began work on Monday, and it is intended to

hold an opening meet on Decoration Day.

Walter Broadbridge, the one mile champion
of South Africa, has arranged to spend the

summer in England and to compete on English
tracks.

Waltham's track, a few miles from Boston,

will, if present plans go through, be the fast-

est track and the most expensively built track

in the country. It is the property of a man
who manages it for sport, for the love he

bears cycling. The track was built last year,

and was noted for the many successful race

meets held there. Manager Bradstreet spent

a large amount of money last year to keep the

track up to the highest standard, but he failed

to gain for the track the reputation that he

thought it should have. The surface was
found, as is too often the case, to be unstable

and likely to wash down with rain. The
money lost in this way was considerable,

though the season was a success, and it was
this that induced him to go to heavy expense
the coming season.

The new track will cost him about $16,000,
but it will cost him very little to keep it up
for a long time in as good shape as when
built.

The new surface is to be of a metaliphic
substance not unlike the imitation stone walks.

The track will be of a different shape from
that of last year inasmuch as the sharp bank-
ing of the straights will be cut away and the
curves will be made wider. The bank stretch

will be about thirty feet and the homestretch
will be forty, but wide, the banks varying
between these widths. The new material
will be laid with great care, and work will

begin, so that the track will be ready for

Decoration Day.
It will take an immense amount of material

to lay the track, as it will be four to five

inches thick. About 1,600 barrels of cement
will be used. It will employ 150 men for a
month. The track will be laid on a bed of

cinders to guard against the effect of frost.

The original track is laid on a piece of boggy
ground. Old riders on the path consider that

this track, with this underpining, will be very
speedy. When the track is laid it will be cut

into sections, which will conform with the lay

out of the track and not mar its appearance.
It will be a dark stone color, and as the sur-

roundings will be beautified—the track is sur-

rounded with great hills—this will be one of

the prettiest tracks in the world.
Meets will be given once a month, and in

the regular circuits, Spring and Summer, and
jewels will be given as prizes.

Manager Bradstreet has a new idea to pro-

duce fast races. This is to offer a prize of a
certain value, place a limit on the race and then
offering an addition to the prize offered of $5
for each second below the time limit, the race

to be called off if not run inside the original

limit time. Pacemakers will be placed in all

races also, and the time improved in this way.
Time limits will be placed on all heats, and
only a few events will be run at any meet.
Only unpaced records will be encouraged,
and prizes will be given to encourage these

attempts.
A twenty-four hour race may be run this

season, something like the great Cucoa Coco
cup grind. The track is brilliantly lighted

with electricity, and such a race could be made
very interesting.

Mr. Bradstreet was loth to announce the
cost of the new surface when seen by The
Wheel man, but finally told the cost. He has
looked into the matter very thoroughly and
is convinced that this will prove the surface of

the year. The track will not be slippery when
wet. A sample of the surfacing seen at Mr.
Bradstreet' s office was wet thoroughly and the
finger would not slip in the least when rubbed
on it. As to falling on it, the rider who is so

unlucky as to have a fall on any track is

generally pretty well scraped up and the sores

are filled with the track material, while on this

track they would be very clean and would heal

readily. Riders will have a chance to try the

track on Decoration Day. Work will begin
some time this month, when it will be pushed
^s rapidly as possible.
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TURN THE KEY

£
^

__WE DO THE REST.

SPRING IS AT THE DOOR.
Birds will soon be chirping, buds be starting, grass be springing and you will

soon be getting out the dear-loved wheel to put it in order for the season's fun. Oil it

up, let it shine with the sun, inspect the tire, and then remember what we are about
to say.

While your wheel has been laid up for the Winter, we have not been neglectful
of your interests.

Capital and ingenuity we have brought to bear upon the solution of the tire

problem, and we have FOUND the solution—the New York Key Tire, combining in an
unequalled degree the desired SIMPLICITY, LIGHTNESS, STRENGTH and resiliency.

" TURN THE Key " and the edges of the outer cover are locked tight against
the band. To examine or repair the inner tube, " TURN THE KEY " the other way and
the cover is detached. It can be done in a jiffy. There is absolutely nothing to get
out of order.

The corrugated rim gives STRENGTH and LIGHTNESS, the inner tube being al]

above the rim gives RESILIENCY, the key principle gives SIMPLICITY, we give our
GUARANTEE and the combination of all these gives the NEW YORK Key TIRE, the

tire you want to ride and recommend this Summer.
Yours very truly,

Send for Booklet. NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., Ltd.

"GEE WHIZ" on special wood rim.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKING C0.LTD

PIONEERS *™ LEflbERS.
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

15 Park Row, HEW YORK.

NEW CLIPPERS

FAMOUS AS

We honestly believe that

Will not only please our friends and former
patrons but will make many new and firm

friends. We have taken the best we could

find and added the best we could think of
;

our object being to make our new produc-

tions as -

ANY WHEEL
In the world. Beauty and Simplicity has

been our motto ; having avoided mechanical
freaks and novelties, knowing that in most
cases they are worthless except for advertising

purposes. Beauty is seven points in ten with

lovers of the wheel. Our NEW CLIPPERS
embody the most essential features required to

insure success, viz. : Beauty, Lightness, Sim-

plicity and Strength.
Continued in our Catalogue. Send for one.

wmd*
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE LIBERAL TRIUMPH.

THE BARRIER BROKEN—A LIBERAL RULE
MUST NOW COME IN TIME.

N adopting the double-barrelled

amateur rule by the L. A_ W.
National, Assembly the pro-

position that winners of prizes

might be permitted to' sell or

barter them like other property

honestly acquired after a

reasonable interval, was un-

cerimoniously shelved. Thou-

sands will regret these two

failures of hoped-for reforms.

But let us candidly consider:

WereJhese reforms defeated ? No; they are

only postponed. In fact, they have made a

distinct and gratifying advance. The assault

upon the old citadel of prejudice and precedent

has been momentarily repulsed, but the walls

of the citadel are plainly breached ; the assail-

ants have gained and hold a lodgment in two of

the salients, and final victory for liberalism is

now certain.

For, look ! a few years ago who would have
dared to predict that the L. A. W. would now
not only recognize, but actually adopt pro-

amateurism as legitimate (in a second class),

and openly authorize that "prizes may be ex-

changed or bartered (by Class B), provided
there is in no case a cash bonus received."

When it is considered that Class B is intended

to embrace

All the Really Famous Champions

(whether it does so or not when reduced to

practice), these concessions towards liberalism

are undeniably an astonishing victory against

the puritans;
" Reforms never go backward." The Puri-

tan line is now manifestly broken. The
L. A. W. as a national organization has re-

luctantly, but openly, confessed that it is no
longer possible to obtain the old Puritan sys-

tem. Liberalism is recognized as an absolute
necessity. Chairman Raymond said in his re-

port: "The time has come to change the order
of things. We were all of one mind as re-

garded a needed and radical change, but
divided as to just how far that change should
be made."
The change has not been made so far as the

advanced liberals hoped and worked for ; but
it is made a great deal farther than the stub-

born Puritans were willing. The change is

forward toward liberalism, not backward
toward Puritanism.
Both sides will be dissatisfied. Both sides

predict a failure of the new rules to satisfy the
country. If this fails what must be the next
change? Strict Puritanism has already broken
down ; that cannot be gone back to. The

Only Possible Next Change

will be to or toward still larger liberalism.
The arguments and facts in favor of a single
broad liberal rule have not been refuted. On
the contrary, they have been made stronger
by this concession to their force—this public
acknowledgement that the old order is impos-
sible, and that liberalism must be granted.

In view of the fact that the Scotch have also
proposed a Class A and B rule, the L. A. W.
Racing Board may well doubt that they

" Have Scotched the snake, not killed it :

She'll close and be herself, while our poor malice
Remains in danger of her former tooth."

Chairman Raymond publicly owns, in his
report, that the practices of which the Puritans
complain cannot be suppressed. "You might
as well try to dam Niagara with a fishnet."
So, instead of broadening the rule so far that
these inevitable practices shall be legitimate
for everybody, the rule is broadened only so
that they shall be legitimatized to bastards, of
a separate class. But that separate class of
bastard amateurs is, in the intention of the
Board, to be the most glorious class of the two.
It is to embrace all the famous riders, all the
great champions

Who Give Glory to the Sport

and fame to the nation, all those whom the
American people and the civilized world
delight to honor. These are to constitute

Class B. Class A is intended to be composed
only of the nobodies, the neophytes, the little

local town, county and township would-bes.
As soon as any one of these becomes really

anybody worth mentioning, he is expected to

graduate into Class B.
Suppose the machine doesn't work that way.

Suppose that Class A is still sought by the
manufacturers, as it surely will be by some,
and is still suspected of all that the Puritans
complain of. Then what? Suppose that

Class A still barters prizes, and Class B makes
money. There will remain but one more
remedy—to recognize and yield to broad and
invincible facts, property rights, moral and
legal rights, human nature, popular opinion,

and base the next rule upon such a broad basis

that all honest people can join the L. A. W.
without yielding self-respect, legal or moral
rights, or abandoning their decent respect for

the opinions of mankind. "The holier than
thou" Puritanism, being already an acknowl-
edged humbug and failure, will have to be
finally abandoned.
The friends of a broad, liberal rule, and all

who wish to popularize and increase the L. A.
W., should, therefore, take fresh courage and
renew their efforts with a comfortable
assurance of final success. The future is now
certainly theirs if they grasp the opportunities
of 1894 firmly.

For myself, I am thoroughly convinced that

there are

But Two Alternatives for the I*. A. W.

—

narrowness and wreck, or a broad liberality,

bringing popularity and healthy growth.
Notwithstanding the glorious success of the

sport in 1893, the organization drifted perilously

toward wreck. Its numbers dangerously
decreased; its resources largely diminished;
its popularity waned to a sickly condition.

Part of the decrease was, no doubt, due to the
hard times. The new rules and new officers

may—I hope will—strongly revive the vitality

of the organization. But it will never be as
broadly popular as it ought to be until its rules

and all its policy are in accord with national
public opinion—not merely the opinions of its

members only, but the practical every-day
opinions and business practices of the masses
of the people whom it ought to attract

into its membership, and upon whose good
will its future prosperity must depend. That
is the wisest policy which will make friends

of the politics, the business and the recre-

ations of the whole American nation, that

avoids bucking against the snag of public
opinion, that invites the largest increase of

membership, that broadens the sport and
makes its conditions such as will pack
the grand stand with pleased spectators,

that harnesses the League to great national

popular reforms that are bound to succeed,

such as good roads and free postal delivery

for everybody, including the farmers, and that
will make the wheel felt by the whole people
as a national blessing and pleasure, worthy of

the most liberal applause and the most gener-
ous support, and not merely a hide-bound, close

corporation for boys and young men with
sophomore notions of ridiculous high-toned
exclusiveness. President Bates.

Boston Colored Wheelmen Indignant.

The colored wheelmen of Boston held a
meeting last week to discuss the action of the
League in debarring the negro from member-
ship. The testimony of ten or twelve colored
L. A. W. members was taken as to their feel-

ings concerning the insertion of the word
" white" in the League Constitution. Letters
were also read by the secretary from various
other colored League members throughout
the State, all of them expressing extreme in-

dignation.
The club commended Representative Robert

T. Teamoh for the resolution presented by him
to the Massachusetts Legislature deprecating
the discrimination on the part of the League.
The Massachusetts delegation to the National
Assembly was also favorably mentioned on
account of the solid vote against the amend-
ment.

Columbus, Ohio,

Mar. 2, 1894.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS.

We beg leave to make our

little bow to you in '94,

and while we do not hold

the record for the fastest

mile or any medals from

the World's Fair (we did

not exhibit), and while

our machine is not worth

its weight in gold (nor

are we the builders of the

only high grade bicycle

in the world), yet we DO

make one style and grade,

and only one, and that is

the finest that money and

skill can produce.

We do not care at what

price they list we claim

as high grade as any, and

are ready to back up our

ass er tion.

Oar « ' Columbus No. 7, '
'

with steel rims, weighs

but 2B lbs. and lists at

$90.00, and with wood rims

and road racing tires, 25

lbs. , at $100. 00.

We have made this wheel

from the finest material

that money can buy, and

wish you to write us for

discounts and territory.

Remember, we build but

one machine— the '"'Columbus

No. 7. '
'

Very truly,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro.
,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent

for South-Western Ohio,

Northern Kentucky and

Sou th-Eas tern Indiana.

K indly mention The Wheel when writing.
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60,000-AT LASTI-80,000
GOOD THINGS COME SLOW.

iwjMnc) cmmociiEs*
JXJST OUT. GtE>T ONE.

A work of art surpassing all previous efforts in bicycle catalogues. World's Fair Illus-

trations, cycling scenes in Lincoln Park, the Monarch factory, our retail salesroom, the finest

in America, and a lot of general information pertaining to the MONARCH which every
intending purchaser of a bicycle should read before making a selection of his wheel. We are
building the best that money can buy. Five styles, 21 to 34 pounds.

We want your name for our work of art Mention this paper.

v%>vNSNNVVYSVvsA^^^»v^vv^ArVS*»^fVv>»^*»vs^•

Monarch Cycle Co.,
Retail Salesroom....

280 Wabash Ave.

Lake ^ Halsted Sts., CHICAGO.

C. F. GUYON CO., 97=99 Reade St., N. Y., Eastern Distributing and Sales Agents.
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UNSURPASSED IN QUALITY.
UNRIVALED IN PRICE.

Hiil (Me Bicycles in Every Particular, fitted with G. & J. Detachable Tires,

AT EXCKEDINGLY I*OW PRICES.

STORMER

PRICE, $75.00

Send inlyour 'application for Catalogue

and Territory before it is

all taken.

STORMER.

ACME MFG. CO.,

Watch this space for our

"ACME" Next Week.

Reading, Pa.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The . .

.

For

Tourist 1894
Owing to a late start this year our output is limited. We want a few agents,

however, especially in the vicinity of New York City, and can offer them the

best road wheel in the market.

The TOURIST is Popular; its mechanical perfection is well known;
this year's machine is Greatly Improved Over all Previous Models

and will be a great seller.

A few improvements are: True diamond frame in two heights, narrow tread, dust proof bearings, wooden rims, etc.

TOURIST ROADSTER, guaranteed for all kinds of road use; weight, with brake, 28 lbs., Price 3115.
" " " *' " " without brake, 26 lbs.

,

115.
TOURIST RACER, weight, 20 pounds 130.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

JULIAN R. TINKHAM, President,

BIDWELL-TIHKHAM CYGLE CO., 306-3 1 West 59th St., Hew York City.
Please add : Saw it in TheWheel.
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Manhattan Field is beii g resurfaced.

The present address of W. A. Rhodes is
wanted at this office.

R. Philip Gormully and Mrs. Gormully have
left Chicago for a month's sojourn in Cali-
fornia.

To'edo, Ohio, has a cycle delivery company.
Parcels are delivered to any part of the city
for io cents.

A company has been formed in Baltimore
for the purpose of publishing a weekly cycle
and sporting paper.

Gray & Johnston is the name of a new firm
just opening a retail store in Cincinnati. The
Sterling will be their leader.

"The Scavenger" is the inelegant, but not
inappropriate name given a simple but in-
genious "combined mud guard and wheel
scraper," of English invention.

The Springfield B. C. will hold its annual
meet on September n, 12 and 13. Com-
mittees have already been appointed. D. E.
Miller will act as general manager.

The Automatic Mud Guard Co., of Buffalo,
N. Y., have three travelers on the road,
Messrs. Shore, McTaggarts and Hanna, all of

whom report that the novelty has made a
'•hit." #

Karl Kron was one of the interesting person-
ages whom the balmy weather of the past
week tempted out. He was met on Riverside
Drive mounted on his historical, full-nickeled

ordinary, "No. 249."

A hot contest is likely to ensue to secure the
Canadian Wheelmen's Association's Annual
Meet. Montreal, Stratford and Queen Sound
have put in bids and London, Goderich and
Kingston are also after it.

The Chicago Athletic Club has dismissed
Githens, Bode, Lumsden and Kni>ely as mem-
bers of its racing team. It is claimed that
they rode under the colors of other organiza-
tions last season.

The eight-day race, which will start in Paris
on March 18, will be of more than passing
interest. In addition to the English and
French riders who will compete are Waller
and Ashinger, who sailed with Crooks last
week.

The Riverside Wheelmen are very much
gratified over the news that Chairman Ray-
mond has sanctioned their meet for July 7.

They have already leased Manhattan Field,
and will hold their tournament at that famous
enclosure.

The Pelican C. C, of New Orleans, held its

opening road race on Saturday last for a dis-

tance of two miles. The result: 1, E. Hands,
im., time, 7m. 28s. ; 2, R. J. Godberry, scratch,
7m. 28 2-5S. ; 3, A. Dakin, 30s., 7m. 39s.

; 4, L.
Spangenberg, im., 8m. 31 1-5S.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Co. have opened a new foundry for
casting the aluminum parts of the Luminum
cycles. It contains six furnaces, and has a
capacity of forty complete sets of aluminum
parts per day. The company considers it the
most complete, scientific and perfect plant
ever put up for a similar purpose.

The Elwell European tour promises to be an
unusually pleasant company this year. Among
those who will be of the party are Dr. O. H.
Babcock, Hammondsport, N. Y. ; D. Bander,
Rheims, N. Y. ; Harry Lamson, Portland, Me.

;

E. B. Porter, Indianapolis, Ind. ; H. Higel,
Arcanum, O. ; W. H. Wheeler, Hammonds-
port, N. Y. The party will devote a week to

the Black Forest region, and do Holland very
thoroughly. The membership of the party is

limited to twenty.

The Utica (N. Y.) C. C. has already begun
work for a big meet to be held on Decoration
Day. Auburn will also hold a meet on the
same day.

Two tracks are about to be constructed in
New Orleans by rival athletic clubs—one a four,
the other a three lap affair. The former will
be ready before May 1.

The magnificent Spring-like weather of the
past few days has brought out the wheelmen
in droves. On Sunday the roads were still
soft and muddy, but the asphalted Boulevard
was literally alive with bicycles; not less than
3,oco must have passed a given point during
the day. The only mishap occurred to Ernest
Fornag, of 130 W. Twenty-sixth Street, whose
wheel skidded when crossing the track at the
junction of Ninth Avenue and the Boulevard,
resulting in a broken leg and the buckling of
the front wheel of his machine. Officer
William Bauer, of the Twenty-fourth Precinct,
sent out an ambulance call, and although but
six blocks from Roosevelt Hospital, it was half
an hour before the call was answered, the man
in the meantime suffering intensely.

The Pontiac Club, the big uptown organiza-
tion, now has a cycling annex. Temporary
officers were elected on Monday last, as fol-
lows: W. C. Nason, Chairman; W. T. Stewart,
Secretary; Jos. Oatman, Treasurer; C. p!
Staubach, Captain. The annex will probably
be called the Pontiac Club Wheelmen. The
organization will be perfected and permanent
officers chosen on Thursday next. The
Pontiac's club-house at Amsterdam Avenue
and Eighty-first Street is a palatial structure,
comparatively new, and splendidly appointed
in every part. Changes for the convenience
of the cycling annex are to be made which,
with the other advantages, should cause the
new department to wax very fine and large.
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THE OVERMAN STORE.

Among the late comers in New York's

Cycle Row is the Overman Wheel Co., who are

at No. 23. Their place is not yet fixed up, but no

doubt, in the usual Victor way, it will be one

of the most attractive stores on the street when
it is refurnished.

At the new agency, Victors will be retailed

W. C. OVERMAN.

and wholesaled in local territory. Mr. W. C.

Overman is in charge. He is a Boston man,
and has been with the Overman Company
since its inception. For several years he has
been on deck at the Boston store. He leaves

the Hub with regret, but expects that he will

soon get rubbed into metropolitan ways and
that he will succeed here. Mr. Overman is a
smallish man, quiet in manner and a very
effective and persevering worker.

The Liberty on Cycle Kow.

By May 1 the Wilson-Myers Co. will have
taken a place in the Warren Street cycle colony,

which is rapidly assuming respectable propor-
tions. Their headquarters, wholesale depart-

ment and main office will be removed from
Liberty Street to No. 4 Warren, where they
will occupy the store, basement and sub-
basement, giving them a floor space of 90 x 25

feet on each floor. They will carry here a
large stock of wheels for immediate shipment.
Most of their shipments to agents will be made
from this store.

The uptown branch, 1,786 Broadway, will

continue as the retail, renting and sundry
department, but under the management of

Stephen J. Moen, who will succeed Alex.
Schwalbach, who will take charge of the
Liberty branch in Brooklyn. This will be
located in Avon Hall, 1,217-21 Bedford Ave-
nue. The place will be very much altered,

particularly the front of the building, show
windows being inserted, etc., and re-

christened Liberty Hall. This branch will in-

clude a large riding hall, 80x100 feet, a store

of the same size, and a bowling alley besides.

The entire Long Island list of agencies will be
supplied from this depot.

Now that the L. A. W. has drawn the color

line, the Southern Divisions are beginning to

stir themselves. The Louisiana Division,
which seemingly took last year's adverse vote
most to heartand dwindled from 150 to 6 mem-
bers, is about to be reorganized. A meeting
is to be held in New Orleans and an effort

made to place the Division on its legs.

Representative Teamoh, the member of the
Massachusetts Legislature who introduced the
resolution condemning the League's action in

drawing the color line, is himself a colored
man.

A Receiver for the Automatic Mfg. Co.

Charles T. Terry has been appointed tem-
porary receiver of the Automatic Mfg. Co.,
636-644 First Avenue, New York The com-
pany manufacture cycle attachments and
parts and slot machines. The liabilities are
$2,500 and the nominal assets about the same.
Proceedings have been brought by the direc-
tors for a dissolution of the company. It was
incorporated in March, 1892, with a capital of

$6,000.

Chattel Mortgage for $10,000.

The Bradley Chainless Bicycle Co., of
Albany, N. Y., has given a chattel mortgage
for $10,000 to Albert F. Smith, as trustee, for
the purpose of securing the payment of all

debts by it contracted and to raise the neces-
sary funds to enable it to carry on its corporate
business. The mortgage is given to cover
every part of its lands, buildings, fixed and
movable machinery, fixtures, tools and imple-
ments, and all stock and other property now
on hand, franchises, rights, liberties, duties,

contracts and also its letters patent. The real

property is situated at Kinderhook.

Output Sold.

It has been some time since this announce-
ment has been heralded, but this week it comes
unexpectedly from E. C. Stearns & Co., Syra-
cuse. They write:

We are pleased to inform you that our 1894 product
is practically sold. We have, therefore, called our
traveling men in off the road as we prefer to be in
position to take good care of contracts already made
rather than to over-sell. We are working full force of
employees, and in several departments are running
until 10 p. m. On the whole we think the outlook for
the bicycle business this year is very bright.

Now for the Test, Itself.

That much-mooted steel vs. aluminum test

is likely to take place at last. E. C. Stearns &
Co. have accepted as fifth judge—the selection
of whom has caused the delay and trouble—R.
H. Thurston, professor of mechanical engineer-
ing at Cornell University, who was one of
several suggested by the Luminum people.

Columbia* Will be Sold in France.

The Pope Mfg. Co. has cast its eye on
French trade. Mr. A. E. Patterson, of the
Pope Co., will leave for Paris to-morrow to
introduce Columbias in France.

ARE CHEAP TIRES CHEAP?

Fortress Monroe

Will be the place at which Colonel Pope
will take a rest. The Colonel was in New
York on Thursday, and with Mr. Redding,
his attorney, left for the Fortress, which he
has selected for a brief midwinter rest.

It is not generally known that the Hickory
Wheel Co. have gone very extensively into the
manufacture of wood rims. A plant for this
purpose has been added to the works at South
Framingham, and the rim is said to embody a
novel idea or two. The Hickory Co. has been
supplying all of the wood rims used by the
Pope and Hartford Companies, and is now for
the first time in position to cater to the trade
at large.

$$Powers & Grevert, proprietors of the Central
Park Cycle Co., have removed from No. 129 to
No. 133 Boulevard. The latter is a corner
store, light and airy, nearly the whole front
being of glass. It can be made a most attrac-
tive place. The firm has done a good, safe
business during the past year; the Powers
built-to-order wheels have become quite
numerous, and have earned a splendid reputa-
tion in the metropolitan district.

Wm. A. Skinkle, of Cleveland, patent at-
torney for H. A. Lozier & Co. , has been in
New York and Washington this week on the
Lozier patent business.

W. M. Perrett is doinar Ohio and Michigan
for the Raleigh Co. He will spend two months
in that territory.

This is a question many cyclists answer with recol-

lections of sad experiences, and all dealers and cycle

makers answer with an emphatic, positive no—and so

can several tire makers—yet inferior, poorer tires than
any made in 1893 are offered and are being sold for

many 1894 wheels. Cycle makers tempted with low
prices, arguing they have had to drop their prices,

continue to deceive themselves and are led into

purchases of tires of which they know but little, but
hope will turn out all right. Dealers feel they must
buy low-priced inferior tires, because cyclists want to

pay about so much for changing tires, and they can-

not make as good a profit in buying better ones. The
question is therefore, are cheap tires cheap? is one that

interests the cyclist ; they pay for what they
use, while cycle makers and dealers, chancing
their reputation, frequently buy what they can
sell at the greatest profit. A tire has a value
according to the merit of construction and the

durable quality of the materials of which it is

made. The cost of the materials and the putting of

the materials together, plus a legitimate profit for the

maker, constitute the value of the tire ; below that

one cannot go and live ; above that is prevented by
legitimate, intelligent competition. Cyclists should ac-

quaint themselves with the principles of construction,

and as nearly as possible with the materials of which
ires are made if they wish to obtain greatest value
when they purchase. They should not be influenced

Simplicity

47

by elaborately displayed advertisements, exaggerated

statements of great sales, picturesque figures, slang

wit or low prices, but study carefully practical worth

for the purposes intended. The prime consideration

should be durability of wear and facility of re-

pair in case of puncture, and price after. Sim-

plicity 47 possesses all the qualities which cyclists

are seeking — resilience, speed, as little weight

as is consistent with safety and durability, together

with simple method of detaching, ease of repair and
positive repairable qualities anywhere, any time, by
man, woman or child. It is not the lowest-priced tire

offered for 1894, but because of the long and severe

tests of strain and wear through which it has been

put, it is claimed to be at least as cheap as any tire in

the world. Those cyclists who have seen it and ex-

amined the principle of its construction immediately

settle upon it as the most desirable yet produced.

Not any one to whom it has been chosen in England
France or America can find any faults in its principle,

or can criticise the materials of which it is made. Can
this be said of any other tire ? Those who have not

seen it should do so before purchasing 1894 cycles or

ordering a change of tires on their old wheels.

Cyclists or cycle dealers who desire new tires put on

old wheels can have the change made at a moderate
charge if they will remove the old wheels from the

frame of the cycle, strip off the old tires and send the

wheels by express to Elliott Burris, 64 Cortlandt

Street, New York. He will rebuild the wheels, using

blue steel piano wire spokes, and mount them with

Simplicity 47 tires. As the popularity and reputation

of the tire will largely depend upon the making up of

the wheels, every one may feel assured that the work
will be done by skilled mechanics in the most careful

manner. Descriptive circulars and price lists mailed

to all asking for same.—Adv.
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1
Built like a watch.

Sound as a dollar.

The lightest and easiest running

Strong as—because made all of— steel

Requiring the least repairs

The Wheel you ought to be riding

"New Departure," free.

"The Cyclist's Litany," free.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236, 238 and 240 Carroll Ave. CHICAGO,

New York Agents: L. C. JANDORF & CO., I 16 and I 18 West 125th Street.

Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."

WE PRESENT WITH CONSIDERABLE

PRIDE AND SATISFACTION , iiiliilMMIIli.

The Martin Special,
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

This wheel is built for all kinds of riders, over all kinds of roads. The

design is of the latest, and the material and construction the best. We
invite criticism and comparison with any wheel on the market.

•-...••^«*v

H. C. MARTIN & CO.,
554-566 and 588 MAIN STREET,

Write for Catalogue and Discounts. BUFFALO, 1ST. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.



March 9,

wHY THEY STAY SOLD.

YOU MAY KNOW IF YOU WANT TO,

The most remarkable book of Testimonials ever issued is now ready for gratuitous

distribution. It will interest every wheelman or would-be wheelman in America, and

may be had from all Premier agencies on application, or by sending postal card to

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,
34, 36 and 38 WATTS STREET. iJSTEW YORK,

NE-W YORK CITY AGENTS:

PORTKR Ac OIIvMOUR, 1773 BROJVXfr^Z^TAY.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel. "

HIGH GRHD6. LOW PRICES.
THE> APOIvL/O, $75.00.

RAGLES fife
Agents wanted in all parts of the United States.

^ Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Western New York.

C^VCIL^iT m B°y s ' H'gh Grade Safeties, 24 and 26 inch Ball or Cone, Pneumatic or Cushion Tires.

LUCAS LAMPS, NEW DEPARTURE BELLS, CLOTHING AND SUNDRIES.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr., Sz CO.,
oend for Illustrated Catalogue. PHILADELPHIA,

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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ECHOES FROM EUROPE.

London, February 24, 1894.

NE of the draw-

backs of being

an habitual liar

is that nobody

believes you at

any time, even

on those rare oc-

casions, when, by

accident,you stumble

on the truth.

I don't say this

from personal exper-

ience. As a youth I

put lying to severe

practical tests, and found

that I had to give it up.

I told "crams" so badly that people saw
through them (and me) at once, and the system

was useless to me. No; I have arrived at my
conclusions by watching the doings and the

downfalls of the Ananiases of the day.

Poor Ananias ! Why, he would not be in it if

he happened to live more and have his being

in the cycling world of these times.

Do you remember the story of the boy who
cried "wolf! wolf!" on every available
occasion? He was an excessively nasty boy,
of most debased mind, and evidently predes-
tined for the rope or electrocution. His chief

amusement was to startle his good and indus-
trious neighbors by raising an alarm of "wolf"
when there was really no wolf at all. He used
to burst into a cycle depot and yell "wolf" at

the top of his voice, whereupon everyone
rushed for safety and business was entirely

suspended. He considered it vastly humorous
to do this at meetings of creditors when people
were anxious to know what proposal the
debtor made. He kept it up for four years,

at the end of which time people saw it was a
"plant"—they took a long time to see a joke in

those days.
But Nemesis overtook this wretched,

degraded boy.
One day the wolf did come in propria

persona, and the boy announced his as usual.

The people, however, were no longer to be
had, and they paid no heed.
Nothing was left of the boy but his boot-

laces.

The merit of this story lies in the applica-

tion of it.

I am reminded of it by what has happened
in the company-promoting business. For
months promoters of tire and other com-
panies cried, "Now's your time to make a
pile." "Here is a big thing." "We offer you
a grand spec ; so good that we would not feel

justified in keeping it all to ourselves, but pre-

fer to do a great work for mankind."
People believed them. Hundreds of thous

ands of pounds were floating about. We
seemed to eat, drink and sleep money. It was
in the air. You couldn't miss it. Men who
had nothing yesterday had plenty to-day.

Ah! but there came a frost, a killing frost,

and it was discovered that men who had plenty
yesterday had nothing to-day. Money was
subscribed for things that were worthless, and
that never will be anything else. Pounds
were lost by the thousand. Meanwhile the
clever gentlemen behind the scenes secured
their little lot and vanished. Reaction, re-

vulsion— whatever you like to call it—set in,

with the result that a syndicate of archangels
would scarcely be able to wheedle money out
of the British public for the best tire that was
ever invented.

In the height of the tire craze a man had
nothing to do but put an india rubber tube on
a rim, give it a name, take it to Dublin, and
ask for ,£40,000 or ^50, 000. He got it. He has
nothing to do but sit down and smoke till the

money got tired of rolling in. The public at

last saw what a thundering ass it had been, and

it went to the other extreme. Quite recently
really good things were offered for flatation,

but the public would have none of it, and thus
it comes to pass that tires that may rarely be
heard of are far better than others which are,

as one might say, forced down our throats.

Surely the devil must be in it.

The cycling woman has had a tremendous
inning in London this week.
A young lady has read to the Society of

Cyclists—who may be considered the savants
of cycling circles in England—a paper on
rational dress for wheelwomen.
Dress is a never-failing top : c of interest to

the gentle sex ; they can leave it only to discuss
their neighbors, but our lady cyclists have
beaten all records, and have worried over the
dreadful dress question till we come to the

conclusion that it is the great mystery which
we were sent into the world to solve. Woman
having already imitated man in everything
else has determined to follow his lead in the
matter of nether garments.
And she'll do it.

I am as certain of that as I am that I could
enjoy a dozen of oysters and a glass of cham-
pagne at this moment. I have no manner of

doubt whatever that a year or two will see our
women folk who cycle garbed as men, and as
little subjected to observation. Many of those
who had opposed the change have been con-
verted on seeing the costumes in actual use by
a few heroic ladies who did what they thought
right in defiance of public opinion (or a section

of it), ladies, too, whose reputation could not
be tainted by the breath of the foulest

slanderer.
A curious thing is that some of the women

who deserve to throw off the serfdom implied
in wearing skirts blame men for having im-
posed the wretched garment on them. This
is doing what is facetiously called the
"stronger sex," a notable wrong. Since the
days of Eve women have always done as they
liked in the matter, and I am quite sure that
they will continue to do so. Men have never
dictated to them, nor have men ever usurped
any of their privileges or prerogatives. On
the contrary, women have cut their hair short
and learned to smoke, and have started as
journalists, and barbers, and doctors, andadvo-
cates, so that it looks as though in a few years
more men will have no business left but that
of working the sewing machine and dry-
nursery.
The strongest opposition to what is now

known as the "rational dress movement" has,
I think, come from America.
We regard this as somewhat strange, as we

have been taught to look upon the American
girl as the most go ahead, independent and
strong-minded young female in creation. We
believed that the descendants of the ladies

who threw the tea (of which many of them are
so fond) into Boston harbor would have done
likewise with their skirts. But, bless you!
There is no knowing what women may or may
not do.
And, after all, what does it matter?
They cannot help being the most utterly

charming and delightful of God's creatures

—

Stars of Hope and Love that guide poor
weary men through the trackless desert of life.

Gentlemen, with a glass which I could wish
as full as my heart, I give you the ladies!

Hooray !

!

It is not often that George Lacy Hillier is

beaten at anything, but he had the worst of it

on Saturday last.

He had organized, with his usual thorough-
ness and energy, a grand cycling procession
to Ripley, at which place it was intended to

return, for a time, the Anchor Shield to the
custody of the donors. The thing had been
boomed for all it was worth, and perhaps a bit

more, and it undoubtedly would have been a
very remarkable gathering but for the weather.
Not for years had weather been seen in such
quantities on the Ripley Road. Jupiter Pluvius
was at his best—or worst. To say that it rained
"cats and dogs" would be to convey amiserably
inadequate idea of the form displayed. It rained
lions and tigers, and elephants and rhinocer-
ouses and jack asses. Even on ordinary busi-

ness you could not move about in anything less

thana Boynton suit. Nothirgdaunted, Hillier

and a few brave, unflinching souls (some of
whose wives and mothers, I should think, gave
it hot to them when they got home), swam
down to Ripley on their machines. Strange
to say not one man was drowned; but this

miracle may not be repeated. Thus was the
London season opened, and we pay homage to

the Hillierian spirit of pertinacity.

By the way, I see that the London County
Club has slammed its doors in the most
unmistakable fashion in the face of profes-
sionalism. The club will not have it at any
price. Won't ask it to come in and stay to

dinner, or even to take a drink. The Catford
Club, on the contrary, has invited the profes-
sional to fly to its arms, and see* a haven of
rest on its bosom. It has even gone the
length of opening a branch in Paris, where
they are all professionals, and where bombs
and other explosives can be had just now at

two a penny. The Polytechnic Club has
followed the Catford to some extent, and has
refused to accept the resignation of Harris and
others who have gone over to mammon.

Its a pretty state of things as it stands, and
may possibly lead to ruptures ani compli-
cations in the near future. The Scorcher. jJ

INDOOR RACING AT BUFFALO.

The Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A. held a series
of races in the Arsenal, Buffalo, on Saturday
evening last. There was a good attendance
but the entry list was small. Penseyres rode
in five events and captured all of them but
one. Summary:
One Mile Boys.— i, Frank Maxwell ; 2, A. Wagner.

Time, 3m. 8s.

Five Mile City Championship.—i, J. Penseyrfs,
Columbia B. C.j 2, H. J. Wolf, Comrades B. C; 3, T.
Schulmyer, Comrades B. C. Time, 15m. 14 2-5S.

Two Mile 3 30 Class.—1, J. H. Wolf; 2, Philip
Reese, Youngstown, O.

; 3, Wm. Runser, Columbia
B. C. Time, 5m. 47 3-5S.
Two Mile Novice.— i, F. J. Smith, Comrades B. C;

2, J. H. Wolf; 3. T. Schulmyer. Time, 3m. 30 2-3S.

Two and one-Half Miles.— i, John Penseyres
;

2, Schulmver ; 3, H. Deckert. Time, 7m. 38s.

Three Mile Lap.— i, Penseyres; 2, F. J. Smith;
3, Wm. Runser. Time, am. 15 3-5S.
One Mile (National Guards*.— 1, Henry Wolf; 2, J.

Penseyres
; 3, H. E. Deckert. Time, 3m. 12 2-5S.

Five-Mile Open.— i, Penseyres ; 2, Smith ; 3, Wolf.
Time, 15m. 40s.

Chicagoans Looking for a Course.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Chicago,
have appointed a committee of three from
each side of the city to report upon the best
course in their respective sections for the
annual Decoration Day road race, at a meet-
ing to be held March 13. Permanent com-
mittees were appointed as follows:

On rules—W. Herrick, Lincoln Club; C. P. Root,
Chicago; G. S. Greenburg, Minnette; John Simon,
Pilzen; K. F. Peterson, Ravenswood.
On race meets—C. P. Root, Chicago Club; J. M.

Erwin, Lincoln; W. I. Parsons, Lake View.
On prizes for the annual road race—F. J. Fanning,

Illinois Club; Tom Haywood, Calumet; C.S.Thomas,
Lake View; K. F. Peterson, Ravenswood; C. G Sinse-
baugh was elected Secretary.

Johnson in Class 15.

Writing from Syracuse on March i, T. W.
Eck sets a very good example to not a few
others by stating that John S. Johnson will

ride a Stearns wheel in all his events during
the coming season. Mr. Eck adds: "Both Mr.
lohnson and myself are very strongly in

favor of Class B, as proposed by Mr. H. E.

Raymond, and Mr. Johnson will ride in that

class." This is a clean way of doing business,

and it is to be hoped others will follow the ad-

vice of Messrs. Eck and Johnson.

Revolved Over Half an Hour.

The latest advertising novelty in England is

a wheel spinning contest. A well-known firm

recently offered a prize of $25 to the one guess-
ing nearest the time the front wheel on one
of their regular stock machines would revolve
after one shove. The prize was won by a
guess of 38m. 30s.

The project of forming a local racing circuit

to be composed of Wheeling, W. Va ; Steuben-
ville, O. ; East Liverpool, O. ; Wellsville, O.

;

Youngstown, O., and Beaver Falls, Pa., is

meeting with encouragement. A meeting of

delegates from the various towns is to be held
during the month.
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WAS recently seated in a Rome
Watertown and Ogdensburg train

vainly endeavoring to keep warm, when it

stopped with one of those jerks for which roads

north of the New York Central are celebrated,

and nearly dislocated my spinal column.
The station at which it stopped was a con-

sumptive structure, utterly devoid of paint

but liberally plastered over with circus posters

and patented medicine signs. The name
" Lonesomedale " was conspicuous at one end,
and three of the seventy-five inhabitants were
waiting beneath it to get on board.
One of the three was a fair sample of a Grand

Army veteran in full regalia. His slouch hat
was a size too large, and had been pulled down
on his head until his ears threatened to drop
off. He wore a blue flannel shirt, fastened in

front with safety pins, and the brass buttons
on his coat had been treated to a holiday
brightening. His stogy boots wore a faint

polish that looked as if the old man had used
stove blacking in his hurry, and one leg of his

trousers was tucked carefully inside the boot
leg, while trie other was about half most out-
side the other.

A uniform works quite a change in the ap-
pearance of a mau, and at first glance one
might have taken the vet for a quiet village
parson ; but a second and closer look disclosed
the forgotten oat whisps and barley straw
lurking in his hair and beard and the end of

his nose had something to say for itself. He
chewed steadily on a cud of navy plug, and
his little sharp eyes, rather too close together
for comfort, snapped as he chewed.
He shuffled down the car aisle, and spotting

a comrade who sat in a seat near min j
, hailed

him with a '

' How de dew, comrade, mornin'
;"

and before the comrade could reply, fired about
the following monologue at him in a loud,

wheezing voice that sounded like the creaking
of a rusty hinge on a barn door:

" Aint nobody occupying this seat; be they
comrade? What! only you, eh; wal. seein' as
I'm a lettle mite the oldest, I reckon I'll squat,
and let them wimen folks stand. What! Yes,
I'm a goin' over tew Roch'ster. What!
Yes, right smart snow storm" (a regular
blizzard was raging).

"'Taint nothin' tew one we had durin' the
campaign of the Winter of '63, though. Yas,
this may be called a blizzard by pussons of

new fangled idees, but long side that storm I

speak of 'taint much more'n a flurry."

He squeezed into the seat, cast a large gob
of tobacco juice on the floor, pulled his hat
down a little further and continued: "You
see, comrade, it was about the middle—no, it

was nearer the end of February, one mornin'
when we had been ordered out suddenly on a
forced march. I never see such marchin' all

durin' the war 'n I seen that day and the two
day's following. The boys just marched the
horses off their feets. It was bitter cold, and
every oncit in a while a horse would give a
snort of pain and flop over in the snow to be
left behind and freeze to death."

" Wal, sir, more'n one blue coat got stuck
in the drifts, and had to be yanked out by
tieing a rope round him and hitching the end
to a horse. At the end of the third day we
struck camp near Budsons Run, on a high
bluff, as our commander said, ' just to let the
boys thaw out their frozen feet.'

"

"But to tell the truth all hands were about
done up. We dined on what little dried dog
meat an army biscuit they was left, and it

was pesky little, I want to tell yer, and then
tumbled into our blankets to sleep.

"I slept sound as a trade dollar till maybe
'bout five o'clock, when I awoke and felt a

stiflin' sensation in my chest. I couldn't
figure out what on earth was the matter of
me, but I did know I wanted air pretty badly,
and crawled to the side of the tent to open the
flap. As I did so in tumbled a heap of snow
big enough to knock me over and wakening
the rest of the boys, who jumped up, thinking
we'd been surprised by the enemy. I assured
them on that score, and sttuck a match to
learn the real trouble, and, by hemlock, if we
weren't snowed under I be darned.
"Wal, sir, I stood on one fellow's shoulder,

and then rammed my musket up through the
snow, but couldn't strike the top. It tell you't
looked blue for us; but I ain't the kind to get
skared at no such thing, so I sat to thinking.
I knowed the nearest town was twenty miles
away, and to reach it was 'bout as forlorn a
hope as one could have; but I just said, 'Boys,
we've got to tunnel for it,' and so we sat in

and began to dig.

"First I thought best to dig up through the
top and survey the land We dug for two
hours without striking air, and"—
"S-y-r-a-c-u-s-e!" called out the conductor,
"ch-a-nge for Rochester," and the aged G. A.
R. liar was cut off in the middle of a large
three-} ly yarn.
Strange how a man will lie when he puts on

a uniform. Meet a cyclist in his club uniform
just after a scorch and hear him tell about the
one-fifty-six clip he had been riding on the
sundry brush with fast teams. He will stuff

you to the brim. But at the head stands the
G. A. R. liar, and to him belongs the palm.

W. C. Marion, Jr.

NO. 234 GIVES UP HIS MEMBERSHIP.

No. 234 is Mr. E. J. Shiver, a man who has
been identified with cycling in New York since
its earliest day.
He was for years president of the New York

B. O, and has been important, and in some
cases of great value in city, State and national
cycling.
He is a fresh thinker, of the advanced kind,

rather fancies a new departure. Hence he is

found advocating free tax; hence he is found
as an active member of the Reform Club, of

New York.
Mr. Shiver resigns his League membership

on account of what he styles the League's silly

white rule. He writes as follows:

EDITOR OF THE WHEEL.
As you are not under any official gag, I hope that I

may obtain from you the favor which the League
organ has refused—to make the public announcement
that after fourteen years membership, I have with-
drawn from the League. The fact in itself would be
of no particular importance, of course, but I wish tc

make a public record of it as being due to the silly

"white" rule adopted at Louisville, which, although a
Democrat and a Marylander by birth, I am not
willing to endorse by continued membership of an
organization which would do such a deplorably stupid
and prejudiced thing. If it is no further abreast of

the times than this, i* is hardly worth supporting
longer, and if the action amounts to a declaration that
the League is primarily a social organization, it places
it on a basis where to me at least, it offers no induce-
ments whatever for membership.

Yours truly,
B. J. Shiver, late L. A. W. No. 234.

OSE BROWN, a mulatto, met Jim
Johnson, a coal-black negro, on the

street the other day.

"Lookit yere, Jim," said Mose, " watter yer

think ob dis barrin' out cullor'd pussons from

de League ?"

"Doan think nuffin; nawthin' ter me, 'case

I nebber 'tended ter jine."
" Well, I does, 'case I'se ar member—I mean,

dat's watter wanter know. Am I er member,
Jim, or ain't I er member? I gotter ticket.

Now, if niggers air disbarred wher' do I stan'.

Uo I git my money back agin or doan I git

fired 'till my time runs out?"
" Dunno, sonny, I'se sure

"

" Well, it's mighty queer de way dese white
pussons legislates. I 'clare t' goodness it's er
impersition. Our money's jist as good as
dares. It's er big mistake, Jim, I'm er tellin'

yer."
"Oh, go way from me, Mose, we doan

wanter 'sociate wib sich trash. De League's
no good."
" I doan know 'bout dat. Dare's sum good

things yer git."

"Lookit yere, Mose, jist let me talk ter yer.

What do de League members git? Nawthin'

!

I's look'd inter de matter, I hab. lb yer kin
fin' any 'vantages, tell 'em. De cheap hotel
rates am er fake; ib yer git hurted and want
de League ter fight yer case, it'll cost yer jist

as much as enny odder way; ib yer run a
feller down and git in a scrap, de League doan
help yer out de ho!e, eben ib yer draw'd de
razzor in self-d'fence; ib yer git 'rested fer not
carryin' a lamp, will de League pay de bail?

Naw ! W'at good is it? 'Sposin' yer can't

meet all de 'stallments on yer wheel, and it's

yanked back, will de League pay de balance
and help yer ? Naw! W'at'll it do fer yer if

yer tire punct'res 'way outin de woods? Naw-
thin'. W'at'll de League do fer yer if yer
happin ter buy er stol'n mershine and den hab
it claimed by de owner? Nawthin ! An' if de
League is any good why doan it stop bisickle

stealin'? Why doan it s'press dese fellers from
gitin' rich ridin' as amathuers? If yer git
killed in er ac'dent does it pay for yer funeral?
If youh shoots de dog dat nips yer leg and yer
git sued byde owner, will de League help yer?
If yer lick er road hog an' he has yer 'rested
fer 'sault an' battery, will de League pay de
damage? Why doan it bring de price ob
bisickles down ter $20 or $25, so dat eberybody
can git 'em, an' not hab ter take er year ter

pay fer 'em? Why doan dey gib watermillions
fer prizes onct an' er while inste'd ob de tiuck
dat dey do? If de champeean ob dis kentry
was a cullor'd pusson would dey fire him too?

Why doan dey—oh, it makes me sick ter talk

'bout it. I tell yer, Mose, it's no good, it's no
good. It doan do nawthin' dat it oughter do.

Am you wib me ?
"

" I think I is, Jim."
" Well, I'se glad ter hear it. Let's go up-

stairs yere an' throw crap."

Henry Mayer, who has made some reputa-
tion in the cycling world as an illustrator and
cartoonist, but who is very well known in the
art world both in New York and Chicago, is

coming to New York to assume an important
position on one of the magazines.
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CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED, $500,000.°°-

^ Phe Motor Cycle q

Mannhclmed \\ THE MOTOR CYCLE ED, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Weight of Motor 10 pounds in addition to cycle. One gallon of

coal oil will drive machine 200 miles. Pneumatic tires four inches in

diameter with non-puncturing strip between inner tube and cover.

Speed of machine controlled at operator's will. Our four wheeled

machine will comfortably seat three persons, one gallon of coal oil will

drive same 100 miles.

For catalogue address,

THE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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DENVER, WONDROUS WESTERN
CITY.

WILL PROVE A NEW WORLD TO THE
EASTERNERS WHO ATTEND THE MEET

THERE.

REAT, indeed, was the satis-

faction with which I heard that

the annual L. A. W. meet will

be held in Denver—that won-
derous Western city which re-

poses within the shadow of the

Rockies. Two of the Denver delegation at

Louisville are old acquaintances and friends

of mine, and I was pretty certain that, with

such energetic exponents of the Western idea,

backed by the experience and influence of

such men as Beeck and Rivers, there could be

but one outcome. Therefore, I thoroughly

enjoyed the enthusiastic welcome accorded

the four visitors upon their arrival at home.
The whole city seems interested in the event;

the papers are working hard for its success,
and if the men who are engineering the thing
only succeed in getting the greedy Western
railroads to allow a low rate, I am satisfied

that the 1894 meet will far surpass anything
of the kind ever attempted. Those who re-

member the welcome and hospitality shown
the Oddfellows two years ago by this city will

look forward to a time with a large T.

The
Men Who Have Advanced Cycling

interests in this far-away spot are by no means
appreciated in the East, although no idea of

their personality is had in the Middle and
Western States. McGuire, King, Kennedy,
Block, McCarty, Hannan, Stokes, Miles, Candy
and a score of other scarcely less brilliant if

not so prominent lights have made Denver,
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad and sur-

rounding towns a veritable wheelman's para-
dise, and have, moreover, placed the sport
and the literature of the sport on a basis so
high that we of the Middle and Eastern States
may well copy a deal from them. Few maga-
zines or cycling papers have a higher tone or
more readable pages than Sports Afield and
Cycling West; few club organizations are
stronger than the two great clubs of Denver;
few stores are finer, more elaboral'! or better
managed than those on Denver's Cycling Row,
and few events are better contested than
Denver's annual road race and cycling race
meet, and when we add to these

The Magnificent Roadways

leading out from the White City in every di-

rection, the dream - like glimpses of blue
mountains, covered with everlasting white,
the nerve building atmosphere and the roman-
tic glamor woven all about the stately city,

which has well been named the "Gate of the
West." When one sets him down after a long
spreading climb to some far away hill top, and
from thence casts his eye across the level,

treeless plain, across the famous stream,
half creek, half river, on whose rolling
banks the city stands, and lets his mind stray
into the past, such a troop of misty phantoms
pass before his gaze that his soul stands awed
and silent. He looks, indeed, with his bodily
eyes upon a mighty modern town, a metropolis
fitted with the worlds of science and art, but a
town of yesterday and to-day, for if he had
reached manhood's estate he is as old or older
than this gate

To the Wonders of the Mountains.

It is in itself a city of the times, and grew
from a few mud-built Mexican huts assembled
on this fairy spot, because of water trees
food, to its present mighty girth in a night as
it were. Even twenty years ago it was but a
mining camp, one-third gambling hell, one-
third dive and the balance everything. Now
it rivals the greatest cities of the East in
splendor of architecture and urban magnifi-
cence.
But to the eye of the mind other views

appear.

Centuries ago, yea! thousands of years ago,
mayhap, this great valley was thickly popu-
lated with a semi-civilized people, the remains
of whose dwellings and labors are still plenti-
ful on every hand if you but search for them.
Who or what they were no man knoweth, or
where or why they left the homes of their
fathers is past the finding out. After them
came another race, and finally the great-
limbed Cheyennes and the blood-thirsty
Apaches, who fought and strove one with the
otner, who married and died and were laid to
rest safe from the marauding teeth of the
thieving cayoute, high on a robe of buffalo
hide stretched by the couriers on four prison
poles

Until the White Man Came
in search of gold, then these mighty tribes
combined in a manner and fell tooth and toe
nail upon this disturber of their tribal customs,
and for many years their tepees were well
lined with the gory emblem of the slain ; and
the hair thereon was blond or brown, and
many, many of them had long fine locks
attached that came not from the head of
bronzed and grizzled frontiersman; for the
Indian fought according to his lights and slew
male and female indiscriminately. But in

time the white man conquered, as he always
does in his wars with the savage, and the
miner and the cowboy owned the land. Still

the days of blood were not done, for these
fought each with each or one with another,
and the streets of the infant city were often
stained with red. Great wagons and the little

but effective donkey brought the finery and
the liquor of the East, and the daughters, wives
and ladies of the town were gay in rich attire,

paid for in yellow dust, which was so plentiful
that it was weighed on common grocers scales.

Then came the railroad, that great civilizer of

mankind, and the city throve and grew apace;
But though her laws were made stronger,
though it is to-day as safe a place for the meek
and law-abiding citizen as any in the country,
the free and easy life of early times has not
been forgotten, and Denver, even before
Chicago, is

The Best Exponent of the American Idea

on this continent.
There is no proudism in Denver. It is a

city which says unto her people "do that
which you find convenient to your hand,"
providing always that you transgress not the
plain laws of right and decency. Hence,
Denver is the ideal place to hold a g-eat meet.
And I, for one, hope that every Eastern man
will strain every nerve to visit this delightful

city, this new world to him, for if it were in

Kindistan it could not be more unlike Asbury
Park, for instance, than it now is, as the gate
way to the enchanted West.

" Answer a fool according to his folly."—Scripture.

In a recent number of the Bearings "The
Idler," who has become somewhat noted for

his researches in the last pages of Green's
Grammar and among the characters of Web-
ster's Dictionary, finds it convenient to notice
one of my contributions written some time last

Summer for The Wheel.
He accuses me of mysticism, and intimates

that I am not much of a mystic either, after

which he proceeds to tear my garments and
otherwise maltreat me, apparently because the
said "piece" has been copied by the Irish

Cyclist. I feel honored that such is the case,

and would respectfully call "The Idler's" at-

tention to the fact that it is not the only one of
my " abracadabra " (whatever that may mean)
which has been so honored. He further says
that Editor Mecredy " ought to have known
better," and the whole trouble is that "there
is no such thing as the Rig Vedas, and they
are not written in Hindoo but sauskint."
Will "The Idler" allow me to callhis attention

to Hargrave Jenning's "Phallicism," in which
he will find the four vedic books referred to

many times as the "Rig-vedas," or to
"Higgin's Druids," wherein the words are
used in the same way, or if he is more famil-
iar with the encyclopoedia, he can find them
with the s attached more times than one?
But, for his own private information, I will

say that I wrote it "Rik-veda," and the com-
pos itor is to blame for the change of form, not

I. The particular book which I have is the
Rig-veda or "Knowledge in Song," but all

four books have been combined under the
same name. Is this sufficient explanation
why Mr. Mecredy was wiser than "The Idler?"
Now, that all the Brahminical classics were
written in sanskrit every schoolboy knows,
and if " The Idler " prefers that name for the
language I have no objections to offer. I

merely used Hindoo (having never heard of
Hindi) because my readers might find it more
to their minds.
India has never changed her language, so

far as I know. I do not remember having
called the author a savage, certainly if I did I

am much to blame. I said he was a shepherd
on the banks of " Ready Gangus" if I remem-
ber. Perhaps in this I am mistaken and he
was a great queen or lady, for it is written
that many of the fair had a hand in the making
of the great vedic (not vedautic) system. I am
sorry "The Idler" does not like my "Pieces"
and that he finds them provoking, and I am
also glad that he knows the address of Pro-
fessor Max Mueller and trust that he may
find time to read a few of that profound but
pedantic authors works before he dives too
deep in mysticism, in which case, instead of

being roasted by the English press, he might
cease writing ridiculous and senseless para-
graphs, and even have the honor to be copied
by Mr. Mecredy and little Tommy Edge.
"The Idler" excuses himself for giving so much
space to my destruction and I likewise beg the
reader's pardon for this little explanation.

Imlac.

WHY G. & J. MADE AN OVERSTOCK.
In a circular to their agent, the Gormully

& Jeffery Mfg. Co. tell why they have listed
the Nos. 3 and 4 Rambler and the Ladies'
Model B Rambler at $105 as follows:

We wish to explain why a surplus of '93 Ramblers
was made and carried over, believing it will be of
interest and benefit to the trade. It was not through
miscalculation or mismanagement, as some may
have supposed, but altogether in the interests of
humanity that a course was decided upon and fol-

lowed by the officers of this company which per-
haps would have been thought unwise and danger-
ous, as it was without precedent, by other manufac-
turers. The early summer of 1893 suddenly found
the country suffering .from a serious financial panic.
Banks were embarassed. Commerce was crippled.
Our trade had been very satisfactory in the spring,
but dropped off appreciably—not altogether, but to a
point where it was clear that if our entire large plant
was continued in full operation it would create an
overplus of machines. Whether or not the World's
Fair was largely responsible for the hard times, as
many people supposed, we felt a decided interest,
not only as exhibitors, but as a matter of national
pride, in doing everything possible to promote its

success.
We wish to show as many World's Fair visitors as

made the pilgrimage to our factory how Ramblers
were made, and we also wished to keep our workmen
employed, not only to afford them support through
the hard times, but that they might enjoy the
educational advantages of the great exposition.
Therefore, while other bicycle factories closed down,
the Rambler factory continued in full operation
throughout the year. It was too early to build 1894
models, so the manufacture of 1893 machines was
continued, while we were fully aware that the stock
being made could not be sold until the following
year. Results have justified the course thus adopted.
The objects sought were attained. When our 1894
line of Ramblers was completed, we realized that
machines of 1893 manufacture could not readily or
consistently be sold on the basis of the prices charged
for the improved styles, hence they were reduced
$20. While not wishing to pose conspicuously as
public benefactors, we feel that we have earned the
gratitude not only of our workmen, in keeping them
steadily employed, but of a vast body of dealers and
buyers who are glad to be enabled to buy highly
reputable and reliable bicycles at a medium price.

More Life Savers Take to the Wheel.

A dispatch from Patchogue, L. I., states

that the life saving crew of Southampton
Beach are experimenting with bicycles in

patrolling the beach in fair weather. If they
are practicable, each patrolman can cover his

four miles twice, whereas it takes four hours
to cover the ground once on foot. If a tire can
be produced that will defy the sharp shells the

bicycle promises to revolutionize beach patrol-

ling.

The six days', twelve hours a day, race held

in the Ocean Pier, Atlantic City, last week,
ended on Saturday night in the presence of a
large crowd. -The result: 1, Newton Cramer,

738 miles; 2, Harry Gormley, 731; 3, Frank
Moyane, 635. The winner received a dia-

mond pin.
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THE SELF-SEALING AIR TUBE 9
Is so constructed, that when punctured by a pin, nail

or tack, the hole made thereby closes and no air escapes,

enabling the rider "to proceed on his way rejoicing" and
does not necessitate his establishing a rubber factory and
repair shop in a nearby fence corner, while a half-hour is

consumed in repairing a puncture.

No unvulcanized rubber is used, therefore its self-

closing feature will be permanent. Supplied separately,

or with our Tires.

We also make tires, and challenge comparison as to

Weight, Strength and Resiliency. Road tire weighs 3%
lbs. Light road tire 2% lbs. Save two to three pounds
over any other make. Send for description.

New York X*r^ C°*>

97 BHNK STREET, -NEW YORK,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

SHE'S A BEAUTY.

SYRACUSE THELrid.

SYRACUSE THELMA.

In style and taste, right up-to-

date. In comes the order, out

goes the wheel. Prompt ship-

ments.

Riding begets love; and own-
ing is the possession of the acme
of perfection in wheels—the prime
feature of a cycler's paradise—sail-

ing through life on a craft which
never feels a gale and ever proves

its staunch merit.

We manufacture a full line of

High Grade Beauties. Do you
want the agency ? Write us quick

the time grows short.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO., St. Louis, Mo., Sole Agents for the Southwest.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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AN IMPORTANT INDEX TO THE
STATUS OF ENGLISH COM-

PANIES.

From time to time The Wheel republishes

from the English trade papers the list of

shares of the various firms which are quoted

and sold on the Stock Exchange. As Wheel
readers know, a number of new English com-

panies were, during the last year, converted

into limited liability companies. Of course, all

remember the many tire companies that were

capitalized at enormous figures of which we
heard so much in the way of possible dividends.

As a matter of interest The Wheel has com-

pared two lists of figures—one showing the

prices paid for shares last October, and one

showing the prices paid in February. The
table is most interesting, as it is an index of

what success the firms have met with, and

also points out a number of dire failures.

During the four months there have been many
changes, some of them of a startling nature.

For instance, the Coventry Machinists Co.'s

10s. shares have fallen from gs. to 4^s. within
the time mentioned, due no doubt to their

annual report, in which they showed a loss of

,£25,000 on the year. Perry & Co. are among
the few corporation, who show an increase in

value, their £10 shares sold in October at £23,
and are now listed at £23 ^. The Raleigh
Cycle Co.'s shares have advanced 6d. Strange
enough the Rudge Co.'s £5 shares have ad-
vanced from £y/z to £<\, despite the annual
report of that company, which showed an
entire readjustment of the company's assets,

and which put their stock in anything but a
favorable light.

In the tire list one must look for the most in-

teresting changes. Acme Pneumatic £1 shares
have fallen from 10s. to 3s. The Dunlop Co.

declined naturally on account of the financial

stress which affected the entire world, and
they have fallen from £26^ to £22}^. Grap-
pler Tire £1 shares, selling in October at

12s., have declined to 8s. 6d. The McDonald
Puncture Proof Co.'s £1 shares show an enor-

mous decline. Their October price was 16s.

3d., while now they are selling at 5s. Persil

Wheel Syndicate £1 shares are evidently a
glut on the market. In October they brought
3s , to-day 2s. 3d.

A company which attracts special interest is

the Seddon Co. and its French and Continen-
tal Companies, This company started with a

great flourish of trumpets, but appears not to

have fulfilled the promise of the prophets, its

£1 shares selling at £1 in October are now
listed at 33s. Their French Patents Co.'s £1
shares have fallen to 6s. gd., and their Conti-

nental Co.'s £1 shares listing at 7s. in Octo-
ber, can now be bought at 5s. gd. The Sidney
Tire Co.'s £1 shares maintained the low level of

5s., while the Stewart James Tire's £1 shares
hold the low water mark of 2s. 6d.

Recapitulation.
PAR VALUE. OCT. PRICE. FEB. PRICE

Alldays & Onions.. £3 £± ££i
Coventry Machin-

ists' Co 10S. 9s. 4^S.
Credenda Tube Co. £7 £7 Vt. £7%
Hudson & Co 5 4^ 3%
Humber & Co 5 57 s%
Perry & Co. , 10 23 23%
Quinton Cycle Co.. 5 s'A S

7A
Kaleigh Cycle Co.. 10s. 10S. 10s. 6d.
Rudge Cycle Co. .. £5 £3% £a,

T. Warwick & Sons 5 4K 4

TIRES.

Acme Pneumatic .. £1 '10s. 3s.

Beeston Tire 1 \i 9
Dunlop Pneumatic 1 £*t> lA £22%
Grappler Tire 1 12S. 8s. 6d.

McDonald Punc-
ture Proof Tire.. 1 16s. 3d. 5

Persil Wheel Syn-
dicate I 3 ' 2S. 3d.

Pneumatic Wheel. 15s. 3 3
Preston Davies
Tire £1 32s. 6d. 26

Seddon Pneumatic
Co 1 £2 33

Seddon French
Patents Co 1 8s. 6s. gd.

Seddon Continen-
tal Patents Co. . . 1 7 SS. gd.

Sidney Tire Co— 1 5 5

Stewart James
Tire 1 12s. 6d. 2s. 6d.

A NEW CONCERN AT THE HOME OF THE
BRONCHO.

At Westboro, Mass., is located a young and
thriving concern, The Ariston Mfg. Co. The
name which they have assumed is a worthy
one, but its real import will, doubtless, not be

appreciated by the masses. In the word
Ariston they have delved in the classics, and
selected a name which, in the Greek tongue,
signifies "The Best." They only intend to build
a limited number of wheels, and are endeavor-
ing to turn out a taking mount. They will

make five styles, varying in weight from 18 to

30 lbs. It is their object to make machines
that will fit any rider, by raising or lowering
the frame, or by shortening the wheel base.
Among the special features of the Ariston is a
novel ball bearing. The accompanying cut

illustrates the cone complete. By means of their

improvement the balls can be cleaned without
danger of falling out. This feature is used
throughout the bicycle and will commend itself

to riders. Another important departure is the
use of a self-oiling roller chain. The company
claim that they have overcome the difficulty

hitherto existing in roller chains, and that dirt

and grit cannot work into the pins at the
links of their chain.

IDE'S ELLIPTICAL CRANK.
The F. F. Ide Mfg. Co., ot Peoria, 111., show

in their advertisement this week an illustra-

tion of the famous Spencer Street hill in

Peoria, taken from photograph while a rider is

climbing it for the third time in succession by
J. H. Kingsbury, on a 20 pound Ide Special
geared to 70 and fitted with the elliptical

cranks. This hill is the steepest in that
vicinity and has been condemned by authori-
ties as being unsafe for horse travel. The
illustration does not more than do it justice,

which everyone will admit who has ever tried

to ride it. The highest gear with which the
hill has ever been climbed before is 56, and
that was regarded as a marvelous performance.
The surface is rough Belgian block pavement
and illustrates a point in the maker's claim
that the rider has no difficulty in keeping his
pedals,

In regard to these cranks the makers say:

"In our elliptical cranks we have positively the
most marked improvement on cycles since the
advent of pneumatic tires for comfort and as a speed
promoter. As an assistant or advantage in hill

climbing, nothing has ever been invented that will
begin to compare with it. Rough roads can be ridden
that would not be attempted with common cranks for
the reason that they absorb the iar and do not jolt the
feet off the pedals.
They have all the advantages of a changeable speed

gear with none of the drawbacks. The harder the
rider is compelled to push on rough roads and hills,

the more is the tendency of the crank to straighten
out, thus producing a longer leverage, and being
made of a special quality of toughened tempered
spring steel, it is impossible for them to get perman-
ently bent, which is a great advantage when striking
an obstruction with the pedal, saving both rider and
machine. Anyone who is not enthusiastic after a
fair trial of these cranks can exchange them for the
regular without charge. As a speed producer they
have as much advantage over the common cranks as
the fast fabric tires over the common, and will be
found at least five to eight seconds faster than the
stiff cranks. They do not consume, but store power,
and a spurt can be started much more quickly and
maintained longer.

The Dallas (Tex.) Cycle Co. has been
bought out by Covey Bros, and will be run
under the name of Covey Bros. Cycle Co.
They will handle Columbias, Ramblers,
Unions and a line of medium grade wheels.

NEW PALMER VALVE.
The Palmer Tire Co. has a new valve of

metal, on which they have been allowed
patents, which was originally intended for use
in cases of the reguiar valve being cut off by
creeping, through riding the tire when it is

soft. In such a case the old valve is cut off

clean at the tire and the new valve, which has
a large button on the end, is inserted in the
hole, the stem being then run through the rim.
A couple of metal washers are screwed on the
top and then a set nut, the regular attachments
of the valve going on last. With this valve it

would be impossible for the tire to creep or to
chop off the valve. The attachment is quickly
put on, and so well has it acted in trial that
the company may adopt it as a regular thing.
A case where it was used to advantage came
to the ears of the writer last week. Ed. Porter,
"the missionary," who travels the country
showing the tire to the trade and clubs, was
at Rockford, and having shown the racing tire,

laid it down. Some one attempted to pick it

up, and in doing so pulled off the valve stem,
which had become caught under the chair leg.

The air escaped, and any one would have
thought the tire was done for ; but not Porter,
who turned and taking one of the metal valves
from his pocket attached it very quickly into
the tire by the method described and blew the
tire up. It did not leak in the slightest, and
the riders who were congregated near were
more than satisfied.

Cycle Show for Rochester.

The success attending the cycle show of H.
C. Martin & Co., of Buffalo, has led C. J.
Conolly, the Rochester dealer, to follow the
example. He will hold a show for one week,
from March 12 to 17 inclusive, and intends to
eclipse the previous efforts of any single indi-

vidual in the show 1 ine. He will have on exhibi-
tion a complete line of the Stearns, Rambler,
Warwick, Bison, Monarch, Majestic, Syracuse,
Eagle, Falcon, Queen City, Crawford, Humber
and Raleigh, and expects to have in attendance
a salesman from each of the firms represented.
There will be an orchestra to furnish music
afternoons and evenings, exhibitions of fancy
riding and other attractions. The traveling
expenses of every agent or purchaser within
fifty miles of Rochester with whom business is

transacted will be paid by Mr. Conolly.

Novelty in Cyclometers.

The Hall Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.,
have brought the most novel cyclometer on the
market. It has no dial hands or wheels in its

construction. It consists of a tube about )4
inch in diameter and 6 inches long, and has a
register like that of a thermometer. The
indicator is operated by one screw meshing in
another. It is adopted for either a 28 or
30 inch wheel; it has two rows of figures, and
will register up to 100 miles. The instrument
is sold at a low price.

G. & J. vs. Bretz * Curtis.

Judge Dallas, last week, overruled the de-
murrer presented by the defendant in the
action of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., of
Chicago, against Jacob S. Bretz and George
E. Curtis, and the Bretz & Curtis Mfg. Co., of
Philadelphia, for alleged infringement on a
patented improvement in relation to ball
bearings. The defendants were given leave
to present an answer within thirty days, etc.

They are all Gone.

The Gormully & Jeffery Co. have no more
expensive souvenirs to give away. They are
all gone. They are being deluged with ap-
plications which cannot be filled.

The League Cycle Co. have been so success-
ful in placing orders for their chainless wheels
that it has been necessary for them to run
their factory fourteen hours per day during the
past three weeks, and on Monday, February 26,
they commenced running with two sets of

employees day and n : ght, working twenty-two
hours out of the twenty-four. At a meeting of
their directors, held February 28, Manager
A. H. Parker was elected vice-president and
manager.
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The Stearns Wheel
For Women is the Trimmest, Lightest and Prettiest model

ever designed and built. It is the beau-ideal of women's

machines.
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[ FOR WOMEN WHO CYCLE I
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1§ The Stearns Wheel M
^= For Women costs $125. It is worth more money. It is like

== all Stearns models—incomparable. Send to E. C. Stearns

== & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., for literature.

= "SB-

^ BIDWELL-T1NKHAM CYCLE CO.,

= Agents for New York City. 306-3 IO W. 59th St., N. Y.

§= BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
= Agents for Brooklyn. 1 31 1 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. =
^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllN

Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of
experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.

If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the "Huestis "

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUESTIS"
35 Federal Street, and

IRE.

178 Devonshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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The most exciting game oE the season took place at

the Brooklyn B. C.'s alleys on March i, when that

team struggled with the Elizabeths to secure first

place. The game was such as would set the average
bowling crank wild with excitement; it was nip and
tuck from start to finish ; there was only a difference

of two pins at the ninth frame. The Brooklyns
however, managed to secure the game by 28 pins, and
with it a preferred mortgage on the $150 cup, as there

is small chance of the team losing either of the two re-
maining games; at best the E. A. C. can but tie them.
The Elizabeths had their crowd of j ubilee singers along
with them, but they had but little chance to make
themselves heard. As soon as they began a song, the
Brooklyn contingent, about seventy-five strong, blew
horns and used their voices to such good effect that
the tunes of the Elizabethites were completely
drowned. The noise could be heard a block away.
The Brooklyns lost their game at Elizabeth, they
claim, through the continuous singing of the same
club, and used the horns to get even. The Elizabeth's
game with the Jersey Citys, scheduled for the follow-
ing night, has been postponed until March 14. The
Atalantas won from the Prospects on March 2, and the
Jersey Citys lost to the K. C. W. team on the following
night, not having a full team. The scores follow :

Brooklyn B. C. vs. Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers at the
former club's alleys, March 1

:

B. B. C.

s s b scr
Swezey 2 5 3 170
Lewis..

t 244 144
Kelly i 2 7 118
Rice 352 186
Cooke o 5 3 138
Hobby 3 4 3 I 72

Stebbins 1 5 4 151

Anderson 2 4 4 151

Total. 14 34 30 1230

E. A. C.C.
S £

Fleming o .

RUSS 4 ;

Martinson 5
'

Morrell 1

Parrott 2 :

Kline 4 .

Dimock 3 .

Whipple 1
1

scr
127

170

155

139
127

174
158
152

Total 20 24 36 1202

FRAMES.
B. B.C 136 239 357 472 607 761
E A. C. C .126 241 348 447 628 774

Umpire—A. H. Miles. Scorers— C. W. Smith, F
Pope.

1000 1104 1230
998 1 102 1202

Prospect Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheelmen at the
former club's alleys, March 1 :

ATALANTA W.
Hornfeck 173
Millar 123
Olozaga 172
Budd 128
Ferguson 182
E. A. Smith 124
Terbell 145
Halsey 146

PROSPECT W.
Weinphal 134
C. Hotze 125
W.Shannon 109
Miller 139
Brush 149
Klinck 166
Kane 172
G.Shannon 123

Totals 1193 Total 1108

FRAMES.
A. W 127 254 349 482 6qo 736 839 954 1060 1193

1003 1 109W in 232 321 448 586 696 797

Kings County Wheelmen vs. Jersey City A. C. W.,
at the former club's alleys, March 3:

K. C. W.
s

Miles o
McLean 1

Benn 2

Robins 1

Hart 3
Miller o
Roberts 2
Nellis ..2

Totals....

s b scr
105

J. C. A. c. w.
. s s

Huson 2 2
Klump 2 3
Murtaugh o 5
Scudder o 4
Cotdner o 5

b scr
6 127
6 150

5 "7
6 120

5 131

11 24 45 1045 Totals.... 4 19 28 655

FRAMES.
K. C. W 96 207 317 414 578 622 773 865 958 1045
J.C. A. C. W 85 150 231 291 370 420 489 534 585 655

Club.

THE STANDING, MARCH 8.

High
Won. Lost. To Play. Score

Brooklyn B. C 12
Elizabeth A. C 11

Atalanta W • n
Jersey City A. C. W 7
KingsCo.W 6
CastlePointC 6
Prospect W 5
Montauk W 4
Manhattan B.C 2

1374
1248

1496
1318
1224
1141
1200
1240

The American Ormonde Cycle Co. have
been appointed New York City agents for the
Punctureless Tire Armor.

M. A. C. C. POOL TOURNAMENT.
The pool tournament closed on February 28 with

the Riverside Wheelmen and Atalanta Wheelmen tie
for first place. The latter club, however, has pro-
tested the game of February 23 with the Elizabeth A.
C. C, claiming that one of the club's team was a
"ringer." It will probably be replayed, as the
name of the contestant in question is not given in the
team sent to Chairman Hildick. If the Atalantas
lose they will then play off the tie with the River-
sides. The highest individual score was made and
the individual prize won by G. D. Bogert, R. W., 24
balls ; W. H. K. Davey, E. A. C, 15 balls, second.

Feb. 6—Riverside W., 100; Elizabeth A. C, 59.
Feb. 12—E. A. C. vs. M. B. C, forfeited by M. B. C.
Feb. 22—M. B. C. vs. R. W., forfeited by M. B. C.
Feb. 23-E. A. C, 100; Atalanta W., 71.
Feb. 28—R. W., 73; A. W., 100.

THE STANDING.
Won. Lost.

Atalanta W 4 2

Riverside W 4 2
Elizabeth A. C. C 3 3
Manhattan B. C 1 5

Paterson, N. J., has a new club, the Key-
stone C. C. Robert Zisette is President; Geo.
Thomas, Vice-President; A. Freudenthal,
Secretary; A. J. Colburn, Treasurer.

The Westchester County Cycling League
has elected these officers: President, C. S.

Burnham, Yonkers; Vice-President, Charles
Smith ; Secretary and Treasurer, A. W.
Stonebridge; Captain, J. W. Davidson.

A Brooklyn cyclist attempted to ride across
the frozen surface of the lake in Prospect Park
on Saturday last. The ice broke and the
wheel and the rider were precipitated into the
water. The cyclist was rescued by a park
policeman, but the wheel is still at the bottom
of the lake.

The Atalanta Wheelmen, of Newark, held
their annual election March 5. The result:

President, Wm. A. Drabble; Vice-President,
F. F. Eagles ; Treasurer, E. F. Millar ; Record-
ing Secretary, C. T. Dougherty ; Correspond-
ing, Secretary, W. V. Belknap; Financial Sec-
retary, Chas. Dennisson ; Trustees, Carl Von
Lengerke, E. O. Chase, P. R. Horry, F.
Leffingwell, E. Allen Smith.

Don't Be a Clarrv^

WAKE UP!
Send for our

Catalogue

and say you

"Saw it in

The Wheel."

Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the country. Write for terms.

VVVVVVVS^»VVVVVVS*»VS^VVVrVV^^VVS^VVV^rVV,

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
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We are not Ashamed -&>$-~&>r^tH-HtH- -£<»<- -E03--S03- -»3-

OF THE PAST YEAR'S RECORD.

RELdTJ
HAVE ORIGINAL

irVPKOVEnENTS
YOU WILL FIND THEM ON NO OTHER MACHINES.

RELAY MFG. CO.
LIMITED,

Reading, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^s^
RELAY ROAD RACER, SPECIAL. PRICE, $125.00.

"In every department, the greatest care is exercised to ensure correct work, and the

foreman of each shop is held directly responsible for the work done under his surveillance."

Union Catalogue.

r
phe Latest Automatic Machinery .

T^he Finest Materials.

^phoroughly Competent Workmen.

These three produce UNION bicycles.

And well informed, tip^to-date wheelmen, ride them. Look
around for yourself.

»N*rWWWWWWVvSV

UNION CrCLE MFG. CO.,
Branches: Philadelphia=Chicago. 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Catalogue Mailed for 2c.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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A Brilliant Outlook for Track Racing.

Chairman Raymond states that '94 is going
to be the greatest racing season ever known
from the present outlook. He is afraid, how-
ever, that the promotion of so great a num-
ber of meets and races will have an unhealthy
result, and that the matter will be overdone.
He has received an immense stack of applica-

tions for meets, and in a number of instances
there is hot competition among different

clubs in the same city for particular dates.

Each holiday will see meets by the score, par-

ticularly Decoration Day, and altogether the
racing man need not suffer from lack of work.

Mike Dirnberger

was very successful at the Martin Cycle Show
in Buffalo and probably did as well as any of

the various salesmen on the floor. In the words
of a man that was there: "Mike owns Buffalo
and the surrounding country." He closed a
number of very fine contracts before leaving
for Boston, from which place he travels in the
New England States for the Boston branch of
Gormully & Jeffery until the racing season
opens and it is time to train.

Paris Is Race Mad.
In Paris the cycling sky is dark with

challenges. Everybody is challenging every-
body else (says Bicycling News) for races at
all sorts of distances and under all sorts of
conditions. Barden has challenged Edwards,
Stoght, the Belgian, has defied Medinger,
who, in his turn, is challenged by Schofield.
The latter has offered to take any of the
"bilin" on at distances from 333 metres to one
kilometre, while the smaller fry challenge and
re-challenge till the air is blue. They are
going it in Paree.

W. F. Murphy will sail for France in about
a fortnight. He is now negotiating for the
sale of his Brooklyn store. He will act as
trainer and manager for Waller, and intends
to compete in the long-distance road races
and any match events in which there is money.
It is stated that as soon as he lands in Paris
he will lay claim to the title of professional
champion of America, and stand ready to de-
fend the title against all comers. He will

base his claim to the title on the strength of
the fact that he has repeatedly defeated
Wheeler in amateur races.

The Prince Wells road race will be run this

year on June 13 in connection with the Ken-
tucky Division's steamboat excursion.

The date for the eight day race to be held
in Paris is March 18 to 26. The contestants
are to ride eight hours on the Sundays and six
hours each week day. Pacemakers will be
allowed. The first prize is $600.

Harry Wheeler has been matched against

J. W. Schofield for $400 a side, the race to take
place the first week in May in Paris. The
distance is five kilometers.

The Union Cycle Co., it is announced, will

have one of the speediest teams in the coun-
try on the track this year. Tyler and Sanger
are almost certain to be of it and C. K. Culver
to be the trainer.

Harry Tyler is now in Denver, in which
vicinity he will begin to get in condition for
the coming season.

W. M. Perrett will act as clerk of course at
the Denver meet.

The Acme Company.

This may be called a quiet company. Its
factory and office are at Reading Pa. Its
President is James T. Reber, the General
Manager being James C. Reber, a young man,
but level headed. Their '94 catalogue is

modest in make-up, but contains all the
necessary facts. The Company's wheels,
Neversink, Acme, Gem and Stormer, are care-
fully described and illustrated. They say in
their catalogue: "This is the second year of
our crusade, and we have convinced many
customers that our decidedly new ideas and
principles are worthy of a trial.

A feature of the Neversink is the novel
frame which the firm use. The Neversink
is in two styles: No. 1, 33 lbs., $100; No. 2, 27
lbs., $110.00. The Road Racer weighs 20 lbs.

and listed at $125. The Gem is the ladies'

wheel ; in this wheel the principle of their new
frame is included. The Acme is an $85 road-
ster of the ordinary diamond frame.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

The Ideal Valve.
DOES NOT LEAK.

Can be affixed to any Pneumatic Tire.
Vital parts easily accessible.

Price, complete, Fifty Cents each.

For sale by all dealers. Write for descriptive cir-
cular and wholesale prices.

WM.
Mention The Wheel.

GENET,
15 West 99th St., New York.

T^eHY-LOraiHSTANjANEous
SIMPLE, STRONC, DURABLE, LICHT,

POSITIVE.
Applicable to all Chain Bicycles.

CATALOGUE.
LOUIS ROSENFELD & CO.,

56 Beaver St.. Delmonieo Bldg-, New York.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

NEW HAVEN WOOD RIM.
Made of ONE PIECE of Second Growth Ash

butt-ended, and joint is covered with an aluminum

cap. No glue or cement. Turned true in a lathe.

ON BENT WOOD WORK WE RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT WORLD'S FAIR.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE DANN BROS. & CO.
Established 1858. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Simple as a Collar Button.
THE CUT EXPLAINS IT ALL.

THE CLIP BRAKE.
A solid spring. Is light, detachable, reliable and positive in

operation. It can be quickly adjusted to any wheel, having the

type of fork shown in cut, and will hold on the steepest grades.

It weighs six ounces.

PRICE, #2.00. POSTPAID.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N. Y.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San
Francisco, and all good iobbers.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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The Century Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,
are making Arrow cycles for the road at 23 Yz
lbs. with wood rims. In addition to their
regular style the company are also offering at
bargain prices several hundred Arrows made
for '94 trade, and in every way the regular
machine, except that the frame is somewhat
lower.

TOURIST
"

Medium Weight.

Flexible Sole.

Dongola Leather.

Send for Cat. of Sundries.

DETACHABLE CLEAT CO., Boston, Mass

SWEATERS
of inferior quality are plenty as
huckleberries. But they do not
wear well, nor give satisfaction.

If, when you buy, you will see
that box, band and label bear

you will get an article that will

please you every time you put it

on, and be in the long run, the
cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

Removal
HAVING purchased the retail business of Messrs.

PECK & SNYDER, at 126, 128 and 130 Nassau St.,

and secured in addition thereto the large wholesal
store in the rear, Nos. 15 and 17 Beekman, where both
our wholesale and retail business will hereafter be
conducted. Until Mayo«i ^€»1p °^ al * goods
1st we shall continue a ^P*-^ 1 **1 odic al No> 243
Broadway at greatly reduced prices. This move gives
us the largest and most complete Athletic Goods store

in the world.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,
126, 128 & 130 NASSAU ST., N. Y.; 15=17 Beekman St.

^H

lEATH'S BAU YAIYE PUMP
With Patent Universal Coupling. The BEST and STRONGEST
PUMP in the world at ANY PRICE. Fits all valves It costs you

but ic. too see and try it. Our price, $2.00. We will send this pump

if ordered in good faith, to any bicycle rider in the U. S., C. O. D.,

with full privilege of examination and trial. If it suits, keep it;

otherwise it is to be returned at our expense.

MANUFACTURED BY

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.

A USEFUL ARTICLE FOR WHEELMEN.

Z Z~7 SHOWINGLRELATIVE SIZEIOF-GAUGEIWHEN APPLIED TO A WHEEL

CHICAGO OFFICE: 22 West Lake St,

FACTORY BROOKLYN,

A Pneumatic Tire

gives best results when
it is , . .

INFLATED PROPERLY.

The only way to know this is

to have one of our

PRESSURE GAUGES
Fitted to the valve.

No guess work. You can inflate

the tire to the degree you wish,
and thus always have the assur-
ance your tire is right.

Thousands used in Europe,
and adopted by the leading tire

makers.

Write for prices.

SCBAFFER & BUDENBERG, 66 John St., NEW YORK.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel.'
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Geo. Freeman, of Salem, Mass., is another
man who has invented a chainless safety.

The motive power is supplied by gearing,
somewhat on the style of the old Star ma-
chines. He intends to form a stock company.

The Relay Bicycle Mfg. Co.'s employees
have organized the Relay Wheelmen. Jacob
Wentzel is President; Harry Root, Vice-
President; James Buckley, Treasurer; Louis
Jackson, Secretary.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Boston has
invited the Massachusetts Division to hold its

annual meetin Boston on May 30. Committees
have been appointed to make the preliminary
arrangements.

LONG ISLAND CITY

CYCLE AND SPORTING GOODS DEPOT.

127 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City,

APPLEGATE & HARVEY,

Renting and Repairing. Agencies Wanted.

DIAVfH C DADTC We make Bicycle Hubs,
DlVluLC rAlllOi Cones, Cups, Ball Bear-^—^——

—

—^^^— ings, Axles, Nuts, Steps,
Nipples. Also Bicycle Chains, Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, and all kinds of Special Machine Screws,
Bolts, etc. Send samples or accurate drawings of
Earts for estimate. We solicit your business and
ave best 01 facilities to do your work.

THE NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

CYCLE REPAIRING FREE
(OF FREIGHT)

HIGH CLASS WORK IS OUR SPECIALTY.

We pay freight, both ways on work amounting to $5.00.

If sent by Express to save time, we allow the freight rates in
each case.

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BICYCLE?
We can reconstruct it entire if need be.

HAS IT SOLID OR CUSHION TIRES? We can alter it and fit pneu-
matics, so you might think it originally made for them.

ARE THE DIRECT SPOKES TROUBLESOME? We can put
tangents in place of the t.trai>;ht ones.

DO YOU WANT A PAIR OF THE NEW "WOODEN RIMS"
which are so wonderfully light and strong?

DO YOU WANT NEW TIRES of any kind, or a new INNER
TUBE, VALVF, or OUTER CASE for the old ones?

DO YOU WANT your machine re-enameled or nickeled equal
to new? It will sell quicker and for better price.

MADE BY

BOSTON METER CO^^MS^'
Thoroughly tested; small and compact; weighing

two and one-half ounces only; registers to one thousand
miles; then commences again at zero.Price, $6.00.

Can be changed from one size to another without
additional expense. Electrotypes for catalogues upon
application. When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

HERE /IRE A FEW PRICES:
We re-build wheels any size and fnrnish best steel rims; Morgan &

Wright tires and pump for $14; wood rims, $2 extra.
Remodeling for pneumatics, $20 to $25 (includes new rims,

either Steel or Wood, also tires and re-enameling complete.
New front fork complete, wide steel crown and best weldless tube

sides, $5.
Tangent spokes in place of direct, $10.
If new steel hubs are necessary, we make an extra pair light wheels,

$25 ($15 rear, $10 front).

Steel rims fitted, $5 pair. Wood Rims fitted, $8 pair.

If we fit rims, tires are figured at cost.
Re-enameled, 2 coats, baked on, $5.
Re-nickel, usual parts, except hubs and spokes, $5.
Plating hubs, spokes, and all bright parts, $10.
Two or more of above items, will be combined at lower rate.

Dealers or repairers who lack facilities for difficult work should
take advantage of this offer.

Ten years' experience has made our advice valuable. You can have
it for the asking. Write us.

HE J± PL .A. ID 1ST
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

& SON,
135 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

Her maiden heart, her soul serene,
In all her words and looks are seen.
The more I think of her, the more
All her perfections I'd adore.

Vogue.

PACER. THEI.MA.

SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL LINE OF MEDIUM GRADE '94 GOODS.

vSVVSVVSVVSNVVSSVVVSVVVVSNSVVVVV^VVVVVVVVV

a. r. 5iwleiqh hardware co.
Established 51 Years. »T. I^OXJI^, MO.

Southern and Western Agents for SOLID COMFORT SADDLES.

WRITE FOR 1894 CATALOGUE. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The True Test of a Wheel

Phoenix
IS THE VERDICT OF THE ltlDER

RIDERS NEVER CHANGE THEIR MOUISTS.
From Season to Season as we Change our Designs our Riders

Change with us. Once on a PHCENSX always on a PHOENIX. There
must be a reason for it. The Solidity of our Cuarantee, the Life

and Elasticity of the Wheel, the Immunity from Breakages, that
RACER. sort of feeling that you can start on a run without worrying about

accidents. Worth more than Money, isn't it?

WEICHTS : Racer, 20 to 22 Pounds. Road Wheels, 25, 26, 27 to 30 Pounds.
PRICES: Racer, $150.OO. Roadsters, $125.00, $135.OO.

M. & W. PALMER, (i & J. TIRES. WOOD RIMS. HIGH FRAMES. THE BEST SPOKES AND CRANKS ON EARTH.
Catalogues on application. Agents in New York and New England, write

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLE TO CO.,
575 and 5

JJa,fl°!i°L
AZalEelIEr C1TY -

THE) JS.TTTO]N/IA/riG JN/LTJD GUARD
This Guard can be attached to any Wheel.

THE ONLY GUARD IN THE WORLD THAT ROLLS UP.

MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS
If you wish to add a feature to your machines that will force

your sales, attach Shone's Automatic Guards. They are the
handsomest and best Mud Guard on the market. Endorsed by the
wheelmen generally.

PRICE #3.00 COMPLETE SET.
Agents Wanted in Every Vicinity.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount to the Trade.

AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD CO.,

Patented November 28, 1893. Mention The Wheel. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED
In Unoccupied Territory.

WRITE US FOR
TERMS.

4

* $81.

OUR '94 n/UCOT, $8 1

.

Have about ioo second-hand wheels on hand. Must be
disposed of at once. Send for bargain list.

VVV\^rVS^rVS^SA^VV»VS^VVyVVVVVVSNN^A^VSr*»V»VV**r

CHAS. HANAUER & BROS , Cincinnati, O.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BICYCLE F0RG1NGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FROM AL

SSSS?; ,

B
R
R
o°N"^ STEEL .

The widest experience; the finest of work; the best of facilities. Come and see us or send your models, stating quantity and
material wanted, and you will get moderate prices.

J. H. WILLIAMS & 00., 9-15 Richards Street, (near Hamilton Ferry) Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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A SEW FOOT TJUAKE.

Riders who are in the habit of applying the
sole of their shoe to the front wheel instead of

using a regular brake, will find the clip brake,
manufactured by the Clip Co. , Warwick, N. Y.

,

just to their liking. It consists of a solid

spring, will not rattle, and weighs s\4 ounces.
One merely has to press the toe of the shoe
against the plate, as shown in the illustration,

to bring the wheel under immediate control.

H. L. Drullard in New York State, L. C.
Osborn in Pennsylvania. G. A. Litchhult in
Georgia, and Geo. Brooker in Texas, who are
representing the Western Wheel Works on
the road, state that the '94 Crescents sell

themselves, as the demand is for high grade
medium-priced wheels. The same report is

made by every salesman handling this popular
line of wheels.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Co. are rapidly
making themselves known. T. S. Sedgwick
is traveling for the company in Tennessee,
Kentucky and Ohio; F. A. Marshall is cover-
ing New York and Pennsylvania; W. D. Ben-
nett is in Michigan, and H. E. Watkins is

looking after Illinois and Indiana.

F. J. Osmond has invented a method of
steering a tandem from the rear seat without
the use of a connecting rod.

The Monarch Cycle Co., of Chicago, shipped
last week to their various agents 297
machines.

Applications were made to Vice-Chancellor
Van Fleet last week to confirm the sale of the
business of E. Alsdorf & Co., retail dealers at
Newark, N, J., to Robert Schenck, of the
New Howe Sewing Machine Co., for $13,000.
Creditors, representing $35,000, approved the
confirmation, while others, representing $13,-
500 thought that the offer was too small. The
matter was postponed for one week.

W. D. Gosh & Co., cycle dealers at Ashe-
ville, N. C, have combined their business
with another line, and will hereafter be known
as the Edison Phonograph and Typewriter
Co. They control the Stearns and Derby for
North Carolina, Virginia and South Carolina,
and will place on the market a 29-pound
wheel of their own construction.

A. Kennedy-Child, of the Curtis-Child Co.,
was in New York this week. He states that
so many orders for their steel saddle have
been received as a result of their special offer

that they are now nearly 700 behind in ship-
ment. The $1 offer, he states, will positively
close on March 15. The novelty of a saddle
into which no leather enters has brought them
some very curious letters. One man writes
that he will make it do double duty as a
bicycle saddle and a sugar scoop.

The A. O. Very Cycle Co. have opened a
branch store at 96 Worthington Street, Spring-
field, Mass., which will be made headquarters
for the Warwick cycles. The Eclipse and
Raliegh cycles will also be handled. W. H.
Lafferty is in charge.

A company has been formed at Liege, Bel-
gium, with a capital of 90,000 francs, to carry
on the manufacture of cycles. Compagnie
Beige de Velocipedes is the firm name.

ScorcDer Grip

The ONLY Bag
for Touring.

Light and Waterproof.

Price $2 & $2,50, to order $3.

^S^^^ Agents send for Catalogue.

DETACHABLE CLEAT CO- Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

TO BE REPRESENTED IN

The U. S. Bicycle Trade Directory?
Your name, address and business published free

if you are a manufacturer, agent or dealer in anything
pertaining to the Bicycle Trade. Send business card
to U. D. Taylor, Publisher, Springfield, Mass.
No names received later than March 15. Specimen

pages on application.

LEW WEIGHT REDUCED TO
C^8cK 4i OZ.

j Reliable,
h Durable,
* Warranted.
* Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

^ Electro and Discount to the
1 Trade.

5 LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
- 1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, RIDERS,

We were unable to give any souvenirs, as we were
not at the Show, but if you will drop us a line we will
send vou sometViinp' *h*t will prnhai.'v interest you.

"HOT STUFF'/
BlCYCLEGiAIN LUBRICANT.
rRlCE<£5^ Province-town. 'Mass./

Pa'IKNT AHl-LltD FOR.

Hot Stuff Chain Lubricant is endorsed by
everyone that has used it. Read the following;

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO.
MlDDLETOWN, CONN., Jan. 15, 1894.

L N. Swift,—Your Lubricant, known as " Hot
Stuff," for bicycle chains, is just the thing that I have
long desired, and I am sure [if bicycle riders in
general knew of this article you would have no diffi-

culty in disposing of large quantities. Being put up
in the form of a stick makes it most convenient for
carrying, and it is certainly perfect in its application
to bicycle chains. Yours truly,

W. W. WILCOX, Jr.

It is not greasy; will not dirty the hands when using
;

will stop all rattling of chains • will not collect dust.
Dealers, write for prices and discounts.

I/. I*. SWIFT, Sole Mfrs.,
Please mention The Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional -word two cents,
variably in advance

Cash ln-

COLUMBIA Tandem for sale, fitted with Morgan &
Wright pneumatic tires, in first class shape, $100

cash, or will trade for a good pneumatic safety and
$50 cash; Victor Model D for sale, new, never been un-
crated, $105 cash. Address The Kenyon Bicycle Mfg.
Co., Des Moines, Iowa. t.f.c.

EXPERIENCED man wants position as Salesman or
Office Man. J. B. H., care of THE WHEEL, P. O.

Box 444, New York. 3-9

TPOR SALE CHEAP-24 lb. Beeston Humb-r Safety,
L first class condition, unused 1894 Bidwell pneu-
matic tires. For further particulars, address M.
Ehrich, 54 West 75th Street, New York. 3-9

T7ENWOOD Road Racer, pneumatic tires, almost
-•-*- new, will sell cheap or exchange for tandem.
Will pay cash for brazer's blow pipe. Robert B.
Gedye, La Salle, Illinois. 3-9

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem
*-' solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

FOR SALE.
A LARGE established Jobbing and Retail Bicycle" and Sporting House, also a complete repair shop,
with engine, lathe, etc. Has large territory on prin-
cipal bicycle manufacturers. Will sell store separate
from the shop. Address Saratoga, P. O. Box 273, New
York. 3-16

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
'-' pneumatic tires. Offer a price. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

FOR SALE—The patents, machinery, tools and
business of the Yale Cyclometer Co. The right

party with small capital can get a bargain. Good
reasons for selling. We have the best and most
practical Cyclometer made, and our '94 instrument is

perfect and will sell well just in time for the Spring
trade. Apply to C. D. Warner, Treasurer, 739 Chapel
Street, New Haven, Ct.

BICYCLE AGENTS, LOOK OUT!
Why not make a little pot as a side line attaching

sulky wheels for horsemen. Ours the only adjustable

brace; can put on in fifteen minutes.

SCOTT SONS, Cadiz, Ohio.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw vuloankin^
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

VW We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.-®g
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

" PERFECT "

POCKET
OILER .

ABSOLUTELY
UNEQUALED.

Star Oilers,
Oiler or Pump Holders,

15 cents each.
25 "

GUSH IV!AN & DENISON, 172 9th Ave., New York.
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FALCON.
Cent's Road Wheel, Weight 32 lbs,

Price $IOO.

FALCONESS.
Ladies' Wheel, Weight 35 lbs.

Price $100.

Youth's Diamond Frame, Weight 28 lbs.
Price $65.

Combination Boys' and Cirls' Wheel, Combination Boys' and Cirls" Wheel, Youth's Diamond Frame,Weight 28 lbs.
Weight 33 lbs. Weight 33 lbs. Price $50.

Price - - $65. Price - - $50.

HERE'S WHAT YOU WANT.
The latest and the best for the money, with more special improvements to the square

inch than any of them.

ANY OF OUR SPECIAL FEATURES AT THE SAME PRICE. We don't

improve to make money out of it—simply to KEEP UP OUR REPUTATION as BU1LD-ERS
OF THE BEST. Send for Catalog, which will show you how we do it.

AGENTS WANTED.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

ft; may toe you
^ ^-

who is destined to become our most successful agent during 1894. We
invite correspondence from LEADING DEALERS and HARDWARE
DEALERS to handle

THE LEAGUE CHAINLESS SAFETY.

1894 Scorcher, 27 lbs.

Write at once for -terms and catalogue descriptive of the only wheel with radical
improvements of approved utility.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
Please Add : Saw it in The Wheel.
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TRIUMPHS for 1894.

IN
ORDER to meet the great demand for Triumphs we have been obliged to erect a new
factory, and we are now in a position to supply machines in large quantities. The TRI-

UMPH since its introduction into America has proved itself to be a trustworthy mount.

It is up to date in design and made of the best material, and we guarantee it to give

entire satisfaction. Among the changes for 1894 is a narrower tread, shorter wheel base

and higher frame. It varies in weight from 20 to 35 lbs., and on our light machines we fit a

detachable sprocket wheel which has no superior. Dealers will find the TRIUMPfl a seller.

For terms apply to

AMERICAN AGENTS:

White Sewing Machine Co.

m UNION SQUARE, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS,

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.. COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
FOR THE NEW YEAR.

HAVE YOU
RESOLVED TO

FOR
YOUR

ORDER TIRES

MADE BY

1894

MOUNT?

IF SO,

. SATISFACTION IS ASSURED TO YOU.
Head Office and Works,

Wandsworth Bridge Road, London, S. W.,

And at Coventry and Dublin. Please Add: Saw it in The Wheel.
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HANDSOMEST AND FINEST STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
- - - EVER PUT IN THE MARKET - - -

MEW fMIL
30 Pounds

and

26 Pounds

$115.00
and

$125.00 _^__
"'"'" '•^ '

— ~
:

~ — -
----- "jLmmXg^

^

1894 MODEL HIGH FRAME.
Larger demand in 1893 than ever before, which bespeaks its worth and popularity. Agencies now being arranged. Also best line cheap

wheels in the market from $35.00 to $75.00.

Manufacturers,^fJ^ R€^I> & SONS,
CHICAGO BRANCH—

606 masonic Temple.
A. W. MOORE, Manager.

107 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CABLE ADDRESS, "RIMS," WOLVERHAMPTON

HEATH TOWN, WOLVERHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Please add: "Saw It in The WheeL"
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QUEEN CITY @>

1. N. Piirti S ft,

MANUFACTURERS.

All full Ball Bearings . . .

. . . and Pneumatic Tires.

NEW 1894 PATTERN QUEEN CITY; Weight, 32 lbs.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

WE ARE NOW READY TO MAKE PRICES AND
GIVE AGENCIES FOR 1894.

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.

Oil Cups, Collar Screws. Caseliardenin g.

Nipples. Cap Screws. Specialties.

Air Valves. Set Screws. Cones.

Crank Keys, Special Screws. Steps.

Chain Rivets. Turned Huts Studs.

Wc also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTIFRICTION BALL CO., of Fitehburg,
Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U. S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

.damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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j^ibsojvcttem^y 1 » 1 r* »

lillROYALS
Are the Finest.

AIX THE LATEST TOUCHES.

OT a wheel in the country can compare with them for

beauty and finish. Guaranteed to the fullest extent.

If you buy a ROYAL you will not make a mistake, but

will advise your dearest and best friend to do the same.

Royal Cycle Works,
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. ^MARSHAI^Iv, MICH.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THIS IS

OUR

COMPLETE LINE
High Grade in Every Detail.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY TO DEALERS ONLY.

^"^^—^^J^,. II \^ ^^
«\ IV^ 1
Vvj^ ^\\Sf/ BEN -HurTaV^^ w
-a* •«H!ps^s^-^ ----—^-=sssfis^*fa

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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ECLIPSE BICYCLES.
S75 to S125

25 to 33 lbs.

FOR LADIES
AND

GENTLEMEN.

M. & W. or Clincher Tires.

Wood or Steel Rims,

Mannesman Spiral Fibre Tubing.

ECLIPSE NEW MODEL A.
Highest Grade—Guaranteed for One Year.

Eclipse Gycles Satisfy both Dealer and Rider.
CATALOGUE FREE—LIBERAL PRICES TO DEALERS.

/ ~\

Eclipse Bicycle Co.,
BEAVER FALLS, PA.

A. O. Very Cycle Co., Boston. C. J. Godfrey, New York.
H. C. Martin & Co., Buffalo. F. L. Hughes, Rochester.
W. A. Butler, Syracuse. Huber & Metzger, Detroit.
Chas. Hanauer & Bro., Cincinnati. Chapman H'dw'e. Co., Toledo.
H. T. Conde Implement Co., Indianapolis.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

THE

'NEW YORK"

BICYCLES

Are the only High Grade Wheels

sold at $100.00.
WE WANT LIVE ACENTS. SECURE YOUR TERRITORY NOW.

Kew York Cycle Co.
155 WEST TWENTY=THIRD ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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HERE IT IS. UP TO DATE.

$100 Walltiam.
27 lbs., G. & J. tires, Jesseps tool steel bearings,

high frame.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

SIDWELL & SAOEN CYCLE CO.

WHLTHHM, 7UTHSS,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

TUBING ] FORGINGS

SADDLES RIMS

PNEUMATIC TIRE
SIMPLE DURABLE SAFE.

PARKHURST & WILKINSON, 148-164 Jm Stat, CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:
RICH £ SAGER GO., BIGYGLE WOOD RIM GO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING 3 TUBE GO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WE MARE A SPECIALTY OF MANUFACTURING

WHEELS FOR BICYCLES AND SULKIES.
If your machine needs new wheels we can build you a pair and

reduce the weight from 5 to 10 pounds.

We build the entire wheel of the best material and guarantee sat-

isfaction. We also furnish Hubs and Spokes.

Fit all the standard makes of tires and execute orders promptly.

I. A. Aa£ESTON St CO., jHMesviLLe, n. v.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Head or Fork Attachment.

Bells,

Trouser Guards,
Lamp Brackets,

Nipple Crips,

Oil Hole Covers, etc.

ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

Diameter 2K inches.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Weight 2% oz. Real Bronze.

BEYIN BROS. MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn. weight s ounces.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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tug:

m>
Every Man to his Taste.

What's your's? If you're a dealer don't you
want to handle a wheel that will give a most solid

foundation for a future business in bicycles ? The
'94 Arrow is stylishly made, of the highest grade
material. It looks a beauty, and lists at $125.

Wooden Rims, and is ready for tough road use at

2Sy2 lbs.

Mr. Dealer, let's have a talk on discounts.

Century Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Pleaae add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Lovell Diamond Cycles.
^ / x ^

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

Racer, Weight 19H lbs. Price $125*
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.'

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

GET THE HIDDEN TREASURE.
Herkimer, N. Y., February 20, 1894.

P. T. A. CO.:
Gave the Armor a good test to-day, rode several times the length of one of our store rooms over tacks and

failed to puncture the air tube. It's what you say. T. A. BARRY.

Redkey, Ind., February 19, 1804.
P.T. A. CO.:

To-day made a rigid test with your Armor and it does just what you say. It's sure death to punctures.
CULTICE & BARNELL.

Hagerstown, Md., February 8, 1894.
PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO.:

I rode from Martinsburg, W. Va., here, 20 miles on the head of a clout nail in my rear tire and did not,
puncture my air tube. You can't get through the armor. L. EDWARD EVANS.

(ARMOR IN THESE TIRES SURE)

1HANV, HAM HUNDRED PAIRS OP PVBiCTURELESS ARMOR SOLD
since the New York Show into every State and territory of the United States under our guarantee that they were
punctureless in riding and had but one set returned; the rider had pumped his tire stone hard was the reason he
punctured. See ?

Price $3.00 per pair, any size Safety wheels. Circulars sent.

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., - HAGERSTOWN, MO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.

WE ARE PREPARED TO QUOTE PRICES FOR FIRST-CLASS DROP FORCINGS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS IN

Iron, Steel, Copper, Bronze and Aluminum.
We make this class of work TO ORDER ONLY, and carry no forcings in stock. Upon receipt

of drawings, or full-sized models and quantity; we will make estimates on anything desired. We
now have in daily operation

« -PIFTTY HK7VT7WYERS- •fc

And have the largest and best equipped establishment in the world for the manufacture of these goods.
Being pioneers in the makingof DROP FORGINGS, ourlong experience enables us to turn out the best
quality of work in the shortest time consistent with the high standard which we have always maintained.

IUINGS & SPENGEK GO.,

"We :Ma.]s.e On© Quality Onlv-THE BEST.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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DEALERS
you want a wheel that will speak for

itself? That you can recommend for

durability, ease of position and running

qualities? If so, we have it.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Elmore
Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."

ARE LEADING LIGHTS IT
(Tlie Lightest Ladies' Wheels are those who set the Fashion to the World.)

We wish to inform the public and cyclists generally

that besides our celebrated darts we are prepared to build

wheels to special order to reach, or otherwise, any weight

to suit customer. With the only complete bicycle plant

for building wheels on interchangeable principles in

NEW YORK CITY, handled by men of quarter

of a century experience in cycle construction

2
Familiar Features

A

OF THE

Cycle Shows,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
n

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO.

42-50 West 67th St., - New York City.

Please add : Saw it in The Wheel.

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially Hi*h Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILD'G,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS
SPJ^XJX_,DI2SrC3- BALLS.

NONE STRONCER. NONE MORE ACCURATE. NONE MORE UNIFORM.

SPAULOING PEDALS
Light, Easy=Running.

Graceful, Strong.

We Make Tees and Clips from Sheet Steel.

BETTER THAN FORGINGS.

2,000 PAIRS NIAGARA PEDALS AT LOW FIGURF.

SPAULDING MACHINE SCREW CO.
Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL" BUFFALO, N. Y.
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KEYSTONE TIRE
Keystone Detachable

Pneumatic Tire.

THE SIMPLEST TIRE
EVER INVENTED.

ERIE ROBBER CO.
Erie, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

WOODEN RIMS.
PLYMOUTH INTERLOCKED JOINT RIM.

Joint made on scientific principles like the keystone of an
arch, and warranted for one year. So built, it would
stand without any glue or tement.

Made of any wood desired, but Rock or Hickory Elm is the
best. Complete equipment of special machinery designed by
our manager, who is an expert in woodworking and bicycle

manufacturing of many years' experience. Any style and size

made to order. Rims for G. & J., also M. & W. tires, 26, 28
and 30 inches, kept in stock. Fine workmanship and finish.

Write for prices and description to

THE INDIANA NOVELTY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add: " Saw It in The WheeL" PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

SHEPARD'S BENT WOOD RIMS
ARE ALL WOOD.

No Iron or Rags Used in their Construction.

WE LEAD THE WORLD IN BENDING WOOD,
And are Quoted by the Carriage Trade as Experts in all matters related to Native Woods.
Highest and Only Award for Bent Carriage Wood Work at World's Fair.

Our Rims are the Product of Kxperience.
IF THESE ARE THE KIND OF RIMS YOU WANT, WRITE VS.

H. G. SHEPARD & SONS. New Haven, Ccn.
' / v

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.'

i:iHmwj*iWi:iH
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JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
Office and Warehouse, 4 FLETCHER ST., New York.

IMPORTERS OF WELDLESS STEEL TUBE CO.'S

Weldless Gold Drawn Steel Tubes.
AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS OF

Frames, Hubs, Pedals, Forgings Rough and Machined,
Cracks, Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Bags, Wrenches,

Spokes, Nipples, Balls, Cement, Rims,
Forksides, etc.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

The "HEW HUDSON" CYCLE MANUFACTURING CI, Limited,
Works and Offices, Sheepcote St., Birmingham, England.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGHEST GRADE CYCLE COMPONENTS.

MADE-UP FRAMES BEST AND LIGHTEST IN THE WORLD.

Featherweight Ball Heads, Bottom Brackets, Round Cranks,

Light Tangent Hubs, Brass Nipples, Patent Ball Pedals,

W. Steel Forksides.

SPECIALTY:

FINEST GRAD E WELDLESS STEEL TUBE.

Our Catalogue is the most complete ever issued.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH SOLID BUYERS.
Please add: Saw it in "The Wheel.'

&\(s

HE demand for_

HUNT SADDLES
steadily increases, because of their intrinsic value and merit. They will stand up under

the severest use.

-£<N~^<* -£<*--&>^ *OS--S<^ -£<K~ -&>Z--$<& -M>S-

R. B. McMullen & Co., U. S. Sales Agent, 64 Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

Please add: -'Saw it in The Wheel."
New York Depot, John S. Leng's Son & Co.

MANUFACTURERS

GOLD DRAWN

SEAMLESS

STEEL

TUBING.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

FIRST IN AMERICA

THE LARGEST

AND REST IN THE

WORLD.
-sos-

Are now prepared to

make not only Round,

but Square, Corrugated,

Octagon and Half Circle

with double re-enter-

SHELBY, OHIO. ii»S angles.

RIDERS OF GOOD BICYCLES CIVE IT THE PREFERENCE.
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THE SPALDING CYCLOMETER FOR 1894.
LIGHT, RELIABLE and NOISELESS.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

Thoroughly reliable, positive action; has no springs to get out of order; is

perfectly noiseless and can be read from the saddle; records each revolution of the

wheel and registers one thousand miles and then repeats; can readily be attached to

any bicycle; made for 26 inch and 30 inch wheels.

PRICE, $5.00. PRICE WITH BELL, $7.50.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS SMITH & SONS, OF SALTLEY, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
FOR

DROP fORQINQ5 ^ 5dL.TL.ET CTCLE5
and Tubes, Forksides, Hubs, Pedals, Chains, Saddles and everything

used in Cycles.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

List Mailed Free on Receipt of Card.
Please add :

" Saw it in The "Wheel."

FENTON WHEELS^
(

Are unquestionably high grade; made of the finest materials;

beautiful in design; light running; have the Fenton Adjustable

Handle Bar; built-up wood rims; Southard's cranks; Perry's chains;

will challengecomparison; sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS SOLICITED.

FENTON METALLIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

JAMESTOWN, N Y.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

1894 Wheels at 1894 Prices.
Get our prices on bicycles before you close your contracts. THK
"SOUTHERN," $125; St. Nicholas, full line; Featherstone, full

line; Western Wheel Works, special line. We will make it to your
interest to deal with us. Catalogue ready February 10th

BL O ATV^JlJ^YT^m Louisville, T£y.
A useful novelty will be sent to any bicycle dealer sending us his business card.

When writing1 kindly mention The Wheel.

Illllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll
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NEW YORK OFFICE OF

THE CRAWFORD MFC. CO., Hagerstown, Md.

W. H. WILHELM & nil., inflnj, Pa., --T™ READING SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New York.

STANDARD CAP CO., 156 Greene St., New York.
TESTIMONIAL.

The Standard Cap Co. Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.

Gentlemen: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a
great benefit when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from perspiration. Please send me one in dark
blue as soon as possible. Yours truly, ALBERT SCHOCK, Champion Long Distance Bicyclist of the World.

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps. Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of erery description. Send for price lists.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trade only supplied.

EVERETT HOUSE,
Union Square,New York.

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within s minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

LOCKS and BELLS.
LIGHT AND DURABLE.

AT WHOLESALE ONLY.

RAINES &MERm, 507 Chen7St„Fhila„ fa,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Baldwin's Adjustable Chain

HAVE THE BEST.
Insist on having the best chain on your new mount,

or if you conclude tc ride the old mount, have a chain

that will make it ride like a new one. The Baldwin
chain costs more than any rivited chain, but it is

worth more.
.

Manufacturers will furnish it, if you demand it.

No wheel is high grade without this improvement.
It is as necessary on a wheel as a pneumatic tire.

HAVE THE BEST.
All steel; every part hardened. Work and material

the best. Price, $4; nickeled, $5. Full directions with

each chain. Send for circular.

E- A. BALDWIN,
West Upton, Mass.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

The ROPER BRUSH BRAKE.

Patent Rights for U. S. A. for sale. Admitted
by all at the National Cycle Show, England, to be

the best brake on the market. Does not generate

friction heat, and entirely prevents injury to tire by
grit. Enormous brake power. Offers direct to

THE ROPER BRUSH BRAKE CO.,

EXETER, ENGLAND
N. B.—Pattern Brake to be seen at the office of this paper

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE LATEST CYCLE WRENCH.
MOST APPROVED DESIGN.

COYERED SCREW.

ALL PARTS HARD.

DROP FORGED ALL OVER.

ONLY PRACTICAL SCREW DRIYER ATTACHMENT. PRICES LOW. SEND FOR SAMPLE.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
P. 0. Drawer 194. 198=200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

LPatented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."

Red Cross Rubber Cement.

The best cement in the world for repairing Pneu-
matic Tires. For sale by all first class dealers through-
out the world. It has no equal.
These tubes are put up in neat and attractive cases

containing one dozen tubes each.
None genuine unless it contains our Trade Mark

Red Cross.
Send for catalogue and electros of Red Cross

specialties.

MAVUFACTCBED BY

ARLINGTON U. BETTS & CO.,
TOLEDO, O.

Mention The Wheel.
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H1LLIARD No

Registers 1,000 Miles and Repeats.

Price, $7.50.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETERS FOR 1894
Hilliard Cyclometer Co., 1220 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. Chicago, III., January 3, 1894.

GENTLEMEN:—It may interest you to know that the HILLIARD CYCLOMETER has been used
as a test of its wearing qualities on a wheel we have been running by electric motor in our show
window. This wheel has been run nearly 25,000 miles, and we have used nearly all of the known
cyclometers on it, and are pleased to say that the HILLIARD 1893 model has given the best satis-
faction of any we have tried. The result is we shall make it a leader in cyclometers during the
season of 1894. Yours truly, GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

John O. Blake, Manager.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1220 Filbert Street, Philadelphia.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HILLIARD No. 2.

Registers ioo Miles. Can be
set back to Zero.

Price, $5.00.

CYCLE CHAIRS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING CO.
126-128-130 W. Maryland St.,

Largest Factory in the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEK & CO., Chicago,
General V. 8. Sales Agents.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St., New York.

New Vork Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Our Original Device

For Setting Back to Zero the

NOVELTY
CYCLOMETER

Also our Copyrighted
Record Book with each.

ACCURACY GUARANTEED.

Do Not Forget
That the Most Accurate and Durable

CYCLOMETERS &
Are Manufactured by the wj^v

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO.^
602 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Boston, Mass.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,

Most Perfect Instrument of

the Kind Manufactured.

SHEDD'S
CYCLOMETER

No Springs or Cams to get
out of order. Positive Motion.

ACCURATE, DURABLE, WARRANTED.

Quick Delivery.

= = Low Prices.

IN STOCK

+= o

Handsome Cycle Lamps.
(Send for Illustrations.)

Butler's Side Forks.

Pedals, Cranks and Chains.

Frames, Brackets and Hubs.

Fittings of every description.

RIMINGTON BROS, t CO.,

22 Whitehall St., NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

CYCLE CHAINS. HIGHEST GRADE.

I . I IIC

manufactured by

J. & H. DUCKWORTH,
28 & 30 Taylor Street,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Springfield, Mass.

USE sucR

EAST INDIA

(trade mark )

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equal. A chemical compound of East India Graphite and

other very fine lubricants that saves your ohain and sproeket from

wear Makes your chain run very smooth, free and easy; increases

your speed, guaranteed to stop the grating and cracking sound or

your ohain; prevents rust and dust from accumulating; is easily

"applied and the most effective lubricant used; recommended by

thousands of riders throughout the United States. When once

used, has never been discarded. It is in stick form and is used

similar to a pencil, does not soil the hands when being applied.

Full directions with each stick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. a»k

your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 25c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT
626 Fourth Ave.,

Please add: "Saw it in Ite 'VvLeeL

PRINCE WELLS, V$ESiS£

1894
CATALOGUES READY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ELWELL EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR.

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, 1894.
France, Switzerland, Germany and Holland

Sixth Season.

Address F. A. ELWELL,
153 Pearl Street, Portland, Me.

LOUIS JORDAN,
Manufacturer of

JORDAN SPECIAL BICYCLE

Roadster and Light Roadster. Weights, 33 and 25 lbs.

Agent for Telegram Cycles and Sanger Bacer.

Finest repair shop in Chicago. Also cheap wheels.

LOUIS JORDAN,
Mention The Wheel. 71-73 Randolph St., Chicago.

Accidents will happen, so always keep Kadway s

Beady Reliefnear at hand toquickly cure all Bruises,

Contusions, Sprains. Muscular Soreness, etc.

B. B. B. cures and prevents Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Inflammation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.Head-
ache, Toothache, Asthma, Difficult Breathing. Cures
the worst pains in from one to twenty minutes. Not
one hour after reading this advertisement need any
one suffer with pain.

AVOID all danger from drinking impure well and
r'ver water, by adding a few drops of R. R. R. 50 cts.

a bottle. All druggists.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

Amateur Cycling
WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICE. 60 CENTS,

D. S. Agent, F. P. PfilAL, Box 444, ». Y.

Do
you
want
to
Raise
the
Wind?

Many of our dear spotless amateurs are doing
so on their, respectable prizes to prevent a diet of

snow balls. But we are making an article that

will beat a League General Assembly for wind.

There will be no protest on the election of this

pump to first place as a friend of the pneumatic.

HAY & WILLITS,
Dealers in Wind Instruments,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Cable Address,
CYCLONE.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBING

The Columbian Adjustable Crank,
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever-

age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-

sible to get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than

racing cranks.

BREDDER ALLEN CYCLE MFG. CO.,

I SOLE MFRS., PATERSON, N. J

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ARTICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Cycle Construction, Repair and Epipent
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Automatic Mfg. Co.,
MdNMFdCTMRERS 4ND DE4LER5,

636-644 First Avenue, NEW YORK.

E2ST-A.l^E3I-.INa- FOR TRADE
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

MAKERS AND DEALERS! WE HAVE THEM AGAIN!
The largest, best, neatest, handsomest, etc.,

Repair Outfit on earth for the salvation of all

discouraged tires:

The " Perfection."
Send 12 two-cent stamps for sample and let us

quote our record breaking prices. 100,000 and

over sold in five months.

This is not a Toy or a Make-Believe Repair
Outfit, but the old, reliable "Perfection."

TWICE SIZE OF CUT. 289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. K.
BICYCLE SUNDRIES ONLY-OUfits, Goo-Goo-Oils, Graphite, Bicycle Suits, Tool Bags, etc.

Ferris-Wheeler Mfg. Co.,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BROCKTON FOOT BRAKE. (Patent

Applied for.)

The weight of the above is but five ounces. It is attached to the
forks just above the wheel by an adjustable clamp, and can be attached
to any bicycle in five minutes by the rider. It is worked by simply
putting one foot on the edge and pressing downward, while the other
foot remains on the pedal. On removing the foot it resumes its neutral
position by the action of two springs.

Sent by Mail or Express to any Address, $2 50.

P. S.—Special Price to Dealers.

Address all orders and communications to

F. M. BUCKLEY,
P.O. Box "3344- BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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. B. KAYMOND.

KATHOKDREAL -x-

I. B. rOTTKK.

& POTTSR,ESTATE,
t*§ PLATBUSM *¥!.( BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Asphi
(

t Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavements in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 43s
miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
L. A. W. endorse our pavement as the STANDARD.

OFFICES :

L.Drolt Building, Washington, D. C.

Washington Building, 1 Breadwaj, New Yerk.

^ YOU CAN HAVE YOUR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
24-26 VANDEWATER STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 245.

Job Lots

Bought for Cash.

" GENERAL,"
P. O. Box 273,

New York: City.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

OOMER SUITS
H.STRUGNELL,

310 BROADWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(up stairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR ALL THE

Leaflii Bicycle Clls
Sweater Racing Suits,

^F Jersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball and
football ists, Horse-back riders,

Boxers and Oarsmen

;

when you want to ride, run, walk,
:"ow, skateorswima longdistance

USE
ANTI-STIFF

Itisa marvelous preparation for Strengthening
the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith required; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feelit at work. It has a peculiarly warming,
comfortiug, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant m use.
Hub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like it till now. It differs from all Oils,
Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00

G.F0UGERA& CO.. AGENTSU.S..30N. WILLIAM ST ..N.V.

Kindly mention The Wheel.when writing.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
\ DALE STREET,

OOVElfTRT, ENGUMD.
The oldest and largest Hollow Fork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all

kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreigr
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

Inscription, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

frill let you know whether you can obtain a patent
tU information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 008 -14 "G" St., N.W. Wash'gton, D.C

AH American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
se
iyes posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

tHE CYCLIST
and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre» to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THO CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST
OfflgB, at Coventry.

BICYCLES CYCLISTS* SUPPLIES
We make a specialty of sundries of every

description. Our prices are right. Drop postal
for catalogue and discount sheet.

STTJDLEY & BARCLAY,
WKAND RAPIDS, MICH

LIGHT AND CHEAP.
KEEPS WHELL AND RIDER FREE FROM MUD.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. B. COLTON, Toledo, 0.

BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER.
FOR DELIVERY APRIL I. $3.50.

Registers 1000 miles accurately and repeats, or can
be set back to zero at any time. Perfectly NOISELESS,
DUST PROOF and WATERPROOF. Nothing to get
out of order and can be adjusted to any wheel. A high
grade cyclometer within the reach of every bicyclist.

PRICE, $3.50.
Made in two sizes, viz: for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.
Send for catalogue of sundries. Sold by all bicycle
dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.
Mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITV, N. IT.

Special Bicycle Machinery Manufactured.

We respectfully call the attention of the trade to our

Branch House in Philadelphia, Pa., where we carry a large

stock of Metal Working Machinery.

This, together with our factory and usual large stock

of New and Second Hand Tools in New York, enables us to

offer Special Inducements to intending purchasers-

Those finding it more convenient to trade in Phila-

delphia are cordially invited to visit our store, or correspond

with us there.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
51 North 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK FACTORY AND WAREROOMS, LAIGHT and CANAL STS.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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HUDSON & CO.,

Excelsior Works,
SELLY OAK & B0URNBR00I,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Telegraphic Address:

Excelsior, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

Also Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of

Hudson's World Renowned Patent Thickened Bottom

Hollow Rims for Cycles and other Road Vehicles.

AMERICAN AGENTS:

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,
TOLEDO, - OHIO.

ffENTED
'ARCH28,11

MffiCH23,186$

Is Intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary blndet
firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AMDare bound as firmly as a book.

e Review printed in gilt lettersKadi
PMm, T6 cents. If ordered vt€b enbmrlptlan.M

Use . .

.

iGreasolene

>

for bicycle chains i

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff. Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the
hardy road riders of Chicago. 2501 miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. G. CALROW, maker, WINN ETKA, ILL.

FOR

C
atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF AHY KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK,

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hai tford, Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS.
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND I'F'G CO., 17 Hermon St., Worcester, Mass.

WOOD RIM TIRE
CEIPEHT

Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

with directions for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-
sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. E3P Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELAS I IC IP COi, 370 Atlantic Ave. Boston, Mass.
152 and 154 Lake St., Chicago, III., 14 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

MEILINK'S POCKET GUARD.
Folds 7x3 inches. Put up in a neat case.

Three Distinct Patterns in Gossamer
and Rubber Guards.

We have the best line for Manufacturers, Jobbers

and Dealers.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

C. E\ MEILINK &l CO.,
NIAGAEA OYOLE FITTINGS CO., Agents, Buffalo, N. T. TOLEDO, O.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE: EASTERN OFFICE

64 to 70 Ohio St., Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFG. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CC, C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,
Westboro, Mass, Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBIVG. COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Kindly mention The/Wheel when writing.
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Honest Price for Honest Value.

You make no mistake in handling it. BLACK DIAMOND ENAMEL.

^vsr. Gr. schj^ck:
Send for Catalogue and Prices. 875 Main Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

FULL
ROADSTER,

28 Lbs.

LIGHT
ROADSTER,

25 Lbs.

TRACK
RACER,

I 7 Lbs.

LADY'S
WHEEL,
29 Lbs.

When writing for Catalogue mention " The Wheel."

Which Wheel ?

The "TRIANGLE" WHEEL, of course.

PORTER & GILMOUR, Agents for New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Does YOUR Store ever look like this? It is bound to follow if you handle

AMERICA'S REPRESENTATIVE BICYCLE.

WILSON-MYERS CO., 1
MAKERS,

Kindly mention The Wheel
•when writing. NEW YORK, U.S. A. %

THIS WRENCH
Weighs but five and one-half ounces,

Is Five Inches Long, and the

STRONGEST WRENCH
OF ITS SIZE MADE.

The opening of the jaw is graduated to the thirty-seconds

of an inch and will be found useful in gauging work as well

as holding round or rectangular pieces for drilling or filing,

the jaws being splined for that purpose.

J TZlisL S.

USED AS A VISE.

THe JMWS,
FORGED OF THE

BEST CRUCIBLE STEEL,

Are Hardened and Tempered
TO HOLD A

Square Edge Under Hard Usage.

•» Jn£RITE TO «•"

The Metal Turning Co.,
652 State Street, New Haven Conn., U. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Do You Know?

ROAD KING.

THAT the Road King Scorcher, 28-inch wheels; weight, 25 to 28 lbs.; is fitted with wood
or steel rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $100 to $110.

THAT the Road Queen, the ideal Ladies' wheel; weight, 32 lbs. ; is fitted with wood or steel

rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $100 to $110.

THAT the Duke, Full Roadster, 28-inch wheels; is fitted with wood or steel rims and any
kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $75 to $85.

THAT the Duchess, Combination, 28-inch wheels for ladies' and gentlemen; is fitted with

wood or steel rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted Price, $75 to $85.

THAT the Prince, Youths', diamond frame, 26-inch wheels; is fitted with pneumatic or

cushion tires. Price, $45 to $50.

THAT the Princess, Combination, for boys and girls, 26-inch wheels; is fitted with pneu-

matic or cushion tires. Price, $45 to $50.

THAT the Middy, Boys, diamond frame, 24-inch wheels; is fitted with pneumatic or

cushion tires. Price, $35 to $40.

THAT the Flying Jib, Children's, drop frame, 22-inch wheels; is fitted with cushion or

solid tires. Price, $15 to $20.

THAT this is the best and most complete line of High, Medium Grade and Juvenile

Wheels in the market for the money.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

PRINCE.

A.FEATHERSTONE&CO.
Cor. 16th and Clark Sts.

and Armour Ave.,

CHICAGO. PRINCESS.

THE WHEEL PRESS. F. P. Phial. «to Fulton St.. N Y Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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broadest general circulation among cycle
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index to advertisements. PAGE 3 SUP.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

terson interested in cycling.

THE settlement of the racing question—the

adoption of Classes A and B—has set in

motion the racing season. A number of new
tracks are being built, and the number of

dates asked for is far beyond that of last year

within the same period. Several firms, too,

relieved of the necessity of further secrecy,

have openly announced that they will have

teams of Class B men on the path this year.

Altogether it is sure to be a great racing year,

and it will help promote the sport, for the

race meet is a most valuable function from the

missionary standpoint.

The various conditions of the two classes

are now thoroughly understood. Under the

new code pure 'amateurism is possible. Men
who ride for revenue will quickly find them-

selves in their proper class, as the Racing

Board has unlimited power. Altogether, it

will be an exciting, experimental year.

THE WHEELMAN COMPANY will pub-

lish Good Roads in the same form as in

the present. The League is to be congratu-

lated that it has placed the burden of its two

magazines on the shoulders of others. The
League as a publisher has been a conspicuous

failure.

The Good Roads magazine can be made a

valuable adjunct to the work of highway im-

provement provided it be circulated among
men who have a real interest in the work of

highway improvement.

But the publication of a magazine is not the

most important part of the work. That is

simply educational—tho sowing of seed. The
work of improving the highways can be accom-

plished by a practical man, who can bring the

subject directly and personally to Boards,

Councils and others who have the roads and

streets under their control. The most impor-

tant work of all, however, is in the legislative

field in preparing, launching and directing

highway improvement legislation.

The League should have a competent man
for this work—a man entirely unimpeded with

the drudgery of editing a magazine. We think

Mr. Potter could carry on this work. He has

learned the field thoroughly and is well equip-

ped. The publication of the highway improve-

ment magazine is much, but J±iat sfajuld be a

mere supplement to^ an anergetically operated

highway improvement bureau.

t 1894 *

The Ne-w^ik^ IJ&jtshett. £»:>,'

Scotland has repudiate^HtSj-Qli^^Bv'^

Good Roads will be removed to Boston.

Denver protests against the holding of the
Asbury Park tri-State meet.

Report has it that the Overman Co. will

have a racing team tnis season.

Sterling Elliott has been chosen to succeed
I. B. Potter as editor of Good Roads.

W. W- Taxis has signed to race this season
with the Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago.

Ray Dawson, the Boonton, N. J., crack,
will be a member of the Stearns' racing team
this season.

The Overman Wheel Co. has sued A. G.
Spalding & Bros, for $100,000 for alleged
breach of contract.

I. B. Potter, late editor of Good Roads, is

about to sue the L. A. W. for $3,750.03. He
alleges breach of contract.

Sixteen employees of the Raleigh Cycle Co.
went out on a strike on Friday last. They
were paid off and discharged.

The officers of the Michigan Division L. A.
W. deny the jurisdiction of the National
Assembly and refuse to hold a new election,

as ordered.

Fifty-five members of the Kings County
Wheelmen last year rode 82,655 miles, an
average of 1,503. C. M. Mnrphy lead with
9,000 miles. Geo. A Needhamrode 7,659 and
A. R. Boerum 4,373.

The Racing Board has granted a special

sanction to the Jacksonville (Fla.) Cycle Club
to hold a 20 mile race between horses and men
any single afternoon from March 15 to 23 in-

clusive, the riders of the horses and of wheels
to be amateurs, and the prize a medal not to
exceed $50 in value.

The report has gained wide circulation and
seems to have arisen from the fact that the
Bearings people recently spent some time in

Springfield and Chicopee, and that, while
negotiating with the Bi. World for the pur-
chase of the L. A. W. mail list, Mr. Van
Sicklen found it necessary to telephone and
telegraph to and from Chicopee, and later to

visit the place before he could or would accept
or reject the Bi. World's proposition.

OVERMAN SUES SPALDING.

$100,000 THE AMOUNT CLAIMED—UREACH
OF CONTRACT THE ALLEGATION—

WHAT THEY SAY.

The "strained relations" which for the past

three months have existed between the Over-
man Wheel Co. and A. G. Spalding £ Bros,

has resulted in much embitterment and,

finally, in legal warfare, to which the great

prominence and wealth of both concerns will

necessarily attract much attention.

The Overman Co. are the first to resort to

the law. They have instituted suit for $100,-

000, claiming breach of contract on the part

of the Spaldings and, wherever possible, they

have attached the accounts of the latter.

The Spaldings, however, exhibit no un-

easiness, and say that at the proper time they

will show that it was the Overman Co. who
first violated the compact, that they have done

so repeatedly, and that if anyone has been

damaged they, A. G. Spalding & Bros., are

the ones.

The Wheel sought the statements of both

sides. For the Overman Co., Treasurer E. S.

White says:
•' Our suit with the Spaldings grows out of

their refusal to comply with their contract

made with the Overman Wheel Co. in 1891.

"Under contract made in that year they
agreed for a period of five years to take 40 per
cent, of the Overman Wheel Company's pro-
duction of Victor bicycles between January 1

and October 1 each year.
" Under the contract they had the exclusive

sale of our goods in nine States, including
New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois, with the
exception of the cities of Buffalo and Rochester.

" Contract also explicitly provided that A. G.
Spalding & Bros, in handling Victor goods
should conform to the regular discount, condi-
tions of sale and list price at retail as made by
the Overman Wheel Co,
"The Spaldings were to be known as the

special agents of our company, and advertised
as such. Of the cost of advertising in news-
papers of national circulation (not including
trade or class papers), they were to pay 40
per cent.

"Under the contract the Spaldings also
agreed that during the continuance of contract
they would handle no. bicycles that competed
with Victor bicycles, and would not handle
any other high grade bicycles except such as
were made by the Overman Wheel Co.

" In both '92 and '93 they failed and refused
to take their full 40 per cent, of our product of

Victor bicycles between January and October,
and in the latter part of '93 absolutely refused
to go on under the contract of '91.

"Their portion of our advertising bills was
paid quarterly up to and including October 1,

1893. Our bills rendered January, 1894, they
refused to pay, and presented claims against
the Overman Wheel Co. for express charges
on repairs sent to them during the year 1893,

and for work done during the same time in re-

pairing Victor bicycles to about the amount of

their portion of our advertising bills. These
claims we at once refused to allow on the
ground that they were not properly charge-
able to us, and subsequently advised them
that if they desired to press them by suit we
were entirely willing to accept services in any
proceedings brought thereon in Connecticut or
Massachusetts.
"At the same time we advised them and

their attorneys that, as litigation between
them and us seemed inevitable, we were dis-

posed to bring suit against them in New York
if they were willing to give bond to pay such
judgment as we might recover, this after we
learned on inquiry that their entire stock of

Victor bicycles, which had usually been stored

at Chicopee Falls, had been removed from
this State.

"After the refusal of their attorneys to give
such bond we notified them that we withdrew
our offer to bring suit in New York, and have
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had writ issued against them in this State,

and attempted to obtain jurisdiction here by
trusteeing certain parties whom we believe to

be indebted to them.
'

' As the damages that we have already suf-

fered by reason of their refusal to take 40
per cent, of our product of Victor bicycles in
'92 and '93 have been considerable, and as it is

possible that the damages that we may here-
after suffer during the period that our contract
with tlfem was to continue may also be con-
siderable, we have in our suit claimed damages
of $100,000, and think we shall be able to

satisfy the court that we are entitled to recover
substantially that amount, for anyone can see
that the failure of the Spaldingstotake several
thousand bicycles and perform their five-year

contract is a matter that can only be justly

compensated for by the payment of heavy
damages."
When seen and asked for their side of the

story, Mr. J. Walter Spalding, at first seemed
averse to speak of the matter, but finally made
this statement:
"The suit which the Overman Wheel Co.

have seen fit to bring against us under an old
contract that we have had with them, and the
petty and contemptible methods that they are
employing to annoy and harass us and our
customers are subjects that we do not care to

discuss in the newspapers, as long as it is in

the hands of our attorneys and as the facts in

the case will be brought out thoroughly in the
trial.

"In the correspondence that we have had
with them on the subject of the possibility of

a suit between us on the matter in dispute, we
offered to give them bonds that we were
lefially called upon to give, if they wished to

bring the suit in New York, but they were
unwilling to accept these, and adopted the
petty and malicious method of trusteeing
accounts that we had with customers in Massa-
chusetts. This has not caused us any incon-
venience, and we do not think it of any
consequence. At the proper time our
attorneys will take the matter in hand and
then proceed in a respectable legal way to

defend our interests.

We have never knowingly or intentionally

violated our part of the contract in any in-

stance, as they very well know, and the reason
that our relations are so strained and that we
have discontinued handling their goods is on
account of their violation of the contract with
us during that period.

" Our position is the same to-day as it was
six months ago, when we notified them that
we refused to continue doing business under
the old agreement, and recognizing at that
time the equity of our position, they agreed to

enter into a new contract with us which under
the circumstances would be fair and equitable
to all concerned. They failed to keep their

promise in this respect, and in commencing
thir suit we believe that they have done so
with the idea ofannoying and harassing us
without the slightest idea of being able to

establish a case.

We have paid the Overman Co. a million

dollars during the past two years, do not owe
them a cent and are perfectly willing to place
our record for fair and honorable dealing
against theirs, and also equally desirous of

having the public judge between us when the
facts of the case are brought out, as they will

be in the minutest detail, in the courts."

BOSTON BETS "GOOD ROADS,"

STERLING ELLIOTT AS EDITOR— EX-EDI-

TOR POTTER TO SUE THE £. A. W.

Those Thousand Victors.

There seems little likelihood that the Over-
man Wheel Co. will repurchase the 1,000
Victors which A. G. Spalding & Bros, have on
hand, and to the credit of the latter be it

said that they are endeavoring to dispose of

the wheels without throwing them on the
open market at cut prices and thus court
general demoralization. Not having received
a reply from the Overman Co., the Spaldings
this week addressed a circular letter to the
Victor agents in the belief that the latter may
desire to sustain the list prices and make
propositions of some sort. "If we can receive
orders for a sufficient number to clean out our
stock, and at prices that we can afford to sell

them without material loss to ourselves," says
the Spalding circular "we shall be glad to

dispose of the stock in this way, instead of

selling them in the open market at cut prices,

that would be necessary to move them."

Hereafter Good Roads will be published in

Boston with Sterling Elliott as its editor. I.

B. Potter is out.

In a very few words, this is the result of the

Executive Committee's meeting on Sunday
last.

The Wheelman Co., the same who published

the L. A. W. Bulletin, was the successful bid-

der, but this is not nearly so surprising as Mr.

Elliott's acceptance of the editorial chair. It

wa*s not even surmised that he was a candidate

or had any aspirations in that direction. That
it is a fortunate selection, however, none can

deny. Mr. Elliott's ability as a writer and

worker is unquestioned, and no one is better

qualified for the work or a more fitting suc-

cessor to Mr. Potter. Mr. Elliott will relin-

quish his interests in the Hickory Wheel Co.

and devote his whole time and attention to

the magazine. Mr. Potter's salary was $5,000
per annum. Mr. Elliott's will be very consid-

erably less, or $2,000.

STERLING ELLIOTT.

(From an old Photograph.)

The change will mean some unpleasantness
for the League. Under the terms of his con-
tract Mr. Potter denies the right of the Ex-
ecutive Committee to turn him out of office.

He will place no bar in the way of the removal
of the magazine, but means to

s

carry the matter
into the courts. It will be remembered that
in November the former committee notified

Mr. Potter to close his office on February 15
last. This he declined to do, alleging that his
contract, which did not expire until November
next, had not been lived up to. It stipulates
that the Executive Committee shall use their
"best zeal and endeavor" to raise a fund from
the trade for the support of the magazine.
This, Potter claims, was not done, and at the
proper time he will place several well-known
manufacturers on the stand to prove that they
were never even approach^ d on the subject.
He says he will also prove that the committee
made no effort to collect the balance, due, some
$2,600, from Colonel Pope on his guarantee, of
which he has a copy and which he says is as
good as a promissory note. Further, he
claims that ex-President Burdett's statement
that "the magazine showed about $2,200 on
the right side of the ledger," which statement
was made at the '93 meeting of the National
Assembly at Philadelphia, was misleading and
created a wrong impression, from which the
magazine afterwards suffered. Potter believes
that he can present a strong case and recover
the $3,750.03 which he claims due him as salary
from March 15 to November 15, when his con-
tract terminates.

"If I lose," he said to The Wheel man,
"that will end the matter; if I win I will

present the judgment to the National Assem-

bly for action. As far as the present Exec-
utive Committee is concerned, the suit and my
relations are entirely friendly. I think they
did me something of an injustice, but I know
they are trying to do the best they can for the
League under difficult circumstances."
From what Mr. Potter says it would seem

that the Wheelman Company were given an
undue advantage. Their first bid, which was
opened at the meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee on the 4th was considerably higher
than others. No decision was made at this

meeting, but a week later, Vice-President Per-
kins came from Boston with a second and
much reduced bid from the Boston people. It

was this bid that was accepted. Among the
others who are known to have submitted pro-
posals are The Bearings Publishing Co. and
Mr. Potter himself, but they were given no
opportunity to revise their figures, and it is

hinted that Mr. Perkins was guilty of divulg-
ing "state secrets."
When seen, President Luscomb stated that

the Executive Committee had acted for the
best interests of the League and gone where
they could save the most money. Since the
meeting of the Assembly, bills to the amount
of several thousand dollars, which appear to

have escaped even the Auditing Committee,
having materialized and made last year's
deficit larger even than first supposed. Mr.
Luscomb aptly described the situation in about
these words:
"The former Executive Committee said

they had left a clear field for the present
administration, and so, apparently, they had.
But we find that it was cleared by sweeping
everything into a hole and putting the League
in afterward. We are now fishing in the hole
and trying to get things out."
From the present outlook, Mr. Luscomb said

that it was not improbable that an extra session
of the National Assembly would be called, not
only to consider the financial standing, but
also the question cf mailing the new official

organ, over which trouble was likely, and also
whether the increase in dues was necessary
now that the organ was to be free of cost.

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO. vs.

MACINTOSH.

The case of the North British Rubber Co. vs.

Macintosh & Co. for an alleged infringement

of a tire patent came up for a second hearing

in London on February 27. The evidence

called for the plaintiffs and tendered by Sir

Frederick Bramwell and Dr. John Hopkinson,

both experts, tended to show that there was
no substantial difference in the tires affected

by the contesting parties. Testimony was
taken during the four following days, and
judgment was reserved and the suggestion
made that the experts read the report of the
trial and be at liberty to make any further
experiments desired, for the benefit of the
court. Commenting on the trial, the Cyclist

says:

Justice Romer, whose rapid and intelligent grasp of
the points of so technical a case as this, provoked the
admiration of all the practical men in court, is recog-
nized as the most scientific judge on the bench, and it

was acknowledged on both sides that the course taken
by him with respect to technical assistance was the
best possible under the circumstances. Much, indeed
everything, would seem to hang upon the results of
the expert's experiments, and his report thereon.
Whoever he may be, he has an extremely difficult and
delicate task before him, and needs to be thoroughly
up in every detail of the subject.

The case is of special interest in America
because of a pending suit brought by the
North British Co. against Gormully & Jeffery.

The Tinkered Tariff.

The Wilson Tariff Bill as amended by the
Senate increases the duty on forgings from
25 to 30 per cent, ad valorum ; tubing is reduced
from 25 to 20 per cent, and manufactured
wares of metal. Manufactured articles or

wares not especially provided for, composed
wholly or in part of any metal, and whether
partly or wholly manufactured, which covers
bicycles, is decreased from 35 per cent, ad
valorum to 30 per cent. These are about the
only items of importance to the cycle trade.
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A Suggestion for the Ladies
The wheeling season is at hand, and as ladies usually require

some time for preparation, we venture to remind the wheel-

women of the country that we have had specially designed by

(§) Redfern, an outing costume for their benefit. It is called the

(g)
" Columbia Bicycle Habit," and in order to bring it within the

(§) reach of all, we offer a Butterick pattern of this habit to anyone

who will remit to us twenty cents to cover actual cost. We have

these patterns for misses in sizes from 28 to 33 inches, and for

ladies from 28 to 46 inches bust measure.

Address Ladies' Department,

POPE MFG. CO.,

221 Columbus Avenue,

Boston, Mass.Have you sent for that beautiful Columbia Catalogue yet?

We mail it for two two-cent stamps, or our agents furnish it free.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.

HARTFORD, CONN-

A Prominent Dealer-

-^^^Writes as Follows

:

Akron, Ohio, Feb. 9, 1894.

Hickory Wheel Co., South Framingham,
Mass.

:

Gentlemen—We beg to say that we have

never, in all our experience as riders and

dealers, seen so very marked improvement

in a wheel, which was before one of the best,

as you have made in the '94 HICKORY.
The samples we have here are attracting

the attention they deserve, and we feel that,

with an early spring and a continuance in

the improvement of business, we will more

than double our last year's HICKORY busi-

ness. Very truly,

THE RANNEY CYCLE CO.

These Machines Made toy

HICKORY WHEEL CO.

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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MICHIGAN DEFIES THE LEAGUE.

IT WILL NOT HOLD ANOTHER ELECTION
AS RULED,BY THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.

The war in the Michigan Division has taken
a new and decidedly sensational turn. At the
last National Assembly meeting the Division
was ordered to hold another election, and now
the Executive Committee of the Division has
come out and boldly defied the National body,
and boldly state that they don't propose to do
anything of the kind, and that the Assembly
has no power to issue such an order.

The rumpus in the Michigan Division grew
out of the last election and business meeting
which were declared illegal. There are two
factions stirring up the political pot, and the
case was brought before the National Assem-
bly for settlement. But that body's decision,

ordering a new election, is not to the liking of

the Executive Committee as before stated, and
therefore the defiance. One reason given for

this state of affairs is that there are not funds
available for the expenses necessary to carry
out the election, which will cost about $65.
After the Assembly's ruling, Secretary-

Treasurer Noack wrote Chief Consul Bresler
for authorization to expend the amount of

money necessary to hold the election. The
Chief Consul replied that the by-laws only
allow an expenditure of $50 for election ex-
penses, and called a meeting of the Executive
Committee. At this meeting the following
statement was drawn up

:

DETROIT, March 8, 1894.—At a meeting of the Execu-
tive and Finance Committee held in Detroit, Thursday,
March 8, it was resolved that the committee decline to
authorize the expenditure necessary for a new election
for the following reasons :

First—In their opinion the National Assembly ex
ceeded its authority in ordering a new election, that
power resting solely with the Division board of
officers.
Second—The expense of a new election would con-

siderably exceed the authorized power of this com-
mittee and can only be incurred by order of the
Division board of officers.
Third—The legality of the December meeting is

still unsettled and that an election, if held now would
be questionable, as the methods of conducting the
same are widely different under the old and proposed
new by-laws.
Fourth—That in view of the above the committee

would recommend that the Chief Consul call the
Spring meeting of the board of officers at the earliest
possible date.
Fifth—that the Secretary-Treasurer of the Div-

ision be instructed to mail a copy of the above to each
of the respective candidates and to the Secretaries of
the League clubs of the Division.
Joseph M. Bresler, Joe W. Smith, J. H. Johnson,

Executive and Finance Committee.
To W. C. Noack, Esq., Secretary-Treasurer

Michigan Division L. A. W."
To a reporter Mr. Noack said:

It is certainly a slap of no uncertain vigor at the
National Assembly, and how they'll take it is un-
certain. The committee must have gone over the
whole matter carefully, for the report, as you will
see, is unanimous.
"When will a State meeting be called?" was asked.
"That rests with the Chief Consul, and I have been

given no date as yet."
"Will the old officers stay in power after April 1,

the date set for the successful candidates to take their
seats?" was asked.
"The constitution provides that all officers in power

shall continue until their successors are elected."

President Luscomb was seen in reference to

the mattes but declined to express an opinion
until the official documents were in his posses-
sion. Whether it was a question of jurisdic-
tion or law the Executive Committee would
have to decide.

Prince Wells' Cycle Derby Day.
Prince Wells, the Louisville dealer, has is-

sued an announcement for his third annual
road race and Auditorium Cycle Derby. The
date set is July 17, afternoon and evening,
three days after the Ohio Division meet at
Cincinnati. The road race will be run in the
afternoon from the Auditorium track over the
Third Avenue boulevard. It will be divided
for riders in both classes. Track races will be
run in the afternoon and evening. The list of
events for the electric light racing is as follows:

One mile, three-minute class, for Class A riders.
One mile handicap, open to Class B riders.
One mile^handicap, open to Class A riders.
Two miles, Auditorium Cycle Derby, for a $50 silver

cup, presented by Mr. Daniel Quilp, of the Auditorium.
One-quarter mile, heats, open to Class A riders.
Five miles, open to Class B riders.
The prize of this five mile race will be either a hand-

some upright piano or something similar in value.
The total value of the prizes will be $1,500. The tour-
nament is given by and under the exclusive manage-
ment of Prince Wells, 632 Fourth Avenue, Louisville.

$50 Prizes for the Irvington-Milburn.

Fifty-dollar prizes will prevail in this year's
Irvington-Milburn road race. This was de-
cided at a meeting of the M. A. C. C. Race
Committee on Monday last. The committee
realized that as the race was one of the first

important events of the year, to offer $150
prizes, as heretofore, would be to bespeckle
and throw into Class B a very large proportion
of neighborhood riders and thus debar them
from the many local and lesser events later in

the year. The committee preferred that others
take the initiative in such a wholesale sprink-
ling of speckles on otherwise pure and un-
defiled amateurs. Entry blanks will be ready
April 1.

The M. A. C. C. Committee also decided to

apply for June 30 as the date of its annual
race meet. Either Manhattan Field or

Waverley will be the venue.

Taylor Accepts Johnson's Challenge.

W. J. Corcoran, of Waltham, Mass., on
behalf of George Taylor, has accepted an open
challenge, recently made by John S. Johnson,
for a series of match races, and offers to race
the Minneapolis man in a series of events at
the meet to be given by the Associated Cycling
Clubs of Boston on Decoration Day. Johnson
will be allowed to select the number of races
to be ridden and the distance of each event.

HENRY W. ROBINSON, OF BOSTON.
The newly appointed member of the L. A. W.

Racing Board.

Zim Still on the Fence

If there was ever a doubt that Arthur A.
Zimmerman was possessed of a long head,
the manner in, which he is making sure of
his ground before turning pro. should effectu-
ally disprove it. He proposes to depend upon
no cablegrams or letters or promises of any
sort, but is sending over the water a trusted
agent to investigate and to see the color of the
proffered French gold. Willis B. Troy is the
agent. He leaves for Paris to-morrow. Upon
his report will depend Zimmerman's entry
into the professional ranks. The chances are
largely that the report will be in favor of the
step.

Harry Wheeler Again Beaten.
The match race between Harry Wheeler and

Medinger in Paris on Sunday, March 4, was
won by Medinger by two lengths. The dis-
tance was 15 kilometers and the time 24m. 44s.

Preliminary arrangements were made this
week for another series of team races for the
championship of Union: County, N. J. The
races will be run in heats, the final to be held
on Saturday, June 9. The course has not
been decided on. The following clubs were
represented at the meeting: Elizabeth A. C.
Cyclers, Elizabeth Wheelmen, Elizabeth
Cyclers, Crescent Wheelmen, Lyceum Wheel-
men.

Auctioneering in a Big Way.

A unique niche in the cycle trade is filled

by the West Side Auction House, of Chicago.
It conducts weekly sales of wheels for dealers,
and realizes its own profit in a commission.
Its willingness to make heavy advances on
wheels has been the salvage of more than one
concern. As to responsibility, the firm refers
to one of the best Chicago banks.

A New Store in the Oranges.

The Premier Cycle Company will dedicate
their new store at No. 560 Main Street, Brick
Church, to the cycling public on Saturday,
March 17th. Refreshments will be served
from ten a. m. to ten p.m., and the wheelmen
who inhabit or visit tha famous Orange riding
district are invited to drop in.

Simplicity 47.

An arrangement has been made with the
American Dunlop Tire Co. by which Elliott
Burris will exclusively manufacture the
Simplicity 47 tire. The Dunlop Co. will
guarantee them against all infringments.

The Iver Johnson Co. have opened a retail

store in Fitchburg, Mass., where they will
handle the Lovell Diamond.

The Premier Cycle Company are offering
Lucas's lamps and goods to the trade at
greatly reduced prices for a limited period only.

The Eastern Rubber Co. has opened a New
York office of its own at No. 90 Chambers
Street, with J. A. Herron in charge. E. H.
Alcott, who was formerly its selling agent, is

no longer connected with the company.

Dr. C. M. Hitchcock, of Utica, N. Y., has
perfected what he styles a hand-reeling mud
guard. It consists of a continuous piece of
rubber-covered canvas which can be attached
to any machine, and weighs 8^ ounces.

The Harlem Wheelmen have elected Charles
A. Underhill delegate to the M. A. C. C. in
place of James P. Haight, resigned. The New
York Wheelmen, who joined the Association
at the last meeting, have elected Luke Case as
their delegate.

H. Strugnell, 310 Broadway, New York,
cycle outfitter, is making a specialty of
bloomer costumes for wheelmen. He has
recently fitted out the Excelsior Cycle Club.
He is also uniforming the '• Puck" Cycle Club,
composed of attaches of that paper.

Asked by a Wheel man if it was true that
he was about to close their American branches,
Harry Priest, of the Quadrant Co., stated that
he was not in a position to announce what
they intended to do. He will remain in

Boston for about a week and then go to Chicago.

The Washington Road Club held their an-
nual dinner on Wednesday last and elected
these officers: L. B. Graves, President; G. A.
Brower, Vice-President; W. Jose, Captain; E.
O. Bowie, Lieutenant; George W. Bennett,
Secretary - Treasurer. The club has sixty
members.

The Newton Rubber Works are about to
place upon the market a detachable tire suit-

able for wood rims. The rim is quite flat and
has a groove on each side into which the
beaded edge of the outer cover rests. They
have also placed upon the market a new mud
guard.

J. Elmer Pratt, of the Grand Rapids Cycle
Co., a capable and observant traveler, reports
that reports of big sales in Southern territory
and of the general prosperity of Southern
trade are greatly exaggerated. He states
that if the average man can go through the
towns and place sample orders he is doing
well.

A meeting of the Pneumatic Tire Co., Ltd.,
was helti in Dublin, February 28, at which
Harvey Du Cros presided. It was unani-
mously carried that a dividend of 10s. per
share be paid on the profits of the company
made since 1893. A scheme for the reconsti-
tution of the company was submitted and held
oyer for the next meeting,
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ECHOES FROM EUROPE.

London, March 3, 1894.

O Isabella Florence, of

the Boston Post, thinks

it unbecoming of woman
to join men in club runs,

and believes the system

of introducing women into clubs a failure.

Oh, my! oh, my! Well, now, I venture to

suggest that Isabella Florence is hopelessly

wrong, and I write on the subject after a good

deal of observation of it.

Of course I leave-out of the question clubs

that go in only for the racing, scorching and
boozing sides of cycling. Woman has no place

in them ; at least she is not ripe for it yet. If

she keeps on ripen-

ing at her pre-ent c^l^*^,.,^
rate, there is no i *',^2^
knowing to what
dizzy heights she

may attain.

I want to talk to

Isabella about those
other clubs that

cultivate cycling in

its most charming
phases ; the clubs

that go in for tour-

ing and rambling
about the country
on short pleasure
trips ; the clubs that

commune with na-

ture, that listen to

the singing of the birds and the rippling of

the streams, and the whispering of the trees

to the breezes, dontcherknow.
Look at the Ohne Hast Club, of Dublin, for

instance!
In that organization the lady members take

part in all the runs in as matter-of-fact fashion,

as if they were mere men ; and, although the

club's favorite hunting grounds are the hilly

districts of Wicklow, and the members ride

right through the winter, regardless of weather,

it has not been found that the women were
in any sense a drag on the men. On the con-

trary, some of the ladies can ride so far and so

fast that the men have sometimes to pull their

socks up and lay down to their work to keep
the pace up. And the little club gatherings in

the evenings—the teas and the impromptu
concerts are always
successful. I was
for years dead
against having
women in clubs, but
now I am quite of

thinking. It may
be that I am wad-
ing through my
second childhood,
but I believe that
my conversion is

due to the conspicu-

ous successes of the Ohne Hasters.

That club is singularly fortunate in having
a club-house situated in a beautiful glen of the

County Wic .low, where a fellow might well

dream away his days and nights. But even
in London, where there are not the same
advantages, many of the clubs have opened
their arms to lovely woman and embraced
her (figuratively, of course). At many of our

ciub dinners and concerts ladies are present;

they are to the fore at runs ; they patronize

our camps; yea, even at the pestiferous race

meeting may women be found. It is never
alleged that their presence is a drawback, or

that it throws cold water on social functions. It

induces men to swear less,

and to be more circumspect
about their songs and
stories, and this ought to be
regarded by all right-think-

ing men as a pleasant and
complete change, almost
as good as a health trip to

the seaside or the hot
springs.

The woman is determined to permeate
cycling, as she is everything else (I expect
that we will have lady-sea-captains, and
female steeple-jocks in the near future) so
that even if we were opposed to her she would
insist on being amongst us. But we are not
opposed to her. We want the fluffy, golden
haired daughters of Eve; and the black, silken

tressed female children of the same mother.
Of course we don't want our podgy, fat old
aunts to join our club. We want them to die

and leave us the money, two things that they
do not always wish to do themselves.

Wheeling, of this week, comes out with an
article strongly warning American racing men
who may think of

visiting England
that they will have
their journey for

nothing unless they
can prove them-
selves as white as
snow. The English
Union having press-

ed out of the amateur ranks so many of our
own men will be expected to be equally sweep-
ing in its dealings with foreign riders. So
far as Europe is concerned, the best game for
any man who is at all tainted is to join the
professional ranks. Professionalism may go
with a bang in England this year; but even if

it doesn't there is a fine field ready for oper-
ations in France. In Paris, on Sunday after-
noons, thousands of "darned mounseers"
swarm to watch the struggles of the pros., and
to hiss liberally at any man who is not a
Frenchman—which adds to the fun of the
thing. I think it is only right to say that the
feeling in England is that such men as Bliss
and Dirnberger, for instance, would not have
the remotest chance of being licensed as
amateurs by the N. C. U Committee. If they
think they will—after this plain hint—they
are greater fools than I would wish them to be.

s \

We have news of a proposed party of Amer-
ican tourists who mean to ''do" the British
Isles, or selected portions of those down-trod-
den countries, during the coming Summer.
Well, I think I may say that the cyclists of

England, Ireland and Scotland will give them
welcome and endeavor to make their rough
way smooth—especially if they are really rep-
resentative of the most influential sections of
American cycledom. But let me tell you a
story of a former party of American tourists

to this blasted country. I think it was in 1889
that Elwell had a party in Great Britain and
Ireland. It was not known here that the thing
was a personally-conducted speculation of the
wily Elwell, but it was regarded as a private
pleasure party not designed to make money
for any man or maid. In Ireland they were
most hospitably entertained, and a sensation
they made as they entered Dublin—having
ridden from Queenstown— escorted by the
blood and brain and the strong right arms
(and legs) of Irish cycledom. There was a
banquet, and the Yanks poured out their souls
in torrents of vivid eloquence that made the

red fluid tingle in
our veins. The
storm of enthusi-
asm nearly swept
the roof off the
hotel. People in

the streets paused
and asked was the
end of the world
coming, or was it

F'» only the formal
opening of the ac-

tive lunatic season? They heard the thunders,
and thought they felt the reverberations and
rumblings of an earthquake that heralded the

crank of doom. Little they knew what a high
old time we were having. We swore undeny-
ing friendship ; some of us got very drunk,
and wept copiously at the very idea of having
to say " good night " to stanch, trusty friends,

who had stuck to us through thick and thin

(and it was pretty thick) for fully four hours.

It was on that occasion that I first saw men
drinking hot water at their dinner. Hot water
when champagne was going ! The monotonous

and cruel health of all precedent nearly
brought about a "rising " in Ireland.

Well, sir, the tourists shook Irish dust from
their feet (not too easily, for there was plenty
of it), and in due course struck England. Now,
the cyclists of London had heard of the goings-
on and devarshun and the devilment in Ire-

land, and they determined that they would
not be outdone.

In honor of the Americans they organized a
grand riding party for a certain Saturday,
and, of course, Ripley was selected as the
objective. It was arranged that a "feed," or
as much of one as possible, should be held at
the charming Surrey village, for in these
countries we celebrate everything—even our
funerals—by overloading our stomachs.
Elaborate preparations were made. There
was to be the "hoight of eatin' and drinkin'."

Cases of champagne (that had been thoroughly
vetted) were sent down from a London house
noted for its glorious nectars. Whiskey of
exceptional form, to gratify vulgar tastes, was
also enlisted. Meats of all kinds, fruits,

vegetable s

—

everything that^

even a Vitellus
could dream of

was sent down
in advance. But '

on the day "be- •

fore the burst
up that was to

go down to his-

tory as a record
was fixed to take place, some of the com-
mittee received a letter from Elwell express-
ing regret that he would not be able to go,
and that he didn't think many of his party
would bother about it, as they preferred to
spend the short time at their disposal in seeing
the sights of the modern Babylon.
Here was a reeking blow!
The reception committee were so stunned

that they had to lean against a lamp-post, or
Westminster Abbey, or some-
thing, lest# they should fall.

Hurried counsels of war were
held. What was to be done?
Eventually it was decided that
the Americans might go and
hang themselves, and that the
sons of England— breathing
under the protecting folds of
the flag that braved a thousand
years the battle and the breeze
—especially the breeze—would

go down to Ripley and eat and drink the
blooming feed right out or die in the attempt.
This programme was carried out, and it is

pleasant to know that there were no fatalities.

A photograph of the party was taken at
Ripley, and this is still shown as a souvenir ot

the American visit. The man to whom it is

shown always asks: "But where are the
Americans?" and then he hears the whole
story. This incident has rankled in the minds
of Londoners ever since, and I am bound to

say that so far as the wheelmen of this city are
concerned, I think it will be difficult to catch
them in an enthusiastic mood over touring
parties. Elwell and his party, by their dis-

courtesy, or thoughtlessness, or whatever it

was, did all they could to dry up the well of

hospitality in the London cyclist's heart. But
a drop or two may still survive, and who
knows but that we of London and the peram-
bulating Americans may have a chance of

pledging each other in flowing bumpers. I

hope that it my be so.

The Scorcher.

Notwithstanding his marriage, Fred Os-
mond, the English ex-champion, will race
this year. He has entered in a tandem race
which occurs on Easter Monday. A personal
letter from one of his nearest friends conveys
the news.

Walter L. Broadbridge, a South African
champion, has taken rooms in the neighbor-
hood of Heme Hill, where he will get in shape
for the season's racing. He is an Englishman,
but has lived in South Africa for the past seven
years,
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THAT MILE-A-MINUTE BICYCLE.

Editor of The Wheel:
When you throw rocks at a man's hobby you

are more than likely to rouse him up, and

your mention of flying as being "centuries"

away seems to show malice, propense or else

a lamentable lack of faith in the inventive

genius of the age. I don't like to think there

is any malice behind the statement, so I will

conclude that you are a fit subject for con-

version and fire a few facts at you.

The only place

"Where We Have Achieved a Mile in a Minute

or less with anything like a one-man power

vehicle is on the ice with the ice-boat. Could

we but have a sea of perfect ice and a good

wind we could travel at speeds that would

leave the fast locomotives as if anchored.

And what is an ice-boat?

Three runners for support, a rudder for

guiding and a sail for driving. Simple, cheap

;

yet sufficient—an ideal conveyance for every-

body were it not for one thing, viz., we cannot

depend on the ice.

In the large soaring bird we see a copy of

our ice-boat. The only difference is that it

sails on air instead of ice, and so omits the

runners and uses the wings for support and

power both. The air is always smooth, is un-

limited in extent, is as slippery as ice, and is

always ready when the weather and wind

permit. That it has great supporting power

every boy that has sailed a stone or flown a

kite can testify; that it has great driving
power is equally well known, but that it can
both drive and support is a fact that as yet
few seem to grasp, notwithstanding the fact

that all the warmer countries are full of birds

that so use the air for hours at a time every
day. Further, we now know that weight is a
necessary feature, that it is to the bird what
sharp runners are to the ice-boat. Without it

speed would be impossible, and the bird would
drift about like a raft or toy balloon.
Again, bodies present a smaller resistance in

proportion to their weight as they grow
larger, for the weight increases as the cube
and the resistance increases as the square of

the dimensions. A man will present less pro-
portionate resistance to the air than a pigeon.
Everything points to the certainty of flight on
easy terms and at high speed. Every man of
scientific and mechanical ability that has
properly investigated the subject pronounces
in favor of it. A paper, "Aeronautics," is

published in New York, and is doing much to
spread the necessary knowledge.
More than fifteen years ago, I

Prophesied That We Would Fly

before the end of the century. I can now
safely add "in a simple, cheap and swift
manner." We have everything needed to-day
except the necessary practice, and this can be
had without danger by the use of the captive
balloon school as explained in a previous
letter. We are on the homestretch and will
reach the goal of a mile a minute and faster
and without exertion long before the bicycle
gets anywhere near it.

Is it any wonder then, that I have not been
parading my ideas for a swift cycle when I see
so much greater speed with immeasureable
results in the flying machine, sky-cycle, or
aerial ice-yacht?

No one but a lunatic can study on one sub-
ject all the time however, so I have managed
to think a little on a lightning pacemaker in
the guise of a cycle. The fast cycle must be
both light and rigid. To secure the first we
must lessen the parts ; to have the second, bet-
ter the design. I submit the accompanying
sketch as embodying both features to a greater
degree than any other cycle yet marketed.
Further, it is simple and should be a good
seller on that account. I built a cycle once
that was fuller of good points than a turtle is

of meat; they stuck out all over in bewilder-

ing profusion, and the would-be purchaser got
bewildered and bought some other mad roller.

I trust this is free from any such liberality.

Its principal feature is its triangular frame.
Everybody knows that the five-sided affair

Called by Courtesv a " Diamond "

is no where near as strong as a triangle. And
the long wheel base with the handles as far

from the saddle and pedals as possible where
they could get a good leverage on the frame,
is an invention of his Satanic Majesty in favor
of the metal worker here and hereafter.
Our sprockets wear out on the sides as

much as on the face, because every thrust
twists them out of line, and the would-be rec-

ord breaker wastes a large part of his muscle
grinding good steel instead of covering dis-

tance. The cycle of to-day is built on the idea
that one can move his legs faster if he doubles
up monkey fashion. Even if this is true it does
not follow that it is correct, for one can readily

see that a great loss of power arises from the
necessity of having to move such heavy mem-
bers rapidly. Ask a racer if he can move his

elbows or his ears or some other unused por-
tion of his anatomy while he is doing his fast-

est with his legs and he will tell you that he
has all he can do as it is. One reason why
some racers

Wabble So on the Homestretch

is because they are doing a little more than
they reasonably can.

<=>*

On my machine that is not the case.
The rider has his hands near to him, and

instead of resting on them he may pull up on
them and thus use the arm muscles to hold the
legs to their work. This is a very effective
method of using the muscles of the body as
well, and it does not add any complicated and
weighty mechanism. It gives to the racing
man the conditions employed by the hill

climber, and hill climbing calls for and gets a
greater amount of energy expressed in the re-
sult than any other form of riding, for it

wastes less in the useless moving of the legs.
The one thing needed to make this machine

the beau ideal of cycles is a speed gear. With
a good speed gear the racer can still hold to
his hill climbing motion and yet be driving his
wheel at a rapid gait. The Patent Office is

doing a big business on speed gears nowadays,
so it ought not be hard to find a good one,
even if I did not have the perfect one myself.
This combination should get down to a mile in
im. 30s. with decent pacing, and under 2m.
without. It will save several pieces and a
pound or two on our road wheels, and be a
boon to everybody.
Nor are the ladies—God bless them—for

gotten. We love them, street-sweeping skirts
and all.

In the good old " ordinary " days did I not

Build a Spokeless Wheel

for their benefit?
And was not the first drop frame safety

built by her?
Truly I have not forgotten them. How can

I, being married?
The form for ladies would have the steering

head carried a little farther back, and its saddle
and bar placed as in the original Sylph or the
Columbia Surprise tricycle. Just as light and
rigid as its brother, but adapted to the sense-
less riding habit of to-day.
May the day soon come when the women of

our land will feel as free to appear in a cycle
habit as in a bathing suit ; and when the sky-
cycle shall enable the poorest to travel in a
manner surpassing that of the rich of to-day.

The mile a minute cycle I am not so hopeful
for. The average man would not work that
hard if he could, so I fear that the results to

be obtained from such a machine are fancied
rather than real. The only thing that seems
to look valuable in that line is one driven by
some kind of a motor. People are not in love
with work, and the man who gives them a
motor which will drive them at any desired
speed and never need attention or give them
trouble will reap their everlasting blessings
and their dollars.

Perhaps we can learn a lesson from our ice-

boat and use a sail. A California man says it

works finely on a safety. I spread a canvas
on an ordinary one night in '85, and it spread
me on the ground.

Let's hope for better success for the sky-
cycle, dress reform and the mile-a-minute
cycle, although I fear we will have to grow to
the latter with the most " infinitesmal gradual-
ness." Chas. E. Duryea.

Lo/.ier's Side of the Story.

The very general publication of the letter of
Dyrenforth & Dyrenforth, Palmer's attorneys,
in reference to Lozier vs. Palmer interference
case, has brought the following communication
from Messrs. W. A. Skinkle and W. A.
Redding, counsel for Lozier & Co.

:

We are surprised that Messrs. Dyrenforth & Dyren-
forth should express the opinion set forth in the
communication to which we have referred, because
the facts known to them as well as to ourselves do not
support any such opinion. We are always adverse to
using trade journals or newspapers of any kind for
the purpose of discussion or arguing any matter
involved in any pending litigation, but the communi-
cation of Messrs. Dyrenforth & Dyrenforth is of such
a character as to justify you in replying to it so that
the trade may not be misled, and so that the Palmer
Pneumatic Tire Co. may not obtain an unfair com-
mercial advantage of you. It is true that Palmer and
Huss have each obtained several Letters Patent of
the United States for inventions relating to pneumatic
tires, bnt this fact does not justify th- opinion that a
decision in the pending Interference in favor of Huss
would not in any way affect Palmer's right to make
this tire. On the |contrary, if Huss should obtain an
award of priority in this Interference and a patent
should be issued to him for the invention involved in
the Interference, then the Palmer tire could not there-
after be made, sold or used without infringing the
patent which whould be thus obtained by Huss. We
are clearly of the opinion that the ihvention involved
in this Interference is absolutely essential to the
manufacture of the "Palmer" tire, and consequently
is of vital importance to Palmer, but if the decision in
the Interference should be in favor of Palmer, you
would be in no way affected by it so far as the manu-
facture, sale and use of the "Cleveland Tire" is con-
cerned. We do not think it necessary at this time to
say anything further regarding the controversy
between Palmer and Huss. What we have stated
herein is sufficient for the purpose of assuring you
that the opinion expressed in the above mentioned
communication of Messrs. Dyrenforth & Dyrenforth
is not justified or supported by the facts.

Mr. Palmer's attorneys having been heard,
this communication is published solely in the
interests of fair play, but as a decision is ex-
pected daily, no good can come of further
discussion ; it is at an end so far as The
Wheel is concerned.

A Cycle Delivery Company.

A trade review of Toledo would hardly be
complete without mention of a unique industry
recently established here, something of which,
I believe, no other city can boast—namely, a
parcel delivery business with cycles as the
means of delivery. It is called the Roff Cycle
Delivery Co. For the sum of 10 cents you can
have a parcel delivered to any part of the city.

Mr. Roff, the owner of the business, is a
very entertaining conversationalist, having
traveled very extensively. He is an ex-
member of the English Cyclists' Touring Club
and the German Radfahrer Bund, having
spent several years in both those countries
touring awheel. He says the most beauti-
ful trip he ever made was from Cork to
Killarneyin Ireland. He relates many interst-
ing anecdotes of his experiences on a wheel in
foreign countries.

The New "Harbinger of Spring."

The bicyclist is coming out in respectable
numbers, and has thus got ahead of the robin,
probably by several days. The robin must
look to his laurels, or lose his reputation as
the "harbinger of Spring."—Boston Globe.
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ere is to the Cyclone, more perfect than all,

Without levers or lumps, great or small.

It never originated in a German brain,

As its principle was worked out before he came.

LOW PRICES . .

.

And Best Mechanical and Cemented Tires

ON EARTH.

Our Prices are astonishingly low considering quality. Send for them (and save money)

to the manufacturers of

and

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
TRENTON, N. J.
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ABOUT THINGS IN GENERAL.

UST why it is or how it came
about is difficult to under-

stand, but certain it is that for

a city of its size, its import-

ance and its many miles of

splendid roadways, New Or-

leans probably has, propor-

tionately, fewer wheelmen
than any other city in the

country.

With a population of nearly

300,000, I doubt if there are now more than

250 adult cyclists in the place.

Time was, and not so very many years ago,

when it was the very livest cycling centre in

the South. It used to be my home and I knew
it like a book. Last month, after an absence

of several years, I visited the old scenes once

more. Most of the scenes and a few of the

old club-mates are still there, but otherwise,

cycling is at a standstill, indeed, has retro-

graded, and apparently without reason.

In most places the adoption of the safety,

the cushion and then the pneumatic tire, each
in turn, gave cycling and the cycle business a

succession of invigorating spurts. Not so in

New Orleans. Not more than a passing rip-

ple of interest seems to have been created.

Most of the old " ordinary" riders came down
to the lowly safety, but the number of new
riders who were brought into the fold by the

several successive and luxurious innovations

is surprisingly few.
Last year E. C. Fenner, the big carriage

dealer, who has a half dozen agencies and does
nine-tenths of the bicycle business in New Or-
leans, sold considerably less than 100 high

grade wheels.
And this notwithstanding that the climate

permits of cycling the year round, and that

within the last three years some thirty or forty

miles of superbly gravelled streets and drives

have been laid.

them to practical use, and at least three
dealers are able to make a good living out of

the business. Prince Wells alone sold nearly

300 wheels of one make last year, and he
handles half a dozen or more and had a good
run on all of them. Louisville was a pleasant
surprise in this respect.

Two large athletic clubs have developed
within the past few years also, one of them—
the Young Men's Gymnasium Club—being
housed in a fine, substantial structure in

which is everything that man could desire.

It will compare most favorable, especially in

its appointments, with any in the country. In
a smaller way so, too, will the quarters of the

only bicycle club in the city, the Pelican
Cyclists. Their house was built specially for

the purpose, and is a pretentious-looking,

roomy, well arranged place, with bowling
alleys, baths, pool tables, etc. It is located in

the residence portion of the city, and is con-
venient to all of the cyclable thoroughfares.
Notwithstanding all this, and though the dues
are but $12 per year, so few are the wheelmen
and so weak the interest that it was found
necessary to open the club to non-cyclists.

Many will say that it's all the climate, but I

do not believe it. When I lived there there
was not a single year in which I rode on less

than 300 days. Or even if, in Summer, the
sun was too hot, the Fall and Winter and
early Spring months are open to them. In
the East the snow bars us off the road for a
brief period, but we ride when we can and it

used to be the same in the days of the solid-

tired ordinary in New Orleans. But now

—

well, in the five days I spent in the city I saw
exactly five wheels, and three of the days were
as balmy and the heavens as blue as ever any
section of this country ever enjoyed.
From a cycling standpoint, New Orleans is

one of the queerest of puzzles. I make no
effort to solve it. Just now two cycle tracks
and athletic fields are in process of construc-
tion, and on these the few enthusiasts who
remain are building hopes of a revival or a
spurt.

New Orleans' lack of interest is the
more odious by contrast with Louisville,

which is also a Southern city. In the
Kentucky metropolis wheels are to be seen
at all hours of the day. Messenger boys and
business

t
men, old and young, seem to put

Prof. Chas. R. Culver was a visitor to New
York this week.
He was here to "see" W. W. Taxis, who

came over from Philadelphia in response to a

telegram.
Culver has just been engaged as trainer for

the Sterling Cycle Co.'s racing team, and
Taxis has just been reinstated as an amateur.
Put two and two together and you will know

what brought the two together.

I had quite an interesting chat with Culver
while here.
He is a great believer in the two classes, but

does not think that Class A will ever amount
to very much ; he does not take much stock in

professionalism, does not believe it will ever
become popular and thinks Zimmerman will

make a big mistake if he elects to "go over."

With proper handling he thinks Zim is good
for five or six years more of first-class form.
Culver believes that any athlete is good for

ten years if he but shuns dissipation, takes

care ot himself and does not over-train. He
sets 28 years as the average age at which the
athlete reaches his growth and is fit to start on
his ten years' career. After 32 or 33 the
muscles begin to stiffen and lose some of the

elasticity required for such lightning-like work
as cycle racing. Next to dissipation, over-

training, he believes the greatest evil. It

burns up ones vitals and leaves only a fragile

shell, which is easily affected by the slightest

cold, and is responsible for nearly all the fever,

consumption and " declines " which afflict the
athlete.

Culver thinks that Zimmerman overworks
himself.
" He does nearly twice as much as any other

man on the track," he said, " when he has no
need to do as much. He not only has a large

heart but his veins are very big and permit of

wonderfully free circulation. He thinks he
needs all the work he gives himself, but were
I handling him I would not permit it."

Culver is very severe on what he calls the old
school of training. Light, quick work, he
says is what men need, not punishment.
With a system of latter-day training Culver

thinks that in Morris B. Fowler, England has a
world beater.

He does not think much of the idea of tak-

ing men South to train.

"Six weeks of light, quick work in the gym-
nasium, where their systems can be cleaned
out and built up will do them twice as much
good," he said.

The Press C. C, of Boston, will shortly
move into a new club-house at 32 Massachusetts
Avenue.

The Martin twenty-five mile road race at
Buffalo will be held this year over the same
course as last season.

The York (Pa.) Wheeling Club was organ-
ized March 8 with these officers: President, A.
W. Orwig; Vice-President, J. F. Rohrbach:
Secretary, J. H. Gibbons; Treasurer, E. C.

Eichelberger; Captain, J. E. Hirsh.

The Spencer (Mass.) B. C. has been reor-
ganized and these officers elected: President,
Charles L. Smith; Vice-President, A. W.
Lombard; Secretary and Treasurer, William
H. Thayer; Captain, W. H. Hefferman.

The Union Co. Roadsters have leased the
cycle track of the Rahway A. A. for the com-
ing season. A meet will be held on Decoration
Day. The club also expects to hold a 25-mile
road race on the Elizabeth-Rahway course.

The Norwalk (Conn.) Wheel Club has elected
these officers: President, Arthur Russell;
Vice-President, Charles Howell; Secretary,
Harry E. Wilson ; Treasurer, Harry W. Bod-
well; Financial Secretary, Jas. Davis; Captain,
H. W. Mather.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, is

one of the few clubs in the country that can
secure a large attendance to a club run. The
first Sunday run of the year is scheduled for
April 1, and it is expected that over 100 men
will take part.

Arrangements have been completed for a
74-hour bicycle race between Dawson Fourn-
wald, of Harrisburg, Pa., and J. J. McGlaugh-
lin, of Columbia, beginning 7 p. m. April 11,

and ending 9 p. m. April 14, for the champion-
ship of Central Pennsylvania.

The Pastime A. C. and Company I, Twelfth
Regiment, will hold a series of joint athletic

games at the Twelfth Regiment Armory on
March 29, at 8 p. m. The cycling events are:
Two mile handicap, one mile novice. The
prizes are gold, silver and bronze medals.

The Plainfield (N. J.) B. C. has elected these
officers: President, A. A. Tilney; Vice-Presi-
dent, M. W. Daboll: Secretary, James Mur-
phy; Treasurer, Fred Walz; Captain, F. L. C,
Martin ; Trustees, George P. Mellick, Town-
send Rushmore, A. S. C. Marsh and J. W.
Sandford, Jr.

The Atalanta Wheelmen of Newark held
their eighth annual banquet on Monday even-
ing last. Toasts were responded to by Presi-
dent W. A. Drabble, Howard E. Raymond,
W. E. Eldridge, Chief Consul James S.

Holmes, Jr., Carl Von Lengerke, Herbert W.
Knight and Frederick Keer.

The Magnetic Influence of France.
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TRADE IN TOLEDO.

THE MANUFACTURERS ARE'BUSY AND TI1E

RETAILERS EXPECT A GOOD SEASON.

Toledo, O., March 2, 1894.—A short time

ago when there were rumors afloat that a new

cycle factory would be added to Toledo's

already large and growing list of similar

industries, a local paper was led to state, "that

Toledo was the future centre of the cycle

building industry."

Although at that time this statement seemed

a little overdrawn, sine; then many changes

have occurred which, although they may not

make a Coventry out of Toledo, will make it a

very important member of the brotherhood of

cycle-producing cities.

For, in addition to its many natural advan-

tages, such as unexcelled shipping facilities,

geographical situation, occupying as it does a

central position between the East and West,

cheap fuel, etc., Toledo has a very good

inducement, especially to small makers, in

having such a feature as a complete cycle

fittings factory which is something advan-

tageous, especially, as I said to a manufacturer

dependent on such a source for his parts and
sundries.
All tie makers and agents report a very

favorable outlook for '94. in fact many of the

former claim greatly increased sales over

equivalent time in '93.

They all say, however, that to make the

bicycle trade more substantial it must be con-

ducted on a more severe business-like basis as

regards appointing of agents, shorter time for

payment, and with the agents, less of the

objectionable installment plan feature.

To make up for the cut in prices, expenses

must be reduced, especially on the smaller

items of expenditure, many of which seemingly

of no importance in themselves in the end lead

to sickening additions in the expense account.

Mr. Gendron thinks the root of the evil can

be found in the guarantee which is thrown

around so promiscuously by the makers of both

good and bad wheels.

As to local trade, indications point to a large

increase of riders over '93, although the cry

"hard times" will doubtless deter many pos-

sible purchasers. Good streets, fair suburban

roads, absence of prejudiced and despotic laws

(although from occasional expressions of the

local papers a bell and lamp ordinance would
be highly appreciated by pedestrians, and
incidentally, I have no doubt, by dealers in such

sundries), of course, will prove strong incen-

tives to admirers of the wheel to purchase.

Then the last years' race meets have inter-

ested many people in cycling. A well-con-

ducted race meet will generally sell more
bicycles than half a dozen traveling men in

that vicinity.

The manufacturers here are in a flourishing

condition. All have well equipped factories

and efficient managers and workmen.
Out of Trouble.

The Toledo Bicycle Co., makers of the
" Dauntless," are. finally over their troubles,

having been purchased at receiver's sale on
the 17th by Mr. J. Meilink, one of the stock-

holders. The p-ice paid, $r5,ioo, was a mere
song in proportion to the true value of the

plant, the stock on hand ready to be assembled
being worth almost that sum, not considering

the valuable machinery, unfinished stock,

patent rights, etc. The numerous admirers of

the " Dauntless" will doubtless be glad to hear

that Mr. Meilink will start the works in about

ten days or as soon as stock for the new im-

provements, which have been determined
upon, can be secured. The lines for '94 will

be the same as last year's machine, which was
similar to prevailing '94 model— a deep,

medium length frame. Mr. Kenney, the

superintendent, promises many new and taking

features.

Lozier's Big Plant, 125,000 Square Feet.

The Lozier Mfg. Co., making the Cleveland
bicycle, has its immense plant on the out-

skirts of the city, alongside the Detroit branch

of the h, S. fc M. S, R. R.

People who have not seen this establish-

ment have no idea of its size. During the

past year the amount of floor space has been
more than doubled with a present area of 125,-

000 square feet.

As the cycle world, as a rule, only hears of

the Cleveland wheel throughout the general

sales agents, H. A. Lozier & Co., of Cleve-

land, O., Toledo loses much of the prestige

accruing to the home of such a complete

factory which it would otherwise have in the

cycle trade. But in time the advantage in

having the general controlling office of such

an immense business in the same locality as

the producing plant will undoubtedly cause

the removal of said office to this city, which
would be a great step toward the accomplish-

ment of Toledo's desired position as center

of the cycle-building industry.

Messrs. C. J. Moor, General Manager and
Treasurer, and G. A. Burwell, Vice-President

and Superintendent, are the men whose mech-
anical genius has placed the Cleveland wheels

in the high position which they occupy in

popular favor.

Mr. Moore stated that they are now employ-

ing 500 men, are turning out seventy-five

wheels a day, and have every facility at hand
to increase this daily output to one hundred
as soon as the orders will warrant it.

Every part of a bicycle is now being made
here except the tires—a complete saddle depart-

ment having recently been added.
Every operation on every part has to pass a

rigid inspection, many delicate instruments
being used for this purpose, so that many parts

make from fifteen to twenty trips through the

inspecting room, before being sent to be as-

sembled.
The Company has its own electric lighting

plant. Power is supplied by a 500 horse-power
engine, with crude oil as fuel.

The '94 line includes seven styles, ranging
from 20 lbs. to 32 lbs. Special features are:

Combination aluminum and wooden rim, nar-

row tread and a very resilient and easily re-

paired tire.

Tost Manufacturing Co.

Yost Manufacturing Co. has its very com-
plete plant at Yost Station on the same branch
of L. S. & M. S., but about a mile south of

the Lozier factory.

This company has recently completed a large

addition to its factory, together with a gas
plant for supplying fuel and light.

Every part of the wheel is made there ex-

cept the tires and saddles.

This popular line of wheels embraces eight

styles, including several juvenile patterns.

Prices range from $50 to $100, and weights
from 28 to 35 lbs.

Special features of this wheel are: Yost
wired detachable tire (M. & W. tire also

furnished if desired), adjustable handlebar
and a novel chain adjustment.

J. L. Yost, General Manager, who is one of

the best known men in the trade, in fact one
of the veterans, reports largely increased sales

over a corresponding time of last year.

Their wheels are handled through general

sales agents with the exception of territory

west of Indiana, which is controlled from
factory.

Snell C. F. Co.

Near the Yost factory is the establishment

of the aforementioned important adjunct to

the cycle trade, namely, the cycle fittings

business. This company has a very com-
plete plant and furnishes all parts of a bicycle

in different patterns, except the tires. Their
goods are used all over the country.

Gendron Iron Wheel Co.

This factory is located in the heart of the

city.

The company is now entering its fifth year
in the manufacture of bicycles and its second
year in high grade wheels.
Last year was spent by this careful firm in

testing its '94 design, so their output was
limited. Wherever the slightest detail ad-

mitted of improvement, Mr. Gendron did not
rest until it met his idea of perfection.

By such a course of careful study, the com-
pany claims a wheel of the highest excellence
for '94.

Mr. Gendron says trade is encouraging, and
that they will have no trouble in disposing of

their intended output of 2,500 wheels. The
'94 line consists of three styles, including a
ladies' wheel. Special features in this wheel
are the Buckeye tire, which Mr. Gendron con-
siders as near perfection as any tire can be

—

lap brazing instead of forgings; ball, race cups
and cones ground after being hardened to in-

sure accuracy ; bearings close to supporting
tubes permitting of no undue binding on
balls, etc.

Besides their bicycles department this com-
pany makes velocipedes, tricycles and iron

wagons, being pioneers in that class of trade
and having the largest business in iron wheels
in the world.

Aluminum and Ladies' 22 Lb. Wheels.

Chas. Truman & Co. This firm is a com-
paratively new acquisition to the Toledo trade,

having begun in '93 with making wheels to

order. Mr. Truman has had twenty years'

experience in England in building cycles, and
is chuck full of new and bright ideas for the
perfection of his wheels. He will manufacture
a line of aluminum wheels. He says he has a
big surprise in a novel design for a lady's

wheel, made of aluminum, which will make a
big hit. He also has a great thing, he says,

in hubs, both of which ideas he is having
patented. He intends to use aluminum, wher-
ever possible, in preference to steel, so that his

gentleman's wheel will weigh 20 lbs. and
the ladies, 22 lbs.

He says he has all the orders he can attend
to, and will, as soon as he receives his patents,

be turning out fifty complete wheels a week.
Mr. C. F. Meilink is manufacturing a fold-

ing gossamer mudguard which is taking ex-

ceedingly well. He, too, has all the orders he
can attend to.

Retail Trade.

All the principle wheels are represented
here by live, progressive agents. They all

look forward to a good trade for the coming
year. They agree, however, that they will

do little of the installment business, as it

doesn't pay in the end and many agents whose
names are on the "has been" list can attribute

their downfall to this ruinous feature of the
bicycle business.
Chapman Hardware Co. are agents for

Columbias, Clevelands, Stearns, Tribunes,
Raleighs and the Eclipse.

They have discontinued their jobbing busi-

ness, claiming there is too narrow a margin on
wheels to make it pay. They are at present
offering bargains in a stock of last year's
patterns which they had left over.

Mr. F. Chapman, of this firm, is probably
the most energetic worker for the advance-
ment of cycling we have in the city. It is to

his efforts we owe our fine one-third mile cycle
track and last year's successful tournament.
H. E. Richards & Co., in the electrical goods

business, handle the Rambler, Waverley,
Hartford and Lovell Diamond.
Mr. Richards is one of the pioneer cyclists

of Toledo, and has been a member of the L.
A. W. ever since the beginning of the last de-
cade. He did a very good business last year,
and had only a half-dozen machines left over
at the close of the season.

George B. Colton, formerly Colton &
Hickox, handles Victors locally and the Yost
line of wheels for Ohio, Indiana and Michigan.
He controls the Fluke mud guard, and reports
large sales, having had inquiries from all over
the world. He says he had a good trade last

year, and expects another good season in '•94.

Day & Kelsey, in Neptune Block on Water
Street, have territory surrounding Toledo on
League Chainless and Fowler. They are
very enthusiastic over the prospects of the
Chainless. They were so unfortunate as to

be caught in the big fire Toledo had recently,

losing about five machines.
W. G. Alexander, conducting an auction and

commission house on Water Street, handles
the Columbus and the W. W. W.'s Crescent.
He is a man of push, and expects to do a good
business in '94.

Arlington U. Betts, the Toledo Red Cross
rubber cement man, recently received an order
from the Hawaiian Islands. The firm add to
the note " We send it all over the world,"
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We sold over four times as many MONARCHS in '93 as in '92, and why we
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MONARCH CYCLE CO.

C. F. GUYON CO.
Bios. 97 and 99 Reade Street, New York.

Eastern Distributing and Sales Agents.

Lake and Halsted Streets, Chicago.
RETAIL SALESROOM: No. 280 WABASH AVENUE.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing'.
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THAT CANADIAN PATENT DECISION.

OF GREAT VALUE TO INVENTORS—

A

PATENT EXPERT'S REVIEW OF THE CASE.

The recent decision of the Exchequor Court

of Canada in the case of the Queen vs. La
Force—really Jeffery vs. La Force—and which

was published first in this country in The
Wheel of February 18, 1894, has excited a

great deal of interest not only among bicyclers,

but among manufacturers of all kinds as well

as among patent lawyers. The reason for this

interest is that the decision is the first by a

Canadian tribunal on the question as to how
prior conception and prior disclosure of an in-

vention in a foreign country shall effect a

patent granted in Canada to a citizen of that

country.
Owing to the dissimilar and better practice

of the United States Patent Office, such a
question per se is not likely to get into the
Courts of the United States. Similar questions
are of common occurrence, however, in the
United States Patent Office, and it may be
said that the Canadian Court decided the case
in point just as it would have been decided by
our Patent Office—that is, that prior concep-
tion and disclosure of an invention in a foreign
country (no matter whether by a citizen of this

country or by a foreigner) would not warrant
the grant of priority of invention to him who
first conceived and disclosed the invention in

such foreign country.
The law of this country on this point is con-

tained in Section 4923 of the Revised Statutes,

and is in effect Section 27 of the Rules of

Practice of the United States Patent Office,

which is as follows

:

"If it appear that the inventor at the time of making
his application believed himself to be the first in-

ventor or discoverer, a patent will not be refused on
account of the invention or discovery or any part
thereof, having been known or used in any foreign
country before his invention or discovery thereof, if

it had not been before patented or described in any
printed publication."

That Canadians can appreciate a good law
when they see it is proven by the fact that
they copied our law on this subject almost
verbatim. The Revised Section of the Act of
the Province of Canada, 12 Vic, c. 24, reads
as follows, as quoted in the pneumatic tire

decision:

"Whenever in an action for infringement it shall
satisfactorily appear that the patentee at the time of
making his application for the patent believed him-
self to be the first inventor or discoverer of the thing
patented, the same shall not be held void on account
of the invention or discovery or part thereof having
been before known or used in a foreign country, it

not appearing that the same or any material or sub-
stantial part thereof had before been patented or
described in any printed publication."

In view of Section 4923 of the Revised
Statutes and Section 27 of the Rules of Practice
of the United States Patent Office, it is im-
material how long a thing had been known
and used in a foreign country. It might have
been employed time out of mind, and been
forgotten and invented again. An entirely
different phase is put upon the matter, how-
ever, if a patent had been obtained for that
thing in such foreign country or if a printed
description had been published. The printed
description need not have been in a book.
Any newspaper reporter or correspondent who
described the device in his paper would as
effectually debar the patent as would a foreign
patent. Of course, the printed description
must be so intelligible that "any one skilled in
the art" could understand it.

The question decided by the Canadian Court
has occasionally arisen, but only collaterally,
in United States Courts. In both court cases
recalled involving this point—Jones vs. Sewall,

3 Clifford, 563, and Judson vs. Cope, 1 Bond,
327—it was held that "prior knowledge in a
foreign country is not enough. There must
be a patent or a publication."
The case of Jeffery vs. La Force would not

have reached the courts in this country, as
already intimated, because of the much more
simple and inexpensive practice followed in
our Patent Office. This practice may be illus-

trated as follows, in which the parties will be
transposed for clearness, and Jeffery will be

considered as having the first (and only) patent,
dated December 2, 1891, and La Force (the

Canadian) as filing his application for patent
in this country February 5, 1892.
As the tires are practically the same, when

La Force's application was filed it would have
been examined thoroughly as to novelty and
as to form by the Patent Office officials, and
the claims of his application would have been
rejected on the patent for the tire granted to

Jeffery. It is to be supposed that La Force's
patent attorney would then explain to his client

the law of the United States as to interfer-

ences. If this were made plain to him his

client would drop his case, as he would see
that there was no hope for him. It is possible,

however, that he might ask the Patent Office

(as is frequently done, probably to satisfy

doubting clients), to declare an interference
between the application of La Force and Jef-
fery's patent under paragraph 2 of Section 94
of the Rules of Practice of the Patent Office,

which is to the effect that interferences will be
declared "between an original application and
an unexpired patent containing conflicting

claims when the applicant, having been re-

jected on the patent, shall file an affidavit that
he made the invention before the patentee's
application was filed."

The interference would then be declared by
the Patent Office. In due time the prelimin-
ary statements required to be filed in the Pat-
ent Office as to date of conception of invention,
date of making drawing, date of reduction to

.practice, and so on, would be filed. Upon
opening such statements it would, of course,
be ascertained that the foreign inventor, hav-
ing made his invention in a foreign country
and having no patent had no case, and a judg-
ment against him would be rendered upon the
record. This would end his case and his ex
penses.
A long line of decisions of the Commissioner

of Patents, published in the Official Gazette
of the United States Patent office, establishes
this practice. They invariably hold that
"evidence of invention in a foreign country
cannot be received in an interference unless
such evidence is in the form of a publication
or patent, or is for the purpose of showing
that some one of the contestants is not an
original inventor."
Among such decisions are Lauder vs.

Crowell, 16 O. G., 405; Bell vs. Brooks, C. D.,
1881, p. 4; Thomas vs. Reese, 17 O. G., 195;
De Ferranti vs. Westinghouse, 52 O. G., 457;
Green vs. Hall vs. Siemens vs. Field, 46 O. G,
i,5i5-

The Gormully & Jeffery Co. have benefited
the public by carrying their case up, as in do-
ing so they have been the cause of the ren
dition in Canada of a leading decision on a
question which could not have been otherwise
satisfactorily settled.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH.
Attorney at Law.

Washington, D. C.

Punctureless Tire Armor Co. Want to Sell Stock
to Wheelmen.

The Punctureless Tire Armor Co., of
Hagerstown, Md., have formed a stock com
pany and have sent out a prospectus to about
850 clubs in the United States. Stock repre
senting $50,000 will be issued, divided into
10,000 shares at $5 each, of which number
4,900 shares will be offered to the public, par
ticularly to wheelmen. Each subscriber for a
share of stock will receive a pair of armors for
his wheel. The company think that, with the
aid of the stockholders, 20,000 sets of armor
can be sold this year, giving an income of

$400,000, of which sum more than 400 per cent,
can be divided among the holders of shares at
the end of the season. S. Milford Schindel is

President of the company and Charles E.
Johnston, Secretary.

A Long Island City Cycle Depot.

Long Island City has arrived at the bicycle
agency stage of its growth. A new store in
which a line of cycles and sporting goods will
be handled is located at 127 Jackson Avenue.
The proprietors are Messrs. Applegate &
Harvey. Mr. Harvey being well known in
athletic circles in New York. The firm are
open to take first-class agencies.

TWO NEW CYCLE STORES.

ACCESIONS TO THE PROVIDENCE TRADE-
BUSINESS BEGIN*.

Providence, R. I., March 12.—With the

openings of B. Taylor Bruce and Rankin at

the Columbia agency last Saturday the sailing

signals for the summer cruise of the cycling

trade are set,

Two new houses have cast their sign to the

breeze—Munroe & Williams and Dawson & Co.

Munroe & Williams display Waverleys and
Ramblers. Their store, situated at the corner

of Weybosset Street and Union, has a central

location. It is long and narrow, lighted from

the end and side, tastefully papered, full of

brand new wheels of only two makes and with-

out a single second-hand or "crock" in the
place. Geo. Munroe, of the firm, was a mem-
ber of Rankin & Co, last year, who handled
both the Rambler, and especially the Waverley,
with great success. He is tall, dark haired,
quiet in conversation, of sedate demeanor; but
to get two such wheels as they control he must
have a right smart thinking shop at work
somewhere. The partner (Williams) is favor-
ably known by many wheelmen, but is a
stranger in the trade. They are a quiet team,
who sell goods on their merits, not by shouting
down others. They have made a most favor-
able impression,
The other new comer, Dawson & Co., now

sell Lovells, Eagles, Singers, Lyndhursts,
Centrals, Hickories and Tribunes, in Paw-
tucket.
Dawson himself is an old-timer. He has

held the road championship of the State, and
won races on the track in the days of the old
Star.

They opened on March 3 a store in this

city at 37 North Main Street, and will sell

Lovells, Tribunes, Centrals and Singers, with
a full line of sporting goods. Revolvers, guns,
fishing tackle, etc.

The rumor was that Lovell was backing
Dawson. This probably arose from the fact

that Lovell talked of hiring a store on Wey-
bossett Street—doing just what Dawson has
done— offering to carry the stock himself and
let a local man handle it on commission. But
Dawson says that Lovell is not in company
with him, and he can buy goods anywhere.
To the old Providence wheelmen the blue-

eyed Scotchmen, with his intense earnestness,
is well known, but many have yet to experience
the first shock of his positive assurance and
undoubted earnestness that Lovell's and

—

Lovell methods are best; "the only high grade
made; they'll stand up, though of course I

can sell you any wheel that I handle in Paw-
tucket," "but if you buy a Lovell you will have
a good wheel at the end of the season, and no
wheel lighter than 25 lbs. should be ridden."
Yes, his earnestness must be the result of a
clear conscience from few repairs on the
wheels he sells.

B. Taylor Bruce held his opening at the
Rankin Cycle and Typewriter Co.'s (successors
to W. G. R. & Co.) on the 10th. The usual
courtesies were extended to visitors.

The Orient is exciting a deal of interest and
many consider the R. C. Co. in luck to handle
it; their other wheels are the Lyndhurst,
Puritan, Fowler, Niagara and Gales.

Despite much adverse comment in the Eng-
lish press, the wood rim is evidently becoming
a factor abroad. The Fairbanks Wood Rim
Co., which has been supplying its foreign trade
from its American factory, has found it neces-
sary to establish a plant on the "other side"
as well. The English factory is located at
Draycott, Derbyshire, a town nine miles from
Nottingham. Humber, Rudge, Raleigh, New
Howe, the Dunlop Co. and nearly all other
prominent concerns in England and France
have placed orders and are using the rim.

The newest comer in the cycle trade is Chas.
O. Barnes, Syracuse, N. Y. He will manu-
facture a high grade ($125) wheel of his own
invention and call it the Barnes.
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They are too well known to need
any further introduction

Three Medals Awarded

THE SIIPNDS ROLLlliC-MJICfllflE CO.

For the Superior Quality of their Goods.

1st—Elliot Cresson Gold Medal, Franklin Institute, PMlaflelpMa, Pa., 1888.

2fl-Gold Medal at World's Exposition, Paris, 1889.

3d-Hiitat Award World's ColnMan Exposition, 1893.

Manufacturers will find

it to their INTEREST to ^zm^z1

Get onr PRICES on onr /^N

PdLLS ™ ROLLED-FORQED SPECIALTIES.

SIMOHDS ROLLING-MACHINE GO-,

Fitchburs, Mass.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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CHICAGO.

SHORT NOTES OF GENERAL INTEREST-
CULVER WIIX TRAIN A NEW TEAM.

Chicago, March 12.—Charles R. Culver will

not train Sanger or Tyler the coming season,

having signed a contract with the Sterling

Cycle Works, of Chicago, to go on the road

until the 1st of April and then—well, to man-

age a team, so 'tis said. The Sterling Cycle

Works were after Sanger, but lost him, and

Culver will now go into the field with a deter-

mination to whip his former charge out of his

boots. He has several men in view. A. D.
Kennedy, E. C. Bode and one or two others

will probably compose the Sterling team.
Sanger's younger brother (William) may be
secured. When the team is finally formed, the

men will go South to train.

C. M. Fairchild, the Chicago centurion whose
splendid record of thirty-three centuries within

eight months has astonished the world, and J.

F. Gunther, who is only a few behind this

number, all within a year, are contemplating a

combined assault on the record from New York
to Chicago, which is new held by Harry Wylie.
Gunther is the man that came so near winning
the Pullman road race of last season. These
men are among the hardiest road riders in the

country, and should make the trip to New York
City by the northern route in eight days or

less.

The Englewood Cycling Club, of Chicago,
has mortgaged the club property for $2,760.

During the past year the club entered a new
house on Wentworth Avenue, near Sixty-fifth

Street and made quite a splurge. It was
necessary for the club to take into the mem-
bership a number of non-riders and the result

is very apparent. It is a peculiarity of

the suburban clubs of this city that they are
generally located in the finest cycling club-

houses of the city, and are the first to get into

difficulties for the very reason that they arc
forced to admit to the"' lists a lot of people
whose interests are not friendly to the sport

and who have but little use for the sport,

except for as much as they can get from the

superior work of the wheelmen in the formation
of the clubs.

H. R. Winship, the so called old "skate,"
who has won the time medal in the Pullman
road race three times—every time that he has
started for it—may again be in the race in

May. He is anxious to race again. Geo.
Barrett may also again be seen on the scratch

mark.

The Lincoln Cycling Club is providing a
splendid entertainment for the members in a
list of lectures by Dr. Baker, the veteran
centurion of the club. The Doctor had given
one lecture on a timely subject, and on the
evening of March 10 spoke on "Respiration
and Circulation." Dr. Baker is a most enter-
taining speaker, his talk being entirely free

from technical phraseology and well illus-

trated by drawings. Following the lecture a
smoker was given. Another smoker will be
given on March 31.

The Brown Bros. Mfg. Co., of Chicago,
makers of the Greyhound wheels, have closed
up the bicycle manufacturing branch of their

business.

Fred Nessel, of this city, will shortly leave
for Germany, where he will spend the Summer.
Nessel will probably enter into the races on
the other side. He is one of the best road
riders in this section, having won the time
medal in the Waukesha road race and in
several local club affairs. Ullbrecht, Nessel's
principal competitor in the Waukesha and in

the local races of a number of clubs, is now on
the Pacific coast and is doing well in the races
of that country.

Robert Abbott returned from an extended
trip last week for the Raleigh Cycle Co., for
whom he is the Western manager. Agencies
were placed at Peoria, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Lincoln, Des
Moines, Independence, Iowa City, and several
other cities. He found good prospects for
business, and the only trouble being the
" scabs " who are out with big discounts on so-
called high grade wheels. He says that the
list price of $125 is not having the effect

generally supposed, as a man considering the
purchase of a wheel will come in and look at
the stock and after examining the machine
with a list of $125 will buy the wheel that is

listed at the old price of $150. Mr. Abbott
claims to have seen no less than five dealers in
this way. Harry Hanford, who is out for the
company in the Western territory, is doing
well.

The Ravenswood Club has come to be a
power in the life of Ravenswood, one of the
city's prettiest suburbs. One of the capital

ists of the town has offered to build for the
club a handsome club-house, and the offer is

about to be accepted. The present home of

the club is over a store building and was con-
structed as the club ordered, the stipulation

being that a two years' lease be taken of the
place. This lease expires in another year.

A. H. Radell secured from the Coventry
Machinists Co., when the local store was
closed, the racing tricycle on which Holbein
made the world's twenty-four-hour record.
This he has reconstructed to a 27-pound
machine, and his wife may be seen any morn-
ing mounted on the featherweight and spinning
through Lincoln Park.

C. Henry Larsen, the well known cycle
dealer of South Chicago, partner of Herbert
Githens. under the firm name of Larsen &
Githens, last week entered the employ of J. O.
Blake, manager of the Chicago branch of the
Gormully & Jeffery Co. Larsen is one of the
best salesmen in the country and a man who
will sell wheels to more people in South
Chicago than any other man. He will be a
valuable addition to Mr. Blake's forces.

J. W. Lawrence, resident agent of the Coro-
net Corset Co., of Jackson, Mich., showed to
the local trade the past week a special corset
made by his firm for lady riders. This is a
patent flexible corset with steel ribs warranted
not to rust and not to brake. It will hold the
form perfectly and will not be very flexible.

This corset will be sold in Chicago at all the
retail stores and should prove a ready seller.

It is made to measure entirely.

The Palmer Tire Co. is closing a deal this
week for the manufacture of that tire in
Canada. Mr. Palmer left last week and will
visit Toronto, Montreal and other points in
Canada before returning home.

The World's Fair grounds at the present
time are the gathering place of the wheelmen
of the city every Sunday. Last Sunday there
were found there at least four hundred wheel-
men. The Minnette Cycle Corps joined with
the Chicago Club in a run to the grounds and
all were photographed in front of the great
fountain. About a half hundred wheelmen
joined in the group. C. V. Dasey and "Polite"
Peck were the photographers.

The matter of securing tracks in the various
parks is receiving the attention of the wheel-
men of Chicago. The Park Commissioners
have been approached and are said to be in
favor of the move.

The Illinois Club has removed the initiation
fee for a month and in consequence the bulle-
tin board is well covered with applications for
membership. The Minnette Club is doing
likewise and is getting a good share of the
spoils. All the clubs seem to be booming, and
many new club-houses have been secured or
are being arranged for. The latest club to
enter a house is the Clover Club, formerly the
Columbia Bicycle Club,

Chicago has a colored cycling club which
seems to be all one man. Little is being done
as a club, but since the writer gave the club
prominence in the cycling press and also the
daily press some years ago, the President, J.
B. Ellington, has been in the print a number
of times. His latest is a " rap " at the League
of American Wheelmen for the action taken at

Louisville, and a right cleverly worded letter

it is too. Mr. Ellington is an unusually clever
colored man, and well educated. If all were
of the same class there would be no objection
to taking any number of colored men into the
organization. He is a right good defender of

the colored man, and was the leader at the
time that the matter was brought before, the
Associated Cycling Clubs of Chicago with re-

gard to the acceptance of the entries of the
club in the Pullman road race. The colored
man was barred here, and there was a howl
that was immense in size, but nothing ever
came of it. In the last letter, which is to that
good champion of the colored man's cause,

J. M. Erwin, of the Chicago Record, Mr.
Ellington has this to say:

1 have carefully watched the progress of the League
of American Wheelmen and the influences that led up
to the insertion of " Col." Watts' amendment at Louis-
ville. The colored wheelman knew the adoption of
his pet hobby was a foregone conclusion as soon as
the convention was located south of Mason and
Dixon's line.

The colored wheelman has come to stay just as long
as the white wheelmen, admitting the black rowdies
with the white rowdies, if there are any in either class
of cyclists, and I would call the attention of the Ken-
tucky Colonel to the fact that his ancestors kept the
colored man for two hundred years where the League
of American Wheelmen, through the "Colonel," is

trying to place them to-day.
The negro, as a man, became such, that the laws of

this land of the free were so altered and amended as
to suit the condition of the negro outside of Kentucky.
If the colored fraternity should produce a rider equal
to Isaac Murphy in the saddle, or to Peter Jackson in
the ring, I suppose the Racing Board of tbe League
would have 10 go into secret session as the Assembly
did at Louisville, in order to decide whether to accept
his record performances.

Illinois, the grand Western State, with her Vice-
President playing Mugwump and our astute friend
Barrett, of the Bearings, went to help out the poor
South and her 5,000 members.

I wonder whether Barrett remembered how I once
took hold of the opposite end of a tug-of-war rope in
the famous Company C of the First, and thus, in a
measure, helped him to prominence.

Barrett, by the by, does remember the oc-

currence, and also recalls just how high Mr.
Ellington went into the air when Barrett's
team yanked the other end of the rope.

In reply to Colonel Watts' sayings when he flourished
the letter from the colored club of Louisville and
showed that the latter was with the movement looking
to the exclusion of its own members, I want to say
that I have a letter from a leader of the affairs of the
colored wheelmen of Louisville, which indicates that
they are far from being in sympathy with the move-
ment. I want to commend the stand taken by a num-
ber of the papers that are interested in the sport when
they say that the League has taken a step backward,
and I only await the day when its members will all

feel heartily ashamed of themselves for their un-
mannerly act.

Mr. Ellington has received a letter from the
astute cycle writer, G. Lacy Hillier, of Eng-
land, who tenders an invitation to the Chicago
Colored Cycling Club to send to the other side

a representative to take part in the races which
occur in England during the season.

John P. Walters is the best salesman the
Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co. has ever had on the
road, so they say. He has lately visited twenty-
one cities and has closed just that number of

contracts, one in every city visited. Walters'
connection with the bicycle business extends
back only a few > ears. He has worked only
for the two firms, the Taylor Cycle Co. and
the Stover Co., in whose retail store he was for

a long time in Chicago. This is practically
his first season on the road for any firm.

The Lincoln Cycling Club is to give a cycle
show on March 23 and 24, and will make it a
big thing in its way. The Lincoln Club had
this in mind when the Minnette Chrb an-
nounced that it would give a show. It is the
intention ot the club to lead in their show in

every way, and to arouse an interest in the
people of the neighborhood of the club-house,
and invitations will be given out broadcast.
The wheelmen will also be invited to come
from all parts of the city. The show will not
be held in any one part of the house, but will

be placed all over the house.
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THE MEET'S THE CRY.

DENVER PREPARING-A S10.000 TRACK TO
BE BUILT—A PROTEST AGAINST THE

TRI-STATE MEET.

Denver, March 10.—Meet! Meet! Meet!

It's all we hear in Denver. The daily press

has boomed it, the small boy is beginning to

pick out his fence-post perch for the races,

while the ubiquitous aspirant for path fame

longs for the day when he will contest with

national champions, The Denver Cyclists'

Union will have most of the work on its hands,

as in its membership are enrolled the shining
lights of Denver cycledom. The business men
of the city are jubilant, and the Mayor's face

opens into a broad smile when the meet is

mentioned. Right here I might say that con-
trary to the Mayors of other cities, Denver's
municipal father is as much in love with
cycling as is Raymond with his flock of

amateurs, and we feel sure that the wheelmen
will have no trouble in securing a half holiday
for the best racing day from his honor.
As Denver was never known to do things by

halves, she will erect a track which will cost
between $5,000 and $10,000 and build a grand
stand seating 10,000 people. This will in all

probability be built at the D. A. C. grounds,
which are easily accessible by two large lines

of electric railways. The object is to build the
fastest, but whether it will be of board, cinder
or earth has not been definitely decided yet.

As an instance of what the League meet
has already done for Denver it would be well
to state that nineteen new members were ad-
mitted to the Ramblers at their last meeting
and thirty to the Denver Wheel Club, while
the former has several and the latter club
twenty-four more applications ready to be
acted upon at the next meeting. League
clubs are being organized throughout the
State, and the weekly organ will soon attest to

the growth of L. A. W. membership.
I do not know whether I shall subject my-

self to untold abuse from the packet by the
seashore, but I want to register my objection
to the proposed movement to run a tri-State

meet at Asbury Park. It seems that Denver's
maiden effort to successfully hold a national
meet is to be seriously handicapped by this

Asbury Park move, which, if allowed to go
through, will reflect only discredit upon the
League of American Wheelmen. If three
States are allowed to band together and run
their championships, what would hinder the
entire West in after years combining and
running such a meet for its own edification

just because it considered the national meet
too far away. Gentlemen of the League,
put a stop to such a movement. Denver has
fought hard for and secured the meet. Now
give her a chance to make it a- success, and
join hands in helping her to carry out the
plans which she has already commenced with
such earnestness and zeal.

The Denver Wheel Club has decided that
the cosy rooms at 1265 Evans Street are en-
tirely too small, and at the last meeting de-
cided on taking quarters on Glenarm Street,

which will place it in one of, if not the finest,

equipped cycle club-houses west of Chicago.
The ciub gives a benefit on the 20th inst. at
the Lyceum Theatre, and has a minstrel show
on the tapis for the first week in April.
The Ramblers have lately added a complete

gymnasium to their rooms fitted with all

modern appliances.
Charley Stokes, son of the well-known

maker of Unions, will be married to Miss
Belle Spauberg on the 14th inst.

Training in a small way has already begun
for the big road race on May 30. Boles will

save his energy for the track exclusively, while
Gerwing will come on the turf again and great
things are expected of him. The County Com-
missioners are so much interested in this race
that they will start in immediately to get the
road in good shape for the event.
Trade is active in Denver now, with such

hustling firms as the Overman Wheel Co.,

Stokes Mfg. Co.. Hedley Salmon, G. E.
Hannan, Denver Cycle Mfg. Co., Gans & Co.,
Troxel Bros. & Clark and Robertson & Doll in

the field.

R. Philip Gormully was in town last week
on his first trip to the Pacific Coast. Mr.
Gormully was closeted with his agent, Hedley
Salmon quite a while, and the hustle which is

noticeable around the Rambler agency now
denotes that Mr. Salmon will in the future
push the Rambler for all it is worth.
Hannan is doing well on Fowlers, Cleve-

lands and Denvers, while the Stokes Co. are
having quite a sale on Unions. Manager
Miles is through the West selling Victors,

while his able corps in charge of the branch
are kept busy attending to patrons.
H. G. Kennedy is building some very fine

wheels—making a specialty of light wheels
built to order. By the way, "Hod" is hard at

work on a tandem which he will place at the
disposal of visitors during the big meet. He
is already arranging for a tandem ride with
Chairman Raymond down Pike's Peak.

Pedaler.

The League's Color Department
The Racing Board's "registry of colors"

gives promise of catching on, not a few ap-
plications having already been received.
The rule is in process of construction, but is

not yet in shape to be made public. In the
meantime Chairman Raymond states that
"applications will be received and filed in the
order they arrive and granted in the same
order at the proper time." Several applica-
tions simply state the two colors to be worn.
This, he says, is not sufficient. The way the
combination of colors are to be used or worn
must be given, as it can readily be seen that
there would not be enough colors to go re und.

The Proposed Washington-Denver Relay Kace
Vice Consul Arthur D. Black, of Jackson

ville, 111., is perfecting arrangements for the
proposed relay race from Washington to Den-
ver during the League meet. Chief Consul
Stamp, of the West Virginia Division, has
agreed to take charge of the race in that sec-
tion. The route proposed is along the National
Pike to Wheeling, W. Va., and then via Co-
lumbus, O., Richmond, Ind., Indianapolis,
Danville and Springfield, 111., Hannibal and
Kansas City, Mo.. Great Bend, Kan., and
Pueblo to Denver. The distance is about 2,300
miles, and it will be necessary to secure the
aid of from four to five hundred riders.

The Date of the Denver Meet Not Approved.
The date selected by Denver for the League

meet has not met with general approval in this
vicinity. It is too close to the large Fall meets
and too late to be included in the circuits now
being arranged. Chairman Raymond, too,
does not approve of the date, and has written
the Denver Cyclists' Union that if the days
selected are adhered to it cannot be included
in the circuit, and recommends that it be held
in August, before the 20th. Although the
national championships will be held at Denver,
it is probable that the attractions of the circuit
and the big Fall meets in the East will tend to
keep the cracks away. If the Denver authori-
ties desire to secure the greatest possible
success for the meet they will change the date.

When Racing Men are at their Best.

"At what age is the average racing man at
his best ? Dr. Favari, of Bernareggio, fixes the
ultima Thule of a successful racing man's age
at thirty. Although there may be many ex-
ceptions—Terront and Medinger, for instance,
are not far off forty—the doctor thinks that
most men put in their best work between
the ages of eighteen and twenty-four," says
Bicycli ng News. '

' A cycle race, he points out,
is something more than a mere exertion of
bodily strength. It is an effort in which the
muscular system, the organs of respiration
and circulation, as well as the moral force of
the rider, are strained to their utmost limits.
The full development of a man's moral and
physical activity generally begins at about the
age of eighteen or twenty. From twenty-five
to thirty a stationary period ensues, and after
thirty a gradual decline is, in most cases, to be
expected. We should feel inclined to fix the
date of development a little later than Dr.
Favari puts it, but due allowance being made
for the sunnier skies under which the doctor
writes, no doubt his conclusions, in the main,
are just."

Columbus, Ohio,

Mar. 2, 1894.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS.

We beg leave to make our

little bow to you in '94,

and while we do not hold

the record for the fastest

mile or any medals from

the World's Fair (we did

not exhibit,) and while

our machine is not worth

its weight in gold (nor

are we the builders of the

only high grade bicycle

in the world), yet we DO

make one style and grade,

and only one, and that is

the finest that money and

skill can produce.

We do not care at what

price they list we claim

as high grade as any, and

are ready to back up our

assertion.

Oar ' ' Columbus No. 7, '
'

with steel rims, weighs

but 28 lbs. and lists at

$90.00, and wi th wood rims

and road racing tires, 25

lbs. , at $100. 00.

We have made this wheel

from the finest material

that money can buy, and

wish you to write us for

discounts and territory.

Remember, we build but

one machine— the '"'Columbus

No. 7. '
'

Very truly,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro.
,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent

for South-Wes tern Ohio,

Northern Kentucky and

South-Eastern Indiana.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CATALOGUE REVIEW.

Relays.

Among the neatest of the '94 catalogues is

that containing the story of the Relay Cycles

by the Relay Mfg. Co., Ltd., of Reading, Pa.

The printer has something to be proud of, tne

work being neat, and the reading matter and
cuts showing out in a forcible manner. The
company have one good trait, in that they are

modest, for on their front page they quote this

couplet from Shakespeare:
" Further boast were neither true nor modest,
Unless I add we are honest."

—Shakespeare.

The company warrants its cycles against
imperfection in workmanship and material,

covering a period of a year. Their wheels,
which are the Road Racer special, 28 pounds,
price $125; Road Racer, 30 pounds, $115; the

Roadster, stripped, 36 pounds, $100, and the
Ladies' Relay. 36 pounds, $100, are handsome
in the form of the frame, and look quite up to

the best mark of wheel construction.

The Relay Mfg. Co., while not so well known
as some older companies, have a line of which
too much cannot be said, and their catalogue
makes interesting reading for intending pur-
chasers.
The cut shows one of their little novelties, a

rear adjusting fork, showing their newly
patented chain adjustment.
The rim cut shows a section of the Relay

Co.'s new corrugated cold-rolled steel rim,

with the corrugated joint securely pinned and
brazed. It is strong, and yet almost as light

as a wooden rim.

Ben-Hur and Central Cycles.

This name has become as well known in the
cycle world as Wallace's book has in the
literary world, because the Central Cycle Mfg.
Co., which means L. M. Wainwright & Co.,

have thus named their wheels, and have ad-
vertised them and pushed them. From their

catalogue, in which they tell all about Ben-
Hurs and Centrals of '94, one may glean that
this company have six stockholders, was incor-
porated August 6, 1 891, and has a capital stock
of $25,000, and that 5,000 Ben-Hur bicycles
have been sold.

The Ben-Hur was put out as a low
grade bicycle. In 1893 the firm put out
the Central, a high grade wheel. Their lines

this year are the Central Model A, 32 to 35
lbs., $ too; Model B, for fast road work, 22 to

29 lbs., $125; Model C, ladies' wheel, 20 to 31
lbs., $125. The Ben-Hur line consists of the
Model C, 26 to 30 lbs., $100; Model D., 26 to

30 lbs., $100; Model B, listed at $70; Model A,
$55-
No wheels were received at the New York

Show with better favor than the Central Co.'s

line. A number of orders have been taken
for them, and the company has made a com-
plete stride forward this year.

Tourists and Guarantees.

The '94 edition of " Cycling Information,"

the Bidwell-Tinkham Cycle Co.'s "Annual,"

has been received. It deals with the various

branches of that firm's business—selling, rent-

ing, repairing, etc. The Tourist, Stearns,

Psycho and St. Nicholas Co.'s are the wheels

listed, but the B.-T. Co. have a large repair

department on the premises and announce that

they will make a specialty of building wheels

to order.

Their rental department is undoubtedly the
largest and most complete in New York City,

if not in the country. In this connection the
handbook makes the noteworthy statement
that "we always recommend renting for a
month or so before buying."
The Bidwell-Tinkham Co. is one of the few

concerns who, this year, endeavored to make
clear exactly what its year's guarantee stands
for. They say:

It does not mean that we will keep bicycles in order,
or make repairs of any description for damage caused
by use, misuse or neglect. A bicycle is simply a
piece of machinery, and requires the same care and
attention from the user as does a machine of any sort.

Nuts and bolts work loose, and bearings and chains
rtquire proper attention and adjustment from time to
time. There should be no lost motion or rattle to any
part of a well-constructed bicycle, and as soon as any
such is discovered its cause should be immediately
ascertained and removed. In order to know how to
do this, every user of a bicycle should familiarize
himself with its workings, and keep all nuts properly
tightened, and bearings and chain properly lubricated
and adjusted. This is the secret of success, and un-
less this is done the best results cannot be attained.
It is the reason why some friend's wheel is in
better condition, or runs better than your own, though
it has seen equal service. Do not always blame the
bicycle. The user is more frequently the cause of the
trouble, mainly through not knowing how to give it

proper care.

The '94 Tourist, as the cut shows, is a much
improved wheel, being now built on the
universally popular lines.

The Black Mfg. Co., of Erie, Pa., have placed
the N. Y. City agency for the Tribune cycles

with Jas. S. Henderson, 165 Greenwich Street.

Embodies Simplicity, Safety and Durability,

This tire and rim has no contracting bands

or clamps to set up, nor changeable or mov-

able parts to break or get out of order.

No tools are required; let the air out and

fingers alone are necessary to detach it.

The metal band is rigidly attached to the

wood base and takes most of the strain, allow-

ing a light and narrow wood rim to be used.

For ease and simplicity of action it cannot

be equaled.

DEALERS, ATTENTION!
To every dealer sending us his business address before April 1, 1894, and mentioning this paper, we will send free a package of useful

patches for the repair of Pneumatic Tires ; also we will give 5 per cent, off on first order for tires given us during this season.

If order is given before April 1 we will give 10 per cent. The first dealer in any city to send us his address and the address of all other

dealers in his city or locality will receive two packages of patches and an additional 5 per cent, on first order for tires.

Tires are right; so is the price.

We also manufacture a cemented tire that will please, and it will pay you to write us immediately. It means money for you.

TILLINGHAST MFG. CO.,
117 Orange Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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A Radical Change in Lamp Construction BBBT-

THE SEARCH LIGHT.

Burns Kerosene Oil.

Does not become heated.
Does not jar out.

Will burn ten hours.
Wick does not char

AW ILLUMINATOR NOT A SIGNAL.
Price, Japanned, $6.00. Nickel-plated, $7 00

To Bicycle Dealers in Bicycles Supplies.

Have you seen the

VULCAN TORCH?

Price $3.50.

Every Repairer of a Bicycle should use

one.

Send for descriptive circular.

In BICYCLE BELLS we can furnish you best value for the money.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY,
New York Office, 19 Murray Street. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SI

FOR BEAUTY

HflLITY AND FINISH,

THIS LIRE IS

UNEXCELLED.

WE ARE IN
A POSITION TO
OFFER VERY AT-
TRACTIVE INDUCE-
MENTS TO RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES. WRITE FOR PRICES
AND TERMS TO AGENTS.

MENTIONING "THE WHEEL."

HIBBARB, SPENCER, BARTLETT ft CO.,

18 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, CONTROL THIS LINE.
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It's a seller.

It's a beauty.

It's a racer.

It's a roadster.

It's a high-grade.

Its CHEAP.

Electro of "GEM" next week. J

INTRODUCTION TO OUR "ACME."

Acme," I*rice
WITH GK &s J. DETACHABLE TIRES.

Catalogue now ready. Territory not all taken.

Write for one and secure agency before too late.

Stormer, $75.

"Gem" Ladies* Wheel, $90.

When writing' kindly mention The Wheel. READING, PA

We are not Cranks •vv

BUT WE MAKE THEM.

PEDAL PIN. PEDAL PLATE. PEDAL CRANK.

E^ERYTHINGc EOR EVERYWHERE,
WHICH MEANS

All sorts of drop-forgings for all parts and kinds of bicycles. Come and see us; that's

best. If you can't come, write; that's next best.

We are the Drop-Forging People.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.,
9-15 Richards Street, (near Hamilton Ferry,) BROOKLYN.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."
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A HOBOKEN SMOKER.

THERE WAS PLENTY OF SMOKE, HOBOKEN
WATER AND MANY SORE THROATS

THE NEXT DAY.

" Well, if this isn't a smoker for keeps, I'll

eat my hat."
'

' Vat you tink? Och ! ve, oben der vinders

right avay, quick, aber der ver none. Doors?

Yah; ve'll oben dem."

"Gad! I've got to get out of here and get

some air."

It was a concert hall in Hoboken, N. J., on

Friday evening last. Three hundred or more
wheelmen were sitting around tables smoking
corn - cob pipes, a thick-set musician was
pounding a piano up near the stage on which
a young fellow, with his trousers turned up at

the bottom, was endeavoring to sing, and there
was a babble of voices, a continuous run of

cat-calls, shouts of "louder," and a general
air of we're-after-a-good-time-and-going-to-
have-it. The smoke was so dense that those
in the rear of the hall could scarcely see the
stage, and the bits of conversation that are
quoted above is what greeted the ears of The
Wheel man when he entered the door.

The smoke, the enthusiasm and the big
gathering of wheelmen were all due to the
Castle Point Cyclers' desire to celebrate their

third anniversary. The club has made an en-
viable reputation as generous entertainers with
the clubs in the bowling league during the
Winter, and so very nearly every club in the
metropolitan district had a delegation pres
ent.

The smoker, it may be said, was somewhat
out of the usual run of the cycle club smoker.
The hall had a stage at one end, was roomy
and furnished with dozens of round tables and
chairs, and had a general appearance of a
Bowery " joint." There were fourteen kegs
of beer on tap, pipes, tobacco and three white-
jacketed waiters to clink the Coney Island
beer glasses. About the time the hall was
comfortably packed to the door the Hamilton
Wheelmen arrived with a bass drum and the
club band, and wheu they entered the room
the stage performance was temporarily
checked. But that mattered but little, for only
those occupying the front rows could catch but
a word now and then.
The young man with the upturned trousers

gave up his attempt to sing and endeavored to

get off some jokes. From the movement of

his lips, it was quite evident that he was saying
something but no one knew what. When
there was a lull in the club yells and general
hooting, he took the opportunity to say some-
thing more emphatic than polite and retreated.
Another young man then attempted to do a
turn at the song and dance business, but he,

too, found his lungs inadequate to cope with
the merry roar of male voices beyond the foot-

lights. He stood beseechingly on the stage
for five minutes and retired. Then a comely
blonde soubrette from New York, dressed in

white appeared and after waiting ten minutes
for the yelling to subside retired in disgust. She
speedily returned, however, probably for fear
of being mobbed, for the half-angry shouts
that arose upon her retirement fairly raised
the roof. She managed to get through her
song and dancing, replied to the encore with
another dance and disappeared. A colored
youth made vain efforts to make himself
heard but gave it up. Then another New
York soubrette appeared, this time a brunette,
and she, too, met with an unusually cordial re-

ception. After her act there was pandemonium.
"More, more, we want more," was the tune of

the encore. Beer glasses were banged on the
tables, there was hooting and shouting, while
bass drum and cymbles kept time to it all. Of
course the brunette from New York had to

make another appearance.
A couple of well-built boxers then pounded

each other in a three-round bout, which the
stage manager was particular to announce as
a friendly contest, and every telling blow
brought out a roar of approval from the crowd.
A mandolin and violin club succeeded in se-

curing partial silence, after which the Hamil-
ton Wheelmen's band gave a concert at the

other end of the hall, and the stage perform-
ance was discontinued until the musicians be-
came weary. A serpentine dance by the
blonde soubrette next caused the crowd to

stand on their chairs and on the tables, and
the encore was so hearty and spontaneous
that a dance savoring slightly of the Midway
Plaisance followed. And so it went on until
the beer kegs were empty, the tobacco gave
out and every one became hoarse.
"What do you think of the smoker?" asked

one Brooklyn cyclist of another as they passed
out of the door.
"Well, it seemed to amuse the crowd, but

if our club gave one like it we'd be disbanded
in about a week."
But then Hoboken isn't Brooklyn.

KNOCKED THE WOMAN DOWN.

The Wheel as an Aid to Fat Policemen.

A fat Boston policeman caught a thief last

week by giving chase on a bicycle loaned to

him by an accommodating wheelman. This
toads the Advertiser to remark: The leading
bicycle manufacturers ought to club together
and make up a purse for presentation to that

240 lb. policeman who, mounted on a wheel
kindly loaned by a stranger, rode down and
promptly captured a thief who had previously
been chased in vain. That is the biggest ad-
vestisement bicycling, " as a mode of motion,"
has received for some time. And just at the
opening of the season, too !

Victoria on the Cycle Path.

The Queen moved to Florence on Tuesday,
occupying the villa Palmieri, owned by Count
Fabricotti. The grounds, of course, are mag
nificent enough to please the royal tenant.
The papers, in cabling the Queen's move-
ments, add this statement: "Count Fabricotti's
private cycling track will be convenient for
the Queen's morning airing on a donkey
chair." The Count is evidently an enthusiast,
and the Queen may return to England in love
with the sport.

An Incident of a Southern Tour.

A Baltimore Cyclist who was touring through
out-of-the-way places in the South lost his

way one day, and, according to a local au-
thority, espying a long, lank, lantern-jawed
native leaning over an apology for a fence,

he asked him how far it was to Front
Royal. Carefully expectorating at a mangey,
flea-bitten dog, the native replied: "Three
runs, a jam and a right smart distance, I

reckon." While all this might have been
true, it really did not add much to the knowl-
edge of the rider, and further questioning
failed to bring anything more definite, so the
puzzled wheelman journeyed on and found out
that the man had given him the right distance,
only he did not understand him. The three
runs were three streams which he crossed, the
jam was a fork in the road and the "right
smart distance, I reckon," was a matter of
twenty miles.

AND THEN HE " SCOOTED"—OTHER SOTES.

Cleveland, March 12.—What came very
near to a fatality occurred on Superior Street

on Friday last. A Mrs. Galowitz, in stepping

from a cable car opposite the Post Office, was
run into by a bicycle rider and thrown to the

pavement with great force. ' The woman's
head was split open, and she was otherwise

badly bruised. The name of the careless rider

could not be learned, as he took particular care

to make himself scarce as soon as he could pick

himself up. The woman's injuries are not of a

dangerous character, and with proper care she

will soon recover.

Some time since C. E. Vaupel, of this city,

ordered a wheel of a special high frame build
from an Eastern firm through their local
agents. In due time the wheel was shipped,
together with a consignment of four others of
ordinary build. The four reached their desti-
nation all right, but the crate that should have
contained the fifth was empty. The railroad
company are now trying to find the missing
wheel, and Mr. V. hopes to get his mount
some time before Fall.

Messrs. Kissig and Simmons of the U. W.
C, made a century on Saturday last. They
report the roads as rough for such work.
The annual road race of the C. W. C. will

occur as usual this year upon Memorial Day,
May 30, and will probably be run over the old
course to Wickliffe and return. In case the
proposed improving and widening of Euclid
Avenue should be commenced before that
date, the course will have to be changed,
probably to Bedford and return, a distance of

twenty-five miles. The Wickliffe course is

about twenty-three. Track races will be given
in the afternoon at C. A. C. Park.
John Foster, sporting editor of the Cleve-

land Leader and a member of the C. W. C,
has just returned from a European trip, and
A. G. Wilcox, of the same organization,
leaves this week for a six weeks' vacation on
the Pacific coast.
Captain Lindmuller, of the C. W. C. , has

appointed the following road officers for the
coming year: First Lieutenant, J. E. Turner;
Second Lieutenant, Wesley Simmons ; Third
Lieutenant, L. E. Dorn ; Bugler, Clarence
Vaupel ; Color Bearer, Frank Trappe ; Scouts,
C. G. Merrills, Ray Floyd and Joe Graves.

Canadians will Discuss the Amateur Question.

On March 23 the annual meeting of the
Canadian Wheelmen's Association will be held
in Toronto. The most important business of
the meeting will be to adopt a new amateur
rule. The Racing Board supports the English
plan of having a class for professionals, but
others desire a rule allowing riders to receive
pay for riding, but not permitting racing for
cash prizes.

Cyclists Win a Case in England.

A number of riders who were making their

way along the Bath Road, in England, on a
dark night in January, were annoyed by a
number of men who were walking in the road.
One of the riders was not allowed to pass,
and during a war of words that followed he
was struck with a riding whip. The man who
used the whip was arrested and fined 5s., with-
out costs.

A Washington Cyclist Fatally Injured,

Wm. Major, 29 years old, while riding home
on his wheel in Washington on Saturday last

was run down by a horse and buggy and prob-
ably fatally injured. The vehicle was driven
by two men, who whipped up the horse and
attempted to escape, but they were captured
by two policemen. Major's head was crushed
by one of the hoofs of the horse, his arm
was broken and the buggy passed over his
prostrate form and dragged him a short dis-

tance. The men were arrested bat declare it

was an accident.
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FALCON.
Cent's Road Wheel, Weight 32 lbs.

Price $100.

FALCONESS.
Ladies' Wheel, Weight 35 lbs.

Price $100.

Youth's Diamond Frame, Weight 28lbs.
Price $65.

Combination Boys' and Cirls' Wheel, Combination Boys' and Cirls' Wheel, Youth's Diamond Frame,Weight 28 lbs.

Weight 33 lbs. Weight 33 lbs. Price $50.
Price - - $65. Pric« - - $50.

HERE'S WHAT YOU WANT.
The latest and the best for the money, with more special improvements to the square

inch than any of them.
ANY OF OUR SPECIAL FEATURES AT THE SAME PRICE. We don't

improve to make money out of it—simply to KEEP UP OUR REPUTATION as BUILDERS
OF THE BEST. Send for Catalog, which will show you how we do it.

AGENTS WANTED.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

runs
SPINSWINS
SELLS
K.IXDBSLOOKS
FEELSEASY

it
Spins to Win." Fhe Syracuse

IS
Our One~Hundred~Dollar Wheel

a bird, it flies,

a beauty, it sells,
a winner, it spins
a spinner, it wins.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

SHAPLEIGH, St. Louis, is the man in the West. Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.'
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Pueblo, Col,, March 7.—Were it not for the

garish and unmeaning splendors of the Pull-

man sleeper and the noise and rattle of the

train, supplimented by the annoyance of smoke
and cinders,the journey from Denver to Pueblo

would seem like a page from the marvelous

Stories of Haggard or Poe.

As one gazes off to the right he sees a chain

of mighty mountains, misty and snow covered,

forbidding as the mountains of Kor and every

whit as awe-inspiring, while on his left

stretches away and away a boundless plain,

seemingly a desert, from the bosom of which
arises here and there a great mound or pyramid
which, though one knows are natures work,
will fill the imagination with the thought that
some mighty race must have raised these
strange monuments. Into a dim and for-

bidding pass the train dives with a shriek and
roar, and as it emerges one looks eagerly
ahead to catch a glimpse of some frowning
and battlemented city on the walls of which
must appear forms clad in golden armor; but
the everyday brakeman howls something at
the door which we interpret into " Colorado
Springs," and we see only a modern village

with prim and precise "villas" on every side,

and we are glad when we leave the place and
are once more among the silent hills and the
ever-changing panorama of plain, canon and
mesa.
Presently we glide smoothly between two

great sand domes and stop in the excellent
depot of the Santa Fe at Pueblo. Right well
do I remember my first visit to this strange
old town, when, a penniless, home-sick and
friendless lad, I landed in its streets—so
many years ago, indeed, that it frightens me
to count them, for, though Pueblo has grown
from a straggling cowboy town to

A City of Considerable Importance,

many of the old landmarks are still in ex-
istence. The ancient abode building, half
grocery, half hotel, where I earned my "grub"
and nothing else for many a long, homesick
month, faces me as I write, and only a little

way up the street still swings the sign of

"The Capital" saloon, at the door of which I

once saw four men do battle with knife and
pistol until three lay dead in the street, and
the other was carried away, filled with lead
and knife wounds, to the city Bastile only to

be rescued two weeks later by his friends of

the Greenhorn Range at the cost of more
blood and riot. So near was I to the scene of

strife that I plainly heard the crunching thud
of the cross hilt of the "Kansas tooth pick"
when it came full against the side of its vic-

tim. I saw a man, wounded to the death,
crawl painfully to a half conscious but fallen

enemy and deliberately

Blew the Top of His Head Off

with a 44-Remington and then fall back with
the rattle in his throat. Straight down the

street, too, scill stands the little stone jail and
near it the mighty cottonwood tree behind
which two others and myself stood for half a
day watching the fight between the Santa Fe
and the Rio Grande Railroad ruffians—and
many were the Winchester bullets which
found a resting place in the bark of that same
tree. From our coigne of vantage we saw the
wounded crawl away and we were close wit-

nesses of the capture of the sheriff and his

confinement in his own jail.

But all this was long, long ago. To-day the
city at whose feet the waters of the Colorado
do homage is a clean, well-governed munici-
pality ; its streets and roads are well kept and
well made, and the superb riding districts

which stretches away on every side with

Roads Like Kace Tracks

and scenery that would enthrall the heart of

any thinking creature has had its results in a
splendid cycle trade.

There are several dealers in Pueblo, and
every machine with any claim to prominence
is represented the chief. Among the dealers
seems to be a voluble Frenchman who has
built up a sound and paying business and who
is an exceedingly interesting person.
Pueblo wheelmen look with some envy upon

their brothers of Denver, but there seems to

be a deal of satisfaction among them anent the
success of the Queen City in getting the
meet and a sincere desire to help make it a
success. There is a whole-hearted hospitality

among these Western wheelmen that is abso-
lutely refreshing, and the knowledge of

League and other cycling affairs possessed by
the riders of this far away section may well
appear astonishing to an Eastern man imbibed
with the notions so prevalent in the East that
west of the New York State line there can be
little knowledge, polish or anything else except

Shot Guns and Corn Salve.

Pueblo, like Denver, is a very ancient city so
far as site is concerned. Where it now stands
there was once a sure enough " Pueblo," win-
dowless walls, puron ladders, tribe totem and
all, and to-day on its outskirts there is a Mexi-
can village which originally gave its Spanish
name " Pueblo " to the present city. The word
in itself means "town" or "village," and once
denoted all the Zuini or village Indian towns,
and was probably adopted by the white
settlers, like many other Mexican names and
customs. Pueblo is still to a great extent a
"cow-pouchers' town," as Leadville is still a
miners' town, and it has seen so very inter-

esting historical events. From here, or rather
from Fort Lyons, a few miles from here,

Thornberg and his ill-fated command went
forth armed with Enfield rifles to cope with
Ouray and his 10,000 Winchester and Colt
armed braves, and it was here that the cow-
boys formed their petition to the Governor
asking to be allowed to wipe the utis from the
face of the earth ; here it was that a vigilant

committe, formed for the purpose of avenging
the brutalities inflicted on Father Meeker and
his family, stopped the train upon which
Ouray and his council were captives, and came
very near hanging the whole outfit, and here
was the center of miner and cow-poucher
affluence for many years.

Those who attend the League meet will do
well to run down to this charming town under
the shadows of the Greenhorn, and breathe
the air which make so many weary invalids
whole. Imlac.

A CASE OP MISTAKEN IDENTITY.
When the conductor reached the baggage

compartment of the combination car in the

rear of the train, it was occupied only by a few
trunks, a brand new wheel and a stocky built,

bullet-headed young fellow with two scars on
his face, who wore knickerbockers, a sweater,
and a peaked cap.
The man with the scars gave up his ticket,

and the conductor said:
"You'll have to pay for that wheel, young

feller—25 cents."
"T'inkI will? hey!"
"Yes, you will if you want it carried, and

pretty quick too."

"Well, I don't t'ink I will, see? Yer don't
git no 'mon' from me fer that mershine."

"I'll have it fired off at the next station
then."

"Well, letter flicker, cully, 'cause yer won't
git no dough outer me. See?"
"You wont pay up then?"
"Nope; betcher sweet life I won't."
At the next stop the wheel was given in

charge of the station master while the man
in knickerbockers looked on nonchalantly.
After a while the conductor came back and
said:
"You must be mighty pig-headed to let

your wheel go like that rather than pay a
quarter."
"Wat would I pay de dust fer? De bisickle

ain't mine."
"Isn't yours? Who in blazes does it belong

to then?"
"Oh, some bloke inside smokin'. I'm Jimmy

Knockerout, de pugilist, I am. I've been on
er walk ter git in shape for me fite next week.
I ain' no measly bisickle rider, I ain't."

"Why didn't you say so before, you young
fool."

" 'Cause yer waz so sassy 'bout de tin ; dat's
why. See? Nottin' ter me wedder yer give
der mershine a knockout or not. An' lookit
here, if yer call me dat agin, I'll thump yer
one in de neck."
Ten minutes later the salesman to whom

the wheel belonged was after the conductor
with blood in his eye, and before that official

could make matters satisfactory it cost him a
half dozen telegrams and a profusion of
apologies for his hasty action. But they said
never a word to the pugilist, and he looked on
and grinned.

YKDDffl
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boeton. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good iobbers*
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel,"
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•A

wheel is

not a sulky ~

£lk

it*

No clatter of hoofs set the pace for the Stearns when

Johnson rode down all records on the wheel, from ioo yds.

to one mile. A man and a machine made the conquest.

The world's highest authority (the L A. W.) has awarded

the palm to the fastest man on the fastest wheel. Johnson

rides a Stearns in 1894 '**«****•*«**
E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAIM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St. ,N.Y. 9
BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH, §f

Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y =§

illlll!lllll!ll|[|ll!l!lllllil!lilil!lil!lil!lllllllil[i;ill!llll|[|

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON ROBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUES
35 Federal Street, and
178 Devonshire Street,

TIS" TIRE.
BOSTON. MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add : " Saw It in The Wheel."
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The tournament is practically over and the result

almost a certainty. The Brooklyn B. C. take first

prize, the Atalanta Wheelmen second and the Eliza-

beth A. C. Cyclers third. Each club has another game
to roll, but the opponents are weaker teams. All this

came about during the past week by the Elizabeth

team losing two games. They visited the K. C. W-
alleys in Brooklyn on March 10. There was also pres-

ent delegates from all the other Brooklyn clubs in the

League, and an abundant supply of lusty lungs and
tinhorns. The " rooting" was record for any game
of the season, even excelling the clamor at the Brook-

lyn B. C.'s alleys the previous week. There was a
general desire among the Brooklynites to " get even ''

with the Elizabeths for what they consider discourte-

ous treatment at Elizabeth, and they succeeded.

Every good play on the part of the visitors brought

forth a roar of groans ; every miss a cyclone of shouts

and horn blowing. The din was terrific. The Eliza-
beths lost, and the 200 odd " rooters " went hunting for
voice restorers but they all felt satisfied. The Jersey
City A. C. Cyclers also had a deep-seated desire to
"wipe up" the men from Elizabeth, and they suc-
ceeded by a large margin on Wednesday evening.
And so the Elizabethans, who a few weeks ago had a
good chance for first place, will, in all probability,
have to be satisfied with third. It was an exciting
wind-up, but unfortunately has created a feeling akin
to bitterness in the breasts of the Elizabeth tea 11

against some of the other clubs. On March 8 the
Brooklyns put up their highest score, 1409, in a game
with the Hoboken Club. The Prospect-K. C. W. game
was rolled with six men on a team on March 9, while
the Manhattans lost another game on the 13th to the
Atalantas. The score follows :

scr
170

.65
200
! 9S
196
'43

195
145

Totals.

B. B.C
C. P. C

b scr

3 '74

Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Castle Point Cyclers at
the former club's alleys, March 8 :

B. B, C.

S
Swezey 4
Lewis 2

Kelly 6
Rice 5
Hobby 4
Ackerson 2
Stebbins 5
Anderson 3

CASTLE POINT.
s s

Trautwein 4 3
Bade 3 2

Leonard. 3 4
Bates o 4
Curtis 1 4
Growls 1 2

Realper 2 2

Schultz 1 4

Totals , 15 25 40 11 61

Umpire—W. E. Crisfield
L. A. Hawkins.

31 22 27 1409

FRAMES.

•'55 325 457 613 768 941 1071 1186 1298 1409
.112 230 333 429 565 698 813 923 1043 1161

Scorers—J. H. Hobby and

Prospect Wheelmen vs. Kings County Wheelmen
at the former club's alleys, March 9:

PROSPECT W.

Weinphal 3
Miller 2

Brush o
Klinck 3
Kane 4
G. Shannon.. .. 5

b scr
6 134

5 131
6 131

4 159
2 175

4 192

K. C. W.
S

Miles 1

Benn 3
Miller 3
Robins 2

Hart 2

Schwalbach... 2

b scr
,5 128

166

152

M5
126

156

Totals 17 16 27 922 Totals.... 13 20 27 873

FRAMES.
P. W 116 188 291 375 430 532 630 752 839 922
K. C. W 109 181 266 370 446 545 639 716 790 873

Umpire—W. T. Shannon. Scorers—W. H. Miller
and R. W. Dye.

Kings County Wheelmen vs. Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers
at the former club's alleys, March 10:

K. c. W.
s

Miles o
Benn 2

Miller 2

McLean 2

Brown 1

Hart 4
Robins 3
Nellis 2

scr
156
140

'33
138
128

189
176

E. A. C. C.
S

Fleming o
Martinson 1

Pope 4
Parrott 4
Morrell 1

Kline 2

Dimock 2

Whipple o

scr
116

114
51
149
38
162

'38

Totals.... 16 29 35 1189 Total 14 26 30 1106

FRAMES.
Elizabeth A,C 84 185 324 436 550 660 771 884 1003 1106
K. C. W 106 209 321 454 577 716 838 962 1073 1189

Umpire—H. E Raymond. Scorers—George R.
Hobby and Mr. Kline.

Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan B. C. at the
former club's alleys, March 13.

ATALANTA W.
s s b scr

Hornfeck 3 4 3 178
Millar 3 3 4 165
Olozaga 4 2 4 158
Ferguson 5 2 3 179
C. Halsey 2 6 2 182
A.Smith 5°5 »<»
Terbell 442 179
E. Halsey 5 2 3 iqi

MANHATTAN B. C.
s s b scr

Staubach o
Rockwood 2
Fraenkel 2

Nonnenbacher 1

Retts 1

McFarland 2
Pelin 2
Bartsch 3

108

127

151

147
113
161

139
172

Totals. ...13 26 51 1118 Totals 31 23 26 1394

FRAMES.

M.B. C 118 224 348 496 594 7.07 810 899 1006 1118
A. W 137 307 439 574 722 827 950 1087 1253 1394

Umpire— M. C. Heiser. Scorers—C. H. Budd and J.
Oatman.

Jersey City A. C. W. vs. Elizabeth A. C. C, at the
former club's alleys, Nov. 14.

ELIZABETH A. C. CYCLERS,
s s b scr

Russ 3 6 1 198
Martinson 1 4 5 135
Pope 154 146
Bain 3 3 4 159
Morrell 064 145
Parrot 4 o 6 139
Kline 127 120
Whipple 163 165

JERSEY CITY A. C.

S S
Newkirk 3
Huson 4
Scudder 2
Brock 2

Vail 2
Allaire 3
Cordner 1

Starrett, W. R. 3

W.
b scr
2 174

3 172
2 176
2 171

4 «58

4 156

4 '45
2 177

Totals 14 32 34 1197 Totals 20 37 23 1329

FRAMES.
E. A. C. C 118 247 368 503 620 755 853 978 1082 1189

W.. 138 250 364 479 629 775 893 1035 1197 1329J. C. A. C.

THE STANDING, MARCH 15.
High

Club. Won. Lost. To Play. Score.
Brooklyn B. C 13 2 1 1409
AtalantaW 11 3 1 1496
Elizabeth A. C. C n 4 1 1248
Jersey City A. C. W 871 1329
Kings Co. W 790 1224
Castle Point C 790 1161
Prospect W 682 1200
Montauk W 4 10 2 1240
Manhattan B. C 2 14 o 1188

Jo. Howard thinks that cyclists should avoid
crowded streets and not be permitted to push
along Broadway, Fifth Avenue, and other
congested thoroughfares unregulated and at
their own sweet will.

Don't Be a Clam^^

WAKE UP!
Send for our

Catalogue

and say you

" Saw it in

The Wheel."

Reliable agents wanted in all parts of the country. Write for terms.

vVVVVMrVVrVSMrVVvM^SVVyVSVVVVVVVrVVV

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
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'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

READY, APRIL FIRST.

Dealers! Send in your Names Dealers Only,

m, sl^le- -at,s& ^j««^j* «st«.

tUfW *W in* *JjP *JW •%«• ^JS"

ROSENWALD & WEIL,
\ Bicycle Suits,
I Bloomers,
/ Sweaters,

Hose, Caps,
Belts.

Market and Jackson Streets,

CHICAGO.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

tt
Be Economical and BUY the BEST. **

The true economist does not consider

FIRST COST; he looks to DURABILITY
on which to make his saving and calcu-

lates at the year's end whether he has

paid dearly or not.

If YOU are buying a bicycle, give thi s

point your consideration and give the

"UKIOH" your
attention.

FULL ROADSTER, 26 % POUNDS. PRICE, $125.00.

It is the fruit of experience. It is 24 karat throughout. Its price is based on

the principal of full value to purchaser and legitimate profit to maker.

the " Union " does not belong to the "big discount" class.

UfMlOM CVCLE MFG. CO.,
Branches: Philadelphia=Chicago. 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

CATALOGUE FREE AT AGENCIES; BY MAIL, 2 CENTS.

W, C. HODGKINS & CO., 300 Broadway,

Agents for New Tork City, west Chester, Putnam and Rockland Counties and Long Island.

W, H, WEBSTER, Manager Bicycle Department,
Kindly mention Tne Wheel when writing.
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Causes a Small Cyclone.

The little hand pumps that accompany the
average wheel probably cause as much pro-

fanity and loss of temper as does a lively

mosquito in one's bedroom. Large pumps are
therefore fast growing in favor, and would
supplant the small ones entirely if they could
as easily be carried on the wheel, but a foot

pump is the only style to have at home or at

the club-house. Among the latest pumps of

this variety to be placed on the market is the

Cyclone, manufactured by Davis & Stevens
Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y. It has a num-
ber of mechanical features and a stroke of the
valve caused a veritable cyclone, that is on a
small scale, and it requires merely a little

pumping to innate a tire to the proper tension.

Nipples are furnished to fit any tire valve and
all nipples fit the universal coupling at the
end of the hose.

BICYCLE AGENTS, LOOK OUT!
Why not make a little pot as a side line attaching

sulky wheels for horsemen. Ours the only adjustable

brace; can put on in fifteen minutes.

SCOTT SONS, Cadiz, Ohio.

"LITTLE GEM" REPAIR OUTFITS
Contain everything necessary to repair a pneumatic

tire, and are put up in a neatly enameled box that can

be conveniently carried in the pocket. Both quality

and quantity. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

40 cents.

LAING CYCI/E CO., 1 728 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

LONG ISLAND CITY

CYCLE AND SPORTING GOODS DEPOT.

127 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City,

APPLEGATE & HARVEY,

Renting and Repairing. Agencies Wanted.

n

LIGHTEST, NEATEST,

MOST COMFORTABLE

SHOE MADE. Send for

Catalogue of Sundries.

DETACHABLE CLEAT CO., Boston, Mass,

The Neatest, Strongest and Best

BENT = WOOD = WHEEL = RIM
Is joined by a covered Steel Plate hidden

in the wood.

(EiP~Send for information if you want one or 1,000.

CYCLE IMPROVEMENT CO.

Mention The Wheel. 853 Broadway, N. Y.

March 16,

SWEATERS
of inferior quality are plenty as
huckleberries. But they do not
wear well, nor give satisfaction.

If, when you buy, you will see
that box, band and label bear

you will get an article that will

please you every time you put it

on, and be in the long run, the
cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

HEATING'S

TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.

NICKEL
5£mtOR: CATALOGUE OF'

NICKEL^ELEGTROPLATIN-G
;

SUPPLIffl#Q L ISH INS MAI E RIALS

PLATING

ZUCKER&LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.
OFFICES, I0.I2.I4GRAND ST.

I m. #% New York. U.S.A.

OUTFITS.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

SAGERS LEAD. Let those who canlfollow
THEY FIT THE RIDER.

Adopted by more manufacturers than any other make.

Dealers specify them on their wheels.

No Nose Hook to break and cause trouble.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue.

TRACK RACER-Style A.

ROADSTER-Style F.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel"

RICH & SAGER CO.,
ROCHESTER, ^T. Y
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The True Test of a Wheel

Phoenix
IS THE VERDICT OF THE RIDER

RIDERS NEVER CHANGE THEIR MOUNTS.
From Season to Season as we Change our Designs our Riders

Change with us. Once on a PHCENIX always on a PHCENIX. There
must be a reason for it. The Solidity of our Guarantee, the Life

and Elasticity of the Wheel, the Immunity from Breakages, that
racer. sort of feeling that you can start on a run without worrying about

accidents. Worth more than Money, isn't it?
WEIGHTS : Racer, 20 to 22 Pounds. Road Wheels, 25, 26, 27 to 30 Pounds.
PRICES: Racer, $150.00. Roadsters, $125.00, $135.00.

M. & W. PALMER, G. & J. TIRES. WOOD RIMS. HIGH FRAMES. THE BEST SPOKES AND CRANKS ON EARTH.
Catalogues on application. Agents in New York and New England, write

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
875 and ™*^*JZZi™?J£K CITY -

THB JS.XJTOJVdCJ^'TIO 1N4ETJI3 GUARD
This Guard can be attached to any Wheel.

THE ONLY GUARD IN THE WORLD THAT ROLLS UP.

MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS
If you wish to add a feature to your machines that will force

your sales, attach Shone's Automatic Guards. They are the
handsomest and best Mud Guard on the market. Endorsed by the
wheelmen generally.

PRICE #3.00 COMPLETE SET.
Agents Wanted in Every Vicinity.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount to the Trade.

AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD CO.,

Patented November 28, 189 \ Mention The Wheel. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED
In Unoccupied Territory.

WRITE US FOR
TERMS.

. $81.

.

t%*AAA A-AAA Mb

OUR '94 mJCOT, $8 1

.

Have about ioo second-hand wheels on hand. Must be
disposed of at once. Send for bargain list.

VVSrVV»VyVVVV»SVVVSrVVVVSrSVVVyVVVVVVyVVVVV»-

CHAS. HANAUER & BROS., Cincinnati, o.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

The MASCOT
is intended for the mass of riders who want a

thoroughly good machine of medium weight

and at a popular price. Guaranteed high

grade, weighs 28 lbs. ; ready for the road and
fitted with wood rims,

$100.00.
Appointing Good Agents Everywhere.

The GLOBE
is a machine for the idealist. It is of beautiful pro-

portions and represents the climax of aristocratic

bicycle construction. Every detail of its workman-
ship is given as high a degree ot attention as the

most expensive watch. If you can judge a bicycle it

would interest you to LOOK the Globe over. If you
want to ride a bicycle that will become a part of

yourself, and at the same time stand the Jacket, it

would pay you to BUY a Globe.

AT 25 PDS., $135.00.

IFIElsrSEiriRIES &c HABBRER,
CLINTON CYCLE WORKS,

BUFFALO, 3ST. IT.Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,'
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TRADE TALK.

The Fairbanks Co. last week made a large

shipment of wood rims to Italy.

A 26-pound tandem is in process of construc-

tion at the Stearns factory in Syracuse.

A. M. Scheffey & Co. have added J. W.
Hogan, formerly with Alsdorf & Co., to their

staff.

A. E. Flavell, formerly with the Raleigh
Cycle Co., has been added to the staff of the

American Dunlop Tire Co. He left for the

South on Tuesday.

It is a well-established fact that chainless

safeties are not such an experiment after all,

and as a result the League Cycle Co., of

Hartford, are unable to fill orders.

Wm. Read & Sons have fitted up a hand-
some show window in their store at 147 Wash-
ington Street, Boston. A full line of New
Mails are tastily arranged, making one of the

finest displays in the "Hub."

Shaw & Kaiser, 56 Summer Street, Boston,

Mass., have some decided novelties in cycling

hats and caps. Their ladies' cycling hat,

especially, is novel and worthy of inspection.

W. C. Hodgkins & Co., 300 Broadway, N. Y.,

have secured the agency for the Union cycles

for the Metropolitan district and Long Island.

W. H. Webster is in charge of the cycle

department.

The court has given notice that all claims
against the R. H. Franklin Co., the insolvent
rim-making firm, must be presented to the

assignee, Walter McDougall, at No. 79 Wash-
ington Street, Brooklyn, on or before May 21

next.

Stephen G. Chapman, of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has invented and is marketing a folding lug-

gage carrier. It folds much on the principle

of a pocket rule, from which the idea was
obtained. It weighs but 12 ounces, is very
neat and looks practical.

The American Sporting Goods Co., o f St.

Louis, Mo., are anxious to secure the agency
for a strictly high grade wheel for St. Louis
and Missouri. The company has exclusive
control of a bicycle and athletic track and
they intend establishing a branch store in

East St. Louis, 111.

The Wheelman Registration Co., of Boston,
which has met with success, is about to have
a competitor. A new organization has been
formed, known as the Wheelmen Protective
Co., with a capital stock of $500,000. Its

officers are: President, J. W. N. Green; Treas-
urer, W. C. Glass. Headquarters will be in

New York.

S. P. Curtis & Co., 671 Washington Street,

Boston, have something new on sweaters.
The collar is kept in place by an elastic band
extending around the neck. In stockings
they have a new departure in the method of

manufacture which lessens the liability of the
stocking working down. On these goods the
company allow 25 per cent, discount to League
members.

The Bridgeport Brass Co., of Bridgeport,
Conn., who recently brought out the Search-
light, which is a new departure in lamp con-
struction, are manufacturing bells for the
cycle trade. They also supply a torch for the
use of repairers. The advantage of this

article is that it can be carried in the hand,
and will be found convenient in repairing
machines.

The Buffalo Wheel Co., in accordance with
the law, filed its annual report in the County
Clerk's office last week. The amount of

capital stock of the company is given as $100,-
000, of which $38,000 represents cash and
$62,000 property and patents. The assets are

$155,725.59 and debts $105,345.16. The re-

ceipts from the sale of bicycles in 1893 was
$71,703.84, disbursements $66. S27 09.

Jl
ScorcTier Grip

The ONLY Bag
for Touring.

Light and Waterproof.

Price $2 & $2,50, to order $3.

Agents Bend for Catalogue.

DETACHABLE CLEAT CO.. Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

Agents ! Riders

!

Send your difficult repairs to us. All facilities for Re-
modeling, Reiinishing, Rebuilding.

Will make you any part to sample.

A. L. PLUSH,
BRYNMAWR, - - PA.

Riding the Railroad;
For fifty cents will send full
directions and diagrams for
bolting two bicycles together
for railroad use. Is a perfect
success ; creates a sensation !

25 Miles an Hour
is easily made. Any carpen-
ter can'make frame.

CHAS. W- COCHRAN, Wabash, Ind.

NEW CYCLOMETER.

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers xoo Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallicgford, Conn.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

FOE SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents,
variably In advance.

Cash in-

pOLUMBIA Tandem for sale, fitted with Morgan &^ Wright pneumatic tires, in first class shape, $100
cash, or will trade for a good pneumatic safety and
$50 cash; Victor Model D for sale, new, never been un-
crated, $105 cash. Address The Kenyon Bicycle Mfg.
Co., Des Moines, Iowa. t.f.c.

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

T^OR SALE—Singer High Grade Safety; cushion
* tires, lamp and bell; new; must sell: $30.00 takes
it. Address R., P. O. Box, 1091, Flint, Mich. 3-16

\X7 ANTED—A first-class bicycle repairer, call or
vv address, H. J. Bauer, 130 Broad Street, Eliza-
beth, N. J. 3-16

FIRST-CLASS typewriter to exchange for a
bicycle with pneumatic tires and in good con-

dition. _Address J. L. Ross, Eufaula, Ala. 3-16

poLUMBIA Tandem; M. & W, extra strength tires;^ convertible front; good road machine; runs
perfectly; gear 54; price, $75.00. H. Van Antwerp,
Mt. Sterling, Ky. 3-16

POSITION WANTED by a first-class bicycle re-
J- pairer; city or country; best of references. John
Greason, 434 E. 121st Street, New York City.

A

3-16

FOR SALE.
A LARGE established Jobbing and Retail Bicycle
•"- and Sporting House, also a complete repair shop,
with engine, lathe, etc. Has large territory on prin-
cipal bicycle manufacturers. Will sell store separate
from the shop. Address Saratoga, P. O. Box 273, New
York. 3-x6

FOR SALE-By Private Party. '

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
»•-' pneumatic tires. Price $150.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent conditian, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

"pOR SALE—The patents, machinery, tools and
l business of the Yale Cyclometer Co. The right
party with small capital can get a bargain. Good
reasons for selling. We have the best and most
practical Cyclometer made, and our '94 instrument is

perfect and will sell well just in time for the Spring
trade. Apply to C. D. Warner, Treasurer, 739 Chapel
Street, New Haven, Ct.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

VXTLO-A-NIZHSTGr
PRESSES

FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

Hydraulic and Screw
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

VW We manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.-®a
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

UNDOUBTEDLY The Best Oiler in the World
" THE "Perfect.''

WHY THE "BEJT"?
25 Cents.

1. It has won every test in, competition with other oilers. 2. It was used by the leading manufacturers in

93 although higher in price. 3. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicetv. 4. It is the neatest and tightest
>iler ever made. 5. Although many oilers were shown at Chicago, the " Perfect" only received the medal.

Oiler Holders. Pump Holders.

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY
MACHINE.
HANDSOMELY NICKELED.

Price, 25 Cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,

K SIZE.

y2 size.

STAR OILER.
15 Cents Kacli.

Second Only to tne " PERFCCT." X72 Ninth Avenue, -

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

New York.
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TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY RECORD OF CHANGES IN
AMERICAN CYCLE TRADE.

Elorado, Kansas—R. L. Davis, bicycles, chatte
mortgage $114.

SummitUville, Ind.—A. J. Brimhall, hardware and
bicycles. Succeeded by Brimhall & Crowell.

Correctionville, Iowa—Page & Blair, hardware and
bicycles. Blair & Blackman succeed.

Eldon, Iowa—Van Steinbergh & Dalton, hardware
and bicycles. Chattel mortgage $775.

Humboldt, Iowa—Penn & Martin, hardware and
bicycles. Chattel mortgage $300.

East Tawas, Mich.—Richards Bros., hardware and
bicycles. Loss by fire $12,000, insured $4,000.

Tracy, Minn.—A. B. Kluge & Co., hardware and
bicycles. Dissolved.

Graham, Mo.—James Valandingham, hardware and
bicycles. Sold out.

Jameson, Mo.—J. H. Gillespie, hardware and
bicycles. Succeeded by Reed & Dunn.
Albuquerquo, New Mexico—Mandel Bros., hard-

ware, will add bicycles, handling the Sterling.

Bellwood, Neb.—Charles D. Hudson & Co., hard-
ware. Dissolved.

Chicago, 111.—George E. Lloyd & Co., bicycles. New
store, 593 West Madison Street.

Ewing, Neb —J. N. Kay, hardware. Now Kay Bros.

Pittsfield, Miss.—National Bicycle Co. New store,
L. L. Atwood, President; W. H. SneTidan, Manager.
Thomasville, Ga.—B. D. Fudge, bicycles, to add

bicycles to hardware business.

Lyons, Neb.—G. F. Beck, hardware and bicycles.
Sold out.

Selma, Ala.—Selma Arms Co. Will add bicycles.

Sandy Hills, N. Y.—Parks & Mosher, hardware and
bicycles. Dissolved.

Bloomsburg, Pa.— J. W. Mann & Co., sporting
goods and bicycles. Succeeded by J. W. Mann.
Atlanta, Ga Lowrie Hardware Co., hardware and

bicycles. Moved into new store.

Woodburn, Ore.—L. Provost & Son, hardware and
bicycles. Bill of sale $1,200.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kirby Cycle Co. Open new
store.

Duquesne, Pa —John Lutz, hardware and bicycles.
Execution $3,005.
Westboio, Mass.—Beacon Cycle Co. Plant pur-

chased by F. & H. Linsmore, who will operate.
Atlanta, Ga.—Fitten-Thompson Hardware Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Incorporated. Capital stock
$25,000. John A. Fitten and others, incorporators.
Waco, Tex.—W. A. Parker, bicycles. Sold interest

in business to Charles H. Thacker.
Worcester, Mass.—Matthews Mfg. Co. Incorporated.

F. E. Reed, President; John Reed, Treasurer, and A.
T. Matthews, General Manager.
Lswiston, Me.—Maine Bicycle Co. Incorporated.

Capital stock, $10,000. W. H. Judkin, President; W.
W. Clark, Vice-President.
Hampton, Mo.—Bledsoe & Co., hardware. Suc-

ceeded by Shepard Bros.
New York, N. Y.—B. H. Divine, late of N. G.

Spalding & Bros., bicycles. Opened store at 1175
Broadway.
Kansas City, Mo.—J. H. Brunner Hardware Co.

Will add bicycles.
Providence, R. I.—Williams & Munroe, bicycles.

Retail store opened.
Belton, Tex.—Poyton & Co., hardware and bicycles.

Charles B. Smith succeeds to interest of A. W. Wil-
kerson, with no change in the name of the firm.
Roxboro, N. C.—Lucan & Long, wholesale and

retail hardware. Will add bicycles.
Greenville, Tex.—Armistead, Cooper & Ende,

hardware and bicycles. Cooper retires. New firm
name Armistead & Ende.
West Point, Tex.—Shelbourne, Andrews & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Succeeded by Shelbourne &
McCullom.
Asheville, N. C—W. D. Casch & Co., bicycles.

Succeeded by Edison Typewriter and Phonograph
Co. Will manufacture bicycles.

LA FORCE'S LATEST.

The La Force tire people are not allowing

grass to grow under their boots. Profiting by

the prominence which they have recently ob-

tained in their legal fight with Gormully &
Jeffery, the cute Canucks have launched a new

tire which they are booming for all it is worth.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

The tire is illustrated above. It is, of course,

detachable, but its leading claim is its adapta-

bility to any style of wood or metal rim. Cy-

cling (Canada) explains that " the adhesive-

ness of the tire to the rim grips on the surface,

not at the sides, as is the case with nearly

every other tire, being caused by a secret dis-

covered by La Force in the weaving of the

fabric, which has a peculiar action of drawing
the edges to the centre and at the same time
contracting them. This principal may be ex-
plained to a certain extent thus: If you have
ever been in a hammock you will have noticed
the centre bulge under your weight and how
the edges immediately tighten and come
almost half over you. The tire when inflated
becomes much stiffer on the sides than on the
surface."

The Badger Cycle Co., of Oregon, Wis.,
make a pretty wheel which is sold to the local
trade and that in the surrounding country, the
firm turning out only about 150 wheels last

season, but all good ones. They are still in

the business this season and will increase the
output. The Badger A is a wheel for gentle-
men that weighs 25 pounds and is built either
in the high or low frame. The ladies' Badger
weighs 28 pounds, both listing at $125. An-
other wheel is made which weighs 30 pounds
and sells at $115. A line of medium grade
wheels and sulky wheels keep the factory
going the year round.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-
torney, Washington, D. C.l

5M.955- Wheel for cycles. Martin D. Rucker, Lon-
don, and George P. Mills, Boston, England. Filed
September 7, 1893. Patented in England.

515,004. Drive-chain. Leverett W. Loomis, Carroll-
ton, 111. Filed May 19, 1893.

515,007. Bicycle dust-guard attachment. Philip
Miller and John E. Lambeth, Gainesville, Fla. Filed
June 21, 1893.

515,134. Pneumatic tire. David P. Sims, Lincoln,
Neb. Filed March 2, 1893.

515,150. Bicycle. Freeman Lilibridge, El Paso,
Tex. Emma Julia Lilibridge, administratrix of said
Freeman Lilibridge, deceased. Filed Jan. 13, 1893.

515,178. Roller bearings for wheels. William H.
Thompson, Norristown, N. J., assignor to John S. W.
Thompson, same place. Filed Oct. 20, 1893.

515,213. Mud guard for bicycles. Marius E. Gris-
wold, Chicago, 111. Filed March 27, 1893.

515,257. Cyclometer. Irving L. Sheldon, Danbury,
Cunn. Filed Aug. 31, 1893

515,284. Pneumatic tire repairer. Charles E. Buck-
bee, Flushing, Mich., assignor of two-thirds to Charles
S. Wheeler and George Cronk, same place. Filed
May 13, 1893.

515,392. Vehicle wheel. Matthew C. Yarwood,
Syracuse, N. Y. Filed June 4, 1892.

515,421. Bicycle crank. Zebulon L. Chadbourne,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Thomas Adams, same
place. Filed Dec. 29, 1893.

515,428. Velocipedes. Ephraim Herrington and
Reuben I. Butler, Atlanta, Ga., assignors to Alfred F.
Green, Robert P. Horton and said Herringion, all of
same place. Filed May 10, 1893.

515,442. Ice velocipedes. Francis E. Nadon, River
Desert, assignor of one-half to Joseph Comeau, Mani-
waki, Canada. Filed Nov. 6, 1893. Patented in
Canada.

515,447. Pneumatic bell. John Schnepf, New York,
N. Y., assignor of one-half to William H. Bellamy,
same place. Filed Jan. 31, 1893.

515,449 Bicycle. Halsey B. Scovell, Dixon, 111.
Filed August 29, 1892.

515,474. Inflated pump for inflated pneumatic tires.
Leopold Holt, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.
Filed July 24, 1893. Patented in England.

515,518. Vehicle wheel. George S. Crosby, Buffalo,
N. Y. Filed March 24, 1893.

5'5.534- Variable speed gearing. Nathaniel J.
Pritchard, Shenandoah, Va., assignor of two-thirds to
Samuel Reese Pritchard and John Curtis Schooley,
same place. Filed April 29, 1893.

515,540. Rail guard for vehicle wheels. Christian J.
Wagener, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Nov. 7, 1893.

515,596. Wheel tire. Jabez Lones, Charles Vernon
and Edward Holden, Smethwick, England. Filed
May 11, 1893.

515,610. Variable speed gearing. Nathaniel J.
Pritchard, Shenandoah, Va., assignor of two-thirds to
Samuel Rees Pritchard and John Curtis Schooley,
same place. Filed October 24, 1892.

515,664. Supporting device for bicycles. Edwin D.
Eaton, Fairfield, Mass. Filed Sept. 29, 1893.

515,715. Spindle and bearing James H. Northrop,
Hopedale, Mass. Filed Oct. 2, 1893.

515,717. Cycle frame. Albert Perkins, Chicopee,
Mass., assignor to A. G. Spalding & Brothers, New
York, N. Y., and the Lamb Knitting Machine Mfg. Co.

,

Chicopee Falls, Mass. Filed July 28, 1893.

515,732. Spindle and bearing. William F. Draper,
Hopedale, Mass. Filed June 17, 1893.

S'SiTSS- Spindle. William F. Draper, Hopedale,
Mass. Filed June 19, 1893.

In reference to Mr. Pattison's trip to France.
Mr. E. W. Pope stated to a Wheel man that
Mr. Pattison went abroad for both business
and pleasure, and that if it was found that
they could sell Coltmbias at the regular price,

they would endeavor to do business in France

—

the idea being to appoint an agency in Paris.

MHNUFHCTUR6RS

!

Wait and see the

BY F=75F2 THE HKNDSOMEST HND BEST.

Special prices on Tubing of following brands;

MANNESMANN. WELDLESS. PERFECTA. METALLIC. PARAGON.

F=eDPCI-S. FORKSIDSS, STC,

THE RALEIGH CTCLE CO.,
20S 1-2083 SEVENTH AYENUE, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.
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RECENT ENGLISH PATENTS.

These abstracts are prepared immediately
after the complete specifications are published
by G. Douglas Leechman, patent expert,

Coventry, England.

A Dead Centre Annihilator.

No. 1,668. B.J. Edward's "Improved Driv-
ing-mechanism for Velocipedes." January
28, 1893.

The illustration is a plan view of the invention
applied to a chain-driven safety bicycle. The chief
feature of the invention relates to the provision of
auxiliary driving cranks for rotating the ordinary
crank shaft, the auxiliary cranks being constructed
and arranged to turn about an axis that is not in the
same line as the ordinary crank shaft. The auxiliary
cranks are connected to the ordinary or main cranks
by a pin and slot or equivalent sliding connection.
The cranks A, A are slotted lengthwise, as shown.
The pedal cranks D, D are secured to short spindles
mounted to turn in the bearings D, D, formed at the
junction of and supported by rods E, F, which are
rigidly connected respectively to the members G, H
of the frame. The rods F, which mainly operate as
stays, may in some instances be dispensed with.
The rods E, F are preferably made tubular, and may
be made of twisted steel strips or otherwise to ensure
great strength aiid rigidity. On the inner ends of the
pedal crank spindles are firmly secured the auxiliary
cranks I, I, the pins of which work in the slots of the
main cranks A. The pins may be furnished with
rollers to reduce the friction. The axis, about which
the pedal cranks turn, is not in line with that about
which the main cranks turn, but is separated there-
from by, say 1% inches or 2 inches, more or less as
may be desired. There results from this construction
a variable leverage, decreasing from a maximum
when the descending pedal crank is approximately in
the position shown to a minimum when the said pedal
crank has turned through about half a revolution.
The cranks are preferably so fixed in relation to each
other that the leverage is greatest when the pedal is

descending through that portion of the stroke where
the power can be most effectively applied. The slots
in the main cranks A are not radial, but are inclined
forward, so that each crank passes its top dead centre
before the other crank arrives at its bottom dead
centre. A downward thrust may thus always be
applied to one or other of the cranks that will be
effective in propelling the machine. Means for re-
ducing the width of tread are described.

A New Puncture Proof Band.

No. 18,187. W. S. Moore's "Protector for

Inflated Tires." September 28, 1893.

This invention relates to protectors for pneumatic
tires, the object thereof being to arrange a cheap and
efficient means of preventing the inflated part of a tire
becoming punctured when passing over thorns,
pointed stones, or other sharp projections met with
when traveling along the road; to attain which there
are^secured or attached to the inner part of the outer
cover of the tire, against the tread part thereof a
number of layers of thin paper, such as tracing or
waterproof paper which may be enclosed in a cover
made of paper, calico, or suitable material, and this
improved protector coming between the outer cover
of tire and face of inflated tube effectually prevents
the latter from being punctured. The protector A is

composed of any convenient number of layers of
paper ax which are preferably enclosed in a cover <Z2,

the latter being composed of either paper, calico, or
other similar material formed to shape shown. Suit-
able thread stitches 03 are employed for securing the
layers of paper a\ together. The protector A is
then attached or fixed in any suitable way to the outer
cover B which latter is then fastened round the tire
in any ordinary way.
By screwing the nuts down the stems the grip of the

projecting parts 03 and the bearing pieces C on the
pedal sides is released and the toe clip is freed to be
removed. The toe clips may be applied to either
rubber or rat-trap pedals.

A Novel Air Tube.

No. 18,446. J. C. Hall's "Improvement in
Air Proof Chambers for Wheel Tires and
Other Purposes." October 3, 1893.

.+A

The air chamber or tube is constructed from one or
more strips of tape or cord arranged helically, that is,

in a spiral manner, one layer partly touching or lying
upon the other and thus wound round any suitable
base to form the chamber required. The tape is pref-
erably made air and waterproof before the same is
turned into the tube, and the tape may be left in such

a state before making it into the tube that it will stick
fast together on being wound. It is preferred when
using a tape of greater breadth than thickness or di-
ameter to leave a narrow strip ot the tape in such
a state that it will not stick. This strip forms the in-
terior spiral margin of the tube, and for tires afford-; a
loose flap which yields before pressure, say from a
sharp instrument from the exterior. On withdrawing
the latter the fl ip goes back, and when used in tires
under the pneumatic principle the pressure of air
presses it down upon the hole, thus preventing escape
of air through the walls of the chamber which would
otherwise be punctured. When desired a separate
wall or rubber chamber may be used of any desired
thickness and quality, and also in tires an outer cover
or coating for road wear may be added. The illus-
tration represents a tube composed of strips about an
inch in breadth, A, Ac and A. Strip Ac, for example,
may reach irom Kd to K, that is, it passes underneath
the other strips excepting as to about one-third of its
breadth.
Several modifications are described and illustrated.

In one the strips are coiled at a short distance apart so
as to afford the maximum of res'lience with the mini-
mum of weight. In another this coil is covered by
a second which is wrapped more tightly than the first
one, so that in the event of a puncture the stretch
given to the first series of cords expands the same
against the second, and the rubber around and be-
tween the two is pressed together and the escape of
air prevented or restricted. In another the second
coil is wound so as to lie above and between the first.
Air tubes constructed according to this invention are
not subjected to the heat required to vulcanize rubber
and may readily be made of small diameter.

Chainless Driving Gear.

No. 22,801. Z. H. Kingdon's "Improve-
ments in andRelating to Velocipeds." Decem-
ber 12, 1892.

This invention relates, first to driving gear, second
to gear casings, third to tubes, and fourth to pneu-
matic tires. First: The driving gear depends upon the
principle that by means of one pair of screw wheels
any two shafts, whatever their relative positions and
directions, may be connected so that the rotation of
one will cause the rotation of the other. In one
arrangement the motive power applied to the pedals
is communicated to the driving wheel F through a
longitudinal shaft / carried in suitable bearings and
which crosses in direction but does not necessarily
intersect the crank spindle and the driving wheel
axles, and which is geared with them by means of
screw wheels. The figure shows a. plan of the gear
applied to a tandem safety bicycle; a a are screw
wheels secured to the two crank axles; bb are corre-
sponding wheels secured to the shaft /.- a similar pair
of wheels is arranged at the back hub. The shaft t

may be at right angles to or at any other convenient
angle with the crank and wheel axles, and may be
below them as shown or in any other convenient posi-
tion relative to them. The speed ratio required be-
tween the crank spindle and the driving wheel may
be obtained either wholly by one pair of gear wheels
or partly in each pair. The gear may be applied to
single rear drivers or in a modified form to front
drivers. Second: Gear casings are so constructed as
to be partly or wholly incorporated with and form
part of the bearing brackets or frame of the machine
and they may be made dust and oil tight. For
instance, the casings g ^, which surround the gear
wheels a b, a b, are formed with the bearing brackets
G G, which carry the crank axles, and the casing //

surrounding the other gear wheels is formed with the
bracket which carries one end of the pin on which the
wheel F runs. These bracket casings receive mem-
bers m m of the frame which are brazed into them in
the ordinary way, and the tubes 1 1 surrounding the
longitudinal shaft /, thus completing the casing of the
driving mechanism, are also brazed into the bracket-
casings and so form a portion of the frame. Third

:

The strengthening of tubes used for frames and other
parts is effected by means of ribs on their surfaces,
by compounding plain, corrugated and ribbed tubes,
and by means of webs and diaphragms. Fourth : In
pneumatic tires the outer cover used for protecting
the air tube has moulded or otherwise formed on its
surfaces a series of projections which engage holes
or pits in the metal rim; when the air tube is inflated
these serve to secure the cover and keep it in its place
on the rim. As a modification the projections may
have enlargements or heads of a globular or other
suitable shape which, by reason of their elasticity,
may be forced through holes in the rim somewhat
smaller than themselves and so retain the cover in its

place should the air tube become deflated.

A New Driving Gear.

No. 6,890. J. B. Robertson and J. B. Rob-
ertson's " Improvements in Driving Mechan-
ism for Velocipedes and other Foot-Driving
Machines." April 4, 1893.

This invention consists in arranging the levers and
cranks and pedals of velocipedes or other foot-power
machines, so that when the one crank reaches the
point where the foot can no longer effect propulsion,
the other crank is in such a position that the foot is

effective in propelling. To one end of the crank axle
is secured the crank B and to the other end of it is se-
cured an arm C in line with B. The other crank D is

formed with a sieve E which can turn freely on the
crank axle. The arm C is connected by a link F to a
crank pin G on the sprocket driving wheel H, and the
lever D is connected by a link K to another crank p n
L on the driving wheel diametrically opposite to G.
The wheel H is fitted to revolve on a boss the centre
m of which is a little on the one side, that is to say, in
front of the centre a of the axle. Owing to the eccen-
tricity of the centres of the axle A and the wheel H,
each crank alternately moves through more than half
a revolution in its up stroke and less than half a revo-
lution in its down stroke ; thus. D ascends to the posi-
tion occupied by B during the time that B descends to
the position of D. The consequence of this move-
ment is that when the one pedal, such as D, is no
longer effective for driving, the other, B, has already
passed the upper dead centre and is in position to be
effctive. Instead of connecting the pedal levers to
the wheel bv links as shown, the connection might be
made by pins working in slotted holes.

A New Roller Brake.

No. 11,576. J. McHardy's "Improvements
in Revolving Brakes for Cycles, specially

applicable to Pneumatic and Cushion Tires."

June 13, 1893.

A CANADIAN PNEUMATIC SADDLE.

(G. S. Karr, Toronto, Can.)

This invention is carried out on the principal of a
friction drive in which the power of the driving
wheel is decreased in proportion to the flattened sur-
face of the said driving wheel and the wheel driven
either separately or in conjunction with a direct skid
applied to the revolving brake in the manner herein-
after described. It is specially designed to prevent
the cutting of pneumatic tires by small stones, grit,
etc., picked up by the tires. A bracket or jaw M
provided with suitable bearings to hold the skid G is
attached to the frame of the machine. The frame D,
E, carrying the skid G and the roller brake H, is
made of metal, and the skid G is also preferably
made of metal. When not in use the brake is held
above the tire, as shown by dotted lines. Any suit-
able mechanical arrangement may be used for
raising and lowering the brake. In applying the
brake the rubber ball H carried on the spindle S is
brought into contact with the tire K. For ordinary
purposes the single rubber brake H is employed, but
where extra power is required the double brake or
skid is employed by forcing down the skid G on the
rubber brake H. The rubber ball H may be either
solid or hollow and capable of inflation. If a pneu-
matic ball is used the inflation can take place through
a hollow spindle. Two balls acting at the sides of the
tire and having a common skid may be employed.
An equivalent to the skid may be used (as, for ex-
ample, friction bearings on the said revolving brake),
the object being to supply a yielding revolving brake,
effective in itself for all ordinary purposes, but
always provided with an arresting skid which shall
automatically come in play in cases of emergency
whenever sufficient force is applied for the purpose.

The Century Wheelmen are arranging a
collection of the photos of the 106 members who
finished in the Newark-Philadelphia Century
run last year. The photos will be hung in the
parlor of the club-house.

The clubs of St. Louis have formed an
organization to be known as the Associated
Cycling Clubs of St. Louis, and all cycling
events in that city in the future will be under
the management of the new body. The
officers elected are: President, D. W. Roberts;
Vice-Presidents, Chester Smith, Walter Brown
and Louis Coburn; Secretary, H. J. Stege-
mann; Treasurer, L. W. Conklin.
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Garvin Machine Co Machinery 68
Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 48
Goodrich Co., B. F Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co ..Ramblers 1

Gump, A. W.& Co Crescent 37
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer .52

Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 65
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot 51
Hanson* Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 65
Haradon & Son Repairs 49
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hay & Willits Pump 67
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 69
Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett
& Co St. Nicholas .-. 40

Hudson & Co Tubing 69
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 63
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles 19
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 13

Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co Wood Rims 62

Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 66

Jordan, Louis Jordan Special 67
Justice & Co., Wm. M Stand 50
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 17
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 53
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 63
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 65
Lovell Arms Co., John P Lovell Diamond 60

Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 12

Martin, H. C. & Co Martin Special —
McMullen & Co., Roger B . . . . Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co. . . . Sunol 16

McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst 10

Metal Turning Co Wrench .<• . . 71
Monarch Cycle Co Monarch 31

Morgan & Wright Tires 42
MotorCycle Co 8

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co Bells 9
New Howe Machine Co New Howe 61

New Hudson Cycle Mfg. Co. .Parts 63
Newton Rubber Works Tire 45
New York Belt. & Pack. Co. .Tires 35
New York Cycle Co New York 58

New York Tire Co Tire 53
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings —
Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 44
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. .Tire 6

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 59
Peerless Jlfg. Co Triangle 7°
Penseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe. . 5 1

Persons & Muller Mfg. Co Saddles... 5°
Perry & Co Chains 2

Pierce & Co., Geo. N Queen City Cycles 56
Plush, A. L Repairing 52

Name. Product. Page.
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
Preston-Davies Tire & Valve Co. .Tires 54
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 60
Quinton Cycle Co., Lt& Quinton 18
Radway's R. R. R 67
Raisbeck Electrotype Co. . . . Electrotypes 68
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh 29
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 68
Read & Sons., Wm New Mail....... 55
Recording Instrument Co.. .Cyclometers -...66
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 55
Remington Arms Co Remington n
Rich & Sager Co Saddles 48
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 66
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 48
Roper Brush Brake Co Brake 65
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear —
Rosenwald & Weil Cycle Clothing 47
Roulette Cycle Co .Roulette 61
Royal Cycle Works Royal 57
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2
Schack, W. G Emblem 70
Shapleigh Hardw'eCo.,A. F. Pacer and Thelma ....19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber 18
Simonds Roll'g-Machine Co. Balls 33
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 68
Shelby Steel Tube Co Tubing 63
Shepard & Sons, H.G Wood Rims 62
Sidwell & Saben Cycle Co. . .Waltham 59
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts. ....64
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks 50
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 67
Spalding Bros., A. G Cyclometers 64
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co. .Balls and Parts 61

Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 65
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 37
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 45
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 15
Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co..
Eastern Branch Phoenix 51

Strugnell, H ....Bicycle Suits 68
Studley & Barclay Supplies 68
Swift, L. N Cham Lubricant 65
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 43
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tires 39
Tryon, Jr., & Co., Edw. K... Apollo 38
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 47
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 66
Weston & Co , I. A Wheels 59
West Side Auction House Co 49
Wheel Binders 64
Wheelmen's Registration Co 50
White Sewing Machine Co.. Triumph Bicycle ......59
Whitten.W. W Parts 50
Wilhelm & Co. , W. H Reading 65
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 4 1

Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 71
Worcester Fer'le&Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 43
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits. .48
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FIXTURES.

29—N. Y. City.

3—Charleston, S. C.
19—Saugus, Mass..

MARCH.

.Indoor Races Co. I 12th Reg. and PastimeAC 12th Reg. Armory

APRIL.

.Race Meet Wheelmen's Track Association.. .Club Track.

.Race Meet J. F. Sterling Franklin Park.

1—Dixon, Cal Race
30—Rome, N. Y Race
30—Utica, N. Y Race
30—Bergen Point, N.J Race
30—Waltham, Mass Race
30—Worcester, Mass Race
30 —Manchester, N. H Race
30—San Francisco, Cal Race
30—Irvington-Milburn, N. J..Road
30—Buffalo, N. Y Road
30—Asbury Park, N. J Race
30—Auburn, N. Y Race
30—Rahway, N. J Race

MAY.

Meet Driving Park Association Trotting Track.
Meet Rome Cyclers Trotting Track.
Meet Utica C. C Trotting Track.
Meet N. J. A. C Club Track.
Meet A. C. C, of Boston Waltham Track.
Meet Bay State B. C Trotting Track.
Meet Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
Meet Bay City Wheelmen Cycle Track.
Race, 25 miles M. A. C. C, N. Y I.-M. Course.
Race, 25 miles H. C. M <rtin Corfu Course.
Meet Asbury Park Wheelmen Club Track.
Meet Auburn Cyclers Trotting Track.
Meet Union Co. Roadsters Club Track

.

JUNE.

15—Elizabeth, N. J Race Meet E. A. C. C.
I5—Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.
23—Brooklyn, N. Y Race Meet King Co. Wheelmen Eastern Park.

2-3-4-Cincinnati, O Ohio Divisi
4— Paterson, N.J Race Meet
4-South Orange, N.J Race Meet
4—Watertown, N. Y Race Meet
4—Bergen Point, N. J Race Meet
4—Waltham, Mass Race Meet
4—Manchester, N. H Race Meet
4—Stockton, Cal Race Meet
4—Oakland, Cal Race Meet
4—Asbury Park, N.J Race Meet
4—Syracuse, N. Y Race Meet
4-5-Hartford, Ct Race Meet
7—N. Y. City Race Meet
7—Louisville, Ky Road Race
13-14-Asbury Park, N. ..J Race Meet

JULY.

on Meet., Trotting Track

.

Tourist C. C Clifton Track.
- S. O. Field Club Club Track.

. Watertown Cyclers Trotting Track

.

N. J. A. C Club Track.
Maiden B. C Waltham Track.
Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
Oak Leaf Wheelmen
Acme A. C
A. P. Wheelmen Club Track.
Century C. C Kirkwood Park.
Columbia C. C Charter Oak Park.
Riverside Wheelmen Manhattan Field.

and Race Meet. .Prince Wells Auditorium.
Tri-State Meet Cycle Track.

AUGUST.

.Cycle Track.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium Internat'nal Championships
27-Sept. i-Denver, Col L. A. W. Meet Denver Cyclists' Union

SEPTEMBER.

3—Bergen Point, N. J Race Meet N. J. A. C Club Track.
3—Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.
3—Syracuse, N. Y R ace Meet Syracuse A. C Kirkwood Park.
10—San Jose, Cal Race Meet Garden City Cyclers
11—13—Springfield, Mass Race Meet Springfield B. C. Hampden Park.

1—San Francisco, Cal Race Meet.

OCTOBER.

Olympic A.C. W. .Cycle Track.

A Pressure Gauge for Tirrs

The accompanying cut illustrates a pressure
gauge manufactured by Schaefer & Buden-
berg, 66 John Street, New York. The gauge
is made to fit any valve. The diameter of the

dial is one inch, and its weight does not exceed
two ounces, so that it will not p^ove a cum-
bersome attachment to a bicycle. The object
of this novelty is to enable the rider to inflate

his tire to whatever pressure best suits him.
This invention has had a large sale in Europe.

The Stearns wheel will be handled on the
West Side of Chicago by the Mason & Mason
Co.

\ A Buffalo rider was held up by two men in
that city one night last week and robbed of

$35 in cash. It looks as though the riders of
the Bison city would have to add a revolver to
the collection of sundries which they carry.

The Minneapolis Cycle Track Association
expects to build a one-third mile wood track
for use the coming season. At its annual
meeting last week these officers were elected:
President, C. A. Proctor; Vice-President, M.
L. Knowlton ; Secretary, F. M. Washburn

;

Treasurer, E. S.Smith.

It is reported—and incidentally denied by
the Bearings Co.—that a large Eastern manu-
facturer is the financial sponsor and god-
father of the new L. A. W. Bulletin. And for
once it is not Colonel Pope, but Mr. A. H.
Overman, who is said to be the man.

Sanctions Granted.

The Racing Board announces the granting
of the following sanctions

:

April 3—Charleston Wheelmen Track Association,
Charleston, S. C.
April 19—J. F. Sterling, Franklin Park, Saugus,

Mass.
May 19—College Hill Field Club, Cincinnati, O.
May 30—Asbury Park Wheelmen, Asbury Park,

N.J.
May 30—Auburn Cyclers, Auburn, N. Y.
May 30—Union County Roadsters, Rahway, N. J.
June 8 and 9—Y. M. C. A., Syracuse, N. Y.
June 15—Waltham Cycle Club, Waltham, Mass.
July 4—Asbury Park Wheelmen, Asbury Park,

N.J.
July 4- -Century Cycling Club, Syracuse, N. Y.
July 4—Columbia Cycle Club, Hartford, Conn.
July 5— " " "

Sept. 3—Waltham Cycle Club, Waltham, Mass.
Sept. 3—Syracuse A. C. Cyclers, Syracuse, N. Y.

Both Rome and Utica, N. Y., have received
sanctions to hold race meets on Decoration
Day, and as they are but a few miles apart, a
lively fight to outdo each other and secure fast

riders is expected, which will result to the
detriment of the clubs promoting the meets.
It is generally thought that one or the other
will prove a financial failure.

Schofield seems to be playing in hard luck.

In a ten kilometer match race between the
English crack and Medinger, the French rider,

in Paris on February 25, first punctured his
tire and afterwards fell just as he was enter-
ing the stretch for home and lost the race.

The annual meeting of the Metropolitan As-
sociation of Cycling Clubs occurs this evening
at the Columbia. There is little doubt but that
A. Edmund Hildick will deservedly be chosen
president.

View of the Colt Factory, TTartford, affer the Recent Fire.
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A rumor is stealing about that a member of

the New York State legislature will shortly

introduce a bill providing that every cyclist in

this state who can ride a chalk line not less

than four feet wide, shall receive a copy, of

Mother Goose Melodies in fourteen colors,

and a portion of Castoria.

The claim of the Finance Committee of the

Michigan Division L. A. W. , that the expense

was a stumbling block in the way of the new
election ordered by the National Assembly,

has been met by R. G. Steel, the regular can-

didate for the Chief Consulship, who has for-

warded his check for the necessary amount to

the committee.

WHY NOT ?

HERE you are, gentlemen, here you are!

Choicest stock in the market! What
are we offered? We'll sell them singly or in

pairs or let you have the whole lot at a sacri-

fice. There never was a better string offered

anywhere. Every one sound and healthy;

every one with a brilliant record ; every one
warranted to be as represented or money
refunded! Come, gentlemen, make your

—

How much did you say, sir?

Yes, it has really come to this. Class B has
opened a new industry. Here's a letter to

prove it:

Boston, March 20, 1894.

The Wheel—I wish to inform you that I have four

local crack bicycle riders—in factasgooda four riders

as there are in this section. They all have records

and will make a good showing for the wheel they ride

this season. They will ride in Class B. Will split

them up if necessary. If you should hear of a manu-
facturer or agent that wants some good riders to ride

their wheel this season, shall be pleased to correspond
further either with you or them. Hope you will

kindly bear them in mind.

Now, why should not some bright young
man establish a cycling Tattersalls and hold

weekly sales of racing men. There may be

millions in it. In this connection, the cartoon

published it The Wheel of October 14, 1892,

and reproduced elsewhere in this issue, em-
bodies a few suggestions.

THAT UNEASY FEELING.

THE trouble between the houses of Over-

man and Spalding, and in the Toledo

Bicycle Co., with the not unlikely result of

some 2,000 wheels being unloaded on the

market and offered the public at cut prices, is

being viewed by very many with what seems

undue and unhealthy alarm. One correspond-

ent writes that "such conditions do not

promise very well for stability of prices in '94,"

while other pessimistic prophets predict an-

other miniature panic, such as followed the

Warwick cut last year. But there is really

little need to anticipate any very fearful re-

sults. There is no line of commerce in which

an overstock of goods is not periodically dis-

posed of at unusually low figures. It is an

every day occurrence
;
yet we hear of but few

panics or wholesale or general slaughtering of

prices arising when the congested warerooms

are lightened by " clearing out sales."

At a rough estimate the annual output of

the American cycle factories is little, if any,

short of 150,000 wheels; representing, also

roughly, not less than $10,000,000, and it is a

sorry industry indeed if a sacrifice of 2,000

wheels, representing, say $250,000, must con-

vulse or stampede the trade or create even the

symptoms of anxiety or uneasiness. There is

no reason why it should. It is an unhealthy

sign. It never worries .the sound maker,

and the sooner the smaller maker and agents

and dealers everywhere take a logical and com-

mon sense view of the situation and of the large-

ness and stability of the trade in which they

are engaged, the better it will be tor all con.

cerned.

If the two thousand wheels in question are

thrown on the market at nearly half their

original valuation, as is probable, there is no

need to look gloomy or predict disaster. It is a

condition easily understood, accounted for and

explained. It calls for no hysterics. In any

other branch of business it would be viewed

complacently. That it creates a flurry in the

cycling world is due largely to the fact that
the business is comparatively new and that
many of those engaged in it, agents particu-

larly, were never before in any business on
their own account and are therefore prone to

make mountains out of mole-hills.

In an output of 150,000, two thousand wheels
are but a drop in the bucket. More than this,

many of the 150,000 have always sold for con-
siderably less than $125 and, been repre-

sented at that, as "just as good as any in the
land." We all know this, so why not view the

situation logically, and gag the calamity

howler whenever he shows himself ? The
widespread quake which followed the Warwick
cut last year was unwarranted ; the present

uneasiness, be it real or fancied, is even more
so in that the season has little more than
opened, that prospects are brightening daily

and that a wholesome conservatism is making
every line of commercial life. Keep a stiff

upper lip, conduct your own business on a

business basis, don't bark until you^ar'e bitten

and when you can't do busineSs^S???]&Qf$; v
don't do it at all. y ^
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QUICK to realize the force of what The
Wheel has said: That under his ruling

printed in our issue of March 9, the L. A. W.
had returned to the government of road racing,

and that nothing would do so much to

make the new two- class rule ridiculous as its

application to that branch of the sport,

Chairman Raymond has sought a way out of

the difficulty. He has submitted the matter

to the L. A. W. Executive Committee for final

decision, and, while not admitting error in his

interpretation, he clearly argues that road

racing should be left to govern itself and the

L. A. W. not concern itself unless cash be the

prize or a professional a competitor.

If the avowed policy of the League be fol-

lowed there is little doubt but that the Ex-
ecutive Committee must and will take this

view. There will then' be no limit to the

value of prizes in road races nor need to run

the races in two sections, or to provide two
sets of prizes for the same race—a condition

which must exist if the double-barrelled rule

applies, and which, in a race like the Irving-

ton-Milburn, where the course is repeated

several times, would make two sections such a

farce as to speedily bring the rule into

disrepute.

A slip of the types in last weeks Wheel
made Trainer Culver say that 28 years was
"the average age at which the athelete
reached his growth, and was fit to start on his

career." It should have read 23 years.

The annual election of the M. A. C. C.
occurs to night at the Columbia. The annual
banquet occurs on the 30th, at the same place.

The bowling and pool trophies will be pre-
sented on that occasion. Messrs. Luscomb,
Potter and Raymond will be among the
speakers. Tickets may be had of A. Edmund
Hildick, 42 Exchange Place.

Sandow, " the strongest man on earth," is

about to become a wheelman. W. H. Web-
ster, the bicycle manager for W. C. Hodgkins
& Co. , the new agents for the Union in this

city, won the strong man over, and he will, of

course, ride that wheel. Mr. Webster, it is

not generally known, was for twelve years
with A. G. Spalding & Bros.
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THE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.

Steps toward the formation of a League
for colored wheelmen have been taken by a

Cleveland club.

President Luscomb has suspended Chief

Consul J. M. Bresler, of the Michigan Division,

and appointed a special committee to conduct
the new election.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have thrown their

overstock of '93 Victors on the market and
offer them to the public at $85 and to the

trade at $75.

The receiver of the Toledo Bicycle Co. is

disposing of the overstock of the factory at

$65.

New York has withdrawn, and the tri-State

meet at Asbury Park has practically been
abandoned.

A bill has been introduced in the New York
Legislature providing for the construction, by
private capital, of side-paths for cyclists, and
proposing a fine of $5 for every failure to pay
toll.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Chicago,
have selected a new course for the event, and
have voted to hereafter call the annual Pull-

man race the "Chicago road race."

Chairman Raymond has asked the L. A. W.
Executive Committee to define the League's
position on road racing. Mr. Raymond does
not believe that it is intended that the two
class rule should apply to road events.

The Brooklyn B. C. win the Metropolitan
Association of Cycling Club's bowling tourna-
ment.

A bill has been introduced in the Massa-
chusetts Legislature for the government of

cycling and restricting the pace to eight miles
an hour in cities and towns.

The Carbo-Alumina Metal Co., of St. Louis,

have filed two suits aggregating $150,000
against the St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Co., makers of the Luminum bicycle.

Breach of contract and illegal use of and imita-

tion of the plaintiff's tests and metal are the
allegation •.

An influential committee of prominent road
reformers appeared before the New York
Legislative Committee and urged the passage
of the Kerr bill, providing for the construction
of a road by State and county aid on the peti

tion of one-third of the property owners. Trie
bill is similar to what is generally known as
the "New Jersey system."

The Maryland B. C.'s twelfth annual ban
quet at the new club house on Mount Royal
Avenue, Baltimore, on Friday evening last

was attended by an unusually large number
of distinguished guests and over 100 mem-
bers. Samuel T. Clark acted as toast master,
the toasts were as follows: "The Maryland
Bicycle Club," Howard T. Williams, President
Maryland B. C. ; "Dust in the Bearings,"
President Charles H. Luscomb; "Pleasures
and Perplexities," Frederick D. Nickerson;
"The Old Boy," Vice-President Archie C.
Willison; "Olla Podrida," Chief Consul Albert
Mott; "The Circuit," Howard E. Raymond;
"The Argonauts of '79," General Thomas J.
Shyrock.

At a meeting of the Brooklyn B. C, last

week, the question of establishing a cafe in

the club house was decided favorably by
a vote of 45 to 44. The resolution passed
by this vote provides for the keeping on sale
of beer, ales and temperance drinks, such as
soda, etc., but no whiskies, brandies or strong
liquors of that character. No further action
will be taken in the matter till after the elec-

tion on April 10. Then the new board of
trustees will proceed to carry out the wishes
of the forty-five members who voted for beer.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

SUED FOR $150,000.

THE LUMINUM PEOPLE TAKEN INTO
COURT FOB THIS AMOUNT.

The Overman-Spalding breach of contract

litigation has been followed by another six-

figure suit. This time, however, two St.

Louis concerns are involved.

The first suit was filed on Thursday of last

week by the Carbo-Alumina Metal Co. against

the St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter

Co., makers of the Luminum bicycle. $50,000

is claimed for alleged breach of contract. On
Saturday this was followed by another for

$100,000, for damages claimed to have been

sustained by the appropriation and application

of tests of the plaintiff's metal to imitations

thereof.

Frank G. Sark, President of the Carbo-

Alumina Co.. claims to be the inventor of an

aluminium alloy, which he says was perfected

about a year ago, after five years' experi-

menting. The process of manufacture is a

secret, he says, which analysis has failed to

disclose. He asserts that a contract was
signed May 23, 1893, according to the pro-

visions of which the defendant company
should purchase i,ooopoundsamonth of metal

castings from August, 1893, to January, 1894,

and thereafter 3,000 pounds a month during a

period of five years at the price of $1.50 per

pound. During this time no other party in

the United States or Canada was to secure the

metal for the purpose of making bicycles.

Plaintiff charges that the defendant took

away its patterns on a flimsy pretext August
20, 1893, to prevent the execution of the con-

tract, and that it immediately established a

foundry of its own. The defendant wrote a

letter professing to cancel the contract October

10, 1893. Plaintiff further charges that, con-

trary to contiact, the defendant immediately
set about to procure another aluminum alloy,

advertising their imitation under tests
made with the plaintiff's metal. Plaintiff

alleges that the defendant had some of plain-
tiff's castings tested about December 1, 1893.
Plaintiff charges that the defendant has pub-
lished this test to the world as a test of its own
metal. This, it is charged, has almost ruined
the plaintiff's business.

Plaintiff asked for $100,000 damages, de-
mands the return of the patterns and an in-

junction restraining the defendant from ad-
vertising itself as the discoverer of this metal
and from making aluminum bicycles for five

years, and prays for the enforcement of the
entire contract.

As a further cause bf action, plaintiff charges
that defendant failed to keep its contract for
the purpose of obtaining possession of a sealed
envelope containing the trade secret under the
provisions of another agreement, signed May
29, 1893.
The plaintiff prays for an injunction res-

training the defendant from endeavoring to
obtain this envelope and from using the secret
if so obtained.
The first intimation of trouble between the

two concerns was contained in an advertise-
ment of the Carbo-Aluminum Co. in The
Wheel of February 9 last. This read:
"Prof. J. B. Johnson's marvelous tests of
December 1, 1893, so widely advertised,
were made with two bicycle frames belonging
to us, made of a metal treated by a secret pro-
cess and cast by us. Both frames stood 3,620
lbs., but the firm (The St. Louis Ref. and W.
G. Co.), using our test (without permission) for
an advertisement is not using this aluminum.
If you want this wonderful aluminum you will
have to buy it of us."

VICTORS AT $85.

THE SPALDINGS OFFER THEIR OVER-
STOCK AT THAT FIGURE.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on Rale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, this week unloaded

their overstock of '93 Victors, one thousand in

number, on the market, and offer them to the

general public at $85 each and to the trade

at $75.

Outside of a circular to Victor agents, issued

on the 15th by the Overman Wheel Co., this is

the only development of the week in the

Overman-Spalding war.

The circular, however, is interesting. It is

as follows

:

In view of statement |made by A. G. Spalding &
Bros., in circular letter of March 12, that they "have
on hand about 1,000 1893 Victor bicycles received from
the factory late in the season, mostly in November
and December last," we think you are entitled to be
advised of the following facts:

1. By contract with us A. G. Spalding & Bros, were
bound to take 40 per cent, of our product of Victor
bicycles from January 1 to October 1, in 1893; but they
refused to fulfill their contract and took much less
than 40 per cent, during the year, and of their 40 per
cent., took less than 200 bicycles after June 1, 1803.

2. On August 9, 1893, they came to us with the follow-
ing request:

Chicopee Falls, Mass., Aurr. 9, 1893.
Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Gentlemen : We hereby make application to you to

take from us six hundred Victor bicycles, 1893 model,
you to store the said bicycles at your expense,
charging us with five months' insurance on the same,
at the cost of such insurance to you, and to give us
therefore your notes for $54,000, payable, $20,000 in
December, 1893; $20,000 in January, 1894; $14,000 in
February, 1894.
We agree to take these wheels back from you at

such time as you may require us to do so between
October io, 1893, and January 1, 1894, at the same price
at which you took them from us, we to make settle-
ment with you for these machines by giving you our
notes made payable on dates one week in advance of
the dates on which your paper given us shall fall due.
—Very truly yours,

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
By J. W. Spalding, Treas.

Knowing collections were slow, and believing them
to be in need of the financial help asked, we granted
their application; took 600 of their '93 Victor bicycles
into our factory and returned them later in the year
1893 to A. G. Spalding & Bros. As they actually pur-
chased of us less than 200 '93 bicycles after June 1,

1893, these must be the bicycles to which they refer as
"received from the factory late in the season, mostly
in November and December last, " and the i mpression
evidently intended to be conveyed by their circular
that most of the wheels on hand were first received
from the Overman Wheel Co. in November and
December, 1893 is not true. Equally untrue is the re-
port on page 22 of The Wheel of March 9, 1894, so far
as J. W. Spalding is made to say that they took
"about 1,000 '93 Victors last year in order to maintain
the price."

3. By written agreement A. G. Spalding & Bros, are
bound to be governed by the "List price, rate of dis-
count and conditions of sale" fixed by the Overman
Wheel Co.
As you doubtless know, the relations between the

Overman Wheel Co. and A. G. Spalding & Bros., so
far as they have become strained, have become so by
reason of the refusal of A. G. Spalding & Bros, to go
on under their contract for five years, made with this
company in 1891.

That they have on hand any number of 1893 Victor
bicycles is not the fault, we apprehend, of the Over-
man Wheel Co., but of the policy they evidently pur-
sued in 1893 of using Victor bicycles to make a market
for Credenda wheels, and that has become so gener-
ally known in the trade, we think that it is hardly
necessary for us to call your attention to it.

If the Spaldings see fit to wilfully violate their con-
tract with this company, we shall, of course, hold
them accountable for whatsoever damages we thereby
suffer. (Have already brought suit claiming $100,000
damages.) We will not, however, stand in the way of
your profiting so far as you believe you may be able
by purchasing direct from them any of these '93

Victors."

When shown to Mr. J. Walter Spalding, he

stated that he had nothing further to say. He
made his statement last week and he now pre-

fers to reserve their ammunition until their

troubles are aired in court. •

Relative to his statement printed in The
Wheel that they " took about 1,000 '93 Victors

last year in order to maintain the price,"

which statement is discredited in the Over-

man circular, Mr. Spalding stated that he

could not recall his exact words on that occa-

sion. His impression was that he said "car-

ried" instead of "took," which would be

correct.

ON ALL "L" STAllONS
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Eleva' ed news-

stands in New York.
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Ask Your Local Dealer
what bicycle at second-hand he will allow the m.-st for in ex-

change. The universal answer will be

. . For a COLUMBIA . .

Do not lose sight of the fact, in purchasing your 1894 mount,

that a second-hand Columbia is worth more and will often

bring a higher price than new machines of other makes.

Columbia Bicycles are the standard wheels of the world, un-

equaled, unapproached.

^_

The Columbia Catalogue is interesting and
instructive, and should be in the hands of

every intending purchaser of a bicycle. Our
agents will furnish it free, or we mail it for

two two-cent stamps

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
Boston.

New York.
Chicago.

Hartford.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, CONN-

THE HICKORY
CONTAINS

Everything Qesirable.

«W "W OH"

The 1894 Hickory has many improve-

ments and embodies special features not

found in any other machine. Sample ma-

chines can be found at our agencies in all

the principal cities and towns, and it will

pay you to examine them. If we have no

agent in your place write for terms and

catalogue.

HICKORY WHEEL CO
SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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BRESLER SUSPENDED.

PRESIDENT LUSCOMB TAKES A HAND IN
THE MICHIGAN MATTER—THE ELEC-

TION WILL, NOW BE HELD.

The Michigan muddle has assumed another

phase. This time it is President Luscomb
who has taken a hand, and the heroic medicine

which he has applied will almost certainly

quell the rebellious symptoms and result in the

will of the National Assembly being carried

out.

The outcome of the refusal of the officials of

the Michigan Division to hold a new election

as ordered by the Assembly, was brought

officially to President Luscomb in the form of

a long list of charges, formally preferred,

against Chief Consul Jos. M. Bresler and
Secretary-Treasurer W. C. Noack. Malfeas-
ance in office is one of the charges against
both.
President Luscomb immediately served

notice of suspension on Bresler, and ordered
Vice-Consul Smith to assume the duties of his
office. Mr. Luscomb also ordered Secretary
Noack to promulgate, not later than April 1,

notice of a new election, and at the same time
gave him notice that any further failure or
delay on his part would be followed by
suspension.
The President, however, went even further

than this. Realizing that the same candidates
would again present themselves, he endea-
vored to leave no room for further trouble, by
appointing of a special committee to con-
duct the election. C. F. Cossum, Chairman of
the National Rights and Privileges Committee,
Abbott Bassett, Secretary, and A. A. Billing-
sley, Chief Consul of Illinois, comprise the
committee. At least one of the three will go
to Michigan and remain until the election is

decided. This will entail quite an item of ex-
pense, which, under the rule adopted by the
last Assembly, will fall on the Michigan
Division.
Mr. Bresler has acknowledged his suspension

and Mr. Noack his willingness to do anything
the Executive may order or advise. Mr.
Bresler thinks he should have been given a
hearing before being suspended, but Mr.
Luscomb states that the condition of affairs
and the repeated conflicts in Michigan merited
his decisive action. Mr. Bresler, be says, will
be given ample opportunity to be heard. His
trial will occur before a board, consisting of
the president and the chairman of the various
National committees.

"If the charges are true," said President
Luscomb, "things have certainly been run
wth a riotous hand."

Percy Snyder, son of Mr. Snyder, of Peck &
Snyder, has opened a cycle store at 57th Street
and Broadway.

The Vigilant Cycle Co., 121st Street and
Seventh Avenue, N. Y., are uptown agents for
the Victor, and also manufacture the Mark Guy
Racer, an extremely light machine.

Among the visitors to Gotham this week was
P. B. Chapman, Secretary and Treasurer of
the Columbus (O.) Cycle Co., who is enroute
home, going through Pennsylvania.

Geo. N. Pierce & Co., of Buffalo, have re-
moved their New York store from Warren
Street, to 107 Chambers Street, where they
keep a full line of Queen City cycles and
iuvenile wheels.

W. H. Kirkpartrick, has resigned his posi-
tion with McKee and Harrington, and joined
the American Dunlop Tire Co. He will repre-
sent the company on the road in the New
England States.

The Chinnock Pneumatic Tire Co., 9 and 11
Broadway, N. Y., are branching out in the
cycle trade. In addition to making the Chin-
nock Tire, they will handle the Huestis, and
the other line of tires manufactured by the
Newton Rubber Works. The Chinnock Co. is
also marketing a bicycle, the Chinnock Special,
fitted with their own tire, -and listing at $100.

AN IMPROVED CHAIN.

^UKJ

This improved chain, the invention of J.

Bardet, an Englishman, comprises only two
series of parts—that is, two with chains having

rollers. I may stamp, punch or cast the links

A of this chain and make them of hardened or

non-hardened steel or any other material, and
I may manufacture them in any desired

manner and use any suitable material for the

the springs B, says the patentee. For secur-

ing the rolling movement of the chain upon
the driving pinions it is necessary to place the

links and springs A and B upon the pinion in

such a manner that the line ai 02 which joins

the knife edges of the two consecutive links

may be the major axis of the spring, Each
link A bears exteriorly on the cheek C of the

teeth of the pinion, and the spring B on the

bottom part di of the space between the teeth
d. During the rolling movement, the chain
being in the position A, figure 3, and the link
A being supported, the spring is in the posi-
tion Bi. As it continues to move, the links Ai
remain in a straight line with the spring,
which turns upon the edges of the link A and
bears upon the bottom part of the teeth when
the whole has described half the angle of that
which two consecutive links A form with each
other. At this moment Ai has arrived at A2,
and Bi at B2. The links A2 continuing to
turn, bears upon the edge c2, which forms two
consecutive sides of the same cheek. It then
moves into the position A3, and the some
operation is repeated in the movement of the
following link. The chain is in the state of

stable equilibrium upon the pinion, because the
forcast by which the different parts are actu-
ated are perpendicular to the bearing surface.
Say the, parts in the form of hollow rect-

angles, the transverse parts a of which are
interiorly shaped to the form of a rounded
knife edge and the parts B, which consist of a
square rectangular or other wire, the convul-
sions of which touch each other. The first

links correspond to that variously marked
Ai, A2, A and S in the drawing, the upper
part of which is shown in section. The in-

ventor continues his description as follows: In
order to mount the chain bring two links A
together, put the spring on the side of these
links, open the first convolution and then turn
the spring, the operation being affected in a

"the scavenger."

A combined mud guard and wheel scraper.

similar manner to that in which a key is put
on a split ring. The spring adapts itself or
closes up by reason of its elasticity. The
other links of the chain are mounted in like
-nanner, whereupon the chain is closed by
uniting the first and last links.

The improved chain possesses the following
advantages: (1) Being mounted without rivet-
ing it may be made of hardened steel, which
gives it a considerable resistance to wear, and
enables it to be made very light, the material
acquiring a very great strength by the harden-
ing process. (2) It moves with the least fric-

tion, the transverse portions of the links A
rolling in the interior of the springs B after
the manner of the knife-edges of a balance,
which result is obtained by the particular form
given to the pinions hereinafter described.

(3) The chain may be repaired on the way;
when a link is broken it may be replaced im-
mediately if the cyclist takes care to keep
some reserve parts in his pocket. (4) This
chain will operate notwithstanding the
presence of dirt and dust, owing to the large
free space between the spring and the link A.,

and because no sliding friction is produced
when the chain is bent, the said chain moving
with a rolling movement upon the knife edge.
(5) It is composed of only two kinds of parts,
which is a very great advantage as regards
the manufacture. (6) It may always be
readily dismounted for ascertaining the
amount of wear the chain is subjected to. (7)
It has, like the ordinary chain, two bending
axes for one element of the chain, which is an
advantage.

J. H. Hendricks, president of the Warwick
Cycle Co., has gone to Europe for a pleasure
tour. He carried a full nickled Warwick with
him.

Saturday, June 23 has been definitely settled
on as the date for the century run of the A.
C. C, of N. J., to Asbury Park. The usual
banners and medals will be awarded to sur-
vivors.

George Hendee, of Springfield, Mass., is

building a wheel for the local trade which he
calls the Hendee Special. It sells for a low
price and is a good looker.

Trade in Baltimore has opened very en-
couragingly and the season of '94 promises to
eclipse that of last year from a business stand-
point. All the local dealers report that
business has thus far been better than last
year machines are being disposed of as fast
as they arrive from the manufacturers.

William Herrick is "compiling" for Morgan
& Wright an "illustrated dictionary of
cycleisms." It will contain seventy-five pages
and be ready for distribution in about ten
days. A Wheel man has seen advance proofs.
They are quite as breezy and laugh-provoking
as was Mr. Herrick's similar effort of a year
since.

The very prospects of the National meet has
created a veritable cycling boom in Denver.
Since the meet was voted that city, everything
has taken an upward shoot, the trade in-

cluded. Within the past few weeks three
brand new agencies have been established

—

Troxel Bros. & Clark, with the Syracuse as
their leader; the Tritch Hardware Co., with
the Falcon, and the Knight-Campbell Music
Co., with Victors and Waverleys; and still an-
other concern is likely to branch out within a
few days.

The A. W. Smith Tube Co., of Somerville,
Mass., claim their corregated tubing, illustra-

ted herewith, to be the strongest of any tubing
for cycle construction now in existence. By
government tests it has been proven that, 24
guage corrugated tubing has the same strength
as 20 gauge round tubing. The ordinary tub-
ing stood a transverse test of 850 pounds before
bending, the corrugated resisted a strain of

1300 pounds. The tubing is made in all

guages and sizes, and frames are made to

order. The tubing combines lightness and
beauty, and from the great demand for
samples and prices, the company thinks that
next it will be in general use.
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WHY NOT?
(From The Wheel of October 14th, 1892.)
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THE PULLMAN COURSE NO MORE.

THE CHICAGO CLUBS SELECT A NEW
COURSE FOR THE BIG RACE—TRADE

NOTES OF INTEREST.

Chicago, March 20.—After a long and in-

teresting fight the Associated Cycling Clubs,

of Chicage, threw sentiment to the winds and

changed the course of the annual road race to

the North Side of the city. The meeting was

held last Monday night at the Grand Pacific

Hotel.

The Pullman Race will be known in the

future as the Chicago Road Race, and will be

about twenty miles in length, over an out and

home course, known locally as the Edgewater

Road.

It was a long and stubborn fight, and the

North Side men won a great victory. At the

meeting of a week ago there was a deadlock,

and after a dozen ballots, it was finally de-

cided to adjourn and leave the matter for a

future meeting, when the full voting strength

of the association could be represented. At

the former meeting there was a total of sixteen

votes cast; at Monday's meeting there were
twen,ty-one.
The Lake View Cycling Club had sprung a

surprise on the delegates in calling a meeting
of the Board of Directors of the cluo and elect-

ing delegates on a basis of its increased mem-
bership, which gave the club two votes when
previously they had but one. This gave the

North Side an extra vote—eight in all—and it

was admitted only when the president decided
that there was nothing to consider in the
matter, and that the Lake View's proceeding
was regular.
At the previous meeting the voting had been

seven for the North, six for the West and three

for the South Side. Chicago, it must be
understood, is divided into three parts by the
river. The first ballot at the last meeting gave
to the North nine votes, to the West five votes
and to the South Side, where the Pullman
course is located, seven votes. One vote was
taken from the North and given to the West
side on the next ballot, and on the next a vote
went from the South to the North, giving the
North nine again and the West and South six

each.
The next ballot told the story. The West

received but three votes, while the South had
seven and the North had gained the victory
with the necessary number to a choice, eleven.

Thsre was a howl of approval, and on the
motion of George Greenburg, of theMinnettes,
one of the staunchest supporters of the West
Side, the vote was made unanimous.
This result was brought about by a bit of

strategy on the part of the North side men,
who made an agreement with the men of the
clubs in the Northwest side to support a
measure for a road race on the West Side
course on Labor Day, September 4. The
Columbia Wheelmen turned the scale to the
North.
Sam Miles was made the ofhcal handicapper

and committees on rules and prizes were in-

structed to go ahead at all speed. A com-
mittee was appointed to communicate with the
Racing Board of the League with the regard
to a mingling of the two classes in the race
and to make such arrangement, if possible.

The new course is now the best in the
country for the holding of a road race. There
is not a hill in the full length and the road
is either boulevard or good block pavement.
It extends through some of the prettiest
residence districts in this city, Edgewater,
Argyle, Rogers Park and Evanston along the
celebrated Sheridan Drive. The finish is

along the shore of the lake at the Grant Monu-
ment.

space on the east side of the street have sel-

dom met with success. Cycle Row proper is

located between 271 and 295 Wabash, and
stores outside that circle seldom seem to do
well. On the east side of the street are vacant
stores, but no one seems to want them. Here
were once located the Coventry Machinists'

Co.,the Kenwood Mfg. Co., later the F. L.Doug-
las Cycle Co. and the Taylor Cycle Co. Two
concerns are left, the Monarch Cycle Co., on
the corner of Van Buren Street and Wabash,
and the store of A. Featherstone, next door to

the south. These are doing well, being so

near the corner. It is on the west side of the

street that the bulk of all the business on the

street is done, and it is on that side, between
the numbers mentioned, that the new comers
want to locate. There is little chance for

them unless it is in the store which may be
vacated by the Sieg & Walpole Mfg. Co. on
the first of May, 275 Wabash, the old store of

the concern. There is also a store at 43 Van
Buren Street, a few steps from the corner,

where Fletcher used to be. This would prove
an excellent location but is too large for most
of the people coming into the retail trade.

The Ariel Cycle Co. in securing the store at 35
Van Buren, connecting with the store now oc-

cupied on the corner of the street, has made a

wise move. The Sieg & Walpole Mfg. Co. at

285 and the Overman Co. at 287 secured two
of the choicest locations on the street ; and
Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., with 294, are not out of

the swim by any means. The Premier Co. in

the building above the Overman Co. and the

Raleigh Cycle Co. in the same building have
opened a "second row" on the second floor

and may do well. But both should be on the

ground floor to be strictly in the swim. Their
example may be followed by others owing to

the cost of the ground floor.

A prominent man in the cycle business
makes the following suggestion: That some
man, well known to the local cycling world,

take a store on the row, say 43 Van Buren,
which can be secured at a moderate rental,

and open it as an agents' sales-room
;
put in

a good bookkeeper, and take in the lines of

wheels not represented on the row, selling

them on commission only and delivering from
the factory entirely. In this way the manu-
facturers would be represented, and would
have their wheel put in on an equality with

other wheels, knowing that they were 'having
a fair share in the business. All wheels would
be consigned, and no particular capital would
be needed by a good, reliable man. The store

at 43 Van Buren Street is large enough to

accomodate a dozen lines and leave room
enough for a reading room on the first floor,

where the wheelmen could gather at noon
hour, with a storage room in the front of the
basement and repair department in the rear.

The cycle papers could be kept on sale and a

good business done in sundry lines. There is

at present no place on the row where the

cycle papers of the day can be secured at the
present time. In a store of this kind trading
could not be done with any safety to the busi-

ness, and time sales would necessarily be
carried by the manufacturers. Tire manu-
facturers could also have space for the repair

of their own particular make of tire, but the
manufacturer of wheels would be allowed no
direct representative in the store, for the reason
that the man after a wheel would have a
hard time, with a half dozen or more men after

him, once he entered the door. The scheme
seems practicable, and all that is needed is a
level-headed man to take it up.

Manson Kirk has opened a repair shop at

282 Michigan Avenue. Kirk was formerly the
riding school instructor and a repair man at

the store of the Taylor Cycle Co. He is an
expert at the business and a careful and
systematic workman.

At this time of year, when our racing men
have a lot of friends that want wheels, it is

the proper caper to open a store and sell them
the wheels instead of helping the dealers who
have been keeping open all the long Winter
and waiting for selling time to come. They
at once find a good location and establish
themselves. A number of wheels that have
been consigned to them are placed and a bid
is made for the patronage of the aforesaid
friends. For a few months they keep the
store open, but when business begins to lag
they close up and go to racing again, their

mission done. One such store has been opened
already in this city by Gus. Steele and James
Levy, of the Chicago Cycling Club, at 264
Thirty-first Street. They have the Fowler
and Ariel line and may have the Raleigh.

The Stover Manufacturing Company is

again seeking a place on Cycle Row, and, it

is said, will shortly reopen a store. Several
other firms are also looking about; but space
on the west side of the street is very scarce.

It is a peculiar fact that dealers who have had

WHEELER—" That cyclist passing is the world renowned racing man, Winnerman."
WALKER—"Come, old man, just because I am ignorant of cycling matters you must not expect

me to believe such a statement. Why, that rider is not going more than five miles an hour !
"
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ere is to the Cyclone, more perfect than all,

Without levers or lumps, great or small.

It never originated in a German brain,

As its principle was worked out before he came.

LOW PRICES...
And Best Mechanical and Cemented Tires

ON EARTH.

Our Prices are astonishingly low considering quality. Send for them (and save money)

to the manufacturers of

and

^m
EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.

TRENTON, N. J,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,
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RAYMOND ON ROAD RACING.

THE TWO-CLASS RULE MAY NOT APPLY—
ASKS THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FOB A RULING.

It is quite possible that the two-class rule

will not apply to road racing, and that in that

most popular branch of the sport prizes of any

value may be offered, and the men of Classes

A and B compete against each other at their

own sweet will and without fear of a penalty.

Chairman Raymond has realized that under

his understanding of the matter the L. A. W.
would again assume jurisdiction over road

racing, a direct confiiction with a long avowed
policy of the L. A. W., and for this reason has,

of his own accord, appealed to the Executive

Committee for a final decision. He has done

so, he says, " in order to be fair to the League
and to those interested in road racing." His
letter to the Committee is as follows:
"The National Assembly of 1893 passed the

following resolution

:

"Resolved, That from this time out no rule

of this organization shall in any way be con-
strued so as to affect any act committed by a
racing man as such upon the road, save and
except infractions of the amateur rule!'''

"Your Racing Board, called upon to make
a decision, regarding the affect of the new
amateur rules on road racing, found itself

confronted by the above resolution. There
was but one decision to render, i. e., that as
the amateur rule was the one exception made
by the Assembly, the new amateur rule would
affect road racing, and that racing men could
not compete upon the road for a greater value
prize than $50.00 without transferring themselves

to Class B.
"Mindful that this decision affects a policy

of the L. A. W. as an organization, we deem
it best to lay the case before your committee
before it is too late, to make a change if you
so decide.
"The points involved are: The League of

American Wheelmen has placed itself on
record as opposed to road racing, and is dis-

tinctly adverse to having the organization
assume recognized jurisdiction over it.

"When the National Assembly passed the
resolution which compels the decision we have
rendered at this time a different amateur rule
was in force, and it was, of course, the intent
of that resolution to apply to such an amateur
rule.

"Can we ignore the wording of the resolu-
tion and apply only the intent of the assembly,
as understood at that time, to the new rules?

"If you decide we may proceed on the intent
of the assembly, we shall rule that the L. A.
W. does not recognize road racing, and that
the new amateur rule will not affect it, and,
further, that only competition with, or pace-
making for a professional or competition for a
cash prize upon the road will be noticed.
"We believe that these last three offenses

was the intent of the resolution, as it was
aimed at the determination of a man's amateur
standing, and not as to a division of classes
for track racing. We await your committee's
decision before proceeding further."

Asa Windle and E. C. Bald, who are now in
Florida, find beach riding excellent. In com
pany with a party of local cyclists they recently
rode from Pablo to St. Augustine, a distance
of twenty-eight miles, just out of reach of the
surf.

Zimmerman will ride on Dunlop tires
during the present year. Harvey DuCros Jr,,
is authority for the statement and he should
know. Just what tire Zimmerman did ride
last year created quite a hubub in certain
circles. It is because of this, that his present
declaration is of interest.

Sanction has been granted to the Rome
Cyclers, Rome, N. Y., to run the one-quarter,
one-half and one mile Central New York
Championship on May 30, and to the Water-
town Cyclers, Watertown, N. Y., to run the
one-half, one and two mile Northern New
York Championships on July 4.

A SHORT CHAT WITH CHAIRMAN
RAYMOND.

" Do you know that you are being ' jumped
on ' by Utica, Rome and Syracuse papers for

sanctioning a meet at both Rome and Utica

for Decoration Day," said a Wheel man to

Chairman Raymond, between the acts in a
Brooklyn theatre this week.. " Yes, so I hear,

but I am use to that." " They say you don't
know that the two places are about a dozen
miles apart and that it is a bad break." "They
do, ha ! Well, I'll tell you why I sanctioned
both meets. Rome put in an application first

and then Utica also put in a claim for a Dec-
oration Day meet ; now in previous years, those
two places have always fought like cats and
dogs for the same date ; they're always fight-

ing each other; so this year I sanctioned
both meets purposely, for future action. The
place that has the greatest success this season,
will be given the preference next time. I

know how the places are located, the sanctions
were given with an object."

" How's the class system coming along ?."

'

' All right. It will of course make a little

trouble until fully understood."
" Do you know there's lot of dissatisfaction

among the riders hereabouts on account of it's

interference with road racing."
" How's that?

"

" Limits the prizes to $50 and they can't go
200 miles away from home. For instance, an
Eastern road racing man who says he will ride

in only classA was blaspheming the ruling the
other day, because it barred him from going to

Chicago and riding in the Decoration Day race
there, and another insisted that $50 prizes will

knock the big road races sky high."
"All a man has to do who desires to ride

beyond the limit, is to give satisfactory evi-

dence that he's a pure amateur and he will

get a permit. As to the value of the prizes,

any man who rides in a road race for the sake
of gain is not an amateur, as road racers are
supposed to be. and the man who kicks at that
should join class B at the start. But there
goes the curtain ; Good-bye."

The Syracuse A. A., will enter its racing
men in Class A races until " something de-
velops in the other class."

The Century C. C. , of Syracuse, not to

be out done by the Syracuse A. A., which has
secured the track at the fair grounds for the
season, has hired the Messina Springs track
for the summer and it will be put in condition
for training and racing purposes. Matinee
races will be held during the summer ; baths,
etc., will be provided, and a trainer secured to

take care of the racing element.

NEW YORK WITHDRAWS.

THE TRI-STATE MEET MAY BE ABAN-
DONED IN CONSEQUENCE.

The terrible wail which has been raised by
Denver over the proposed tri-State meet of

the New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania

Divisions at Asbury Park will, in all likelihood,

result in the abandonment of the project.

New York is practically out of it already.

Chief Consul Luscomb has notified Chief

Consul Holmes, of New Jersey, that as a hue

and cry had been raised he did not think it

advisable to proceed further. Mr. Luscomb
does not believe the meet would m any way
affect the National event at Denver, but he
does not desire that anything be done which,
in even the remotest manner, may injure

Denver or enable the Westerners to charge
that the success of the annual meet was
lessened or interfered with by actions in the
East. He is at present engaged with the
railway people and endeavoring to arrange a
special rate and a special train from this

section.

A 100 miles road race is to be run from Lex-
inton, Ky., to Covington, O., on May 5 by the
Liberty B. & A. C, of Covington.

The Lockport (N. Y.) Wheelmen have de-
cided to extend, for two miles further, the side-

path built by the club to Olcott, which will

afford excellent wheeling to Lake Ontario.

The second annual team race for the Han-
auer trophy and other prizes will be run on
May 30 from Carthage, O., to Springfield and
return, 12^ miles. The race will be open to

the world, teams consisting of three men. The
trophy is now held by the Crescent Wheelmen
of Cincinnati.

Sanction has been granted to the Syracuse
Athletic Club, Syracuse, N. Y., to hold club
contests on open Saturday afternoons this

summer in Syracuse. Such contests to be for

the purpose of developing the riders of the club

only, and cannot be held on any date assigned
in the city for a regular meet.

The mile safety scratch race at the indoor
games of the Berkeley School A. A., March
17, resulted as follows:

First Heat— 1, F. W. Ford, Brooklyn High School ; 2.

P. G. Downing, Columbia Grammer. Time, 3m. 25s.

Second Heat— 1, W. H. Blake, Harvard; 2, J. P.
Bickerton, Harvard

; 3, L. Berger, Pratt Institute.
Time, 2m. 46s. Final Heat— 1, W. H. Blake, Harvard

;

2, J. P. Bickerton, Jr., Harvard
; 3, P. J. Downing,

Columbia Grammar
; 4, L. Berger, Pratt Institute.

Time, 2m. 48 2-5S.

A View Near Cold Springs.
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RrtLElQH CYCLE 02.

2081-83 Seventh Avenue, netw york.
289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ills.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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PROHIBITS SCORCHING.

A BILL IX THE MASSACHUSETTS LEGIS-
LATURE TO GOVERN CYCLING.

In the Massachusetts Legislature last week,

the Committee on Cities reported a bill to

regulate the use of bicycles on public high-

ways ;]and sidewalks. The bill provides in

Section 1 that whoever, without a permit, pro-

vided for in the bill, rides a bicycle or tricycle

at a rate of speed exceeding ten miles an houn
or rides on a sidewalk or rides a machine

without a bell or gong, or fails to sound the

bell or gong whenever necessary to give

reasonable warning of his approach, shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding $20 for each
offense, and shall be further liable for all

damages occasioned to any person by such
unlawful act.

Section 2 defines the meaning of the word
' sidewalk" as intended to cover any sidewalk
laid out as such by a city or town, and any
walk in a village which is reserved by custom
for the use of pedestrians or specially prepared
for their use. It is not to include footpaths or
portions of public ways lying outside of the
thickly settled parts of cities and towns, which
are worn only by travel and are not improved
by such cities or towns or by abutters.

Section 3 provides for tne issuing of special

permits by town and city authorities to per-

sons to ride machines during a specified time
upon specified portions of the public ways at

any rate of speed. City and town authorities
are also allowed to permit the use of veloci-

pedes by children on sidewalks.
By Section 4, proceedings for the enforce-

ment of the penalties imposed by the act are
to be instituted within sixty days from the
time the offense is committed.

Intercollegiate A. A.'s New Rule.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of

the A. A. U. in this city last week, the rules

governing cycling were modified to accord
with the L. A. W., in accordance with the
resolutions passed at the annual meeting.
The clause incorporated is as follows

:

All bicycle events and race meets or this associa-
tion or of clubs affiliated therewith shall be held
under L. A. W. sanction.
In open handicap races held by clubs of this

association such clubs shall employ the official handi-
capper of the L. A. W., and special races not herein
provided for shall be governed by L. A. W. rules.

It was decided to hold the next Inter-
collegiate meet at Berkeley Oval on May 26.

SANGER'S PLANS.

Schofield Returns.

The match race between Wheeler and Scho-
field has been declared off and the latter is

now in England under care of a physician.
He will stop training and take a rest. Dr.
Je-o-nings, his physician, states his health is

such that he must rest for two or three months
and as it will take three months after that to

get him in shape, the season will be over be-
fore he is fit. According to the arrangement,
Schofield will have to forfeit 500 francs to
Wheeler for not riding the match race.

Maryland Division's Track Incorporated.

The Board of Officers of the Maryland
Division, held a meeting last week and decided
on new plans for conducting the Association's
track at Baltimore during the coming season.
The director of the track will form a corpor-
ation with a capital of $12,000, divided into
shares of $3 each. The incorporators will be
Albert Mott, J. B. Reed, W. J. Unverzagt,
Geo. H. Pryor, Millard F. Thomas and R. W.
Applegarth. The new road book was officially

sanctioned and a copy will be given to each
member securing a new member.

A Syracuse paper is authority for the state-
ment that E. C. Stearns & Co. intend to secure
a dozen or more fast riders and establish
training quarters at the track of the Syracuse
A. A., with T. W. Eck in charge.

Walter C. Sanger has accepted the terms

offered him by the Union Cycle Mfg. Co., of

Boston, to ride a Union this summer, and has

therefore entirely changed his plans for the

coming cycling season. According to a local

paper he will not go to Birmingham, Ala., for

training as he expected, but will leave for

either San Francisco or Springfield as soon as
he receives word from Harry Tyler, who rides
with him this summer, which place he prefers.

The Pope and several other companies had
made overtures to Sanger, but none of the
offers were satisfactory. Sanger declines to

say what the Union company's offer was, al-

though it has been reported that he is to re-

ceive $500 a month and expenses.
'

' One reason for my giving up the trip to

Birmingham is that I have heard riders do not
do well in the North after training down
South," he is quoted assaying. "Personally
I would rather go to Springfield than any-
where else, so that I can enter the Eastern
circuit when it begins, but my decision largely
depends on the choice of Tyler, who is to ride
with me. According to my contract with the
Union people—which I have not yet signed—

I

must ride for them from April 1 to November
1. I will probably not leave before the middle
of April, however, and am not likely to ride

after October 1, unless I go South in the fall-

" I think the reports about Zimmerman go-
ing to France as a professional are largely
talk. If he were offered $5,000 and a percent-
age of gate receipts by a Paris party he would
lose no time in accepting the proposition. No,
I don't think many of the ' cracks' will join the
professionals this year, as the new arrange-
ment of classes in the L. A. W. now gives all

the boys a good show. If the National Cash
Prize League were destined to live it would
get a good many riders, but I think it will

soon break up. I will not make a European
trip this year. There is nothing in it, and I

can meet better riders in the States than any-
where else."

Sanger says he was in good condition and
feels ready, after a little training, to ride
against any one.

SICKLY STATISTICS.

LATE PARIS NEWS.
The defeat of Wheeler by Medinger in a 15

kilometer race (9 miles 570 yards) is ascribed
to the fact that Wheeler had just began to

start to train and was in poor condition. It

was an impromptu race, hastily arranged after
several contests had been run, because the
crowd shouted for "Wheeler." The pace-
makers got in some lively work, and he was
beaten by two lengths. By the first of May
Wheeler expects to be in good form.
The London Sporting Life says :

' Wheeler
has started training. His first move was to

shave off his moustache and his second to im-
port his old trainer, a colored man of the name
of Rue. Every day they are at the track to-

gether, and I anticipate the American will lose
some of the men when he gets into proper con-
dition."
On Sunday, March 4, the chief event was a

2,000 metre handicap, which was won in good
form by Martin, of Detroit. Ten thousand
visitors were present to cheer the American.

THE LONG DISTANCE RACE.

The eight days race started on Sunday last.

The contestants ride eight hours a day on
Sundays and six hours on the other days.
Waller and Martin both dropped out before the
first eight hours were completed. They were
suffering from pain in the side. When the
racing stopped Sunday night, Ashinger was
eighth, 14 kilometers behind the leader. On
Tuesday night he had 648 kilometers to his
credit, and was 24 kilometers behind the
leader. Wednesday he was 47 kilometers
behind.

E. A. Nelson, one of Springfield's crack
racing men, sails for England to-morrow. He
has not entirely recovered from his long siege
of typhoid fever and goes abroad for his
health's sake.

THE PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE
CENSUS BUREAU DOES THE CYCLE

TRADE NO JUSTICE.

Washington, D. C, March 17.—Hon. Carrol1

D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor, in charge
of the completion of the eleventh Census, has

transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior a

report which presents preliminary totals for
all classes of mechanical and manufacturing
industries in the United States as prepared by
the division of manufactures. The following
are the statistics relating to the cycle industry

:

Number of bicycle and tricycle factories
reporting 27

Aggregate capital represented $2,058,072
Total value ot plant 926,421
Value of land 22,650
Value of buildings 339.371
Value of machinery, tools and implements .

.

564,400
Live assets 1,131,651
Miscellaneous expenses 242,018
Average number of employees 1.925
Total wages for same $1,105,728
Male officers, firm members and clerks above

16 years 123
Wages forsame $121,148
Female officers, firm members and clerks

above 15 years 5
Wages forsame $2,506
Male operatives, skilled and unskilled, above

16 years 1.703
Wages for same $902,376
Female operatives, skilled and unskilled,
above 15 years 3

Wages for same $609
Children operatives, skilled and unskilled... 35
Wages for same $6,746
Male pieceworkers, above 16 years 44
Wages for same $69,163
Female pieceworkers, above 15 years 12

Wages for same $3,120
Cost of materials 718,848
Value o£ products, including receipts from
custom work and repairing 2,568,326

Number of bicycle and tricycle repairing
establishments reporting 83

Aggregate capital represented 172,070
Total value ot plant 78,808
Value of land 6,400
Value of buildings 7,300
Value of machinery, tools and implements.

.

65,108
Live assets 93.265
Miscellaneous expenses 24.067
Average number of employees 306
Total wages 161,683
Male officers, firm members and clerks,
above 16 years 91

Wages for same $58,792
Female officers, firm members and clerks,
above 15 years 3

Wages for same $750
Male operatives, skilled and unskilled,
above 16 years 205

Wages for same $100,847
Children operatives, skilled and unskilled... 5
Wages for same. $794
Male pieceworkers above 16 years 2

Wages for same 500
Cost of materials used 67,332
Value of products, including receipts from
custom work and repairing 301,709

Sanctions Granted.

The Racing Board announces the granting
of the following sanctions

:

March 31—University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
April 7—Twenty-third Regiment A. A., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
May 10—Wilmington W. C, Wilmington, Del.
May 30—Clifton Wheelmen, Baltimore, Md.
May 30—Boonton Athletic Club, Boonton, N. J.
June 30—Metropolitan A. C. C, Waverley, N. J.
July 4—Press C. C. and Pastime C. C, Lockport,

N. Y.
July 4—Crescent Wheelmen, Plainfield, N. J.
July 4—Beaver Valley Cyclers, Beaver Falls, Pa.
July 4—Scranton Bicycle Club, Scranton, Pa.
July 4—Baltimore Bicycle Club, Baltimore. Md.
July 28—Mercurv Wheel Club, Flushing, N. Y.
September 1—Norristown Wheelmen, Norristown,

Pa.
September 3—Hartford Wheel Club, Hartford,

Conn.
September 4—Hartford Wheel Club, Hartford,

Conn.
October 2—Danbury Agricultural Society, Dan-

bury, Conn.

Captain F. M. Brooks, of the Brooklyn
Ramblers, has offered a championship cup,
which will become the property of the member
winning it three times. The races are to be
run on the road for five, ten and fifteen miles
respectively.

Johnson and Eck will start for Hot Springs,
Ark., in a few days, where Johnson will begin
training for the coming season. They are
contemplating attending the races at the
California Midwinter fair in April, but the
matter is in a state of uncertainty.
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A
tire

in order

to be the

best of tires

should possess

all the best features

that the art of tire mak-

ARTHUR D. FERRIS,
Manufacturer of Dredge Links, Sounding Leads,

Spreaders, Sinkers, Fish Lines
and Chalk Lines.

South Norwalk, conn., 3-3, 1894.

American Dunlop Tire Co.,

New York.
Gentle?nen:—

I have ridden my 29 lb. "Warwick" fitted with your
tires, all over this State, taking orders for fishing tackle
which I manufacture, and I have never been delayed while
on the road and have never had to pump my tires on the way.

The tires are in first-class condition and I am confident
that they will carry me through another season.

Very respectfully,

(Signed) ARTHUR D. FERRIS,
L. A. W. 45,129.

ing affords. It should be

readily detached from the rim

in order that repairs may be eas-

ily made to the inner tube, but so

rigidly held in place on the rim, that

there may be no sacrifice in speed from

"rolling," or danger of damage from loosen-

ing. The fabric from which the outer covering

is made should be soft, but strong and pliable and

woven to the shape of the tire that there may be an

equable strain on all portions of it; an outer cover thus

made is strong and best adapted to all the fierce strains

which it has to encounter, and at the same time is soft enough

to easily adjust itself to the inequalities of the road. The valve

should be so simple that one of ordinary, or even less, intelligence,

can operate it, and should be absolutely air tight. Of course, all the

materials which enter into the construction of the tire should also

be best. Such a tire is the T-fcTT7vrT ^T>
,

^merieap Duplop Jir^ <?o.

504-506 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET,

Get our Catalog for the asking.
New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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ECHOES FROM EUROPE.

London, March 10, 1894.

O the nigger has been kicked out

bag and baggage—if, indeed, he

is allowed to possess either. And this has

been done in America, the land of the free and

the home of the brave!

I am sorry for America; but while recording

the fact, I am fully aware
that it will not upset Co-
lumbia, or take away her
appetite, even temporarily.
But, still, I am sorry. This
action, tainted as it is by
intolerance and racial hat-

red, is a sore shock to us

who have been taught to

believe that the star of

Hope and Liberty shone ef-

fulgent in western skies.

Amongst my own poorcoun-
trymen, from the "penal"
days, when the chain of the
Catholic clanked o'er his

rags, down to this very hour,

there has existed a faith

that was well-nigh invin-

cible, [that America was
Eldorado— a land flowing
with milk and honey, a
land where man and woman
might live and thrive and
work out their destiny under
the protecting folds of the
glorious flag of freedom.
And in England, we have

thought of the great Re-
public as of a mighty coun-
try, unshackled by aristoc-

ratic traditions; a country
that knew no aristocracy

save that of Intellect. Now
we hear of this action—in

the realms of sport, too,

where all should be blind
to distinctions of race or
creed or class—and, laugh-
ing the laugh of scorn, we
ask: Is this your boasted
Equality? Is this achieve-
ment symptomatic of that
"Emancipation" that you
prate so glibly about? Infan-
dum! It is sickening to
think on.

If this be American
liberty, give me haughty,
conservative England; where a man is free
to breathe the liberal air, to live and move
under the blue canopy of heaven, to eat,
drink and be merry — aye, even though
an all-wise Providence has fashioned his
complexion in colored compounds. In Eng-
land, at all events, no matter to what
dusky hue the sun may have burned a man's
cuticle, we regard him as a man so long as he
behaves as such. We do not treat him as
though he were an unclean monster. The
moment he touches the soil of England his
altars and his gods sink together in the dust,
and he stands arrayed in the gorgeous robes
of Manhood and Freedom.
The Southern States say that they will in-

crease the membership roll by 7,000! And
this is their atonement for trampling in the
gutter the flag of Washington and Lincoln and
Grant and all the other heroes of the glorious
litany

! Great Scott ! May we all be pardoned
our sins?

In reading the reports of the National
Assembly at Louisville I was greatly struck

by one or two things, and could not help com-
paring matters with our style in England. In
the first place, the enthusiasm poured out in

honor of such men as Raymond and Luscomb,
for instance, strikes us as being most note-
worthy. These men seem to have been re-

ceived with salvoes of thunder every time
they rose to speak, or to look round them, or to

get another pen.
How different it is England

!

The most brilliant and eminent men we have
in the cycling world, let them work and strive

as they may, are utter strangers to such
idolatry, or popularity, or whatever else you
like to call it. One of the best receptions of

the year is given to G. L Hillier, at the annual
dinner of the London County Club, for which
he has done so much, but it is only a mutton-
headed, wall-eyed, spavined reception com-
pared with that which a well advertised
American gets. I believe in enthusiasm.

I think it will be found that enthusiasm
helped to success every great cause that has
been waged, since grim old Chronos first noted
the flight of ages.

sons of any other country to keep up with.
But we met our match on that occasion. We
simply struck our colors, and retired from the
field with such grace and dignity as we could
command. As we sank exhausted into the
realms of unconsciousness we could still hear,
murmuring faintly, the trickling stream of
American eloquence.
At our N. C. U. meetings the speeches are

of the shortest and most prosaic kind. If a
man spoke beyond a few minutes or attempted
any poetic outbursts, he would simply make
us wonder why he didn't get treated for his
very bad attack of flatulence; and it is just
possible that Dr. Turner would write him out
a prescription on the spot.

These matters are differences of detail, and
it may be that they are evidences of national
character.

I am not going to express any opinion as to
whether the American or the English legis-
lative body does its work better and more
thoroughly ; but I will say that I was greatly-
struck by the calm, judicial, dignified manner
in which Raymond handled the Zimmerman

case. Had the same attrib-
utes been exercised all round
from the inception of the
dispute, much unpleasant-
ness might have been obvi-
ated. But then, weall know
that judgment at times flies

to brutish beasts, and men
lose their reason—meaning,
of course, such men as ever
had any.

monarchical. The circumstances I touch upon seem to

show that the American is a child of emotion,
while your Britisher is of a phlegmatic dis-

position.

I noticed, too, that in the American As-
sembly, the speeches and reports apparently
possessed one feature in common—they were
of exceeding great length.
This is not the first time 1 have observed

that the star-spangled son of Columbia is

prone to eloquence.
Some years ago in Dublin I dined with a

party of American tourists, and by jove! I

shall never forget their flights of soaring
rhetoric if I live to the age ascribed by popu-
lar tradition to Methuselah's cat. They fol-

lowed, step by step, the highways and byways
trodden by Cicero and Demosthenes, and we
eat and wondered if they would ever come
back to the bustling streets of common-place
existence. They fairly paralyzed us; and,
mind you, we were an assembly of Irishmen,
who are supposed to be able to make the gab
gallop to a tupe too fast and too long for the

A rather remarkable event
is taking place in London
to-day. Mr. R. L. Jeffer-
son, a well-known London
cyclist, a member of the
famous Catford Club, x and a
journalist, starts to ride to
Constantinople—barring the
English channel, which he
has consented, after much
pressure, to negotiate in
the usual way. Terront's
ride from St. Petersburg to
Paris is, it appears, respon-
sible for this venture of
Jefferson's, for the latter
regarded the Frenchman's
feat with a most emulous
pride. He hopes to reach
Constantinople about the
middleof May—if not shot
or eaten on the way—and
the latter is improbable, as
he wears beard and whiskers,
and smokes tobacco — but
what he means to do when
he gets there I cannot even
guess. Possibly he will con-
sult the Sultan on the ama
teur rule, aud suggest that
the ladies of the harem
should band themselves
together in acycling club,

all wearing "rational' dress,

of course. Jefferson was for

some time editor of the unfortunate Cycle
Record, which died latterly, after ekeing out

a precarious existence for some years.

Recently he has been identified with the

Whaler, and also contributed to an American
paper. He is a whale at dashing off blood-

curdling short stories, full of soul and mystery,

and he promises to tell us of his ride in a book
that will probably shake our teeth, to be
written on his return. We have heard so

many different stories as to the identity of the

paper in whose "interests" he is traveling,

that we have been reluctantly compelled to

come to the horrible conclusion that he is

traveling in his own. And a good judge, too,

for, in all conscience, a man needs to take care

of himself in these ruffianly times. Here's to

you, Jefferson! May your stout heart and
your detachable Dunlop and your heroic soul

and your stunted beard carry you through the

realms of Dls., and help you to revisit once

more the glimpses of the moon, and merrie,

murky England,

The Scorcher,
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NOT ONLY <IP TO DATE

mi AHEAD Or THE T1HE5
That's what the best judges

say of the Ide Wheel.

AX/LTV because nothing has ever been made

Y| H ][
f to equal them in Beauty, Design and
1 everything necessary to make up a

Perfect Wheel.

Improvements. Possessed by no others.

Guarantee. The most liberal, including wood
rims and WEIGHTS.

Prices at which you get full value received.

Discounts (to agents) as liberal as above facts

will admit.

We Want Agents where riders are educated up
to wanting only the best.

Send for catalogue where all illustrations are
taken from photographs, which cannot deceive. For
six cents (to pay postage) we will send our fine Art
Calendar (with Art Catalogue), an ornament for
your home or office.

F. F. IDE MFG. CO., High Art cycles, Peoria, 111.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

NEW CLIPPERS....

^55^

ESTABLISHED 1889.

^MMa

Are offered to the dealer and rider as a bicycle thoroughly reliable and up to date.

Bead the following and then send postal card request for the rest, which can be

found in our catalogue:

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiJiimi.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKriiiiiii^iitiii'iiiiiii'iiinii iii!iiiitiiiriii!iiiiiii]iii,iiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiifi^

I NOTE THESE POINTS. j

SlIlltlir'IIIIIIIlllllllllIlllllllllllIiirilliltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllFlllllllllllillllUIJllllirillilllllllLIItillfllilllllllllllllLlllIltlS

Clipper bearings are absolutely as dust proof as it is possible to

BEARINGS make them. Dust cannot get in. We use the very best quality of*^
tool steel for bearing cones, tempered in oil and drawn to a straw

color. The balls will not fall out when taking the machine apart, being held in place by a
simple device. The better you know these bearings the better you'll like them.

^iiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiii^tJtiiii'iiftiii^iii^iiiiiii^iiriiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiFiiiJiii'riiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiisiii imiiirg

THERE ARE SEVERAL MORE. j

SlIrl1l!l'I.IIIIIII.IIIItLIIIIIil!IIIIIII>mTri:lll[lll!lli:illllll!lllil'IIIIIII lli.llMII!lll!lll:lr|llJllllIll!IlllIIIIIllllllll;III:lllll^

We offer no racers yet, Our Light Roadster is lighter than most '93

\A#EIGHT racers. We do not think extreme light wheels profitable to maker,

dealer, or rider, and we are of the opinion that "feather weight" wheels
will cause more or less trouble, if sold promiscuously for road use in any and all localities. An
expert rider can ride a light machine with very little expense, his experience enabling him to

take the proper care of his mount, under certain conditions that would bring an inexperienced

rider to grief. The weight of each wheel is given as equipped and shown in illustration. On
our light wheels the actual weight of each machine will be stamped on fork crown.

IN OUR CATALOGUE WHICH CAN BE

W?t HAD "FOR THE ASKING."

Grand Rapids, Mich. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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FOR SPECIAL CYCLE PATHS.

BUT THE CLEVELAND WHEELMEN DON'T
WANT THEM—COLLISTEB'S GRAND

OPENING.

Cleveland, March 19.—The Cleveland Plain-

dealer of March 17" gives considerable space

to what it terms "an exceedingly novel idea,

in which the riders of bicycles are given a

recognition probably never before accorded

them either in this country or any other." It

is included in the proposed widening and im-

provement of Euclid Avenue between Collamer

and Euclid Creek, and aims at the construction

of two roadways, or pathways, each three

feet wide and two and a half miles in length,

constructed for the exclusive use of the

wheelmen.
According to the plan, says the Plaindealer,

there will be nineteen feet in the centre of the

100-foot roadway for a double track electric

street railway. On each side of this will be a
space seven feet wide for trees and grass.

Two roadways will come next on either side

twenty feet in width, for carriages and other

vehicles. Between these roadways and the

ten and one-half feet on each side of the
avenue for sidewalks and grass plots will be
two bicycle tracks, each three feet in width,

to be for the exclusive use of wheelmen.
The suggestion has been advanced to the

bicycle riders, asking them if they are willing

to raise funds among themselves for the pur-

pose of putting down either a concrete or ce-

ment track. The wheelmen are very favor-

ably impressed with it, and think they can
raise the necessary funds.

" If such a roadway is constructed it will be
an innovation in favor of cyclists, and will es-

tablish a precedent for them that will be valu-

able to wheelmen generally. It will also keep
them out of the roadways and off the side-

walks. The bicyclists are to call a meeting
and consider the matter."

Inquiries among a number of prominent
wheelmen Saturday evening regarding the

plan shows a feeling exactly opposite to what
one would think by a reading of the Plain-

dealer's article. What do we want of such a

path, they ask ; the road (such a road as this

one will be) is good enough for us, and we fail

to see the benefits to be derived. There would
be no room to pass, and a slow rider would
hold back all those who followed him.
One of the riders spoken to suggested the

putting in of switches, while the rest, without
exception, laughed at the scheme. Whoever
has the subscription list to circulate will have
an unenviable task.

The grand opening of Messrs. Collister &
Sayles bicycle emporium took place upon
Saturday last, and was a most successful affair.

The store was filled all the evening, and a

crimson torrent of lemonade flowed until a late

hour. A green color was recommended for

the punch in honor of St. Patrick's day, but

the proper ingredients could not be found
Some one suggested Paris green, and said it

would be just killing, but the idea was over-

ruled, Representatives of various makers
were present, and it was quite a treat to hear
them explaining the merits of their respective

wheels. Gus Boyer held the crowd entranced
while he talked "Tribune." Then "Incan-
descent" Tuttle made them all think the

Stearns was the only wheel upon earth. While
a little man with a blonde moustache thumped
a wheel upon the floor a couple of times and
claimed the attention of the crowd. W.
Montague Perrett is also a good linguist, and
the Raleighs reputation was not allowed to

suffer. D. J. Canary was in the city, and en-

joyed the fun with the rest. A couple of

wheels with histories were upon exhibition,

and were the centre ef attraction. They were
Zimmerman's Raleigh, upon which he won
over 100 first prizes last year, and the Stearns
races, upon which John S. Johnson made his

record of im. 54 2-5S.

The annual election of the Lakeside Club
occurs on the 26th. Charles Hoyt seems
destined to become his own successor as

captain, although there is some talk of running
Al. Baehr against him.

It is said that the cycling contingent of the
Lakeside Club are thinking seriously of not
renewing their L. A. W. membership the
coming year. This will be a severe blow to
Cleveland as she holds the lead in League
membership in the State. Cincinnati is a
good second and there would be great rejoicing
in Porkopolis should she again, pass us as she
did once before. League officials in this city

should gird up their lions and do their best to

avert the danger. We want the chief consul-
ship this year and we need all our membership
to gain our point.

CRACKS ON THE COAST.

JOHNSON, BLISS, D1RNBERGER ET AL. TO
GO TO CALIFOBNIA—A QUIET MEETING.

PROPOSED TRAINING HEADQUARTERS AT
ASHEVILLE.

Asheville, N. C, is looming up as one of the
most active cycling cities in the South. The
local riders are enterprising and enthusiastic,
and are just at present feeling happy over the
contemplation of having a first-class track. It

is to be built by Dr. Walter C. Browning,
proprietor of the Kenelworth Inn, formally of

Philadelphia.
It will be built on the grounds now used for

foot ball, just under the brow of a high hill on
which the hotel is built, and this picturesque
wooded terrace rises so abruptly as to make
a natural grand stand. The track will be one-
third of a mile, about 25 feet wide, with 30 feet

on the homestretch. The corners will be
banked 8 feet, and it will have a cinder surface.

The site is about two miles from the centre of

the town, but only 200 yards from the Rich-
mond and Danville R. R., and there will soon
be an electric line from the town running to

the grounds. Dr. Browning's intention is to

make the track a training headquarters for

cyclists from all parts of the country. He
promises special attention and low rates at his

hotel. As the climate is so well adapted for

training the year round, and the hotel accom-
modation unsurpassed, it is likely to become
a popular resort. The Asheville B. C, which
has a large active membership, expects to hold
a tournament as soon as the track is completed.
Adjoining the grounds is the ten million dollar

estate of Geo. H. Vanderbilt, on which he is

now building a magnificent castle, and there
are many miles of fine roads for wheeling
around this estate, which are open to the
public.

A Bill for the Construction of Cycle Paths.

At Albany, last week, Assemblyman Porter,
of Oneida, introduced a bill to authorize the
construction of side paths for cyclists along
the highways of New York State. The bill

provides that Commissioners of Highways, by
a majority vote, may authorize the construc-
tion of a wheelway for bicycles along any road,
in such town by any corporation asking for
the privilege to do so. The Town Board must
sign the permit. The wheelway shall not be
more than ten and less than four feet wide,
and shall not interfere with the use of the
wagon road. The corporation constructing
these wheelways may erect toll gates and col-

lect toll from wheelmen using a bicycle,
tricycle or like vehicle. Evading payment of
toll is to be punished by a $5 fine, and anyone
riding or driving an animal on this wheelway
shall be liable to a fine of $5.

Good Brads Discussed at Albany.

The Kerr bill, providing for the construc-
tion of roads by local assessment, county and
State aid, on the petition of one-third of the
property owners along the road, was given a
hearing before the Assembly Committee on
Agriculture, at Albany on Tuesday. E. S.
Harrison, President of the N. J. State Asso-
ciation for good roads, explained the
manner in which New Jersey obtained some
excellent roads, and Gen. Stone spoke of the
poorness of the roads of the Empire State.

Colored Riders Will Organize a League.
Members of the Eureka C. C, of Cleveland,

O., are making an effort to organize a national
League of colored riders. Frank Isaacs, A. J.
Baggs and Willis Jackson constitute the
Organizing Committee. They are corre-
sponding with colored riders in various parts
of the country to secure their aid in agitating
the subject in their localities. The local com-
mittee expects to be able to call a national
convention in June or July.

San Francisco, March 15.—Very different

from the League meeting of last year was that

of Saturday night. Last year the hall was
packed with an excited throng of riders who
kept the meeting in an uproar until twenty-two

minutes past three in the morning. This year

for a time it looked as though there could be
no meeting through lack of a quorum, but

members were sent out on the highways and
byways and the requisite twenty-five members
were brought together. Chief Consul Lamen
W. Ripley closed his report with the hope that

"the apparent harmony prevailing in the

Division would become a positive reality.''

Denver was congratulated on securing the

Nacional Meet, and it was said that a good
number of riders would go from this Division

.

Cycling West was made the official organ of

the Division. Its publishers offered to send it

free to Division members.

The initial meet on the Mid-Winter Fair

Track will be held April 2T. At the meeting
of the Athletic Commitee last night it was an-
nounced that Johnson, Taylor, Bliss and Dirn-
berger would positively be present. The track
surface will be of clay. Both cement and
boards were spoken of, but as the Park Com-
missioners have announced that they will tear
up the tracks at the close of the Fair, it was
decided not to put down anything permanent.
Well may persons interested in the future of

cycling ask "Whither are we drifting"? Most
of our strictly bicycle clubs are in a bad way,
financially, and others have gladly accepted
the offers of athletic clubs to absorb their
members in the form of an annex.
A friend of mine, who is a confirmed pessi-

mist, says the time has arrived when the
glamor of cycling has worn off and it is now
down to plain utility. All the tinsel and gold
is gone and its place has been taken by more
sober ornamentation.

J. R. Dunn, ex-president of the L. A. W.,
is in this city. He is in charge of some of the
government business at the Fair. L. E.
Hickok, of the Pope Mfg. Co., is here also.

This company is making a strong bid for busi-
ness this year, the first time they have been
properly represented on this coast.

Massachusetts Division A flairs.

The Spring race meet of the Massachusetts
Division will be held at Boston under the
auspices of the A. A. C. of Boston. This was
decided on at a meeting of the Division Board
of Officers held last week.
The report of the Road Book Committee

showed that after a year's hard work on the
part of its chairman, A. D. Peck, the labor
was completed. Sixty-five or seventy new
routes have been added to the already large
number, among them being routes to Chicago,
White Mountains, Chatham, New Brunswick
and other points not covered in the old road
book. The sum of $2,000 was appropriated
for the printing of an edition of 8,000 road
books and maps, and $1,000 to defray the ex-
penses of the Spring meet.
A resolution that the sense of the meeting

was to have the League publish its own weekly
organ was offered, adopted and ordered for-
warded to the National Executive Committee.

A letter received from Dr. H. A. Benedict,
of the Hudson County Wheelmen, dated
Algiers, February 22, states that there are a
large number of wheelmen in that African
city. The climate is delightful and the roads
are macadamized and equal to the famous
Union County highways.

A. O. Very Cycle Co. have opened a branch
store at Springfield, where they will, of course,
handle Warwicks.
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WHAT TIHIIE HEXi

,T8ETHGIL ,TSBGUOE,TS :SI
Send for Catalogue and Book of Tests and Testimonials, Free.

PREMIER CYCLE CO., 34, 36 and 38 Watts St., New York.
Please add: " Saw it in The "Wheel."

289 Wabash Avenue,
CHICAGO,

l-GO Main Street,
OKANGK,

PASSING HIS PAGEMAKER.

EAGLE
BICYCLES

ARE

Look at the Logs in THIS Track.

NOT

Tested in a Hall

!

THEY ARE TRIED AND TRUE.

SEND FOR BOOK of over 200
Testimonials from Riders

in all parts of the
United States.

" Don't worry about those Aluminum

Clincher Rims. They are all right. We
cannot make them fast enough—that's all."

| THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

$ TORRINCTON, CONN.
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TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY RECORD OF CHANGES IN THE
AMERICAN CYCLE TRADE.

Newman, 111.—George White, implements and
vehicles. Will add bicycles.
Washington, D. C—M. A. Tappan, sporting goods.

Will add bicycles.
Watseka, 111.—M. A. Gilfillan, hardware and

bicycles. Sold out.
Bedford, la.—W.M. Ramsey, hardware and bicycles.

Now Bedford Hardware Co.
Westboro, Mass.—Beacon Cycle Co. Plant re-

ported sold to the Dinsmore Typewriter Co., of New
York, who will operate the factory.
Hubbard, la.—Chrisman & Van Patten, hardware

and bicycles. Succeeded by White & Van Patten.
New Virginia, la.—J. H. Drake, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by W. A. Braucht.
Parnell, la.—Black Bros. & Grady, hardware and

bicycles. Chattel mortgage, $2,705; realty mortgage,
$400.
Attica, Kan.—Voorhees & Jones, hardware and

bicycles. C. E. '.Voorhees, chattel mortgage one-half
interest, $1,500.
Wauseon, O.—Harrison & Eager, bicycles. New

firm.
Topeka, Kan.—D. H. Forbes, hardware and bicycles.

Realty mortgage, $8,000.
Fall River, Mass.—F. C. Nichols, bicycles. Sold

out.
Central Lake, Mich.—Doerr & Goodman, hardware

and bicycles. Chattel mortgage $530.
Racine, Wis.—Spencer Hall will manufacture bi-

cycles.
Constantine, Mich.—Sheldon Bliss, hardware and

bicycles. Deceased and succeeded by the Bliss Hard-
ware Co.
Crystal Falls, Mich.—Burder & Co., hardware and

bicycles. Removed to Rock Island, 111.

East St. Louis, 111.—American Sporting Goods Co.,
of St. Louis, Mo. Will open branch bicycle store.
Detroit, Mich.—William P. Reed, hardware and bi-

cycles. Bill of sale.
St. James, Minn.—Veltum & Veltum, hardware and

bicycles. Dissolved.
Liberty, Mo.—Messick & Dryden, hardware and bi-

cycles. T. F. Messick realty mortgage $2,850.
Lincoln, Neb.—E. R. Guthrie, carriages and bicy-

cles. Sued in foreclosure $3,500.
Lincoln, Neb.—A. D. Kelley, hardware and bicycles.

Sold out.
Philadelphia, Pa.—The Frank L. Donlevy Hard-

ware Co. have opened bicycle department.
Shickshinny, Pa.—Shickshinny Tube Co. Incorpor-

ated. Capital stock $40,000. R. M. Tubbs, A. W.
Stackhouse and J. M. Stackhouse, incorporators.
Strang, Neb.—J. K. Livengood, hardware and

bicycles. Bill of sale $1,200.
Wilber, Neb.—Shimonek & Son, hardware and

bicycles. Realty mortgage $2,000.
New Carlisle, O.—Isaac Ullery, hardware and

bicycles. Realty mortgage $380, cancelled.
McDonald, Pa.—Samuel Shane, hardware and

bicycles. Burned out.
Calion, O.—The Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co. Incor-

porated, capital stock $25,000.
Garfield, Wash.—Crumbaker & Throop, hardware

and bicycles. A. Crumbaker realty mortgage $1,000.
Freeport, 111.—Warner Hardware Co. Incorporated,

capital stock $20,000. Incorporators, L. A. Warner, G.
W. Warner and E. A. Hoefer. Hardware and bicycles.
Cuba City, Wis.—Samuel Clemens, hardware and

bicycles. Sold out.
Vancouver, B. C—Godfrey & Co.,] hardware and

bicycles. Judgment $208. -

Toronto, Ont.—James Thompson, hardware and
bicycles. Deceased.

A New Luggage Carrier.

E. S. Tinkham, of Providence, R. I., has in-

vented a new luggage carrier which he intends

to place on the market. The carrier is made
from flat steel parts, 7 inches long and |^-inch

wide. There is one main piece, at the centre
of which are the prongs, which fasten to the
steering post. On the ends of this main piece
are fastened, by a pivot, flexible arms. At the
extremities of these arms are holes through
which a short strap passes which fastens the
bundles in place. No buckles are used, friction
holding the straps, dispensing with the long
straps used on old style carriers.

Electricity as a Motor for Cycles.

J. H. Carr, of McKeesport, Pa., has com-
pleted an electric cycle, which is pronounced
by experts to be a remarkably successful pro-

duction and something more than the embodi-
ment of a pretty theory. The machine will
not be supplied with pedals, but bar foot-rests
for the rider will take their place. The bat-
tery will be located under the saddle, and be
wired to the generator under a bar connecting
saddle and handlebar. The motor gearing,
proper, will be placed between the two wheels,
low down on the machine. Carr is a practical
electrician in the employ of the Westinghoase
Co., and the machine was devised in compe-
tition for a prize offered for a perfect electrical
bicycle.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-
torney, Washington, D. CI

515.800. Bicycle attachment. Byron A. Smith, Erie,
Pa. Filed Nov. 13, 1893.

515,842. Hub-attaching device. Samuel Robinson,
Monmouth, 111. Filed May 13, 1893.

515,892. Attachment for bicycles. William J. Ache-
son, Denver, Colo., assignor to Annie A. Chapin, same
place. Filed March 13, 1893.

515,904. Vehicle wheel. William H. Detter, Denver,
Col. Filed March 13, 1893.

515,908. Pneumatic tire. John J. Fox, New York,
N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1893.

515,966. Seat for cycle saddles. Charles L. Pepper,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., assignor to the Overman Wheel
Co., same place. Filed Oct. 23, 1893.

515,991. Alarm Bell. Charles S. Bradlev, Portland,
Ore., assignor to himself and John T. Stone, same
place. Filed Aug. 17, 1893.

516,054. Bicycle or other traction wheel. Charles
A. Ives, Newport, R. I. Filed Oct. 18, 1893.

516,072. Wheel or vehicles. William Bonnar, Bolton,
Canada. Filed July 15, 1893.

516,082. Bicycle driving gear. Van Dyke Cruser,
Flatbush, N. Y. Filed Oct. 28, 1893.

516,114. Bicycle. Frank E.Roberts, Toledo, Ohio,
assignor to the Yost Mfg. Co., same place. Filed
May 1, 1893.

516,149. Vehicle wheel. Arthur M. Allen, West New
Brighton, N. Y. Filed July 18, 1893.

516,157. Bicycle. George W. Freeman, Salem, Mass.
Filed August 4, 1893.

516,201. Wheel tire. Emile Grenet, Paris, France.
Filed July 7, 1893.

516,230. Saddle for cycles. George Simmonite and
Herbert L. Holderness, Hull, England. Filed Octo-
ber 2, 1893. Patented in England.

516,287. Bicycle gearing. Lee Watkins, Colorado
City, Col. Filed August 19, 1893.

516,313. Tire for cycle or other wheels. Aloysius
J. J. Lindner and Maurice Adler, Amsterdam, Nether-
lands. Filed December 21, 1893.

5r6,364. Pneumatic saddle for cycles. John Carroll,
Belfast, Ireland. Filed Nov. 22, 1893. Patented in
England.

516,435. Bicycle. George G. Hasbrouck, Nyack,
N. Y. Filed November 24, 1893.

516,471. Vehicle hub. Henry W. Broesquin, St.
Louis, Mo. Filed August 21, 1893.

516,482. Bicycle wheel. George Focht, Jr., Hobo-
ken, N. J. Filed April 7, 1893.

516,550. Sprocket wheel. Thomas J. Neacy, Mil-
waukee, Wis. Filed November 25, 1891.

516,554. Bicycle. William A. Smith, St. James,
Minn. Filed June 10, 1893.

516,571. Bicycle stand. Alvin D. Moulton, Bridge-
port, Conn. Filed November 28, 1893.

516,582. Velocipede. Marion L. Wilcox and James
A. Simpson, Mountain Grove, Mo. Filed May 9, 1893.

516,627. Wheel hub. Fred. L. Bryant, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 6, 1893.

The Trade in Wheeling.

Wheeling, W. Va., March 19.—The indica-

tions point to a successful season in the bicycle

trade in Wheeling. All the dealers report

many inquiries for new mounts, and a number
of sales have already been made. This year
Wheeling will re-enter the cycle jobbing field,

which she vacated when Rose & Co. , retired
last year. George W. Johnson's Sons, an old
established and favorably known hardware
firm have secured a large territory for the
Triangle and Queen City makes, and have
their travelers out already. The manager of
their bicycle department is George B. Pea-
body, a very popular and energetic young
man.

K. Hoge still holds the Columbia agency,
and in addition handles the Kenwood, Colum-
bus, Crescent and other lines. Frank R.
White, formerly of Denver, talks wheels here.
A new Richmond in the local field is the firm

of McGinnis, Supler & Stroebel, who are mak-
ing the Cleveland wheels their leader. They
are all popular young men, and from the out-
look will enjoy a prosperous season. Mr. J. A.
McGinnis, of this firm has recently patented a
bicycle support which is really the best thing
of its kind in the market, and is attached to
the wheel—consequently always handy. It is
very light and simple.

Chief Consul Jason Stamp, has the Raleigh
and reports several sales.

If the dealers stick together and refuse to
repeat their cutting performances of last
season, 1894 will compare favorably with any
previous year.

Profits of the Philadelphia Show.
At a meeting of the A. C. C. of Philadelphia

last week, the Treasurer made the following
report on the recent show: "Rent of spaces,
$5, 200; admission, $2,200; net profit, $1,308."
Nominations for officers were made and a
committee appointed to investigate the affairs
of the Tioga A. A., of which organization the
A. C. C. holds $1,000 worth of stock.

Columbus, Ohio,

Mar. 2, 1894.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS.

We beg leave to make our

little bow to you in '94,

and while we do not hold
the record for the fastest

mile or any medals from

the World's Fair (we did

not exhibit,) and while

our machine is not worth
its weight in gold (nor

are we the builders of the

only high grade bicycle

in the world), yet we DO

make one style and grade,

and only one, and that is

the finest that money and

skill can produce.

We do not care at what

price they list we claim

as high grade as any, and

are ready to back up our

assertion.

Oar « ' Columbus No. 7, '
'

with steel rims, weighs

but 28 lbs. and lists at

$90.00, and wi th wood rims

and. road racing tires, 25

lbs.
, at $100.00.

We have made this wheel

from the finest material

that money can buy, and

wish you to write us for

discounts and territory.

Remember, we build but

one machine— the '"'Columbus

No. 7. '
'

Very truly,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro.
,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent

for South-Western Ohio,

Northern Kentucky and

South-Eastern Indiana.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph.
j^

The design and workmanship of THE TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection, and from actual practice

has proved itself to be a substantial mount and one in which dealers and riders can place confidence.

'

BUY A TRIUMPH AND YOU WILL NOT BE DECEIVED.

MN IMPORTHNT FEHTURE.
We have used this crank axle

en all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-

plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. The
bearings can be adjusted in one

minute, and the spindle and

chain wheel, removed in three

minutes.

We give you value for your

money. Write for terms.

TRIUMPH d

BOTTOM BRACKET. A.Locknut.

B. Pin in Cone.

C.Dustcaps.

D.Oiltisht Washers.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET.

White Sewing Machine Co.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel
22 UNION SQUARE, N. Y.

OLD TIME RIDERS

ECLIPSE MODEL A.

SEE IN THE

ECLIPSE MODEL A
THEIR

IDEAL BICYCLE
FOR ROAD USE.

Light, but not too light. Very strong.

Correct lines. A steady steerer. A good hill climber.

WE HAVE SEVERAL OTHER MODELS.

CATALOG FREE. RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED.

J
Please add: "saw it in The Wheel.'

BEAVER FALLS, FA.
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CHARMING JERSEY.

YES, it is charming.

To be sure, the va-

riety specialist in the

New York theatre

knows that a joke at

New Jersey's expense

always brings down the house.

But the variety artist,

poor chap, never gets
farther than Taylor's

Hotel and the railroad

freight-sheds.
Certain it is that Jer-

sey City, and that is

usually all of New Jer-

sey that the average
man knows, suffers for

New York, of which
place it is the dumping-
ground.
So the average man,

whose mind's - eye is

filled with the railroad

shed, the cobbly streets,

the somnolent horse-car

and the general grime
and slip-shodness of the

river side fringe of the

city, concludes that
New Jersey was an un-

fortunate afterthought
in the scheme of Crea-
tion.

But those who get
about on bicycles know
different. There is

much beyond that is

fairer. We know that

the State is a most
charming touring
ground, well roaded

—

with its historic red
mud sheathed by many
stretches of white ma-
cadam— well wooded,
with blue hill and pond
and lake and river, the
ensemble, in many
places, a satisfying

study in nature.
Take one section

alone, and what fields

for exploration ! that
section lined on the
east by the river, on the
south by Jersey City to

Newark, on the west
by the Hackensack and
on the north by a line

which will connect the
beautiful village of En-
glewood and that noble
bluff on the Hudson,
which overlooks Yon-
kers, on the east bank of the Hudson.
The cyclist can enter this splendid district

from Newark; from the Fourteenth Street ferry
leading up to the-Palisades and out and be-
yond; from the Forty-second Street ferry up
the steep hill and out and beyond, and from
the Fort Lee ferry.

This latter is a favorite route with New York
wheelmen. The camera preserves for us
scenes of the Fort Lee-and-beyond tour which
are most familiar.

Take a Summer Sunday, say, for a day's
outing and have a few choice and congenial
spirits; men who have an eye for what is

naturally beautiful, an eye for tint, for stream,
for flower; who can scorch or loaf, and who'
do n >t throw the bread around at table.
We pedal up Riverside with leisure, for it is

the Sabbath day. A few people lounge along

the wall, watching the smooth, unruffled river,

the lazy sail-boat, the ruminating fisherman
on the pier. Few carriages are about, and
these move slowly. Everything inclines one
to forget haste.
At the old ferry-house there is no bustle.

The gateman is built on sleepy lines. So is

the guardian of the peace, who occasionally
takes a hand at running the ferry. The boat
leaves her berth as if there were no fore-or-
dained plan that she should leave it at certain
intervals. The craft doesn't seem to care
whether she goes or stays.
There is usually a sprinkling of the young

German and his maedchen, wage-earners in

New York, who are going over to ' The Hill,"
upon whose wooded slopes doth live and
have their being many Germans.
This part of the Hudson is particularly fair.

It is doubtful if America can show a finer spot.

But pleasure and trouble are partners in the
dance of life ; so it is very proper and very

WASHINGTON HEIGHT;. MEWrOBKCIIY.

(fHOM THE PAU5APES rtT TORT I EE)

tiresome that, after the ride over the restless

blue, one should be dropped at the foot of a
hill which is particularly nasty, being hot,

steep, winding, rutty, stony, holey and fringed
with vociferous hack-drivers—the whole outfit,

men, beasts and vehicles altogether ramshackly.
These hackmen would die of nothing-to-do

if it were not for the cyclist. They browze a
half hour in the sun. The boat arrives. The
cyclist is carefully inspected as to length,
breadth, thickness and probable capacity.
The cyclist looks up the hill. The hackmen

look at the cyclist. Odds are offered that he
will or won't or can or can't climo the hill.

The cyclist starts bravely but soon comes
to grief. Then the hackmen have their little

joke; the pedestrians, toiling upward, regard
the cyclist with pity. Sometimes, facetious
hackey drive along behind you and smile

and shout encouragement at you; and the
cyclist wishes his tormentors at Jericho.
But it is all soon over. It is a long hill that

has no top. But a little way and hacky is far

in the rear. You are up on the hill. You
pedal through Germania, through an aisle of

"Beer" and " Ice Cream," and then you are on
that fine five mile stretch of road that crowns
the Palisades.

It is of fine macadam, with a little roll here
and there, so that your wheel runs of itself

about one-half the distance. The road is well
shaded. At any point you can run into a side-

path, dismount, and stretch yourself on the
sward, with the Hudson a thousand feet below
you.
Here your field-glasses, if you have had the

forethought to bring them, will open up a new
vista of upper New York, Westchester, Wood-
lawn, Yonkers, Morris Park and the Sound
beyond.
You can scorch along this road, so well-kept

is it. But there are a
hundred and one little

by-ways into which you
can detour.
At the Englewood

road is the famous bluff,

at which all good cy-
clists dismount and
spend a quiet quarter
of an hour.
At this point, we turn

directly left for the two
mile ride into Engle-
wood. Who that has
taken it will care to

blot out that spiendid
rush down hill into this

pretty villa town. It

is a coastamong coasts.

If you have not hur-
ried, it is the dinner-
hour, and there is a
good hotel here. After
which very important
function you continue
Sunward to fields and
pastures new.
There is the fine ride

on to Paterson, taking
one over the Passaic
river, along the "Little
Falls route." This ride
takes one for miles
along the Passaic. A
succession of views meet
the eye ; the green ver-
dure, the water, gleam-
ing blue between the
"eaves, the shout and
pleasure sounds of boat-
ing parties. It is to be
experienced ; not des-
cribed.

At Paterson, one
must go to that some-
what cosmopolitan
pleasure resort at Pas-
saic Falls. Tfiere is a
picnic ground, a holi-

day crowd, and much
love and beer and
merry-making.
The Falls are Niagara

in miniature, without
the grandeur and over-
powering influence of

that awful rush, but in

a smallerway, attractive and interesting, be-

cause of the peculiar rock arrangement which
beats and twirls the many-tinted waters into

curious curls and angry humps, and plunges

and much seething and cascading.

From Paterson, one may return to Gotham
by Passaic, Hackensack, and along the Hacken-
sack turn-pike. You may come via Gutten-

berg to the Forty-second Street ferry; or keep
on to the Fourteenth or Barclay Street ferries,

with good riding all the way.

Along this route there is much of beauty

;

an interesting bit is where the flat road crosses

the meadows-. In the evening the tall, waving
grass, the sun-kissed pools, the broad, flat

stretches, with the hills and a glimpse of

Newark's Prudential Building form a fine

reminiscence of " Evening."
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INTRODUCTION TO OUR "ACME."

It's a seller.

It's a beauty.

It's a racer.

It's a roadster.

It's a high-grade.

It's CHEAP.

Electro of "GEM" next week.
_)

.
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FIXTURES.

MARCH.
2q—N. Y. City Indoor Races Co. I 12th Reg. and Pastime A C..i2th Reg. Armory

APRIL.
3—Charleston, S. C Race Meet Wheelmen's Track Association... Club Track.
19—Saugus, Mass Race Meet J. F. Sterling Franklin Park.

MAY.
1—Dixon, Cal Race Meet Driving Park Association Trotting Track.
19—Wilmington, Del Race Meet Wilmington W. C Trotting Track.
26—New York Intercollegiate Race I. C. A. A Berkeley Oval.
30—Rome, N. Y Race Meet Rome Cyclers Trotting Track.
30—Utica, N. Y Race Meet Utica C. C Trotting Track.
30—Bergen Point, N.J Race Meet N.J. A. C Club Track.
30—Waltham, Mass Race Meet A. C. C.,of Boston Waltham Track.
30— Worcester, Mass Race Meet Bay State B. C Trotting Track.
30—Manchester, N. H Race Meet Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
30—San Francisco, Cal Race Meet Bay City Wheelmen Cycle Track.

.
30—Irvington-Milburn, N. J.. Road Race, 25 miles M. A. C. C, N. Y I.-M. Course.
30—Buffalo, N. Y Road Race, 25 milts H. C. M irtin Corfu Course.
30—Asbury Park, N. J Race Meet Asbury Park Wheelmen Club Track.
30—Auburn, N. Y Race Meet Auburn Cyclers Trotting Track.
30—Rahway, N. J Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters Club Track.
30—Boon ton, N. J Race Meet Boonton A. C Cycle Track.
3o--Baltimore, Mc Race Meet Clifton W Cycle Track.
30—Cincinnati Team Road Race, 12% miles. Chas. Hananer & Bro.

JUNE.
15—Elizabeth, N. J Race Meet E. A. C. C
I5_Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.
23—Brooklyn, N. Y Race Meet King Co. Wheelmen Eastern Park.
23—Newark, N. J. to Asbury Park, Century Run A. C. C. of N. J;
30_Waverly, N.J Race Meet M. A. C. C Trotting Track.

JULY.
2_3_4_Cincinnati, O Ohio Division Meet., Trotting Track.
4—Lockport, N. Y Race Meet Pastime C. C. and Press C. C Trotting Track.
4—Paterson, N.J Race Meet Tourist C. C Clifton Track.
4 -South Orange, N.J Race Meet S. O. Field Club Club Track.
j—Watertown, N. Y Race Meet Watertown Cyclers ..Trotting Track.
4—Bergen Point, N.J Race Meet N. J. A. C Club Track.
4—Waltham, Mass Race Meet Maiden B. C Waltham Track.
4—Manchester, N. H Race Meet Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
4—Stockton, Cal Race Meet Oak Leaf Wheelmen
4—Oakland, Cal Race Meet Acme A. C
4_Asbury Park, N. J Race Meet A. P. Wheelmen Club Track.

4_Syracuse, N. Y Race Meet Century C. C Kirkwood Park.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa Race Meet Beaver Valley Cyclers
4—Scranton, Pa Race Meet Scranton B. C Cycle Track.
4—Baltimore, Md Race Meet Baltimore B. C Cycle Track.
4—Plainfield, N. J Race Meet Crescent W Cycle Track.
4-5-Hartford, Ct Race Meet Columbia C. C Charter Oak Park

7—N. Y. City Race Meet, Nat' Circuit Riverside Wheelmen Manhattan Field.

7—Louisville, Ky Road Race and Race Meet.. Prince Wells Auditorium.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. . J Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit Tri-State Meet. Cycle Track.
28—Flushing, N. Y Race Meet Mercury W. C Trotting Track.

AUGUST.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium Internat'nal Championships
27-Sept. i-Denver, Col L. A. W. Meet Denver Cyclists' Union Cycle Track.

SEPTEMBER.
i_Norristown, Pa Race Meet Norristown W
3—Bergen Point, N. J Race Meet N. J. A. C Club Track.

3—Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.

3_,_Syraeuse, N. Y Race Meet Syracuse A. C. Kirkwood Park.
3-4-Hartford Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit. . . . Harttord Wheel C Charter Oak Park.
10—San Jose, Cal Race Meet Garden City Cyclers
11—13—Springfield, Mass Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit... .Springfield B. C Hampden Park.
19-20-Baltimore Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit A. C. C Cycle Track.
22—Philadelphia Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit. . . . A. C. C

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal Race Meet Olympic A. C. W Cycle Track.
2—Danbury, Ct Races Danbury Agr. Society Trotting Track.

1000 BICYCLES WANTED -1000
FOR CASH.

Prices must be low. Send in description, quantity* and

ROCK BOTTOM prices.

I*. C. JANDORF &l CO.,
116-118 West 125th St., New York.

Won't Bother with Taylor.

Word comes from Syracuse, that John S.

Johnson is not going to notice the acceptance
of his challenge by George F. Taylor, until
he hears from the greater lights. Taylor is

placed as a second-class man.

The military cycling fever has reached New-
Orleans. A bicycle corps will likely be organ-
ized and attached to the Fourth Battalion of the
State Militia.

H. A. Keith, opened his new store in Brock-
ton, Mass., on March 18, in a blaze of glory.
No less than 1200 visitors were entertained
during the day. The store was handsomely
decorated, and a lunch was served.

The Overpeck Boat Club of Palisade Park,
N. J., is planning the construction of a bicycle
track. Palisade Park is on the borders of
Overpeck Creek, a branch of the Hacken^ack,
where they have a fine boat house,

Joseph Garvin, of the Garvin Machine Co.,
is one of the prime movers in the affair.

While the track is primarily for the use of the
cycling members of the club, no expense will
be spared to make it a high grade affair.

The Elizabeth A. C. C.'s bowling team are
considerably exercised over their treatment at
the last two games rolled in Brooklyn, and,
according to the local press, will not compete
in next year's tournament. They propose
organizing a rival League composed of Jersey
clubs.

There will be no racing over the Elizabeth-
Cranford ten mile course in New Jersey this
year. The Town Commit ee of Cranford met
this week and decided not to modify the ordi-
nance which checked fast riding over the course
last season, and so the roads leading to Rail-
way and Springfield will have to be utilized by
the bare-legged brigade.

The Wheelmen's Registration Co., of
Boston, is carrying out an idea advocated
editorally several months ago in The Wheel,.
in the way of giving protection against 1he
cycle thief. A wheel is insured a year, for
$2.00 and in case of loss by theft, a wheel is

sent to the unfortunate victim, and if the
company fails to find it, a machine equal to
the one stolen is given without any charge
whatever. The company is new, but they re-
port that hundreds of riders are insuring their
mounts with them.

ON ALT. "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

THE LATEST IN LADIES CYCLING CAPS.

(Shaw & Kaiser, Boston.)

1894.
Our Line of Cycles for '94 Season

A EEW OF OUR LEADERS:

ARIEL, TIT/INId, H~T. SCORCHER, REdDINQ FLYER,
Also a Full Line of Medium Grades.

Jobbers, Dealers, Agents ! write for particulars and discounts.

GEO. WORTHINGTON CO.,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." CL6¥eLHND, OHIO-

1894
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STERLING A CATALOGUE

should not be merely a

work of art. If we want
art we can get it better

elsewhere.

it should tell about the

wheel it wants to sell.

It should tell only the

truth.

It should not be so tech-

nical as to be dry, yet

should explain thoroughly
every important detail.

It should be light, inter-

esting, even entertaining,

but full of information.

The Sterling '94 Cata-

logue, once begun, is al-

ways read right through.

Get one.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

STRIPPING
The Sterling Bicycle can be stripped cleaner

and quicker than any other.

Brake spring is inside head; a few screws loos-

ened—off comes brake; mud guards easier still;

pedals converted with two screws; gearing raised

from 60 to 67 by putting on sprocket rim. All these

are Sterling patents; not to be found on any other

wheel. Full Roadster stripped to light—29 reduced

to 26 lbs.—in two minutes.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
236=240 Carroll Ave., O H I C K G O .

New York Agents: L C. Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 1 25th Street.

'fl

8

8
8

NO SAID ELLIPTICAL SPROCKET? "They have came ani went" IB.

Who is monkeying
with Adjustable Han-

dle Bars ?

Only the novices.

Don't be inveigled

from the main point

of selecting a first-

class high grade wheel

by side issue.

Strength, light

weight, beautiful fin-

ish, durability, speed,

are all found in the

Keating.
We would like to

have you examine

them and see for

yourself.

Call at our agency

for catalogue, or send

two-cent stamp to the
Hfeg^a

KEATING, MODEL G. $12500.

KE^TMIVG-
.
WHEEL CO.

Holyoke, Mass.
Please add : " Saw It In The Wheel."
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TOURING IN THE ORIENT.

T five a. m. we left Constan-

tine ; at midnight we arrived

in Tunis. The road climbs

to a height of 780 metres

through beautiful wooded
mountains, and then de-

scends into Krounniria,

lonely, deserted valleys once

occupied by large Roman towns. We pass
under the tall arches of the great aqueduct
which brought the water from the Zag'honan
to Carthage. My first impression of Tunis in

the night is rather deceiving, as I see some
broad new streets bordered by tall, fine houses.

The next morning the first thing our hotel

proprietor did—an Italian, of course—was to

Denounce Us to the Police

as probable spies. I knew of it afterward

—

and this simply because he saw several foreign

artists, some of whom spoke Dutch, which he
mistook for German.
The French in Algeria and Tunisia see a spy

in every foreigner. It is a real monomania.
My friends had been openly followed step

by step by the gendarmes for days, even from
one town to another, and it would be too long
to tell how much I have been worried myself
by a too zealous but not very acute police.

What a dream Tunis is! The silent, white
streets of the Mussulman quarter broiling in

the glaring sun, with their passages and arches
stretching across the street to stay the houses,
and the business part with its bazaars, called
" souks," teeming with an indescribable popu-
lace of all sorts of colors and nationalities.

How is it possible to describe the life in a
souk, when there are no adequate words in-

vented yet to describe this medley of colors,

noises, yells, smells and sights which make
one feel giddy. Camels, donkeys, mules,
horses, Mussulmen, Jews, Italians, Maltese,
all pell mell in a lively crowd.

The Souk of Perfumes
is the most curious of all. It is a long vaulted
passage lighted by round holes at the top at

regular intervals. It is lined by rows of little

square shops which look like the niches of

some buddhas.
The merchant, pale, well dressed, sits silent

and solemn, framed by rows of long tapers,

for the religious ceremonies, and rows of little

bottles of perfumes before him. I feel as if I

should like to be able to talk with him, when
I should say: "Yes, you are a sight; you are a
part of a picture, a real jewel and it is a shame
that you should be invaded under the pretence
of civilization by a horde of barbarians like us
who come only to put numbers on your doors,

names and footpaths in your streets and to

bring you taxes, military service, injustices

and vexations of all sorts. All our stupidly
complicated adminstration.
"Your life was patriarchal and simple. You

were happy ; now it's all over. My dear fellow,

we have brought you the last Parisian
fashions, wineshops and the rest. You
thought you were happy. It was only a
delusion caused by your profound ignorance!
You were only barbarians, but now you shall

enjoy all the benefits of our beautiful civili-

zation. You shall come into and go out of

this world with a duly written permission
handed to you against ready cash by an
insolent functionary.

" You shall well, enough ; but my poor
Tunisians!

"

Let Us Sit on a Bench

before the door of this little cafe and take for

one cent a tiny cup of this delicious thick
coffee they make so well here, and look at the
crowd passing by.
Here is a fat Moorish woman, wrapped in a

long white veil with a black crape on her face,

leaving only a small space for the eyes, and the
eyebrows joined together by a broad line of a
thick, blackish stuff, which looks like tar and
gives her a fierce look. The mean, white,
tight, linen drawers and bradkins of half

boots on very high heels, with which she is

obliged to travel on the pavement in order
not to lose them.

This other coming along, dressed just the
same, except for a long, narrow, curiously em-
broidered black and white silk veil hanging
from her forehead, which she holds on both
sides in order to see her way underneath, is a
rich woman.
On a feast day the linen white drawers are

replaced by a black one so thickly embroidered
in gold that it is quite stiff, and from the knee
downwards you cannot see the cloth. On the
back of the head, but covered by the veil, is a
small-pointed, gilt, black cap, shaped like a
paper coronet. It is called " kaufia."
The Jewish women dress just the same, but

no not veil themselves, and on Saturdays
they wear a short, broad, silk jacket of some
very gaudy color. When I see them in the
street I always get the impression that I am
in a theater.

Beauty Here is Measured

by the weight, and the Jewesses fatten them-
selves by a special diet. It is needless to say
that they look anything but fairy-like or appe-
tising, being enormously deformed by the fat.

in their tight white drawers. Here is a ragged,
haggard woman walking majestically along
with a lance in her right hand.
She is mad, and therefore a saint—a "Mara-

bee," revered and respected by all Marabee.
It is the hand of Allah which has touched

her. This veneration for the insane, who all

walk about freely and are harmless, is touch-
ing as compared to our system of douches and
brutal force.

How I like to wander about aimlessly in the
streets trying to forget that I too am one of

these mean, selfish, businesslike barbarians
from the North.

I have discovered here another point of view
of life, and I find ours, with all its intricacies,

small and mean.
Of the French town there is nothing to say.

It is now straight and square like any other
place. The Italian-Maltese quarter also looks
very much like any other Italian town, and the
Jewish quarter with which it is blended is

black, dirty and very lively. A curious sight,

no doubt, but how much Oriental, are the
mysterious, silent Arab streets.

I wander dreamily along looking at

The Curiously Grated Windows,

with a low pentril over them and a thick

lattice work, hiding all and making them look
something like a cage for pigeons. I wonder
what curious life is hidden behind these silent,

mysterious walls.

The arched doors, like a horse shoe, are
very curious too, being ornamented with large
nails and one or two great iron rings used as
knockers.
A sunset in Tunis is a treat for those who

have an eye for the picturesque side of things.

The white houses take such a delicate rosy
tinge under the yellow green sky ! The sight
can be felt, but not described. The white is

no longer white ; it is, on closer observation,
composed of so many mixed tinges, which are
plainly seen and yet so blended together that
it is impossible to decide which is the pre-

vailing one.
There are many mosques, the towers of

which are very graceful. The sight of the
town from the terrace of a house is very
striking—a chaos of creamy white cubes with
many domes and the graceful towers of the
mosques above.

The Jersey Skeeter Outdone.

My great plague are the mosquitos at night,

and the flies always and everywhere. They
are in your wine, in your coffee, your soup,
your meat and sometimes even in your mouth
when you eat. I saw some streets where they
made a kind of haze as I walked along.
Tunis is like every live country, as a rule

inhabited by a rough, coarse, unbearable
mixed population, and for my own part I

would certainly prefer to deal with the Arabs.
There are 125,000 souls: 75,000 Mussulmen,
25,000 Jews, 9,000 Maltese, 10,000 Italians,

4,000 French and 2,000 Algerians. Between
the town and the sea there is a great shallow
lake through which a ship canal has been dug.
On the seashore lies the Goulette, the former

harbor of Tunis. It is connected with Tunis
by an Italian railway—25 minutes—and a ser-

vice of small steamers. The Goulette is a
small town of 4,000 souls, mostly Jews. There
is a fine sandy beach and two baths with res-
taurant and singers.

At a few kilometres from the Goulette lies

Carthage, of which nothing is left, all the
stones having been taken to build Tunis, which
is full of its old columns and capitals. There
is a large new cathedral, a seminary of the
pere blancs, who keep a museum of antiquities
on the spot. Further on is Sidi Bon Said, a
holy village, most picturesquely situated on

A Hill Close to the Sea

I spent there all alone a most poetical after-
noon and night. How many pictures to paint
didn't I see as I rambled about, amongst which
a small coffee in a garden in the middle of
which a philosoper, a majestuous camel turns
slowly a water wheel a curious arrangement
of a chain of clay pots tied to two ropes and
turning on a large wheel. The curious
monotonous music made by this strange instru-
ment was by no means disagreeable in this
place. When dinner time came I was in a fix

as there is no inn. All I could get was a
melon and a small bread. That was hardly
sufficient so I went to the near lighthouse to
beg for a morsel of something but found only
a piece of cheese and a glass of wine.
Now for a bed. I went to another small

cafe on the hill where I laid down over a mat
on a bench in the terrace next to the beautiful
sea.

The full moon was shining brightly, the air

was deliciously cool, and if I slept little I

dreamt a great deal. All the years I had
wasted stupidly in the midst of our civilization

passed before me, and it was more a feeling
than a reasoned argument; but I felt that

I Had Not Really Lived

half as much as one of these Arabs, who seem
to be practical philosophers who prefer to dis-

pense with our refinements and luxuries, but
also with all our troubles and worries. How-
ever, we are going to change all that. They
must take to collars, cuffs, neckties and all the
rest. What a pity ! They are so beautiful in
their turbans, large white brunous and gerbas
—a kind of wide blouse without sleeves, mostly
of a delicate tinge pink, yellow, green or red.

Behind Tunis lies a great lake, usually dry,
with a salty bottom shining like snow in the
broiling sun. It gets filled in the rainy season,
which begins in November. During the whole
Summer the sky is perfectly cloudless, of a
greyish color like melted lead. What a joy to

see a cloud at last after five months of relent-

less sun. and what a relief to see a cloudy
day and a good shower.

If it was not spoiled by the Europeans, Tunis
would be my ideal place.

Bill Climbing at Night.

Many riders have often asked themselves
why hills are so much easier to ride in the dark
than in the daytime, says Bicycling News.
It is a curious fact, but none the less true.

Let any reader of this paragraph, who is

acquainted with a hill which is just beyond
his powers, go and have a shot at it when he
can only see a yard or two before him. It is

more than probable that he will find he can
surmount it with an ease which, compared to
his former fruitless struggles, is quite bewild-
ering. The reverse is also noticeable, and many
men have found that hills they have ridden
for the first time in the dark seem almost
unrideable when they have tackled them an-
other time in the light of day. It is in all

probability the old story of pacemaking in a
slightly different form. What the eye does
not see the heart does not grieve over. The
brain waste does not go on so rapidly when
the eye sees little or nothing to waste it by
worrying about what is in front, and what has
to be done, before the steep is conquered.

The next European touring party, under
the guidance of F. E. Elwell, will leave New
York June 2. A new route will be taken
across to France, Switzerland, Germany and
Holland. August Geisser, of Der Deutsch
Radfahrer, will meet the party on the Rhine
and accompany them during the remainder of
the tour.
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TRADE IN SOME SOUTHERN CITIES.

After a look into the Augusta, Ga., and
Atlantic agencies, the next notable town in

which your correspondent brought up was
Chattanooga, Tenn. Here the Graham Cycle

Co. is a very well-known agency and a pop-

ular one. They have a string in hand, in-

cluding such well-known makes as the

Columbia. Rambler, Hickory, Luminum,
Waverley, Hartford and Crescent. They also

handle a line of athletic goods. Mr. Manlove,

of the company, is in charge, Mr. Graham
being on the road "doing" Texas for the

Columbia people.

D. George Morgan sells the Victor and the
Clipper, and looks hopefully at the coming
season. He thinks the future has a silver

lining, and will make an endeavor to extract
his share of the lining.

The Kirby Cycle Co. has the agency for the
Fowler, Cleveland and Falcon. They are
oiling up the wheels of commerce as if those
wheels were to stand extraordinary strains
before trade would allow of another chance to

lubricate.
Bass, Clifford & Co., who sell wagons and

buggies, have agreed to handle the business
of the Stover people hereabouts, and conse
quently will look after the Phoenix's interests.

In Bowling Green, Ky., there are three
agencies for about 10,000 people, that being
the population of the city, while the rich farm-
ing country about is thickly settled. Here
may be found Greer & Son, who. in addition
to a large furniture business, also sell bicycles,

handling the Columbia, Eagle and Lyndhurst
and the Simmons Hardware Company's cheap
line. E. A. Greer looks after the cycle de-
partment.
The Southern Cycle Co., which has been in

business in Bowling Green for quite a time, is

reported as selling out to quit the business.
Frank Rochester is the manager.

Collier & Cartwright handle the Cleveland,
having just taken the agency.

Hopkinsville, Ky., has about five agents.
Forbes & Bro. selling Columbias and the Syra-
cuse, and claim the agency of the Victor
through Dunham Bros., of Evansville, Ind.

Mr. A. D. Rogers claims the Victor through
Jefferis Bros., of Louisville. Thus two Victor
agents clash on territory. .

Tandy & Woolridge sell the Kenwood. They
are young men, energetic and careful.

F. K. Yost sells what he considers the

wheel, the Luminum.
Other agents in Hopkinsville are Thompson

& Meador and H. W. Tibbs.
Owensboro, the Monarch of Western Ken-,

tucky, has its agents, all of whom are doing a
lively business preparatory to the Division
meet in June.

In the light of latest developments the state-

ment which appeared in The Wheel of Febr-
uary g to the effect that Corley & Bowlds has
purchased the wheel business of W. A.
Guenther & Sons requires some explanation.
It was authoritatively reported at that time
that the trade was completed and that only
the transfer of the property remained to close

the deal. The sale was thought by the
interested parties to have been consumated,
but when the time for the transfer arrived a
hitch occurred and the deal was declared off.

Mr. Corley then formed a patnership with E.

L. Wimp under the style of Wimp & Corley,
and the new firm is now doing business at 216
and 218 Frederica Street. They have secured
the agency for the Columbia, and will also

handle other wheels besides a full line of

sundries. The new firm starts with the best
and most encouraging prospects, having
already landed quite a number of hide grade
sales and several medium ones.
W. A. Guenther & Sons will continue in the

trade with an assortment of medium grade
wheels, to which they contemplate adding one
or more lines of standard make. Their selec-

tions of the latter have not yet been made, but
as the season opens they will doubtless be

found prepared to cater to the trade which
they have handled so successfully in the past.

Hill & Seitler, hardware merchants, will

make the sale of bicycles a prominent feature
of their business this year. They will offer

the Cleveland, Eagle Altair and Syracuse, and
there is no doubt that they will secure a liberal

share of the trade.

The business outlook promises well, and the
dealers say that they will, despite the hard
times, sell more wheels than in any previous
year. The firms mentioned above have already
placed orders for 250 wheels.
League meet talk is booming the sport to a

very considerable degree. The list of races
will be given out soon, and Classes A and B
will be liberally represented. This list will be
given to The Wheel readers at an early date.

Orville W. Lawson.

In the Great Northwest.

Dui.uth, Minn., March 13, 1894.—Trade in
this city promises to be quite lively in '94.

Spring is here quite forty days in advance of

the usual time. Last Sunday all the paved
streets were fairly ridable, and large numbers
of cyclists were out. On the 18th the Duluth
Cycle Club will hold the first club run of the
season. The riders here number about three
hundred. Dodge & Pearson are the leading
dealers, and have already made a number of
sales. They handle Eagles, Columbias,
Victors, the Stearns, the Phoenix, the Fowler,
and the Western Wheel Works line. Last
season they sold about seventy-five wheels.
R. C. Krusche handles the Kenwood, and
Frank Huse the Rambler. It is understood
that the latter intends making quite a bid for

trade, and, as he is a fast rider and popular
with his club-mates, his prospects are good.
The great event of the year will be, as usual,

the ten mile Decoration Day road race over
the London Road, one of the finest courses
in the country. Locally this event creates
about as much excitement as does the Pullman
in Chicago, and nearly the whole town turns
out to see it. About fifty starters are expected
this year.

Testimonial from the Back^vroodn

TRIANGLE WHEELS
May be you will be just as well pleased as Mr. Mills, if you had one of our wheels.

The Peerless Mfg. Co.,
Write for Catalogue. Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Trinidad, Col., March 14.—Many, many,
many years ago a Spanish cavalier, whose
father had fought with Cortez on the famous
" Nocht Triste," gathered a little band of

hardy men at arms, left the valley of Mexico
and journeyed away toward the North. He had
heard from wandering Indians that there was
gold to be had for the picking and rich cities

to be sacked near the great mountains. Sacking
cities and free gold would drag a Spanish free-

booter many a league. But this one found
that he had undertaken a large contract.

However, in the course of a year, he found
himself with a handful of gaunt and scared

men under the shadow of the Raton. Fever
and scalp hunting red skins had sadly de-

pleted his following, and those who lived were
but

Weary and Foot-Sore Skeletons.

But one day, when he discovered a fair valley

at the foot of a great mountain that sprang,

like Antaeus, from the naked plain, and saw
that water and game were plentiful and that

fortification was easy of accomplishment, he
halted and built a camp.

In the course of time other adventurers

followed into the northland, and where the

cavalier had camped they built a city and made
him governor thereof; and for his native place

under the sunny sky of kingly Spain he called

the city Trinidad.

Strange and stirring tales are told of deeds

of rapine and murder, of love and priestly hate,

and of knightly heroism done in the quaint

and narrow streets of this strange old city,

which is taking on modern airs now and seek-

ing to forget the past, like prosperous men who
]ong to forget the follies and poverty of youth.

Nevertheless, now and then one can find an old
Mexican crone or even white settler, who re-

members tales told by their grandsires and
who will tell them again to you, while some
of the old buildings speak in no uncertain
language of the days of Spanish rule.

I remember the day when, saddle-sore and
weary I rode for the first time down the queer
and ancient main street of Trinidad.
There had been a hanging in town that

afternoon, and two grizzly and bullet-riddled
bodies swung to and fro from correll gate-bar
as we rode by. This was many years ago,
before Trinidad had taken on modern graces,
and a vigilant committee was a very common

thing. There were many cattlemen in town,
drawn hither by the "necktie matinee," and
being

A Very Pronounced Tenderfoot

I found much to interest me, filled as I was at
that time with Eastern notions regarding the
habits and character of the cowboy. I looked
with an interest, not unmixed with fear, upon
the knots of bronzed and bearded men who,
though they had just participated in a, to me,
fearful deed of violence, seemed quiet and
harmless enough, although each and every
man jack of them carried enough weapons
about his person to start a small arsenal.
The peculiarly soft voice and drawling tone

of conversation common to these men has
always a tendency to lead one astray regarding
the inherent force and selfreliance which is

their strongest characteristic. The fact that
we of the East are accustomed to loud talk,

much swearing and calling of names among
those whom we consider dangerous or rough,
has led us to expect the same here, while the
fact is that there is little cursing or loud
talking and less calling of names among these
quiet, soft-voiced men, even though we think
them only half civilized.

Such proceedings in the far West are very
unhealthy.

It was on the night of my first visit that I

made the acquaintance of Clay Allison, at that
time a famous "bad man," who was reputed to

have a private grave-yard, well filled, some-
where on the H. J. O. ranch. The meeting
was without an introduction and happened in
this wise. The principal hostelry of the place
was well filled with cow-punchers, and the
business of the day having been dry,

The Bar Was Well Patronized.

Allison, who was only ugly in his cups, had
been drinking heavily and had reached the
treating stage. A stranger from somewhere
up country sat reading a paper in one corner,
out of the way, and seemed to pay very little

attention to the antics of the half-drunken
gang of rangers. Allison came in from the
office, swaggered up to the bar and called on
"everybody" to come and have a nip.

Everybody came except the chap with the
newspaper.
Presently Allison noticed that his invitation

had not been accepted by the stranger, and
turning about he drawled

:

"Stranger; seems like you don't hear s'well

as most people in these parts. I said come
and have somethin'."
The man looked up from his paper and in a

very courteous way declined, saying that he
was not feeling well, or something to that
effect. Whereupon Allison whipped out a
great six-shooter and remarked

:

t

"Whiskey is good for sickness, stranger

—

mighty sight better than lead. Better have
somethin'."
The stranger turned a little white around

the jaws but got up and came to the bar, called
for "red eye" and turned down a stiff glass.

Allison, who seemed to be in an ugly mood,
said that the stranger ought to entertain the
"gentlemen" and requested him to dance,
which, at the muzzle of the pistol, he did with

a very bad grace. He was a well dressed
man, unarmed and apparently of the drummer
persuasion, and it evidently worried him.
Nevertheless, after he had performed & pas de
seul he came to the bar for another drink, at the
invitation of the "terror," who also called for

a drink.
The two men stood side by side and, as the

liquor was poured out, Allison, as though he
had finished the tormenting act,

Slipped His Gun Back

into its case, which hung on his hip in open
view. They both raised their glasses but the
stranger lifted his with his left hand, and as
Allison was in the act of drinking, he reached
with his right hand and grasped the pistol

handle. Before the bad man from H. J. O.
could make a move he found himself looking
down the barrel of his own gun, behind which
was the most murderous pair of gray eyes I

have ever seen and a pair of jaws set as tight

as a steel trap.
" Dance, damn you," commanded the

stranger. And the six feet two inches of
"bad man" shuffled out into the room in the
merriest kind of a canter.
The friends of Allison were paralysed with

surprise, but there was no chance to get the
drop on the stranger, who was evidently mad
all over. Therefore Allison danced until he
could hardly stand. Then the stranger said

:

"Loan him a gun, somebody. I don't want
to murder him ; but if he wants to shoot it out
he won't ever get a better chance."
Allison was all out of breath, but he managed

to state that he was satisfied and wanted to

"shake hands with the only galoot who ever
stood up the H. J. O. ranch, which was him."
So they shook, and I saw the pair of them as
full as lords a few hours afterward, avowing
eternal friendship.

Trinidad to-day lies under the protecting
shadows of the Raton. Tourists flock to her
gates, and she has grown into a considerable
city. The roads leading out from her borders
are like all Colorado roads, delightful; her
manners and laws are free and easy, and she
has taken very kindly to bicycling and
bicyclists. There are three agencies here;
but none of them are very large from a busi-
ness standpoint. The weather is delightful,

and should any tourist who knows the art of

wheeling come this way, let him bring his

wheel by all means. Imlac.

The Park Commisioners of Boston have de-
cided to mount the park police on bicycles.

The Pope Mfg. Co. last week received the
order for their equipment with Columbias.

The Troy (N. Y.) B. C. has elected these
officers : President, R. D. Cook ; Vice-
President, Wm. Theissen ; Recording Secre-
tary, W. C. Simmons; Financial Secretary, J.
C. Caldwell; Corresponding Secretary, Geo.
W. Loop; Treasurer, J. R. Milliken ; Captain,
E. S. Homer; Trustees, G. W. Daley, A. R.
Hogbee, Geo. Ruth, T. W. Perkins, T. W.
Hislop.

MKNUFKCTUR6RS

!

Wait and see the

BY F=Z5F2 THE HKNDSOMEST HMD BEST.

Special prices on Tubing of following brands:

MANNESMANN. WELDLESS. PERFECTA. METALLIC. PARAGON.

P6DHLS, FORKSID6S, 6TC,

THE RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
208 1-2083 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK-

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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We have no Agents, but sell to the individual rider at wholesale prices.

ACME ROAD RACER.

28-inch Wheels, Wooden Rims, 25 lbs., $80.
Guaranteed as fine as Agents sell

for $125 to $135.

With Steel Rims, $75.
Shipped for examination, to be returned at our expense both ways

if not as represented.

FOR THE LADIES.
fle/T)^ B<?ll, U/oodei? I^ims, 28 pounds, $75.

Highest Grade—a superb wheel. Guaranteed same as
agents sell for $125 to $135.

/Km<? 5eorel?er, jHicjtyest (Jrade, 30 pounds, $75.
Same as agents sell for $125.

f\Q[C\e l^oadst<?r, J-ligbest (Jrad<?, 34 pounds, $65.
Same as agents sell for $115.

/Kme pull Roadster, 36 pounds, $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

28-lQCl? Cadies' Bieyel<?, $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

26-\T)fy U/ljeels, $44.

24-19017 U/tyeels, $34.
Morgan & Wright Pneumatic Tires, Rubber Mud

Guards, latest equipment.

a^wif*;"^

A GREAT TRUTH.
Every time you buy a bicycle through an agent you pay him

$30 to $50 more than we charge for the SAME QUALITY. Why
not write your own order and buy as cheap as he can? You run no
risk. We feel so confident our bicycle will please we ship them
subject to inspection and pay transportation charges both ways if

they are not as represented, or if you can truthfully and conscient-

iously say you are not highly pleased.

We cut off the traveling salesman's salary and ex-

penses, the commission of the local agent and the losses

in failures and bad debts that every manufacturer incurs

who does an agency or consignment business, and which
must eventually be paid by the purchaser as all sensible

men know. Let prudence and economy suggest the

better way of buying from us direct at our wholesale

prices.

Illustrated Catalogue Free. '

ACME CYCLE COMPANY, Elkhart, Ind.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SHELL'S

IonW

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Registered Trade Mark, No- 24238,

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

# II #
The Snell Cycle Fittings Co.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps,

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:

Chicago Tip and Tire Co., ... Chicago

New England Agents:

The Elastic Tip Co , - — - - - Boston

New York Agents:

John S. Leng's Son & Co., Fletcher St , New York

Special Sales Agents:

The Raleigh Cycle Co., - - - New York
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TEXAS UP TO DATE.

SAN ANTONIO—The San Antonio Cycling

Club has just established itself in quarters

which are perhaps the finest and best equipped

cycle club-rooms south of St. Louis. They
have store-rooms for wheels, a gymnasium,

reading and business rooms and a lounging

room, all fitted up in splendid style.

The Alamo Wheelmen will probably engage
larger quarters also, and there is little doubt
but that the local wheelmen will be fully pre-

pared to give Texas cyclists a hearty reception

on the occasion of the State meet, July 4.

A new firm has been established in this city.

The members of the firm are Waelder & Smith,

two of the oldest and best riders in the city.

FORT WORTH-There are also new firms

starting in the wheel business in other parts

of the State, with rumors of many more. Mr.
Wilson, of Fort Worth, is doing a splendid

repair business and is kept busy renting

wheels. He handles the Rambler but devotes
his time largely to the two former depart-

ments.
W. B. Tackabery, the State champion, is

fitting up a store and will represent the

Stearns in Fort Worth and vicinity.

WACO—C. H. Thacker, an old and enthusistic

wheelman, for a long time a resident of

Cleburne, Tex., has secured an interest in the

business of W. B. Parker, Waco, and will

remove to that city, to actively engage in the

cycle trade.

DALLAS—The former manager of the Dallas
Cycle Co., Jno. B. McCraw, is now represent-

ing the League Chainless Safety and will

shortly go on the road in the interest of that
wheel.

HOUSTON-The Magnolia Cycling Club is

considering the matter of joining forces with
the local branch of the Y. M. C. A. in order to

secure the use of the latter's new gymnasium
and the reading and bath-rooms. The Y. M.
C. A. people have secured the services of a
physical director who will take charge of the

racing men of the Magnolia C. C.

The sale of E Alsdorf & Co.'s business at

Newark, N. J., to the president of the New
Home Sewing Machine Co. for $13 000 has
been confirmed by the Vice-Chancellor. All
of the secured creditors consented to the sale.

A New Home Traiuer.

American-made Lamp Lenses.

What seemed the least important branch of

the business of the Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,

at its inception in Toledo, was the manufac-
ture of lamps. This is noteworthy from the
fact that lamp-manufacturing has now become
one of its most prominent features.
In lamp-making the Snell Co., is entitled to

a meed of success, if only from the standpoint
of patriotism. They have made a humming
home industry of what was formerly very
largely an importing trade. Mr. Snell is in high
feather over the fact that every single part of

his line of lamps is now American made. But
recently they have induced a home concern to

invest in the plant necessary for the produc-
tion of lamp-lenses, which have hitherto come
from the other side. The Snell line comprises
half-a-dozen different patterns of lamps, with
their celebrated Tom Thumb as a leader.

In a recent visit to the Snell factory the visitor

was treated to a surprise. In one year's time
the business so increased that buildings have
been added so that the floor space is j ust double
what it was. A great deal of this extra room is

required for the growth of the Snell lamp trade.

At the time of the Wheel man's vist a full

posse of men were working twenty-two hours
a day.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. have
placed on the market a home trainer that is

cheap, simple in construction and adaptable
for use as a stand. It is the invention of A.
G. Moore, of Chicago, and is made almost
entirely of wood. Two steps which fit in
sma'l notches on top of the stand are fastened
to the bicycle. The rear wheel rests against
a ball-bearing roller, which is held in place by
metal arms. A spring running from the stand
to the arms furnishes the resisting power.
Any wheel can be used with the device, and
the rider has the same position and motion as
when riding out of doors.

Geo. N. Buck Mfg. Co., Mattoon, 111., are
marketing a new hose supporter. Its chief

novelty is in the clasp.

But little Trade Activity^in the South.

W. S. Maltby returned to New York this

week, after a six weeks tour through the South
in the interest of the Raleigh Co. He is not
over-enthusiastic in regard to the state of
the cycle trade throughout the Southern states,

with the exception of one or two cities, and
does not think the outlook for Southern trade
this year is very rosy. He gave numerous
exhibitions of trick riding and astonished
many a native, and in this way created con-
siderable enthusiasm.

THE LATEST IDEAL SADDLE.

Where Wheels Are Going Cheaply.

Toledo, Mich., March 17.—It may be news
to the trade, but it is a fact that the Dauntless
bicycles are being retailed from the factory at

$65. The receiver for the Toledo Bicycle Co.,
Mr. T. B. Terry, continues in charge for Mr.
Meilnik, who bid in the plant and with it some
1,000 wheels, some 400 of which are of the '94

pattern. These are being finished and re-

tailed at above price. Conditions like these,
and the Spalding-Overman trouble, do not
promise very well for the stability of prices
in '94.

The latest " ideal saddle " has been devised

by the captain of the Guy's Hospital Cycle

Club, an English organization. It is not a

beauty, but like all the others of vastly

different forms, it is "adapted to the anatomy
of the parts pressed upon when a man is riding

a cycle."

"The tuberosities of the ischium rest on air
cushions. The points of the vertebrae (or thigh
bones) and the extent of the perinceum are
protected from injury by being suspended by
air cushions, as they should be.

"This form o' pneumatic saddle is far ahead
of any other," says the description, "and un-
like the others, because—although it does not
support the front of the vertebrae and the
perinoeum by pads of air, which often become
hard and oppressive—still the parts are left

absolutely free from jar or pressure. They
are not touched at all by the saddle."

A Noticeable American Improvement.

In looking at illustrations of American-made
machines (says the Cyclist) there is one point
of distinction between them and English types
which has always struck us very noticeably,
and that is the method of attaching the saddle
to the seat-pillar, or rather the construction of
the seat-pillar itself. American manufacturers
appear always to have recognized the enor-
mous value of a full adjustment, and although
many of their arrangements may be crude and
unmechanical, the fact remains that it is the
rule rather than the exception for the Ameri-
can manufacturer to give his customers
machines so arranged that the saddle is ad-
justable throughout the full length of the pin,

and to any point between the extremes, a con-
dition of things to which we a e only now ap-
proaching in this country, and which very few
firms indeed have yet adopted on this side.

The Surbridge Plant Sold.

The plant of the Surbridge Manufacturing
Co., at Hagerstown, Md., which was sold to
George T. Warwick, of Springfield, Mass., has
been transferred by Warwick to S. M. Schindel
and Charles E. Johnson, of the Punctureless
Tire Armor Co., who made the first payment.
It is probable that these gentlemen and Mr.
Warwick will form a partnership and manu-
facture bicycle accessories.

Pope Interest Represented in the Shelby
Tube Co.

J. Pattison, brother of Arthur E. Pattison,
who has for some time been in the employ of
the Pope Mfg. Co., has been elected Secretary
of the Shelby Tube Co. , in which Col. Pope
has a very large interest.

E. B. Parker has severed his connection
with the Pennsylvania Bicycle Co., and is now
with the Warwick Co. He will travel through
Pennsylvania.

L. B. Whymper has tendered the Kings
County Wheelmen a silver shield, to be known
as the Whvmper trophy, for the encourage-
ment of century riding during 1894. The K.
C. W. had their "opening run" on Sunday
last.

A. W. Gump & Co., of Dayton, are receiving
wheels by the car load. They control the
Crescent cycles in Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee
and West Virginia, and anticipate a large
trade. They also sell hundreds of wheels in
bargain lots.
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Beware of

False

Profits !

FALSE PROFITS mean in the agent's case a

POOR wheel with a BIG, BIG DISCOUNT, which
is soon spirited away by free repairs and express

bills.

44THE " UNION 99

Gives no false profits. It is a credit to the agent.

It delights the rider.

It has a reputation for UNVARYING EX-
CELLENCE of workmanship, and for record work
surpassed by none.

Buy a " UNION "and you will never be on the sick list.

union crcLE MFS. CO.,
Branches: Chicago=Philadelphia. 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

CATALOGUE FREE AT AGENCIES; BY MAIL, 2 CENTS.
The Airtite-Dunlop is used when detachable tires are required. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUNS
SPINSWINS
SEI_.3LiS
R.II3ESLOOKS
FEELSEASY

ft Spins to Win." Fhe Syracuse

IS
Our One-Nundred-Dollar Wheel

a bird, it flies,

a beauty, it sells,
a winner, it spins
a spinner, it wins.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

SHAPLEIGH, St. Louis, is the man in the West. Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.'
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POPULAR FALLACIES PUNCTURED.

ANCIENT AND MODERN RULES GOVERNING
ATHLETIC AMATURISM.

ROM the earliest

dawn of history

until now public

opinion in all

countrieshas held

the earning of

money, property

or living by win-

ning at athletic

sports just as

moral, and just

as honorable as

earning money or

a living by labor

in productive industry. For many centuries,

in every known nation, to earn money, property

or a living by successful competition in athletic

sports was ranked as more honorable than
even useful labor as a mechanic or even in the
learned professions.

In the Days of Knightly Chivalry

the farmer and the artisan were esteemed
base ; even the doctor and lawyer were of low
account, and the artist and learned man were
lightly considered; but kings, princes, nobles
and knights contended in the athletic sports of

the tourney, archery, wrestling, running, etc.,

and held it so high an honor to win prizes of

purses of money, horsesy armor, jewelry, etc.,

that bards sang their praises.

In a recent article I wrote that the victors at

the famous Grecian games, in what is called

the " golden age" of athletics, did not contend
for the olive crown alone, but also for money,
property, salable prizes and for a living.

This statement, having excited surprise on
the part of some sophomore " puritans," I call

attention to the following well-established
historic facts:

In the histories of Nineveh and Babylon I

find mention of prizes of horses, chariots,

lands, money and jewelry given to successful
charioteers, archers, runners, and wrestlers.

According to Ebbers, the Egyptologist, as
long ago as when the children of Israel were
slaves to Pharaoh, and before that, similar
prizes were given to similar athletic champions
in Egypt.

Ditto in ancient Assyria.

In the Grecian Ages

Homer relates that Paris won a black bull as a
prize for a foot race with Hector; that Achilles
won his immortal horses and chariot; that
Ulysses and Ajax contended for a valuable
prize; that the rebellious lords of Ulysses even
put the hand of the Queen up as a prize in

archery, and had Ulysses and a beggar con-
tend in boxing for a purse of money.
Harold Williams, a high American Uni-

versity authority, says of the Olympian,
Pythian, Isthmian and Numean games, in the
golden age of such athletics, wherein the
victors were awarded crowns of wild olive

wreaths, that contestants were often chosen
as champions of different states at the public
expense. They were trained in gymnasiums

at the public expense, if not rich enough to
pay their own way, and subsisted during
training at the public expense. Whoever
followed the occupation of professional ath-
letics up to his thirty-fifth year without win-
ning an Olympian prize was debarred from
further competition."

Champions Cared For in Old Age.

"Thus champions made a living by this

occupation." "The prize winners were cele-

brated throughout all Greece and were cared
for in old age by their native cities." Pretty
large reward that

!

Victors also received prizes of oxen, goats,

sheep, jewels, money, horses, gold and silver

crowns, land, houses, clothing, armor, etc.,

and they were at liberty to sell and convert
into money any prize or reward except the
crown. So were victors in Babylon, Assyria
and Egypt. Money or property so acquired
was held to be honorably earned and owned
on the salable terms as any other property.
The Roman games were always attended by

prizes of money or property, which the winners
were at liberty to sell or convert. Even the
gladiators always contended for substantial
rewards, generally purses of money. When
the gladiators were captives of war, or con-
demned criminals, they were offered the great
prize of freedom, or escape from condemnation,
besides other rewards, and they were nearly
always trained and supported at somebody
else's expense.
Bulwer's novel of "Pompeii" shows how

Syddon, the gladiator, contended in order to

win two money prizes with which he hoped to

buy his father's freedom from slavery.
In "Ben-Hur," General Wallace shows that

the great chariot race was for a prize of a
purse of many talents of silver. He also men-
tions

The Boxer from Rome

who made his living by winning many prizes
in the arena.
Hundreds -of citations could be made, all

showing the practice of giving money or
property prizes, and proving that champions
were free to sell such prizes at pleasure. On
the other hand, it will be very difficult to cite a
single authentic instance where there were not
such prizes.

In "Ivanhoe," Sir Walter Scott correctly
states the prize rule of chivalry in tourna-
ments, in the famous scene where the body
esquires of the five defeated knights tender to

the successful champion, Ivanhoe, the horses
and armor won by him in the tourney, in the
following words:

"I, Baldwin de Oyley, squire to the re-

doubted knight Brian de Bois-Guilbert, make
offer to you, styling yourself for the present
the Disinherited Knight, of the horse and
armor used by the said Brian de Bois-Guilbert
in this day's passage at arms, leaving it with
your nobleness to retain or ransom the same
according to your pleasure, for such is the law of
arms."
"Retain or ransom"—that is, to_ keep or to

sell at pleasure. Ivanhoe did sell four on the
spot, and this was the universal rule of
chivalry. Now a suit of armor was worth
from $300 to $5,000—a very pretty prize to win.
Besides Prince John gave a prize of a horse
and armor valued at a high figure. This, also,

the victor could sell. Also Scott correctly
relates how the archers shot for a purse of
twenty silver crowns.
Under the laws of chivalry, a lucky champion,

Going from Tourney to Tourney,
could win a money income of several thousands
of dollars a year—a large income for those
times. The "glory" was represented by a
wreath, or thin gold or silver crown

,
privilege of

choosing the queen of love, etc. ; but the real
prize—which it was always honorable to sell

and convert into money—was generally sub-
stantial.

In these days we should have to climb pretty
high to get above the fantastic notions of
"pure honor" of knightly chivalry; yet money
prizeb and property prizes, that champions
could and did sell and convert into money
were the universal rule, when kings, princes
and nobles contended as the most renowned
"pure amateurs" in all history.
These facts, briefly stated, are too often

either ignored or forgotten by "puritans."
They may be unknown by the general public,
though well known by every even casual
student of history. I cite them now in order
that all who are interested may be reminded
of the wisdom of both the ancients and the
moderns.

England and the United States

are the only two notable exceptions at the
present day—in bicycling athletics—to more
or less similarly liberal rules. France, Ger-
many, Italy, Austria, Belgium, Norway and
Sweden, Denmark, Australia, and other
countries permit cash prizes, or salable or
exchangeable prizes; and it is an alarming
fact that America is at this moment in con-
siderable danger of losing her bicycling
supremacy to cash-prize France, while strictly

"pure amateur" England has already lost her
supremacy and seems to be rapidly sinking
to below even a second-rate position.

If the United States is to maintain her
proud pre-eminence in this greatest of all the
sports of the civilized world, the indications
are so close that the wayfaring man, though a
fool, need not err therein, that our salvation
depends upon making and maintaining

A Broadly Liberal Amateur Rule.

Paris and other French cities are already
attracting the attention of the whole world by
a magnificent series of contests for the season
of 1894. Already the most famous champions
of England, Germany, Italy, Belgium and
some renowned Americans are gathering there

;

and Zimmerman, our American world-beater,
is said to be hesitating whether he, also, shall
go. If our rules were liberal enough, the
whole world might be flocking to the United
States instead of to France.

President Bates.

Distances in America.
A New York lady met in Paris M. Aude,

now attached to the French legation in Wash-
ington (according to the Rochester Union).
'Have you zee beecercle in Amairka?" he
asked. When she comprehended what it was
he wished to know, she informed him that the
bicycle had reached these wilds and had al-

ready become a favorite instrument of torture.
He next asked: "Zen I can take ze little run
on ze beecercle from Washton to Philadelph
and back before dinnair, n'est-ce-pas?"
"That depends on how often a week you

dine," said the lady blandly.

The officers of the Wisconsin Division have
decided to take a census of all cyclists of both
sexes in the State. Local consuls will have
charge of the canvassing.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any "jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St„ New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers-
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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Every wheel

of the

Stearns

Model that

can be made
this year has

been placed.

No more
agencies

can be

established.

Books are

closed.

The Stearns

is about to

commence
making
business for

1895. The
manufac-

turers will

rest their

claims

on Stearns

perform-

ances this

year.

SEND FOR. THE MOST BEAUTIFUL, CATALOGUE OF THE YEAR,

In 1893 the Stearns won
all accepted time records

from 100 yards to 1 mile.

Johnson was the rider.

Johnson rides a Stearns
this year. So do scores of

other cracks whp would
be in his class.

E. C STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St, ,N.Y. W
BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,

Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiM

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

tire,
- BOSTON. MASS.

UESTIS"
35 Federal Street, and )

178 Devonshire Street, [

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please adfl; " Saw it in Tbe Wheel."
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Brooklyn B. C. Wins the Cup.

The Brooklyn B. C. team played their last

game on Friday evening last and won it, al-

though their opponents, the Prospect Wheel-

men, gave them a close call. The latter team

led up to the fifth frame, when the Brooklyns

forged slightly ahead and won by 24 pins, It

was a narrow squeeze, and the 205 by Kane
rather dismayed the B. B. C. men. If the

P. Ws. had made a slightly stronger wind-up

they would have won. This victory gives the

Brooklyn B. C. first place and the Madison

Square Garden $150 cup. On the same even-

ing the Atalanta Wheelme^j also played their

last game and defeated the Montauks by over
100 pins, which gives the Atalantas second
prize. They have captured either first or sec-

ond prize for five consecutive seasons. The
Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers take third prize, not-

withstanding that they have another game to

play. Heretofore the Jersey City A. C. team
have been almost invincible, but they unfor-
tunately went to pieces this season and wind
up with the greatest number of defeats to their

score of any year. The Kings County Wheel-
men are not as good bowlers as road riders,

having lost nine games, as have also the Castle
Point Cycler, to the Prospect Wheelmen. The
Manhattan B. C. have finished the tournament

with 14 defeats and 2 victories^ Two more
games remain to be played. A list of individ-
ual and team averages will be published next
week. The scores follow

:

Montauk Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheelmen, at the
former club's alleys, March 19.

MONTAUK W.
s ' s b scr

Tate 3
McNeill t

Monk 1

Eddison 1

Yates 1

Carson 1

G. Hellawell.. 1

J. Hellawell... 2

ATALANTA W.

Hornfeck 3
Millar 1

Thompson.. .. o
Scudder 1

Olozaga 1

Ferguson 2

Terbell 2

Halsey o

b scr

4 '47

Totals 112049 996 Totals 934271115

FRAMES.
Montauk W 109 236 343 437 526 634 781 813 899 906
Atalanta W 110 207 339 444 531 659 805 912 1010 1115

Umpire—W. MacBain, Scorers—William Good-
man and E. A. Smith.

scr
163
117

•5Q
158
119

144
142

127

Totals..

PROSPECT W.
s s b scr

Prospect Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn B. C. at the for-
mer club's alleys, March 16.

B. B. C.

s
Swezey 1

Lewis 2

Kelly 2

Rice 3
Hobby 1

Ackerson 2

Stebbins 1

Anderson 1

Weinpahl 064
C. Hotze 1 3 6
Miller 226
W. Hotze 226
Busch 118
Khnck 127
Kane 523
Shannon 262

143
Z22

133
Il6
XII

124
205
171,

J 3 32 35 1129 Totals 14 24 42 1105

FRAMES.
B. B. C 113 220 331 446 565 674 798 896 ion 1 129
Prospect W 122 243 362 468 552 630 749 877 1001 1105

Umpire—R. J. Wul.ff. Scorers-C. W. Smith and E.
Bonner.

Club.

THE STANDING, MARCH 15.

High
Won. Lost. To Play. Score.

Brooklyn B. C 14
Atalanta W 13
Elizabeth A. C. C 11 4
Jersey City A. C. W 8 7
Kings Co. W 7 9
CastlePointC 7 9
Prospect W 6 9
Montauk W 4 11

Manhattan B. C 2 14

1409
1496
1248

1329
1224
1161
1200
1240

K. C. Ws Annual Meeting.

, The annual election of the Kings Co., Whee-
men last week resulted as follows : President,

Durant McLean ; Vice-President, R. W.
Steves; Recording Secretary, J. J. Heywood;
Corresponding Secretary, H. Wendram;
Treasurer, Chas. McLaren; Assistant Treas-

urer, G. F. Wilson; Lieutenants, U. S. Paige,

C. Stephens, Jr. Trustees, W. C. Nellis, Q. Cfl

Long. G. R. Needham, Fred'k. Hawley and
O. B. Gurnee were the candidates for captain
but a majority vote was not cast and another
election will be held in April. The club has a
balance in the treasury of $248,39 and 130
members. G. A. Needham was awarded the
long distance medal for riding 7,698 miles.
C. M. Murphy rode 9,000 miles he was barred
from the contest on account of having been
declared a professional. He has entered a
protest.

The annual election of the Manhattan B. C,
on Monday last resulted : President, R. G.

Betts; Vice-President, W. T. Stewart; Secre-

tary, R. L. McFarland; Treasurer, Jos. Oat-
man; Captain, C. P. Staubach; First Lieu-
tenant, J. Nonnenbacher ; Second Lieutenant,
F. H. Campbell ; Trustee, V. F. Pelin and R.
H. Bartsch. Delegates to the M.A.C.C, R.G.
Betts; L. A. W. Representative, C. P. Staubach.
Two tickets werein the field.

The spread of the trolley is bringing dis-

may to wheelmen in very many portions of

the country. Not only is the famous Irving-

ton—Milburn course to be cut up for an elec-
tric railway, but now the New York legislature
has granted a traction company authority to
practically destroy the fine macadam roads
on Long Island which connect Jamacia, Flush-
ing, Jerico, Roslyn, Hempstead, Merrick and
Rockaway. These highways were only im-
proved last year at an expense of many
thousands of dollars.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES

JAMES S.

HENDERSON,

Agent for New York City

and vicinity.

165 GREENWICH STREET.

Wlm^mm^
,'': ."'. !:.>•'

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED KVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.
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2i Park Row, - - - New York.
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260 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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ADVERTISING.
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broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.
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Must be received by Tuesday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.
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Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

ON ALL " L " STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands In New York.

The professional up to date, according to

the Scorcher, is a well-fed young person, with

fur on his coat. The Scorcher is epigram-

matic.

Ladies! ladies! we've just settled the color

line. Can it be that you now propose drawing

a sex line, too, or what does that 'international

union" mean, anyway?

One of the worst and most regretable

features of the Spalding-Overman trouble and

the St. Louis controversy is the manner in

which all hands are more or less covertly ques-

tioning the financial standing of each other.

It is bad business.

RACING BOARD REVISIONS.

THE new L. A. W. Pacing Board has

started well.

As a whole the amendments and additions

to the racing rules, published elsewhere, should

earn for the Board some very hearty thanks

and much earnest commendation. The value

of some of the changes can hardly be over-

estimated. They are alike of material benefit

to the racing man, the race promoter and the

public, and will do much to promote a healther,

fairer and more honest state of affairs.

The new rule which forbids, under penalty,

the advertising of the crack riders without

their written agreement to be present, will go

far toward correcting a widespread evil which

has existed in the past. The manner in which

the public has been buncoed by the false ad-

vertising and promises of attractions which

never materialized reached a dangerous stage

last season. The Racing Board's action is not

only merited, but timely.

The same is true of the rule which renders

liable to suspension the rider who, in the

language of the day, fails to " keep his dates."

It will exert a wholesome effect on the syste-

matic promise breaker and those riders who
enter various events billed to occur on the

same date in various parts of the country.

This, two, was a source of much evil and
worriment last season. At first glance it

seems an abridgement of personal liberty, but

now that we have a class of paid riders and

as the rule applies with most force to them,

it is quite reasonable that they should be made
amenable to conditions governing hired men
in other positions of life. The cracks and
their managers will hardly relish the rule, but

race promoters will hail it with hurrahs. It

evens up the first-mentioned rule, which applies

to the latter.

Clause G (Section 3) is another which will

be appreciated by those who have conducted

or shared in the conduction of a race meeting.

To these, the crack who "will pay entry fees

when I arrive," and then finds it convenient

to defer the payment, is no stranger. To per-

mit of any prizes he may win being held and
declared forfeited at the end of thirty days is

a stringent but just measure.

The rule which permits of a pace-maker

being placed in a race, and entitling him to

any place or prize he may win or be awarded,

simply legalizes a practice which has prevailed

for years.

Notwithstanding the new provision which re-

quires the presence and signatures of twelve

witnesses, and that two weeks notice be given

of intended trials against time, it is hardly

that the chronic croakers will be pacified. It

is an added and a wise safeguard, but it is

doubtful if the carping critics would believe

even their own eyes and watches.

In the amendment to section F, is, however,

a blemish on an otherwise admirable set of

rules.

As revised, the section provides that division

championships shall be open to Class A riders

only, while the national championships are

open to both classes.

With the first provision we are in thorough

accord. The second we believe should be un-

done. While we may judge that the Board

has acted to bring the championships within

the meaning of the word "National," at the

same time we hold that Class A is entitled to

more consideration. Stamped "pure" by
official edict, it is not proper that the highest

honor of the year should, to all intents and
purposes, be placed beyond them by making
the competition therefor directly with those

who have been trained and natured specially

for the event by the bottomless purse of the

manufacturer. This seems both logical and
fair.

There should be national championships or

medals for each class, as there are very, very

many who would and will esteem the trophies

of the first class the higher honors and it is

due that the opportunity be accorded them.

Then, if need be—and we think it well—sup-

plementary championships betwjs

champions and the respecti

arranged. But, by all

"pures" an equal chance

It is justly due them.

FEARLESSNESS OF FLEAS/. ........

IN Great Britain the law of libel is remark-

ably sweeping and severe, and exercises a

most wholesome effect. The journalistic

blackguard is quite effectually gagged, and
the personal and abusive tirades, which so

frequently fill the American prints, are, in

consequence, wonderfully like an angel's

visits.

From well - guarded jabs and upper-cuts

which are being indulged in, it is plain, how-
ever, that the English cycle press men are

having a time of it. Apparently, it is all due

to "declarations of independence," heralded

by certain papers. Evidently they glory in it,

for each week the proud announcement, "Ab-
solutely Independent," or something similar,

stares the reader squarely in the optic.

As near as can be judged from this distance,

this English standard of independence and
fearlessness consists of a refusal to give

space to trade notes or news of any sort. It

is a harmless sort of "independence," indeed,

it is even amusing, one paper forgetting its

"declaration" so far as to conduct a wishy-

washy trade column, while the other "gets in

its work" in its "Answers to Correspondents."

For the sake of comparison this "English

independence" is, however, interesting.

Here in America, in the world of cycling

journalism particularly, to be "fearless and

independent," the pressman, must, appar-

ently, descend to the gutter and use the lan-

guage of the blackguard. Criticism becomes

abuse or belittlement. To call a man "an

ass," "a fool," "a cur," "a liar," "an idiot,"

to smirch his character—it matters not how
flimsy the pretext—in hard, cold type, is the

American cycle pressman's conception of "the

independent call-a-spade-a-spade" style of jour-

nalism.

It stamps the writer as "perfectly fearless."

And the fouler and more numerous the an-

athemas, the greater the "fearlessness." It

makes the paper " hot," "spicy," "gingery;"

but above all looms the unmistakable '

' inde-

pendence." It matters not if the blackguard

himself has a shifty eye or the groveling

manner of a whipped dog; the public knows

him only by his writings, and to the reader he

is a man to be feared and to be treated accord-

ingly.

There is too much of this style of journalism

in America.

It is the unalterable right of every man or

paper to criticise ; but abuse is neither criticism

argument, independence or fearlessness. It

is quite as easy to criticise temperately and in
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the language of the gentleman as in the un-

couth, abusive terras of the blackguard, which

is all too often wrongly commended, "ag-

gressiveness," "plainness of speech" or "fear-

lessness."

The thinking man understands this, but

unfortunately too many of the reading public

do not stop to think.

As Mark Twain says: "there is nothing so

fearless as a flea ; with an utter disregard of

consequences it will tackle a man or brute

many millions of times its size. But it is be-

cause it knows no better."

In considering the self-advertised, " perfectly

fearless" and " absolutely independent"

journals and men, it may be well to remember

the flea.

THAT WHEEL PATH BILL.

AVERY kind New York Legislator wants

to give us wheel-paths, side-paths, four

feet wide - not less—smooth—from city to city.

And note, please ! No animal is to be driven

upon this wheel-stretch—the fine is $5 for such

offense.

And note again, please ! Corporations may
build these beautiful, smooth, four-feet wide,

not less, wheel-ways, and may charge a suit,

able toll. The offense for evading toll is also

the convenient and so readily handled and so

easily broken five dollar note.

This New York Legislator is too nice.

Who more polite than Sir Spider, when he

gave his pressing invitation to Baron Blue

Bottle?

Has some wheelmen of high degree, some
deft and sinuous intellect, conceived the plan

of toll-pathing New York State, as some cor-

porations trolleyize a city, so that we may all

be "held up" for revenue?

Or has some diplomatic cuss worked out

some such little mental arithmetical problem
as this: "Here; we give the cyclists a cycling

path, not less than four feet wide. Of course

we charge them for it. It is for them ex-

clusively, at the usual charge. No animal or

vehicle can be driven on it under penalty of

five dollars. But, it would be a poor rule that

don't work both ways ; so all wheelmen caught

not using the penny a-mile wheel-path shall

be charged five dollars.

We don't want any special four-foot wide
wheel path, please you, sirs !

With our pneus., we can go everywhere that

we ought to go. It is our streets and roads

that need attention.

The New York State Legislator, is, in this

particular case, an amoosin' cuss.

ONE of the signs of the growth of racing

were the many inquiries relative to the

building of cycle race tracks recently received

at The Wheel office.

In order to get the best information and to

spread it broadcast, The Wheel applied to

Mr. M. P. Paret, a Baltimore civil engineer and
a practical builder of race paths, to shed his

light for the benefit of the cycling world.

The paper is published elsewhere in this

issue. The building of tracks is treated in a

most admirable and exhaustive fashion. Mr^

Paret has handled the subject from several

important points of view. He is not painfully

technical nor altogether mechanical, but

offsets the theoretical by the practicable and

the possible by the probable. The paper

covers many important practical points,

special attention being given to the question

of composition of surface.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

EVEN thus early, reports of accidents, more
or less serious, due to the breakages of

featherweight wheels are piling in. It calls

for some attention from the trade. Agents,
dealers and, in some cases, the makers them-

selves, are selling featherweights with an utter

disregard of caution and consequences, and

when we say featherweights, we mean wheels

scaling twenty-two pounds and under,

It seems as if every Tom, Dick and Harry,

particularly those belonging to clubs, are going

in for the lightest mounts procurable. Not
content with discarding chain and mud
guards, coasters and steps, these men are

cavorting around on all sorts of roads and hills

without brakes and on wheels fitted with

racing rims and racing tires. By these means
twenty-two pound wheels have been brought

as low as nineteen or twenty, the agent making
the alterations without a murmur of disapg

proval.

We have a&d do favor the use of twenty-

seven or twenty-eight pound wheels, but, un-

less the man be unusually light in weight,

much lower than this we do not consider it

safe to go.

It is well to be wise in time. The sale of

absurdly light wheels for road use should be

discouraged. It has already gone too far.

Bones, reputations and profits will surely

suffer if it be continued.

POTTER'S POSITION.

RL. JEFFERSON, an English journalist,

. is now en route, awheel, for a semi-cross-

continent trip with Constantinople as his

destination. He appears to be more or less of

a cycling advertisement. We read that "he
selected a " Swift " as being the most suitable

for such a long and trying journey" and that

it is "fitted with Dunlop tires, gear case,

"Little Champion" lamp and Brooks' B 91

saddle."

This is sadly incomplete. With whose
pedals is the wheel fitted ? Whose spokes ?

Whose rims ? Whose tubing ? Whose lamp
bracket? Is the wheel enameled or nickled?

Is the tool bag round or square? Is it of the

D96 or X54 model, and was it made from the

hide of a male or female animal ? And if so,

how, when, why and by whom ? What is the

number of Mr. Jefferson's shoes and who
made them ? And his clothes—what of them ?

Is his sweater white or black, and does it bear

the name of the maker ? Will he use Pears'

soap or some other brand ? Does be carry a

pocket flask or what brand of beer will he

drink ? By all means, let us have these

additional details and the makers' names above

all else.

Verily but woman, lovely woman, is "em-
ancipating" herself "for keeps." She has

freed herself from skirts, donned bloomers,

and now she proposes to have a little inter-

national League of her own.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE 'WHEEL is on sale on all Elevate d news

stands in New York.

The many untruthful and misleading re-

ports which have been printed and circulated

concerning the trouble between Ex-Editor

Potter and the L. A. W., and the various

threats and direful utterances ascribed to Mr.

Potter have brought the following communica-
tion from that gentleman, explaining his

position exactly as has been reported by The
Wheel:
To the Editor of The Wheel:
Let me correct an evident misunderstanding into

which nearly all the papers, save THE Wheel, have
apparently fallen. I am not at war with the League.
I have thousands of friends within the ranks who
have written me kind letters within the last two years,
friends who are mine only because they are better
friends of the League, and have believed in and sup-
ported the work to which my hand has been directed.

I am not at odds with the Executive Committee.
No one better than I can know the difficulties which
beset President Luscomb, and so far from committing
any act hostile to his efforts, I expect in every pos-
sible and reasonable way to support the work to
which the League has given its pledge.
My personal relations with the Executive Com-

mittee are friendly. My business differences with the
League are not those for which this Committee can be
held altogether responsible, and these differences
have been discussed by President Luscomb and my-
self in a friendly spirit, and with a fair intent, I think,
on both sides. Should it be necessary to settle these
differences in Court, I am confident that it will be
done without personal suit against any member of
the League, and without in any way disturbing the
machinery of the organization. Snould it be finally
decided that the League is legally and equitably my
debtor, such decision will be placed in the hands of
the National Assembly for adjustment. Should it be
decided otherwise, I shall pay costs and confess my
error.
Meanwhile the League's difference with Mr. Potter

is the least of its troubles. We have work on hand
which every officer and member of the League should
try to put forward. A few weeks of earnest co-oper-
ation in the right spirit will pull us all together again
and place the organization in smooth waters. Frater-
nally yours,

ISAAC B. POTTER.

Do Ye Hear This, Denver?

Belleforne, Penn., March 28, '94.

Editor of The Wheel: I saw in the last

copy of your paper the probability of the
abandonment of the Tri State Meet at Asbury
Park, through small pettifoggery on the part
of the Denver people. I am surprised that
they would descend to making such small
potatoes of themselves. I had fully intended
attending both meets, but the smallness of
the Denverites makes me think a minute
whether smallness of that kind in one way
don't beget smallness in another and causes
me doubt the social success of the Denver
meet. I hope the Denver people will see the
error of their ways and drop their petty bicker-
ings. The meet at Asbury Park can in no way
injure the Denver Meet and may aid it in

showing the good times to be had at large
meets. L. A. W. 16,997.

C. T. C. and N. C. U. May Consolidate.

At the annual meeting of the Cyclists' Tour-
ing Club in London, amalgamation with the
National Cyclists' Union was proposed, and
the movement is meeting with considerable
support. It has been broached on previous
occasions, but nothing ever came of it.

To Form a Woman's Cycling Association

A meeting of the Woman's International
Bicycle Club was held in Brooklyn last week
for the purpose of perfecting the organization.
Correspondence with clubs in other cities has
been opened and an attempt will be made to

unite them all under one central organization.

President Luscomb has not yet completed
the make-up of the National Committee and
will make no further announcements until Vae
entire list is ready. One of the two remaining
vacancies on the Racing Board will be filled

by the appointment of a Chicago man, upon
whom the Chicagoians have not yet agreed,
and the other by a Southerner, "preusmably
from Kentucky. The Highway Improvement
and Transportation Committees will be much
larger than heretofore.

The L. A. W. Executive Committee is taking
a mail vote on the road racing question.
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You See Them Everywhere,

Cyclists who are loyal to the Columbia. We have made them

loyal by selling only the highest grade wheels at one price

to all purchasers. We have kept abreast of the times, and

Columbia Bicycles embody all that is best and latest in

bicycle construction and design. They are fully guaranteed,

and the present standard price, $125, is the lowest at which

a strictly high grade Pneumatic Safety was ever sold.

/

The Columbia Catalogue is absolutely unrivaled

for comprehensiveness and beauty. You can

obtain it free from our Agents or we mail it for

two two cent stamps.

~\

popr; /lyijuiF/KTuW Qo

Boston.

New York.
Chicago.

Hartford.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, coNN-

THE HICKORY
CONTAINS

Everything Desirable.

The 1894 Hickory has many improve-

ments and embodies special features not

found in any other machine. Sample ma-

chines can be found at our agencies in all

the principal cities and towns, and it will

pay you to examine them. If we have no

agent in your place write for terms and

catalogue.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Crescent

Bicycles.
An Entirely New Line

for 1894.

We are demonstrating that first-

class Bicycles can be made and

sold at the following prices :

$75

$50

$40

28-inch.
Ladies' (No.4) 36 lbs.

Men's (No.l) 30 lbs.

26-inch.
Ladies' (No.S) 32 lbs.

Men's (No.2) 27 lbs.

24-inch.
Misses' (No.6) 30 lbs.

Youths' (No.3) 25 lbs.

We are represented in all the

principal cities and towns of the

United States.

Illustrated Catalogue FREE

On Application.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, §££
a
f£k.

Have you seen the CRESCENT SCORCHER? Weight,

25 pounds; wood rims, Palmer or M. & W.

light roadster tires. Price $90.00.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

it i mi i j /i i l \ The latest idea in the bicycling world is this. Think of

Novel Wneelmens Contest, it and act up0n it. we offer ** the best bktcle
~* 5T0RT written by a Rider, a first class RALEIGH

BICYCUE. For the Second and Third Best Stories submitted in the competition we will

also give other prizes, particulars of which will be announced at a later date in the Wheel,

The winning stories will be illustrated, and will be published in "Storiettes,"

All details connected with the competition will be furnished on application to the office

of Storiettes, and full particulars are given in the April issue of that magazine, which is on

sale by all news agents.

THE STORIETTES COMPANY,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel. ! I50 "World Building, New York.

1894.
Our Line of Cycles for '94 Season

A PEW OP OUR LEADERS:

ARIEL, TITANIA, H.-T. SCORCHER,
READING FLYER,

Also a Full Line of Medium Grades.

Jobbers, Dealers, Agents! write for particulars and
discounts.

Ariel. H.-T. Scorcher.

GEO. WORTHINGTON CO.,
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel,' CLeMeLHND, OHIO.
1894.
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CLASS B BARRED.

FROM DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIPS — BUT
THE NATIONAL EVENTS ARE OPEN
TO BOTH CLASSES—BOGUS ADVER-
TISING AND PROMISE-BREAKING

PENALIZED.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has completed

its annual overhauling of the racing rules.

The revised laws were made public this week.

The Board has pruned here and grafted there,

and the rules and the sport is much the better

for the attention bestowed.

Some of the amendments are not new.

Among those previously reported and now
formally adopted are these:

No records, made with other than recognized
cycling machines, propelled by man power, will be
accepted.
The standard table of recognized records shall be

%, "3, 14, %, %• 1 mile, and all even miles upward; no
intermediate distances.

All other conditions being equal, the preference
shall be given to the League club. State division
meets shall in all cases be granted a sanction, upon
filing application at least thirty days prior to holding
of same.
In event of the holder of a sanction finding it impos-

sible to secure a track for date of same, sanction may
be withdrawn and awarded to some other club or
person.
Riders may register with the Chairman of the

Racing Board colors to be worn by them in cycle
races. In sending applications for same, the combi-
nation or way in which colors are to be worn must be
given. The colors selected will be entered and pub-
lished as assigned to the party making application,
and all subsequent applicants for same will be noti-
fied to select some other combination.
A general pacemaker may be put in any race by the

race promoter, having previously notified the Referee
of the fact. He shall assist no single rider, but shall
act to increase the speed of the race in general. He
shall be entitled to any place or prize he may win

;

may be rewarded bv a special prize within the limits
of his class, but cannot accept a cash remuneration.

Two Championships Dropped.

The one mile ordinary and the two mile
tandem events have been dropped from the
list of National championships. It was also

voted to make the Division championships open
only to members of Class A. The National
championships, however, will be open to both
classes, a fact which will work a great injustice

to the unspeckled of Class A.
To Section 5 of Clause F of the General

Rules, which states that the Racing Board
shall give thirty days' notice of date and loca-

tion of National championships, and Division
racing boards at least fourteen days' notice of
Division championships, the Board has made
this addition:

"Provided, however, that in case such
notice has been properly given and it is found
necessary for good reasons to postpone to some
date within fourteen days of the original date,
the first notice shall be considered sufficient

under this rule.

No city or county championship shall be
granted unless approved by the Division
Board.
The words "up to the date of the event"

have been stricken from the rule defining a
novice, evidently because they were considered
superfluous. The meaning of the rule is un-
altered. A novice is still one who has never
won a prize in a track race.

New Rule for Team Races.

The rule governing team races has been
radically altered. Heretofore the positions of
each individual contestant has been the basis
of the score. The new rule, however, pro-
vides that "In a team race the position of the
first number of men corresponding to the
number of teams starting shall be taken at the
end of each lap.

"The first man shall count a number of
points equal to the number of teams starting,

the second one less and so on.

"On the final lap the first man shall be
credited with one extra point and the others as
above.
"The team scoring the greatest number of

points shall be declared the winner."

To reach those scaly young men who, in

order to get the best of the handicapper, fre-

quently entered as residing in different places,

the Board has inserted this provision:

Any competitor in a Class A race who neglects to
give his legal residence, or who gives other than his

legal residence as such, shall be considered to have
made a false entry, and will be subject to the penalty
for false entries.

As to Trials Against Tinie.

This additional precaution has been inserted

in the rule governing record breaking:

Records against time may be made at an open
meeting or in private, and may be made with or
without pacemakers. Records made at private trials

will only be allowed if at least two weeks' notice has
been given the Chairman of the Board that such
attempts are to be made. The referee of such trials

shall be a properly accredited representative of the
L. A. W., appointed by the Chairman upon applica-
tion, and there shall be at least twelve witnesses
present to attest the correctness of the record.

A refusal of further sanctions is made the

penalty for a race promoter's failure to send
copies of his programme to the Chairman of

the Racing Board and the Official Handicapper
in his district, as provided by the rules. It is

also provided that:

Programmes shall show the address, city and State
of each rider, and shall state which events are for

Class A or Class B riders. A. caution shall appear on
programme to the following effect

:

" NOTICE TO RIDERS.

All races on this programme are limited,
as follows : Class A—Riders that reside in
this State or live within 200 miles of place
of meet, and the prizes for which do not
exceed $50. Class B—Such races that have
prizes exceeding $50 in value and open to
any amateur rider, under Class B defini-

tion, according to L. A. W. rules."
Riders are cautioned that to ride in Class

B races or to violate any clause of Class A
will make them ineligible to future events
in Class A.

The value of each prize shall also appear on
the programme, and where a value is brought
into dispute, the retail price of same shall

govern the settlement.

Promise-Breaking and Bogus Advertising.

The Racing Board has taken long-needed
action on these subjects, and have injected a
new provision in the rules that will tend to

check a growing evil. The amendment says:

Race promoters shall not advertise the intended
presence of any racing man, unless a notice in writing
to that effect is in their possession, signed by the man
advertised.
No further sanctions shall be granted to any meet

promoter evading this rule.
An obligation rests on racing men to appear at race

meets where definite promises have been given to do
so.
Any racing man. after having given such promise,

and failing to give notice within at least two weeks
previous to the holding of meet for which he is adver-
tised, to the managers thereof, that he will not be
present, shall be suspended from all track racing for
a period to be determined by the Chairman of Racing
Board.

Another valuable addition which will be ap-
preciated by race promoters has also been
made. It refers to that very numerous
individual who finds it convenient to dodge
payment of his entry fees. It reads:

If a contestant shall have ridden and won a prize,
and for any reason his fees shall not have been paid
or collected, he shall be given thirty days in which to
pay same, and at the expiration of that time the
management of the races may sell said prizes for its

own account, and the contestant shall forfeit all

claims to same.

DENVER'S DATES.

AUGUST 13 TO 18 -A WRONG IMPRESSION
CORRECTED.

M. A. Holbein, the renowned English long
distance road rider, has definitely decided to

give up record-breaking, and will marry in the
fall.

In Paris on Sunday, March 18, Corre and
Bonhours created a new twelve-hours' tandem
record, covering the distance of 284X miles.

There has been and there will be no clash

between the Racing Board and the Denver

authorities over the date for the annual meet.

The announcement of August 27 to Septem-

ber i proves to have been premature, and

arose from a misapprehension. The meet will

occur August 13-18. Change your memoran-
dum books accordingly.

Chief Consul McGuire, of Colorado, explains
how the wrong impression got abroad. He
writes:
"At Louisville we suggested to Mr. Ray-

mond that we run it near the middle of

August. When we returned home he wrote
us to decide what dates we wished, and to

make them as late in August as possible.

This we did, selecting August 27 to September
1. Then on top of this came letters from him
protesting these dates, and saying it is im-
possible to run it on August 27 to September
1, and suggesting August 13 to 18. The im-
pression seems to have gotten abroad that we
had decided to hold the meet August 27 to

September 1, whereas we simply suggested
these dates, and are now willing to abide by
Mr. Raymond's wishes and hold the meet
August 13 to 18. There has never been any
clashing between us, as seems to be the pre-

vailing opinion."

NATIONAL CIRCUIT NEARLY COMPLETED.

Dates are getting scarce—not the edible

sort kept in stock by every Italian fruit ven-
dor, but those handed out by the L. A. W.
Racing Board.
Chairman Raymond this week gives notice

that on the National circuit but two open dates
remain, July n, between New York City and
Asbury Park, and on July 30, between Indian-
apolis, Ind., and Danville, Ills.

Outside of the above, no further applications

for dates in circuit can be considered, except
from Southern clubs for that part of circuit

including last week of September and the
month of October.
The sanctions granted during the week were

as follows:

April 18, Uniform Rank Knights, Birmingham, Ala.
May 30, Cleveland Wheel Club, Cleveland, O. May 30,

Jamestown Bicycle Club, Jamestown, N. Y. July 7,

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky. May 30, Diamond Wheel-
men, Detroit, Mich. May 30, Cycle Track Associa-
tion, Winona. Minn. May 30, Quincy Bicycle Club,
Quincy, 111. July 3 and 4, Alert Hose Co., Norwich,
N. Y. May 30, Mahoning Cycle Club, Youngstown, O.
July 4, Greensboro Cycle Club, Greensboro, N. C.

July 3 and 4, Ohio Division Meet, Cincinnati, O. July
4, (Morning) Ramblers Bicycle Club, Buffalo, N. Y.
April 19, J. W. McDuffee, Franklin Park, Sangus,
Mass. April 19, Newton Athletic Association, one
event, Newton Center, Mass.

War Over ; Sentences Remitted.

The waving of olive branches and the flap-

ping of white wings, which marked the treaty

of peace between the L. A. W. and the Inter-

collegiate A. A., was this week followed by
the removal of the twelve months' suspension
placed on those collegians who rebelled against
the rulings of the League. Chairman Ray-
monds says the sentence was removed "in
justice to the men made to suffer by the pre-

vious action of the Intercollegiate Association,

which has now been satisfactorily adjusted."

The men affected are : B. Burtis, W. Campbell,
S. Braman, of Schenactady, N. Y.

; J. T.
Hunter, E. P. Hinds, E. B. Corby, of Ithaca,

N. Y., and E. W. Capen, H. C. Bailey, H. H.
Brown, S. R. Hollander, W. R. Brinkerhoff,

and A. B. Holmes, of Cambridge, Mass.

A nine lap cinder track is to be built at St.

Joseph, Mo., by the riders belonging to the

Y. M. C. A.

President Franklin, of the Buffalo Baseball
Club, intends to build a track on the East Side
ball grounds that will be a credit to the city.

F. P. Prial has been reappointed Official

Handicapper, L. A. W., in his district, This
is Mr. Prial's ninth year at handicapping.
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A MINIATURE CYCLE SHOW.

A CHICAGO CLUB'S SUCCESSFUL EXPERI-
MENT—A PULLMAN KACE POSSIBLE-

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Chicago, March 25.—The Lincoln Cycling

Club opened it's cycling show last Friday

evening. It was a huge success. The crowd

in attendance was large on Friday night, and

on Saturday afternoon and evening was
greater, by many hundreds, than had been

planned for. The two score wheels that were

shown received each a great deal of attention.

The exhibition had been freely advertised

all over the North Side, and was given with

the idea that it would draw to the club house

a number of people who would not ordinarily

go down to cycle row or elsewhere to purchase

awheel; in fact, people who would have no

use for the wheel, before attending the show.

The dealers and manufacturers of the city

took very kindly to the idea, and all but one

received the Lincoln delegation very kindly.

The club charged a nominal sum for the

space, to pay for the advertising, and expected

to make nothing out of the show. Manu-
facturers and dealers were charged $5.00 for

a space for two wheels, and the tire and
sundry men were charged half that amount.
The show was held only the two nights and

an afternoon, but the exhibitors united in say-
ing that a much longer time would have been
more beneficial. Every exhibitor was allowed
the privilege of talking the merits of his wheel.
At the previous show at the Minnette Club
this was not allowed. Twenty-two exhibits
occupied three floors of the club-house. The
Hill Cycle Mfg. Co. showed a gentlemen's and
ladies' Fowler. The Ariel Cycle Co. showed
two wheels; Ralph Temple, a Halladay-Temple
Scorcher and a Royal Limited; Mason &
Mason, a Stearns and Thistle, both very light

;

John Bills, a Cleveland and a special wheel of

his own manufacture; Kenwood Mfg. Co,, two
machines; Gormully & Jeffery, two machines;
Sieg & Walpole Mfg. Co., Munger and Im-
perial; Monarch Cycle Co. , two machines ; A.
G. Spalding & Bros., Credenda and Spalding;
Raleigh Cycle Co., two machines; Pope Mfg.
Co., two machines; Derby Cycle Co., ladies'

wheel and the gentlemen's, both in colored
enamel; Stokes Mfg. Co., Union and Sterling;
Overman Wheel Co., Victor Flier; George S.

Webb, the Webb tire ,for Parkhurst & Wilkin-
son; Ed. Porter, the Palmer tire, and A. J.
Nicolet, the Eastern Rubber Co.'s line of tires.

Morgan & Wright had a neat exhibit, showing
Herrick's fine hand. A tire was suspended on
the wall over a black background, on which
was printed in pure white letters, "Morgan &
Wright Tires Are Good Tires." ,

The cycling papers also had stands.

It is reported this week that a Pullman road
race will be run on Decoration Day and that
this race will be for the members of Class B,
and will be limited to seventy-five entries. It

will be gotten up and managed by the South
Side Clubs. All this is, of course, entirely
independent of any possible action of the
Racing Board. Should the Board decide to
allow the two classes to compete against each
other on the road the second race will not be

The firm of A. & A. T. Heywood has been
formed to manufacture and market the Hey-
wood repairer for pneumatic tires, which has
already been described in The Wheel. The
company will have an office in the Isabella
Building, with Walter Kaehler in charge. The
repairer will be marketed in all parts of the
United States. It is a steel instrument, into
which a rivet-headed rubber plug is placed,
the plug being first immersed in rubber
solution and then inserted with a part of the
apparatus into the puncture. Mr. Heywood
has a patent on the repairer.

Harry Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Co., is

in Chicago, and it is now said that the com-
pany will not close the American stores, for
the present at least.

HILDICK MADE PRESIDENT.

THE M A. C. C. ELECTS HIM UNANIMOUSLY
—THERE MAY BE NO RACE MEET.

It is quite probable that the Metropolitan

Association of Cycling Clubs will this year

centre its attention on the Irvington-Milburn

road race and conduct no track races what-

ever.

This came out at the annual meeting of the

Association on Friday evening last. Sanction

for June 30 has been secured, but this has
been waived in favor of the Kings County
Wheelmen, who in turn surrendered their

sanction for June 23, on which date the
Brooklyn track could not be secured, as ex-
pected. The 23d is hardly a desirable day,
and as no others are available, the Race Com-
mittee will, it is said, recommend that no race
meet at all be held this season.

PRESIDENT HILDICK.

The discussion of this matter and an amend-
ment to the constitution changing the date of
the annual meeting, which was defeated by
one vote, created such an endless amount of
talk and entanglement that owing to the late-

ness of the hour, everything else, save the
annual election of officers and the election to
membership of the Liberty Wheelmen of
Middle Village, L. I. , was necessarily deferred.
The election resulted: President A. E. Hildick,
Riverside Wheelmen, New York City; First
Vice-President, M. A. Heath, New York
Tourist Wheelmen, New York City; Second
Vice-President, H. L. Saltonstall, Elizabeth
(N. J.) Athletic Club Wheelmen; Secretary,
W. C. M. Hotze, Prospect Wheelmen,
Brooklyn ; Treasurer, Geo. H. Miller, Atalanta
Wheelmen, Newark, N. J.
Executive Committee: New York County,

R. G. Betts, Manhattan Bicycle Club, J. J.
Woods, Columbia Cycle Club; Kings County,
F. Hawley, Kings County Wheelmen and W.
O. Tate, Montauk Wheelmen; Essex County,
Carl Von Lengerke, Atalanta Wheelmen;
Hudson County, H. Strugnell, Hudson County
Wheelmen; Union County, F. L. C. Martin,
Plainfield Bicycle Club.
President Hildick announced the racing

committee for the ensuing year as follows :

Chairman, J. J. Woods, New York city
;

Frederick Hawley, Brooklyn; M. A. Heath,
New York city; W. E. Scudder, Jersey City;
and Geo. H. Miller, Newark, N. J. Mr.Woods
gave notice of an amendment increasing the
committee to seven.
Mr. Hildick, the new president, is the same

who by his labors as chairman of the cycle
show and social intercourse and as a member
of the race committees during the past year,
seemed fairly entitled to the position. He is

a hard worker, deeply interested in the associ-
ation, which should continue to prosper under
his administration.

THE ALUMINUM LITIGATION.

THE LUMINUM PEOPLE GIVE THEIR SIDE
OF THE STORY.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Co., makers of the Luminum bicycle,

have given to the press the following state-

ment relative to the suits for $150,000 brought

against them by the Carbo-Alumina Metal

Company

:

" We had a contract with the Carbo-Alumina
Company to deliver us certain quantities of
castings of aluminum alloy bicycle parts. We
found them unable to deliver the goods as
called for in the contract, and to assist them
we advanced them money to the amount of

about $4,000, and waited patiently and gave
them every conceivable opportunity and assist-

ance to execute their contract. Finding them
utterly unable to do so, the only alternative
left us was to cancel the contract, which we
did, after having suffered heavy loss through
advancement of money and loss of business,
and in other ways both direct and indirect, all

as a result of their failure to fulfill their con-
tract with us. Had we thought the firm re-

sponsible we should doubtless have then
brought action against them, but instead we
were obliged to content ourselves with taking
their note for the amount of money they were
owing us. This note comes due April 1. This
probably explains in a measure why these suits
are being brought just at this time.

'
' Of course we at once built our own foundry,

and have been making our own castings ever
since, and shall continue to do so.

" Relative to the assertion that we have pub-
lished the results of tests of their metal and
claimed it to be our own, will say that this is

a plain lie. All tests we have in any way used
for advertising purposes since the cancelation
of the contract have been made on our own
metal, cast by us in our own foundry.
"Both suits are rediculous, and of no conse-

quence. We look upon them as only one of
a series of things these people are doing in an
endeavor to harass us. Please do us the favor
to state that these suits will have absolutely
no effect whatever on our business. Our
factory is running at full capacity, and will
continue to do so; and those contemplating
purchasing our machines can leave the suits

entirely out of consideration, as they cut no
figure whatever."

Marion on Outputs.

W. C. Marion, of the Indiana Bicycle Co.,

was in New York this week on one of his
periodical visits. In a short chat with The
Wheel man concerning outputs, he said:

" If a man asked me what our output will be,
I would ask him to tell me the state of the
weather six months hence. Yes, I've heard
most of the big claims and estimates, but if

any man tells me that he will turn out a certain
number of wheels, and has laid in the stock
necessary for that number, I want to say that
there is a good deal of the d- f. in that man,
and that he is likely to have some choice stock
on hand at the end of the season. We are
turning out 100 wheels per day ; in a week or
so it will be 125, but we don't know what our
total output will be When the demand slack-

ens our output slackens. That's what regu-
lates our output."
Marion also believes that the featherweight

wheels will cause, what he calls, "fun for

somebody."

Appleby's patent hardened pen steel bushing
chain, which is imported by Rimington & Co.,

of this city, is a comparatively new article

which is gaining ground in this country. The
specialty of the chain is that it cannot revolve
round the rivet, nor can the rivet revolve in

the side plates, the wear being therefore forced
to take place between the two hardened sur-

faces of the block and the rivet bush. It is the
lightest Humber chain at present made—the
one-quarter inch running chain only weighing
4 oz. to the foot. These chains have nickel-

plated side plates. The No. 12 chain has an
new-shaped side plate, being polished on the
fllat, giving it a splendid finish and appear-
ance.
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^HE tremendous demand made on us for

Bieycle Tires of our manufacture taxes

our very large capacity greatly, although we

are working 23 1-2 hours every day with a large

force of skilled workmen.

WHY?
Because our Cyclone, Rex and Climax tires

are very superior to any other mechanically

fastened and cemented tires offered the trade.

Our low prices are made in your behalf

and if you have not secured them, write us at

once for them and our circulars.

It Will Pay You.

Eastern Rubber M'fg Co.,
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OHIO RIVER CIRCUIT.

THE STEAMBOAT EXCURSION—A CRITIC
ANSWERED—OTHER DETAILS.

Louisville, March 26.—A writer in a Chicago

pap _r attacks the proposed excursion of the

Ohio River Circuit. Among other things, he

objects to the price being the same for Cincin-

nati and Covington excursionists as for Louis-

ville.

I will not say much in defense of the Excur-

sion Committee, because it will not be neces-

sary, as they have, I think, the confidence of

the Division members, and that they are

sincere in trying to do the proper thing for the

entertainment of Division members at a popu-

lar price and for the success of all meets on

the circuit, I know.

If that writer will kindly consider that the

men who are managing this excursion are men
directly interested in business enterprises that

will not allow of any great neglect of business,
nor loss of time on minor affairs, and will then
consider that their time is not productive of

any remuneration to them personally when
used to boom this pet hobby for a good time,
he would soon observe that it is a co-operative
scheme in which all who participate are the
gainers in pleasure and a few are the workers
with no personal profit. Will he then place on
their shoulders a greater burden to carry by
making the clerical work the harder? I think
not. I am prone to believe it is ignorance of
the amount of labor involved that prompts his
gentle kick.

The plan he would suggest is probably that
Louisville people pay the $15 as scheduled,
and that Covington people pay $17 because
Covington people get a few hours' more enter-
tainment and ride than Louisville people.
But who will guarantee any exact number

of Covington starters or any exact number
from Louisville? And who will guarantee
that a ticket purchaser from any point in the
State to start from Louisville will not show up
at Cincinnati to start and then kick because
he has to advance more money? And this re-

versed would require a rebate in favor of the
ticket-holder. A difference in price would re-

quire a clerical force to keep the accounts, or
would interfere with the committee's work in
making the arrangements on board the boat
all that they should be. A bookkeeper em-
ployed would no doubt eat up the difference
in price. However, there is no use discussing
the question further.

The excursion will be a success. Its pulse
beats strong, and the prospects are of such a
glorious nature that it is thought now that two
steamers will very probably be necessary.
The only drawback to this would be that a
man would find some difficulty in overcoming
the unchangeable rule of Nature that prevents
one from being in two places at one and the
same time, and although he might know that
he is having a delightfully hilarious time on
his l>oat, that time would be tempered by an
element of sadness at the thought that those
on the other steamer were missing a jubilee,
however good a time might be in progress
there.

No, the rate will be the same from Louis-
ville as that charged from Covington; there
will be no deficit nor delay in starting or
finishing the trip, rain or shine, and $50 worth
of fun may be had at a nominal figure. Those
who do not care to go have the unanimous
consent of the committee to allow more con-
genial and enthusiastic company to displace
their quantity of atmosphere.

Martin & Dressing, the new and enter-
prising bicycle firm, will occupy the attention
of the excursionists on June 13. As a means
of contributing to the amusement of the party
they will arrange a ten mile road race over
the boulevard course, and promise handsome
prizes in every respect. Dependent on the
decision of the Executive Committee, Lumi-
num and Munger bicycles will head the prize-
list.

Evansville, Ind., is endeavoring to get the
Indiana statement, and from the Martin &

Dressing road race the fleet will sail for
Evansville—steam up, but no bar on the boat.
Will C. Paine, the energetic Hoosier agent,
and Dunham Bros., also agents :

.n Evansville,
will look out for the welfare of the tourist s.

This date will be June 14, if secured.

Owensbpro, Ky.—The white squadron will

next visit Owensboro, and the county that
boasts of thirty-six distilleries will present her
version of how a state meet should be con-
ducted. The date is June 15 and 16, and the
committees are hard at work, one and all,

with the energy that brings success in spite

of opposition.

J. E. Pooman's road race at Cincinnati,

July 4, will be followed by Princewell's road
race and Auditorium Cycle Derby, Louisville,

July 7. All the fast men have been seen and
a fine field will face the starter.

Thus Kentucky will be right on the mark
the coming season, and the circuit which the
excursion covers will be assured of success by
the presence of the excursionists, and few
local people in each city will be necessary to

make the attendance a large one at each meet.
The Kentucky Division Secretary-Treasurer

has an immense list of new riders, which will

•be used for sending out boom matter for re-

cruiting. Securing this list has taken months
of work, and other lists are coming in every
day. Still the Executive Committee's delay
prevents anything being done till that ad-
vanced dues question is settled, and the good
work gets cold in the meantime.

HQN.-SLIPPINC RIDGE.

The Latest Dunlop Tire.

The Rip Van Winkle Club Stretches Itself.

Chicago, March 25.—An extended confer-

ence between several of the leading officers of

the Century Road Club of America, was held

in this city last week. The meeting was the

result of a state of comparative inactivity

which has been partly due to the early much-
room growth of the club, and which was after-

wards aggravated by the negligence of the
man who was for a time secretary-treasurer.
Last week's conference was undertaken by
men who have for a long time been nearly
overwhelmed with miscellaneous work, but
who are now in better position to give the
club their attention. Briefly, it was decided to

foster competitive interest among the riders in

the Century Road Club by offering prizes, the
nature of which will be announced later, for

the greatest mileage in 1894, the greatest
number of centuries, best twenty-five mile
road record, etc. An expensive banner will

also be given to the club covering the greatest
number of centuries during the season. A
ten-century bar may be adopted. A plan was
also adopted and will be announced in detail

later, which will no doubt rapidly increase the
membership of the club. If it is at all possible
a relay ride from Chicago to Washington will

be managed. It is quite likely that some of

the leading firms in the trade will offer prizes

of some nature for various road performances,
for which all members will be qualified to

compete. The work of looking after road
records has been placed in the hands of H.
Percy Walden, President of the Chicago
Cycling Club and a very strong rider and
conscientious worker. He is now preparing
matter for publication.

Columbus, Ohio,

Mar. 2, 1894.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS.

We beg leave to make our

little bow to you in '94,

and while we do not hold

the record for the fastest

mile or any medals from

the World's Fair (we did

not exhibit,) and while

our machine is not worth

its weight in gold (nor

are "we the builders of the

only high grade bicycle

in the world), yet we DO

make one style and grade,

and only one, and that is

the finest that money and

skill can produce.

We do not care at what

price they list we claim

as high grade as any, and

are ready to back up our

ass er tion.

Our « ' Columbus No. 7, *
'

with steel rims, weighs

but 28 lbs. and lists at

$90.00, and with wood rims

and road racing tires, 25

lbs. , at $100.00.

We have made this wheel

from the finest material

that money can buy, and

wish you to write us for

discounts and territory.

Remember, we build but

one machine—the '"''Columbus

No. 7. '
'

Very truly,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro.
,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent

for South-Wes tern Ohio,

Northern Kentucky and

South-Eastern Indiana.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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RETAILERS!

Remember Remarkable Raleigh Results.
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ALEIGHS

EPAIRS.
" Zimmerman on Training,

50 Cents.

RdLEIQH CYCLE C2.

2081-83 Seventh Avenue, INEE^W YORK.
289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ills.

When writing kindly mention The "Wheel.
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NO CLASS RULE FOR CANADA.

THE C. W. A. DECIDES TO AWAIT DEVELOP-
MENTS—AN ENTHUSIASTIC ANNUAL

MEETING.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association held

their twelfth annual meeting at Toronto on

Friday last, March 23. It was thought that

the amateur question would receive the

greatest attention during the day, but it took

just three minutes to decide on a course. A
motion to form two classes received but two

affirmative votes, and it was then decided to

permit matters to proceed as in the past and

await the results of the new rules in this

country and England. The limit of prize

valuation, however, was reduced from $150

to $50.

There was a big fight for the honor of hold-

ing this year's race meet, five cities putting in

a bid; but Montreal was on the first ballot, and
the choice was made unanimous. The other
places desiring the meet were: Owen Sound,
Waterloo, Kingston and Stratford. The Mayor
of Kingston made a long speech in behalf of

that city, but his oratory went for nought.
The election was spirited and the keenest in

the history of the Association. It resulted as
follows: President, A. T. Lane, Montreal, 764;
Dr. Doolittle, Toronto, 753. The latter would
have been elected except for the fact that 50
proxy votes for him were in the pockets of two
representatives, who were absent from the
room at the time of the election and returned
too late to cast them. Vice-President, J. G.
Gould, 831 ; A. Byron 686. Secretary-
Treasurer, H. B. Donly, unanimously re-

elected. Committees were appointed as fol-

lows :

Membership—A Byron, A. C. C, Toronto (Chair-
man); H. B. Donly, Simcoe; J. A. Laidlaw, Hamilton.
Ruies and Regulations— W. C. Darby, Wanderers

(Chairman); G. R. Lloyd. Hamilton; E. C. Hill, Wan-
derers.
Transportation—A. F. Webster, Toronto B. C.

(Chairman); L. Rubenstein, Montreal; R. J. Wilson,
Kirgston.
Racine Board— R. A. Robertson, Hamilton (Chair-

man); W. B. Clark, Sarnia; G. H. Orr, Wanderers; J.

J. Higgins, A. C. C.J P. E. Doolittle, Toronto B. C.
Righs and Privileges—E. B. Ryckman, Toronto

B. C. (Chairman); G. A. Kingston, Toronto B.C.; A. T.

J jhnston, A. C. C, Toronto.

The report of President Hunter was tersely

written, and to the point. He noted that the
membership had been increased to 2,306, a
gain of over 50 per cent, during the year. By
judicious work he was of opinion tbat this

could be raised to 5,000. He congratulated
the Racing Board on the result of their labors
during the year. He thought some recom-
pense should be attached to the Chairmanship
of the Board, and recommended that a salary
of not less than $100 be paid. He further
recommended that promoters of race meets be
charged a fee of not less than $2.00 nor more
than $5.00. Such fees could be used toward the
chairman's remuneration. He urged that the
association appoint one or more official handi-
cappers, and that a fee of $1 be allowed them
for each race handicapped. In the matter of

records, he thought the disparity between
those of Canadian and foreign riders was due
not to a lack of speedy men, but to a lack of
fast bicycle tracks.

The Secretary-Treasurer reported that a
year ago there were forty-five clubs in the
association; to-day 81. The net cost of the
official organ last year was $966. 37, or $40. 22
per number. The Treasurer's report showed
a balance on hand of $64 73. The disburse-
ments during the year amounted to $2,252.38.
The Racing Board's report was long and full

of suggestions, and it was recommended that
all riders connected directly or indirectly with
the trade be placed in a professional class.

There were fifty-seven sanctioned meetings,
at which were run 192 races, divided among
107 riders. Thirty-three track measurements
are now filed with the board, and 69 riders'

names appear in the classification register.

A. F. Webster, of the Transportation Com-
mittee, stated that Canadian wheelmen would
have less trouble in crossing the border if

Canadian Customs authorities were less

severe with United States tourists entering

the Dominion. He read a communication
from the Ottawa Customs Department, in

which it was shown that on presentation of a

certificate guaranteeing the return of a wheel-
man to this country by the place of departure,
and upon a description and number of his

wheel being given to the Customs authorities

at such place, that a Canadian bicyclist would
be enabled to cross the border without further

trouble.

A large number of amendments and addi-

tions were made to the constitution and by-
laws. Some discussion took place during the
afternoon over the action of the L. A. W. in

appointing an executive officer in New Bruns-
wick. It was suggested that the Americans
were invading Canadian territory. The mat-
ter was finally left to a committee with in-

structions to confer with the League.

THE CHAMPION OF BERMUDA.

Frederick J. Titus, the Riverside crack, who
has been spending the winter in Bermuda, re-

turned to New York on Saturday.

?
I-'-

Titus enthuses over the beautiful island and
its shell roads. There are many riders and a
few racing men. In a mile handicap road race,

nine entries, Titus was ahead at the quarter,
and wonbysomehundredsof yards; time 2.15.

The start was on the flag-drop. The timers, a
mile off, had field glasses aimed at the flag.

While the 2.15 may not be accurate, there
is no doubt that the mile was very fast.

Titus has put on a lot of weight and is in

fine condition. He expects to show marked
improvement this year.

An English View of the Class System.

The Cyclist, in an editorial on the amateur
question in America, says in part:

The Class B rule, which has been referred to before
here, was, in short, carried almost unanimously, and,
if the rule is administered according to its provisions,
there can be no doubt that amateurism, that is to say,
Class A amateurism, in America, which is the only
form that we can recognize, will be of a far purer
character than that, perhaps, of any other country.
The Class B men, in all other countries but America,
will, of course, be looked upon as professionals.
That is to say, no Class B man will be permitted to
compete in amateur contests in Europe, so that, if

these men wish to try their powers against the British
and Continental riders, they will have no other course
open to them but to ride as professionals when here;
and that, of course, will necessitate their being classed
as professionals upon their return. The effect of this
will be to keep the American makers' amateurs at
home, or else to lead to the speedy incorporation of
all the fliers in the professional ranks, and the
abandonment ere long of the intermediate class. . .

The only point in which the League is less strict than
the N. C. U. is that in which the teaching of riding for
the purpose of selling machines is not considered a
bar to the amateur status.

Orange Oval Will be in Line this Season.

Few who saw the first race run on the Orange
Athletic Club's Oval at Orange, N. J., will for-

get the first heat, in which twelve men started
and eleven fell on the first turn. Throughout
the day falls were numerous, and no doubt the
local repairers' coffers were swollen after this
meet. At the time The Wheel pointed out
the extreme danger of holding a meet on this

track, and advised riders not to again compete
where there was so much chance of accident.
An announcement has been made that the
track will be lengthened to a quarter mile ; at
the present time it is something less than a
quarter. A first-class and well banked bicycle
path will be built. Thus Orange Oval will

add another good track to the local circuit,

Wheeler Again Defeated.

Harry Wheeler was again defeated by Med-
inger in a twenty-five kilometer race at the
Velodrome d'Hiver on Sunday March 11. On
entering the last lap Medinger sprinted, fol-

lowed by Wheeler and Stella. Coming into the
home straight he was a length ahead of
Wheeler, and after a sensational finish, the
old French champion beat his rival by half a
length, Stella being close up to Wheeler. This
second victory of Medinger over Wheeler
naturally created the greatest enthusiasm
among the spectators. On the same day
Wheeler and Ashland on a tandem made a new
record for twenty kilos., covering the distance
in 31m. 13 2-5S.

Hoyland Smith's Road Race.

Hoyland Smith, the smiling bean-pole, who
is better known as a racing man than as a
cycle dealer, but who is equally successful in

both roles, has succumbed to the prevailing
fever. He is promoting the " Hoyland Smith
Road Race." It will occur May 30, at New
Bedford, Mass., Hoyland's home place. It is

intended mainly for the local riders. Hoy-
land writes that " the prizes will equal any-
thing given." New Bedford, he says, has a
four and three-quarter mile course that cannot
be equalled in this country.

The Meet at Asbury Park
Although New York has withdrawn from

the proposed Tri-State meet at Asbury Park,
it is probable that Pennsylvania will join with
New Jersey in holding a two-days' meet at
this resort, on the dates for which sanction
has been received. No Pennsylvania city has
as yet put in a bid for the State meet, and un-
less application is made within a week or so,

the two States will unite their annual meets
and run their championships at Asbury Park.

Utica's Decoration Day Meet.

The Utica Cycling Club will hold a Decora-
tion Day meet, which they intend to make
the most important tournament ever held in

central New York. The prizes are valued
at $4,000. The events are: One mile novice,
quarter mile open, one mile team race, one
mile tandem, safety; half mile Central New
York Handicap, two mile handicap.

Early on Deck.

The Scranton Club are early in the field

with an announcement of a big '• diamond
tournament." It will be the Scranton Club's
twelfth annual race meet, to be held at

Scranton, Pa., on July 4. Diamonds to the
value of $2,000 are to be given as prizes. H.
B. Chase, 312 Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton,
is Chairman.

An International Meet at Nice.

Nice, March 26.—An international bicycle
meeting opened here. A large number of the
English and American residents of the Riviera
were present. In the 3,roo metre race for

safeties, Gougoltz and Nicodemi, both of Nice,
finished first and second respectively. War-
wick, of England, was third.

Martin Beaten in Paris.

Paris, March 26.—William Martin, the
American wheelman, finished third in the 30-

kilometre bicycle race to-day. Pelletier was
first and Stella second.
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to Hitchin, I found my fugitives, bought a new nut, and
then we four again set forth in search of adventures. Favoured
by the wind we expected to^make Eaton before midnight,
and had strolled about seven miles in half an hour, when

Blake's tricycle began 1o talk..

He had fancied the bottom bracket was tight, and being
unable to loosen it with a spanner he had left the lock-nut
loose, expecting the bearing to unwind sooner or later. Its

conversation was to the effect that it > had now unwou
' Thereupon Ward seized the opportunity to pump and prob"e
his tyre, which had been requiring eccasional attention,
owing to his plugging it with an under-sized plug. Un-
swathing it, he conirived to lose the plug in the interior of

the tyre, leaving a neat ground hole, into which he forced
another plug, which immediately went clean through to join
its brother inside, and immediately -another old hole was
vacated by its plug, and they chased each other round the rim
inside the tyre, and Ward had no morei. Then the probing
with scissors and squeezing and coaxing began.' \Our warmth
and. moisture cooled off, and the wind froze us. It was long
past closing time. Quarter after quartejr struck upon the
neighbouring church, and the plug hunt was in full swing.
At last they were triumphantly secured, but they had- been
cut too short to have a proper grip. Ward blew up and
risked it. When we started, after a full hour's rest, we went
all out for three-quarters of a mile, when Robertson's tricycle

/went off over a flint in the most approved fashion. He de-

tached his at once, and then began undoing silk bags and
things. Ward meanwhile had another go at his tyre, which
had developed a third hidden leak. We could hear -that

same oLd church rattling off more quarters in the distance ; «

it even had the insolence to chime at midnight. After many |
heroic efforts Robertgon gave up in despair, and begged us/

leave him^^r^there were four of us, and only twelve\ to

miles, We could
take it in turns to run.

Robertson ran a mile, Blake pushing the damaged tricycle

with one hand and steering his own with the other ; then I

ran a mile, with Robertson riding my machine, then Blake

*M0NDS CYCLES
"*&& st,-fc PopixLa^i? Places.

Send for 1894

\_

;

. . . MORAL—Don't buy a hose-pipe tire ; it is a back number

and can't be repaired. Get a DUNLOP, which can be detached

and repaired in a workmanlike manner without devoting the

best years of your life to learning how

^m^rieai? Duplop Sire ^o/r^pa^y,

504-506 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET, N. Y.
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This is a large order, and there might be

some difficulty in finding an eligible person

willing to do the kicking. But if we could

not find him I would then propose an alterna-

tive measure, that we cycling journalists

should be boiled in oil—an old-fashioned, a
simple, and, I have been led to believe, not an
expensive process. No, sir; I make no excep-
tion. I don't even except myself (although I

don't deny that I might seek a saving clause

in my own favor, in the unlooked for event of

my suggestion being adopted.)
We are all equally to blame.
Now, you may reasonably enough ask

"What is the matter with this fellow?" " Why
doesn't he get it off his chest?" I am coming
to it.

My reason for proposing such drastic meas-
ures with regard to pressmen is this: I con-
sider that the modern racing man is—so far as

the cycling world could do it—the most utterly

spoiled creature—not even excepting prize

fighters and ladies' carriage dogs — that

breathes. He has been raised on a pinnacle

above the grovelling beings who are his fellow

men. He is not a man.
By St. Patrick (who was a gentleman, and,

more by token, this is his birthday), the racing
man has been deified; the fellow has been
made a god of, and he sits like a god on a
monument, grinning contempt at all who
wallow in the mire beneath him.
The fellow has grown too big for his boots,

and he wants putting through the sausage
machine as much as anyone I wot of.

Now, I hold that the cycling journalists of

all countries are primarily and wholly to blame
for this.

They have written the man up till it was no
wonder he went "off his head." No one with
a head could keep from going off it, under the
circumstances.

I rarely take up a cycling paper but I read
some ridiculous twaddle about the super-
eminent racing crack, Joe Buggins. The cut
of his coat, the brand of his cigarettes, the hair
of his girl, the color of his moustache—all, all

are discussed as freely and fully as if anyone
cared tuppence about them. Everything he
says or does is paragraphed. He can't pare
his corns with his spare razor but a bewildered
world is made aware of it in due course.

I remember reading some time ago about a
famous cyclist who had made a record. The
enthusiastic and assinine reporter descri ed
how the record maker, in a moment of conde-
scension that can ne'er be forgot by those who
were there and those who were not, actually
thanked the men who had made pace for him.
If he had kicked them about the grounds like

an old hat and wiped his boots with them, it

would have only been what might have been
expected. But to think that he should shake
hands, and thank his pacemakers! Great
Scott! See the mountains kiss high heaven!
What may we not expect next? Yes, sir, the
thing has made me sick, and is like to drive
me mad.

While the cycling papers teem with fulsome
blather skite about the racing man, you
scarcely ever find a word about the genuises
of cycling.

I take Mr. Dunlop as an example.
When we remember that the pneumatic tire

has enabled tens of thousands to cycle who
would never have thought of it otherwise, we
must feel that Mr. Dunlop is a benefactor to
the human race—quite as much so as the man

who invents a cure for consumption, the man
who found the telephone, or the gentleman
who gave Carter's Little Liver Pills to the
world. Yet you rarely read a word about
Dunlop. Nobody seems to care a button
whether he drinks beer or wiskey, wears a

white shirt, or trims his beard with a carving
knife. No; there is no room for stuff about
such creatures as Dunlop so long as we
have to record such exacting items as: the
celebrated fifty miler, Dick Blobbs, has bought
a new umbrella and has taken permanently
to patent leather shoes.

Yes, I'm sick of it, and I would willingly let

the racing man have a long, undisturbed rest,

while we think a moment about the poor
cyclist who may be a gentleman of brains,
education, birth

,
position , but who is hopelessly

damned by the awful drawback of not having
certain muscles of the legs as well developed
as they might be. How this cyclist must curse
the muscles of his legs, when he thinks of the
awful position they have brought him to. If I

were the muscle of such a cyclist's legs I would
hang my very head for shame.

I am convinced that the hero-worship of
which I complain is fraught with mischief.
We can see the workings of it in the pam-

pered prodigies of the prize-ring, who, with
one or two exceptions, are the most infernal
blackguards and the most disgusting brutes
that can be found on the outside of the earth.
The successful racing man resembles the

bruiser in his bounce and insolence. He
swaggers it in fine clothes and diamonds, and
suddenly discovers that anything smaller than
choice cigars and '84 brands of champagne
upset the delicate organiza'ion of his stomach.
The poor fool, as a rule forgets that his career
at best must be a very short one, and he cannot
foresee the time when he will have to fall back
once more on bread and cheese and cheap
beer, earned—oh, horror'!—at some useful if

humble employment.

Something like a bomb has fallen in our
midst in the shape of a threat from H. O.
Duncan, Rudge's representative in Paris, to
come out with some marvellous copper-
bottomed disclosures in the event of cer-
tain Englishmen being licensed to race as
amateurs.

It appears that Duncan has patented his in-
vention, and he makes it very evident that he
believes that when he begins operations the
world will stand aghast. Duncan asks, with
pardionable curiosity, why such men as Scho-
field, Harris, Edwards and others should be
driven out of the amateur ranks while men
who are in exactly the same position should
be allowed to pass untouched, as if they were
spotless and innocent lambs.
Duncan's soul revolts at it ; and small wonder.
If I were Duncan's soul I would do the very

same thing.

Now, those of us to whom excitement is the
very breath of life, and sensation a matter
without which the world is unendurable, are
hoping and praying that licenses may be
granted to the men whom Duncan has in his
eye.
Some of us are wondering who the men arc

;

while others, cunning dogs who know a thing
or two, wink the other eye, and, in a general
way, dissemble. Meanwhile, the men who
know that we know that they are the men
about whom the revelations are promised,
stroll through life endeavoring to appear ab-
solutely uninterested. It reminds me of that
period of our lives when our great desire was

to try to look as if we didn't belong to our own
families, on certain great occasions, such as
the night on which we were all taken to the
pantomime.

I anticipate rare fun when Duncan speaks.
May I not be disappointed.

The proprietors of Sport and Play, a smart
paper, of Birmingham, give some very excel-

lent race meetings every year.
They are holding a meeting during Easter

week, and it appears that they had contem-
plated giving professional events. They com-
municated with certain pros, now in Paris, and
in due time the replies came.
The enterprising young gentlemen of Paris

demanded such terms, that the Sport and Play
people saw at once that nothing short of Astor
and Rothschild mixed would fit the case.

They at once abandoned the idea of starting
for the Bankruptcy Court. Now, here these
young fellows, inflated beyond all proportion
with their idea of their own importance,
actually threw away a chance of giving the
new professionalism a good send off in Eng-
land. And, so far as I can gather, nobody
will hurry into the breach left vacant by Sport
and Play, and professionals will be left severely
alone in England.
The fun of it is that we, in our innocence,

believed that these men would have to go
wherever they were sent by the firm in whose
employment they are.

No such thing.
The new professional is a well-fed young

person with fur on his coat, and he'll be hanged
if he doesn't make the world take him at his

own price. The Scorcher.

One of the Pleasures of Spring.

There are not many delights of the cycling
year which surpass those of the first Spring
evening when the cyclist makes up his mind
to look out his maps and guide-books once
more, says the Irish Cyclist. He may have
been riding all through the winter, but he has
probably not gone far afield, and has confined
his rides to familiar places. But with the
Spring comes the longing to roam the distant
country once again ; and the wheelmen ex-
tracts his creased and fingered maps, worn
with many a mile of jolting in tool-bag or on
handlebar, spreads them out on the table, and
begins the old delightful pin-and-paper per-
formance, measuring out rides enough to

occupy at least two summers, before he can
finally decide on his initial run. Then he re-

fers to his pocket guide-book, or to someone
of the home-made route cards he carried last

Summer. How the grimy cardboard, with its

rows of names and figures, recalls the last
occasion on which it was used ! What mem-
ories even the fruit-stain across the town
marked in big letters, brings back ! Yes—it is

pleasant work looking back on the joys of the
glorious Summer ot '93, and planning still

others to come in '94, with strength increased,
youth still unfaded, and all the world lying
before one's flying wheel.

Shorland in a New Bole.

It seems almost too tall to swallow, so we
throw the whole responsibility of it upon the
person chiefly concerned, Frank Shorland him-
self. That gentleman informed us the other
day that he had received an offer of ^500 a day
for six days' riding in Paris! Fancy ,£3,000
for a week's work! That beats all the prima
donnas and pet pianists ever heard of. But
then Shorland always was known as "the
champion kidder," and perhaps he was trying
his art on our young man. Or maybe it is

that Frank himself has been victimized by
some jocular Frenchman.—Scottish Cyclist.

An English rider stopped at an inn last
August, and, at the request of the [landlord,
placed his vehicle in the barn. It was ruined
by a horse during the night, and the rider
brought suit for $40. The case was tried two
weeks ago and the wheelman was awarded
damages and costs.

The surface of the Buffalo track, at Paris,
has been relaid and altered to the shape of
the Heme Hill track, in order to encourage
sprinting. Heme Hill track has also been
overhauled, and is now said to be faster than
it was last year,
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HOW TO BUILD A CYCLE TRACK.

^ BY M. F». PARET, C. E.

HE object of this paper is to place

as clearly as possible before the

readers of The Wheel the con-

ditions which enter into and

should, in a large measure, govern

the building of a cycle race-track.

There are often, however, many
conditions which do enter into

and do also govern, but which

should not. Such conditions are

unfortunate, of course, and are not

always of such a nature as to be

avoidable. For example, lack of funds, the most serious condition

after all, because it is always accompanied, in a sort of inverse

ratio, witn extravagant ideas and golden-hued expectations.

Advice as to Expenditure.^

One should not try to build a $5,000 track with $2,000 capital

;

or rather one should not expect to get a $5,000 track for $2,000. A
small club with but little capital should not try to build a four or

three lap track. Every track in this country cannot be the best and

fastest.

Length, to be sure, is an element of fastness; it is also a very

great element of cost. Fast time can be made on short tracks.

Witness some of the time made on the ten-lap track at Madison

Square Garden during the recent professional six-day race. And
that, too, by men not on the top round as sprinters.

As to Size—Not Too Big.

There seems to be a sort of craze nowadays for long tracks-

nothing shorter than a four lap will do, a three lap if possible, and

in some instances even two-lap tracks, and wanton sacrifices are

made to this hobby, length. By all means build a long track if you

have plenty of money, plenty of ground room and are sure of large

attendance. But a three-lap track is long enough. The spectators

don't wish to be compelled to carry field glasses to witness a bicycle

race. The pleasure and enthusiasm of the spectators must be con-

sidered if the track is to be made a profitable investment. Fast

time, in itself, counts for but little with them, since they don't know
whether 2.10 or 2.20 is being made, until the board is hung out.

There is but one thing sought for in the long track and but one

thing to be gained, namely, fast time. And that is obtained by the

combination of longer straights with easier curves, on the supposi-

tion, of course, that other conditions are equal ; that is, if the bank-

ing is proper and the surface similar, &c, on the tracks of different

lengths
Must the ruling ideas in cycle track building be subservient to

what s ems to be the ruling hope, which is that some one will some
day make the fastest time on record on it? Let us hold to the hope

if we will, but let us drop it as a fixed idea or goal.

In any event we shall soon have to give up our trials against

time on the race track—since the running horse is too slow as a pace-

maker. We will have to enlist the services, in that capacity,

of a train of cars or a streak of lightning—rather expensive

commodities and not always at command. Why not rig up a

dummy on a wheel for a pacemaker, and run him around on a

trolley just inside the rail? In this connection the writer is one of

the cranks who would like to see both the L. A. W. and the A. A.

U. discountenance, as something approaching professionalism, the

making of records in any way other than in competition.

Comparative Speed in Ratio to Prize.

It is extremely doutf ul whether, in a mile race, all conditions

being equally favorable, a three lap track is more than a fraction of

a second faster than a four lap, or a four lap more than a second

faster than a six lap. At a one minute fifty-five second gait, the

racer will cover about forty six feet per second. Taking the plans

of three and four lap tracks, as shown in this article, as an illustra-

tion we find that a mile on the four lap track includes about 2,480

feet of straight, and on the ttree lap about 2,280 feet of straight.

Will that additional 400 feet of curve on the shorter track hold the

rider back one second, or 46 feet? It so, the straightaway mile

would be six seconds, or 276 feet faster than the three lap, and seven

seconds or 322 feet faster than the four lap track. There is more to

be gained, in the matter of fast time, by a perfect surface than there

is by having long straights.

Comparative Cost of Building.

Just one word on this point relative to the comparative cost of

the three and four lap tracks. There are about 880 more square

yards of surface in the three lap than the four, and, with a cement

surface, at say $1.25 a square yard, the longer track would cost about
$r,ioo more than the shorter one. And if $500 a year was spent on
the maintenance of the four lap, it would take $600 to keep the three
lap in as good condition.

Another point. Where the area of the grounds is limited, the
attempt to crowd in a long track will often result in a distorted
shape, not to speak of crowding the spaces for the grand stand,
bleacheries, carriage-room, club-house, etc., perhaps not fisapt to be
felt so much at first as later, when further improvements come up.
One point in favor of the long track should not be overlooked,
namely, that it gives more room on the inside for a cinder path (in

which 100 yards straightaway is almost essential), as well as for
baseball, football, tennis grounds, etc.

Finally, one more consideration for the short track. A less
number ot officials are required, and the riders, passing the grand
stand more frequently, and being oftener directly under the eyes of
the spectators, the enthusiasm is kept constantly at top notch.

The Shape. Width.

Having decided upon the length of track, be it three, four, five
or six lap, the next point for consideration is the shape. All tracks
should have at least one straight, in order that the finish may be
made under the very best conditions for sprinting, among which
are: plenty of width, a long, straight reach and a surface level, or
nearly so. The most general shape and no doubt the best—at least
for what may be called the shorter tracks (one-third mile and less)

—

is oblong, that is, having two parallel straights, with curved ends.
The curved ends should be circular in form and not compounded

—

that is, not flattened at the ends with the view of making the
approach or run off and on easier. The practice of flattening curves
is one which is used and holds in railway construction, but the con-
ditions in bicycle riding are so dissimilar that it will not hold to the
same extent in the latter.

In the case of a railway train the change of direction must be
made mechanically—that is, must be attained by mechanical means,
which are simply the curves in the track, supplemented by the guid-
ing power in the flange of the wheel. With the bicycle rider, this

change of direction is made by a simple turning of the handle bar,
thus " cranking" the front wheel, an operation entirely under the
volition and control of the rider. If the curved ends of a track be
flattened, the straight must be made shorter or the rest of the curve
sharper. Again, the uniform curve is better because the rider,

having once turned his handle bar to properly navigate the curve,
he should be able, by simply holding it, to run parallel with the rail

or curb without watching the latter.

The turning of the handle bar is accompanied by an inward
inclination of the body, and if, owing to a variation of curvature,
the rider must change that inclination of the body, he detracts
thereby from the effective value of his pedalling.

If, due to a varying curvature, he is compelled to constantly
watch the rail and turn his handle bar to keep parallel with it, he is

giving eyes, time and attention to that matter when he, perhaps,
might better be watching his opponents alongside or ahead.

Variations of the Curve.

In long tracks (one-half mile or more) some latitude may be
allowed as to variation m curvature, since the curves are apt to be
flat enough, so that the arguments against varying curves loose

much of their force.

The half mile track at Springfield, Mass., is shaped somewhat
like the letter D. The idea must have been to obtain as easy curves
as possible. The length of the one straight, which is about 500 feet,

is seemingly short for a half mile track.

The Kite-Shaped Track.

As to the kite-shaped tracks. There are no cycle tracks of that

shape of which the writer knows. Races have been run and fast

time made, however, on the horse tracks of that shape at Kirkwood
and Independence. Tracks of this form, in which the straights

cross each other at or near the narrow end, can never by satisfactory

as cycle tracks, since long races, in which there are many contest-

ants, are prominent features of race meets, and the crossing of the
straight would offer such occasions for collision as to practically bar
a track of such shape.

The writer fails to see that there are any advantages to be
derived from a kite-shaped track—that is, for the track which is to

be used for all kinds and lengths of cycle races. For short races or

trials against time, for the track length or less, the long straights

and easy curves at one end will permit fast time. It should be
remembered that in such a track, having simply a long loop at one
end and a short one at the other, there are just 360 degrees of curva-

ture to be overcome in going once around, no matter how long the
radius may be at one end and how short at the other. If one end is

made easy in respect to curvature, the other end is made relatively

that much harder.
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Banking.

The question of banking is a very important one. It must be
steep enough to obviate the possibility of the wheel slipping. The
most reckless rider will involuntarily slow up if, owing to insuf-

ficient banking, the wheel rides too nearly on the rim and they
notice a tendency to slip. It must be steep enough to give the rider

a feeling of perfect security; and, further, it must not be un-
necessarily steep, otherwise it becomes difficult tor the rider to move
to one side when on the curves.
U-ing again the somewhat parallel case of the railway track, we

find the principles which govern the elevation of the outer rail on
curves to be nearly the same which necessitate the banking of the
curves of a cycle track. In railways, the theory is to elevate the

outer rail an amount of inches equal to the quotient obtained by
dividing the product of the square of the velocity in feet per second,
by the guage in inches, into the product of the radius of the curve
in feet by 32T

2
S
-. This formula is not strictlj applied in practice,

particularly on curves of short radii.
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There are conditions which enter into the consideration of the
case in railways, such as rigidity of parts, action of car-springs. &c,
which do not appear in the banking of cycle tracks. In each case
the result to be obtained is the same, namely, the overcoming or
counteracting of the centrifugal force. The elevation of the outer
rail in the one case, the inclination of the wheel in the other, causes
the line of the action of gravity to fall inwardly, so that, when com-
bined with the centrifugal force, the resultant acts through the
centre of the track, or with the inclination of the wheel, in both
instances at right angles to the opposing surface, the track. It is

plainly seen that, when a wheel is inclined, as in turning a curve,
if the surface is level, the wheel rides on or near the rim. A theo-
retically perfect banking on a curve would bring the surface up un-
til, when the wheel is inclined the proper amount, the tire of the
wheel would meet the surface in exactly the same manner as would
an uprighr wheel on a level surface.

Theoretical Banking for Three-tap Track.

If we apply the rule referred to above to the banking of tracks,

we find that theory and practice must vary. For example: Assume
a speed of a mile in one (1) minute and fifty-five (55) seconds, or one
hundred and fifteen (115) seconds, or say forty-six (46) feet to the

second, and, considering the plans of three (3) and four (4) lap tracks

published with this article. The three (3) lap track has a radius
(centre of track) of 138^ feet, and a width of twenty-five feet. The

square of forty-six (46) is equal to 21 16, which multiplied by 300
(number of inches in twenty-five feet) will equal 634,800; and the
product of 138.5 by 32.2 will equal 4459. 7, which, divided into 634,800
will give 142.3 inches, or n feet 10.3 inches, as being the proper
banking for the three-lap track in a width of twenty-five (25) feet.

(See Fig. 1.)

Theoretical Banking for Four-tap Track.

In the same manner the banking for the four (4) lap track would
be found to be 13 feet 5.2 inches. Both are manifestly too
great, by which is meant, too great for ordinary cycle track pur-
poses, since running up or down while on the curve would be
nearly impracticable, and since the outside men would have a very
excessive amount of banking to climb.
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If the track were built for no other purpose than for trials

against time by a single wheel or one led by a pacemaker, then this
banking would be about the proper thing. A rider, running on or
near the racing line and keeping parallel with the rail would have
no difficulty at all ; in fact, the very steep banking would be helpful,
rather than otherwise. (See Fig. 2.)

Practical Banking.
As we have stated, this theoretical banking is too great for prac-

tical purposes and consequently it must be modified by experience,
which means, keeping the banking as high as is possible, and con-
sistent with the best interests of fast time, safety and the outside
men.

It is the practice of the writer to make the banking about 40 per
cent, of what the preceding theoretical rule would make it—that is,

in tracks of about three or four laps to the mile; longer or shorter
tracks would have some variation.

The above diagram (Fig. 3) will illustrate the actual difference
existing between the practical and theoretical banking. If the line
A B is a surface line at right angles to a level straight, then H G
would represent the vertical position taken by a wheel on it at any
speed, and K G the inclined position given the wheel when going at
a 1.55 rate around the curve of the three-lap track (illustrated). C D
and E F will represent respectively the practical and theoretical bank-
ing. If we let the circle N represent a section of a two-inch tire, when
wheel is erect on the straight, and the circle P the same for the in-
clined wheel on the curve, and draw the line L M parallel to K G
through the centre of the circle N we find that it cuts the circle at a
point O. Then the line G O (T\ of an inch long in this case) will
give the distance on the tire away from the point of contact (G) be-
tween tire and surface, at which the resultant will act when the

Plan for a Three-tap Track.
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wheel is inclined to properly take the curve at the given speed, on
the supposition that the track is level. This distance, G O, becomes
nothing when track is banked to E F, and is but 40 per cent, of it

when track is banked to C D. It should be remembered also that
while the E F banking is proper for the 1.55 gait, it is too steep for

slower time. So that, if we give a track full theoretical banking,
we are making it really about as much too steep for the majority of
races as the practical banking is too flat for the fastest riders.

The Slope of the Curve.

Let us next consider what slope or inclination should be given
to the surface approaching or leaving the curve. It is evident that
a steeper slope can and should be given to the run-down than the
run-up. The writer prefers a slope of about 1 in 20 in running up,
and 1 in 15 in running down. Steeper slopes are too abrupt, and
flatter ones reduce too much the length of the level straights on the
outer side. In running up, the full amount of banking should not
be attained until after passing a little distance around the curve.
This makes the approach to the curve easier, makes the level
straight a little longer and does not appreciably affect the safety or
other riding qualities of the track. The run-down should not begin
until the end of the curve has been reached.

In concluding the subject of banking, the question as to whether
the straights ought to be perfectly level or not naturally comes up.
If only for the purpose of ready draining of storm water, they should
have some little slope inwardly. They may, indeed, be very profit-

ably given as much of a slope inwardly as one (1) in twelve (12).

This, in a track twenty-four feet wide, will reduce the bank to be
climbed on the outside by two feet—a very material gain. It should
be little or no hindrance to the riders, since they would not have to
ride up that slope of one (1) in twelve (12), in fact could not, unless
they rode directly across the track or at right angles to the straight.
If a rider were to cut across the track at an angle of 30 degrees he
would ride up a slope of one (1) in twenty-four (24), about four feet to

the hundred.
Drainage.

The grounds should, of course, be well drained. Tile drain-pipe
is the best for this purpose. It is not expensive work, and should
always be used. The grounds will dry off much more quickly, and
be available for use almost immediately after a heavy storm, if the
work be properly done. The whole surface covered by track con-
struction, should be well underdrained. Broken stone, gravel,
oyster shells, clean sand, &c, are good materials for this purpose.
This is not only to let the water, which may be absorbed by the
bank, drain off readily, but also, in case the material used is of an
absorptive nature, to prevent the bank from absorbing, or drawing
up and retaining, moisture or water which may drain toward the
track on account of the nature or slope of the ground.

It is a good practice to dig a ditch all around and about two feet
in from the inside of track, lay a small tile drain-pipe in it, and fill

up the ditch with ashes, cinder or something of that nature. This
carries off at once the surface drainage from track ; and as much of
the enclosure as may be drained toward the ditch.

Grading.

It is often well, in this work, to lower the inside of the track,
making a part in-cut or excavation, and a part infill or embank-
ment. It will reduce the number of cubic yards or excavation and
will have the effect, apparently, of reducing the height of banking,
and does not cause the bank to be so much of an obstruction to the
view. If this results in leaving the enclosure high at poims, it can
be graded back gradually, and the material used in making the bank.

The Material to be Used for Building.

The bank should be made up in layers of about a foot (not over
fifteen inches) in thickness. Each layer should be well hauled over
and trampled down by the stock. It should be made a little full on
the " surface" slope, so that the final earth slope, before putting on
the surface proper, is dressed down with the pick and not filled in in

spots. If water is convenient, it would be well to wet the embank-
ment down thoroughly every night after quitting work.
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Cyclist, The 68

Cycling Publications 67
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps 65
Duckworth, J. & H Chain —
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 27
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 12

Elastic Tip Co Sundries x. . .69

Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 61

El well, F. A Tour 67
Engraving 69
Erie Ru bber>Co Tire 62

Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 49
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery 52
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 72
Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 64
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co 48
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 52
Fougera & Co., E Anti-Stiff 68

Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17
Gendron Iron Wheel Co The Gendron —
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper —
Garvin Machine Co Machinery 68

Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 51
Godfrey, Chas. J Warren 41

Name. Product. Page.
Goodrich Co., B. F Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co .. Ramblers 1

Hill Mfg. Co Cyclometer 52
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 65
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot 58
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 62
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hay & Willits Pump 67
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 69
Hibbard,Spencer,Bartlett&Co. .St. Nicholas 54
Hickory WheelCo Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66
Hudson & Co Tubing 69
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 63
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles 37
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co Wood Rims 62

Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains f6

Jandorf, L. C. & Co 51

Justice* Co., Wm. M Stand 50
Keating Wheel Co Keating —
Laing Cycle Co Repair Outfit 50
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding ...17
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 53
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 63
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock — 65
Liberty Knitting Mills Knit Goods — 50
Lovell Arms Co., John P Lovell Diamond 60
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland —
Martin, H. C. & Co Martin Special —
McMullen& Co., Roger B Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co Sunol 16

McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst 40
Metal Turning Co Wrench ,,.71
Morgan & Wright Tires 42
Motor Cycle Co 8

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co ....Bells 9
Newton Rubber Works . . ..Tire 45
New York Belt. & Pack. Co..Tires —
New York Cycle Co New York ti

New York Tire Co Tire 53
Niagara Cycle Fittings C >. .Cycle Fittings —
Nickel Plate Transportation 50
Nubian Iron Enamel Co. ...Enamel 44
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. .Tire 6
Parkhurst & Wilkinson 47
Park Cycle Co 51
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 49
Peerless dfg. Co Triangle 10

Panseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe 60
Perry & Co Chains 2

Pierce & Co., Geo. N Queen City Cycles 13
Plush, A. L Repairing 52
Poorman, J. E Brighton —
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 60
Quinton Cycle Co., Ltd Quinton 18
Radway's R. R. R 67
Raisbeck Electrotype Co. . . . Electrotypes 68

Page.
29

49

Name. Product.
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh
Raleigh Cyc'e Co Saddle
Raymond & Potter Real Estate...
Read & Sons., Wm New Mail 5;
Recording Instrument Co.. .Cyclometers 66
Relay M fg. Co Relay 59
Remington Arms Co Remington 5
Rich & Sager Co Saddles 58
Rimington Bros & Co Cycle Fittings 66
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 51
Rogers, A. D Enameling 50
Roper Brush Brake Co Brake 65
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear —
Rosen wald & Weil Cycle Clothing 47
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 61

Royal Cycle Works Royal 57
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge.... 2

Schack, W. G Emblem 64
Shapleigh Hardw'e Co., A. F. Pacer and Thelma 19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber 18

Shaw & Kaiser Caps 51
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 68
Shelby Steel Tube Co Tubing 63
Shepard & Sons, H.G Wood Rims 62
Sid well &Saben Cycle Co... Waltham 59
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 67
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts 64
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks 67
Smith Wheel Mfg.Co.. Dart 65
Snell Cycle Fittingo Co Lamps 10

Spalding Bros., A. G Cyclometers... 59
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts 61
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 65
Steam Gauge Co Lamps 50
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 45
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 39
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num ..15
Storiettes Pub. Co 24
Stover &. Mfg.Co., E.Branch..Phoenix 48
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 68
Studley & Barclay Supplies 68
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant... 65
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 43
Tryon, Jr., & Co , Edw. K... Apollo 43
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 59
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier 51
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 66
Western Wheel Works Crescent 24
Weston & Co , I. A Wheels 59
West Side Auction House Co 58
Wheel Binders 69
Wheelmen's Registration Co 51
White Sewing Machine Co. .Triumph Bicycle n
Whitten, W. W Parts 66
Wilhelm& Co., W. H Reading 65
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 58
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 71
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Worthington, Geo. Co , 24
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 39
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-platingOutfits..64
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FIXTURES.

APRIL.
3—Charleston, S. C Race Meet Wheelmen's Track Association. . .Club Track.
19—Saugus, Mass Race Meet J. F. Sterling Franklin Park.

MAY.
1— Dixon, Cal Race Meet Driving Park Association Trotting Track.
iq—Wilmington, Del Race Meet Wilmington W. C Trotting Track.
26—New York . . Intercollegiate Race I. C. A. A Berkeley Oval.
30—Rome, N. Y Race Meet Rome Cyclers Trotting Track.
30—Utica, N. Y Race Meet Utica C. C Trotting Track.
30— Bergen Point, N.J Race Meet N. J. A. C Club Track.
30—Waltham, Mass Race Meet A. C. C, of Boston Waltham Track.
10— Worcester, Mass Race Meet Bay State B. C Trotting Track.
30 -Manchester, N. H Race Meet Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
30—San Francisco, Cal Race Meet Bay City Wheelmen Cycle Track.
30— Irvington-Milburn, N. J. .Road Race, 25 miles M. A. C. C, N. Y I.-M. Course.
30— Buffalo, N. Y Road Race, 25 milt s H. C. M rtin Corfu Course.
3c—Asbury Park, N. J Race Meet Asbury Park Wheelmen Club Track.
30—Auburn, N. Y Race Meet Auburn Cyclers Trotting Track.
30—Rah way, N. J Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters Club Track.
30—Boon ton, N. J Race Meet Bconton A. C Cycle Track.
30— Baltimore, Me Race Meet Clifton W Cycle Track.
30 Cincinnati Team Road Race, 1-2% miles.Chas. Hanauer & Bro.
ic—Cleveland, O Race Meet Cleveland W. C
30—Jamestown, N. Y Rice Meet Jamestown B. C Trotting Track.
30—Detroit, Mich Race Meet Diamond Wheelmen Trotting Track.
30—Winona, Minn Race Meet Cycle Track Association
30—Quincy, 111 Race Meet Quincy B C ...Trotting Track.
30—Youngstown, O Race Meet Mahoning C. C

JUNE.
12-17— Cincinnati to Owensboro, Ky., Boat Excursion Kentucky Div
13—Louisville, Ky Roaa Race Martin and Dressing Boulevard.
15— Elizabeth, N. J ..Race Meet E. A. C. C... Waverly Park.
15—Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky Kentucky Div. Meet Ovvensboro C Fair Grounds.
23—Newark, N. J. to Asbury Park, Century Run A. C. C. ot N. J;
30—Brooklyn, N. Y Race Meet King Co. Wheelmen Eastern Park.
30—Waverly, N.J Race Meet M. A. C. C Trotting Track.

JULY.
2-3-4-Cincinnati, O Ohio Division Meet Trotting Track.
4— Lockport, N. Y Race Meet Pastime C. C. and Press C C Trotting Track.
4— Paterson, N J Race Meet Tourist C. C C iifton Track.
4 -South Orange, N. J Race Meet S O. Field Club Club Track.
4— Watertown, N. Y Race Meet Watertown Cyclers Trotting Track.
l—Bergen Point, N.J, Race Meet N. J. A. C . Club Track.

Waltham, Mass Race Meet Maiden B. C Waltham Track.
Manchester, N H Race Meet Thos. R. Varick Cycle Track.
Stockton, Cal Race Meet Oak Leaf Wheelmen
Oakland, Cal. R^ce Meet Acme A.C
Asbury Park, N. J Race Meet A. P. Wheelmen Club Track.
Syracuse, N. Y Race Meet Century C. C Kirkwood Park.
Beaver Falls, Pa Race Meet Beaver Valley Cyclers
Scranton, Pa Race Meet Scranton B.C Cycle Track.
Baltimore. Md Race Meet Baltimore B. C Cycle Track.
Plain field, N. I Race Meet Crescent W Cycle Track.
Greensboro, N. C Race Meet Greensboro C. C
Buffalo, N. Y f Morning) Race Meet Ramblers B. C
Cincinnati Road Race J. E. Poorman
-Hartford, Ct Race Meet Columbia C. C Charter Oak Park
N. Y. City Race Meet, Nat' Circuit Riverside Wheelmen Manhattan Field.
Louisville, Ky Road Race and Race Meet.. Prince Wells Auditorium.
14-Asbury Park, N. ..J.... Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.. . .Tri-State Meet Cycle Track.
-Flushing, N. Y Race Meet Mercury W. C Trotting Track.

AUGUST.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium Internat'nal Championships
13-18—Denver, Col L. A. W. Meet Denver Cyclists' Union Cycle Track.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Norristown, Pa Race Meet Norristown W
3-Bergen Point, N. J Race Meet N. J. A.C Club Track.
3 - Waltham, Mass Race Meet Waltham C. C Cycle Track.

3
_
4_Syracuse, N. Y Race Meet Syracuse A. C Kirkwood Park.

3-4-Hartford Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit. .. . Hartford Wheel C Charter Oak Park.
to—San Jose, Cal Race Meet Garden City Cyclers
11— 13—Springfield, Mass.... Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.. ..Springfield B. C Hampden Park.
19-20-Baltimore Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.... A. C. C Cycle Track.
22—Philadelphia Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit A. C. C

4—
4-
4-
4—

'

4-
4-
4-
4-
4-
4—
4- 1

4

4

4-5

7

7
—

13-

28

1— San Francisco, Cal.
2—Danbury, Ct

OCTOBER.
. Race Meet Olympic A. C. W Cycle Track.
.Races ..Danbury Agr. Society Trotting Track.

THE DEALER'S HOPES WERE BLIGHTED.
"Say," said a dapper-looking young fellow

to the proprietor of a retail store up town,

during the dull season, "what's the cost of the

highest-priced machine you've got?"

"$150, and it's a beauty," replied the dealer
enthusiastically.
The young man looked disappointed.

"Suppose you can add some extras that will

make it come higher; can't you?" he added.
"Certainly we can put on some extra fine

wood rims and special racing tires."

"That's good. Got anything else that will

raise the ante?"
"Well, we've got a special patented crank

that we can put on for $5 ; an elegant saddle
for $3 extra

;
put in some extraordinary fine

balls in the bearings for $2 ; curve the handle
bars any way you want 'em for $1 ;

put in our
new patent rear adjustment for $4; give you
full nickel-plated lamp, bell, wrench and
pump for $6, or we can nickel, silver or gold
plate the entire frame for you," replied the
dealer, with an eye to business, noting the
diamond in the young man's shirt bosom.

"Well, that's something like. Got anything
else you can add?"

"Shouldn't wonder; but I can't think of any-
thing just at present."
"That will be about the acme of perfection

in cycle construction, won't it?"

"Yes, and you'll have the finest mount on
the road to-day."
"$200 will buy such a machine as you des-

cribe, won't it?"

"Yes, just about -"

"Well, I just wanted to know, you know, to

decide a bet. He thinks you can't possibly
spend $200 for even a bicycle that is the acme
of perfection with all the novelties. Good
day!"

Swifts in Chicago.

J. W. Bills, formerly with the Coventry
Machinists' Co. , has opened a cycle repair shop
in the store formerly occupied by A. H.
Radell, and is handling the business of the

Coventry Machinists' Co., who are sticking to

the year's guarantee on their wheels in good
style, and are thus keeping a line of parts on
the market for the riders of the wheels.
Bills is also manufacturing a special wheel, a
handsome machine, called The Bills. He will

rent wheels and carry a full line of sundries.

Ira Perego & Co., 23 Park Row, the out-

fitters, have taken the New York and Long
Island agency for the League chainless safety.

The Scottish Cyclist, commenting on the

adoption of the class system in this country,

says: " The principles are quite to our taste

and such as we wish it had been possible for

the governing bodies of the British Isles to

adopt."
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THE GOSSIP GOING ROUND.

Easter Sunday has always been looked upon

as a sort of an opening day of the cycling

season, but this year, thanks to the weather

clerk, it was a dismal failure in this vicinity.

A drizzling, desultory rain set in during the

morning, the roads became sloppy, and riding

consequently was anything but pleasant.

Trips had been planned by the club men by

the dozen, and many started out, but they

were either cut short or abandoned entirely.

Those who remained out all day returned
with a choice variety of mud and slime on
their clothing. Altogether the day was a
great disappointment. The Easter season in

England is the great time for touring, but
touring hereabouts on Sunday, particularly

away from macadam roads, would have engen-
dered more misery than pleasure.

From the general outlook and demand at

the retail stores for high frames and low bars,

there's going to be a large and handsome
aggregation of hump-backed, kyphosis-afflicted

riders on the roads this season. Already they
are to be seen on the streets, with their

handle bars bent down nearly to the hub of

the front wheel and backs curved like a bow.
If there is one thing more than another that

disgusts an anti-cyclist with the sport it is the
bent back rider, and those who carry this style

of position to the extreme limit thinking that
they are impressing the general public with
their great potentiality and pent-up racing
ability, should abandon the idea. The public
down to the gamin and country bumpkin look
at them in ridicule, and the genuine scorcher
and racing man cannot but smile when they
come under observation. As a rule these
over-bent riders are a bogus article, and are
not good for five miles at a merry clip. But
just wait and see the large crop of imitation
scorchers you'll meet on the roads this year.

The great demand, particularly among club
men, for extremely light machines, with racing
tires, etc., for road work, is, in the opinion of

the more conservative cyclists, going to cause
plenty of break downs this stason. Wheels
that were thought marvels of lightness for

track work a couple of years ago are being
ordered for general road-riding this year.

Everything is cut down for lightness, so great

is the craze, and if many of these riders who
start off in the morning for a country ride

don't return per railroad, it will cause the old

timers to marvel. But the experiment must
be made, and if these 20-pound machines (or

thereabouts) stand a season of all-round road
riding, it will speak well for the perfection
attained in the construction of cycles.

A visit to the retail stores in the metropolitan
district develops the fact that wheels are being
sold to new riders in larger numbers than any
previous year. Many are purchasing mounts
to use for business purposes, and it is quite

apparent that many more bicycles will be seen
on the streets this year than any previous
season. It is also very probable that with the
increase of traffic by cycle, the awkwardness
of beginners and the carelessness of youth,
accidents are likely to be of frequent occur-

rence. By this word is meant collisions be-

tween vehicles or cars and bicycles and the
running down of pedestrians crossing the
streets by wheelmen. A dealer of this vicinity

remarked the other day, that wnile he wasn't
a croaker, he had a deep-seated imagination
that cycle accidents would be chronicled by the
newspapers with unpleasant frequency before
another Thanksgiving Day. And there are
others who have the same impression.

A peculiar phase in human nature has
cropped out with the cut rate now on in the
cycle trade. A purchaser of a $100 machine the
other day, was asked why he had not bought
a certain high grade machine that is being
marketed for a number of dollars less. He re-

plied that he would not have one of them for

the reason that when he passed riders on the
road they would all smile and remark: "There
goes one of those job lot blank machines."
He knew how it was, he added, from the
Warwick cut last year. But then everyone is

not so sensitive.

Decoration Day this year is going to be a
record breaker for race meets and road races.

Sanctions are wanted in all parts of the
country, and road races are being announced
everywhere, although the day is still two
months off. The G. A. R. has yearly pro-
tested against the practice of devoting the
day to sport, when it was ?et apart for the
commemoration of the soldiers who died to
preserve the Union, but they might as well
endeavor to stay the flow of the tide as cycle
racing on May 30. And this year should put
an end to the perennial cry.

The reply to the following letter has, of
course, been made by mail, but the epistle it-

self is deemed worthy of publication:

Mr. Editer,— Last summer a man who had his
bicicle fixed at Si Jones' blacksmith shop left one of
your papers, and thru the winter I have read it and
looked at the picters, right smart. I am thinking
seme of bying one. I have fussed round a mower a
si-ie, and think I could take care of one. I can't see
h< w the pneumatic is pumped on the tire, and no one
on the place knows what pneumatic is made of. Do
you think the wheels with criss cross wires are the
best, and do thay have them with the handles bent
the same as a cultivator? I think I could hold on
better. If you will put the answer in your paper I
will by it, as I wan to know.—Yours respectable.

Jack Brown.

Arrangements are being made at Wheelir g,

W. Va., for a long-distance road race on May
30. It will be open to Class A riders in West
Virginia, Eastern Ohio and Western Penn-
sylvania.

The Brooklyn B. C. has taken in about
seventy-five new members since May 1 last,

when a prize was offered to the member adding
the most names to the roll. The club now has
about 190 members.

NOT ONLY QP TO DATE

mi (\nt(\D or the Tines
That's what the best judges

say of the Ide Wheel.

A Because nothing has ever been made

Will t° equal them in Beauty, Design and
everything necessary to make up a

Perfect TV heel.

Improvements- Possessed by no others.

Guarantee. The most liberal, including wood
rims and WEIGHTS.

Prices at which you get full value received.

Discounts (to agents) as liberal as above facts

will admit.

We Want Agents where riders are educated up
to wanting only the best.

Send for catalogue where all illustrations are
taken from photographs, which cannot deceive. For
six cents (to pay postage) we will send our fine Art
Calendar (with Art Catalogue), an ornament for
your home or office.

F. F. IDE MFG. CO., High Art cycles, Peoria, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ILL you tell us why the novice makes his

presence so painfully conspicuous?

Why does he invariably insist upon a wheel
with mud-guards?
Why does he tie a pretty bunch of ribbons

on his handle bar and show his white sweater
below his coat?

Why is he able to discourse at length,- and
so learnedly, upon the merits and demerits of

every wheel and tire on the market?
Why is his wheel the only high grade made?
Can any one tell why a novice carries a soft

flannel cloth and at every step gives his wheel
such a thorough polishing?
Why does he think it so necessary to whip

out his tool-bag at these stops to tighten the
already tight nuts, and finish the labor by
changing the position of his saddle? They
always do this, you have noticed, of course.
Does his machine get frequent oilings? Yes,
indeed! He never forgets this little detail at
the stops.

Why does a novice, after having ridden
about two weeks, drop the handle bars, hump
his back and then slowly ride up and down the
Broadway of his town, aping a racing man?
Why is this same novice so confident that

every girl or woman he meets admires his
manly form, shown off so beautifully by his
tight clothes, and is desirous of flirting with
him?
Why does he wear such a serious, pained

look while riding faster than a twelve mile
gait?
Why does he consider it a duty to have

a brush with every carriage which passes him
on the road?
When he gets in first from a scorch with his

long-suffering club mates, why does he nearly
twist his neck out of joint looking back so con-
stantly for them£
When at last he wins his novice race, why

does he smile at the grand stand and cross the
tape "hands off?"

Why does he wear his little medals so prom-
inently ?

Why does he ask some manufacturer for
a wheel, conveying the startling informa-
tion that he can induce a dozen of his friends
to sail under the same colors ; and what excuse
has he for living ? But his enthusiasm, his self-

complacency, his chimerical fancies, roseate-
hued dreams of future greatness, will but
reiterate our observations of the past, and
make of our novice, after a year or two of
wheeling, a jolly good cyclist, hail fellow well
met. The poor and novices ye will always
be with us.
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EVERY WHEELMAN

to be up to the times should

know all about every highest

grade wheel that is made.

You ought to read regularly

every year the catalogues of

all the manufacturers of the

acknowledged highest grade

wheels.

Begin on the "new depart-

ure" Sterling to-day.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

Tough...
" Tough" is plain English for something

3 that won't easily break. Sterling spokes

are tough. Sterling tubing is tough.

The Sterling is a strong, tough wheel.

The ideal wheel must be tough. It must

also be light. It must also be stiff and

rigid. These four words describe the ©
Sterling to a "t" Any reason why
you shouldn't have a

Sterling?
STERLING CYCLE WORKS,

236=240 Carroll Ave., CH I CHGO
New York Agents: L C. Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 1 25th Street.

FALCON. Cent's Road Wheel. Youth's Diamond Frame.

Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel. Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel. Youth's Diamond Frame.

IT J^IvOOlVS !

Steel or Wood Rims. Adjustable Handle Bars and Metallic-Fastened Tires are our
specialties.

Our Wheels ARE UP TO DATE IN EVERY RESPECT!

Weights from one to two pounds less where Wood Rime are used.

Send for Catalogue. Address

AGENTS WANTED.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

WORKS: YOST STATION.
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Rebellious Symptoms inlMichigan.

Jos. M. Bresler, the suspended Chief Con-
sul of Michigan, is in the city. He hints

that, notwithstanding President Luscomb's
action, the new election may not occur, or if it

does, that it will not be recognized nor the

books turned over. He implies that the mat-
ter may be carried into the courts and an in-

junction restraining the president and the

special committee prayed for. Mr. Luscomb
had an interview with Mr. Bresler during the

week, but nothing is known of the result,

though it is said the discussion did not lack

animation.
The president has received some interesting

letters from the Wolverine State regarding the
matter. One asks him whether he is aware
that Mr. Bresler, whom he suspended, is a
man of wealth. Another is from Candidate
Griffith -'protesting emphatically against his

interference" and closing with the heroic

assertion that ' if this be treason then let it go
at that," or words to this effect

Mr. Bresler's trial will occur as soon as

President Luscomb completes the National
Committees.

Ashinger Finished Sixth.

Paris, March 25.—The great eight day
bicycle race which began last Sunday was
closed to-day in fine style. A great crowd
witnessed the exciting: finish and gave Huret,
the winner, repeated rounds of cheers and
applause.
The score was:—Huret, 1,749 kilometres;

Linton, 1,743; Williams, 1,736; Meyer, 1,720;

Garin, 1,670; Ashinger, 1,478; Riviere, 1,422;

Masclet, 1,373; Descoins, 1,302.

"Charley" Ashinger, the American crack,

stopped to-day at the end of the third hour's

riding. He came out again and covered
twenty-one kilometres, but stopped again at

the end of the fifth hour. He di -1 not return

to the track again.
Huert was almost buried in flowers after the

result of the race was announced, and he was
carried on the shoulders of his admirers from
the track. He looked haggard and worn.
Linton, however, looked fresh and strong.

Denver's Proposed Cycle License.

The proposal of the city council of Denver
to assess a license on bicycles has virtually

died a natural death. A bill was introduced
some time ago to regulate 'cycles and compel
every cyclist to pay a license. It was referred
to the committee on licenses, and is there still.

The committee state openly that the bill

will remain side-tracked for a surety until

after the L. A. W. convention, for fear it

might effect that affair. In fact, the com-
mittee intimate that a resurrection of the ordi-

nance at any time is very doubtful.

G. S. Gait, a well-known Glasgow racing
man, writing from Paris to friends in Scot-
land, says: "The French pros, are better men
than one is apt to think, and if any of our
Scotch riders want to make money they'll have
to travel fast."

Report has it that A. W. Porter and J.
Clark, of Boston, will be included in this year's

Rambler team.

A New Installment Scheme.
The following advertisement has appeared

in the newspapers in various sections of the

country:

d; - SAFETY BICYCLE FURNISHED either
•P 1 ^ j sex, to devote their spare time to act as our
agents ; send ioc. for contract of all particulars.

CONNECTICUT CYCLE AND SURETY CO.,
274 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

Ten cents in stamps brought The Wheel
some half dozen circulars, contract blanks, etc.,

on one of which was written: " We guarantee

to furnish customers with any high grade bicy-

cle desired on payment of not less than $8 or

to exceed $25."

In its circular the " Company " states that

its object is to sell high grade bicycles by a

system of small payments. It issues what are

called " Installment Bonds," at a face value of

$125, requiring $3 down and $5 per month un-

til the full amount shall have been paid. Au
investigation of the matter shows that the

names of the officers do not appear in the

Hartford City Directory, the landlord of the

building in which the company has hired an

office does not know anything about the men,

and the office is but scantily furnished. After

several trials someone was found at the office,

but nothing could be learned definitely of the

business methods of the company, nor could

anj- reference be obtained as to the financial

standing of the "company" or any of its mem-
bers.

J. C. Kerrison, of Boston, has been appointed
Handicapper for Massachusetts. Henry Good-
man, of Hartford, has been reappointed for

Connecticut.

Some of those engaged in the election rumpus
in the Wolverine State are Michiganders in

two senses of the word.

We
Want
Agents.

r

Enclose
Stamp

for a
Catalog.

!'.

An Unsolicited Testimonial.

•»»•«< »**»*.

South Norwalk, Conn.,
|

March 5, 1894.

Mess. McKee & Harrington,
|

Lyndhurst, N. J.

Gentlemen— I am riding one of your '93 Roadsters,

which I purchased from your agent, Mr. Samuel Wag-
ner. I have been 2,300 miles on it, and it is in as good

condition as when I first get it. I can't ride anything
better this coming season, so to be in fashion, I would
like you to fit a pair of Wood Kims to my wheel. Please

let me know the price with old tires stuck on again, and
oblige.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) H. E. WILSON.
Box No. 607.

t
»»»» ***X

The above speaks for itself

Connecticut Roads are not of the best either.

McKKE & HARRINGTON,
Lyndhurst, new jersey,

Salesrooms: 173-175 GRAND ST., N.Y. CITY. Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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WARREN* CYCLES
SELL AT SIGHT * * *

STRICTLY HIGH GRADE. POPULAR PRICES.

Roadster, Light Roadster and Ladies' Convertible.

Poplar Wheels.

Poplar feiikts.

All Drop-Steel Forjli

Broadly Guarantee!

Low List and the Right Discount.

m WE WANT AGENTS EVERYWHERE 1*

Write for terms, prices and territory.

Exclusive Agency Given

CHAS. J. GODFREY,
11 WARREN ST., NEW YORK

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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WITH THE WESTERN AGENTS.

Chicago, March 27.—E. J. Porter, of the

Palmer Tire Co., gathered some interesting

trade information for your correspondent on

his last trip. He found that the cycle business,

in the territory visited, was looking bright and

that a good season was looked for all around.

Most of the agencies he found to be branches

of other business houses. Hard .rare and

furniture houses predominated, but in some

cities he met with cycle agencies in barber

shops, and in one city the agency for a popular

wheel was in an undertaker's store. Stationery

stores also have an interest in the wheel, as

shown in the number that are taking machines

as a side line.

At Rock Island, Ills.—McHugh, a ticket

broker, has the agency for the Victor, Colum-
bia, Sterling, Fowler and Waverly. John
Kock, a gunsmith, has the agency for a large

line, and J. Ramser & Sons, jewelers, have the

Fowler and other lines.

Moline, Ills.—Thos. Dunn & Sons, hard-
ware merchants, have the Victor and Western
Wheel Works line. J. E. Walker is an exclu-

sive bicycle dealer, with the Featherstone
line and the Derby, New Mail and Columbia.
These are the two dealers of the city.

Davenport, Iowa.—John Scharnweber, a
manufacturer of shirts, has the Columbia
agency. He is the only agent in the city.

Freeport, Ills.—No dealers, but two fac-

tories, the Stover Co. and the Freeport Bicycle

Mfg. Co. The latter is selling wheels at a
dollar per week.
Dubuque, Ia.—Three dealers. Harger &

Blisch keep a book store and have the Columbia
and Western Wheel Works line. Barnard,
Walker & Clewel, another book store, have the

Victor, and I. J. Cushing handles the Elliptic

exclusively, from a manufacturing establish-

ment.
Clinton, Ia.—Three dealers. George Bacon,

a banker, has the Columbia agency, with no
store. James Oates & Son, dealer in hardware,
has the Victor, Fowler. Eclipse and Waverly.
C. E. Armstrong & Co., another dealer in

hardware, has the Sterling Elliptic, the line of

E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., of Philadelphia, and
the Central and Ben Hur, of Indianapolis.

Galesburg, Ills.—Three dealers. J. W.
Duke has his stock in a barber shop, and
handles the Overland, Sylph and Western
Wheel Works lines. Lescher & Repine,
printers, have the Victor and another, and the

Avery Bros. & Brooks Co. , a large firm, dealers

in farm machinery, have the Fowler, Ariel and
Columbia.
Burlington, Ia.—Three dealers. Mauro &

Wilson, dealers in wall paper and stationary,

have the Victor and Western Wheel Works
line; George W. Prugh, undertaker, has the

Cleveland exclusively, and E. C. Guahn,
dealers in books, has the Victor.

Keokuk, Iowa.—Three dealers. J. G.

Hartell, dealer in seeds, has the Victor,

Rambler and Stearns; J. R. Shuler, dealer in

guns, has the Columbia, Waverly and Lovell
Diamond, and A. H. Moody, the line of Rouse
Hazard & Co.
Quincy, Ills.—The place of the next Illinois

Division meeting and a lively cycling town.
Has four dealers. E. H. Dellarfe has the

League Chainless; R. B. White, dealer in

stoves, has the Victor, and T. C. White, a
brother, also a dealer in stoves, has the

Columbia, and the Blaney Implement Co. has
the Cleveland, Fowler and Majestic.

Danville, Ills.—One of the liveliest towns
in the state, with a deal of cycling enthusiasm.
Has three dealers and all doing well. A. G.

Woodbury has the Columbia, Eagle, Royal
Limited and the Rambler; Thomas Couran,
dealer in hardware, has the line of Tryon, of

Philadelphia, and Robert Holmes & Bros.,

dealer in typewriters, advertise to supply any-

thing in wheels. They have the Cleveland
and Featherstone lines.

Decatur, Ills.—In this pretty city is an in-

teresting battle of the large hardware firms,

gun dealers and the carriage men. A year

ago, there is reported to have been but one

dealer and now there is a total of seven, and

more that will enter the field. When one of

the hardware firms went into the business the
others quickly followed, until now the field is

overcrowded to all intents and purposes.
Leittle & Eckels are hardware dealers, and
have the Victor, Fowler, Eagle and Feather-
stone lines. C. L. Griswold & Co. are also
hardware dealers, and have the Spalding and
Credenda lines, while Moorehouse, Wells &
Co., also hardware dealers, have the Columbia
and Stearns. Paul Hickish is in the gun busi-

ness and has the Lovell, Luminum, Reming
ton, Rambler and Central lines. The R.
Muller Gun Co. has the Cleveland, Waverly,
Central, Ide and Western Wheel Works lines.

Hill, Batty & Co. are dealers in carriages and
have no line selected as yet, while F. S. Dodd,
ajdealer in typewriters, has the Kenwood and
Western Wheel Works lines.

Terre Haute, Ind.—Here is found the
champion dealer, with a line large enough to
make his everlasting fortune if the sales in

each of the wheels handled are only large
enough. George C. Rossell is a dealer in

drygoods, but leaves the business of the
concern in the hands of his wife while he
attends to the bicycle business, which is large
and growing. He has the Stearns. Phcenix,
Sterling, Majestic, Union, Central and Tryon
lines, Ben Hur and Central, and Western
Wheel Works and a line of Sulky wheels. J.
Probst, a dealer in furniture, has the Colum-
bia, Hartford and Waverly lines. Baker &
Watson, dealers in guns, have the Credenda,
Spalding, Victor and Cleveland wheels. Cook
& Friers deal in bicycles exclusively and have
the Rambler, Tribune and Ariel. E. D.
Harvey, a furniture dealer, has the Royal,
Clipper, Imperial, Ide and Hickory.

Eli Perkins Gives a Testimonial.

The following reply to an application for a
reference on the character and reputation of

a prospective instalment customer of the
Raleigh Cycle Co., is characteristic of the
writer, the well-known humorist, Eli Perkins:

Mr. George Macdonald—
Mr. James came to me with a note from the

Y. M. C. A., New York. He was honest with me and
did his work well. Your letter caused me a great
shock. I am a member of the anti-bicycle club, and
if Mr. James has so departed from rectitude as to

even desire to ride the instrument of torture, I shall
have to stop endorsing him. There must be some-
thing wrong about him. His head seemed level when
he was with me, but perhaps he has committed some
great, secret crime, and now resorts to self-abnega-
tion or the bicycle torture to ease his mind. I will
say confidentially to you that the only question I ask
now of an applicant is, "Do you ride a bicycle?" If

he confesses, that ends the matter with me.
I endorse Mr. James up to his bicycle mania, but

conscientiously have to draw the line there. He will
not pay for the instrument of torture after he has
ridden it. A worm will coil when stepped on.—Yours
truly, Melville D. Landon,

En Perkins.

The Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co. have been
making large shipments of their various tires

to Germany, Austria and England.

TRADE CHANGES.

WEEKLY RECORD OF CHANGES IN THE
AMERICAN CYCLE TRADE.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Huntington-Hopkins Co.,
W., hardware and Bicycles. Sold out.
Chicago, 111.—Illinois Cycle Works. Chattel mort-

gage $951.
Farino, 111.- -R. N. Carroll & Co., hardware and

bicycles. Dissolved.
Cambridge, Ia.—John Willard & Co., hardware and

bicycles. W. Bishop bill of sale one-half interest $950.
Doon, Ia.—W. H. Kridler, hardware and bicycles.

Chattel mortgage $5,547.
Mount Pleasant, la.—H. W. Crane & Co., hardware

and bicycles. Sold but.
Sacotha, Kan.—C. H. Adams, hardware and bicycles.

Fire loss.
Holyoke, Mass.—Keating Wheel Co. Chattel mort-

gage $28,000.
Somerville, Mass.—Fred. M. Kimball, hardware and

bicycles. Chattel mortgage $800.
Homer, Mich.—George Sanford, hardware and

bicycles. Sold out.
Edgerton, Minn.—F. A. & A. J. Meacham, hardware

and bicycles. Sold out.
St. Charles, Mo.—Louis Ringe, gunsmith, sew:ng

machines and bicycles. Realty mortgage $2,000.
Realty mortgage $1,000 released.
Anaconda, Mont.—Stagg & Cyllenberg, hardware

and bicycles. Dissolved.
Douglas, Neb.—C. B. Castleman, hardware and

bicycles. Sold out.
Table Rock, Neb.—Tillotson & Andrews, hardware

and bicycles. Dissolved.
Dryden, N. Y.—Cyrus French & Son, hardware and

bicycles. Dissolved.
Toledo, O —George B. Cotton, W. and R. sporting

goods and bicycles. Incorporated as the Colton Mfg.
Co.
Toledo, O.—Whitaker & Kirk, hardware and bicycle

Co. Edward A. Kirk warranty deed $3,350.
Modford, Ore.— Beck, Whiteside & Co., hardware

and bicycles. Dissolved.
Mineral Wells, Tex.—Fred J. Tucker, hardware and

bicycles. Trust deed.
Spokane, Wash.—Wolverton & Byrd, hardware and

bicycles. Burnt out; insured.
New Westminster, B. C.—Cunningham Hardware

& Bicycle Co. (Limited). Judgment $728.
Peterboro, Ont.—Kingan & Co., hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by Kingan & Allen.
Marceline, Mo.—J. H. Smith & Co., hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded bv George P. Allen & Son.
Galesburg, 111.—The G. B. Churchill Co. Incorpo-

rated. Capital stock, $20,000; hardware, bicycles, etc.

George B. and M. L. Churchill, incorporators.
Boniphan, Mo.—Wright Bros., Hardware Co. In-

corporated. Capital stock, $10,000. Incorporators, J.
R. T. L. and E. W. Wright and J. L. Dalton. Will
handle bicycles.
Huntington, W. Va.—Foster Hardware Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Incorporated by B. W. Foster, L.
M. Sandford and Charles Russell. Capital stock,

A Swindling; Scheme Exposed.

A young woman, who gave her name as
Alice Webster, was arresttd in this city on
Saturday last for swindling. She advertised
two new wheels for sale at $35 each in a Bos-
ton paper, and in replying to answers, pur-
ported to be George Goodwin, D. D., rector of

Christ's Church, this city. Ddetectives who
were put on the case, through the complaint
of a New York man who had answered the
advertisement, discovered that she was a
fraud. It is thought that she has been reap-
ing a rich harvest from persons loosing for

bargains in wheels. When arraigned for ex-
amination she was recognized as an old
offender and was held for trial.

A Prize Offer.

Storiettes is a monthly magazine, published
in the World Building, New York City, de-
voted entirely to the publication of a number
of original short stories each month. It is

well filled with readable matter. Its pub-
lishers are making an attempt to gather a
number of good cycle tales, and to that end
have offered as a prize to the writer of the best
short bicycle story a Raleigh bicycle. The
competition is open cnly to wheelmen, and
the tales must be original. Further particu-
lars of the offer are given elsewhere.

C. P. Adams has opened a retail store at 40
Central Terrace, Lynn, Mass. He will handle
the Orient, Road King and Queen, and is in

the market to handle other machines as well as
sundries, and would like to hear from manu-
facturers and agents.

Schwalbach, Charles of that ilk, will have
his annual opening at his bicycle emporium,
415 to 421 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, on
April 4, at 8 o'clock. These openings are all

very festive occasions, and the friends of the
Pioneer are sure to gather around him in force.
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HIGH GRKD6, L-OW PRICES.
THE APOLLO, $75.00.

EAGLES Agents wanted in all parts of the United States.

Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Western New York.

Boys' High Grade Safeties, 24 and 26 inch Ball or Cone, Pneumatic or Cushion Tires.GTGLOE.
LUCAS LAMPS, NEW DEPARTURE BELLS, CLOTHING AND SUNDRIES.

EDW. Kl. TRYON, Jr., <& CO.,
send for Illustrated Catalogue.

"When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
PHILADELPHIA.

SYRACUSE MODEL A.

7K

ifnr fry

^#

SYRACUSE MODEL A, 3IOO. 30 POUNDS.

THIS wheel is built for the experienced riders of to-day, who are calling for a strictly high grade, light, speedy handsome mount, suitable
for road racing or pleasure riding, at a moderate price. It is made on mechanical principles and combines simplicity, rigidity, strength
and swiftness, though within the limits of a light roaster.

ALERT AGENTS WANTED. CATALOGUE NOW READY.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Syracuse, n. y

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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Santa Fe, De San Francisco, named from

the guardian angel of Saint Francis, whoever
he was, is one of the oldest inhabited cities of

the United States. Built as it is in the centre

of a great valley, surrounded by mountains,

and 7,000 feet above the sea level, it exempli-

fies the marvelous wisdom of the mighty race

which once dominated the whole of what we
call the West. A more salubrious climate

would be hard to find, and a better position

for a commercial center is not in the bounds of

modern New Mexico. This fact has been
recognized by men of our own generation, and
for many years Santa Fe has been the Chicago

of this far-away land—a curious link in this

old New World city between the past and the

present.

For more than 200 years it has been the

capital of what we know as New Mexico.

Eighty Years Ago

it became the center of the trade route on
what was known as the Santa Fe trail, which
commenced at St. Louis, Mo., and ended
practically at Chihuahua, Mex., and it is said
that more than $500,000 worth of merchandise
has been transferred in its borders in a single
day, and all transported into the mother
country by means of pack-horse and wagon-
train.

Santa Fe has seen the pomp and glitter of an
Astec sacrificial procession time and again. It

has heard the clank of Milanese armor and the
rattle of trappings on many a knightly charger

;

it has been the abode of royalty, and the home
of Governors and the scene of strife and bor-
der warfare for five hundred, perhaps a
thousand, years. Today it is a typical Mexican
city, although the "Gringo" (American), with
his stirring and domineering ways, has pre-
empted a goodly portion of its territory to

his own godless and uncomfortable ways, and
the bulk of the population bear on their

Swarthy and Crafty Faces

the works of kingcraft, and can see no good in

the infidel who gains profit and honor from
the things which they have left unguarded
and considered worthless all these centuries.
The feeling that comes over one in the

streets of Santa Fe is peculiar. Everything
is old, even the half-naked Mexican babies,
that play at outlandish games in the sunny
corners of the garden walls, have faces that
might belong to the gnomes of Backenfield;
while the withered crones, bent double under
the weight of egg-shaped water jars, are so
supernaturally ancient that one can compare
them only to Go-Gool or to the nrghty She
after her second trial in the fires of the Moun-
tain of Kor; even the youths and maidens
carry in their faces a preternatural look of
coming time, while the ancient buildings of
gray adobe on every hand, and

The T>ull, White Mist
that lies ever on the circling hills, bears out
the seeming age of everything.
But it is at night that one sees the real

character of the half Indian, half Mexican
population. Then the great plaza is lighted
up by myriads of great flaring lamps, under
which are long tables groaning under the
weight of "Friolies," "Wieners," " Jortillias,"

"Chilli Concanon," "Tomales," "Pulque,"
" Muscal," fried chicken and a thousand and
one other strange and wonderful edibles and
drinkables. A motley throng, "vocavoes"
gamblers and everyday people

;
gay caviliers,

gaudy in serape, wide rimmed sombrero,
slashed trousers and silver spurs; decrepid old

men and women in rags and dirt, but placidly
smoking the ever-present cigarette ; senoras of

doubtful character

In Short Embroidered Skirts

andlace mantillas, horse traders, cow-punchers,
merchants and idlers, all shouting, singing
and talking at once. Near at hand are saloons,

cheap restaurants, pawnbrokers' and money
changers' shops, and dance houses, where one
may hear the insipid twang of the Mexican
guitar and see the stately dance, which starts

out like a minuet and degenerates ere the
night be done into the wildest can-can—the
far-famed fandango—probably a relic of some
Astec religious ceremony.

It is a bit dangerous for a "Gringo" to stay
too long at the fandango ; for when the pulque
has gotten well into the brain, a crowd of

Mexicans are apt to resent his presence, and a
machette (knife) makes a bad wound—nay, it

often kills, and it is hard to prove anything
against a true believer, if his victim happens to

be a heretic and an "El Americano" besides.
If one-happens to spend Sunday in Santa Fe

he may see strange things, for although the
average native does not care to

Hurt Himself by Laboring

at any time, he is particularly fond of holidays,
and keeps with great exactitude the numberless
saint days of his church, and Sunday the
strictest of all, in his own way; so, when the
gaudy cathedral doors are thrown open for

early mass, a great crowd surges in, and for six

hours the place is filled with worshippers of

all degrees, from the dainty senora and the
still more dainty daughter (who, by the way,
may not scruple to set your heart dancing, if

you be a well-favored Gringo, with a glance
from her incomparable eyes when she is

arranging her mantilla, but who probably has
a big brother or, worse yet, a jealous cousin,

very handy with a knife, and had therefore
best be left severely alone) to the most
common and dirty specimen of Indian "peon"
imaginable. But when the good padre has
turned them out at high noon with his bless-

ing and departed to his siesta, and afterward
to a most excellent supper, there reigns for a
time almost absolute quiet, because everybody
has gone to sleep.

Then, after a couple of hours of this soul-

satisfying recreation, there is a time.
The Mexicans, like our colored population,

are but children grown to larger size ; fond of

bright colors, loud sounds, pageants and
mystery.
After confession, the soul is light, and in an

hour the whole town is in holiday array.
Dancing, feasting, drinking and love-making
is the order, and well do these Christianized
sons and daughters of Quetzaicoatl know how
to perform all these rites. Verily, a week in

this city is like a page from some Eastern
romance.
The children of the sun love no exercise ex-

cept horse-back riding, and therefore they do
not cycle. The Gringo is few and busy,
therefore there is little riding, but there are
prospects— "O, yes, Senor, there are pros-
pects." Imlac.

the markets.
Pro Exchange, 10. 30.

Movements have been lively in the mar-
kets this week, and prices have hardened a
good deal. Enquiries have been received
from the Midlands and the North for a fair

sample of English goods, but none were on

'

offer, the whole of the floating stock having
been taken for the Paris market.
Trade amateurs are also very scarce, whilst

the half-limit unlicensed stocks grow heavier
every day, and traders look for a break in
prices.

11. 15.

There was a rapid rise of three points in
trade amateurs, owing to the non-receipt of
the required documents. All other goods,
except the cheapest lines, benefited by the
movement.

12.25.

T.A.'s have receded four points, it having
been ascertained that the Board of Licencers
failed to secure a quorum.

3-

Some odd lots have been dealt in at various
prices, but business is still slack.

Paris, 3.30.

Market dull to heavy. English goods gen-
erally lower, said to be off color. French and
Continentals steady, but not active.

Closing Prices, 4.

First-class English, ^500 to ^r,ooo; first-

class French, .£300 to ^800, first-class Ameri-
can, ^300 to £&oo\ first-class Continental,
,£200 to .£400 ; second-class (assorted).

Italian.—Assorted Princes from ^100.

American.—Second-class goods, ^100 to

£300.

L. A. W. amateurs (record sample) in lots to

suit purchasers. Old-time professionals, no
quotation.

Close steady to featureless.
—Bicycling News.

Sold It for $1 and Made Money.
This story comes from Cleveland, Ohio:

A wheelman with an old, ordinary bicycle,

brought the wheel into a down-town cycle
store one day last week and offered it for sale.

"How much will you give for it?" he asked.
"We can't give you anything in cash," said

the proprietor, "but will allow you one dollar
for it."

"Well," said the owner, "you can have it; I

only gave thirty cents for it myself!"

At the annual meeting of the Rover Wheel
Club, Cleveland, Ohio, last week, the follow-
ing officers were elected:—President, Arthur
Brown; Vice President, Louis Moses; Secre-
tary, Norville Lewis; Treasurer, Charles
Nelsofl; Captain, Leonard Herrick; Lieuten-
ant, Leigh Harbaugh ; Board of Directors, C.

F Payne, Geo. Taylor and Frank Williams.
The club will hold a racing tournament some
time during the Summer.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BOVNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMliL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St„ New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers-
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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Fourteen world's records, competition

as well as time, stand to the credit

of the STEARNS WHEEL —

—

E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO.,
Ask agents, or send by mail, ^ ^ Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.
for the Stearns Catalogue. A

^ work of art. It is free. / /7\V BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWD1SH, =
f= Agents for Brooklyn. 131 1 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. ^

^1 11 1!] in 111 in 1 11 in 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 run ii in 1 1 1 1 in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 Ti 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 in
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.
Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

<iHUESTIS" TIRE.
35 Federal Street, and

) BOSTON MASS
178 Devonshire Street,

j
" " '

BUS,1UJN
'

MAb&
We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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The two final games in what has proven the

most interesting bowling tournament held by
the wheelmen of the metropolitan district,

were scheduled for Friday evening last. The
Elizabeth A. C. C., however, forfeited their

last game to their opponents, the Montauk
Wheelmen, ard the Jersey City A. C. W.
rolled with the Prospect Wheelmen with but

four men on each team. The total score was:

J. C. A. C. W., 639; P. W., 493. This makes
the final standing as follows:

FINAL STANDING,

Club. Won.
Brooklyn B. C 14
AtalantaW 13
Elizabeth A.C.C n
Jersey City A. C. W 9
Kings Co. W 7
Castle Point C 7

Prospect W 6
Montauk W 5
Manhattan B. C 2

Lost.
2

3

5

7

9

9

High
Score.
1409
1496
1248

1329
1224
1161
1200
1240

TEAM AVERAGES.

Atalanta Wheelmen 1249 15-16
Brooklyn B. C 1198 5-9
Elizabeth A. C. W 1 187 8-17

Jersey City A. C. W 1136
Kings Co. W 1091 14-17
Castle Point C 1084 9-16
Montauk W 1070 n- 16
Manhattan B. C 1054 2-9

Prospect W 1040 13-18

a
o
.-5 Name and Club. Averages.
09
O
0j

1 Starrett, J. C. A. C. W 170 11-13
2 Quimby, A. W 1657-10
3 Hornfeck, A. W 1654-15
4 Terbell, A. W 162 13-16
5 Schermerhorn, J. C. A. C. W 161 5-8
6 Halsey, A. W 159 1-6

7 Brock, J. C. A. C. W 158 n-14
8 Millar, A. W 15811-15
9 Huson, J.C. A. C. W 1588-17
10 Kane, P. W 158 1-3
11 Swezey, B. B. C 158 1-3
12 Stebbins, B. B. C 154 14-17
13 Miles, K. C. W 154 12-17
14 Cordner, J. C. A. C. W 1537-9
15 Bartsch, M. B. C 1535-9
16 Rice, B. B. C 153
17 Brown, J. C. A. C W 153
18 Martinson, E. A. C. C 1525-8
19 Shone, J. C. A. C. W 151 1-5
20 G. W. Shannon, P. W 151
21 West, E. A.C.C 151
22 Lewis, B. B. C 1508-9
23 Olozaga, A. W 150 9-16
24 Kline, E. A. C 1505-9
25 Anderson, B. B. C 1505-18

As will be seen by the foregoing, the first

prize, the Madison Square Garden Co.'s$iso
cup goes to the Brooklyn B. C. ; the second
prize, $20 in value, to the Atalanta Wheelmen,
and the third prize, $15 in value, to the Eliza-
beth A. C. W. W. R. Starrett, J. C. A. C. W.,
captured the first individual prize, $10 in value,
with an average of 170 11-13, and A. S.
Quimby, A. W. , the second, $5 in value, his
average being 165 7-10, just a trifle higher
than the average of H. R. Hornfeck, of the
same club. The Atalanta Wheelmen have the
highest team average, the Brooklyn B. C.
second. The prizes will be awarded at the
M. A. C. C. banquet to-night The tourna-
ment opened on Nov. 21, with eleven clubs
in the contest, of which number, two, the
Harlem Wheelmen and New York Tourist
Wheelmen, dropped out before the close of the
competition.

In previous years the tournament resulted
as follows: 1889—N. Y. B. C, first; Atalanta
W.. second; 1890—Atalanta W., Hudson Co.
W., 1891—N. Y. B. C, A. W. ; 1892—N. Y.
B. C, A. W. ; 1893—A. W., Jersey City
A. C. W., Brooklyn B. C.

M. A. C. C. POOL TOURNAMENT.

The protested game in a pool tournament
between the Atalanta Wheelmen and the
Elizabeth A. C. C. was played last week at
Elizabeth, and resulted in a victory for the
former club by a score of 100 to 59. This
gives the Atalanta Wheelmen first prize, a
$5o-cup offered by the Wilson-Myers Co.
The second prize, valued at $12, goes to the
Riverside Wheelmen, aud the third, $8 in
value, to the Elizabeth A. C. C. The in-
dividual prize was won by G. B. Bogert, R.
W. The final score is as follows:

WON. LOST.
Atalanta Wheelmen 5 1

Riverside Wheelmen 4 2
Elizabeth A. C. C 2 4
Manhattan B.C 1 5

L. C. Jandorf has opened a down-town store
at Park Place and Church Streets.

Arthur E. Preyer, at one time well known to
the metropolitan trade, is about to establish a
cycle store at 239 Broadway, corner Park
Place.

The Atalanta wheelmen of Newark have de-
cided to waive the initiation fee from April 1

to July 1, and to promote a series of team
races among the members.

Robert Coningsby, the well-known Brooklyn
rider, was run down by a horse and wagon
near Prospect Park on Sunday last, and had a
miraculous escape from death. He was
thrown beneath the horse, but the animal
fortunately stepped clear of him, and he sus-
tained only a few bruises.

On Decoration Day, the Hilton House, the
headquarters for the Irvington-Milburn race
officials and contestants, will be decorated
with the colors of all the clubs in the vicinity,
and Proprietor Macready intends to do every-
thing possible for the convenience of the
throng of riders that gather at the hotel be-
fore and after the race.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES

JAMBS S.

HENDERSON,

Agent for New York City

and vicinity.

165 GREENWICH STREET.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
vvs^»^^vs^yvs^vvvvvvs^^ArVvvsA^vsvvvvv^vv

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
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'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

READY, APRIL FIRST.

Dealers! Send in your Names ----- Dealers Only.

^j?"W *W fflifr*W isf "W* tti-

ROSENWALD & WEIL,
I

Bicycle Suits, Market and Jackson Streets,
/ 1 Bloomers,
/ Sweaters, putp ata

Hose, Caps, ^ UiiHAlrU.
oeilS. When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

tubing w n v Mi h^r-> forcings

SADDLES

PNEUMATIC TIRE
SIMPLE DURABLE-—SAFE.

PAIH1ST & WILKINSON, 148-164 Dull Street CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:
RIGH.& SAGER GO., BIGYGLE WOOD RIM GO,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING 2? TUBE GO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RIMS

ALUMINUM BICYCLES
We have been compelled to commence legal proceedings to establish the fact that we are the original discoverers of both the metal and

the method of casting Aluminum Bicycle Frames, Forks and Handles, each in a single piece. Also to establish the fact that the
scientific tests so widely advertised by others were made with metal treated Iby our secret process and with frames cast by us.

We want to place our agents right before the public. We will not place on market until after April 10.

COLLIER ALUMINUM BICYCLES.
FIUE STYLES. ALL ON LATEST APPROVED LINES AND HIGH GRADE.

CARBO-ALUMINA METAL CO
2216—2218 WASHINGTON AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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THE BUCKEYE TIRE.

All of the various patterns of Gendron cycles

manufactured by the Gendron Iron Wheel Co.

are fitted with the Buckeye tire, illustrated

herewith. It is a laced-on tire, fitted to a

special rim. and is manufactured for the

Gendron Co. by one of the largest tire concerns

in the country. The air tube is endless, and

is completely encircled by the outer cover,

thus making it impossible for the inner tube to

burst or spring a leak, because it is evenly

pressing against a smooth circular wall. There
is also a bridge strip across the seam at the

base of the outer cover.

The outer cover is split at its base and laced
all around, but in eight sections, so that when
punctured, only one section need be unlaced.
The lacing holes through the base and the
side grooves enditching the cord are vulcan-
ized in the mold.
The rim is liwrht, yet very strong. The

nipple holes are embossed instead of being
countersunk. The valve stem hole is flanged
out, which avoids cutting the steam and
strengthens the rim. There is a double row
of rasp-shaped teeth all around the bottom of

the rim which prevents creeping of the tire.

It also has two pins (one on each side of the
valve stem) passing through the sides of the
rim and through the laced holes of the tire.

Either one of these devices alone will prevent
the creeping of the tire.

This rim and tire is not a new thing, as they
have been in constant use under the severest
test for many months past, and no faults what-
ever have developed.

* The factory of the Century Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Indianapolis, was destroyed by fire on Tues-
day of this week.

The Hill Cycle Co. has called its travelers-

off the road. The factory is overtaxed with
orders already in hand. B. B. Emery & Co.,

Boston agents, are taking twenty Fowlers
daily, and made an offer for the entire output.

To Preserve Bicycle Tires.

In answer to a correspondent who writes to

ask how to preserve rubber tires, the Pharma-
ceutical Era says: "There are no specific
directions to this end so far as we are aware.
No preparation can be applied to the rubber
tire which will in any way preserve it. About
the only suggestions that can be made are to
remove the weight of the machine from the
tire, either by suspending it or by inverting it

so that the weight may rest upon the handles
and saddle. The same care necessary to ordi-
nary rubber goods would hold in the case of
rubber tires. Avoid extremes in temperature
and use no oil, varnish or other dressing to
preserve the rubber. No special care other
than as suggested would seem necessary."

The Board of Public Safety of Louisville is

about to issue an order prohibiting sidewalk

riding within the city limits. As the unpaved
streets in the suburbs are at times unridable,
the local riders think the measure should ap-
ply only to the central part of the city.

ON ALL "L," STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

Brooklyn's Good Boads Association.

The Executive Committee of the Good
Roads Association held a meeting this week
at the house of the Brooklyn B. C. It was re-

ported that Park Commissioner Squier had
agreed to carry out the work of constructing

a wheel path along the ocean pathway as far

as his means would allow. It was agreed to
issue a circular letter asking every man who
rides a bicycle to send in his name, so that he
may be known. A committee of five was ap-
pointed to see that this was done. Messrs.
Raymond, Angell, Shannon, Newbourg and
De Witte were the committee. Each of them
subscribed $5 to carry on the scheme.

A little known concern on the East side of

New York city, and which has grown con-

siderably in the past few months, is the Starr

Cycle Co. It was formerly the Stuyvesant

Cycle Co., and located at 49 Second Street, but
has recently changed its name and spread out
into large quarters immediately adjoining,
Nos. 51-55. They handle Victors, Credendas,
Ariels, Puritans and Majesties, and on Satur-
day last claim to have sold fifteen wheels.

Improved Drawbench for

Seamless Steol Tnbes.

Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUGAB CANE HILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OP

Galvanizing Plant,
Corrugating Machinery,
Boiling Mills,

Wire-Drawing
Machinery,

Vacuum Pans,
Centrifugals, Engines,
Boilers, etc.

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS,

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

SEAMLESS COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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In the buildingof a
high grade bicycle per-
haps the points which go
to make up a thoroughly
first class machine to a
greater extent than any
other are a number of
details which are incor-
porated into the machine
so as to be hidden from
view, but it is the atten-
tion to these important
points that constitutes

the real difference between one machine and another. A good illus-

tration of the truth of this is shown in the way the head of the Phoe-
nix is made. In putting the reinforcement into the head of the
Phoenix in place of merely inserting another piece of tubing of the
right length, we use a special tube which is cut at an angle much

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

tne same as the mouth-piece of the old willow whistles that every
one has made as a boy.

THE REASON.
Every mechanic knows that a steel tube crystallizes in the con-

centric circles round the tube and at the point where it enters the
heavier piece of metal ; by cutting out reinforcements in this method
we not only get the elliptical spring in the reinforcement itself, but
we take in a point of crystallization of nearly two inches.

THE RESULT.
No broken frames and every Phoenix frame when tapped in the

middle of the tube with a pencil will ring like a bell, proving con-
clusively that the vibrations of the tube are not stopped at any one
point but travel throughout the entire frame. If you have a
Phoenix try it yourself ; if you have not, send for catalogue which
will tell you all about it. Our new road racer weighs 21 pounds,
has very deep frame, narrow tread, light sprocket and chain, our
own incomparable cranks and spokes, wood rims, Palmer tires. It
is a delight to look at this wheel, pure enjoyment to ride it and any
man who owns one has a mount above criticism. New England
and New York State Agents write the

575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Fairbanks Wood Rims^

*44 I JbiiU BEbT.
Demand them on your Wheels.

5^ FHIRBHNKS WOOD 4 RI7VY CO.
31 Park Row, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The WheeL

* SHDDLES

*

IN STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing Saddles ever offered.

LAMPLUGHS X MIDDLEMORES MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. 2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

^ LAMPS.
Best Value ® Lowest Prices

TPE
. QEO. PE/1RCE Q2

#<$
67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, M.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Different from all others and original in style and finish is our
claim on our goods. Our sweaters have our patent collar that pre-
vents the neck from sagging and keeps it in perfect shape.

Our stocking, for beauty, durability and comfort, is superior to all
others as thousands of riders testify to. Try our goods and you will
never use any other.

§ p _ CURT|S & ^ ^ ^^^ g^ mj0Hf m^
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

«
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The Mile-a-Minute Bicycle.

Mr. Charles E. Duryea, who recently con-
tributed to The Wheel a most valuable paper
on the bicycle of the future, writes that the
sketch published with the article was made in

1887. Owing to the changes in the construc-
tion of cycles, the pedals being much higher
from the ground than they were, it is now
possible to build a very satisfactory steering
machine on the lines of the sketch. Mr.
Duryea thinks it probable that he will be able
to build such a machine in the near future.

The public will be interested in knowing
exactly what speed can be gotten out of it.

Mr. Duryea is interesting himself in cycle
sailing, or the attachment of a sail to a cycle.

He is also pushing forward the tire which Mr.
Harry G. Rouse had at the New York Show.
Between times he is perfecting a furnace for,

heating crude oil, is pushing a new power
carriage and is studying motors for all classes

of work, including cycles and serial machines.

A Select Party of Wheelmen.

A New Rochelle, N .Y., cyclist writes that
he is one of a select party of twenty-five
wheelmen. In looking over the list it seems
that the claim is very well made, for among
the select twenty-five are a number of men
whose names were once well-known in Metro-
politan cycling circles, and some of them had
even national reputations. Dr. N. M. Beck-
with, ex-President of the League ; Frederick
Jenkins, at one time the "Poo-bah" of the
League; Simeon Ford, the well-known Citi-

zens' Club man ; and Charles K. Alley, another
Citizens' man, are included in the list of
the twenty-five.

An Old Timer.

George D. Baird, at one time well-known in

athletic and cycling circles, and a decade ago
a part proprietor of the League's Official

Bulletin, will visit New York about May r.

Baird has been in San Francisco for some years
past. Since his residence in the West he has
taken great interest in Pacific slope athletics,

and is at present President of the Pacific

Athletic Association of the A. A. U.

Pittsburg riders are thinking of riding out
fifty miles in the country to meet Coxey's
army of tramps now en route, afoot, for Wash-
ington.

You Want It.;

. . THE . .

PITTSBURG STAND
(PATENTED)

Is quickly and securely attached or detached

;

fits all sizes and styles ; attached to either front

or rear wheel, and when attached the wheel
may be moved at will.

Correspondence with the Jobbing Trade
Solicited. Send for Circular and Prices.

Asa Windle and E. C. Bald were last week
tendered a reception by the Jacksonville (Fla.)

B. and A. Club, and elected honorary mem-
bers. They are now at Savannah, where Bald
will go into active training.

The Century Cycling Club, of Maryland, is

endeavoring to determine the holders of the
present principal road records of the State. It

will hold its annual Spring century run on
Sunday, May 13.

PRICE, $1 EACH.

WM M. JUSTICE & CO., Manufacturers

PITTSBURG, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

There is such a thing as buy-

S

SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not cheap at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

'lyfe^ MARK

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article

that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-

sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel '

N. E. Kaufmann has won the title of Pro-
fessional Champion Trick Rider of Europe,
having won the contest with the Frenchman
Gouget, by over fifty points. The match took
place in the Crystal Palace, Leipsic, February
25, under practically the same rules as the
Kaufmann-Barber match last year.

Enameling BICYCLES A Specialty.

Nickel, Copper and Silver Plating.

Plain and Ornamental Japanning in all its Branches,

Patronage Solicited. Low Prices. Best Woik-
manship. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A. D. Rogers, 43 Congress St., Newark, N. J.

fllCKELgATE.
TlpNartJork.tago^oujsRj^

SO
T
"v.iw. Buffalo and CHicagti

BUFFET DI1VI1VG
«srvEJBP=»Ei«®, CARS,
THROUGH SLEEPING CARS

Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.
Twelfth and Clark Sts. . convenient by street
car or elevated B. B. to any part of the city.

AT CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
and Pearl St, and at Main Passenger Station
Broadway near Cross St.

AT BUFFALO trains run into Union Depot of
the Erie Baiiway.

For rates and other information consult near-
est Ticket Agent, or address

<\. W.JOHNSTON, B.F.HORNER,
Gen'l Sup't. Gen'l Pass. Agt

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

v>ydone Dicycle Lamp - -

Light, Strong, Convenient.

Weight = =

Eleven ounces.

Lens = =

Double convex, highly polished.

Spring = =

Adjusted so the light will not jar out on
the roughest roads.

STEAn QdVIQE *«5 LANTERN CO.
Syracuse, N.Y.

Please mention The Wheel.
Chicago, III.

Will never stretch out of shape, no matter
how long in use. Warranted perfect fit. If

you can't get them from your Jobber, write to

us ; we will supply you. Jobbing trade sup-

THEUBERTY KNITTING MILLS,
—MAKERS OF

—

The Liberty Bathing, Bicycle,
Athletic Suits and Stockings.

Office and Mills :

204 Grahmvi Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Send for Samples. Mention The Wheel.

WANTED
JOB LOTS OF BICYCLES,

PNEUMATICS.
Write, statins; lowest price, to " G. S.," care of The Wheel,

P. O. BOX 444, New York. Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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T. Relph, the English racing man, who re-

sided in this country for a year, has been re-

fused a license by the N. C. U.

England is going to try relay racing at last.

The Catford C. C. proposes to hold a relay
race from London to Edinburgh and back

—

about 800 miles—some time during the middle
of the season.

Geo. P. Mills is making preparations to en-
deavor to lower his Land's End to John o'

Groats record, a distance of 867 miles. It now
stands at 3 days, 16 hours and 40 minutes.

t<
BURLEIGH'S

WATCH CARRIER,

^^° ,v,
l''' 1894 Mfg. Co.'s Deal-

ers, Agents and Ri-
ders : Are you going to
be behind time when
you can have a watch

carrier for 75c. or with little clock (warranted) for

$2.00? Chronograph times speed to a fraction of a
second, with carrier, at $8.25. Same carrier can

I be used In any of three places, or either time piece.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tllton, N. H.

QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER,
(PATENTED.)

R. C. Wall 725 Arch St., PWIa.,Pa.

The Ideal Valve,

DOES NOT LEAK.
Can be affixed to any Pneumatic Tire.

Vital parts easily accessible.

For sale by all dealers.

Write for descriptive circular and wholesale prices

WM. K- GENET,
Mention The Wheel. 1 5 West 99th St., New York,

Windle is attending the Lowell Institute,

learning to design textile fabrics. He has

ordered from P. J. Berlo a wheel for himself
and one for his wife, and states positively that
he is through with racing.

The Springfield B. C. is again agitating the

subject of building a country club-house, and
a subscription paper is being circulated. The
present idea is to build a roomy house in North
Wilbraham, with broad piazzas, for use in

Summer.

The Gouverneur (N. Y.) C. C. was organized
last week, with D. J. Whitney, President; Dr.
Flint, Vice-President; Leon Murray, Secre-
tary; J. H. Gerner, Captain.

On March 20 a Helical Premier Roadster,
No. 84,448, was stolen from the store of L. E.
Bixler, Easton, Pa. Machine is of Helical
tubing fitted with tangent spokes, solid steel
Dunlop rims and tires. A suitable reward
will be paid by Mr. Bixler upon receipt of in-
formation leading to its recovery and the detec-
tion of the thief.

WHEELS BUILT
Originality.

Easy Running.

TO ORDER
Racing Wheels, 16 to 22 pounds.
Road Wheels, 22 to 25 pounds.

Wheels built in proportion
C to height and weight
=; of rider.

m Call or write for particulars.

PARK CYCLE CO.
(Power & Grevert, Props.)

133 Grand Boulevard, New York: City.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

1000-BIGYCLES WANTED -1000
FOR CASH

Prices must be low. Send in description, quantity and

ROOK BOTTOM prices.

I>. C. J^IsTDOK^ St. CO.,
116-118 West 125th St., New York.

Your Wheel Protected from Theft.
The object of our existence is to protect the owner of a wheel from loss

by theft. This we do for the small sum of $2 the first year and $1 a year

thereafter. In case of loss we send you another wheel to use until we find

the lost one, and if we fail we give you the one in your possession without

any charge whatever.

Apr IV ITO XA/ANTFD in every city and town in the United States.

WHEELMEN'S REGISTRATION CO.
18 Boylston Building1

, Boston, Mass.
Drop us aline and we will send full particulars. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

BIKE CAPS.

SHAW&
KAISER'S

"BIKE" CAP.

SHAW & KAISER

Dealers and clubs

supplied with our

elect styles. Large

variety. Correspond-

ence invited.

SPECIALTY
I CAP MAKERS, 56 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

HEATING'S
TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.
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TRADE TALK.

F. Howard Tuttle has been placed in charge
of E. C. Stearns & Co.'s racing bureau.

The Light Cycle Co., of Pottstown, Pa., has
been granted a charter. The capital stock is

$25,000.

Ramsdell & Rawson, of Worcester, Mass.,
are manufacturing a road wheel weighing
24 }£ pounds., which will be placed on the mar-
ket at $100.

George H. Harris, a local Syracuse agent
who has been traveling for the Syracuse Co.

throughout the Winter, has been doing terri-

tory adjacent to New York the last two weeks.

John Moore & Co., 57 and 59 Warren Street,

New York, manufacturers of carriages and
harness, are local agents for the Wynnewood
and also sell the Smalley.

The Simmonds Hardware Co., of St. Louis,

have just mailed an edition of 20,000 '94 cata-

logues. The company state that with them the
season has started much earlier than in '93,

and it looks as though it would be the banner
year.

The cycle export trade in England during
February amounted to ^104,330, which is

largely in excess to the exports during the
corresponding months of the preceding two
months. In February, 1893, it amounted to

£67,304.

James Swinburne, an expert electrician, has
been engaged to carry out some experi-
ments in tires in connection with the infringe-

ment case of the North British Rubber Co. vs.

Macintosh, as advised by Justice Romer, before
giving judgment.

L. C. Osborn, the Pennsylvania traveler for

the Western Wheel Works, has just finished

what he says is the most successful trip he ever
made in that State, which he has been cover-
ing for the past two years. He spent nine
weeks in his last trip, and found no trouble in

averaging three and four towns each day.

Wm. K. Genet's ideal valve has met with
remarkable success, but owing to an unavoid-
able delay in their manufacture, he has not
been able to fill orders as promptly as he
would like to. He wishes it stated, however,
that all orders will be filled within a week or
ten days, and, after that time, there will be
no delay.

The Eldridge Bicycle Co., of Newark and
Orange, have disposed of 250 wheels since

Jan. 1, which Mr. Eldridge is inclined to think
is a record for a retail store. On Saturday
last twenty-one machines were delivered to

customers, and from the present outlook, 1,000
will be sold before the end of the year. The
cycle season promises to be unusually active
in Newark and the Oranges this year.

The Consolidated Rubber Co. , of Trenton, N.

J., as previously announced, have commenced
the manufacture of tires on a large scale. One
of their special tires is the Pease Detachable,
which has been used by the Derby Cycle Co.,
of Chicago, to the exclusion of all others.
They are also manufacturing a full line of

cemented tires.

The Acme Cycle Co., of Elkhart, Ind., are
a large jobbing house who have adopted a
unique plan of selling their wheels this season.
They are large handlers of many different
grades of wheels, some under their own name,
which they are selling exclusively to the rider.

They will under no condition deal with the
trade. They have developed a large business
through this method, and claim to be able to
make the purchaser a material saving.

R. L. Coleman, vice-president and general
manager of the Western Wheel Works, re-

turned last week from a two weeks' sojourn at
it the factory in Chicago. While there he found
necessary to start the force working overtime,
and last week the output averaged 300 finished
wheels per day, which were shipped as fast as
crated. The demand for their 25 lb. Scorcher,
listing at $90, has been so great that Mr. Cole-
man has placed an additional order for 5,000
pairs of Palmer tires.

LONG ISLAND CITY

CYCLE AND SPORTING GOODS DEPOT.

127 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City,

APPLEGATE & HARVEY,

Renting and Repairing. Agencies Wanted.

Agents! Riders I

Send your difficult repairs to us. All facilities for Re-
modeling, Refinishing, Rebuilding.

Will make you any part to sample.

A. I,. PLUSH,
BRYN MAWR, - - - PA.

Riding the Railroad!
For fifty cents will send full

directions and diagrams for
bolting two bicyclestogether
for railroad use. Is a perfect
success ; creates a sensation !

25 Miles an Hour
is easily made. Any carpen-
ter can make frame.

CHAS. W COCHRAN, Wabash, Ind,

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
Xlie Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers xoo miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conu.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash in-
variably in advance.

pOLUMBIA Tandem for sale, fitted with Morgan &^ Wright pneumatic tires, in first class shape, $100
cash, or will trade for a good pneumatic safety and
$50 cash; Victor Model D for sale, new, never been un-
crated, $105 cash. Address The Kenyon Bicycle Mfg.
Co., Des Moines, Iowa. 4-6-c

(COVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

PURCHASERS W A N TE D.-Selling new '94

j Liberty, $105; '93 Lyndhurst, condition superfine,
$75; new '94 Ladies' Rambler, never uncrated, $110.
Wheelman, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. 3-30

SITUATION WANTED by a Bicycle machinist,^ thoroughly competent; has tools; steady, reliable;
best of references. Address R. C, care of Vander-
voort & Slingland, Paterson, N.J. P. O. Box 288. 3-30

OVERSTOCKS OR JOB LOTS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

One machine or any quantity. Address

"Resahscrup," care of The Wheel Office

4-20-c New York, N. Y.

BICYCLE AGENTS, LOOK OUT

!

Why not make a little pot as a side line attaching
sulky wheels for horsemen. Ours the only adjustable

brace; can put on in fifteen minutes.

SCOTT SONS, Cadiz, Ohio.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
pneumatic tires. Price $150.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

"LITTLE GEM" REPAIR OUTFITS
Contain everything necessary to repair a pneumatic

tire, and are put up in a neatly enameled box that can

be conveniently carried in the pocket. Both quality

and quantity. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

40 cents.

LAING CYCtE CO., 1728 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKER8,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJ"=,AI"™=Lc„e,

address:
FOR RORRER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AM CHILLED ROLLS.

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., D. S. A.

¥W We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Buildings'^
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

THE BEST OILER IN THE WORLD
s the PERFECT POCKET OILER

% SIZE.

PRICE,

This oiler does not leak. Regulates the
supply of oil. It has won every test in
competition with other oilers. Used by the
leading makers of high grade wheels.

25 Cents EACH.

M SIZE.

STAR OILER.
Second to none but the "PERFECT.

PRICE, 1 5 Cents EACH.

OILER HOLDERS, PUMP HOLDERS, 25 Cents Each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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RAMBLER BICYCLES. Cor 57th Street and Broadway, New York^-H^A^
y v

l<
APR 9

i^TENTO^
"» r» r

LET OTHERS EXPERIMENT
with comparatively unknown bicycles and pneumatic tires. YOU buy a wheel with a

reputation which is world wide. The

is the perfected result of fifteen years of bicycle building—is backed by a plainly

worded, substantial guarantee, and was most highly praised by the WORLD' S FAIR
Judges, receiving MEDALS OF MERIT and DIPLOMAS.

SOME DEALERS AND MAKERS WILL TELL YOU
that a modern high grade light wheel cannot be built, guaranteed and sold for $125.

(Perhaps they have old stock to work off ?)

WE BEG TO DIFFER, HOWEVER.
You know all about Rambler Bicycles—and they are better than ever this year. Ramb-
lers are sold with the best possible guarantee at

$125 FOR ALL WEIGHTS AND STYLES.
including the most handsome Ladies' Light Wheels ever produced, and the celebrated

Rambler Racer, upon which

13 WORLD'S RECORDS WERE BROKEN IN 1893.

All Ramblers are fitted with tie great CORRUGATED G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES highest aT^

Catalogue free at Rambler Agencies. By mail direct for 2 two cent stamps

WHICH RECEIVED THE
HIGHEST AWABD AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Chicago.

GORMllLLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
Boston. Washington. New York. Coventry, England.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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W ICHTEST
O^IVELIEST

T
I
R
E

AN OLD FRIEND
WITH A NEW PACE.

WHIPPET

IMPROVED
(Cemented to Rim.)

FASTER AND BETTER
THAN EVER.

Served you well; will serve you better now.

Hard to puncture,

Easy to repair. •as-

Flexible Cover and
Butt-end Lapped Tube.

NEWYORKBELTINC&PACKING C0.LTD

PIONEERS AND LEADERS. Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.' 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

IHO SAID ELLIPTICAL SPROCKET? 'ley tan came and rat" M.
Who is monkeying

with Adjustable Han-
dle Bars ?

Only the novices.

Don't be inveigled

from the main point

of selecting a first-

class high grade wheel

by side issue.

Strength, light

weight, beautiful fin-

ish, durability, speed,

are all found in the

Keating.
We would like to

have you examine

them and see for

yourself.

Call at our agency

for catalogue, or send

two-cent stamp to the

KEATING, MODEL G. $12500.

KEATING WHEEL CO
Holyoke, JVdLass.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.'
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YTktor testimony.

ASWASV/MV.'i'i'tV.S'M

For a wheel to be depended upon at all times, to be

ridden from January to December, on all kinds of roads

and under all conditions, the Victor is without an equal.

Thousands of experienced wheelmen testify annually

to this fact by continuing to ride this, their favorite

mount, changing with the new models. Many more will

appreciate it this season as they adopt this King of

Wheels.

Graceful lines, superior finish, meritorious improve-

ments and absolute worth keep Victors in the front ranks

of cycledom— -always the standard.

Our handsome catalogue sent free to applicants.

^V^rV^r^rV>^V^rVV^rV^'^^*^^VyV^^^

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

BOSTON.
NEW YORK.

PHILADELPHIA.
CHICAGO.
SAN FRANCISCO.

DETROIT.
DENVER.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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S90.00 with Pneumatic Tire.

C Q R AA with Wooden Rims and

<j)2/0.UU Pneumatic Tire.

INdtetje^tic Hyig-lrt: Roadster No. 4.
28 Inch to both Wheels. All on, weight 31 lbs., Stripped, 28 lbs.

With Wooden
Rims, strips

to 26 lbs. Saddle changed to Scorcher
Saddle,

P
Folding Foot Rests.

Ladies' Majestic I~iglit Roadster No. S,
28 Inches to both Wheels, Weight, 35 lbs. Stripped, 32 lbs.

with Pneumatic Tire.

$95.00
Detachable Handle Bar Lug.

A inn €\i\ with Pneumatic

VlUU.UU Tires and Wooden Rims.

Pedals, either Rubber or Rat Trap, by taking

out the Rubbers you have a Rat Trap Pedal.

Majestic Light Roadster No. 39
U Inch to both Wheels ; Weight, 35 lbs., Strips to 32 lbs., Aaf aa

with Pnenmatic Tire, yOu UU
HULBERT BROS. & CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing £6* West 23d Street, NeW YOVlC,
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The REMINGTON.
'-» )

Extract from "The Cyclist," the largest and

most influential wheel paper in Europe:,

"THE USE OF EQUAL WHEELS appears to have been almost universally adopted

by American manufacturers this year. English makers still largely adhere to the use of a

larger steering wheel than a driver. They admit that they may save a pound by using a

smaller wheel, but as most consider that the larger steering wheel is mechanically correct,

and makes the more perfect machine, they prefer to adhere to it."

BUT, Tzve Azvill fixrniBh tooth ^zvheel© 28x28 if desired.

Note our frame design as illustrated above. It was originated by us in

'93, and we are endorsed in continuing it for '94 by the fact that nearly all

the prominent manufacturers in the country are adapting it as new (?) for

their this year's model.

We use the World-renowned Bartlett "Clincher" and Palmer Tires.

SEKTO FOR. CATALOGUE-

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
313-315 BroadT^ay, INfe-^v York,

MANUFACTURERS OF REMINGTON CELEBRATED FIRE ARMS, OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION,

Please add: "Saw It In Tno Wheel,"
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THE PALMER TIRE.

-^>

TO BE OR NOT TO BE?

....That is the Question.

-Tt^r

-^

Whether is it better to gather in

the ducats of the Tire Manu-
facturer or to WIN your Races.

-7SST

PALMER AS USUAL.
In the racing at Paris on Sunday,

Medinger beat the American, Wheeler.
Medinger had the advantage of Palmer
Tyres being fitted to his mount.—£nglisA
Cycling, March ro.

YOU can go farther and faster for the same expenditure of energy

if you ride PALMER TIRES.

Don't be misled—there are none "just as good.'

SEND FOR INFORMATION. FREE.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.,

46 Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

SELLING AGENTS:
159 Lake St., CHICAGO. 65 Beade St., NEW YORK.

Genera! Licensees and Manufacturers:

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.,
AKRON, OHIO.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.
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"W^o are Licen^ee^ .

FOR THE CELEBRATED

"O. and J.TIRE
And are Prepared to Furnish them Promptly in any Quantity.

WE HAVE HAD SEVERAL
YEARS' EXPERIENCE

In making this Tire, and can therefore

guarantee perfect workmanship.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Licensees,

5?

ALSO-

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.

NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Akron. Rubber AZVork®,

AKRON, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

T^TTTT*' "TVrTH^^^T &lk. £&. Mk Mk &&-__ XX KZLf -1-txv >-^- .**. .**. .*,«, .«,*. .tf*.

IMPROVED Akron Tire for 1894.
THE BEST MEDIUM PRICED TIRE ON THE MARKET.

LIGHT, RESILIENT,
DURABLE.

Fully Covered by a Broad and Liberal

Guarantee.

ask fcxr.

Samples, Prices and

Descriptive Matter.

Manufactured by THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.
Selling Agents: ^^^ ^-^-^ •*

the Columbia rubber works CO., Akron Runner works,
NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Please add: "Saw It in The "Wheel."

AKRON, OHIO.
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CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED, $500,000.°°

^phe Motor- Cycle q

BanufantuBBfl kj THE MOTOR CYCLE CD., CLEVELAND, DHID.

Weight of Motor 10 pounds in addition to cycle. One gallon of

coal oil will drive machine 200 miles. Pneumatic tires four inches in

diameter with non-puncturing strip between inner tube and cover.

Speed of machine controlled at operators will. Our four wheeled

machine will comfortably seat three persons, one gallon of coal oil will

drive same 100 miles.

For catalogue address,

THE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel.' CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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WARREN * CYCLES
SELL AT SIGHT * * *

STRICTLY HIGH GRADE. POPULAR PRICES.

Roadster, Light Roadster and Ladies' Convertible.

Poplar Wheels.

Poplar Weittits.

All Drop-Steel Foipis.

Broadly Guarantee!

Low List and the Right Discount.

^WE WANT AGENTS EVERYWHERE**-

Write for terms, prices and territory.

Exclusive Agency Given

CHAS. J. GODFREY,
11 WARREN ST.,

When writirg kindly mention The Wheel.
NEW YORK.
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?ENDRON
Cycles.

THEGENDRON No. 17

What arc »*

Points of Merit in

*« Pneumatic Tires ?

i st. An endless inner tube evenly pressing against

the outer cover which completely encircles it,

rendering leaks less liable to develop.

2nd. Mechanically fastened, but not dependent on

inflation for holding it on rim, hence not requir-

ing that high degree of inflation necessary in tires

of the Clincher type, and, therefore, more resilient

and less liable to puncture.

3rd. Easily removed from the rim and punctures

quickly repaired.

BUCKEYE TIRES have all the above

qualities
;

besides, they have the best inner tubes,

best valves, best fabric, and best outer covers that

the Goodrich Company can produce.

Their Sale will benefit you

now and in years to come.
GENDRON IRON WHEEL CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Please mention The Wheel,
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The St. Louis Refrigerator& Wooden Gutter Co.

1 1 ARE RAPIDLY FILLING ORDERS 1 1

!l!llll!ll!lillllllllll!lllllllllili:i!l!lllllll!l![|||l!II llllllllll!i~
c;:?-T;5J-t;:;,~^'T;:;j~^^

lllBiiiii

AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO

Without regard to any malicious reports or causeless suits brought

for the purpose of frightening our customers.

DEAL with a responsible house

that knows its business and

Q)\6) attends to it. ,:

STEEL SUPERSEDED IROISf.

SUPERSEDES
ORDINARY

ALUMINUM.

/VVSVVVVVtVVvVVVVVVVSSVV

^Get Catalope, see what an Aluminum Bicycle is lile.^^

"'^J'£m~ • St. L. R. & W. 8. Co.,
^t. L,ouLi®, IVTo.

" 1a£E KEEP OUR PROMISES."
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."
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T§

"
NEW YORK

"

BICYCLES

Are the only High Grade Wheels

sold at $100.00.
WE WANT LIVE AGENTS. SECURE YOUR TERRITORY NOW.

New'York Cycle Co.
155 WEST TWENTY=THIRD vST., NEW YORK CITY.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

SHELL'S

Tom TWmii
LAMP,

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

4j& &£, «^-

The Snell Cycle FittingsCo.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Registered Trade Mark, No. 24238.J

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps,

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:
Chicago Tip and Tire Co., - Chicago

New England Agents:
The Elastic Tip Co , - - - - - Boston

New York Agents:
John S. teng's Son & Co., Fletcher St., New York

Special Sales Agents:
The Raleigh Cycle Co., - New York
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QUEEN CITY ®>

FOR 1894.

Gil. N. Fin i Co, Bill, 1 1.

MANUFACTURERS.

NEW 1894 LADIES' QUEEN CITY; Wt , 36 lbs.

THESE ARE OUR LIST PRICES.

28 in. " Diamond " frame,

28 in. " Ladies'
"

26 in. Diamond

26 in. Combination

24 in. Diamond

24 in. Combination

$100
100

65

65

55

55

NEW 1894 PATTERN QUEEN CITY; Weight, 32 lbs.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

All full Ball Bearings . . .

. . . and Pneumatic Tires.

WE ARE NOW READY TO MAKE PRICES AND
GIVE AGENCIES FOR 1894.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
107 Chambers Street.

STROM, NEAT, DURABLE and CHEAP.
Special Pains Taken lo Please the Lady Riders.

Our Gem,
LISTED AT

$90 OO.

IS FITTED WITH G, & J,

DETACHABLE TIRES.

Our line of High Grade Wheels is unsurpassed in Material, Workmanship and Finish.

STORMER, #75.oo. ACME, $85.00. GEM, $9000.
All fitted with G. & J. Detachable Tires. Apply for Catalogue and Territory before too late.

acriE hfq. co., REdbINQ, V(L
Please add: " Saw It in the Wheel,"
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Our I^a/test—

THE ENVOY SCORCHER.
A LIGHT WHEEL FOR SCORCHING PURPOSES.

28 inch Wheels, i^vTfl^VV Z^S 1/y^k
Actual Weight,

8 x/2 inch Head. I^^^^l ^^^^^^1 2 3̂ Pounds-

=^HH5E5HSH5H5ESE5H5E5H5H5H5H5E ^%uj.[^^^,.., ^sJ^SM? SSSES5SZ5BESSSSSBSBESESESSSBSES'd

Frlce $100.
Finest Material. Beautiful Lines. Superb Finish. Fully Guaranteed.

See our FLEETWING and ENVOY.

BT7FFALO TRICYCLE CO.,
Send for Catalogue. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please add: " Saw it In The Wheel."
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I The Warwick Bicycle. very light, but already have demonstrated themselves to be

I as strong as steel. Try the merits of the Patent Adjust-

| The year 1894 finds able Handle Bar, which is the greatest thing ever

I invented for the rider's comfort. Examine the Pat-

| To HO Bicycle SO Scien- ent Rear Wheel Brake, found only on Warwick

J feel the Cycle. Notice that the Warwick, with road

J truth of tificially developed equipment, weighs only 25 lbs. And lastly

g this it is only make inquiries of leading riders, and ex-

H necessary to criti- and perfected as the amine other styles. Private compari-

jj
cally examine one of son by prospective purchasers,

I the latest models of 1894 ^V'AJR.'WTCK. always decides in favor. of the

m construction. Grandly con- Warwick. Quality, true

1 structed on superb lines, by the Step by Step the "War- quality and nothing but
H best skilled workmen in

u
this coun- quality — regardless

I try, they realize the truth of the ex- wick. Bicycle has been of any other con-

H pression so often heard in regard to the sideratio n

I Warwick Bicycles, that they are " Built upon Raised to its Present has been
H Honor." They contain every last improvement the iron

I known to bicycle development, and are recog- Proud Position of the law.

jj
nized as the most perfect illustration of an " up-to

I date" bicycle in the year 1894. Note especially the new Leading" Bicvcle
H features of this year. The Sectional Wood Rims which are

1 in the World.

I

WARWICK CYCLE BIFC. CD .. Springiield. Mass.
^
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Kindly mention The Wheel When writing.
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The
Sensation

of the

Year

Warranted equal to any bicycle made in America,

regardless of price. All the modern improvements.

Up to date in every respect. 5% inch tread. Straight

rear forks. All parts interchangeable. Fitted with the

Waverley Clincher tire, made under Gormully & Jeffery's

patents, by an entirely new and vastly superior process

patented by ourselves. Scorcher pattern. 28 inch

Scorcher, 28 lbs. Get our catalogue. It will save you

money.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO, Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

TeBtimonial from the Back^roods

Tka.

TRIANGLE WHEELS
May be you will be just as well pleased as Mr. Mills, if you had one of our wheels.

Tine Peerless Mfg. Co.,
Write for Catalogue. Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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^

DO YOU WANT A BICYCLE?

JX»2>

The CRYPTO is a sub-

stantial machine
and "will be sure to

give entire satisfac-

tion. It has been

constructed. ~with a
view to comfort, speed

and utility. The only

reliablefront driving
Tarheel made.

the Mcintosh hitetoii co

WRITE TO US FOR CATALOGUE

Hardware and

j
Bicycles,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Are you interested ? Ask about them, don't wait too long. Ask now.
"There is a charm and fascination in riding an 'IMPERIAL'

which I have never found in any other wheel, and I have ridden nearly
all makes." This is the way they all talk.

What makes them popular all the way from Maine to
California?

First—The best material.

Second—Correct design.

Third—Careful observation as to needed improvements.
Fourth—Adoption of all practical improvements.
Fifth—The best obtainable skill in construction.

These things combined make Strength, Beauty, Durability.

" IMPERIALS " possess all tee palities.

Ames & Frost Company,
BLACKHAWK ST. AND CHERRY AVE

.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Please add :

" Saw It in The Wheel.
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At Coasting
/l^VVWVM^WViaVVVVWVVWI/VVI«VWVVVW*VWrti

Takes

First Place
This has been demonstrated in several tests that have been made of late,

which proves it's the easiest running Bicycle in the World.

FULLY GUARANTEED BY US AND THAT MEANS SOMETHING
It has more new and novel improvements than any Bicycle made.

Lamb Mfg Co.,
sFi^rAi^TA. G. SPALDING & BROS.,"*"™,

MAKERS,
Chicopee Falls, flass.

NEW YORK,

Please add : Saw it in The Wheel.
PHILADELPHIA

The Garford Name

Model A-2.

is a synonym for all that the educated rider can desire in a

saddle. Ideal quality of material, joined together properly,

means strength, ease, elasticity, style, beauty. All these points

are part and parcel of the Garford line. Variety in styles is our

other strong point. Several dozen different kinds of saddles

—

each kind with an individuality all its own.

The season is developing, and the saddle taste of the

Rider and the Agent is patent. Wheel makers are told to

" put Garford saddles on my wheel." It's just the result "good

goods" and an honest policy could be expected to bring.

A penny postal card will get you the Garford catalogue.

THE GARFORD MFG. CO.,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

r. b. Mcmullen & co.

Selling: Agents, Chicago.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.

N. Y. Supply Depot.
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TThev all follow,

But none equaL

THE NUMBER
»».*»»»»«t»t»NS*»»»>»»»»»WTS*

The Humber is the pattern for all modern built wheels. It is the perfection of wheel

building, a star in the distance whose guidance is followed but its altitude never reached.

Its design may be imitated. Wheels may be built on "Humber lines" but for speed, stiffness,

life and strength it is unequaled.

HGENTS JitfMJSTED.

"Every sale makes another."

LIST REDUCED. DISCOUNT INCREASED-

Roadsters No. 14, #125.oo

Road Racers, No. 5, #150.oo
Track Racers, No. 5, #155.oo

Track Racers, No. 3, #180.oo

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. NB\^ YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

-th e

WILL BE WITH YOU IN i8o'r .

NOT PERFECTION, but the NEAREST APPROACH.

EVIDENT EXCELLENCE

AT EVERY POINT.

IN QUALITY,

IN FINISH and

IN DESIGN.

^w •«*WW «?!*• •»!«• •»*• tit? •?»«• ifcw

BUILT WITH SKILL.

DESIGNED AND BASED

ON EXPERIENCE

AND

JUDGMENT.

•as*w "Ji^ lie- "Of •?»*" <m- -sst «*s« <a- in-

ST.'93'S RECORD, wjriKjmmzi-mjjmm.
WE CAN'T BEAT THAT FOR 1894, BUT SHAIX EQUAIi IT.

We have some spare territory to grant to hustlers of experience on immediate application.

QUINTON CYCLE CO., Ld., (Late S. & B. GORTON, U) Coventry, England,
Representative for the 'Western States, RALPH TEMPLE, 158 22d Street, Chicago

/'<• „ " Eastern „ THE PENNSYLVANIA BICYCLE CO., Arch Street, Philadelphia.Agents for Canada, THE BOWMAN HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Her maiden heart, her soul serene,

In all her words and looks are seen.

The more I think of her, the more
All her perfections I'd adore.

Vogue.

- -Jr:^-?r^P>?~~?: ~-

PACER. THELMA.

SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL LINE OF MEDIUM GRADE '94 GOODS.

vVVSVVVVVNrVSVVVVS^rS^rVVS^VVVVVS^VVVVVVVVVVVV

d. F. 5tldPLElQn HARDWARE CO.
Established 51 Years. ^T. LOUIS, MO.

Southern and Western Agents for SOLID COMFORT SADDLES.

WRITE FOR 1894 OATALOaUB Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Curtis=Child Manufacturing Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Model B Roadster.

Improved and Correct Designs. All Beautifully Finished.

Furnished in either Black or Russet Leather.

DEALERS INSIST UPON HAVING THEM. THEY ARE BEST.

WESTERN AGENTS

:

EASTERN AGENTS:

ftyorser; 9 (^assady Qo., Chicago, Ills.

Styapleigl? JHardu/are (p., 5^ louis, fl\o.

pi. 0. l/<?ry Qyele <5o., Bostor;, fl)ass.

/39<3lo-f1m<?rieag Irog apd (TMal Qo., |feu/ Yor\

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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SINGER CYCLES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF HIGHEST GRADE.

1894 PATTERNS READY FOR DELIVERY.

LARGEST CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE '.WORLD.

SE3WID FOR 0-A.T-A.L.OOTJE.

JINQER & CO.
6 AND 5 BERKELEY STREET

AND 2 WARREN AVENUE,
BOSTON, MSS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS
That is why the ARIEL created such a sensation at the Show.

THE ARIEL GEAR CASE IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SPROCKET IS UNIQUE .

THE ARIEL SEAT POST IS UNIQUE.

URIELS ARE THE
AMERICAN STANDARD,

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER. WEIGHT 27 LBS.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY." ARIEL CYCLE flFQ. C2., <°&*.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. SUP.. PAGE III.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON AM. " J, " STATIONS.

THE WHEEL, is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

Smells are already arising from the pro-

fessional pit in Paris. Our European letter

explains how and why. The "new profes-

sional" may have fur on his coat, but it is

evident that he has found the bookstore

patronized by the "old school."

That excruciatingly novel story of how Mr.

Somebody or other rode tandem with Zimmer-

man and beat the latter across the line because

of his being on the rear seat is again going the

rounds. Someone should call it in and sprinkle

it with some consuming acid. It will not re-

quire much. It is already dreadfully moth-

eaten and threadbare.

ZIMMIE.

AFTER some weeks of suspense, Mr.

Willis B. Troy, Plenipotentiary Extra-

ordinary to the French Racing Powers, cables,

"Everything satisfactorily arranged."

So Zimmie will wipe the mud of Manasquan
off his boots and sail for France on the mid-

month, in search of pelf and glory.

The Wheel reflects the feelings of a half

million cyclists when we express sorrow at

Zimmie's new confession of faith.

To all who have taken any interest in cycle

racing, Zimmie's is the name to conjure with.

True it is he has been beaten, but his de-

votees always found this, that or the other

thing to excuse his occasional defeat. It is

doubtful if the champion of any athletic game
could suffer defeat with as little loss of prestige

as came to Zimmie when the doughty Sanger

crossed the tape in front of him.

It is not certain that Zimmie is a genuine

amateur. Indeed, those near to him admit

and even boast that the smiling Jersey-

man has turned his racing abilities to more
practical account than any other man on the

path, either amateur or professional.

But Zimmie never broke the rules blatantly.

If he bartered his speed for coin of the realm, it

was most diplomatically done. No unpleasant

announcements were ever connected with his

name.

He rode a certain make of wheel, and was
of incalculable benefit to the firm who were

generally accepted as his sponsors. But if

there was a power behind the throne, the

orders were given with admirable delicacy and

secrecy, and, on the track, no officious man-
agers, touts or hangers-on detracted from his

public performance.

As a sportsman, Zimmie was peerless. He
had none of the uncouthness of Sanger, nor

any of that rider's misfortunes; he was not

eccentric, like Windle. He had much personal

distinction, like Osmond, but, to the crowd,

more personal charm than that great rider.

Zimmie always knew " where he was at."

He took no nasty tumbles. He rarely ever

disappointed. He was always quietly and

promptly present; kept no one waiting, won
his great honors with an unaffected modesty

which might be a perpetual object lesson to

many, nay, to the majority of fast racing men,

who do love to caper and take on, in the field.

As to class, when Zimmie became top notch,

he created a new "first rank." He was the

rank himself ; all other first-raters—we make

not a single exception—became the "second

class."

Since he became the Premier, his old com-

petitors have never been dangerous ; he has

always held them easily a wheel's length be-

hind him. Of the many new men, but one,

Sanger, ever cut a figure. But the relative

abilities of the two men were never thoroughly

decided; and of people who know, one-half

believe that Sanger has a shade more speed

than Zimmie, and the other half, of course,

vice versa.

From a sentimental standpoint, the great

majority will agree that Zimmie has made a

mistake. To the majority of men, amateur

sport, sport for victory's sake, is still dear.

Tie up a purse at the end of a race, and, to the

majority, something of the glamour is gone.

From a practical standpoint, also, it is not

certain but that Zimmie has made a big mis-

take. The French are very touch-and-go;

they burn up like loose cotton. A boom, a

craze, is something to their own heart. They
are crazed now on cycle racing. But in a few
days, to what new game may they not show
their exuberant attention and then, how de-

spised and neglected cycle racing?

There are, of course, other fields of endeavor.

The professional association may succeed in

England. It may be revived in America ; then

there is Australia and elsewhere, in which a

man of Zimmie's capability may accomplish

much. If he can remain as much the bright

particular star of the professional racing world
as he has of amateurdom, it will be long before

he ceases to be a desirable attraction.

Knowing how small the chance of honest

professionalism is, knowing the history of pro-

fessional champions of athletics, with their

peculiar liability to financial, social, physical

and moral retrogression, we, with many, re-

gret that Zimmie has left the lambs.

Yet we hope he will " whip all creation," so

that the Eagle will out-squawk the excitable

Continental crowd.

And we have reason to believe that Zimmie
will be as smooth, level, imperturbable and as

honest on the professional as he has been upon
the amateur path.

We expect him to prove that a man may be

a professional crack-ajack and continue to ad-

vance in those graces, talents and attributes

which settle upon the right men as they grow
away into manhood.

THE ORGAN'S OUTBREAK.

A
MORE careful perusal of The Wheel
will prove of no little value to the

League's new organ, which has not, appar-

ently, overcome entirely the somnolence of its

predecessor.

Although two weeks since we stated—ex-

clusively, of course—that New York had with-

drawn from the projected Tri-State meet, the

last issue of the Bulletin editorializes on
" Eastern Jealousy," and, coupling the Empire

State to its intimation, implies that the Asbury

Park meet is the result of "a conspiracy" to

detract from the success of the National event

at Denver. It thinks that the Racing Board

should withhold sanction from the Jersey

village, and that the "jealous people of the

coast States should be suppressed."

It is a most intemperate and untimely utter-

ance, coming from an organ "published every

Thursday by the League of American Wheel-

men."

It is not so very long since the former

mouthpiece of the League gave pen to some

such sentiments, and before the storm which

followed had blown over, its nose had been

severely tweaked and its head bowed lowly

and apologetically.

The Wheel stood and still stands for Denver,

and we are nearly as much interested in Den-

ver's success as is Denver itself.

We do not believe that the Asbury Park

function would have injured the far Western

city one iota, but when, two weeks after

New York has withdrawn and "busted" all

likelihood of a Tri-State meet, the official

organ awakes hysterically and cries "jeal-

ousy," and implies "conspiracy" on the part

of high officials in the organization, some

vigorous purgative is required.

Any charge or hint of conspiracy is the

grossest nonsense and merits contempt and

condemnation. And as for "Eastern jealousy"

—why, it was the Eastern vote that gave the
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meet to Denver. To create sectional feeling

on that score is likewise contemptible.

The Wheel has urged the tri-State meet,

but we certainly were not a party to any

conspiracy; we certainly had no spleen to

vent nor desire to injure Denver, and we
know that this is true of everyone connected

with the project. To assume that otherwise is

or was the case is presumption of a dangerous

type.

Too much has already been said and printed

on the subject. All the bitter talk and para-

graphs have come from the Colorado end, but

there never was the least occasion for it, and

even less excuse for the more or less mal-

ignant music from the organ.

If Denver really values its success and the

support and good will of the East, it will curb

its howl and call off its well-meaning but in-

temperate friends. This done, the proper offi-

cials should attend to the organ in such a man-
ner as will prevent such sectional outbreaks in

the future.

WHEN the National circuit, the generous

outline of which is published elsewhere

in this issue, shall have been completed, the

South and the far-West will, for the first time,

have been recognized. Those sections will

have been at last taken inside the breastworks

and equal and exact justice will have been

meted out to all.

The Wheel feels proud that it has come
about. It is a condition for which we have
striven logically, and, we believe, well, and
unless we sadly mistake the people, the

beneficial i esult will show strongly on the roll

of the L. A. W. , even with the increased mem-
bership fee, and in the increase of cycling en-

thusiasm and sales. That two-thirds of the

League's membership is in the Atlantic Coast

States is largely the League's own fault. The
close of the present year should, and, we
think, will tell a different story. The South

and West will then have rubbed elbows with

League workers from League strongholds, and
have learned much of their ways and means,

and if those far-off sections then fail to expand
and appreciate, nothing further can be urged
in their behalf.

CHAIRMAN RAYMOND has added new
lustre to his halo.

The warring factions in the Michigan
Division had both selected men for the handi-

capper's berth, but Raymond entirely over-

looked the whole crowd of meddlers and re-

appointed the former incumbent, whose work
had been eminently satisfactory. When the

the howl came, Raymond "very decidedly but

respectfully," as Mr. Griffith would say, wrote

all concerned that he didn't care a tinker's

dam about their squabbles or their politics;

that he made merit and not politics the basis

of his appointments. And the better element
in Michigan as everywhere else, is applauding

his vigorous and wholesome sentiments.

Now if His Brilliancy will but re-revise that

clause and give the Class A man something
more than a beggar's chance of becoming a
National champion—of his class, at any rate

—

even the sun and Zimmerman's diamonds will

grow jealous of his already scintillating halo.

Who will be the champion of Class A and
how, according to the revised rules, is he to

discover himself or be discovered?

The Carbo-Alumina Metal Co. send us three

typewritten pages of caustic matter concern-

ing their trouble with the St. Louis Refriger-

ator and Wooden Gutter Co. Among other

things they submit a sworn statement from

their president, Frank G. Stark, that " the St.

Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Co.

does not now hold, nor did it ever hold, the

note of the Carbo-Alumina Metal Company for

$4,000 or for any other sum wherever." As
the other litigant was given space to so charge,

this much of the matter is published in the in-

terests of fairness and to clear the doubt cast

on the firm's credit. The remainder savors

too much of bitter personality, and has no

place in the public prints. The Wheel cannot

allow its columns to be used as a ring in which

business houses may in an irrevelent manner
upper-cut or seek to "knock-out" each other.

The court is the proper place to do the fighting

and the quibbling.

The publication of the Racing Board's

amendments in the last issues of the cycling

papers furnishes a striking illustration of the

manner in which they are edited, and the news
garnered and presented. With one exception,

the matter was printed exactly as sent out by
the Board, in which shape it was in many in-

stances totally unintelligible to all but those

who had a copy of the racing rules at hand.

The Wheel was the one exception. Had it not

been for The Wheel how many readers of the

cycling press would have known that Class B
men are barred from State championships

while both classes may compete in the National

events; it is this effort and care in editing

and reporting which has helped make The
Wheel the acknowledged leader of the trade

and sport.

"Prominent Cleveland wheelmen are hot

under their collars," writes our Cleveland

correspondent, "and are even now looking for

scalps." And all because the gentleman whom
they desired as handicapper failed to secure

the position. In the face of this, the gentle-

man most concerned, thinks it "the best thing

that could have happened," as he has recently

embarked in the cycle trade. This being so, if

the "prominent wheelmen" are as sensible

as they are prominent and as philosophical as

their friend, they will hang up their toma-

hawks and put cracked ice or porous plasters

under their collars. It will help cool their

blood and draw the bile out of their systems.

Some people in Michigan are making great

asses of themselves. All this pot-boiling and
secret meetings and packed meetings and
resolutions of indignation, compared with

which Tabasco is tame, will not help cycling.

At bottom it all means that some one is

stubborn; that some one is vain, that some
one wants to be a boss. The heeler is having
a hard time now ; not a few of them are in

jail, and the Boss, also, lies on no flowery bed.

Let the inflated disturbers in Michigan take a

cooling dip in St. Clair. The National Assem-
bly have given the word, and are not to be set

at naught.

Unless there unexpectedly develops a

phenom who is able to best the B's who feed

at the manufactures hive, will he be the

champion of Class A who finishes second, or

third, or fourth, or fifth to the big B who
romps home first in the National events? Is

this the Racing Board's idea of the matter?

" We want more wheelmen like Charles,

and more wheelwomen like Violet," says the

L. A. W. Bulletin, as a conclusion to a senti-

mental editorial on the marriage of a couple

a la " Daisy Bell," but who are purported to

have used single wheels instead of a tandem.

But those who are better acquainted with the

matter think otherwise. It takes but a seeker

after cheap notoriety and a sensational news-

paper scribe to concoct pretty and romantic

fairy stories to order in these days of journal-

istic enterprise. It is time these newspaper
yarns, particularly in the cycling line, were

taken with a grain of salt.

The M. A. C. C. Race Committee has lopped

eight minutes off the qualification necessary

to obtain a time standard medal in the Irving-

ton-Milburn road race. To secure a medal it

will be necessary to do the twenty-five miles

in ih. 20m., or better, as against ih. 28m. last

year. We think this is asking too big a task,

and will result in many not finishing who
would otherwise do so to secure the bronze

souvenir. Any man who can navigate in ih.

25m. or better such an up and down course

with so many short turns should be entitled to

an award.

Our always interesting English commenta-
tor, The Scorcher, tells us that you couldn't sell

a cycle company in Dublin for tuppence, and yet

some months ago the tire promoter could work
UP a .£50,000 company on the flimsiest patent,

and the Dublin Exchange was a very Bedlam for

the excitement in tire shares. The Wheel first

pointed at the wind company promoters and
labeled them " Fakes."

If—the official organ makes frequent use of

this word in its "essay" on "Eastern

jealousy"—there was "a conspiracy," Chas.

H. Luscomb, James S. Holmes and Samuel A.

Boyle, respectively chief consuls of New York,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania must, ipso facto,

be the ring leaders. Will the organ dare make
the charge openly instead of breathing it on

the glass ?

H—h—hold your breath ! Congressman
Dunphy has introduced a measure in the

House looking toward the construction of a

boulevard across the continent, from New
York to San Francisco. It is estimated that

to pave the 4,000 and odd miles would cost a

mere trifle—$100,000,000. It is one of those

things of which wheelmen dream and wish

for but which will never come about in genera-

tions to come.

Some idiot has started the report that, be-

cause of Sheridan's defeat and President Lus
comb's action in the Michigan affair, the West
proposes forming a L. A. W. of its own.

Where's the fool-killer ?

Good bye, Zim. May the fates continue to

show you favor. You will now need it more
than ever. The stage of professionalism is

full of trap-doors and the pit is deep and
yawning.

Incoming steamers report that swimming in

the Atlantic is unusually dangerous at present.

The American colony in Paris will please note.

Denver needs to be saved from its friends.
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Columbias are Best

YOU HEAR IT ON ALL SIDES. OUR FRIENDS

KNOW IT. OUR COMPETITORS BELIEVE IT.

Why try experiments which are costly when we have a corps

of experts whose constant aim is to produce the best. That

they succeed

COLUMBIA POPULARITY ATTESTS.

Catalogues free at Columbia

Agencies or by mail for

two two-cent stamps. . . .

Pope Mfg. Co.,
BOSTON, CHICAGO,
NEW YORK, HARTFORD.

WHY BUY A HARTFORD?

It is built to meet the requirements of

the consumer. Honestly made and

honestly listed. Buy one price. It

gives you quality and not a discount.

You can buy it as cheap as your

neighbor, no cheaper. Send for an

artistic and educational catalogue, free

on application.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.,

HARTFORD, - - - CONN-

THE HICKORY
CONTAINS

Everything Desirable.

The 1894 Hickory has many improve-

ments and embodies special features not

found in any other machine. Sample ma-

chines can be found at our agencies in all

the principal cities and towns, and it will

pay you to examine them. If we have no

agent in your place write for terms and

catalogue.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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WE GIVE THE
SCORCHERS
WHAT THEY WANT.

CRESCENT SCORCHER.
Price $90. Weight 25 pounds. Wood Rims. Gear 64 or 68 inch Palmer or M. & W. Light Roadster Tires.

The Following Points of Construction make the CRESCENT SCORCHER the Most Desirable Light
Wheel Made

:

i. High Frame. Perfect Lines.

2. New Pattern Front Fork.

3. Detachable Sprocket Wheel. Our own Design. No screws or

bolts.

4. Our Improved Chain Adjustment.

5. Our Improved Solid Center Steel Chain.

6. Rat-trap Pedals. Absolutely Dust Proof.

7. -Shelby Seamless Steel Tubing.

8. Fine Finish and Superior Workmanship.

9. Choice of Saddles, W. W. W., Garford Model " Z," Solid

Comfort Models "A " or " H," or Sager Model " A."

10. Both Wheels can be taken from Frame without Removing Axles.

When NOT for Scorchers

This wheel can be fitted with up-

turned handle-bar, rubber pedals,

and our easy spring road saddle.

If 4-

Every Crescent Guaranteed.

Send for our practical, illustrated

catalogue and read about

Crescents.

Sent FREE on application.

WESTERN WHEEL W0RK5,
QHIQHOO, Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. NBW YORK,
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AWAKE AT LAST.

THE C. R. C. GIVES FURTHER SIGNS OF
ACTIVITY—ROAD RECORDS DECLARED.

Chicago, April 2, 1894.—Below is a table

which has been prepared by H. P. Walden,

Chairman of the Road Records Committee of

the Century Road Club. Blank forms to be

used in making applications for road records

may be obtained from Mr. Walden.
When a record is made over a surveyed

course a certificate from the surveyor, stating
the exact length of the course, should accom-
pany the application. When a ride is made
between two points of general interest, the
starting and finishing points should be accur-
ately stated, as well as the exact route followed.
Certificates should be obtained from the
timers, judges and checkers, in order that the
record may be properly authenticated.
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The Work of Resurfacing the Walthani Track
Begun.

The work of resurfacing the Waltham track
began on Monday. A Philadelphia firm was
awarded the contract to lay the methallic sur-

face, but owing to the fact that there was
some little doubt as to the entire track being
resurfaced in time to permit of the holding of

the races Memorial Day, it was deemed best
to resurface each end of the track around the
turns and let the stretches remain as they are
at present. The contractor is confident that
under present conditions the methallic will be
laid, and in condition to permit of the men
training on the track several days prior to the
meet.

Starbuck Joins the Paris Colony.

J. F. Starbuck, the speedy pro. from Marion,
Iowa, has been unable to resist the Paris
magnet, and with his ' backer," a monied man
from Marion, sails for France to-morrow.
Starbuck is chockful of confidence in himself
and expects to get a good grab of French gold.

He will confine himself mainly to the events
above five miles.

ROAD RACING UNTRAMMELLED

THE TWO CLASS RULE WILL NOT APPLY—
THE L. A. W. EXECUTIVE COM-

MITTEE SO DECIDE.

The L. A. W. Executive Committee this

week rendered its decision defining the ap-

plication of the new amateur rule to road

racing.

As expected, they ruled unanimously that

the two-class rule will not affect this branch of

the sport, which means that road races may
be conducted exactly as in the past. The two
classes can compete aga :nst each other at will,

and there is no limitation to the value of the
prizes which may be offered.

The only violations of the amateur rule on
the road of which the Racing Board will take
notice is the fundamental principle—the
pacing of or having pace made by a profes-
sional in public or for a prize, or competing
for cash.

BOTH CLASSES MAY COMPETE
THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN—lh. 20m,
SET AS THE STANDARD—A RACE

MEET FOR JULY 38.

To secure a time standard medal in the

Irvington-Milburn road race this year, the

twenty-five miles must be ridden in i hour 20

minutes or better. This was decided at a
meeting of the M. A. C. C. Race Committee
on Tuesday last. Last year ih. 28m. was the
limit. The lopping off of eight minutes at

one stroke is hardly likely to prove popular.
Three years ago ih. 20m. would have been
considered little short of phenomenal.
The handicap limit, 12 minutes, and the

entry fee $2, remain unchanged.
Now that the L. A. W. has decided that the

two class rule will not apply to road racing,
the committee has also decided that there
shall be no limit to the value of prizes, and
that the race shall be open to both A and B
men without restriction.

Isaac B. Potter has been chosen referee and
F. P. Prial handicapper.
Entry blanks will be ready next week, and

may be obtained at this office, or from
Fred Hawley, Secretary, 1255 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, to whom entries should be sent. The
list closes May 16, and the race starts, rain or
shine, at 11 o'clock a. m., on May 30.

At Tuesday's meeting the committee recon-
sidered the matter of holding a racs meeting,
and have applied to the Racing Board for

sanction for July 28.

The Century C. C, of Syracuse, held its

annual meeting on Monday. The Treasurer's
report showed that the receipts for the year
were $4,590.92, the disbursements $3,323.11,
leaving a balance of $1,267.81. The expenses
of the racing team last year amounted to $575.
These officers were elected: President, Orrin

J. Snow; Vice-President, Joseph F. Ruhl

;

Secretary, Gratton E. Hancock; Cycling Cap-
tain, C. Edward Wood ; Treasurer, Charles A.
Tucker; Executive Committee, Orrin J. Snow,
C. E. Wood, C. A. Tucker, G. E. Hancock,
George W. Brillinger.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

THE $150 LIMIT MAY BE DISREGARDED
ONCE EACH DAY—A CAUTION.

On Monday, of this week, the L. A. W.
Racing Board, through Chairman Raymond,
made public the arrangement of the National

circuit. Two or three dates are still open but

they will not affect the general arrangement.
The Southern end of the circuit is not com-
pleted. It will not, however, occur until

October.

As a whole, the dates dovetail very nicely,
leading from East to West and back again
without any very long skips. The longest
Westward jump is that from Minneapolis to
Denver, August n-13, and Eastward from St.

Louis to New York City, August 25-30.
Each city in the circuit has been granted the

privilege of a special race each day for a prize
of greater value than is allowed in regular
Class B events. -^- S~. n . ^
This privilege has baeij a'ScofaeanfcrWfoe-js

and the Board gives nflfice'that any advertis«- ^
ments to such effect will incftraiTe pen a"
The dates are as fol

July m*t*
4

ws:

4, Maiden Bicycle Cfiib/w^alfcham,.
7, Riverside Wheelmenj-^^w York

" 13-14, Asbury Park Wheelmen, Asbury Pari, N. [

" 15, Cycle Track Association, Baltimore, Md.
" 20-21, Cleveland Wheel Club Co., Cleveland, O.
" 23, League of Licking Wheelmen, Newark, O.
" 25-26, Toledo Cycling Club, Toledo, O.
" 27-28, Zig Zag Cycling Club, Indianapolis, Ind.

Aug. 1, Danville Cycling Club, Danville, 111.
" 2-4, General Committee L. A. W., Chicago, 111.
" 7-9, Ripon Cycling Club, Ripon, Wis.
" 11, Cycle Track Association, Minneapolis, Minn.
" 13-18, National Meet, Denver, Col.
" 22, Kansas City Cyclers, Kansas City, Mo.
" 24-25, Pastime Athletic Club, St. Louis, Mo.
" 30, Sept. 1, American Wheelman, New York City.

Sept. 3-4, Hartford Wheel Club, Hartford, Conn.
" 6, Park Track Association, Waltham, Mass.
" 8, Bay State Bicycle Club, Worcester, Mass.
" 11-13, Springfield Bicycle Club, Springfield, Mass.
" 15, Harlem Wheelmen, New York Citv.
" 17, Scranton Bicycle Club, Scranton, Pa.
" 19, Keystone Wheel Club, Williamsport, Pa,
" 22, Associated Cycling Clubs, Philadelphia, Pa.
" 26-27, Maryland Bicycle Club, Baltimore, Md.
" 29, Wheeling Ath. Wheelmen, Whee ing, W.Va.

Charleston Opens the Season.

High winds greatly interfered with the race
meet of the Wheelmen's Track Association at
Charleston, S. C, on April 3, the first race
meet of the year. There was a good attend-
ance, but a small entry list. Summary:
One Mile Novice—1, L, Moore; 2, Purse; 3, W. Moore.

Time, 4m. 3s.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, Isaac Baird; 2, Connerat,
Savannah; 3, Welsh. Time, 36s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Geo. Fitzsimoris, Greens-
boro, N. C.J 2, Connerat; 3, Welsh.
One Mile Scratch— i, Fitzsimons; 2, Purse; 3, Harris.

Time, 2m. 53s.

One Mile Open— 1, Fitzsimons; 2, Baird; 3, Connerat.
Time, 2m. 43s.
Half Mile Handicap - 1, J. L. Johnson ; 2, Fitzsimons

;

3, Wilson. Time, im. 10s.

One Mile Lap Race— 1, Baird; 2, Wilson. Time,
2m. 45s.

Indoor Races Cause Innumerable Falls.

The cycle events at the joint games of the
Pastime A. C. and Company I, at the Twelfth
Regiment Armory, on Friday last, were re-

markable for the great number of spills and
the bursting of tires. In the novice race every
man fell but the winner. Summary:
One-mile Novice— 1. W. B. Wright, Empire

Wheelmen; 2. R. Bradford. Time, 3m.

33 3"5S - Second heat— 1. C. S. Henshaw,
New York County W. ; 2. C. C. Roberts, Har-
vard School. Time, 3m. 41s. Final heat

—

1. Henshaw; 2. Bradford. Time, 3 m. 35 1-5S.

Roberts finished second, but was disqualified.

Two-mile Handicap— 1. W. H. Blake, R. W.,
30 yds. ; 2. A. J. New, Savoy A. C, no yds.

;

3. F. F. Goodman, 100 yds. Time, 6m. 17 4-5S.

Trainer Corcoran states that Johnson and
Taylor will come together in a match race at
the Waltham track on Decoration Day for a
trophy valued at $250 or $300. The race will

probably be for a mile.

A twenty-five mile road race will be held in

connection with the joint meet of the Press
C. C. and Pastime Wheelmen, at Lockport, on
July 4. A committee has been appointed to

secure reduced railroad rates.
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A RACE PROMOTER'S VIEW.

I conversed recently with a gentleman who
has been a liberal promoter of bicycle racing.

He said that he was at first strongly hopefuj

of the new Classes A and B rules, but he now
strongly doubts. Already there is a clamor so

strong to have these rules set aside in road

racing, that Chairman Raymond favors yield-

ing to the clamor. He fears that there will be

a similar outbreak against enforcing the rules

in track racing for similar reasons. The diffi-

culty that begins to confront us has several
salient points.

There are in the United States several hun-
dreds of fairly respectable racers—enough so,

that last year we were reasonably certain of

filling our lists of entries for all events. There
are perhaps 200 or more racers in the United
States of sufficient fame
to be drawing cards of

considerable strength.
There are only about
sixty, however, of really

wide fame. A careful

analysis of all the en-
tries made in last year's

races will prove that
these estimates are suf-

ficiently liberal.

There are only two
attractions that will fill

the grand stand and
make a race meeting
pay as a rule: Large
prizes and the presence
of famous champions.
Where large prizes are
offered, the public nat-
urally expect exciting
contests. Also large
prizes attract famous
champions.
Under last year's

rules, a race meet of-

fering attractive prizes

almost anywhere could
count upon securing the
presence of at least one
champion of national
fame; and even one
would serve, because
the rest of the entries

could be filled up with
ambitious local club,

county or State cham-
pions of some merit.

It was expected that
a large part of those
racers having State or
national reputations
would join Class B.

This would give us one
or two hundred racers
in all the United States
from which to fill entries
for Class B events. If

Class B should reach
- one hundred in number
it would be too small a
class to provide all our
race meets sufficiently.

It will be difficult to fill

Class B events with entries; because, under
the new rules, we cannot fill in with locals and
State riders, but we must have at least three
strictly Class B entries for each Class B event.
Thus we shall need more than twice as many
Class B champions at each race meet as we
did of the same last year, while, I fear, we
shall have not one-quarter as many.

I am much disappointed with the outlook.
So far only a limited few—not over 40 to 60
racers in the whole United States—seem about
to join Class B ; only the very few who are
hired by manufacturers. These few will in-

clude, however, the most famous champions,
those whom the public most desire to see race,

and whose appearance will be most necessary
to make a race meet pay.

If Class B should include only 40 to 60 men,
there will not be enough to supply the demand
for Class B races, and many race meets will

have to disappoint the public, and the public
will disappoint the race promoters, so that they

will encounter loss, and the sport will suffer

by attracting only inferior racers and audi-

ences too small to pay expenses. If this should

be the result, it will inflict a great damage
upon a sport that was fast becoming the most
popular and prosperous of all American pas-

times.
To make Class B races successful we need

that Class B should be very large. I fear it

will be very small.

Another point: Class B champions will have
an absolute monopoly of all events where any
prize is over $50 in value. If Class B only in-

cludes 40 to 60 champions, these few will have
a monopoly of all the great races that the pub-
lic will most throng to see. Being too few to

furnish all race meets, they will be in a posi

tion to impose their own terms upon race pro-

moters and managers. Last year there were
said to be abuses, such as that some famous
racers would not appear unless they were ex-

cused from paying entries, or had expenses

The prizes are small, and we cannot attract
any champion of Class A from outside of our
own State, or from over a distance of 200 miles,
except by special license; and we cannot offer
inducements to secure famous racers of this
class without either the reality or suspicion of
vicious practices.

The double class rule is an experiment that
need not be condemned in advance. It must
either approve or condemn itself in actual
practice; and for this we must wait. But I

doubt if race promoters will risk much money
for the benefit of the sport until they can per-
ceive substantial indications of the way the
cat is going to jump. I expect there will be
an increased number of race meets attempted
this year, but it remains to be seen whether
the season will prove successful or disastrous
to race promoters and to the popularity and
growth of the sport. The promateur break
down, years ago, was a disaster from which
the sport did not recover in several years. If

there should be a break
down with general
losses this year—well,
I shall take care not to
get nipped.
Looking at the gen-

eral interest of bicycl-
ing, I should regard that
as a wise policy that
would exhibit our great-
est racers all over the
country at as many race
meetsin different States
and localities as pos-
sible. Wherever Zim-
merman,Johnson, Bliss,

Tyler and other great
racers appeartheydraw
crowds, stir up public
interest and greatly ad-
vance the cause. If the
present policy should
confine their appear-
ance to only a few great
meets in cities where
they are already famil-
iar—as it is likely to if

Class B is small—the
cause of bicycling must
suffer loss. What is

needed is to spread
them out, singly or in
pairs, all over the coun-
try— to exhibit them
everywhere, in new
localities. It will be an
unwise policy to limit

them to a class so small
that they will appear
only in the great cities

where they are already
well known.

President Bates.

allowed, or hotel bills paid, etc. If Class B is

too small this year, we may expect a large
harvest of such corruptions and abuses how-
ever strictly we may be guarded. When we
have put upon us the pressure of inevitable
loss unless we secure a Class B race, or prob-
able profit if we please the public by procuring
the presence of enough of the famous Class B
champions to fill out our advertised promises,
we shall be in a condition to be audaciously
squeezed.
These are only my apprehensions now. I

hope they may prove unfounded. They will

be greatly removed if Class B really becomes
nearly as large as it was intended and ex-
pected to be. But if it confines itself to the
old promateur "hired men " only, I doubt we
shall have serious trouble. At present all is

uncertainty. We cannot tell " where we are
at" until after the racing season has fairly

opened.
There are other difficulties with Class A.

The New York
Wheelmen are consid-

erably aroused over a
paragraph in a New
York paper charging

them withj insulting a

lady cyclist who passed their club house on Sun-

day last, particularly as the paper has re-

fused to publish an explanation sent them.

The N. Y. W. ask The Wheel to state that

the charge is false. They say that a woman
cyclist attired in bloomers and mounted on a

dia
l

mond frame safety passed their quarters

and that the unusual sight naturally attracted

the members to the windows, but that any
loud remarks or demonstration was made they
emphatically deny and hint that the author of
the item has an axe to grind.

At a meeting of the Connecticut Division, at

Bridgeport, it was voted to hold the Spring

meet at Pleasure Beach, early in June. It was
also decided to offer a standing reward of $40
for each conviction of a thief stealing a wheel
belonging to a member of the Division.
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/"HE tremendous demand made on us for

Bicycle Tires of our manufacture taxes

our very large capacity greatly, although we

are working 23 1-2 hours every day with a large

force of skdled workmen.

WHY?
Because our Cyclone, Rex and Climax tires

are very superior to any other mechanically

fastened and cemented tires offered the trade.

Our low prices are made in your behalf

and if you have not secured them, write us at

once for them and our circulars.

It Will Pay You.

Eastern Rubber M'fg Co.,
TRExrsrroisr, iv. j.
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WAR STILL RAGING.

MICHIGAN WHEELMEN HOLT) TWO MEET-
INGS AT A DETROIT HOTEL, BUT

NO BLOOD IS SHED.

The war in the Michigan Division culminated

in a row at the Hotel Normandie on Thursday
of last week. A meeting of the Board of

Officers had been called by Eugene Bresler,

the dethroned Chief Consul, but as fast as an
undesirable member arrived he was told he

was not wanted and, if he hesitated he was
thrown out bodily by a couple of able-bodied

representatives. Other delegates were ad-

mitted but not allowed to vote. But little

business was transacted. Port Huron was
awarded the '94 meet and resolutions com-
mending the action of Messrs. Bresler and
Noack and condemning the National Assembly
were adopted.
During the meeting a number of represen-

tatives, including E. J. Anderson, entered the
room and were ejected by a couple of Bresler's
followers.
The barring out of Mr. Anderson affected

several others, and after the meeting ad-
journed they assembled in the same room and
organized with Mr. Spencer, Chairman, and
A. B. Richmond, of Grand Rapids, Secretary,
and another meeting was arranged for the
afternoon to which all the representatives
were invited.
At the afternoon session resolutions were

adopted as follows

:

"That the action of some members in hold-
ing a meeting and excluding other members is

contrary to the best interests of the Division.
' That the exclusion of members of the Board
was not justified. That the ejection by force,

without allowing Messrs. Anderson and Spen-
cer to be heard, is not according to the Divi-
sion constitution. That the Secretary-Treas-
urer had no right to decide upon the eligibility

ofmembers of the Board." The action of the
meeting was therefore protested because
Messrs. Park, Brooke and Jones had no right
to vote, because they were appointed to fill

vacancies that did not exist ; because members
were not allowed representation ; because there
was no quorum, but three of the six being
eligible and because the meeting was not regu-
larly called, as several members were not
notified.

A copy of the resolutions will be forwarded
to the Executive Committee. On Mr. Ander-
son's motion a resolution prevailed approving
the action of President Luscomb and the Ex-
ecutive Committee in calling for an election.

The meeting then adjourned.
But little is said on either side about the row

in the morning, and Mr. Anderson says that
while he knew he was not welcome he never
would have entered the room had he supposed
somebody was waiting to throw him out.

Eugene Bresler says that the reason certain
persons were excluded was because they have
not complied with the rules and are not en-
titled to seats. He says the meeting held in

the morning was all right, and that Messrs.
Jones, Brooke and Park were appointed long
before his brother was deposed. He also adds
that the appointments in all cases were regular
and the men were entitled to their seats.

The election, as ordered by President Lus-
comb, began on Monday.
The candidates being voted for are as

follows: For Chief Consul, R. G. Steel, St.

Johns; A. H. Griffith, Detroit; for Vice Con.
sul, E. N. Hines, Detroit; for Secretary-
Treasurer, E. H. Escott, Grand Rapids; M.
A. Gardner, Detroit. For Representatives:
Bert Mansfield, B. E. Kellermann, T. I-

Daniel, D. E. Price, E. W. Staebler, D. F.
Cutting, J. C. Shattuck, A. B. Richmond.
The polls will close April 14.

The funeral of Geo. O. Schoeller, a popular
member of the Press C. C, of Buffalo, who died
last week, was attended by about 100 members
of the club, who, preceded rjy a standard-
bearer carrying a club banner draped in black,
followed the earthly remains of the wheelman
to the church, where the funeral services were
held.

HE WILL SELL TIRES.

NO MORE WILL HE TALK WOOD RIMS
AND LYNDHTJKST.

W. H. Kirkpatrick has engaged himself to
the Dunlop Company, and will talk tires from
this time forth,
He will make his headquarters at the Thorn-

dike Hotel, Boston, from which point he will

make short trips through the Eastern States,
where he has an extended acquaintanceship
with ag«nts.
Mr. Kirkpatrick came into the cycle trade

eight years ago, being first employed by
Howard A. Smith at the old Oraton Hall
stand in Newark. There he remained until

two years ago, becoming thoroughly familiar
with the trade as manager and buyer.

Mr. Kirkpatrick's next position was with
Messrs. McKee & Harrington as manager of
the bicycle department, with whom he re-
mained until he accepted the Dunlop con-
nection.

Inventor Schindel's Chequered Career.

S. Milford Schindel, of Hagerstown, Md.,
the inventor of the Punctureless Tire Armor,
has experienced a career that may well be
styled as chequered. When but a boy he
joined the Stonewall brigade and saw much
hard fighting. After the war he went to
business college. His health broke down and
he started for Texas where he worked as a
cow-boy and a rancher. Then he joined the
Mexican army, took up ranching again, tried
his hand at cotton planting, became a driver
of race horses in Kentucky, returned to
Hagerstown and embarked in the distilling
business, became manager of a fertilizer
factory, next sold seed wheat, started a silk
mill, negotiated the transfer of the Crawford
factory from Washington to Hagerstown,
promoted a land boom company and sold
$140,000 worth of town lots, aided in starting
a telegraph pin works and the Surbridge
Bicycle Co., and is now happy at the head of
the Punctureless Tire Armor Co. He is still

under forty years of age.

The latest Royal convert to cycling is
(according to the Cyclist) the King of the
Belgians, who now takes an hour or two's
exercise regularly every morning on a "Hum-
ber" tricycle in one of the avenues adjoining
the Laeken Palace. For some time past Leo-
pold II. has suffered from lameness in one leg,
for which massage and various other remedies
have been vainly tried. It is under the em-
phatic advice of Dr. Thiriar that his Majesty
has at last commenced cycling.

TO AGENTS.

We have not, like some

of our elder brethren, any

of our '93 production in

the hands of large job-

bers, so dealers purchas-

ing Bicycles of us will

not have their throats cut

by the market being

flooded with Columbus No.

7' s at reduced list

pr ice.

Remember our 28-lb.

wheel for $90.00, and our

25-lb. one for $100. 00.

We want good agents. We

do not deal with jobbers.

Write us for territory and

discounts and save the

jobbers profit. We have

the equal of any Bicycle

made regardless of price.

If you do not believe it,

order a sample and see.

Very truly yours,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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RETAILERS!

Remember RemarKable Raleigh Resillls.
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Zimmerman on Training,

50 Cents.
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EOXJIR.E
"EPJLIR.S.

RdLOQll CYCLE C°,

2081-83 Seventh Avenue, INJETW YORK
289 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ills.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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O-HI-0 'LD TIME AHEAD.

AT THE DIVISION MEET AT CINCINNATI-
INTER CLUB BUNS.

LUTHER H. PORTER.

Cincinnati, 0., April 2, 1894.

The arrangements for the Ohio Division

meet, to be held here July 2, 3 and 4, under

the auspices of the five Cincinnati League

clubs, are being made on an unprecedented

scale of magnitude, and the present indications

are that it will be the biggest meet of the

season. The Carthage half-mile track has

been secured for<the races. It is fully as good

as the Chester Park track, heretofore used for

such purposes, while the accommodations for

spectators and race officials, as well as the

transportation facilities, are much better.

There will be a splendid list of prizes for the

two days of racing, among which will be at

least eight high grade bicycles, viz. : Victor,

Columbia, Cleveland, Liberty, Gendron,
Hickory, Union and Premier, which have
been generously donated by the manufacturers.
Following is the programme of races as

adopted:
FIRST DAY—JULY 3.

One mile, novice, Class A; one half-mile, open;
Class B ; fancy riding ; one mile, open, Class A ; two
mile handicap, Class B

;
quarter-mile, State cham-

pionship, Class A ; one mile, open, Class B ; half-mile,

For boys, Class A ; one mile, State championship,
Class A ; fancy riding ; two-mile lap, Class B ; one
mile handicap, Class A.

SECOND DAY—JULY 4.

One mile, novice, Class A ; half-mile, open, Class B i

one mile, open, Class A ; fancy riding ; half-mile,

State championship, Class A ; one mile, open, Class B,

two mile handicap, Class A ; half-mile, for boys,
Class A ; one mile handicap, Class B ; two mile. State
championship, Class A ; two-mile lap, Class B ; fancy
riding ; one mile invitation, Class B ; one mile conso-
lation, Class A.

The entire programme for the entertainment
of visitors has not yet been arranged, but will

probably include a lantern and day parade, a

visit to the Zoo, a trip to Coney Island and
other attractive features*

The Associated Clubs have arranged the fol-

lowing attractive schedule of combined runs
for 1 894

:

April 15—Zoo, taking in city and suburbs.
May 13—Miamitown, with dinner at Mrs. Chambers'.
June 10—Century run to Dayton, O., and return,

with breakfast at the St. Charles Hotel in Hamilton.
June 16—Moonlight run to Coney Island, return by

boat.
July 1—Hamilton, to see tne finishes of the C. B. C.

and B. B. C. road championships.
August 5—Century run to Eaton, O., and return,

with breakfast at Hamilton.
September 9—Woodsdale Island Park ; H. O. T. and

surprise for all.

October 6-7—Maysville-Lexington ; Blue Lick water
free ; best run of the season.

The first race meet to be held here this

season will be the Spring meet of the College
Hill Field Club, at the Field Club's grounds,
in that charming suburb, on May 12. These
meets are held every Spring and Fall, and are

society events. The attendance is always
large, the fair sex predominating. There are

no prizes beyond the Class A limit of value.

Eleven events are on the programme.

Few men in cycling have done more in a

quiet way for the benefit of the sport than

Luther H. Porter, the well-known wheelman

of Orange, N. J., and at present in business as

one of the firm of Porter & Gilmour, near

Central Park.

Mr. Porter was born in Illinois, but has

spent most of his life in New Jersey in the

Orange District, where he was one of the

pioneers. He graduated at Cornell in 1879;

spent two years at newspaper work, and then

went to a book-publishing house for ten years.

In this business he remained until January,

1893, when he formed a partnership with J.

M. Gilmour, and opened an agency near the

Park. While in the book business Mr. Porter

contributed many articles to magazines and
other publications, and also published a book
on American history.

TWO ELECTRIC LIGHT MEETS.

BOTH WILL BE HELD AT LOUISVILLE-
OTHER NOTES.

A Mile in lm, 44 3-5s. on an Ice Cycle.

From Ashland, Wis., comes the story of a
remarkable trial of speed on a Winter bicycle,

the invention of A. T. Firth, of Chicago. It

was ridden a mile, it is claimed, in im. 44 3-5S.,

and three miles in 3m. 42 1-5S. The rider went
five miles over a partially crusted surface in

10m. 38s. The fastest mile was made by
George W. Gifford.

The machine consists of a driven wheel and
two runners attached to an ordinary bicycle

frame, and it is so contrived that it can be at-

tached to any machine in a few minutes. An
additional fork is run from the front fork of

the bicycle frame to the forward runner, thence
to the rear runner, and up to the bicycle frame.
The weight of the rider is thus entirely upon
the runners, which are made of the lightest

material possible.

The power of propulsion is furnished by the
drive gear of the bicycle, the chain gear being
attached to a propeller drive wheel set in a
movable frame, pivoted at the back of the ma-
chine, allowing this drive wheel to be con-

stantly upon the surface of the ice or snow,
and thus overcoming all irregularities met.

In cycling literature, he produced "Cycling
for Health and Pleasure," which had a very
wide sale, and "Wheels and Wheeling," a
complete history of cycling, which book also

met with much favor. As a contributor, Mr.
Porter was often heard from in the columns of

The Wheel, Bicycling World and The Cycle.

Mr. Porter was especially active in the work
of highway improvement, and in August,
1887, he contributed, to the Bicycling World,
a very comprehensive article on highway im-
provement, which was of much value in

attracting attention to the then new move-
ment, which, at the present time, occupies so

much of the League's attention. So much
good work did Mr. Porter do in the field of

highway improvement, that he was invited to

accept the Chairmanship of the League's
Highway Improvement Committee, but de-
clined.

In club life he was also active, and has been
Captain and President of the Orange Wander-
ers, President of the East Orange Cyclers, and
Chairman of the New Jersey Road Book Com-
mittee. He was also Chairman of the two
committees which held important tournaments
on the old Roseville track. •

Mr. Porter's entry into the cycle trade was
somewhat of a surprise. His move, however,
seems to have been a wise one, as the business
of Porter & Gilmour has shown a most satis-

factory growth. Beside their local agencies,
the firm are making a good reputation with a
wheel of their own manufacture.
Mr. Porter is one of your quiet gentle

men, looking not half as far-reaching and
effective as they are; the kind who do not
come on with a rush and the prismatic flashes
of the limelight. This kind of man, not
showy, not predominant, lasts longer with one
and increases in stature the longer one knows
him.

Louisville, Ky., April 2, 1894.

What does the League need ? How can it

be benefited ? To a man up a tree it seems
that the low-tone of League politics has done
much to cause the reverses for such a time so

noticeable in decreasing membership. It has
been so that to carry a point, promises and
trades galore have developed, and he who
carries a large vote in his vest pocket can get
what he goes for, provided that vote is large
enough to cause some other amateur politician
to "vote my way and I'll vote yours." Purify
the election methods and prevent an increase
in the disgust so rapidly developing in the
ranks. This is not a personal feeling. It is

developed from conversation with the men in

trenches and is mentioned with the best intent.

Prince Wells has not yet issued his list of
races for July 7, and will not until something
definite appears from the Racing Board re-

garding prize limits. The annual road race
will take place in the afternoon, also several
Class A races. The night will be devoted to

an electric light meet for Class B.

Martin & Dressing have decided to entertain
the excursionists with an electric light meet on
Wednesday, June 13. The trip from Louis-
ville to Evansville can be made with the usual
stage of water in June in twelve hours. The
boat will leave at 1 1 o'clock. The races will
not last longer than 10 P. M. Take your field

glasses with you.

The information comes from Will C. Paine,
of Evansville, that the Indiana Division meet
is almost an assured thing for June 13 and 14.

Kentucky Division will meet at Owensboro
the two days following the Indiana Division
meet.

A scheme is now afoot to have the steamer
tie up at Leavenworth, Ind., while the ex-
cursionists explore Wyandotte Cave, which is

just six miles from the river. This will be on
June 17.

New Albany, Ind., wants a meet, and if

arrangements can be completed, will select

June 18. Commencing with the M. & D.
races and continuing through Evansville,
Owensboro and New Albany, you have the
Ohio River circuit and excursion thrown in.

Kentucky Division members should renew
direct to the Division secretary and thereby
secure prompt attention to their renewal. The
fee is $1.50 for renewals, and for new members
$2.50. Do not send less than these amounts,
as a delay will be entailed. This entitles each
member to the L. A. W. Bulletin. Good
Roads is 50c. extra. Keep this note in mind

—

no deviation.

Utica's Decoration Day Meet.

A. R. Grant is losing no opportunity to

make a success of the big meet to be held at
Utica, N, Y., on Decoration Day. The com-
mittee having the meet in charge expect to
make this the most important tournament ever
held in the central part of the Empire State.
The Utica Park track, on which some fast

times were accomplished last season, has been
regraded and generally fixed up, and it is ex-
pected that some very fast times will be made
on it.

Five Class A races will be run at Franklin
Park, Saugus, on April 19. They are: One
mile novice, one mile open, one mile handicap,
one mile 2.30 class, two mile handicap. En-
tries close April 14 with J. W. McDuffee, 4
Woodville Street, Everett, Mass.

The two mile handicap at the Spring games
of the U. of P. A. A. at the college grounds
Philadelphia, on Saturday last, resulted as
follows: 1, G. M. Coates, 50 yards; 2, W. D.
Osgood, scratch; 3, G. M. Crump, 120 yards.
Time, 5m. 21 2-5S.

R. G. Barton, Fresno, Cal., and Bertie
Banks, Denver, Col., have been suspended by
the L. A. W. Racing Board, pending an in

vestigation of their amateur standing.
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^^
Toronto, Canada, February 27, 1894.

American Dunlop Tir^e Co., Lombard St., Toronto, Can.:

Dear Sirs—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of your

catalogue for 1894 containing valuable hints for the care of pneu-

matic tires in general, which I consider fills a long-felt want.

After three years continuous use of Dunlop tires, I am of the

opinion that there are no tires on the market to compare with them.

I have ridden a pair during the past season over all conditions

of roads and they have given me excellent service ; so, therefore, in

ordering my mount for 1894 I have again chosen " Dunlops," which

I hope will keep in the lead, as the have done in the past.

Yours- truly,

(Signed) Geo. McClelland,

Toronto Bicycle Club.

^^

Washington. D. C, March 5, 1894.

The American Dunlop Tire Co., New York, N. Y.

:

Gentlemen—On seeing some of your numerous testimonials the

other day, I was seized with the idea that it would be a meritorious

act on my part to let you know of the experience I have bad with

your tires.

About a year ago while in Munich, Germany, I bought a

Premier safety fitted with the Dunlop pneumatic, and since then I

have ridden the machine at least four thousand miles and haven't

had the least bit of trouble with the tires. The last trip I took was
through the Alps, from Munich in Germany to Genoa in Italy, and

it was simply terrible, as the roads had been very much cut up by

recent rains and freshets. The «nly damage the tire sustained was
in the neighborhood of Innsbruck, where I suddenly found myself

on a very steep hill where the road had just been refaced with loose

gravel. I jammed down the brake at once, and some of the sharp

bits of stone getting caught underneath, gouged out a few chunks

of the outer case. When I first looked at the damage I thought I

would have to take the train for the rest of my trip, but feeling

somewhat reckless and knowing that for the next day or so the

railroad stations would not be far apart, I concluded to push on with

my wheel and not take the train as long as I could help it. I did so,

and arrived safely in Genoa, and, in course of due time, also in

America, where I washed off the tire and found that the injuries

were only skin deep, and I have used them in that condition for the

last five months—good, hard usage, too. I don't know of a tire that

has had a harder test and came out as well, do you?

Respectfully,

(Signed) J. D. Eggleston,

1204 Mass. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

These are not the only cases, oh dear, no! But they are fair examples

of what we receive daily.

The DUNLOP Tire is the only one that represents five years' ex-

perience and success, and stands at the head to-day for ease of repair and

perfection of design.

504-506 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET

Get our Catalog for the asking.
New York.

Kindly mention The Wbeel when writing
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TALKED PLAINLY TO TEHMOH.

THE BAY STATE AGITATOR TOLD TO MIND
HIS OWN BUSINESS—A SCORCH THAT

RESULTED IN DEATH.

Cleveland, O. , April 4.—The Eureka
Wheel Club of this city, are thoroughly

in earnest in their endeavors to form

a League of colored wheelmen. Corre-

sponding Secretary Frank Isaac is the re-

cipient of numerous letters of encouragement

and inquiry. One was received recently from

the Hon. Robert T. Tehmoh, of Massachusetts,
in which he took occasion to belittle the under-
taking, and scored the colored riders for

thinking of such a thing as a league for them-
selves. The letter was returned, with it the
information that the Eureka Wheel Club
thought they were right, knew what they
were doing, and would take no interference
from Mr. Tehmoh or any one else. Mr. Isaac
also informed the Massachusetts man that he
(Isaac) did not expect to be the equal of a
white man socially, and, what was more, that
he did not care to force himself into societies

or places where he knew he was not wanted.
Prominent Cleveland wheelmen are quite

warm under their collars over the appointment
of Mr. Bliss, of Columbus, to succeed Mr.
Sayle as official handicapper. They take it a
personal affront to Vice-Consul Collister and
they don't take to it kindly. The cause of the
trouble, it is said, happened at the National
Assembly, when both Collister and Sayle voted
for Brewster, to whom they were pledged long
before Mergenthaler came into the field as a
candidate for the treasurership of the League.
Mr. Sayle, however, takes a very common-
sense view of the matter and says he can see
now that it is the best thing that could have
happened. He is now in the trade, and if he
were obliged to handicap riders of wheels
handled by his firm, and a few of them should
win, what a howl it would raise ! This, in a
degree, allays the smart, but, Cleveland is even
now looking for scalps.

Two cyclists, Fred. Turner and a companion
named Cramer, started out Sunday for a ride

to Wickliffe, a distance of about fourteen
miles. The day was a little chilly and a lively

pace the consequence. Nearing their destina-
tion Cramer, who was in the lead, turned
around to see how near his companion was,
and was startled to see him lying in the road
beside his machine. Hurrying back he found
him unconscious. Physicians were summoned
and the young man was found to be dead.
Heart disease the cause. It was only recently
that Turner purchased his wheel, and this was
the longest ride yet undertaken. He was but
twenty years of age, and held a responsible
position with the Cleveland General Electric

Co. His parents, who reside at Orange, N. J.,
were immediately notified of the sad occurr-
ence.
The annual raffle of the Lakeside Club

occurs on the evening of April 14. Mr. H. A.
Lozier has kindly donated a Cleveland No. 11

for the event. A fine lunch will be served,
and all are invited.

Newburgh Wheelmen held a well attended
meeting on Tuesday evening last for the pur-
pose of trying to induce the C. W. C to run
their annual road race, May 30, out their way.
Resolutions to this effect were passed and a
committee appointed to wait upon the C. W.
C. road officers and submit propositions. Bed-
ford Wheelmen, it is said, will do likewise.

College Professors Form a Club.

Twenty-five members of the faculty of Har-
vard College who ride wheels have formed
the U 5 Club. The new organiza-
tion was formed in order that the professors
and instructors who ride the wheel may en-
joy weekly ruus together. The Executive
Committee, who will provide a list of runs for
every Saturday, is composed of Professor
Byerley, Recorder Craw and Professors De
Sumichrost, Cummings, Wilson and Williams.

A special meeting of the cycling division of
the Syracuse A. A. has been called to consider
an amendment making League membership
optional.

A WHIRLWIND ON A WHEEL.

'I THINK HE COULD RIDE A 96-INCH
GEAR."

ROFESSOR CULVER gives the above

verdict after an examination of the

strong man.

It means that if Sandow has the speed quality

of a man, say, of Zimmermann's class, this

96-inch gear would make a mile within 1.30

possible.

The Professor fancied he might get Sandow
to ride on his Sterling team. Sandow, of

course, receives between three and five hun-

dred a week as a strong man ; but that did not

stop the Professor.

So he went to the music hall where Sandow
holds forth and carefully examined the modern
Samson, and with this verdict:

"I found Mr. Sandow very agreeable and
much interested in my examination and also

m cycling. He said he had thought of taking
it up a number of times, and was quite certain

he should like it.

"He is going out to the Mid-Winter Fair
until the middle of June, and then, if he can
arrange it, he is going to try and come to my
training quarters and train with me to see
what he could do. He intends to spend his

vacation in Italy, but will try and be with me
a couple of weeks before he goes.

"I found that his big muscles are very
quick under contraction, more so than while
devitalized accordingly. I think he would be
able to push a wheel geared as high as 96
inches, and that he would be a wonder as a
record breaker. I think his wind and muscle
are all right for a steady hot pace. But the
muscles are rather too hard for racing, and I

think they would stiffen up on him when he
tried for the sprint at the finish.

"I found him in first class condition. There
isn't an ounce of fat in him. You can't raise

his skin from his body when his muscles are
contracted. His heart seems to act all right,

and his veins are in fine condition, though
rather small for such a strong man."

It is hardly probable that Sandow will be
able to give any attention to cycle racing.
His attempt to try for fast time would be of

great interest, however.

Despite reports to the contrary, Geo. C.

Smith, of the Riverside Wheelmen, states
positively that he will enter Class B and be a
member of the Pope Co.'s team.

A first-class three-lap track is to be built at

Rivertou, N. J., by members of the local base-
ball club. A number of Philadelphia cyclists

are interested in the scheme.

On Monday eighteen letter-carriers of

Kansas City, who deliver mail in the suburbs,
began making their daily rounds on bicycles.

Twenty clerks in the Post Office also use
wheels in riding to and from their homes.

The Ohio Division's fourteenth annual meet,
to be held at Cincinnati, July 2, 3 and 4, will

be promoted by the L. A. W. clubs of the city,

which includes the Brighton B. O, Porkopolis
W., Cincinnati B. C, Athletic C. C. and the
Century C. C. Work is now under way for

the publication of an advance programme.

AFROS' LEAGUE.

THE MOVEMENT PROGRESSING SLOWLT-
THE APPEAL AS ISSUED.

The movement looking toward the formation

of a colored L. A. W. , which is fathered by
the Eureka Wheel Club, of Cleveland, O., is

progressing slowly. Numerous letters have

been received, but beyond this nothing new
has transpired. Representative Tehmoh, the

Afro-American legislator, who has earned
some notoriety by his resolutions condemning
the L. A. W., has endeavored to throw cold
water upon the projected association for blacks
only and been "sat upon" by the promoters.
The following is the appeal which the latter

have issued.
\

We beg to call the attention of the colored wheel-
men of the United States to the fact that being ex-
cluded from the League of American Wheelmen, we
are making a move toward the organization of a
League for the benefit of all wheelman in the country.
As the old adage says, " Where there's a will there's
a way," so may it be with us. We have the talent,
ability and the material to compete with our white
brother, and why not commence now to develop and
produce the best in our general make-up? It is our
desire to see the gentlemanly sports among our class
appreciated to a greater degree than it has been here-
tofore, and to be developed to a higher standard
among us, which shall, perhaps, be to our advantage
both physically and intellectually, and by having the
support and co-operation of all the colored wheelmen
and others whose support we can rely upon, we may
expect a successful result of our efforts. Having a
League would not only benefit us by having better
communication with other wheelmen in the country,
but would also tend to invigorate and energize others
to build up and organize clubs for the benefit of them-
selves. We sincerely hope that those among us who
desire to have the movement become a success will
render to us their assistance and co-operation, and by
that we may soon reach the desired object.

Early Morning Riding.

How few riders indulge in that most charm-
ing experience, and early morning spin. Try
it, ye lie-a-beds, writes a correspondent of the
Scottish Cyclist. You will feel grateful for the
tip. It requires a strong effort to shake off

the bedclothes and spring into your cycling
'

' togs " at 6 A. M. , but it is worth the apparent
trouble. You will find it a bit chilly when you
start, but against this you have provided
ample clothing. Don't give way to your de-
sire to pile on the pace as your spirits rise with
the intoxicating influence of the fresh morning
air. Just toddle along, drinking in the music
of the dawning day. Do a twenty mile round
before eight o'clock, then a cold plunge and
into your business clothes. You will feel "set
up" for twelve hours' solid labor; and it is

surprising how philosophically jou can meet
the petty worries which crop up. Again I say,
try it.

The Utility of the Wheel.

A dispatch from Ottumwa, la., says that a
bicycle on March 28 saved from capture Bill

Cramer, the Albia desperado, who held the
Albia officers at bay last week and escaped.
The officers got wind of his presence here and
started to make the capture. When they first

caught sight of Cramer he was on foot and
had a good start, being just beyond pistol
range. Seeing that his pursuers were gaining
on him, the desperate man seized a bicycle,
which was standing in front of a store, and
mounting it was soon off like the wind. Before
the officers could get a vehicle, it is supposed
he succeeded in getting many miles away.

Where Are These Inns ?

Says the Irish Cyclist: Ice-cream and pie,

American cyclists complain, is all they can get
to eat at country inns. In Ireland, bread-and-
butter and whiskey is the usual bill of fare.

Many cyclists would be very thankful for
"ice-cream and pie" if they could get either.

England is the place to go, if you want a table

a"hoti kind of meal at every stopping place. It

is decidedly amusing to watch the anguish
and despair exhibited by English cyclists

touring for the first lime in this country, when
they find that chops and fowls (the latter

evidently in training for long-distance races)

are the greacest luxuries obtainable at any
wayside halting-place. But Americans would
like to know where are the inns that serve only
ice-cream and pie?
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HOW TO BUILD jA. CYCLE TRACK,

BY M, F\ PARET, C. E.

(continued from last week's issue.)

\?t
The Material to be Used for Building.

?he bank should be made up in layers of about a foot (not over
fifteen inches) in thickness. Each layer should be well hauled over
and trampled down by the stock. It should be made a little full on
the " surtace" slope, so that the final earth slope, before putting on
the surface proper, is dressed down with the pick and not filled in in

spots. If water is convenient, it would be well to wet the embank-
ment down thoroughly every night after quitting work.

No vegetable matter should be allowed in the embankment,
since, if near enough to the surface, it is apt to decay and leave
voids, and so cause settlement and breaks in the surface. Great
care should be taken to have the bank as compact as possible, par-
ticularly if the surface is to be placed on at once. It should be
brought to grade and surface almost as exactly as the final surface,

and should be nearly twice as many inches wider in each side as the
surface proper is thich in inches. No matter what the final surface
is to be, it is well to have the top foot or more of the embankment
of sand, loam or other material which will tend to dry easily and not
be a means of holding moisture for frost to act on, or be absorbed
by the surface.

The Surface.

Beyond a doubt the surface is the most important point in cycle
track construction. It is the chief element of first cost ; it is the
feature which makes fast time possible, and in case it is not what
may be called a permanent surface, it is the cause of nearly all the
running expense.

Clay, Brick. Board, Etc.

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss all the various
forms of surface either possible or in use, but rather to treat at
length a few of the more prominent ones; such as, clay, brick, boards,

cement and asphalt. All the above may be styled '
' permanent sur-

faces," except the first, "clay." It might be well to say here that
the banking shown in illustrations is meant for permanent surfaces
only. It is not meant to recommend such slopes for clay, cinder or
any washable surface, unless it is calculated to expend all the gate
money on repairs and make assessments in addition.

By a clay surface is by no means meant one all of clay, but
rather one in which clay is but the binder used to insure body, con-
sistency, compactness, etc. There should first be a layer about nine
(9) inches in thickness of clay mixed with coarse gravel or broken
stone, or, if such fillers be too expensive, mix sand or loam, or
almost anything rather than pure clay. Some clays will shrink as
much as twenty per cent. It should be spread out in one uniform
layer and be werl rolled with a small, heavy roller until it becomes
thoroughly compact, and it should be true to slope and grade.

The final layer or surface proper should be about three inches
in thickness. It should be composed of a mixture of sand, gravel
and clay. The gravel should predominate ; in fact, unless gravel
be too expensive, as high a percentage as fifty may be used with
good results, adding 20 per cent, of sand and 30 per cent, of clay.
The gravel should run in size from one-quarter of an inch to one
inch in diameter, and the sand should be clean and sharp. The
sand may well be worked into the clay first, and after that, the
gravel. In making the mixture, the idea is to so thoroughly embody
such particle of gravel in the clay that no two particles will directly
touch each other.

As a rule, and when it can be afforded, it is well to add as much
gravel as the clay will carry ; as much water as may be necessary
may be added when mixing up, but the mixture should not be put
on while too wet, and after it has been placed should be allowed to
stand, before it is rolled, until it is just dry enough to become thor-
oughly compact under the action of the roller. If too wet, the mix-
ture will creep in front of the roller and will stick to it, and the work
of bringing to final surface will be found very difficult. If too dry,
the roller will not have the desired effect in compacting, and will
tend to drive the gravel down into the clay and leave little voids
above it ; whereas the intention is to have the clay just moist enough
for it to swell over the places where the gravel is depressed, so as to
leave a smooth surface, with only the smallest part of each particle
of gravel exposed at the surface.

Any little ridges or inequalities left by the roller may well be
levelled off by using an iron plate and heavy rammer. Too much
pains cannot be taken with the final surface to see that the layer is

uniform in thickness, thoroughly compact (and the roller used should
not only be heavy, but should have a narrow tread), and the surface
be smooth and true to line and slope.

Any low places should be repaired by removing the mixture
down to the nine inch layer and refilling to proper height. It should
be remembered that the racing line, or line on which the track is

measured, is level all round. By L. A. W. rules there must be a
well defined, fixed and continuous rail or curb at least eighteen
inches in from the racing line. This curb should not be put in place
until after the final surface has been finished; it maybe made of

one inch oak or other hard wood boards about three or four inches
wide. The boards should be set on edge and carefully to line; the
top should be on a level with the surface; frequently placed stout
stakes should be used to keep it in place, and, in addition, the inner
side should be banked up with earth if the ground surface is lower
than the track surface.

A track of the above described construction should be almost or
quite frost-proof, and it is doubtful if there is any faster, unless it

be boards; the objections to it are that it is both difficult and expen-
sive to keep in proper repair and condition.

The Brick Surface.

The brick surface is made by simply laying one course of br'ck,
flat, on a bed of sand. The bed of sand which goes directly on the
grading after that surface has been carefully prepared as described
above, should be from two and a half to six or more inches in thick-
ness. The idea is to have sand enough to make the surface frost-
proof, consequently the thickness will depend upon the latitude of
the place (the severity of the Winter), and also upon the nature of
the material forming the bank. If the bank next the surface be
formed of a sandy or loomy material, the bed of sand under the
brick need not be as thick as it would have to be were the bank
formed of material containing much clay, or of material that would
absorb or retain moisture.

The sand used should be clean and sharp, and the top inch
should be fine grained so that no trouble may be met in laying the
brick close up to each other. In case conditions make it desirable
to have a thick bed of sand, the under portion, or all but the top
inch or inch and a half, may be made of a coarser and inferior
grade. The sand should be screened, and care should be taken to
keep out not only all gravel, but particularly little lump of clay or
loam. Whether the sand be put on in one or two layers it should
be of uniform thickness and carefully raked, to settle it well in
place and to bring it to true surface.

An Ai quality of paving brick should be used, and no bats, warped
or imperfect bricks should be allowed to go in. They should be laid
flat, as in foot pavements, and not on edge, and should lie close up
to each other, without any intervening sand, and should be well
bedded down, so that they will not rock and so that the surface is

true to line and slope. They should be laid either diagonally across
the track at an angle of forty-five degrees, breaking joints, or in

what is called the herring-bone bond. To lay them either straight
with the track or at right angles to it would be objectionable.

A fine sand should be swept back and forth over the surface
until all the crevices between the bricks are completely filled up.
In a well-built brick track there should be little occasion for repairs,
and when necessary, they are easily and inexpensively made. It

would seem to be a good surface for a track, where the grounds are
only leased for a term of years, since there being practically no
wear and tear on the brick, there should be a good market for them
when it becomes necessary to give up the grounds. The curb may
be made nicely by setting a row of bricks on end, with their tops on
a level with the surface ; brick which were found unsuitable for the
surface can be worked in the curb.

The Board Surtace.

A board surface is probably as fast, if not faster, than any other
surface. It has a rather serious objection, however, at least for an
outdoor track; namely, that the lumber, being subject to the action
of the weather, is apt to warp and crack, and, unless some expense
is gone to in the matter of underdraining, etc., it will also be sub-
ject to decay, at least in those parts nearest to the ground. It is

rather difficut to obtain lumber so thoroughly seasoned that it will

not expand and contract under the action of the weather. This
applies particularly to the material in the flooring or surface proper,
since it is subject to the greatest changes of temperature.

Now, whether the flooring be air-dried or kiln-dried, it is evi-

dent that the thinner and narrower the strips are, the more thor-
oughly they can be seasoned. The flooring should be tongue and
grooved stuff, about two inches thick and four inches (not more than
six) wide. Since this material would most likely have to be gotten
out to order, it should be specified that it should have a certain
amount of seasoning after being cut to dimension. The flooring
can best be laid lengthwise on the straights and radially on the
curves.

The parts most subject to decay are those which are next to or
most adjacent to the ground. Any means taken to prevent this
decay, at least to such an extent as to ensure a long life to the lum-
ber are apt to be expensive. Creosoting or kyanizing the wood is

costly. The straights and the portion of the curves near the rail are
most affected, since they are near enough to the ground to absorb
and retain moisture, and are not so subject to a circulation of air.

If the local conditions are such that a board track can be built, hav-
ing its inner edge raised sufficiently from the ground to enable a
free circulating air under the surface, and if, in addition, the space
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under and about the surface be thoroughly drained so as to prevent
any water from either running under or standing under it, and if

all parts under the surface are given an occasional coat of white-
wash, a board track should last for a number of years without any
repairs worthy the name or renewal of parts, all of which can be
done at a less cost than to preserve the wood by some process of

creosoting. The details of design and construction in a board track
are much too extensive to give in this already long article.

The Cement Surface.

In a cement surface the grading to form the banking is formed
in the same manner as for a clay or brick surface, only it should be
remembered that, as a cement surface is more costly to build and to

repair than either clay or brick, it is well to take even greater care
in having the bank made perfectly compact before the surface be
put in place.

The surface proper should consist of about half an inch of

cement mortar under which, as a foundation for it, there should be
three or four inches of concrete. If the track is to be built in a high
latitude, where this thickness of surface might not be frost-proof, it

would be cheaper and serve the purpose quite as well to have a layer
of sand of sufficient depth below the concrete rather than make the
concrete thicker. Such a layer of sand would hardly be necessary,
except in localities subject to very severe Winters, or unless there
was clay or similar material in the bank at the top.

If the ordinary American cement be used, about one part of

cement to one of sand and four of broken stone or gravel will make
a good concrete. The cement and sand should first be mixed dry,
then enough water added to make a mortar, and finally the stone,
which should first be thoroughly wet. The mixture should not be
made too wet, nor should it be allowed to stand in the box after

being thoroughly mixed. The sand and broken stone should be
clean; the presence of loam or clay in either the sand, stone or water
is detrimental to the concrete. The broken stone should not exceed
two inches in its greatest dimension.

After being spread on in a layer of the requisite thickness, the
concrete should be rammed until the mortar flushes over the top,

but not until the stone is driven down into the earth embankment.
If the earth or sand on which the concrete is placed be dry, it should
be sprinkled over before the concrete is thrown on, otherwise the
dry earth will draw out the moisture from, and thereby weaken the
concrete.

The cement mortar, used for the finishing surface, should be
made, if American Hydraulic Cement is used, of about one part
cement to one or one-and-a-half parts sand; with Portland Cement,
of about one part cement to two or two-and-a-half parts of sand,
the sand and cement being mixed dry and the water added after-

wards. The mortar should not be allowed to stand in the box, nor
should it be allowed to dry too quickly under a hot sun after it has
been placed, or exposed to the rain, until after it has set. This may
require the covering of green mortar with canvas or boards for the
hottest part of the day or when it rains. The concrete should be
moistened before the mortar is put on, just as in the case of earth
and concrete. Before the mortar of the surface has set, it would be
well to slightly roughen itby a moulding board of fine checkerboard
pattern ; this will perhaps give a better hold for the rubber tire and
tend to obviate the suction tendency exerted by the tire.

Asphalt Surfaces.

In an asphalt surface, which is the most expensive of any yet
mentioned, the greatest care should be taken with the embankment,

since repairs are difficult and costly. In building a surface of this

kind, it would be better to let the contract include needed repairs for

a term of years, just as is done in street pavements of asphalt. This
surface would be too expensive, for its relative value, except in or
near cities where contractors laying asphalt pavements have an
existing plant.

An asphalt surface, such as is generally laid for sidewalks,
would be suitable for a cycle track. The total thickness of the
surface should be four inches. A foundation of broken stone or

gravel is laid, four inches in thickness, this is compressed to a thick-

ness of three inches by using a very heavy roller. It is then coated
with Asphaltic Cement, using about ten gallons of cement to one
cubic yard of stone. The broken stone should be clean and not
larger than two and a half inches in its largest dimension. The
wearing surface, which should be about an inch thick when com-
pressed, is composed as follows: y

Asphaltic Cement from 12 to 15 parts.
Sand 70 to 80 parts.
Pulverized Carbonate of Lime 5 to 15 parts.

The parts being by weight, with, of course, some variation, due
to the character of material used. The asphaltic cement and sand
are heated separately to about three hundred degrees Fahrenheit

;

the lime, while cold, is mixed with the hot sand and then the asphal-
tic cement added and thoroughly mixed. The mixture, with its

temperature reduced about fifty degrees, is spread over the founda-
tion in a uniform layer, which will be one inch thick when com-
pressed. It is rolled while hot with a very heavy roller until the
rolling makes no impression. Before it has received the final rolling,

hydraulic cement is swept over the surface and rolled in.

Relative Cost of Tracks.

To illustrate the relative cost of tracks built of different surfaces,
we will take as a standard of comparison the four-lap track shown
in this article, the character and thicknesses of the various surfaces
to be as described in this article.

CLAY SURFACE.

5300 cubic yards grading at 20 cents $1060.00
880 cubic yards gravel at $1.00 880.00
770 cubic yards clay at 30 cents 231 .00

no cubic yards sand at 60 cents 66.00
Labor, mixing, placing and rolling surface 1400.00
Drainage, engineering, etc 1000.00

$4637.00
BRICK SURFACE.

5640 cubic yards grading at 20 cents $1128.00
202,000 paving brick at $10.00 per M 2020.00
Labor laying brick at $3 .

50 per M 707.00
440 cubic yards sand at 60 cents 264.00
Drainage, engineering, etc 1000.00

$5119.00
BOARD TRACK.

135,000 feet B. M. lumber at $35.00 erected $4725.00
Drainage, engineering, etc 1000 . 00

$5725.00

i
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Plan for a Four-Lap Track.
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CEMENT SURFACE.
5500 cubic yards grading at 20 cents $1100.00
770 cubic yards concrete (and cement mortar) at $5.00. . . . 3850.00
440 cubic yards sand at 60 cents 264.00
D. aiuage, engineering, etc 1000.00

$6214.00
ASPHALT SURFACE.

5280 square yards asphalt at $1.20 $6336.00
Draiuage, engineering, etc 1000.00

$7336-00

In the preceding estimates of cost, it must, of course, be under-
stood that local conditions will, in a large measure, govern the unit
prices, and some considerable variation in them may frequently be
expected. For example, the prices given for sand, clay or gravel
would be excessive could these materials be found on the ground,
while they might not be high enough if it became necessary to go
several miles for them. The quantities, however, with one excep-
tion, namely, in the items of grading, can be depended upon to vary
but little. The estimated quantities for grading are full rather than
otherwise, since they are based on the supposition that the ground
is practically level and that all the material necessary to make the
bank had to be borrowed. In many instances, where the ground is

slightly irregular, it is quite possible, by judicious "staking out," to

under-run the preceding quantities by putting part of the track
in-cut and part in-full.

The four-lap track illustrated in this article is the Park Cycle
Track, of Baltimore, Md., built by the writer. The three-lap track
illustrated is nearly identical with a plan recently submitted by the
writer to the Southern Athletic Club, of New Orleans, La.

In conclusion, a few points about some of the more prominent
cycle tracks might be found of some little interest.

Springfield.

The Springfield, Mass., track is two laps long, is shaped some-
what like the letter D, with but one straight about 500 feet long.
The width of the track is 25 feet and the banking varies from 7 to 22

inches. The surface is made of mixed clay and gravel, three or four

inches thick, under which is about one foot of clay, the whole under-
surface being well drained by broken stone. The best time for a
mile made on this track is 2m 2-5. While the rider was, of course,
the chief element in making this time, it may be safely said that an
excellent surface, in first-class condition, had much to do with it.

The Bristol. England, track is somewhat less than three laps in

length and is banked about three feet in a width of 18 feet.

The Chicago Track.

The World's Fair Track, Wentworth Avenue, Chicago, was three
laps long, banked one foot in five, width, twenty-five feet, forty on
the finishing straight. Straights four hundred and thirty-six feet
long. Surface of mixed loam and gravel laid on foundation of

broken stone.
Heine Hill.

Heme Hill, England, is about three and a half laps long, and is

banked five feet eight inches in a width of twenty-four feet. The
surface is of boards the joints between the flooring strips being
filled with thin layers of cork. No very fast time has been made on
this track, no doubt because they have not the men to do it.

The " Buffalo " Track, Paris, France, on which Stephane and
others have done some great riding has a cement surface.

Paddington, England, is three and a half laps long, and is

banked four feet and a half in a width of twenty-two feet.

Parkside, Chicago, is a four lap, banked six feet and a fraction

in a width of twenty feet.

Park Cycle, Baltimore, four laps, banked six feet three inches
in a width of twenty-five feet. The surface is of rotten sandstone.
The maintenance of this surface is a very considerable expense.

Aston, England, is a four-lap, banked four feet two inches in a
width of 18 feet.

Savannah, Ga., has a four-lap cement surface track, which is

banked about five feet in a width of 25 feet. It is said that the track

cost $10,000—it would hardly seem possible that such an amount
could be spent on the construction of the track alone; the price men-
tioned must have included cost of land, grand stand, etc.

There was a six lap track in the Exposition Building, Chicago,
in 1891. It was board surface, and banked eight feet, and con-
sidered fast and safe.

APRIL.
3—Charleston, S. C, Race Meet, Wh'lmen's Tk. Ass'n.
19—Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffee.

MAY.
1—Dixon, Cal., Race Meet, Driving Park Association.
5—Medford, Miss., Linscott Road Race.
19—Wilmington. Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, H. Y., Wheel Club, Race Meet.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass , Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30— Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n,N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 milts, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30— Baltimore, Md , Race Meet, Clifton W.
30 -Cincinnati, Team Road Race, 125^ miles, C. Han-

auer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , Race Meet, Cleveland W. C.
30—Jamestown, N. Y., R ice Meet, Jamestown B. C.
30—Detroit, Mien., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, III., Race Meet, Quiney B. C.
30—Youngstown, O , Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.

JUNE.
12-17— Cincinnati to Owensboro, Ky., Boat Excursion,

Kentucky Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
15— Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
15—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
23—Newark, N. J. to Asbury Park, Century Run, A.

C. C. of N. J.
3c—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.

JULY.
2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
4-Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.

4_Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., R-ce Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa , Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. (_.

4— Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.

4—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4—Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4-Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-5-Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.
7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7 -Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J , Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
15—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-IndianapoIis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.

AUGUST.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C , Nat'l Circuit Meet
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet -

SEPTEMBER.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet. Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
6— Waltham, Mass., Park Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., Race Meet, National Circuit,

Springfield B C.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B.C National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
26-27-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29— Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
<—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danburv, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.
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Twelfth Annual Race Meet
OF THE

SCRANTON BICYCLE CLUB
AT SCRANTON, PA.,

Wednesday, July 4.

$2,000 in Diamonls as Prizes. All Prizes
guaranteed value as Advertised

List of events and Prizes ready about April 15.

For information address

H. B, CHASE, 31? Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

Sanctions Granted.

During the past week the L. A. W. Racing
Board granted the following sanctions: April
12—Twenty-second Regiment Athletic Asso-
ciation, New York City. July 4—Steuben-
ville Lodge U. R. K. of P., Steubenville, O.
May 26—Cortland Wheel Club, Cortland, N.
Y. April 28—Morris Guards, Atlantic City,

N. J. May 30—Morris Guards, Atlantic City,
N. J. April 17—Goodbridge & Trieller,

Dallas, Tex. July 4—Monadnock Cycle Club,
Keene, N. H. August 1—Vermont Division
L. A. W., St. Albans, Vt. August 20 and 21

—Rovers Wheel and Athletic Club, Pueblo,
Col. July 4—Colorado Springs Wheel Club,
Colorado Springs, Col.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has granted
permission to the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club
to give matinee races Saturdays, open only to

members of the club, at which no prizes will

be given. The permission will not, however,
be operative on any date that may be assigned
Cortland for a regular meet.

Geo. Fitzsimons, Greensboro, S. C, is the
first " pure" to declare himself able to pay his

own "exs." He has applied for and been
granted permission to compete outside the
200 mile limit in Class A events at Charleston,
S. C. ; Atlanta, Augusta, Ga., and Richmond,
Va.

An international road race is to be held
Sunday, June 24, from Amsterdam to Arn-
hene and return, a distance of about 125 miles.

The first prize is a silver cup, to be won three
times. Ten medals are also offered. Entries
close June 9 with W. C. Bonnebakker, 2 Hal-
ver Street, Amsterdam.

The Park Cycle and Track Association was
organized at Baltimore last week with a
capital stock of $12,000. The incorporators
are Albert Mott, J. B. Reed, G. H. Pryor, W.
J. Unverzagt, M. F. Thomas and R. M.
Applegarth.

The Tourist C. C. and Passaic Falls Wheel-
men, of Paterson, N. J., are again involved in
a dispute over the use of the Clifton track for
a race meet on July 4. Both clubs have
secured permission to use the track, and both
are after a sanction.

The A. C. C. of St. Louis propose holding
a tournament in August, and, to secure the
necessary funds efforts will be made to have
every cyclist contribute $5 in advance, for

which he will receive $6 worth of tickets.
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AM on my native heath, or

dung-hill, this week,

breathing Irish air, drink-

ing in the music of the Irish

brogue, and if the truth

must be told, sampling an

occasional drop of Irish

whisky. I find that there is another Irish re-

bellion afoot.

It appears that in some parts of the country

they do not approve of the action of the Dub-

liners in forcing a licensing or registration

scheme down the throat of the country, and

the consequence is that the " bhoys " from the

provinces are going to teach the gentlemen in

Dublin to mind their own business, if they

have any.
Verily the amateur cyclist seems to bring a

curse with him wherever he goes!

Here in Ireland they have been a compara-
tively happy family for years. Nothing dis-

turbed the general harmony but an
occasional row which they really

had to take on for the purpose of

having a little practice. But lo and
behold ! The moment they seek to

follow the lead of England and
Scotland, volcanoes, earthquakes,
blood, thunder and toe nails become
the prevailing characteristics; the

very air is charged with electricity,

and if somebody doesn't get a
powerful shock or two it won't be
the fault of the fellows who are

manipulating the current and the

battery. Some of the Irishmen can-

not see why they should be licensed

as if they were public houses or

cabmen, and they resent the in-

dignity with all the warmth and
strong language at their command,
and it is only bare truth to say
that there is a good deal of both.

Indignation meetings are the
order of the day.

I am summoned to an indignation
meeting to be held on Monday.

I don't know what I am to be
indignant about, but I will be as
indignant as I can, knowing, as I

do, that I shall be expected to all

but choke with indignation.
Yes, indeed, it is a strange thing

that wherever we go in England,
Scodand or Ireland we find cycling
circles at sixes and sevens over
the rights and the wrongs of the
amateur.
France is the only country where

the amateur ceases from troubling
and is at rest. Why ?

Because there he has ceased to exist.

France hates amateurism as the devil is said
to hate holy water, and she disguises her
prejudice in the one case as little as his Satanic
Majesty does in the other. The consequence
is that racing there is going on swimmingly.
Already we hear that the new professional-

ism, which is for the moment disporting itself
on French soil, is so like the old article that
they might easily pass as twin brothers, the
popular impression being that their own
mother wouldn't be able to tell one from the
other.

We hear of races being arranged, of matches
being faked and of various other peculiarities
which were closely allied with the professional-
ism of former days. The gay Parisians as a
rule know not of these things; but even if they
did, it would make no difference to them. All
they want is to see men ride against each
other, and they don't care "von dam" how
results have been parcelled out before-hand.

But the French are a very volatile and a very
unstable lot in all the concerns of life. They
change their system of government every time
they think over the matter, and it is a mercy
that their minds are so much taken up with
other affairs or we would have a change every
couple of months.
The average Parisian looks upon a revolution

as a good joke, a pleasant little surprise calcu-

lated to give everyone a capital appetite for

dinner. He regards a revolution pretty much
as the Cockney holiday-maker does a display

of fireworks at the Crystal Palace. Personally
I have had no experience with revolutions or

street fighting over barricades, and if the
discomfort attending them is as great as that

associated with onlooking at the average fire-

work display, I am not taking any. But I

don't mind telling you that it is my firm con-
viction that the French are so confoundedly
fond of change that they will not stick to

cycling very long. The toy is a new one to

them now, and they are enjoying it to the top
of their bent, but, presently, when they open
the works and find out how the whole thing is

made, they will at once tire of it, and throw
the thing aside in something very like disgust.

Therefore it occurs to me that, to the pro-

fessional and the trade, France is not the

many thousands of pounds to float their com-
pany. Rumors as to what they got vary.
Some say fourpence-halfpenny, others go as
far as sixpence, while one clique estimates the
total at the extravagant figure of one and
twopence. These last are considered wild
visionaries who refuse to recognize the ten-
dency of the times.

What is the meaning of all the absurd blither
about a match between Zimmerman and A. W.
Harris?

I should like to know what Harris has done
that it should be supposed for a moment that
he has any pretension to such form as a man
must have to enable him to live in a finish with
Zimmerman. The whole thing is so prepos-
terous that one can regard it only as a means
to advertise Mr. Harris, who, of course, wants
all the advertisement he can get. He is an
excellent youth in some respects, and the Lord
has gifted him with a marvellously good con-
ceit of himself ; but this thing of advertising
by means of issuing cortels of defiance to the
world in general, and to the best man in it in
particular, is a system strongly characteristic
of the bruising division, and it ought not to
be encouraged in cycling.
A man with one eye can see what the game

is, but there are so few men with
one eye, and so many of those with
two eyes decline to use them, that I

think it is no harm to enter this

mild little protest against what is

nothing else than d—d humbug,
saving your presence (I hope the
ladies are not listening).

I wonder how long will the cycling craze last
amongst the French?

It is very hot at present, and is, of course,
considered a good thing-for the trade.

goose with the unlimited capacity for laying
golden eggs that some people take her to be.
She is laying golden eggs at present, and
they are wise who hoves about her nest while
this humor is on her. It should be hard to

expect her to continue to -'lay on," as Macbeth
says:
But talk about golden eggs !

Look at Ireland! This time last year Ire-

land was laying golden eggs in tons. She
couldn't lay too many. People began to look
upon her ability in this respect as inexhaust-
ible. All sorts of smart gentlemen from Lon-
don were over here with things that were
called tires, for lack of a better name The
smart gentlemen made their thousands, and
then stole quietly away, like the Arabs—or
whoever it was; I think it was the Arabs.
Well, he would be a very smart gentleman
from London who would get tuppence nowa-
days for a cycling company.
An attempt was made a few days ago to

play the game that was so popular last year.
I think the fellows who made the attempt
were surprised. If they were not, they were
the hardest men to surprise that I've heard of.

I wouldn't waste time trying to surprise such
imperturbable people. They asked for so

The amateur and all his works
and pomps continues to vex our
souls, and we are not yet tired of
devising means to enable him to
ptetend to be that which he is not.

The very latest is a move made
by the zealots of Newcastle, and
is known as the "prize-banking
scheme." It is proposed that
money, to the estimated value of a
man's prizes, should be banked till

the end of the season, when it, or
its equivalent in kind, should be
handed over to the amateur gentl-

eman. The object is to secure that
men should get prizes of the full

valus put before them by pro-
moters of race meetings, but the
result of the project would simply
be to practically professionalize

the men while calling them ama-
teurs and having them treated as
such. The only difference between
the pro. who takes his money as
he wins it and the man for whom it

is banked for a season, is that the
latter has the best of the deal.

The thing is an absurdity, and I

cannot see how the Council of the
N. C. U. can accept the Newcastle
view, especially as the Union has

decided within the last few weeks to cater

for undisguised professionalism.
The Scorcher.

A Cure for Anarchy.

Apropos the cycle race between the wheel-
ing hairdressers of Paris, Le Chat Noir now
grimly suggests a cycle race betwetn Anar-
chists as a sure means of stamping out the
movement. Twelve hour contests are pro-

posed, and Le Chat is of opinion that bombers
would be so played at the end that they would
have no energy to bomb. Of course the racing

would be under police supervision.—Cyclist.

Stearns' Team Off for Savannah.

C. M. Murphy has left the Warwick Com-
pany and engaged with E. C. Stearns & Co.
He will be a member of their racing team.
The other members J. S. Johnson, Ray Daw-
son, of Boonton. N. J., and C. H. Callahan, of

Buffalo. Two or three others are in view and
will be added later. Tom Eck will continue
as trainer. With Manager Tuttle in charge,
the whole outfit will leave to-morrow for Sa-
vannah, Ga., where they will spend a month.
When in condition the team will divide into
two parties and each cover different sections
of the country.
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LUSCOMB'S APPOINTMENTS.

AN unknown on the racing boakd-
COSSUM RE-APPOINTED-WATTS A

CHAIRMAN—THE NATIONAL
COMMITTEES IN FULL.

E. H. CRONINGER.

President Luscomb, early this week, com-

pleted the appointment of National committee-

men. He has taken much time in making the

selections, but believes that it has been for the

best. He has endeavored to give each section

of the country representation and to secure the

best men, made no appointments without the

proper investigation and recommendations.

He had quite some difficulty in locating a

suitable man for the Racing
Board in Chicago. Nearly

all the available men are

in the trade and therefore

ineligible. The clubs in

that city are also at logger-

heads, more or less, and
the president had to take

this into consideration,
also. Finally, Chief Consul

Billingsley advised that L.

C. Jacquish was competent

and agreeable to all

factions and his appointment followed. Mr.

Jacquish is a court reporter by occupation, but

has never been particularly prominent in

Chicago cycling circles and
is but little known outside.
E. H. Croninger, Chief
Consul of the Kentucky
Division, was made the
fifth member of the Board.
He is a resident of Coving-
ton, a veteran wheelman
and League worker and
part owner of a jewelry
establishment in Cincinnati,
which is directly across the
river from Covington.
The appointments in full

are as follows

:

Membership Committee.

H. L. PERKINS, Rhode Island, Chairman.
M. A. HIGH, Ohio.
G. B. FRENCH, District of Columbia.

Rights and Privileges.

C. F. COSSUM, New York, Chairman.
H. W. KNIGHT, New Jersey.
GEO. R. PROUT, Ohio.

Rules and Regulations.

W. W. WATTS, Kentucky, Chairman.
J. J. VAN NORT, Pennsylvania.
P. W. WESTLAKE, Connecticut.

Racing Board.

H. E. RAYMOND, New York, Chairman.
GEO. D. GIDEON, Pennsylvania.
H. W. ROBINSON, Massachusetts.
L. C. JACQUISH, Illinois.

E. H. CRONINGER, Kentucky.

Improvement, of Highways.

STERLING ELLIOTT, Massachusetts.
W. A. CONNELLY, Illinois.

C R. ZACHARIAS, New Jersey.
GEO. E. BLACKHAM, New York.
THOS. F. COOKE, Iowa.
E. S. BARNES, Missouri.
W. H. PONTIOUS, Indiana.

Transportation Committee.

ALBERT MOTT, Maryland.
J. O. BLAKE, Illinois.

M. C. ROACH, New York.
W. M. BREWSTER, Missouri.
P. W. HEROY, New York.
P. S. COLLINS, Pennsylvania.
J. A. MCGUIRE, Colorado.

J. S. THAYER, California.

Mr. Perkins, the new Chairman, has been a
member of the Members Dip Committee for

two years. His reappointment is in the nature
of a promotion. He is and has been for

several terms Chief Consul ot Rhode Island.

Mr. High is an ex-C. C. of Ohio. He was a
member of the committee last year. Mr.
French, the new appointee, is the Chief Con-
sul of the District of Columbia.

Mr. Cossum—the bald eagle of the Catskills
—has served several terms as Chairman of the
Rights and Privileges Committee, and, while
he might be equalled, he cannot be excelled.

He is a lawyer in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. His
reappointment was deserved. His colleagues,
Messrs. Knight and Prout, are also lawyers.
The former is the ruddy-faced blonde with
the bewildering head of banes and curls, who
made such an impression at the recent Assem-
bly. He was one of the first wheelmen in

New Jersey, and won the first race ever con-
tested in that State.
The Rules and Regulations Committee, of

which W. W. Watts is Ihe head, is entirely

new, but the members are all men of prom-
inence and worth.
Albert Mott, as was known several weeks

since, remains the chief of the Transportation
Committee. Excepting J. O. Blake, another
invaluable man, and one of the first Chief
Consuls of Illinois, all the others are new
appointees. The two New Yorkers are titled

officers of prominent railway companies. It

is probable that a Southern man will be added
to the committee later.

The Committee on Highway Improvement
is exceptionally strong. It was expected that

Sterling Elliott, as editor of Good Roads,
would be Chairman. His fellow committee-
men are all well known, and have long been
prominently identified in their respective

sections with the cause of road reform. A
Southern man will also be added to this com-
mittee.

ZIM'S DECISION.

THE METROPOLITAN BANQUET.

LUSCOMB, POTTER AND RAYMOND DIVIDE
POSTPRANDIAL HONOR —PRIZES

PRESENTED.

Whenever Messrs. Luscomb, Potter and

Raymond are found seated at the guests' table

of a cycling banquet it is unnecessary to look

at the card to learn what toasts have been

assigned them.

Mr. Luscomb invariably speaks of "The L.

A. W.," Mr. Potter of "Good Roads" and Mr.

Raymond of " The Racing Man."

It has been so for many years, and the end

is not yet in sight.

These three gentlemen were the principal

speakers at the annual dinner of the Metro-

politan Association of Cycling Clubs, which

occurred on Friday evening last, and it fol-

lowed, as a matter of course, that they re-

sponded to the toasts which are theirs by

virtue of long service. The trio acquitted

themselves most creditably. Mr. Luscomb,

particularly, was in fine fettle and handled his

well-worn theme in an unusually brilliant

manner.

The banquet was in every way an emphatic
success and alike a credit to cycling and to its

promoters, in fact the best-dressed, best

behaved and most notable inter-club gathering
which has been witnessed in the Metropolitan
district in some time. Some seventy seats

were occupied and by such men as would have
agreeably surprised those New Yorkers whose
idea of cycling and cyclists is gained from the

objects on wheels who infest Eighth Avenue
and the other asphalted thoroughfares.
Ex-Vice-President Keer presided as toast-

master. In addition to the speeches by Messrs.
Luscomb, Potter and Raymond, remarks wera
made by President Hildick, J. J. Woods, Carl
Von Lengerke, H. Strugnell and W. E. Scud-
der.

After the speech-making proper, President
Hildick presented to the winners, the prizes

won at the association's recent pool and bowl-
ing tournaments.

HE WILL TURN PRO.—LEAVES FOR
FRANCE APKIL 15.

Zimmerman will sail for Paris on April 15.

This was determined on Wednesday of this

week upon the receipt from Willis B. Troy of

the following cable: "Everything satisfac-

torily arranged."

Mr. Troy left America some three weeks
ago as Zimmerman's representative, or pro-

bably as co-representative in the interests of

Zimmerman and the Raleigh Cycle Co., which
wheel Zimmerman will continue to ride. In

fact, the American interest in French racing

matters may be traced to the efforts of Mr.

Frank Bowden, Manager of the Raleigh Co.,

who had formed the idea last year of having
his Raleigh made thoroughly known through
that part of Europe in which cycling is most
popular, through the means of a series of

brilliant races.

Mr. Troy himself sailed for America on the

4th, and will have three or four days for con-

sultation with Zimmerman before the latter

goes abroad. The latter will be accompanied

by George A. Banker, who will ride a Raleigh,

and probably by Willis B. Troy.

It is reported that the French organization,

which is now billing, booming and abetting

professional cycle racing, agreed to pay
Zimmerman $10,000 to ride in the cash

prize races in France, this to be a bonus
and entirely outs-ide of any prizes he may
win. One can only guess that the figure

named is large, and that it may be
$5,000. It is also probable that the French
boomers have agreed to arrange some special
races with specially big purses. There is no
question, however, that Zimmerman has had
a big opportunity offered to him, and that he
goes abroad upon signed contracts, knowing
exactly what return to expect. Troy is noth-
ing if not shrewd, and Zimmerman himself is

no novice at the game of diplomacy, and be-
tween the two a profitable arrangement has
undoubtedly been made.
Zimmerman, who is reported to be a very

careful man in all matters of finance, and to be
the owner of considerable property in Freehold
and Manasquan, is said to have had under con-
sideration for some time the project of winding
up his career on the path as a professional.
He figured out that he could not expect to re-

main invincible, that the day must come when
he would certainly be a much less valuable at-

traction than he is at present. He, therefore,
determined, while he yet retained his best
form and was at his highest power, to forsake
the amateur ranks and turn himself into some
profitable account as he might as a professional
rider. Zimmy, providing he is able to keep at
the top of the heap, will be able to command
attention as a valuable attraction for some
years to come. Outside of Europe there is a
prospect of professional racing in England,
and it may be revived in America. Australia
is also a profitable field, and a couple of im-
portant victories would make it worth his
visiting that country.
The average American is sorry that Zimmer-

man is leaving the amateur field, where he has
so long been the centre of attraction. On all

sides are heard words of regret.

Efforts are being made to form a Southern
circuit to embrace Augusta, Macon, Savannah,
Columbus, Birmingham, Atlanta, and possibly
New Orleans.

A Fatal Accident with a Moral.

An English cyclist named Arthur Lumsken
fastened the solid tire of his machine, which
had become loose, with a piece of string. He
applied the brake later on while descending a
hill, the wheel stopped suddenly, and he was
thrown violently to the ground. He was taken
to a near-by inn, where he died of his injuries.

The jury rendered a verdict of accidental
death, and recommended that a danger board
be erected at the top of the hill. But the
moral is, don't apply the brake to a loose tire.
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ENGLISH PARTS SYNDICATE.

Another large amalgamation of English

firms, similar in scope to the John Griffiths

Corporation, has just been consummated.

The Cycle Components Mfg. Co., Ltd., is the

title of the new syndicate. The prospectus

states that the share capital is ^175,000,

divided into 175,000 shares of ^1 each. The
amalgamation includes the following part

makers: R. F. Hall Mfg. Co., Thomas
Warwick & Sons, Ltd., Hudson & Co.,

Ltd. and the Westwood Wheel Co., Ltd.,

whilst in addition the business and patent

rights of J.
Harrison Carter, in the Carter

Gear case have also been acquired. The
businesses of the Hudson and Warwick firms

have been taken over at a reduction of

about ^15,000 from their existing capital,

whilst that of the Hall Co., which has been
showing remarkable returns, has been taken
over at an advance upon its registered capital.

The registered capital of the company is

^175,000, of which the present capital is £iS5<-
000. The working capital of the company
will consist of ,£37,873, made up of some £iq,-

000 stock-in-trade, ^12,000 book debts, and
cash in hand ; and ^6,750 cash balance of pur-

chase money. R. F. Hall, of the R. F. Hall

Co., is to be Managing Director; Harvey Du
Cros, the Chairman of the Pneumatic Tire

Co., will officiate in a like capacity in this con-

cern, the remaining directors being Messrs.

Fred Walker and Walter Evans (of Warwick
& Sons), and Arthur Du Cros. Three large

and fully equipped factories are acquired by
the company. A great point in the arrange-

ment of the new firm is the fact that the en-

tire business will now be conducted by one
board of directors in place of the multiplica-

tion of work which has hitherto been necessi-

tated by five different executive managements,
so that a considerable nave in dead expenditure

should be made.

Frank A. Lenz, the round-the-world tourist,

expects to reach Constantinople about May 1.

When last heard from he had safely reached
the Persian Gulf. From Karachi he had
wheeled his way safely for 778 miles through
the deserts of the Mekran coast of Belooch-
istan and Persia, along camel paths and mule
tracks. Forty miles from Karachi he had to

hire camels to accompany him, carry his

water, food and bedding. For sixteen nights
he lay in the open desert, where Alexander
the Great lost not a few of his Greeks on his

return from Punjaub.

New Umbrella Attachment.

J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, O.

A. H. Griffith, thd curly-headed Ajax
from Michigan, to C. F Cossum, ^the

bald eagle of the Catskills. ''This may be
treason; if so, make the most of it." And the
bald eagle he snickered, the great lakes they
roared, the election it occurred, and the bugler
he played "Johnny, get yer gun." And Ajax,
where was he?

Wheels in Williamsport, Fa.

Williamsport, which lies among the hills

and mountains of central Pennsylvania, has
between one and two thousand wheelmen,
though its population barely exceeds thirty

thousand. In a city of this size one would
hardly imagine trade to be very brisk in these

hard times, but all the dealers, without ex-

ception, are encouraged with the outlook.

The number of sales already made is indeed a
surprise, and some of the dealers are unable

to get machines fast enough to deliver to

customers.

One of the oldest and liveliest dealers in the

place is Kramm, who does business under the

name of the Williamsport Bicycle Exchange.
He handles the Sterling, Stearns, Lovell and
Central.

The Union and Victor interests are looked
after by the Lycoming Cycle Co. ; Lewis &
Co., hardware dealers, sell the Gendron

;
the

Melbourn Cycle Co., a new concern, handle
the Rambler, Hickory and Waverley, and
Columbia and Hartfords are taken care of by
the Penn Cycle Co. The Demorest Cycle Co.
sell their own makes, the Columbus and the
latest.

The Stearns Team.

The Stearns Co. will have no men with
national reputations except Johnson, but Eck
expects to make record-breakers with the

second-raters he will take under his wing.

The list includes, besides Johnson, C. M.
Murphy, Chas. Callahan, of Buffalo; Ray
Dawson, of Boonton, N. J. ; F. Howard Tuttle,
Harry Elks, of Whitehall, N. Y. ; Klein Haus,
a German, and a crowd of New York State
riders, including Helfert, Inslee, Pickaver,
Wilkinson, Benjamin, Gardner, Murray and
Van Wagoner.

THE BELLE OF BELLS
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The World's
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The New
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Sold Everywhere by Wideawake Dealers.
^j~ GENERAL AGENTS ==f~

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO.,
113 Chambers St., Ne^^ York,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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$100,000,000 FOR A BOULEVARD.

DR. NAGLE THINKS ONE SHOULD BE BUILT
,
FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC.

Washington, April 5.—Mr. Dunphy (Dem.

N. Y.) introduced in the House yesterday a bill

authorizing the President to appoint a com-

mission of four persons, one each from the War,

Agriculture, Post Office and Interior Depart-

ments, to examine and report upon the feasi-

bility and desirability of constructing a boule-

vard from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.

The bill was introduced at the request of

Dr. John T. Nagle, the chief of the Bureau of

Vital Statistics of New York. The Commis-
sion, Mr. Dunphy says, is to report upon the

cost of the boulevard, the character of the
roadbed and the several States through which
it will run from New York to the Pacific slope.

Dr. Nagle's idea is to make the proposed
boulevard similar to that of the Western
Boulevard in New York City, with a roadway
on either side and a promenade through the
centre, shielded by trees.

Mr. Dunphy roughly estimates the cost at

$100,000,000. Aside from the utility of the
roadway, it would afford employment for

thousands of idle men, which he regards as
one of the chief considerations of the plan.

The Michigan Muddle.

Chappie—"I say, Reggie, old chap, have
you heard what Gwiffie did?
Choppie—"No.
"Why, he wote Cholly Luscomb and that

fellaw in Poughkeepsie—beastly name, aint it

—Cholly Cossum, a weal bwave little lettaw.
Told both of them if he had committed tweason
to bwing on the wope.

"Don't say! And what 'd the two Chollies
do?
"Bwutal fellaws! they lawfed wight out

loud."
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This cut, in larger or smaller sizes, can be had by race promoters for a'nominal figure. It is a "taking" illustration

for posters, hangers, etc. Address, The Wheel Press, 210 Fulton Street, New York.
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Lend us your Brains vyVyVyvsv^yvsy^vvvvvvsA>sAtvvv^^

An odd request you say. Well yes, it is rather odd, But wc mean exactly
what we say and we will pay you for the use of your brains if they are of

value to us Speaking plainly, we wish to state that we would like to obtain

some novel advertisements, and have decided to give three valuable prizes

for the three best ads. sent us. Ads. to be about either our '

' Century Niagara"
$100.00 wheels (preferably this) or Niagara Cycles in general. Size of ad. to

be about 4% by 6V2 inches or one-half that size We will appoint three well

known persons in the Cycle Trade to decide the merits of all ads. sent to us.

To the person sending the best ad. between now and July 1st, we will give one
of our high grade, $125.00 Scorcher Wheels, to the next in merit, we will

give a pair of Palmer Tires, price $25.00, and the third prize will be a pair of

Morgan & Wright tires, price $15 00. After the contest is closed, we will

publish the three best ads. WATCH FOR THEM.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and Study out an ad.

•7iS»«?i«»»?ft»

,VV^rV^*»V^^^*TVVVVVVVVV^A^^V^*»VVVvVt^V>y*Buffalo Wheel Company,
BUFFALO,
New yorK-

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Mr. Agent : IF IT IS A FAIR QUESTION,:
_o

DO YOU WANT to handle wheels on which the
list prices are away out of proportion and at which
they will never sell, making it necessary for you to
cut wheels that will be a continual source of annoy-
ance both to you and your customer, and be a dis-

credit to you, simply because you think you are
getting

BI6 DISCOUNTS,
or, DO YOU WANT to handle wheels, the quality
of »;hich is such as will command list price and be a
credit to you; wheels which will save you annoyance
and which you will want to stick to ?

IN THE FORMER CASE, We are not your
people.

IN THE LATTER CASE, write us and we will

make you happy.

Art Catalogue free from us or agents.

Send 6 cents for Art Calendar and Art Catalogue.

F. F. IDE MFG. CO.,

PEORIA, ILL.

^•M I=ein£ HG6NTS,*
Chicago, Ills.—Sterner Cycle Co. ; Cincinnati, Ohio—
Geo. H. Link, 631 Vine St. ; Rochester, N. Y.

—

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr ; St Louis, Mo.—Knight Cycle
Co.; Kansas City. Mo.—Kansas City Bicycle Co.;
Columbus, Ohio—A. L. Yardly; Nashville, Tenn—
G. C. Combs; Terre Haute, Ind.—E. D. Harvey;
Evansville—C. P. Mingst; Fort Wayne, Ind.—
J. C. Bell.

And hundreds of others. Call anil see samples-
Not only up to date, but ahead of the times.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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A COAST DOWN PIKE'S PEAK.

ONE OF THE TREATS AT THE LEAGUE
MEET—83 MILES DOWN HILL IN LESS
THAN AN HOUR-OTHER NOTES

Denver, March 30, 1894.

The Denver cycling lights are nightly found

diving into lengthy papers, track specifications,

plans for quarters, etc.—for most of which

they are indebted to our popular Chairman,

H. E. Raymond—and when they emerge from

the mire they will bring to the surface specifi-

cations of such a track as will cause ye racer's

eyes to bulge and ye Eastern wheelmen's

heart to immediately jump with ecstasy. For

Denver cannot help her failing, and that is a

disposition to do up very brown such things as

conclaves, meets, etc.

Application has been made for a vote on the

railroads of one fare lor round trips from all

points, and there seems to be no doubt of

obtaining this. An immense excursion for

League members will be conducted either up

Pike's Peak or around the famous Loop,

during the meet. Pike's Peak being a point of

such grand scenery and with a great national
reputation, will probably be selected. It is

indeed the height of luxury to be hauled up a

25 per cent, grade for ninety miles in a
commodious passenger coach, and then, after

a couple hours' sight-seeing at the top of the
Peak, enjoy a coast such as mortai man never
indulged in for twenty-three miles into

mountain. It may be a source of information
to state that the road for the last ten miles of

the twenty-three is as hard and smooth as a
floor, and has permitted Denver wheelmen to

coast at the rate of thirty miles an hour.
At the last meeting of the Denver Cyclists'

Union a committee was appointed to take
charge of the annual 25-mile road race on
Decoration Day, for which a number of nders
started to train this week.
A wager has been made by a prominent

Denver wheelman that, should some of the
cracks go after the mile record at the National
meet, it will be ridden under 1.58. And there
is more to be wagered the same way.
A meeting of the State Board will be held

April 11, when the Sta'..e meet will, in all

probability, be awarded to Colorado Springs.
The little city at the foot of Pike's Peak has
labored long and industriously for this gather-
ing, and no one will have any objection to its

holding the meet this year.
Danventes were surprised last week to learn

of the separation of Louis Block, our young
champion who did such noble work at Louis-
ville for the Denver cause, from the Stokes
Mfg. Co. He is now agent for a large wheel-
men's insurance company, of Boston, pending
further engagements.
The wheelmen of Denver are recognized

now more than ever before. A case decided
in the courts last week showed plainly that
their rights are not to be trampled oa. A
wheelman was run into by a transfer wagoi
and his wheel reduced to a wreck. He sued
the transfer company, receiving $50 damages.
In delivering his decision, the Judge to >k occa-
sion to remark that wheelmen had the same
rights on the streets and highways as any
vehicle, and that their rights must be re-

spected.
Both the Denver Wheel Club and Ramblers

are taking in new members by the dozens. The
Ramblers expect to have 200 in a month, wh le

in that time the Denver Wheel Club will have
at least 300 members. The latter club is

making arrangements for the fitting up of a

large cub-house. Pedai.er.

Training for Road Races.

At the present time many young riders who
lack experience are thinking of competing in

their club road rates, and a few hints to such
men may be of service. It is best, says the

Irish Athlete, to take plenty of time in getting
into condition, and to start with steady rides

at, say, twelve to fifteen miles an hour, serve

to bring the muscles into condition for fast

work. During the earlier stages of training

fast work should not be attempted, but after

about three weeks steady work the pace may
be increased and occasional short spurts in-

dulged in for the purpose of improving the

pace and wind. If the race is not over twenty-
five miles, a ten or fifteen miles spin three

times a week is all that is necessary, and a
turn over the intended course once previous to

the race. It is not advisable to ride " all out"
during training, and riding against the watch
is not to be commended. A good rub down
with a coarse towel should never be omitted
after each ride, and care should be taken to

avoid standing about while in a heated con-

dition. Dumbbell exercise is very beneficial

in moderation, but alcoholic liquors of every
description should be tabooed.

Taxis and Kennedy, of the Sterling team,
are both in Springfield, where Trainer Culver
is putting them through a course of light,

quick work in the gymnasium. Dumb bell,

sparring, medicine, ball and mat work consti-

tute the present course. It is probable that
they will leave nextweek for Birmingham, Ala.,

where they will spend a month and then return
to Springfield,

POTTER AS A PUBLISHER.

Confusion in Pearl Stieet

Confusion worse confounded. That is the

condition of things at the office of the secre-

tary of the League at Boston, according to the
Herald. The cause of all this confusion is the

manner in which the renewal blanks have
been sent out. Accompanying the renewal
has been sent a subscription blank for the

official organ, and the result is that the aver-

age League member doesn't know whetner
his renewal costs $1 or $1.50, and in many
cases they forward an additional 50 cents for

subscription to the organ. Some of the mem-
bers evidently believe that all that is neces-
sary for them to do is to send 50 cents for the.

paper, not caring for League membership.
The real fact is that the renawal of member-
shih costs $1.50, and that every member re-

ceives the official organ whether he signs the
accompanying subscription blank or not. In

speaking of the confusion caused by these two
blanks. Secretary Bassett said he had received
no less than 500 renewals or subscriptions with
the wrong amount accompanying them. This
necessarily causes confusion and vexatious
delay, as before anything definite can be done
in the matter each one 01 the wo persons must
be communicated with. Applications for mem-
bership should be accompanied by $2.50.

THE EX-EDITOR AGAIN IN THE FIELD—
"POTTER'S GOOD ROADS LIBRARY •(

THE NEW PUBLICATION.

A Chicago dispatch states that Justice

Wheeler holds that a bicycle rider has as much
right of way on public streets as the driver of

any vehicle. F. G. Nelson sued the owners of

a truck winch ran into him while he was
riding his bicycle, and has gained a judgment
for $50 and costs.

Pending a settlement of his differences with

the L. A. W., ex-Editor Isaac B. Potter does

not mean to sit still and twirl his thumbs.

On May 1 he will again become not only an

editor, but a publisher as well. "Potter's

Good Roads Library " will be the title of his

publication. It will be issued every other

month, and sell for 50 cents per year or 10

cents per copy. The " Library " will comprise

a fully illustrated series of handy and practical

text books of subjects relating to highway im-
provement. Each number will be complete
and of such size and form as will "fit the
pocket.

POTTERS
GOOD ROADSa
LIBR^Kk^

*gjSff

COUNTRY,
ROADS

fJ^AACTJ.PATTER.

"

Only a Matter of Ti.ste.

Miss Mary Walker (o£ the Women's Emancipition
Club)—" There [.That's my idea of a woman,"

U?f&SB%g}£X

The series will embrace such subjects as
" Country Roads," " Macadam Roads," "Tel-
ford Roads," " Pavements," " Highway
Bridges," "The Roads of France and Eng-
land," "Drainage," " Race Tracks," &c, &c.
The number on " Race Tracks" is now being
prepared by the joint efforts of Howard E.
Raymond, Chairman of the National Racing
Board, and Isaac B. Potter, the publisher.

The latter will also devote a special number to

a description of the roads of France and Eng-
land, being the result of his personal inspec-
tion and examination of the road systems of

those countries during his tour awheel last

Fall. This work will be illustrated by photo-
graphic pictures taken at the time.

Mr. Potter says the Library is in no sense
intended to be hostile to Good Roads or the
L. A. W. If any profits should accrue, it will

be applied in the settlement of bis intended
suit against the L. A. W. It embodies an idea
which he suggested to ex-President Burdett a
year and a half ago, but which was not acted
upon. Each issue being complete and some-
what in the nature of a primer, he believes it

will aid the cause of road reform very
materially.
A fund is already in hand to pay for 20,006

subscriptions, which will be credited to the
names of the first 20,000 road officers whose
names and addresses are received at the pub-
lication office with the request of the subscriber
that his name be placed on the list. It is also

Mr. Potter's intention to present several
t'lousand copies of the first edition to the L. A.
W. Highway Committee, and to sell at re-

duced rates to the national or State officials

such supply as they may order.

The illustration shows the front cover of the
Library.

The Detroit Wheelmen will have a tour to

Niagara Falls during the first week in August.
Clarence Smith, who has managed many
events of the kind in the past, has the matter
in charge, and is preparing a little book of
particulars.
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Worth Reading..
Never Rode so Easy. Educated to Good Things.

Kansas City, March io, 1894.

Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago.

Gentleman,— We had a call for one of your
bicycles from the Chairman of the Racing
Department of the Kansas Division of the L.

A. W. We sent him your No. 29 Model E.
When he received it he wrote back that he had
not used it, and would not do so, because he
weighed igo pounds, and didn't think that it

would stand it. We wrote him back, giving
him the most positive assurance that he need
not have the slightest fear on this point, and in
a few days he wrote as follows: ''I am very
glad to «ay that, after using my new
STERLING on the road, I have complete con-
fidence in it. In all my thirteen years' ex-
perience I never rode a machine that ran as
light and easy as this one." We expect to be
"in it" before the season is over.

Yours truly,

Avery Planter Co.

Get Catalogue.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,

Lincoln, Neb., March 5, 1894.
We received the firsttwo sample machines,

and they have created quite a stir in this city.

I have carefully looked over the entire
machine, and am satisfied it is, without a
doubt, the best cycle on the market, and I

have decided to handle accordingly. Our
catalogues are not quite ready, but will be out
in a few days, and I will mail you a copy of
same. I only regret that we could not devote
more space to the STERLING; but in spite of
that fact they will sell, as the people of this
State are becoming educated to GOOD
THINGS, and they insist on having them.
Trade prospects are very good; if we could
only get rid of a few of these so-calltd high
grade manufacturers' representatives who
are selling wheels to any one who wishes to
buy, and quoting them 50 per cent., and in

some cases 50 and 10 per cent. But they
haven't taken the "natives'." by storm as they
anticipated, and, from the latest reports, are
getting somewhat discouraged. Now, if we
push the STERLING and meet with the suc-

ArVSA^V^VVVVSA^^VVVVVSrVVVVVS*

cess we anticipate, we shall sell at least 200
STERLINGS. Hurry along the balance of the
sample wheels ordered, and also send a supply
of catalogues and anything else that will
assist us in selling the STERLING.

Yours very sincerely,

L. J. Ollier.

A Beauty.

Winona, Minn., March 3, 1894.

The bicycle business is opening up in good
shape in Winona, and quite a few wheels
have already been sold; but I am surprised to
see the way the STERLING takes this year.
I am working in good harmony with Landon
& Roberts, and we are pushing right ahead.
1 have always been a trifle backward in recom-
mending any wheel, but since my last year's
experience, together witn the beauty you turn
out this year, I can talk it with all my heart, as
I know it will never go back on me.

Yours in haste,

Otto P Neumann.

236-240 CARROLL AVE,, CHICAGO.

SPECIAL AGENTS

:

...Worth Getting
L. C JANDORF & CO., 116-118 West 125th Street, New York.

STOKES MFG. CO., Chicago, Milwaukee and Denver.

Please add : Saw it in The Wheel.

FALCON. Cent's Road Wheel. FALCONESS. Ladies' Wheel.

Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel. Combination Boys' and Cirls' Wheel- Youth's Diamond Frame

FALCONS !

Steel or Wood Rims. Adjustable Handle Bars and Metallic-Fastened Tires are our
specialties.

Our Wheels ARE UP TO DATE IN EVERY RESPECT!

Weights from one to two pounds less where Wood Rime are used.

Send for Catalogue. Address

AGENTS WANTED.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

WORKS: YOST STATION.
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WE PRESENT WITH CONSIDERABLE

PRIDE AND SATISFACTION

The Martin Special,
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

This wheel is built for all kinds of riders, over all kinds of roads. The

design is of the latest, and the material and construction the best. We
invite criticism and comparison with any wheel on the market.

........^«V

H. C. MARTIN & CO.,
554-566 and 588 MAIN STREET,

Write for Catalogue and Discounts. btjfev^lo, n. y.
Kindly mention The Wbeel when writing.

CABLE ADDRESS, "RIMS," WOLVERHAMPTON

illlllllte

HEATH TOWN, WOLVERHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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EAT BICYCLES.

WITHOUT CHARGE

A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO,

will send you a list of new and second hand bicycles,

showing a saving of from $20.00 to $50.00, or for 10 cents

in stamps, they will send you a Candy Bicycle Trans-

parency, good to eat, but better to hang in your window,

When writing1 kindly mention The Wheel.

BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY,

BKIDQEFORT,

CONM.
and

13 MVIRRdY 5T„

NEW YORK.

5!?<? . . .

"SEARCH-LIGHT."

BURNS KEROSENE. A
RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

*r^.

Price £3.50 each.

si?<?

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST
BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE CRAZE FOR LIGHT MACHINES.

WILI, THET STAND A SEASON'S WEAR AND
TEAK?

The great demand and consequent manu-
facture of light machines—that is, under 25

pounds, for road use—is causing much specu-

lation as to how they will stand the season's

usage. In a long article on the subject a

writer in the Boston Journal points out many
instances where 20 and 22 pound machines

have been used in long road races and have

come through in good condition, but is not cer-

tain whether these prove anything more than

the possibilities, in view of the many instances
where wheels have given out from weakness
or poor material.
Thousands of very light bicycles will be

ridden upon the road the coming season, he
writes, and the experience thus gained will

be interesting and valuable. Until we have
such knowledge it will be impossible to say
definitely where to draw the line in the cutting
down of weights.
He who will not have any but the lightest

machine must give up many things. He must
ride a pound or a pound and a half saddle, and
that economy of sixteen ounces means a hard
seat and much vibration. On long rides and
rough roads it means an actual loss of power.
The spinal cord governs all the functions of

our complex muscular system, both voluntary
and involuntary. Constant vibration surely
irritates this great tract of nervous energy,
and leads to serious injury to the general
health. The scorcher style of bicycle has
small tires, even down to 1% inches in
diameter, 1^ inches being probably the rule
in the very light road machines of 1894. A
tire of iX inches diameter contains one-half
the air that is held in a i^ inch tire. The
difference in comfort is very great indeed, but
there is also an important difference in effect

upon the nervous system—very much to the
credit of the elastic body of the large tire, and
very much to the detriment of the small one
when it is too small. This effect must be per-
ceptible in loss of power in long runs on the
small tire.

When Cortis, on the solid tire, made his mile,

with pacemakers, in 2m. 41 3-5S., there was
more enthusiasm and excitement throughout
England and America than is now shown over
a two minute mile with an air tire. The
sacrifice in size of a 1% inch tire may not tell

in a short race, but on a long run it would
certainly do so in speed and in the exhaustion
of the rider.

If a machine is pared down to a loss of
rigidity, a loss of power is experienced by the
rider. He must push against firm bracket and
brace to get the full effect of his work.
The scorcher, to be consistent, must give up

the rubber pedal and accept the hard riding
and fatiguing rat-trap, which not a few cannot
tolerate. He must abandon mud-guard and
brake and use light chain and sprockets,
which bring about excessive wear and short
life of these parts. The foregoing treats upon
the light machine as it effects the rider—and
yet the most important consideration should
justly be given to the manufacturer. The
very intelligent superintendent of one of our
best bicycle manufactories recently said to the
writer that in the present development of this

branch of mechanic art we have gone quite as
far as we ought to.

Like the contest between armor plates and
guns—first one side and then the other wins.
We have seen, time and again, the maker

reluctantly cutting down weight, and then
going on to look for new material and methods
to enable him to cut off still more.
The practice of the leading factories becomes

stricter and more exacting every year. For
example, some bicycles are made with a speci-

fication for every part as to grade of steel,

varying from tensile strength of 90,000 pounds
to 140,000 pounds per square inch in the main
parts of frame and wheels. The tubings of

the machines are all made of crucible steel,

which give a stock of exceptionable strength.
Some makers aim at the highest models,

and evidently, time will give the large shops,

with special tools and processes, an enormous

advantages over small makers. This is already
apparent, and will become more and more so,

in light machines especially.
Now, even the best steel does not satisfy our

manufacturers. Experiments are being made
with nickel steel, which has given such grand
results in armor plates. Other alloys are
being studied, and even some of the rare and
expensive metals are looked upon as possible
aids to the perfection of bicycle tubing. The
manufacturer is willing; no reluctance holds
him back, but the difficulties in his way are
excessive. Wire has been found with a tensile

strength of 200,000 pounds to the square inch.

It is so tough that it can be tied in a knot, but
it is so hard that a die cannot be made to thread
the ends of the fifty spokes, while a year or
two ago the stock used in the best machines
would not wear out a die in the cutting of

20,000 threads.
Time and intelligent perseverance will im-

prove our metals so that we can use lighter

frames and parts. Cranks made experiment-
ally of high steel have been made to work well
when approaching very near to lead pencil
size, but they cannot be made reliable in

quantity, and we must wait on this as in other
things for time to perfect our materials and
processes.
In conclusion, I will state, as the object of

this article, the demonstration of two proposi-
tions: First—That our present 20 to 22-pound

light roadster safeties are doing splendid work,
with some drawbacks and discomforts which
the scorcher must accept as inevitable, such as
hard seat, rat-trap pedals, etc. Whether these
machines will do this year's work and be good
for 1895 also, no one can say. The mortality
among them will be high. Will it be high
enough to condemn them and send us back to
medium weights ? Time alone will tell. Sec-
ond—It is quite apparent from the foregoing
that the manufacturer up to this time has done
his best. He cannot make any lighter ma-
chines for general use with the present state
of the art. He is taxed to his utmost to keep
up the present standard. Even now he can
reasonably refuse to give any such guarantee
on light machines as he willingly offers on
medium weights. At the same time, the best
mechanical skill and lavish expenditure of
money are at work every day to get higher
types, and time will some day bring us to 16-

pound roadsters.

A Chance for Some One.

The American Ormonde Cycle Co., 10 Bar-
clay Street, New York, want agents for every
town and village in the United States to sell

their Ormonde and Ferris Bicycles on com-
mission. If they cannot get regular cycle
agents in each place, they will appoint any
cyclist, if references are satisfactory. Wake
up, riders, send in your address for particulars,

if the Ormonde is not already represented in

your town.

—

Advt.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-
torney, Washington, D. C.l

516,669. Bicycle tire. George F. Washburn, Boston,
Mass. Filed Jan. 14, 1893.

516,691. Device for repairing pneumatic tires.
Pardon W. Tillinghast, Providence, R. I., assignor to
Security Pneumatic Tire Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Filed Nov. 17, 1892.

516.724. Bicycle tool-bag. Jonathan A. Hunt,
Westborough, Mass., assignor to the Hunt Manufac-
turing Co., same place. Filed Nov. 4, 1893.

516.725. Rim for wheels. Alfred Marceau, Spring-
field, and Frank Minie, Chicopee, Mass. Filed April
28, 1893.

516,739. Velocipede handle bar fastening. Thomas
B. Jeffery, Chicago, 111. Filed April 17, 1893.

516,786. Velocipede. Judson Clark, Newburvport,
Mass. Filed Nov. 25, 1893.

516,790. Wheel tire. Charles F. Lavender, Toronto,
Canada, assignor of one-half to Thomas Fane, same
place. Filed Nov. 15, 1893.

516,830. Pneumatic tire. Joseph G. Moomy, Erie,
Pa. Filed Nov. 20, 1893.

516,833. Tire for cycle wheels. Josef T. Poplawsky,
Bremerhaven, Germany. Filed Sept. 25, 1893.

516,902. Foot rest for bicycles. Milton W.Smith,
Long Island City, N. Y. Filed June 12, 1893.

516,910. Mirror attachment for bicycles. Karl F.
Bucherer, New York, N. Y. Erled May 4, 1863.

516,933. Propulsion gearing for bicycles. Mahlon
L. Jacoby, Reading, Pa. Filed Oct. 18, 1893.

516,996. Heel clip for bicycles. Emil F. Baenziger,
New Orleans, La., assignor to Louis Gerteis, same
place. Filed Sept. 30, 1892.

616,998. Watch carrier for bicycles. George K.
Burleigh, Tilton, N. H. Filed August 8, 1893.

517,019. Tricycle. Frank Bena, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed May 12, 1893.

517,026. Bicycle bell. Roland H. Charles, Canisteo,
N. Y., assignor of one-half to Aretas M. Legg, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed April 8, 1893.

517,033. Protector for pneumatic tires. Alfred S.
Davy, Sheffield, England. Filed August 12, 1893.

517,063. Speed gearing for bicycles. Arthur D.
Pringle, West Brownsville, Pa. Filed April 12, 1893.

517,113. Means for securing pneumatic tires to
wheel rims. Preston Davies, London, England. Filed
September 21, 1893.

517,184. Air valve. David R. Berry, Rockaway,
N. J. Filed June 21, 1893.

517,201. Vehicle wheel. Waldo W. Valentine, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed June 15, 1893.

517,216. Wheel hub. Thaddeus S. Field, Atlanta,
Ga., assignor of one-half to George W.Dunn, same
place. Filed August 8, (893.

517.23s- Ball bearing for vehicles. David Pettit,
Beverly, N. J. Filed September 26, 1893.

517,241. Wheel hub. Isaac N. Rothrock, Morrisdale
Mines, Pa., assignor of one-fourth to Mahlon P. Flegal,
same place. Filed September 30. 1892.

517,294. Adjusting device for bicycles. John H.
Prince, Carroll, Mont. Filed November 23, 1893. •

517,312. Pneumatic tire. Rudolph E. Tollmer and
Charles N. Potter, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 22, 1893.

517,373. Driving mechanism for bicycles, etc. ^Justus
M. Allen and John Parker, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Feb. 21, 1893.

5 I 7>395- Bell. Edward D. Rockwell, Bristol, Conn.,
assignor to the New Departure Bell Company, same
place. Filed July 6, 1892.

517.414. Pneumatic tire. Charles L. Ames, Ridge-
land, 111. Filed July 6, 1893.

517.415. Tire for wheels. Charles L. Ames, Ridge-
land, 111. Filed July 6, 1893.

517.416. Wheel tire. Cyrus Kehr, Lake Side, 111.

Filed July 6, 1893.

517.417. Tire. Cyrus Kehr, Lake Side, 111. Filed
July 6, 1893.

517.418. Tire. Cyrus Kehr, Lake Side, 111. Filed
July 6, 1893.
Designs. 23,160. Holding-block for bicycle-clips.

George E. Curtis, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 16,

1894. Term of patent seven years.

TRADE CHANGES.

Pueblo, Col.—Campbell & Earickson, hardware and
bicycles. Dissolved.
Elgin, 111.—A. D. Martin, hardware and bicycles.

Closed by Sheriff.
Hammond, Ind.—Robert McKnight, hardware and

bicycles. Chattel mortgage $600.
Fayetteville, N. C—Hollingsworth & Holland,

hardware, etc., new firm; will handle bicycles. Want
agency for good wheel.
Jefferson, Iowa.—Davis & Zimmerman, hardware

and bicycles. Sold out.
Detroit, Mich.—Hodgson & Howard Co., incorpor-

ated. Capital stock $36,000. Hardware, bicycles, etc.
Philadelphia, Pa.—C. Klegg, opened new Cycle

Repair Store, 3310 Mantua Avenue.
Boonville, N. Y.—Sabine & Harvey, hardware and

bicycles, reported to be about to move to Utica.
Antnony. Kan.—Stevens Hardware Co. Store des-

troyed by fire.

Calesburg, 111.- The G. B. Churchill Co., incorpor-
ated by George B. Churchill and others. Capital stock
$20,000. Will do a general hardware business and
handle bicycles.
LaConne'r, Wash.—LaConner Hardware Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Dissolved. T. S. Hurd retiring,
and T. R. Hayton and A. I. Dunlap continuing under
the firm name of Hayton & Dunlap.
Augusta, Wis.—Hackett & Hobard, hardware, guns,

bicycles, etc. Store burned. Estimated loss $6,500.

Nine wheelmen who were riding on the side-

walk along Eighth Avenue, this city, on Mon-
day night, were arrested and locked up at the
West Forty-seventh Street Station. They
were fined the next morning.
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HIGH GRMDG, LOW PRICES.THE APOLLO, $75.00.

r A Cxi it3 i(j)j
ASents wanted in all parts of the United States.

)«( Agents wanted in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Western New York.

^^V'^^lf ^^1T (\\ Boys' High Grade Safeties, 24 and 26 inch Ball or Cone, Pneumatic or Cushion Tires.

LUCAS LAMPS, NEW DEPARTURE BELLS, CLOTHING AND SUNDRIES.

EDW. K. TRYON, Jr., <St CO.,
aend for Illustrated Catalogue.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel.'
PHILADELPHIA

.

a

IF YOU WANT A

RAPID SELLER

PICK THE

SYRACUSE."

IT'S A BEAUTY,

..•• _.

•SB* ?I?

SpacusE Mndnl A.

IS A PARROT-IT

TALKS, List, $100.00.

Spaoiise Empire.

HANDSOME, LIGHT

Bit STRONG. 2411)S.

Price, $150.00

41$'A*

Are you in the Market for a Line of Beauties?
^»'v^rVVVS^A^v*»SV*^NNNSV^N*^»VVY*y^^^»^r*»VV^^»•.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Syracuse, n.ji

Active Agents Wanted Everywhere. Write for Catalogue.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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Three hundred and fifty miles, more or less,

across the arid plain, which is about all that

New Mexico can show in the matter of terri-

tory, and our slow bumpy train dodges around
a curve across a bit of Texas alkili ground,
covered with grease-wood, and stops at El
Paso—Delnord—not exactly the Pass of the

North that it was two hundred years ago, nor

yet what it was in my boyhood days ; for it

has grown somewhat in size and improved in

make-up since I first saw it, but that was in

the days of the " Dilligancia" and long before

the railroad made a border city out of the flat

roofed, windowless Mexican huts, which alone

gave it the semblance of a town.

Here again the Gringo has taken a hand
and established custom houses and a military

station where rough and unpleasant soldiers

prevent the native from bringing

Across the Line

the many little things which might enrich him
without labour (Caramba, that it is so!); also

he has builded airy brick buildings, and
stored within many bales of bright cloth and
other things, and has clerks who keep pistols

behind the counter, so that it is a dangerous
thing to take that which is his unless it be
first paid for in Mexican silver dollars or in

produce, all of which is manifestly unjust to
the natives, whose fathers owned all the land.
Nevertheless, if one be wishful and not over-
scrupulous, he can buy opals and other gems
and cunning goldsmiths' work that came from
the mother country, and that never passed
through the hands of Uncle Sam's Com-
missioner.
A ghastly, dreary, wind-swept place is El

Paso. But it is a healthy place for those who
have lung troubles. It was here that Free-
man Lillibridge—he of cycle saddle fame

—

wasted the last year of his life without result-
ing good.
We have no business here, and so, when we

have interviewed the polite Mexican officials,

who make us little trouble, we steam away to-

ward our Mecca, Jenochtitlan.
We are going, of course, by way of

Chihuahua, which is itself almost as famous as
the city of Mexico ; but the way is long and
dreary, for there is

Little to be Seen

on the road but sandy desert plan, Mexican
huts and scrubby barren mountain scenery.
Therefore we sleep and smoke and wonder
how such god-forsaken wrecks of cars can hold
together on such a rough and mislaid railway.

It is hot, and the wind is like a blast from a
bake oven. Everybody sleeps, and when they
have to walk they eat strange things from
ancient sheepskin pouches, or queer, high-
colored baskets.

We spend most of our time in the second
class, or day coaches, for it is pleasant to hear
the soft voices of the passengers. There are
not many of them, for it is cheaper and far
more comfortable to travel on " burro" back
or on foot than to ride in the wonderful " dilli-

gancia " of the Gringo, and the maize crop
was short this year, likewise the beans failed,

and there has been much sickness and many
masses to be paid for of late.

We know this, for we heard a gentle little

Senora telling her companion as much, and
her voice had a pitiful little quiver in it. She
is not more than 15 years old, but she has a
fat, round-faced baby on her lap, and she sings
pretty little lulabys to it, or maybe she only
talks. It is hard for an unbeliever, who wears
stiff collars and a vest and coat in the day time
to teil whether these little ladies are singing
or talking. There certainly is very little dif-

ference in the matter of music.
There are a couple sheep men (natives), and

they smoke corn-husk cigarettes all the time.

I don't think they stop even when they sleep.

They never do more than take them from their

mouths while eating the jerked mutton and
sour dough bread which makes their lunch.
Their skill in rolling the things is something
marvellous. They are dirty, very dirty, but
picturesque; they talk with their hands and
shoulders, also say many things with their

eyes and the shake of their heads. Their
voices are like unto the ripple of salt water on
moss-covered stones, and they know many
things about hairy sheep and the devious ways
of the shepherd dogs that are sitting mourn-
fully in front of them. The dogs know that
they know these things, and are humble ac-
cordingly.
Then there is a sheriff from somewhere who

has been up into Texas after a smuggler, the
latter being neatly handcuffed and locked to

the seat with a small log chain.

The Sheriff is a Quiet Chap

with cold blue eyes that have a droop in them

—

"shooters eyes" they are called on the plains.

He is angular and has much muscle, and has
likewise a long red scar across one side of his
throat and chin ; two of his fingers are gone,
also there is a queer hole over his eye. One
can see the pulsation of his brain through the
skin. When he talks, which is seldom, the
spot grows red and bubbles out and in, in a
very trying way.
We would like to know how he got these

little injuries, but we don't like to ask, for he
has a big pistol hanging on his stomach and
his boot bulges on one side with what is

plainly a very handy knife; there is also a
Winchester rifle in his seat and we know that
it is ready for war as we saw him fill the
magazine.
On account of these things we will wait till

he volunteers information.
His prisoner is a dark-faced man, broad-

shouldered, thick-chested and bow-legged.
He is a horseman, one knows that because of

his tight boots, bow-legs and thin calves. He
also has a scar on his face, from the left eye-
brow to the right hand side of his mouth. His
nose must have been cut in two pieces—

a

nasty slash and we are pretty certain that it

was done with a saber. One of his ears is

gone, and he is generally disreputable.

We would greatly like to know what he has
been doing. It is not polite, however, to ask
strangers why they are handcuffed, and the
conductor said it was smuggling. We are
willing to wager that

A Gallows Is Waiting

for him somewhere down the line just the
same.
There are four seats filled with peons in the

forward end of the car, and it reminds one of
similar scenes which are common in our own
Southland at cotton-picking time. These
peons are as black and as care free as our own
negro, and they play on an old guitar and sing
monotonous songs and tell much folk-lore.

They are going to some inland plantation to

work for a strange master just as the negro
goes once a year during the picking time.
The man who is with them, or rather who

has gathered them in, is back in the sleeper,

smoking cigarettes. He is not a Don nor yet
an Hidalgo, but he must be a very superior
man, because, although he is about the color
of a side of bacon, he has a sombrero hat that
never cost less than $100, and his slashed
breeches are worked with silver thread. He
also has a pearl-handed revolver, and his
serape is a sight worth going miles to see.

And so we pass from the busy heart of our
own common every-day country into the
misty, romance-surrounded world of Astec
Spanish rule, and already we feel its influence.

Therefore let us sleep. Imlac.

Looking Backward.

One of the latest novelties in the sundry line

is a small mirror, attachable to the handle-bar
to enable riders to observe vehicles and other
cyclists approaching from the rear. The
attachment consists of a yoke-shaped bar
fastened to the bar by means of two clamps,
supporting the mirror in hinged V-shaped
frame so that it can be moved up or down, the
mirror is adjustable to various angles and can
be turned down when not wanted.

A "Wheel for an "Ad.

The Buffalo Wheel Co. wish to obtain some
novel advertisements, and announce in another
page that they will give three prizes for the
best three ads. received up to July 1. The
first prize will be any of their line of Niagara
cycles. The competition is expected to bring
out some new and bright ideas in the way of

advertisement writing.

A. W. Harris, the English crack, has fallen

a victim to the prevailing Parisian mania for

mixed tandem matches, and is at present
training with Madamoiselle Savigny (accord-

ing to a foreign exchange). He intends to

issue a challenge to the whole of France as
soon as he thinks himself ready for a match.
Antony and Madamoiselle Debatz will

probably take it up.

In England the number of lubricants, stimu-
lants and concoctions advertised in connection
with cycling is legion. Up to the present time
there has been but little of that in this coun-
try, but an Ohio firm comes to the front with
Cyclola, which they claim strengthens the
muscles, gives endurance, and is of great
value to racing men.

The international race between France and
Belgium has been arranged between Houben,
Stoht, Huet and Duwaerts for Belgium, and
Antony Fournier, Louvet and Medinger for

France. It will be run at the Velodrome de
la Seine, Paris, at the end of May.

WKBBI
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds

us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00

per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, cfrculars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers."
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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I Before and After Taking

m

-i

A Ride on a Stearns. &

-7-1 gentleman from Wauke-
3"" sha, Wis., assures E. C.

Stearns & Co., that this

is a correct likeness of him-
self, before and after riding

the wheel which holds fifteen

world's time and competition

records. Send to the factory

at Syracuse, N. Y., (or apply
to your agent) for the art cat-

alogue which shows why the

Stearns is the fastest, safest,

handsomest bicycle in the

world.

Illl

\9M

m
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.
Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUE
35 Federal Street, and
178 Devonshire Street,

TIS" TIRE.
BOSTON. MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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Century Cycle Mfg. Co.'s I.oss.

The plant of the Century Cycle Mfg. Co., at
Indianapolis, which was destroyed by fire last

week, was once a skating rink, and being con-
structed of the most inflamable material, was
quickly burned to the ground. The loss on
the building and contents is about $30,000,
covered by insurance.
The plant went into the hands of a receiver

about a year ago, but was recently purchased
by H. C. Smithers. At the time of the fire

about six hundred wheels and a number of

pneumatic tire sulkies were stored in the build-

ing besides a lot of stock. The company has a
storeroom in another part of the city, and as
fast as the wheels were completed they were
removed from the factory.

Racine Bicycle Co. Affairs.

C. M. Diedrich, receiver for the Racine Bi-

cycle Co., last week sold the stock and fix-

tures of the company to E. W. Fish. Last
June the factory was closed by a garnishment
of Kingman & Co., of Peoria. Later H. C.

Korfhage, an officer of the company, filed an
attachment, and for several months the attach-

ments occupied the attention of the courts,

with a prospect of a settlement. Thirty days
ago C. M. Diedrich was appointed receiver,

with instructions to dispose of the effects of

the concern. The proceeds of the sale will be
placed in the bank, where contestants and at-

torneys may scrap according to law for its

possession.

Quadrant Co. Will Not Abandon America
Harry Priest sailed for England on Wednes-

day of this week. He has been in America
for some weeks, and during his stay re-

adjusted the Quadrant Co.'s American con-
nection and business. The Chicago store is to

be closed, Mr. Priest having come to the con-
clusion that credits are still in too bad a shape
in the West to make a continuance of the
business profitable. The Eastern branch at

Boston will, however, be continued and will

operate the business for the entire country.

Fowler Leaves the Hill Co.

Chicago, April 2.—Frank T. Fowler has
severed his connection with the Hill Cycle
Mfg. Co. After a week's rest he will be in the
field for another position. Mr. Fowler has
been a most valuable man to the Hill Com-
pany ever since its inception. The wheel of

the concern is named after him, and the many
clever advertisements of the company were of

his get-up. For some time it has been reported
that things were becoming strained between
Mr. Fowler and his father-in-law, Mr. Hill,

and although Mr. Fowler, who has but just
returned from a successful southern trip, does
not say so, it is very evident that things have
come to a climax.

Another Unpuncturahle Tire.

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co., of New
Haven, Conn., are preparing to manufacture a
tire, the invention of Mr. Lavigne, which is

warranted to be unpuncturable. The tire con-
sists of a regular inner tube, a rubber covering
and an outer strip composed of a piece of steel

armor, composed of an endless chain covered
with a thin rubber coating. The steel armor
is so cleverly fitted together that it bends like

a piece of leather and yet has no sharp or
rough surface that cuts the rubber covering.
The combination makes an elastic band that
bends as easily as a toy snake. The rubber
covering on the steel armor is so firm that a
knife blade driven into it does it no harm By
simply inflating this tube the flange of the
outer covering is forced into and clinched in

the unpunctured tire, and thus the whole is

held in position.

Strauss's New Berth.

F. Strauss, widely known in the trade two
years ago as a tire inventor, and who handled
the tire department of the New York Belting
& Packing Co., has accepted the position of
manager of the Newton Rubber Works,
makers of the Heustis tire. Mr. Strauss was
in New York on Monday and hinted that they
would branch out considerably in the tire

trade.

A New Roller-Hearing Chain.

The Morse Spring Co., of Trumansburg,
N. Y., are the patentees, introducers and
manufacturers of a new bicycle chain, which
will be ready for the market in a very short
time. Its patentable feature, and that wherein
it is a radical departure from the accepted
chain, is a roller bearing.
The company have been working on their

chain for a long time, and claim great things
for it, particularly a greater ease in running
and a freedom from the inconvenience secre-
tions o c

. dirt will cause in the ordinary chain.
But foremost is their claim, or rather, as they
state it, their absolute guarantee, that the
chain will not stretch. They assert that after
a long continuous test, during which eight
hundred pounds of power was brought to bear
on the chain, it showed not the slightest
stretching.

John Griffiths Cycle Corporation.

At a meeting of the John Griffiths Cycle
Corporation, Limited, on March 14, it was re-
ported that all the agencies were in working
order, and that the volume of business done
was encouraging to the directors and would
be satisfactory to the shareholders. It was
stated that their business in Australia, New
Zealand, Belgium and Canada was very grati-
fying. In speaking of the trade in this coun-
try, the chairman said: "In America the trade
is a peculiar one, but their company have gone
on new lines. They had a fully equipped
factory there, and one of the directors was in
residence in the place. They received fre-

quent cables from that director, and were con-
sequently able to act at once. In Toronto
they had another branch, and the outlook
there was promising."

Charles F. Gates, once well known in Eastern
cycling journalism as "Setagec," has become
connected with the San Francisco Examiner,
which paper is publishing a daily cycle
column, the cycling department being a new
departure.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES

JAMES S.

HENDERSON,

Agent for New York City

and vicinity.

165 GREENWICH STREET,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
VVS*^»VVSVVVVS^^»VVVVS*»VVVVVVVVSVVVVV»V

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel.";
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'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

'94 Catalogue

READY, APRIL FIRST.

Dealers! Send in your Names ----- Dealers Only.

•ste. £>k£lk •*'<Mk$,k&lk *&-
•W in? 1(?^i?it? it? it? it?

ROSENWALD & WEIL,
Bicycle Suits, Market and Jackson Streets,
Bloomers,
Sweaters, r^uir* a r*r\
Hose, Caps, ^ ChLllAljrU.
tSeitS, When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

GO TO HEAVEN IN HEL-

ical Tube if You Want Strength and Lightness Combined . . .

Dealers! Weldless Wheels are Legion. Helical Wheels are PREMIERS.
AVhat is the Public Demanding? Something Different. HELICAL PREM-
IERS are both Different and Better.

Our L,ine and Discounts are More Attractive than ever this Season,
iiiiiiiniiiiiii Write us. mimmmm

»H.,„„e^Vv*.
rt
s w«u«- PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY. l^£BE^£HEr;:

^ PREMIER A6ENCIES EVERYWHERE &

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."
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The Staten Island Wheelmen was formed
at Stapleton last week with these officers:

President, J. D. Bardo; Vice-President, Ray-
mond McDonald; Secretary-Treasurer, F. W.
Lee; Captain, E. J. Green.

The Liberty Wheelmen, of Queens Co., is

the name of anew organization at Metropolitan,
L. I., with these officers: President, Daniel M.
Adee; Vice-President, N. W. Webb; Secre-
tary. F. A. Hulst; Treasurer, Geo. Redburg;
Captain, Clemens Weiss.

There is such a thing as buy-

8

SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not cheap at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

THIS MARK

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article

that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-

sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel '

The EUREKA Bicycle Snort
FOR 1894

IS A BEAUTY.

Handsomely Enameled or Bronzed as Pre-

ferred.

Warranted for Efficiency and Durability.

To see it is to want it.

Correspondence with the Trade Solicited.

Prices and Discounts on Application.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

JOHN C. McCLURE,
54 & 56 M. & E. R.R. AVE.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Mention The Wheel.

REDUCED
lo 5oc, of Dealers or by mail,

1894 bicycles are not up to date
unless fitted with •

Woodbury's Automatic Dry Chain Lubricator and Duster.
Mr. Albeit Sehock usea this throughout his record
ride of i,6co miles in six days. Van Emburgh, the
boy wonder, record 1,401 miles in six days, also used
it. Highly recommended by J. Elmer Pratt and
many other up-to-date manufacturers, dealers and
riders. M, A. WOODBURY. Bradfrrd, Pa.

CALL MODEL ONE PIECE RACING SUIT.
No. 1301, First Grade Worsted,
solid colors, $5 50 ; J302, Second
Grade Worsted, solid colors,

$3.50; 1303, Light Weight Wors-
ted, black and navy blue only,

$3.25; 1305, Pure Silk, solid col-

ors, good quality, $10.00; 1306,
Black Sateen. ve<-v lisrht, $2.25.

TWO PIECE SUITS.
First Grade Worsted, any color,

$5.25; Second Grade Worsted,
any color, $3.25; Light Weight
Worsted, black and navy blue,
$2 50; Cotton, black only, $2.0".
Send chest, waist and back of neck

to crotch measure.
Terms — $1.00 with order, balance.

C.O.D., or full amount and 15c. extra by
mail. Send 2c. stamp for our 80 page
illustrated catalogue of Bicyclists,
Athletic, Base Ball, Lawn Tennis and
Theatrical Goods.

S. B. CALL, 229 MAIN STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Dealers, Attention!'5

A $150 BICYCLE FOR $100.
And a discount from this list that will enable

an honest dealer to make a fair living.

Under these conditions we are offering the most at-

tractive bicycle for the most attractive price ever
shown to the public or placed upon the market. Cor-

respond with us at once in reference to territory and
price and don't delay.

Queen City Bicycle Company,
550 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

The BRIGHTON
Weight 28 lbs.

Best SIOO Cycle on the
Market.

Write us for Discounts and Territory.

J. E. POORMAN,
Cincinnati, Obio.

FIFTH ANNUAL POORMAN
ROAD RACE, JULY 4, 1894.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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Fairbanks Wood Rims!'

* * THE BEST
Demand them on your Wheels.

«* FHIRBHNKS WOOD * RI7^ CO.
31 Park Row, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

•* SHDDLES &
IN STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing Saddles ever offered.

LAIMPLUGHS MIDDLEMORES & MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. 2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^ LAMPS.
Best Value ® Lowest Prices

TK QEO. PEdRCE C2

sft^i
67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, III

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

H2&,ii Our Line of Cycles for '94 Season.
A FEW OP OUR LEADERS:

ARIEL, TITANIA, H.-T. SCORCHER,
READING FLYER,

Also a Full Line of Medium Crades.

Jobbers, Dealers, Agents! write for particulars and
discounts.

Ariel. H.-T. Scorcher.

GEO. WORTH1NGTON CO.,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel," QLeVSLHND, OHIO.

1894.
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The Castle Point Cyclers, of Hoboken, have
elected these officers: President, Frederick
Troutwem; Vice President, John Grouls;
Recording Secretary, G. J. Rieling; Corre-
sponding Secretary, J. B. Keresey; Treasurer,
Horace L. Bates; Captain, Chris Otten.

The Roxbury (Mass.) B. C. elected these
officers last week; President, A. R. Keltie;

Vice-President, A. M. Lloyd; Treasurer, H.
E. Strout; Corresponding Secretary, E. A.
Martin; Financial Secretary, W. H. McGrath;
Captain, E. B. McKim.

USEsm
EAST INDIA

(trade mark.)

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equal. A ohemical compound of East India Graphite and

other very fine lubricants that saves your ohain and sproeket Irom

wear. Makes your chain run very Bmooth, free and easy; increases

your speed, guaranteed to stop the grating and .-racking sound or

your ohain; prevents rust and dust from accumulating; "easily

applied and the most effective lubricant used; recommended by

thousands of riders throughout the United States. When once

used, has never been discarded. It iB in stick form and is used

similar to a pencil, does not soil the hands when being applied

Full directions with each stick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. A«K

your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 25c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT

PRINCE WELLS, EffiKSKtffr
Please add: " 8aw it in The Wheel.

THE LATEST CYCLE WRENCH.
MOST APPROVED DESIGN.

COYERED SCREW.

ALL PARTS HARD.

DROP FORGED ALL OYER.

ONLY PRACTICAL SCREW DRIYER ATTACHMENT. PRICES LOW. SEND FOR SAMPLE.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
P. 0. Drawer 194. 198=200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

1000- BICYCLES WANTED -1000

FOR CASH
Prices must be low. Send'-jin description, quantity and

ROOK BOTTOM prices.

Iv. C. JANDORF &l CO.,
116-118 West 125th St., New York.

booivjow RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

orrcniLYii* Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.
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The

In the buildingof a
high grade bicycle per-

haps the points which go
to make up a thoroughly
first class machine to a
greater extent than any
other are a number of

details which are incor-

porated into the machine
so as to be hidden from
view, but it is the atten-
tion to these important
points that constitutes

the real difference between one machine and another. A good illus-

tration of the truth of this is shown in the way the head of the Phoe-
nix is made. In putting the reinforcement into the head of the
Phoenix in place of merely inserting another piece of tubing of the
right length, we use a special tube which is cut at an angle much

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLE MFC CO..

tne same as the mouth-piece of the old willow whistles that every
one has made as a boy.

THE REASON.
Every mechanic knows that a steel tube crystallizes in the con-

centric circles round the tube and at the point where it enters the
heavier piece of metal ; by cutting out reinforcements in this method
we not only get the elliptical spring in the reinforcement itself, but
we take in a point of crystallization of nearly two inches.

THE RESULT.
No broken frames and every Phoenix frame when tapped in the

middle of the tube with a pencil will ring like a bell, proving con-
clusively that the vibrations of the tube are not stopped at any one
point but travel throughout the entire frame. If you have a
Phoenix try it yourself; if you have not, send for catalogue which
will tell you all about it. Our new road racer weighs 21 pounds,
has very deep frame, narrow tread, light sprocket and chain, our
own incomparable cranks and spokes, wood rims, Palmer tires. It

is a delight to look at this wheel, pure enjoyment to ride it and any
man who owns one has a mount above criticism. New England
and New York State Agents write the

575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

TUBING FORGINGS

PNEUMATIC TIRE
SIMPLE DURABLE SAFE.

SADDLES

PARKHORST k WILKINSON, 148-164 Kinzie Street, CHICAGO

GENERAL WESTERN ACENTS:
RICH Zi SAGER GO., BICYCLE WOOD RIM CO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING & TUBE GO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RIMS

ARE LEADING- LIGHISTT
(The Lightest Ladies' Wheels are those who set the Fashion to the World.)

We wish to inform the public and cyclists generally

that besides our celebrated darts we are prepared to build

wheels to special order to reach, or otherwise, any weight

to suit customer. With the only complete bicycle plant

for building wheels on interchangeable principles in

NEW YORK CITY, handled by men of quarter

of a century experience in cycle construction

2
Familiar Features

OF THE

Cycle Shows,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO.

42-50 West 67th St,, - New York City,

Please add: Saw it in The "Wheel.

-^^^^£

FENTON WHEELS.
(

-—
Are unquestionably high grade; made of the finest materials;

beautiful in design; light running; have the Fenton Adjustable

Handle Bar; built-up wood rims; Southard's cranks; Perry's chains;

will challengecomparison; sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS SOLICITED.

FENTON METALLIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
JAMESTOWN, N Y.
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TRADE TALK.

J. J. Ross, the well-known traveler, has re-

signed his position with the Stover Bicycle Co.

A cycle show was held in Copenhagen early
in March. The principal exhibitors were En-
glish concerns.

The Wilson-Myers Company, in addition to

opening an establishment in Brooklyn, have
also started a branch store in Newark.

The Freeman High Speed Bicycle Co. has
been organized at Portland, Me., for the pur-
pose of manufacturing bicycles, velocipedes,
etc. Capital stock, $375,000. George W.
Freeman, Salem, Mass., is president; W. H.
Carter, Salem, treasurer.

The Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis,
Western agents for the Lyndhurst, will have a
racing team, which will distribute itself among
the meets in their territory. The Coburn
brothers and Grath, all of St. Louis, will prob-
ably constitute the team.

A cycle show was opened at Brussels on
March 24 by H. R. H. Prince Albert of Bel-

gium. A section was set apart for foreign
exhibits, and a number of English makers
took the advantage to show a comparison of

their machines with the home manufactured
wheels.

Mr. Selden H. Gorham, of the Royal Cycle
Works, has been traveling in Eastern territory

placing the wheels of this firm. Mr. Gorham
has done excellent business, and will be able

to sell his output, which is slightly increased
over last year. The company desires a good
New York agent.

The Anderson Cycle and Manufacturing Co.,

of Detroit, Mich., has filed articles of associa-

tion, with a capital stock of $15,000, of which
$10,170 is paid in. The principal stockholders
are: Edwin S. Anderson, Willis S. Anderson,
B. C. Robbins, Geo. Watson, H. Hanshaw, F.

A. Batchelder, E. S. Anderson.

Patee, Oliver & Co., is the name of the new
firm succeeding to the business of the defunct
Nebraska Cycle Co., of Lincoln, Neb. Mr.
Patee was president of the old company. The
re-organized concern handle a large line of

wheels, including the Lincoln, Cleveland, Ster-
ling and Waverley. They also sell sundries of

all descriptions.

A. W. Gump & Co., of Dayton, have hit upon
a novel advertising dodge in the shape of a
candy transparency which, when held to the
light, shows a lady and gentleman awheel and
cupid with his bow drawn seeking to pierce
their hearts. The engraving is well ex-
ecuted and when hung in the window the
shades of light give a pleasing effect. Hence
the headline in their advertisement this week— •' Eat Bicycles."

The Spaulding Machine Screw Co. writes

:

" A gentleman connected with a company in a
sense a competitor is industriously circulating
a report that we have retired from the steel
ball business. The report is without any
foundation, and we wish in this public way to
inform the trade that we are taking care of
our contracts in the promptest manner, ship-
ping balls of our own manufacture. We beg
to add that we are soliciting further business
in this line and will guarantee to furnish
promptly steel balls as good as any on the
market and at a low figure."

The Western Wheel Works have struck it

rich with their 25-pound $90 Crescent scorcher.
If any one doubts the volume of business
being transacted by the Eastern branch a few
moments spent near the warerooms at 40 Park
Place will prove as convincing as it must an
eye-opener to the non-cyclists who frequent
that street. They are receiving an average of
four car loads (over 800 wheels) weekly. Last
week 200 additional were received by express,
making a total of more than 1,000 within six

days. And very many of these were re-marked
and re-shipped from the sidewalk.

The Brooks Cyclometer Reduced to S3. 00.

The Brooks Cyclometer, than which none
has been more widely or favorably known,
will, from this date, be sold for $3.00, instead
of $5.00, the former price.

If your dealer does not have them, send to

the Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.

—

Adv.

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.

Special grinding and polishing machinery
for BICYCLE WORK.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs,

Registers 100 Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallirgford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when -writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents,
variably in advance

Cash in-

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f
rpORCED SALE.—Full line, new, 1893 Columbias at
i- $95 to $100. Never used ; not shop worn. A clear
saving of $25 to $30 to prompt "buyers. Address,
Administrator, Box 364, Fort Wayne, Ind. 4-6

WANTED a second hand or shop worn high grade
wheel, in perfect order, less than 34 lbs. in

weight, in exchange for lubricating oils. Address,
Ohio Oil and Grease Co . Cleveland, O. 4-13

^^ LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash.
IUU They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan-Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find any-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa. 4-6e

^ BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
2U a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

OVERSTOCKS OR JOB LOTS
BOUGHT FOB CASH.

One machine or any quantity. Address

" Resahscrup," care of THE WHEEL Office

4-20-c New York, N. Y.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem^ pneumatic tires. Price $150.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

Do You Want to Win a Race ?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per. package. Try It and
be a Racer. L.A.W. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton, Ohio.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw vuLOANiznwa

address:

PRESSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., 0. S. A.

J^~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building;.-®a

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

" PERFECT "

POCKET
OILER

ABSOLUTELY
UNEQUALED.

Star Oilers,
Oiler or Pump Holders,

15 cents each.
25 "

GUSNMAN & DE ft JSON 172 9th Ave., New York.
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WEIGHT.
We are supplying a tire this season suitable

for Road Wheels weighing 3^ lbs., and a

Light Road Tire at 2]/2 lbs.

This is a Saving of 2 to 3 pounds over any other make.

We are enabled to make the strongest, lightest and liveliest tire on the

market through the use of our Fabric, patented. This will stand an air

pressure of 250 pounds without bursting, and never cracks or breaks.

This, in combination with our Self-Sealing Air Tube, closing punctures

made by pins, nails or tacks, makes the Ideal Pneumatic Tire.

Johnson made all his records last season on our tire.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

HEW YORK TIRE C0M 97 Bank Street, New York.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."

Jtie Leagfle Cftainless Scorcher

T^venty-seven Pounds.

!»sSSl

PENNA. BICYCLE CO.. 1343 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. ,

Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey South of Trenton, Delaware and Maryland.

A. H. PEREGO & CO., 23 Park Row, N. Y. City,

Agents for New York City and Long Island.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
Please Add : Saw it in The Wheel.
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We have no Agents, but sell to the individual rider at wholesale prices.

ACME ROAD RACER.

28-inch Wheels, Wooden Rims, 2& lbs., $80.
Guaranteed as fine as Agents sell

for $125 to $135.

With Steel Rims, $75.
Shipped for examination, to be returned at our expense both ways

if not as represented.

FOR THE LADIES.
/teriv? B<?ll, U/oodeg FJims, 28 pounds, $75.

Highest Grade—a superb wheel. Guaranteed same as
agents sell for $125 to $135.

/Km<? 5eorel?er > J^i?l?est Qrade, 30 pounds, $75.
s Same as agents sell for $125.

/tefne Roadster, J-ligbest <Jrad(?, 34 pounds, $65.
Same as agents sell for $115.

/Kme Fu " Roadster, 36 poiif)d% $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

28-lr?<;l7 Cadies' Bieyel?, $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

26-l^r; Uiryeels, $44.

24-lgeb 'Uriels, $34.
Morgan & Wright Pneumatic Tires, Rubber Mud

Guards, latest equipment.

A GREAT TRUTH.
Every time you buy a bicycle through an agent you pay him

$30 to $50 more than we charge for the SAME QUALITY. Why
not write your own order and buy as cheap as he can? You run no
risk. We feel so confident our bicycle will please we ship them
subject to inspection and pay transportation charges both ways if

they are not as represented, or if you can truthfully and conscient-
iously say you are not highly pleased.

We cut off the traveling salesman's salary and ex-

enses, the commission of the local agent and the losses

,-n failures and bad debts that every manufacturer incurs

who does an agency or consignment business, and which
must eventually be paid by the purchaser as all sensible

men know. Let prudence and economy suggest the

better way of buying from us direct at our wholesale

prices.

Illustrated Catalogue Free. '

ACME CYCLE COMPANY, Elkhart, Ind.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph.

The design and workmanship of THE TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection, and from actual practice

has proved itself to be a substantial mount and one in which dealers and riders can place confidence.

BUY A TRIUMPH AID YOU WILL NOT BE DECEIVED.

KN IMPORTHNT FEHTURE,
We have used this crank axle

on all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-
plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. The
bearings can be adjusted in one
minute, and the spindle and
chain wheel removed in three

minutes.

We give you value for your

money. Write for terms.

A. LOCKNUT.

B. Pin in Cone.

C. Dustcaps.

D. OlLTIGHT V/45HERS.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET.

White Sewing Machine Co.
i

When writing kindly mention The Wheel
22 UNION SQUARE, N. Y.
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HANDSOMEST AND FINEST STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
- - - EVER PUT IN THE MARKET - - -

MEW ran.
30 Pounds

and

26 Pounds

$115.00
-

and

$125.00
^Wril'l)^^!

1894 MODEL HIGH FRAME.
Larger demand in 1893 than ever before, which bespeaks its worth and popularity. Agencies now being arranged. Also best line cheap

wheels in the market from $35.00 to $75.00.

Manufacturers,WM. BL€^r> &: SONS,
CHICAGO BRANCH-

606 Masonic Temple.
A. W. MOORE, Manager.

107 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

UNION
" A merry heart goes all the day,

Your sad heart tires in a mile-a."

- BUY A ~

UNION.

So sang old Shakespeare ; the merry heart rides the UNIONS, free

from the dread of breakage ; free from the annoyance of grit and grind ;

satisfied in the easy and clean running qualities of his wheel he '

' goes all

the day."

li Your sad heart" pushes hard to keep the boys in sight on some

"sorry mount" and "tires in a mile-a.'"

UNION CrCLE MFG. CO.,
Branches: Philadelphia=Chicago. 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

CATALOGUE FREE AT AGENCIES; BY MAIL, 2 CENTS.

W. C. H0DGK1NS & CO., 300 Broadway, New York,
Agents for New York City and vicinity,

W. II. Webster, Manager Bicycle Dept.

Airtite-Dunlop are supplied when detachable
tires are required.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing'.
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m CLEVELAND. £p «&««» *V> «MS«
«?!«" ^1? ^J? •¥»>

The more one learns of the Cleveland Wheel the more convinced they become of their

superior construction.

Attractive in graceful design, embodying ingenuity and mechanical appliances, dainty

in weight, with careful consideration of strength, with no uncertain features ; they appeal to

the consideration of the enthusiast, and invite the novice to the full enjoyment of the exhilar-

ating sport of cycling.

It opens the avenue of sale for the agent, satisfying the purchaser to a point of sincere

praise. Wherever it is introduced its merits are talked ; wherever it has been sold the

demand has increased.

In the Cleveland Wheels skill and ingenuity has reached the highest point in the scale

of excellence, and we are still thinking.

^.yrWVrW.«.sv.s\w>wv»w

H.K. LOZIERSCO
NEW YORK. CLEVELAND, OHIO. 304 McAllister St., SAN FRANCISCO.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 337 BROADWAY.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."

A WORD WITH YOU!
"SPECIAL" •

ROAD RACER

ROADSTER -

LADIES' WHEEL

$125.00

$115.00

$100.00

$100.00

;»oofc=: -~»-

Relays
HAVE IMPROVEMENTS!

No others have as important

;

therefore, send for our Cata-

logue, and post yourself on
our][ Hub, Bottom Bracket

and Rear Fork Adjustment

BE UP TO DATE!

Ffclay/I\f<3.<?o.,
LI MITED,

RELAY ROAD RACER SPECIAL PRICE £125.00.

READING, Pa.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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lilLROYALS
Are the Finest.

AIX THE LATEST TOUCHES.

OT a wheel in the country can compare with them for

beauty and finish. Guaranteed to the fullest extent.

If you buy a ROYAL you will not make a mistake, but

will advise your dearest and best friend to do the same.

Royal Cycle Works,
WRITE FOR CATALOCUE. _ivi^i*^mvi^i^, mich,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THIS IS

OUR

COMPLETE LINE
High Grade in Every Detail.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY TO DEALERS ONLY.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

mMibJm$i^
\V/// /Kvvv/ Ben-hur .SSCvf /

\^>j|

":- -- - "
"":. -
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miums i

DROP

BROOKLYN.

FORGIHGS.

Come aixcL see "T"lxe Forgery."
It's convenient, being located at 9 to 15 RICHARDS ST. (near Hamilton Ferry), BROOKLYN.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel. J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.

The Famous Sager Beauty Child Seat and Saddles
.A^rVVvVVVVVVVVVVVVVVS

THE RICH & SAGER CO., Rochester, N. Y.
VVrVVVVVvVVVVVVVVvVV'

An unequaled source of delight. The only

safe and practical device for carrying the little

people Thousands in use without an accident.

The season of '94, although young, has al-

ready demonstrated that the Sager Saddles are

the Correct thing. Kindly mention The Wheel. TRACK RACER-Style A.

MASCOT No. 1, $81.00.
Guaranteed high grade, pneumatic tire, high

frame, light weight. Equal to any $125.00

wheel made.

MASCOT Nn.E,f72.B0.
Also high grade, pneumatic tires, with or

without brake. Either rubber or rat-trap

pedals.

MASCOT No. 3, $B3.Q0.
Guaranteed to be the best wheel for the

money in the world. Extremely light

running.

AGENTS WANTED.
Territory, The United States.

Send for our catalogue ; full and descriptive

price list of everything.

CHAS. HANAUER & BROS., Cincinnati, o.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

'He who brings the buyer and the seller together in honest trade does good to both!"—Cobden.

JOHN J. WALLS, Secretary.THOMAS WALLS, President. T. P. WALLS, Treasurer.

THE WEST SIDE AUCTION HOUSE CO.
(INCORPORATED)

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

SO© sinci 311 TATest Madison Street, Cliioago.

AUCTION SALES OF BICYCLES A SPECIALTY. Advances made. Our next sale of Bicycles will be on Saturday, the 7th of April

at 2 p. m.—all 1894 High-Grade Wheels—and during the season weekly. Correspondence solicited. Account Sales rendered and Settle

ments made in Cash day after Sale. Refer, by permission, to the Hide and Leather National Bank, Telephone—West 592.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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ALUMINUM BICYCLES
We have been compelled to commence legal proceedings to establish the fact that we are the original discoverers of both the metal anp

the method of casting Aluminum Bicycle Frames, Forks and Handles, each in a single piece. Also to establish the fact that the
scientific tests so widely advertised by others were made with metal treated by our secret process and with frames cast by us.

We want to place our agents right befcre the public. We will not place on market until after April 10.

«^COLLIER ALUMINUM BICYCLES.——
FIVE STYLES. ALL ON LATEST APPROVED LINES AND HIGH GRADE.

CARBO-ALUMIKA METAL CO.
2216—2218 WASHINGTON AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.

HERE IT IS. UP TO DATE.

$100 Walltiam.
27 lbs., G. & J. tires, Jesseps tool steel bearings,

high frame.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

SIDWELL & SABEN CYCLE CO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF MAHUFACTURIHC

WHEELS FOR BICYCLES AND SULKIES.

Wheels of all grades for Safety Bicycles Hubs, Spokes, Nipples,

Rims, Tires of all kinds.

Large and small Manufacturers and Dealers supplied.

I. K. WESTON St CO., jsmesviLLe, n. y.
In writing kindly mention Tne Wheei.

Head or Fork Attachment.

Bells,

Trouser Guards,

Lamp Brackets,
Nipple Crips,

Oil Hole Covers, etc.

ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

Diameter 2% inches.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Weight 3% oz. Real Bronze,

BEYIN BROS, MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn. weight s ounces

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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Every Man to his Taste.

What's your's? If you're a dealer don't you
want to handle a wheel that will give a most solid

foundation for a future business in bicycles ? The
'94 Arrow is stylishly made, of the highest grade
material. It looks a beauty, and lists at $125.

Wooden Eims, and is ready for tough road use at

2Sy2 lbs.

Mr. Dealer, let's have a talk on discounts.

Century Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Pleaae add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Lovell Diamond Cycles.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

jg|fegp>££l§l=

Racer, Weight 19% Ids. Price $125.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

THE COMING CENTURY RUNS
can be made more surely with " Punctureless Armor" in your tires than without them.

From NOVA SCOTIA TO HONOLULU and MANITOBA TO MEXICO, the Punctureless

Armor has gone in nine short weeks on its merits as :he best and most serviceable new bicycle

accessory of the year.

Jacksonville, Fla., March 10, 1894.
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.:

Dear Sirs—I gave the armor a thorough test this morning and found them all and more than you claim. I was
utterly unable to puncture the tire. Yours truly, GEO. N. ADAMS.

Clarksville, Tenn., March 12, 1894.
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.

Dear Sirs—1 tested the armor in the Opera House before a large crowd of wheelmen over nails and barbed wire
fencing on a 12-foot board with a 200 pound man. I would not take $25 and do without them, nor would any one else who
would test them. Yours truly, D. I. LEVIS, "The Wandering Jew."

This Armor will so into any inner tube tire ; weighs from three to four
A roadside incident on a Century

Run.
Heavy Man—I told you boys to put /

armor in your tires before vou started,
you see the consequences of not taking
my advice. I am going to pull out the
nail and go on.

Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.

ounces each and is guaranteed.

Price, #3.00 per pair. Any Size.
Circulars Sent.

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., HAGERSTOWN, MO.

The MASCOT
is intended for the mass of riders who want a

thoroughly good machine of medium weight

and at a popular price. Guaranteed high

grade, weighs 28 lbs. ; ready for the road and
fitted with wood rims,

$100,00.
Appointing Good Agents Everywhere.

The GLOBE
is a machine for the idealist. It is of beautiful pro-

portions and represents the climax of aristocratic

bicycle construction. Every detail of its workman-
ship is given as high a degree ot attention as the

most expensive watch. If you can judge a bicycle it

would interest you to LOOK the Globe over. If you
want to ride a bicycle that will become a part of

yourself, and at the same time stand the racket, it

would pay you to BUY a Globe.

AT 25 PDS., $135.00.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,"

PBNSBYRBS <&. HABBRER,
CLINTON CYCLE WORKS,

BUFFALO, nsr. Y.
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Glmof^g IXIqimufjictu^iimg Co.,

ELMORE, OHIO,
MAKERS OF

The
44

ELMORE (YCLES"
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel." Reliable Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

Patented
November 28,

1893.
SHONE'S AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD.

This Guard can be attached to any Wheel.

THE ONLY GUARD IN THE WORLD THAT ROLLS UP.

Manufacturers and Dealers
If you wish to add a feature to your machines that will force
your sales, attach Shone's Automatic Guards. They are
the handsomest and best Mud Guard on the market. En-
dorsed by the wheelmen generally.

PRICE H3.00 COMPLETE SET.
Agents Wanted in Every Vicinity.

Send for Descriptive Circnlar and Discount to the Trade.

AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD CO..

Mention The Wheel. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially High Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILD'G,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS. BALLS
SFA.XJT_,i3iisrC3- BALLS.

NONE STRONCER. NONE MORE ACCURATE. NONE MORE UNIFORM.

SPAULDING PEDALS
Light, Easy=Ruuning.

Graceful, Strong.

We Make Tees and Clips from Sheet Steel.

BETTER THAN FORGINGS.

2,000 PAIRS NIAGARA PEDALS AT LOW FIGURE.

SPAULDING MACHINE SCREW CO.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel." BUFFALO, N. T.
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KEYSTONE TIRE.
Run the String around three

times and pull it tight.

This does the work.

ERIE ROBBER CO.
Erie, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

WOODEN RIMS.
PLYMOUTH INTERLOCKED JOINT RIM.

Joint made on scientific principles like the keystone of an
arch, and warranted for one year. So built, it would
stand without any glue or cement

Made of any wood desired, but Rock or Hickory Elm is the

best. Complete equipment of special machinery designed by
our manager, who is an expert in woodworking and bicycle

manufacturing of many years' experience. Any style and size

made to order. Rims for G. & J., also M. & W. tires, 26, 28
and 30 inches, kept in stock. Fine workmanship and finish.

Write for prices and description to

THE INDIANA NOVELTY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

SHEPARD'S BENT WOOD RIMS
ARE ALL WOOD.

No Iron or Rags Used in their Construction.

IE LEAD THE WORLD IN BENDING WOOD
And are Quoted by the Carriage Trade as

Experts in all matters related to Native
Woods. Highest and Only Award for Bent
Carriage Wood Work at World's Fair.

Our Rims are the Product of Experience.
IP THESE ARE THE KIND OP RIMS YOU WANT, WRITE VS.

H. G. SHEPARD & SONS, J»eW Hann, Conn.
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

i;iHmmj*i^iriH
INCUR. 1831.

^cauERs^

CYANIDE POTASH,

\00^ntn^

,-Af/
Cta_sA\{3^

NEWARK,

NEWYDRK.

AND WORKS

NJ..U.SA

•V^IPOL/

ROUGE,

^urFS,&c.'

CHICAGO.

OUTFI
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JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
Office and Warehouse, 4 FLETCHER ST., New York.

IMPORTERS OF WELDLESS STEEL TUBE CO.'S

Weldless Cold Drawn Sleel Tubes.
AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS OF

Frames, Hubs, Pedals, Forgings Rough and Machined,
Cranks, Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Baps, Wrenches,

Spokes, Nipples, Balls, Cement, Rims,
Forksides, etc.

Please add: "Saw itjn The Wheel."

THOMAS SMITH ft SONS, OF SALTLEY, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
FOR

DROP FORQINQ5 22 5/1LTLET CTCLE5
and Tubes, Forksides, Hubs, Pedals, Chains, Saddles and everything

used in Cycles.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

List Mailed Free on Receipt of Card.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

tT7HE demand *"«•
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steadily increases, because of their intrinsic value and merit. They will stand up under

the severest use.

R. B. McMullen & Co., U. S. Sales Agent, = = = = = = = 64 Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.

New York Depot, lohn S. Leng's Son & Co.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

MANUFACTURERS ^agmm..-
FIRST IN AMERICA

COLO DRAWN jf" ffie \ THE LARGEST
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Are 11<m prepared to

STEEL ^ / 't>y?r <"~ :™' ""'"* ^X-^ >i;S0-

"

make not only Round,

-'*2L-:g. // /W-E, ^"" X^"
'•

x ."'"W ' but Square, Corrugated,

"•SeS^^"
|

^=j^^~^3^>xV-/ Octagon and Half Circle

TIED I IIP
^l^̂ mmammmMmmBm^m^J/KM ^̂f^ with double re-enter-

lUbillb, SHELBY, OHIO. ing angles.

r_ , ,; RIDERS OF GOOD BICYCLES GIVE IT THE PREFERENCE
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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Agents! Riders!
Send your difficult repairs to us. All facilities for Re-
modeling, Refinishing, Rebuilding.

Will make you any part to sample.

A.L. PLUSH,
BRYN MAWR, - PA .

Riding the Railroad;
For fifty cents will send full

directions and diagrams for
bolting two bicycles together
for railroad use. Is a perfect
success ; creates a sensation

!

25 Miles an Hour
is easily made. Any carpen-
ter can make frame.

CHAS. W- COCHRAN, Wabash, Ind.

BICYCLE PARTS.
We make Bicycle Hubs,
Cones, Cups, Ball Bear-

«^^————^——— ings, Axles, Nuts, Steps,
Nipples. » Also Bicycle Chains, Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, and all kinds of Special Machine Screws,
Bolts, etc. Send samples or accurate drawings of
Earts for estimate. We solicit your busineis and
ave best of facilities to do your work.

THE NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
(PATENTED,

R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., 725 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

The Ideal Valve,

DOES NOT LEAK.
Can be affixed to any Pneumatic Tire.

Vital parts easily accessible.

For sale by all dealers.

Write for descriptive circular and wholesale prices

WM. K- GENET,
Mention The Wheel. 1 5 West 99th St., New York

c
h
an¥bl

e
g
e
a
r

CHANGEABLE WITHOUT DISMOUNTING.
ADAPTABLE TO ANT WHEEL.

Additional Weight, 2 Pounds.

AN ORNAMENT TO ANY WHEEL
For catalogue and testimony from experts,

Address LOUIS ROSEN FELD &. CO.,
56 Beaver St.. New York.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

WHEELS BUILT TO ORDER
Originality.

Easy Running.

Racing Wheels, 16 to 22 pounds.
Road Wheels, 22 to 25 pounds.

Wheels built in proportion
Z to height and weight
=; of rider.

% Call or write for particulars.

PARK CYCLE
(Power & Grevert, Props.)

j33 Grand Boulevard, New York City.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CO.

Will never stretch out of shape, no matter
how long in use. Warranted perfect fit. If

you can't get them from your Jobber, write to

us ; we will supply you. Jobbing trade sup-
plied by

THE LIBERTY KNITTING MILLS,
—MAKERS OF

—

The Liberty Bathing, Bicycle,
Athletic Suits and Stockings.

Office and Mills:

204 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Send for Samples. Mention The Wheel.

Your Wheel Protected from Theft.
The object of our existence is to protect the owner of a wheel from loss

by theft. This we do for the small sum of $2 the first year and $i a year

thereafter. In case of loss we send you another wheel to use until we find

the lost one, and if we fail we give you the one in your possession without

any charge whatever.

Af^C"|\|TQ \A/A|\|TFD in everY city and town in the United States.

WHEELMEN'S REGISTRATION CO.
18 Boylston Building, Boston, Mass.

Drop us aline and we will send full particulars. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

BIKE CAPS.

SHAW&
KAISER'S

"BIKE" GAP.

SHAW & KAISER
SPECIALTY

p CAP MAKERS,

Dealers and clubs

supplied with our

elect styles. Large

variety. Correspond-

ence invited.

56 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

HEATING'S
TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
o£ Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.
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NEW YORK OFFICE OF
THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO,, Naeerstown, Md.

W. H. WILHELM & fill., toft* Pa., «-r~ READINO SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

• THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New YorK.

STANDARD CAP CO., 156 Greene St., New York.
TESTIMONIALi.

The Standard Cap Co. Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.
GENTLEMEN: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a

great benefit when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from perspiration. Please send me one in dark
blue as soon as possible. Yours truly, ALBERT SCHOCK, Champion Longdistance Bicyclist of the World.

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps, Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Capsj[of everyfdescription.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Send for price lists. Trade only supplied.

BURLEIGH'S

WATCH CARRIER.
°"'-i|.li 1894 MfK. Co.'s Deal-

ers, Agents and Ri-

ders : Are you going to

be behind time when
you can have a watch

carrier for 75c. or with llttlejclock (warranted) for

$2.00? Chronograph times speed to a fraction of a

second, with carrier, at $8.25. Same carrier can

I be used in any of three places, or either time piece.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tilton, N. H.

LOCKS and BELLS.
I.IGHT AND DURABLE.

AT WHOLESALE ONLY.

HAINES & mmui 407 Cherry St., Fhila., Fa,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

LEVY WEIGHT REDUCED TO
C^OCK 41 OZ.

j Reliable,
h Durable,

'Warranted.
? Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

2 Electro and Discount to the
i Trade.

g LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
°

1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa

"HOT STUFF.'
5icycle(Hain Lubricant.

rRlCE25^- Province-town. 'Mass.7

Patent Applied for.

"W ANTED! B . ,

Dealers, Agents, or Riders interested in a Bicycle
Chain Lubricant that is a benefit both to themselves
and their wheels, to send for circulars and testi-

monials of the famous HOT STUFF, which will be
mailed free.
Hot Stuff will do all that is claimed for it.

Stop rattling of chains.
Not collect dnst.
Make -wheelrun easier, wear longer

and hetter.
Not soil the hands when using.
Save lots of work.

It is not greasy and very easy to handle.
A. O. VERY CYCLE CO.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 2, 1893.

L. N. Swift, Provincetown, Mass.
Dear Sir :—In regard to your " Hot Stuff Chain Lu-

bricant," will say, we find this a first-class chain lubri-

cant, giving good satisfaction, and it is the best thing
we have taken hold of in this line.

Yours truly,
A. O. Very Cycle Company.

Put up in stick form, price per stick, 25 cents.
Dealers write for discount.

I,. N. SWIKT, Sole Mfgr.,
Please mention The Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

Wil

The ROPER BRUSH BRAKE.

Patent Rights for U. S. A. for sale. Admitted
by all at the National Cycle Show, England, to be
the best brake on the market. Does not generate
friction heat, and entirely prevents injury to tire by
grit. Enormous brake power. Offers direct to

THE ROPER BRUSH BRAKE CO..

EXETER, ENGLAND
N. B.—Pattern Brake to be seen at the office of this paper

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

CYCLE CHAINS, HIGHEST GRADE.

ga^mjMBfflBninnaggy CUD

TT"JZI
MfflUlBilUlUlulUIUUlhl

manufactured by

J. & H. DUCKWORTH,
28 & 30 Taylor Street, Springfield, Mass.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

[.Patented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

THE YI!

Or, Cycle Tourists' Gun.
A few drops of diluted Aqua Ammonia from the

nozzel of our KI-YI will teach the bicycle chasing dog
a lesson he will not likely soon forget. It works like
magic. As a rider puts it, " you could hear him howl
ten squares." What tourist has not wished for one
of these?

PRICE EACH, FIFTY CENTS.
Send for Catalogue and electros of " RED CROSS "

Specialties.
MANUFACTURED BY

AELIBGTON U. BETTS & CO,, Toledo, Ohio.

Please Add: Saw it in TheWheel.
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HILLIARD No. 1.

Registers 1,000 Miles and Repeats.

Price, $7.50.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETERS for 1894
Hilliard Cyclometer Co., 1220 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. CHICAGO, ILL., January 3, 1894.

GENTLEMEN:—It may interest you to know that the HILLIARD CYCLOMETER has been used
as a test of its wearing qualities on a wheel we have been running by electric motor in our show
window. This wheel has been run nearly 25,000 miles, and we have used nearly all of the known
cyclometers on it, aad are pleased to say that the HILLIARD 1893 model has given the best satis-
faction of any we have tried. The result is we shall make it a leader in cyclometers during the
season of 1894. Yours truly, GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

John O. Blake, Manager.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1132-34 North 40th St., Philadelphia.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HILLIARD No. 2.

Registers 100 Miles. Can be
set back to Zero.

Price, $5.00.

CYCLE CHAINS.
HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEH k CO., Chicago
If i General IT. 8. Sales Agents.

1 26- 1 28- 1 30 w. Maryland St., \
JOflN s LENG

'

S S0M & COi) 4 pietcher St., New York.
Largest Factory in the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND. \ New York Depot.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING CO.,

WANTED
JOB LOTS OF BICYCLES,

PNEUMATICS.
Write, stating lowest price, to " G. S.," care of The Wheel,

P. O. BOX 444, New York, Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Quick Delivery.

= = Low Prices.

IN STOCK
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Handsome Cycle Lamps.
(Send for Illustrations.)

Butler's Side Forks.

Pedals, Cranks and Chains.

Frames, Brackets and Hubs.

Fittings of every description.

RIMINGTON BROS, k CO.,

22 Whitehall St., NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

NlCKELgATT.
DteNeri)}orfc.Chicago^ §uLoiusRK

SOLID
THROUGH

TRAINS

SIvEE5F>ERS,

Buffalo anil enicagi

s
UPEHB
DINIIVO
CARS,

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS
Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.
Twelfth and Clark Sts. , convenient by street
car or elevated R. R. to any part of the city.

AT CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
and Pearl St, and at Main Passenger Station
Broadway near Cross St.

AT BUFFALO trains run into Union Depot of
the Erie Railway.

For rates and other Information consult near-
est Ticket Agent, or address

ft, W. JOHNSTON, B. F. HORNER,
Gen'l Sup't. Gen'l Pass. Agt

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MADE BY

BOSTON METER CO., ".gSafSST-
Thoroughly tested; small and compact; weighing

two and one-half ounces only; registers to one thousand
miles; then commences again at zero.Price, $6.00.

Can be changed from one size to another without
additional expense. Electrotypes for catalogues upon
application. When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

1894
CATALOGUES READY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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ELWELL EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR,

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, 1894.
France, Switzerland, Germany and Holland

Sixth Season.

Address F. A. EL.WEL.Ii,
153 Pearl Street, Portland, Me.

Accidents will happen, so always keep Radway'8
Ready Reliefnear at hand to quickly cure al 1 Bruises,
Contusions, Sprains, Muscular Soreness, etc.

R. R. R. cures and prevents Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Inflammation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Head-
ache, Toothache, Asthma, Difficult Breathing. Cures
the worst pains in from one to twenty minutes. Not
one hour after reading this advertisement need any
one suffer with pain.

AVOID all danger from drinking impure well and
river water, by adding a few drops of R. R. R. So cts.
a bottle. All druggists.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Baldwin's Adjustable Chain

HAVE THE BEST.
Insist on having the best chain on your new mount,

or if you conclude to ride the old mount, have a chain
that will make it ride like a new one. The Baldwin
chain costs more than any rivited chain, but it is

worth more.
Manufacturers will furnish it, if you demand it.

No wheel is high grade without this improvement
It is as necessary on a wheel as a pneumatic tire.

HAVE THE BEST.
All steel: every part hardened. Work and material

the best. Price, $4; nickeled, $5. Full directions with
each chain. Send for circular.

E. A. BALDWIN,
West Upton, Mass.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Amateur Cycling

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICE, SO CENTS.

D. S. Agent, F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, N. Y.

Do
you
want
to

Raise
the
Wind?

Many of our dear spotless amateurs are doing

so on their respectable prizes to prevent a diet

of snow balls. But we are making an article that

will beat a League General Assembly for wind.

There will be no protest on the election of

this pump to first place as a friend of the

pneumatic.

HAY & WILLITS,

Dealers in Wind Instruments,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Cable Address,
CYCLONE.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBliM

The Columbian Adjustable Crank,
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever
age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-
sible to get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than
racing cranks.

BREDDER ALLEN CYCLE MFC. CO.,

SOLE MFRS., PATERSON, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

See the Dickens' " Double Acting " Pumps:
best Pumps made

; three sizes. "O. K. Cork
Handles, best line, lowest prices. " Feather-
weight " Bell, weight, 2 ounces. " O. K."
Specialties, Chain Lubricant, Rubber Solu-
tion, Etc

F. C. AMES & CO., - 335 Broadway, New York City.
Kindly mention The Wheel when waiting.

COLD DRAWN, SEAMLESS, STEEL, CORRUGATED

TUBING
FOR BICYCLES.

Lighter and
Stronger than
the Ordinary
Round.
Send for price list

and samples to

THE H. W. SMITH CORRUGATED TUBE CO , No. 69 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE *> 'p
Is a common sense emergency brake—only that—
but it can be depended on. Every touring wheelman
will recognize its mission. It helps to popularize light
wheels.

Adjustment is made laterally by slots in clamps
and brake blade ; dip, or angle of blade is regulated by
wedge-shaped washers.

No question about the utility of foot
brakes, it is only a matter of proper
construction.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CLIP ?

Weight, s'A ounces. Price, $2.00.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N, Y.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."
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H. E. RAYMOND. I. B. POTTER.
RAYMOND & POTTER,REAL -x- ESTATE,

236 FLATBUSH AVE.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Asplv't Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company In the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavement* in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles of streets. It has 1aid more asphalt paveme nts
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The

r pavement as the STANDARD.
OFFICES

:

L.Drolt Building, Waihi.gton, D. C.
Washington Building, 1 Br.adwaj, Raw T.rk.

^ YOU CAN HAVE YOUR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
24-26 TANDEWATER STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt a«.

LONG ISLAND CITY

CYCLE AND SPORTING GOODS DEPOT.

127 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City,

APPLEGATE & HARVEY,

Renting and Repairing. Agencies Wanted.

Enameling BJ CYCLES A Specialty.
Nickel, Copper and Silver Plating.

Plain and Ornamental Japanning in all its Branches.

Patronage Solicited. Low Prices. Best Wotk-
manship. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A. D. Rogers, 43 Congress St., Newark, N.J.

BLOOMER SUITS
H.STRUGNELL,

310 BROADWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(up stairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR ALL THE

Sweater Racing Suits,

^jjjIlF Jersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball and
Tootballists, Horse-back riders,

Boxers and Oarsmen ;

"'hen you want to ride, run, walk,
•row, skate or swim a longdistance

USE
ANTI-STIFF

Itiaa marvelous preparation for Strengthening
theMuBcular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith required; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feelit at work. It haB a peculiarly warming,
comforting, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muBcles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant in use.
Eub it into the muscleB every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like it till now. It differs from all Oils,
Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00

=.F0U6ERA& CO.. AGENTS U-S..30N. WILLIAMST..N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
DALE STREET,

COTEKTRY, ENGLAND.
The oldest and largest Hollow Fork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all
kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Fo r ei g n
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I
will |let you know whether you can obtain a patent
All information free.

W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
se

iJ
res Posted upon matters concerning the Cycle

Trade and Sport of Europe should Subscribe totHE CYCLIST
And Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre* to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
icription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEV,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are Invited to call at THE CYCLIST
Offloe, at Coventry.

BICYCLES, CYCLISTS' SUPPLIES
We make a specialty of sundries of every

description. Our prices are right. Drop postal
for catalogue and discount sheet.

STUDLEY & BARCLAY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

LIGHT AND CHEAP.
KEEPS WHEEL AND RIDER FREE FROM MUD.

CD

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. B. COLTON, = Toledo, 0.

BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER.
Registers iooo miles accurately and repeats, or can

be set back to zero at any time. Perfectly NOISELESS,
DUST PROOF and WATERPROOF. Nothing to get
out of order and can be adjusted to any wheel. A high
grade cyclometer within the reach of every bicyclist.

PRICE, S3.SO.
Made in two sizes, viz: for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.
Send for catalogue of sundries. Sold by all bicycle
dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.

Mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITY, J*. Y.

Special Bicycle Machinery Manufactured.

We respectfully call the attention of the trade to our

Branch House in Philadelphia, Pa., where we carry a large

stock of Metal Working Machinery.

This, together with our factory and usual large stock

of New and Second Hand Tools in New York, enables us to

offer Special Inducements to intending purchasers.

Those finding it more convenient to trade in Phila-

delphia are cordially invited to visit our store, or correspond

with us there.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
51 North 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK FACTORY AND WAREROOMS, LAIGHT and CANAL STS.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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HUDSON & CO.,

Excelsior Works,
SELLY OAK & B0ORNBR00K,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Telegraphic Address:

Excelsior, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

Manufacturers of Seamless Steel Tries,

Also Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of

Hudson's World Renowned Patent Thickened Bottom

Hollow Rims for Cycles and other Road Vehicles.

AMERICAN AGENTS:

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,
TOLEDO, - OHIO.

Is Intended for a permanent as well as for a temporarybinder. "0*»

apers are bound as firmly as a book. The Wheel AND CVCUW
TRASS Review printed In gilt letters.

r*rlae, T6 cents. If ordered with eubeorlpfcian* *S

Use . .

.

iGreasolene
for bicycle chains*

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the
hardy road riders of Chicago. 250H miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will
convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. G. CALROW, maker, WINNETKA, ILL.

-FOR

c
atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANY KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hai Iford, Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS.
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND ITG CO., 17 Eenoi St., Worcester, Mass.

WOOD RIM TIRE'
CEIPEHT

Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQIJIBE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

with directions for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-
sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. J^" Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELASTIC IP CO., 370 Atlantic Ave, Boston, Mass.
152 and I 54 Lake St., Chicago, III., I 4 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

HEATH'S BAU VAIVE PUMP
With Patent Universal Coupling. The BEST and STRONGEST
PUMP in the world at ANY PRICE. Fits all valves. It costs you

but ic. too see and try it. Our price, $2.00. We will send this pump

if ordered in good faith, to any bicycle rider in the U. S., C. O. D.,

with full privilege of examination and trial. If it suits, keep it;

otherwise it is to be returned at our expense.

MANUFACTURED BY

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE EASTERN OFFICE

64 to 70 Ohio St., Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass,

HUNT MFG. CO.,
Westboro, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,

Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.
GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,

Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.
INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING, COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Kindly mention^The Wheel when writing.
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$100 BICYCLES ARE POPULAR THIS YEAR.

The Eclipse Model B
IS THE

BE5T 5100 nflCHlNE.

Write us about it. We have other Models that are of interest

to Rider and Dealer.
\^ Catalogue Free.

,1

BEAVER FALLS, FA.
C. J. GODFREY,

ii Warren Street, New York.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

A. 0. VERY CYCLE CO.,

BOSTON.

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.
CLEVELAND, O..

Oil Cups.

Nipples.

Air Valves.

Crank Keys,

Chain Rivets.

Collar Screws.

Cap Screws.

Set Screws.

Special Screws.

Turned Nuts.

Casehardening.

Specialties.

Cones.

Steps.

Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI=FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,
Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U.S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRAFT System of Grinding. Also

the N". SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

\
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WHAT we hear about

AMERICA'S REPRESENTATIVE BICYCLE.
" Wilson-Myers Co. :

Gentlemen—The more a man uses a Liberty the better he likes it. Geo. W. Onthank,
Ripley, N. Y."

" Wilson-Myers Co. :

Gentlemen—I could not be better pleased with a wheel, although I have met with some accidents which
ordinarily would seriously damage a wheel, yet, beyond the cost of having it straightened out or repaired, I am
none the loser, nor is the wheel any the worse. J. M. Orr, Kansas City, Mo."

" Wilson-Myers Co. :

Gentlemen—In the Spring of 1892 I bought a 35-pound Liberty. I am said to be a very hard rider. I ride
constantly, it being a rare thing for me to walk ten rods in wheel season. I have been in the usual number of
wrecks, and have made a good many centuries. To-day the old Liberty is sound as a nut, in perfect order, and
will do me good service for 1894. Rev. Wm. P. F. Ferguson, Whitesboro, N. Y."

"Wilson Myers Co. :

Gentlemen—Don't feel afraid to recommend the Liberty for any kind of roads ; I rode mine over the worst
road I ever saw last week, and it came in with me all right. I broke down last year on this same road with a
* * * and had to walk eight miles to the nearest blacksmith' s shop. B. M. Santee,

__^_______^^ Cortland, N. Y."

^ZSTIl^SOIV-lN/EYJER® CO.,
MAKERS,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. I^IEC"^^^" 'YXDI'tlC! TT ^^ 7\.

THIS WRENCH
Weighs but five and one-half ounces,

Is Five Inches Long, and the

STRONGEST "WRENCH
OF ITS SIZE MADE.

The opening of the jaw is graduated to the thirty-seconds

of an inch and will be found useful in gauging work as well

as holding round or rectangular pieces for drilling or filing,

the jaws being splined for that purpose.

JHMS.

USED AS A VISE.

XHe JHWS,
FORGED OF THE

BEST CRUCIBLE STEEL,

Are Hardened and Tempered
TO HOLD A

Square Edge Under Hard Usage.

I

•»- -JniRITE TO- -«•

The Metal Turning: Co.,
552 State Street, New Haven Conn., U. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ou Know?

DUCHESS.

ROAD KING.

THAT the Road King Scorcher, 28-inch wheels; weight, 25 to 28 lbs.; is fitted with wood
or steel rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $100 to $110.

THAT the Road Queen, the ideal Ladies' wheel; weight, 32 lbs.; is fitted with wood or steel

rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $100 to $110.

THAT the Duke, Full Roadster, 28-inch wheels; is fitted with wood or steel rims and any
kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $75 to $85.

THAT the Duchess, Combination, 28-inch wheels for ladies' and gentlemen; is fitted with
wood or steel rims and any kind of pneumatic tires wanted. Price, $75 to $85.

THAT the Prince, Youths', diamond - frame, 26-inch wheels; is fitted with pneumatic or

cushion tires. Price, $45 to $50.

THAT the Princess, Combination, for boys and girls, 26-inch wheels; is fitted with pneu-
matic or cushion tires. Price, $45 to $50.

THAT the Middy, Boys, diamond frame, 24-inch wheels; is fitted with pneumatic or

cushion tires. Price, $35 to $40.

THAT the Flying Jib, Children's, drop frame, 22-inch wheels; is fitted with cushion or

solid tires. Price, $15 to $20.

THAT this is the best and most complete line of High, Medium Grade and Juvenile

Wheels in the market for the money.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

PRINCE.

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO.

Cor. 16th and Clark Sts.

and Armour Ave.,

CHICAGO.
- ^gSSMfeern-E-*-

THE WHEEL PRESS, F. P. PHtAL, aio Fulton St., N Y.

PRINCESS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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F. p. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-clasa matter.

Eastern Offices:

21 Park Row, ... New York.

Western Offices:

260 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Printing House:

210 Fulton Street, - - New York.

Post Office Address:

Box 444, .... New York.

Phone No.

4993 ------ Cortlandt

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers can order through A.M. NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
'T^HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Tuesday morning to insure

. insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF:

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 55.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

ON ALL " 1, " STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

What has become of the Trade Association ?

Has the number of its to-be incorporators,

thirteen, cast its uncanny spell ?

The matter published elsewhere concerning

the Tri-State meet, now formally abandoned,

will do much to clear a befogged state of

affairs, and show how great was the " Eastern

jealousy " and how deep the " conspiracy."

After the Pope Co.'s experience, detailed in

our Louisville letter, the old aphorism should

be revised. It should now read: " Know thy-

self—and thy agents as well." Would you

know yours, or would you require identification

if they called?

CLASS A'S SOP.

CHAIRMAN RAYMOND declares, "very

decidedly," that there will be no Class A
championships, other than those provided by
State Divisions, because, forsooth, the two-

class system is already '

' sufficiently complex."

But is this sufficient reason?

When The Wheel favored a liberal one-class

rule, which we acknowledge is best represented

by Class B, what was one of the strongest

arguments brought to bear against it by Mr,

Raymond and the ultra-purists ?

That it would work a gross injustice to those

riders whose speed did not merit the notice nor

the "support" of the trade. Yet what has the

Racing Board accomplished by its rearrange-

ment of championships, if it has not worked the

grossest sort of an injustice to the very class for

whom, but a few short weeks ago they were up
in arms in virtuous indignation? Who knows
better than they that Class A will, by the very

nature of things, stand for mediocrity; that

mediocrity will overwhelmingly preponderate,

and, when brought into competition in the

National championships with the fatted and
fed of Class B, A will be made a most "unholy

show."

Is this the Racing Board's idea of justice to

the self-trained and unmottled pures ? Is this

a decision in line and in the spirit of the

argument brought to bear against the liberal

one-class rule? Is it a fitting manner in which

to foster and encourage the "proper spirit?"

Is it such legislation as will stimulate those

who race for sport's sake? Is it legislation for

the majority? We think not.

No, no, gentlemen something more than a

mere sop, something more than a Division

championship, shouldbe placed within the reach

of those whom the world will recognize, and

who, by your own admission, are the genuine,

untainted article. There should be National

championships for this brand. It is not enough

to say that the present system is " already too

complex." You must play fair to the men and

to the public.

If the present system is complex it is largely

due to your own efforts. If you are sincere in

your endeavors to make the system, complex

though it be, a success, don't attempt to bring

it into ridicule by farcical championships. At
The Wheel's suggestion you saved it from

being dragged in the dust on the road, and

we now point out another avenue of security.

The Wheel never favored your "complex sys-

tem." To the very last we held out for a rule

that was as simple as it was liberal. You at-

tempted a straddle, a distinction, which begets

comparison at every turn, and which has

thereby made odious one of the classes, at

least. We do not seek to make matters worse,

but believe in consistency and doing a thing

well that is worth doing. There should be

Class A championships ; also Class B champion-

ships ; then a final championship, open to both

classes.

At the most important English Easter race

meet, a great wail went up over the absence

of Harris, Schofield, Edwards, Leitch, Linton,

Mole and various other "meteors," "stars,"

" cracks" and " sky-rockets" of the path, who
have been legislated into France—or obscurity.

Never mind. We are in changeable times, with

our Professional Leagues, our A's and B's, etc.

But, in good time, the skein will be unravelled,

there will be plenty of good men at big meets,

each man will race against his class or kind,

and sport will be the better for it.

THE STATUS AND FINANCES OF
ENGLISH CORPORATIONS.

ENGLISH cycle corporations appear to be

in a queer way. Within the past five

years many of the big firms have been con-

verted into the Limited Liability Companies
which were, for a time, an English craze.

From the list of shares, published monthly,

and which are listed at the Stock Exchange,
one may draw the conclusion that generally,

the companies have been too heavily capital-

ized—that is, freely watered—and, further,

that not a few people have been "let in"

—

and not on the ground floor.

Most of the companies have three classes of

securities: Common stock, preferred stock and
debenture bonds. As is usual, the preferred

stock and the debentures are the holdings of

"insiders." The "common stock"—rightly

named, as a rule—is held by the " outsiders,"

the common people.

The preferred stock and bonds, of course,

carry dividends, which are usually paid ; but a

dividend on common stock is rare. For in-

stance, the current published stock lists in-

clude the shares of thirty-three cycle, tire or

part-making firms. Of the thirty-three, eight,

or less than 25 per cent., pay dividends on
common stock ; and of the thirty three, nine

carry dividend-paying preferred stock or

bonds.

A noticeable fact is that when the firms are

good, they are very, very good—like the boy
in the story—and when they are bad, they are

rotten.

Of the eight dividend-payers, one pays 15

per cent. ; one, 12^ per cent. ; four, 10 per

cent. ; one, 8^ percent., and one, -]% percent.

Which proves that the majority of these great

corporations seem to have been capitalized for

stock-jobbing purposes, or else the cycle busi-

ness is difficult to conduct with profit. And as

these corporations represent a large and im-

portant part of the English cycle trade, it may
be generalized that the cycle trade is not all

that popular fancy paints it.

RECORDS FOR ii

FOR the present, the table of American cycle

path recordsas they now stand, are closed

and done with.

Under the new rules, all races are either of

Class A or B, consequently two new tables of

records will be taken into account and estab-

lished in America this year.

So we start off with a clean slate. The
winner of the first scratch Class A or B event

will be a record-holder.

It will make things interesting, the building

up of two new tables of records, even though

it does complicate things.

Later in the year we shall have the American
one mile cycle record served up in these as

sorted styles: One mile amateur competition;

same, trial with pacemakers ; same, paced by
other means than by rider on cycle ; the last

two with flying instead of standing start, mak-
ing five distinct classifications of the mile.

Add to these, five others for Class A and yet

five others for Class B and we have a mile

record in fifteen forms, five for the "pures"
of the past, five for the A's and five for the B's.

Then add the old promateur records of the

past era and the professional records of the

present and we have the mile in twenty-

two different styles—enough to please any
statician.
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Less groundless suspicion, more faith in

their fellow men and, incidentally, some strong

disinfectant is sadly needed out Denver way.

A Western cycle paper gives shape to a wail

from Denver, protesting against the " League's

good roads tournament," and also endeavors

to make out that Chairman Raymond appoints

the members of his Board. If it were igno-

rance, it would be understandable. But it isn't.

If the volume of trade notes which are daily

flowing into this office is an index, prospects

were never so bright. According to these

notes there were never so many factories

working overtime, so many so far behind in

orders, or so many travelers being called off

the road. None of the "notes" have been

used because of their remarkable similarity.

Independence of speech, even in an official

organ, is very proper and commendable, but

when mere assumption and suspicion is used

as a foundation to kindle sectional feeling, it

becomes condemnable and contemptible. For

this reason, Chief Consul Holmes, of New
Jersey, will have the support of the entire

newspaper fraternity in his efforts to bring the

official organ to an accounting.

Does Chairman Raymond realize that Class

B is but an experiment ? That a year hence

there is no telling what may become of it ?

Has he forgotten that at Philadelphia, hardly

fourteen months ago, he confessed that his

heart was " never in the two class rule ?" Has
he so entirely altered that the purists who were

"nearest and dearest" to him will be practi-

cally denied all plums from the National vine ?

ZIMMERMAN ACCEPTS.
TROT'S REPORT SATISFACTORY, AND ZIM
LEAVES FOR FRANCE ON WEDNESDAY
NEXT—$10,000 IN CASH THE CON-

SIDERATION.

The Central Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis

is building a wheel for James J. Corbett, the

fistic champion.

On his arrival in Paris, Troy told the
Frenchmen that Zimmerman considered
Wheeler and Fournier more formidable than
Harris.

In the article on "How to Build a Cycle
Track" in the issue of May 30, the statement
that a three-lap track included about 2,280 feet

of straight should have read 2,880.

The Trustees of the Kings County Wheel-
men at their last meeting decided to allow C.

M. Murphy the 9,000 miles which he claims

to have ridden, and have awarded him a
mileage medal for that distance.

The Ladies' Standard Journal says that

"many ladies who were bloomers now mount
and dismount 'man fashion,' but it is a ques-
tion for each woman to decide in her own
heart whether or not it is womanly. It is

safer, no doubt, and one may be justly accused
of prudery in opposing a measure which ap-

peals to good sound sense."

Ira Perego & Co. , the Park Row firm, is meet-
ing with more than expected success with the

League Chainless Safety, in its forty-five miles

of local territory. The League Chainless,

fitted with Simplicity tires, is on view at the

Park Row store. The wheel department is a
well-lighted basement ; the business in charge
of Professor Wood. Two men are kept mov-
ing over the territory.

Troy impressed one of the French journal-

ists so thoroughly that he printed the follow-

ing: "One thing is certain, that Zimmerman's
envoy, M. Troy, is a sportsman who often

merits the triumphant colors in the American
ring. He has in his stable a horse who has
many times won a large sum. 'Ah, yes, I

know,' exclaims Grostutard, 'you will speak
without doubt of the Cheval de Troy, Troy's
horse.'

"

HE'S A HIGH ROLLER,

W. B. Troy, Zimmermanian minister to

France, reached New York early on Thurs-

day. He was due the evening previous, but

the high seas and higher winds delayed the

steamer. Zimmerman was one of the very

few who met Mr. Troy at the dock.

There was not much to tell, and that was
told quickly. Zimmerman approved of all that

Troy had done, and, in company with George
Banker, will sail for Paris on Wednesday next
to affix his signature and fulfill his portion of

the contract.
When Zimmerman signs the document, 50,-

000 francs ($10,000), which were deposited
in a Paris bank satisfactory to Mr. Troy, will

be paid him. This is the cash consideration
for his turning professional, and competing
under the auspices of the Union Velocipedeque
Francais, who alone appear in the transaction,

although it is understood that the owners
of the Buffalo and Seine tracks in Paris and
Max Lebaudy, the young money-burning
millionaire, are the real promoters of the
enterprize. The contract stipulates that
Zimmerman shall compete in at least

sixteen races, divided between France,
Italy and Germany, for which he will re-

ceive 30 per cent, of the gate receipts.

A series of match races, three in number,
with A. W. Harris, the English crack, is also

in prospect; 25,000 francs ($5,000) per side is

named as the amount, and June next as the
date. This should be as good as another gift

to Zimmerman.
His contract with the French importers will

terminate in September, after which Zimmer-
man proposes "doing" the British Isles in

company with Wheeler, Banker and some of

the French cracks.

Later, the whole party will come to America,
and, under the management of Mr. Troy,
promote indoor tournaments.
While Harry Wheeler has not appeared very

conspicuously in the transaction, there is little

doubt that he has been a most powerful factor

in influencing Zimmerman and in bringing
about the "deal."

W. B. Young, the well-known wheelman, is

nowjwith the Storiettes, the New York maga-
zine"which is offering a Raleigh safety for the
best cycle story.

The Montauk Wheelmen, Brooklyn, give
their annual minstrel and vaudeville show
April 24. That it will be a big affair may be
judged from the fact that the Criterion Theatre
has been engaged for the occasion.

Starbuck, the Iowaian, did not leave for

Paris after all. The attractions of New York
proved too powerful for his truly rural backer,
and the latter has been too dazed since his ar-

rival to do more than drink in the sights.

Starbuck, however, says he will go anyway.

The American Raleigh racing team in

France will be composed of Zimmerman,
Wheeler, Banker and Crooks, with W. B. Troy
as "diplomat, general manager, cashier and
treasurer," and Harry Rue, trainer. W. F.
Murphy says he is going over and may
be added to the team later.

IS LERAUDY, THE YOUNG MILLIONAIRE
WHO IS BACKING THE ZIMMERMAN-

IMPORTATION CO.

Max Lebaudy, the young French million-

aire, who is practically the backer of those

engaged in the importation of Zimmerman,
is what is vulgarly termed a "high roller."

He inherited a great many millions of francs,

so many, in fact, that he has money to burn.

And, apparently, he is burning it. He is a

very young man, hardly in the twenties, and
has himself posed as a racing man. A few
weeks since the daily papers devoted a column
or more to a history of his short career, which
may, or may not be, accurate, but which, at

any rate, is particularly interesting at this

time.

Early in his career, Max's guardians, it

seems, endeavored to have his allowance
limited. But Max wouldn't have it and fought
the case stubbornly in the courts. The jury
gave a verdict in his favor. Max was over-
joyed and very naturally decided to celebrate
his victory. And he did. He organized a
banquet in one of the swellest places in Paris
and invited everyone even remotely connected
with his case; judge, jurors, witnesses, court
attaches were all bidden to the feast and but
few turned up missing. It was an affair to
remember. Everything was supplied with an
utter disregard of cost. Wine flowed literally

like water and dancing girls of the Fatima
brand, whose complexions were their only
visable garments, were features of the show.
It was a great night for Max—and Max's
friends.

Another of Lebaudy's escapades, or pranks,
was played on a Paris priest, who has gained a
reputation as an exhorter against the sending
of missionaries to Africa. The priest claimed
that there were enough heathens in Paris who
needed converting. Max thought so too.

Negroes being scarce in France, when he
decided to teach the holy father a lesson he
found it necessary to employ other means. He
hired several hundred children, whom he then
had divested of their clothing and their skins
blackened with burnt cork; next he attired
them in African costume—a ballet-sized skirt

of feathers and beads. After dark, one even-
ing, the whole regiment was then sent to the
priest's house with an appropriate note re-

questing that they be converted. His holiness
did not relish the joke, but later the young
millionaire sent him a check for several thou-
sand francs, which restored his good humor.
At last accounts Lily Langtry, was reported

as casting sheep's eyes at the young man.

Dunlop's New Racing Tire.

Death of "Jack" Wheeler.

John C. Wheeler, cousin of Harry C.
Wheeler, the professional rider, now in Paris,

died at his home in East Orange, on Tuesday,
of consumption. He was born in New Orleans,
January 24, 1868. Wheeler had a wide ac-
quaintance in the cycling trade, and acted as
trainer for Harry up to the time of the latter's

departure for Europe. At one time he was a
member of the New York Athletic Club racing
team, having considerable ability as a racing
man. He was a member of the Orange Ath-
letic Club and the East Orange Cyclers. The
funeral was held on Thursday of this week.

The special election of the Kings Co. Wheel-
men for the selection of a captain resulted in

a victory for Fred. Hawley. The total vote
was 84, of which 52 ballots were for Hawley
and 32 for Needham.

The seventh annual banquet of the Century
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, was held on Wed-
nesday evening of this week The toasts
were as follows: "L. A. W. ," President C. H.
Luscomb; "Athletes," Prof. Houston; "Field
Sports," Dr. J. Wm. White ; "The Press," H. S.

Fogel; " Racing Interests," H. E. Raymond;
" The Century Wheelmen," L. S. Kneedler;
Mossbacks, Kirk Brown.
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The Price of Columbias Never Changes.

During the year for which it is fixed. Columbias have a

staple commercial value and neither dealers nor riders hesitate

to invest in them. Every dollar invested in Columbias is

worth a dollar, because our wheels are standard articles.

We Guarantee our Price,

and our guarantee always means something. In this case it

means that we will neither deviate from the prices listed in

our catalogue during the year 1894 nor allow our agents to

do it, and our word is as good as our bond and everybody

knows it.

®
Catalogue Free at our Agencies or Mailed

for two two-cent stamps.

pope /napufaeturipo; Qo.

®
Boston.

New York.
Chicago.

Hartford.

HARTFORD : :

, BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00, $75.00.

You have your ch oice of the Columbia single tube tire or
the HARTFORD double tube the, each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HICKORY
CONTAINS

Everything Desirable.

•WW'S!?

THE HARTPDRD CYGLE CD.,
HERTFORD, CONN.

The 1894 Hickory has many improve-

ments and embodies special features not

found in any other machine. Sample ma-

chines can be found at our agencies in all

the principal cities and towns, and it will

pay you to examine them. If we have no

agent in your place write for terms and

catalogue.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.,

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel whenjwriting.
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LEAGUE FEES.

PRESIDENT LUSCOM6 SETTLES THE MUCH-
MIXED MATTER—SUBSCRIPTION TO

THE ORGAN IS OPTIONAL.

Applications for membership in the L. A.

W. must be accompanied by $2 ; if the Bulletin

is wanted, 50 cents more must be added.

Renewals cost $1 ; when the official organ is

wanted, $1.50 is the amount required.

This comes direct from President Luscomb,
and may be relied upon as authoritative. It

will settle definitely the widespread misunder-
standing now prevailing.
When asked by whom the decision, which

conflicts with the constitution, had been made,
Mr. Luscomb replied that he had taken it upon
himself to make the ruling. The Executive
Committee will meet on Sunday, when Mr.
Luscomb is very sanguine that his action will

be approved.
"But. Mr. Luscomb, even then some of your

' dear friends ' will raise a howl over the viola-

tion of the constitution?"
"Well, let them howl. I have acted for

what I believe to be the best interests of the
League, and will take the chances of satisfy-

ing the National Assembly on that score when
it meets."
There is little doubt but that the course pur-

sued by the Executive was the only one pos-
sible, in view of the unbending position of the
postal authorities, who refused to permit the
paper to be mailed at newspaper rates until

satisfactory proof be given that the sub-
scribers were bona fide, and took the paper
of their own volition.

New Canadian Racing Rules.

The Racing Board of the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association decided on the the following
new rules, at a meeting held in Toronto last

week:
A fee of 50 cents will be charged for each

race on the programme of a meet.
Race promoters must guarantee the value of

the prize and as advertised.
The Racing Board must appoint referees for

each meeting.
Riders must be responsible for entry fees,

and will be liable for expulsion if they are not
paid.

Riders for the championships must have lived
in the country six months.
The Chairman of the Board will have the

right to inquire into the status of riders at
any time.

Class B riders of the L. A. W. and profes-
sional riders of the A. A. C. are barred from
riding against members of Association.
The following classes were decided upon:

Quarter mile, 35s. ; half mile, im. 34s. and im.
30s. ; one mile, 3m. and 2m. 50s., 2m 40s. and
2m. 35s. ; two miles, 6m., 5m. 40s. and 5m.
20s.; five miles, 15m., 14m. and 13m.

New Jersey Division Championships.

The Racing Board of the New Jersey
Division held a meeting at the headquarters
in Orange on Monday. It was decided to hold
the annual meeting at Asbury Park, July 13
and 14, that the Tri-State meet be abandoned,
and that five State championship races be con-
tested. Instead of charging race promoters
a percentage for the privilege of holding
one or more championships, as in former
years, they will be allotted with the under-
standing that all League members must be
admitted to the grounds free upon presenta-
tion of their ticket of membership on such
days as championships are held. It was also
decided to run county championships and ask
race promoters to admit free to the grounds
all League members resident in the particular
county. These measures were adopted with a
view to boom the membership and give League
members "something for their money."
The championship medals will this year be
paid for by the Division.

New York State Meet at LocUport.

The New York State Division Meet has been
awarded Lockport. June 15 and 16 are the
dates most likely to be chosen.

F. J. OSMOND'S REAPPEARANCE ON
THE PATH.

Sport and Play describes, in an interesting

manner, Osmond's return to the English path:

Osmond strode fleet and free upon the greensward,
ready to repeat once more bygone deeds of derring
do. Frederick the Great was there enveloped in a
long overcoat with a broad velvet collar ; a trifle fine
drawn, perhaps, but still to all appearance the Fred.
Osmond of old. It was said that the champion had
been training assiduously, and had attained much of
his ancient speed ; this was, to some extent, proved
when he turned out on a Whitworth, geared to 72, to
ride in the fifth heat of the one mile bicycle scratch
race. His only competitors were R. C. Ayton, of
Coventry, and Wilhelm Henie, the champion of Nor-
way, and, without wasting much time in description,
it may be said that Osmond sprinted home and won
with eas<^ in 2m. 32 1-5S., not good time certainly, but
by no means bad for a waiting scratch race, and by
three seconds the fastest heat of the lot. That Osmond
was the Osmond of old it would be absurd to say. He
seemed to lack the vital spark, the vim, the looseness
of limb, which characterized him in 1891. Judged on
his form in that heat, Osmond is still a cha.i.pion, but
not the champion of old, and general regret was ex-
pressed that he did njt turnout in the final, which
was won by Osborne, with Henie second. There was
a good deal of discussion as to whether Freddy would
have won the final—covered in 3m. 8 1 5s., and opinion
was fairly divided. Osborne is going very well just
just now, and sprints well ; but Henie was a good
second, having been in the heat completely lost by
Osmond. The last-named subsequently rode in the
half mile handicap, but never got within striking dis-
tance, so to speak, and eased up when coming down
the straight.
Well, Osmtnd rode as he said he would, making his

first appearance on the path in a race since he won the
Brixton Cup at Heme Hill in 1892. Nothing could
exceed the magnificence of his reception. As he was
seen enveloped in a long ulster, making his way to
the starting post, the immense gathering, hanging
over the rails, fully ten thousand strong, recognized
him at once. All round the circle went a ripple of
applause, which increased in volume as recognition
became more general, until the popular favorite was
the recipient of an ovation which must have been as
gratifying as it was enthusiastic. Osmond is un-
questionably anxious to recover some of his old speed,
and we should say is now riding better than ever he
did last year in America. Billy Bramson looked quite
proud as he walked the lordly Whitworth on to the
track, and undoubtedly had done his utmost for his
charge.

Sanction Granted.

The L. A. W. Racing Board announces the
granting of the following sanctions:
June 23, South End Wheelmen, Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; April 21, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, Pa. ; September 1, Ramb-
lers Cycle Club, Wallingford, Conn. ; April 10
Jas. Thorn, Milford, Mass.

; June 26, Walthani
Bicycle Club, Waltham, Mass. ; September 6,
the Waltham Bicycle Park Association, Wal-
tham, Mass. ; September 8, Bay State Bicycle
Club, Worcester, Mass.

; June 20-21, Arrow
Cycle Club, DuBois, Pa. ; May 30, June 1
Neshaming Falls Co., Neshaming, Pa. ; May
30-31, Southern California Division, National
City, Cal.

; June 1, the Foresters, Fresno, Cal •

May 30, Fresno Athletic Club, Fresno,' Cal
May 30, Reliance Athletic Club, Alameda'
Cal.; June 26, Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, Auburn, N. Y. ; May 30, Kanawola Bi-
cycle Club, Elmira, N. Y. ; May 4, College of
City of New York, New York City, N Y •

July 31, Orange Athletic Club Cyclers East
Orange, N. J.; August 10-n, Asbury' Park
Athletic Association, Asbury Park, N. J.- Tulv
4, Hudson Bicycle Club, Hudson, N. Y.

•'

April
26, Trinity School, Berkley Oval, N.' Y.

'

K. C. W. Meet Will Be Held at Gravesend.
The Kings County Wheelmen have made an

agreement with the Parkway Driving Club,
whereby their race meet on June 30 will be
held at the one-half mile track at Gravesend.
The Parkway Ciub will put the track in order,
and offer the use of the club-house and grand
stand, seating 3,000 spectators, for 25 per cent,
of the gate receipts. Special trains will be
run on the elevated railroads.

The Brooklyn B. C.'s election, on Tuesday
night, resulted as follows, the figures showing
the number of ballots cast. President Isaac
B. Potter, 78; Geo. T. Stebbins, 1; H. F.
Brinkerhoff, 1. Total 80. Vice-President
Walter L. Simm, 65; Geo. T. Stebbins, 12.

Total 77. Secretary Chas. A. Angel, 76; W.
E. Edgerly, 1. Total 77. Treasurer Howard
E. Raymond. Total 80. Trustees for three
years, Oscar M. Edgerly, 77; W. E. Fuller,

47; Geo. T. Stebbins, 48. Messrs. C. Behnning
received 41 and J. E. Beach, 36.

TO AGENTS.

We have not, like some

of our elder brethren, any

of our '93 production in

the hands of large job-

bers, so dealers purchas-

ing Bicycles of us will

not have their throats cut

by the market being

flooded with Columbus No.

7' s at reduced list

price.

Remember our 28-lb.

wheel for $90.00, and our

25-lb. one for $100. 00.

We want good agents. We

do not deal with jobbers.

Write us for territory and

discounts and save the

jobbers profit. We have

the equal of any Bicycle

made regardless of price.

If you do not believe it,

order a sample and see.

Very truly yours,

THE COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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TRI-STATE JWEET IS OFF,

FORMALLY ABANDONED — DENVER'S PE-
CULIAR TACTICS—HiLMES ASKS THAT

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN BE DIS-
CIPLINED.

If the new official clarion of the League of

American Wheelmen is particularly anxious

to secure a plain, unvarnished opinion of its

merits, its demerits and its methods, an inter-

view with James S. Holmes, Chief Consul of

the New Jersey Division will likely furnish

excellent material and cause a very general

ruffling of the clarion's dark green plumage.

For if the truth must be told Mr. Holmes is

mad; and not without reason.

The organ's uncalled for attack on the East,

for which the proposed tri-State meet at Asbury

Park furnishes the basis. In this attack the

Easterners were openly accused of all manner

of green and purple eyed jealousy, and, practi-

cally, of conspiring to injure the Denver meet.

It was also suggested that they be "sup-

pressed" and that- sanction be withheld from

the Asbury Park people.

As Mr. Holmes was among those most con-

cerned it was quite natural that his indignation

should have been aroused. And it is. He
has officially called the attention of President
Luscomb to the matter and in terms that

permit of no mistaking. He has asked that

the official organ be disciplined for its un-
warranted action, and there is little reason to

doubt but that his request or demand will be
heeded. In fact, President Luscomb, admits
that the editorial was "unwise" and un-
excusable and imp'ies that a satisfactory

retraction will be promptly forthcoming.
It is only a short while since the former

Bulletin "raked" Mr. Luscomb in a somewhat
similar manner. It aroused his mad so

thoroughly that he knows "just how it is" to

be in Mr. Holmes' boots and how retractions

and apologies should be worded. The humble
pie and crow-pudding which the Bulletin must
swallow is already in the oven.
Mr. Holmes. is also at a loss to understand

the continued pugnacity of Denver, in fact, he
states that he cannot understand how it ever
began.
At the Louisville meeting, where the Tri-

State meet was first proposed by a Pennsyl-
vanian, the Denver delegates were informed
of the project and offered no objections, but
apparently accepted the information in the
proper spirit, and all hands parted on most
cordial terms. Nor sooner, however, had the
Coloradoians reached home than they and
their allies began to fire hot shot into the
Asbury Park camp. It astonished those who
knew of the cordial parting at Louisville, and
in order to reassure the Denverites, on Manh
12th Mr. Holmes wrote Chief Consul McGuire,
of Colorado, the following:

My Dear Mr. McGuire— I notice with regret that
some of the Western cycle papers infer that in the pro-
posed Tri-State meet at Asbury Park, July 13 and 14,

that we are working in opposition to Denver. Let me
say to you that we are too far above such a plan, and
I pledge you my earnest support to help make the
National meet the grandest ever held. I shall do my
best to send you as many New Jersey visitors as pos-
sible, and I know every other Eastern State will do
their share.

Apparently Mr. McGuire accepted this

friendly and reassuring letter, as under date
of March 26 he replied:

Dear Mr. Holmes: lam very sorry some of the
Western people — including myself — have miscon-
strued your intention to run a tri-State meet at As-
bury Park. We 'hought the friends we had met at
Louisville were above such a thing, but for a time be-
lieved you really intended, inasmuch as the National
meet was too far away, to get up a gathering as much
of National character as possible for the accommoda-
tion of the far Eastern members who would be unable
to come to Denver. This we are glad to know is not
your purpose, and I am exceedingly sorry the sus-
picion ever entered our heads. Of course we feel
that it will detract slightly from our meet, but rest
satisfied in the belief that you folks are not to blame
even if by accident several of the Eastern wheelmen
should be content with the A. P. meet instead of com-
ing to Denver.
Thanking you sincerely for the support which you

extend, and for your kindly assurances, I remain, etc.,

On March 23 The Wheel announced New
York's withdrawal, and the practical abandon-
ment of the Tri-State affair. This, and the fra-

ternal sentiments exchanged by Colorado and
New Jersey, would, it was supposed, result in

a complete restoration of "peace and good-
will." Imagine, then, the astonishment which
followed the receipt of the Bulletin of March
29, containing its attack on the East, and of

Cycling West, of April 1, the latter of which is

edited by Mr. McGuire himself, and which
contained the following bitter, contemptible
and over-weighted screed:

We are in receipt of a labored letter from one of
Asbury Park's delegates to the L. A. W. convention
protesting against our condemnation of the contem-
plated nastiness of his puerile constituents. In tone
and substance it verifies our opinion of their status
completely. Naturally enough, we would have
ignored it were it not for the pitiful inanity that be-
trays, all unconsciously, the shallow substance of the
promises so glibly made us and the undercurrent of
jealousy and spite that actuated its production.
There is pabulum for much serious thought in its

simulated indignation, but it is of a character that is

scarcely creditable to our ouraged (?) friends by the
sea. Again we repeat, we respect and admire an open
antagonist and despise a sneak. Let all galled jades
wince.

Easterners who are interested and familiar
with the state of affairs, even some of those
who supported Denver, are unable to compre-
hend what manner of men are handling the
National meet or what can actuate their con-
tinued animosity and illfeeling. Their own
utterances have placed themselves in a most
ridiculous position, from which they had best
retire and explain as gracefully as the circum-
stances will permit.

While Mr. Holmes is decidedly wrathy over
the Bulletin's attack, he is more, hurt than
angry at Denver's continued show of feeling

and repudiation of the olive branch extended
and, apparently, accepted in the proper spirit.

He is loyal to the League, and has no desire

to injure either the organization, the Denver
meet or Asbury Park's prospects for '95. He
has, therefore, formally declared the tri-State

meet "off." The Asbury Park function will

consequently be a Division meet pure and
simple.

It is to be hoped that this will now satisfy

Denver, and all others concerned, of New Jer-

sey's loyalty and sincerity.

The following Division Racing Board has
been named for Kentucky: John Clendening,
Covington, Ky. ; M. J. Fleck, Louisville; T. C.

Walden, Owensboro.

NO CLASS A CHAMPIONSHIPS.

CHAIRMAN RAYMOND SATS THE PRESENT
SYSTEM IS SUFFICIENTLY COMPLEX.

.Unless through some untoward circumstance,

a Class A man should contrive to win a National

championship, the world will have to guess
who is the champion " pure" of America.

Chairman Raymond made this clear in con-

versation with a Wheel representative on
Wednesday last, as he was hurrying to catch a
train for Philadelphia, where he was to speak
at the Century Wheelmen's annual dinner.
" No," he said very decisively, in answer to a

query, "we don't propose to arrange champion-
ships for Class A men. Things are already
sufficiently complex and complicated without
adding three or four series of championships."
From an English standpoint, whichngpitiojT Js
shared by many American puristft-tuis means
that there will be no American champion in

'94, as England refuses to recognize Class B as
the genuine article.

6 1894

L. A. W. Headquarters in'

Secretary Abbot Bassett, of the"

was in New York of Wednesday of this week
arranging for farewell banquets preparatory
to his removal to Chicago, so he said laugh-
ingly. He states that renewals are p~uring
in quite as fast as usual, notwithstanding the
increased dues, and is convinced that were it

not for the unfortunate reports atd misunder-
standings which have got abroad, that the re-

newals would have been ahead of those during
the corresponding period of last year.

The silver-haired Secretary leaves for
Chicago on Saturday. Headquarters have
been established there at No. 46 Van Buren
Street. He will remain in the Windy City but
a few days, his present trip being merely a
flyer to arrange his office. Later he will take
up his residence permanently in that city.

Until then the office will be in charge of Bur-
ton F. White, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Illinois Division.

M. A. C. C. Committees.

President Hildick, of the Metropolitan Asso-
ciation of Cycling Clubs, announces the
following committees for year 1894:

Membership—W. C. M. Hotze, H. Strugnell, L. G.
Miller.
Races—J. J. Woods, Fred Hawley, M. A. Heath, W.

E. Scudder. Geo. H. Miller.
Social Intercourse—Wm. O. Tate, Wm Hoteman,

Chas. A. Underhill, L. Owen Miner, Chas. Hewlett.
Political Action—R. G. Betts, C. A. Angell, Louis C.

Allen, Geo. Morgan, Wm. E. West, Frank A. Barr.
Streets and Roads—W. E. Fuller, C. von Lengerke,

M. Luke Case, A. H. Chamberlain, Adolph Stahl.
The Chairman is named first in each instance.

Zitn's Declaration.

"You can fully believe me when I say that I

will be as honest in my racing in the profes-

sional as I hope I have been in the amateur
ranks." [Extract from a personal letter from
Zimmerman.]

Zola is to write a book on cycling.

A FORECAST OF THE '94 CHAMPIONSHIPS.
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THE LADIES* LEAGUE.

ITS AIMS AND OBJECTS-NO SOCIAL LINES
—DRESS TO BE DISCUSSED AND WHEELS

BOUGHT AT THE "LOWEST
POSSIBLE KATES."

The International Bicycle Club (for ladies),

which was organized in Brooklyn in a modest

way a few weeks since, has set itself a very

large task. This is made clear by the an-

nouncement which has been issued from

"headquarters," which explain the aims,

objects and intentions of the club very fully.

The announcement says:

" The need of an international bicycle club

for women has long been felt, and at last it has

merged into being, with women of culture, ex-

perience and refinement at its head.

" This new organization, which in reality

will embrace many smaller clubs, has broad

intentions, and strikes at the very root of

matters.

'•The question, as it stands, is that the num-

ber of women who ride to-day, although 150

per cent, of what it was two seasons ago, is

not so large as it should be. All are enthusi-

astic about riding, yet each woman has not

felt it a duty, as well as a pleasure, to interest

others, to widen the field, to look to her dress
and style of riding, so that none may be de-

terred from learning because of her riding or

wearing her suit in such a manner as to cause

comment.
"Throughout the United States there are

women who would ride if only they saw more
of their neighbors doing so, and here in New
York City, as early as 5 in the morning, a

large number of ladies are seen riding with
their maids and footmen upon upper Fifth

Avenue and the Boulevard. There are women
who ride because their health demands such
exercise, or because they enjoy the regal

sport. They dread criticism, and slip out in

the early morning for fear of meeting those
who know them. How much better it would
be if they rode at all times, not afraid or

ashamed of their exercise.

"It is largely to encourage these women
into riding at all times that this club has been
organized, but more for those who have never
learned, who are as yet ignorant of the pleasure

to be derived therefrom, and also to promote
to its highest plane the benefits of cycling,

that this plan is put forth.

"It was decided to refrain from bringing
social lines into this club, but to generously
admit any woman who rides, or who hopes to

ride and is interested in promoting its inter-

ests. Contingents will be formed all over tne
country, with the chief head in New York, and
thorough, earnest work will be speedily begun.
"The question of the proper costume will be

discussed, and all are cordially invited to sub-

mit ideas and designs. The question of roads
for touring is another which is welcome, and
all suggestions for good routes will be received,

copied and filed, so that any one contemplat-
ing a tour can learn from headquarters the
safest and most pleasant roads from place to

place. This is a point on which all members
can contribute tor the general good.
"Members from a distance visiting New

York will be warmly welcomed and accorded
all possible courtesy, and correspondence at

all times will be promptly answered.
" The club will use its endeavors in securing

wheels for its members at the lowest possible

rates, and will give the names of the nearest
reliable agents and dealers from whom they
may purchase."
The first meeting was held at No. 342 West

Fourteenth Street on March 14, when Mrs.
Cora Marceau Holahan was elected President.

The headquarters were fixed at the same
address.

At the games of the Twenty-third Regiment,
Brooklyn, April 7: Two Mile Handicap— 1, A.

R. Boerum, Co. K, scratch; 2, L. Ellis, Co. E,

145 yards. Time, 6m. 52 3-5S. The armory
record for the distance was lowered 4 1-5S.

BRESLER'S TRIAL.

PRESIDENT LUSCOMB NAMES MAY 13 AS
THE DATE AND NEW YORK AS

THE PLACE.

The trial of Jos. M. Bresler, the suspended

Chief Consul of the Michigan Division, on the

charges preferred by ten members of his

Division, will take place in New York on

May 12 next.

President Luscomb gave this information to

the press on Tuesday of this week.
As provided by the L. A. W. constitution,

the trial board will consist of President
Luscomb and Messrs. C. F. Cossum, Howard
L. Perkins, W. W. Watts and Sterling Elliott,

Chairmen respectively of the Rights and
Privileges, Membership, Rules and Regulation
and Highway Improvement Committees.
W. C. Noack, Secretary-Treasurer of the

troublesome Division, will be tried on the
same date. At the time that Mr. Bresler was
suspended, Mr. Noack was admonished that
similar action would be taken in his case if he
failed to do as instructed. Malfeasance in

office are among the charges against both
men.

The wheelmen of Flatbush, L. I., are jubi-

lant over the re-election of Judge Sweeney.
He has always been their friend, and in the
past has severely reprimanded all road hog-
ism when presiding in his judicial capacity
upon grievances of wheelmen. If there was
as much interest taken by the judges of other
districts as that taken by Judge Sweeney,
wheelmen would have no cause to fear perfect
freedom on the public highways. Chas.
Schwalbach was one of the hardest workers
for his re-election.

So many pupils of the English High School,
Boston, save horse car fares by riding wheels,
that a room has been equipped with racks for
the storage of ioo machines.

TRI-STATE RELAY RACE.

FROM NEW YORK TO PHILADELPHIA-THE
PROPOSED SCHEME.

While it has been definitely decided to

abandon a Tri or Bi-State meet at Asbury Park,
another plan is in course of perfection that
will enlist the interest of New York, New Jer-
sey and Pennsylvania. The proposed scheme
is a Tri-State relay, Class A and B, race from
New York to Philadelphia by a roundabout
course, measuring 150 miles.
The details of the new project are rather

complicated and based on a new plan, but it is

thought that it will add interest to the regula-
tion relay race.

It is proposed that each State furnish two
teams of three men each, composed respect-
ively of Class A and Class B men. The first

relay, to be made up of a representative from
each Class A team, is to start from New York
and ride a certain distance, the men scoring
points for their respective States in the order
of their arrival. At this point three Class B
men are to take up the ride and proceed in a
similar way, the two classes alternating with
each other to the finish.

It is further proposed to enlist the support
of manufacturers having racing teams.
The race is to be pushed by the New York

Times, with the aid of Chairman Raymond and
the Chief Consuls of the various States
interested. It was Mr. Raymond who sug-
gested the intermingling of the two classes.

Individual prizes 'will be given to the mem-
bers of the winning team in addition to team
trophies.

While the plans have not been entirely ma-
tured, it is proposed to hold the event on
June 2.

The New Jersey Division's membership has
passed the 2,000 mark and is rapidly climbing
upward. A road-book is offered to every
member securing three applicants and to each
of these applicants a complete set of road
maps is given.

-
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T^^HIS picture represents the return to the Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co.'s office and factories

ff (JV at Trenton, N. J. , all our traveling salesmen who have been soliciting orders for Cyclone,

^^ Climax and Rex Pneumatic Tires of our manufacture. It may seem strange to you that

daring these dull times any manufacturing company should do what we have done.

Our factory is full of orders and we are running day and night to fill them promptly.

It would be manifestly unfair for us to take the many large orders that our salesmen might
have secured from manufacturers, and deprive the many thousand customers consisting of

jobbers and repair men, also the riders who have shown us so much consideration through
these people, from securing these most excellent tires. Every person has been treated fairly

by us and always will be. We have not a dissatisfied customer on our books. This is a record

to be proud of.

Riders, dealers and repair men are requested to send to us for samples of our tires, which
will be forwarded and forwarded free of charge. If your present air tube is defective or leaks,

send for sample and information pertaining to the "Invincible." Every one should send for

and use our inner tubes, each one bears our name and every tire our written guarantee. In the

Cyclone, Climax and Rex you get the best tires, most reliable, resilient and strong.

Catalogues and low prices will be sent you. Address all communications to

Eastern Rubber M'fg Co.,

bir-Aistohes :

NEW YORK, .

CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

90 Chambers Street

207 Lake Street

Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St,

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co

Please add : "Saw it in The Wheel,"
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THOUGHTS FROM ARTHUR ALLEN'S
THINK-TANK.

O follow, from season to season, the

different mechanical features that

have had the call with the up-to-date wheel-

man is most interesting. Time was when the

ri lers of certain localities were prone to form

cliques according to the articles of their faith

in cycle construction.

This was particularly true in the smaller

cities and towns. The rallying cries of these

bands are amusing to us now, but they were

indeed serious in their own time. We may
recollect what heresy it was once considered

in certain regions to ride a Star—that of the

levers and little wheel in front.

Touring along the shore of the Connecticut

on one occasion, riding an ordinary, I heard

an exclamation from a farmhand, away off in a

cornfield. The distance was considerable, but

to him, the strangeness, of my mount, elicited

his surprise and curiosity to such an extent
that he shouted to his co-laborer in another
portion of the field:

" Hey ! Jim, there goes a fellow on a bisickle
wi h the little wheel behind !

"

The true import of his words struck me at
the time, for I knew that the Star wheel was
almost the only mount known among the
riders of the town through which I was pass-
ing.

This incident will be amusine to those who
date back far enough, for the old Star

—

although it disputed for a time with the ordin-
ary, in worthy style, various fine-drawn ques-
tions, was never, except for a brief season,
when some Star phenomenon like Kluge,
Webber or Zimmerman appeared, what could
be called more than a lukewarm favorite with
wheelmen generally. And at the time when
Zimmerman gave Windle his first defeat in the
mile at Peoria, it was very well understood
not only by the cognoscenti, but the duffers at
cycling as well, that among the phenomenal
riders of a dozen years, the Webbers and Zim-
mermans were but as prizes in a lottery.
But this only in passing.
The ordinary was in the majority by great

odds, and so the largest contempt was directed
by the tall-wheel riders against those who were
so lacking in the true conception of what con-
stituted awheel as to ride a "coffee mill."
Such was the atmosphere in which we lived
cyclewise; an atmosphere full of discussion
about the direct spoke or the tangent, of ellip-

tical backbones, cow-horn handle bars, pedals
with round rubbers or with square, or tires
that were cemented in, or those whose slogan
was "no cement." And it would probably
have been so to this day but for the coming of
the safety and the pneumatic tires, and the
consequent enlargment of the scope of useful-
ness of the bicycle.

We are still, in some instances, prone to go
in droves after a certain make of wheel; but I

think we do not take them as we take our
religious creeds quite so much as formerly,
and certainly we are fast learning tolerance of
the other fellow's views. This tolerance
should be cultivated. There is no more
reason why Jones, who rides a wheel made by
Dubbs & Co., should be remarked a chump by
Smith, who preaches the worth of the Scorcher
Co.'s product, than there is sense in the drivers
of different style turnouts meeting on the
highway and badinaging each other over the
worth or non-worth of Oilem's harnesses or
perfurned axlegreases,

THINK FOR YOURSELF.

There is no excuse in these days for the man
who puts up a howl about the high price of

wheels. Wheels can be bought to-day for $60
that could not be bought three years ago at

any price.

If you have from seventy-five to one hundred
dollars to invest in a bicycle, there are good
wheels waiting for your money. If you can
afford the product that demands the very
highest price, and buy just because the rest of

your set or clique ride that particular make,
you have no right to howl about high prices.

When you and thousands more learn to select

your mount, not with respect to the fad of

your crowd or the "floor space" of the makers
or their "years of experience," but simply
having in mind your pocketbook, you will be
doing your part toward bringing the price of

wheels down where you think it ought to be.

This is competition.
You can play at it as well as the manufact-

urer. And if you will but look about among
the wheels that are offered this season and use
your think-box you will hardly fail to observe
that the manufacturer is inclined to meet you
fairly with his price. Your good judgment in

selecting the wheel that most nearly fills your
actual requirements, everything considered,
will have its effect on future prices. You are
perfectly free to-day to ride whatever you will,

and no one will pity you for your mount, un-
less it prevents you keeping with the crowd.
And this particular "keeping with the crowd

"

is the genius of the sport. We would not see
it pass away. But the other, the day of cliques
and factions and creeds of mere cycle con-
struction, it is better that they are dying.

To-day I saw a wheel with a very

NARROW TREAD

surrounded by a dozen curious riders.

Now, there are narrow treads and narrow
treads.

The Cycling A. of A. says that the proper
way to measure the tread of a wheel is to
measure from centre to centre of pedals, but
this method will hardly bear so close inspec-
tion as such a fine-drawn consideration war-
rants. Suppose, for instance, the wheel to be
fitted with pedals 3^ in. wide and the tread
measures 6 in. from centre to centre of these

;

now, we put on pedals 4 inches wide to
accommodate a rider with big feet, and the
tread measures by% in. Is this right? Would
it not be nearer correct to measure from inside
to inside of the inner pedal guards? Or, bet-

ter yet, since pedals vary not a little in the

"closeness" of build, to measure the tread of

the machine from outside to outside of cranks,
where pedals are bolted on, and then give the
pedals an account of their own.
Would it not make a good war-cry for the

pedal makers, something like this: "Close-
built pedals, warranted to run within 5-32 in.

of face of crank. Riders who appreciate nar-
row tread should use our close-built pedals."
But, to be serious, there is a deal of juggling
in these days with the term "narrow tread."
After measuring the tread from inner plate to
inner plate of pedal, the purchaser must bear
in mind that between two treads of equal
width, that is the better construction which
has its ball races farthest apart and has ade-
quate crank and sprocket fastenings.

Arthur Allen Dean.

An Improvised Match.
"I'll lay five sovs. that I beat anybody,

Harris included," said Warwick the other day
at the Winter Velodrome in Paris. No sooner
said than Harry Wheeler took up the challenge
on behalf of Harris, who, being present, had
arranged straightway with pacemakers; dist-

ance five miles. The pace was very fast, and
two laps from the end the men were abreast

;

but Harris suddenly dashed to the front and
gradually increased his lead till, at crossing
the bar, he was 100 yards ahead. Time,
12m. 31 2-5S. Will he take Zimmerman down
as neatly?—The Cycle.

Stole the Show Wheel.
Arthur E. Preyer, who has just opened a

retail store at No. 1 Park Place, tied a '93

Model D, Victor to the railing in front of the
building, as an advertisement, on Saturday
last. Later in the day he discovered that
some one had severed the rope with a knife
and rode off with the machine. He offers a
reward of $25 for its recovery. It is No.
46,250. The wheel that is now doing duty as
an advertisement is fastened with several
yards of chain and a couple of padlocks.

'What Irritates a Man.
According to the Ladies Standard Journal,

the arrangement of the skirt is a point which
must be settled conclusively before starting,

so that after mounting you do not feel a dis-

agreeable drawing or hitching anywhere.
Nothing so irritates a man at any time as to
have the lady in his company constantly ill at
ease about her clothing, and she cannot ride
well if her mind is disturbed about her appear-
ance.

SCENE IN A TIRE FACTORY.
(Indiana Rubber Company, Indianapolis.)
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WITH THE WASHINGTONIANS.

THE DEALERS DWELL IN PEACE.
REPORT TRADE GOOD.

AND

Washington, D. C, April 4.—In Washing-

ton the dealers are perhaps on more friendly

terms than in any other city. For their

mutual protection they have a set of rules,

which enable them to overcome many diffi-

culties which beset dealers in other localities.

The great evil in the instalment business is

remediedby compelling the purchaser to meet
every payment, or else deliver the wheel into
the custody of the person from whom it was
bought.
While every dealer may not live up to all

the rules, yet they have a wholesome effect.

The dealers find business good.
The H. S. Owen Mfg. Co. have a handsome

store on New York Avenue, where they dis-

play the Capital. In speaking of the output
of this familiar firm, it may seem unnecessary
to point out the fact that originality has ever
been their motto, and it is worthy of note that
their originality is not of that peculiar type
which begets monstrosities for which there is

no market. Their '94 model is light and
graceful, and embodies several new depart-
ures. The company do a good local business,
and do not cater extensively for outside trade.
"During alterations Ramblers will be sold

as usual." This sign, tacked on to a temporary
wooden front of Gormully & Jeffery's store on
Fourteenth Street, meets the eye of the passer-
by. Manager Graves is making alterations,
having taken the entire building, and is putting
in a new glass front, which he says will make
the best store in Washington, in any line, look
cheap. Ramblers enjoy a prosperous trade in
Washington and in the South, which is handled
from Washington branch.
W. A. Richwine, a Quakerite by birth, finds

Washington an agreeable place in which to
sell Columbias. This concern is the District
Cycle Co. They have a store near the Capitol,
on Pennsylvania Avenue. They also handle
the Crescent.
W. T. Robertson& Co. manufacture a toe-clip

and also make a machine called the Elk for
the local trade.

One of the most novel toe-clips on the
market is made by E. Clapp. It consists of a
wire frame which can be tensioned to fit any
foot. The clip has been sold principally in
Washington, where it has given satisfaction.

Another Extension Crank.

E. A. Wright, Davenport, la., is manufact-
uring an automatic extension crank which can
be lengthened or shortened at will while rid-
ing. When the crank is near the lower end of
the down stroke a hard push will lengthen it

either half or its full length, as the rider may
desire. It can be shortened in the same way
on the up-stroke. The invention's principal
advantage is hill-climbing. It weighs three
ounces more than the ordinary six-inch crank,
and the mechanism is claimed to be simple and
free from all liability to get out of order.

Royal Flush Cycles.

A concern but little heard of in the past is
the Royal Flush Cycle Co., who have recently
removed from Elyria, where their business has
been conducted for the last eighteen months,
to Toledo, O.. where they have a factory on
Erie Street. The removal Was owing to the
growth of the business, which was so satis-
factory as to compel a lease of larger quarters.
The company selected Toledo because, in that
city, there are great facilities for manufac-
turing.

Ramblers will be pushed in East Tennessee
by Messrs. Gardner & Ross, a new Knoxville
concern. I. G. Gardner was for several years
agent for the G. & J. Co. at Charlotte, N. C,
and A. M. Ross represented the same firm at
Hot Springs, N. C.

Amos Shirley, the Eighth Avenue dealer, is
about to open a branch store at 47 West 125th
Street, Harlem. He has secured the up-town
agency for the Columbia and Hartford.

THE TRADE OF MEXICO.

MR. GORMULLY INVESTIGATING THE
FIELD.

The Wheel seems fated to become the

organ of the Mexican trade.

And if organs were not fateful to inde-

pendence and profit, it might even consider a

proposition to become the Official Thunderer

of the League of Mexican wheelmen.

The Wheel's Mexican friend sends us a
letter of some interest—very frank, perhaps.

Mr. Gormully may relish the publication of

his Napoleonic designs on Mexican trade, and
the polite and frictionless Bode—a very Ster-

ling chap—will no doubt be well amused at

the application to him of the general adjective

"fresh."
Some time since, our correspondent in the

City of Mexico sent The Wheel some inter-

esting information about Mexican trade. That
the article attracted some attention is certain,

since E. C. Stearns & Co.—through the perusal

of it—have opened up quite a trade in the

"Yellow Fellows," in the land of the gloomy
Astecs.

Mr. G. Is On Deck.

Mexico, March 31, 1894.

Perhaps you would be interested to know that Mr.
R. Phillip Gormully (of Gormully & Jeffery) is here
since some days. He is arranging for the pushing of

his wheel here. He has appointed A. B. Mohler
agent, and will furnish him wheels and sundries on
commission, and he expects to run all other makes
out of the country. I! fear, though, his expectations
will hardly be realized.

I had hoped to send you some photos, but will not
be enabled to get them until next week, when I will

send them, in the hopes that they may interest you;
and you might insert one in your paper, if only to
show that we are not as bad as that fresh, young man.
Bode, painted us in your esteemed (?) contemporary.

A Wheel Which Represents Many Firms.

Lewis Geyler, of the Century Wheelmen,
has a wheel which he would not sell for a

good sum (according to the Philadelphia En-
quirer). It weighs 24 >£ pounds, and was built

by Mr. Geyler himself. He did not buy the

parts, but during the week of the National
Cycle Show he conceived the idea of building

the wheel, and worked in a quiet way among
the exhibitor's. The result is that nearly

every exhibitor is represented in the wheel's

make-up. Every part was separate, even to

the spokes of the wheels, the parts of the

chain, the wooden rims and ball bearings.

The wheel as it now stands is a beauty, and is

equipped with a pair of tires, which were pre-

sented to Mr. Geyler by a well-known manu-
facturer. Mr. Geyler intends using the wheel
at the local race meets this year.

AN ^ESTHETIC ESTABLISHMENT.

OVERMAN'S NEW YORK BRANCH SETS A
NEW MARK FOR THE GOTHAM

CYCLE-SELLERS.

W. C. Overman, the manager of the Over-

man Wheel Co.'s New York branch at 23

Warren Street, has about completed the

arrangement of the store, and incidentally

done himself proud in so doing. It is without

exception one of, if not the handsomest and
most attractive bicycle establishment in the

city.

The front has been altered in order to dis-

play the wheels to advantage, while the in-

terior has been fitted up with great care and
no small expenditure of money. The space
occupied is the street floor, basement and
sub-basement, each 25x75 feet. An oriel show
window, 6x9 feet, with a deep platform 7x7
feet, has been put in for the display of Vic-
tors. At the right, on entering, a raised plat-
form, 6x44 feet, covered with a rich shade of
velvet carpet, has been built for exhibiting
samples. On the left a space has been railed
off for salesmen's use and supplied with heavy
cabinets for keeping a stock of sundries. The
trimmings, partitions, counters, desks, etc.,

are of quartered oak, the floor being of hard,
white maple, waxed and polished.
The private and general offices are located

in the rear. The decorations of the ceiling
and side walls is very handsome, giving a
rich finish to the whole. The walls, for a
height of 7 feet, have been covered with em-
bossed Japanese leather paper in bronze and
a tint of green, while the portion above and
the ceiling is finished in a golden tan, with
delicate empire ornaments of light green and
gold. The entire establishment is lighted by
electricity, the chandelier being of heavy
brass. There are in all sixty-four lights. In
the basement is a complete repair shop, the
machinery and elevator being run by a three-
horse electric motor. The facilities in this
branch are very complete.

The Howard A. Smith Co., of Newark, will
establish a factory at Dover, N. J., for the
manufacture of sundries and wheels, providing
the sum of $8,000 is raised as an inducement
for removing the plant from Newark and $25,-
000 of the stock L taken by citizens.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Co. seem more than fortunate in the
matter of " Testimonials." They have issued
a little pamphlet, with a startlingly red cover,
containing a raft of "good" words for the
"Lu-Mi-Num." They call it: "First Broad-
side."
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And will sail for France in a few days to scoop in a lot of Johnny Cre-

paud's gold. He will be aided and abetted by the best tire on earth, the
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He can't afford to run any risk. He must have the best.

Beatrice, Neb.,
March 23, 1894

To American Dunlop Tire Co.,

New York:

Dear Sirs—I thank you for

the way you have stood by

your guarantee on tires with

my customers. No one could

ask for more or get more.

Yours truly,

(Signed) B. H. BUFFHAM,

(Al/no), Correspondent Bicycle News.
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San Francisco,
March 23, 1894.

The American Dunlop Tire Co.,

New York :

Dear Sirs—I have used your

Dunlop Tires for the last ten

months, and although I have

traveled over some of the worst

roads in California, I have

never had a puncture in it. It

has given satisfaction in every

respect. Yours, etc.

(Signed) JOS. SIMS,
Captain Y. M. C A. Cycling Clubs of

San Francisco.

^merieap Duplop Jir^ <?o.

504-506 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET,

New York.
Get our Catalog for the asking.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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FACTORIES IN FULL BLAST.

IN THE HOOSIER CAPITAL—POINTERS
PICKED UP CONCERNING CYCLE,

TIRE AND CHAIN MAKING.

Indianapolis, Ind., April 6.—In his tour of

the trade of Indianapolis during the past week
a representative of The Wheel called on the

redoubtable Birdie Munger at the Munger
Cycle Co.'s factory, located at St. Joe and

Fort Wayne Streets. The building occupies

two sides of a triangular shaped piece of

ground, running between these two streets.

The section in the corner will shortly be built

upon and the factory enlarged. The building

is three stories in height, the Munger Co.

occupying the two upper stories. It is one of

the most complete factories in the world of

its size, and the wheel built is a credit to its

designer and builder. Munger is a genius.

This being his first year in the manufacture of

wheels on his own account every step is being
carefully taken. When The Wheel man
called the factory was found in full blast, with
a force of fifty-five men working thirteen

hours, and a daily output of eight or nine
wheels.
The first floor of the factory is used for

heavy machinery work and office and stock
room. The second floor is devoted to the

enamelling, nickel-plating, polishing and
assembling. Munger is in the factory all the

time and knows no such word as rest. He
very willingly showed The Wheel represen-
tative the many points of interest in the

factory.
There is nothing but tool steel used in the

bearings of the wheel. In the frames, Ellwood
and Credenda tubing is being used. It is

held that for some parts of the frame one is

superior to the other. The tubing used, is all

1 8 and 20 gauge and for the racing wheels 18,

20 and 22 gauge. The entire factory is

fully equipped to build light wheels and
nothing else. The frame of the 16 pound
wheel weighs %% pounds, of the 18 pound
wheel 4^ pounds, and of the 22 pound wheel

5^ pounds.
The special features in the factory made the

visit very interesting. The scheme for

strengthening the handle bar is one. The
bar is perfectly smooth, showing no joint

where the stem is connected to the bar. It

cannot possibly be broken off at the connec-
tion. The bearings are trued in a grinder.

They are of tempered steel and are as hard as

the balls. The balls are so arranged as to

actually roll instead of slipping, as do the

balls in many wheels manufactured in this and
other countries. Munger argues against the
large ball idea, and in support of his argument
says that a sixteenth inch ball rolled quicker
under a 60,000 pound weight, in an actual test,

than did a three-inch ball. The dished
sprocket, which was first brought out by
Munger, is now being used on a number of the
leading wheels of the country. It is claimed
for this that it brings the pressure of the
chain directly over the bearings. The
enameling room is of Munger's origination.

It is unique, and heat to 300 degrees can be
obtained in twenty minutes. The burners are
entirely separate, as are the flues in a boiler.

Natural gas is used here and elsewhere in the
factory. All through the factory the
machinery is not noticeable as being different

from the regular run. It was designed by
Munger.

Indiana Bicycle Co.

Seven acres of floor space are included in

the plant of the Indiana Bicycle Co. The
immense factory is two blocks long and a few
feet less than a hundred wide. The front
building is three stories in heighth and the rear
is two stories. The two are connected by
bridges acioss the street, which practically

runs right through the centre of the structure.

The factory is most complete ; drop forgings,

the chain, tool bags, nuts and screws and in

fact all the parts on the wheels but the
saddles, which come from the Garford Co.,

are made on the premises. The Indiana Co.
has given up the manufacture of cheap wheels

entirely, and is now making none but the
Waverly and Waverly Belles—the former for
men and the latter for ladies. The capacity
of the factory at the present time is just 125
wheels each day, and this is the number that
the men are ordered to make or work nights.
Several of the departments are working night
shifts. The present force employed is but 500
men, and the season's output will be in the
immediate neighborhood of 12,000 wheels.
The reason for the small number of men em-
ployed as compared to the daily output lies in

the great number of the small parts that are
made up. A force of nearly as many men as
are at present employed has been laid off and
will be taken on again when the output is in-

creased another thousand or so as it will soon
be. H. E. Galloway, vice-president of the
company, took your representative through
the immense plant, and was very particular to

show every detail of the construction of the
wheel.

In the crating department are employed six

men doing nothing else but crate the wheels.
In the rubbing department girls are employed.
There are twenty in all and a night shift of a
dozen more. The forge room is also run
nights. Five enamel ovens are always going.
In the wheel-building department on the same
floor are employed a total of thirty men and
girls, all at work putting wheels together.
Here they have a machine for smoothing off

the spoke-heads in the rims, which saves a
deal of labor. It is an emery wheel against
which the wheel is held, the emery wheel tap-
ping off the spoke end as smooth as it can be
done by a man and a file, the former way. All
but four of the forgings used in the Waverly
are made in the factory. Since entering the
factory as superintendent Mr. Galloway has
perfected systems all over the building by
which he is able to keep everything running
smoothly and save a lot of money and time for

the firm. Every department is numbered, and
everything is charged from one department to

the other.

Every article that goes through a depart-
ment is inspected and guaged, and a great
point with the wheel is the fact that it is

absolutely interchangeable. The frames, for

instance, are set up in a rigid jig, and the
holes for pinning them together are bored all

in the same places. Any part of a frame can
be taken out and replaced with a part from
the factory, and even the holes will be right.

The company has secured a man that is an
expert on the making of jig machinery, as it is

called, and many of the machines are of his
designing. One thing that was noticed; he
does not waste time with a jig in which all the
holes in a forging is bored, but makes the
number of jigs that there are holes, single
apparatus, and sets a man to work at four
machines, each doing a part of the work.
Thus a forging drops just so often, all

finished. One man also runs several machines
for the milling of sprockets, and but two are
milled on a machine, as it was found, in mill-

ing a number at a time, some were bound to
be untrue. These forgings are made in the
factory. The company is making all its own
chains, and has a busy department at this

work, with a lot of the latest machinery for

doing the work. One machine is an automatic
drill, which drills four holes in the chain center
at once, the drill withdrawing automatically
when the hole is completed. Four drills are
all that one man can work at a time. The
company does all the work on the chain, turn-
ing the centers out of a round bar and stamping
the sides out of sheet steel. In the machine
room there is little doing, and a large number
of the most interesting machines are standing
idle. Mr. Galloway was formerly in the ma-
chine business, and fitted out this and other
factories with machines for difficult work. He
assured The Wheel man that there was no
more valuable nor complete machinery in the
world than was then seen in the Indiana
factory. In every way possible labor-saving
machinery has been introduced. Some of the
machines seen seem almost lifelike in the way
in which the work is done. One of the latest

styles of nipple machines was seen construct-
ing a nipple in all its difficult parts, and without
the need of a man to overlook the work. A
special machine is used for the grinding of the
braized joints, which saves a deal of work.

George Pierce runs the lamp building de-
partment, and is making a fourteen ounce
lamp, also one weighing fifteen ounces. Mr.
Pierce is an old man at the business, having
served for many years in the English factories.
The company makes a special tool bag of its

own. The polishing department has twenty-
five men employed, but has no provision for
the carrying away of the dust. It is a horrible
hole for a man to work in, but Mr. Galloway
says that something will be done soon to allay
the danger. The nickling work of the firm is

done by a man that has had twenty-eight years
of experience in this line, and has worked in
many of the largest factories in the world. He
says that he has not wanted for a thing he has
not had since he came to the Indiana Co., and
that if poor work is turned out it will not be
the company's fault. The nickling turned out
by them is never known to blister, for the
reason that it is put on four one thousandths
of an inch thick. In the stock rooms every
bin is provided with a stock card on which can
be found the exact number of pieces that have
been placed in there and the number remain-
ing, and when the parts were taken out.

Indiana Rubber Co.

The Indiana Rubber Co. have a plant about
a block from the wheel factory and are making
the tires for the product of the Indiana Bicycle
Mfg. Co., about 125 set a day. The G. & J.
tire patents are adhered to but the tires are
made in a different way from those made by
Gormully & Jeffery. This process was seen
and is certainly novel. The flap is placed on
the inner side of the tire and the company
claims that this is original with them. They
make the smooth-surfaced tire almost ex-
clusively. The company is using a loose fabric
which is claimed to be new. The threads run
parallel and are joined together with a light
thread, which will break when the tire has
been used, and it is claimed leave the tire

made with the Palmer principles. The com-
pany has patented the method of molding the
tires.

Central Cycle Mfg. Co.

The Central Cycle Mfg. Co. has a very com-
plete factory, but is terribly crowded at the
present time by force of circumstances.
Orders are in hand for a large number of
wheels which must be made, and workmen
have been placed in every available spot. In
a space that should accommodate at the most
seventy-five men, are grouped just twice that
number. They almost interfere with each
other, so crowded is the place. The new
building will be 50x100 feet and two stories,

and will relieve the pressure very materially.
It will be finished next month. The company
will make about 3,000 wheels this year, and
has orders in for nearly that number, the
greater proportion being of the Ben-Hur, the
cheaper wheel of the Central line. The fac-

tory is turning out from twenty to thirty
wheels a day, and is short on material at the
present time. The factory is an ancient look-
ing building and not as light as it should be.
But wheels are being manufactured and at a
surprising rate. Mr. Wainwright showed the
visitor through the factory.

The company will turn out a number of
ladies' wheels this year. A wheel is also being
made for James J. Corbett, the pugilist, which
will be a beautiful piece of work. Mr. Wain-
wright has a wheel being made which will

weigh 12 pounds.

Pope Co. Secure a Judgment.

The Providence Cycle Co. last week sub-
mitted to judgment for $18, 184. 20 in favor of

the Pope Mfg. Co. The obligation was created
not by the Providence Cycle Co. as it exists at

present, but by its predecessors in the business,

a concern having the same name. The Pope
Co. sold its machines and general wheel sup-
plies to the Providence establishment, and
gradually a large indebtedness was caused,
through the failure of the latter to keep its

liquidations abreast of the credits. The Pope
Co. put on an attachment as the principal
claimant. An effort will now be made, it is

said, to settle the big deficiency on a fractional

basis. There are other outstanding burdens
I
to be removed also.
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Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

WE CAN SHIP AT ONGE

STYLE S2 TIRES.

Weight, Three Pounds Per Pair

This tire is specially designed to meet the demand for an exceed-

ingly light tire for machines weighing 25 lbs. or less.

We Guarantee this Tire.

You Know what that Means

riORQflN & WRIQHT,
CHICAGO.

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires
Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

Morgan *WRiGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES
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RACING BOARD ORGANIZED.

THE TERRITORY ASSIGNED AND HANDI-
CAPPERS APPOINTED—A "CHOSEN

SIX" ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

The L. A. W. Racing Board is now about

thoroughly organized and "ready for busi-

ness "in every department.

Late last week Chairman Raymond com-

pleted the appointment of territory to his

colleagues and the appointment of official

handicappers in all save District 5, covering

Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas. This void

will be filled next week.
The territory assigned the different mem-

bers of the Board does not differ materially

from that of last year. The appointment on
the Board of six sub-members chosen from the
Pacific Coast States is a departure made
necessary by the great stretch of country
intervening. The "chosen six" will act under
the direction of Chairman Raymond, their

principal duty and authority being the grant-
ins; of sanctions.
The number of handicappers has been

increased. With but few notable exceptions
all of those who served last year have been
reappointed.
The Board as organized is as follows:

Territory Assigned.

District A—H. E. Raymond (236 Flastbush
Avenue, Brooklyn), in charge of New York
and New Jersey.

District B—H. W. Robinson (89 State Street,

Boston), in charge of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut.

District C—Geo. D. Gideon (care Eldredge
& Co., Philadelphia), in charge of Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Col-

umbia, West Virginia, Virginia, North and
South Carolina.

District D— Mr. Jacquish (1612 Ashland
Block, Chicago), in charge of Illinois, Wis-
consin, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Dakota,
Nebraska, Idaho, Arizona, Wyoming, Nevada,
Missouri, Kansas, New Mexico and Indian
Territory.

District E—Mr. Croninger (153 West Fifth

Street, Cincinnati), in charge of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississppi, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Ohio
and Indiana.

The Chosen Six.

Under the direction of Mr. Raymond the
following States will be governed:

California—By R. A. Smyth, care Wells,
Fargo & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Colorado—C. H. Hilton, Jr., 1758 Stall

Street, Denver, Col.

Montana—H. G. Duerfeldt, Helena, Mont.
Oregon—C. L. Howe, 64 Third Street, Port-

land, Ore.
Utah—C. A. Emise, 11 West Second Street,

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Washington—W. A. Van Epps, Olympia,

Washington.
Applications for sanctions in their respective

States should be sent to the gentlemen named.

Official Handicappers.

District No. 1—New England States.

1. Harry Cochran, Drawer 9, Hartford, Conn.
2. J. C. Kerrison, Boston Herald, Boston, Mass.

District No. 2—New York and New Jersey.
1. F. P. Prial, Box 444, New York City.
2. A. G. Betchelder, Buffalo Courier, Buffalo, N. Y.

District No. 3—Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia,
North and South Carolina.

1. A. G. Powell, 333 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
2. E. S. Merriem, B. & O. Central Building, Balti-

more, Md.
3. T. F. Myler, Central Stock Yards, Pittsburg, Pa.
4. I. J. Corby, care Aimar and Co., Charleston, S. C.

District No. 4—Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama, Georgia and Florida.

1. C. J. Sherer, 2ti Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.
2. M. J. Fleck, 332 E. Walnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
3. W. E. Grady, P. O. Box 144, Savannah, Ga.
4. A. McLeod, Birmingham, Ala.
5. O. P. Rollins, 38 Laura Street, Jacksonville, Fla.

District No. 5—Missouri, Kansas andjlndian
Territory.

1. L. N. Saniers, 1331 Washington Avenue, St. Louis,
Mo.

2. Wm. Taylor, Topeka, Kan.
3. E. P. Moriarity, 706 Wall Street, Kansas City,

Mo.

District No. 7—Ohio and West Virginia.

1. M. W. Bliss, Jr., 46 West Gay Street, Columbus, O.

District No. 8—Indiana, Illinois, Michigan
and Wisconsin.

1. S. A. Miles, 334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

2. L. M. Wainwright, Indianapolis, Ind.
3. A. M. Patitz, care C , M. & St. P. R. R., West Mil-

waukee, Wis.
4. E. M. Newman, 906 Insurance Exchange Building,

Chicago, 111.

5. Louis W. Schimmel, care Perkins' Hotel, Detroit,
Mich.

District No. 9—Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Montana and Wyoming.

1. S. F. Heath, 703 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis Minn.
2. D. J. Wait, Helena, Mont.

District No. 10—Nebraska, Iowa and New
Mexico.

1. J. L. Livesay, 2808 Capitol Avenue, Omaha, Neb.
2. F. B. Thrall, Ottumwa, la.

District No. n—Idaho, Utah, Arizona and
Colorado.

1. J. W. Neil), Salt Lake City, Utah.
2. B. W. Cole, 221 Santa Fe Avenue, Pueblo, Col.

3. C. A. Lindsay, 910 Twentieth Ave., Denver, Col.

District No. 12—Oregon and Washington.
1. F. S. Pierce, 808 Water Street, Portland, Ore.
2. R. Glen, Spokane, Wash.
District No. 13—California and Nevada.
1. F. D. Elwell, 216 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.
2. H. C. F. Smith. Los Angeles. Cal.

RACING BEGUN IN ENGLAND.
The Easter season was a record-breaker in

England, in the way of weather. It is des-
cribed as "beautiful," "ideal," "superb" and
"charming," and as a consequence the race
meets as well as tours were all successful.
On account of the difficulties of the licensing
system, but few familiar names figure in the
results of the various meets. W. Broadbridge,
the South African champion, rode at Brighton
and won the half-mile scratch from Marples
and Merry.

F. A. Millard beat L. Stroud at Cheltenham,
but the winner had been beaten at Liverpool,
on Good Friday, by A. S. Robinson, of Old-
ham, who also won the scratch event at
Manchester the next day. W. Hodge was
scoring at Newcastle, where H. S. Large, of
Coventry, ran him to a yard in the mile
scratch. The Norwegian man, W. Henie, had
to play second fiddle to T. Osborne, of the
Polytechnic, at the Sport and Play meeting at
Aston.
At Dublin, on Easter Monday, O'Callaghan

was defeated in a three mile cup race by
O'Neil, much to everyone's surprise. In this

event six men attempted to take the corners
together, and a bad spill occurred. A number
of the riders were badly bruised. The race
was won in 8m. 21 4-5S. The five mile handi-
cap was won by R. M. Talbot, 150 yards in
12m. 45 3-5S. Particularly fast time was not
conspicuous at any of the meets, but the gates,
as a whole, were large.

THEIR MAD IS UP.

CLEVELANDERS' WRATH RENEWED -

POLICE RAID-VETERANS' REUNION.

Although the Tioga A. A. has gone into a
state of bankruptcy and is practically a thing
of the past, Philadelphia riders are still con-
fident of being able to bold meets at the Tioga
track. After the effects of the Association had
been sold by the representative of the Sheriff,
the Tioga Cricket Club, a new organization,
commenced negotiations for the assets of the
Association, and if they are successful, the
track will be rented to race meet promoters
during the season.

I
Cleveland, O., April 8.—The "turning

down" of Cleveland in State L. A. W. politics

has raised a whirlwind at C. W. C. head-

quarters. This, coupled with the refusal of

League officials to expel a certain member of

that body who was expelled from office, and
later from membership in the C. W. C. for

gross mismanagement of affairs under his

charge, is causing a great big howl. If this

man is not expelled without delay there will

be one less League club in Ohio.
One of the interesting events with the

present season will be a reunion of the old
Cleveland Bicycle Club. This club was the
first organization of wheelmen ever formed in
this city and one of the first in the country,
being No. 6 in the L. A. W. The older riders
in this city and surrounding towns will re-

member a drill squad of the club, the "Black

Knights of the Wheel," whose clever man-
oeuvers and trick riding earned them no little

fame. The club has never disbanded, but
has been in a dormant state for years.
The present fine weather, it seems, has
thawed them out, and a movement is afoot to
have their old captain, Geo. Collister, call

them together for a run and reunion. The
idea is to have every man ride an ordinary, as
in "the days of old." Those who wish to be
astonished will have no better chance than
this gathering of staid Lusiness men mounted
upon the good, old, high wheel.
Among the members interested may be men-

tioned "Jack" Pugh, Will Sargent, John T.
Huntington (the racing man of those days),
Fred. Sholes, Frank Douglass, George and
Charles Potter. Taylor Boggis, their crack
trick rider, should also be upon the list.

The Keating Century Club elected officers

for the ensuing year last week as follows:
President, C. E. Naupel; Vice-President, H.
E. Gresham; Secretary, C. F. Storey; Treas-
urer, T. F. Johnson; Chief Centurion, W. K.
Myers; Board of Directors, W. J. Priest, W.
H. McGannon, C. G. Merrills, H. G. Mills and
Wesley Simmons.
A city ordinance, requiring the carrying of a

lamp and bell by night and a bell in the day
time, was rigidly enforced early last season but
was allowed by the police to fall into desue-
tude. Last week, however, it was revived,
and over twenty riders were in consequence
assessed the penalty in the police court. As a
result the dealers are reaping a harvest. Some
riders are unkind enough to intimate that the
dealers instigated the movement. The fram-
ing of the ordinance was also laid at thier
door.

Reading Riders Must Fay Toll.

The cyclists of Reading, Pa., are rather
surprised and indignant over the action of
officials of the various turnpike companies in

deciding to compel wheelmen to pay a toll of
one cent per mile for the use of the highways,
which is but little less than is charged for a
horse and wagon. This action was taken be-
cause the law recognizes bicycles as vehicles
and accords them the same rights as teams.
As there are more than 600 wheelmen in
Reading and many others in the county who
make frequent use of the pikes, the new rule
will add considerably to the revenues of the
turnpike companies. The order to charge toll

goes into effect immediately.

Handicapping in Egypt.

At a recent race, meet in Cairo, Egypt, a Mr.
M. Mario Bella was compelled to carry a weight
of sixty-six pounds strapped to his machine
because he was not as heavy as his competitor,
Mr. M. A. Chrisocos. Despite this handicap
he won.

Sport and Play, an English cycling paper,
last year accused J. T. Guy with roping in one
of the races held at the tournament promoted
by the paper. Guy sued for damages, and
after^the hearing, which lasted two days, was
awarded $125.
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Boonjow RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

orrcHiLY:ii Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

THEHARDESTRACING FIELD^jj™ NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY AND CONNECTICUT.

The

HAS WON MORE RACES IN THESE STATES THAN ANY OTHER WHEEL,BAR NONE.

"Club Riders and Experts Are Our Customers."
SEND STA11P FOR. CATALOG-.

McKEE & HARRINGTON,
WESTERN AGENTS,

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Lyndhurst, new Jersey,
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HIHUAHUA, t h e

superb, the dream-

like, is the city of the

immortal three, who died that the people might

be free, but died in vain.

The lack of knowledge regarding our great

sister republic among us is not only astonish

ing but is to be deplored. To be sure, we, as a

race, are Anglo-Saxons, though we have assim

ulated the blood of almost every other race

while Mexico is a Latin land and has made the

serious mistake of incorporating a church i:

her body politic.

It has been our policy and custom, as it was

the policy and custom of of our savage Briton,

Danish and Norman ancestors, to drive out,

destroy and exterminate any and all nations

whose territory we coveted, and we have al-

ways been jealous of any voice or rule, other

than our own, in the land which we occupied ;

but with the Latin races such has not been the

case. Cruel, rapacious, crafty and treacher-

ous they may have been, and undoubtedly still

are ; but their policy has always been amalga

mation, and in no case have they entirely de

troyed or ousted a conquered nation, there

fore Mexico is to-day a semi-barbaric country,

and the extremes of high and low civilization

is nowhere more apparent than here.

Chihuahua is

The Capital of a Mexican State

of the same name. It is an old, old city, situ

ated at the end of a beautiful valley, hemmed
in on either side by the Sierra Madre and

nearly 5,000 feet above the sea.

It is a beautiful city, with wide, well-kept

streets, with well-built houses on either hand.
Over the old stone aqueduct the fresh cool

mountain water pours into the city in an in-

creasing stream, and, because of it and the

warm, clear air, the place is a bower of roses

and semi-tropical fruits.

Like all Mexican towns, Chihuahua is built

around " La Grande Plaza," a great square,

facing which are all the business houses and
public edifices, including, in this instance, the

wonderful old cathedral erected by the Jesu-
its early in the seventeenth century ; and the

whole surface of the square is taken up by
walks and fountains, among which are scat-

tered convenient seats, statuary and pillars,

all cut from white porphyry. Truly a charm-
ing place in which to while away the passing
hour, watching the endless stream of gaily-

dressed pleasure seekers and the never-ending
pamorama of old-world city life. For it is old

world; these people do not take kindly to the

new, and Chihuahua is a proud, old city, and
love to remember the time when her people
were well-nigh numberless, and her colleges

and monasteries sent rulers all over Mexico

;

for, be it known two hundred years ago, her

palace was the abode of the Captain General
of the inner provinces, and on the Grand Plaza

the Spanish soldiers shot to death Hidalgo,
Allende and Ihnenez, three brave and brainy
students, who had conspired with the people
against priestly and kingly rule, and their

humble monument still stands facing the

Jesuit chapel of San Filipe.

Has she not also the most famous military

school in all Mexico, and have not her soldiers

bled on many a battle field? Therefore, though
her populace has

Dwindled from an Hundred Thousand Souls

to a paltry 15,000, has she not reason to dream of

the grandeur of times gone by and to lie at

the foot of the circling mountains like a sleep-

ing sphinx, musing upon what was, and is, and
yet may be. Time was when this sleeping
giant ruled with iron hand a mighty territory,

sent forth her armies to conquer and welcomed
home her war-worn veterans, with prodigal
splendor; when her wants were filled with the
merchandise of the world, and her artizans

were sought for far and wide, because of their

wondrous skill ; when her cathedral was the
centre of a great religious cult and the fame
of the miracles done within its walls drew the
halt and blind, the sick and the lame from all

parts of the kingdom; when her Hidalgos
kept their great houses open to all who came,
and dispensed charity and hospitality to all

who asked.
Time has left a partially ruined town, with

fallen walls and empty palaces covered with
vines and rose trees, and streets and buildings
profaned by the feet of profit hunting Gringoes.
But little is left of the marvels of other days
save the Jesuit chapel, the quaint old prison
(which has echoed to the groans of many a
tortured heretic) the cathedral and its gaudy
trappings and a hundred thousand miles of

territory, inhabited by less than 200,000 people,
the majority of whom are peons, half slave
and wholly indolent and sodden. Her glory is

gone ; her Hidalgos are dead or in exile ; her
schools are no longer filled with the wise and
brave. She has only her beauty and the honor
of her name to ease her aching heart.

"Ah! Senor," says the native! "What may
not the good Virgin do for the city which has
ever honored her name."
Riches, honor and glory may yet come again,

and it is the dream of the old, who knew some-
what of the past, and of the young, who yearn
for fame even as the mountain goat yearns for

the water drained from the eternal snows of
his native peak.

It is

A Long and Tedious Journey

to the City of Mexico, but Chihuahua sends
the best of her blood and brain to the "holy
city " that they may learn wisdom from its

wise men and its archives and get power and
riches from its rulers, and some day they will

come again and shower on their birthplace the
blessings which they have gained.
Does not the good Padre pray for this, and

does not every mother instil the thought in the
mind of her sons and daughters? So who can
doubt but that it will come to pass.
Chihuahua has always been a trade center

—

indeed, its commercial relations with the
United States by way of the City of the
Saints (Santa Fe) has made it for a hundred
years the best, indeed, almost the only known
city in New Spain, excepting only the City of
Mexico. It was virtually the end of the great

Santa Fe trail (which started in St. Louis.

Mo., in the days when that grass-grown city

was green of the West and South), and even
since the railroad has passed her borders, she
is the great Northern distributing point of the

country, and the wealth of corn and wheat,
rye, beans and coffee which are poured into

her lap from the territory she controls have
made many a great fortune for the Americans
who have dared to set up their tents within
her gates.
The shining wheel is represented, but there

are few to ride. The climate is warm, and
the dust is ariel. Nevertheless, there are a
few who enjoy the sport, and, as the years go
by and we of the frozen North find time to

study our neighbors of this ideal land, and
come more among them with our ways and
strange inventions, there will grow up a great
demand, for in no country could the bicycle be
used to a better advantage. Imlac.

Anarchy v. The Bicycle.

Oritz, one of the celebrated Parisian gang of

anarchists, has just been captured by the

police. The latter says that he has eluded
them successfully for so long solely on account
of his powers as a cyclist, as he never traveled
except on his machine, and so avoided leaving
any traces behind him. This, says the Irish

Cyclist, will probably originate a new style of

testimonial. How would the following read:
" Dear Sirs—I have pleasure in informing you
that your splendid 'Buster,' Model A, weight
3olbs. all on, list price ^28, has been of the
greatest assistance to me in escaping the
police. A week ago I happened to murder my
aged grandmother, who had for a long time
been troublesome to me on account of her per-

petual cough and her extravagances in snuff

and tea. In spite of the last-mentioned circum-
stances, a public prejudice against me at once
set in, and I was obliged to cross England
with the .utmost haste, and reach Dover as
privately as possible. This your magnificent
machine enabled me to do in 12 hours 3 mins.
6 4-5 sees, (distance, 198 miles). I did not shed
a spoke or stir a nut; owing to which virtues

my own nut is now safe from premature and
violent loosening at the hands of the public
official named Billington. You may make any
use of this you please ; kindly suppress my
acldress for the present, however.—Yours truly,

William Sikes."

One of the'Dangers of Hanging On.

An English rider sustained a severe tumble
recently through practicing the trick of hang-
ing on too carelessly. He was holding his own
behind a tandem when suddenly coming to a
hill his front wheel touched the rear wheel of

the tandem, and the next instant he was lay-
ing at the side of the road with a broken ma-
chine. Hanging on at a pace, and in a crowd,
is an art that wants a lot of cultivating before
one is proficient. To be able to ride right up
to the man in front, yet prepared at any
moment to ease up, or sprint, comes from long
practice, and the best training is to train on a
track with a crowd of men.

Where " The Decline " Is Not Felt.

If the days of the English wheel in America
are numbered, as many are claiming, W. L.
Ross, American manager for Singer & Co., is

anxious to know who is doing the numbering.
The "decline" has not made its appearance

in his neighborhood. Mr. Ross does not ask
that his word be taken for it either. To a
Wheel representative he last week exhibited
irrefutable proof that, far from decreasing,
Singer's business in America during March,
'94, was away ahead of that transacted during
the corresponding month last year.

News Froni Abroad.

The Cycle, an English paper, prints the fol-

lowing interesting news item: In America,
since the craze for wooden rims set in, acci-

dent insurance companies have been seriously
contemplating increasing their rates to all cy-
clists who ride upon wheels so fitted, as they
consider the risk of smashes enormously
heightened by the use of hickory instead of
the usual material.
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What the champion of North Carolina |§

(George Fitzsimmons) said to the J

champion of South Carolina, (Isaac g

Biard) at Charleston, April 1, 3 and 4. J

Both champions, as well as R. V. Connerat, champion B

of Savannah, Ga., raced at the Wheelmen's Track Ij

Association's Meet, and all riding Stearns wheels, they J

swept the deck. Their winnings were 7 first prizes, g

5 seconds and 1 third. The fastest men ride the fastest J

g wheel. B

I E. C. STEARNS & CO., |
g SENb F2R A CdT/lLOQVIE. SYR/KUSE, N. Y. g
llllllllllllilllllli

Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.
Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

iiHUESTIS" TIRE.
35 Federal Street, and ) RONTON MASS
178 Devonshire Street, j

" " "
BUblUJN, MAbb.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw it in The "Wheel."
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TEXANS TRAP A THIEF.

HE WAS A ROVER AND HAD DONE BUSI-
NESS IN MANY CITIES—HIS DESCRIPTION.

Houston, Tex., April 5, 1894.—Texas has

not been much troubled with the cycle thief,

but an arrest has been effected here by which
one of the gentry who strayed hither will be

deprived of his liberty for a few years, at least.

The arrest was effected by a local dealer and
local police upon the strength of the fact that

several wheels have disappeared of late in

various Texas cities, and the further fact that

the gentleman tallied exactly with the descrip-

tions furnished of the offender.

over by Judge Lynch, etc., etc., are almost a
thing of the past in Texas, justice is just as
surely, though not so swiftly, meted out to
those who break the laws.

The name he gave when arrested was H. F.
Gebhardt, but papers found in his possession
show that he has sailed under the aliases of
H. F. Winter and H. F. Naumann. It is also
believed that he is the party who recently
rented a wheel of the Knight Cycle Co., of St.

Louis, and decamped without the formality of
returning the hired machine to its owners.
The description furnished by these people fit

him exactly. He furnished them the euphoni-
ous cognomen of A. Grohn, but it appears that
the Knight people were the ones who really
had a "groan " coming.

It appears, from papers that were found in
his possession, that he proceeded from St.

Louis westward, as far as Sacramento, Cal.,

whence he began his trip toward Texas,
entering this State at El Paso, where he
"opened the compaign" by stealing a wheel
from W. G. Walz & Co., and selling it at a
second-hand store for $30.

He was next heard of in San Antonio, where
he rented a wheel from W. E. Roach, a local

dealer, sold it to a second-hand dealer for $23,
and skipped. Several days elapsed before he
was again heard of, and in the meantime a
Union P. D. Q. No. 6,695 was stolen from
Parker's cycle store- at Waco, Tex., which,
while not traceable to him, is laid at his door.
He turned up a few days later in Galveston,

Tex., where he rented a Waverley Scorcher,
No. 1,353, from Labadie Bros., and im-
mediately left town, coming to Houston, and
when apprehended, he was endeavoring to

dispose of it to a second-hand dealer. This
within itself was sufficient to excite the
suspicions of a local dealer, who at once began
comparing the man with the descriptions fur-

nished by his victims, and they fit him so
well that an officer was called and his arrest
effected after a little chase. Later in the day,
Mr. J. Labadie, Jr., of Galveston, came up
and identified the wheel as the one he had
rented from them.

Immediately after his arrest, Mr. W. E.

Roach, of San Antonio, was wired of the fact,

and at once dispatched officers to bring him to

San Antonio, and I have since been advised
that he has been indicted by the Grand Jury,
and will doubtless be furnished a steady posi-

tion under the supervision of Texas officers for

some vears to come.

Mr. Gebhardt, alias Winter, alias Naumann,
alias Grohn, is a German ; he appears to be
about 25 or 26 years of age; is about 5 feet 10

inches tall; weighs about 150 pounds; has
sandy or reddish hair, and a small mustache
of same color ; blue eyes ; speaks with a strong
German accent.

This description may enable others of his

victims to recognize him, and to know his

present whereabouts. At any rate, he is not
apt to give further trouble of this kind for

several years to come, as he is one of the first

cycle thieves to get in his work down here,

and Texas dealers and riders are determined
to make an example of him as a warning to

any others who might try to emulate him.
While vigilance committees, courts presided

A Tax on Cycles.

The following is a copy of a section of a
City Ordinance passed at a recent meeting of
the City Council

:

"* * * From every person, firm, com-
pany and association, using any wheeled
vehicle in said city for traffice or hire, an
annual tax of two dollars ($2) for each wheel
of such vehicle used, and it shall be unlawful
to use any such vehicle in said city for traffic

or hire until said tax is paid and a license
showing such payment has been obtained
from the City Assessor and Collector."

It is thus far a matter of conjecture as to
whether this will be made to apply on bicycles,
but if so it will prove to be a matter of some
consequence to local dealers, as one firm
carries about twenty-five machines which are
used exclusively for renting purposes.
A Galveston dealer tells a good one at the

expense of Mr. Jones, who travels this terri-

tory for the "Central" and "Ben-Hur" goods.
After the recent cycle - stealing epidemic,
Galveston wheelmen are somewhat suspicious
of every stranger seen with a wheel in his
possession, and it being a fact that Mr. Jones
is never known to ride, it struck a passing
wheelman as rather strange that a man with
snch a splendid looking wheel shouldn't ride
it. He at once accosted Mr. Jones, desiring to
know how the wheel came into his possession,
but was refused an explanation, and it was
not until a policeman was called and a general
explanation made that the the traveler was
permitted to depart in peace. Deponent
further saith that Mr. Jones paid for cigars
for three.

A General View on Texas Trade.

From exhaustive "trade notes" in various
wheel papers, I note that the season has
opened up in fine shape in Texas, that the
outlook is "brighter than ever before," and
that the trade in Texas this season will
astonish the world, all of which I hope will be
realized in due time. It is a fact that Texas
is being worked harder, very much harder,
than ever before, manufacturers seeming to
realize that there is business in the State if it

can be gotten at. Heretofore, possibly half-a-
dozen firms have sent their traveling men

through Texas once a year, touching at four
or five principal points, where, not finding the
orders ready to roll in, they speedily de-
parted, only to repeat the performance the
next season. This season, however, men are
hard at work, not only on the large business
centres of the State, but its smaller territory,
doing what might be called "missionary
work." One firm, the Gormully & Jeffery
Mfg. Co. , have so much confidence in the value
of this territory that they have employed Mr.
H. D. Spore, the oldest cycle tradesman in the
State, to travel Texas for them exclusively,
and to his credit, he has found business where
it has heretofore been thought not to exist.

It is a fact that Texas has not felt the pres-
sure of the financial panic to the extent that
other sections of the country have, and times
are much better here than in almost any other
State

;
yet the season is just beginning, and no

man can sav what the outcome will be. There
is little doubt, however, that there will be
three times the wheels sold in '94 that were
marketed in this State last season. This is

partly due to the fact that the trade is taking
a more business-like, I might say "legiti-
mate," aspect. Formerly, with two or three
exceptions, the wheels sold in Texas were
handled by a class of "agents" who were in

the business, as one man expressed it, "just
for the fun of the thing," devoting no time to
pushing their respective lines, and caring for
nothing but to get their own wheels at a dis-
count. Makers have begun to see the folly of
this, and are working for the reputable, legiti-

mate trade, and are getting it. Every town
of importance in the State now has one or
more cycle stores or cycles are handled by a
reputable class of business men as a special
department. In this way prices will be upheld
better, credits more firmly established and the
riders, makers and retail dealers will be
brought into closer touch than ever before, to
the mutual benefit of all.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club elected officers

as follows: President, P. W. Westlake; Vice-
President, T. J. Ferguson; Secretary, C. E.
Moore; Treasurer, ]. H. Rowland; Captain,
A. W. Knapp.

The California Association's annual 100 mile
team relay race on April 8 was won by the
Garden City Cyclers, of San Jose. The entries
were: Garden City Cyclers and the San Jose
Road Club, of San Jose; the Acme Club and
Reliance Wheelmen, of Oakland, and the Bay
City Wheelmen, California Cycling Club and
the Olympia Club Wheelmen, of San Francisco.

Near Milbuiii, N. J.
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People! People!!

People! People!!

There are only a few strictly high-

grade, satisfaction-giving, no-expense-for-

repairs bicycles made. They are the

only kind that it pays to buy.

There is only one high-grade bicycle

that is better than all the rest

THE STERLING
(BUILT LIKE A WATCH.)

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO.

. , „ ( L. C Jandorf & Co., 1 16-1 18 W. 1 25th St., New York.
Special Agents i,,^ , „, „ _. , _,.. ^

( Stokes Mfg. Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

IFFFFFFF

you get a catalogue simply

to admire its printing, you
might do worse than get a

Sterling.

If you want to get one

that will interest you. you

couldn't do better.

Every cyclist, every deal-

er and everybody who ex-

pects to be a cyclist, should

get a catalogue and read

about the best wheel of

the year.

On this plan you can't

leave out the Sterling.

Free on request.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

FALCON. Cent's Road Wheel.

Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel. Combination Boys' and Girls' Wheel. Youth's Diamond Frame

FALCONS !

Steel or Wood Rims. Adjustable Handle Bars and Metallic-Fastened Tires are our
specialties.

Our Wheels ARE UP TO DATE IN EVERY RESPECT!

Weights from one to two pounds less where Wood Rime are used.

Send for Catalogue. Address

AGENTS WANTED.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

WORKS: YOST STATION.
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HE one branch of the cycle trade in

which Americans have been acknow-

ledged leaders for some time is the manufacture

of balls. The skilled and accurate workman-
ship of the American mechanic is especially

adapted to meet the requirements in this par-

ticular branch, not only in the execution of the

work, but also in the processes employed.

In the manufacture of balls, the Simmond's
Rolling Machine Co., of Fitchburg, Mass, with

a capacity of 125,000 balls per day and an out-

put of over 20,000,000 a year, doubtless holds

first place.

To the wheelman who has never seen the
inside of a bicycle, factory this output must
seem marvelous, but the wonder is increased
when one has had an opportunity to inspect
the various processes employed and the great
amount of care exercised, before a ball is

sent out of the factory.
' The material from which the balls are made,
when it has been reduced to a practical form
for manufacturing, consists of steel rods, the
diameters of which regulate the size the balls.

The rods are heated and rolled one at a time
in a rolling machine, one die of which is con-
cave toward the top while the other die is

angular, with teeth similar to a file but much
larger and the teeth are horizontal. At the
lower ends of the dies the method of construc-
tion is the same, but reversed. The balls come
out of this machine in a circular, ragged form.
Then they are heated red hot and thrown into
brine for about thirty seconds to harden, after-

wards they are washed in soda water to thor-
oughly cleanse them. The next stage is the
tempering process. This is done by allowing
them to remain in a hot revolving oven.
Then they are ground, and herein the

Simmond's Co. employ a secret process, which
The Wheel man is not allowed to divulge.
On this point the company lay special stress,

as it is a distinct feature of their process, and
one for which they claim great merit.

After the balls have passed through those
various stages, they are turned over for in-

spection to the skillful hands and sharp eyes
of girls who are adept in the art. Each ball is

examined and the defective ones thrown out.

Then they undergo re-examination after being
steamed, which discloses any minute defects
which may exist. They are next sized in a
guaging machine, so that every ball will find

its proper place.

After such a rigid and careful handling one
can readily imagine that defective balls would
be as scare as are ten dollar bills in Coxey's
army.

The plans for the new track at Manchester,
N. H., by T. H. Varick have been decided on
and work will be begun in time to have it com-
pleted by Decoration Day. The track will be a
quarter mile wide, with the home-stretch 30
feet wide and the back-stretch 20 feet. It will

be well banked. The material for the surface
is still under consideration.

TWO CLEVER SWINDLERS.

THEY ' DO " THE CYCLE TRADE IN A
NOVEL MANNER.

The Cyclist states that a company has re-

cently been formed in Paris with a capital of

,£8,000, to be known as La Societe Anonyme
Cycles Medinger. The well-known firm of
Messrs. Aucoc & Darracq, of Paris, has just
been converted into a joint stock company, to

be known as La Societe Francaise des Cycles
Gladiator.

Louisville, April 9.—The Pope Co. has

been victimized to the extent of $225. They
cashed a check for a man claiming to be, but

who was not, G. M. Allison, of Louisville.

The swindler is described as five feet nine

inches, weighing 150 or 160 pounds, about

forty years old, dark complexion, full face,

black mustache, looking like if it had been

dyed, teeth wide apart and in poor state of

preservation, white necktie and small diamond

stud. He went to Sargent & Ham, Boston,

and ordered a light buggy for $225, to be

shipped some two weeks later. He gave his

check for $225 and signed it "G. M. Allison,"

claiming that as his name. Then going to the

Pope Co. he ordered lour Columbia bicycles

shipped to G. M. Allison & Co., of Louisville,

saying he was out of ready money as he had
just bought a light buggy and paid $225 cash

for it, and asked that they cash a check for

him, showing a receipt from Sargent & Ham
for $225 which, of course, increased their con-
fidence in the man.
Mr. Pattison, who knows Mr. Allison, was

away, and those in charge of the office, think-
ing they were dealing with their Louisville
agent, cashed the check, and now there is

wailing. About the same time, a man calling
himself Thomas E. Jefferis, of Louisville,

went to Hansel, Sloan & Co., Hartford, Conn.,
and purchased a diamond valued at $235. He
gave a check on the First National Bank of
Louisville, and told them to wait until the
check was paid before they shipped the dia-

mond. Being drawn on the wrong bank, the
fraud was quickly discovered. Just what the
object was in doing this has not yet been dis-

covered, but somebody is evidently acquainted
with Louisville dealers. The check given the
Pope Co. was drawn on Mr. Allison's bank, and
was at once recognized as a forgery.

It was thought by several people in Louis-
ville, who had been victimized by W.L. Wood-
ward, of Bowling Green, Ky., that the offender
was that most unworthy dead beat. Wood-
ward tallies with the description, except that

the original color of his moustache is sandy,
and his face is not rounding. His cheek bones
are inclined to be prominent.
The Adams House, of Boston, was also

worked by the forger, who, as G. M. Allison,
defrauded the Pope Co. He secured $4.20
worth of accommodation at the hotel and failed

to pay. Mr. Allison received a bill last week
for the amount.
Word comes from Columbus, Ga., giving the

particulars of an accident to Warren Guyol, a
young wheelman who left Louisville a year
ago to take a position on the railroad between
Birmingham, Ala., and Columbus, Ga. While
making a coupling at Troy, Ala., his right arm
was crushed, necessitating amputation. His
many friends will be pained to learn of his

accident. He will be remembered as the win-
ner of the boys' half mile at Evansville on the
Western circuit two years ago, when he loafed

the first quarter and made a world's record for

the second quarter. The magnitude of his

performance was shaded by Lumsden's wip-
ing the record out later in the day. He was
the severest rival to Thos. E. Jefferis' reputa-
tion that Louisville has ever considered.

$2,000 in diamonds, value guaranteed, will

be "hung up" at the Scranton meet on July 4.

The track is one of the best half-mile courses
in the country. It has a hard clay surface and
is 60 feet wide.

F. Howard Tuttle, manager of the Stearns
racing bureau, writes that George F. Taylor,
the Waltham crack, will this season ride a
Stearns, although he is not catalogued as a
member of the Syracuse team. This will

prove somewhat of a surprise, as it was
generally supposed that Taylor was one of the

fixtures of the Rambler team, of which he was
a member last year.

The new bicycle track at Riverton, N. J.,

on the grounds of the Riverton Ball Club, is

expected to be built in time for a meet on
Decoration Day. Stock to the amount of

$1,600 has been subscribed by a new organiza-
tion, to be known as the Riverton Athletic
Association, which is now forming, and work
will commence as soon as possible. The new
track will be a third of a mile in circumfer-
ence, and will be built something on the same
plan as the track at Asburv Park.

The annual tour of the Missouri Division
through St. Louis County, on April 1, was at-

tended by 250 riders. It was the most success-
ful of the series.
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EAT BICYCLES.

WITHOUT CHARGE

A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO,

will send you a list of new and second hand bicycles,

showing a saving of from $20.00 to $50.00, or for 10 cents

in stamps, they will send you a Candy Bicycle Trans-

parency, good to eat, but better to hang in your window,

When writing kindly mention The "Wheel.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph. ^

The design and workmanship of THE
TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection,

and from actual practice has proved itself

to be a substantial mount and one in

which dealers and riders can place con-

fidence.

Buy a Triumph and you will it le fleceivefl.

KN IMPORTHNT FEHTURE.

B. Pin in Cone.

C. Dustcaps.

D. 1LTIGHT WSSHERS.

We have used this crank axle

on all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-

plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. The
bearings can be adjusted in one

minute, and the spindle and

chain wheel removed in three

minutes.

We give you value for your

money. Write for terms.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., 22 Union Square, New York.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE CENTURY FIRE BROUGHT JOY

TO THE INDIANAPOLIS TRADE AND WHY-
RETAILING, SLOW ; JOBBING GOOD.

Indianapolis, April 7. 1894.—Indianapolis

will turn out in the immediate neighborhood

of 16,000 bicycles this year. Three factories

are located here, the fourth having been

burned to the ground within the past two
weeks. They all report largely increased

orders over last year. The total output will

be smaller than in 1893. The decrease in the
number of wheels the city will zurn out is due
to the Indiana Bicycle Co. ceasing the manu-
facture of the large line of cheap wheels
formerly built. The Indiana Co. is now
making the Waverley, only. This is made in
three sizes, three each for male and female
riders. As all the wheels are of the same
grade the output is materially reduced.
Probably more than 12,000 wheels will be
made. That will depend entirely on the
market, but that is the figure at which Mr.
Galloway placed the output for the year. The
Central Cycle Mfg. Co. will make in the
neighborhood of 3,000 wheels and would make
more if factory space would allow. The com-
pany is, however, building a new factory,
which will be finished within a month and
which will then relieve the pressure in the
old building. The Munger Cycle Mfg. Co.
will turn out in the neighborhood of a half
thousand wheels and will meet the additional
orders, if possible. In addition to the wheel
building industries of the city, there is the
Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co., which
makes one half of all the bicycle chains used
in the United States. The burning of the plant
of the Century Cycle Mfg. Co. has reduced
the dealers and manufacturers to a state of
thankfulness, for the firm, as rejuvenated, was
cutting into the prices at such a rate that it

threatened to swamp the retail and bring
disaster even to the manufacturing trade of
the city. This company was offering the
Arrow wheel of last year's pattern at $60, and
had already ruined the chances for a re-

munerative retail trade in the city. The re-

tail trade of the city in former years was a
great feature for cycling, and has quite a hold
on the city. But the outlook for the present
year is at best a poor one, with a large num-
ber of the Arrow wheels yet to sell. The
company had a number of the wheels stored,
and has yet to sell a half thousand. It is con-
ducting a retail store on Virginia Avenue,
where a sign is prominently displayed setting
forth the fact that a $150 wheel can be had
for $60. The wheels are good ones too, and
this is hurting the trade all the more. The
dealers all predicted a slow year in a retail

way, but said that the prospects otherwise
were of the very finest. The city has but one
active club—the Zig-Zag Cycling Club—with
a membership of only a few over the hundred

—

and about fifteen miles of asphalt pavement
and twenty miles of good brick pavement.
Hundreds of miles of the finest gravel roads in

the world can be found directly out of the city.

There are two small clubs, of less than fifty

members each, but they are seldom heard of.

There is also a colored club that has been
organized since the insertion of the word white
by the L. A. W., and which will probably be
the foundation of a Colored League in the
United States. "Mage" Taylor, Birdie
Munger's valet, is the originator.

The fire of the Century Cycle Mfg. Co. is

causing a deal of comment, and peculiar stories

are in circulation on the street and in the
stores. The entire matter will come out when
application for insurance is made. There may
be a sensation.

The Retail Trade.

In a retail way, Indianapolis has six dealers
and an auction house.
Harry T. Hearsey & Co., 116 and 118 North

Pennsylvania Avenue, are located in one-half
of the old skating rink, and have a large sales-

room and riding school in the back. The re-

pair department is a large one, and the firm
handles a very complete line of sundries. Mr.
Hearsey is one of the "Big Five" who handle
the output of the Western Wheel Works. He

has the State of Indiana for that concern. The
Cleveland is handled in sixteen counties of the
State, Central and Ben Hur for the State and
Raleighs and Columbias locally. Mr. Hearsey
reports a particularly good business in the
Western Wheel Works line and the Centrals
and Ben Hurs.
Hay & Willets, 70 North Pennsylvania

Avenue, have a very attractive store. A large

repair shop, employing seven men, is con-
ducted. In addition, the firm operates a
factory, where the Cyclone pumps are
being turned out at a great rate. Fifteen

men are employed, and large shipments are
being made daily. The factory is on South
Pennsylvania Street. This firm is handling
the Victor wheels for thirteen counties in the
State, Ramblers for two-thirds of the State,

Waverleys for the State, Lu-Mi-Num locally,

the same for the Vigilant and Tribune and
for the Hartford, with the Earth for the
Featherstone lines. The present season the
jobbing trade is good, and two men are on
the road for the firm. Ten men are employed
in the store, among the number being Eugene
V. Minor, one of the only pure amateurs of

last year, but a prospective Class B man this

yean In the front window of the firm is the
wax man that was formerly located in the Ariel

Cycle Co.'s window in Chicago, and now
christened John Waverley. He runs on a bed
of sand, beside walls of blooming flowers, and
looks very natural, attracting general
attention.

TRADE CHANGES.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Ribble & Fisher, 76 North Pennsylvania
Avenue.
Messrs. Ribble & Fisher have been in the

cycle business about nine months, but both
were formerly in the employ of the other cycle
firms of the city. Mr. Ribble was with Hay &
Willets for five years, and Mr. Fisher with
Hay & Willets and H. T. Hearsey & Co. for
several years. The firm has a prettily-ar-

ranged store and both are makers, having a
well equipped repair shop, where seven men
are constantly employed. In the front win-
dow they will shortly have either a triplet or a
tandem, with a family of five mounted and
riding. The line of wheels handled includes
the Stearns for Central Indiana, Sterlings for
the same territory and Smalley for twenty-five
counties, the Arrow for the local territory, a
special wheel manufactured for them, and the
Westminster of the Simmons Hardware Co.,
of St. Louis.
Clemons & Co. handle about the same line

as H. T. Hearsey & Co. in a retail way en-
tirely, and also the Munger, their leader. The
H. T. Conde Implement Co. handle the Mon-
archs for a large territory, and Borne & Co., a
large installment furniture house, did handle
the Hickory, Dauntless and Triangle for the
city, but are now in the hands of a receiver.
In addition there are a number of repair shops
scattered all over the city.

Des Moines, la.—Kenyon Co-operative Bi-
cycle Co., incorporated. Capital stock $5,000.
Chicago, 111.—The Seymour Wheel Com-

pany, incorporated by J. P. Maxwell and
others. Capital stock $10,000.

Baltimore, Md.—George W. Trimble, hard-
ware and bicycles. Assignment reported.
Eureka, Cal. — Stoessiger & Gronemyer,

hardware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Colorado City, Col.—Midland Hardware Co.,

hardware and bicycles. C. A. Crane retires.

Creston, la.—Holcomb & Evans, hardware
and bicycles. Dissolved.
Greensburgh, Pa.—A. J. Turney, hardware

and bicycles, judgments for $15,000 reported
recorded.
Rockwell, la.—E. Jeffrey, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by Jeffrey & Co.
Walsenburg, Col.—W. J. Stanley, hardware

and bicycles. Reported sold out.
Belvidere, 111.—R. F. Tousley, hardware

and bicycles. Sold out.

Freeport, 111.—Wm. E. Sibley, hardware and
bicycles. Sold out.

Chillicothe, 111.—Henriette Thompson, hard-
ware and bicycles. Deed $2,100.
Galesburg, 111.—G, B. Churchill, hardware

and bicycles. Deed $3,000.
Marseilles, 111.—F. M. Tryon, hardware and

bicycles. Assigned.
South Bend, 111.—Singler & Crevison, hard-

ware and bicycles. Sold out.

Spencerville, Ind.—J. M. Beams, hardware
and bicycles. Sold out.

South Bend, Ind.—Maul & Kramer, hard-
ware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Guthrie Centre, la.—H. J. Hess, hardware

and bicycles. Deed $7,800.
Salamanca, N. Y.—C. R. McCann, hard-

ware and bicycles.
Whitesboro, N. Y.—Hardware and bicycles.

H. A. Crain dead.
Painted Post.N. Y.—Bronson Bros.,hardware

and bicycles, dissolved. W. F. Bronson con-
tinues.

Harrisburg, Ore.— O. P. Hyde, hardware
and bicycles. Reported Lee Tyler admitted
to half interest.

Portland, Ore.— Seaquest Bros., hardware
and bicycles. Gives mortgage for $5,000.
Harrisburg, Pa.—D. M. McCormick & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. In possession of

Sheriff.

Port Townsend, Wash.—L. B. Hastings &
Co. , hardware and bicycles. Sold out.

Louisville, Ky.—J. W. Reccius& Bro., sport-

ing goods. J. W. Reccius realty mortgage
$5,000.

Central Lake, Mich.—Doerr & Goodman,
hardware and bicycles. Chattel mortgage
$530 discharged.
Toledo, O.—James Strudwick, hardware and

bicycles. Chattel mortgage $171.
Vancouver, Wash.—Sparks & Tracy, hard-

ware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Birmingham, Ala.—Crellin & Safely. Bi-

cycles. Gone out of business.
Birmingham, Ala.—H. L. Warner, bicycles.

Reported sold out.

Portland, Me.—The Bee Bee Tire Manufact-
uring Co., organized, with J. D. Beebee, Pres-

ident and G. Ripley, Treasurer, to manufact-
ure tires, etc. Capital stock $100,000.

Air-Circulating Saddle.

The Bartlett Pneumatic and Saddle Mfg.
Co., of Lorain, Ohio, is the father of one of the
saddle novelties of the year. It is illustrated

in the advertisement in this issue. The vital

point of the saddle and the patentable part of

it is the peculiar rubber seat, which the manu-
facturers claim, and seemingly with reason,

allows a free circulation of air between saddle
and rider, thus overcoming the sweating and
chafing tendency of all saddles. The whole
affair weighs less than two pounds, and is a
saddle that the ease-loving road rider will do
well to experiment with. It is, in reality, much
less cumbersome in appearance than the cut,

which is an imperfect one, seems to show.

The opening of the season in England has
been attended with an unusually large num-
ber of accidents, a number of which have
ended fatally.
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Sold Everywhere by Wideawake Dealers,
—p== GENERAL AGENTS ssf~

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO.,
113 Chambers St., ^LVe^sr York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
r~

SYRACUSE EMPIRE, $150.

In our 24-pound Empire we offer what we believe to be the lightest and handsomest
practical wheel for road use. Its lines are beautifully and practically correct, while the

riders position gives him absolute control of the wheel.

In stiffness and strength it is unequaled; its steering qualities are superb. Every ounce
of extra weight has been scientifically trimmed off without affecting the strength of the

bicycle. It is made of the best possible material throughout.

>3E2_ro «ss-m_T

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., syraqjsiuly.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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ABOUT LEAGUE MEETS.

A FEW WORDS OF ADVICE TO DENVER—
THE CUT IN VICTORS.

A curious study is afforded by the history

of the League meets in the past, and that of

'94 promises to be as interesting as any.

Nothing shows more plainly the changing
character of League membership and the alter-

nate waves of depression andenthusiasm which
pass over the organization.

Sometimes the meet goes begging almost,

while again, several places enter the field

and battle for the coveted honor. Often the

meets which promise most, when far off,

frequently prove the greatest disappointment
when the cold hand of realization is laid upon
the wheelmen. Others are marked by the ab-

sence of that flourish of trumpets so often

witnessed, yet, for real downright sociability

and enjoyment they take a place in the front

rank.
Experience in conducting meets is usually

looked upon as a prime requisite; but here,

too, all rules are set at naught, and some of

the most enjoyable meets have been managed
by men utterly lacking in such knowledge.
Enthusiasm is sometimes sufficient to carry a

meet to success, even if wanting in the back-

ing afforded by numbers and financial stand-

ing ; but a meet has been known to fall very far

short, even with this support, simply because
enthusiasm was depended upon to take the

place of work.

The '94 meet presents many curious features.

We see the wheelmen of a far Western city

(in which cycling has taken a strong hold

without the League making any appreciable

impression) conduct an aggressive and suc-

cessful campaign, which results in their wrest-

ing the plum from the too-confident Asbury
Park. They have heard a great deal of the

League, and taking the estimates of those

persons who were but too glad to take the side

of the West against the East, they began to

prepare for the reception of thousands of visit-

ing wheelmen. By the simple method of

taking the total membership of the League
and dividing it by two or three the Denver
wheelmen arrive at the probable number of

their visitors.

It goes without saying that a royal welcome
will be given all who accept Denver's hospi-

tality. The way her representatives worked
for the meet, and everything that has trans-

pired since shows, if proof were needed, that

if anything is wanting it will not be the fault

of the entertainers. The feast will be pre-

pared—a many-sided one—and if any but the

most perfect success marks the occasion, it

will be because of the lack of those invited to

grace the occasion.

In her eagerness to make the meet an ever-

memorable one, Denver has fallen into two
errors. One is in supposing that the victory

won by her at Louisville was not complete,

and that Asbury Park has carried the fight

further, and is trying to run a meet for the sole

purpose of injuring the national one, and has
the support of some of the influential divisions

and officials in the iniquitous scheme. In this

there is but one grain of truth, and that is that

a meet has been proposed, but that it is an-

tagonistic to Denver seems to have little or no
foundation in fact.

The second mistake has been in building
upon the attendance of many thousands of

League members and in preparing for their

entertainment. It is nothing unusual to find

dozens, or even hundreds, of wheelmen who
are going to the League meet—several months
before it occurs ; but it has invariably been
found that the number steadily dwindles as
the time approaches, and the number actually

undertaking the journey is ridiculously small
when compared with those looked for. The
Chicago meet last year was a striking instance
of this tendency, and the Entertainment Com-
mittee could tell a tale of vain watching for

the visitors who never came. If Denver gets
as many hnndred visitors to her meet as she
expects thousands she will be very fortunate
indeed. For that reason those who do attend
will be lucky mortals, for upon them will be
lavished the attentions that were to be
showered upon many times their number.

In no one particular has the strength of the
bicycle market been more strongly shown than
in the calmness with which the Victor cut (to

$85 for '93 wheels) has been received. Owing
to the wide publicity which the overstock of

Spalding Victors received, there could be no
surprise about them, and every dealer knew
what was coming and braced himself for the
shock None has come, however, and it is

probable that the wheels will all be absorbed
quietly and without any sign of a stampede.
The strong way in which business opened

stiffened the backbones of those in the trade,

and made them look with equinimity upon the
cut.

It is altogether likely that we shall have a
big year, and if any further slumps come, it

will only be when the selling season is almost
over, and people are beginning to think of dis-

posing of their surplus stocks in almost any
way. There may be trouble then, but the
mere fact of its being expected or feared robs
it of much of its terrors. What we can see we
can guard against, and it is only the invisible

that is terrible. We may consider the first

(and perhaps the final) flurry to be over, satis-

fied that it has ceased to be a factor, and that
plans may be made, just as if the bugbear were
altogether out of the way. Merrihew.

EUREKA IS THEIR NAME.

Wood Rims, as Viewed in Ireland.

The American papers are still girding at
British apathy and carelessness in the matter
of not using wooden rims, when the States
have taken so eagerly to them. We can only
repeat what has been already said; that a
climate where wet and fine weather alternate
so constantly as they do in the British Isles is

not the place for rims of a material that swells
and cracks with changes of temperature.
Wood is very much more largely used in

America for all-round purposes than it is here,
and the above is the principal reason for this

fact. As to the rims themselves, even in
America they have been causing nasty smashes
on the track by reason of their sudden col-

lapses.—Irish Cyclist.

A horse and carriage will be the first prize in

the Linscott road race on Decoration Day.

Baltimore has a new club, the Thirteen
Cyclers, organized as a strictly road-riding
club for pleasure only. Members must pledge
themselves to ride a certain number of times,
and to rigidly observe the rules of "Dutch
treat." No two runs must be alike.

THE PROMOTERS OP THE COLORED
LEAGUE AND WHO THEY ARE.

Cleveland, April 8.—The Eureka Wheel
Club of this city, which is at the head of the

projected Afro American League, already feel

fairly certain of success ; but should it fail to

head as a national organization, the Eurekas

will form a League in this State. They have
already enlisted several prominent colored
wheelmen in different parts of the country,
among them being William Chittenden, of
Raleigh, S. C, President of the St. Augustine
Wheelmen; W. W. Brown, of Roanoke, Va.

;

E. S. Peters, of Chelsea, Mass. ; Robert Bel-
cher, President of a Philadelphia, Pa., club;
Booth Clemens, of Wheeling, W. Va., and
others. The Eureka Club is composed of

about forty of Cleveland's representative
colored young men, with officers as follows:

President, A. J. Braggs; Vice-President,
Luther Hall ; Secretary, John Ochard

;

Treasurer, Horace Maitin ; Corresponding
Secretary, F. J. Isaac. They gave a race
meet last fall at C. A. C. Park, which was a
financial success, and was attended by many
white people. They have also given several
dances and are financially in good condition
and able to carry on the work which they have
undertaken. Interested colored riders are
earnestly requested to correspond with Secre-
tary F. J. Isaac, 123 Huron Street. A circular

letter, fully describing the objects of the
League, will soon be mailed to all colored
riders whose addresses are obtainable.

Roasted by Cyclists";

The Clifton Wheelmen, of Baltimore, held
what they styled a '

' pig roast " last week. Two
little Holstein porkers had been carefully bred
and fattened on the farm of President Millard
F. Thomas for the occasion. When the cyclists

reached the banquet-room they found the little

porkers steaming hot, and set up on the table

in the attitude of cyclists speeding for a mile.

In their stretched mouths were two red apples.

The colored janitor of the house proved himself
most efficient in pig anatomy, as he deftly

carved the little animals. Though the pigs

wore the honors of the table, there were many
other viands.

The Rev. Geo. H. Miller, of the Holland
Reform Church, Harlem, has been called on
to explain certain charges against him, chief

of which is the henious offense of riding a
bicycle. It is stated that he " rolled around
the district trying to make an impression upon
every one he met."

The Springfield (Mass.) B. C. has purchased
four acres of land on the shore of Nine-mile
Pond, on which a club-house will be built. The
structure will be erected in the woods, on a
bluff overhanging the shore, and will cost

about $1,000. It is intended for use in the
Summer.

J. J. Fister, of the Georgetown C. C, who
held the twenty-four hour record last year
until broken by E. C. Yeatman, of Washing-
ton, is getting himself into shape for another
go at the record. The Shell Road near Balti-

more will be the scene of the trial.

WKDDING
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE BVAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any "jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00

per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good iobbers. „, ,
„_ ti . _ __ ,,,

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel,
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This is Personal and Means You!

Jttake Moneyl

Handle the

Latest

Bicycle.

The " lf"eM*«g-*<m"

3 SIZES :

No. 1, 5125.00,
Weight 28 lbs.

No. 2, 5100.00,
Weight SI lbs.

The above cut represents the popular Wellington wheel—not a back number called a high grade, gotten up to deceive the

unitiated, but a '94 wheel of latest design and elegant finish. We WILL have an agent in every town and city in the Union.

Where no agent is established we will ship one sample wheel at wholesale price. They MUST be introduced, and we take this

liberal and effective means of accomplishing it.

^
^

This is a chance of a life time—don't miss it

!

STOKES MFG. CO., Makers, CNICAGO.
Western Branch, Union Cycle Mfg. Co. Have you seen the '94 Union ? Send for Catalogue.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^
^
^
^

Our Specialties...

(on tor^sa the button
J?ic lira, does the resits

I

Brandenburg Pedals.

General Bicycle Supplies.

PAhKHORST & IILfflSI, is. 148-164 Kin Street, CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

RICH Z) SAGER COMPANY, ELLWOOD SHAFTING Z TUBE COMPANY,
BICYCLE WOOD RIM COMPANY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,
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GOSSIP GOING ROUND.

What may we not expect to see awheel dur-

ing the coming months? Although there has
been but a few bright Sundays thus far, the

crop of nondescript, atrociously dressed,

awkward and immature riders is enough to

throw the anti-cyclist into three kinds of fits.

It is an oft-quoted fact that, while a youth or

man may be the pink of perfection in the way
of riders when garbed as a civilian, on a wheel
he is often a complete personification of the

prize-winner at a hard-times smoker, and a
tip-topper for general "slobbiness." This
was, perhaps, more true before the adoption

of the bloomer costume. But the bloomers
have not advanced far beyond the club men,
and the army of the great unwashed is

growing at a tremendous rate, and every-

thing in the way of clothing goes.

Here are a few samples seen airing them-
selves along a prominent boulevard on the

first bright Sunday of this year: A red-haired

youth, full tights ; long, every-day, worn-out
sack coat, white sweater, derby hat; position

awkwardly erect, arms akimbo. Another
youth: Full tights, long-peaked cap, cutaway
coat, dirty linen collar, body bent almost
double. Still another youth: Old trousers,

cut off below the knee, threadbare, pea-col-

ored coat; white sweater, slouch hat, dirty

blue stockings, high shoes, bent-backed.

Young man, long trousers, turned up at bot-

tom; black sweater, old cutaway coat, peaked
cap, slightly stooped, elbows out. Negro, full

tights, black sweater, eight-year-old sack coat,

high shoes, derby hat, slightly dented; af-

flicted badly with kyphosis. And there were
others, with variations.

After witnessing such an array of bizarre

costumes and originality in dress, one hails the

approach of a neatly dressed cyclist, attired in

a bloomer suit of non-dust-showing cloth, with

a sigh of satisfaction.

It is quite evident that the writer of the fol-

lowing paragraph, from the Rider and Driver,

beheld a crowd of riders, such as referred to

above, in describing the sights of a Central

Park boulevard

:

The bicycle is to be seen in great force on the park
drives here, and the riders of these evidently belong
to all classes of society and appear in most grotesque
attire, totally out of keeping with the requirements of

the weather and sometimes barely escaping indecency.
It would not, perhaps, be a bad idea if the Park Com-

RUINS OF THE CENTURY CYCLE MFG. CO. S

FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS.

missioners added a new by-law to the list now in
force, viz., one compelling cyclists to wear the knicker-
bocker suit, such as riders affect.

While the matter of dress is not a matter for

the Park Commissioners to regulate, still it

would be a fine thing for the sport if some of
these horrible examples could be induced to

see the error of their way.

There's no doubt about it. The retail busi-
ness in the metropolitan district, and from
general report all over the country, is boom-
ing and far ahead of last season. In view of the
"hard times" and the crippled condition of the
country's industries, this, to some people, seems
odd. While many lines of industry are at a
standstill, the cycle factories are working
overtime. A visit to a number of retailers de-
veloped the fact that they were all ahead of
last season in the way of the number of wheels
sold up to April 1. The class of people who
are purchasing new mounts this year, as a
rule, is of a higher standing than in former
seasons. It is the class not affected to any
degree by the general financial depression, a
class that will aid in bringing the sport to a
still higher degree in the public estimation.
The number of ladies taking up wheeling is

also far in excess of last season.

According to an English contemporary the
$5,000 to be paid Zimmerman when he makes
his debut in Paris as a professional, will
be furnished by Max Lebandy, a young
millionaire. In return Zimmy is to ride only
at the Seine and Buffalo tracks.

At the Sport and Play meet at Aston, on
Easter Monday, F. J. Osmond made his first

appearance on the track since his return from
America. He won his heat in 2m. 32 1-5S., but
did not start in the final. He also started in
the half mile handicap but did not secure a
place.

Ora Seavey, a well-to-do man-milliner, of
Fort Wayne, Ind., has had made a special
Victor Flyer, costing $350. The wheel is gold-
plated, and, so runs the description, is

"furnished with white enamel leather and
ivory hand-holds."

J. W. Linneman, Buffalo's crack road racing
man, is training at Alden, N. Y. If the roads
are in good condition he expects to put the
twenty-five miles record close to the hour.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES

JAMES S.

HENDERSON,

Agent for New York City

and vicinity.

165 GREENWICH STREET,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
S^S^.VVS'rS^ySArSVSVVVVVVS^^VVVVVS^VSVVVVV1

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw it in Tbe Wheel.",
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The

In the building of a
high grade bicycle per-

haps the points which go
to make up a thoroughly
first class machine to a
greater extent than any
other are a number of

details which are incor-

porated into the machine
so as to be hidden from
view, but it is the atten-

tion to these important
points that constitutes

the real difference between one machine and another. A good illus-

tration of the truth of this is shown in the way the head of the Phoe-
nix is made. In putting the reinforcement into the head of the
Phoenix in place of merely inserting another piece of tubing of the
right length, we use a special tube which is cut at an angle much

EASTERN BRANCH OF STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

tne same as the mouth-piece of the old willow whistles that every
one has made as a boy.

THE REASON.
Every mechanic knows that a steel tube crystallizes in the con-

centric circles round the tube and at the point where it enters the
heavier piece of metal ; by cutting out reinforcements in this method
we not only get the elliptical spring in the reinforcement itself, but
we take in a point of crystallization of nearly two inches.

THE RESULT.
No broken frames and every Phoenix frame when tapped in the

middle of the tube with a pencil will ring like a"" bell, proving con-
clusively that the vibrations of the tube are not stopped at any one
point but travel throughout the entire frame. If you have a
Phoenix try it yourself ; if you have not, send for catalogue which
will tell you all about it. Our new road racer weighs 21 pounds,
has very deep frame, narrow tread, light sprocket and chain, our
own incomparable cranks and spokes, wood rims, Palmer tires. It

is a delight to look at this wheel, pure enjoyment to ride it and any
man who owns one has a mount above criticism. New England
and New York State Agents write the

575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

PdRTLETT PNEUfWIC 5dDDLL
Different from all other pneu=

matic saddles.

An absolutely perfect road seat. You

ride on air.

Fitted with an inner tube. Adjustable

to any wheel.

Weighs less than two pounds.

Chafing and Sweating absolutely

done away with.
[PATENT PENDING.]

BARTLETT PNEUMATIC SADDLE

Oar Patent is for a Pneumatic Seat that

permits a free circulation of AIE between

seat and rider, ab;olntely preventing

sweating:, chafing and soreness.

It needs a trial to demonstrate the wonder-

ful qualities of this saddle. Weighs less than

two pounds and iooks well on a wheel.

Understand that this saddle is more than

a simple pneumatic. Its seat (our patent)

absolutely prevents chafing and sweating.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

Say you "Saw it in The Wheel. 1

& MFG. CO., Lorain, Ohio.

jLhis is not a galloon, bat a iire designed

for the comfort of the rider and the sewing of

"cizss -words " in case of panctare.

.A section, mailed any dealer sending as his

ixame and address.

Get oar quotations on (PURE QLUBBER
tabes.

TILLINGHAST MFG. CO., 117 Orange St., Providence, R.I.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

lisL HHV6

A PROPOSITION!
TO 3ULA.KZE to EVERY DEALER, IN"

BICYCLES AND GENERAL SPORTING GOODS
I3ST THEE COUNTRY.

IT IS A PROPOSITION YOU WILL TflANK tJS FOR.
SIMPLY FORWARD A POSTAL BEARING TOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AND THE LINES YOU HANDLE TOTHE SPORTING GOODS DBALEB,

I3. O. BOX! 1,165, NEW YORK CITY.
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F. M. Brockton & Co., of Boston, -who are
marketing a very taking foot-brake, have also
a toe-clip that can be attached to any pedal.
It consists of two parts, a toe-clip for rat-trap
pedals and an attachment by which it can be
placed on any size of rubber pedal.

^?uJYi*I?iJ!:y
. THE

PITTSBURG STAND
(PATENTED)

Is quickly and securely attached or detached

;

fits all sizes and styles; attached to either front

or rear wheel, and when attached the wheel
may be moved at will.

Correspondence with the Jobbing Trade
Solicited Send for Circular and Prices.

PRICE, $1 EACH.

WM M. JUSTICE & CO., Manufacturers

PITTSBURG, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
OF

Safety Bicycles,
BY

E. BISSELL, SON & CO., Auctioneers,

Thircsday, April 19,

AT 11 O'CLOCK,
AT

Ho. 12 Hnrray St. and 15 Part PL. New Tori.

About 200 Medium and High Grade Ameri-
can and English Cushion and Pneumatic Tire
Safety Bicycles.
The line of wheels to be sold are all stan-

dard and well-known makes, comprising in

part Eagle Altairs, Smalley, Rudge, Ormonde,
American and English Scorchers, Rambler,
Clipper, Luxury, Crescent, Gazelle, Reading,
Triangle, Jewel, Duco and other well-known
makes. This sale is worthy of the attention
of the trade and persons desiring to purchase
a first-class wheel at their own price.

Bicycles on exhibition Wednesday, April 18.

Leon Schermerhorn, in charge of Schover-
ling, Daly & Gales' cycle department, is

"doing" Long Island this week, making his

rounds awheel. So few cycle salesmen make
use of the wheel in their travels that the
fact is worthy of note.

Twelve polishers employed by the Keating
Wheel Co. went out on a strike last week on
account of the employment of a non-union
man. There was but little delay in filling the
places of the dissatisfied men.

ONLY Shoe for Racing.

IJMK^TpJ BEST MEN WEAR IT.
'»*"h*^r m Send for Catalogue.

DEL CLEAT CO., 31 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

Improved "Drawbench for

SeamleBs Steel Tubes.

Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUGAR CASE HILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OP

Galvanizing Plant,

\ Corrugating Machinery,
Rolling Mills,

Wire-Drawing
Machinery,

Vacuum Pans,
Centrifugals, Engines,
Boilers, etc.

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS,

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.

Machinery and Complete Plants of.Most Modern Practice for Making

SEAMLESS COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ijfllajQjr

A Novelty in Bicycle Suits.

You have doubtless experienced that uncomfortable feeling of a

tight belt, and of trousers binding at the knee, thus impeding

action.

Our patent trousers overcomes these difficulties, having a cov-

ered elastic attachment in waist and knee that is self-conforming

and self-surporting. They are models of ease and will fit any form.

WRITE FOR PRICES. '

PEERLESS BICYCLE PANTS CO.,

New York agent, 74 Sumner Street,

IRA PEREGO, 23 Park Row. Boston, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE O YOUiOlSTJE IPTTMIIP.
Will fill your tire with air in a moment

;

stands alone or can be fastened to the
floor. Universal coupling in end of hose;
will fit nipple for any make of tire. Base
easily detached for carrying pump on
wheel. Base cannot be broken ; is mal-
leable. Plunger rod is strong steel and
stiff. The plunger is brass and thick, so

it does not cut out cylinder. A genuine valve and one that is get-at-able.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gentlemen :—Your Pump came to hand, it is the best pump we have seen; please send us two nipples for

the Providence Tire double tube, also send us a card showing the name of each nipple, that is, tire it fits.

Yours truly, O. C. STEELE & CO.
The Davis & Stevens Mfg. CO., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Gentlemen .-—Pump received to-day. I enclose check for $2.50 for the pump. I like the pump very well,
and find it the strongest I have seen. Yours truly, GEO. N. ADAMS.

Delivered anywhere in tJ. S. for S3.50 C. O. D., or cash. Refer to K. G. Dun & Co.

THE b/lVIS & STEVENS MFQ. CO., ~ - ~ ~ SENECd FdLLS, N. Y.

\ \ \ \ \

?/

:
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HygradF
I * MARK V^

m

Different from all others and original in style and finish is our
claim on our goods. Our sweaters have our patent collar that pre-
vents the neck from sagging and keeps it in perfect shape.

Our stocking, for beauty, durability and comfort, is superior to all

others as thousands of riders testify to. Try our goods and you will
never use any other.

g p _ CURT|S & ^ ^ Washjngton g^ B0ST0N) MASSi
SKND FOR CIRCULAR. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing'.
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Fairbanks Wood Rims!

THE BEST.
Demand them on your Wheels.

^ FAIRBANKS WOOD 4 RI7VY CO.
3i Park Row, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

# SHDDLES &
IN STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing Saddles ever offered.

LAMPLUGHS X MIDDLEMORES X MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK.

^ LAMPS.
Best Value Lowest Prices

- »"<>•»•»-»"»-»-<>"»-<

Mfcl)
TPE

. QEO. PEdRCE Q2

i5«s
67 SOUTH EAST ST., .- - -

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

INDIANAPOLIS, III

1894.
Our Line of Cycles for '94 Season

A EEW OF OUR LEADERS:

ARIEL, TITANIA, H.-T. SCORCHER,
READING FLYER,

Also a Full Line of Medium Grades.

Jobbers, Dealers, Agents! write for particulars and
discounts.

H.-T. Scorcher.

GEO. WORTHINGTON CO.,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." CL6^6LHND, OHIO.

1894.
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The South Brooklyn Wheelmen have elected

the following officers: President, W. H. Nash;
Vice-President, C. J. Obermeyer; Treasurer,
L. H. Shanks; Secretary, C. E. Norregaard;
Financial Secretary, E. P. Liesgang; Captain,

R. L. Smith.

The Trojan Wheelmen of Troy, N. Y.,

elected these officers last week: President, C.

E. Wilson; Vice-President, F. E. Oathout;
Secretary, G. B. Friday ; Financial Secretary,

G. S. Coutie ; Treasurer, T. T. Chase.

RANKIN TOE CLIPS

THE RANKIN TOE CLIP.

For Rubber
and Rat-Trap
Pedals.
Every rider

should have a
pair, as it
makes riding
t wen t y -fi v e
per centeasier.
All bicycle

dealers should
have these in
stock. We
allow a liberal
discount.

W. G. Rankin & Co., 25 Custom House St,, Providence, R.I.

« *

—

g> O -A. Ij Li g

—

* c.

MODEL ONE^ TWO PIECE RACING SUITS
No. 1301, First Grade Worsted,
;olid colors, $5.50 ; 1302, Second
irade Worsted, solid colors,

J3.50, black and navy in stock

;

1303, Light Weight Worsted,
black and navy blue only, $3.25;
1306, Black Sateen, very light,
$2.25. Any color to order.

TWO-PIECE SUITS.
First Grade Worsted, anv color, $5.25; Second Grade
Worsted, any color,? $3.25; Light Weight Worsted,
black and navv blue,':$2 50; Cotton, black only, $2.00.
Send chest, waist and back of neck to crotch measure.
Terms — S1.00 with order; balance, C.O.D., or full amount and

15e. extra by mail. Send 2c. stamp for our 80 page illustrated
catalogue of Bicyclists, Athletic, Base Ball, Lawn Tennis and
Theatrical Goods.

S, B. CALL, 229 MAIN STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Tlii EUREKA. Bicycle Snort
FOR 1894

IS A. BEAUTY.

Handsomely Enameled or Bronzed as Pre-

ferred.

Warranted for Efficiency and Durability.

To see it is to want it.

Correspondence with the Trade Solicited.

Prices and Discounts on Application.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

JOHN C. McCLUEE,
54 & 56 M. & E. R.R. AVE.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Mention The Wheel.

CATALOG ^
CYCLE PRINTING

OF EVERY SORT,

AND ILLUSTRATIONS
TO "SET IT OFF,"

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

THE WHEEL PRESS,
210 Fulton St., N. Y.

The Newburyport (Mass.) B. C. has elected

these officers: President, L. W. Piper; Vice-

President, Clarence Danforth; Secretary-

Treasurer, W. C. Toppam; Captain, W. P.

Johnson; Executive Committee, L. W. Piper,

C. Danforth, W. C. Toppan, G. W. Lunt, G.

Elmer Towey, A. P. Wilson.

Neither President Luscomb nor Secretary

Bassett, who was in the city, knew anything
of the reported stoppage of the official organ
by the postal authorities, which was tele-

graphed from Chicago early this week. Mr
Luscomb stated that as the League had con-

formed to all postal requirements, he did not

see how it was possible.

The Pastime A. C, of this city, are organ-
izing a wheeling section. Their running
track, at Sixty-sixth Street and East River, is

being enlarged and made suitable for cycling.

The Brooks Cyclometer Reduced to $3.00.

The Brooks Cyclometer, than which none
has been more widely or favorably known,
will, from this date, be sold for $3.00, instead
of $5.00, the former price.

If your dealer does not have them, send to
the Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.

—

Adv.

SCORCHER-GRIP
THE BAG for Touring.

Price $2, 2.50 and 3. Send for Cat.

Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St.. Boston, Mass.

There is such a thing as buy-

S

SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not chea^-at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

THIS Wl mark

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article

that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-

sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The "Wheel

'

The Herald Cycle Co.,

114 Nassau St., N. Y. City,

are determined

to be repre-

sented in every

town and vil-

lage in U. S. If they cannot appoint a regular

bicycle agent, they will give the agency to a

prominent rider. The Herald Cycles weighs

from 20 to 30 lbs. and have made quite a hit in

New York this season. Riders send for par-

ticulars. Kindly mention "The Wheel."

Only 25c.
EAST INDIA

Stick Grapholine....
An insignificent sum in comparison to
its value—saves chain, saves sprocket
wheel, and saves the pedal pusher, as it

keeps away dust and mud, making speed
for the rider.

Free from Grease
When once used always used. Sales
this season enormous in this and
foreign countries.

If you prize your wheel send 25 cents for
sample stick and don't use oil again.
Recommended by riders all over the
United States. Sold by all cycle dealers.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT,

632 Fourth Ave.,
Louisville, Ky.PRINCE WELLS,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.

1500—SLAUGHTER—1500
JU.5T BOUGHT.

Best make and well-known ; always sold at $125 ; new and complete at

-H S£60 each H-
500 Second-hand, at $45 each. Same make and used slightly.

I*. C. JANDORF & CO.,
32 Park Place. NEW YORK. 116 & 118 W. 125th St.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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APRIL.

19—Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffee.

MAY.
1—Dixon, Cal., Race Meet, Driving Park Association.
5—Medford, Mass., Linscott Road Race.
19—Wilmington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, M. Y., Wheel Club, Race Meet.
30—Neshaming, Pa., Falls C. C. Race Meet.
30—Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
30—Elmira, N. Y., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass , Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30—Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n.N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30 -Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.

30—Cleveland, O , Race Meet, Cleveland W. C.
30—Jamestown, N. Y., Rice Meet, Jamestown B. C.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O., Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30-31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

JUNE.

12-17—Cincin'ti to Ow'sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., RoaJ Race, Martin and Dressing.
is—Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
15—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
20-21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y\ M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.

JULY.
2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4— Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4— Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4—Manchester, N H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., R^ce Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa , Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4—Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4-Keene, N. H , Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado bprings, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-5- Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.

7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N.

J.,
Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.

14—Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
15—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange A.th. C. C.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapnlis. Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.

AUGUST.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A.
ii—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18-Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
24-25-St Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C , Nat'l Circuit Meet'
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
,_ Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8_Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C , Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
26-27-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29— Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

DIAMOND TOURNAMENT
AND

Twelfth Annual Race Meet
OF THE

SCRANTON BICYCLE CLUB

AT SCRANTON, PA.,

Wednesday, July 4.
$2,000 in Diamonds as Prizes. All Prizes

guaranteed value as Advertised.

List of events and Prizes ready about April 15.
For information address

H. B, CHASE, 31? Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

The first prize in the Martin road race, on
May 30, will be valued at about $400. It will
consist of either a grand piano, horse and
buggy, or a gold watch studded with diamonds.
Other prizes, thus far secured, are: Columbia,
Rambler, Cleveland, Warwick and Empire
wheels. The entry fee is $2. The race will
be held over the same course as last year.

The Montauk Wheelmen are arranging for
a minstrel and vaudeville entertainment, to
be held at the Criterion Theater on April 24.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Name. Product. Page.

Acme Cycle Co Acme 58
Acme Mfg. Co Stormer Gem 13
American Dunlop Tire Co. . . Tires 31
Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16
Ames, F C. & Co Specialties 71
Applegate & Harvey 72
Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 20
Aughinbaugh, W. E Patent Attorney 72
Automatic Mud Guard Co 65
Baldwin, E. A Wrenches 71
Barber Asphalt Paving Co 72
Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 57
Beard, Wm. & Sons Parts —
Becker, C. M Wearing Apparel 10
Betts, A. U. & Co Cement 69
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co Bells 63
Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 73
Black Mfg. Co Vigilant, Tribune 50
Boston Meter Co Cyclometer —
Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim.... 69
Bredder AlTen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank..... 71
Bridgeport Brass Co Lamps 58
Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co Cyclometer 72
Buckley, F. M. & Co Brake 10
Buffalo Tricycle Co Fleetwing, Envoy 14
Buffalo Wheel Co Niagara —
Burleigh, Geo. K Watch Carrier 69
Call, S. B Racing Suits 54
Calrow, J. G Lubricant 73
Central Cycle Mfg. Co Ben Hurs 61

Columbus Bicycle Co Columbus 28
Cleveland M'h'ine Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 74
Clip Co Brake 71
Colton, Geo. B Mud-guard 72
Cook's Sons, Adam Bicvcline 67
Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 69
Crescent Company Sweaters 54
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 19
Curtis, S.P. & Co Knit Goods 52
Cushman & Denison Oilers 56
Cyclist, The 72
Cycling Publications 71
Cyclola Co 68
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps 52
Detachable Cleat Co 56-54-52
Diamond Machine Co —
Duckworth, J. & H Chain —
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 27
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 74
Elastic Tip Co Sundries 73
Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 65
El well, F. A Tour 71
Engraving 73
Erie Rubber Co Tire 66
Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 53
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery 56
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 76
Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 64
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co 52
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 56
Fougera & Co., E Anti-Stiff 72
Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17
Gendron Iron Wheel Co The Gendron —
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper —

Name. Product. Page.
Garvin Machine Co ....Machinery 72
Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 68
Godfrey, Chas. J Warren 9
Goodrich Co., B. F Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co..Ramblers 1

Gump, A. W., & Co 45
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer 56
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 69
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot —
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 66
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hay & Willits Pump 71
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps -. 73
Hibbard,Spencer,Bartlett&Co..St. Nicholas 2

Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 70
Hudson & Co Tubing 73
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 67
Ide Mfg. Co.,F. F Ide Cycles —
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co Wood Rims 66
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 70
Jandorf, L. C. & Co 54
Justice & Co., Wm. M Stand 52
Keating Wheel Co Keating —
Laing Cycle Co Repair Outfit 68
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 17
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 57
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 67
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock. 69
Liberty Knitting Mills Knit Goods 68
Lovell Arms Co

, John P Lovell Diamond 64
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 60
McClure, Jno. C Support 54
McMullen & Co., Roger B Parts 73
Mcintosh-Huntington Co....Sunol 16

McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst 35
Metal Turning Co Wrench , ...75
Morgan & Wright Tires 33-46
MotorCycle Co 8

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co Bells , 47
Newton Rubber Works Tire 41
New York Belt. & Pack. Co. .Tires —
Nfew York Cycle Co New York 12

New York Tire Co Tire 57
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings —
Nickel Plate Transportation 70
Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 48
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co..Tire 6

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 49
Park Cycle Co 68
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 53
Peerless Mfg.Co Triangle 15
Peerless Bicycle Parts Co 52
Penseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe —
Perry & Co Chains 2

Pierce & Co., Geo. N Queen City Cycles 13
Plush, A. L Repairing 68

Poorman, J. E Brighton —
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 64

Name. Product. Page.
Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City 62
Quinton Cycle Co., Ltd Quinton 18
Radway 's R. R. R 7 i

Raisbeck Electrotype Co Electrotypes 72
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh , 29
Raleigh Cvcle Co Saddle S3
Rankin, W. G 54
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 72
Read & Sons., Wm New Mail 59
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 60
Remington Arms Co Remington 5
Rich & Sager Co Saddles 62
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 70
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 68
Rogers, A. D Enameling 72
Roper Brush Brake Co Brake 60
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear —
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 65
RoyalCycle Works Royal 61
Shapleigh Hardw'e Co., A. F. Pacer and Thelma ....19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber 18

Shaw & Kaiser Caps 68
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 72
Shepard & Sons, H.G Wood Rims 66
Sid well & Saben Cycle Co.. .Waltham 63
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 71
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts 67
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks 71
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 68
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 12
Spalding Bros., A. G Cyclometers 63
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co. .Balls and Parts 65
Sporting Goods Dealer 57
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 69
Steam Gauge Co Lamps 69
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 41
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 43
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num n
Stokes Mfg. Co 49
Stover B. Mfg. Co., E.Branch.. Phoenix 57
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 72
Studley & Barclay Supplies 72
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 69
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 47
Tillinghast Mfg. Co

, 57
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 59
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 54
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier 68
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 54
Weston & Co , I. A Wheels 63
West Side Auction House Co 62
Wheel Binders 73
Wheelmen's Registration Co 68
White Sewing Machine Co. .Triumph Bicycle 70
Whitten, W. W Parts 45
Wilhelm & Co., W. H...».... Reading 69
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 62
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 75
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 68
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 73
Worthington. Geo. Co 5£

Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 43
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits. .64
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For Amateur Photographers.

Tourists and camera fiends will find the
Kodak Carrier, illustrated above, particularly

adapted for carrying a camera conveniently
and without sudden jar. It is made by C. H.
Lamson, Portland, Me.

Washington Dealers Work in Harmony.

The Washington Bicycle Dealers' Associa-
tion, composed of all the firms of the city,

have banded together for mutual protection

and have a series of agreements, displayed
in all the local stores. One of the articles is

that they will not retail a '94 wheel for less

than list price. The other articles are as fol-

lows:
" We will not sell a latest wheel on the installment

plan for less than $30 cash on values of $100 orupward,
the payment on which shall not be less than $10 a
month.
" In case payments are not made on dates agreed

upon the wheel must be returned to the dealer until
payments are paid in full. If, after the |expiration of

sixty days no payments have been made the wheel
will be forfeited.
"That we will not supply free of charge lamps,

bells and sundries not listed with machines.
" Customers offering wheels in trade must prove

clear title or produce bill of sale fro same."
On the last clause the dealers lay particular stress.

On more than one occasion they have taken stolen
wheels in trade, which were taken from them. Then
again, a man who purchases a wheel on the install-

ment plan from one dealer may turn it in exchange
with another before he has completed his payments.
The dealers have been bitten so often by unscrupu!
lous persous that all are fully aware of the need of
mutual protection.

Anyone with a hundred high grade bicycles

to dispose of at spot cash will do well to

communicate with " Certified Check," whose
advertisement appears in this issue.

Folks who are looking for bargains should
attend the auction sale at 12 Murray Street,

this city, on Thursday next. Some 200 wheels,
among them some well known makes, will be
disposed of.

The John P. Lovell Arms Co., of Boston,
have removed their wholesale department to

161 State Street, where they have 50,000 squa;e
feet of floor space. They are also opening a
branch store at 38 Columbus Avenue.

The annual opening of the Schwalbach Rid-
ing Academy, Brooklyn, was held on April 4. A
long musical programme was rendered, and in

addition Maltby and Barber amused the crowd
with trick riding. A reception followed.

J. W. Cross, Washington, D. C, was in

New York this week, showing a bicycle lock of

his invention. It is attached permanently to

the brace extending from the crank axle to the
rear hub and fastens to the crank. The idea
appears to be a good one.

The Herald Cycle Co. is the latest addition
to the trade in New York. The company
manufacture the Herald cycles, and have
opened a store at 114 Nassau Street. Sun-
dries of all kinds are also handled, and agencies
are wanted for New York city. Frederick
Herbert, formerly with the American Or-
monde Co. and the Raleigh Co., is manager.

OVERSTOCKS OR JOB LOTS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

One machine or any quantity. Address

"Resahscrup," care of The Wheel Office

4-20-c New York, N. Y.

SCORCHER
Light. Neat. Comfortable.

Send for Catalogue
Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston.

WANTED.
By a SPOT CASH purchaser, one hun-

dred or more strictly high grade bicycles;

must be light and the latest 1894 pattern;

will buy with or without tires, tool bags

or accessories; must be a BARGAIN for

CASH. All communications strictly

confidential. Address,

"CERTIFIED CHECK,"

care of THE WHEEL.

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. No Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers 100 Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallitgford, Conn.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing1

.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash in-

variably in advance.

TXTANTED—A Columbia Tandem Tricycle; must be
** in good order. Also a Ladies' Columbia, solid
or cushion tire. New wheels in exchange. Cycle Ex-
change, Harrisburg, Pa. 4-27

VOUNG MAN desires situation as bicycle repairer,
-* or maker. Recently with Humbers & Trent Co.,
England. Experienced. Address, stating salary, W.
Stevenson, 158 Barclay Street., Newark, N. J. 4 13

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER, in first-class
-*- condition; cost $100; will sell or exchange for a
good pneumatic tired safety. L. W. Blanchard, Cen-
treville, Allegany Co., N. Y. 4-13

\\J ANTED—Experienced Tire Repairer; one who
*» can make himself generally useful. Apply to

L. C. Jandorf & Co., 116 and 118 W. 125th Street, City.
4-13C

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H.,P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

\\fANTED a second hand or shop worn high grade
** wheel, in perfect order, less than 34 lbs. in
weight, in exchange for lubricating oils. Address,
Ohio Oil and Grease Co., Cleveland, O. 4-13

00 LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash.
1UU They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan-Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find any-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

. _ BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
•20 a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

SPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
pneumatic tires. Price $150.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent conditian, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw
'vma*3*I!**°LBm

address:
FOE RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS ANB CHILLED ROLLS.

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

t^~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.-^
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

UNDOUBTEDLY The Best Oiler in th 3 World

ya size.

" THE "Perfect."

WHT THE "BEJT"?
25 Cents.

1. It has won every test in competition with other oilers. 2. It was used by the leading manufacturers in
'93 although higher in price. 3. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicetv. 4. It is the neatest and tightest
oiler ever made. 5. Although many oilers were shown at Chicago, the " PERFECT " only received the medal.

% SIZE.

STAR OILER.
15 Cents Each.

Second Only to the

Oiler Holders. Pump Holders.

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY
MACHINE.
HANDSOMELY NICKELED.

Price, 25 Cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
PERFCCT." 172 Ninth Avenue,

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
New Fork,
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ADVERTISING.

'THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.
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insertion in current issue.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 55.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

berson interested in cycling.

ON AU " I, " STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

WHEEL CIRCULATES EVERYWHERE.
A cycling traveler, who has just completed a

trip ex 'ending from New York through Ohio,

Indiana, Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska, writes:

"There is scarcely a town in which THE WHEEL
cannot be found. You have certainly an excel-

lent circulation in the West among the dealers.

You cannot imagine how eagerly we lone trav-

elers pick up a trade paper when we run across

it, and how much we appreciate the opportunity

of getting posted."

THE MAN OF THE YEAR.

THE man of the year—on the race-path—

should be the champion of Class A.

He should be the fastest man who rides for

sport—the fastest amateur— for, if the Racing
Board carry out their present plan of opera-

tion and government, Class A will out-Greek

the Greeks, so far as purity of sport is con-

cerned.

But, unless the Racing Board retreat from
their present position, we shall have no
champion of Class A. The Board has decided

that there will be one championship meet,

open to Class A and Class B men.

This is certainly liberal and slip-shod enough
to suit everybody. But the Board did not

favor the simple, liberal rule, and the Board
has been so admirable in conception and ex-

ecution, that we have come to expect nothing

from it but an energy that is surprising, and
a keenness of judgment akin to wisdom.
A championship is the greatest honor that a

man may win. To provide no blue ribbon

event for Class A men is to decry that class

;

is to emasculate it, to rob it of dignity, and to

set Class B above it.

The Board has put itself to much trouble to

protect men who ride for sport merely. Let
them complete the work they have so well

begun, and provide a championship meeting

for Class A, which, from the point of view of

the Board, must be considered the best class.

If Class A is worth all this legislation, it is

worth having the new system completed up to

the handle.

IT'S z<«-English—quite so—you know. This

was the cry which, at the last session of

the N. C. U., defeated Mr. Sturmey's proposi-

tion that Englishmen only be eligble to the

English championships. It is undoubtedly

very gallant and all that, but withal an unsea-

sonable gallantry. It may appear unsports-

manlike, but we cannot re-echo TheScorcher's

hope that America will " go and do likewise."

As we understand it, a championship of any

particular country is contested to prove the

best man of that particular country, not of the

world at large.

A question of the hour: How much is Troy
making out of the Zimmerman deal ?

On last year's form Sanger and Tyler should

finish one-two in nine out of ten events, and
prove themselves the best men in Class B. In

Class A, Guy L. Gary should prove a Zimmer-
man.

If the makers play Class B to the full limit,

we may this year see score cards reading much
like this:

W. W. Taxis, Sterling team, Chicago ; colors, red and
black.

J. S. Johnson, Stearns team, Syracuse; colors,
orange.

J. P. Bliss, Rambler team, Chicago; colors, terra
cotta.

And why not?

Wheeling states that no one but a fool or a

scorcher rides without a brake and foot-rests.

Yet scarcely one rider out of twenty-five has

a brake attachment to his wheel, and of the

many machines advertised in the cycle press,

scarcely a dozen are shown equipped with this

accessory. Are the riders of to-day all

scorchers or fools?

THE COLOR REGISTRY.

THE Racing Board's registry of colors will,

we fear, fall short of its purpose.

The riders are too numerous, and the com-
binations of colors apt to prove too complicated
if two or three thousand individual selections

are permitted. The first batch of "assign-
ments," published elsewhere in this issue, will

give an idea of what may be expected if the
present system is continued.

To make the innovation popular with the

public, it will be well that the choice of colors

or combinations thereof be limited to clubs and
manufacturers' teams, as a whole, and not as

individuals.

Where riders are so many and colors so

diversified, the two will never commingle in the

minds of the grand stands and "bleacheries."

On the turf, from whence the idea was ob-

tained, the jockeys—it matters not how many
—all wear the one color or combination regis-

tered by the owner of the stable to which they

are attached.

In college athletics it is the blue of Yale and
the crimson of Harvard, not the costume of

the individual competitor, that are known to

the spectator.

In a cycling way, the Kings County Wheel-
men all wore the same sort of costume and cap
in last year's Irvington-Milburn road race ; in

the Pullman event in Chicago the riders of the

the Lincoln C. C. all affected a fiery red cap,

and in both instances were distinguishable

from the rabble and easily recognized and re-

membered by the onlookers.

We submit the idea to the L. A. W. Racing
Board. So far, less than a half-hundred riders

have been assigned colors, and the change can
best be made now, if at all.

Sanger and Tyler are both in Denver, says

the paragrapher. Evidently some one with

extra-strong glasses and who knows what's

what has an eye on the National champion-

ships. That rarified mountain air has been

known to play queer pranks with the un-

acclimated.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association has

announced that " Class B riders of the L.A.W.
are barred from riding against members of

the Association." England, through the cycle

press, has also declared against Class B. In

the face of this, will the L. A. W. Racing

Board still maintain that National champion-

ships for Class A are unnecessary or undesir-

able ?

Bliss and Dirnberger are in San Francisco.

Walter Berden, who is riding from Denver
to Paris, N. J., rode from Scott City to Great
Bend, Kan., 136 miles, in one day. He ex-
pects to reach his home in New Jersey by the
middle of May.

A new version of the hard-time smoker will

be held by the Atalanta Wheelmen, Newark,
on May 4. It is styled the Coxey Common
Wheel Army Smoker, and will be promoted in

connection with a mock auction.

The Hoyland Smith road race, on Decora-
tion Day, is becoming a pretentious affair; so
pretentious, indeed, that Hoyland has recon-
sidered his first intention and thrown the race
open to the world. A $350 horse is to be
offered as first prize. It has already been se-

cured. The course, it is said, is about as good
as the Belle Isle record road in Detroit.
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ABOUT ARM AND LEG MACHINES.

NOT PRACTICAL, SATS DCKVEA-AN ESSAY
ON GEARS AND GEARING.

/

There's nothing in them.

This, in brief, is Chas. E. Duryea's opinion

of the various arm and leg machines which

have cropped up within the last few months.

It was due to the unusual frequency with

which wheels of this type have, of late, come

to the surface, that led The Wheel to seek the

views of an expert like Mr. Duryea, whose

mechanical knowledge and up-to-dativeness

cannot be gainsaid.

Like all of Mr. Duryea's productions, his

opinion is thorough and interesting. He says:

"The arm and leg machine will never

become salable. People do not care to work

any part of themselves if not necessary. It

will be more complex and no better than the

leg machine, and so will be avoided by the

majority of people.

"There are a few who think that because

The Oarsman Finds Himself Benefited

by the sliding seat and the use of the leg

muscles as well as the arms, the cyclist must

be likewise benefited by adding the strength

of the arms.

- 'This conclusion is not logical.

"The conditions are different. The oars-

man requires a long stroke and a quick return.

The sliding seat lengthens his stroke and the

long space can be traveled in the return in

less time than the same distance if in shorter

spaces; so he gains in both places. In short
he keeps his oar in the water a greater part of

the time, and so spends less muscle in taking
it out and in. The sliding seat is of no value
to the man who takes an oar in each hand and
works them alternately.

"The cycler resembles this man. He works
alternately, but with a continuous application
of power. His legs can apply all the power
there is in his back and arms. They do this

in hill-climbing. Why introduce a lot of

machinery to do what his legs will do better?
In speeding or in hill-climbing, he has all he
can do as it is. It is folly to talk of his using
a lot of unused muscles as if he had a lot of

reserve that was being wasted.

In the Average Race

it is not the muscles that give out, but the
lungs and heart that have no more capacity.
What counts a man's extra muscles if he can-
not supply those already in use with blood and
nerve. I see no future for a more complicated
machine. On the other hand, there is a speed
at which a man can work most effectively. If

he goes slower, he loses much in passing the
dead centers; if faster, he loses in excessive
leg motion with scant application of power.
There is a point at which any given rider will

be able to make the most effective use of his

power. If he will gear his machine to suit that
best working speed, he will secure the best
results.

"The trouble is that the resistance varies so
much that no fixed gear will permit a rider to

keep that best speed. Starting, spurting, a
soft spot in the track, a puff of wind or any
little variation in the resistance will put him
at more or less disadvantage.
"The room for improvement lies rather in

finding a gear that will permit the rider to

preserve the same working conditions under
the changes of resistance than in any compli-
cated machinery for using arm or back
muscles. Many such gears have been pro-
posed, but none have as yet been of value.
To illustrate

What is Wanted,

I remember a fluid power transmitter patented
by a Hartford genius some years ago. It con-
sisted of a pump worked by the cranks and a
motor on the rear axle driven by the fluid from
the pump, which fluid returned to the pump
after expending its energy in the motor. The

device was valueless because of the leakage
and friction of the pump and motor, but if

these could be overcome and the motor made
so as to use a quantity of fluid in proportion to

the resistance, while the pump supplied a fixed

quantity representing the rider's best efforts,

it seems evident that a gain in speed would
result.

If it was not that starting and spurting re-

quire a lower gear than regular work, our
racers could use a little higher gear and work
at some saving of excessive leg motion, but so

long as the standing start fogyism prevails
they must work under this advantage.

" Conditions vary on the road more than on
the track, so a speed gear that is of value on
the track would be a boon to the road rider.

Many gears have been provided, but I have
seen none that seemed to meet the require-
ments. The thing is not absurd, however,
and will be accomplished some time. I have
designs for one that comes near the theoretic-

ally perfect gear than any other, but have as
yet not had opportunity to put it to test."

STEEL ELECTED.

GRIFFITH SNOWED UNDER IN THE
SPECIAL ELECTION IN MICHIGAN.

fierce struggle
last, when the
drummed that
a total of 1,100

The will of the National Assembly has been

obeyed.

As a result, Robert G. Steel, of St. Johns,

is now the Chief Consul of

the Michigan Division, and
what has been popularly

known in that State as the

"Detroit gang" has been

routed, horse foot and dra-

goon. The Steel ticket was
elected in its entirety. The
opposition was weak and
half-hearted, and the election

bore no semblance to the
which raged in November
State was so thoroughly
over 1,000 votes in a
were cast, and Griffith and

the Detroit ticket declared elected. This
election was protested by Steel, who
carried the matter to the
National Assembly,
which, after a hearing,
ordered a new ballot.

Chief Consul Bresler re-

fused to carry out these
orders, and was promptly
suspended by President
Luscomb, who appointed
a special committee to

conduct the special elec-

tion as ordered by the
Assembly. This com-
mittee consisted of Mr.
Cossum (N. Y.). Mr. Bas-
sett (Mass.) and Mr. Bil-

lingsley (111.) The polls

inst. On the 17th the vote was canvassed in

Detroit by Messrs. Cossum and Bassett. The
count showed the election of the Steel ticket

by the following vote

:

FOR CHIEF CONSUL.

Robt. G. Steel, St. Johns, .

A. H. Griffith, Detroit, .

FOR VICE-CONSUL.

E. N. Hines, Detroit,

J. C. Shattuck, Owasso,

FOR SECRETARY-TREASURER.

Frank H. Escott, Grand Rapids,
Mark Gardner, Detroit,

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

Bert Mansfield,
B. E. Kellerman, ....
D. T Cutting,
A. B. Richmond, ....
E. Starbler,

T. J. Daniels, ....
O. E. Price

A. H. GRIFFITH.
closed on the 14th

307
83

3"
58

232

157

266
263

253
237
220
182

163

The first five are elected.

FORCING THE FIGHT.

THE CLINCHKR PEOPLE SERVE SUMMONS
ON THREE USERS OF THE G. & J. TIRE.

Impatient at the law's delay in their action

against the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. for

infringement of patent, the North British

Rubber Co., makers of the Clincher tire, have
taken a new tack to force a decision of some
sort. Through their American attorneys they

have brought three New York firms into the

action—Schoverling, Daly & Gales, Hulbert

Bros, and L. C. Jandorf & Co.—all of whom
use the G. & J. tire.

This trio has been summoned to appear in
court during the first week in May and show
cause why they should not be enjoined from
further use of the tire made by the Chicago
firm. Gormully & Jeffery's attorneys will, it

is understood, appear for the patrons of the G.
& J. tire, and defend their case.

It may be several months before the validity

of the patents is passed on by the courts, but
if. pending this decision, the Clincher people,
who are represented in this country by the
Remington Arms Co., can secure an injunc-
tion restraining G. & J.'s customers from
further use of the G. & J. tire, it will undoubt-
edly seriously cripple the business of the latter.

MUST NOT SELL ON SUNDAY.

SO SAY THK NEW YORK POLICE—A CYCLE
STORE ORDERED CLOSED—THE LAW

TO BE TESTED.

A sudden outburst of over-virtuous zeal on

the part of the New York police led to the

closing of a number of stores on Sunday last.

The movement was not very general, and, so

far as known, the Eastern branch of the Stover

Bicycle Co., on Madison Avenue, was the only

cycle establishment ordered closed, The
Central Park stores, less than a mile away,

were not affected.

As the rental business on Sundays is always
the heaviest of the week, the likelihood of

more widespread action on the part of the

police in the future has created a mild breeze
in the uptown districts.

The action of the police is based on an old law,

which had long since fallen into disuse, forbid-

ding the sale of merchandise on the Sabbath,
other than meat and fish, before 9 a. m., and
tobacco in its manufactured forms. There is

nothing in the law to compel the closing of

stores norforbidding the rental of wheelsor any-
thing else. It is simply the sale that is pro-

hibited.

Mr. J. N. Goldbacher, the head of Stover's

Eastern branch, and himself a practicing and
well-versed attorney, states that he will open
his place for the rental of wheels on Sunday
next, and, if again interfered with by the police,

will test the law in the courts.

MARK W. HILL DEAD.

Mark W. Hill, owner of the controling

interest in the Hill Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago,

died the morning of April 13, leaving a wife,

son and daughter.
His illness was brief. It was not till shortly

before the end that its fatal nature was sus-

pected.
Mr. Hill, although a man of force and

character, was not thoroughly well known.
To a very considerable extent he kept himself

in the background in his cycle business, the

active management of which devolved largely

upon his son-in-law, Frank T. Fowler.

At the meeting of the L. A. W. Executive
Committee, on Sunday last, the action of

President Luscomb was approved, and sub-

scription to the official organ made optional,

as was stated in last week's Wheel.
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j^
eware of Bicycles that are Sold at Cut Prices.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES,
although allowing a fair margin of profit to the dealer, are sold

with less discount than any other wheels made.

BECAUSE.
with all our great facilities—with all our many years of experience

—we are not able to make a bicycle as good as it ought to be for

the price asked, and then give the selling agent an enormous dis-

count to divide with his customer or keep, if he is able to do so.

Columbia Bicycles are sold at one fair price, are worth what we
ask for them, and bring it every time. We have prospered for

" sixteen years by pursuing an honest policy, listing our goods at

their true value and treating all men alike.

<§>

Our Catalogue Free at Columbia Agencies or

Mailed for two two-cent stamps.

Pope /T\a9ufaetijrir;<5 Qo.

Boston.
New York.

Chicago.

Hartford.

HARTFORD : :

x BICYCLES,

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85 00, $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia single lube tire or
the HARTFORD double lube tire, each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Ton r Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTPQRD CYCLE CO.,
HMRTF0RD, CONN.

BICYCLES ARE NO

LONGER AN EX=

PERIMENT.

Eight years of continued improvement

in design, finish and construction, has

placed our machine in

rank with the leaders.

Strictly high grade in

every detail.

Strongly guaranteed by

a responsible company.

Weights, 29=34 Pounds.

PRICES, $110.00 = = $125.00.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.,
SOUTH FRdMlNQHdn, M/I55.

Send for Catalogue and Terms to Agents.

Kindly mention Tne Wheel wnen writing.
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WILLIAM HERRICK.

A positive yet versatile and original charac-

ter, Mr. Herrick is a most notable and unique

figure in American cycledom. That period of

his cycling life which came to a close about a

year ago, left a pleasing but erroneous impres-

sion of his real character, which, thanks to the

injunction of the photographer to •' look pleas-

ant," is not quite truthfully portrayed even in

the accompanying half-tone.

Herrick habitually exhibited the jocular side

of his nature. He was widely known as a

very king of good fellows, as a frolicking chap

with great ability as an organizer and an end-

less fund of original and effective pranks,

but beneath his jocularity was and is a

good thick coat of cynicism,

sound sense and good judg-

ment. The two veneers cover

marked ability to receive and
project utilitarian knowledge,

to weigh character, and, in so

far as an extremely vigorous,

passionate nature will permit,
to adjust himself to his sur-
roundings. Within the last

year or two all this must have
been made plain, even to those
unpenetrating mortals who
thought and knew Herrick only
as a fun-lover and promoter.
An adept at dissembling

when a point is to be gained,
he breaks into intolerance when
confronted with affected snob-
bish or effeminate natures, to
either of which it would be im-
possible to show that he poses-
ses benevolence or sympathy.
He loves a dog as strongly as
he hates a dude.
He is a Chicagoan, of Scotch-

Irish lineage, and is about
thirty years old. Physically he
is robust. In early school life

he was taciturn and retiring.

Later, upon provocaton, his in-

herent pugnacity asserted it-

self, and he has insisted upon
occupying a front seat, so to
speak, ever since. His com-
mercial acumen was in its first

stages when he was fourteen
years old, when he mingled
school life with the business of
publisher by printing a four-
page paper named the Pearl,de-
voted principally to the pro-
mulgation of Herrickian humor
and such diplomatic reading
notices as were merited by the
tradesmen who patronized him
as advertisers. His journal
was named after a Pearl self-

inking press, costing $105,
which he had purchased with
the profits of still earlier ven-
tures in the businessof printing.
After leaving school Herrickwas engaged at

various times in a number of commercial
pursuits. At twenty-one he was an expert
jewelry drummer. He has lived the cowboy
life. In time he became the mainstay of his
father's hat business. In the Madison Street
store the Century Road Club received the first

attention of a genuine worker. Having
launched that organization, he fell into the
cycling sea himself and made his first landing
as retail manager for the Stokes Mfg. Co. He
is now envoy extraordinary and minister plen-
ipotentiary for Morgan & Wright, and his ser-
vices for that firm have earned for him the
reputation of a salesman unsurpassed in pro-
ductiveness by any man in the American cy-
cling trade.
Numberless anecdotes could be told of Her-

rick' s personal originality. As a wag, or in
acts of drollery, burlesque or practical joking,
or in apt similies, his resources are without
end. He has, in those spare moments which
seem to occur mostly to the busiest men,

learned photography, engraving, printing and
cabinet-making. Kennel owners have known
him as one of themselves, and he boasts the

possession of the finest sailing canoe on Lake
Michigan. He never leaves a hobby until he
has ma tered it, and in dealing with whomso-
ever he generally learns that person's business
before he is through with him.
There is a strong trait of tenderness in Her-

rick, and his sentimental conceptions, possible
of utterance only in an atmosphere of utter

naturalness, have quaintness and beauty. He
has glimpses of a gentle life which his rough
Chicago rearing, present environments, vig-
orous versatility and certain resultant every-
day characteristics do not permit to exist ex-

cept as a dream.
Opportunity granted, Herrick should one

day take rank with the biggest men in the
trade, as he is to-day one of the shrewdest and
most valuable.

AWARDS FOR ROAD RIDING

The Century Road Club is really getting

down to business. It is announced that the

following awards will be made for perform-

ances during the year 1894:

A bronze medal for the most meritorious
ride, such as "a century* ride over the Elgin-
Aurosa course or upon the De Soto road, under
circumstances demanding unusual demonstra-
tion of the possibilities of cycling as to attract
public attention."
A bronze medal for the breaking of the 25-

mile road record, " or performances of similar
merit."
A gold medal, which has been donated by

Morgan & Wright, for the best individual cen-
tury record.
A gold (or diamond) medal for the greatest

individual mileage.
A banner for the greatestclub

century record.

It is also announced that a
relay ride, from Chicago to

Washington, and " possessing
unique features," is among the

June pro abilities.

F. J. Titus, the Riverside's crack, has signed
with A. G. Spalding & Bros., and will try to

reach the head of Class B aboard a Spalding
racer. Titus was a member of the Rambler
team last year, and was supposedly a fixture
with G. & J. On that account his change is

somewhat of a surprise. He is a big, hefty
fellow, and more than likely to be numbered
with "the men of the year" before the season's
close.

The Springfield track was thrown open for

the first time this year on Monday last. Taxis
and Kennedy were on hand and began out-

door work, after several weeks of gymnasium
practice. Commenting on this fact, the Spring-
field Union says that, " Culver has had another
rider added to his team in the person of Ken-
drick, of Philadelphia," and adds somewhat
significantly, " Kendrick is a Class A rider,
and will not take part in many of the large
meets."

Home from Algeria.

Dr. H. A. Benedict, of the

Hudson County Wheelmen, re-

turned from Algiers last week.

In past years he performed

most of the work of compiling

the New Jersey Division's road
book, but states that none of
the smooth highways of that
State can hold a candle to the
Algerian roads. As a conse-
quence, cycling has gained a
strong foothold in Algeria,
particularly among the French
inhabitants. The machines in

use are all of English and
French make and sell for about
$90, although the duty imposed
is 25 cents per pound, and
most of the wheels are heavy-
weights.

Dr. Benedict states that,

being a wheelman, he attempt-
ed to make himself known to

one of the dealers. So he en-
tered one of the stores and in-

troduced himself in English.
The proprietor shook his head
and replied in French. Then
the dealer, in his eagerness to
secure a supposed customer,
sent for a man who conversed
in German. This language
was as bad as French to the
Doctor, so an Italian was
brought in, followed by a Turk,
an Arabian, and several other
jabbering men, all of whom
spoke an unintelligible lan-
guage, until eight excited indi-

viduals were clustered about
him, all of different national-

I ity. He afterward visited the place with an
interpreter, and was given a cordial reception.
The Algerians have hot as yet taken to the
racing branch of the sport to any extent,
ur. Benedict is thinking of opening a dental
establishment in Algeria in the Fall.

The Kings County Wheelmen are century
mad, and will make an effort to capture about
every prize offered by the Century Road Club.
The Whymper century shield is acting as an
individual stimulus. The strife commenced
last Sunday, when ten men rolled up iro miles
or over.

The cycling division of the New York A. C.
held a banquet at the clubhouse on Tuesday
evening. The international trophy won by
Zimmerman adorned the centre of the table,
and an old boneshaker and a '94 model wheel
were placed in a conspicuous part of the room.
C. L. Burnham, chairman of the Cycling Di-
vision, was toastmaster. He distributed the
mileage medals wdn last year.
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THIS WAS A RELAY RACE.

NOT TO BE CONFOUNDED WITH RELAY
BIDES—MARVELOUS TIME

ON THE BOAD.

San Francisco, April 10.—Under the bluest

of blue skies and on a perfect Spring day

(April 8) was successfully brought off the first

annual relay race of the California Associated

Cycling Clubs.

Last year The Examiner conducted such a

race with the Acme Athletic Club and the Bay
City Wheelmen competing. The former won
after a great contest.

This year the race attracted much more
attention, and the crowds at both start and
finish were many times greater.

The first couriers were dispatched from the

store of T. H. B. Varney promptly at 9
o'clock. From the actions of the riders it

could be seen that a desperate race would be
ridden, as they at once put on top speed. W.
N. Terrell was the first to show, and held his
lead to the end of the relay, doing ten miles of
the stiffest riding imaginable, in 30m. flat.

Henry Smith, of the Garden City Cyclers, was
a close second and Grant Bell, the popular old
"war-horse," third He had to dismount and
pick his way through a herd of cattle or the
positions might have been changed.
The positions of the clubs remained un-

changed during the second relay, the principal
excitement being caused by Griffith, ot the
Reliance. He fell, in taking the packet from
his club-mate. After getting another machine
he made a new start and almost immediately
ran over and killed a dog, incidentally bruising
himself from head to foot. As though this
was not enough, he ran into a rut and ruined
another machine. He started on foot for the
end of his relay and after running a mile was
overtaken by Grant Bell, who loaned him his
wheel, on which he finished. JAt the beginning
of the third relay the Bay City Wheelmen
were leading by im. 46s.

Becord Broken, but Not Credited.

It was on this relay that time nothing short
of marvelous was accomplished. A. L.
Griffith did the distance in 26m. 44s., and five of
the seven riders did better than 27 m. 26s., the
previous American road record in competition.

All these couriers are excellent riders, but
their friends do not look upon them seriously
as world-beaters. It would be a strange
coincidence if all the persons selected (merely
by chance) for this relay, should be such re-

markable riders. However, neither the tim-
ing nor measuring of the different distances
would warrant the acceptance of the times
accomplished as genuine records. The riders
did three minutes faster than they did in their
trial races a week before, but the trials were
ridden over a surveyed ten miles, and the
clocking was accurate.
The fourth relay was looked upon as the

record-breaking one, as it was the best stretch
of road, and Ziegler, Wells, Alexander, and
Long were to do the riding.

It proved a disappointment, however, and
Wells, although winning the relay, yet lost 55
precious seconds for his club. Alexander did
this part of the journey in 28m. 5s. for the Gar-
den City Cyclers,while Jarman, one ofthe club's
novices, did the next in 28m. flat, and reached
San Jose, the home of the club, first, 30 seconds
ahead of Hancock, of the Bay City Wheelmen.
The order at fifty miles was Garden City

Cyclers, Bay City Wheelmen, Acme Athletic
Club, San Jose Road Club, Olympic Athletic
Club, Reliance Athletic Club and California
Cycling Club. In all there was a difference of
15m. 30s. between the first and last club. The
time for the half distance was 2h. 30m.
The sixth relay produced another dead dog,

and Magill, of the Reliance, tried to perform
similar execution on a horse, but came off sec-
ond best.

Won on the Sprint.

Beginning the seventh relay the Acmes were
nearly four minutes behind the Garden Citys,
but they cut this down one minute, and in the
next relay passed the Bay City representative

and caught the Garden City flyer. The last

relay was begun on even terms by the Acmes
and Garden Cities, with Wilbur J. Edwards,
representing the Garden City Cyclers, and
Geo. A. Faulkner, Coast record holder for
twenty-five miles, the Acmes. Edwards
brought all his racing knowledge to bear on
his riding, and knowing his ability to out-
sprint the road rider at the finish, he allowed
him to lead at an easy pace.
Nearing the finish he took the lead, and,

riding strongly, finished five seconds ahead of

his opponent, winning the first share in the
cup for the Garden City Cyclers, of San Jose.
The trophy is a gracefully-designed loving

cup, and was presented by J. H. B. Varney,
the Rambler agent. It must be won three
times before becoming the property of a club.

The time for the 100 miles was 5I1. 24m. 21s.

The race attracted widespread attention both
at the start in San Francisco and the finish in
Oakland. Every town around the Bay fur-
nished a large number of spectators, and taken
all in all, the sport received an excellent ad-
vertisement.

Mid-Winter Fair Baces.

The gentlemen in charge of affairs cycling
at the Mid-Winter Exposition are carefully
concealing from the public all information re-

garding dates of races, the possible presence
of Eastern riders, and, in fact, nothing can be
learned from them.
Promoters of cycle race meets usually court

publicity, but in this particular case the usual
order is reversed. R. A. Smyth.

In the Tear 3000.

If, in the year 2000, things turn out to be as
they are depicted by John Jacob Astor in his

new book, "A Journey in Other Worlds," the
cyclist will be in clover. At this time, accord-
ing to Mr. Astor's story, horses are rarely seen.
Electric phaetons on pneumatic tires run at a
rate of thirty-five or forty miles an hour along
the country roads. Bicycles are still popular,
but the motive power is electricity. In the
cities the whole width of the streets, including
the space formerly occupied by sidewalks, had
to be given up to these swift electric vehicles.

The streets are divided into strips, along each
of which vehicles of the same rate of travel
are required to go in the same direction. The
pavements are of steel sheets half an
inch in thickness laid over smooth asphalt.

As there are no horses and the wheels are all

tired with rubber, this steel pavement keeps
perfectly smooth. Heavy traffic is carried on
by electric railroads underground.

Reform's Sad Havoc.
The Sport and Play Tournament, an annual

Easter meet promoted by Sport and Play,
attracted an entry list of 800. Sport and Play
wails most pathetically over the absence of the
cracks. The plaintive plaint runs as follows:

Let us open with a frank admission. And briefly to
call down maledictions upon the National Cyclists'
Union, which played such havoc with our programme.
For many years "class" has invariably been well
represented at Sport and Play Tournaments, nor was
it altogether lacking yesterday. But the little colony
of exiled Englishmen in Paris speaks eloquently of
past heroes at Aston Tournaments—heroes gone, gone
to return no more to the amateur fold. Where was A.
W. Harris, the Leicester lad? Where was J. W. Scho-
field, the Southport meteor ? Where was A. C. Ed-
wards, the renowned Polytechnician of the Portobello
Road? Where was Leitch and Mole, Linton and
Barden, and others of that talented galaxy, which did
so much to lift the Sport and Play Tournaments from
mediocrity ? Echo answers where ? We are not here
to discuss the politics of cycling, nor open up abstract
problems concerning the use and abuse of legs; sadly
and mornfully we note that those who were wont to
set the ring in a roar were conspicuous only by their
absence.

The Ordinance Calls for a Brake.
Harrisburgh (Pa.) cyclists are agitated over

the passage of a city ordinance restricting the
pace to eight miles an hour, and requiring the
carrying of a lamp, bell and brake. The
clause requiring a brake is particularly obnox-
ious, and the framers of the measure are being
ridiculed without stint. The punishment for
violation of the ordinance is imprisonment for
a period not exceeding ten days. As the brake
has been generally discarded as a useless ac
cessory by manufacturers, particularly since
the rage for lightness, the Harrisburg police
will have a busy season unless the ordinance
is modified.

DENVER DOINGS.

MATTEBS ABOUT MEETS, STATE AND
NATIONAL.

Denver, April 14.—The Denver Cyclists'

Union is just now doing the thinking of its

life. It has two such flattering propositions

for a track that it is in a quandary which to

accept.

The Denver Athletic Club proposes to fur-

nish the union with a track and grandstand
second to none in the country, but the terms

catches in the Union's craw. A com-
mittee, composed of Messrs. Black, Salmon
and Rutherford, was appointed at the last
meeting of the board to investigate further
the proposition from River Front Park, where
there is already a good track and grand stand
capable of seating 5,500 people. One thing
the racing men can depend implicitly on—that
the Denverites will have a first-class track at
whatever cost.

The - Colorado Division has decided to
manage the social features of the big meet it-

self, instead of turning it over to a club, as had
been rumored it would. The management of
all the affairs of the meet will be placed in the
hands of an executive committee, which will

appoint sub-committees and have general
supervision.
The chief consul has written to the Secre-

tary of the Western Passenger Association for
rates during the meet, and expects to get at
least a one fare for the round trip from all

points. The association holds its meeting
April 18, when the best rates will probably be
announced.
On the evening of the nth inst., the Board

of Officers of the Colorado Division met and
transacted some very important business.
There were present Chief Consul J. A.
McGuire, Secretary-Treasurer Harry M. Booth,
and representatives E. S. Hartwell, Geo. L.
McCarthy, C. A. Rivers, H. Weber and Ray
M. Covert, the latter two from Colorado
Springs and Pueblo respectively.
The State meet was given by acclamation to

Colorado Springs, the dates being set for

July 4-5. As Colorado Springs and mountain

—

the latter being but four miles west of the
springs and lying at the foot of Pike's Peak

—

are gems of picturesqueness, many wheelmen
from all parts of the State will congregate
there if for no other reason than to participate
in the splendid rides over the fine natural
roads and view the rare scenery. The meet
will be under the auspices of the Colorado
Springs Wheelmen, and the races are to be
run on the half-mile track of the Country Club,
which at present holds the State record for a
mile of 2m. 24s.

"Fastest Boy Team in the World 01 Its Class."

One of that numerous progeny, "A Sub-
scriber" sends The Wheel the following
communication. It is printed exactly as
received:

DEAR SIRS:—The ROVER WHELL CLUB of Cleve-
land Ohio has the honor of possessing the fastest boy
team in the world of its class. Pomeroy the champion
for 1893 will probably run second to G. A. H.Taylor
this year, Mr. Taylor is after the order of J. P. Bliss,
small but a flyer. He will ride a special 16 lb. Stearns
whell this year and i£ he does not ride her through
with flying colors no one can. The Cleveland cracks
had to hustle last year to keep the lead of him last

year on the track and he doubtless will surprise some-
body this year. Mr. C. L. Harbaugh of the same club
is due special mention he was until last year a novice,
but after his first race on the track he preferred road
racing although he won his novice race, and now he is

the acknowledged winner of the decoration day road
race. Mr. Harbaugh rides a 25 lb. SUNOL in all races.

Yours truly,
A Subscriber.

Working for Better Boads.

A. L. Woodbury, Chairman of the Road Im-
provement Committee, Illinois Division, is

urging wheelmen, by circulars, to work for the
election of legislators who favor the improve-
ment of country roads, and is having the views
of aspirants for legislative honors on the ques-
tion printed in the local papers. Both Demo-
cratic and Republican nominees, as a conse-
quence, are rushing into print as firm believers
in the necessty of road improvement.
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GENERALITIES, CYCLING AND
OTHERWISE.

F Mahomet it is

written: ".And
when he had
come to the top

of a certain hill

with the caravan

he cast forth his

gaze, and behold

!

in the valley lay

a mighty city.

Walled it was on

every side and

the houses there-

of were white as

alabaster; within

the city were
fountains of clear water and many trees; green
was the grass and in all things was the city

excellent. And the soul of the prophet of

Allah was moved and he sat upon the hill and
spoke unto those that were with him, saying:
'Behold it is not in the law of Allah that man
can enter but once into paradise, therefore
tarry with me, I pray thee, and let us fill our
minds with the beauties of this place (Damas-
cus) and journey hence, for it is better that we
enter the Eden, where is Allah, than this

which he hath builded on earth.' And they
entered, not but departed each his way."
Standing on the highest point to the north

of the "Holy City" of the Aztecs, one might
well repeat the words of the famous camel
driver. A more beautiful prospect cannot be
imagined.

I presume that we have been prepared for

the sight much as was the prophet of Allah.
Damascus is an oasis in a desert, watered by
living springs and gentle as a garden of
Hesperides. So almost is

The City of Mexico.

Like the far-famed Syrian city, it is the
oldest inhabited place in the country. No
man knows when it was founded, and it is

doubtful if any ever will. Those who might
have known were victims of the Inquisition
and the records that they left in marble,
bronze, paper and parchment were ruthlessly
distroyed three hundred years ago by the
fanatical priesthood of Spain, lest they and the
people be contaminated by these "works of
the devil," as the Arch-Inquisitor Torquemeda
hath it.

When Cortez came with his maurading gang
of free-lances he found a city " of 60,000 houses
and more than 500,000 people," and it looked
to him " like a thing of fairy creation rather
than the work of mortal hands." This was in

1519. The imperial city was twelve miles in
circumference, intersected by countless canals,
and connected with the main land by six great
causeways. Three years later it was a total
ruin ; its gods destroyed, its Emperor treacher-
ously slain, its people slaves, and the royal
archives, in which were gathered countless
historical, literary and other invaluable docu-
ments, burned, without pity or remorse, in the
great square.

Cortez employed 400,000 natives in rebuild-
ing the city, but he could not replace the
statutes, the engraved plates of stone nor the
wonderous picture-written archives, so we
know little or nothing of the great people who
loved and did build public schools and hospi-
tals; who ruled a territory as large as the
United States, and did it well. Even when he
had, in a measure, restored the town, "the
gods frowned on him ; and, after flooding it,

they caused the great and pleasant lake to re-
tire from this American Venice, and now its

nearest shore is nearly three miles away."
The city was formerly known as Tenochtit-

lau, but afterward became Mexico, in honor
of the Aztec Mars, Mexitli. It was

Originally Built on Files

on the islands of Lake Tezcuco. The lake
was made a vast floating garden by the flower-
loving kings and their no less gifted subjects,
and the people built vast rafts, on which were
summer houses and theatres, while the pleas-
ure boats were as numerous "as leaves in

Summer." In the midst of the city stood the

great Teocalli, or pyramid of stone and brick,

upon which was the temple of Huitzilopochtli,

god of gods and savior of the people, in which
was kept the marvelous calendar stone, which
of itself is proof sufficient that the Aztecs were
a wonderful people. South of the city and
about three miles from the temple is the hill of

Chapultepec, crowned with mighty cypress
trees, where the royal palace of the kings of

Anahuac held regal court ; and to this day it

remains the chosen dwelling place of those

who rule the country.
That the sacrifices in the temple were

bloody and oft repeated, there is no doubt;
that among the priesthood there was a certain

amount of what might be called religious

cannibalism, there is little reason to disbelieve,

but that the practices of the Aztec cult has
been greatly maligned and falsified; that the
wonderful position in art, science and letters

that they had reached, and the progress in

civilization and culture that they were making
at the time of the conquest have never been
properly set before us, or fully understood,
there is no manner of doubt whatever.
Under the iron heel of oppression, and the

dread sword of famine and pestilence, the
race died in less than ten years, and with the
death of Guatemozin, the Just, the last and
greatest of the Aztec kings,

The Doom of America's Primeval People

was accomplished. To-day there are no
Aztecs, only a swarm of semi-barbarous
Mexican Indians, a mongrel-bred, part Tezcal-
cans, part Chovlau, part negro, part white,
part any and everything. They are called
Mestizoes. Dirty, wretched, famine-bred
creatures with no strength, no heart, no spirit.

Ye gods! my countrymen, what a fall is

here and what a lesson does it teach

!

Perhaps no city in the world has seen more
woe and change than this. Revolution and
anarchy have ever been her bane. Murder
and treason have stalked abroad and filled her
streets with fear and bloodshed for 300 years
and for countless ages before. We know
that mothers wept and mourned for warriors
slain and priestly sacrifices done to death upon
the mount of horror. Even now the city

must needs have near 2,000 police and many
soldiers to protect her 300,000 people, and not

many years ago her records show 3,250 robber-
ies and nearly 6,000 knife attacks within the
limits of her walls in one short year. The
people are oppressed and poor. Sale of human
flesh is illegal, but not uncommon. The hand
of church and state is ever heavy on those
who can, by any possibility, pay.

I wondered why this was in a land so
peculiarly blessed in soil, climate and mineral
wealth until I had

Visited the Great Cathedral

and a mission church or two. Then an idea
from Mark Twain's "Innocence Abroad" came
to me, and I thought "You race of fools and
sons of asses, why don't you rob your
churches?'' Think of a place of worship in a
poverty-stricken land, the walls alone of which
cost more than two millions of dollars; the
choir of which cost one and one-half million
of dollars, and which, when completed, cost
nearly two millions of hard-earned Mexican
dollars, every one of which was wrung from
the common people by direct taxation. To be
sure this is the Most costly of the lot, but there
are many more, the magnificence of which
would put to shame the finest of our sacred
buildings.

The great cathedral of Mexico stands on the
spot where once the Pagan Pyramid lifted its

lofty top above the hills. It is a massive
pile in the form of a Greek cross, and the mass
of gold and silver which is displayed about the
place is simply paralyzing to a common, every-
day American. Candlesticks of gold and
silver that weigh two hundred pounds, Virgins
and Saints by scores, wrought in the same pure
metals; pictures that are worth their weight
in opals from Cholulah—all these are common.
And the choir! Words cannot describe its

savage magnificence.
And here reposes the one great relic of

Aztec rule. How it escaped destruction no one
knows, but some years ago it was dug from
one of the streets while making a sewer and
has at last found a fitting resting place on the
spot where once it was a thing of reverence
and mystery—the great black calendar stone
of Anhuac. What a wonderful tale this carved
and fluted stone could tell if it could but speak,
and what a new construction it might place on
the modern conception of the Conquest. May-
hap some day we may learn somewhat of its

history. Who knows? Imlac.

IN THE WINDY CITY.

" I say, officer ! Arrest that cap."
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ZIM'S FRENCH FRIENDS.

WHAT THEY SAY OF HIS TERMS AND IN-

TENTIOVS-THEIR STORIES CONFLICT.

Very naturally the French cycling papers

are brimming over with Zimmermania. Paris

has three daily cycling journals, and, not

mentioning the weeklies, all are devoting

columns to the coming of the "le grand

Zim" and to his aims and intentions, and, in-

cidentally, the terms which won him over.

The stories do not always agree, but they are

interesting nevertheless. Here are a few of

them, translated for The Wheel:
Le Velo, Sunday, April 1, 1894.—At last.

After four days of parleying before an inter-

preter of the court of appeals, after a thousand
detailed questions in regard to the rules of to-

day; after especially following the interests

and desires of the great Yankee flyer, M.
Baduel, as Zim's attorney, signed yesterday at

noon an agreement by which the latter en-

gages to come to ride in France exclusively

on the Seine and Buffalo tracks, or on the
Parisienne tracks, which are to be subsequently
consolidated by M. Baduel.
Zimmerman will arrive in Havre on April

30. He will go directly to Paris to commence
his training and to see the assembly in which
he is to take part.

Soon after his arrival, Zim will send a
challenge to all riders for the sum of 25,000
francs. One cannot tell if the challenge will

be accepted by many, but he is, in any case,

guaranteed by M. Baduel, who has deposited
for that purpose 25,000 francs in the coffers of

the Union Cycle Co.
Besides these or his future matches, Zim-

merman will take part in five or six race meets
in Paris, but not more.
M. Baduel dreams, therefore, of the proceeds

from the tracks at Bordeaux, Lyons, Lille,

etc., and also from those in Belgium, at Brus-
sels, Antwerp and Blankerberghe.
By his agreement the Yankee flyer is assured

of a good part of the future receipts ; and it is

but just.

This will be, no doubt, a veritable triumph-
ant tour through France, Holland, Belgium
and perhaps Italy.

We strongly council M. Baduel to be more
careful of the meeting of Zimmerman with the
Italian riders than it is necessary to be in Paris.

He there is certainly superior, but the tactics

of the Italians are perplexing.
If Zim comes again to this country to see

this certainly most interesting of sports that
has ever been introduced into Europe, he must
not forget to sincerely thank M. Baduel, who
has so well conducted these difficult negotia-
tions, and who has not hesitated to open his

purse liberally.

It is one way of introducting his steel for the
improvement of the cycle, but it is also the
finishing stroke given to expiring amateurism.

Paris-Velo, Monday April 2. 1894.—Certain
doings of certain people are so sensational that

it is useless in this announcement for the
public to make it the subject of long commen-
taries.

It was, therefore, that in five lines we made
our announcement yesterday of Zimmerman's
arrival in France on the 30th of April next.
We had, however, published in advance the

conditions of the coming of the great Zim.
You recall that M. Baduel, director of the

tracks of Buffalo and the Seine, who is the
principal promoter, having promised the
American flyer to deposit with the Union
Cycle Co. the 25,000 francs necessary for the
challenge which Zim will send soon after his

arrival to all the European riders.

Now, certain of our contemporaries have
concluded that in consideration of this sum
the world's champion of 1893 would be abso-
lutely in the power of M. Baduel, who is a
new Barnum, who will present his exhibit on
all the tracks of France.
"You can say that I never dreamed of all

that," said M. Baduel himself, to us yesterday
at the Winter track. "Zimmerman will be at

absolute liberty in all his doings and move-
ments while in France, and he shall ride if he
fancies, all the trial races or matches in which
he sees fit to take part.

"In assuring him the 25,000 francs as stake
for the challenges that it is his intention to

send, I have had no purpose except to have
the best riders in the world visit our tracks.

"But I have had no intention of buying a
rider and of supplying him with money, like

one who has pretentions. That is wrong.
"I do not pretend, as the director of the

Parisienne tracks not to profit by the advent
of Zimmerman. It is not my duty to proceed
in that way.

"I am very happy to have contributed a
little to this great event to the cyclist."

Zimmerman will not, therefore, be bought
by the director of the track, but will be at

liberty—absolute liberty—to ride as many
trials or " anything else " as he pleases.

Le Velocs Sport—For the lovers of sport,

and they are legion, great news. Zimmer-
man, the famous Yankee flyer, reputed to be
the fastest man in the world, is coming to Paris
to ride a series of races against Harris, for a
total stake of 50,000 francs, which is 25,000 on
each side. These races will be run at the
Seine or the Buffalo tracks from the 15th to the
30th of June.
Wheeler, Zimmerman's friend, telegraphed

to the American rider to ask him if he would
consent to come to France to ride a match
against Harris. Zimmerman replied that he
would accept against a stake of 25,000 francs,
deposited in the coffers of the L'Union Veloci-
pedique of France.

Last week, therefore, Zim's friend, Wheeler,
left with the L'Union Velocipedique the sum
of 25,000 francs, for which he was immediately
given a receipt, it being afterward resolved by
accord that the match would be run in three
grand heats, the distances and dates of which
remain to be fixed. Wheeler at once cabled
his friend the result of his negotiations. Zim
will be here, therefore, before the last of the
month with his two trainers. He will be pre-
ceded by his business man, Mr. Troy, who will
make the final arrangements with the sports-
men who furnish the 25,000 francs for Harris.

The

A Track for Bridgeport,

Bridgeport Wheel Club has been
awarded the Connecticut Division's annual
meet, and has arranged for the construction
of a three-lap track at Plainfield, which will

be completed by June 15. The track will be
20 feet wide on the backstretch and 46 at the
finish.

The Maine Division has selected the follow-
ing Racing Board: Dr. George E. Dow, Port-
land; W. S. Noyes, Saco; Perley Andrews,
Bangor. The spring meet of the Division
will be held at Bangor.

Fitzsimmons, of Greensboro, N. C, who
carried off the bulk of the prizes at the recent
meet at Charleston, is spoken of as a coming
man. He defeated Isaac Baird, the best man
south of Mason and Dixon's Line.
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Our New- 3 pound guaranteed Road Tires will be ready for

deliveries April 20th. Prices low. Don't make any contracts until

you see our samples, now ready, also our very low prices.

--•«TI|B Cyclone Clii]cl|6F Tifb--**

has never been known to roll or blow off the rim of a bicycle.

They can be safely ridden deflated without coming off for great

distances. Thousands and thousands are in use and demonstrate

our statement to be true. Don't buy Clincher Tires with flabby

flippers ; in many instances they will not stay on the rim when

lightly inflated.

Send for catalogue and samples and study its perfect con-

struction.

Climax aqd Hex Road
ARE THE BEST CEMENTED
PNEUMATIC TIRES MADE.

TIRES RIQHT! * PRICES RIQHT

!

v.
~\

.j^DIDI^EJ

Eastern Rubber MT'g Co.,
TRENTON, N. J.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK, 90 Chambers Street

CHICAGO, - 207 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA, Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St,

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add: "Saw It in The WheeL"
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TRAINING FOR CYCLE RACING.

BY DR. CARLETON SIMONS.

UT few of the

local race-meets

are missed by a

quiet, observant

man, who is very
much interested in

racing. He is Dr.

Simons, a physician

who intends to devote

himself to physical

{^^^^*J^r^~~~if culture, and who is

\C=^^? ^p-^-~J/ already an authority

on the hygiene of exercise, bathing, etc.

In The Wheel of January 5, 1894, was pub-

lished an article on " Training for Cycle Rac-

ing," by Professor Culver, Sanger's trainer last

year. It was of a practical nature, and greatly
interested racing men. This is supplemented
by an article from Dr. Simons, published be-

low. The two papers, one practical and the
other more analytic and ^technical, will be of

great value to the racing man, be he veteran
or novice.

Training must be undertaken with patience,

ambition and vigor. It would be folly to lay

down a set of rules or system that would
govern all athletic training.

It is necessary to train the muscles and ten-

dons according to amount of work required of

them.
Bicycle racing depends upon power, speed

and endurance.
By power is meant quantity and quality of

muscle and susceptibility of nerve influence

—

that nerve influence which contracts and re-

laxes muscle. This certainly depends upon
the heart and lungs directly ; but still it must be
remembered that the brain is the place from
which the order to contract or relax a muscle
comes.

This, therefore, brings up to our minds the

influence of brain matter upon the muscular
system. Now, the quicker the brain tele-

graphs its commands to a muscle, and the
quickness with which this muscle contracts or

relaxes, as the case may be, the speedier the
rider will be.

Muscular Power Analyzed.

The responsiveness of a muscle depends to

a large extent, however, upon the length and
number of muscular fibres in the muscle, the

circulation of blood in the part and the tension
of any opposing muscle ; also upon the tight-

ness of the fibres around the muscle, which, if

very tight, make the muscle hard, and, con-
sequently, a muscle-bound condition exists,

making the relaxations and contractions more
difficult.

Soft, firm muscle should always be cultivated,

for the contractile power of the muscle will

then be greater and the blood circulation not
restricted.

#
"What is Stamina or Staying Power?

Endurance, however, depends upon the
heart and nervous system alone, being closely
interlinked with muscular action, health and
blood circulation, associated with a vast capa-
city for nerve influence. The larger and
stronger per ratio to the body these are, the
greater the endurance.
But this endurance depends also upon the

different mental structures of the individual;
for in some cases determination, zeal, anger,
ambition, conceit or some emotional condition,

have made a man perform feats which, under
ordinary conditions, would have been im-
possible. This shows to our minds again the
wonderful influence of the brain upon the
muscular system ; for there is no doubt, what-
ever, that the vitality and strength in two
individuals being equal, the man with the
highest organic quality of brain will always
win. This is possibly the reason that our
college athletes are usually far in advance of

others in the various athletic contests.

Shrewdness and judgment are essential to

win a race, when an opponent is a physical
equal.

Training should, therefore, be two-fold

—

training the muscular system and bringing
the vitality of the athlete up to a higher
standard.
But how can we do this ? How do we know

how far to go and exactly what to do ? These
are popular questions, but hard to answer
and to make that answer a universal rule; for

each individual differs.

Our endeavor to create a better man, how-
ever, should be to weed out all habits, injurious

to the end in view, whether they be physical
or mental. Then we should study the man
carefully to see which part of the body needs
developing and which part to let strictly alone

;

which organ or organs are weak, and which
set of muscles need our encouragement.
The man should then be gradually placed on

increased daily exercise, never sufficient to

weaken him, but always enough to make the

heart beat to almost its fullest capacity, and
thereby gradually strengthen it.

The body, after exercise, should be in a state

of perspiration, and after this is wiped off, a
warm glow should diffuse every part. Noth-
ing should be done hastily, for remember that

it sometimes takes months to get a man into

proper condition, and there is rarely any
danger of getting " stale" if a man is correctly

trained.

The Preliminary Work.

Before speed should be attempted, one must
first eradicate any incorrect ankle or hip
motion, and the riding should, up to this time,

be a perfect rhythm of motion, to strengthen
and to build up the nervous and muscular sys-

tem.
Riding on the road up to this is preferable

—

with plenty of pure air, the rider well covered
with a sweater, and great care taken to prevent
taking cold. A ride of ten miles in the morn-
ing and five in the afternoon, at a moderately
fast pace, will act as a tonic to the entire

muscular system, and will brace up the nervous
force and lay the foundation stone of a success-

ful man at the end of the training season.
After the ride he should be wiped off with

towels, followed by a smart rubbing of the
body. By this time he is thoroughly dried,

with a warm glow all over the body. Every
muscle should then be thoroughly kneaded
and massaged, and, after this has taken place,

any liniment, composed of alcohol, witch hazel,

or any harmless ingredient, should then be
rubbed in, insuring him against cold.

I do not believe in a liniment being used for

any other purpose except, perhaps, around a
stiff joint or muscle, and for that a go^d thing
is arnica oil, or in fact, any gradually heating
oil.

No Baths.

Baths should never be indulged in, as the
perspiration will tend to keep the pores open.
A man must never be kept too long on road

work, as it is apt to harden him and make him
slow. I know of men who, if they had taken
less road work, would have certainly developed
better sprinting abilities.

Getting Into Speed Form.

When the rider finds that he is gradually
coming in less tired and less puffed, and the
heart beats less fast, slight sprints may then
be commenced. These sprints should be at

first a hundred yards, and then gradually a
little longer distance, gradually faster and
faster, until the rider is capable of sprinting,

if possible, a complete quarter of a mile, for

on the sprint mainly depends the race.

A good method to follow is to mark every
day the place at which the spurt commenced
and ended, and each succeeding day to endea-
vor to go over the same ground a little faster

and further, marking it off every day with the
time it was done in. This will show the rider

the amount of improvement, and will en-
courage him and make him work harder.

Some think it poor judgment for a rider to

take the last pace before the spurt, as it

enables him to be in condition for the
grand final. Some one will have to take this

part of the pace, of course, but it should not
be made a practice of, and should rather be
avoided, if possible. But, at the same time,

the rider should be so trained that, if necessary,
he is capable of setting the pace at that period.

Short and Long Muscles.

A man with a long muscle has more power
and can use a higher gear, thus getting more
speed out of his wheel with less motion. A
short muscle has not so much power and can
only use a small gear, but can get the same
amount of speed out of his wheel as the other.
They being equal, therefore, in these respects,
it is only at the jump into a sprint that the
short muscle has the advantage, as it is much
more difficult to jump into a spurt with a high
gear.
A short muscle man, however, has, through

his natural temperament, more lung power
and a stronger heart. This substantiates
what I have said before that it is mainly the
heart and lungs, and not the muscles so much,
that the racer has to depend upon.
The other day a rider asked me the physio-

logical reason why he had to breathe so
heavily after a short sprint ; and, as this is no
doubt a common question, I will here endeavor
to answer it. Exercise produces carbonic acid
in the system by the friction, muscular exer-
tion, etc., but oxygen neutralizes this carbonic
acid, hence the deep, labored respiration of a
person who has been exerting himself to his
utmost. The heart also thereby beats faster,

as it has to carry to the parts more oxygenized
blood and carry away the deoxygenized 'blood
back to the lungs to be re-oxygenized. This
effort causes all the distress.

Thirst Stimulants.

Water, as everything that is a blessing,
should be taken moderately and not to excess

;

for generally thirst can be quenched by simply
swallowing a few drops slowly or allowing a
small amount to remain in the mouth a short
time.
Stimulants should never be indulged in, for

a depression is sure to follow them. Coffee
should be strictly avoided, as it contains caffein,

by the use of which the rate of the pulse is in-

creased and the action of the skin diminished.
Very little liquids, if any, should be taken at
meals, as they dilute the bile, thus diminishing
its strength and interfering with its action on
the food.

I do not believe in diet to as great an extent
as others do, and as a general rule, will say
that anything can be eaten that is nourishing
and easily digested. Anything opposite to
this must be eschewed.

Sleep.

Sleep should not be less than seven, nor
more than nine hours. But if sleep is pro-
found and unbroken, less ot it is required.
The quantity must depend upon the facility

with which the nervous system is restored.
The most refreshing repose is that which is

entered quietly and seems to have passed
quickly. By discipline, however, a certain
control over the mind can be acquired and
sleep summoned at will. The first great
essential to a sound and healthful sleep is a
complete relaxation of the entire mental and
muscular system.
Walking should be indulged in as little as

possible, as different muscles are used to those
used in riding. When training for track racing,
road racing should be left alone.

In training for a race the distance covered
should be one eighth more than the entire

distance in the intended race, no matter what
the length of that race. This enables the
rider to go the full distance with more strength
left for the final spurt than the man who trains
only the distance of the race.

Big Prizes for Road Riders to Win.
The first prize in the Linscott road race on

May 5 will be a horse and team, actual value
$350; the second a house lot, valued at $200;
third, a wheel valued at $150. Other prizes
are a wheel valued at $125, silver service
valued at $75, gold watch valued at $60, sew-
ing machine valued at $50. Forty or fifty

prizes will be offered in the race.

As for special prizes Mr. Linscott offers a
diamond valued at $100 to the man making
the fastest time, and a $150 diamond to the
first man breaking the twenty-five mile road
record in competition. The man who is suc-
cessful in lowering the record has an oppor-
tunity of capturing $250 in diamonds, in
addition to the prize which he otherwise gets.
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% seems to be a matter of sur-

prise to some people that, not-

withstanding his marriage, F.

J. Osmond intends racing this

year.

What is there to surprise

anyone in thematter?

Do the people who express surprise know
anything of cycling history? For I presume
that their surprise is begat of the idea that a

married man should not so far forget himself,

and also that, being married, his capacity for

taking part in athletic feats has suddenly

become extinct.

This last is the point that I wish to combat;
the other is not worth talking about.

From my experience of athletes of all kinds,

I have come to the conclusion that most of

them would have done much more notable

things than they did if they had been married

—that is, if they had settled down to the staid,

regular kind of married life. Of course, the

benedict who rackets about as though he were
still unfettered by family cares, is something
of an ass. He should not have escorted a

(probably) blushing bride to the altar unless

he meant to renounce the roystering ways of

bachelorhood. He is burning the candle at

both ends, and under such circumstances the

candle naturally refuses to hold out to its

allotted span. If I were the candle I would
do the same under similar conditions, and so

would you. How would we like to be burned
at both ends? Our better nature revolts

against the idea, and so does the better nature

of the candle.

I do not quite hold with some of the new
school of philosophers that a married man's
life is necessarily longer than that of a man
who is not married.

It feels longer, and owing to this happy
desperation, the vast majority of mankind
seek the matrimonial as the natural state to
live in. That married men may be splendid
athletes, and may now down their unhappy
single fellow-men has been proved in almost
every field of physical effort, including cycling.
We have seen a husband and a father sweep

the board (no, the path—there were no boards
then) in the N. C. U. championships. We
know married men as road-scorchers and long-
distance riders, and it is a fact worth noting
about most of these men that, unlike some of
their bachelor rivals, they are sound com-
mercial men, and have built up profitable
businesses. This must be due, to a great
extent, to the steadying influence of domestic
life, and thinking on the point has made me
conclude that, if a man be not past the years
at which physical condition must wane by the
inexorable process of nature, we need never
be surprised at athletic prowess in our proud
and happy fathers.

I hope and trust that I make myself clear.

I do not seek to make out that the Sultan of
Turkey, let us say, ought to be a whale at foot-
ball or a demon at throwing the hammer.
Neither do I wish to pretend that Brigham
Young must necessarily have been the equal
of Conneff or J. J. Corbett, or a world-beater
in any respect; save, perhaps, that of inflict-

ing corporal punishment on the children of his
establishment. If he went in for that pastime he
certainly had a little world of his own to beat.
No, I think I have made my meaning plain to
any man with the average amount of brains,
and if any one who reads this philosophical
dissertation has not the average amount of
brains, he had better go out and buy some. I

should say that brains are pretty ^heap, judg-

ing by the number of clever people we meet

—

people who are are a cabfull too clever to suit

my taste ; and the fun of it is that some of the
cleverest of them have floated, gone to allot-

ment, secured foreign rights, and are now
trading, all on other people's brains.

But, talking of fathers: One of the most
prominent and most able men in the cycling
world to-day has six sons, and he is as young
and active as any of them. He can hold his
own at gymnastics and boxing, and can do his
long day's ride and feel as fit as a violin after
it. Often when looking at him I wished that I

was the father of six sons. But alas ! I am not
even the "father of cycling journalists," a dis-

tinction which is accorded by general consent
to my genial and rotund colleague, C. W.
Nairn, of Wheeling.

I have seen the father, just alluded to, and
his six sons entertain for two hours a large
concert hall packed with people. They gym-
nasted and they boxed and they trick-rode in

a fashion that was delightful and bewildering.
They could walk on their hands as easily as on
their feet, and they could twist themselves
into any shape or out of all shape. In short,

they could do everything that I couldn't do if

I were to be boiled in oil for not doing it ; and,
although I have no undue desire to be either
boiled or fried in oil, or in anything else, I

think that the operation would probably cost
me less effort and pain than any attempt to

rival the feats of these seven champions of
Christendom.

An Idea for Married Racing Men.

It is strange how differently matrimony is

viewed by the sportsmen of various countries.
In Ireland, as a rule, they don't think of

marrying till they are fairly well on in years,
and have seen whatis facetiously called "life."

Do you know Mickey? Ah, no, you couldn't
have known him. Well, there was an Irish

gentleman called Mickey Free, and he summed
things up thus:

I never was cut out for work,
It's not to the taste iv the Bradys;

Put I'd make a most illigant Turk,
For I'm fond iv tobacco and ladies.

In England, fellows settle down ten or fif-

teen years earlier. I know a father of eight
who is a bald-headed veteran of thirty, and
who has already made his will—if a man who
has a v ife can be said to have any will.

When I came to London they took it for
granted that I must be married

; it was quite
a matter of course; they wouldn't have any-
thing else. One man was so sure of it that he
told a lot of cycling friends that my eldest boy
was a remarkably fine chap, and he described
the youth minutely. When he learned the
truth he fell, curled up, in a corner of my
office in a fit of apoplexy, or surprise, or
something, and refused to " come to " till he
had consumed the third brandy and soda.
Isn't it funny? But I have said enough on the
subject.

If any one wants to hear more let him com-
municate with me, reply postpaid, and enclos-
ing remittance. My fees are moderate, and I
will make a reduction for all who take a quan-
tity. Orders from the Southern States, with
banjo accompaniment, attended to with punc-
tuality and dispatch. Special terms for any
niggers who are real blacks.

I am writing this paragraph at a general
meeting of the Council of the National
Cyclists' Union.

I am in the midst of the intelligence and
rank of English cycling; a constellation of
genius that would be hard to beat in any
assemblage. We have Turner, the scientific;
Britten, the pessimistic; Sturmey, the wise
and cautious ; Hillier, the bellicose ; Todd, the
man of sturdy common-sense, and various
other shining lights, not only from London,
but from everv part of the country. We are
a very notable crowd, indeed, and if the
wearing of glasses may be taken as an indi-
cation that we can see a long way before us,
we should not make many mistakes, for I find
that a large percentage sports spectacles of
some shape or make, so that we are not with-
out what are known, in theatrical parlance, as
spectacular effects. We have elected com-
mittees by the ton; and we have re-elected
Britten, who was so much abused last year,
honorary secretary of the Licensing Com-
mittee. With a view to the abolition of loafing
in championships, we have introduced pace-
making in those events, with the exception of
the mile. An attempt to bastardize such
amateurism as survives, through the medium
of a "prize-banking scheme" failed, as did
also—thank Heaven—Sturmey's effort to close
the English championships to foreigners.
Hurroo! The greatest honors of England are
still open to the world. I hope to see the day
when the same may be said of America.

The Scorcher.

English Championships Will Remain Open
to the World.

At the last annual council meeting of the
N. C. U., the proposed prize-banking scheme
was squelched and the motion made by Henry
Sturmey that in future the championships be
open only to English born cyclists or for-

eigners residing in England eighteen months
prior to the date of the meeting, also failed to

pass. The motion was characterized as un-
English. A rule was passed giving the Union
power to suspend any club member who fails

to pay his club dues.

English Road Wheels Heavier tban Last Year.

Machines in England last year were lighter

than they ever were before, and, we are in-

clined to think, than they ever will be again,
until perhaps aluminium or some other similar
metal, or some very much simpler form of con-
struction, comes in. The fact is that experi-
ence, which is the best teacher after all, has
led our riders to call for, and our manufac-
turers to make, machines, generally speaking,
so far as the extra light road wheels are con-
cerned, from one to three pounds heavier than
was the rule last year. Of course every one
must pay for experience, and America may
just as well learn her experience that way as
England,—The Cyclist,
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JOTTINGS ON THE ROAD.

We are growing. We are becoming business-

like business men. For the first period in its

history the cycle industry can lay claim to put-

ting a real business foot forward ; to buying

and selling just as any well-established indus-

try buys and sells.

If '93 has had no other good use, we at least

owe it a heavy debt of gratitude for reforming

our commercial, or rather our uncommercial

methods. Last year a contract for a large

number of wheels, " to be taken during the

season," was invariable, and it was handled

and exploited by giver and taker as really

serious. As a matter of fact, what could be

more farcical? Imagine an agent and a sales-

man squabbling, arguing, entreating pro and

con as to whether the quantity "to betaken

during the season " should be 190 or 200, and
recall what it meant. Other than in cycling
such a "contract," with all it implies, would
stamp the giver a fool, the taker an ass.

Talk with any of the men on the road now.
and with the men selling the product of the
best advertised houses. Your will find that
orders, and from good-sized agents (the "150
wheels during season " agents of '93), are for

one, two, three, five, ten wheels. Occasionally
you find a fifteen or twenty-five order ; once in

a while a fifty, but they're of hen's teeth
scarcity. And these same salesmen are better
satisfied with the new order of things ; business
don't look so heavy on paper, but they know
just where they stand, and can clinch the deal
more quickly.

Liberality in consigning was another of the
evils which has been pretty much wiped out.

All denied it, but all were doing it. The fin-

ancial paralysis came, and your maker found
that his own good bicycle in the hand was
worth piles more than the possible cash in the
bush. Thirty days, or five for cash, is better
business, and its what we have come to.

Praise the disastrous Fall for putting us on
our feet, for at least permitting us to do busi-
ness naturally, decently and truthfully.

The National Cycle Mfg. Co., of Bay City,

Mich. , is making its practical debut in cycle-
dom.
The concern was organized some eighteen

or twenty months ago, with the object of
entering the '93 market, but the usual snags
incident to the path of the new manufacturer
developed, and their factory turned out to the
tune of but half a dozen cycles, all of which
were intended as samples, as proof of the
practicability or otherwise of Bay City cycle
building. So that their '93 was purely a year
of experiment, a year in which to test their
ideas, mechanics, plant; and this is a course
that deserves encouragement. There have
been too many cases in the past of men, new
to the cycle business, launching wheel build-
ing enterprises, embodying untried ideas,

fads, kinks, and accepting the faith of a
superintendent or of the father of the crankism
as sufficient guarantee of its practibility.

As the "best manure in the world is the foot
of the owner," so the deepest sort of recom-
mendation is a practical understanding of
cycle building by the owner of the factory

—

by the man who stands to win or lose on the
deal.

The National Co. are encouraged. They
say that these '93 wheels have stood up ; that
they have proven themselves. But they are
honest enough to admit that they see points in

which improvement is possible, and the im-
provement has been made.
The '94 line, samples of which I saw recently,

shows excellent workmanship and finish, and
evinces good judgment in the matter of meet-
ing public taste in weight. The leader is the
" A " National, which is fitted with wood rims
and Palmer tires, goes just 25 lbs. and lists at
$125. The ladies' wheel, at about 32 lbs., also
lists at $125. The " B " National is identical
with the " A " in lines and finish, but is some-
what heavier (about 3^ lbs.), has M. & W. tires

and sells for $100.

A popular man among the few trade people
he meets, personally, is the active partner of

Morgan & Wright, Mr. Morgan. People like

him because he treats all with courtesy, and
talks agreeably; but there is "a something"
about the man, they generally say, that they
don't quite understand. Mr. Morgan works
hard and well because he is in business and
wants it to "go," and not because there are not
other things that he would rather be at. After
you've rubbed up your memory on M. & W.
styles, he's more than willing to talk other
things. His temperament is wonderfully
mobile. He is an intense man, with a habit
of trying to make you think otherwise.

I've been reading about the man with "iron
nerves" in the magazines and daily papers for

years. He has always eluded me till the other
day. We became acquainted on a railroad
train. I had a window seat, he another just

behind. We reached a crossing, to find a
second train bearing down on us at right
angles. Both engines shrieked and screeched
frightfully. I was horribly scared, too scared
to speak, and so was everyone else—that is, all

except he of those famous iron nerves, who re-

marked (with evident reference to the fact

that both trains were on the sprint): "Well,
it's a consolation that, if we're bound to have
a collision, it'll be a h—1 of a one."
After the danger was all over, and the

collision postponed, I examined this man whom
I had read of with much veneration. I don't
understand him yet. He didn't seem to be
aware that his nerves were different from any-
one else's, hadn't taken tonics, and, for his
part, guessed they must be natural.

That far-reaching canard, the Gus Tubeman
of the Philadelphia show, still bears fruit.

It is often broached with a smile at the recol
lection, and the Shelly Co. themselves con-
tinually hear of the sportive fellow in their
correspondence. A maker will write, for in-

stance, asking the captain to hurry that tubing,
adding: "Your man, Tubeman, promised it

would be here before this."

Taking Tubemanism seriously for a moment,
it is significant that Tubeman, in the slander-
ous personal attacks that made men wince,
five times in ten hit the nail a good square
blow on the right spot. It goes to show that
whether you swim in the big puddle or the
little one, it don't take the crowd long to under-
stand and laugh at your crotchets.

*
* *

The reference to Tubeman and his victims
brings to mind a laughable incident, that re-

sulted from his Philadelphia appearance and
which hasn't yet been in print.

Harry Hearsey, the rosy, chubby, rotund,
cherubic Indianapolis Hearsey, hadn't been to
the show. A great number of other Indianap-
olis men had, and were cruel enough to put up
a job on the cherub. Each of the delegation,
as he met Hearsey, would take him aside with
an appearance of deep earnestness, and re-

peat, merely for friendship's sake, pure and
simple, what Mr. Tubeman—Gus Tubeman

—

had been saying of him at the show. As the
different versions of the fellow's slanderous
attacks on Hearsey's character, honesty, abil-

ity, past and present, reached him, the spot
that generally grows under a man's collar, and
does in Hearsey's case, became hotter and
hotter. Swore he'd have the fellow's life.

Harry's friends were amused and surprised at
the eloquently foicible terms which came to his
lips in condemnation of Tubeman's vileness.
One moment pure, unadulterated wrath would
possess him and the next he would be
thoroughly dejected, and ask, in deep pain,
almost tearfully, what that man, whom he
did not even know, could have against him.
The boys decided that Harry was a soft thing
when it came to a roast, and nursed the game.
Even the commercial travelers who came to
town were let in and Hearsey got it from all

quarters. Eventually he was even told that
the fellow—Mr. Tubeman—was in the employ
of the Shelby Tube Co. It pains us to add
that even at that stage he failed to connect,
and continued easy game. The last I heard
of it was when the Indianapolis cherub was
deeply considering whether he should go up

to Shelby in person, or write instead, asking
Captain Cockley for the discharge of that
objectionable person, Tubeman, and demand-
ing from him a retraction in the public prints
of his slanderous charges

!

W. D. C.

To Make Bicycle Wheels.

The Royal Flush Cycle Co. was an Elyria

concern owned by E. J. Douhet, and did a

snug, but purely local business in manufac-

turing a few Royal Flush bicycles and in

general tinkering and repairing.

A new order of things prevails. Mr. Douhet
has associated several other gentlemen with
him, and a change of headquarters has been
made. Toledo is now their headquarters.
And with the change of location a new

policy is inaugurated, and a considerable extra
capital will be used in branching out.

The firm have secured the four-story build-

ing at 40 and 42 Erie Street, Toledo, on a long
lease, and are very nearly ready for their new
line, which will consist of some jobbing and a
general manufacturing for the trade, of

frames, hubs and supplies to order.

But the main business will be the making of

bicycle and sulky wheels for the trade. To
this end they are putting in special machinery.
They regard the field of bicycle wheel-making
as one in which little competition has existed,

and will work with a will to laud a fair share
of the business. They have facilities for

making all sorts of wheels to order, wood or
steel-rimmed, wood-spoked or steel-spoked,

and in all weights and sizes.

Royal Flush bicycles will not be entirely

forgotten, and enough will be made to fill

local orders and to supply an already created
outside demand.
The men actively engaged in the manage-

ment of the company are E. J. Douhet and
Herbert I. Thompson. Mr. Douhet is

manager and Mr. Thompson secretary.

The Kirkpatrick-Pope Co. Suit.

A dispatch from New Haven, dated April 14,

says: W. K. Townsend, in the United States

District Court, to-day granted the motion of

the plaintiff in the case of Thos. Kirkpatrick,

of Ohio, against the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hart-

ford, which asks the court to order that the

defendant corporation submit their books and
papers to the court for examination in their

case at law against the defendant, which is a
suit for $8,663 damages for the alleged non-
payment of royalties on a patented bicycle

saddle. The defendant set up, among other
things, that their company has been sold to a
corporation of the same name organized under
the laws of the State of Maine, and that the
patented article has not been made by them
since 1877.

An English View of the Light-Weight Craze.

The craze for lightness is developing with

many riders. Only the other day a cyclist,

who had a roadster weighing but 30 lbs. . said

to us the machine was so heavy he could not

get it along. Now this man is by no means a

scorcher. He has never raced a yard in his

life ; but still a bicycle weighing 30 lbs. is too
heavy for him. "Are there not machines
built at 23 lbs. or 24 lbs. weight?" he inquired

;

" I see them advertised frequently." "No,"
we answered; "at least we have not come
across a good, reliable semi-roadster yet at

that weight, i. e., fitted with semi-racing tires.

Racers! Yes, there are many, but the tires

•fire forever puncturing, and if you have any
rough riding to do the frame will not stand;
for very soon it cracks up in one place or

another; at least, such has been our experi-

ience. No safety with a frame that will stand
the roads and a semi-racing tire can be built at

a less weight than 28 lbs., if at that. S. F.

Edge, who has done some of the best and fast-

est road rides on the fastest of roads, cannot
be induced to ride a lighter machine than that

of the weight mentioned, and no better judge
exists than he."—British Sport.
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Weight, Three Pounds Per Pair.

This tire is specially designed to meet the demand for an exceed-
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We Guarantee this Tire.
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COLORS CHOSEN.

RAINBOWS OUTDONE BY THE RACING
MEN WHO HAVE REGISTERED.

Up to date but forty-seven men have regis-

tered their colors with the Racing Board, and

many of these are riders of little or no fame.

Prof. Culver's men—Taxis, Kennedy, Bode

and Kendrick—constitute the only team that

has registered with any degree of symmetry.

The colors as claimed and assigned are

given below. The body of the suit is repre-

sented by the single color given as the head-

ing of each set of combinations. The manner
of distinguishing each rider is the way in which

the various colors are affixed to his costume.

Black.—Red stripe sides of pants and shirt,

Waltham Club emblem on shirt—H. W. Rob-

inson, Waltham, Mass. Nile green stripe

sides of pants, round neck and sleeves of shirt,

Waltham Club emblem on shirt—A. W. Por-

ter, Newton, Mass. White stripes, shirt,

pants and cap—James Levy, Chicago, 111. Gold

cap—H. H. Wylie, Chicago, 111. Orange stripe

on pants, orange monogram on shirt—A. S.

Lee, Cohoes, N. Y. Red sash, red and black

cap—A. D. Kennedy, Jr., Chicago, 111. Yel-

low sash, yellow and black cap— W. W. Taxis,

Philadelphia, Pa. Green sash, green and
black cap—E. C. Bode, Chicago, 111. White
sash, white and black cap—J. R. Kendrick,
Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Light blue sash— T. J.
Diver, Philadelphia, Pa. Red cap—W. H.
Mulliken, Baltimore, Md. Copper scallops
round neck shirt, dark blue pants, copper
scallops round bottom edges—H. M. Sidwell,
Covington, Ky. Red stripe side of pants,
wide red band on shirt, word Arlington on
same—E. E. Clapp, Washington, D. C. White
striped shirt, black pants and cap—H. R.
Steenson, Ilion, N. Y. White bosom in shirt,

winged foot in centre of same, white belt,

white cap — G. C. Smith, New York City.
White triangle on front and back of shirt,

black cap, small white triangle on same—E.
L. Dithridge, New York City. Red, white
and blue stripes on side of pants. W. N. Fo-
guil, West Newton, Mass.

Blue.—Red sash—Gus Steele, Chicago, 111.

Old gold shirt—G. B. Mershon, Jr., Philadel-
phia, Pa. White shirt, blue cap—Geo. Fitz-
simons, Greensboro, N. C. Light blue, green
sash—J. M. Dempsey, Lowell, Mass. White
stripes lengthwise—F. R. Fuller, Hartford,
Conn. Sky blue, black sash—Thos. Kennedy,
Lowell, Mass. Navy blue, Union suit trimmed
with white, navy blue cap—C. L. Binns, Red
Oak, Iowa. Peacock blue, black band round
pants and sleeves—F. J. Titus, New York
City. Navy blue, old gold belt, three stripes
of same round edges of pants and sleeves—B.
Cooney, Cohoes, N. Y.
Orange.—Shirt, green pants, cap to match—

F. H. Plaice, Lima, Ohio. Black stripes on
shirt and pants, black socks—O. H. Munro,
Cohoes, N. Y. Black belt, black round shirt!
short black stripes lengthwise on sleeves and
edges of pants—A. W. French, Cincinnati, O.
Black bands round sleeves, neck and bottom
edge of shirt, round bottom edge of pants—B.
Morrison, Johnstown, Pa. Shirt, black pants,
black cap—W. M. Pettigrew, West Newton,
Mass.
Gray.—Dark cardinal band crossing shirt

in both directions from each hip and down
sides of pants—W. C. Marmon, Boston, .Mass.
Maroon,—White stripe sides of pants, black

handkerchief with white star round waist— C.
C. Sinsabaugh, Chicago, 111. White stripes
sides of pants, round neck of shirt, white belt
white cap—E. G. Combs, Pittsfield, Mass'
Black trimmings—E. P. Wood, Pittsfield,
Mass.
Garnet.—Full suit—G. L. Gary, Chelsea,

Mass.
Red.—Shirt, white pants, blue socks—C. E.

Tudor, Cincinnati, O.
White.—Red stripes sides of pants, red S on

shirt—G. T. Tomlinson, Syracuse, N. Y. Red
emblem on shirt—G- A. Banker, Pittsburg

Pa. Light blue stripe sides of pants, sides

and edges of shirt—G. N. Adams, Jackson-
ville, Fla.

Mauve.—Black sash and cap—H. A. Elkes,
Glens Falls, N. Y.
Lavender.—Edged with dark maroon on

shirt and pants, American flag on jersey and
sweater—R. MacDonald, New York City.

Wine.— Black stripes diagonal on shirt, black
stripes sides of pants—G. N. Carter, Newton-
ville, Mass.
Purple.—Gold stripe sides of pants, gold C

on shirt, gold cap—L. C. Dorn, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Cardinal.—Orange and blue stripes altern-

atively on shirt, orange pants—H. L. Felch,
Natick, Mass.
Crimson.— Full suit— G. F. Taylor, Ipswich,

Mass.
Old Gold.—Full suit, navy blue sash—W.

A. Wenzel, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO CALIFORNIAN CRACKS.

C. S. WELLS.

OTTO ZIEGLER, JR.,

Winner Mile Championship.

Ore Hayman, Grand Island, Neb., has been
suspended by the L. A. W. Racing Board,
pending investigation of his amateur status.

Fred C. Graves will represent the Overman
Wheel Co. in Class B, although he will devote
considerable attention to road racing. Harry
Leeraing has been engaged as his trainer.

BID ZIM GOOD-BYE.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL FAREWELLS TO
THE DEPARTING CHAMPION.

Zimmerman, accompanied by George A.

Banker and W. B. Troy, sailed for France on
Wednesday last. A number of intimate friends

and admirers were present to see him off.

A more formal good-bye and god-speed had
occurred the Monday evening previous, when
the champion was tendered a farewell banquet
at the Hotel Bartholdi.

Among those present were H. E. Raymond,
W. C. Overman, Carl Von Lengerke, G. Min-
turn Worden, W. B. Troy, G. A. Banker, Jos-

eph McDermott, Sidney B. Bowman and W.
H. Webster.

Will R. Pitnam presided, and nearly every
one present was called on for remarks.
Chairman Raymond, in the course of his

talk, said: " France presented the American
people with the Statue of Liberty, which now
stands in our harbor and welcomes all to our
shores. In return we give Arthur A. Zimmer-
man. Did I say give? No; we lend him to
her, and our eyes will follow his career abroad
the same as though he had not forsaken the
ranks of the League, but was still the idol we
all have worshipped—the amateur champion
of the world."
Mr. Troy did not believe that Zim would

regret turning pro., and said that "the one
aim above all others will be to prove to the
American public that, with men such as
Zimmy, professionalism can be as honorable
as amateurism. We will be successful; I know
it, and in being successful, honorably, we shall
not only have profited financially, but a stronger
motive will have been attained—that of lifting
the professional end of the sport up out of the
mire into which it seems to have fallen to a
standard of purity equal to that of Class A."
When called on, Zimmerman expressed his

gratitude, and said briefly that he would be as
honorable in the professional as when in the
amateur ranks.
Later the entire party adjourned to Koster

& Bial's concert hall, where a "wheelman's
night" had been billed on the strength of
Zimmerman's coming. Two boxes had been
engaged and tastefully decorated with French,
English and American flags ; on the rail of one
box Zimmerman's racing wheel had been
fastened. When the party arrived the orches-
tra played "The Conquering Hero Comes,"
while the audience cheered the conquerer most
heartily.

The five, twenty-five and fifty miles N. C. U.
championships will hereafter be run with pace-
makers. In the mile championship they will
not be allowed.

A straw. In a single New York club, of
fifteen members who this week renewed their
L. A. W. membership, eleven did not sub-
scribe for the official organ.

Sanger and Tyler are both in Denver. The
latter has been there for some days and the
former joined him this week Trainer Dumble-
ton is with them. They will remain until
thoroughly ripe for the circuit.

The New York Division circuit will comprise
Albany, Cohoes, Oneonta, Ilion, Syracuse,
Rochester and Lockport, where the State meet
occurs. June will be the month, but the exact
dates have not yet been decided on.

A seventy-three-year-old Adrian, Mich.,
watch-maker committed suicide last week on
account of ill-health. Two years ago, it is

stated, he overtaxed himself by taking a long
ride on a wheel, from which time he has con-
stantly been ill.

Carl Von Lengerke rode over the course
selected from Newark to Asbury Park for the
A. C. C. of New Jersey and M. A. C. C.
century run, June 23, on Sunday last. Almost
the entire distance is over macadam roads.
He expects the run to eclipse all previous ones
in regard to the number of contestants. A gold
medal will be awarded to all lady "survivors,"
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aoonjow RACE ME£T
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

onXHiLTiii Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

ID:x:£imixie tlie Bearing^.

"We mean those GENUINE tool-steel, oil-tempered DUST-PROOF
bearings. When we say " dust proof " we are honest, and mean
just what we say.

We have heard a good deal about tool steel and crucible steel

in bearings that were claimed to be proof against dust. Did you
ever examine them ?

^£^

They Are Dust-Proof in
SOME cases. We have spent a great deal of time and money
perfecting what we believe to be the most perfect, simplest,

lightest and easiest running bearing yet offered.

In

The; Ne^^ Clippers

ESTABLISHED 1889.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Nos. 24-25 and Model X nothing but the FINEST quality of tool

steel is used for cones and cups. They are not the kind of "tool
steel" that can be made on automatic machinery either.

We invite an impartial criticism of CLIPPER BEARINGS
as complete with any wheel now made. A feature of this is the
simple device which prevents balls from escaping when wheel is

taken apart.

IN OUR CATALOGUE WHICH CAN BE

HAD "FOR THE ASKING."

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PNEUMATIC TIRES OF PAPER.

From a report in the Paper Trade Journal,

it appears that there are certain experiments

being made with the object of determining the

possibility of using a pneumatic paper tire on

bicycle wheels, and thus displacing or

diminishing the use of the pneumatic rubber

tire.

As the subject is one in which the whole

rubber trade is interested, the writer has

endeavored to obtain both the available in-

formation as to the actual facts, and the

opinions 01 competent men, with regard to the

theoretical side of the question. The rubber

trade knows of no similar attempts in the

past. Up to date, says Victor Yarris in the

India Rubber World, paper was not thought

of as a possible rival of rubber in the tire line,

and if anything new and unexpected is coming,

the trade wants to know the nature and extent

of the revolution.

There are said to be several reasons why
attempts should be made to supplant the

rubber tire, if possible, but the principal

reasons are these: The cost, and the liability

to puncture. With regard to the former, it is

claimed that bicycles are too expensive and

that the use of the pneumatic rubber tire adds

about $20 to the cost of the wheel. Now the

average clerk or workman would gladly buy a

machine if he could get one at a reasonable

price, but $100 or even $65 is beyond his

financial power. The inventors and cham-

pions of the paper pneumatic tire claim that

a saving of $12 will be effected by substituting

the paper for the rubber tire, a pair of the

former costing only $8. So far as this reason

goes, it is clear that the relation between the

premises and the conclusion irrepressively

recalls the saying about the mountain laboring

and bringing forth a mouse. If the new dis-

pensation will do no more for the poor work-

man, at present vainly yearning for a machine,

than reduce the price by the sum of $12, it is

much to be feared that no boom in the bicycle

trade will take place. The man who can pay
$8S can pay $100; conversely, the man who
cannot pay $100 cannot pay $88.

Still, in this hard world, and particularly in

dull times, $12 is a sum not to be despised, and
if a paper tire costing that much less will do
the work as well as the rubber tire, there is

evidently money in the new invention. And
this brings us to the second reason for the
attempt to substitute paper for rubber. It is

claimed that paper will do more and better
work than rubber ; that whereas the life of a
rubber tire is two seasons, the life of the paper
tire will be five years or even more ; that in

point of elasticity it will not prove inferior to

rubber ; and that in some respects it will be
actually superior. The illustrations herewith
given are intended to show the superiority of

the paper tire. In figures 1 and 2 there are
two wheels, A, A. Then there are stands of

wood, B, B. Next are the uprights, C, C; the
levers, D, D ; the ropes, E, E ; the pulley-
block, F, F ; and finally the ropes, G, G. The
wheel in figure 1 is shod with the rubber pneu-
matic tire. The lever D rests upon the shaft
of the wheel, so that when the rope G is pulled,
the lever is brought down, and there is so
much weight pressing upon the tire of the
wheel. When a pressure equal to 120 pounds
is brought down to bear upon the rubber tire,

the tire sinks in at the bottom to the degree
indicated by the arrow H.
Figure 2 illustrates the same kind of wheel

treated in a parallel way as regards pressure.
The tire on the wheel is of paper instead of
rubber, and the result, as seen in the illustra-

tion, is that the weight does not cause the tire

to sink in so much at H as in the rubber tire.

From this comparison, the conclusion is

drawn that the paper tire must prove more

durable, and be less affected by friction and
running over cobble stones, mud, etc. While
the rubber tire, through the constant squeez-
ing together, compression and inflation, is

liable to fracture, the paper tire, less yielding,
is not subject to the wear and tear in the
same degree.
The objection to this reasoning, as stated

by the rubber men, is that any diminution in
the degree of the "sinking" of the tire is

necessarily achieved at the expense of its

elasticity, resiliency and flexibility—the very
qualities which give the pneumatic tire its

value and excellence, and on which speed de-
pends. A steel tire will not sink at all—as far
as the human eye can see, at least—and hence
ought to be preferred to all flexible and yield-
ing tires. But it is not, because resiliency is

the very thing sought after. The projectors
of the" paper tire say that the ingredients
which they mean to put into the paper stock
will make it not only firm and durable so as to
be water-and-mud-proof, but elastic as well.
Manifestly, however, they cannot make it as
elastic as rubber, while resiliency seems to be
out of the question altogether.
The composition of the paper tires is shown

in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3 B represents
the paper cover, A being the interior com-
position which consists of curled hair. In

Figure 4 the interior composition of curled
hair is likewise named A and the paper
cover B.
The details of the process are withheld for

the present. The method of drawing out a
paper tube is old and well known to paper
manufacturers. The operation of uniting the
two ends is new, but scarcely interesting to
rubber men. The hair used instead of interior

linings and air is forced into the hollow of the
tube before the union is made. To make the
packing uniform, a special instrument is used.
As already hinted above, the rubber trade,

while interested in this development, is indis-

posed to "take much stock" in the invention.
Those who have been made acquainted with
the facts so far made public do not believe
there is much chance of success, but they are
willing to be convinced and will await the
practical test of the paper tire with interest.

One thing, however, seems clear, that, as was
remarked by Mr. P. L. Gately, of the New
York Mechanical Rubber Co., the paper tire

described is in no proper sense a pneumatic
tire, as it has none of the true pneumatic
features. It is really a kind of cushion tire,

with the difference that the shoe or curve is to

be of paper rather than of rubber, It is,

therefore, misleading to compare it with the
pneumatic rubber tire, either in respect of cost
or any other. Even if it should prove success-
ful, and as good as, or even better than, a
rubber cushion tire, it would not in any way
be a rival of the rubber pneumatic tire.

Mr. G. R. Bidwell, of the New York Tire
Co., said that while the tire above described is

not a pneumatic tire, having no air tube, the
successful use of paper for the shoe of cover
might lead to the use of paper for the covers
of true pneumatic tires. The tire of his com-
pany is so constructed that the resiliency,

speed and elasticity do not at all depend on
the cover, and any durable material could be
used in making it. Mr. Bidwell said that he
had himself been thinking of a substitute for

rubber for the cover, but that nothing satis-

factory had occurred to him. If there is any-
thing in this paper project, he would gladly
look into it. On being asked why he thought
at all about substituting some other material
for rubber in making the shoe, Mr. Bidwell
explained that at present all makers of tires,

like the makers of bicycles, are trying to re-

duce the weight of the tire. Lightness is the
cry everywhere, and tire manufacturers recog-
nize the necessity of doing everything possible

to meet the demand. Now a rubber cover
cannot be made thinner than at present with-
out increased liability to accident. But paper
would weight less than rubber, and hence
lighter tires could be made if paper could be
used instead of rubber for the shoe.

The Lozier Mfg. Co. have arranged with
Bernhart, Conly and Clark, the crack riders of

Toledo, to ride Cleveland wheels.

R. C. Lennie, formerly with the Hill Cycle
Mfg. Co., has been added to the Pope Co. 's

traveling staff. He has been assigned to the

State of Ohio.

The recently incorporated Anderson Cycle
and Mfg. Co., of Detroit, will manufacture a
high-grade wheel, the Osborn by name. The
output will be limited.

The Warwick Cycle Co., after a deal of

trouble, has transferred its organization from
under the laws of Maine, and it is now a
Massachusetts corporation with a fully paid-

up capital of $200,000.

A cyclist ran into a young lady attempting
to cross the street in Leicester, England,
recently the ladabeingthrown under the wheels
of a passing buss and instantly killed. The rider

was held blameless, as the girl stepped directly

in his path.

The Woodbridge B. C. of North Cambridge,
Mass., an organization of lady riders, will

give a minstrel show on May 15. Twenty-four
girls will black their faces, and all the clubs of

Boston and vicinity will attend the perform-
ance. The receipts will be used for furnishing

a new clubhouse.

An ordinance has been passed in Ilion, N.
Y,, allowing cyclists to ride on the sidewalk,
except in the business portion of the town, by
having their wheels registered and paying a
fee of 25 cents. The pace is restricted to six

miles an hour, and pedestrians must be given
the right of way.

For the first time, the Eagle Bicycle Mfg.
Co. are now in position to supply the general
trade with the aluminum rims which attracted

such generous attention at the New York
show. Their crescent rims of this metal
weigh but 1 pound n ounces per pair, and the
Clincher rims 2 pounds 5 ounces.

The Grand Rapids (Mich) Cycle Co. writes

:

"Never in the history of our business have we
received so much cash on so short a time for

shipments, or so large a percentage of dis-

counted bills, as this year. We have also

doubled our output on our medium grade
wheel and are now behind on our orders."
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ZIMMERMAN
His e

WIN FK.ESii I^URELS ON

' BALLS

THE WORLD.
11

>^%rixxg Letter:
New York, March 22, 1894.

lachine Co.

that, after testing thoroughly the balls made by every
your company /IRE IN EVERT PARTICULAR THE BEST, and
nes. Yours very truly,

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.
nnmn

NE CO., Fitchburg, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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AMERICAN WHEELS IN EUROPE.

AL06ICAL ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF MAK-
ING A MARKET ABROAD.

The idea of acquiring foreign trade is always

a pleasing one to certain ambitious men, and,

as the bicycle business is not without some
who merit that designation, it follows that the

matter has not altogether escaped attention.

The great strides that have been made by
our makers in the past few years make it pos-

sible for more than one American firm to con-

template a foreign invasion, and it is not

altogether without thebounds of possibility that

the subject has received more attention than

is generally supposed.

As English makers, riders and press men
have not had the opportunity of seeing and
riding the best American wheels, it would be
idle for us to expect them to recognize that we
have left them in the rear in cycle building, as
well as on the race path. Indeed, I very much
doubt if they would acknowledge the fact if

they had the chance to make the comparison.
It falls to us, then, who have examined and
ridden

IThe Best]English]Wheels,

including those of the present day, to render a
verdict, and although it may be said that we
are somewhat prejudiced in favor of the wheels
of home manufacture, yet when we can demon-
strate to impartial judges (as we think we can)
the points wherein our superiority lies, our
words should have some weight.

If we assert that we build handsomer wheels
than the English maker, it can be replied that
that is a matter of opinion, and that each
country has the wheels it prefers. But when
we point to the almost unexampled badness of
the average American road, and show how
the feather weights stand up on them, we
are citing facts. So, too, when we assert
that not only do our wheels have to stand
more knocks than any others, but that
they are actually built lighter, we score
another point, and an important one, if

the proof is at hand. In support of this we
have only to point to the fact that thirty
pounds is considered rather heavy and out of
date, while twenty-five pounds is very nearly
the proper thing for the average rider. The
scorcher will get down as low as twenty
pounds, and we fear that he will not stop even
there, but will cross the line and start on his
way towards fifteen pounds. Such wheels are
sometimes used on our fine boulevards and
roads, but much oftener they are pounded over
the ordinary country roads, glowing in all

their badness.
Can any country match these weights on

any roads, and do the wheels stand up any
better elsewhere ?

Once we have secured the lead in the con-
struction of our wheels, the

Cost of .Their Production

comes to the front. Luckily this has almost
kept pace with the other advances, and our
large factories are able to turn out wheels at
an exceedingly low cost. So low is this that
it is the belief of many well-informed persons
that not only have we nothing to fear from the
importation of English wheels, but we are
actually in a position to carry the war into
Africa and make a bid, for the Continental
trade at least.

The Continental countries appear to be in
much the same position we were a few years
ago.
Their own manufacturers are improving,

but they are not yet able to turn out as good
light wheels as their foreign competitors.
They are obliged, therefore, to see a large
portion of the best trade go to others, the
English makers being the ones who secure the
great bulk of the business.
There is no bond of sentiment uniting Eng-

land to these countries ; on the contrary, some
of them are on anything but friendly terms
with her. While the bicycle business is not a
matter of sentiment, and it will go to those
makers who best please the public taste, yet a
great many purchasers are swayed by their

feelings and would probably rather buy from
us than from the English makers, all other
things being equal.
We thus have the situation: Our makers,

some with the inclination, more with the
means of

Making a Bid tor Foreign Trade

;

the foreign riders, if not inclined to look with
favor upon us, at least willing to be neutral
and give us a fair chance. There is the
tariff in most countries, to be sure, but it con-
fronts England just as it does us, and we are
thus on an equal footing. In my opinion it

only needs someone to show the way; an
opening once made the quality of the wheels
will do the rest, if backed by intelligent effort.

The footing once obtained, a good trade should
result ; not one in which there would be very
much money, but one in which there would be
much cause for rejoicing on our part, as
demonstrating that we had at last thrown off

our swaddling clothes, and were able to com-
pete with our former teachers.

Merrihew.

About Trade in the West
A semi-personal letter from a representative

of a large Eastern concern, who has been
traveling in the West for several months, gives
some interesting pointers on trade in that
section. He writes: "Business was good in

Ohio, Indiana, Western Missouri, and in the
western and central sections of Iowa.
Nebraska has very little cycle business outside
of Omaha and Lincoln, both of which are
rattling good wheel towns. In Iowa business
was fine right through, with the exception of
Davenport and Dubuque, both of which dis-

play very little interest in bicycles, consider-
ing the size of the towns.
"Considering the fact that other lines of

business are still stagnant, I think the cycle
trade has been unusually brisk.

"There is scarcely a town where The
Wheel cannot be found. You have certainly
and excellent circulation in the West among
the dealers. You cannot imagine how eagerly
we "lone travelers" pick up a trade paper
when we run across it, and how much we
appreciate the opportunity of getting posted

"Cycle travelers are thick as flies in the
West, some of them very ' bum,' and a dis-
grace to the great progressive trade which
they represent. Fortunately there are not
many such, and they will probably have 'their
day.' While competition is very fierce out
here, still nearly everybody seems to get their
share. The riding season opened earlier than
usual this year, and is now in full blast. The
West has been favored with particularly fine
weather, and the great storm which I read of,

in New York, did not come near this section.
In fact, for almost the entire past month, I

have dispensed with my overcoat during the
day."

This is the way a Paris paper enthuses over
the coming of Zimmerman: " Zim, the great;
the only Zim, for whom crowds part; Zim,
the popular, incontestable champion, the
Yankee flyer, whom one thinks it has com-
bined in Freehold like a city saint."

An order has been issued by the chief of
police of Los Angeles, April 5, requiring two
police officers to patrol the city on bicycles.
The men are to serve all subpoenas and jury
notices, answer telephone calls and do general
police duty from police headquarters, using
bicycles instead of horses.

An English Idea.

HILL CLIMBING
VVSArVVSArSArVVSA^A/ySAyVVyVVV'

MADE EASY.

EHCLE

RIP
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WRITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
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IT IS I

-1

still being-

done on the Stearns. ..
jg

At Charleston, S. C g
April j and 4, 1894. J

Stearns Riders—george fitzsimmons. M
Champion of North Carolina. SE

UNDISPUTED WORLD'S REC-

ORDS WON IN COMPETITION
AND AGAINST TIME IN 1893.

ISAAC BAIRD,
Champion South Corolina.

S. V. CONNERAT,
Champion Savannah.

E. C. Stearns & Co.,

Syracuse,

New York...

BIDWELL-T1NKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINCER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiil

Please add: "Saw it in" The Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of
experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.

If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.
Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUE
35 Federal Street, and
178 Devonshire Street,

IS 99 IRE.
BOSTON. MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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WHEN a visitor has once witnessed the

process of chain-making, he will hardly

forget it for some time to come. The number of

different processes, all requiring the greatest

care, is innumerable.

This was impressed on your correspondent

by a recent visit to the Indianapolis Chain and
Stamping Co.

The factory is located on the third floor of a

modern building, and is well lighted and
ventilated on all sides. The full length of the
long building is occupied by two rows of

machines, all operated by neatly attired young
women. Sixty-five girls and fifty men are
employed. With this force there is being
made 3,000 feet of chain a day, enough for 750
bicycles. The output of a single day will take
a total of 118.000 pieces. To handle so many
parts requires nimble fingers, and the way in

which the work is accomplished causes con-
stant ejaculations from the sightseer.

The output of last season was about 100,000
chains. That of the present year will be about
the same. The machinery does the work in a
way to make one wonder if it has not a
mind of its own. One machine is an automatic
feeder, drilling and counterboring the centres
of the chain, and doing the work of several
machines of the old style.

The bar of steel from which the centre of

the chain link is made is received in the factory
already rolled and drawn into the desired
shape. This is cut into the widths on a mill-

ing machine, one man operating two machines,
cutting twenty-four at a time. It is then
countersunk and reamed, when it goes to the

case-hardening department. Some of the ma-
terial is tempered, according to the grade of

chain being made. The side pieces of the
chain are received in sheet steel of about the
right width. This is put in a machine which
stamps the holes and cuts the piece out in the
required shape. The machine is so arranged
that this is all done in one operation, the holes
being punched while the cutter is taking out
another piece. The rivets are guaged by a
peculiar machine after they come from the
machine on which they are made. This is a
very particular process, and a number of the
screws are perforce thrown away as not being
up to the standard.
The sides are then cleaned and the rivets

inserted by power presses, and the chain passes
on to another workman, who places the other
side on with a power press. It is now ready
for the riveters, but before going to them is

tapped out, that is, the hole is prepared for the
screw which is to make it an endless chain.
To the riveters it then goes and the work is

done on machines that move faster that the
eyes can follow them. From the riveters it is

carried to the testing machine, operated by
two men who place the chain under a strain of
from 1,350 to 2,000 pounds, according to the
grade. Lots of chains will break in one lot

and again it will be only a half dozen in a day.
When a chain proves weak enough to break
under the prescribed strain it is passed back to

a man who places a new link in the broken
place and again sends it through. From the
testers it goes to the inspector, who runs it over
his hands to rind any kinks in the make-up and
who hammers these out, finally trying it on
the sprocket wheel made by the form to which
it is to go. This is followed out in all cases,
a sprocket wheel of every machine being kept
on hand to try the chain on. And from here
it goes to the packers and starts out on the
long journey to no one knows where.

ON AIL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

A CHAINLESS GEAR FROM ENGLAND

Patent No. 4457. J. Jackson. " A new or
improved driving gear for cycles and other
machinery." March 1, 1893.

By this invention the motion is conveyed from one
crank to another and is at the same time reversed,
while the same speed of travel in both cranks Is re-
tained and a large intermediate toothed wheel or a
chain is rendered unnecessary. One end of the rod E
is pivoted to the crank wheel Fat f i, the other end
being provided with a slot e2, which works upon the
stud bi fixed upon the crank ^4, around which a cir-
cular groove is fixed. A stud works in the groove,
which stud is fixed in the connecting rod E so that the
sliding of the connecting rod E is controlled by the
travel of the stud in the groove. Between the crank
b4 and crank wheel F the stud e4, which is fixed upon
the rod E, works in a slot h i in the slide H, which is
fixed upon the framework of the machine, forming
also a traveling pivot. It will be seen that the length
of stroke B to b i is not so great as F to f i, to allow for
which the slot e2 is provided in the connecting rod E,
and to prevent the back lash the groove is formed on
the crank, the stud bearing a roller, which runs in the
said groove and thus prevents the shake. The rela-
tive distance of the cranks F, f i and B, b i may vary,
and, in some cases, it will be found necessary to form
the groove more or less cam shaped, as indicated bv
dotted lines b3. By these means the crank wheel F
rotates in a reverse direction to the driving crank and
at the same time by means of the groove which con-
trols the slide in the rod E both cranks continuously
revolve at the same speed. The toothed wheel F
gears with the toothed driving wheel A, and thus the
machine is driven without a chain or an intermediate
toothed wheel between two others as well known.

Harvey DuCros, of the American Dunlop
Tire Co., sailed for England on Wednesday.
He will be absent five weeks.

1,500 JUST BOUGHT. 1,500
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We have more good bicycles, at less price than dealers buy them, than any three

houses in New York

HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING NEEQEI) BY CYCLISTS.

each, $2.00
175

" I.OO

Tom Thumb Lamps, - - - -

Jupiter u -

Cyclights, ._-_„_
ALL SMALL AND HALF LIST PRICES.

JU. C. JJSJVDORir & CO.,
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK. 32 Park Place.

Please add :
" Saw It in The Wheel

"
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The Price
of a wheel is to some extent a criterion of DETAILS
its value.

of construction, of ma-

The Sterling terial, of manufacture,

is being sold this year for $135. For are all given in the

the workmanship and material that is Sterling catalogue.

put into it, this is perhaps the greatest

bargain of the year.
It is an interesting

Catalogue gives details book. It takes but a
'

^bnrt tiTTif* tn TParl Tt

Sterling Cycle Works, costs but a stamp to

236=240 CARROLL AVE., .«<«<«. CHICAGO. get. It's worth more

Special Agents: than it costs.

L. C. Jandorf & Cu., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,

Stokes Mfg, Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

8

Please add : " Saw it in The W heel.'

Watch For This!
^w-

?¥/

WHENEVER YOU SEE IT,

>-^READ THE AD.

If you ride an IDE WHEEL it

will bring to you the feeling of proud
satisfaction that you are the possessor of

that which has no equal.

IF YOU DO NOT, heed the ad-

vice given, possess yourself of one as

soon as possible and insure your content-

ment thereafter.

SECOND EDITION of our HIGH
ART CATALOGUE now ready. Send
for it and post yourself on the latest

achievements of skill, art and science in

cycle construction.

Chicago, Sterner Cycle Co.

Cincinnati, Geo. H. Link, 63 1 Vine St.

Rochester. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr.

St. Louis, Knight Cycle Co.

Kansas City, Kansas City Bicycle Co

SOME OF OUR AGENTS:
i Columbus, Ohio, A. L. Yardley.

j
Ft. Wayne, Ind., J. W. Bell.

I Terre Haute, Ind., E. D. Harvey.
: Nashville, Tenn., J. C. Combs.

And hundreds of others.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

F. F. IDE MFG. CO.,
PEORIA, ILL.
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MAY.
1—Dixon, Cal., Race Meet, Driving Park Association
5—Maiden, Mass., Linscott Road Race.
12—Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffie.
19—Wilmington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, N. Y.. Wheel Club. Race Meet.
30—New Bedf'd, Mass., 25 m. R'd R'e, Hoyland Smith.
30—Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C. Race Meet.
30—Boston, Mass., Division Spring Meet.
30—Neshaming, Pa., Falls C. C. Race Meet.
30—Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
30—Elmira, N. Y., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—Utica, N. Y.. Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30—Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n,N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30 Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , Race Meet, Cleveland W. C.

30—Jamestown, N. Y., Race Meet, Prandf rgast W.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamon.d Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O., Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30.31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

JUNE.

2—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
2—Boonville, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
12-17— Cincin'ti toOw'sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
15—Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
18—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
18-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
20-21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A.C.C. of N. J.
26— Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.

JULY.

2 3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4— Jacksonville, Fla., Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend, Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4— Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4— Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4 — Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., R-ce Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.

4—Beaver Falls, Pa , Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buffalo, N. Y ,

(Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4—Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4-Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5-Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.
7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J , Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.

14—Newark, N.J ,100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
15—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20_2 , -Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.

23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapnlis. Ind , Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.

AUGUST.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis. Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18-Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.

22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.

1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.

1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-f—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
26-27-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29— Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

CYCLE RACE TRACKS.
M. P. PARET, C. E.

M'f'rs, Record B'lcl'g,
BALTIMORE, MD.

Plans and specifications prepared; consulta-
tion charges moderate.

10th Battalion A. A. Games,
ARMORY, ALBANY, N.Y.,

Wednesday Evening, April 25th, X894.

CYCLE EVENTS : One Mile Handicap, Two
Miles Handicap. Handsome prizes tofirstand second.
Entries close April 21, with C. E. GRAHAM, Associated
Press, Senate P. O., Albany, N. Y.

GRAND OPENING
OF

VARICK BIGYGLE PARK,
At Manchester, N. H.,

(50 miles from Boston)

Decoration Day, Wednesday, May 30, 1894.

7 Races for Diamonds and Solid Silver.

All for Class A Riders.

One Mile Novice, One-quarter Mile Open, One Mile
Championship Northern New England, One-half
Mile Handicap, One Mile Open, One Mile 3m.

Class, One Mile Handicap.

For Entry Blanks, etc., address

Thomas M. Varick, Chairman Race Com?nittee,

BOX 126, MANCHESTER, N. H.

DIAMOND TOURNAMENT
AND

Twelfth 4nnual Race Meet
OF THE

SCRANTON BICYCLE CLUB

AT SCRANTON, PA.,

Wednesday, July 4.

$3,000 in Diamonds as Prizes. All Prizes

guaranteed value as Advertised.

List of events and Prizes ready about April 15.

For information address

H. B. CHASE, 31? Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
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Dates Decided on and Sanctioned.

The L. A. W. Racing Board announces the
granting of the following additional sanctions

:

June 4, Jacksonville Athletic and Bicycle Club,
Jacksonville, Fla.; Aug. 14, Chas. Hanauer & Bros.,
Cincinnati, O.; July 4, South Bend Cycle Club, South
Bend, Ind.; July 3-4, San Antonio Cycling Club, San
Antonio, Tex.; May 25, Field Day Case School, Cleve-
land, O.; April 21, Austin Fair Association, Austin,
Tex.; June 18, Bridgeport Wheel Club, Bridgeport,
Conn.; June 19, Bridgeport Wheel Club, Bridgeport,
Conn.; May 30. T. C. Forbes, Greenfield, Mass.; May
30, Altair Cycle Club, Danbury, Conn.; July 4, York
County Wheelmen, Saco, Me.; May 12, G. K. B. Wade,
Sec. U. T. A. O. A., New Haven, Conn.; May 12, J. W.
McDuffee, Franklin Park, Saugus, Mass.; April 19, A.
A. Heroux, Lawrence, Mass.; June 6, Y. M. C. A.,
Peoria, 111.; July 4-5, Oskaloosa C. C, Oskaloosa, Iowa;
Sept. 3, Quincy Bicycle Club, Quincy, 111; July 4-5,
Quincy Bicycle Club, Quincy, 111.; July 4, Michigan
Athletic Club, Detroit, Mich.; July 4, Cycle Track
Association, Winona, Minn.; July 28, Metropolitan
Association of C. C, Waverley, N. J.; May 12, Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co., New York City, N. Y.;
May 23-24, New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association,
Asbury Park, N. J.; June 2, Crescent Wheelmen,
Plainfield, N. J.; April 25, Tenth Battalion A. A

,

Albany, N. Y. ; May 9, Princeton University, Princeton
N, J.; May 12, College of City of New York, Berkley
Oval, N. Y.; June 2, Boonville Athletic Association,
Boonville, N. Y.

Concerning Class A Men in College.

Class A men who have wandered from their
own firesides and taken up their abode in
college quarters have been granted special
dispensation by the L. A. W. Racing Board.
The point was first raised at Louisville, when
the 200 miles limit was adopted. Chairman
Raymond promised that a satisfactory ruling
would be made, and this has been done, the
Board formally voting, "That while a college
is in session, any member of same may give
his college as his legal residence, in deter-
mining his right to compete within 200 miles
of same."

Pueblo, Col., has been added to the National
Circuit. The meet will occur August 20, im-
mediately following the national affair at
Denver.

The surface of the Irvington-Milburn course
is at present as smooth as a billiard table from
end to end. Local riders have already begun
training over the road for the big Decoration
Day race.

The Brooklyn park police have been ordered
to enforce the law restricting the pace to eight
miles an hour. On Sunday last several K. C.
W. scorchers were arrested for fast riding on
the Boulevard. T hey were discharged with a
reprimand.

Charles H. Fenner, 105 Gravier Street, New
Orleans, Captain of the Pelican Cyclists and
one of the most popular wheelmen in the
South, has been appointed L. A. W. handi-
capper for District No. 5, embracing Louisi-
ana, Mississippi and Texas. This completes
the list.

At the amateur military athletic games of
the Tenth Battalion A. A., to be held at the
Armory, Albany, N. Y., Wednesday evening,
April 25, two cycle events will be run—a one
and two-mile handicap. Half of the railroad
fare will be allowed to riders from this city
and vicinity starting from scratch. Entries
close April 21 with C. E. Graham, Senate P.
O., Albany, N. Y.

In the list of sanctions granted last week are
six of special interest to riders in the metro-
politan district: May 9, Princeton College;
May 12, College of City of New York at Berke-
ley Oval; May 12, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co. ; May 23, New Jersey Pharmaceutical As-
sociation at Asbury Park; June 2, Crescent
Wheelmen at Plainfield, N. J., and July 28,

Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs at
Waverley, N. J.

At a meeting held in Elizabeth this week, it

was decided to hold the series of team races
for the championship of Union County, N. J.,
and th« Journal trophy over the Springfield-
Elizabeth course. This action was necessary
on account of the Cranford ordinance prohib-
iting racing through that town, which puts an
end to utilizing the Elizabeth-Cranford course,
the one previously used. A letter from the
township clerk states that no concessions can
be made.
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OunSpe(;ial JHeli^al premiers
Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs.,

as ordered, and are fully guaran=

teed for road use. Helical Racer

from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34—

29^ lbs. Ladies', 32—27^ lbs. Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS,

Best Goods at Cost Prices.

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." ....NEW YORK.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph.

The design and workmanship of THE
TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection,

and from actual practice lias proved itself

to be a substantial mount and one in

which dealers and riders can place con-

fidence.

Buy a Triumph and you will not lie deceive!

HIS IMPORTHNT FEHTURE.

a. locknut.

8 Pin in Cone.

C.Dustcaps.

. Oiltight Washers.

We have used this crank axle

on all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-
plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. The
bearings can be adjusted in one

minute, and the spindle and
chain wheel removed in three

minutes.

We give you value for your

money. Write for terms.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., 22 Union Square, New York.
When writing: kindly mention The Wheel.
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THOUGHTS FROM ARTHUR ALLEN'S
THINK TANK.

F we are cor-

r ec tly i n-

formed con-

cerning the

experimen-
tal work on

the firs 1

Dunlop tire'

we must con-

clude, in the

light of

present de-

velopments, that Inventor Dunlop was not

only wise beyond his time, but was also a

unique blunderer.

THE FIRST WOOD RIM.

For did not the experimental Dunlop wheel
possess a wooden rim made from a barrel
hoop? And yet our English cousins are hold-
ing aloof from the wood rim, not to say scof-

fing at it, and are proclaiming it to be a
Yankee invention.
How satisfying it is to mark the evolution

of the trotting sulky on casters, particularly
to the wheelman who does not love the horse-
man more than good ethics requires; and to
reflect that Dunlop, a veterinary surgeon,
should have discovered the applicability of the
air tire to bicycle wheels, and after four years,
the wheelman, in turn, shows that the trotting
horse can go from four to six seconds faster to
the mile, with his load air-shod. And then,
too, to have the horsemen fairly fawning at
the bicycle manufacturers' feet to be served
with the sulky on casters in exchange for their
eager dollars. And all the rest of it; of
trotting records outdone by the wheelmen!
Surely this is not like the first week of my
novitiate at wheeling, when I used to hurry my
wheel behind walls and apple trees and favor
skittish steeds, and got soundly cursed by
every horseman in town for my pains.

A BARREL HOOP.

But to go back to the wooden rim. History
does not recount what kind of a wooden rim
Dunlop used further than that it was a barrel
hoop. I have a notion that it was some
measly-looking hoop with splintery edges, such
as one would pick up about the grain-room of
a stable. But my imagination fails as to the
kind of wood this hoop was when it grew in
the forest, or whether it grew in the north side
of the trunk or was warmed by the southward
exposure. As to this latter, I am indifferent;
but the kind of wood is pertinent at this time.

WHITE ASH.

There are many of us anxious to know what
sort of wooden rim we shall have on our
wheels. Nearly "all commentators agree"
that for lightness, strength and elasticity the
white ash stock scores most points. White
ash is used in a great many places where the
above-named qualities are essential. I am
familiar with its use on the loom, in what is

called a picker stick. This stick throws the
shuttle and gets a deal of slamming during
ten hours; and yet for this work, where
strength and elasticity are required, the white
ash has no rival except hickory, and even then,
weight for weight, hickory is not in it.

THE ELM RIM.

Some manufacturers lay stress upon an elm
rim. This sounds good, for we at once con-
sider the word synonymous of toughness. The
use of elm for wagon hubs is universal, because
a stock must be had that will not split. In
ship building, also, the planking is secured
with elm dowels. It would seem that this
toughness is a desirable quality in the one-
piece rim, because of the weakening of the
stock along the middle of the rim, where spoke
and valve holes are bored. But is the elm rim
as elastic, and consequently as 'fast" as the
white ash?

"built-up" rims.

The built up rim of rock maple, I think, is

generally admitted to be less elastic than the
ash. There is certainly less liability of its

splitting through the line of the spoke holes,

but will the cement withstand such dampness
as is likely to be encountered during a season's
use by the boy who is so lacking in mechanical
tact as to cement his tire on with Le Page's
glue? This rim looks more aristocratic than
the others, and, it would appear, has better

chances of keeping its shape. The ins and
outs seem to be about equally divided; and I

am quite sure that no matter what selection I

make, I shall eventually wish I had tried the
other. This is a genus of the sport that we
may not gainsay.
But whatever conclusion we may arrive at as

to this, that or the other style rim, when it

comes to the riding—wood versus steel—wood
has the call. There is a lightness about the
general running (it makes no difference if it is

half imaginary, for tranquil mind means lower
consumption of nerve force) and a very per-

ceptable airiness to the steering. So if wood
rims come your way take them and have a
care of them. They increase your comfort,
and, therefore, deserve consideration.

FOR A CLINCHER.

Recently I came across a neat method for

repairing a clincher tire that is punctured on
the road. It was new to me, and I hardly
think it has appeared in The Wheel press. It

is like this: Instead of taking along a repair

kit of patches and tubes of solution with the
attendant bursting of the tubes and a general

sticking together of the contents of the wallet,
just'carry in the tool bag, two pieces of patch-
ing rubber, say three by four inches in size.

This is all. When the puncture occurs, get
at the inner tube and wrap one of the pieces
of sheet rubber about the tube at the wounded
place, replace tube and shoe carefully and
inflate. I have known a tire thus repaired on
the road to remain in ridable condition for
over a week without recourse to the pump.
What a commonplace trick, that, indeed

;

and yet it was only a short time ago that we
stood in awe of the pneumatic tire and its

"inards," and looked upon the operation of a
repair quite as we shudder at thought of a
difficult operation in surgery.
Alas! poor Dunlop, whose tire required

pumping every fifteen minutes. Little won-
der is it that, after the tire, came the problem
of how to keep it expanded by automatic
means. The device for the automatic infla-

tion of tires which bobbed up recently should
hie it to a barber's and have its Rip Van
Winkle locks shorn.

THE MATERIALIZATION OF AN IDEA.

I know not how it was in this case, but it

would save a deal of wear and tear on cycle
inventors if, when they catch an idea that is

to "revolutionize cycle building," they would
also put themselves in touch with the sport by
practical riding. I do know of one case,

where, three years ago, a man put his hat
over a flitting idea and began to tell his
friends what a gaudy butterfly he had under
his bonnet. The man was a mechanic and an
inventor, but knew absolutely nothing about
wheels in a practical way. Recently this man
invited a few practical wheelmen to see him
lift his hat from the perfected wheel ; and lo

!

when the tile was raised, it discovered a de-
vice that belonged to the past. Three years
only! but the pace has been wearing.

Arthur Allen Dean.

FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
" They can talk about their lemons, and

grapes, and bananas, and milk punches, and
other such stuff, but take my word for it

there is nothing that will rejuvenate a fellow
so quickly as a tablespoonful of ordinary
Worcestershire sauce. I've tried it repeatedly,
and know what I'm talking about."
They were talking about the best means of

overcoming that tired, half-dead, all-gone feel-

ing which so frequently overtakes the cyclist
on a long, hard ride—especially at this season
of soft muscles—and the speaker who delivered
himself of this opinion was a veteran rider,
one who has done as much hard road riding
and a great many more " centuries" than the
average.
"And another bit of information for you,"

added the same speaker, but in a lower tone of
voice ; "there is nothing better for a jag than
a dose of the same sauce."

" Let me tell you, too," he rejoined suddenly,
as he thought of it, "a common, every-day
raw onion will often revive one's strength
when other things have failed. One of the
most marvelous recoveries I ever saw was
brought about by an onion. It was on one of
the hardest 'plugs' I was ever in, and a little

fellow who was with us was so completely
' done up ' when we reached an out-of-the-way
place that we were thinking of sending him by
train, when a native brought an onion and told
him to eat it. He did, and the effect was little

short of wonderful. The boy revived and
finished the run in good shape."

Lamp Stealing Becoming a Common Practice.

Lamp stealing in England is becoming al-

most as annoying as the pilfering of bicycles.
Wheels are left in the yards of inns with their

owner's mind content in regard to their safety.
When, however, upon returning from the
inner precincts of the house, they find their
wheels minus lamps, and darkness descending,
there is no joke connected with the affair, for
the lamp law is rigorously enforced on the
other side. What the thieves do with the
lamps is a mystery, for there is small premium
for second-hand articles of this particular type.
If the practice continues, lamp manufacturers
should furnish a chain and lock to protect
riders from becoming habitual but unwilling
visitors at the police courts.

Col. Pope Gives a Dinner a-Rail.

A special vestibuled train carried a large
party of prominent Boston citizens from the
Hub to Hartford on April 12, at the invitation

of Col. Pope, to inspect the Pope Mfg. Co.'s

plant. Upon the return trip two dining cars

were attached to the train, and an elaborate
dinner was served, followed by speech-making.
Among the invited guests were statesmen,
ex-Governors, railroad magnates, military

officers and civilians.

To Build Cycle Tracks.

Mr. Milton P. Paret, C. E., whose very in-

teresting article on the building of bicycle

tracks was recently published in The Wheel,
publishes a card in which he announces that
he will prepare plans and specifications, or

will consult with any one who desires to con-
struct a bicycle track.

Rats!

We had a strange experience when entering
the village of Castlewellan at Easter. Two
rats ran across the road in front, and one of

them striking the front wheel was carried

round in the spokes for a complete revolution.

It then dropped out and ran away squealing.

—Irish Cyclist.
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The Novelty of the Year

!

A Rapid Seller at a Popular Price!

"The Clymer."

J,
Only; $100.

|> In order to

r/ Introduce %

Lists at $100. Liberal Trade Discount!
Two-Speed Principle. The Wheel of the Future !

Perfect in construction; of moderate

weight ; handsome in design ; special

clutch mechanism; two-speed, or other-

wise, in one machine, at rider's option.

The best practical roadster ever in-

vented. High grade. Only best ma-
terial used. Dust-proof bearings. No
more walking up hill.

AGENTS WANTED.
Applications for Agencies will re-

ceive prompt attention. Favorable

discounts in order to introduce rapidly.

Correspondence solicited.

Plljfc ^---: >> "i -.V-::,.':
'. - >&'' Nn Km Walking lip Hill.

BERLIN MACHINE WORKS, Beloit, Wis.
Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.

POP GOES THE GUN—and they all start! There goes the SYRACUSE!

Ha! Ha! It's in the lead. Pace-maker, eh? Well, I guess.

Gaze upon the crimson rims as they glisten in the sunshine.

CHOOSE A BEAUTY
WIN A BUYER.
BUY A SELLER.
SELL. A WINNER SYRACUSE

In our 24 lb. Empire we offer what we believe to be the

lightest and handsomest practical wheel for road use. It's

lines are beautifully correct, while the rider's position gives

him perfect control of the wheel.
Syracuse Empire, 34 lbs.

WE WANT AGENTS. WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE CC AND LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

fVVS^»VVvV^rVVSVVSA^VVVV^VVVSV^rVV^VVS^»V^r^

Henry KledcLel &: Co.,
When writing kindly mention The Wheel. BALTIMORE, MO.
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ZIMMERMAN'S FUTURE.

IS HE A PRO. UNDER THE FRENCH RCLESI
A FINE POINT IN INTERNATIONAL LAW.

ITH Zimmerman will

go to Paris the best

wishes of all good

Americans. He will

ride for cash prizes,

but he will not be-

come a " professional" under the French rules

unless his alleged purposes change; he will be

pure according to the French rules.

If I understand the French rules, there is a

sharp distinction there between pure riders

and professionals in France, as there is here.

Under the French rules, those they consider

pure racers race tor cash prizes, and may be
employed by manufacturers; but a "profes-
sional" is one who bets on his own race or
rides for bets, and not for the sport or the
prize only. Betting or riding for a bet is

said to be strictly prohibited. That is, the
distinction between the pure racer and

The Professional in France

is that the pure racer must be a gentleman

;

the professional is a gambler.
I am not sufficiently familiar with French,

but I notice that a well-known English rider,

who has been all over Europe (Mr. H. O.
Duncan), writes in a late number of the Cyclist,

which is fair English authority, that he has
carefully studied the French and Italian rules,

and also the practices of French and Italian

races during his visits in Rome and Paris,
and he rebukes the English idea that French
and Italian races are "professionals" in any
sense except that they race for cash prizes and
may be employed by manufacturers.
He says: " Racing men are not looked upon

in France as professionals, but as sportsmen
taking part in a sport that really interests
them. Betting is entirely unknown in connec-
tion with cycle racing in France. The Union
Velocipedique de France is a well-organized
governing body, and would not hesitate one
moment to suspend a man for any tricky work.
On this point they are impartial and severe."
Finally he warns England that "it maybe
considered a certainty that France, with

Her Cash Prize System,

will draw all the best riders of the day, and
this means that she will become the centre of
cycling as a sport."

She has already drawn oar highest American
champion. She will draw others.

• Here is a shrewd thrust that Americans, as
well as Englishmen, may well note: "It is not
in a French gentleman's nature to decorate his
apartment or his person with trophies." A
cash prize is regarded as more modest, and in
that sense, more gentlemanly. But, he says:
"The races are generally wound up by a
course d'honneur, when a costly objet d'art, medal
or trophy is given as the unique prize, and all

the riders are expected to compete."
Now, the question arises, if Zimmerman

strictly obeys the French rules while he is in
France, so that he is not considered a "profes-
sional" there, and should return to the United
States next winter covered all over with
fame and accredited by France as

Pure According to the French Standard,

will his own country repudiate him and his

fame, and offend the French Union Veloci-
pedique by insisting that a pure French racer is

a professional? He will also probably race in

Italy. Will we offend Italy by declaring that
their racers are professionals, not worthy to

be recognized by Americans, even though they
have never violated any of our American rules
while within American jurisdiction ?

Or will we take the position that each coun-
try is free to make its own rules ; and that, so
long as the sport is kept pure, its races fair

and its racers true sportsmen and gentlemen,
the pure racer of any country shall be recog-
nized as an amateur everywhere, only he must
strictly obey the racing laws of whatever
country he may visit?

This is a question that is rapidly coming
upon us; and it is an important question, be-
cause the sport of cycling has already grown
to be the leading sport of the whole civilized

world, and

Cannot be Governed by Any Country

outside of its own territory. It is especially
important to America, because we are now
breeding world's champions, and we cannot
afford to repudiate them when they go abroad
and win added fame for America.

It does not follow at all that we should per-
mit the French system of cash prizes to obtain
in this country. I am in favor of a liberal rule
that would recognize cash prizes; others pre-
fer adhering to our present system. But
neither I nor they can avoid this question of
international courtesy much longer. Nor can
we afford to kick overboard or brand with dis-

credit our most famous champions because
they visit other nations and then carry the
Stars and Stripes to the forefront of victory
under the rules prevalent there. Certainly it

is worth thinking about while Zimmerman is

gone, how we will receive him when he returns
home bringing, as we hope he will, still higher
honors to the United States.

President Bates.

W. W. Taxis has applied for membership in

the Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, and
will ride under the colors of that club.

A road race will be run from Milan to Turin,
Italy, a distance of 500 kilometres (about 312^
miles) on May 13. The first prize will be 2,000
florins.

The Racing Board this week formally
awarded the National championships to the
Colorado Division. They will be decided at
Denver, August 16-18.

Henry Kanoska, of Milwaukee, who rode in

the cash prize League last season, made
application to Chairman Raymond for rein-
statement. He has been informed that there
is no chance of securing a coat of whitewash,
and is now endeavoring to have some cycle
firm pay his expenses to Paris.

In reply to a communication from a Brooklyn
colored rider, who was confused over the negro
question in the League, Chairman Raymond
wrote: " The Racing Board makes no distinc-

tion between white and black skin in deter-
mining the standing of a racing man. A
colored man may compete in any race that he
is eligible to under the present amateur rule.

If he is a pure amateur he may ride in Class A,
if a maker's amateur in Class B.

Getting in Shape at Savannah.

A Buffalo Press correspondent writes from
Savannah as follows: "Charley Callahan, of the
Press C. C, is training with the other mem-
bers of the Stearns team on the quarter-mile
cement track of the Savannah Wheelmen.
Tom Eck, one of the 'old guard,' has charge
of the ' yellow outfit ' again this year, and, as
his age has always been a matter for con-
jecture, it may be news to announce that he
pleaded guilty to 37 years last Tuesday.
Beside the Buffalo boy, the team includes
'Johnny' Johnson, 'Chad' Murphy, and
George Taylor, the ' Dentist.' Ray Dawson,
of the N. Y. A. C, is also along, but will ride
in Class A, as he is paying his own expenses.
The riders are nicely situated at Thunderbolt,
a resort on the Savannah River, a couple of

miles from the city. About a mile distant is

the track, and during the walk to and from it

the cyclers enliven proceedings by huntiDg
snakes, shooting at bullfrogs and chasing
chameleons. One of the routes leads through
the woods, and this is the most popular.
' Cally ' is taking excellent care of himself,
and says that he will be in condition to bid for

that Buffalo championship on July 4. He
hopes to compete at Buffalo in the morning
and at Lockport in the afternoon. On the tan-
dem Murphy will be his partner, and the two
' Charleys ' should make a very fast pair.

The New Yorker is riding well, and has been
doing hard work during the winter. Johnson
has not yet got down to real business, but he
will prove a troublesome factor in champion-
ship contests, as he is larger and stronger than
ever before. Taylor will also be seen in that
final rush for the tape, and it will be like pull-

ing teeth when he draws up on some unfortu-
nate. Certainly the Stearns team will be in

evidence during '94."

Tioga Track Safe.

The newly-formed Tioga Cricket Club scored
a legal victory by securing a charter for the
Association in spite of the protests filed against
such action by Dr. Charles Cooper, on Satur-
day last. The latter claimed that the dissolu-

tion of the Tioga Athletic Association and the
formation of the new club, was merely an
attempt to evade the payment of $500 damages,
awarded him some time ago for injuries

received by his son through the falling of a
stand; but Judge Bregy failed to take that
view of the matter and granted the charter.

The clubhouse and stands of the old Associ-
ation, which were recently purchased by a
lumber company, will probably be either
leased or sold to the new club, which is com-
posed largely of members of the old associ-

ation, who propose to keep the track in first-

class condition, and lease it to organizations
desiring to give race meets. Without the
Tioga track Philadelphia would see but little

racing.

A Sleeper Defeats Stroud and Osmond.

The second day of the Sport and Play
tournament, at Aston, attracted 12,000 spec-
tators. The principal event was a ten mile
scratch race. Twenty-six' men started, but
spills reduced the field to sixteen. Stroud and
Osmond kept well to the rear and were watch-
ing each other so intently in the final spurt
that they did not notice Fisher, who dashed
up from the rear, and just managed to get his
wheel across the tape first. Stroud beat
Osmond by half a yard. Time, 26m. 50s.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE EXAMEtT,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
" 77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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Lend us your Brains A^VVS*»A^SrS*YMYSA»VS^»S^A>SATS^

An odd request you say. Well yes, it is rather odd, But we mean exactly

what we say and we will pay you for the use of your brains if they are of

value to us. Speaking plainly, we wish to state that we would like to obtain

some novel advertisements, and have decided to give three valuable prizes

for the three best ads. sent us. Ads. to be about either our "Century Niagara"

$100.00 wheels (preferably this) or Niagara Cycles in general. Size of ad. to

be about 4% by 6V2 inches or one-half that size. We will appoint three well

known persons in the Cycle Trade to decide the merits of all ads. sent to us.

To the person sending the best ad. between now and July 1st, we will give one

of our high grade, $125.00 Scorcher Wheels, to the next in merit, we will

give a pair of Palmer Tires, price $25.00, and the third prize will be a pair of

Morgan & Wright tires, price $[5.00. After the contest is closed, we will

publish the three best ads. WATCH FOR THEM.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and Study out an ad.

/^yV^'<'^<W»ViW»W«SWyWAV<WBuffalo Wheel Company,
BUFFALO,
NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Our Specialties...

Wfoti props the button
- •-' Tne tire,, doea.tr

Brandenburg Pedals.
ie rest; „._,

General Bicycle Supplies.

PA1EDEST 4 WILKINS OH, is. U8-164 KiUZie Street, CHICAGO,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

RICH X SAGER COMPANY, ELLWOOD SHAFTING Z> TUBE COMPANY,
BICYCLE WOOD RIM COMPANY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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TRADE CHANGES.

Miller, hardware

hard-

Clarksville, Ark.—A. C
and bicycles. Sold out.

Denver, Col.—G$o. Mayer & Bro.,
ware and bicycles. Dissolved.

Shelby, Ohio—Shelby Steel Tube Co., B. J.
Williams, Secretary and Treasurer, resigns,
and is succeeded by J. C. Pattison.
Georgetown, Col.—Geo. W. Hall & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. G. W. Hall, deceased.
Key West, Fla.—J. W. Johnston & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Valdosta, Ga.—W. H. Briggs & Son, hard-

ware and bicycles. W. H. Briggs, Jr., retires.

Algona, Iowa—John Grove, hardware and
bicycles. Sold hardware.
Fredericksburg, Iowa—W. R. Dawson &

Son, hardware and bicycles. W. R. Dawson,
chattel mortgage $900 ; realty mortgage $1,061.

Manchester, Iowa.—W. W. Moore, sewing
machines and bicycles. Chattel mortgage
$1,472.
Mason City, Iowa.—Joe. W. Konvalinka,

gunsmith. Bill of sale $1,500.
Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—Walker & Dallner,

hardware and bicycles. C. D. Walker, realty
mortgage $800.
Sioux City, Iowa.—Sioux City Implement

Co., also bicycles, succeeded by company of

same name.
Belleville, Kan.—T. M. Thompson & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Dissolved.
Kirwin, Kan.—J. A. Shattuck, agricultural

implements and bicycles. Now Shattuck &
Tounly.

Pratt, Kans.—F. G. Alford, hardware, agri-

cultural implements and bicycles. Chattel
mortgages $3,099.

Louisville, Ky.—I. F
hardware and bicycles,

$11,000.
Brockton, Mass.—N.

shanks. Chattel mortgage $500.
Caro, Mich.—M. R. Truesdell, hardware and

bicycles. Sold out.

Cedar Springs, Mich.—D. G. Carpenter,
hardware and bicycles. Sold out.

Stone & Sons Co.,
Realty mortgage

C. Ruberg, steel

Portland, Mich. — Newman & Kennedy,
hardware, agricultural implements and
bicycles. Succeeded by Kennedy & Hixson.

Hastings, Minn.—A. B. Hanson & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. A. E. Johnson
succeeds.

Darlington, Mo.—Adkisson, Bentley & Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Sold out.

Mirabile, Mo.—J. H. Conley, hardware and
bicycles. Chattel mortgage $380.

Lincoln, Neb.—J. W. George, bicycles.

Chattel mortgage $400.
Canton, N. Y.—J. P. Howe & Co., hardware

and bicycles. Dissolved.
Springfield, Ohio.—W. W. Diehl, hardware

and bicycles. Realty $1,400 transferred.

Another Puncture-Proof Pad.

The latest invention in the nature of a punc-
ture-proof band comes from the Puncture
Proof Pad Co., Three Rivers, Mich. The pad
is made principally of a body of unwoven fibre

chemically treated. It weighs between three
and four ounces per tire, and resembles the
tire armor made at Hagerstown. The com-
pany guarantee a tire against puncture if fitted

with the pad. A light-weight fabric for racing
tires is also made as well as a heavy article for

sulky and carriage use.

Steven Golder has resigned his position with
Rudge & Co.

The Premier Cycle Co. has authorized its

numerous agents to sell 1894 Helical Roadsters
and ladies' wheels at the standard price, $125.
The company is selling large numbers of these
patterns, and is working overtime to fill orders
for the special Helicals, running from 19 to
26 lbs.

Burglars backed a wagon up to the rear door
of the retail store of Jordan & Sanders, St.

Louis, on Wednesday night of last week, and
after gaining entrance to the premises, loaded
the wagon with wheels and drove away. Most
of the machines taken had been left for

repairs.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-
torney, Washington, D. C.l

Henry Bergfels, Newark,

George F. Washburn,

517,425. Bicycle saddle.
N. J. Filed Aug. i, 1893.

517,501. Bicycle frame,
Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 2, 1 ._,

517,538- Bicycle saddle. Henry Bergfels, Newark,
N. J. Filed June 26, 1893.

517,584. Pneumatic tire. George N. Munro, Jr.,
Pittsburg, Pa. Filed May 15, 1893.

517,610. Joint for metal wheel rims. Joseph Frieden-
stein, Brooklyn, N. Y. FiledJan. 4, 1894.

517,697. Bicycle. Thomas B. Hyde, Taylor, Texas.
Filed Jan. 31, 1893.

517,736. Hand-pump for inflating tires, etc. John
Dickens, New Brunswick, N. J., assignor to the
Dickens Mfg. Co., same place. Filed Sept. 26, 1893.

SI7i739- Variable driving-gear for bicycles. Samuel
C. Eisenhart, York, Pa. Filed Sept. 30, 1803.

517,741. Tricycle. Samuel F. Estelle, Chicago, 111.
Filed May 27, 1893.

517,791. Metallic vehicle wheel. Corodon S.
Cannon, Battle Creek, Mich. Filed June 30, 1893.

517,813. Tire tightener. Isaac L. Carman, North
Salem, assignor of one-half to Joshua H. McGee, Max,
Ind. Filed May 25, 1893.

517,959. Gear case for bicycles. Alfred M. Moore,
Maiden, Mass., assignor to the Williams & Moore
Mfg. Co., Portland, Me. Filed Nov. 18, 1893.

5'7i995- Changeable gearing for bicycles. Herbert
L. Bailey, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Bailey Mfg.
Co., same place. Filed June 27, 1893.

517,996. Automatic vehicle brake. Herbert L.
Bailey, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Bailey Mfg. Co.,
same place. Filed September 27. 1893.

518,022. Bicycle support. John B. Crunkleton, Bir-
mingham, Ala. Filed July 31, 1893.

518,090. Bicycle wheel. Benjamin J. Bragdon,
Beloit, Kan. Filed November 3, 1893.

518,112. Machine for making shoes 'or covers for
pneumatic tires. George C. Moore, Easthampton,
Mass. Filed December 5, 1893.

518.138. Ball-bearing for wheels. Sterling Elliott,
Newton, assignor to the Hickory Wheel Co., South
Framingham, Mass. Filed October 13, 1892.

518.139. Ball-bearing. Sterling Elliott, Newton,
assignor to the Hickory Wheel Co., South Framing-
ham, Mass. Filed February 18, 1893.
Trade marks. 24,486. Bicycle lanterns. The

Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn. Filed
March 14, 1894. Essential feature the words "Search
Light."

The Syracuse Cycle Co. are preparing to
move into their new factory, which will be
ready in June. It is a large and extensive
plant, affording better facilities for carrying
on their increasing business.

TRIBUHES

Rlin EASY9
.

They are built for the rider, and not gotten up cheap to sell at a large

profit. Ask your dealer for a Tribune and insist on having it. There

may not be quite so much profit in it for him, but there is more value in it

for you. If there is no agent in your town, write to us and get the

agency yourself.

THINK IT OVER.

OATALOaUE ON" APPLICATION.

THE BLACK MFG. CO.,
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.".

ERIE, PA.
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"* PPEARANCES are sometimes deceptive," BUT, " if a thing looks good it generally is

good." The PHOENIX LOOKS good and IS good; none better, few as good.

Built of the finest material, by expert workmen, it shows in every line that great

patience, thought and skill have been used on it. The end justifies the means. This wheel

runs like a thing of life over rough roads or smooth roads. That indescribable feeling of

elasticity impresses the rider. He feels that his power is not wasted and that the force applied

is returned to him.

All makers aim to get this quality in their wheels; some succeed, others do not. This is an

inexplicable something. The PHOENIX possesses it to a remarkable degree. Any man who
has once owned a wheel that has this quality becomes critical.

The PHOENIX is built for critical riders. It is easy to sell a good wheel to a critical rider. He will, in fact, sell it to himself almost

without a word from a salesman. Have you ever watched a good wheel getting in its work on a customer? The cold defiant " My-old-wheel-

is-good-enough-for-me-sort-of-expression " on his face gradually replaced by a smile of gratification as the perfections of the new mount steal

upon him, a smile sometimes checked by an impulse of economy, or a feeling of loyalty to an old friend ; but at every glance at the new
wheel new beauties show themselves; at last a look of grim determination, a dive into his pocket, and the New Wheel has him for its own.
You may watch this little comedy any day if you handle the PHOENIX. For catalogue and terms address:

EASTERN BRANCH STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

DdRTLETT PNEUfUITIQ 5ADDLE.
Different from all other pneu=

ma tie saddles.

An absolutely perfect road seat. You

ride on air.

Fitted with an inner tube. Adjustable

to any wheel.

Weighs less than two pounds.

Chafing and Sweating absolutely

done- away with.
[PATENT PENDING.]

BARTLETT PNEUMATIC SADDLE &
Say you " Saw it in The Wheel."

Oar Patent is for a Pneumatic Seat that

permits a free circulation of AIR between

seat and rider, absolutely preventing

sweating, chafing and soreness.

It needs a trial to demonstrate the wonder-

ful qualities of this saddle. Weighs less than

two pounds and looks well on a wheel.

Understand that this saddle is more than

a simple pneumatic. Its seat (our patent)

absolutely prevents chafing and sweating.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

MFG. CO., Lorain, Ohio.

This is not a galloon, bat a tire designed

for the comfort of the rider and the sewing of

"cuss -words " in case of puncture.

A. section mailed any dealer sending us his

name and address.

Get oar quotations on <PTJRE ^iTIBBBR

tabes.

TILLINGHAST MFG. CO., 117 Orange St., Providence, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Fenton Wheels
ARE

Unquestionably high grade.

Made of the finest materials.

Beautiful in design.

Light Running.

HAVE
The Fenton Adjustable Handle-Bar,

Built-up Wood Rims.

Southard's Cranks.

Perry's Chains.

WILL
Challenge comparison. Sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Cotrespotdence with Dealers Solicited.

Fenton Metallic Mfg.Co.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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A cycle track will shortly be opened at Yoko-
homa, Japan. It is expected that the Emperor
will be in attendance.

A $135 56-inch ordinary, almost brand new,
was sold at auction the other day in Portland,
Me., for $3.75. A jeweler afterward bought it

for $5 with the intention of gilding it and using
it for a sign.

The Ramblers B. C, of Buffalo, will hold a
double century run in June, to which all the
clubs in the city will be invited to take part.

The run will be made from Buffalo to Erie and
return, and souvenirs will be given to all who
complete the 200 miles in twenty-four hours.

Do You Want to Win a Race ?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per. package. Try It and
be a Racer. L.A.W. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St.. Hamilton, Ohio.

THE BRIDGEPORT BICYCLE STAND.
The utility of this stand can be seen at once. By

backing the rear wheel onto the stand it is held firmly
in position by the upright spring and preventing it

from falling over. RETAIL PRICE, $1.00. Write
for discount to the trade.

MANUFACTURED BY
I.YON & GRUMMAN, - Bridgeport, Conn.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

TOURIST
MEDIUM WEIGHT. Send for
FLEXIBLE SOLE. Catalogue.

Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston.

&

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.
Special grinding and polishing machinery

for BICYCLE WORK.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Say Less,

Do More UJ8t««fc

Is often good advice.

In this it is "say" because we can't
make you do, but if you once use

EAST INDIA

Stick Grapholine....
You will not be without it. No grind-
ing, no snapping, no dust, no rust, no
grease. Try it. Ask local cycle dealers
for it or send 25 cents for sample stick.

Discount to Dealers.
SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTER,

632 Fourth Ave.,
Louisville, Ky.

Largest Cycle House South Ohio.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

PRINCE WELLS,

THE LATEST CYCLE WRENCH.
MOST APPROVED DESIGN.

COVERED SCREW.

ALL PARIS HARD.

DROP FORGED ALL OVER.

ONLY PRACTICAL SCREW DRIVER ATTACHMENT. PRICES LOW. SEND FOR SAMPLE.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
P. 0. Drawer 194. 198=200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOODHUE CYCLE LOCK.
It is strong, has a business-like Chain, and is finished in full nickel.

Price, $1,00.

Dealers

!

Write for

Discount.
Good for bicycle riders, traveling men and others. Over 4,000 different combinations. Can be operated

easily in the dark. Manufactured by

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO., chicac?? and stewart
t?*ue'

PARKHOEST & WILKINSON, Chicago, General Western Agents.
HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Newark, N. J., Selling Agents.

Agents

wanted

for

our

COLUMBUS

No. 7.

Write

us

for

Terms

and

Territory.

Columbus

Bicycle

Co.,

Columbus,

Ohio.
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For a Newark-Philadelphia Century Kim.

The Time Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
seat an invitation to all the local clubs to

attend a meeting, to be held on Monday even-
ing, to arrange for holding the annual century
run from Newark to Philadelphia. Last year
the run was managed by the Captains' Asso-
ciation, but as that body has shown no signs
of life, the Time Wheelmen will endeavor to

perfect an organization of some kind which
will have for its sole object the perpetuation of

this old and famous event.

The Williamsport(Pa.) Mfg. Co., is the name
of a new firm which has just begun to manu-
facture bicycles. The officers of the company
are W. I. Dreisbach, President and Business
Manager ; Secretary and Treasurer, R. Boyd
Schuyler; General Superintendent, George
Courtney. They will make a medium-priced
machine.

E. A. Nelson, the Springfield crack, who
went abroad for his health, has applied to the

L. A. W. Racing Board for credentials to race
outside the 200 mile limit. He will compete in

a few minor events while in England.

The new foundry of the St. Louis Refriger-

ator and Wooden Gutter Co., makers of the
Luminum bicycle, was completely destroyed
by fire on the 15th in^t. The company writes
that as they very fortunately had 900 sets of

castings on hand, the fire will cause no delay
to orders whi'e the foundry is being rebuilt.

The Atalanta Wheelmen will hold a special

meeting on Monday evening to consider a
proposition to manage the proposed 150-mile
tri-State team relay race and abandon the 100-

mile road race.

Preparations are being made in Washington
for a large lantern parade on the evening of

Decoration Day. All the clubs of the city and
unattached riders will be invited to take part.

The annual strife between the Kings County
Wheelmen and the Elizabeth (N. J.) Athletic
Cyclers is "on" for the year '94. All last
season, they talked team race and challenge,
but got no further than the "you're-another"
stage.

A PROMINENT INDIANA UEALIK.

H. T. HEARSEY,
H. T. Hearsey & Co., Indianapolis.

Some of the Milwaukee men who rode for
cash last year intend to form an organization
and hold a cash prize meet in that city, and
also ride at countv fairs.

The Premier Handicap.
The Derby Silver Co. are making for the

Premier Cycle Co. a massive silver cup, which
will be awarded to the winner of a ten-mile
handicap read race, open to all amateur riders
of Premier wheels, on July 4. The race will
be run on the Irvington-Milburn course
handicapping by the official handicapper ot
the League, Mr. F. P. Prial. The cup is a
massive affair, standing nearly 2 feet high,
and valued at $200.

RANKIN TOE CLIPS
For Rubber

and Rat-Trap
Pedals.
Every rider

should have a
pair, as it
makes riding
t wen tv-five
per cent easier.
All bicycle

dealers should
have these in
stock. We

THE RANKIN TOE CLIP,
discount

iberal

W. G. Rankin & Co., 25 Custom House St , Providence, R.I

WANTED,
By a SPOT CASH purchaser, one hun-

dred or more strictly high grade bicycles;

must be light and the latest 1894 pattern;

wiH buy with or without tires, tool bags

or accessories; must be a BARGAIN for

CASH. All communications strictly

confidential. Address,

"CERTIFIED CHECK,"

care of THE WHEEL.
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Crawford's 1894.

Their '94 announcement to the public and

the trade comes in a "cat," which is " neat,

but not gaudy." The illustrations of wheels

are in a minor brown tint; the facts are briefly

and plainly stated.

The Crawford Company is a quiet concern

;

office, New York ; factory, Hagerstown, Md.

The founder was Mr. Crawford, who had a

machine shop on Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash-
ington, several years ago, from which, in a
small way, he turned out such good wheels
that the machine shop was quickly outgrown,
and Mr. Crawford took himself and his busi-

ness into a big brick building in Hagerstown,
Md., with new capital introduced to meet the

increased business.

With an experience covering ten years—few
firms in the business are quite so old—it is not

to be wondered at that the Crawford Company
are regarded by those thoroughly up on trade

as substantial and desirable wheel-makers.

This year they have a fairly large output,

which has been quickly absoibed by large

private contracts, while general sales will take

up the balance.
Briefly, the catalogue shows types of eight

Crawfords, ranging in price from $125 to $25.

The No. 7, their highest grade, is a 28x28 $125

safety, fitted with wooden rims and Palmer
tires; the same in steel rims and Akron tires,

$115. This wheel has been largely placed with

some firms who intend to do a large business

with it, the wheel at once recommending itself

to them as soon as shown. No. 9 is a 28x28 dia-

mond frame safety, ranging in price frorri $85

to $95, the increased price depending upon
wood rims and Palmer tires. The other types

include a lady's srfety, a medium grade adult's

wheel, and juvenile grades for ladies and
youths, as well as boys and girls. The com-
pany guarantee their bicycles against all im-

perfections in material and manufacture.

LAMSON'S luggage carriers
Are the lightest, simplest, strongest and most practi-
cal Carriers for the bicycle in the market.
Put on the machine in a moment without use of

wrench or screw-driver, and once on never give any
trouble. Prices:

No. 1 Luggage Carrier $1.00
No. 4 Single Luggage Carrier 1.25
No. 4 Double Luggage Carrier 1.50
No. 6 Kodak Carrier 2.00

For sale by all dealers, or send to C. H. Lamson,
Portland, Maine. Please mention THE WHEEL.

Truman Takes a Partner.

Chas. Truman, who has been engaged in

manufacturing in a small way in Toledo for

some months, has taken a partner, Wm. G
Smith, into the business, and the firm name is

now Chas. Truman & Co. The addition means
increased capital and facilities, and a more
aggressive policy. While, owing to the com-
parative lateness of the season, the firm will

turn out but 250 or 300 wheels this year,

they promise that these will be of the sort that

make a reputation. The Truman factory is

located at 10 St. Clair Street. The mechanical
management of the business is entrusted to

Mr. Truman, while Mr. Smith will look after

the financial, clerical and selling end.

New York Tire Co.'s Removal.

The New York Tire Co. has removed their

quarters from Bank Street to 23 Warren
Street, just over the Overman Wheel Co.'s

New York branch. As all their tires are
manufactured in Boston, they did not require

so large a place as they were occupying. This
company have, doubtless, the lightest tire on
the market, weighing ilb. 402. to the pair.

The outer cover is rubber where it comes in

contact with the ground; the portion which is

cemented to the rim is canvas on the con-
strictive fabric principle. In road tires they
also have light weights.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
'' pneumatic tires. Price $150.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $135.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY $120.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tt Box 444, New York City.

OVERSTOCKS OR JOB LOTS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

One machine or any quantity. Address

"Resahscrup," care of The Wheel Office

4-20-c New York, N. Y.

NEW CYCLOMETER.

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
Tlie Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers 100 Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.

Kindly mention Trie Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents,

variably in advance.
Cash in-

SITUATION WANTED by young man thoroughly
acquainted with Cycle and Sundry Trades ; could

make himself very valuable to manufacturers or
dealers. Address Expert, care The Wheel, New
York City. 4 20

TXTANTED— Good Home Trainer, new or second-
** hand; give full description, condition and low-

est cash price. John Why, Jr.,& Bro., Association
Hall, Germantown, Philadelphia. 4-20

\7"ICTOR"B" PNEUMATIC for sale, cheap; good
v as new; also lamp and bell with it. Address W.

B. Lester, Room 70, 195 Broadway, N. Y. 4-20

A GENCY WANTED—Wanted in Newark, agency
**• for a first-class Wheel ; state price, terms, etc.
Beyer, 120 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J. 5-11

\STANTED—A Columbia Tandem Tricycle; must be
'* in good order. Also a Ladies' Columbia, solid

or cushion tire. New wheels in exchange. Cycle Ex-
change, Harrisburg, Pa. 4-27

pOVENTRY MACHINE CO. "Club" Tandem^ solid tires. In best of condition. Any reasonable
offer will be accepted. W. H., P. O. Box 2225, New
York. t-f

Tnn LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash.1UU They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan-Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find any-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

,_ BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
^L> a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

A New Columbia for $100.
A Columbia Bicycle bought last Fall and in per-

fect condition, will be sold for $100 cash. Cost
$125 and never has been run a mile. Owner does not
ride. For particulars address:

J. W. DARROW, Ed. Courier, Chatham, N. Y.
4-20

FOR. SALE BV PRIVATE PARTT.
A G. & J. Rambler, 28 lbs., copper rims, corrugated

pneumatic tires
;
practically new ; ridden only a few

miles; $90 cash.

A Union P. D. Q.; Dunlop tires; in perfect condi-
tion ; $80 cash. Address,

HENRY BURLEW, 917 Temple Court,
New York Citv. s-iRUBBER MACHINERY,

CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VULOA™
SSES

FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.
address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

i®~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building;.~@a

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

UNDOUBTEDLY The Best Oiler in the World
1/ the "Perfect."

WHY THE "BE/T"?
K SIZE.

25 Cents.
1. It has won every test in competition with other oilers. 2. It was used by the leading manufacturers in

'93 although higher in price. 3. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicetv. 4. It is the neatest and tightest
oiler ever made. 5. Although many oilers were shown at Chicago, the " Perfect " only received the medal.

Oiler Holders. Pump Holders.

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY
MACHINE.
HANDSOMELY NICKELED.

Price, 25 Cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
17* Pfinth Avenue, - New Totk,

% SIZE.

STAR OILER.
15 Cents Each.

Second Only to the " PERFCCT."
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

terson interested in cycling.

ON AIL "L" STATIONS.
THE "WHEEL, is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

"Ccl. Burdette- yes, we believe we have heard the
name somewhere."— Exchange.

Yes, and the name is still heard; not in the

halls of League legislation, but in a field more
permanent and profitable. The Colonel is en-

joying the sweets of obscurity, free of the

spit-balls of the cycling pressmen, free to

prosecute his legal, social, military and
political ambition. The Colonel has forsaken

the little stagnant pool of League politics, and
is now swimming in a living sea.

AMERICA'S EXPORT TRADE.

TO the close student, it has been apparent

for the last year or more that the star of

the American maker was slowly making its way
Eastward; and to these observers the move of

the Pope Mfg Co. in seeking a European market
and actually establishing a Continental agency

for the sale of Columbias, will occasion no great

surprise. They have seen wheel after wheel

of foreign make crowded out of the States by
the home article ; they have seen the American
wheel slowly supplanting those of foreign

manufacture in Mexico and, in a lesser degree,

in Canada; they have seen the listing of

American-made Ramblers by a large Bom-
bay concern, and witnessed the successful

launching and sale of two American tires—the

G. & J. and the Palmer—in England and in

Continental Europe, and must have foreseen

that, sooner or later, some citizen of the stars

and stripes would make a bold move to estab-

lish the American wheel as an active com-

petitor of the made-in-England article, and
share with the Britons the trade in Continental

Europe—which the latter have so long con-

trolled—if not that of Great Britain itself.

As we have said, to these close observers,

the Pope Co.' s move will prove no great sur-

prise, but to the unthinking it will un-

doubtedly " land home" for the first time.

It is not surprising that Secretary Pattison,

the Pope Co.'s emissary, should return home,

encouraged at the outlook, and we shall be

sadly disappointed if results fail to meet ex-

pectations, and if other makers do not seek

the same field within a twelve month.

If the English maker can find it profitable,

so, too, can the American. The time and cost

of transportation, in itself a minor considera-

tion, is the only thing against the latter. The
tariff falls alike on both, and the cost of pro-

duction need cut no very large figure in the

calculations. Granted that this is the greater

in the case of the American, it follows that he

must be satisfied with less profit. He certainly

should not expect to obtain a higher price for

his wares. It is only for the highest grades

that Uncle Sam can hope to find a market
abroad. He will appeal to that very numerous
class that will have the best and the best only,

and that will j udge the quality by the price. Here
Uncle Samuel will be at no great disadvan-

tage, and need not haggle over the cost of

manufacture ; and here it is that he will gain

his foothold, if a foothold is to be gained. It

will be folly for any but the more prominent

makers of high grades to make the attempt.

The experience of the several English makers
of cheap or indifferent grades, who sought in

America a dumping ground for their overstock

or antedated patterns, should be borne in

mind.

We believe that the American bicycle will

yet prove a factor in export trade; we are
pleased that the Pope Co. has elected to try
the experiment, and we know that we re-echo
a very universal desire when we wish them
unbounded success.

The home market will, of course, be the
more profitable; but in those large factories

where business judgment and foresight pre-
vails, over-production is always guarded
against, and there are but few of them, indeed,
that cannot, by a little extra effort, easily turn
out more wheels than may be needed at home
and than are usually credited to them by the
output guessers. It is the ambition to exert this
' 'extra effort" which opens new fields and which
will be responsible for the American cycle

trade's export trade, when it comes, as it

surely will.

THE MICHIGAN SPECTACLE.

THE bulldog is a very noble animal, as

the schoolboy composition would say,

but he, not unnaturally perhaps, lacks horse

sense. He is one of, if not the most courageous
of brutes. He possesses spunk in elephantine

proportions. Fully aroused, he fears neither

God, man nor devil, and when it comes to grit

—that ability to hang on and stick to it—he
has positively no equal, unless it be the pro-

duct of a glue factory. It is this quality

which is oftenest his undoing. The poor
beast never knows when to let go.

In very many respects there is a great

deal of the bulldogishness being displayed in

the Michigan Division rumpus.

Notwithstanding the result of the special

election, the Great Lakes, which surround the

State, refuse to be stilled.

Ex-Chief Consul Bresler retains the role of

Father Neptune, and at his bidding, the waves
continue to dash against the shore in angry
tumult, hurling sprays of defiance on every

side.

With his Chief Merman, ex-Secretary-Treas-

urer Noack, he bids the lightning come and
strike where it will. The property of the

wave-battered Division is in their possession

and they refuse to hand it over peaceably to

their newly-chosen successors.

In the world of play-politics there was never

anything that surpassed the spectacle.

But is the struggle, the tempest, worth the

game?
Let Mr. Bresler face the question fairly and

squarely.

It is ennobling, perhaps, to die fighting for

a principle, but in the calm, clear light of sober

afterthought is it, in this case, judicious?

To some one, Mr. Bresler must, sooner or

later, turn over the property ; so why not be

wiser than the bulldog and " let go" now?
What will it profit him if he carry the matter

further, at an outlay of even his plentiful

wealth? The world—the cycling world—is

ready to accord him his due: that he is a

fighter from 'way back ; a man of courage,

firmness, determination, backbone, spunk,

grit—call it what you will. What more will he

gain by prolonging the struggle? Absolutely

nothing.

Take the legal aspect of the matter, and
what will Mr. Bresler gain? Again, we, say

nothing.

On the second, third and fourth of the

charges against him, which are printed in full

elsewhere in this issue, he stands already

practically convicted by the report of the

Rights and Privileges Committee, which

seated the anti-Bresler delegates in the

Assembly at Louisville. He and his friends

must know that those three charges alone,

establish plain and irrefutable violations of

the very constitution they are supposed to up-

hold and depend upon, any one of which

was, of itself, sufficient to invalidate the

election, and make a new ballot the

only way out of the difficulty. If Mr.

Bresler's adherents are the men of brains we
take them to be, they must know, that in

egging their leader on, they will surely bring

him up good and hard against a stone wall,

which knows no scaling in or out of the courts

of common sense or common law. They must
know the stringency of the Governmental laws

respecting suffrage ; they must know that they

cannot be altered or trifled with, but must be

lived up to the very letter; if they are well
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versed, they must know that in certain States

the law stipulates the very paper upon which

ballots must be printed, and that this law

must be obeyed, overdrawn though it may
seem. If the gentlemen have hot allowed

their partisanship and anger to entirely over-

come their reason, they will "let go" where

there are. We are wholly unbiased and dis-

interested, and unclouded by anger, we can

see nothing but certain defeat for them, turn

where they will.

We have gone at length into this subject, be-

cause it seems to deserve it. It is an unusual

situation in cycling politics. It is seldom, in-

deed, that so many men have apparently been

blinded to all sense of reason, justice or logic,

with the facts so plain that all may see. We
earnestly hope that our counsel will not fall on

barren ground. There was never a time when
calm, dispassionate reason seemed more
necessary, and, if there is a cool head left in

those nearest Messrs. Bresler and Noack, they

will take our words to heart. They will save

money, time, trouble and further heartburnings,
and a deal of it.

The position of Mr. Steel, the newly-elected

Chief Consul, is well nigh impregnable. He
and his supporters have proven that they can

meet firmness with firmness, bulldogishness

with bulldogishness, and by not sulking in

their tents when the re-ballot was taken, as did

their opponents, they showed further wisdom.
But now that the special election has confirmed

the first count, when, as is not generally

known, the report of the Rights and Privileges

Committee showed a majority of properly-

marked ballots—and these are what count in

law—for Mr. Steel, the latter can well afford

to let go his grip to withdraw his charges

against Mr. Bresler, once Bresler shows a

disposition to meet him half-way and sur-

render the Division property. Here is a
splendid opportunity for a mediator.

It will settle the matter in a manner best

calculated to please all parties, to spare the

public further infliction and restore harmony
and renewed confidence in a Division well

nigh disintegrated by factional disturbances.

Both sides should remember the bull dog
and carry the undoing no further.

LA. W. officials have been ordered to

. curl up within their shells. The official

organ must have its pound of flesh. This was
conveyed to the press early this week in a
notice stating that "The Executive Committee
of the L. A. W. have deemed it wise to restrict

the official news to the columns of the official

organ before publication elsewhere."

The organ may gain a few, a very few, sub-

scriptions by the " wise decision," but the

League itself will be a big loser in the long
run.

There was never a time when the organiza-

tion received (and needed) such generous and
widespread advertisement as during the liberal

policy which has prevailed for the past two
months. The "wise decision" means that

that this is to be greatly curtailed, if not cut off

entirely. The live newspaper seldom finds use
for second-hand news.

Official organs are great institutions—some-
times.

Good old K. C. W. ! It sat down with a
loud report on the "social membership"
clause. If such rare dust-eaters succumbed
to the modern associate membership idea, we
should expect the purely cycling club to be a
thing of the past.

THE THREE GAGGED MEN.

THE Executive Committee, even with such

a strong man as Luscomb at the head of

it, have again become the gagged victims of

the publication contract.

They notify the press that all official emana-

tions must first appear in the "official organ."

The thing is ludicrous. In '

' piping times of

peace "hardly any news that might be called

startling emanates from League heads or head"

quarters.

The mere appointment of Johnny Jones, as

Consul of Podunk—of what value is that, or

similar stuff of the kind ? It is only when a

head is to be cut off, or a new head to be put

on, or some "fight" or "oust" or " squabble"

is rampant, that the League authorities can

create even a ripple of general attention among
cyclists.

It is news of that kind—political news ; moves
on the microscopic chessboard of L. A. W. ins-

and-outs—that the official organ is anxious to

monopolize.

Looking at the matter from the reverse

standpoint. Suppose the publishers of every

American cycling paper should sign an agree-

ment not to mention the League in the columns

of their papers—in any shape or form what-

ever—for one year.

Would not its membership decrease? What
of its diminished importance? The League
now lives, not by reason of painful necessity

;

nor is it vital to the personal well-being and

comfort of any cyclist. It lives by word of

mouth, by advertisement, by talk.

Who shall say that the periodical League
fights—the Aaron incident, the silencing of

James Dunn, the Luscomb episode, the Post-

Burdett imbroglio and a baker's dozen other

pettier whirls and flare-ups—have not been of

actual benefit to the League; have not been

its best—in fact, its only advertisement?

The real good work, accomplished by real

good League workers does not attract nor, is

it forced upon the popular attention or fancy.

It is the nimble caperings of the L. A. W.
101 that make news and talk. It is a fine

and famous old stock company, and the

cycling world were lost without its annual

comedy-drama.

We are certain that all true newsgatherers

Will not care a nut whether or not the official

organ exercises a feverish monoply over news
that is not news, but simply ten-day-old re-

capitulation and tabulation.

At the same time, the enthroned spectacle

of The Big Three (Gagged) will continue to

afford a spectacle which might be painful if it

were not ridiculous.

Very well said, indeed, Mr. McGuire; but if

Denver's avowals are as hearty as you would
have us believe, why continue to belittle

Asbury Park in your paper? Are you aware
that on page 16 of your very last issue, the

Jersey resort is, without rhyme or reason,

referred to as the place which is "going to run
a little 2x4 meet sometime in July?"

There are martyrs and martyrs—stoned-to-

death, burned-to-death, dined-to-death and
talked-to-death martyrs; but for a good up-

to-date brand of martyr, commend to us the

man who rides ahead of a record-breaker in

Italy, and stops at the record-breaker's hotels,

to "ease the insects." See: "The Trials in

Store for Terront."

A POINTER TO HANDICAPPERS.

IT is to be hoped that official handicappers

of the L A. W. will fall in line with the

general racing spiritof the year.

The spirit is in the line of greater perfection

of system ; more accuracy, regulation and uni-

formity. Cycle racing is now so broad, so big

and so important a sport that it must be
governed by stable laws.

The case in point is the handicapping of late

entries. For instance, in New York State,

this week, two events are scheduled for

Wednesday. The handicaps were completed

and sent to the committee. Wednesday morn-
ing a wire is received containing the entry of a

fast man.

This post-entry and post-handicapping busi-

ness is unfair to the racing men. Usually the

late mad is pitchforked, for lack of time, into

the handicap, and he is more than likely to

upset the chances rf the men who have entered

on time.

Another custom which would be more hon-

ored in the breach than in the observance, is

that of handicapping upon the grounds, men
whose entries have miscarried or have been

mislaid, or were not sent in to the handicapper

with the regular list.

To handicap a man on the spot, and per

mit him to start, is an injustice to the other

competitors. Of course, the committee beg,

and the man protests that it is this, that or

that other person's fault—never the racing

man's fault under any circumstances; and the

handicapper, out of sheer amiability, racks

his brain to recollect the man's form and gives

him a mark, all the while half-fearing that he

may be spoiling a day's hard work by throwing

in the protesting competitor.

These rules should be strictly observed:

No competitor should go to the racing en-

closure who has not received from the com-
mittee an acknowledgment of his entry.

No race meet committee should ever, upon

any cause or pretext whatever, and no referee

should, under any pretext, permit any com.

petitor to start whose name is not printed upon

the programme.
No handicapper should ever handicap late

entries or ever handicap a man "on the spot."

The Puncture-Proof Pneumatic Tire Co.,

Limited, of England, are about to commence
the manufacture of their puncture-proof bands
in America. W. A. Vincent the English man-
ager, and J. Hubbard, the manager of the
factory in Dublin, will sail for New York by
the steamship Umbria on April 28 to complete
arrangements, and also, it is stated, to pro-
ceed against several alleged infringers.

In these days of feather-weight wheels,

which must be carefully " nursed," the man-
ner of mounting cuts a figure. The " up-to-

date" mount, illustrated in this issue, is prob-
ably the safest and most desirable. It will

subject the wheel to less strain than any of
the other methods. The pedal mount is the
least desirable and most hurtful to light wheels.

The system of color registration in vogue
amongst the cash prize races of Australia is of

particular interest in America just at this time.

Over there, every man must register his colors,

and for this he pays the fee of 2s. 6d. It gives
him the exclusive right to the combination he
has registered for three years, and at the end
of that time he can re-register for the same
fee. There should be no trouble in selecting
colors, as the Melbourne B. C. have nearly
4,000 combinations arranged and printed in

their color book.
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There is nothing on Wheels that equals a

Columbia bicycle.

Every man who sells bicycles admits this to himself—usually

he admits it publicly—sometimes he does not. In the latter

case, depend upon it, he is looking for quick profit through

larger discount rather than the interest ofjii^patrons and

a permanent business.

Boston-

New York,

Catalogue Free at
Our Agencies
or by mail for
two two-cent stamps.

POPE MFG. CO, Chicago.

Hartford.

HARTFORD : :

. BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85 00 $75.00.

Ton have your choice of the Columbia single tube tire or
the HARTFORD double tube, tire each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CD.,
HKRTFORD, CONN.

U/ood I^ims at a ^zerlfiee,

We have on hand a limited

number of the well-known

Kingsland Wood Rims—28 by

i
3
/4—which we will sell at a

sacrifice in quantity or by the

single pair. Quality high and

price low. Correspondence in-

vited from manufacturer, agent

and repairer.

|ickory Wheel Co.,

So* Framingham, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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BRESLER WON'T SURRENDER,

WITH NOACE.HI WILL RETAIN THE DIVI-

SION PROPERTY UNTIL HIS SUCCESSOR

IS "LEG \LLY ASCERTAINED."

The fight in the Michigan Division refuses

to down, and unless some one be found who

can overcome the general stubbornness, a judge

and jury will have to bring the matter to final

settlement.

Messrs. Bresler and Noack have refused to

turn over the Division property to their newly-

chosen succcessors. They have consulted

their lawyers, and on their advice will retain

all books, money and papers in their posses-

sion until their successors are, what they term,

" legally ascertained."

R. G. Steel, the new Chief Consul, has, as

yet, taken no steps to secure the property.

Asked by a Wheel man what steps would

now be taken, President Luscomb stated that

he would have to await developments and

official advice. He has recognized Mr. Steel

as Chief Consul and ordered promulgated the

result of the special election. This, he

thought, would settle the matter as far as the

national body was concerned. It was now

Mr. Steel's duty to obtain the Division pro-

perty—by legal means, if that was the only

course left.

Pending action on Mr. Steel's part, the next

scene in this .remarkable spectacle will be

shifted to New York, where, on May 12, Mr.

Bresler will be tried on the following charges:

The Eight Charges Against Bresler.

" We the undersigned members of the Michigan
Division, League oE American Wheelmen, do hereby
charge Joseph M. Bresler, Detroit, Mich., Chief Con-
sul of the Michigan Division, L. A. W., with malfea-

sance in office and with conduct prejudicial to the

-nterests of the League, and respectfully request that

he be suspended pending the investigation of such
charges, provided in clause A, section i, article 5 of

the League bylaws. We claim Joseph M. Bresler,

Detroit, Mich., guilty of malfeasance in office and
with conduct prejudicial to the interests of the League
on the following charges

:

" First : Joseph M. Bresler, a member of the National
Assembly, as Chief Consul of the Michigan Division
and chairman of the Division Executive Committee,
signed the resolutions attached hereto and marked
Exhibit A. That the said Joseph M. Bresler has failed

to carry out the orders of the National Assembly as
contained in the resolutions passed at Louisville,

February 19, 1894, ordering a new election to be held

in the Michigan Division, to be held beginning March
i2, 1894, and that he still refuses to carry out the orders
<£ the National Assembly. That in so refusing to

carry out the said orders and in claiming that the

National Assembly has exceeded its authority, Joseph
M Bresler has not only cast odium on the Michigan
Division, as well as the League at large, but sets up
the claim that the Division is not subservient to the

authority of the National Assembly or the League,
which claim is contrary to section 1, article 4, of the

L;ague constitution. Immediately on becoming ac-
quainted with the resolutions of the Division Execu-
tive Committee, Robt. G. Steel, of St. Johns, Mich.,

sent to W. C. Noack, secretary-treasurer of the Mich-
igan Division, a certified check for $65, the amount
claimed as necessary for the expenses of the special

election, accompanying it with the letter of which a
copy is hereto attached, marked Exhibit B.

••Second: That the official ballots as prepared,
printed and circulated by Joseph M. Bresler, which
were used at the election held in the Fall of 1893, for

officers of the Michigan Division, L. A. W., were not
printed in the prescribed form, as directed in clause
B, section 4, article 6, of the Michigan Division by-
laws under which the election was held.
" Third : That the instructions in regard to marking

the ballots properly as printed upon the official ballot,

were in direct violation of clause E, section 4, article 6,

of the Michigan Division by-laws.
" Fourth : Clause F of section 4, article 5 of the by-

laws of the Michigan Division as printed upon said
official ballot read as follows : ' Duplicate ballots may
be had of the secretary-treasurer and the Chief Con-
sul by enclosing a stamp for the return of same.'
The words ' and Chief Consul ' do not appear in clause
F of the Michigan Division by-laws and consequently
show that clause F was printed on ballot as above in
order to give the chief consul a semblance of authority
fur having and dealing out extra and surplus ballots.
Charges second and third and fourth were sustained
by the Rights and Privileges Committee in their re-
port to the National Assembly and adopted by that
body.
"Fifth: Joseph M. Bresler, Chief Consul of the

Michigan Division L. A. W., as presiding officer of the
Board of Officers of the Division, at a meeting of the
Board in Detroit, December 13, 1893, refused to enter-
tain or put the question on an appeal from the de-
cision of the chair taken by Charles P.Baker, pf St.
Johns, Mich. j declaring the same out of order.

Sixth: That Joseph M. Bresler, chief consul of the
Michigan Division, L. A. W., as presiding officer of

the Board of Officers, at a meeting of said Board held
in Detroit on December 13, 1893, arbitrarily declared
the meeting adjourned, without a vote and without a

calling for a vote on the question of adjournment
from.the Board.
"Seventh: That Joseph M. Bresler, as presiding

officer of the Division Board of Officers, at a meeting of

the board of officers in Detroit, December 13, 1893, for

the second time arbitrarily declared the meeting
adjourned before the business for which the meeting
was called, was transacted, and within a few seconds
of the announcement by the Chair that a motion to

adjourn had been lost.
" Eighth : That the conduct of Joseph M. Bresler

during the meeting of the Division Board of Officers on
December 13, 1893, was arbitrary and uncalled for,

and such as will bring odium upon the League and its

officials and is prejudicial to its interests.
(Signed) G. M. Petrie, Chas. P. Baker, Ottis Fuller,

E. C. Whitstone. D. L. Hunt, A. K. Petrie, V. A.
Chapin, Geo. E. Woodruff, M. D. Hubbard, Robert G.
Steel."
(The exhibit " A " referred to is the decision of the

Executive Finance Committee not to appropriate
money to carry on the election ordered. Exhibit " B "

is Mr. Steels' offer to pay the election expenses.)

IN AND ABOUT DENVER.

Sights to be Seen by Visitors

Meet.
to the L. A. W.

1. Going into Golden. 2 and 3. Scenes in Perry Park.

When an Eastern wheelman first goes to Denver
his strongest impulse is to "go over to the mount-
ains." He would almost swear he could go over and
back in half an hour, so deceptive is the distance; yet

the nearest point, Golden, is just thirteen miles from
the Denver Post Office. The illustration shows this
nicely. The view shows a wheelman going into Golden
from Denver. He is coasting down the famous Wash-
ington Street hill. Not very steep, you will say. No,
apparently, but " grades are deceptive in Colorado"
as well as distances, and it would take a good rider to
pedal up this incline. A sidewalk to the left, however,
which rises over a large bank, is the climb on which
the cyclists always hold their tests. There is no wheel-
man except, H. G. Kennedy, who has climbed this hill

on the sidewalk over fourteen times in succession,
and it takes an expert to scale it once.

Couldn't Make Her Understand.

A poorly clad, cadaverous looking man, with
dishevelled hair and dust begrimed face,

hobbled up to the side door of a farm house
and knocked vigorously. In about two min-
utes it was opened by a square-jawed, sharp
featured woman about six feet tall, who eyed
him suspiciously and said frigidly:

"Well?"
" Lady, will yer do me ther favor of

"

" Haven't got nothin' to eat."
" Didn't say yer had, did I ; w'at I woz 'bout

ter ax yer woz ter loan me 'er milk pan."
" Well, I like that! Why don't you demand

coffee and a silver spoon?"
" Say, misses, I ain't arter nothin' to eat jist

now, what I wants is 'er pan full of water."
"Oh, you want to take a bath, eh! Lord

knows you need it."

"Naw; I don't want no bath. Yer see a
feller's busted "

" Oh, you haven't got money for beer and so
you'll be satisfied with drinking water. I see."

"Naw! naw! naw! I don't want nothin' ter

eat or drink. I told yer I jist wanter borrer a
pan full of water

"

"For goodness sakes! why do you bother
me, asking for a pan of water. If you want to

wash your face and hands, go around to the
pump. You don't need a pan," and the door
closed with a bang.
The tramp took the matter philosophically,

stumped down to the corner of the road where
a wheelman sat with a wheel with a flat tire.

'
' Say, boss, I tol' yer it wud be no use fer me

ter strike fer water. Der old 'oman up dere
wouldn't lissen ter me. Yer'll hav' ter go up
yerself, but yer outter cough up dat dime yer
promised, for de shock ter me nerves. She
said I needed er bath." He got the dime and
the wheelman decided to find the puncture
with saliva.

According to the New York Times, just

before he left for Europe, Zimmerman, in a
heated moment, left word that he would race

any man in America for a purse of $500 or
over. An unconfirmed report this week says
that J. S. Johnson will accept the defi.

FOUND CYCLING EXPENSIVE.
" If you want to save car fare, you want to

buy a wheel," said the man with red whiskers,
as he banged on the table for the waiter.
"That's what I thought once," replied the

man with a hooked nose.
" Don't you think so still?" asked the man

with a pink necktie, adding, "Here's looking
at you."

~

"No, I'm hanged if I do," replied the
hooked-nosed man, wiping his mouth.

" Tell us why," said the man with the large
girth, mopping his brow.
"Well, I don't mind—same for me—telling

you," replied the hooked-nose man. "You
see, when I first got a wheel I was advised to

get a light one without the trimmings. I just
wanted it to ride back and forth from the
house to the office ; that was $125 to start with.
Well, I decided I wanted mud guards later on
after I had ruined a suit of clothes, and I got
soaked $5 for 'em. Then they passed a bell

and lamp law and I had to get 'em ; that
was $2 more. Yes, happy days! Well, then,
b'gad, I ran into a man and it cost me
$8 for .repairs and I limped about for a
week, and besides that, I had to pay the
doctor bill for the fool that got in my way.
That's about $25 more—yes, the same, please.
Next they passed a law compelling machines
to be equipped with brakes; that was $3 more.
I used to ride on the sidewalk in places where
the streets were paved with cobblestones, but
they passed an ordinance prohibiting it, and I

didn't know it. Well, I got pulled in—yes,

many of them—and was fined a V. Well, the
other day while riding over those rocks in the
street the machine broke in half, and after con-
sulting a repairer, I've come to the conclusion
to patronize the street cars again. The wheel's
in the cellar. How many years' car fare do
you think it cost me? Set 'em up again,
waiter."
"But you've got the wheel," said the man

with red whiskers.
"Yes, but how much do you think I was

offered for it as it stands, or rather lies?" re-

plied the hooked-nose man.
" 'Bout a hundred," put in the fat man.
"No; just $35. That makes my cycling ex-

perience come up to about $200, and my wife
tells me she is saving money now 'cause I

don't eat her out of house and home as I used
to." And they looked at him through their

glasses,
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THE 200 MILES LIMIT.

This chart will prove of value for general reference and information. Each circle embraces a radius of 200 miles from some one of

.he principal centres and designates just how far from home the Class A men may wander without showing their hotel and wash bills to

the L. A. W. Racing Board. .-'..'
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COLUMBIAS IN FRANCE.

EUROPEAN MARKET ESTABLISHED AND
WHEELS BEING SOLD—WHAT SECRE-

TARY PATTISON SATS.

Boston, April 23.—Mr. A. E. Pattison,

secretary of the Pope Mfg. Co., has returned

from his trip abroad. In a brief chat with

him he stated that the object of his flying

visit, the finding of a market for Columbia

wheels in France and other countries on the

Continent, was in every way successful, and

that the prospects of the building up of an

excellent Continental business by this enter-

prising concern are very bright. He placed

the agency with the largest cycle concern in

France, and includes not only France, but
Holland, Belgium and Switzerland in their

territory. Notwithstanding that Columbias
are offered for sale there at a higher figure

than here in America, a ready sale has already
been found for them. Mr. Pattison said that

the wheels were placed on the salesroom floor

alongside those of English and French make,
and that while he was there the first Columbia
was sold to a prince. A number of French
business men also called and inspected the
consignment and were very greatly pleased
with the wheels. They had all heard of the
Columbia and the reputation of the house, so

well known here in America, had reached
across the pond.
Mr. Pattison was absent but five weeks, and

confined his efforts entirely to France. He
is, however, in correspondence with concerns
in other countries.

English trade is at present somewhat cut up,

the makers having broken prices, and London
was experiencing hard times.

"How about the roads and the lady cylists?"

I asked.
"The roads are simply perfect. There is no

question about it. France is more than en-

thusiastic over cycling. The women certainly

know how to make a fine appearance on the
wheel. Every detail of dress is carefully

looked after. They nearly all appear in

rational costume. A number of the women
ride the men's machine, because that wheel is

as a rule lighter than the ladies' make. While
I was in the store of our agent a woman pur-

chased a Model 37 Columbia for her own use.

I look to see a good trade in Columbias built

up in France."
A new firm, Wellman & Brown, has just

started on Cycle Row, Columbus Avenue.
They handle the Lovell Diamond exclusively.

This virtually gives the Lovell Co. three
stores in Boston, the big store on Broad
Street, from which most of the wholesale
orders are filled, and the gun store on Wash-
ington Street, where the bicycles also are sold,

being the other two.

Pneumatic Springs for Saddles.

A pneumatic spring attachment for saddles
has been patented in England for which many
advantages are claimed. It consists of two
small tubes or cylinders, each fitted with an
air-tight piston and piston rod, the extremities
of the piston rods supporting the saddle. The
cylinders are fitted one on each side of the seat

pillar, and are at liberty to move freely in the
direction of the strokes of the pistons, so that
jamming is impossible. The strength of the
spring is regulated by the amount of air forced
in the cylinders. The rider is always sup-
ported by an elastic air cushion, and metallic

contact is impossible. It is adopted to any
form of saddle.

An Eel-Skin Tire Protector.

F. L. Cook and E. A. Belding, of Springfield,

Mass., have formed a copartnership for the
manufacture of an eel-skin armor for pneu-
matic tires. They propose to organize as a
company, under the laws of their State, with
a capital stock of about $3,000. The invention
consists of an armor, made of eel-skin, which
goes between the outside and inside diameter
of the inner tube on a pneumatic tire, cover-
ing the tread and sides of the tube.

MR. M'GUIRE EXPLAINS.

Denver, Col., April 21, 1894.

To the Editor of the Wheel: I have just

finished reading the gentle "roast" in the last

issue of The Wheel, wherein the L. A. W.
Bulletin, the Cycling West and the writer

respectively came in for a slight dissection at

the hands of your editor for the edification of

some Eastern members. In regard to the

Denver portion thereof, I am in a position to

speak with unbiassed and impartial mind, and

knowing what I do of the ins and outs of the

matters which led the Denverites to look upon

the tri-State meet as they did, what I say in

regard to the matter is at least authentic.

The insinuation in The Wheel of my reflec-

tion on Mr. Holmes, not only places that

gentleman in an improper light, but does me
an injustice. Mr. Holmes has shown himself
to be a true-spirited gentleman, fair to the
core, and he has a following in Denver since

his acquaintance was formed at Louisville

with the Colorado delegates, who will not
listen to the idea that he would do anything to

injure Denver's chances for making the Den-
ver meet a success.
While I am not alone in the belief that if

Asbury Park concentrated the forces of the
East at a meet there, she would undoubtedly
injure Denver; yet the blame, if such there
is, has not been laid at Mr. Holmes' door, and
his hearty support of the withdrawal of the
project shows him to be endowed with a noble
sense of loyalty to the national organization,
besides possibly believing that the tri-State

meet might have something to do with a
slimmer attendance at Denver.
Now, in regard to the correspondence pass-

ing between us and the drift of the Cycling
West editorial, the letter to Mr. Holmes was a
true expression of my feelings, and I simply
voiced the sentiments of the majority of
Wtstern wheelmen in the editorial. Asneither
bear particular relation to the other, they
should not be brought up together. One ex-
presses satisfaction on learning of Asbury
Park's withdrawal; the other scores a delegate
and his supporters (who, in this instance, might
have been, for aught I know, men entirely out-
side of the New Jersey Division ;,it did not
certainly include Mr, Holmes nor the better
portion of his co-workers) for having attempted
to combine and run a meet which would be
prejudicial to the National meet.
We are sure we met gentlemen at Louisville

;

believe them so yet, and I, for one, do not think
New Jersey's delegates, as a whole, sought to
antagonize Denver. But I do believe there
was such a feeling somewhere, or at least a
consciousness of the ill-results which would
certainly accrue to Denver from such a com-
bined meet. Hence the sentiments of the
Cycling West. But Mr. Holmes' name, as far
as we (and I speak for all the Colorado dele-
gates) are concerned, is unstained.

Very truly yours,

J. A. McGuire.

Sound Advice for Street Riding.

Learn to back-pedal expertly. It is one of
the chief pleasures of cycling to feel that every
movement of your machine is under control.
Watch a good rider treading his way through
traffic—vehicular and pedestrian. The secret
of his confidence and easy deportment lies in
the fact that he has acquired the knack of
controlling his machine with his feet. Nearly
every accident to riders in the street is the
result of awkwardness on the part of the rider.
We hold that all cyclists should pick their way
clear from pedestrians. There is too much
bell-ringing. Even although we ride, nothing
is so aggravating to our nerves as to hear the
clang of a bell three yards behind us, and
only time given for a hurried scuttle out of the
way. Roads are broad, and it is little extra
trouble to pass by on the other side. It is

much easier for the cyclist to get out of the
way than the pedestrian, and every rider who
wishes the good will of the general public
ought to have every consideration for them.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

THAT OHIO HAND1CAPPER.

CLEVELAND SAYS A WORD AND THEN
SENSIBLY SAYS DROP THE MATTER.

Cleveland, April 22, 1894.—In the current

number of the American Cyclist is an article

headed "Ohio Handicapper," in which the

author attempts to explain the political situa-

tion in this city, and succeeds—miserably.

The article reads as though we had a personal

spite against Mr. Bliss, which is far from the

truth, as he is well thought of in Cleveland by
all who know him. Then again it states: "A
dig is made at Mr. Bliss in the announcement
that at the Cleveland Wheel Club races on
Decoration Day there will be nothing for him
to do." What an idea to be sure. Inquiry
among C. U. C. officials failed to reveal the
least feeling to warrant such a charge. On
the contrary, there will be a two-mile handi-
cap and also a one-mile Cuyahoga County
handicap for Mr. Bliss to work upon. He will
have plenty to do before he gets through with
it. But the climax is reached when the state-
ment is made that the appointment just
accepted by Mr. Bliss was "first offered to
John Huntingdon, who refused to consider it."

I have it personally from the gentleman in
question that the statement is absolutely
without foundation, and that, if the office was
tendered to him, he knows nothing about it.

He admits that he worked, and worked hard,
to have the appointment remain in Cleveland,
but without success ; but it is almost needless
to state that he was not working for himself.
The whole trouble lies in the fact that the ap-
pointment was taken from Cleveland. The
personality of the man cuts no figure at all.

Next to a Cleveland man, we know of no one
whom we would rather see have the appoint-
ment than Mr. Bliss. We wish him success in
his offices. Now, let's drop the matter.

B. E. Carpenter, with the Mcintosh-Hunt-
ington Co., has been chosen as the chairman
of the Race and Track Committee for the C.
U.'C. Decoration Day races. Mr. C. proved
himself well fitted for the office by his work
in last year's International Circuit meet.
Contrary to the usual custom of finishing the
road race at Wade Park, it will this year finish
at the starting point, in front of the club-
house. This will fill in the necessary shortage
in the course, and make the race one of
twenty-five miles even. It will also give
better satisfaction to the public, who will not
be obliged to go five miles from the starting
point to see the finish. There will be eight or
ten events in the afternoon track races, and
among them two or three for Class B riders-.

Injuries received in a collision with that
form of a driver aptly termed a road hog have
kept W. W. Wyman, of Brooklyn Village, con-
fined to his house for the past ten days. He
was run down by a man in a buggy while
riding, near his home, and witnesses to the act
say there was no excuse for the carelessness.
Mr. W. was severely cut and bruised and his
wheel was completely wrecked.

Dr. C. A. White, the recently elected Mayor
of Brooklyn Village, our pretty suburb, is an
enthusiastic wheelman, and uses his wheel in
his daily practice all over the vicinity. The
doctor insists that since he bought his wheel,
nearly two years ago, he has not had even a
suspicion of illness, whereas before he was
liable to belaid up two or three months at a
time with Cuyahoga typho-malaria.

Better to Jump.
A cyclist in the Midland counties recently

met with a horrible death, says the Cycle.
His machine ran away with him down a
dangerous hill, and he was flung violently
against a wall at the bottom, breaking skull,

jawbone, arm and ribs. He only survived
for an hour or two. The moral pointed by
this sad catastrophe is—Don't stick to your
machine at all risks. If the unfortunate rider
who thus met his death had had the presence
of mind, when he saw collision with the wall
was probable, to jump backwards or to steer
his machine into the nearest hedge, he would
probably have escaped with comparatively
slight injury.
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Our New 3 pound guaranteed Road Tires will be ready for

deliveries April 20th. Prices low. Don't make any contracts until

you see our samples, now ready, also our very low prices.

•--*TI|E CycloiiB Cliiict|6F Tire«--»

has never been known to roll or blow off the rim of a bicycle.

They can be safely ridden deflated without coming off for great

distances. Thousands and thousands are in use and demonstrate

our statement to be true. Don't buy Clincher Tires with flabby

flippers ; in many instances they will not stay on the rim when

lightly inflated.

Send for catalogue and samples and study its perfect con-

struction.

Climax aqd Rex Road
ARE THE BEST CEMENTED
PNEUMATIC TIRES MADE.

TIRES RIQHT! § PRICES RIQHT!

\
/ — \

^DIDIFLIESS. ••4*»»»

Eastern Rubber M'fg Co.,
TRE^TOIV, in:. J.

BR^nSTOHES :

NEW YORK, 90 Chambers Street

CHICAGO, --- 207 lake Street

PHILADELPHIA, Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, P. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St,

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add: "Saw it in Tne Wheel."
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K. C. W. Remains Exclusively a Cycling Club.

The Kings County Wheelmen had a very
spirited discussion, at its last meeting, over a
proposed amendment to its constitution,

striking out the requirement that an applicant
for membership "shall be the owner of a
modern steel bicyJe or tricycle."

The proponents argued that the rule kept
out of the club many desirable riders, who
were, however, from choice or necessity, not
owners of a wheel; that their active interest

would strengthen the club, and that dishonest

j
ersons could easily evade the requirements.
The opponents of the change demonstrated

that the opening of the club to every applicant,

regardless of his ownership and use of a bi-

cycle, would destroy the exclusive cycling
character of the club, and lead to its rapid de-

generation into a mere social club, with cycling
as an appendage, of interest to some of its

members.
Historic and contemporary illustrations of

this point were adduced, and a spirited appe 1

made to the members not to lower the colors

of the K. C. W., nor endanger its reputation
as a club whose unsurpassed record on road
and path showed it to be first, foremost and
always a club of wheelmen.
The amendment was defeated by a good

majority.
Then, as a balm for the supporters of the

change, the meeting voted to recommend to

the Board of Trustees the suspension of the
initi tion fee for a period of three months.
The club already has a provision in its

Constitution for persons desiring to avail

themselves of the social privileges of the club-

house, by becoming associate members, with-
out the right to vote or wear the club uniform.

An Knglish Road Rider's Opinion of Light
Wheels.

S. F. Edge, the well-known English long-
distance rider, writing about the absurd craze
for feather-weight machines, states that he
uses a 32-pound wheel, and has never had a
break down during all of his rides, because he
would not risk a light machine. "I think," he
writes, "that in nearly every case, if the
weight of the machines used by the best road
riders, or, at any rate, in the London district,

was taken, far more would be over 30 pounds
than under. Personally, I find it a positive
disadvantage to ride a path racer on the road,
although there are some firms foolish enough
to list machines that they call 'road racers'

at 23 and 24 pounds, but they are only suitable
for imitation scorchers and men who think
themselves flyers. These, with the absurdly
dropped handle-bar maniacs, are the principal
class who want to buy such machines—at
least, such is my experience."

Racing Gossip from France.

Martin won a fifty-mile kilometer race at
Lyons on April 8. Lambrecht, a French
crack, finished second.

One of the daily cycle papers of Paris states
that Wheeler has changed his mind, and will
not go to Italy to race, but will compete in the
professional events in London. It is probable,
however, that the arrival of Troy and Zimmer-
man will be the cause of his changing his
mind again.

At the Buffalo track Wheeler and Medinger
recently rode a lap, with a flying start, in
twenty-five seconds, the finish being a dead
heat.

Le Velo states that Waller is on the point
of fixing up a contract to ride for a well-known
French manufacturer.

Pennsylvania State Meet.

The Scranton B. C. has applied for the
Pennsylvania Division meet. The club enter-
tained the wheelmen of the State two years
ago, and while it is not entitled to the meet, it

is very probable that it will secure the event,
for the reason that no other city has asked for
the privilege. The club is planning for a race
meet in September, but if the Division officials

consider that montn too late for the State
meet, the club will endeavor to hold it on
July 4-

The Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
In response to the invitation issued by, the

Time Wheelmen of Philadelphia, represen-
tatives from a dozen different clubs met on
Monday evening of this week and decided to
hold the Newark-Philadelphia century run on
Saturday, June 9. The run will be confined to

Philadelphia and New Jersey clubs. Messrs.
Cain, T. W. ; Estoclet, Q. C. W. ; Fisher, A.
W. , and Whipple, O. W. , were appointed a
committee of lour, with power to elect a fifth

member, to have charge of the arrangements,
and this body will have an auxiliary committee
in Newark. The old system of competitors
wearing numbers will be done away with, and
a new system of checking, introduced by the
Time Wheelmen, adopted. Each rider will be
supplied with about half a dozen checks, and
will deposit one at each checking place.
Three prizes will again be offered, and a
fourth probably will be put up for clubs having
a membership of less than thirty-five. The
Century Wheelmen delegate informed the
body that, while its club would send its usual
batch of riders, the club declined to compete
for any of the prizes, having hitherto had al-

most a monopoly. The entrance fee is $1,
and will include survivors' medals. The
next meeting will be held at the Time Wheel-
men's Club House on May 14.

First of the Season.

The first road race of importance this year
will be the Linscott, twenty-five miles, at
Maiden, May 5. Two thousand dollars worth
of prizes are offered. The scratch men thus
far entered are Gary, Clark and McDuffee.
The first race meet in the East will be held
on May 12, at Franklin Park, Saugus, near
Boston. Five events will be run. The prizes
are principally diamonds and watches. En-
tries close May 7.

Road Racing Begun in Massachusetts.

The Dedham C. C. celebrated Patriots' Day,
the new holiday in Massachussetts, by holding
a series of races on the road and a lantern
parade. The events resulted as follows:

Two Mile Open— i, James Clark; 2, J. C. Wetter-
green; 3, Dan. Connelly; 4, E. A. McDuffee. Time,
6m. 43s.

Ten Mile Handicap— 1, Nat. Butler, Cambridgeport,
C. C, 2m. 20s., time 33m. 17s.; 2, W. W. Fogwell, West
Newton, 4m.; 3, H. A. Seavey, Waltham, 4m.; 4, H. B
Hills, Jr., Providence. Forty-four men started, with
E. A. McDuffee and Jas. Clark at scratch.

A five mile handicap road race which was
run at Hyde Park on the same day, resulted
as follows: 1, Arthur French, 45s., time 16m.

;

2, Geo. Pring, 2m., 17m 38s. ; 3, Frank Hender-
son, im„ 17m.; 4, A. Holway, im„ 17m. 44s.;

5, Warren Reynolds, scratch, 16m. 55s.

A relay race from Sarnia to Montreal is

being planned, starting on June 15.

At Harvard University's annual spring
games, Cambridge, Mass., April 23: Two
miles scratch— 1, Elliott, '95; 2, Holmes, '96;

3, Brinckerhoff, '93. Time, 5m. 31s.

The ten mile road race of the Mt. Washing-
ton B. C, of Boston, on Thursday last resulted
as follows: 1, E. J. Foster, time, 32m. 28s.; 2,

L. A. Kelly; 3, B. Wood; 4, Pelling.

At the games of the Cutler School A. A.

,

Berkeley Oval, N. Y., April 21: One mile
scratch— 1, J. A. Powell; 2, J. T. Williams,
Jr. ; 3, W. H. Fearing, Jr. Time, 3m. 7 2-5S.

The Narragansett Wheelmen, of Providence,
held a ten mile road race April 18. Result: 1,

Everett Hall, scratch, time, 31m. 15s.; 2, H.
F. Adams, scratch, 31m. 45s.

; 3, Fred. Jepson,
2>^m., 33m. 20s.; 4, Fred. Luther, 3m., 33m.
32s.; 5, J. Hanna, 3m., 33m. 51s.

At the games of the Columbia Grammar
School, Berkeley Oval, on Friday last, Geo.
Ruppert, a seventeen-year-old boy, dis-
tinguished himself by winning the mile handi-
cap from the 20 yard mark in 2m. 34 1-5S. T.
D. Downing, scratch, was second; P. G.
Downing, 25 yards, third. Ruppert is the son
of a millionaire, and it is thought that he will
have no trouble in winning the interscholastic
championship.

Route of the "Washington-Denver Relay.

The route of the relay ride from Washington
to Denver has been definitely fixed as follows:
From Washington through Rockville, Fred-
erick, Hagerstown, Hancock and Cumberland,
Md. ; Uniontown, Brownsville and Washington,
Pa. ; Wheeling, W. Va. ; Cambridge, Jonesville
and Columbus, O. ; Richmond, Indianapolis
and Crawfordsville, Ind. ; Danville, Decatur,
Springfield, Jacksonville, Beardstown, Rush-
ville and Roseville, 111. ; Burlington, Mt.
Pleasant, Fairfield, Ottumwa, Oskaloosa,
Pella, Des Moines, Stuart, Atlantic and
Council Bluffs, la. ; Omaha, Fremont, Schuyler,
Columbus, Central City, Grand Island, Kear-
ney, Lexington, North Platte and Ogalla,
Neb.; Julesburg, Col., and follow the Union
Pacific Railroad to Denver.
The ride will occupy between six and seven

days. The average distance of ten miles an
hour will probably be maintained throughout
the ride.

The division officers in charge of the relay
are as follows:

District of Columbia, George B. French,
War Department, Washington; Marylai.d,
Albert Mott, 2234 Madison Avenue, Baltimore;
West Virginia, Jason C. Stamp, 1214 Market
Street, Wheeling; Ohio, M. W. Bliss, 46 West
Gay Street, Columbus; Indiana, George Dick-
son, 88 North Delaware Street, Indianapolis;
Illinois, Maro R. Thompson, 411 North Main
Street, Jacksonville; Iowa, J. A. Pallister,

Ottumwa; Nebraska, J. E. Ebersole, 1402
Douglas Street, Omaha; Colorado, C. H.
Hilton, Jr., 1726 Stout Street, Denver.

New York to Philadelphia by Relays.

The proposed tri-State 150-mile relay race
from New York to Philadelphia, by a round-
about course, will be managed by the Atalanta
Wheelmen, of Newark. This was decided at
a meeting held on Monday. The plan of the
race is to secure three teams, of six men each,
representing New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. The first relay, representing
the three States, will ride twenty-five miles,
at the end of which the second relay will be in

waiting and start upon the arrival of two of
the three riders. Each relay of men will ride
twenty-five miles, and the scoring will be done
by the point system figured at the end of each
relay, the team securing the greatest number
of points receiving a valuable trophy offered
by the New York Times. In addition, gold
medals will be awarded to the individual mem-
bers of the winning team. Only the general
outlines of the race have been decided on.
The committee in charge will hold a meeting
to-morrow night to make the preliminary ar-

rangements. The date set is Saturday, June 2.

Zim to Work for the Aid of a Church.

An Asbury Park young lady gave Zimmer-
man a block of a bed quilt prior to his depart-
ure for Paris, with the request that he have it

filled with the names of the foreign riders and
his friends. The quilt, when completed, will

be sold at a round sum, and the proceeds will

be used to raise the debt of an Asbury Park
church. Zim promised to bring it back in the
fall with the signatures of all the cracks of

Europe on the back. All the other blocks in

the quilt will be indorsed with the names of

notable people, all of whom are charged $1
for the honor.

The international road race from Paris to

Lyons and return will be run on July 13, 14
and 15. The prizes in all amount to 5,000
francs. The race is open to the world.

F. J. Osmond has been called upon by the
Birmingham Centre of the N. C. U. to explain

why, having won his heat in the mile scratch

race at Aston on Easter Monday, he did not
turn out in the final.

A. C. Edwards has broken the lap record on
the Buffalo track, riding the 333 metres with
flying start in 24s. The previous best was
held by Zimmerman, who rode the lap in

25 1-5S. The new surface is exceedingly fast,

being of Portland cement. The shape of the
path has been altered, and the corners banked
for a speed of thirty miles an hour.
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THE
PROOF OF EXCELLENCE IS THE
FACT THAT THE

GREAT ZIMMERMAN
WIIvIv RIDE A

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

RALEIGH
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

IN HIS HUNT FOR A FORTUNE AS

A PROFESSIONAL

NOTWITHSTANDING STARTLING OF-

FERS MADE BY OTHER MAKERS. .

YOU GET ONE AND GET THERE.

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
WABASH AYE, CHICAGO. 2081-2083 SEYENTH AYE, NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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ABOUT THINGS IN GENERAL.

m' lady's trousers.

We are reading a deal of stuff in these days

relative to the trousers that the wheelwoman

is or is not 10 wear. The concensus of opinion

is that woman may don the trousers as a part

of her cycling habit, but she must not do it,

you know, until the public has become accus-

tomed to the sight—a sort of spring-it-easy

game.
The people who concede this much fail to

make clear how the public is to grow accus-

tomed to the sight, if no brave spirits start the

educational movement.

A? I look at it, the woman cyclist does not

take her cycling experience in doses of the

same strength—one sister like another—any

more than all men cyclists are cranks or luke-

warms in their regard for the pastime.

We call to mind those of our women friends

whose idea of cycling is embraced in the

searching for and making up of a suitable

costume, and the going forth to show the cos-

tume, mounted on an ill-adjusted, overweight

trap of a wheel, for a three mile amble on the

highway.

Other wheelwomen I know who talk feather-

weights, wood rims, tire repairs, gear covers

and century runs. Withal, these are woman-
ly, modest, kind. Indeed, on one occa-

sion of a century run, I have observed the
wearer of a plain skirt of gray woollen
material, knit jersey and a small cap, riding

a pace of from twelve to fifteen miles per
hour ; and in spite of it all, having quite enough
of that womanliness that men admire, to stop
and help a disabled sister, or later in the run,

repair to a wayside inn with her younger
brother to patch up his stomach with ginger
tea, brewed by herself, mind you.
Now, if such wheelwomen as those first I

have described should hasten themselves to

trousers, they would be ridiculous, for their

riding ability or inclination does not call

for a special rig. Their friends would say
their zealN was for the costume and not as a
means to better riding ability.

On the other hand, such as the latter—those

to whom riding is first, they may more safely

hope to establish new proprieties in cycling

costume, without exciting undue censure.

The general public is apt to be greatly mis-
led concerning the personality of some of our
wheelwomen, who have, by the force of their

enthusiasm as riders, been more or less in the
public prints.

As I have found them, they come with a
few freckles and healthy tan ; but their voices
are soft and low, their laughs musical. On
the whole, therefore, I plank my plunkers for

the girl who rides and don't talk dress against
the one who talks dress and don't ride.

WAS THIS SARCASM?

Once upon a time one of those exuberant
reporters of the secular press—that is, the daily
papers—secured an interview with a manu-
facturer of bicycles. The reporter knew just

enough about bicycles to make his subject say
a great many foolish things. The adulatory
song of this one, among other things, in-

formed the world that this manufacturer was
such a mechanical genius that he could "in-
vent improvements faster than the riders could
adopt them."
This may have been the maker who had

several thousand wheels left over at the end
of the season, because of a sudden revulsion
in what is known as the "popular demand,"
so that the stock had to be bundled off in the
night to "rural deestricks" and at cut prices.
The riders wouldn't adopt them, as it were.
Who knows?

HORN BLOWING.

The longer one lives in this very matter-of-
fact, world the more plainly does it seem to be
demonstrated that a fairly well-developed con-
fidence in one's ability, otherwise known as
cheek, is more often than otherwise indicative

of true ability, which may be lying dormant
for want of a proper sphere of action.

A young student of physical culture and
athletics was engaged by a bicycle club as

athletic trainer, at the munificent salary of

$10 per month. Athletic instructor to the

"Prominent and Wealthy Bicycle Club "had
a plethoric sound, even if the pay was hardly

cigar money.
The young man got his name before the

cycle racing followers.

In a distant city, where gossip had not whis-

pered ought about the $10 per month, a trainer

was wanted for a " coming man."
One day a telegram came to our ten-dollar

lad, asking his price to come on and train the

phenomenon.
After consultation with members of the P.

and W. Club, who gave him some good advice,

the ten-dollar trainer wired

:

Will come for fifteen hundred a year and expenses

And the other end of the wire said "Come."
Had it all ended here, this tale would be

without pith, but it is furtherly pleasant to re-

late that this trainer, in one season, made a

reputation that places him in the front rank of

his profession.
Verily, a judicious amount of horn-blowing

aye, we are inclined to an opinion that horn-
blowing that just vibrates on the loud side of

judicious—is altogether good in this mater-of-

fact world. For however slow we are in want-

ing to believe it, the fact remains that a man is

worth what he can get.

THAT GEAR COVER.

By recent English correspondence to Ameri
can cycling papers we are lead to infer that

the representative of some American firm has
been telling the Englishman that our riders do
not take to the gear cover.

Such a statement, while true in the main, it

would seem must come with faulty grace from
an American maker, particularly if that maker
is of any note. And from a somewhat ex-
tended perusal of the American bicycle
catalogue and advertisement, I am forced to

the conclusion that all our makers are note-
worthy, and not only this, but they, everyone
of them, from the hour of building their first

wheel, have been laboring philanthropically
in behalf of the wheelman.
This being the case, and I the maker ad-

dressed, I think it would bring the blush to

stand, as it were, in the very hot-bed of gear
covers and answer the English interviewer:
"Well—ah—ahem—that is—it's like this:

You see our American riders know nothing
about the gear cover, except in a vague way,
as a contrivance that is vulgarly heavy, that
rattles and is always out of order."
But forgetting entirely about these loftily

stated catalogue purposes and the salve-like
preface, we find, after all, that the maker is

building wheels for the money there is in it

and, in this instance, there are several reasons
why it has not been expedient for our makers
to fit gear covers. Now, expedient signifies
somewhat to the effect of profit, advantage, and
the like, with a further shade of meaning
which suggests welfare and get-in-out-of-the-%uet.

No rider would blame a maker for looking
after the factory-and-dividend end of wheel
construction.

It is a fact that our large makers have, for
several seasons, been watching the evolution
of the gear cover across the water, and, in

three or four instances, have made experimen
tal covers of their own. But the contempt for
weight and everything that looks heavy has
become so concentrated arrongour riders, that
the maker has seized his opportunity and
quietly postponed the day of the American
gear cover.
When the gear cover comes it will be a deal

of bother to the maker, from its predestination
to get out of order in the hands, or rather
under the feet of the average haphazard rider.

But once let the scorcher learn, that, with his
chain protected from dust and mud, he stands
a better chance against his club-mates on a
dusty run, or the mud plug that happens, and
all the other scorchers and the ultra scorchers
in his neighborhood will be tumbling over
each other to cover their chains.
The device means economy of power and

thereby, under most road conditions, increased

speed. This being the fact, and the riders

knowing it from practical test, it matters not
how delicately constructed, sufficient care will

be forthcoming for its successful use. And the

very ones now loudest in denouncing what
they understand only at 3,000 miles distance,

will be ready to argue in its behalf, till the

club janitor has to turn out the gas and drive

the cranks to bed.
Arthur Allen Dean.

Corrective Exercises.

We have hundreds of bicycle riders in our
gymnasium (says Robert J. Roberts, physical
director of the Boston Y. M. C. A., in the
Young Men's Era), and many of them are as
stoop-shouldered as bookworms, who take no
posterior exercises. When a fellow is riding
as fast as he can, of course, he must lean over
forward, but yet when he does this, he can
keep his hands wide apart, and his spine
straight and his back flat and chested rounded
out. He must practice corrective exercises
every day right after riding.

The best and simplest corrective exercises
for a bicycle rider is the forward push and the
dry-land swim. Here they are:

FORWARD PUSH.

Position.—Head up; chin in; chest out; shoulders
rolled back and down; feet spread about twenty
inches apart; bells grasped tightly in hands; arms
straight and hanging by sides of thighs; palms in.

Count One.—Swing between feet.

Count Two.—Bring bells to face of shoulders, palms
up, throwing elbows far back, so that you can pass a
cane between the upper arms and back.
Count Three.—Push strong to a front horizontal,

twisting the wrists so that the palms will be down at
the front horizontal.
Count Pour.—Bring bells back strong to face of

shoulders.
Note.—Emphasize all counts.

DRY-LAND SWIM.

Position.—Hold the hands (backs of hands facing
front) half way between a back horizontal and the
position you take for forward push. Don't let the
chin drop forward, or the cheek sink in, as you take
this position.
Count One.—Swing to a front horizontal, elbows

stiff, palms down.
Count Two.—Swing strong and steady, without any

jerky motion, to sides horizontal, palms down.
Count Three.—Swing back easy, to a front horizon-

tal ; don't strike bells hard in front
;
palms down.

Count Four.—Swing down past sides of thighs to
starting position for this exercise ; throw your front
chest well forward as your bells are swinging past
your thighs.
Note.—Emphhsize counts two and four.

Judged Bicycles by Wine.

Wm. M. Williams, a colored citizen of Provi-
dence, R. I., sold his wheel to Adam Forrester,

a white inhabitant of the same city, some time
ago. Adam paid $25 cash with a promise to

hand over $85 more at some future time. But
the days went by and the balance due came
not, so William got angry. He secured the
machine and sold it for $36.50, spot cash. The
Adams ire arose and he had a little argument
with William, which resulted in the case being
brought to court. He sued William to recover
the machine.
The defence tried to convince the Court that

the machine had deteriorated much in value
since Adam had come into possession of it,

and so wasn't worth $85. They claimed that
Adam had bruised its good looks and had
allowed somebody to run off with the saddle
bag, containing a monkey wrench worth 75
cents. Adam did not deny that the bag had
been stolen.

The judge allowed that his knowledge of
bicycles was slight, and he was right. "Some
things," said he, "appreciate in value
with time—there's wine, for instance—why
shouldn't bicycles ?" So he gave the plaintiff

judgment for %80.

Terront's Kome-to-Paris Ride.

The French long-distance rider, Terront,
will begin his record ride from Rome to Paris,
a distance of 1,000 miles, on April 23 or 25.
The delay has been caused by the heavy snow
which filled the passes through the Alps.
Terront will be assisted by pacemakers. The
proposed ride is causing much excitement
throughout Italy and France, and the daily
papers are giving much attention to it.
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Mexico is a wonderfully favored country.

It is a beneficiary of the blessings of the sur-

rounding territory in a marked degree. An
abundance of clear, cold water is brought to

her gates over the two ancient aqueducts.

one of which was, it is said, built by Cortez,

and one which is so old, that the namelof the

people who built it is lost in the night of time.

There is hardly a fruit or vegetable known
to the palate of epicurean man which is not,

or which cannot, be produced within a radius

of 200 miles of the city. The markets are at

all seasons supplied with tropical, semi-

tropical and temperate zone fruits.

The mineral wealth of the country is mar-
velously rich and varied, while precious

marbles are so common as to make their use a

matter of every-day employment in the mean-
est construction. The marts and jewelry

establishments show an abundance of gem
stones from native mines—opals, garnets,
topaz, amethyst, agate, beryl, moonstone,
sapphire, jet and many others,

At Prices so Low

as to detract almost from the value of these
beautiful jewels. The gold and silver filigree

work of the Mexican jewelers is as famous
to-day as it was when Cortez sent to his
sovereign " a grete quantitie of carving worke
wrought marvelouslie in golde and silver of a
fine qualitie, in which ye threades of which-
soever it may be are so deiicatelie drawn and
caste one upon another that ye whole do seem
more ye worke of ye fairies than of ye nativies
of this Pagan Land." And of a verity, in this

practical age, the work which is done in gold
and silver in this quaint old city is so wonder-
ful to look upon, that one does not marvel
greatly that, bluff old soldier that he was,
Cortez should have written his friend that, " It

is sometimes said to me by the Holy Fathers
that the Devil hath animated these people in

all which they have done. Truly they fought
like devils, and the work which they do in

gold and silver, also the carvings in stone and
copper which they do make, are marvelous;
and as they know not God, but worship stone
images, it must be that they are instructed in

their arts by the Father of Evil."

Game of all kinds abound within a few miles
of the city, and the market affords the material
for a Lucullan repast at any and all seasons.
Rare woods are used for the commonest

purposes, and the Summer boarder or tourist

can find any climate that appeals to his fancy
by taking a few hours' ride toward the
mountains.

The Climate of the Valley

is equable, though warm, and were it not for

the swampy condition of the soil, and that

most of the country adjacent to the city was,
and is, a vast graveyard, a more delightful

place to live could no be imagined.
The gentle and noble class are proud and

reserved, but once their good graces are gained
they are a hospitable, intelligent folk, refined

and lovable.

The 500,000 (more or less) people who dwell
within the walls of Mexico City are a pleasure-

loving, music-loving and flower-loving folk;

hence the city is gay with flowers, statuary,

trees and paint ; indeed, this last article is so

plentifully used that the gaudy colors give to

the streets a variegated and over-done appear-

ance, which reminds one of Harlequin or one
of Turner's lurid paintings.
The Plaza-de-Armas, the principal of the

city squares, is most beautifully arranged
with statuary, fountains, marble walks and
porphry seats, while mighty trees cast a

delightful shade over all. To this scene of

sylvan comfort comes every evening the

world-famous Mexican band, and discourses
sweet and plaintive Spanish melodies, while
veiled senoritas and their charming mammas,
gallant officers and fashionably arrayed
civilians promenade or sit and discuss affairs

at their leisure.

On one side of this plaza standsthe Cathedral,
and near at hand is the National Palace, which
has nearly 700 feet of marble frontage. Under
the walls of this stupendous building is the
post-office and the National Museum, the latter

being the receptacle for about all that remains
of Aztec art and culture. Priceless, in the
eyes of the antiquarian, at least, are the relics

it contains.
Not far from the museum stands a great

marble and brick building, in which is carried
on, perhaps, the most unique business that
ever a national government engaged itself in.

It is the Mont-de-Piedad, or, in plain Ameri-
can, the

National Pawnshop of Mexico,

Officered, capitalized and maintained by the
Government for the benefit of the people—

a

curious institution truly, and one which shows
the trend of public thought and action better
than could pages of written matter. Facing
the east side of the plaza is the National
Gallery, the most elaborate collection of
famous paintings and engravings in America;
and near by stands the National Library and
the School of Mines, the first filled from floor

to ceiling with priceless books and MSS., and
the second with specimens of mineral wealth
and engineering diagrams and apparatus.
Here also are the Palace of Iturbide and the
School of Arts. Nearly all these great build-
ings are out of plumb and apparently shaky.
They are all old and heavy, and the soft,

spongy soil has allowed the foundations to

settle unevenly. It is a great pity, as they
are all splendid structures.

Mexico's Principal Driveways.

The chief drives and promenades are, first

and foremost, the Alameda, bordered on either
side with stately beeches; the Vega, which
runs parallel to the Vega Canal, and upon
which stands a mighty bust of peerless Gurta-
mozin, last and greatest of the Aztec Emperors
—the only man whom Cortez ever feared and
the only one capable of withstanding the
Spanish forces ; the Riforma, three miles long,
shaded with prehistoric cypresses, and leading
from the city to the hill and Castle of Chapulte-
pec, since time immemorable the home of
royalty, and a beautiful drive leading out of
the chapel of "Our Lady of Guadalupe " (on
the edge of Lake Tuzcuco), the most famous
church in all New Spain. There are many
more " pleasant ways " One of them passes
over the spot where, one dark stormy night,
centuries ago, an army of Spaniards, 1,500
strong, fled over a causeway from the city

and were well-nigh wiped from the face of the
earth by the outraged and maddened Aztec
people. It is the road of the "Nocht Triste,"
and at its end is still standing the mighty tree,

under which Cortez and less than 300 men,
wounded and spent, rested because the enemy
had given them respite.

What a pity it is that Gurtamozin was not
there. Had he been, a mighty race would
have preserved its liberty, and we of the
Nineteenth Century would have been wiser by
the records of perhaps thousands of years.

Who can say otherwise? Imlac.

A 14-year-old Lewiston, Me., boy, while
learning to ride a wheel last week, ran into a
street car and was thrown on the ground,
striking on his head. He was dead when
picked up.
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HOULD cycles b e

taxed? is a ques-

tion that is just now
occupying a con-

siderable share of attention.

In a few days the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, Sir

William Harcourt, will pre-

sent his Budget, in which

are hidden the financial pro-

Government for the year.

Now, it so falls out that the government, like

a good many of us ordinary mortals, is most

confoundedly hard up. But then, the Govern-

ment, unlike ordinary mortals, is able to raise

the wind without going to the pawnshop, or

mortgaging the machine lent to try and report

upon. Sir William Harcourt can bring in tons

of money by a turn of his wrist, as it were.

Just as easily, indeed, as Mephistopheles

turned Doctor Faustus from a tottering old

blitherer, with a taste for pretending to drink

poison, into a gallant, merry gentleman in

tights and trunks, with a keen eye for a

beautiful maid, and not above scrambling

over garden walls and things to the detriment

of the aforementioned tights.

It has been said that one of the ways to

which Sir Walter Harcourt is inclined—in this

hover of dire necessity—is the taxa-

tion of cycles.

The taxing of cyclists is a very old

wheeze.
In England it has been proposed

over and over again.

I knew an old gentleman—rest his

soul, he's dead—who thought that

writing to Cabinet Ministers and

Princes made him a big man. He
rarely lost a chance of writing to

some great person, and if the chance

didn't come, he made an opportunity

himself. When he discovered that I was
fond of cycling, he immediately wrote to

Mr. Gladstone—who had charge of the Im-
perial till at that time—suggesting that it

would be a glorious thing to impose a tax

on cycles, and hinting that he could do with

a small commission for making the sugges-

tion. He got a post card from Gladstone

acknowledging receipt of his letter, but that

was all that ever came of it. That was
several years ago, and I don't suppose it

was the first time it was thought of. I am
quite sure it wasn't the last, for it has cropped
up repeatedly since.

Those to whom the wish that there should

be no tax is father to the thought that there

will be none, point proudly and with some
ostentation to the fact that Sir William Har-
court has already declared against such an
impost. This is quite true. Sir William has

registered a vow before high Heaven that he
would cut off his right hand— or foot— I am
not sure which, and otherwise maltreat him-
self, before he would do anything that might
be regarded as putting an obstacle in the way
of a sport that has brought in its train physi-

cal, mental, social, moral and financial bless-

ings.

soul that politicians are d—

d

liars, as the old lady said to
the bootblack, when he told
her that the Putney 'bus
wasn't due for ten minutes.
A wise and merciful

Providence has fashioned us all hollow, on
purpose that we might our principles swallow

;

but the average man is an old-fashioned solid
by comparison with the politician. A poli-
tician will say one thing to-day, and the very
opposite thing to-morrow, if it suits him, as
it generally does. I remember when this very
Sir William Harcourt was the bitterest and
most extreme opponent of Home Rule for Ire-
land. He ladled out his invective and abuse
on Home Rulers in buckets full. But when
the wind changed, he went round with it, and
now you would imagine from his talk, if you
were idiot enough to believe it, that he rather
preferred the average Home Ruler to his own
brother.

Politicians have enobled lying.

What used to be regarded as a mere wile of
the vulgar villain they have raised to the
dignity of a science. As for the ordinary
drummer or canvasser, he simply is not in it.

He is a veritable George Washington, only

order. That gentleman still keeps his snarling
brute, and hunts rats o' Sunday. The bitter

cry of the rat is heard in the land, and the
bold huntsman and his fearless hound laugh
at the terrors of the tax gatherers. It's hard
lines on the rat, but I don't wish to look at the
matter from the rat's point of view. It "is

equally hard lines on us who keep respectable,
well brought up, gentlemanly dogs, and have
to pay 7s. 6d. per annum for the privilege,

which, as a rule, does not even include the
joys of killing rats— fascinating in themselves,
I admit.
Where the dog tax failed, the cycle tax is

not likely to succeed. The savage >oung
bounder cyclist, for whom our widest thorough-
fares are not broad enough, will not be balked
of his fun—and his prey. When he is willing

to spend from £4 to £12 or ^15 on his

machine, he will not be stopped by "a
bloomin' five bob," imposed in the name of

Her Gracious Majesty, whom may the saints

be between and all harm. So that contention
goes by the board. And for much the same
reason.

I do not think that the trade would suffer

greatly by a tax. It is a rotten principle to

tax goods of our own manufacture, seeing,

especially, that we are already overrun with
the goods of the foreigner.

Almost everything we use in England now-
adays is marked "Made In Germany." Even
our clerks, and waiters, and singers, and saus-

-j, age manufacturers were made in Germany, so

ji'^f that the native is fairly crowded off his own
l^%0$'' dunghill, and flies to foreign climes, if he wants

to live, which he generally does,

with the characteristic obstinacy of

English human nature.
The English trade, unfortunately,

has been none too flourishing of late,

and is scarcely in a position to stand
any impost that would effect it se-

riously. I do not think a small tax

on cyclists would, for the reason that

I believe no cyclist, active or pro-

spective, would deny himself the

health and pleasure of the sport for

the sake of a few shillings a year.

If he would, he must be an ass, and
asses deserve to be taxed.

But let me tell you that all these vehement
protestations are not of the value of a " pin's

fee," as Hamlet says, and in my experience
pin's fees are very moderate, much more so
than the fees of lawyers and doctors.

I would not give you a brass farthing for the
word of a politician, as a politician. If they
are in office they will say anything that will

keep them in ; and if they are out of office they
will say anything that will get them in. This
is no mere fancy. It has been proved to be
true over and over again. The fool hath said
in his heart, "All men are liars"; and the
same fool—who wasn't such a very poor fool

after all—must have known in his heart and

more so. He is a poor, guileless youth, who
shouldn't be let out without his mother.
Therefore, I say that not the smallest reliance

can be placed on any previous utterance of Sir

William Harcourt or any other politician.

They change their opinions as you and I

change our diet, because they think it will do
them good, and they swallow all their prin-

ciples for the same excellent reason. What is

true of Sir William Harcourt is true of all the

rest, and I daresay that it is in America as it

is here, for politicians are made of the same
material all the world over.

Some men among us hold that a tax on
cycles would be of use, believing that it would
tend to weed out of our ranks the cad and the

bounder, who are an utterly objectionable

species in themselves, and who, by their lack

of decent behavior on the roads and in places

of public resort, bring upon cyclists as a class

the contempt of people who desire to keep up
some show of respectability. I do not agree
with this view.

When the malignant enemy of man intro-

duced the dog tax into this tax-ridden country,

it was thought that the days of the mongrel
and the ill-bred cur were numbered. But we
reckoned without our sportsman of the lower

But I am dead against a tax on
•cycles.

I am dead against all taxes, and whenever
a man leaves a tax paper at my house, I

pray that he may meet a furious bull or a
mad dog, or be mistaken by a policeman for

a famous Anarchist before he gets to the end
of the road. But why should fetters, however
delicate, be put upon a great national industry,

and why should the sport, the pastime, nay,
the very health of the people be taxed? Let
our governments look for increased revenue
to the classes who wallow, and often rot, in

wealth and luxury; who accumulate vast
hordes of untold money, that is of little use to

man or country. It is upon the poor that all de-

mands are made. Our beer, tobacco, tea,

whisky—all the little luxuries of the lower and
middle classes have been taxed, till they have
almost sunk under the weight of the impo-
sition. I say, let the rich have a chance, and
I say it all the more cheerfully as I do not my-
self come under that category.

Boston's Wheelmen Police.

Eight of the park police of Boston have thus

far been mounted on cycles, three of whom
are sergeants. The men learned to ride the

machines with comparative ease, and although

one or two of them are quite heavy, they ex-

perience no difficulty in getting about. Al-

though no arrests have yet been made by any

of the police equipped with machines, the men
are provided with padlocks and chains, so that

when they wish to make an arrest they can
leave their bicycles with safety. It is seldom
that there is a necessity to make arrests in

the park, however, so that the bicycle service

is of great advantage in patroling, and no
hindrance in the execution of duty.
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PSYCHO CYCLES-1894
The King of

Roadsters.

Quality

Unsurpassed

Finish

Unequalled.

LADIES'* PSYCHO
The-

Queen of Cycles.

Perfect Design.

Graceful Lines.

Elegant Finish.

-H MANUFACTURERS' SOLE A6ENTS N-

HERMAN BOKER & COMPANY,
ALSO SOLE AGENTS.

FOR THE BEST COMPLETE LINE OF BICYCLE

LAMPS IN THE MARKET. Send for Circular.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,"

101 ft 103 DUANE STREET,
New Yorls:,
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I. FAMOUS COURSES OF AMERICA.

THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN.

Oh ! bright the day;
Oh! grand the race;
So white the, course,
So fast the pace.

And many a man,
Who, on the morn,
All life and hope
Came to the mark,
An ebbing sun, v

Saw creeping home,
His crest all plucked,
His life all gone.

In this Eastern country, and among road-

racing cranks of whatever part of the country,

Irvington-Milburn has always been a name to

conjure with.

The annual Decoration Day twenty-five mile

handicap is the blue-ribbon event of the year.

The entry list is large and a very big majority

of the candidates are men of high-class, and
sportsmen from cap to toe. Not such another

field of men—trained to the hour, fit to race

for their lives, full of stamina and speed,

demons up hill and break-neck riders down
hill—ever faces a starter.

The course is ideal in its way. It is on the

eastern fringe of the Orange district, fifteen

miles from New York, seven miles from New-
ark. It is not far from human habitation, but
it is distinctly rural, and four insignificant

villages are the only reminders of the com-
munity life.

It is a five mile stretch of first-class macadam,
running largely East and West, but with
enough of wind to make it picturesque.

If you will place your eye near the lower
right hand corner of the page, you will get an
idea of the hilliness of the course, which is un-
dulating for the entire distance, bar a fairly

level eight hundred yard stretch from the
hotel Hilton to the finish.

The long hill—only the man climbing it on
the nineteenth mile knows how long it really

is—is worthy of particular attention. It is

this hill that makes the course classic; it takes
blood and nerve to subdue it at a "twenty an
hour" clip; it frightens the visitor; it teaches
the sham scorcher who once rides it, what
kind of stuff genuine fast road-riders are made
of; it is a lung-cracker, a muscle-stretcher, a
heart- burster; it keeps down the number of
entries; men ride down it at a 2:20 clip, and
climb it at a 3 :oo clip. It is nearly three-quar-
ters of a mile long on a steel tape, but three
miles long and a half mile high to the burned-
out or breathed-out contestant.
At the head, or Eastern end of the course, is

the village of Irvington, which, once a humble,
quiet and restful village, is now smirched
with a cheap civilization, and has a severe
case of trolley, connecting it with Newark,
which enables the bad people of that place to
invade it on Sundays and holidays.
From Irvington to Hilton the course is a

smooth stretch along gently rolling country.
As one wheels along, glimpses may be had of
nestling white cottages, of the grove and the
farm and the other marks and signs of purely
country life. In the distance, to the right, is
a lordly hill, the first spur of the Orange
Mountains.

In May is the climax of that first flush of
greenness, which is to be seen at no other time
of the year. It is a young, translucent ver-
dancy, that is scarcely sure whether it is green
or yellow. It is the youth of the year. Later,
in June and July, the verdure becomes a staid
and sober and solid green, without the charm
of the earlier and fresher tint, which later
fades into the still solider and soberer tints of
Autumn.
So the course is always at its best on race

day, and the scene is sure to linger long in the
mind's eye.
At Hilton no village is apparent. Perhaps,

there is a village somewhere behind the tall I

trees; in fact there must be, because the map
says there is, and the multitudinous small boy
who crowds the course must come from some-
where.

But the only sign is a hotel, which, indeed,
is the centre of life. It is the proper thing for
competitors to go over to this hotel the night

previous, After 10, the last villager has
gone, and there is not a sound to disturb the
profound—perhaps—slumbers of the probable
champion.

In the morning the scene changes. All is

life. The entire five-mile stretch is covered
with as great a variety of riders as the most
up-to-date cyclist can imagine. There is the
small boy on the big wheel, who is constantly
running into things; there is the youth who
won't look ahead, and who is constantly run-
ning into ot'iers, and being run into; there is

the biggest nuisance of all, the fellow who has
some Tom, Dick or Harry friend or club-mate
in the race. His face is beet-red

;
perspiration

rolls in picturesque drops down a countenance
of foolish expression. He is a red-hot, noisy,
careering, wobbling ass, who knocks down
more people than one would care to count.
Then there are the well-groomed, neatly-

uniformed clubmen, riding single or double
file, careful of the rights of others, out for a
quiet and mannerly day's enjoyment. Then
there is the beautiful young lady, who sweeps
past, flashing raylight at this or the other
lucky fellow. Nor must we forget the cycling
celebrity, who comes out with a swell rig and
a swell girl. He rolls along the course behind
his prancing steed; he nods stiffly to old
cycling friends and glares defiantly back at
some cyclist he has knocked off his wheel,
seeming to say: " Demned nuisance, these
beastly cyclists. " The lady, who usually wears
a costume which is audible as well as visible,

preserves the same invariable altitudinosity of

carriage and the same angle of nose-elevation
as her escort.

Nor must we forget the man-out-with-his-
fast-trotter, who has a don't-give-a-darn look
and a horsey indifference as to what's to the
left of him or what's to the right of him ; the
mulish teamster, stolidly pursuing his snail-

like pace along a bee line, from which he
would not turn if Chesterfield himself asked
him; the long-legged youth, all in sun-burned
clothes and freckles, who wants to know,
"What time it's going to start, Mister?"
But from Hilton on. Here is the level

stretch, nearly a thousand yards long, leading
to that point which is the start and the finish.

It is along this beautiful stretch that the men
rush at the snap of the pistol ; it is along this

stretch they ride, as for life, for the finish, and
the race has been frequently won by a superior
sprint on this last thousand.
As one rides toward the finish there is a

clump of trees on either side of the road. As
the long hill commences at this point, the trees
show out against the sky, making a sort of
gateway, which must look like a veritable

gateway of promise to the weary finisher.

The trees, also, shelter the thousands Who
always crowd the course at this point.

The other two and a half miles of the course,
clearly indicated in the picture, are, so far as
beauty of scenery is concerned, of the same
character as the first half of the course. There
is the plunge down the long hill, the same
being on a curve; then there is Maplewood,
one or two more small hills, then Milburn,
which is the turning point. All along the
course there is the view of wood, and grove,
and farm, and mountain.Jand a prettier spot is

not.

The start is made in the centre, so that the
officials may be stationary. Five round trips

are necessary, so that there are five distinct

towns. The race is a handicap, the limit

usually being eight to ten minutes.

The men are all called to the mark by the

Clerk of Course. The limit men toe the mark
and are arranged across the road. The men
with a minute less start are ranged in the next
line, and so on, down to the scratch men.
At the word, all the men mount. At the

pistol shot, the first group of men dart off,

followed by a huzza and the craning of necks
till they disappear in a cloud of dust. The next
group are moved forward to the mark, are

held there until the proper time; then they are

sent off by pistol; and so on, down to the

scratch men.
As the big guns come up to the mark there

is a great buzz, a comparison of form, a crit-

ical examination, a furor of excitement, much
applause, and, if the" man is very popular, a
great ovation is the proper thing.

After the men are all off, the starter and
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clerk of course are carefully carried off the
course and packed in ice. Five judges record
the finish. Three timers check the times for
each man at every five miles. The watches
are not " stopped " or split, and only the even
second is noted ; the timers keep their eyes
glued to their watches; one man whispers into

the chief timer's ear the word " Now " as each
man flashes past. The chief timer whispers
into the chief scorer's ear the second the man
passes; other scorers whisper into the chief
scorer's ear the number of the contest-
ant. The two additional timers keep check
on the speaking or head timer; the several
scorers check each other's work ; for in-

stance, if ten men flash past in a group, one
scorer takes the first five ; another takes four,

five, six and seven; another takes the last

five, so that the records interlock and check
each other, and no error has ever been com-
mitted as to position of men or as to time.
After the race the scorers are tearfully led

away and packed in powdered ice. The chief
scorer, who has served five years, has never
yet had a view of the race, and it is only after
the figuring is all over that he knows anything
about it. Besides the dockers and checkers,
there are twenty-four umpires to report foul
riding, twenty-four marshals to keep the course
clear and scorers on the turns, besides the
referee.

Altogether, the Irvington-Milburn road race
is a classic. It appeals to all ambitious riders,

and the dream of the local crack is to "see
what he can do"over the famous course. It is

a good thing for wheelmen locally. It is the
cycling event in the metropolitan district and
makes a royal holiday for thirty thousand
people.

So ! It is dying day.
Now for the homeward run.
Soon will the kingly Sun,
Soon will the aslant shadows,
Tell us the day is done.

And thus, farewell to May,
And thou, the course of hope;
Good-bye till time has spent,
Another goodly year;
Then will thy heaven be rent.

Then will thy groves resound
With shout and wild huzza,
Ah, fair, white course, ' Revoir."

AN ARM-POWER APPLIANCE.

IT CAN BE ATTACHED TO ANY MAKE OF
WHEEL AND IS EASILY DETACHABLE.

W. S. Howard, of the Engineering Appli-

ance Co., Jamestown, N. Y., is the inventor of

the latest device designed to make the arms
more active assistants of the legs in the pro-

pulsion of a bicycle.

In some respects Mr. Howard's invention is

an improvement on pre-existing devices of the

sort ; it can be attached to any make of wheel,

and, being as easily detachable, it leaves the

machine free from all semblance of "freakish-

ness."

The cut shows the attachment fairly well.

By a very simple change in the steering head,

the handle bars are pivoted in a bearing which
projects to the rear from the centre of the

head. Connecting rods extend from each side

of the bars to clutches on the hubs of the steer-

ing wheel, and which engage with the shaft of

the wheel only as the upward stroke is given

the connecting rods by the rocking motion of

the bars

When the bicycle is being propelled by
means of the feet only the clutch does not

interfere with the rotation of the wheel, but,

upon giving the connecting rods, a recipro-

cating motion, thus lifting the lever of the

clutch the steel balls wedge between the shaft

and the clutch and the force of the wheel's

rotation is increased.

The connecting rods and clutches can be

removed, the handlebars locked stationary

and within ten minutes, leaving nothing by
which to distinguish the wheel from the stan-

dard safety.

An experimental wheel has been constructed

and ridden.

Later the Engineering Appliance Co. will

place on the market a wheel fitted with the

arm power attachment and called the

"Howard." The attachment may also be
sold separately for application to wheels of

other make.

The Riverside Wheelmen, this city, have
raised their age limit to 21, and done away
with buglers, banner-bearers and other such
senseless frills. There are still a few more
clubs who should go and do likewise.

Stearns & Co.'s " Yellow Fellow " tips off

Harry Elkes, of Glens Falls, N. Y., as worth
watching this year. Elkes is less that sixteen

years of age but, says the Y. F., "he has
shown a genius for the wheel that encourages
his father to regard him as a match for any
boy in the world of the same age."

Well-known names are scarce, but, despite

the wholesale weeding out, good men and
good times are already cropping up in Eng-
land. At a meet at Kensal Rise on April 14, T.

Osborne won his heat in the half-mile open in

im. 6s. ; G. Whitworth scored in the second in
im. 6 3-5S. The final was won in im. 5 4-5S.

by E. L. Winbolt. The mile handicap was
won by R. A. Marples (60 yards) in 2m. 18 3-5S.

Boonjow RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

orrcHiLY*** Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
...210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK,
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" 2x}i Pounds of Joy" is the way they are
"advertising the Stearns special.

p The Cleveland Wheel Club will hold their

-fourth annual road race on Decoration Day,
and track races in the afternoon.

. June 15 and 16, announced by The Wheel
.. as the probable dates of the New York State
L fneet at Lockport, have been definitely decided
on.

- The cross-continent record-breaking bee is

again buzzing in Tom Roe's bonnet. He has
on a couple of dickers which just lack final

: consummation.

Edw. P. Smith, treasurer of the United
States Advertising Co., of this city, has
invented, and has a patent pending on a
gutta-percha rim. If the patent is allowed

. Mr. Smith will place the rim on the market.

The Canadian relay race from Sarnia to

Montreal, in June, will cover something over
.500 miles. Two distinct routes and two
distinct forces of riders will be employed. It

is estimated that the distance will be covered
in about 35h."-

E. C. Stearns & Co. are getting out some
handsome' albertype posters of John S. John-
son, which they will furnish free to race com-
mittees in charge of meets where he will ride.

The company has also issued a large poster,

depicting a wheelman on the road, which are
being distributed among its agents.

Thos. Hall, of this city, has a new air-pump,
weighing ten ounces, which is guaranteed to

till any tire in less than a minute It can be
attached either to a wheel or to the floor, and

. will inflate to any pressure from five to eighty
pounds and no more by an adjustable scale at-

tachment. It is ten inches in length.

"We want the entire cycling press of the
country to take up the subject of street scorch-

ing, and rub the sore place till the evil is

• remedied to some extent," says the Scottish
cyclist.

•

'It will never by eradicated. There
have been fools ever since the year one, and
will be most likely down to the last syllable of

recorded time."

The New York A. C. will not be represented
on the path this year by a half-dozen cracks,

as formerly. It has decided not to admit
, Class B men to membership, and riders belong-
ing to that branch will not be permitted to ride
under the name of the club. The application
of John S. Johnson was received and tabled at

a recent meeting.

L. F. Dunbar, who was for many years pro-
prietor of the American Bicycle Co., in Spiing-
field, Mass., and who last year removed his

business to Grand Rapids, Mich., has, on ac-

count of ill health, disposed of his interest to

his partner, A. H. Chapin, and will return to

Springfield to live. Mr. Chapin will continue
the business in Grand Rapids.

W. T. Stewart has been elected president of

the Manhattan B. C, vice R. G. Betts, resigned,
arid W. Gj Nason, vice-president. The reports
of the disbandment of the Manhattans, which
has been most industriously circulated in cer-

tain quarters, are the veriest rot. The club
has given up its quarters, but it is doubtful if

there is a more active riding organization in

New York.

A Stoaington, Conn., druggist is working
and experimenting and burning midnight oil

iff endeavoring to perfect a drink for cyclists'

use. He has already made considerable prog-
ress, and expects soon to have a drink cool-

ing and thirst-quenching, still not affecting
the wind of the rider. The outcome is being
watched with great interest by other druggists
of the town.

"Schock," for short, is. the form of address
used by the intimates of W. A. Shockley, who
has been in New York this week, and who has
done, or will do, all this contiguous territory,

showing effete Easterners what -a good thing
the Lu-Mi-Num cycle is. "Schock" has sacri-

ficed that classic blonde beard, but, bar that,

is the same suave, graceful, debonnair, copper-
voiced Schock as of yore.

CALIFORNIA'S CRACKS.

San Francisco, April 16.—The Pacific Coast
does not usually cut much of a figure in racing
calculations in the East, but if the truth be
known, California alone has a small horde of

men, who, granted the advantages and
attention given the Eastern cracks, would
come very near "setting the world afire," as

the saying goes.
There were never so many really good men

in training as at the present time, so many,
indeed, that a few surprises may be in store

for the Easterners who journey thither for the
Mid-Winter Fair events.
San Jose has been known as the home of the

majority of the crack-a-jacks, and that the
claim is not unfounded was proven by the
recent relay race.

In the same class with Edwards, who is

probably the most prominent man on the

Coast, are C, L. Davis and J. E. Alexander.
The former rode his relay of ten miles in the
big race in the announced time of 26m. 45s.

;

while the latter did his in 27m. 50s., over very
ordinary roads.

Davis was the great surprise of last year,
and should be a greater one later on. He is

one of the Coast riders who should be able to
lower the colors of any Eastern visitors. He
is very strongly built, although a trifle heavv
from the waist up. But they "run in all

shapes," as horsemen say.

"Jack" Alexander, as he is called by a host
of friends, would be a champion if he could be
mad« "cherry ripe" in training, but he cannot
be induced to take sufficient work.
Always the last to leave his dressing room

when "the string" of riders are taking their
exercise, he is also the first to return, and it is

most interesting to hear his plea of being
overtrained when an effort is made to keep
him going. Occasionally he comes out and
wins a sensational race, just to show what he
can do, and then that tired feeling overcomes
him, and he retires from the public view. He
promises, however, to train carefully this year,
and should share the honors with the best.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. | Gold Filled, - 1.25

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

Nc. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
number of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with genuine diamond or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBELL,

2 1 Park Row, NEW YORK.
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DdLLd5, Tex.
(April 17, Boren and Bailey, on

Stearns Wheels, won the 10 mile

team lap race. Boren also won
the 1 mile open.)

DEDHrtn, H/iss.
(April 10, Nat Butler, on a

Stearns won the first prize and
time prize in the 10 mile road

race.)

CHARLESTON, 5. Q
(April 3 and 4, Fitzsimmons,

Baird and Connerat, on Stearns

Wheels, won 7 firsts, 5 seconds
and 1 third.)

What is

Claimed
What is

Proved

E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents tor New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y

IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIII

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BENSINCER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'kly n, N. Y.

urn

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the "Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUES
35 Federal Street, and
178 Devonshire Street,

TIS" TI
BOSTON. MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw 1t in The Wheel."
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MAY.

1—Dixon, Cal., Race Meet, Driving Park Association
5-^Maiden, Mass.jLfnscott Road Race.
12—Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffie.
19—Wilmington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
26—<New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, N. Y.. Wheel Club, Race Meet.
30—New Bedf'd, Mass., 25 m. R'd R'e, Hoyland Smith.
30—Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C. Race Meet.
30—Boston, Mass., Division Spring Meet.
30—Neshaming, Pa., Falls C. C. Race Meet.
30—Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
30—Elmira, N. Y"., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
36—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—^Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—"Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
jjo^Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n.N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30 -Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
3o^Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30 Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , W. C. Road Race and Race Meet.
30—Jamestown, N. Y., Rice Meet, Prend rgast W.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O., Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30.31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

IUNE.

2—M. Y.-Phila. 150 miles Tri-State Relay Race, A. W.
2—Plainfield, N. J , Race Meet, Crescent W.
2— Boonville, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
9—Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
12-17—Cincin'ti to Ow sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., RoaJ Race, Martin and Dressing.
15—Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
[8—Waftham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
15 16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Ovvensboro C.
18-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
20-21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.

JULY.

2 3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Jacksonville, Fla , Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend. Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4—Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4—Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.

4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.

4 — Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4-<-0akland, Cal., R-<ce Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.

4—Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4—Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5- Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.

7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J , Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
18—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
2c-2i-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Oranere Ath. C. C.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis. Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C,
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W.C.

AUGUST.

1—St Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
i—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A,
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A , Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18-Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cv. Union.
2o-2i-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22H-Kansas, City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
24^2s-St Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'lCiTcujt Meet.

3oi_N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet,

SEPTEMBER.
£—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5— Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy . Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C, Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
26-27-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

P.P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

DIAMOND TOURNAMENT
AND

Twelfth Annual Race Meet
OF THE

SCRANTON BICYCLE CLUB

AT SCRANTON, PA.,

Wednesday, July 4.

$3,000 in Diamonds as Prizes. All Prizes

guaranteed value as Advertised.

List of events and Prizes ready about April 15.

For information address

H. B, CHASE, 31? Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

Handicapper's Notice to Race-Promoting Clubs
in New York and New Jersey.

Unless a special arrangement to receive late

entries—based on important reasons—shall

have been made, the undersigned will not
accept late entries during the season of 1894,
and under no circumstances will men be handi-
capped on the track, even though proof of
proper entering be advanced.

F. P. Prial,
Official Handicapper No. 1,

New York and New Jersey.

Manchester's Meet.

Thomas R. Varick has issued entry blanks
and circulars for the opening of his new track
at Manchester, N. H., on Decoration Day.
Seven events are scheduled, with four prizes
in each, consisting chiefly of diamonds and
jewelry. All races are for Class A men. The
new track is a quarter mile, 40 feet wide at the
home stretch, banked 5 feet at the turns.
Manchester is fifty-six miles from Boston, and
visiting racing men are assured a good time.
Entries close May 23, with T. R. Varick, Man-
chester, N. H. Fee, $1.00.

For the Irvington-Milburn road race, the
Pope Mfg. Co. have given a Columbia racer
and the Wilson-Myers Co., a Liberty.

The Chicago A. A. will hold matinee races
during the Summer at the South Side track,
under the management of Harry Cornish.

John Bensinger, the veteran K. C. W. road
plugger, will attack the record over the Irving-
ton-Milburn course on May 12, if the weather
and roads are favorable. He will be paced by
clubmates.

The Mercury Wheelmen, who are promoting
the Racine-Milwaukee road race, to be held
on July 21, have changed the time limit to
17m. Numerous prizes have already been
secured.

The Mahoning C.C, Youngstown, O., is

making every effort to add to the importance
of its Decoration Day meet. The principal
events will be a twenty-five mile handicap road
race, one-quarter, one-half and one mile
club championship, track races, and two or
three open races.

ASVrWMSVtVWiVtWAV
HILL CLIMBING
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MADE EASY.
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EHGLE

HIP
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WBITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, - - - CONN.
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There Are
Otber good wheels besides the TZyhy

The Sterling Certainly!

but there are several good reasons why Who could expect to be

(if you knew) you would probably prefer

the Sterling to any other.

abreast of the times and

not have read the Sterling

Catalogue ?

You will find them in our catalogue. It will pay everybody to

read it, whether they have

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., ..... CHICAGO.

Special Agents:

L. C. Jandorf & O., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,

Stokes Mfg, Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

bought a wheel or not.

Get a copy.

8

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.

WE CHALLENGE ANY ONE TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL
FOR THE PRICE

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvwwwwvs ASVAVAVAVASV/iVAV.

The

Wellington,

an

Up-to-Date

....Bicycle....

Good Qualities
|J

Has

All The

<fe

*k

^

g

<fe

K^ The WELLINGTON is not a back number called a high grade, gotten up to deceive the unitiated, but a '94 wheel of

j£ the latest design, correct weight, elegant finish and wearing qualities. WE WILL have an agent in every town and city in

\^ the Union. Where no agent is established we will ship sample wheel at wholesale price. They MUST be introduced, and we
K<_ take this liberal and effective means of accomplishing it. Shall we send you one ?

^ This is a chance of a lifetime—don't miss it!

g STOKES MFG. CO., Makers, CHICAGO.
m& Western Branch, Union Cycle Mfg. Co^

AV////.V.'//ANSVASVA>y

No. 1 , #125.00; weight, 28 lbs. No. 2, 3100.00; weight, 31 lbs.

None

Of the Bad.

,v^>YVVVVVvv^ArN»vvvvv,vvvv,'

Have you seen the '94 Union ? Send for Catalogue.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
Kindly mention The Wbeel when writing.
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Casualties of the We«k.

The bicycle figured quite extensively in the

columns of the daily newspapers during the

past week, outside of the sporting page. At

Far Rockaway, a young telegraph messenger

boy, by means of his wheel, is reported to

have stopped a runaway horse in a sensational

manner, thereby saving the life of a three-year-

old child. In Newark, a rider became hemmed
in between vehicles and electric cars, and, in

order to save himself, jumped from his

machine. The rider escaped unhurt, but his

machine was smashed out of shape by the

wheels of the car, while the motor-man

grinned with delight. On the Milburn course,

a young man training for the race, ran into a

wagon and has since been laid up for repairs.

Another New Jersey cyclist, while coasting

down a steep hill in the Orange district, ran

into a man crossing the road, and they both

lequired an ambulance to take them home.

In Brooklyn, an asphalt scorcher collided with

a pedestrian, and the latter is now laid up with

a broken leg. A sidewalk-riding fiend brushed

up against a hot-headed individual in New
Jersey, knocking him off of his feet. A fight

tollowed and the cyclist is nursing a black-eye

and a bruised face. In Maine, a young boy
learning to ride, ran into a street car and was
instantly killed. The season has just opened

with a large and increasing crop of new and
reckless riders. Cycle-accident news items

promise to become unpleasantly numerous
before the snow flies again.

A NEW BALL BEARING GRINOING MACHINE.

Zimmerman arrived in London yesterday,

but at once left for Paris. The cable which

conveys the news states that he was met at

the dock and escorted to London by a "large

body of English cyclists."

(Diamond Machine Co., Providence, R. I.)

IRENE CYCLE LOCKS
Patented March 28, 1891.

One word is all we have
to say.

COMPARE
not only our price, bu
style and quality of our
LOCKS. We believe the

judgment of hundreds
during the past will be
yours.

Brass, Nickel Plated and Steel. Agents Write for Discount.

W. H. DIEFFENBACHER & CO., 154-156 Lake Street, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE SPALDING CYCLOMETER FOR 1894.
LIGHT, RELIABLE and NOISELESS.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

Thoroughly reliable, positive action; has no springs to get out of order; is

perfectly noiseless and can be read from the saddle; records each revolution of the

wheel and registers one thousand miles and then repeats; can readily be attached to

any bicycle; made for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.

PRICE, $5.00. PRICE WITH BELL, $7.50.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Please add: " Saw it in The 'Wheel."

PHILADELPHIA.

MASCOT No 1. $81.00.
Guaranteed high grade, pneumatic tire, high frame, light weight. Equal to

any $125.00 wheel made.

MASCOT No. 2, $72.50.
Also high grade, pneumatic tires, with or without brake. Either rubber

or rat-trap pedals.

MASCOT No. 3, $63.00.
Guaranteed to be the best wheel for the money in the world. Extremely

light running.

AGENTS WANTED. Territory, The United States.

Send for our catalogue; full and descriptive price list of everything.

CHAS. HANAUER & BROS, Cincinnati, O.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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a
Valuable Line of

Wheels for YOU
to Handle is . .

THEY ARE SELLERS. M

THE CRAWFORD HFQ. Q2.
Factory: HAGERSTOWN.
New York Branch : 72 READE STREET.

We have a

Catalogue

worthy of your
perusal....

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIINIIIII 11%

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing'.

Stivers=Gear RunAbout, fitted with 2 inch Dunlop tires.

The DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TIRE is the most successful

that has ever been used upon a bicycle and the only one that has been

adapted to carriages.

American Dunlop Tire Company,
504-506 West Fourteenth Street,

NEW yORK,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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RANDOM JOTTINGS.

THE RACING NOVICE.

This is the season of the year when the

youth, who has recently acquired a paper

weight machine, thinks he has a bit of speed

tucked away about himself somewhere, and
decides to have a try at racing. He thinks he
must first do a trial, however, before beginning

training, arid nine out of every ten such riders

make their first, but by no means last, mistake

at this time. He thinks nothing short of a mile

will show his capacity for speed. If he goes
fast enough for the first quarter, however, he
will be glad to cry quits before half distance.

If an untrained rider wishes to know whether
he shapes properly for racing he should ask
some good trainer to give his opinion. The
latter, after seeing him ride a short distance,
can tell whether he has natural ability for
speed, and if he has, all he requires is steady,
unremitting training, and a race as often as
possible, to develop judgment. He should ask
some friend, in whom he has confidence and
who understands training, to direct his work.
It is useless to read articles on training, as he
will surely ride too far and too fast if he de-
pends on what he learns in that manner.
The ways and varieties of the racing novice

are more varied and amusing than those of the
common or garden variety, as he more promin-
ently fills the public eye, being in better focus
when on the track.

SOME TRAINERS.

Some trainers are well worth studying also.
I once heard one give a rider he was hand-

ling a scolding, for drinking a glass of ale two
weeks before a meeting at which he was
entered, and yet, on a race day, he permitted
him to have for dinner, among other things,
soup, ice-cream and cherries. Needless to add,
this trainer was not Harry Leeming nor Tom
Eck, Jimmy Brooks or Charley Wilson.

CYCLING SCRIBBLERS.

After reading, and thoroughly enjoying,
some recent "Echoes from Europe," by "The
Scorcher," I can readily understand how it

was the dying wish of the brilliant McCandlish
that O'Reilly should be called to fill his place
on the editorial staff of Wheeling.
The style of the two men was somewhat

similar, although McCandlish had the lighter
touch and his sarcasm cut deeper. He was,
without exception, the best writer the sport
ever had.

It is remarkable how few good writers the
sport has produced. It is possible there is

something mechanical about it which prevents
it from lending itself to poetry and sentiment
as readily as fishing, hunting and other
pastimes. Purvis-Bruce was striking out a
line for himself which promised to lead out of
the old rut, but his untimely ending stopped
its development, and no other writer has ever
stepped into his place in the affections of

American cyclists.

A CASH PRIZE MEET UP TO DATE.

An athletic meeting was recently held at
the Mid-Winter Fair, that would delight the
heart of the most zealous cash-prizer.
The officials consisted of a starter, one time-

keeper, two judges, one clerk of the course,
with twenty policemen as assistants. With
the combined efforts of the police all intruders
were kept from the enclosure. The prizes
were in each case, cash ; and one of the officials

had a goodly sized basket filled with it.

After each race this man opened up his
basket and paid each winner. This is rural
simplicity, almost on a par with the agri-
cultural districts of Ireland, where farming
implements, such' as plows, harrows and sets
of harness were the favorite prizes.

FEATHERWEIGHT MACHINES.

The returns from the promiscuous use of
excessively light wheels for road use, are
beginning to roll in, and must make very dis-
agreeable reading for the dealers who give a
strong guarantee with each machine.

A local repairer, commenting on a number
of recent accidents to light wheels, gives it as
his opinion that after three months' use, a light
wheel is dangerous to its rider, as steel tubing
is bound to crystalize, and may snap at any
time. He cited a startling number of break-
ages to support his assertion, and it seemed as
though most of them were about the front
forks and head. In his opinion 30 pounds is

the most desirable weight for light riders, and
35 pounds for large or heavy men.
A great deal of power is wasted on the light

wheel, owing to increased vibration and the
lack of firmness in the frame. It is better to

take the weight out of the tires and rims rather
than out of the frame, as, although reducing
the weight, reduces also the strength and last-

ing qualities of the tires, there is not much
danger of a rider being disfigured or bodily
injured if it blows up. R. A. Smyth.

So Say We All of Us.

The Division election resulted in a clean
sweep for the Steel ticket and the turning
down of the ring in Detroit, which has well
nigh ruined the Division by its fraud and
trickery. Every honest wheelman now hopes
that the victors will lay aside politics, and go
in with an earnest desire to pull the Division
out of the disgrace into which it has been
plunged by its scheming and selfish partisans.
—Michigan Cyclist.

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Cycling Proverbs.

Grit makes a man, but mars a bearing.

Neither men nor bicycles steer well with
tight heads.

Like a friend in need, the handlebar is only
appreciated when the road is rough.

The world, like a bicycle, would soon come
to a stop if it were not for the cranks.

Ambition is like a bicycle saddle ; though
much sat upon, it generally manages to be on
top.

Politeness is like a pneumatic tire, there
isn't much in it, but it eases many a jolt in the
journey of life.

A pleasant disposition, like oil in a bicycle
bearing, reduces friction and prevents a world
of wear and tear.

Like balls in a bearing, the lives of many of

us must be one continued grind, that others
may enjoy themselves.

Like a link in a bicycle chain, we may not
amount to much individually, but collectively,

we make the wheels go round.

Life is like a bicycle run ; some worry, fret,

and scorch along, and soon reach the end,
whilst others take it easy and enjoy themselves
as they go.—Young Men's Era.

WEIGH LESS THAN NOTHING.

In describing the bicycle of the future, an
imaginative writer states in an English cycle

club journal, that the cycle salesman in 1994
will explain the merits of his wheels something
like the following:

"Nowhere is a new machine. It was a
great jump from steel—which was heavy—to
aluminum, so much lighter; but it is a still

greater jump from aluminum to airinium, the
new metal which we have lately discovered.
This wheel is made of it. You see it weighs a
good many pounds less than nothing. You
notice that it is chained to the floor securely.
If it was unloosened, it would fly up and knock
a hole in the ceiling, and it would be hard
work to pull it down again. Owing to the
lightness of the metal, which, by-the-way, we
extract from air by the same process precisely
that aluminum is extracted from the virgin
clay, there is a great difficulty in putting it

into the shape of a machine, to properly hold
it down while being worked; the pieces often
slip up out of the mechanic's fingers and hit
him on the nose, causing great soreness and
swearness, The first machine we succeeded
in completing we took out to try, when it got
away from us and soared upwards, and, my
friend, there is little doubt but that the man in
the moon is having a time all to himself with
it—hang him. Our salesroom is not exactly
fitted to display these new cycles. Common
cycles, of course, are displayed on the floor;

we intend to put in an iron ceiling, and
arrange them along in order there, with a
rope to each to pull them down for inspection.
We are not expected to get everything in

proper shape all at once ; it takes time. Now,
the usual question will not be asked as to how
much the machine weighs. It will be, ' How
much will keep it down?' Just the reverse,
you see, as the law of gravitation is just the
opposite now to the centre of the earth, and so
this is regulated by the amount of ballast you
carry in your pockets, whether you want to

chase tame ducks along the earth or catch
wild geese up in the air, the weight of ballast
bringing you down—safely, of course. The
tires can also be filled with gas, and regulated
for ascent or descent. The machines are con-
structed with a view to crossing mud-holes,
ditches and creeks. They only require one
man to assist you to mount—two would be
entirely superfluous—and they are just the
things for mud roads, because they will go
over them and hardly make a dent, owing, of
course, to how your ballast is regulated ; while
they will run up the steepest hill like a squirrel

up a tiee, and you can coast down without
danger of going too fast. Please step on these
scales and let's see what gauge of airinium
you require."

The Trials in Store for Terront.

Terront, the French rider, who is about to

ride from Rome to Paris for a record, has been
warned of all sorts of dire and doleful happen-
ings that he is likely to experience, by French
and Italian newspapers. One of the papers
cautions him against the Italian brigands or
smugglers who infest the Alpine passes, who,
it says, would not hesitate to seize the record-
maker and hold him for a ramsom from the
manufacturers of his wheel. Another paper
states that if he wishes any rest while passing
through Italy, he should send a pacemaker to

the inns in advance, otherwise, it explains,

the swarms of insects that are generally found
in Italian beds in the rural regions will not per-
mit him to sleep. By sending a pacemaker
ahead, it is announced, he can occupy the bed
for an hour or so and "ease the insects," so
that when Terront arrives he can rest in peace.
This is pacemaking with a vengeance.

Another ''Dead-Broke" Ride Proposed.

The announcement comes from Philadelphia
that two members of the Century Wheelmen,
W. H. Bell and L. E. French, intend to ride
from that city to San Francisco for a purse of

$1,000. The start is to be made June 21, and
the destination must be reached by the first of

September. One of the understandings is

that on the journey the riders must not spend
any money for food or shelter.
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H>o yo\h kno^v anything; about

New Cl±x>l>e:r».-~

the wheels we are making ? Are you trying
to make money handling bicycles ? Can you
make anything on poorly constructed wheels ?

Are you looking for a MEDIUM PRICED
wheel that COULD be sold for as much as
any wheel in the world if it had a famous
name plate ? We are building two grades of

bicycles. We would like you to see them.
We are SURE you could add to the volume
of your business by handling our

They are [as good as any of their class,

SOME say they are BETTER than any of

the old 'makes. They may be. We are not
having many returned to us, and we are

receiving hundreds of complimentary letters.

And what is better still, our customers are

duplicating their orders by telegraph. Our
catalogue will tell you a lot about these

wheels.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

jfrmrfM

Grand Rapids, Mich.

All Others Distanced
.®
•®

Yes, we know you've heard it before, but if you have a reason-

able doubt, we stand ready and willing to demonstrate the fact.

It will not require a long train of reasoning to

arrive at the result. In this commercial age

you haven't time for that. We will show you

the goods, and the problem solves itself. A
child will understand it. The

CHOOSE A BEAUTY

WIN A BUYER.

BUY A SELLER.

SELL A WINNER,

Syracuse Empire, 24 lbs.

marks an era in the advancement of cycle con-

struction. Our catalogue explains the details.

Liberal discounts to trade.

rVVS^VS^VVVVS^VVVVVVVVSVV^>V^VS^yVS^VVSVS

Henry ISIeicLel &l
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Co.,
BALTIMORE, MO.
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NEWS FROM MICHIGAN.

WHAT JOHNNIE AND HIS NEW OIL CAN
ARE DOING, NOW THAT THE ELECTION

EIGHT IS OVER.

(From the Michigan Cyclist.)

Not very good weather for wheeling.

Fred. Hazlit will ride a Rambler this year.

When Ralph Hain gets beat he pulls a "pop."

Every one votes the new club-rooms "out of
sight."

" Mike " Grabowsky makes a first-class stage
carpenter.

President Berthel has a corner on the carna-
tion market.

L. C. Vineberg has presented the club with
a fine, large Bible.

Alexander May is hard at work training for

the walking match.

It reminds one of the old times to see Al.
Apted around again.

Mud on Comstock Park track was " up to

the hubs " last Sunday.

President Berthel has organized a Sunday
evening drop-in Bible class.

They are already beginning to train for the
road race on Memorial Day.

Troop Richmond had his Clipper racer out
last Sunday for the first time.

'Tis rumored that Harry Perry will be one
of the fast brigade this Summer.
Frank Hunter talks of resigning as captain

of the Grand Rapids Bicycle Club.

Baseball is now the talk of the wheelmen.
' The division election is lost sight of.

Will Jaryis and Frank Hunter took a long
run out Alpine Avenue last Sunday.

Perry Phillips has a bicycle built for two,

but who the other one is Perry refuses to say.

" Daddy" Bell tried to convince a curbstone
that it was in his way, and is now waiting for

a new handle bar.

A large delegation of Detroit Wheelmen
boys took in Harry Linderman's party at

Ecorse last Tuesday.

The billiard table in the club-rooms has been
re-covered and "trued up "by Al. Brower,
and the balls now roll easily.

The boys are already beginning to think
about the summer races. Every bright day
they are out getting into shape.

Wheeler and Zimmy will represent America
abroad, and make the foreigners wheeze at

the nozzle when the two Yankees ride tandem.

The scorchers took a run to North Park last

Sunday. Almost all of them had their '94

mounts, and no horses showed them the way,
either out or back.

Frank M. Lee, of Chicago, formerly of this

city, is visiting in town for a few days,

and may move back here. Mrs. Lee and "the
twins" are visiting in Lowell.

So many folks have thumped Frank Rich-
mond's brown pickle dish on top lately that he
has decided to make a permanent crack in the

top of it and wear it for a soft hat.

Quite a number of the members stroll around
in The evening and enjoy the club comforts.

George Chase, the genial, looks after the

rooms and looks after the comfort of the mem-
bers.

Please understand, everybody, that the
persons who created such a disgraceful dis-

turbance in the Ledyard block Saturday night
last were not members of the Grand Rapids
Bicycle Club.

A number of the local wheelmen took in the
ball game last Friday. There is a very con-
venient place under the grand stand at Recre-
ation Park in which to stack wheels, while the
owners watch the elusive sphere being belted.

Art Kromer rode to Grand Haven Monday,
starting at 9:45 and arriving at Bert Mans-
field's store at 2:12. Taking out twenty-five
minutes for dinner, the actual riding time was
four hours and the distance thirty-six miles
over bad roads.

A meeting will be held at Sweet's Hotel this

evening to organize the Grand Rapids Cyclist

Association. Nobody but married men and
their wives can join. W. B. Folger is getting
it up. It is proposed to give runs and picnics

during the summer. Good thing.

J. B. Johnson met with a serious accident
last Saturday afternoon. While coasting
down State Street he ran foul of another
wheelman and hit the asphalt with his head.
He was laid out on George D. Session's lawn
till he came to, and now wears a badly barked
head as a souvenir of the occasion. J. B. says
he will coast no more.

To "Do" Europe Awheel.

Elwell's '94 tour promises well. The party
is, of course, limited in number, but it is some-
what surprising that, with the great growth of

cycling, the list has not filled long ago. To
see Europe awheel is the only way to see it

thoroughly. Only those who have been there
know that the usual tour is but one continuous
round of churches, monuments, public build-

ings and historical spots ; little is seen of the
nature and the common folk, and it is here
that the wheel plays its part so well. Elwell's

party will leave June 2 aboard the steamer
Spaarndam, and tour through France, Switzer-

land, Germany and Holland. To date the
party is comprised of the following gentlemen:

F. A. Post, Le Mars, la. ; W. C. Hawes,
New Bedford, Mass. ; A. D. Richardson,
Boston, Mass. ; W. W. Dean, Northfield, Minn.

;

H. C. Woodward, Philadelphia, Pa.; F. C.

Yohn, New York City; D. B. Porter, Indian-
apolis, Ind. ; B. C. Yohn, New York City

;

Monroe Wheeler, Hammondsport, N. Y. ; Dr.
O. H. Babcock, Hammondsport, N. Y. ; Henry
Hiegel, Arcanum, O. ; Harry Lamson, Port-
land, Me. ; D. Bauder, Rheims, N. Y. ; D. H.
Ayer, St. Louis, Mo.; S. D. Walker, Chicago,
111.

Cleaning Cork Handles.

Cork handles, as all their users know, be-
come soiled and dirty very soon. When once
dirty the}7 are most unpleasant, as the heat of

the hands draws out the grime and perspira-

tion of previous rides which the handles have
absorbed. They can be cleaned in the follow-

ing manner: Take soap and water, rub with a
brush, or, better still, a flannel or linen rag
soaked in turpentine. The cork will freshen
up like new. One cleaning a week is sufficient.

—Cyclist.

Maggie Cline, better known as a popular
songstress than a cyclist, has been won over
to the "national costume" outfitter. Strugnell
is building her bloomers.

WILL BEAT THE WORLD.

WARBURTON'S ESTIMATION OF THE
FRENCH CRACKS—FOUR WHO

CAN HEAT ZIMMY.

"Choppy" Warburton, the English trainer,

evidently has a very high opinion of the riding

abilities of the Frenchmen. While in England
recently he unbosomed himself to a reporter

asfollows: "Mark my words," said 'Choppy,'

"if Zimmerman does come over to France, he

is sure to be beaten the first time he rides.

There are riders in France, properly trained,

and capable of doing some performances
which people don't feel inclined to give them
credit for. When I went there, I was by no
means prepared to see the really good men
they have, and in comparison with the ridei s

Zimmerman has hitherto met the Frenchmen,
stand head and shoulders higher in class.

Should Shorland ride against some of the
French professionals, you'll see what he'll do.

Why, there are three or four Frenchmen who
can beat him, and beat him easily." The men
referred to are Louret, Medinger, Barras and
Fournier.
He declares the French to be the best riders

in the world, and makes a strong point of the
thoroughness with which they conduct their

training. ''We are getting beaten all along
the line," he asserts, according to British

Sport, "and to make any show against the
French we shall have to send over a very
different class of man to the little Leicester
flyer." He makes capital out of the fact that

the only Englishman who has won anything is

A. C. Edwards, and he has won but £ib, and
that, by dint of leaving Paris to race against

a lot of third-raters. The French think little

or nothing of Edwards, nor do they fear Harry
C. Wheeler, who, though he has been hard at

it training for three months, has not been able

to make any show. He thinks, too, that

Stephane would beat Shorland at long-dis-

tance work. He describes Stephane as being
a great glutton for hard work, and thinks that

the issue of the Bordeaux-Paris race lies

between that rider, Williams, who, he asserts,

is a downright good man; Huret, the winutr
of the recent grind at the Velodrome d'Hiver,

and Linton. He places a low estimate on the

abilities of both Corre and Lesna. Of Dubois
he entertains the highest possible opinion as

a performer in fifties and centuries; and,
altogether, he is badly smitten with the French

.

It is his opinion that, although they have no
track in Paris to compare with the Heme Hill

course, yet will every record made at Heme
Hill last season be badly beaten by the French
professors this year. He wants to think well
of his own countrymen, but he cannot; for,

says he, "There is no getting away from the

facts. Our men never get up except to be
beaten." J. W. Schofield, of whom he was
wont to entertain a very high opinion, he now
deems a poor stick. He says Schofield has no
heart, and he did not stand a ghost of a chance
of beating Fournier when the pair ran off their

match.

The Portland Wheel Club members have
subscribed some $300 towards the summer
house that they propose to erect on the Cape,
or at Falmouth Foreside, or some other site to

be determined.—Deering (Me.) News.

YKDDIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELI/S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds

us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00

per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

can, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, IIX., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good iobbers- „' 6 Please add: "Saw It In The WheeV
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Spalding's New Chicago Store.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have now a most
aristocratic home in Chicago. They have

removed from Madison Street, so long their

home, to 149 and 151 Wabash Avenue, near

Madison Street, and a thoroughly "swell"

business location. At their new headquarters

they have the entire building, and will make
of it, it is safe to judge from present appear-

ances, the handsomest sporting goods em-
porium in America. Bicycles occupy a very

important space in the new salesroom, just as

they do in the business of the firm.

As you enter the store you confront a raised
dais of handsomely polished wood, of some
eighty feet in length by twelve in breadth.

This is given over entirely to wheels which are
grouped attractively on it. The Spalding has
the place of honor.
In the shuffle resultant upon the Overman-

Spalding disagreement, that popular good
fellow Dan Canary, formerly on the road for

Overman, found himself with the Lamb Co.,

makers of the Spalding wheel. He is located

at Spalding's store permanently. He has
charge of the Lamb Co.'s wholesale Western
trade, and remains in Chicago.

Walter Wardrop, of Cycling Life—and, by
the by, one of the most cultivated and well-

read men in cycling journalism—was in

Gotham this week. Mr. Wardrop says that

the "Red "Un" is getting on, and continues to

keep a few people guessing.

A recent issue of LeVelo, of Paris, contained
the following: " On Tuesday we noticed a new
lady cyclist out training on the Terront track.

She wore a black cloth zouave, over a white
chemisette, with a black velvet collar, full

knickerbockers, black silk stockings, varnished
shoes, an eyeglass and a flower in her button-
hole. Her cap was black velvet. She rode all

afternoon, and was much admired."

A Black Eye for the Rational Costume.
Referring to the "rational" costume, as

seen at Lexington on Patriots' Day, the Boston
Herald says:
The wheelwoman and what she pleases to

call her "rational costume," was on every
hand. Some of these latter were indeed ludi-

crous, it being difficult in many cases for one
to tell whether the rider was a man or a
woman. The result was that the so-called

"rational costume" received a severe black

eye.

Chas. Wilson, South End Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, is entrant No. 1 in the Irvington-Mil-
burn road race.

THE LATEST COOD ROADS.
Pin or button, gold filled,

elegantly enameled. 75c.

stamps or postal note.

DURYEA EMBLEM CO.,

180 Broadway, New York.

A PAIR OF BEAUTIES.

DICTATOR. ZEPHYR.

These are the leaders for 1894. They sell themselves. Quality—High Grade

Prices—Low Grade. Live Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

100 New Mail and Imperial Wheels, 1893 Model, at worse than auction

prices. Good wheels as low as $15.00. Take notice that our agents and customers

enjoy special discounts on Bicycle Clothing and Sundries and on Guns, Revolvers,

etc. Send for catalogue or call and see for yourselves.

The H. & D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.,

314 BROADWAY, near Duane St., NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THE BROCTON FOOT BRAKE.
Just the device you have heen looking- for.

It weighs five ounces; is attached to the forks just above the wheel
by an adjustable clamp. Any rider can do it in five minutes. Can be
attached to any make.

P. S.—Better get one and avoid the inconvenience of a cumbersome
brake.

Sent by Mail or Express to any address, $3.50.

HERE IS ANOTHER CLEVER IDEA:

A Toe Clip that can be attached to any pedal.

Tie loss" Toe Clip and "Dirntepr" Attachment

( Patent applied for.) V
The "Boss" is made for

"Rat" Trap Pedals, and
light and durable.

The "Dirnberger" At-
tachment can be applied
toRuBBER Pedals, which
makes it the best "Clip"
in the market, for three
reasons

:

1st. It can be attached
to any style or size of
Rubber Pedal.

2d. By removing "Dirn-
berger"attachment it can
be applied to any "Rat"
Trap Pedal.

3d. It is made of the
best material, and will
out-wear all others.

By Mail or Express to any Address.

Plain, - - " " " - 5°c -

With Dirnberger Attachment, - 75c.

Dirnberger Attachment, without Toe Clip, 25c.

Special Discounts on both Articles to Dealers

and Makers.

Address all Orders and Communications to

FRANK M. BUCKLEY & CO., P. 0. Box 3344, Boston, Mass.

Please add: "Saw It in The "Wheel."
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TRADE CHANGES.

Mass.—F. D. Churchill, bicycles,

bicycles.

ferockton
Deceased.
Scranton, Pa.—Fred C. Hand,

Burnt out, insurance not known.
Nashville, Tenn.—E. D. Fisher, bicycles.

Sold out to J. H. Fall & Co.
Atlanta, N. Y.—F. W. Waite, bicycles.

Burnt out.

Detroit, Mich.—Detroit Cycle Co., Limited.
Reported closed under chattel mortgage.
Cuba, Kan.— B. Kesel & Sons, hardware

and bicycles. Sold out.

Greenleaf, Kan.—C. W. Young, hardware
and bicycles. Sold out.

Fillmore, Cal.—Brevetor and Goudge, hard-
ware and bicycles. Store damaged by fire.

Charleston, 111.—W. F. Gunther, hardware
and bicycles. Deed for $2,200 reported as
having been recorded.
Osgood, Ind.—Jones Hardware Co., Lemuel

S. Jones reported to have recorded real estate
mortgage for $700.

Glidden, la.—P. W. Kempster, hardware
and bicycles. Chattel mortgage for $954
reported to have been recorded.
Mason City, la.—J. W. Konvalinka, gun-

smith and bicycle repairing. Bill of sale re-

corded for $1,500.
Turin, la.—Utterback & Son, hardware and

bicycles. Chattel mortgage for $2,293 re-

ported as having been placed on record.

Webster City, la.—James McMurchy, hard-
ware and bicycles, real estate mortgage for

$5,000 reported placed on record.
Baltimore, Md.—Geo. W. Trimble, hard-

ware and bicycles. Assignment reported.
Portland, Mich.—Newman & Kennedy,

hardware, bicycles, etc. Dissolution reported.
Plainfield, N. J.—Zimmerman & Rumpf,

hardware and bicycles. Reported to have
confessed judgment of $6,994. Has been
succeeded by Carl Zimmerman.

R, Boyd Schuyler, secretary and treasurer
of the Williamsport (Pa.) Bicycle and Mfg.
Co., was in New York on Tuesday. This firm
has just placed upon the market a machine
called the Keystone, which weighs 28 lbs.

A Prominent Indianapolis Dealer.

THOS. HAY.

LHay & Willets.]

The Ubiquitous Cycle Thief.

Tilton & Sage, Prairie Depot, O., report the
theft ot Columbia Model 30, No. 1,767, No. 14
saddle, " L" seat post. Horace A. Keith, of
Brockton, Mass., has lost a Credenda Pacer,
No. 10,000, with Goodrich tires and regular at-

tachments.
John Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

offers a liberal reward for the return of a
Tourist, No. 2,015, with brake, rubber pedals,
Garford saddle.

Psychos in America.
The Psycho, which has been long and fav-

orably known in this country, is being handled
this year by Herman Boker & Co., 101 Duane
Street, New York, who also sell an exception-
ally cheap line of bicycle lamps.

A New Cycle Lock.

The Goodhue Cycle Lock, for which a patent
is pending, and which is illustrated in another
column, is a new lock, marketed by the
Independent Electric Co., Chicago. It is a
combination affair, and is very effective in
keeping your wheel there till you get back.

Overman-Warwick Suit Dismissed.

In the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, last week. Judges Colt, Putnam and
Nelson gave a decision in the case of Albert H.
Overman against the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.
The case was originally brought in the Circuit
Court, and the bill of complaint alleged that
the defendants infringed on a saddle used for

velocipedes. After a hearing in that court the
bill was dismissed. The opinion of the Circuit
Court of Appeals affirms the decree of the
Circuit Court.

Are You Riding a Cushion

or solid tire safety, if so why not have a
pneumatic tires put on ? Luburg's factories,

321, 323, 325 No. Eighth Street, Philadelphia,
will cut down your wheels, put on new steel

rims and your choice of tires, such as the
Morgan & Wright, Whippet, Climax, Akron,
etc., for $14. They make a specialty of
general repair work and have one of the best
equipped shops in the country.

—

Adv.

H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 318 Broadway,
are among the latest acquisitions to the met-
ropolitan trade. They are selling New Mails
and Imperials, '93 patterns, at a low figure,

and can supply another style of machine as
low as $15. This company are also marketing
a wheel of their own make, the Dictator, for

gentlemen, and Zephyr, for ladies.

TRIBUHES

ru n 6Asr.
They are built for the rider, and not gotten up cheap to sell at a large

profit. Ask your dealer for a Tribune and insist on having it. There

may not be quite so much profit in it for him, but there is more value in it

for you. If there is no agent in your town, write to us and get the

agency yourself.

WM. COLE & SONS,

BALTIMORE, MD.,
Selling Agents for the South.

THINK IT OVER. I JAS
-
f;
™ER?™'

H 165 Greenwich St.,

3 NEW YORK CITY,
Catalogue on Application.

Selling Agent for New York
and vicinity.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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Senrf for Catalogue.

CURTIS=
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHIZADELPjatlA, PA.

The Shapleigh Hardware Co., St. Louis,
will have a racing team in the Western
Circuit. The team will mount Syracuse Red-
birds, as the 18-pound racers of the Syracuse
Cycle Co., will be called.

The lamp and bell ordinance is being
rigorously enforced in Cleveland, O , and all

violators of the ordinance are being arrested
and fined. As a consequence the Sunday
dealers are enjoying a rushing business.

.
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Wheels of all grades are palmed off on the public as "high grade," but the
GALES Wheels will stand taking apart and bear careful examination in

detail. There is no malleable iron used in their construction. The tubing
is the best imported; bearings are dust proof. The pattern is up to date,
high frame and finely finished.

SCflOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. NKViT YORK.

.AJ.SO HUMBBRS, E-A.GH.ES einci GOTHAMS.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Name. Product. Page.

Acme Cycle Co Acme 54
Acme Mfg. Co Stormer Gem 13
American Dunlop Tire Co. . .Tires 41
Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16

Ames, F. C. & Co Specialties 67
Applegate & Harvey 68

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 20

Aughinbaugh, W. E Patent Attorney 68

Automatic Mud Guard Co 61

Baldwin, E. A Chain -. —
Barber Asphalt Paving Co 68

Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 58

Beard, W m. & Sons Parts —
Becker, C. M Wearing Apparel 66

Berlin Machine Works Clymer —
Betts, A. U. & Co Cement —
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co Bells 59
Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 69
Black Mfg. Co Vigilant, Tribune 46
Boker, H 33
Boston Meter Co Cyclometer —
Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim ....65
Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank , 67
Bridgeport Brass Co Lamps 54
Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co.. ..Cyclometer 68

Buckley, F. M. & Co Brake 45
Buffalo Tricycle Co Fleetwing, Envoy 14
Buffalo Wheel Co Niagara —
Burleigh, Geo. K Watch Carrier 65
Call, S. B Racing Suits 68

Calrow, J. G Lubricant 69
Central Cycle Mfg. Co Ben Hurs 57
Columbus Bicvcle Co Columbus 48
Cleveland M'hine Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 70
Clip Co Brake 67
Cook's Sons, Adam Bicycline 62

Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 41

Crescent Company Sweaters 50
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 51
Curtis, S. P. & Co Knit Goods 60

Cushman & Denison Oilers 52
Cyclist, The 68

Cycling Publications 67
CyclolaCo 48
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps 48
Derby Cycle Co Pease tire 59
Detachable Cleat Co 64-48
Diamond Machine Co —
Dieffenbocher Locks 40
Duckworth, J. & H Chain —
Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 38

Eastern Rubber Co Tires 27
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 11

Elastic Tip Co Sundries 69
Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 61

El well, F. A Tour 67
Engraving 69
Erie Rubber Co Tire 62

Everett House 68

Fairbanks Wood Rim Co ......49
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery ....52
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 72
Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 47
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co 48
Folsom, H. & D. Arms Co 45
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 52
Fougera& Co., E Anti-Stiff 68

Name. Product. Page.
Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17
Gendron Iron Wheel Co The Gendron 9
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper 43
Garvin Machine Co Machinery 68
Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 64
Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co ..Ramblers 1

Gump, A. W., &Co —
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer 52
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 65
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot 40
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits.

6

2

Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hasbrouck, Geo. Co Standard 66
Hay & Willits. Pump 67
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 69
Hibbard,Spencer,Bartlett&Co. .St. Nicholas 10
Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66
Hudson & Co Tubing 69
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 63
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles —
Independent Elec . Co Lock 64
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co.... Wood Rims 62
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 66
Jandorf, L. C. & Co 9
Justice & Co., Wm. M Stand 50
Keating Wheel Co Keating —
Laing Cycle Co Repair Outfit 52
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 17
Lamson, C . H Luggage Carrier 64
League Cycie Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 53
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 63
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 65
Liberty Knitting Mills Knit Goods 64
Lovell Arms Co.

, John P Lovell Diamond 6p
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 56
Lyon & Grumman Stand 48
McClure, Jno. C Support 65
McMullen & Co. , Roger B Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co Sunol 1$
McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst 10

Metal Turning Co Wrench , ..71

Morgan & Wright Tires 42
MotorCycle Co 8

Mueller, H., Mfg. Co Stand 50
National Cycle Mfg. Co National 70
Newark Nic. P. Co Saddle 49
New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co Bells 55
Newton Rubber Works Tire 37
New York Belt. & Pack. Co. .Tires —
NTew York Cycle Co New York 12

New York Tire Co Tire 53
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings —
Nickel Plate Transportation 66

Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 44
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.. Tire.... . 6

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 16

Park Cycle Co 68

Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 49
Peerless ^tfg. Co Triangle is

Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 65
Penseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe.. , -r-

Perry & Co Chains 2

Name. Product. Page
Pierce & Co., Geo. N Queen City Cycles 13
Plush, A. L Repairing 64
Poorman, J. E Brighton —
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 60
Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City 58
Kad way's K. R. R 67
Raisbeck Electrotype Co Electrotypes 68
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh 27
Raleigh Cvcle Co Saddle 49
Rankin, W. G Toe Clip 6S
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 68
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 56
Remington Arms Co Remington 5
Riming ton Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 66
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 64
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear . —
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 61

Royal Cycle Works Royal 57
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2

Shapleigh Hardw'e Co., A. F.Pacer and Thelma 19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales.. Humber 51
Shaw & Kaiser..... Caps ...64
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Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 65
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 55
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Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts 60
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 65
Steam Gauge Co .Lamps 65
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 37
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 39
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 12

Stokes Mfg. Co 39
Stover B. Mfg. Co., E.Branch.. Phoenix 47
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits tS
Studley & Barclay Supplies 68
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant ...6$
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 43
Tillinghast Mfg. Co 58
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 18
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 51
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier 64
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 48
Weston &Co., I. A .Wheels 59
West Side Auction House Co 62
Wheel Binders 69
Wheelmen's Registration Co 64
White Sewing Machine Co..Triumph n
White Cycle Co 50
Whitten, W. W Parts 66
Wilhelm& CO., W. H Reading 65
Williams & Co., J. H... Drop Forgings ...50
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 50
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 71
Woodbury, M. A... Lubricator 48
Worcester Fer'le&Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 18

Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits. .61
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Among the Brooklyn Dealers.

M. Hughson, formerly of 1,130, will hold
forth this season at 1,127 Bedford, one block
from the old stand. W. Shannon will continue
at No. 778.

The Tostevin Cycle Co. is the title of the
new agency opened this week at 1,075 Bed-
ford Avenue. They are successors to Kristeller

Bros., formerly at 1,088 Bedford Avenue.

The Brooklyn Cycle Co., successor to the

Schwalbach Cycle Co., will continue to sell

Columbias at 1,216 Bedford Avenue, their

branch store, as well as at 555 Fulton Street,

the company's main store.

James E. Styck, who claims to have "seven-
teen years' experience in England and
America" building cycles, has recently opened
a store at 1,088 Bedford Avenue, where he
proposes to do a general cycle building and
repairing business, making a specialty of

racing wheels to order.

Alex Schwalbach made quite an event of

the formal opening, on Thursday of last week,
of the Wilson-Myers Co.'s new branch in

Brooklyn. Attractive ribbon-trimmed invi-

tations had been sent out and about 3,000
people visited the place, in response. An
interesting programme had been arranged,
consisting of music, chaik and crayon sketches
of cycling celebrities, club swinging, fancy
and trick riding, heavyweight lifting and
exhibition of physical culture and muscular
development, contortion act. Refreshments
were also served. The store is located at

1 216-122 1 Bedford Avenue and has been
christened "Liberty Hall." It is by long odds
the most handsome and attractive cycle

establishment in Brooklyn. Everything is

fresh and new and arranged in good taste, and
as seen through the generous expanse of glass

front, the hard wood finish, the Turkish
rugs, potted plants, canary birds and glisten-

ing wheels, tempt a visit, whether or not one
desires to purchase.

Massachusetts Riders Enjoy a New Holiday.

Lexington and Concord, Mass., were fairly

swamped with cyclists on Thursday of last

week, Patriots' Day. Tbe roads over which
the British marched to their defeat 119 years
ago were packed with sightseers ; every owner
of an antiquated "ordinary" contested his

share of the road with the proud possessor of

the finest "feather-weights" of modern days.

All the clubs were out in full force and the

Massachusetts B. C. and Cambridgeport C. C.

had the pleasure of acting as escorts to the

Governor at both Lexington and Concord. It

is estimated that nearly 15,000 riders visited

the two towns during the day. Six thousand
were counted by one man on the road coming
from Boston.

They have commenced to manufacture bi-

cycles in Japan.

The Irish Cycle Co., Dublin, Ireland, has
taken the Irishagency of the Pope Mfg. Co.

The date of the National Cycle Show (Eng"
land) has already been set for December 6-1 1,

at Crystal Palace, London.

A. Featherstone & Co. write: " Forty of the

Kansas City mail carriers are riding our Road
Kings and Dukes in delivering mail. We
think this worthy of note, as a wheel that will

stand a Kansas City mail carrier, with a bag
of mail on his back, up and down the hills

there, must be made of pretty good stuff."

The Brooks Cyclometer Reduced to S3. 00.

The Brooks Cyclometer, than which none
has been more widely or favorably known,
will, from this date, be sold for $3.00, instead
of $5.00, the former price.

If your dealer does not have them, send to

the Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.—
Adv.

"LITTLE GEM" REPAIR OUTFITS
Contain everything necessary to repair a pneumatic

tire, and are put up in a neatly enameled box that can

be conveniently carried in the pocket. Both quality

and quantity. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

40 cents.

I^ING CYCLE CO., 1738 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

If you break down while out on your
wheel, stop in

WILLIAMS' IMPERIAL CAFE,
1 1 1 & 1 1 2TH STS. & LENOX AVE.,

All kinds of Tools necessary for a quick
repair kept for the accommodation

of wheelmen.

WANTED,
By a SPOT CASH purchaser, one hun-

dred or more strictly high grade bicycles;

must be light and the latest 1894 pattern;

will buy with or without tires, tool bags

or accessories; must be a BARGAIN for

CASH. All communications strictly

confidential. Address,

"CERTIFIED CHECK,"

care of THE WHEEL.

NEW CYCLOMETER.

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONI/V $2.50.
The Simplest on Eartli. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Spring's.

Registers 100 miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallirgford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash In-

variably In advance

A GENCY WANTED—Wanted in Newark, agency" for a first-class Wheel ; state price, terms, etc.
Beyer, 120 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J. 5-11

TX7ANTED—A Columbia Tandem Tricycle; must be
** in good order. Also a Ladies' Columbia, solid
or cushion tire. New wheels in exchange. Cycle Ex-
change, Harrisburg, Pa. 4-27

no LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash.
I UU They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan- Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find an>'-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

,~ BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
'(-' a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

BICYCLE—Victor Flyer; 1894 pattern; weight, 27
pounds; bought April 26, never uncrated; $100.

Guaranteed for one year B.irtel, 71 Scholes St.,
Brooklyn. 4-27

\A7HEELMEN wanted to canvass for small article;
v * sells at nearly every house; good money. Ad-
dress J. M. Phelps, Centralia, Mo., L. A. W. 32,297. 5-11

T^OR SALE—Columbia safety, this year's model,
* never used, $110.00. Also new Victor never used;
this year's make, $105.00; cash only, both fully guar-
anteed. Wm. C. Sanford, Box 2225, N. Y. City. tfd

A New Columbia for $100.
A Columbia Bicycle bought last Fall and in per-

fect condition, will be sold for $100 cash. Cost
$125 and never has been run a mile. Owner does not
ride. For particulars address:

J. W. DARROW, Ed. Courier, Chatham, N. Y.
4-20

FOR S.4LE BV PRIVATE PARTV.
A G. & T- Rambler, 28 lbs., copper rims, corrugated

pneumatic tires
;
practically new ; ridden only a few

miles ; $90 cash.

A Union P. D. Q.; Dunlop tires; in perfect condi
tion

;
$80 cash. Address,
HENRY BURLEW, 917 Temple Court,

New York City. 5-4

RUBBER. MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJ]L,OANI^ ŜSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., II. S. A.

£3T~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building:."®a

Pleas© add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

THE BEST OILER IN THE WORLD
is the PERFECT POCKET OILER.

PRICE,

This oiler does not leak. Regulates the
supply of oil. It has won every test in

K SIZE, competition with other oilers. Used by the
leading makers of high grade wheels.

25 Cents EACH.

STAR OILER.
I size. Second to none but the "PERFECT.',

PRICE, - 15 Cents EACH.

OILER HOLDERS, PUMP HOLDERS, 25 Cents Each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
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Take

a^
Light

Weight

Bicycle
WITH A REPUTATION an<l a substantial guarantee, backed by financial strength and a record

for integrity and "success " and

YOU RUN NO RISK.
A bicycle about the speed and reliability of which there is no question whatever—the result of fifteen years

of bicycle building—the favorite mount
k
of best informed wheelmen and wheelwomen—trusted and trust-

worthy—is the

Which was most highly praised by World's Fair Judges, in awarding to its makers the Highest Bicycle

Honors Five Medals and Diplomas, the largest number received by any bicycle exhibitor.

A ZONE PRICE OF #125
seems to be appreciated by 1894 buyers.

ONE PRICE FOR ANY WEIGHT OR STYLE-LIGHT OR MEDIUM WEIGHT-REGULAR OR EXTRA
SIZE-ROADSTERS-SCORCHERS-LADIES* WHEELS-RACERS.

"Wliy Pay More?
Book of Ramblers free at any Rambler Agency.

&#

Chicago.

60RMULLY & JEFFERY MF6
Boston. Washington. New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CO.,
Coventry, England.
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UNIONS for SPEED
:^5C

©.

V/- M/WW M/" \iy V/'WW V^"
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Sir-~35r""w-tst- -T5T- "rSr- -isr- -tst- -isr--*£'vTS jfV /Ts 7fS 7i\ ?T\7iS 7JN 7rs 7?S

In the 1894 Scratch Race for Popularity, some one is going to get left, but it won't be the UNION. Its

many fine points place it ahead of competitors.

ITS PAST ACHIEVEMENTS,
ITS ESTABLISHED POPULARITY,

ITS PRESENT EXCELLENCE.
These points push it irresistibly to the front and the general verdict of riders will hold it there.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
Branches: Philadelphia=Chicago. 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

CATALOGUE FREE AT AGENCIES; MAILED FOR 2 CENTS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

RUDGE* CYCLES.
«&!*•W

Up to

Dale in

Every

Particu-

lar.

"111?

ts

for 1894.

<§>

Should lie

Seen to lie

Appreciates.

^!«-
•»»«•

RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY. WRITE FOR TERRI-
TORY AN© TERMS. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

The BRONSON SUPPLY CO.,
SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE UNITED STATES. 72 Beekman Street, New York.

RlJDGE CYCLE CO., lt©> Coventry.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel,"
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3^U.UU with Pneumatic Tire. $+jD.\)v) Pneumatic Tire.

JMaje^tic X^iglit Roadster IN^o. 4.
28 Inch to both Wheels. All on, weight 31 lbs., Stripped, 28 lbs.

With Wooden
Rims, strips

to 26 lbs.

: -''^ ;::i--i!.'^;,^ i:

Ladies' Majestic Liglit Roadster No. 5.
28 Inches to both Wheels, Weight, 35 lbs. Stripped, 32 lbs.

with Pneumatic Tire.

with Pneumatic

Tires and Wooden Rims.

$95.00

Saddle changed to Scorcher
Saddle,

Folding Foot Rests.

iJwJ
Detachable Handle Bar Lug.

V#iBS
Pedals, either Rubber or Rat Trap, by taki

* out the Rubbers you have a Rat Trap Pedal.

Majestic Light Roadster No. 3, 28 loch to both Wheels ; Weight, 35 lbs., Strips to 32 lbs., A qi- aa
with Poeomatic Tire, 000 UU

HULBERT BROS. & CO.,
RinaiymeotiooTUB wt»ei wxto writtoj 26 West %3<l Street, New York,
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The REMINGTON.
*

Extract from "The Cyclist," the largest and
most influential wheel paper in Europe:.

"THE USE OF EQUAL WHEELS appears to have been almost universally adopted
by American manufacturers this year. English makers still largely adhere to the use of a

larger steering wheel than a driver. They admit that they may save a pound by using a

smaller wheel, but as most consider that the larger steering wheel is mechanically correct,

and makes the more perfect machine, they prefer to adhere to it."

BTJ1\ ^re Azvill furnish tooth ^szsrheels a8x28 if desired.

Note our frame design as illustrated above. It was originated by us in

'93, and we are endorsed in continuing it for '94 by the fact that nearly all

the prominent manufacturers in the country are adapting it as new (?) for

their this year's model.

We use the World-renowned Bartlett "Clincher" and Palmer Tires.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
313-315 Broad^vay, !N^e^\r Yorlc

MANUFACTURERS OF REMINGTON CELEBRATED FIRE ARMS, OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION,

Please add: "Saw It In The WneeL"
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COPY OF OUR ENGLISH AD.

PALMER + TIRES
HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS

At all distances from one-eighth to twenty-six miles, and from 51 to 410 miles.

PALMERS SWEEP THE BOARD.

DEEDS, NOT WORDS.

A FEW OF OUR EASTER SUCCESSES:

CHELTENHAM. 1st, 2d, and 3d in Scratch Race ; 1st in One Mile Handicap.

NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY CLUB. Out of six events, PALMERS secured five firsts (in-

cluding the two Scratch Races), five seconds and four thirds. Just our fair proportion.

SPORT AND PLAY. Every event except one (including 1st, 2d, and 3d in the Scratch Race
and the Track Record), at good old Bruin ! (Birmingham).

BRIGHTON. Every Event.

PARIS. In the Great Six-days' Race, five out of the first six rode PALMERS. We also scored

the Six-hours World's Record.

SUNDERLAND. 1st in Novices' Handicap. 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th in the Mile Open, and ist, 2d,

and 3d in the Half-mile Open.

LIVERPOOL, ist 2d, and 3d in the Mile Scratch. Other Events too numerous to mention.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,
* CHICHGO, ILL-, *

For Prices and Information Address :

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

66 Reade Street, NEW VOKK, and

169 Lake Striet, CHICAGO,

The Licensees and Manufacturers,

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO,
AKRON, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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We don't wish to perforate the

bosom of your affections or

alienate your love from other

tires, but we are quite desirous

of sharing a part of your trade.

WE ARE LICENSEES FOR THE

Celebrated " G. & J. Tire,"

and are prepared to

furnish them promptly

in any quantity.

We also manufacture the

new !

a
AKRON TIRE" for 1894.

The Best

Medium Priced Tire

on the market.

Write us for Samples, Prices, and Descriptive Matter.

The B. F. GOODRICH CO.,
Selling Agents:

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

- NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Akron Rixbtoer Works,
AKRON. OHIO

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED, $500,000.°°

he Motor Cycle n
x

ManufactusHd ij THE MOTOR EYCLE CD., CLEVELAND, Mill.

Weight of Motor 10 pounds in addition to cycle. One gallon of

coal oil will drive machine 200 miles. Pneumatic tires four inches in

diameter with non-puncturing strip between inner tube and cover.
*

Speed of machine controlled at operator's will. Our four wheeled

machine will comfortably seat three persons, one gallon of coal oil will

drive same 100 miles.

For catalogue address,

THE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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The Gendron

Handle Bars

are admitted

by all to be

"Decidedly in it.
»>

THE GENDRON No. 17.

No. 15. No. 14.
2i in. between Grip ends. 21 in. between Grip ends.

No. 1 7. No. 1 7 Special.
19 in. between Grip ends. ]8 in. between Grip ends'

Profitable

to Sell

and a
Pleasure
to Ride.

Buy a Gendron and
you will be pleased

with its many other

Strong Points, and
have a wheel that

is up to date. . . .

Write for Catalogue to the

GENDRON IRON WHEEL CO., toledo, o.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

1,500 JUST BOUGHT. 1,500
BICYCLES $100 &, &125 BICYCLES

$60.00
These bicycles are all A 1 and elegantly fitted with

^ best New York Belting and Packing Co.'s tires and fully

^ V|_j^FVF«W 4 guaranteed. Finish superb and equal to anything offered
& hi EACH. 4
L^s^fc^^^^at-^it-^^^s^^ at any price.

^ ^*V5~tft^ftAn^ ^ Als° 3°° °f SECON]D"HANO> same make, slightly

t^ .JoO^Jo^>0?.vJ5?^L o soiled and used but little.

§37.50 each.
a Also 350 NEW' $115 SAFETIES, Pneumatic

*L j£ZxZS}Ls}Z$}ZB^ J1 tires
-
ladies or Sents -

We have more good bicycles, at less price than dealers buy them, than any three

houses in New York.

=~~=^ HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING NEEDED BY CYCLISTS.

Tom Thumb Lamps, -

Jupiter " -

Cyclights, -

ALL SMALL AND HALF LIST PRICES.

JU. O. J^l>fI30I£JEr & CO.,
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK.

Please add: " Saw It in Tfae Wbeel"

s

each,
44

$2.00

I.OO

9

\ Park Place.
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The Novelty of the Year!
A Rapid Seller at a Popular Price!

-vv«
% "The Clymer." }>

Lists at $100. Liberal Trade Discount!
Two-Speed Principle. The Wheel of the Future

!

Perfect in construction; of moderate

weight ; handsome in design ; special

clutch mechanism; two-speed, or other-

wise, in one machine, at rider's option.

The best practical roadster ever in-

vented. High grade. Only best ma-

terial used. Dust-proof beariDgs. No
more walking up hill.

AGENTS WANTED.
Applications for Agencies will re-

ceive prompt attention. Favorable

discounts in order to introduce rapidly.

Correspondence solicited.

VSsfj; --'f^r-v 2
*

"IS#%m •-V**- Ho Mmi Walkin| Dp Hill.

BERLIN MACHINE WORKS, Beloit, Wis.
Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.

NATIONAL BICYCLES

CHAIN ADJUSTMENT.
CRANK HANGER.
BINDERS.

Superb Finish in Enamel and Nickel.

Perfect Bearings, Dust Proof Throughout.

THE
THE B
THE

WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE POINTS IN OUR CATALOG.

National Cycle manufacturing Co.,
AGENTS WANTED, BAY CITY, MICH.

When writing kindly mentipn The Wheel,
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ABSOLUTELY
the ROYALS.inn IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH..I X V-^ 1 1 V JL-/ <J

ARE THE FINEST.

ALL THE LATEST TOUCHES.

K[ OT a wheel in the
yi country can compare
I with them for beauty
' and finish. Guaran-
teed to the fullest extent.

If you buy a ROYAL you
will not make a mistake,
but will advise your dearest
and best friend to do the
same.

Royal Cycle Works,
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. ^MAJR^HAI-,!-,, JVJLLGII.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph. ^

The design and workmanship of THE
TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection,

and from actualpractice has proved itself

to be a substantial mount and one in

which dealers and riders can place con-

fidence.

Bay a Trinmph and yon will not lie fleceiyefl.

KN IMPORTANT FEHTURE.

TRIUMPH" d

BOTTOM BRACKET. a.Lockmut.

B. Pin in Cone.

C.DUSTCAPS.

D. Oilticht Washers.

We have used this crank axle

on all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-

plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. '\ he

bearings can be adjusted in one

minute, and the spindle and

chain wheel removed in three

minutes.

We give vou value for your

money. Write for terms.

TRIUME'H

BOTTOM BRACKET.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., 22 Union Square,INew York.
When writins kindly mention The Wheel.
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The

"New York"

Bicycles

ARE THE ONLY HIGH GRADE

WHEELS SOLD AT $100.00.

WE WANT LIVE AGENTS.
Secure Your Territory

Now.

WESTCHESTER, Pa., Oct. 2, 1893.
New York Cycle Co., New York, N. Y.:

Dear Sirs—I think the " NEW YORK " wheel is as good as any wheel on the market. I have just returned from a 500 mile trip, and the wheel stood all the
racket all O K, while my partner was riding a $150 wheel which broke down several times. He even had to have his back wheel straightened at Emmettsburg, Md.
While going over the mountain I could ride where he could not, for fear of his wheel not being able to stand the strain.

I have just examined all the bearings and they are all as good to-day as tbev were the day they were put on : in fact, I am stuck on the " NEW YORK" wheel.' '
Yours very truly, H. F. FREEMAN.

Nashville, Vt., March 27, 1894.
New York Cycle Co., 155 West Twenty-third St., New York City :

Gentlemen—I bought a " NEW YORK " Model C of your agent in Burlington last year and have ridden it 2,500 miles over rough roads, and it is as good to-
day as it was the day I got it. I never saw a wheel run so easy as it does, and I can say from experience that it is a first-class wheel. It never gave me the least
mite of trouble.

There is a fellow here that wants to get one like it, so I thought I would write to you about it. I think I can sell more than one, as everybody knows my wheel
and what I have done with it. Yours very truly, CURTISS H. NASH.

NEW YORK CYCLE CO.,
155 WEST TWENTY-THIRD ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

FELL*SEVEN*FEET
" and never touched 'em."

St. Louis, Mo., April 20, 1894.

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co., City :

Gentlemen :—The LU-MI-NUM wheel is a success, runs easy, very light,

and last but not least is very strong.
My wheel stood a severe test yesterday. I accidently rode off from a

place seven feet on to a rock pile. I received only slight scratches and the
wheel came out none the worse from the fall. 1 am convinced the LU-MI-
NUM is alright. Yours respectfully,

JAS. G. McKIBBON,
Supt. Construction St. Louis New Union Depot.

GRJB&A/T "WHEEL

'VVVVVVrVVVVVVVVSVWVVVSVVyVVVVVVWVSvVS^^

-^KEBP "YOUR EITIE OIsT ITV

Incorpoi ated 1873,

Capital $500,000,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel." ^^t. L^OUlS, JVXO.

St. L. R. & W. B. Go.
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QDEEN CITY
'

§>

FOR 1894.

. I Pin k Gil., Bill, N. ¥.

MANUFACTURERS.

NEW 1894 LADIES' QUEEN CITY; Wt , 30 lbs.

THESE ARE OUR LIST PRICES

28 in. "Diamond" frame, 5100
28 in. " Ladies'

"

ii

100

26 in. Diamond
it

65

26 in. Combination
it

65

24 in. Diamond
ii

55

24 in. Combination
ii

55

NEW 1894 PATTERN QUEEN CITY; Weight, 32 lbs.

Please add :
" Saw It in The Wheel."

I All full Ball Bearings . . .

. . . and Pneumatic Tires.

WE ARE NOW READY TO MAKE PRICES AND
GIVE AGENCIES FOR 1894.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
107 Chambers Street.

.^INTRODUCTION TO OUR "ACME.
99

It's a seller.

It's a beauty.

It's a racer.

It's a roadster.

It's a high-grade.

It's CHEAP.
"Acme," r»rice

WITH C3-. <Sc J. DETACHABLE TIRES.

Catalogue now ready. Territory not all 1 aken.

Write for one and secure agency before too late.

Stormer, &7&>
"Oem" I^adie®' Awheel, ^90.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. PLE-A.Dinsro, :p^
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OUR ENyOY
Absolutely the Finest Medium Weight Bicycle upon the Market for the Price.

HIGH GRADE.

FULLY GUARANTEED.

$90.00.

$100.00.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Three Sises—26, 28, and 30 Inch.

28 Inch Size Weighs 34 Lbs., others proportionate.

SEE OUR Buffalo Tricycle Co
FLEETWiNG AND ENVOY SGONCHEN. Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

S^W8**^

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig

Built upon ^ | W | A Steed of

Honor. | ^\ | Steel.

iiiiiiuiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiI Jtw iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinia

j
WARW I C K I BICYCLES

III I 111 I II 111 1 1 111 III IIIU III 1 1 III 1 1 lllllllll| y Pill llll IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllHillllli

Every Latest | ^j | Scientifically

Improvement. | TTj^ |

SOME BICYCLE INSTRUCTION
FREE IN OUR CATALOCUE.

Superior.

NlllllllllllllllllEi WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.,

^^=^^^^-^=^^-@-^©-=@-^^-#-^-^^^- SPRINGFIELD, MAS

^S
«B*

8^8*VS^a
»S*

a«S^8A8^^^

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The above remark was made by one of the most prominent
newspaper men known to the bicycle trade during a conversa-
tion concerning the sale of Waverleys. Says he: "It has cut
a wide swath in the trade this season, I tell you. Why, I've

been in nearly every city where cycles are sold east of the
Mississippi River since the Cycle Show, and I don't believe
I've missed seeing them in a single town. The best part of it

for you is that the dealer who has the agency is invariably the
man who is doing the business of the town. I was in a cer-

tain city in the East one day, talking to a dealer, when an ex-

press wagon unloaded five Waverleys at the door. A couple of

wheelmen who happened to be passing stopped to see the new
wheels, and while I was there (which was less than an hour)
four of those machines were sold, the money paid cash down
for three, and a telegram sent for three more."
That's the way the Waverley sells every day. Sold only by

reliable dealers. Wheelmen know a good thing when they see

it. They also know that our guarantee that the Waverley is

equal in grade to any machine built, regardless of price, is as

good as gold. They know that they can't save $40 or $60 one
half as easy any other way as by buying a Waverley. Deal-
ers want a wheel that sells itself and pays a good profit. Rid-
ers want the best strictly high grade wheel on the market at

the least money. We can suit you both. Our catalogue is

free, and we love to answer questions. Drop us a line.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

"Has Cut

a Wide

Swath.".

^?

Indianapolis, Ind., U S. A.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

j± new version.
#«

As I ride along, and ring my gong
In an independent way,
I hear other fellows say, with evident dismay:
"I wish'd I had thought
Before I bought,
'Tis the last time I'll get ever caught,
For I didn't get the

TRIARGLE
that's made in Cleveland.

THE SBrjTZBR.-IC3LjA.HEK, JrIA.3S,3D
-WA.I?.B CO., FlailSLdelpliia., 3?A..,

Agents for Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

PORTER & CILMOUR, Agents for New York City.

GOODYEAR RUBBER CO., San Francisco and Portland, Agents for Pacific Coast.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Class A or B?

A Question of Small Moment to Riders of the

THEY WIN IN EITHER CLASS.

High Grade Material. Excellent Design. Superior Finish.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE McINTOSH-HUNTIMTON CO, Hardware and Bicycles, - Cleveland, 0.

THE FO^OWING JOBBERS HASJBEE THESE WHEELS:
W. B. BELKNAP, Louisville, Ky., Sole Agents for Southern States

BIGELOW & DOWSE, Boston, Mass., Sole Agents for New England {'.

FAR WELL, OZMUN, KIRK & CO., St. Paul, Minn.
Sole Agents for Northwestern States,

'*

PITTSBURG CYCLE CO., Pittsburg, Pa., Sole Agents for So. W. Penna.
RICHARDS & CANOVER HARDWARE CO., Kansas City,

Sole Agents for Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory and
South West Missouri.

Please add: " Saw it In The Wheel."

«yft* 'jit' tit* -w* •?)<» •%<* <n& it* •?!<•w ta

Are you interested ? Ask about them, don't wait too long;. Ask now.
"There is a charm and fascination in riding an 'IMPERIAL'

which I have never found in any other wheel, and I have ridden nearly
all makes." This is the way they all talk.

What makes them popular all the way from Maine to
California?

First—The best material.

Second—Correct design.

Third—Careful observation as to needed improvements.
Fourth—Adoption of all practical improvements.
Fifth—The best obtainable skill in construction.

These things combined make Strength, Beauty, Durability.

" IMPERIALS " possess all these pales.

Ames & Frost Company,
BLACKHAWK ST. AND CHERRY AVE..

CHICAGO, ILL.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel.
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TAKES
FIRST
PLACE

In Wheels
The wheels of The Spalding Bicycle will

be found most rigid, light and strong. Tubu-
lar hubs of similar design will be found in all

models. Steel rims of great rigidity or wood

rims if desired, with direct tangent, nickeled spokes, unbreakable and

instantly removable from the hub.

<r^@ §i^-a

FRED TITUS, the well known bicycle rider, while riding down
Broadway the other day, met with a very peculiar accident. He was
going through the crowded thoroughfare behind a very heavily
loaded wagon. The wagon stopped suddenly. In trying to steer
out, his wheel slipped from under him, and the truck backed over his
Spaiding Bicycle, smashed the rim, but NOT ONE SPOKE WAS
BROKEN, NOR DID THE TIRE BURST, and all that is required to
make the Bicycle as good as new, is a new WOOD rim. This dem=
onstrates that in spokes the Spalding takes first place.

LAMB MFC. CO.,
MAKERS,

Chicopee Falls, (lass.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS..
Special Agents,

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia

Please add: "Saw II; in The Wheel."

HARD TIHE5
MODEL E, 3. MODEL, E, 4.

MR. MANUFACTURER, are no times for experiment; they are times in which the good

business man invests only in things that have proved themselves—men as well as materials;

times in which, with the scarcity of money among the mass of consumers, you'll have to

make your yard a full thirty-six inches to tempt your buyer. How do you stand on the

saddle question ? If you're making high grade bicycles don't you need high grade accessories ?

High grade saddles ? High grade not only in looks, but in material and putting together.

The quality of the stuff we use, added to our own way of making 'em, is what causes

Garford's to stand up. To the eye Garford Saddles are fashionable saddles and they have

proved themselves good saddles. The moral is plain.

.....,..^.^^^.......>>>

QdRFORD HFQ. Q2.,
ELTRId, OHIO.

MODEL. A,'3.

R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Selling Agents, Chicago

JOHN S. LENG'S SON &C0., N. Y. Supply Depot.

When writirg kindly mention The Wheel. MODEL 15.
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CI
Valuable Line of

Wheels for YOU
to Handle is . .

THE CRAWFORD HFQ. C2.
Factory: HAGERSTOWN.
New York Branch : 72 READE STREET

THEY ARE SELLERS.

We have a
Catalogue
worthy of your
perusal....

'ilMIIIIIJIHINIIIinilllllllilllllllllillllMIIIHIIIllilillMNIIINIIIIIIilillll .
:

New Englaind Agents-.
bigelow & dowse co.,

229 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FALCONS !

Do you appreciate a good thing when you see it?

Cast your weather eye over these cuts.

Cents' Road Wheel. Price, $100. Youth's Diamond Frame. 26 inch.
Price, $65.

Youth's Diamond Frame 24 inch.
P ice, $50.

Boys' and Girls' Wheel. 26 inch.
Price, $65.

Boys' and Girls' Wheel* 24 inch.
Weight, 33 lbs. Price, $50.

FALCONS in six (6) different styles and sizes. Have you seen the FALCON with
your competitor. If not, improve the opportunity and get in your stock. Will it pay?THE FALCONS have many friends, who say it does.

Send for Catalog and you can appreciate that we have the best. It pays to handle the
best.

CATALOG FREE. THE YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. WOEKS: YOST STATION.
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WE MAKE PROMPT SHIPMENTS.,

5TRd<U5E DKTCLES
Keep Your Eye on the Crimson Rims.

THIS PAIR BEAT

THREE OF A KIND

EVERY TIME.

PACER. $150. THELMA, $IOO.

Buy a LINE of Syracuse Bicycles and make your mark in the Cycling world. Nine

styles to choose from, ranging from $100.00 to $160 00, list. We also have a great line of

medium grade goods that can't be beat. Send for catalogue, prices and terms.

A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. ^T\ I^OXJI^, JVIO.

Our Specialties...

[oti pre^a the button
"JTie jtj re... does the. rest'

j

Brandenburg Pedals.

General Bicycle Supplies.

PABKHUBST & IILKIBSON, Is. 148-164 Kinzie Street, CBKABO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

RICH Z? SAGER COMPANY, ELLWOOD SHAFTING X> TUBE COMPANY,
BICYCLE WOOD RIM COMPANY.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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SINGER CYCLES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF HIGHEST GRADE.

1894 PATTERNS READY FOR DELIVERY.

LARGEST CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.

JINQER & CO

SE3STO FOR. CATALOGUE.

6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET
AND 2 WARREN AVENUE,

&05T0N, MflS5.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS
That is why the ARIEL created such a sensation at the Show.

THE ARIEL GEAR CASE IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SPROCKET IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SEAT POST IS UNIQUE.

URIELS ARE THE
AMERICAN STANDARD.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY.

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER. WEIGHT 27 LBS.

ARIEL CYCLE HFQ. C2., "SKSt**.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISH KD EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.
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Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,
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ADVERTISING.
n^HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF :

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 51.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news

stands in New York.

" We have gotten as much, if not more good
from our advertisement with you than from any
other cycling journal, and we wish to continue
contract," etc.

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO.,
Hagerstown, Md.

AN unconfirmed press dispatch from

Chicago states that "representatives of

Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and St.

Louis cycling clubs have organized a 'Wheel-

men's good roads army,' and will go to

Washington to present a 'living petition' in

support of the good roads part of the Coxey

movement." John J. Flood, of Chicago

—

whoever he may be—was, it is announced,

elected commander; nevertheless a smell of

highly decayed fish permeates every line of the

telegram. It must not be taken too seriously.

Mr. Flood is unknown in cycling circles, and

absence of previous or additional information

concerning the " living petition," and faith in

the reasoning powers of those composing the

clubs in the cities named, are circumstances

too powerful to be overlooked.

If such an organization was perfected, it is

safe to say that it was not representative, and

that it will earn nothing but the ridicule it so

well deserves.

No reasoning man, whether he rides a wheel

or not, can afford to endorse Coxeyism in any

form.

The "good roads" part of the Coxey move-

ment is the idea of a crank. It is a stand-

and-deliver proposal that the Federal Govern-

ment shall, off hand, issue bonds to the amount

of $500,000,000, which are to be used in the

construction of improved highways. The

desideratum, however, is not so much road

improvement as the employment of the

thousands of idle working men. In other

words, the Government must become prac-

tically a gigantic workshop, and provide these

men with a means of livelihood.

It was some such socialistic doctrine, to

which the Government listened, that brought

about the revolution in France, at the fearful

cost of rivers of blood and thousands of lives.

With the great growth of the cycling world,

it would not be surprising if Floods and

cranks and Coxeys had crept in; but the

sensible men, who keep their wheels in the

proper place, should lose no opportunity to

repudiate members of the Coxeyized "good

roads armies," who may not only ride wheels,

but carry a fejjr^sfrare ones wirayi

skulls. MAY 5 1B94

WHEN "Gen '"^©^ey^and-^his "army"

were nearing Washington, they were

met by a considerable body of wheelmen,

whose curiosity had prompted the visit. The
' 'General" was induced to make himself heard.

In the course of his remarks he asserted that

he "had the wheelmen of the country with

him, and that counts for a large contingent."

But Mr. Coxey is wrong. The wheelmen of

the country are positively not with him, either

in spirit or in the flesh. No matter how

earnestly they may desire good roads, they

are not fanatics, and can have no sympathy

for a movement in which the cause of road re-

form is but an excuse for the exploiting of an

unsound, unhealthy, fanatical and utterly im-

possible and improbable means of gaining an

end—a movement which is a menace to good

government and law and order, and which has

bred beggary, theft and freaks, and become

the laughing stock and butt of ridicule for the

whole civilized world.

Undeceive yourself, Mr. Coxey. The wheel-

men of the country are not with you. They

want good roads and are obtaining them,

slowly, it is true, but by means which are

peaceful, and within the laws of the land and

of reason.

OUR Boston correspondent made it a point

to ride fifty miles behind three lady

bloomers, just to hear what the people might

say.

The result was not edifying. The carriage

folk were conservatively astonished and

moderately amused. The work-girl was pro-

voked into wild hysterics. Some very honest

and very ignorant towns-women were shocked

at the immodesty of the lady bloomers. But

the unkindest cut of all was the: "Them's

women," of the street urchin.

Bloomers are new, and their wearers must

suffer those taunts which are the lot of the

pioneer. But any costume, which so much
obscures the sex division that the urchin is

compelled to assert that,"Them's women"

—

which, translated, means: they are lady riders

—you would never think they are of the fair

sex ; indeed, they seem of neither sex ; but, as

a matter of fact, they are women—a costume

like that seems, to us, to leave much to be

desired.

A woman must ever claim close kinship with

"appearances." She cannot afford to forget

herself under any condition. We expect her

to be as graceful as she can—as charming as

she can. She must do things well and easily.

We expect her to look cool and unmussed.

Her greatest dread is a "red" face; her

chiefest fear, that she may not be, in appear-

ance, quite proper.

So that the bloomer, serviceable though it is,

will hardly recommend itself to all; or even

to a fair majority. Of course, we have in

mind the bloomer in its highest development.

After inspection of a number of riders and

of a number of photographs of foreign lady

riders, it may be summed up, as a sort of

finality in costumes, that there is one highly

successful pattern—a divided skirt, not very

much divided, gracefully full and womanly

wide, with just a little bit of bloomer,

so that there is simply a chic suggestion

of trousers, but a suggestion only. The

women who wear this style of costume are

usually pretty and apparently clever. The

two chief things to be avoided by the bloomer-

ized young woman are manishness and

dowdiness.

IF
any good whatsoever is to result from

the Coxey movement, it will be in empha-

sizing and placing directly before the common
people what has long been apparent: That

sooner or later the National Government must

lend aid of some sort to the road improvement

movement. No sane man desires that the

Coxey idea shall prevail, or that the Govern-

ment make a charitable institution or pauper

employment bureau of itself; but some

attention from Cangress is certainly needed

and deserved. To our mind, nothing is more

worthy of consideration than the idea advanced

months ago by " President" Bates, of The

Wheel's contributing staff: That it be the law
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that as fast as good roads are constructed, the

people along such roads shall have free posta

delivery.

Ex-Postmaster General Wanamaker practi-

cally endorsed the plan, pronouncing it feasible

and comparatively inexpensive if bicycles

were employed. "The Government," he said,

"does not give the farmer his share of the

benefits of the mails."

"Let Congress enact such a law," said Mr.

Bates, " and we would soon see country dis-

tricts hustling to construct good roads."

THE HOYLAND SMITH ROAD RACE.

THE New York City Park Commissioners

have had placed at their disposal an

"emergency fund" of $1,000,000, primarily

intended to provide work for the "un-

employed." They are expending it in paint-

ing walls, patching sidewalks and building

driveways, but, so far, the advisability of

lighting the existing roads does not appear to

have entered their heads. The Commission

already stands committed on the subject.

Last Fall, just as the Metropolitan Association

of Cycling Clubs began the agitation, the

Commissioners voted to light the Central Park

driveways, but, as yet, nothing has come of

their decision, and the Park, after nightfall,

remains a dark and forbidding hole. Before

that $1,000,000 appropriation is entirely farmed

out, it may be well for the honorable gentle-

men to look over their records and learn to

what improvements they already stand

pledged. The "unemployed" can be given as

much work stringing wires and planting lamp-

posts as has already been found for them in

other capacities,

WE have among us M. Clement, France's

leading maker. With that foresight

and energy which are the chiefest endowment

of the Man Successful, M. Clement, who has

unbounded hopes of the future of cycling in

France, and knowing that he will have to

meet some severe competition, is already

trimming his fences. He comes over to

America and will, after a careful tour of

inspection, build in France a model factory

;

so that ah American, happening across it, will

fancy he is in a busy American manufacturing

town, in which there often are factories that

are marvelous in size, design and equipment.

According to M. Clement, the development

of cycling in France is likely to be far-reaching.

It is not to be a craze. First, there are the

roads, the finest system in the world, and built

like race-tracks.

But the secret of the popularity of cycling

in France is the more even distribution of

wealth in that country. Says M. Clement:

"We have no great misery, there. Almost
every one enjoys life. People retire and have
leisure to enjoy themselves. There are great
numbers of small fortunes ; not a few
enormously rich and a vast number terribly

poor." And M. Clement seems to have based
his belief on a most logical condition.

It is very proper that Hoyland Smith, him-

self a great road racing man—in the opinion of

many, in fact, the greatest American road

racer—should make a big success of his .Hoy-

land Smith road race. No man who ever rode

on the American path gained more popularity

than the slim and smiling Hoyland. On the

solid tire he was invincible, his physique beiiig

simply all bone and sinew, and the vibration

did not affect him. Later, when the pneu-

matic tire came along, Hoyland was out-

classed, though he was always a good man.

At the longer distances he was among the first,

HOYLAND SMITH.

and on the road invincible. His popularity

will, no doubt, attract many road racing cracks

to his race.

The course is reported to be the fastest in

the United States, there being no hills, no
crossings, car tracks, or sharp corners.

The prizes are valued at $2,000. The first

prize is a horse and wagon, valued at $350;

the second, a Columbia racer.

The Wheel commends this event to riders

who wish to try their mettle on Decoration

Day. Entries close May 23 with Hoyland
Smith, New Bedford, Mass.

The death of Baron Mannesmann, the head
of the great German tube works of that name,
is reported by cable.

The Scranton (Pa.) Race Committee writes:

"We ask for no donations, being entirely will-

ing to pay for all prizes we offer." Bravo,

Scrantonians

!

Commander Flood should keep his fingers

out of his ears. Cogs are nearly as dangerous

as buzz saws.

Editor Mecredy is anxious to introduce the

Irish Cyclist (Dublin) more generally in

America. To that end, he offers to send the

paper post free for one month to all who apply.

The L. A. W.'s new racing rules are now
ready for distribution;

A six-days race is scheduled to begin in

Denver on May 6. Amateur riders have been

warned by the State Racing Board not to com-

pete under penalty of expulsion.

LOUIS SCHOENINGER DEAD.

A cablegram brings news of the death of

Louis Schoeninger, president of the Western
Wheel Works, at Davos, Switzerland, on
April 26. Although a big, well built and ap-

pently robust young man, Mr. Schoeninger's

health had been failing for some time. He
went abroad for treatment over a year ago,

and the news was not entirely unexpected, al-

though to his father and mother it was a severe

shock. They had only reached New York on
the 25th, having left Davos on April 1, when
their son seemed so much improved that his

physicians assured them of a speedy recovery

and early return to this country and to busi-

ness. Hemorrhage of the lungs was the im-

mediate cause of Mr. Schoeninger's death. He
was 33 years of age and a Philadelphian by
birth. He leaves a wife and four-year-old

son. Until the reorganization last year, which
made R. L. Coleman the active head of the

concern, Mr. Schoeninger was an able assist-

ant of his father in amassing the buildings

which have grown from year to year until the

great brick structures, which form the im-

mense plant of the Western Wheel Works in

Chicago, occupied nearly an entire block in

populous Chicago.

Of his late co-worker Mr. Coleman says:
" His loss will fall heavily upon his friends

and business associates. He was a hard
worker and a good business man. He always
did his business honestly and fairly, and by
his energy and ability, built up an immense
business. It was he who was largely instru-

mental in placing the Western Wheel Works
in the foremost rank of manufacturers."

Racing at Augusta, Ga.

The Augusta (Ga.), Wheelmen's Association

held their first race meet of the season on
April 26. It was well attended, Summary:

One Mile Open.— 1, T. B. Richards; 2, Geo. R. Lom-
bard: 3, R. U. Bunting, Atlanta. Time, 2m. 45 2-5S.

Half Mile Open.— 1, G. E. Quinn, Atlanta; 2, G. H.
Groth, Savannah. Time, im. o9%s.

One Mile Club— 1, F. A.Beall; 2, Richards. Time,
2m. 45 i-ss.

Quarter Mile Dash—1, Gus Beall ; 2, Groth. Time,
34 1-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, M. E. Wilson, Savannah ; 2, Geo.

E. Quinn, Atlanta. Time, 3m. 72-5S.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, Gus Beall ; 2, Richards.

After the race a fight occurred in the dress-

ing room between Quinn and Wilson, one

accusing the other of foul riding. A number
of heavy blows were exchanged before they

were parted.

New York Division Meet.

The "Twelfth Annual "of the New York
State Division, League of American Wheel-

men, will, as already announced, be held in

Lockport on June 1 5 and 1 6, under the auspices

of the Lockport Wheelmen. The programme
just issued calls for a road race to Olcott,

twelve miles; sports, games and amusements
at that point, and an excursion to Niagara

Falls, with an illumination of the falls by elec-

tricity, on the first day. Second day—Business

meeting and parade in the forenoon, tourna-

ment in the afternoon at the Fair Grounds,

and a smoker at Music Hall in the evening.

The following day, runs about the country.

Guy Gary, the Boston crack, is laid up with

a badly sprained ankle and will hardly be able

to ride in the earlier Spring events, as intended.

Bliss and Dirnberger are now in 'Frisco,

but will do no racing until the 19th inst.
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Road Racers Attention!

The Model 37 Columbia Bicycle was built for you.

By using it victories on the road are assured.

It is perfect in design and workmanship.

To try it is to buy it.

Do not lose a race by riding an inferior machine.

COLOMBIAS ARE BEST.

Boston.

New York, POPE MFG. CO, Chicago.

Hartford.

Full description in our Catalogue, which ,,

is Free at Columbia Agencies or |@"
mail for two two-cent stamps.

HARTFORD : :

. BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00 $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia single tube tire or
the HARTFORD double tube tire each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTPnRD CYCLE CO.,

HHRTFORD, CONN.

U/ood I^ims at a $aerif\ee.

We have on hand a limited

number of the well-known

Kingsland Wood Rims—28 by

i
3
/4—which we will sell at a

sacrifice in quantity or by the

single pair. Quality high and

price low. Correspondence in-

vited from manufacturer, agent

and repairer.

[ickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CRESCENT SCOIRCHER

Crescent Scorcher

A High Grade Wheel

at a Moderate Price.

WEIGHT, 25 LBS. WOOD RIMS. PALMER TIRES

PRICE, $90.00.
Guaranteed by a responsible concern to be free from imperfec-

tions in workmanship or material.

Agents in all Principal Cities and Towns.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. FREE.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
CHICAGO.

CRESCENT SCORCHER
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FRESH FROM PAREE.

A MUCH-TRAVELED RACING MAN WITH A BUDGET OF NEWS-
WHEELER OCTCLASSED-FRENCHMEN THE FASTEST

IN THE WORLD—FASCINATED BY CLASS B.

Thos. Warwick, at one time prominent as an English amateur, and

latterly, as one of the foreign colony in Paris, arrived in New York on

Sunday last. He is a well-built, deep chested, healthy looking young

man, and a ready talker. He is the same who recently rode tandem

with Harry Wheeler in a match race in Paris with the Farman brothers.

In conversation with a Wheel man, Mr. Warwick told much of

interest concerning the Parisian cycling world, in which Americans are

just now so deeply interested.

He confirms the previous reports that Paris is positively cycle-mad,

indeed, not only Paris, but very many of the provincial towns as

well. In several places,

cycle races are held every

day in the week, Sunday in-

cluded. In these towns,

Thursdays and Sundays are

the days, that is, the biggest

purses are alway s offered

on those days. The men
who win these events are

barred for the rest of the

week, in order to give the

others a chance. In this

way, said Mr. Warwick,

even the third-raters are

able to earn a living. The
" honor race " is also a feat-

ure of such meets. This is

the last race of the day and

all winners must compete.

Not to do so, is to forfeit all

prizes previously won.

"It doesn't matter
whether you ride in your

street clothes and only pedal

ten feet," said Mr. Warwick,

"but you must come to the

mark and make a start in

order to get your other

prizes."

This system, however,

prevails only in the smaller

places. In Paris everything

is wide open and free for

all. There, scratch races

are the rule. Handicap
events are rarities. The
French pros, are, as a rule,

of good family and social

standing. Not a few of
them are men of means, to

whom the money won is a
trivial consideration. Fak-
ing, crookedness or betting

are practically unknown.
" I don't know how it

will be, now that so many
English-speaking men are

gathering there, but so far,

the racing has been very
square and honest," said Mr. Warwick, and then he added quickly:
" Yes, I know it is rather hard on the English-speaking people."

Told that an American was thinking seriously of going to Paris to

sell pools on the cycle races, Mr. Warwick said that he would probably
starve to death. It is well nigh impossible to lay a wager with the

Frenchmen, strange as it may seem.
The French makers all support the racing men liberally. Nearly

all have their "teams." The men not only receive their winnings, but
the makers pay for their training and other requirements. According
to Warwick, Cassigaard, the French champion who was killed last year
by a fall from a horse, received not only a trainer's services and a
salary of $125 per month, but had 35 per cent, of its value added by his

employer to any purse he might win. In one season this extra 35 per
cent, equalled about $2,000, making Cassignard's total income nearly

$10,000.

Of the foreign cracks now gathered in Paris, Mr. Warwick thinks
Edwards, the Englishman, about the best. Harris does not seem his
old self. Mr. Warwick seems to entertain considerable regard for
Wheeler, bat thinks the American outclassed, all reports of illness,

notwithstanding. Martin, the six-days' rider, is, he says, a much im-
proved and improving man, and is raking in more French gold than any
of "Uncle Sam's innocents abroad."

Warwick substantiates "Choppy" Warburton's belief that the
Frenchmen are the best riders in the world, and that they have been
held too cheaply in the past.

Asked what of Zimmerman's chances, Mr. Warwick spoko guard-
edly and would not commit himself.

" I'm afraid Zimmerman will have half the women in Paris after
him," he remarked suggestively.

From what Warwick says, nearly every man of any speed or looks

whatever has his circle of

female admirers and "hang-
ers-on ;" bouquets and billet

-doux are so common as to

excite little comment.
Mr. Warwick would not

venture an opinion as to who
was the best man in Paris.

There are six or eight
Frenchmen, between whom
there is little choosing where
racing is so constant. After
the championships in the
Fall, for which all would
train specially, one will be
better able to say.

Frank Waller continues

to astound the Parisians

with his grotesque attire.

Warwick remembered him
best as " the man who went
around with medals all over
his chest." Harry Rue, who
is training Wheeler, is an-

other who is apparently
making a show of himself

—

and small wonder. He is

the young negro whose
"freshness," as towel-holder

for the New York Athletic

Club team of two years ago,

brought him into general

disrepute on the circuit.

While this is Mr. War-
wick's first visit to America,

he has raced in nearly all

the countries of the old
world. The men in Spain

he thinks are the greatest

"dubs" and "easiest
marks" of any nation.
Those of France the hardest.

Australia has a few rich

pots, but is not the profes-

sional's Eldorado generally

supposed. Events are too

few and far between to make
the voyage profitable.

Mr. Warwick has no idea

just how long he will remain in America—perhaps for a fortnight, per-

haps for months. If he is able to make connections with some maker,

he may go for a few world's records. While he is not displeased with

professionalism, Class B apparently excites his most intense admiration.

" It's the finest line yet," was an admiring remark which he repeated

several times during the conversation. He was

whether reinstatement were possible.

anxious to know

The Lexington Wheelmen, of New York City, will hold two club

road races—two and five miles respectively—on Decoration Day.

They have chosen the Elizabeth-Cranford course, apparently unaware

that the authorities have stringently prohibited racing of any sort on

that road. The Lexingtons were organized in a quiet way last Novem-

ber, and now have a membership of forty-five, very many of whom
are men of middle age. Ladies are also eligible to

Their headquarters are at 52 Lexington Avenue.

membership

_
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CLEMENT COMES.

THE GREAT FRENCH MAKER IS HERE TO
PURCHASE AMERICAN MACHINERY.

M. Clement, the leading cycle maker of

France, arrived in New York on Sunday. He
pays American inventive genius the tribute of

coming here to buy new bicycle-making

machinery, to thoroughly investigate the

American factory system and to examine some
of the larger model factories—all to the end
that the factory he is about to build will be up

to date.

The Colonel Pope of France.

M. Clement, called by the French papers,

" the sympathetique Chevalier de 1' industrie"

—the popular manufacturer—is the pioneer

maker in France. He has been in business

since the days of Lallement, and each year his

business has developed. He controls the

Dunlop tire for France, and recently amalga-

mated several large French concerns under

the title of the Clement Cycle Co., capital

4,000,000 francs. The company is of about the

same rank, in importance, as a two million

dollar company would be in America.

As head of this great company, M. Clement

is all-powerful in French racing circles. He
built the great track on the banks of the Seine

;

he supports racing and is constantly doing

something for the sport. So prominent has he

become that he has been decorated with the

"Cross" and a little scarlet bow, worn as a

boutonniere, modestly announce this honor.

Mr. Clement is apparently making for fifty

years of age. Being shielded by an inter-

preter, it is difficult, after a casual meeting,

to tell of what type he is. His extraordinary

success, his enterprise in coming to America

on the mission he has, prove him to be a man
of great ability, a genuine business man, of

the broad-gauge pattern.

In appearance he has much of the stolidity

of the German. He looks somewhat like Mr.

Jeffery (of the G. and J. Company), with

plenty of brain-room. He is quiet in manner
and soft-spoken.

He thinks New York is very fine. Riverside

Drive and the Park took his especial fancy.

He is hoping that some of the American
makers will permit him to inspect their

factories. His own factory is open to all.

Some two years ago, Mr. Belden and E. W.
Pope, representing the Pope Co., went through
Mr. Clement's factory.

Mr. Clement has purchased a plot of nine

acres just outside Paris. He intends to make
his the model factory of France. He will fit it

with reading-rooms and wash rooms for the

workmen, and will introduce every plan or

idea that commends itself to him. He will in-

vest 2,000,000 francs in the new plant. He
will pay a duty of 40 per cent, on all the

machinery he imports.

This is M. Clement's first visit to this

country, and although he reads English with

great rapidity, he is able to speak but a few
words, so he is accompanied by an interpreter,

who thoroughly knows the country.

On Monday M. Clement spent the day at

the Garvin Machine Co.'s place, where he
placed some heavy orders. Later in the week
he left for Providence, where he will visit the

Brown, Sharp Co., to purchase additional ma-
chinery. He will then visit Boston, and later

Hartford, where he will go through the Pratt

& Whitney works, with whom he will, no doubt,

place orders for some of_ their wonderful ma.
chinery. Later, M. Clement will go to Niagara

Falls, and visit Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo and
Chicago.

He will spend five weeks in this country,

and will investigate every new process that

may be utilized in the manufacture of bicycles.

He will investigate the question of nickeling,

enameling, electric welding, etc. He will also

investigate the use of aluminum, especially the

use of aluminum rims, and will probably visit

St. Louis to go through the two aluminum
factories that are situated there. Mr. Clement

himself is experimenting with this metal, and

expects to find nothing novel.

He Will Purchase Novel Machinery.

As Mr. Clement's visit is limited to a five

weeks trip, he is anxious to economize time as

much as possible. For that reason, he has

asked The Wheel to state that he will be glad

to correspond with any cycle makers, who have

in use any special machine of their own inven-

tion, which will facilitate the construction of

cycles. Mr. Clement would be glad to have the

proprietor of any such machine correspond

with him, outlining what work the machine

performs, and giving full particulars. The
correspondence should be addressed care of

The Wheel Office.

TOM ECK PASSES THROUGH.

Tom Eck, with all his customary smooth-

ness, passed through Gotham on Monday.

The Eck was fresh from Thunderbolt, Ga.

,

where his boys are, and was journeying to the

headquarters of the "Yellow 'Un" at Syracuse.

The Eck was full of hope for the future, as

h<3 always is. A long line of interrogations

brought out some interesting chat.

"We have been quartered at the Bannon
House, Thunderbolt, Ga. There is Johnny
(Johnson), Taylor, C. M. Murphy, Hyslop,

Dawson, Callahan, and Newson (a Nashville

boy)."
2m. 7 2-5s.

"Johnny is in great shape, grown bigger than

ever over the Winter. On Saturday, on the

quarter mile training track, he rode a mile,

flying start, in 2m. 7 2-5S. Up to this same
time last year he had not done better than 2m.

20s.

"Sanger's statement that Johnny is not in

his class is all right. Johnny has beaten

Sanger twice, and can do it again. We are

going to keep at this Sanger matter. We will

race him for a $1,000 prize some time this

year. We will try our best to get on a match.

"No, I don't think it unsportsmanlike to

challenge Zimmie after he has sailed. When
he challenged Johnny he was a very sick boy.

Now we want to be on deck early and let

Zimmie know that we are ready to race him
for $1,000, and we will put up a forfeit of

$250."

"But," queried The Wheel, "how can

Johnson, an amateur, race Zimmie, who will

be a professional ?
"

And the Eck looked off into space and
thought hard, making no reply.

"Taylor came to Thunderbolt in bad shape.

But we soon physicked, and rode him and
rubbed him into form; he will be faster than

ever this year.

" Charley Murphy is taking the best care of

himself. He is a bit giddy and has never

been strictly handled. In my hands, however,

he will have to toe the mark. He will do
big things this year.

" Hyslop, the Canadian rider, is very much
improved. He is a pure amateur, and may
ride in England this year.

"Dawson will be a very much improved
man. He is a genuine out-and-out pure
amateur. His father pays all his expenses.

He will not be in the first line, but will be a

good man.
"Callahan, the Buffalo rider; just watch

him. He will be one of the first of the ye r.

Newson, the Nashville rider, is a boy of much
promise.

"Sanger, Johnson, Dirnberger and Callahan

will divide the prizes this year."

"Bliss? No, he hasn't got it in him. Tyler?

No, I don't forget him. Tyler is married now

;

a man is different after that. A man must
have nothing to think of but racing to get in

such class as Sanger and Johnson.

He Will Turn Out 3. '5 Men. at 8300 a Mar.

"No, 2.15 ain't much nowadays. No, heft

and muscle are not everything. You never

can tell till you put your man on a wheel what
he can do. He must be quick, above all things,

and have that restless nervous energy and go
in him. No, Johnny is not a slow, lounge-

about boy. He is quick as a flash. I will

guarantee to take any young fellow of the

proper kind and put him in the 2.15 class. I

only wish I could get $200 for every 2.15 man
I could turn out.

"Johnson and Taylor open their campaign
at Atlanta on May 9, Savannah on the nth
and Charleston on the 12th. Then they will

come up to Syracuse, where I will, previous to

May 30, put the finishing touches to their

training.

"Murphy and Callahan sail this Friday from
Savannah and will come at once to Syracuse.

" The cut shows a view of the balcony of the

Bannon House. The 'coon' rubbers are

beatific; the racing men have nothing to do
but siesta. Murphy has evidently been read-

ing The Wheel, one of the numerous 'cycling

authorities of America.' "

Who would not be a Class B-ite, with noth-

ing to do but loaf ?

The Century C. C. is the name of a new
club organized at Rochester, N. Y. Wm.
Myers is President ; H. Karges, Secretary; T.

Uhler, Treasurer and Captain.

At Fall River, Mass., last week, a fourteen-

year-old-boy ran directly in front of a passing

wheelman, was knocked down and although

he arose unaided and said he was not hurt, he

died during the night of concussion of the

brain. The cyclist was exonerated from blame.

The National Road Improvement Associ-

ation will hold a convention at Asbury Park
from July 1 to 5. A large road-making ma-
chinery company has offered to build a section

of road for inspection, showing how a perfect

macadam road is laid from start to finish.

The amended bill granting authority to the

Shore Road Commissioners in Brooklyn to lay

out a driveway in Bay Ridge, from Brooklyn

to Fort Hamilton, along the south side of New
York Bay, has become a law. Under its pro-

visions the Commission will now proceed with

its work. The Commission was created two
years ago, but has as yet done nothing in the

matter of widening and improving the drive

and putting it under the care of the city

authorities.
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Our New 3 pound guaranteed Road Tires will be ready for

deliveries April 20th. Prices low. Don't make any contracts until

you see our samples, now ready, also our very low prices.

-••-TftB Cyclone CliqcIiBF Tirc*-««

has never been known to roll or blow off the rim of a bicycle.

They can be safely ridden deflated without coming off for great

distances. Thousands and thousands are in use and demonstrate

our statement to be true. Don't buy Clincher Tires with flabby

flippers ; in many instances they will not stay on the rim when

lightly inflated.

Send for catalogue and samples and study its perfect con-

struction.

Climax and Rex Road
ARE THE BEST CEMENTED
PNEUMATIC TIRES MADE.

TIRES RIQHT! * PRICES RIQHT!

\_
~\

•addresss- »+»»

Eastern Rubber MTg Co.,
TRENTON, ISP. J.

*************** br,.a.2>to:e3:es :

NEW IOBK, - - 90 Chambers Street

CHICAGO, - - - 207 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA, Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St.

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL"
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May 4,

HAVE been reading in Wheel, 30th March, about inde-

pendent fleas, cycling journals, etc., etc., and very inter-

esting reading I have found it.

The flea is an animal that has always interested me hugely, even

though I have sometimes found its rather Bohemian habits and customs

excessively irritating. Of course I speak of the British flea, as that is

the nationality I am mixed up with at present.

The British flea, like the British soldier, never knows when he is

beaten—until it is too late for the knowledge to be of any use to him.

This peculiarity has always made me regard the British soldier as an

ass, a very admirable and lovable ass, but an ass nevertheless. The

most remarkable thing about our fleas is the pugnacious, "bull-dog

pluck," which characterises all English animals, cyclists included. I

have known an English flea to attack (generally in the rear) an enemy

entrenched in overwhelming force, and it will come back to the onset

again and again, keeping up a guerilla warfare, that wearies one by

reason of its relentlessness and the awful uncertainty as to the next

point to be attacked. And yet I sometimes think that fleas are fools, to

quarrel so persistently with their bread and butter.

He deserves to succeed, for no man in the cycling world has worked

harder or more earnestly. In starting his new paper he made one mis-

take.

He attacked every other paper published in the country, and

endeavored, by exposing what he considers their methods, to under-

mine their prosperity and influence. This was a fearful mistake, which

respect for his own craft should have prevented him from fallen into.

But what makes matters infinitely worse, is that Mecredy is deeply

indebted to those papers for help and introductions ungrudgingly given

him in the days of his struggles. He has tried to drown the men who
taught him to swim.

It is, therefore, not surprising to find that they are backing an Irish

paper to run against Mecredy on his own ground. Had he run his

London paper on its own merits, and refrained from attacking others,

this would not have happened.

The first result of his great mistake is that the English papers have

combined, and are welded together in a manner that would have been

considered impossible one short year ago. He had an undoubted right

to start a paper in England; they have an equal right to run a paper in

Ireland. As I have ventured to tell him, I have not the smallest sym-

pathy with Mecredy in the matter, nor can I see for the life of me that

he has any grievance, and I daresay he himself would admit that he has

none. That is the journalistic position here at present.

:-'>:-N\

Some years ago, in the County Galway (Ireland), I knew a flea for

which I conceived a real affection. He and I lived together in the same

hotel for a week, and we became such friends that I learned to call him

by his Christian name. He lulled me to sleep at night, and woke me
at a wholesome, healthy hour in the morning, when he

would insist on me going for a walk, to pick up an

appetite for breakfast. I never, knew a flea that

had so much consideration and respect for the

feelings of others. He never worried me by ob-

truding his society upon meat awkward

times, but would always run away and

dine and sup off fat well-fed British

tourists. I daresay he was a good judge, v.^ ^
for I have no reason to think that ^

::

.-.;';

British tourist, not overdone, should

not make a very excellent dish. If any - -

one will take the trouble to think deeply

over the matter, I think he will find that

there is a good deal of philosophy in the

flea. I don't know to what school of philosophy he

may subscribe, but if you should hold with Pythag-

oras, that the soul of your grandam may happily inhabit a

bird, I don't think that the average flea will follow her to her

new habitation.

And, now, to turn to cycling journals. I confess that I

am absolutely unable to understand this cry of " independent

"

that has been raised by R. J. Mecredy.

The Irish editor has started in London what he calls an independ-

ent paper; that is, a paper that is independent of advertisers, inde-

pendent of the trade.

But is it so in reality?

Of course it isn't, and of course it never can be, no more than any

other paper in the world. It was started for the purpose of annihilating

the " trade puff," and, incidentally, of shutting up the other papers,

but it hasn't done either one or the other. The pestiferous puff has

appeared in its own columns, and the old established papers sail calmly

on without a sheet ruffled by the storms of independent opposition.

That Mecredy will makes his new paper profitable to himself I can

quite believe ; he rarely fails when he takes a thing in hand. But,

then, might not any one work up a great circulation by going in for

prize puzzles, insurances, guessing competitions, liberal friends and all

that sort of thing?

The question is, does a circulation gained in such artificial and ille-

gitimate ways do advertisers any good? I hold that it does not, and

the cycle trade in England seems to agree with me, as it generally does.

Nothing I eat agrees with me so well as the cycle trade. Then, of all

men, Mecredy cannot run what he means by an independent paper, for

the simple reason that he is running a trade paper ; that is, a paper

which is, on his own showing, an evil and dishonest guide to riders, for,

he holds, that all the cycling papers, with the exception of his London
organ, are completely under the thumb of the trade. He is thus in the

illogical and unprecedented position of running one paper for the trade

and another against it.

If he can succeed in his policy he will be a clever man.

While on the subject of independence, let me tell you this. In my
opinion, there is no class of journals in the world more independent,

more honest, more reliable and more earnestly desirous to be of use to

its patrons than the cycling press. To read the balderdash of some

:i
writers— generally some ignoramus permitted

to scribble a cycling column for some daily

paper—one would think that none but cycling

journals were beholden to the advertiser.
Pray, what do our society papers

live on? What keeps our expensive illus-

trated papers alive ? And are these
papers free from trade puffs ?

Some time ago a great London daily,

that runs a cycling column once a week,
made a dead set at a certain company
in the trade. Presently a small ad. from
the company made its appearance, and
it has been running since. The altera-

tion, concerning the company, in the
tone of that paper's cycling jotter is one
of the wonders of London.

In the reading columns of perhaps
the greatest English paper published, I

read this morning a couple of monoto-
nous, blatant, flagrant puffs (not con-
nected with cycling). In curiosity I

turned to the advertising columns. Sure
enough, there they were, just as I ex-
pected. So that this charge that is made
against the cycling press has not a leg
to stand on.

I say that the cycling press of the
world is a marvelous institution, and

is a credit to the trade and riders of the world who have made it

possible. It is something to boast of, that of all the sports that men
practice in every corner of the earth, cycling is the only one that has
a press distinctively its own, and solely devoted to its own interests.

On the cycling press there are brilliant, brainy, thoughtful, deeply
read men, who would be a success in any branch of journalism. I'm
one of them, but I am not influenced by that, and I give you my
impartial and candid opinion.

Not for the first time has The Wheel alluded to the law of libel in

England, apparently with a sigh for something as drastic in America.
"The journalistic blackguard is quite effectually gagged, and the
personal and abusive tirades, which so frequently fill the American
prints, are, inconsequence, wonderfully like an angel's visit." This is

not wholly true, for the clever journalistic blackguard, who knows
enough of the law of libel to be able to keep clear of it, may vent his

guarded blackguardisms with impunity. He does not adopt the

ruffianly methods so popular with the scum of American journalism,

but his ways are perhaps equally effective. The great evil arising out

of our libel laws is that the pen of the honest journalist, anxious to

work for the public good, is stayed nearly always by the certain knowl-
edge that, though he expose some deep villainy by his fearless denuncia-

tion, his recompense is sure to be a ruinous action. I have had some
experience of this side of the picture, and I have known of many cases.

In libel actions the prejudice of the public is against newspapers,
and the sympathetic hearts of the jury go out to the other side. A
paper they regard as a mere abstract thing that has neither a soul to

be saved nor a body to be kicked. When in addition to this tempera-
ment, you have a jury of dullards, with no more intelligence than
might be looked for in the average frog, and a dyspeptic judge,

racked with violent internal disorganization, you can understand that

a newspaper has as little chance in the game as a corpse on the dissect-

ing table. It were well, indeed, that the sewage and slime that is so

constantly pumped into American journalifm were washed away for

ever, but Heaven protect American papers from such libel laws as ours.
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IS THE RIDER WHO PAYS HIGH GRADE
PRICES FOR LOW GRADE OR NON-

REPUTABLE BICYCLES. YOU CAN GET

the BEST ONLY when you ride

RALEIGHS
^mimniBiB

u
' Dealer or Repairer, you lose

money if you don't get our net figures on sundries.

Mr. Rider, you are overlooking a bet if you

fail to write for our catalogue,

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 WABASH AVE, CHICAGO. 2081-2083 SEVENTH AYE, NEW YORK.

-~**SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.«^-
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'
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HOUSTON.

HAPPENINGS IN THE LONE STAR
STATE.

Houston, Tex., April 25.
—"You are respect-

fully invited to attend a grand cycle show, to

be given at Parker Cycle Co.'s store, 702 Austin

Avenue. Track riding by Kingsbury, the

Southern trick champion, Friday and Satur-

day afternoons and evenings, April 27 and 28.

Music by the Sterling Wheel Band."

That's the way it reads, postmarked Waco,
Tex., all of which goes to show that Texas is

"up to date."

The first race meet of the season in Texas
will probably be held at Houston on June 1, on

the new track and grounds of the Houston

Jockey Club, recently finished, and which is

owned by Mr. Harvey T. D. Wilson. The
track is one mile, in circumference, and has a

very fine surface, and the ground is superb in

every way. The grand stand is one of the

finest in the country, having a very large

seating capacity, opera boxes, etc., and racing

men will be made perfectly at home in the

jockey clubhouse on the grounds, where they

will be afforded every facility for training.

The bedrooms will be well fitted up and fur-

nished, meals served and artesian water,

shower and plunge baths. All will be placed

at the disposal of racing men and their trainers.

Something like $1,500 has already been raised

for prizes, etc., and this will be increased by
the time the meet will take place. A com-
mittee will be sent to New Orleans about the

20th of May, who will endeavor to secure the

attendance of racing men, as the Southern

Amateur Athletic Union will begin a large

meet there on that day. It is confidently ex-

pected that men from all over the South will

be iu attendance, besides whom, some of the

best men in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska
have promised to be on hand. There will

probably be two days of racing, to wind up
with a grand ball and banquet at the club-

house.

Texas racing men are already in active

training for the early races, and are rapidly

making their minds up as to their prospective

mounts, each choosing the particular wheel he
desires to make famous. The indications are

that the men will be rather evenly divided

between Ramblers, Sterlings, Stearns and
Clevelands, with the odds in favor of Ramblers,
Among the recent converts to the last named
wheel is Paul Von Boeckman, of Austin, who
has been dubbed "The Texas Sandow" on
account of his unusually fine muscular develop-

ment. He is picked as the best man in the

State at any distance, and if properly handled
and managed, would possibly rank as a top-

notcher. He is an all-round athlete, has a
world of strength and stamina, and in his first

season defeated old timers without any
trouble. Little Boren, the Dallas 18-year-old,

will show up well also, and will ride a built-to-

reach Rambler. Tackaberry, of Fort Worth,,

who developed great sprinting abilities last

season, will again be seen riding the "Yellow
Fellow," while Van Rensaeller, his running
mate, will ride a Rambler. Gill and Spore,
old Houston flyers, will continue to race, while
Mettenheimer, from the same place, a new
man, will endeavor to make a name for him-
self. San Antonio will be represented by
Hoffheinz, Hale, Lawyer, Springall and
Roach. Two of Waco's best men, it is said,

have retired from the track, and will attend to

business strictly. These are Parker, the ex-

champion of Texas at all distances, and

White, who made a good showing last season.

Others will take their places, however, and

Waco can be depended upon to keep her end

up. Dallas will have one of the strongest

teams in the State on both road and path, and

her sister city, Fort Worth, will furnish her

quota.

Altogether, the season promises to be a very

lively one, and the State circuit that is now
being organized will doubtless be well patron-

ized.

The Cyclist and Sportsman, the new sport-

ing paper published at Dallas, Tex., is doing

good work in the endeavor to organize the

circuit, and everything now seems favorable

to the accomplishment of that purpose.

It is refreshing to note the improvement in

the cycle trade of Texas within the past year

or two. Now, when ye weary salesman

reaches a town he finds active, progressive

dealers to look at his goods, people who talk

in an intelligent and business-like manner; all

the late cycle papers are on file, enabling him
to keep apace with the times, and he leaves the

town with the knowledge that an era of good

times has finally come about.

As an old timer, I look backward and con-

trast this state of affairs with the times when
there were few riders, no clubs, no dealers,

possibly an agent in an occasional town, who
industriously suppressed all the cycle papers,

presumably, to prevent other riders from ascer-

taining there were other wheels manufactured

besides the one he sold.

It is safe to say that another season will put

the trade of Texas on a par with that of any sec-

tion, and to the missionary work of such papers

as The Wheel I believe a great deal of this is

due.

H. F. Gebhardt, alias Winter, alias Nau-

mann, alias Grohn, who recently gained some
notoriety by stealing several wheels in Texas,

and who was arrested here, pleaded guilty to

the charge of theft of over $20 at San Antonio,

and was sentenced to the limit—two years in

the penitentiary at Huntsville. Mr. W. E.

Roach, of San Antonio, who was one of his

victims, prosecuted the case, and deserves

credit for putting it through in the manner he

did. This will doubtless act as a damper to

cycle stealing in this section.

The Union P. D. Q. which was stolen from

the Parker Cycle Co., of Waco, Texas, and
which was supposed to have been taken by the

same party, has been recovered, and the thief

is now in jail in Waco, with a fair chance of

spending a couple of years in the full enjoy-

ment of Texas hospitality—a guest of the

State.

Some of our recent visitors: W. C. Brewer,

representing the Yost Mfg. Co., with a full

line of Falcons, which he sold to Reierson &
Spore, giving a goodly slice of territory with

them
; J. G. Williams, representing the Over-

man Wheel Co., no business; George Brooker

representing Western Wheel Works, no busi-

ness; R. W. Slusser, with the Syracuse, no
business; Graham, of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

placed the Columbia agency with J. J. Pastoriza

Printing Co. Others have been here within

the past few weeks with Hartfords, Sterlings,

Clippers, Lyndhursts, Eagles, Eclipse and a

host of others, but Graham and Brewer are

the only men who have taken an order out of

Houston this year.

Local dealers say their trade is in good con-

dition. There is no unusual rush of business,

but there is a steady, growing demand for

wheels, which they prefer to a short boom and
the consequent re-action. The greater part of

local business is done on the installment plan,

though now and then a cash sale is reported.

There is no such thing known here as cutting

of prices, except on some of last year's goods
which a couple of firms found themselves

loaded with at the first of the year, and this

cuts little figure. Everything seems healthy

and bright, and there will doubtless be better

business here this year than ever before.

ROYALTY AWHEEL,
In a personal letter to Geo. S. Macdonald,

Frank Bowden, manager of the Raleigh Co.,

gives some interesting information concerning

the attitude of the royal house toward cycling

Mr. Bowden writes: "The Florentine Club

in Italy, which has about 300 members, con-

sisting of the principal notabilities of the city,

owns it own track and is patronized by the

Due d'Aosta, nephew of the King; Princes

Corsini and Carafe, Due Strozzi, Count and
Countess Bastrogi, Marquise de Talleyrand

(all Raleigh riders by the way) and many
others.

Yet Queen Vic, meeting these cycling nota-

bilities continually, has resolutely set her face

against recognizing our glorious sport and,

to the chargin of the club, will not even give

their lovely track where they continually hold

races a look in as she drives by on the adjoin-

ing road through the park. If Queen Vic.

does not approve of wheeling, it means that

none of her entourage dare go near it. She is

the only Sovereign in Europe who frowns

upon it. Those "in the know" say Her Majesty

is becoming a greater crank than ever. Her
latest is that, at the Coburg wedding of her

grandchildren the Prince of Hesse and Princess

Melita, of Edinburgh, which Queen Vic. is to

grace with her presence, there is to be plenty

of eating and drinking (the English Royal
family have remarkable appetites and indulge

in five square meals daily), but no dancing,

although the latter is a continental custom

—

but Queen Vic. does not dance, so nobody
must dance."

TREATUENT OF THE MODERN CYCLE.

Men are often seen riding really light cycles

in the most careless manner, says The Cyclist.

They will ignorantly ride down a kerb to save

the trouble of a dismount, take running mounts
by the pedal, ride in a jerky manner, pulling

and kicking as though cycling were a sort of

spasmodic tug-of-war. These men, too, are

usually the first to grumble if any part of their

cycle gives out. They quite forget that the

modern road racer is nothing less than a

marvel of combined strength and lightness,

and that if the greatest engineers of the world

had been consulted, say, seven years ago, as

to what the least possible weight at which a

safety bicycle could be produced, they would
most certainly have decided that nothing fit to

bear the strains and weight of an average

man's riding could be turned out under 40 to 50

lbs. The experience of manufacturers, backed

up by that of practical riders, has done won-
ders, and the modern safety, which has braved

all theories, is its outcome. The man who
treats a good cycle badly, and assumes a

superior mechanical indifference, simply shows
his colossal ignorance.
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We are not handling last year's lamps, but are showing you
new and improved ones.

NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO., sole representatives,

Bristol, oonsnsr., u. s. a.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers St., New York.

WE
PAIAPPtO.i

ARE ALL

HERE.
"THE NEW DEPARTURE" THE WORLD'S STANDARD.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers Street, New York.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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CLEVELAND.

D ECOBATION DAY EVENTS—CLERGYMEN'S
CYCLING CLUB CHOOSES OFFICERS.

Cleveland, O., April 30.—The events for

the Spring race tournament of the Cleveland

Wheel Club, on Decoration Day, are as fol-

lows:

One mile novice; one-quarter mile, open, Class A;
one mile, 2.40 class, Class A; one mile handicap, Class

B; one mile, C. W. C. handicap; one-half mile, Class

A; two mile handicap, Class A; one mile open, Class

B; one mile handicap, Cuyahoga County, Class A;

three mile lap race, Class A.

Entries for road race close May 20, and for

track races two days later. The road race

course, over the old Wickliffe route, was meas-

ured by a party of C. W. C. officials yesterday,

and the turning point was found to be at a

point a trifle over two miles beyond Euclid

and exactly at the intersection of a cross road,

where the turn can be made without the diffi-

culty experienced by riders in former events.

It is also at the top of a small elevation and
the rider gets a good start for the return trip.

The Cleveland Clerical Cycle Club met last

week at the residence of Rev. J. H. Hartman,

and elected officers as follows: Captain, Rev.

Frank S. Lyon; Orderly, Rev. W. R. Star-

ley. Their first run occurred to-day, and was
to Euclid.

The Cleveland World is offering a fine list

of trophies for amateur athletics. Among
them is a handsome cup for Class A cyclists.

There will be five races during the season, in

May, June, July, August and September. The
rider winning the greatest number of times

will become permanent owner of the trophy.

In case of a tie, only the riders who have won
it the same number of times will be eligible to

compete. The first match will be at the C. W.
C. tournament May 30. The cup will be pre-

sented to the winner of the one-mile handicap

in addition to the other prize. The next con-

test will be at the Lakeside race meet in June.

Among the promising local riders last year

was a young man, George Comstock by name.

This season the fates have decreed that he

shall not ride. He is out on bail at present,

but house-breaking and grand larceny are

serious charges, and "Commy," as he was
called, is very likely to do his training this

season behind walls in Columbus.

The Midwinter Fair Tournament.

San Francisco, April 29,—A stiff west wind
prevented any fast time being made at the

opening day of the Midwinter Fair Bicycle

Tournament, and none of the Eastern cracks

started. Bliss, Dirnberger and others were
present, however, and displayed a lively in-

terest in the events. Only three contests were
above the ordinary, the first being the quarter

mile dash, which was won by Otto Zeigler,

San Jose; time, 32 4-5S. Oscar Osen, of San
Jose, won the two mile handicap in 5m. 1 2-5S.,

starting from 160-yard mark; Griffin (105 yard)

was second and Foster (scratch) a close third.

Foster proved the sensation of the race, easily

defeating such cracks as Fox and Zeigler. The
mile handicap was a battle between Languitin

(90 yards) and Gilbert (175 yards). At the
first attempt they rode a dead heat in 2m. 23
2-5S., on the second trial they finished even
in 2m. 33s., and on the third start Gilbert won
by a foot in 2m. 38 2-5S.

Next Saturday the Eastern men will partici-
pate in the Olympic Club races.

MASSACHUSETTS SPRING MEET.

The Spring meet of the Massachusetts

Division at Boston, May 30, is expected to

bring together between three and four thou-

sand cyclists. Mechanics' Building has been

engaged for the day, and ample storage room

for 3,000 wheels or more will be provided; also

refreshments for that number of wheelmen.

Altogether some $1,500 will be spent by the

Massachusetts Division officials, who are doing

everything to make the meet a success.

Handsome gold-plated badges to the number
of 3,500 will be given away to L. A. W. mem-
bers only. These badges are in the form of a

five pointed star, the shape of the club pin of

the Boston B. C.

League headquarters will be established the

evening of the 29th at the Grand Hotel on

Columbus Avenue, where visiting wheelmen
can obtain badges and information.

The grand ball in the Mechanics' Building

cannot fail to be a pronounced success. Each
lady will be presented with an elegant illus-

trated souvenir programme containing sketches

of the Massachusetts Division officials and the

committees. ,

The programme is as follows:

Headquarters for the afternoon and evening of May
20 will be at the Grand Hotel, Columbus Avenue.
Open at 4 o'clock, and will be kept open till midnight.

Souvenir badges maybe obtained at that time, also

tickets to the Waltham races at half price, 25 cents

each.
may 30.

7 A. M.—Opening of the headquarters at Machinery
Hall, Mechanics' Bulding. Refreshments will be

served at this hour.

8 A. M.—Runs through the suburbs under the com-
mand of Arthur W. Robinson, Chairman of the

Touring Committee.
10 A. M.—Parade, starting from Hotel Oxford, Hun-

tington Avenue.
11.30.—Photograph of the parade in Copley Square.

1 P. M.—Run to the Waltham Bicycle Park to the

races.

2 P. M.—Races at Waltham.
8 P. M.—Grand ball at Mechanics' Hall. Admission

will be free to L#. A. W. members and their lady

friends. Tickets to all others, $2 each.

Three prizes will be offered for the L. A. W.
clubs having the largest number of men in line

in the parade, and two for the best appearance

of the L. A. W. clubs in line.

The line of parade will, it is estimated, con-

tain fully a thousand or more than last year.

INDIANAPOLIS.

BUSINESS IMPROVING-WHEELS SHIPPED
TO HOLLAND—A CYCLE TAX IN FORCE.

Utica Cycling Club's Decoration Day Meet.

The committee are working very hard to

make a success of their race meet. They en-

close that they intend to make it the most im-

portant tournament ever held in Central New
York State, and as some very fine meets have

been held in that section, they will have their

work cut out for them. A deal of money has

been placed in the prize fund. First prizes

are diamonds in both Class A and B races,

second prizes are high grade wheels or prizes

of equal value. W. H. Champlin, 38 Court

Street, Utica, is chairman.

Knocked Out by the Trolley.

The five mile circuit of sand-paper roads

near New Haven, known as the Pequot course,

is no more. It has been ruined by an electric

line, and as a consequence New Haven riders

will have to give up road racing until another

stretch can be found. The course has long

been a favorite stretch for racing, and was
first made famous by Van Wagoner five years

ago. The annual Veru road r^ce will probably

be indefinitely postponed,

Indianapolis, Ind., April 30, 1894.—As the

season advances business on cycle row im-

proves, and dealers are again taking on last

year's habitual smile. The outlook at the

opening of the season seemed gloomy for the

retail dealers, but the prospect is now brighter

than it has been for some time. While not

rushing, business during the past week was
larger than at any time this year, a consider-

able number of high grade wheels being dis-

posed of. The Stearns, Central, Rainbler and
Munger seem to be the most popular high class

mounts.

The Central Cycle Company is putting the

finishing touches on a factory of the same size

they now occupy. They now employ 150 men,
and with this additional floor space can work
nearly that many more. Their present build-

ing is inadequate, and the new one is badly
needed. A complete sample line of Central

wheels was recently sent to Amsterdam, Hol-

land.

The insurance on the destroyed factory of

the Century Cycle Mfg. Co. has been adjusted,

but it is a question as to whether the firm will

continue in business or not. A temporary
repair shop has been fitted up to repair wheels

covered by their guarantees.

The Decoration Day road race is a coming
event which is exciting the most interest just

now. The distance will be fifteen miles,

instead of five, as heretofore.

Bicycle riders must pay $1 per year for the

use of Iudianapolis streets. This is the decree

of the City Council, and much kicking is the

result. However, wheelmen are paying the

tax at a lively rate; hundreds of tags have
been issued.

Walter Marmon and E. V. Minor, the two
most prominent Zig-Zag racing men, will pro-

bably ride in Class " A." this year. Both are

in training and doing good work.

< Opening of Plainfield's Track.

The egg-shaped track of the Crescent Wheel-

men, Plainfield, N. J., now in the course of

construction, will be formally opened on Satur-

day, June 2.

The track will be one-third of a mile, egg-

shaped, with an elevation on the turn of one

foot in four, with a four-inch foundation of

stone and cinders, and a four-inch top dressing

of clay and gravel.

Six Class A and two Class B events will be

run. Entries close May 25 with C. E. Teel,

Plainfield, N. J.

"Our prize-list," writes the Scranton B. C.

Race Committee, "is very attractive, consist-

ing entirely of diamonds, each prize being as

valuable as the new racing rules will allow.

We ask for no donations, being entirely will-

ing to pay for all prizes we offer, and, further,

we guarantee to entertain all who visit at that

time in such a manner that they will want to

come again."

The races held at the Buffalo track, Paris,

Sunday, April 15, resulted as follows:

10,000 metres scratch— 1, Edwards; 2, Farman; 3,

Baras. Time, 15m., 53 1-5S.

Quarter mile scratch-i, Farman. 2, Baras; 3,

Harris. Time, 35s. Wheeler won the third heat.

10,000 metres scratch— 1, Fossier; 2, Wheeler; 3,

Dumond. Time, 16m. 32 i-js.
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WE HAVE CAPTDRED AUSTRALIA.
On February 17, 1894,

EVERY AUSTRALIAN RECORD
From half mile upward, was beaten by Messrs. Turner, McCombe,
Scharp, Broadbent and White, all on

DUNLOP TIRES.
and the Australian Long Distance Record (Adelaide to Melbourne) has

just been beaten by no less than 18 hrs., 8^ mins., by Snell on

DUNLOP TIRES; total time, 3 days, 5 hrs., 42 mins.

Keep your eye on that NEW Dunlop Racing Tire. It will be

heard from all over the world.

American Dunlop Tire Company,
504-506 West Fourteenth Street,

NEW YORK.
Pleas© add: " saw it in The Wheel."
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LAURIE DECAMPS.

THE ONE-TIME CHAMPION ROBS HIS EM-
PLOYERS AND DISAPPEARS.

" H. E. Laurie, gone with a certain amount
of funds."

"Disposed of goods at any price, then dis-

appeared."

Such is the malodorous statement sent to

The Wheel by the Warman-Schub Cycle

House, of Chicago.

Laurie was at their San Francisco branch.

From their communication, it appears that

Laurie sacrificed two or three thousand dollars

worth of goods and disappeared with the pro-

ceeds. The Warman-Schub Company will

publish Laurie's photograph widely, so that

he may be identified and punished, if

possible.

Herbert E. Laurie's history is a strange and,

all too frequently, a common one. Laurie is

the only son of a Worcester (England) banker.

His people are refined, his home a cultured

and kindly one; a home which might come
back into the mind's-eye of a man more than

once before he would do anything to disgrace it.

An attempt was made to educate Laurie,

but without success. He was saturated with

"cussedness," and nothing could be done with

him. Some stories of his doings are told, over

which one may, in charity, drop the curtain.

At eighteen or nineteen he came up to Lon-

don to race. At that time he was as handsome

a lad as could be found in a day's walk. His

physique was as if perfect, the muscles long

and well-turned. This physique was crowned

with a neck and head of almost classic beauty.

The complexion was perfect. With all Lau-

rie's strength he was soft, almost languor-

ously feminine.

He took London by storm. In a few months

he held all the records. Such sp'eed, coupled

with such staying power, was never before

seen in such a lad. He was an idol—a pet.

Later he came to America (1891) with his

friend, E. J. Willis. People who have fol-

lowed racing, remember what a handsome,

likely figure he was. Some Americans took

him up, and he was shown a deal of courtesy.

But success had spoiled him. Under a fair,

smiling exterior was a pettishness, a moun-
tainous meanness, a selfishness extraordinary

and a vicious nature, which Laurie made no

attempt to control.

He raced, off and on, in America; not with

conspicuous success. Already his dissipation

had taken off the keen edge of a physique

upon which nature had spent much care, and
which came, physically, near perfection.

Laurie made the circuit, seeing much of the

seamy side of life. Then he returned to Eng-
land, but was sent back to America by his

people, because of some particularly despic-

able escapades.

In America, without wife or child, and pen-

niless, he had an experience which was so

bitter that it is enough to merely hint at it. In a

particularly bad time, he met an old friend of

his father's, Mr. J. I. Warman, of Chicago, a

man most kindly of heart , of a warm and gen-
erous nature, and big and broad enough to

help even so unpromising an individual as

Laurie.

Mr. Warman took Laurie by the hand,
helped him in every way; gave him a posi-

tion
;
took him to his home. For a time,

Laurie did fairly well. Then came spasmodic

relapses into dissipation. It is useless to follow

in detail the efforts of Laurie's benefactor to

reclaim the son of his old friend.

Time and again there were falls by the

wayside and bitter repentances, all of which

Mr. Warman bore with more than paternal

patience. At length a break of breaks came

—

some prank of unusual freakishness— and

Laurie went his way.

It appears, however, that Mr. Warman must

have given him another "last chance," which

enabled Laurie to play the thankless child

and the serpent act.

MINISTERS AS RACING MEN.

Laurie is a bright, 'particular example of

that doctrine which The Wheel has reiterated

for ten years—that no man can make a living

out of athletics without grave danger of

mental, physical and social degradation. It

is a doctrine supported by many cases in

point, and is not to be refuted.

Laurie is not widely known, and he is only

held up here, in extenso, as a lesson to young
men. He was a maker's amateur; he was paid

to ride. He went about from place to place at

a most impressionable age. That he had the

inclination to dissipate; that he had, latently,

bad tendencies, is not to be disputed.

But, under different conditions, he might

have lived out a long and honorable career

;

first a crack sportsman, afterward a good man
of business; for he had the influence to get

into a good thing and the brains to carry on
business.

Laurie is a fair sample of the semi-clever,

careless young man ; who knows that butterfly-

chasing means ruin and misery, but who has

not the strength to hold himself down. That,

he had fits of real and sincere repentance is

positively known. But, alas, he had gone too

far to turn back ; Hyde had become a giant,

Jekyll, weak and listless and child-like.

Laurie had much of good ; he developed his

bad qualities slowly, but with certainty. For
the good that was in him—and that to-day

may be in him—let it be written that we are

all very sorry for him.

One good turn deserves another, the New
York Belting and Packing Co. think. They
claim a good turn for cycling by the invention

of the Key tire, and suggest that cyclists can

do themselves a good turn by locking them to

their wheels. The company are now making
their Whippet tire for racing purposes, weigh-

ing not over two pounds to the pair.

There is talk in Rochester, N. Y., of inau-

gurating a cycle race between some of the

clergymen of the city, for the cause of charity.

A leading- minister, speaking to a reporter,

said: "Of course at first sight it may look a

little strange to some people, this idea of a

clerical cycle race, but why should it? A great

many of our prominent pastors ride the wheel,

and some of them, no doubt, would be willing

to lend their services to aid such a good cause

as the City Hospital, for example, or the

Infants' Summer Hospital at Charlotte. There

would be no harm in it and I cannot see how
it would be lowering to their ministerial dignity

to take part, especially as so many of them

ride rapidly through the streets every day. It

need not be a fast race, nor would long and

severe training be necessary for the event. I,

for one, would be willing to engage in such a

contest if five others would do the same."

A number of other leading clergymen ex-

pressed themselves as in favor of the scheme,

if it could be carried out without causing too

much notoriety. One reverend gentleman

said: " I am in favor of the idea, because a

large amount of money could be so easily

raised by it for charitable purposes. Wouldn't

it be more interesting if a team race between

the denominations could be gotten up? Say,

two ministers from each, Presbyterian, Meth-

odist, Baptist and Episcopalian."

Another clergyman remarked: "There is

nothing essentially wrong in cycle racing. It

is only its associations and the betting which

takes place at the meets which is objected to

by Christian people. Of course, it would not

be very edifying to hear some one say, ' two

to one on the Rev. Dr. ,' or for some mem-
bers of one denomination to form a pool and

back their representative. Still I think it

might be arranged without any disagreeable

features."

Among the Rochester clergymen who ride

the wheel are Revs. Dr. Anstice, Hallock,

Rowland, Parkhurst, Peepels, Barbour,

Dennis, Anderson, Redfern, Lynch, Better-

idge and Gannett; and there is no doubt that

if such a contest could be arranged, a large

sum would be netted for some useful purpose.

It has been suggested that the race might

take place at the tournament of the Lake

View Wheelmen in June, the club agreeing to

give a certain per cent, of the receipts to some
charitable institution to be designated by the

ministers.

In and Around Denver,

UP CHIMNEY GULCH.

\
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$2,000.e=° WORTH OF PRIZES.

FASTEST ROAD RACING COURSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

NO HILLS, CROSSINGS, CAR TRACKS, OR SHARP CORNERS.

FIRST PRIZE: Hoisse, Wagon and Harness, Actual Value, I35Q.QD.

'84 Columbia Racen, $1BD.QQ, Posl Time Prize.

Several high grade bicycles will be given, including

Model, Special, Stearns and a Waverley. ....
There will be over Thirty Prizes in number that

will be unequaled '
. . . •

ENTRY FEB, $2.00.

Entries close, lay 23, 1, with Hoylanfl Smitli, lew Beiri, lass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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IN PRUDISH NEW ENGLAND.

HOW THE RATIONALLY-ATTIRED WHEEL-
WOMEN AFFECTS THE VARIOUS TYPES

OF PEOPLE.

Boston, May i.—The rational costume has

not as yet been received with universal favor

by the wheelwomen of Boston. Perhaps about

a dozen have accepted it as a progressive step

and have adopted it.

A fifty mile trip with a party of cyclists

dressed in bloomers gives one an excellent

idea of how the public regard the change. In

a long trip like this, passing through a big city

like Boston and a manufacturing city like

Lowell, through various country towns and

finally dining at a prominent hotel, the close

observer has an opportunity of judging how
the various types of social life commend or

condemn it.

Riding at a speed of ten miles an hour, the

cyclist herself passes a pedestrian so quickly

that she is out of hearing before the spectator

has expressed an opinion, but if one rides a

short distance behind the group he cannot

help hearing the comment.

In the fifty mile jaunt referred to, the writer

heard just two complimentary remarks; the

remainder belonged in the other catagory.

Two riders, apparently old-timers, men of

middle age, in passing speaking one to the

other said: " Well I call that sensible. Don't

you ?
"

The other remark was made at the hotel in

Lowell by a gentleman, a prominent lawyer

of that city, and one who had been a wheel-

man and a tourist for a number of years. He
expressed himself as pleased with the costume,

and declared that he saw nothing objection-

able about it, and believed that it would not be

long before the public got used to it and paid

little attention to a cyclist so dressed.

Starting from the club rooms, the party

wheeled out over Massachusetts Avenue.

Passing a stable where a number of drivers

were loitering about the door, a broad grin

overspread their countenances, and a shout to

several boon companions within quickly

brought additional spectators. A little further

on, several pedestrians stopped and looked at

the party with open-mouth astonishment. If

the cause was not known, a stranger would

have declared the Americans the happiest

people on earth, as nearly every one smiled.

There was scarcely an exception where
pedestrians did not stop and watch the party

until it was out of sight. The small boy
shouted, in childish glee, something about

"pants," or, "Them's women."
"Oh, Johnnie, look!" cried one woman to a

neighbor. "I should think they would be

ashamed of themselves."

Passing through Maiden, the church bells

were ringing and the sidewalk was crowded
with people. It was amusing to see every

man, woman and child turn and crane their

necks to see the unusual sight.

Lowell was finally reached, and the party

stopped. A crowd of factory girls, who
chanced to be near gave a spasmodic howl,

such as betokens the first stage of hysterics.

In. a few moments no less than twenty-five

people crowded around as if a circus had
come to town.

Entering the hotel came the next ordeal.

While the party had scattered to prepare for

dinner, I heard one man say to another:
" What is the matter—a fight?"

" No ; bloomers," was the reply.

Evidently the news, spread throughout the

hotel. When the cyclers entered the dining

hall the reception was characteristic of a well-

bred class of people ; there was marked still-

ness and curious glances, but no marked evi-

dence that the entrance of the wheelmen was
anything unusual. Whatever comments were

passed were spoken in a quiet way, or at times

when the visitors would not have noticed

them.

The hotel guests lingered long at the table

to have another glimpse when the cyclists left

the room. The start was made for Boston

finally, and the party moved along at the rate

of twelve miles an hour. When the more
thickly populated districts were entered the

combination of a party of men accompanying

three cyclists in bloomers, all of them covered

with dust and going over the road at a lively

pace, was certainly not very dignifying in the

eyes of the people in the carriages, and caused

what was, no doubt, unpleasant comment.

P. A. W. FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Phila-

delphia, which has been one of the most active

clubs in Quaker City cycling life, confessed

judgment last week for between $500 and $600,

and all the effects of the club have been sold,

at sheriff's sale, to President O. S. Bunnell.

The organization was generally supposed to

be in a most prosperous condition, but for

some time past the receipts have not been

equal to the expenses, and it has been steadily

running behind. To make up the deficit, Mr.

Bunnell, has, during the past six months,

advanced various sums of money, which, it

was hoped, would tide over the troubles until

the riding season opened, when a considerable

addition to the membership was anticipated,

but, in spite of the assistance rendered, it

became apparent that the club must go to the

wall.

On Thursday the president personally leased

the dwelling house at 1 704 North Thirteenth

Street, where the wheels and other effects of

the members have been removed. It is the

purpose of the members to reorganize the club

temporarily under a new name; to sub-lease

from Mr. Bunnell the new house and all the

furniture and fittings of the old club, and to

practically continue the organization upon a

more economical basis under the same Board
of Officers. The club was organized in 1888.

At the Harvard Spring games, Cambridge,

Mass., April 28, Elliott rode two miles against

time, with pacemakers, in 5m. 7 2-5S.

ANOTHER WORLD BEATER.

A THIRTY-MILES-AN-HOUR MACHINE THE
LATEST.

A Salem, Mass., man, George W. Freeman,

is the inventor of the latest novelty in mile-a-

minute machines. He, however, does not

claim a greater speed for his invention than

thirty miles an hour.

The movement of the new wheel is what is

' termed an epicyclic train. In the centre of the

rear wheel is a round, hollow aluminum box,

in which the power-developing mechanism is

encased.

Stationary standards, attached to the hubs of

the rear wheel, hold a twelve inch internal

brass gear in place just inside of the box.

Resting against this stationary gear are two

three-inch rawhide geared wheels. These

are secured to the ends of a double-armed

lever, which revolves with the turn of the

axle. Between these two small wheels is

another, six inches in diameter, and geared

as the smaller ones. With the pushing of the

pedals, the sprocket wheels revolve, as in the

ordinary bicycle. With the turn of the

sprocket, the double-armed lever revolves.

The stationary gear gives the resistance which

compels the little wheels to operate the larger

o:ie in the centre. This is fastened directly

to the rear wheel, which it naturally causes to

revolve. By the application of this set of gears,

one turn of the pedals will set the rear wheel

in motion at a most remarkable rate of speed.

The claim of thirty miles an hour, however,

appears rather strong for the road, even under

the most favorable conditions. The frame of

Mr. Freeman's wheel is also a novelty. It

differs from the diamond-shaped frame in that

there are no braces from the rear axle. At the

base of the riding post is a double spring, upon

which the lower section of the frame rests.

When the rider takes his seat, the weight of

his body is practically carried on these springs,

and stones, railroad tracks and other obstruc-

tions can be ridden over without fear of being

severely jolted or having the feet thrown from

the pedals.

A company has been formed to market the

wheel, under the name of the Freeman High-

Speed Bicycle Co.

The Montclair (N. J.) Wheelmen last week

elected these officers: President, E. Seward,

Sr. ; Vice-President, E. E. Deuzler; Secretary,

J. F. Creamer; Treasurer, W. J. Garrabrant;

Captain, Walter Rutan. Trustees— J. D.

Hegerman, Jr. ; F. W. Crane, G. B. Minshull,

W. J. Garrabrant and A. W. King.

The Stearns Team at Thunderbolt, Ga.

MVilJil

Johnson. Eck. Taylor. Newson. Callahan. Dawson. Hyslop. Murphy.
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ONE QOOb "NRN
DESERVES - dNOTrlER.

ONE GOOD TURN we have

already done you in producing the

fi\ ATESTW ICHTEST
O^IVELIEST

ANOTHER GOOD TURN
you can now do yourself by put-

ting it on your wheel.^^^^^

New York Belting & Packing Co., Ltd
PIONEERS AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Nam'
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Nam]

A3X\
a hi
Nam]

A3M\
3HJ.

Nam 1

A3M|
3HJ.

Nam'
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A3X]
3HX
Nam^

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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"We use only the Simonds

Rolling-Machine Co.'s Tempered

Steel Balls, which we believe to

be Unequaled for Durability and

Uniformity of Quality."
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Himond^ Rolling-Machine Co.,
~~

PITCHBtJRG, MASS.
In writing kindly mention Tne Wheel.
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TRADE CHANGES.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Reitzner & Richard Cycle

Co. Not incorporated. Dissolution reported.

Hamlet, N. Y.—Frank Scott, bicycles. New
store opened.

Hartford, Conn.—Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Mfg. Co. Will erect two factory buildings,

increasing capacity of plant.

Omaha, Neb.—Cort & Cottrell Hardware
Co. Purchased business of Hunebaugh &
Co., 1405 Douglas Street. This company is

incorporated with capital stock of $40,000.

Will handle bicycles.

Palm Branch, Dade Co., Fla.—W. H.

Parkin, formerly of Cleveland, O. Will open
a hardware store and handle cycle supplies

and bicycles. He wishes correspondence from
manufacturers.

Buffalo, N. Y.—R. T. Palmer, 31 Otis Place.

Is putting on the market a new patent_ trouser

guard for bicyclists.

Washington. D. C—The Palais Royal, A.

Lisner, proprietor. Adding athletic goods
and will handle cycles.

Fresno, Cal.—Dexter & Banta, bicycles.

Dissolution reported.

Norwich, Conn.—Tompkins & Murphy,
bicycles and hardware. J. F. Tompkins re-

ported to have placed on record warranty deed

to real estate.

Norwalk, Conn.—H. D. Walcott, bicycles.

Gone out of business.

Akron, O.— Diamond Rubber Co. Incor-

porated by Frank Reifsnider and others.

Capital stock $50,000. Will manufacture

pneumatic tires, etc.

New Carlisle, O.^Isaac Ulery, hardware
and bicycles. Real estate mortgage of $533,

cancelled.

New Westminster, B. C.—Campbell &
Anderson, hardware and bicycles. A. O.

Campbell reported to have placed chattel

mortgage for $4,000 on record.

Washington, D. C.—J. E. Buckingham, Jr.,

& Co. Opening new bicycle store on Twelfth

Street. Will handle the Cleveland and other

wheels and cycling specialties.

Portland, Ore.—Northwest Gun and Bicycle

Co. Incorporated by F. A. Haiser, Harry
Beal and Geo. W. Haizer. Capital stock,

$10,000.

Shepherdstown, W. Va.—R. G. Surbridge,

of Hagerstown, Md., is equipping plant to

manufacture bicycles.

The Punctureless Tire Armor Co. write that,

as soon as they introduced their device at the

New York Show, business has been most satis-

factory with them. They have gotten out

about 400 sets of their punctureless armor, for

which they have had bona fide sales in all parts

of the country. Punctureless Tire Armor, so

this company claim, give a perfect protection

against puncture or collapse to air tube. It is

composed of tough fibrous materials chemically

treated. At the same time it is light and
flexible. The armor was thoroughly tested at

the New York Show, and showed that it is im-

possible to puncture it in the ordinary way.

A Columbus Dealer Fails.

R. W. Evans, retail dealer at 19 E. Spring
Street, Columbus, O., assigned on April 30 to

Paul Jones, an attorney. The assets and
liabilities and the cause are unknown. The
stock of wheels is covered by a mortgage of

$800, and one-third interest in an undivided
estate is included in the assignment.

PHEW! A 13J£ POUND ROAD WHEEL!
In England, is observed the distressing spec-

tacle of the light-weight craze leading the

makers a chase that brought machines below

what they consider a safe weight, resulting in

'94 road wheels for even the scorching element

going two to three pounds more in heft than

the '93 product. Whether this history will re-

peat itself in the case of the home product is

interesting speculation.

However this may be, a wheel that repre-

sents the extreme point in light weight con-

struction is coming in for a deal of comment
in Chicago. Its maker is Louis Jordan, of 71

Randolph Street, who builds Jordan specials,

and very light Jordan specials, under his own
supervision.

The wheel in question weighs, all complete

with pedals and handle bar, and fitted with

racing tires and wood rims, 13^ pounds. Its

pedals and hubs are English, but, apart from

these, every inch of the wheel is of American

material, including the tubing.

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &WRIGHT

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

The forks and frame together weigh 3^
pounds.

This machine is not of the exhibition kind

nor was it built for display, but is a wheel

which Mr. Jordan turns out as a practical road

mount for the experienced and careful rider.

A test of it, in all vital parts, seemed to show
a stiffness and apparent strength that would
do an 18-pounder proud. Mr. Jordan makes
the statement that this one identical wheel has

been ridden by half a dozen different Chicago

riders scores of miles each, with the result of a

new education for each in the matter of light-

weight bicycles. If Mr. Jordan produces

many duplicates of his 13^-pounder their his-

tory will be worth following.

The Newton Rubber Works have given up
their Boston office. The main office is now
located at their factory, Newton Upper Falls,

Mass.

The Chainless Bicycle Co., 120 E. Eighth

Street, Chattanooga. Tenn. , have opened a

new store and will handle the League Chainless

Safety exclusively. Harry Steffner, of Steffner

& Sloan, is secretary of the new company.

The Independent Electric Co., manu-
facturers of the Goodhue Cycle Lock, state that

they find the cycle business the only "line"

which rivals electricity in being "alive.'

Their lock is taking well.

L List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

THE Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent'At-
torney, Washington, D. C.l

518,229. Pneumatic tire for wheels. Thomas A.
Egan, Jersey City, N. J. Filed July n, 1893. ;.

518,307. Drive chain. Thomas Corscaden, New
Britain, Conn., assignor to the Stanley Works, same
place. Filed January 2i, 1892.5

518,321. Anti-friction ball bearing. Henry La Casse,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed October 17, 1892.";"

.,^_

518,323. Lock attachment £for Bicycles. H Walter
Lamb and Spence H. Lamb, Jr., Memphis, Tenn.
Filed October 8, 1893.

518,325. Bicycle stand. Fred. B. Mueller, Decatur,
111. Filed April 18, 1893.

518,330. Folding bicycle. Michael B. Ryan, Boston,

Mass., assignor of two-thirds to Charles L. Bacus and
Charles F. Lincoln, Andover, Conn. Filed December
26, 1893.

518,338. Bicycle. Clarence E. Whitaker, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to Josiah C. Bennett, same place.

Filed April 14, 1892.

518,395. Device for packing vehicle wheels. Francis

G. Davis, Watertown, N. Y. Filed July 24, 1893.

518,411. Bicycle. Henry La Casse, Rochester, N.

Y. Filed September 16, 1801.

518,447. Combined bearing for Spindles. George O.

Draper, Hopedale, Mass., assignor to George Draper
& Sons, same place. Filed January 31, 1893.

518,456. Bicycle crank. Ferdinand F. Ide, Peoria,

111., assignor to the F. F. Ide Manufacturing Company,
same place. Filed January 25, 1894.

518,498. Metallic hub, John H. Gray, Elwood, Neb.,

assignor of one-half to Rolland N. Bouck, Jackson,

Mich. Filed December, 24, 1891.

Patent which Expired April 18, 1894.

189,588. Velocipedes. H. Will and C. Uebele,

Chicago, 111. Filed December 16, 1876.

The Anglo-American Iron and Metal Co.'s

Affairs.

The Receivers of this company, Joseph

Friedenstein and John V. Bacot, communicated
with the creditors of the concern under date of

April 27, in which they state that they have
been carrying on the business in the interest

of the creditors, and that they are now negoti-

ating for the ending of the receivership. In a

short time a proposition will be submitted to

the creditors, and if accepted, the business will

probably be turned back to the Anglo-American
Co. The Receivers report that from October

4, 1893, when they took charge of the business,

up to April 1st, that the business has shown a

profit.

A New Factory for Michigan.

The Meteor Bicycle Co. has been formed at

Battle Creek, Mich. , with a capital stock of

$25,000, $19,000 of which has already been

paid in. The officers of the company are as

follows: W. C. Smith, President and Manager;

J. N. Reid, Secretary ; W. C. Sanford, Vice-

President and Treasurer. W. C. Smith, the

President of the company, formerly was
superintendent of the Ariel works at Goshen,

and has some new patents and models for

wheels. The company will start operations at

once.

To Make Wheels in Jersey City.

A corporation known as the Wheelman's
Protective Company has filed articles with the

County Clerk, Jersey City. The incorporators

are J. W. M. Green, W. C. Goss, Eugene
Green and W. D. Reynolds. The purpose of

the company is to manufacture, sell and buy
bicycles and tricycles. The capital stock is

fixed at $500,000, divided into 1,000 shares.

The factory will be located in Jersey City.
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COMING GREAT CHANGE.

SUGGESTED INTERNATIONAL RULES FOR
THE L,. A. W.

Modern civilization is swept in each decade

by two or three tidal waves that foam clear

around the world.

In the present decade electric lighting has

been one, the bicycle another. The sweep of

these vast movements is too rapid for the dif-

ferent nations to immediately adjust them-

selves to their new relations with each other.

Twenty years ago there was but one national

cycling organization in the world — that of

England, just begun. Ten years ago, in 1884,

England, the United States and two or three

more were all. Now all

the great nations have

each its own national

organization, and the

rest are rapidly follow-

ing. Even ten years

ago bicycling was only

an English and Amer-
ican sport. A few tour-

ists had appeared in

Europe ; but the sport

was not really estab-

lished in any except

these two countries.

Now it has become the

great and popular
sport of the whole

world.

In beginning its

adoption, each nation

has naturally made its

own rules, governed by
its own national cus-

toms in other sports,

not thinking of other

nations, not seeing far

enough into the future

to perceive that, very

soon, the sport would
become international,

cosmopolitan, world-
wide, so that all nations

must ultimately modify
their national rules to

conform somewhat to

their neighbors'.

Ten years ago we, in

the United States, had
already received visits

from British cham-
pions, and some of ours

had visited England.
We began to see that

there must be some
international agree-
ment. As we had modeled our rules after

the English, there was little difficulty.

But, ten years ago, we had no idea that

other nations would have a say in the matter.

Why need we care what rules France, Ger-
many, Italy or Austria set up ? They might
confine their champions as they pleased, or es-

tablish cash prizes, or saleable prizes, what
did it matter to us ? What was it to us that

Australia and South Africa raced for cash ?

Our champions did not visit other countries,

and we did not expect the 'champions of other

countries to visit us.

What a change has occurred!

We have been visited by the champion of

even far-off South Africa. We are now devel-

oping and sending all over Europe, American

world champions. There are now, and will be
more and more, world's race meetings and
world's championships, wherein riders of all

nations will contend, each for the glory of his

own country and flag.

Evidently these world's championships and
world's races must be conducted under some
general international code of rules. Each and
every nation has got to modify its own pecu-

liar rules, so as to recognize, welcome and es-

tablish friendly conraon relations with the

champions of all other nations. No one nation

can make rules that possess a particle of force

beyond its own territory. Any one nation

that will not extend the courtesy of free and
full recognition and welcome to all other na-

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

tions, or that will not allow its champions to

go freely abroad and race in other countries

under the rules prevalent there, is evidently

churlishly exclusive, snobbish, provincial, and
must not expect to be regarded with either

respect or friendship by other nations.

The time has come when the United States

ought to adopt a broad, generous, manly, cos-

mopolitan, international policy. We ought to

invite the champions of all other nations to

visit the United States and contend with our

racers. They will not come, however, unless

we recognize and admit the champions of every

foreign country, no matter what may be the

rules in that country, as fully equal in rights

and rank to our own. Every foreign cham-

pion visiting the United States, and present-

ing credentials from his own national organi-

zation, must be received and recognized on a
liberal equality with our own champions. Of
course, while he is in this country, he must
race under and obey our rules. We have no
right to question either what he has done or

may do in his own country. If a French, Aus-
tralian, or South African champion should
visit the United States with a pure record

under the rules of his own country, it is none
of our business that he has raced for cash at

home. So long as he does not race for cash
while here in the United States, he is entitled

to be received upon a basis of equality. Our
rules do not and cannot govern anybody or

anything one inch beyond our own national

jurisdiction.

We ought also to en-

courage our American
champions to go abroad
into all other nations

and bear our flag to

friendly victory. But,

to do this properly, we
must permit them to go
freely. The moment
they enter any foreign

country, they ought to

be bound in honor to

obey the rules estab-

lished there. If we say
that we will brand with
dishonor any Ameri-
can champion who goes
into France, South
Africa, Australia or any
foreign country, and
there honorably obeys
their rules, and wins
fame for the United
States, merely because
their rules are not the

same as our rules—if

we -say that, when
an American champion
visits any foreign coun-

try, he shall take our
rules with him, and
shall show contempt or

disobedience to their
rules, we shall not ap-

pear gentlemanly or

wise.

This is a question

that is already press-

ing. There is every

indication that it will

grow, by another year,

to be the greatest ques-

tion with which we may
have to deal. There-

fore, it is high time to begin to consider how
we shall deal with it. In my opinion the

L. A. W. ought to adopt substantially these

two additional rules:

1. Any bicycle rider, visiting the United

States from any foreign country, who shall

file with the Secretary of the L. A. W. a prop-

erly authenticated certificate from the national

cycling organization of his own country,

showing that he is a member in honorable

standing of such organization, shall be recog-

nized as an amateur as long as he honorably

obeys the L. A. W. rules while he remains

within our territorial jurisdiction. Upon also

filing with the L. A. W. Secretary his applica-

tion, he may be attached to Class A or Class

B, as he shall elect, and shall, therefore, be
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eligible to race in all contests open to that

class, except such as are reserved to L. A. W.
members only.

2. Any L. A. W. member who may visit any
foreign country shall not forfeit his standing

in the L A. W. by reason of any act done in

such foreign country, that is permitted by the

rules of the national cycling organization gov-

erning in such country. But he maybe re-

quired to file an authentic certificate from the

proper officers of such foreign national organi-

zation, certifying that he has honorably con-

ducted himself in obedience to their rules

while he remained within their jurisdiction.

The effect of the adoption of such rules is

obvious. It would stimulate the sending

abroad of scores of ambitious American cham-

pions. It would invite scores of foreign

champions to visit the United States. With-

out at all relaxing our own rules in our own
country, it would set an example of interna-

tional courtesy, and lay the foundation of a

world-wide international cycling law, that all

nations would soon adopt.

President Bates.

Jas. Willis, the crack road rider of Elizabeth,

N. J., is using a mount weighing 15 pounds 4

ounces, geared to 78.

The third annual 100-mile road race of the

Atalanta Wheelmen will be held over the

Newark-Princeton course en July 14. The
prizes will be much more valuable and numer-

ous than last year, consisting not only of time

prizes and a great number of individual prizes,

but also of two very valuable club prizes, which

will be given to the club having the greatest

number of men to finish. Entrance fee, $2.

No entries accepted unless accompanied by
the full amount of entrance fee, and no club

will be allowed to enter a man unless he has

been a member of said club at least thirty days

before the date of the race. Entry blanks can

be obtained upon application to E. F. Millar,

40 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

The 'Luniiiium Testing Mac line.

THE TBI-STATE RELAY RACE.

Arrangements for the tri-State relay race,

June 2, are fast being perfected by the Ata-

lanta Wheelmen. A circular was this week
sent to a large number of clubs, and on Sun-

day the committee in charge will lay out the

route. Teams will consist of six men each

(Class A) from New Jersey, New York and

Pennsylvania, with an equal number of substi-

tutes. As it is desirable that these teams shall

be representative, an effort will be made to have

six of the leading clubs of each State make
entries. Entries from New York must be

made to Frederick C. Hawley, K. C. W., 1,255

Bediord Avenue, Brooklyn, or A. E. Hildick,

R. W., 42 Exchange Place, New York City;

Pennsylvania—C. A. Dimon, S. E. W., 1,018

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, or A. H. Allen,

C. W., 1,616 Broad Street, Philadelphia; New
Jersey—W. W. Smith, A. W., 772 Broad

Street, Newark, or George W. Coffin, N. W.
518 Broad Street, Newark.
No entrance fee will be charged, but all

entries must be accompanied by the rider's

best net time for twenty-five miles on the road.

Valuable gold medals will be presented each

member of the winning team by the New York
Times. The race will start about 8 A. M. from

Printing House Square, New York, and the

route will be via Newark, Pompton, Boonton,

Morristown, Elizabeth, New Brunswick,

Princeton, finishing at the junction of Broad

Street and Nicetown Lane, Philadelphia.

Entries close May 21. Particulars concerning

the change of relay, etc. , will be announced
later.

ACROSS THE CONTINENT AND RETURN
AWHEEL.

On the morning of May 1 three men started

awheel from Toledo on a peculiar trip. They
were C. R. Coulter and R. F. Reynolds, and a

gentleman representing the Toledo Blade.

The two former have been employed by the

Yost Mfg. Co. to ride from Toledo to the
Pacific Coast and return, in the interest of the

Yost wheels, riding every inch of the way and
placing Falcon agencies along the road. The
Blade reporter accompanies them to write up
the trip for his paper.

The route which the two will follow will be:

Westward, via Fort Wayne, Kansas City,

Denver, Salt Lake, and then via Union Pacific

route to the Coast. Eastward, via Northern
Pacific route, Helena, Fargo, St. Paul and
Chicago. It is calculated that the riders will

have to travel in the neighborhood of about

6,500 miles, and that they will cover the

journey in 150 days. When it is considered
that at every important stopping place, a halt

will be called to look after Yost interests, this

is not bad.

A rousing send-off in the shape of a
smoker, was given the three travelers the

evening before their departure by the Toledo
Club. They travel under the Toledo Club's

colors.

The Wheel has received the following:

"Please advertise in your paper that a new
wheelmen's club has been organized by the

name of Eagle Wheelmen, and also that their

meetings are held every Friday evening at 276
Seventh Avenue, New York, and will have
their first run on Decoration Day from this

city to Yonkers. Do this and oblige a con-

stant reader of your paper and proprietor of

saloon where meetings are held."
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HILL CLIMBING

MADE EASY.
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Any repairer will

your machine.

fit Eagle Rims to

WRITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, - CONN.
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is a wheel that everybody

would like to have, because,

although high-priced, it is

worth every cent that it

costs.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO.

Special Agents:

L. C. Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,

Stokes Mfg, Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

Just
to get a wheel because

it is a wheel is foolish.

The wise man's way
is to read all he can,

and get other people's

opinions.

Catalogues are the

first thing to get. The
Sterling Catalogue is

very interesting. Ster-

ling riders are not so

plenty as the sand on
the shore, but what
they say is satis=

factory.

Write for Catalogue.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.'

Our Special Helical premiers
Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs
,

as ordered, and are fully guaran=
teed for road use. Helical Racer

from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34—
Ladies', 32—27^ lbs. Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS,

Best Goods at Cost Prices

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

....NEW YORK.Please add; "Saw it in The Wheel."



4o May

may.
5—Maiden, Mass., Linscott Road Race.
9—Atlanta, Ga., Racing Association Race Meet.
i2— Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffie.
19—Wilmington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, N. Y.. Wheel Club. Race Meet.
30—Smith ville, N. J., Burlington Co. Agr. Society.
30 -Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Johnstown, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Uuluth, Minn., Road Race.
30—New Bedf'd, Mass., 25 m. R'd R'e, Hoyland Smith.
30—Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C. Race Meet.
30—Boston, Mass., Division Spring Meet.
30—Neshaming, Pa., Falls C. C. Race Meet.
30—Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
30—Elmira, N. Y., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30—Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
3o-Irvington-Milb'n,N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30- Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , W. C. Road Race and Race Meet.
30—Jamestown, N. Y., Race Meet, Prendergast W.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O , Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30-31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

TUNE.

2—N. Y.-Phila. 150 miles Tri-State Relay Race, A. W.
2—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
2—Boonville, N. V., A. A. Race Meet.
9—Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
12-17—Cincin'ti to Ow sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
15—Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
!8—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
[8-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
20.21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
3c—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.

JULY.

2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Titusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.

4—Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.

4—Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4—Jacksonville, Fla , Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend, Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4 -Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4-Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.

4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.

4 -South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.

4_Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.

4_Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.

4— Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., Rce Meet, Acme A. C.

4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.

4—Beaver Falls, Pa , Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.

4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.

4— Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.

4— Plainfied, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C , Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4— Buffalo, N. Y ,

(Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.

, -Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4 Keene, N. H , Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.

4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa. la.. C. C. Race Meet.
4-5- Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.

7— M. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7 -Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.

13-14-Asbury Park, N. J , Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.

14—Newark, N J , joomile Road Race, Atalanta W.
18 -Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.

20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21— Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.

23— Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28 Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28— Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C, C.| National Circuit Meet,

Jo-n—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
i—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C-, Nat'l Circuit Meet
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. O, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
11-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29— Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

P. P. Prial. Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
\ ork and New Jersey.

At the April meeting of the Metropolitan

Association of Cycling Clubs on Friday last,

the Lexington Wheelmen, of New York, the

Washington Wheelmen, Tremont, N. Y., and

the Tourist C. C, Paterson, N. J., were

elected to memberehip, bripging the total to

thirty-six clubs—the largest association of its

kind in the country. Of these clubs twelve

are located in New York, eleven on Long Isl-

and, and ten in New Jersey. Resoultions of

incorporation under the laws of New Jersey

were passed. R. G. Betts and H. L. Salton-

stall were added to the Race Committee, and

$50 appropriated to the Political Action Com-
mittee for a proposed census of wheelmen in

the district.

M. Clement, the French maker now in this

country, does not believe that any of the

foreigners will be able to best Zimmer-

man. Louvet, he believes, will run him a

close second, but hardly beat him. M.

Clement thinks that Cassignard, who was

killed last year, was the best man who ever

crossed a wheel, but he could not be induced

to train properly.

ON AIL "I" STATIONS.

TI1E WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

ndast in New York.

At Waltham, Mass., April 28: Eight mile

handicap road race— 1, J. Seavey, im. 30s.'

time, 25m, 21s; 2, J. McLaughlin, im. 30s.
; 3,

L. Callahan, im. 45s.

Annual games Berkeley School, Berkeley

Oval, April 28: One mile scratch— 1, H.

Boyne; 2, F. Bien; 3, E. Fielder. Time, 3m.

o nsr sale!
THE ARTICLE

"How to Build a Race Track."
An exhaustive, technical and practical arti-

cle by M. P. Paret, Civil Engineer.
THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444,

New York.

DECORATION DAY, May 30, '94.

AX RAHWAY, N. J.
Eighth Race Meet of the

Union County Roadsters.
Elegant prize list. Four open races and the

Half-Mile L. A. W. N. J. Division Championship,

Races start promptly at 3 p. m. All class "A" races.
Entries close May 25. For entry blanks and full par-
ticulars, address, A. H. CHAMBERLAIN, Chairman,
Lock Box 55, Rahway, N. J.

Annual Race Meet,
(N. Y. State Circuit, L. A. W.)

#)COHOES * WHEELMEN^

Splendid Yz Mile Track.
Elegant Prize List.

Rensselaer Park, Sat,, June 2d,
J

94.

A. D. WAIT, Chairman.

J. WILL ABLETT, Sec'y.

Write for entry blanks, COHOES, N. Y.

GRAND OPENING and RACE MEET
Under Sanction of the L. A. W.,

—AT THE—

CRESCENT WHEELMEN'S
New and Elegant 1-3 Mile Egg-Shape Bicycle Track,

PLAINFIELD, N. J.

45 minutes from New York via C. R. R. of N. J., <%

foot of Liberty Street,

SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1894, at 2 P. M.

EIGHT EXCITING EVENTS FOR VALUABLE PRIZES

BOTH CLASSES. A and B.

All the Crack Riders will Compete.

Entries close May 25, with C. E. TEEL, Plainfield, N.J.

MARTIN & DRESSING'S

Ten Mile "FDLLfALOE" Roai Race

In FIRST RACE fU

[}j
OHIO RIVER 3

Ul CIRCUIT fU

l°5EH5ESHSES5H°J

Grand Boulevard, Louisville, June 13.

ACTUAL VALUE OF PRIZES, $1,000, GUARANTEED.
FIRST TIBIE, MUNGER RACER, 16 lbs., $165.00.

SECOND TIME, DIUI0ND RING, $150.00.

READ
'EH.

Luminum,
Diamond Ring,
Diamond Stud,
Nickeled Waverley,
Suit of Clothes,
Mantel Clock,

<35 oo 7

150 00 8

IIO OO 9
90 00 10

50 00 1

1

40 00 12

Suit of Clothes,
Steel Engraving,
Bloomer Outfit,
Nickeled Lantern,
Fine Umbrella,
Half Dozen of Shirts.

$35 00
25 00
20 00
10 00
10 00
10 00

ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY

MARTIN & DRESSING, 626 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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second in the Yale College 2 mile handicap

Tackaberry on a STEARNS RACER won the 20

roughest kind of roads. Clear the way for the

At Dallas, Tex., April 17,

Boren on scratch, won the 12

mile handicap, taking time

prize; time, 35

7

4
min. At Ded=

ham, Mass., April 10, Butler

won the 10 mile road race, win-

ning first and time prizes. At

Birmingham, Ala., April 15,

Norris won the 1 mile handicap

in 2:43 through the mud. At

New Haven, Conn., April 25,

Glenny was first and Parmelee

. At Fort Worth, Tex.. April 2b,

mile road race in ih. , 10 min., on the

YELLOW FELLOWS !

E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-T1NKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

•me.
BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,

Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

-iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiim

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The HEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUES
Main Office and Works, - =

IS" TIRE.
- NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Pleaee ada; "Saw It in Tbe Wheel."
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THE CHUMP.

HIS RELATION TO THE SPORT AND TRADE.

descriptive

wheelman "

ONG, long ago I had, or thought

I had, a bright idea. This idea

appeared in a cycling paper

over my name. There was
something in the article about

a "Crying Need." The ex-

pression, "true wheelman" was
^|,FS frequently used. The idea was

to give the riding public a

route-book because the "true

loveth the shady by-way, the

historic ruin, the splashing fountain or the

" words-fail-me " view.

If I recollect aright, the printer's ink had
not dried ere several writers, who had eaten

their lotus and had come down to the plain

corned-beef hash of cycling, began to give it

to me right and left.

"Who is your ' true wheelman ?' " "Why is

one wheel-straddler more constant than

another ?" queried the first critic.

"What!" growled the next, "if the wheel-

man ask a stone will ye give him a wheaten
loaf ? Will you make him drink in a hundred

miles of scenery when he would rather have
beer ?

"

To-day I get a letter from one who wants
me to shove the pen in reform for the chump
cyclist. The old experience comes back and I

am quite too chary to attempt further reform

—

of the chump awheel.

A few years since many cycling problems

used to weigh my spirit down ; but the

reception accorded my "Crying Need" has

made me
A CYNIC.

I do not believe in " reforms," and " aims,"

and " motives," and " influences on the sport,"

and what not that puts us in a fret, so that

those on the outside who look on now and
then will think we make a life and death

matter of what should be only a means to

better living—good digestion, strong legs and
clear heads, that can resolve a better code of

ethics.

This "influence on the sport " is all fuss and
nonsense. Before Johnnie Blow-em-in learned

to ride a wheel he and his chum used to hire a

horse and buggy every Sunday. Once Johnnie

and his chum got gloriously full, and in coming
back to town collided with a carriage. Johnnie

and his chum "settled" before the police

magistrate. That was a simple case of drunk

and reckless driving. Nobody thought of

charging the spree to the innocent diversion

known as buggy riding. If such were the

custom, then had all the horses died of shame
years ago.

Now, young Blow-em-in raises his shoel, per

bicycle, every Sunday. If he disturbs the

peace he deserves a dose of the law, and here's

a fervent hope that he get it. But wheelmen are

plentiful enough nowadays, so that any one can
call to mind a few riders, who are not constantly

putting forth claim to a relation with the ass.

And further, I find there is extant a certain

order of intelligence that can distinguish a
man, whether he rides a wheel or a buggy; so

that the sport does not suffer over-much in the

eyes of the people.

ON THE OTHER HAND,
There is a species of the cycling chump which
all must admit is a regular trade invigorator.

He it is who buys the job lot and overstock

wheel. The flimsy, cheap installment wheel
is also his delight. He can smash more wheels

in more different places at the same time than

could be matched by the aggregate mishaps in

ten years' riding of ten sensible men.
Every few weeks some paragrapher on the

cycling papers runs in his: "Where do all the

old job lots go?"

I cannot answer for all the old ice wagons
and cheap nondescripts, but there are, upon
the street where I live no fewer than four back

numbers (that is, '92 and '93 wheels). Of these

two have gone into trees at a merry clip, so

that the front forks are badly knee-sprung;

the other two tried to go inside each other,

a la tourney. The telescope act was not

perfect (but very near it).

Yesterday was Sunday, and no fairer sky

ever let the welcome sun shine down upon
bursting nature ; and consequently every

contraption that boasted such distinguishing

marks of bicycle relationship as two wheels, a
frame, saddle and handle bars, was pressed

into service. The paths along our country

roads were rolled smooth by the impact of air

tires.

But the slaughter of wheels was glorious.

I am speaking from a trade standpoint. One
lad on a cheap job lot went out behind an old

rider at something like fourteen to the hour
gait over a not too good dirt road.

When the soft shades of that Sunday even-

ing were settling upon the earth, this chump
novice and his cycle sundries came back to

town at a four mile pace by the aid of one
farm horse, one farm wagon and one farmer.

DESCENT ON NATURE.

Another descent on nature was precipitated

by two chumps of two weeks' cycling experi-

ence, mounted on "scorcher" wheels.

Now, the topographical disposition of this

particular section of New England is such

that, from the window beside which I sit

writing this letter, a fairly comprehensive idea

of hills may be had by just turning the head.

By just mounting a wheel and turning the

pedals a few hundred times there are hills to

be had in any direction. Hills to walk up and
even hills to walk down. One gentle slope of

a mile is festooned in thank-e-marms along

the side of a young mountain. At first, on the

summit of this grade, pine woods embower
the way, and it looks real innocent and enticing

with its shade. Then there is a turn and a

long, steep succession of the water-breaks

comes to view. At the next turn, the three-

quarter pole is passed, and one can look right

down the big chimney of a house under the

brow of the hill, and see the little mamma
swallow sitting on her nest—if the season is

right.

This finishing straight is immense, and per-

fectly safe once you gain it. The bother is all

in placing yourself for the last mad sprint. I

went down once on a cushion safety—fifty

pounds—with the brake clapped on so tight

that the air was full of the fumes of burned
rubber for an hour after ; and in spite of the

brake, got up such a pace that I lost pedals

on the thank-e-marm stretch, the wheel jump-
ing clean from the road at every " marm," and
I, likewise, nearly from the saddle. It was just

the nesting season for chimney swallows, and
although I am something of a student of orni-

thology, I distinctly recollect being too occu-

pied to give the pretty bird even a passing

thought or look, as it were. My eyes were
" glued to the road," and, I presume, "bulged

from their sockets " at the same time. Had I

been glued to the saddle, it had been to better

purpose.

But I got down at last, although, to split fine

meanings, " last " fails to express it. The way
it really was, I got down first right away after

starting. Then I got over into the lot and
took a half hour to think how it was.

This is the plain, unvarnished truth. I swear
it; and I am no fisherman or horse trader.

Such was the way I came down on the old re-

liable, fifty pounds with a strong brake ; but

THE OTHER CHUMPS

with the two weeks' experience and the light

scorcher wheels—how did they come down ?

Like this: Feet on coasters, long, fairly

steep grade—faster, faster—first turn nearly a

spill as they enter the thank-e-marm stretch.

Whir-r-r— Buz-z-z—Jin-g-1-e! That is the

spokes, the chain, the pedals.

One water-bar! Two water-bars!—Thr-e-e?

Well, no; not exactly.

You don't see that clump of birches and
alders and bull-briars, just about two rods

below waterbar number three, on the right,

with a stone wall back-ground?

It's there just the same; and yesterday

afternoon this clump of birches and alders and
bull-briars with the stone wall backing, con-

tained two mangled and maimed chumps and
a cartload of bicycle junk. And I tell you
confidentially, had it not been for that strong

stone wall they would not have stopped so

sudden like.

If this kind of work continues all summer, it

will play the deuce with young timber and
stone walls ; but perhaps the farmer will re-

cover in the hard coin he gets hold of for

ambulance work and junk cartage.

However, there is no question about the

stimulus to most all other departments of

human effort that the chump wheelman is

bound to effect. The constable, the lawyer,

the justice of peace, the doctor, apothecary

and sometimes the undertaker—all these

professional men come in for their fees.

But, above all, there is the cycle trade and
the repair man. Consider the case seriously

for a moment. Where would the cycle trade

be without some outlet for the cheap wheels

and the exchange stock? Where the occupa-

tion of the repair man without these wheel

smashers? And where, let me ask you (and

this is on the "dead quiet"), would the cycle

press come in if we were to go back to the

days when only men of extra good sense and
breeding rode wheels?

Why, the cycle papers would be so thin for

lacK of advertisers that two of them would not

suffice to slap flies with any certainty of death

to the pests. Arthur Allen Dean.

Road Maps Free.

The Lamb Mfg. Co., of Chicopee Falls,

Mass., makers of the Spalding bicycle, have
issued a series of pocket road maps of the

States of New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio,

which they offer to send to all applicants en.

closing two cents for each map, to cover the

cost of postage.

The Westchester Cycling League will con-

duct its first century run on June 3d. The
route will be fiom Yonkers to Farmingdale,

L. I., and return, Souvenir medals will be
awarded all survivors,
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BOonwK RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

cdTciiiLYsti Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
. . . 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

Avoid Wrinkles and Worriment
TAKE YOUR OUT-

ING ON A SYRACUSE.
It is Light,
Durable and
Strong.

The SYRACUSE and the REPAIR SHOP
are enemies ; never speak as they pass by.

CHOOSE A BEAUTY.

WIN A BUYER.

BUY A SELLER.

SELL A WINNER

Syracuse Empire, 24 lbs.

SYRACUSE PIQTCLE5
Are Built to Win, in Favor, Style, Taste and Speed. Order
a Sample. Is there a Syracuse Agency in your town ?

-*>**& MANUFACTURED BY &?***-

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Please add: "Saw It In the WheeL*

Syracuse, H. Y.
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KINKS FROM KENTUCK.

SOME POINTED AND MORALISTIC CULLING
FROM THE LOUISVILLE DAILIES.

Eight clerks in a Main Street millinery house

purchased wheels last week.

The colored wheelmen of this city are ar-

ranging to put a track in Wild & Anderson's

new park. A meeting was held in Fred.

Scott's home to talk over the matter.

Young George Varden, of Paris, Ky., the

nine-year-old wonder, whose tricks on a wheel

have won for him quite a State reputation, has

been engaged by the Hill Cycle Co. to give an

exhibition at the Denver meet. All of his

traveling expenses, etc., will be defrayed by

the cycle company.

One of the celebrated Parisian gang of

Anarchists has just been captured by the

police. The latter say that he has eluded

them successfully for so long solely on account

of his powers as a cyclist, as he never traveled

except on his machine, and so avoided leaving

any traces behind him.

Miss Mattie H. Watts, missionary from the

M. E. Church South to Pericicaba, Brazil, has

been visiting her relatives, Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Watts, in this city, for some weeks. While

here she has become a wheelwoman, and will

purchase a bicycle to take to Brazil with her

for use in her missionary labors.

The driver who will pull his team into broken

stone or the worst part of a clay road in order

to allow a party of wheelmen the only ridable

track is not altogether a rarity, and the wheel-

men who appreciate such courtesy enough to

thank him, increase the chances of receiving

the same favor next time they meet.

Ed. Ragland's milk-delivery bicycle is prov-

ing quite a success. Mr. Ragland says he can

deliver ten gallons of milk with it in less time

than a wagon can deliver the same amount

from a ten-gallon can, notwithstanding the

fact that the bicycle has to return to head-

quarters five times to get the ten gallons.

There are many inconsistencies in human
nature. The man who swears that bicycles

should be wiped from the face of the earth,

because a rider has the temerity to dash

silently by him on the street, almost breaks

his submissive neck to get out of the track of

some big brute on a beer wagon who is driv-

ing his horse at a murderous pace.

Wood rims are as yet, to a great extent, an
experiment, but they are proving popular with

old riders. They are lighter than steel or

other metal, and show more spring in severe

shocks or collisions. In the recent accident

near Jeffersontown, in which Dr. Feigler and
Phil Allison ran together, Mr. Allison's wood
rim sustained successfully a shock that would
have crushed a light steel rim, yet the wood
rim came out perfectly true. In another case

the wheel of a new rider was driven full force

into the curbstone, the blow bending the neck

of the machine just above the front forks, yet

the wood rim was uninjured. These rims

have not been in u;e long enough to tell just

what effect the heat or water will have on

them, but in all factory tests of this character

they have come out in good shape.

TROUBLES OF THE TRADE.

New riders notice many things that have
become old or are taken as a matter of course

by old wheelmen. A lady who had just made
her first trip out on the boulevard said: "I
have noticed one most pleasurable thing about

this bicycling, aside from the wheel itself, that

is a source of great gratification. It is the

universal courtesy, not to say chivalry, that

exists. If a new wheelman or wheelwoman
gets in trouble, or has a little accident, or is

unable to mount on the first trial, there will

be offers to help from the first cycle rider pass-

ing. These offers are not made in an obtru-

sive way, nor is there any evident desire to

strike up an acquaintance, but they seem to

come from a natural desire to aid their fellow-

man. I had often heard of this fraternal feel-

ing among wheelmen, but I never knew what
it was until I became one of the fraternity."

That was a most deplorable accident last

Tuesday evening, in which Miss Ida Deitrich

suffered a fracture of the left thigh bone. The
young lady was riding through Second Street,

near Chestnut, when her bicycle caught in the

car track and slipped, and she was thrown
under the feet of a fractious horse. This seri-

ous mishap has been wrongfully pointed out as

showing the danger of wheel riding. That
same afternoon Miss Belle Armstrong was
thrown from her horse on the Third Avenue
boulevard, dislocating her shoulder; a little'

girl was thrown from a horse near Crescent

Hill, and had both legs broken; Dr. Finck's

horse ran away with his carriage, throwing

the doctor out and bruising him badly ; a little

boy was run over by a heavy wagon, driven by
a brutal negro, and had his leg broken in two
places; a lady barely escaped getting under

the feet of a recklessly driven horse at Second
and Jefferson. None of these cases, however,

has been cited to show the dangers of horse-

back riding or buggy driving. The truth is,

the bicycle is, all things considered, the safest

vehicle used on the streets.

WHO'S TO BLAME?—CERTAINLY NOT THE
JOBBER, SAYS THIS CORRESPONDENT.

To the Editor of THE WHEEL

:

It is a well-known fact that manufacturers, as a

rule, have no kindly feeling toward the jobbing trade,

and lay all manner of evil doings at their doors.

To hear the manufacturers tell it, the evils of price-

cutting are due to the hardware and other jobbers
selling bicycles, but anyone on the road (this season

in particular) would readily gain a different impres-

sion.

To the manufacturers themselves is due the very

poor trade in the South and elsewhere. Just imagine
a salesman going into a small town and being con-

fronted with the startling information that of the

eighteen wheelmen in the town sixteen of them were
agents, and not one of them business men. I mean by
this, that all were clerks working for their weekly
stipend.

It is next to an impossibility for a salesman to sell

goods to a reliable business house in such towns. He
is always confronted with the argument that any one

when wanting a wheel, can send to " thefactory," and
buy at the same price they (the reliable house) would
have to pay for the same goods. But the manufac-
turer will, in all probability, say the jobber is to blame
for this, too.

In a certain town in Texas is a large hardware
firm that handles bicycles in a small way. This firm

has bought thousands of dollars worth of goods (not

cycles} from a manufacturer in New York State, and
these goods having always been found satisfactory,

the Texans thought they would like to handle the

bicycles made by this same manufacturer; but
imagine their surprise when a return letter from the

manufacturer informed them that the agency had
been given to Mr. So-and-so, who, upon investigation,

proved to be a clerk in a drug store.

Does any business man want to buy bicycles in the

face of such methods?
Then comes the other evil, caused, in a measure, by

the former. Other manufacturers not being able to

sell goods, resort to consigning and "carrying paper."

The dealer with consigned goods in his house gets

careless, and makes no effort to push their sale, and
in several towns the dealers are even renting the con-

signed bicycles at 25c. per hour.

Does the jobber cause this ?

No; he pays spot cash for his bicycles, and is forced

to.seU on short time and at discounts that leave him
at the mercy of every manufacturer in the country.

This condition of affairs exists particularly in the

South ,and Southwest ; with the East it is probably

different.

For years the cry has been, poor trade in the South,

but the manufacturers have never taken one step to-

ward remedying the evil which causes their sales-

men in the South to make reports showing sales not

beginning to cover expenses.

How can the manufacturers do. this and remain in

business?

This may not seem so much of a mystery to those

well informed. Rumor has it that the profits received

from the s^le of the first thousand bicycles will enable

the manufacturer to market the second thousand, and
that his sales for the second thousand is all clear profit,

that is if he is lucky enough to sell them. Be this as

it may, the fact remains the same, that manufacturers

are very liberal in extending credits, ever ready to

consign goods and will give the agency to any school-

boy who has the money to buy one bicycle at the pre-

vailing discount.

Is it any wonder that in places the business is going

to the dogs, and that people say " bicycles are getting

cheap, like sewing machines?" JOB.

WKDOIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELI/S NUBIAN BICYCIjE E^AMKL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers-
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel,''
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A tax of $1 is being levied on all cycles in

use in Indianapolis, Ind.

Thomas Stevens is in India investigating

the mysteries of the Mahatmas, and in a

private letter he states that he has discovered

the secret of those miracles of the fakirs which

have puzzled the world for ages.

Carl Von Lengerke, winner of the Irvington-

Milburn road race last year, slipped while

running for a train last week and broke a

small bone in his foot. As a consequence he

will not be able to ride again for several

weeks.

Bert R. Livermore has "stumped" all the

riders of Worcester, Mass., by riding up the

George Street hill, the steepest incline in the

city, a feat which has been vainly attempted
by scores of local riders. He was mounted
on a 60-gear Ide wheel with elliptic cranks.

A quiet and informal dinner was tendered to

Col. Albert A. Pope, at the Algonquin Club,

Boston, on Monday night by sixty of his

friends and business associates, most of whom
recently accompanied him on the late enjoy-

able excursion to the Columbia plant at Hart-

ford.

This is probably record : After letters and
telegrams had failed to hurry it, a New Yorker,

who had become impatient waiting for a long

ordered wheel, last week "called up" the over-

taxed Chicago factory (1,000 miles away) on
the long distance telephone and gave vent to

his feelings. His five minutes' talk cost him
exactly $9—but he got the wheel.

We are pleased to announce that on and after May
tst, we will be located at

No. 20 Warren Street,
where with the requisite amount of space and in the
midst of the bicycle trade center we shall be better
prepared to show our gears. When opening our office,
we will simultaneously be prepared to show our regular
production, however well pleased critics and the public
have been with our models, will in point of neatness and
perfection of detail surpass anything we have heretofore
shown. LOUIS ROSENFELD & CO.

The Herald Cycle Co.,

114 Nassau St., N. Y. City,

are determined

to be repre-

sented in every

town and vil-

lage in U. S. If they cannot appoint a regular

bicycle agent, they will give the agency to a

prominent rider. The Herald Cycles weighs

from 20 to 30 lbs. and have made quite a hit in

New York this season. Riders send for par-

ticulars. Kindly mention "The 'Wheel."

PSYCHO GYGLES
Hermann Boker & Co., Agents,

101 & 103 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Do You Want to Win a Race?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per. package. Try It and
be a Racer. L.A.W. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton, Ohio.

Send for Catalogue.

CURTIS=
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ALL
RECORD
BREAKERS

Use only the genuine

EAST INDIA

Stick Grapholine
FREE FROM! CREASE.

It is necessary! Why? Because it is dust
and rust proof, saves chain and sprocket and
increases speed. There are dozens of substi-

tutes, so beware, take only the genuine, see
that trade mark, " cut in corner " is on label.

Easily and neatly applied; no necessity of

soiling hands.
Sold everywhere. Recommended by the

most prominent racing men. Ask any cycle

dealer or send for sample stick. 25 cents to

any P. O. Address.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.
Sole Importer,

632 Fourth Ave.,

Ltniisville, Ky.

1882 IT STANDS AT THE HEAD. 1894.

Its Measurements

have been accepted

as records for

12 YEARS.

Its accuracy is un-

questioned and unap-

proachable.

Sent by mail on receipt of price,

THE BUTCHER

-
CYCLOMETER CO.,

338 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

"TOURISTi
MEDIUM WEIGHT. Send for
FLEXIBLE SOLE. Catalogue.

Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston.

THE LATEST COOD ROADS.
Pin or button, gold filled,

elegantly enameled. 75c.

stamps or postal note.

DURYEA EMBLEM CO.,

180 Broadway, New York.

M. SHANNON,
Dealer in Bicycles and Sundries,

Agent for THE HUMBER and other Cycles.

778 BEDFORD AVENUE.
Near Park Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

Twelve years' experience in the cycle trade. All makes
of wheels repaired. Pneumatic repairing a specialty.

RED CROSS COLORED
ENAMELS.

For brilliancy, durabil-
ity and high grade finish
there is no enamel on the
market equal to the Red
Cross. We will warrant
this enamel not to contain
one particle of Asphal-
tum.
We can furnish it in all

the following 12 colors:

—

White, Black, Cream Yel-
low, Rose Color, Robin
Egg Blue, Deep Blue,
Orange, Primrose, Ver-
million, Lt. Green, Cycle
Blue and Drab.
Either air-drying or

baking furnished in bulk
in any quantity desired.

Price, per can, 50 cts.

Send for catalogue and
discounts on R. C. sun-
dries. Manufactured by

A. U. Betts & Co.
TOLEDO, 0.

Mention The Wheel.

RIM TIRE CE

FOLDING PARCEL CARRIER

PRINCE WELLS,

Kalamazoo Baby Carrier
Price, with Board Seat Attachment, #3.00.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO., Sole Owners and Mfts.,

Mention The Wheel. KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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The Butler to Pittsburg Race.

The annual road race from Butler to Pitts-

burg—34 miles—on April 21 brought out 91

starters, 65 of whom finished. Thirteen of

these covered the distance inside of the three-

hour limit. The winner was Geo. E. Williams,

of the Century Club, and one of the heaviest

favorites. His official time was 2h. 29m. 33s.,

breaking the old record of 2h. 40s. Charles K.

Gibson, of the Pittsburg Athletic Club, was
second, in 2h. 36m. 10s.

; J. E. Pattison, of

Williamsburg, third, 2h. 38m. 4s. Jenkins and
Loring H. Bannister, of Youngstown, last

year's winners, broke their wheels soon after

starting and were out of the race. Fully

10,000 persons witnessed the race, most of

them being near the finish.

A Big Field for the Linscott.

About 150 entries have been received for

the Linscott twenty-five mile road race, which

takes place to-morrow at Maiden. Among the

fastest men entered are the Clarke brothers,

McDuffee, Graves, Blauvelt, Wettergreen,

Emerson and Young (K. C. W.). The bulk of

the riders entered hail from Boston and
vicinity.

A race meet will be held at Atlanta, Ga., on

May 9, and inducements are being made to

secure the presence of riders from all the

Southern cities.

A dispatch from Victoria, B. C, states that

it is reported that Potter, the crack rider of

the Seattle A. C, has been shot and killed in

one of the Southern States for the alleged sell-

ing of a race. No reports have come from the

South to verify the rumor.

Some Racing Tips.

Racing men, who have ridden in many races,

find that after all their experience in racing

tactics, they can learn something fresh in

almost every race in which they ride. A man's

head is oftentimes of as much, if not more,

assistance in the appropriating of first prizes

to himself than his legs. A few hints to re-

member, says British Sport, are as follows:

Never sprint all out for home before you are

sure you can stay all the way. If the home
straight is not a long one, the inside position

at the last corner is a great advantage.

Always remember when you are racing with

a man and you both appear equal, that if you
keep on, your opponent may give way. It is

here that the quality known as pluck comes in

;

in eight cases out of ten you will " crack" your

man if you don't give in. If behind the leader

before you get to the last corner, get your
sprint up and come into the straight at top

speed. Never ride behind a man with your
front wheel on the inside. Always keep cool.

Ride with your head. Don't take too much
out of yourself at first, but save your energy
for the final sprint.

A French Notion.

It is not a mask for a thug or train robber,

nor for a
-r-asr*-^

masquerade

ball, but •^f&'^V1
'-'IS^k simply a

Parisian ftf-h' , | idea for a

cycle cap, |SS||*: '-

i

K • >|||i||| designed to

shield the Uttefe .- ^'liii'VlllSIIHii eyes.

The Wheel as a Printing Press.

A Rochester, N. Y., man has received notice

from Washington that his application for a

patent has been allowed on an attachment to

bicycles by which printing can be done on a

walk or pavement, by the wheel, as the rider

goes along. The contrivance is of such a

nature that a boy on a wheel can do a lot of

advertising within an hour's ride, and the in-

ventor expects it to come into extensive use

for certain kinds of business advertising, as

well as for conveying other information in con-

densed form and at short notice. He expects

that bill posters will employ the apparatus as

regularly as they now use billboards, and that

the bicycle with its printing attachment will

shortly afford constant employment to men in

every place where the art of advertising is

practiced in all its branches.

A quarter-mile cinder and clay track is to

be built within the trotting track at the Fair

Grounds, Wheeling, W. Va., for the exclusive

use of cyclists.

At the games of Trinity School A. A.,

Berkeley Oval, April 26: One mile (scratch)

—

first heat: 1, P. G. Downing, Columbia
Grammar School; 2, W. H. Blake, Harvard
School. Time, 2m. 54 r-ss. Second heat: i,

Irvine A. Powell, Cutler School; 2, T. D.

Downing, Columbia Grammar School. Time,
2m. 44 1-5S. Powell's time beats the school

record for the distance by 5 3 -5s. Third heat:

1, George Ruppert, Columbia Grammar
School; 2, John T. Williams, Cutler School.

Time, 2m. 52^s. Final heat: 1, Powell; 2,

Williams; 3, P. G. Downing. Time, 2m.

57 2-5S. T. D. Downing fell, and is thought

to have been hurt internally.

TR1BUHES

RiinGAsr.
They are built for the rider, and not gotten up cheap to sell at a large

profit. Ask your dealer for a Tribune and insist on having it. There

may not be quite so much profit in it for him, but there is more value in it

for you. If there is no agent in your town, write to us and get the

agency yourself.

WM. COLE & SONS,

BALTIMORE, MD.,
Selling Agents for the South.

THINK IT OVER. I JAS s henderson,
;U 165 Greenwich St.,

| NEW YORK CITY,Catalogue on Application.
Selling Agent for New York

and vicinity.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel.
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"* PPEARANCES are sometimes deceptive," BUT, " if a thing looks good it generally is

good." The PHOENIX LOOKS good and IS good ; none better, few as good.

Built of the finest material, by expert workmen, it shows in every line that great

patience, thought and skill have been used on it. The end justifies the means. This wheel
runs like a thing of life over rough roads or smooth roads. That indescribable feeling of

elasticity impresses the rider. He feels that his power is not wasted and that the force applied

is returned to him.

All makers aim to get this quality in their wheels; some succeed, others do not. This is an
inexplicable something. The PHOENIX possesses it to a remarkable degree. Any man who
has once owned a wheel that has this quality becomes critical.

The PHOENIX is built for critical riders. It is easy to sell a good wheel to a critical rider. He will, in fact, sell it to himself almost

without a word from a salesman. Have you ever watched a good wheel getting in its work on a customer? The cold defiant " My-old-wheel-

is-good-enough-for-me-sort-of-expression " on his face gradually replaced by a smile of gratification as the perfections of the new mount steal

upon him, a smile sometimes checked by an impulse of economy, or a feeling of loyalty to an old friend; but at every glance at the new
wheel new beauties show themselves; at last a look of grim determination, a dive into his pocket, and the New Wheel has him for its own.

You may watch this little comedy any day if you handle the PHOENIX. For catalogue and terms address:

EASTERN BRANCH STOVER BICYCLE MEG. CO.,
575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

IMPROVE YOUR BICYCLE nmnm BROCKTON FOOT BRAKE
It weighs five ounces, and is attached to the forks just above the wheel

by an adjustable ciamp. Any rider can do it in five minutes, and it can be
attached to any make. Sent by Mail or Express to any address, $2.50.

A Toe Clip th'it can be attacked to Rubber Pedals as well as "Rat Trap."

The "Boss" Toe Clip and "Dirnteier" Attachment.
( Patent applied for.)

The "Boss" is made for "Rat Trap" Pedals. The "Dirnberger" Attach-
ment can be applied to Rubber Pedals, which makes it the best "Clip" in

the market, for three reasons :

ist. It can be attached to any style or size of Rubber Pedal.
2d. By removing "Dirnberger" attachment it can be applied to any "Rat

Trap" Pedal.
3d. It is made of the best material, and will out-wear all others.

By Mail or Express to any address. Plain, 50c.; with Dirnberger
Attachment, 75c; Dirnberger Attachment, without Toe Clip, 25c.
Special Discounts on both Articles to Dealers and Makers.

Address all Orders and Communications to

FRANK M. BUCKLEY & CO., P. 0. Box 3344, Boston, Mass.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

A GHOST ON A BICYCLE
Is the title of a rattling wheelman's story in the May issue of "STORI"
ETTES," sold by all dealers at 10 cents, $1.00 per annum. This is the bright
magazine whose publishers offer

A First=class Bicycle for

The Best Bicycle Story, with a

Gold Watch and a Cycle Suit

as second and third prizes in the same contest.

Get the magazine, read the above story, and
learn all about the great literary contest.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

THE STORIETTES COMPANY,

150 World Building, N. Y.

Fentton Wheels
ARE

Unquestionably high grade.

Made of t^ finest materials.

Beautiful in design.

Light Running.

HAVE
The Fenton Adjustable Handle-Bar.

Built-up Wood Rims-

Southard's Cranks.

Perry's Chains.

WILL
Challenge comparison. Sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Coirespotdence with Dealers Solicited.

Fenton Metallic Mfg.Co.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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IRENE CYCLE LOCKS
Patented March 28, 1891.

One word is all we have
to say.

COMPARE
not only our price, bu
style and quality of our
LOCKS. We believe the

judgment of hundreds
during the past will be
yours.

Brass, Nickel Plated and Steel. Agents Write for Discount.

W. H. DIEFFENBACHER & CO., 154-156 Lake Street, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The IDEAL VALVE.
Does Not Leak.

Can be affixed to any Pneumatic Tire.

^ V4TAUPARTS EASILY ACCESSIBLE,
For sale by all dealers.

Write for descriptive circular and wholesale prices.

tWWWVWVWVS'

Wm. K. Oenet,
15 West 99th Street, New York.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

FOR, SALE.
The • Best * Tire # on
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Agents

wanted

for

our

COLUMBUS

No. 7.

Write

us

for

Terms

and

Territory.

TILLIM5HAST MFC. CD., PsnyiflencE, R. I.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Columbus

Bicycle

Co.,

Columbus,

Ohio.
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Fairbanks Wood Rims:

THE BEST
Demand them on your Wheels.

a?* FHIRBKNKS WOOD RI7VY CO.
21 Parle Row, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The "Wheel.

•*• SHDDLES •£•

IN STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing Saddles ever offered.

LAMPLUGHS MIDDLEMORES % MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. 2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^ LAMPS.
Best Value ® Lowest Prices

TV* QEO. PEdRCE Q2

#«s
67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, 111

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

A Pump that Pumps
You naturally would expect it to perform this function, but every wheelman knows

that there are many articles on the market called pumps which do not. The DICKENS'
DOUBLE-ACTING PUMP is made from selected material, is strong, durable and positive

in action. It does not require a great expenditure of muscular exertion to inflate your tire.

It does its work quickly and well. Ask your dealer for it. Liberal discounts to the trade.

Selling Agents:
111* @©n- liw liniwtifc M% 1%

F. C. AMES & Co., 335 Broadway, ISew York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Second-Hand

BICYCLES

•*••••••••••**••**

*

WANTED J

Of every description in ex- if-

change for New VICTORS, jL
RALEIGHS, RAMBLERS, 3.
UNIONS, DERBYS, ELL- ^
IOTT HICKORYS, WAR- )f-
WICKS, MAJESTICS, ji.

CRESCENTS, NIAGA-3
RAS, Etc. J"
Highest prices allowed. 3^-

Send for Bargain List ji.

and List of New Wheels. 3

White Cycle Co.. J
*
*

105 N. BROAD ST.,

Trenton, N. J.

WILLIAMSPORT BICYCLE MFG. CO,
Manufacturers of the finest and best bicycle

made.

$85 -THE KEYST0NE--$85
We stake our reputation, our capital and the

success of our business on it. Write us.

139 WEST 3d STREET,
WILLIAMSPORT, - ~ PA.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

"HOT STUFF';
5icycle(Hain Lubricant.
rRlCEZ5^- Provincetovvn.

>

*Mass
Patent Applied for."W ANTED!

Dealers, Agents, or Riders interested in a Bicycle
Chain Lubricant that is a benefit both to themselves
and their wheels, to send for circulars and testi-
monials of the famous HOT STUFF, which will be
mailed free.
Hot Stuff will do all that is claimed for it.

Stop rxttling of chains.
Not collect dust.
Make wheel run easier, wear longer

and better.
Not soil the hands when using.

-*--*--- Save lots of work.
It is not greasy and very easy to handle.

A. O. VERY CYCLE CO.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 2, 1893.

L. N. SWIFT, Provincetown, Mass.
Dear Sir:—In regard to your " Hot Stuff Chain Lu-

bricant," will say, we find this a first-class chain lubri-
cant, giving good satisfaction, and it is the best thing
we have taken hold of in this line.

Yours truly,
A. O. Very Cycle Company.

Put up in stick form, price per stick, 25 cents.
Dealers write for discount.

•L,. N. SWIFT, Sole Mffer.,
Please mention THE Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

There is such a thing as buy-

'"* SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not cheap at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

Hot Stv

Wi

THIS r^rap^ mark

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article

that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-
sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel"

THE MUELLER BICYCLE STAND.
It is movable or stationary, and will support either

front or back wheel.
It is adjustable, and can be used with any safety

bicycle.

It is made of the best wrought iron, and weighs only

2% pounds.
It supports the machine in such a manner that it does

not scratch the enameling or plating.

Enameled Stand, each, - - $1.00.

Nickel-plated Stand, each - - 1.50.

MANUFACTURED BY

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., Decatur, 111.

AND SOLD BY THEM AND ALSO BY
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. G.

Spalding & Bro., Thorsen & Cassady, Chicago, 111.;

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

DIDN'T YOU SEE
the cat in our advertisement of last week ?

Sorry, but never mind.

JUST LOOK AT THIS.
And more are to follow.

$!&4toz£!&$&.

Pedal Pins.

Pedal Plates

Pedal Cranks

Pedal Ends.

Pedal

Everything.

Sprockets

that ARE

SPROCKETS

Bottom

Brackets,

Crowns,

Etc., Etc.

^sJKFWW

There are

forcings and

FORGINGS.

Our goods

are

FORGINGS.

Let as send

you a few

specimens.

It i ill do

you good.

J. H. WTLIvI^M© & CO.,
9 RIO BARDS STREET, neat Hamilton Ferry, BROOKLYN.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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Coxeyized Cyclists.

Chicago, April 28.—At a meeting held here

to-day of representatives of Chicago, Milwau-
kee, Indianapolis and St. Louis cycling clubs,

an organization was perfected for the purpose

of going to Washington to present a living

petition in support of the " good roads" part

of the Coxey movement. The organization

was named the American Wheelmen's Good
Roads Army. John J. Flood, of Chicago, was
elected commander.

The Victor resileometer will be on exhibition

at the Overman Co.'s New York branch, 23

Warren Street, on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday next. Those who did not see the

"bouncer" at work at the New York show are

now invited to step in and satisfy themselves.

THE LATEST CYCLE WRENCH.
MOST APPROVED DESIGN.

COYERED SCREW.

ALL PARTS HARD.

DROP FORGED ALL OYER.

ONLY PRACTICAL SCREW DRIYER ATTACHMENT. PRICES LOW. SEND FOR SAMPLE.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
P. 0. Drawer 194. 198=200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing'.

IB5.0Q RnadsiBB, 33 Ihs. Rnad RanBi?, 311 lis., with Wnnd Rims, IlllOfl.
Wheels of all grades are palmed off on the public as "high grade," but the

GALES Wheels will stand taking apart and bear careful examination in

detail. There is no malleable iron used in their construction. The tubing
is the best imported; bearings are dust proof. The pattern is up to date,

high frame and finely finished.

SCflOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. TVE^V^T YORK.

.A-iSO HUMBERS, E^Gr'JLiES and GOTHAMS.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Name. Product. Page.

Acme Cycle Co Acme 54
Acme Mfg. Co Stormer Gem 13
American Dunlop Tire Co.. .Tires 33
Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16

Ames, P. C. & Co Specialties 67
Applegate & Harvey 68

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 20

Aughinbaugh, W. E Patent Attorney 68

Automatic Mud Guard Co ,.6i

Baldwin, E. A Chain 67
Barber Asphalt Paving Co 68

Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 58

Beard, Wm. & Sons Parts 54
Becker, C. M. Wearing Apparel 66

Berlin Machine Works Clymer 10

Betts, A. U. & Co Cement 45
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co Bells 59
Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 69
Black Mfg. Co Vigilant, Tribune 46
Boker, H 45
Boston Meter Co Cyclometer 65

Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim 6s
Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank 67

Bridgeport Brass Co Lamps 71

Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co... .Cyclometer 68

Buckley, P. M. & Co Brake 47
Buffalo Tricycle Co Fleetwing, Envoy 14

Buffalo Wheel Co Niagara —
Burleigh, Geo. K Watch Carrier 65
Call, S. B Racing Suits 68

Cairow, J. G Lubricant 69
Central Cycle Mfg. Co Ben Hurs 57
Columbus Bicycle Co Columbus 48
Cleveland M'hine Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 70

Clio Co Brake 67
Cook's Sons, Adam Bicvcline —
Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 18

Crescent Company Sweaters 50
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 45
Cushman & Denison Oilers 52
Cyclist, The 68

Cycling Publications 67
Cyclola Co 45
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps. —
Derby Cycle Co Pease tire 59
Detachable Cleat Co 64-45
Diamond Machine Co 64
Dickens Mfg. Co Pumps 49
Dieffenbocher Locks 48
Duckworth, J. & H Chain 66

Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 38
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 27
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 58
Elastic Tip Co Sundries 69
Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 6i

Engraving 69
Erie Rubber Co Tire 62

Everett House 68

Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 49
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery 52
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 72
Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 47
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co —
Folsom, H. & D. Arms Co —
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 52
Fougera & Co.. E Anti-Stiff 68

Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17

Gendron Iron Wheel Co The Gendron 9

Page.

r,8

Name. Product.
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper
Garvin Machine Co Machinery...
Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve.

.

Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires '7

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co ..Ramblers 1

Gump, A. W., &Co —
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer 52
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 65
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot —
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits.62
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hasbrouck, Geo. Co Standard 66
Hay & Willits Pump 67
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps '.69

Herald Cycle Co 45
Hibbard,Spencer, Bartlett&Co. .St. Nicholas —
Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66
Hudson & Co Tubing 69
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 59
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles 55
Independent Elec. Co Lock 64
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co Wood Rims 62
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 66
Jandorf, L. C. & Co 9
Kalamazoo Cycle Co 45
Keating Wheel Co Keating 57
Laing Cycle Co Repair Outfit —
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 17
Lamson, C. H Luggage Carrier 64
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 53
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 63
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 65
Liberty Knitting Mills Knit Goods 64
Lovell Arms Co , John P Lovell Diamond 60
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 56
Lyon & Grumman Stand 65
McClure, Jno. C Support 65
McMullen & Co. , Roger B Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co Sunol 16

McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst —
Metal Turning Co Wrench ..55
Morgan & Wright Tires sup. iv

MotorCycle Co 8

Mueller, H., Mfg. Co Stand 50
National Cycle Mfg. Co National to

Newark Nic. P. Co Saddle 60

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts 64
New Departure Bell Co Kells 31
Newton Rubber Works Tire 41

New York Belt. & Pack. Co .Tires sup. i

Vew York Cycle Co New York r 2

New York Tire Co Tire 53
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co.. Cycle Fittings 51
Nickel Plate Transportation 66

Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 44
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co..Tire 6

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 19
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 49
Peerless Mfg. Co Triangle 15

Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 65
Penseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe 63
Perry & Co Chains —
Pierce & Co., Geo. N Queen City Cycles 13
Plush, A. L Repairing 64
Poorman, J. E Brighton 61

Name. Product. Page
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier 39
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 60
Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City 58
Radway's R. R. R 67
Raisbeck Electrotype Co. . . . Electrotypes 68
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh

, 29
Raleigh Cvcle Co Saddle ...40
Rankin, W. G Toe Clip 65
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 68
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 56
Remington Arms Co Remington 5
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 66
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 64
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear 45
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 61
Royal Cycle Works Royal n
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2
Shapleigh Hardw'e Co., A. F. Pacer and Thelma ....19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber.. 51
Shannon, M 45
Shaw & Kaiser Caps 64
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 68
Shepard& Sons, H.G Wood Rims —
Sidwell & Saben Cycle Co. . . Waltham 59
Simonds Rolling Machine Co sup. ii-in
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith, Hoyland Road Race 35
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 6;
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts 63
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks —
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 62
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 70
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts 60
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps. .65
Steam Gauge Co Lamps —
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 41
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 30
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 2
Stokes Mfg. Co Wellington —
Stover B. Mfg. Co.,E.Branch.. Phoenix 47
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 1 8
Stud lev & Barclay Supplies.. 68
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 50
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 43
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire 48
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 2
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy... 48
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier.. 64
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 45
Weston & Co., I. A Wheels 63
West Side Auction House Co 58
Western Wheel Works ..24
Wheel Binders 69
Wheelmen's Registration Co 64
White Sewine Machine Co. .Triumph n
White Cycle Co .50
Whitten, W. W Parts —
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading .^65
Williams Imperial Cafe 67
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings ...50
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 50
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty ... 71
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 6s
Worcester Fer*le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon -- l8

Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outets..—
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And Now the Child Will Use the Scissors and
Paste-Pot.

The week is signalized for Mr. A. Kennedy-

Child by the fact that—while he will retain

his interest in the Curtis-Child Co., and con-

tinue to sell the excellent saddles made by that

concern—he has purchased a half interest in

the Hartford Morning Telegram.

It is not stated that the profits of the saddle

trade enabled him to make such an important

purchase.

The paper is an important one. It seems to

be just the field for Kenndy-Child, the fluent,

the versatile, the adroit.

It is reported that, since Kennedy has started

to turn out the editorials, the circulation has

jumped 10,000.

At the cycle races in Bombay, India, during

the Victoria Jubilee, a first prize was won by

H. D. Patel, mounted on an American machine

—the Rambler.

To meet competition, the Hartford Cycle

Co. are bringing out a 25 pound scorcher, which

will list at either $110 or $100. The Pope Co.

has also placed on the market a new 28 pound

ladies' Columbia.

Louis Rosenfeld & Co., of instantaneous

changeable gear fame, have moved from

Beaver Street to 20 Warren Street, in the

midst of the cycle trade, where they are better

prepared to show their productions.

The American Dunlop Tire Co. have

licensed the Simplicity 47 people as exclusive

manufacturers of their form of tire. This dis-

poses of one ot the several threatened suits

for infringement of the Dunlop patents.

L. C. Jandorf & Co. are perfect gluttons for

business. They say they can't get wheels

enough. They have taken their limit (400) on

Smalleys, and even more Sterlings; now they

are directing their efforts to the wholesale de-

partment. " Any manufacturer having either

100 or 1,000 wheels to sell 'way down will find

a C. O. D. purchaser in us," says Jandorf.

And it really is amazing the way this Harlem
firm buys and sells great lots of wheels.

The Hunt Mfg. Co., Westborough, Mass.,

have just brought out an 18 ounce pneumatic-

saddle, designed for use on light wheels.

Although in the hands of their salesmen but

ten days, they say it has met with a ready

sale, the price having been reduced from $9 to

$6. The Hunt Co. have served notice of

infringement on two makers of pneumatic

saddles and propose to make things '(varm.

Concerning the notice of the Puncture Proof

Band Co., Limited, of England, that they

would shortly take steps against several alleged

infringers in America, the Punctureless Tire

Armor Co., of Hagerstown, say that they are

as familiar with their patents as they are with

our own, and that "of three patents that we
hold, not one infringes in the slightest manner
the Williams patent, owned by them. We
are familiar with every puncture proof device
on the market, and we know what we are talk-

about."

The Iirooks Cyclometer Reduced to S3. 00.
The Brooks Cyclometer, than which none

has been more widely or favorably known,
will, from this date, be sold for $3.00, instead
of $5.00, the former price.

If your dealer does not have them, send to
the Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.—
Adv.

FOR SALE—By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
*-* pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $1 to.

LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY 90.

COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.

VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

WANTED.
By a SPOT CASH purchaser, one hun-

dred or more strictly high grade bicycles;

must be light and the latest 1894 pattern;

will buy with or without tires, tool bags

or accessories; must be a BARGAIN for

CASH. All communications strictly

confidential. Address,

"CERTIFIED CHECK,"
care of THE WHEEL.

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONI/V $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers 100 miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallicgford. Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash In-

variably In advance

A GENCY WANTED—Wanted in Newark, agency
•" for a first-class Wheel ; state price, terms, etc.
Beyer, 120 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J. 5-11

no LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash-
1 U<J They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan-Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find any-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

„ BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
20 a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

TA7HEELMEN wanted to canvass for small article;
" * sells at nearly every house; good money. Ad-
dress J. M. Phelps, Centralia, Mo., L. A. W. 32,297. 5-11

FOR SALE—Columbia safety, this year's model,
never used, $110.00. Also new Victor never used;

this year's make, $105.00; cash only, both fully guar-
anteed. Wm. C. Sanford, Box 2225, N. Y. City. tfd

A RAKE OPPORTUNITY.
A well established and favorably known cycle busi-

ness in the metropolitan district, having the agency
of three of the best wh&els in the market, doing ex-

cellent repair business which employs constantly four

mechanics is offered for sale at actual capital invested.

No consideration asked for good will. Good and suffi-

cient reasons for selling.

If you are looking for an investment and mean
business, address,

PYTHAGORAS,
Care of The Wheel,

tfc New York, N. Y

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news
stands in New York.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VULOANIZSSSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

K^~ We manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building: .-^gg

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

NO OTHER OILER
Is "Just as Good" as the

Perfect" Pocket Oiler.
££

RQSK€TilOllfE R

PRICE,
The "Perfect" is absolutely unequaled.

Be as careful to get a good oiler as you
would be in buying a bicycle.

25 Cents Each.
Star Oilers, 15 cts. Each.

Oiler or Pump Holders, - 25 " "

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
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Insist on Light Tires^f\/\#
We believe we are keeping pace with the public demand when we

supply a Road Tire weighing 3 1-3 pounds, and Light Road Tires 2^

lbs. in the lead with our Self-Sealing Air Tube which closes punctures

made by pins, nails or tacks.

Order your bicycles with our Tubes and Tires.

Pneumatic Repairs.

We are now located in our new store, where we have provided proper

facilities for repairing all makes of pneumatic tires. Send for catalogue.

vvvv^^v^vv^^^^>T^^v^vv^vv*rV<yVVvv^vv^^^*>vv^^v

NEW YORK TIRE COMPANY,
23 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

v

The League Mless Scorcher
1*azventy-seven

Pounds.
l A AAA'AAAAAA'

PENNA. BICYCLE CO., 1M3 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey South of Trenton, Delaware and Maryland.

IRA PEREGO & CO., 23 Park Row, N. Y. City.

Agents for New York City and Long Island.

CHAINLESS BICYCLE CO., 120 East 8th Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Agents for Tennessee and Georgia.

We are now in position to equip our wheels with the Simplicity No. 47 tire, to order.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
Please Add : Saw it in The Wheel.
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We have no Agents, bat sell to the individual rider at wholesale prices.

ACME ROAD RACER.

28-inch Wheels, Wooden Rims, 25 lbs., $80.
Guaranteed as fine as Agents sell

for $125 to $135.

With Steel Rims, $75.
Shipped for examination, to be returned at our expense both ways

if not as represented.

FOR THE LADIES.

flenv? B<?ll, U/oodeg I^ifns, 28 pounds, $75.
Highest Grade—a superb wheel. Guaranteed same as

agents sell for $125 to $135.

/Km<? 5eorel?er » JtfS&est (Jrade, 30 pounds, $75.
s Same as agents sell for $125.

/}e/ne Ffoadst<?r, J-ii§l?est (jradi?, 34 pounds, $65.
Same as agents sell for $115.

/Kme pull Roadster, 36 potiY)d$, $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

28-19^1? Cadies' Bieyel<?, $55.
Same as agents sell for $75 to $100.

26-I17CI? U/I?eels, $44.

24-Ir?el? U/l?eels, $34.
Morgan & Wright Pneumatic Tires, Rubber Mud

Guards, latest equipment.

A GREAT TRUTH.
Every time you buy a bicycle through an agent you pay him

$30 to $50 more than we charge for the SAME QUALITY. Why
not write your own order and buy as cheap as he can? You run no
risk. We feel so confident our bicycle will please we ship them
subject to inspection and pay transportation charges both ways if

they are not as represented, or if you can truthfully and conscient-
iously say you are not highly pleased.

We cut off the traveling salesman's salary and ex-

enses, the commission of the local agent and the losses

jn failures and bad debts that every manufacturer incurs

who does an agency or consignment business, and which
must eventually be paid by the purchaser as all sensible

men know. Let prudence and economy suggest the

better way of buying from us direct at our wholesale

prices.

Illustrated Catalogue Free. '

Acme Cycle Company, Elkhart, Ind.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

CABLE ADDRESS, "RIMS," WOLVERHAMPTON

HEATH TOWN, WOLVERHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."
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You can take

for what it is worth. .

.

IDE

SPECIAL

MODEL

"C"

£&.£&.
•?«••»!*

Get a Catalogue and

find out why it's

worth it.

PEORIA,

- ILL

When -writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Not only in name, but in fact.
Not only up to date, but ahead of the times.

THIS WRENCH
Weighs but five and one-half ounces,

Is Five Inches Long, and the

STRONGEST WRENCH
OF ITS SIZE MADE.

The opening of the jaw is graduated to the thirty-seconds

of an inch and will be found useful in gauging work as well

as holding round or rectangular pieces for drilling or filing,

the jaws being splined for that purpose.

JHMS.

USED AS A VISE.

FORGED OF THE

BEST CRUCIBLE STEEL,

Are Hardened and Tempered
TO HOLD A

Square Edge Under Hard Usage.

•* MRITE TO •*

The Metal Turning: Co.,
652 State Street, New Haven Conn., U. S. A

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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TS§ CLEVELAND. ^& «&»«• «&t«» «y«.
•*!«• ^»? ^1? *»t^

The more one learns of the Cleveland Wheel the more convinced they become of their

superior construction.

Attractive in graceful design, embodying ingenuity and mechanical appliances, dainty

in weight, with careful consideration of strength, with no uncertain features ; they appeal to

the consideration of the enthusiast, and invite the novice to the full enjoyment of the exhilar-

ating sport of cycling.

It opens the avenue of sale for the agent, satisfying the purchaser to a point of sincere

praise. Wherever it is introduced its merits are talked ; wherever it has been sold the

demand has increased.

In the Cleveland Wheels skill and ingenuity has reached the highest point in the scale

of excellence, and we are still thinking.

WAVWAVAVAVAWAVAV

H. H. LOZIER St CO
NEW YORK. CLEVELAND, OHIO. 304 McAllister St., SAN FRANCISCO.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 337 BROADWAY.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

The A B G of Happiness.

A purchaser should

D sure to

L the Relay

Catalogue.

OUR LINE.

"Special"
Road Racer
Roadster

$125.

115.

100.

Improvements which

all other Wheels lack

are found on Relays.

Relay Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Reading, Pa.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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HO SAID ELLIPTICAL SPROCKET? "They tan caie anfl went." N. C.

Who is monkeying
with Adjustable Han-
dle Bars ?

Only the novices.

Don't be inveigled

from the main point

of selecting a first-

class high grade wheel

by side issue.

Strength, light

weight, beautiful fin-

ish, durability, speed,

are all found in the

Keating.
We would like to

have you examine

them and see for

yourself.

Call at our agency

for catalogue, or send

two-cent stamp to the

KEATING, MODEL G. $12500.

WHEEL CO.
Holyol*:e, 3V£a®s.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.'

TWO
WINNERS

CENTRAL
BEN-HUR

]VJx>del "B" and "O"

]VIodel "C" and "13"

Agents Wanted in New York and New England.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.,

300 S. Meridian St.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Please add :

" Saw It in The Wheel."
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POVERTY
<^K nPTFW THP RFC.IIITOF POOR INVPATMF

Grand Island, Neb., )

April 25th, 1894. )

I think the $100 Eclipse Model F is a beauty and can-
1

15 opTEN THE RESULT °F POOR INVE5TMENTJ not be beaten anywhere for the price.

GET THE WORTH Or YOUR MONEY
Yonr&^^

AND BUY

THE ECLIPSE
R. A. POWELL.

DEEEE & WEBBER CO.,

Jobbers for

Minnesota, N. Dakota, and Northern
S. Dakota.

FOR ECIvIPSK CATALOGUE OR ECLIPSE AGENCY WRITE,

MADE BY ECLIP5E-BICYCLE-C0,

INDIANAP0LI5 INO.

FACTORY-BEAVER FALLS FA

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO * 9
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Beaver Esills, Pa.

MRTLCTT PNEUHflTK 5dDDLL
Different from all other pnetu

matic saddles.

An absolutely perfect road seat. You

ride on air.

Fitted with an inner tube. Adjustable

to any wheel.

Weighs less than two pounds.

Chafing and Sweating absolutely

done away with.
[PATENT PENDING.]

BARTLETT PNEUMATIC SADDLE &
Say you "Saw it in The Wheel.'

Oar Patent is for a Pneumatic Seat that

permits a free circulation of AIR between

seat and rider, absolutely preventing

sweating, chafing and soreness.

It needs a trial to demonstrate the wonder-

ful qualities of this saddle. Weighs less than

two pounds and looks well on a wheel.

Understand that this saddle is more than

a simple pneumatic. Its seat (our patent)

absolutely prevents chafing and sweating.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

MFG. CO., Lorain, Ohio.

Dealers, Attention!
We have

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

A Genuine $150 Bicycle

Which We Are Listing at $100.
From this list price we are giving a discount that will

make the business profitable to a dealer. The machine
is called the SENECA. You will be wasting profits

and wasting your time if you neglect to write us for

particulars. Correspondence solicited.

Queen City Cycle Company
550 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

"He who brings the buyer and the seller together in honest trade does good to both."—Cobden.

THOMAS WALLS, President. T. P. WALLS, Treasurer. JOHN J. WALLS, Secretary.

THE WEST SIDE AUCTION HOUSE CO.
(INCORPORATED)

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

209 and 211 West MeicLison Street, Oliicaero.

AUCTION SALES OF BICYCLES A SPECIALTY. Advances made. Our next sale of Bicycles will be on Saturday, the 12th of May,
and on every Saturday thereafter during the season. Correspondence solicited. Account Sales rendered and Settlements made in Cash
day after Sale. Refer, by permission, to the Hide and Leather National Bank, Telephone—West 592.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

\
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T«m DERBY BICYCLE Fmedrwit^

PM5E * DETACHABLE * PNEUrWIC * TIRE.
(PATENTED)

BLOW OFF? No it's not built that way. PUNCTURE? Protected from the spoke heads by the outer casing, but if it does

puncture from outside causes, it is the most easily repaired tire on the market. CREEP? The mode of fastening absolutely

prevents it. EXPLODE ? No. Don't use the sort of material that would permit it.

VOU will have to see this tire, or Illustrations of it, to appreciate its remarkable qualities. You get a thorough guarantee. The best wheel
on earth fitted with the best detachable tire on earth. Send for catalogue. Write for fuller particulars.

DERBY CYCLE C0. 9 161-167 S- Canal Street, Chicago.
Woodrugh, Mansfield & Co., 36 Pearl St., Boston, Mass., Agent s for New England. Burtis& Zimmerman, Agents for New Jersey

J. t. Donlevy & Co., Agents for Philadelphia. H. H. Kiffe Co., Agents for New York City.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

HERE IT IS. UP TO DATE.

S1DD Walltiam.
27 lbs., G. & J. tires, Jesseps tool steel bearings,

high frame.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

SIDWELL & SABEN CYCLE CO.,

MHLTHHM, T^CHSS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

NOT AN ABORTION.

SIDE VIEW.

THE NEW HUNT PNEUMATIC SADDLE,

Weight, 18 ounces. Length, 10 inehes.

Price, = = $6.00.

ENTIRELY NOVEL.
TOP VIEW,

Sole Agents for the United States, ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
CHICAGO, IIJL., and SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

New York Depot, JOHN S. LENG*S SON & CO. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Head or Fork Attachment.

Bells,

Trouser Guards,
Lamp Brackets,

Hippie Grios,

Oil Hole Covers, etc.

ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

Diameter 2% inches.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Weight a}£ or. Real Bronze.

BEYIN BROS. MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn. weights°—es .

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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To the One Million Wheelmen
We know your bicycle was fitted with a saddle when you bought it ; but what we

wish to know, does the saddle fit you? Is it comfortable? If it is not throw it away,
for there is no use of riding if comfort and pleasure is not obtained.

We can supply you with the cele-

brated FISH saddle, '94 pattern, the
acme of ease It has a supplementary
rubber and a small coil spring in front
which absolutely prevents breakage,
and makes riding luxurious.

For a limited time to all sending us $2.25 we will send one in order to introduce
them. Send money and all communications to

][Nfe^v\rark IViokel netting; Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. 38 & 40 WALNUT STREET, NEWARK) N» J-

Lovell Diamond Cycles.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

Track Racer, Weight 19K lbs. Price $125*
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

PUNCTURELESS PNEUMATIG TIRES
can be made out of any bicycle or sulky tire by the use of ''Punctureless Tire

Armor." THIS SAVES LONG WALKS AND YOUR RELIGION. We are the

only makers who guarantee our bands to do what we say or refund the money to

the purchasers. We want agents in every city among bicycle dealers. The
"ARMOR " goes into any inner tube tire. They have been tested in every State

and Territory and stood the test without failure. WE HAVE PLENTY OF
TESTIMONIALS ! Send for circulars if you want more information. THEY
ARE SAFE, LIGHT AND RESILIENT! The price is but $3.00 per pair,

any size wheels.

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., HAGERSTOWN, MO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

You don't have
when you have

mend tires

in them.

OUR LATEST!

16 oz. per Pair.

26 oz. per Pair.

SPAIILDING MACHINE SCREW CD., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

)
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Glmo^g JXlaN^FjiCTU^iNG Co.,

ELMORE, OHIO,
MAKERS OF

The
44

fLMORE (YCLES"
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel.' Reliable Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

Patented
November 38,

189.5.

SHONE'S AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD.
This Guard can be attached to any Wheel.

THE ONLY GUARD IN THE WORLD THAT ROLLS UP.

Manufacturers and Dealers

If you wish to add a feature to your machines that will fori, s
your sales, attach Shone's Automatic Guards. They are
the handsomest and best Mud Guard on the market. En
dorsed by the wheelmen generally.

PRICE £3.00 COMPLETE SET.
Agents Wanted in Every Vicinity.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount to the Trade.

AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD CO.
81=' Mention The Wheel. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially High Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILD'G,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK,

Please add: Saw It in The Wheel.

"*• BRIGHTON
Weight 28 lbs.

Best, SIOO Cycle on the
Market.

Write us for Discounts and Territor3'.

J. E. POORMAN,
[Cincinnati, Obio.

FIFTH ANNUAL POORMAN
ROAD RACE, JULY 4, 1894.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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KEYSTONE TIRE
Run the String around three

times and pull it tight.

This does the work.

ERIE RUBBER CO.
Erie, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

WOODEN RIMS.
PLYMOUTH INTERLOCKED JOINT RIM.

Joint made on scientific principles like the keystone of an
arch, and warranted for one year. So built, it would
stand without any glue or cement

Made of any wood desired, but Rock or Hickory Elm is the

best. Complete equipment of special machinery designed by
our manager, who is an expert in woodworking and bicycle

manufacturing of many years' experience. Any style apd size

made to order. Rims for G. & J., also M. & W. tires, 26, 28
and 30 inches, kept in stock. Fine workmanship and finish.

Write for prices and description to

THE INDIANA NOVELTY MANUFACTURING CO.,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

ARE LEADING- LIGHTS IT
(The Lightest Ladies' Wheels are those who set the Fashion to the World.)

We wish to inform the public and cyclists generally

that besides our celebrated darts we are prepared to build

wheels to special order to reach, or otherwise, any weight

to suit customer. With the only complete bicycle plant

for building wheels on interchangeable principles in

NEW YORK CITY, handled by men of quarter

of a century experience in cycle construction-

2
Familiar Features

A

OF THE

Cycle Shows,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, n

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO.

42-50 West 67th St,, - New York City.

Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

\
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JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
Office and Warehouse, 4 FLETCHER ST., New York.

IMPORTERS OF WELDLESS STEEL TUBE CO.'S

Weldless Gold Drawn Steel Tubes.
AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS OF

Frames, Hubs, Pedals, Forgings Rough and Machined,
Cranks, Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Bags, Wrenches,

Spokes, Nipples, Balls, Cement, Rims,
Forksides, etc.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

THOMAS SMITH ft SONS, OF SALTLEY, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
FOR

DROP FORQINQ5 ^ 5/1LTLET CTQLC5
ai*d Tubes, Forksides, Hubs, Pedals, Chains, Saddles and everything

used in Cycles.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. SEN© FOR QUOTATIONS.

"~ '-— List mailed Free on Receipt of Card.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF MANUFACTURING

WHEELS FOR BICTCLES AND SULKIES.
Wheels of all grades for Safety Bicycles. Hubs, Spokes, Nipples,

Rims, Tires of all kinds.

Large and small Manufacturers and Dealers supplied.

I. K. Aa£E5STON St CO., jH7v*:esiziL-L.e, n. v.
In writing kindly mention The Wheei.

The MASCOT
is intended for the mass of riders who want a

thoroughly good machine of medium weight

and at a popular price. Guaranteed high

grade, weighs 28 lbs. ; ready for the road and

fitted with wood rims,

$100.00.
Appointing Good Agents Everywhere.

The GLOBE
is a machine for the idealist. It is of beautiful pro-

portions and represents the climax of aristocratic

bicycle construction. Every detail of its workman-
ship is given as high a degree ot attention as the

most expensive watch. If you can judge a bicycle it

would interest you to LOOK the Globe over. If you

want to ride a bicycle that will become a part of

yourself, and at the same time stand the racket, it

would pay you to BUY a Globe.

AT 25 PDS., $135.00.

Please add; "Saw it to The Wheel,"

PENSBYRBS & HABBRER,
CLINTON CYCLE WORKS,

BUFFALO, IsT- Y.
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SCORCHER GRIP
THE BAG for Touring.

Price $2, 2.50 and 3. Send for Cat.

Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLE PARTS.
We make Bicycle Hubs,
Cones, Cups, Ball Bear-
ings, Axles, Nuts, Steps;

Nipples. Also Bicycle Chains, Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, and all kinds of Special Machine Screws,
Bolts, etc. Send samples or accurate drawings of
parts for estimate. We solicit your business and
have best ol facilities to do your work.

THE NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
(PATENTED.)

R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., 725 Arcl St., PMla.,Pa.

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.

Special grinding and polishing machinery
for BICYCLE WORK.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, R. I

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS
Are the lightest, simplest, strongest and most practi-

cal Carriers for the bicycle in the market.
Put on the machine in a moment without use of

wrench or screw-driver, and once on never give any
trouble. Prices:

No. i Luggage Carrier $i.oo
No. 4 Single Luggage Carrier 1.25
No. 4 Double Luggage Carrier 1.50
No. 6 Kodak Carrier 2.00

For sale by all dealers, or send to C. H. LAMSON,
Portland, Maine. Please mention The WHEEL.

Agents! Riders!
Send your difficult repairs to us. All facilities for Re
modeling, Refinishing, Rebuilding.

Will make you any part to sample.

A. L. PLUSH,
BRYN MAWR, - - - PA.

SCORCHER
Light. Neat. Comfortable.

Send for Catalogue.
Det Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston

GOODHUE CYCLE LOCK.
It is strong, has a business-like Chain, and is finished in full nickel.

Price, $1.00.

Dealers

!

Write for

Discount.

Good for bicycle riders, traveling men and others. Over 4,000 different combinations. Can be operated
easily in the dark. Manufactured by

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO., SSoSSff
and stc™Jl^—

PARKHUBST & WILKINSON, Chicago, General Western Agents.
HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Newark, N. J., Selling Agents.

Will never stretch out of shape, no malter
how long in use. Warranted perfect fit. If

you can't get them from your Jobber, write to

us ; we will supply you. Jobbing trade sup-
plied by

THE LIBERTY KNITTING MILLS,
—MAKERS OF

—

The Liberty Bathing, Bicycle,
Athletic Suits and Stockings.

Office and Mills

:

204 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Send for Samples. Mention The Wheel.

FOUND
Something that wheelmen have needed for a long time,
and this is what it is:

We protect your wheel from now until June 1 against
loss by theft for $1.00, and from June 1 to'June 1895 for
$1.00 more. We send you a wheel to use if you lose
yours, and give it to you without any charge, if we do
not return yours within thirty days. Write for full
particulars.

Agents wanted in every city and town in the U. S.

Wheelmen's Registration Company,
18 Bojlston Building: • Boston, mass.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

BIKE CAPS.

SHAW&
KAISER'S

"BIKE" GAP.

SHAW & KAISER,

Dealers and clubs

supplied with our

e 1 ect styles. Large

variety. Correspond-

ence invited.

SPECIALTY
CAP MAKERS, 56 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

HEATING'S

TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and

Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBI.EY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.

I
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STANDARD CAP CO., 156 Greene St., New York.
TESTIMONIAL.

The Standard Cap Co. Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.
Gentlemen: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and thank you very much for same, I find the ventilator a

great benefit when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from perspiration. Please send me one in dark
blue as soon as possible. Yours truly, ALBERT SCHOCK, Champion Long.Distance Bicyclist of the World.

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps. Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of every description. Send for price lists. Trade only supplied.

Kindly mention The Wheel -when writing.

W. H. WILHELM & GO., toft*, Pa.,—g-* READING SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New York.

LEW WEIGHT REDUCED TO
c^8ck 4* OZ.

j Reliable,
h Durable,
» Warranted.
? Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

_ ^ Electro and Discount to the
i Trade.^^
5 LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
< 1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa

LOCKS and BELLS.
This lock is made of bronze,

very highly finished, either in

bronze or nickle. It is fitted

with 12 inches of good safety
chain with improved loop on
end that will not pull out, it is

light, yet strong and durable
It is sold by most all dealers or

will be sent by mail, post paid,

paid on rece pt of 35 cents for

bronze or 40 cents for nickle.

Iiiberal Discount to Trade.

HAINES & ZIKmXAV, 407 Cherry St„ Phila., Fa,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RANKIN TOE CLIPS

THE RANKIN TOE CLIP.

For Rubber
and Rat-Trap
Pedals.
Every rider

should have a
pair, as it
makes riding
t wen ty-fi v e
per cent easier.
All bicycle

dealers should
have these in
stock. We
allow a liberal
discount.

W. G. RA.NKIN, Providence, B. I.

THE BEIDGEPOET BICYCLE STAND.
The utility of this stand can be seen at once. By

backing the rear wheel onto the stand it is held firmly
in position by the upright spring and preventing it

from falling over. RETAIL PRICE, SI.00. Write
for discount to the trade.

MANUFACTURED BY
IiVON & GRUMMAN, - Bridgeport, Conn.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BURLEIGH'S

- WATCH CARRIER,
«'"pli 1894 Mfg. Co .'8 Deal-

ers, Agents and Ri-
ders: Are you going to
be behind time when
you can have a watch

carrier for 75c. or with Httlejclock (warranted) for
$2.00? Chronograph times speed to a fraction of a
second, with carrier, at $8.25. Same carrier can
be used in any of three places, or either time piece.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tllton, N. H.

REDUCED
to 50c, of Dealers or by mail.

1894 bicycles are not up to date
unless fitted with

,, Woodbury's Automatic Dry Chain Lubricator and Duster.
Mr. Albert Schocfc usea this throughout his record
ride of i,6co miles in six days. Van Emburgh, the
boy wonder, record 1,401 miles in six days, also used
it. Highly recommended by J. Elmer Pratt and
many other up-to-date manufacturers, dealers and
riders. M. A. WOODBURY. Bradford, Pa.

A Novelty in Bicycle Trousers.
You have doubtless experienced that uncomfortable feeling of a

tight belt, and of trousers binding at the knee, thus impeding
action.

Our patent trousers overcome these difficulties, having a cov-

ered elastic attachment in waist and knee that is self-conforming

and self-surporting. They are models of ease and will fit any form.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

PEERLESS BICYCLE PANTS CO.,

New York Agent, 79 Sumner Street,
IRA PEREG0, 23 Park Row. Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Upright Form,
To read from
the saddle,

$4.50 Weight 2V2 Ounces, Complete. $5.00
Registers to 1,000 miles before repeating. Thoroughly tested

and warranted accurate. Send for descriptive circular.

Electrotypes for catalogues.

BOSTON METER C0.,^SS5S^ZKf
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

LPatented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

Tie EUREKA Bicycle Siport

FOR 1894

IS A. BEAUTY.

Handsomely Enameled or Bronzed as Pre-

ferred.

Warranted for Efficiency and Durability.

To see it is to want it.

Correspondence with the Trade Solicited.

Prices and Discounts on Application.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

JOHN C. McCLUEE,
54 & 56 M. & E, R.R. AVE.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Mention The Wheel.
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HILLIARD No. 1. HILL1ARD No. 2.

Registers 1,000 miles and repeats.

Price, $7.50.

Are all other manufacturers of Cyclometers reducing
their price? ASK first-class dealers and riders, or pur-
chase a HILLIARD CYCLOMETER for a satisfactory
answer.

Send for circular. Electrotypes on application.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1 132-34 N. 40th Street, Philadelphia.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.''

Registers 100 miles. Can be
set back to zero.

Price, $5.0O.

CYCLE CHAINS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING GO.
1 26- 1 28- 1 30 W. Maryland St.,

Largest Factory in the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEH k CO, Chicaao
General V. S. Sales Agents.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St., New York.

New York Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Some people know how to make some things better than others

do. We know how to make the STANDARD BICYCUE, hence
its name "Standard." Price only, $100. Catalogue tells all.

THE GEORGE HASBROUCK CO.,
Ground Floor. 153 West 23d Street, New York.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Sole Importers.

APPLEBY'S
PEN STEEL BUSHED HUMBER

-—CHAINS.-—
The "FIRE FLY"

Tiie " sA.asrsp^.R.EiiLi.'

AND OTHER LAMPS.

Frame Fittings of Every Description.

CYCLE CHAINS. HIGHEST GRADE.

R1MIKGT0N BROS. & CO.,

22 WHITEHALL STREET,

Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK.

fllCKELgATE.
%Nart)ork.Ckai)o| St-Louis HR.

Buffalo anfl Chicago
SOLID
THROUGH

TRAINS

BUPPBT
SIvlEJEJiFMSiejS, CARS,
THROUGH SLEEPING CARS

Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.

Twelfth and Clark Sts.. convenient by street
car or elevated R. R. to any part of the city.

AT CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
and Pearl St, and at Main Passenger Station
Broadway near Cross St.

AT BUFFALO trains run into U;T.Ion Depot of
the Erie Railway.

For rates and other information consult »e0.--

est Ticket Agent, or address

ft. W. JOHNSTON, B. F. H9RNER,
Gen'l Sup't. I-M'l P?v. Ast

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Manufactured by

J. & H. DUCKWORTH,
28 & 30 Taylor Street, Springfield, Mass.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

F.J. MOORE,

BUFFALO,

1894
CATALOGUES

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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If you break down while out on your
wheel, stop in

WILLIAMS' IMPERIAL CAFE,
111 & 1 1 2TH STS. & LENOX AVE.,

All kinds of Tools necessary for a quick
repair kept for the accommodation

of wheelmen.

G B G H

F F

HAVE THE BEST.
Insist on having the best chain on your new mount,

or if you conclude to ride the old mount, have a chain
that will make it ride like a new one. The Baldwin
chain costs more than any rivited chain, but it is
worth more.
Manufacturers will furnish it, if you demand it.

No wheel is high grade without this improvement.
It is as necessary on a wheel as a pneumatic tire.

HAVE THE BEST.
All steel; every part hardened. Work and material

the best. Price, $4; nickeled, $5. Full directions with
each chain. Send for circular.

E. A. BALDWIN,
West Upton, Mass.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

Amateur Cycling
WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen
and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

Do
you
want
to

Raise
the
Wind?

Many of our dear spotless amateurs are doing

so on their respectable prizes to prevent a diet

of snow balls. But we are making an article that

will beat a League General Assembly for wind.

There will be no protest on the election of

this pump to first place as a friend of the

pneumatic.

HAY & WILLITS,

Dealers in Wind Instruments,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Cable Address,
CYCLONE.

Accidents will happen, so always keep Railway's
Ready Reliefnear at hand to quickly cure all Bruises.
Contusions, Sprains, Muscular Soreness, etc.

R. R. R. cures and prevents Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Inflammation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.Head-
ache, Toothache, Asthma, Difficult Breathing. Cures
the worst pains in from one to twenty minutes. Not
one hour after reading this advertisement need any
one suffer with pain.

AVOID all danger from drinking impure well and
nver water, by adding a few drops of R. R. R. so cts.
a bottle. All druggists.

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

Baldwin's Adjustable Chain

PRICE. 60 CENTS.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBI HC

The Columbian Adjustable Crank.
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever
age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-
sible to get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than
racing cranks.

BREDDER ALLEN CYCLE MFC. CO.,

sole mfrs., PATERSON, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

See the Dickens' " Double Acting " Pumps-
best Pumps made

; three sizes. "O. K. Cork
Handles, best line, lowest prices. " Feather-
weight " Bell, weight, 2 ounces. " O. K."
Specialties, Chain Lubricant, Rubber Solu-
tion, Etc. .

F. C. AMES & CO., - 335 Broadway, New York City
Kindly mention The Wheel when waiting.

COLD DRAWN, SEAMLESS, STEEL, CORRUGATED

TUBING
FOR BICYCLES.

Lighter and
Stronger than
the Ordinary
Round.
Send for price list

and samples to

THE H. I. SMITH CORRUGATED TUBE CO , No. 69 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

r^ni

^=S
THE CLIP.

D. S. Agent, F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, N. Y,

Is a common sense emergency brake—only that—
but it can be depended on. Every touring wheelman
will recognize its mission. It helps to popularize light
wheels.

Adjustment is made laterally by slots in clamps
and brake blade; dip, or angle of blade is regulated by
wedge-shaped washers.

No question about the utility of foot
brakes, it is only a matter of proper
construction.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CLIP?
Weight, s% ounces. Price, $2.00.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N. Y.
Please add; "Saw it In The Wheel."
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H. E. RAYMOND.
RAYMOND

R,E .A. I_i -x-

I. B. POTTER.
& POTTER,EST .A-TEI,

236 FLATBUSH AVE.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Jtsphr <t Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavements in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles o£ streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
L. A. W. endorse our pavement as the STANDARD.

OFFICES

:

LsDrolt Building, Washiagton, D. C.

Washington Building, 1 Breadnsi, New Terk.

v YOU CAN HAVE TOCR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
24-26 TANDEWATEK STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 345.

LONG ISLAND CITY

CYCLE AND SPORTING GOODS DEPOT.

127 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City,

APPLEGATE & HARVEY,

Renting and Repairing. Agencies Wanted.

EVERETT HOUSE.
Union Square, Hew York*

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within s minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

BLOOMER SUITS
H.STRUGNELL,

310 BROADWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(upstairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR ALL THE

Sweater Racing Suits,

V=§|P Jersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball and
Footballists, Horse-back riders,

Boxers and Oarsmen ; _
when you want to ride, run, walk,
row, skate or swim a longdistance

USE
ANTI-STIFF

itlsa marvelous preparation for Strengthening-
the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith required; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feel it at work. It has a peculiarly warming,
comforting, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant in use.
Kub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like it till now. It differs from all Oils,
Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00

S.F0U6ERA & CO-AGENTS U-S..30N. WILLIAM ST.. H.Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
DALE STREET,

COVENTRY, ENGUND.
The oldest and largest Hollow Fork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all

kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Fo r ei g n
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will |let you know whether you can obtain a patent
All information free.

W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

tHE CYCLIST
and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre* to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
icription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade visiting; Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST
Offlfla, at Coventry.

BICYCLES CYCLISTS' SUPPLIES

We make a specialty of sundries of every
description. Our prices are right. Drop postal

for catalogue and discount sheet.

STUDLEY & BARCLAY,
GBAND KAPIDS, MICH

O -A- I_i T_i <g—

^

c.

MODEL ONE^ TWO-PIECE RACING- SUITS

No. 1301, First Grade Worsted, solid colors, $5.50 ;

1302, Second Grade Worsted, solid colors, $3.50, black
and navy in stock ; 1303, Light Weight Worsted, black
and navy blue only, $3.25; 1306, Black Sateen, very
light, $2.25. Any color to order.

TWO-PIECE SUITS.
First Grade Worsted, anv color, $5.25; Second Grade
Worsted, any color, $3.25; Light Weight Worsted,
black and navy blue, $2.50; Cotton, black only, $2.00.

Send chest, waist and back of neck to crotch measure.

Terms — $1.00 with order; balance, C.O.D., or full amount and
15c. extra by mall. Send 2c. stamp for our 80 page illustrated

catalogue telling all about Racing Suits and Bicycle Sundries.

S. B. CALL, 229 MAIN STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER.
Registers 1000 miles accurately and repeats, or can

be set back to zero at any time. Perfectly NOISELESS,
DUST PROOF and WATERPROOF. Nothing to get

out of order and can be adjusted to any wheel. A high
grade cyclometer within the reach of every bicyclist.

PRICE, S3.SO.
Made in two sizes, viz: for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.

Send for catalogue of sundries. Sold by all bicycle

dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.

Mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFER.
On account of changes in the sizes of our Screw Machines, we have

decided to close out all our present stock of late model machines at a price

10 per cent. BETTER THAN OUR REGULAR DISCOUNTS.
We have for immediate delivery

:

1 No. 3 Screw Machine, with Geared Friction Head and Power Feed.

«

Wire Feed.

u
u

" " " " Power Feed, Wire Feed
and extra large hollow Spindle.

3 " " with Plain Head.
3 Turret Lathe, with Geared Friction Head and Wire Feed.

The following are partly finished, and will be furnished with or with-

out Power Feed, or Wire Feed :

7 No. 3 Screw Machines, with Geared Friction Head.
5 " 3 " "

' " Back Geared Head.
2 " 3 " " " " " " and extra

large Hollow Spindle.

Write for Photograph, Description and Price.

THE GARVIN MACHINE CO.,
LAIGHT & CANAL STS., N. Y.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel.'
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HUDSON & €0.,

Excelsior Works,
SELLY OAK & BOURNBROOK,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Telegraphic Address:

Excelsior, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

Manufacturers of Seamless Steel Tnlies,

Also Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of

Hudson's World Renowned Patent Thickened Bottom

Hollow Rims for Cycles and other Road Vehicles.

AMERICAN AGENTS:

Shell Cycle Fittings Co.,
TOLEDO, * OHIO.

WHEEL
BINDER Minn*

Is intended for a permanent as well

as for a temporary binder. The
!••• papers are bound as firmly as a book.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Re-
-view printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cts. If ordered with subscription, 60 cts.

Use . .

.

iGreasolene
for bicyele chains i

-J L,

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain

clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff. Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the

hardy road riders of Chicago. 2501) miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. Atrial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TEADE.

J. G. CALROW, maker. WINNETKA, ILL.

<:

FOR

atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
•OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANT KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Ha> tford. Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS

A, T. MERRICK, Artist,

We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

OUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND M'FG CO., 17 Hermon St., Worcester, Mass.

WOOD RIM TIRE
CEDIEHT

Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

withjdirections for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-

sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. H^~ Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELAS IC IP COi, 370 Atlantic Ave, Boston, Mass.
152 and 154 Lake St., Chicago, III., 14 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal

HEATH'S BALL VALVE PUMP
With Patent Universal Coupling. The BEST and STRONGEST
PUMP in the world at ANY PRICE. Fits all valves. It costs you

but ic. too see and try it. Our price, $2.00. We will send this pump
if ordered in good faith, to any bicycle rider in the U. S., C. O. D

,

with full privilege of examination and trial. If it suits, keep it;

otherwise it is to be returned at our expense.

MANUFACTURED BY

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, New England Agents.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE : MSTERN OFFICE:

64 to 70 Ohio St,, Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFG. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CC. C. J. SMITH & SONS CO..
Westboro, Mass, Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING, COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

glndly'mention The Wheel when writing.
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Registered Trade Mark, No. 24238.

SHELL'S

Ton TIM
LAMP,

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

m # #
The Snell Cycle FittingsCo.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps,

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:
Chicago Tip and Tire Co., ... Chicago

New England Agents:
The. Elastic Tip Co., ----- Boston

New York Agents:
John S. I,eng's Son & Co., Fletcher St., New York

Special Sales Agents:
The Raleigh Cycle Co New York

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.
CLEVELAND, O..

Oil Cups,

Nipples.

Air Valves.

Crank Keys,

Chain Rivets.

Collar Screws.

Cap Screws.

Set Screws.

Special Screws.

Turned Nuts.

Casehardening.

Specialties.

Cones.

Steps.

Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI=FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,
Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U.S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

Kindly mention Tfee Wheel wnen writing,
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One Reason the Great Public Endorses-

We guarantee that our Liberty Bicycles are free from

imperfection in both material and construction, and should

defect develop within one year from date of purchase, we

agree to make good such defective part or parts free of charge.

S*yVVyVYSA/yVvVVVVrV^VvVVS*^SAA***rVS'

WILSON-MYERS CO., makers,
NEW YORK, U. S. A^.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT,

CONN.

13 MVIRRdY ST.,

NEW YORK.

5^ . . .

"SEARCH-LIGHT.
M

BURNS KEROSENE. A
RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIKST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

Price £3.50 each.

3I?<?

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST
BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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TAKE YOUR PICK
EIGHT DIFFERENT STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM.

HIGH, MEDIUM GRADE and JUVENILE WHEELS,

-A.T PRICES TH.A.T WILL SUIT.

ROAD KING. Road Queen

FLYING JIB

ROAD KING.

Road King, Scorcher, 28 inch wheels. Weight, 25 to 28 lbs., fitted

with Wood or Steel Rims, and any kind of Pneumatic Tires wanted.

PRICE, $ I OO.oo- to $ I I O.oo.

BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THE PRICE. SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. FEATHERSTONE e CO.,

Cor. Clark and 16th Sts.

and Armour Ave, CHICAGO.
THE WHEEL PRESS F. P. Prial, 210 Fulton St., N. Y. Kindly mention The Wbeel when writing.
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ABOUT GEARS. ABOUT FEATHERWEIGHTS.

^M-itoBK£Vi^
F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY ERIDA.Y.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2-00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.SEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
n^HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates ok application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEU

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF :

J. J. "PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 51.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON All "L" STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news

stands in New York.

"Necessary nuisances " is the verdict of an

English coroner on cyclists. The coroner was

once a necessary nuisance himself.

"Opposition is the life of trade" is an oft-

repeated pat phrase. It is hard to believe it.

The life of trade is—trade. Opposition is an

incentive to one to pay more attention to one's

business. It should read: "Opposition is the

spur of trade."

We've had them with one leg and with two,

on solids and pneumatics, on safeties and on

ordinaries, and now we have one attempting

it on a unicycle. It is in order for some bright

young man try it "hands off?" We must have

this to complete the list.

THE craze for high gears is evidently not

confined entirely to America. The Irish

Cyclist gravely announces that "gears are

going up," over there, and "raises its voice in

protest." The Hibernian journal says that

" the average road-rider who, last year, used a

Co-inch gear, and who, this year, purchases a

lighter and better machine with a faster tire,

concludes that he can now drive a 64-inch

gear," and calls him a "foolish man." In this

country the craze is not so mild. It has almost

reached an unwholesome stage. The standard

gears of former years— 54, 56 and 60 inches

—

are rarities. A 64-inch gear is considered low,

a 60-inch, little short of ridiculous. The aver-

age clubman appears to have settled on 66 or

68 inches as being nearer the proper caper,

while he who has any pretentions whatever,

toils over a 70, 72, 76 or even a 78-inch gear,

and thinks it nothing. There is little doubt

but that the thing is being overdone, and that

a reaction must sooner or later set in. As our

Irish contemporary says—and personal experi-

ence enables us to vouch for it the more em-

phatically—"the higher gear is very delightful

down hill and with the wind, and, when he is

fresh, one will even find it easy to rush a hill

on it, but when he gets tired it is a terrible

handicap, and, under unfavorable circum-

stances, it will give him a positive distaste for

cycling. We feel perfectly satisfied that even

on the best of roads the average rider will

cover 100 miles in the day easier and faster on

a 60-inch gear than on a 64-inch. On the

latter he would, perhaps, cover his first 50

miles faster, but at a greater expenditure of

power, and the extra work would tell more

and more every mile he rode. Men do not

want to be everlastingly sprinting down hill,

and would, on the whole, enjoy their cycling

vastly better on the lower gears."

As the season advances and long rides be-

come more frequent, that all-gone feeling and

the "cracked" knees, which usually make

themselves felt on the homeward trip, will

hurry a reaction toward more rational gears.

For all-round service a 60 or, at most, 63-inch

gear is quite high enough for the average rider.

There are, of course, some human cart horses

who can stand the 66's, 68's'and 70's, but they

are not many.

The Irish Wheelman thinks that: "The

coming cyclist never arrives." That: "Cycling

will last as long as the world goes round."

That: "The dirt cheap in cycles is generally

dear dirt."' That: "It is a great deal easier

being a cyclist than being a gentleman."

That: "Trusting to luck is trusting to lazi-

ness. That: "Wit without sense is like a

razor without a handle," and the Irish Wheel-

man hits the nail where the carpenter hits it.

" IT OW are the featherweights standing

" * up?" asks a correspondent, who, after

venturing a favorable reply to himself, seems

disposed to take the makers, both at home and

abroad, to task for their seeming reluctance to

bring their weights down. Our correspondent

points out that, with a number of others, all

mounted on featherweights, he recently es-

sayed a long, hard 80-mile run, and all finished

without so much as the loosening of a nut. But

the point is hardly well taken. It is not one

run, or two or three that is calculated to do the

damage, if any is to be done ; it is nearer the

close of the season, when the wheels will have

had the jar and wear and tear of forty or fifty

eighty-mile runs, that the story will be told.

It is not surprising that the manufacturers

should be reluctant to reduce their weights as

low as very many demand. They best know
the nature of metal, and it is their purses, their

reputations and their sales, that are affected in

the event of disaster. When a manufacturer

is summoned before a jury as a possible acces

sory to the violent death of a rider, caused by

the breaking of a featherweight wheel—an in-

stance of this sort is reported from England in

this very issue—and another maker is sued

—

this time in America—for $10,000 damages for a

somewhat similiar, though notfatal occurrence,

caution very properly marks their every

inclination to suah radical reductions in weight

as are too often demanded. In theory, at

least, it is not in the nature of 18 or 20 pounds

of metal to sustain for very many months the

more or less continual jarring, pounding and

differing strains to which, in the shape of a

bicycle in use on American roads and hills, it

must be subjected. It is neither reasonable

nor fair to expect it, and, to our mind, the

season's close will find more than one manu-

facturer rueing the day that he listened to the

tempter.

Our correspondent will hardly obtain a

really satisfactory answer to his query. It is

to the interest of those most competent to

speak—the makers—to remain silent on the

subject. Their most telling reply will be

found in the scale weights of next season's

productions.

We have had our dog shows, horse shows

and flower, poultry and other swell shows in

New York. The people who won the prizes

—

simply blue ribbons—were, largely, mere dab-

blers, amateurs. One amateur would make a

specialty of orchids, another of French

poodles, another of Chinese gamecocks, of

hackneys, etc. They were all— at least the

majority—in the thing for the sport of it.

Yet all of these products — the finest

hackney, the finest orchid, etc. — could be

bought. Which proves that fads, one of which

is cycle racing, are costly, and that even the

richest won't object to getting just a little re-

turn on the investment.
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Perhaps, in ten years, amateurism will be the short-,

cut to millionairism.—Scottish Cyclist.

Perhaps it will. Who cares?

AROUND THE WORLD ON A
UNICYCLE.

The name of a new tire, sPeeD, is the latest

contortion of the alphabet. Happily, the

alphabet don't care what is done to it.

An American is going 'round the world on

a unicycle, and an Englishman is getting

ready to cross the Atlantic on a water cycle!

What next? O, Lord! what next?

M. Clement has been decorated with the

"
u
Cross." Perhaps the great Arthur Augus-

tus will come home with a decoration. Any-

thing is likely while the French are in their

present hysterical state.

Scottish Cyclist is positively tearful over the

decay of amateurism. "Sport must be served,"

is its war-cry. It is "hopeful yet that—that

something will turn up." At the hyphen, we

can fancy Nisbett forcing back a sob.

Pull in your latch-string. There is a sneak

about the place. He is liable to look over your

shoulder and read your letters. He will glance

furtively at your check-book to leam your

bank balance, if he has but half a chance. He

will strain his ears to overhear your private

business conversations. He is an eaves-

dropper, a key-hole peeper, %, sly fellow. He

is the advertising agent (also part owner) of

a Chicago cycling paper. He will tell you

" confidentially," that The Wheel's circulation

is 2,000 copies a week. He knows it. His

"iriend" has stolen into The Wheel's printing

plant and has- had a sight of The Wheel's

mail list. His friend is a "sneak," sure,

- and the man himself must be. The next time

he tells you his woeful tale, and recites the

story of his sneaky friend, pull down the roll-

top, so that the sneak can't carry away any of

your business secrets.

Ni'lson to Try for the English Championship.

Harvey DuCros, of the Dunlop Tire Co., re-

turned from abroad on Wednesday. While in

London he met E. A. Nelson, the Springfield

crack, whom, he says, has apparently entirely

recovered from his illness and is riding in fine

form. Nelson is training at Heme Hill, and

will compete in the English championships.

The Dunlop Tire Co. has filed suit for

alleged infringement of patents against the

Wilson-Myers Co. The Liberty wired-on tire

is the basis of the litigation.

Some of the members of the Woman's Wheel
and Athletic Club have expressed themselves
in short but very decided terms on the subject

of rational dress. Miss Ada M. Kenyon, pre-

sident of the club, when asked what she

thought, said with uplifted brows: "I think
they are dreadful ! I think they are dreadful

!

If divided skirts are any use at all it is on a
bicycle, but I don't quite approve of them
there."

A GLORY-HUNTING YOUNGSTER UNDER-
TAKES THE FOOLHARDY FEAT.

The poor old earth is to be belted again, and

by a cyclist, or rather two of them.

Thomas Stevens is to be outdone, Allen and

Sachtleben completely overshadowed, and

Frank Lenz and his globe-girdling perform-

ance and the cross-continent feat of one-legged

Beadleson made puny and insignificant by

comparison.

The latest circumcyclers are Harry H. Hill,

of Geneva, N. Y., and Eugene Peltier, of

Rochester, same State.

They left the corner of Broadway and Vesey

Street, New York City, at 2.30 P. M., on Mon-

day last, May 7. On or about May 7, 1896, they

expect to reappear at the same spot. Whether

or not they do, remains to be seen. The fact

that Mr. Hill is mounted on a unicycle ap-

peared not to affect their calculations or con-

fidence in any way.

For an ambition-fired young man, Mr. Hill

kept his gigantic project well in the dark. It

was early on Monday forenoon that he sent

notice to The Wheel that he would start from

City Hall Park—just across the way—at 2 P.

M. that very day. Both Mr. Hill and Mr.

Peltier were seen shortly before that hour.

They form an interesting pair.

Mr. Hill is young, very young, not yet 18,

and a bright faced, well-tanned, healthy look-

ing chap. He is 5 feet 4 inches in height and

still growing.

Mr. Peltier is apparently seven or eight or

possibly even ten years older than his com-

panion. He is stockily built, wears a

mustache and is only 5 feet 1 inch tall, with

the future holding no chance of further

upward tendency.

He has four black spots on one hand. These
spots are important. They form a strong

point in the "identifica'ion papers" which he

carries. To prove his identity, Mr. Peltier

pointed out to The Wheel representative each

separate spot.

Both men are, or were, fairly bubbling with

confidence in what most people will be dis-

posed to consider a foolhardy feat.

"It's nothing to go 'round the world on a

safety," asserted Mr. Peltier, nonchalently,
'

' but if a man can do it on one wheel—on a

unicycle—it's something worth talking about."

For this reason, Mr. Peltier will bathe in

reflected glory. He is riding a safety. The
genuine halo will hover directly over his young
companion, who will manipulate the unicycle.

Undismayed by the number of years con-

sumed by previous globe-girdling cyclists on
two wheels, these two have set themselves to

perform the journey in two years or less.

Asked the object of the trip, Mr. Peltier

replied sagely:

"Glory and money."

At 2 o'clock, the hour set for the start,

neither man had appeared. At 2.05 a grey-

coated guardian of the sparrows and park
benches, who was evidently on the lookout for

some one, was asked whether they had
started before the hour.

"Nop," he responded, "and I don't think

they'll start at all."

"Why not?" inquired the reporter, scenting

possible orders from headquarters.
" 'Cause it's after 2 er'clock, now," replied

the copper laconically, with a smile at his own
cleverness.

At 2.10 the crowd of a half hundred people,

who had gathered in the park, began to melt

slowly. At 2. 15 a small man, wearing a yacht-

ing cap and long trousers, and trundling a wheel
and accompanied by a taller man, wearing
whiskers, appeared on Broadway. But men
with whiskers and wheels are frequent sights

on Broadway nowadays, and they attracted no
attention. Directly behind this pair, however,

was a pleasant- faced youth in cycle garb, who
pushed before him the front wheel of a 52 or

54 inch solid-tired ordinary. The wheel looked

as if it had seen better days, and in the glare

of the sun it hurt the eyes. It had been
painted a dizzy, very dizzy, chromatic yellow.

Behind the youth and his yellow wheel there

followed an admiring throng of newsboys. As
the yellow wheel crossed into the Park, all

the gamins, sparrow-guardians, loiterers and
bench-warmers arose as one man and rushed

to meet it.

The short man in the long-trousers and
yachting cap was Mr. Peltier. The youth

with the yellow wheel was Mr. Hill. Both

were equipped for their long trip. Neither

man carried luggage.

In the park they were met by a man in light

Spring clothes and a black silk hat. He took

charge at once. The crowd, now numbering
at least one hundred, following he of the silk

hat, escorted the incipient tourists around, in-

stead of across, the park, and then into a hall-

way on Park Row. The crowd gapingly waited

outside.

At 2.30 the the party reappeafed. They
crossed Broadway to Vesey Street. There,

on the rough stones, Mr. Hill mounted his

solid-tired, yellow-hued wheel. Mr. Peltier,

still attired in long trousers and yachting cap,

followed on his safety ; a few street urchins

followed them on the run, and the start of

"the 'first, greatest and only' globe-girdling

tour on one wheel " the world has ever known
had been made.

If Mr. Peltier's trousers do not become too

warm or too cumbersome, the tourists will

reach San Francisco by way of Chicago.

To Cross the Atlantic on a Water Cycle.

A dispatch from England states that Wm.
Oldham, of Nottingham, will attempt to cross

the Atlantic on a water cycle, starting the last

of May. His craft is' 10 feet 6 inches in length,

and is propelled by a screw worked by pedals.

He expects to be able to reach New York in

six weeks.

The Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. , in addition to

doing a large trade in this country, are selling

considerable wheels in Canada.

John Haywood, a Chicago cyclist, was struck

by a locomotive while crossing a railroad on
his wheel at South Waukegan, May 3, and in-

stantly killed.
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IT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME
THE COLUMBIA

SINGLE TUBE
PNEUMATIC TIRE.

RIDERS are beginning to realize, as they always do sooner or

later, that we know something about a bicycle. We are having
a marked demonstration of this in the rapidly growing popularity

of our Patent Columbus Tire, which we have always claimed to be the

best Pneumatic Tire yet invented. They find that it causes less

trouble than any other tire in use. When it is on, it stays on. It is

.fast and resilient. Temporary and permanent repairs are quickly and
easily made. It is the tire to buy. Many wheelmen know this already.

More will find it out before they are through with the tire question.

We offer this year on our wheels an option between the best single

and the best double tire in the market, and two-thirds of all Columbia
riders take the single tube from choice. They are guided by experi-

ence. Dealers and repairers should take note of this and send for our

prices, which are always reasonable for the quality of goods we furnish.

POPE MFG. CO.,
BOSTON.

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

HARTFORD.

HARTFORD : :

, BICYCLES,

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00 $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia single tube tire or
the HARTFORD double tube tire each the

best iti its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Jiddress for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTPnRQ CYCLE CO.,

HHRTFORD, CONN.

IMPORTHNT TO

/T\a9ufaeturers,

Repairers.

MAY12 1894

wK want your orders for the best

Wood Rims on the market, made

from selected, second growth,

white ash, with a patented 14 inch

lap joint; workmanship and ma-

terial guaranteed.

PRICE, $2.50 per Pair.

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

If you want a low priced rim, get

our prices on the Kingsland.

|~|ickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel wben writing.
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THE LINSCOTT.

TJAT. KUTI/ER, A NOVICE, WINS THE RACE
AND BREAKS A RECORD—TIME, lh. 11m.

28 2-5s.—CHECKING EAUI/TY AND
TIMES DOUBTFUL.

The result Of the Linscott road race at Mai-

den, Mass., on Saturday last, the first big

event of the season, augurs well for road rac-

ing this season.

One Hundred and sixty-eight entries, 154

starters, thousands of spectators, the record

broken by a number of men, with over fifty fin-

ishing under ih. 20m., while a three-minute

man runs off with the record and $600 worth

of prizes, is the result in a nutshell.

Nat. Butler, of the Cambridgeport C. C, is

~° the winner. He covered the 25 miles from the

thrSe-minute mark in the net time of ih. 11m.

28 2-5S. The record stood to the credit of W.
B. Hurlburt, ih. 11m. 59s. over the Belle Isle

course, Detroit. Jas. Clark and Fred. Graves

also' finished under record time, and about a

score finished in better time than has been

made over the Irvington-Milburn course.

It is- estimated that the contest was wit-

nessed by between 46,000 and 50,000 spectators.

The "race was started shortly after 3 o'clock,

and despite the great crush of people, there

was not a mishap, although there were 14 men
at the g-minutes handicap, 13 at the 8-minutes,

16 at 7-minutes, i '39 at 6-minutes and 11 at

5-minutes.

While the' start was made without mishap,

there were numerous accidents on the road,

arid broken wheels were here, there and every-

where.

The scratch men were : McDuffee, Graves,

Jas. Clark and Snow. McDuffee soon dropped

out owing to a mishap, and Snow also broke

down. -

'

The : l6w mark men lost no time in getting

down to business. As the i-minute men got

away J. P. Clark took the pace, and they went
up the avenue, under his guidance, at a record-

breaking pace, but before they were out of sight

Seeley and Arnold were up and after them,

and they, too, were closely pursued by the fast

brigade from the scratch, with J. Clarke at the

head, and appearances indicated that a fight

would" be made by all of these men, but such

was not to be the case.

"Nb sooner had these men got well away
from the start than they began to watch each

other and loafing, each in order to make some
one else set the pace. It was the same in the

minute class, each man watching the other

rather than making a break for himself. Had
these men worked together, the record would
probably have come below ih; 10m., but by the

time that the scratch men had got away, the

leaders had reached West Medford.

Wells, from the nine-minute mark, Sim-

monds from the seven-minute mark and Flye

from the nine-minute mark, were pulling the

field along in grand form. Close behind them
was French, from the nine-minute mark,
Lindsay from the six and Cashing from the

same mark. Then came the field, strung
along for fully a mile, and even at this early
stage, Butler had already begun to mow down
his field. He had forced his way from the
three-minute markup among the four-minute
men, and was slowly, but surely, overhauling
the others.

Bausch, of Holyoke, was the first to make
the turn for home ; behind him came Cutter,
and then followed Pettigrew, of Linden, Cash-

ing, A. S. French, Smith, Hall, of Chelsea,

and Hall, of Providence, Westgate, Van Dell,

Neidner, Williams, Walsh and a bunch of fast

riders, having at their head W. F. Clark, who
had never ridden a race.

NAT. BUTLER.

Once around the turn, they started for home
at a rapid pace. Butler, who was in the rear

of this party, somewhat increased his speed.

He had evidently been saving himself for the

final effort, and was making things hum.
Snow, who had twice lost his chain, was again

well up, while the minute men were plodding
along in grand style, just a little ahead of the

scratch men.
From Arlington to Medford Square Bausch

set the pace and had a good chance to win,

when his saddle broke. - Butler, then lead the

crowd and held his own to the finish, although
Clark and Fogwell were right in his wake. And
then for fifteen minutes the riders arrived

singly and in groups, while the crowd howled
until hoarse.

flSfc

THE COURSE.

The table shows the result:

HANDICAP.
POSITION AND NAME. M.S.

1—Nat Butler 3.00
2—W. F. Clark 500
3—W. W. Fogwell 7.00
4—Dan Turner 6.00

5
—

J- J- McLaughlin 8.00
6—P. J. Styffe..., 8.00
7—E. S. Otis 5.00
8—F.A.Lindsay 600
g—A. E. Vandell 7.30
o—Verdo Westgate 7.30
1—E. Hall 6.00
2—W. M. Pettigrew 5-00
3—E. H. Garrett 5.00
4—J. W. Bowser 6.00
5—O. W. Smith 8.qo
6—A. O. Bausch 8.00
7—B. Flye 9.00

8.008—G. Cutter
9—C. Mitchell
20—J. W. Manning....
21—R. W. Emerson..
22—F. T. Hurley
23—W. Neidner
24—R A. Faye
25—G. W. Phillips....
26—S. Anderson
27—J. A. Webber
28—H.J. Alther
29—H. A. Seavey
30—A. E. Daw
31—A. T. Robinson...
32—A. S. French
33—A. D. Rogers
34—L T. Cushman
35—J. A. L. Marnard.
36—F. S. McDevitt....
37—W. H. Gibson....
38—J. Cowie
39—B. W. Pierce..
40—H. Caldwell
4 i—Watson Coleman.
42—F. S. Haskell.
43—E. Urch 5,

—J. Shialijian44—J.
45-E.
46—W. J. Hammond.
47—R. M. Mugridge.

.

48—S.E.Hall

9.00
6.00
6.00

9.00
8.00
6.00

5 00
5-3°

7 00
8.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
8.00

7.00

7.00
9.00
5.00
8 00
9.00
2.30

3-3°
3-3°
6.00
00

4.00
5.00
7.30
3-3°

4.09

TIME.
H.M. S.

1. 11.28 2-5

1.14.32 2-5

"5-33
1. 14.34
r. 16.36

1.16.39 2 "5
1. 13.42 2-5
1. 14. 44
1. 16. 15
1. 16 16

1. 14. 49
1.13.50
1. 14.06
1. 15. 07
1. 17.17
1.17.41
1. 19.00
1. 18.14
1. 19.41
1. 16 41 2—5
1. 16.43
1.19.45-

1. 18.47
1. 16.48
1.15.52

1.16.23
1.18.03

1. 19.06
1.17.11
1. 17.11
1 17. 11

1 - 1 9-33
1. 18.34
1.18.34 1-3

1.20.40

1.16.53
1. 19.50 1 -5

1. 21. 00
1.15-42
i-'5-45

1.15.45
1.18.36 3-5
1. 17.37
1.16.41

1. 17.42
1.20. 13
1. 16. 13 2-5
1.16.44

49—J. W. Hendrick 6.00 1. 18.45
50—A. J. Dyar 1.30 1. 14.18
51—Frank Mayo 2.00 1.14.49
52—E. L. Blauvelt.. '.'....; 1.30 1.14.20
53- E. G. Merrill 3.30 1.16.38
54—O E. Peabody 5.30 1.16.44
55—C. A. Currier 6.00 1.19.27
56—E. L. Lambert 3.00 1. 16.32
57—A. C. Barnard 3.30 116.42
58—D. E. Wells 9.00 1.2235
59—A. F. Senn 2.10 1.1607
60— W. Biltzer 7.00 1.20.39
61—J. T Gorie 600 119.40
62—R. A. Vandell 7.00 1.20.42
63—C. McConeel, Ji' 6.00 1. 19.43
64—J. Clark '. Scratch i. 11.45
65— F. C. Graves Scratch 1.11.46
66—W. H. M. Greenhill 6.00 119-47
67—W. G. French 1.00 1.14 28
68—H. B.Arnold 0.30 1.14.19

63 — A. F. Wisner 1.00 1. 14.20
70 -P. J. McDuffee 1,00 1. 14.51
71— E. J. Clark 2.00 1.1552
72-C F. Seeley 0.30 1.14.25

73—C. Stevens 2.30 1.16.29

All the prize-winners covered the distance

in less than ih. 20m., but reports of gross

mismanagement, especially in the checking

arrangements, are afloat. The course is full

of turns, of which the cut gives no idea, and
charges of fraud and course-cutting are fre-

quent. It is sufficient to cast doubt on the

times and make their acceptance dubious.

Nat Butler, of the Cambridgeport C. C, the

winner of the horse and buggy, the time and
record prize, is 23 years of age, and has had

little experience in the racing world. His first

road race was the B. A. A. last fall, when he

finished about ninth, in the time of ih. 32m.

and a fraction. He had been doing a little

work on the track, but not sufficient to attract

any great attention. At Dedham, on Patriots'

Day, he captured the ten-mile road race in

31m. 15s., and for this was penalized three

minutes in the Linscott road race.

W. H. Clarke, the second man, who won a

house lot in Woburn, is a rider who had never

ridden a race and entirely unknown to a

majority of the cycling public. Locally he

was known as a strong road rider. The best

time over the course was made by McDuffee,

with pacemakers, ih. 13m. 55 2-5S. The timers

were W. H. Atwell, J. T. Nelson and J. E.

Swell.

The Linscott records will hardly be gener-

ally accepted. Late reports pretty well settle

that not only was the checking faulty, but that

the course was short. The Waltham Tribune

says

:

The judges report that there was 21 of the riders

who beat the world's record ; but it would not be safe

to gamble on that; in reality, not one of the riders

went over the 25 mile course, it being more than a

mile shy on the Waltham end. The turn was made at

the corner of Beaver and Quince Streets, instead of at

Beaver and Linden, as arranged by the new survey.

It cannot be said that the riders were to blame for

this, as they turned where the sign was placed to

turn by the race officials, and it was the same place

that the turn was made last year. The distance has

been shortened this year on the Maiden end, a portion

of it being on Forrest Street, and should have been
lengthened on the Waltham end, but it was not.

A. V. Linton, the English pro., has chal-

lenged the world, Zimmerman not excepted.

University of Pennsylvania A. A. Spring

games, May 9: Two Mile Handicap— 1, J. A.

Niborn, 75 yards; 2, D. R. Crump, 140; 3, W.
D. Osgood, scratch. Time, 5m. 8s.

Training on the Syracuse A. A.'s track be-

gan this week. The racing team and local

riders occupy the stalls at the east end of the

grounds and sleeping and eating apartments

have been reserved in the W. C. T. TJ. build-

ing. Three attendants wait 'on the cyclers.

Each man is required to furnish towels, suits

and liniment. To-morrow afternoon the first

matinee races will be held,

\
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FRENCH WHEELWOMEN.

AS SEEN BY AN AMERICAN SISTER.

NE bright afternoon last Summer,
as I was coming down the Avenue

de la Grancte-Armee, I stepped into a cycle

store to look at some ladies' wheels. They
were an English make, and appeared to me
heavier and more substantial than the dainty

and graceful French cycles. Turning to the

young Englishman who was waiting on me I

asked:
" Are there many ladies riding in Paris?"
" O, yes," was the reply. "A great many

ride, but they use their brother's or some gen-

tleman's wheel."
" And their costumes—what do they wear?"

I inquired.

"Well! such costumes! A short skirt and
knickerbockers. It would be better if they

wore the men's costume out and out." And
added ' milord* with a lofty air, "We would

not allow our English girls to dress that way."
" But," I replied, "I should not think the

French people would allow it if it looks so

dreadful."

"Oh!" he exclaimed, "A French woman
can do anything. If you have not seen their

costumes, all you have to do is to go down to

the Bois de Boulogne and you will see plenty."

Five minutes' walk down the Avenue de la

Grande-Armee brought me to the Bois. It is

a beautiful park, a favorite place for the

French cycler and where every novice takes

his first run. Carriages were driving in and

out. The handsome equipages and gay toilet-

tes did not interest me. I was gazing up and

down the shady avenues for my fair cycler,

and nearly missed her,

though she passed close

by, but on foot, carrying

in her hand awheel, while

her escort carried the other,

evidently a pneumatic that

had been punctured.

Before me was the French

wheelwoman.
She wore a short, full

skirt of pongee silk, com-
ing just below the knees

and showing something

more than the pretty ankles

for which the French
women are noted, a gath-

ered blouse, neatly belted

in, and a sailor hat. Not-

withstanding the English-

man's forewarning, the effect was startling.

She walked along as carlessly and indiffer-

ently and apparently attracting as little atten-

tion as if she had been clad in an ordinary

street costume.

One French girl after the other went spin-

ning by wearing the same style of dress—the

full short skirt, waist and knickerbockers, all

of the same color and made of the same
material.

What consternation, I thought, such a sight

would create in our American cities were the

American girl to

adopt the costume of

her French sister.

Later, I had many
occasions -of seeing

the French girl

awheel. One seldom

sees them riding in

the streets or along

the principal thor-

oughfares. When
they go for a spin it is

to the Bois de Bou-

logne or Vincennes,

to St. Cloud, Sures-

nes, Versailles or some

one of the beautiful

historic spots around

Paris. The constant

driving, the innumerable vehicles, the reck-

lessness of the cabmen, make it impossible for

the most careful cycler to ride with safety

through the streets of the city.

Very often, after a spin through the Bois,

the escort of a young wheelwoman will hail a

cab, she and her wheel will be placed safely in

and whirled away, her escort being left to

tread his way alone through the maze of

vehicles.

The full short skirt, with waist and knicker-

bockers to match, was worn a great deal last

year. This season the costumes a ta mode, are

without the skirt. There are two styles equ-

ally popular. One is very much like the pic-

turesque Zouave costume that the French

soldiers wear. It has the appearance of full

plaited Turkish trousers. A Zouave jacket,

blouse waist and cloth cap or sailor are worn
with it. For windy weather this costume is

preferable to the short skirt.

The other style, which is adopted by a great

number, consists of la culotte, or short trousers,

a cutaway jacket or basque with long coat-tails.

A jockey cap or derby hat completes the trans-

formation of a gay French girl into a jaunty-

looking cavalier.

As for la culotte, or short trousers, it is shock-

ing French taste, but as some one said, " You
cannot shock the French peo-

ple."

What would shock an En-
glishman or an American will

amuse a Frenchman. It is in

this light that the public in

general regard the French

girl awheel. It amuses the

French people; what amuses
them they like. Though there

are several riding-schools in

Paris, there being so many cycle stores close

to the Bois, lessons are frequently given in the

park, where one sees many improvised cos-

tumes not described in the fashion journals.

The French girl is equal to any emergency.

If she is not provided with a suitable cycling

costume, when she takes her first lesson, she

will do, as I saw on one occasion. While her

teacher was waiting she caught up her long

trained skirt, pinned it here and there, until

there was not the slightest danger of it's

catching in the wheel, or interfering, even

when it came to mounting and dismounting a

gentleman's wheel, and leaping over the

cross-bar.

Why so many French girls prefer to ride a
gentleman's machine, I do not know. Alas!

for the graceful and swaying folds of the long

dress. It is seldom seen. Not only does it

attract attention, but French authorites in the

cycling world condemn it as disgracieux and
dangereux.

It is ungraceful and dangerous for the

French girl because she rides the gentleman's

wheel, which is not only awkward to mount,
but with its cross-bar and without , dress-

guards, it is impossible for a woman to wear
anything else but a short skirt or trousers,

The French press has taken up the question

of the lajupe or la culotte, and are equally

divided on the subject. In the meantime the x

fair rider mounts her brother's wheel and
wears what she pleases.

There is an inner circle of wheelmen, whose
cycling companions are sometimes their sisters,

wives or sweetheaits. Their opinion is best

expressed in the words of one of their number
whose wife is a wheelwoman: "La culotte c'est

parfait * * * pour les femmes des autres."

For a touring dress, suitable for sight-seeing

as well as cycling, the sangfroid of even a

dashing French girl does not enable her to

stand the attention that the short skirt or

culotte attracts when she stops at a large city

to visit cathedral or museum.
Most cycling authorities agree that for tour-

ing there is, after all, nothing better than the

ordinary skirt, made with some modifications.

It should be shorter than a simple walking

suit, full enough to allow of plenty of freedom

on and off the wheel, of a color not to show
the dust, and of a material that will stand

wind, rain and sunshine. A tourist awheel

must be ready for all kinds of weather. I have

found the short skirt coming to the ankles* the

jacket and blouse, with cloth cap to match, the

most convenient costume. With an extra

blouse, a change of underwear, a short water-

proof cape, all of which can easily be carried

on the wheel, you are equipped for several

weeks touring.

A favorite place to see the French wheel

costumes is at Suresnes. The gay little cafes,

with their music, their inviting tables set out

in the open air, their display of syrops and

delicious drinks, attract the Parisian cyclers in

large numbers.

Any bright afternoon one can see " all sorts

and conditions," of riders and wheels passing

back and forth over v ,
•..;

the Suresnes fc

bridge, which ,k

crosses the Seine ^,-

into the Bois.

Among a gay
party of cyclers

that went spinning

by was a French

girl in a jaunty

costume of grey,

the short trousers,

cutaway jacket
and cap to match.

Just crossing her

path, as she was
entering the Bois,

came a procession

of Catholic Sisters,

their long -sombre gowns and white caps,

making a striking contrast to the Parisian

wheelwoman.

IN THE BOIS.
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" Look!" exclaimed my companion. "The
two extremes of the century."

Here one sees a variety on the wheel.

There is the soldier in scarlet, the baker-boy

in white cap and apron, a workman in his

blouse on a shaky solid tire, a fine old gentle-

man ;
.n grey on a tricycle, a girl in short skirt

or culotle, a French couple on a tandem, the

scorcher, the racer and the every-day French

cycler mounted on all styles of pneumatics.

A word on the French wheelmen will not be

wandering from my subject, for the French
girl is seldom seen without her escort. Their

costumes are various. While one sees some
of the ugliest—for instance, a blue and striped

suit with scarlet socks—there are also some of

the most artistic suits in light shades of grey

and brown, harmonizing in color from cap to

shoe, even stockings matching. The prevail-

ing style is the full, short trouser gathered at

the knee.

You do not often see a party of wheelmen
dressed alike. If they have club costumes

they do not wear them in public. Not long

ago I was told by a prominent member in the

Union Velocipedique de France that there

were no wheel clubs exclusively for women,
but that Union Velocipedique admitted the

women, as does also the Touring Club de
France, and, in general, most of the men's
clubs. Since then a woman's club has recently

been organized in Paris for wheelwomen only.

It is called La Royale. The time may come
when it will not seem unusual to see a party of

wheelwomen riding together, as is seen in

America.

At present the French girl never takes a

spin by herself or with a companion of her

own sex, but is always accompanied by a male
escort.

While touring through France, I made some
pleasant acquaintances among the French
wheelwomen. It surprised me to find that,

while they will never ride out alone, even for

a short distance, they think nothing of racing

in contests for prizes the same as the men.

Quite a number of wheelwomen took part

in the lantern parade, given by the Parisian

cyclers of the Bois de Boulogne. It was a

brilliant affair. Several hundred French
cyclers, gliding down the broad avenues of the

Bois, their wheels decorated with myriads of

twinkling lights and garlanded with flowers.

There were canopies, booths and pyramids
of gay colored lanterns. There were banners
of flashing lights streaming over all.

Every now and then, half hidden in a bower
of flowers, or under a canopy of lanterns, or

heading a tandem, was a fair Parisian.

The effect of the waving lights and changing
colors against the dark woods, the air filled

with the sounds of blowing horns and tinkling

bells, was indescribable.

Cycling for women is growing more and
more in favor in France. It finds its repre-

sentatives among every class of women, among
those who defy the conventional costumes of

the world, as well as in the highest French
society. One would be surprised at some of
the distinguished names that could be men-
tioned among French wheelwomen.
France publishes more journals devoted ex-

clusively to cycling than any other country.
All her daily papers give more or less space to
wheel news. The Figaro, her best paper in a
literary and educational point of view, has,
within the present year, issued a supplement
devoted exclusively to "La bicyclette." In all

these journals, from time to time, there appear

various articles on cycling for women, the

press almost without exception favoring and

encouraging the exercise in every way.

The wheel will never occupy the same
position among the French women as among
the American. The French girl uses her

wheel almost entirely for recreation, for an

occasional spin in pare or bois, not for daily use

or for business and pleasure combined, as does

the American girl.

Owing to the restrictions of the French girl

and her lack of freedom, she will never be

able to enjoy the full benefits of her wheel.

With all her drawbacks, she is just as bright

and clever as her more favored sister in know-
ing when a thing is good. She was not long

in finding out that one of the greatest inven-

tions of this age for the world in general, as

for'herself in particular, was the wheel.

France, with its sunny climate, its beautiful

roads, its garden-country and picturesque

people, is an ideal place for cycling.

Whether the customs of an old country will

ever change enough for the French girl to find

this out is a question that will not be answered
in this century. Stella Hunt.

THE PCNCTURE PROOF TIKE CO. TO ESTAB-
LISH A PLANT IN NEW YORK.

W. H. Vincent, of the Puncture Proof Tire

Co., London, arrived in New York on Sunday
last. He comes to establish an American
branch in this city, and incidentally, to look

after several
alleged in-

fringements
of their pat-

ents. The
Puncture
Proof Co.'s

band has been
considerably

altered since

it was fi r s t

shown in this

country by
Mr. Priest, of

the Quadrant

Cycle Co. The
non-puncturing material is now confined within

a jacket of rubber-coated and solutionized (not

sewn) jackinet. They have tried canvas, duck

and even silk and found these materials will

chafe and wear through, whereas their new
jacket, which, by the by, is a bright terra-cotta

color, being rubber-coated, when placed be-

tween the rubber air tube and outer cover

makes chafing most unlikely. The bands

weigh three and one-half ounces each, and
have " caught on" fairly well in England, but

more largely on the continent. Mr. Vincent

is already preparing for their manufacture in

this country.

w. H. VINCENT.

A monthly cycling journal has been started

in Japan with the title Jitensha

The new Clement factory is to have a capa

city of 35,000 cycles per annum.

The King of the Belgians, who is a good

cyclist, has had a spill. The poor king fell

into a rhododendron bush. The bush was not

hurt—neither was the king. We think the

king had a large head in selecting the rhodo-

dendron bush to fall into. The next time he

falls he will, no doubt, select a park fountain

or some such soft place.

Stroud Wins the Surrey Cup.

The Surrey Spring meet at Heme Hill, on

April 21, was this year held without the

customary "Surrey rush." Between 15,000

and 16,000 spectators were present. It re-

quired ten heats to decide the mile handicap,

and six crews competed in the tandem event.

The historical ten mile scratch race for the

Surrey cup brought out twenty-four starters.

The pace was hot from the start and the race

interesting throughout. Summary:
One Mile Handicap— 1, J. Piatt Betts, South Road,

40; 2, H. B. Hoch, Silverdale, 120; 3, J. A. Robertson,
Peterborough, 50. Won by a length. Time, 2m. us.

One Mile Sydnev (Scratch) Challenge Cup Race—1,

T. Osborn, Polytechnic; 2, T. Newman, Unity; 3,

Gibbon Brooks, Polytechnic. Won by two yards.

Tr-me, 3m. 3 4-5S.

Five Mile Tandem Race— 1, A. F. and R. J. Ilsley,

North Road; 2, W. and A. Sleigh, Watford; 3, E.

Soames and A. Earl, Surrey. Won by twenty yards.

Time, 13m. 14s.

Ten Mile Surrey (Scratch) Challenge Cup Race— r,

L. Stroud, Oxford University; 2, T. Osborn, Polytech-

nic; 3, B. Fisher, Inflexible; 4, E. Leitch, Polytechnic.

Won cleverly, by four yards; two yards between
second and third. Time, 25m. 22 3-5S.

Duncan Doesn't Agree with Warhurton.

In relation to the opinion of "Choppy"
Warburton that the French would beat the

world, H. O. Duncan, in a letter to British

Sport, says: "Choppy' s" opinions are un-

reliable, and he is "at sea" when the real sport

comes on, for one cannot rely on winter riding,

especially taking men's form a few weeks after

their arrival in a strange country, where they

are not used to the change of living, sur-

roundings and climate. It is fair to Harris

and Wheeler to state that they are far from

being used to the French diet, and it is too

early in the season to give an opinion on their

standard form. If Zimmerman is beaten it

will not be by a Frenchman, but by an English-

man, and I should prefer Edwards or Harris

to Louvet, Medinger, Baras, or Fournier.

Maurice Farman, another Englishman, can

beat Baras, Medinger or Louvet just now, and
being only 17 years of age, he may improve to

beat Zimmerman also.

A French paper describes Zim as an " Illus-

trious terror of the pedal."

The Irish Road Club fifty-mile road race,

April 2i, was won by W. L. Martin, 5m. , in

2h. 52m. 39 1-5S.

At the recent Surrey meet in England, a

professional event with prizes to the value of

$200, had to be dropped on account of lack of

entries.

The French are getting on. The Gauls, true

to their name, have asked the Government to

appropriate for cycling racing a share of the

money that is now being apportioned to yacht

and horse racing.

The first professional race held under N. C.

U. jurisdiction took place at the Catford C. C.

meet at Heme Hill on Saturday last. The
winners-, according to the cable, are: 1, James;

2, -Farman; 3, Edwards. Time, 3m. 4 i-gs.

Wheeler finished third in his heat.

In the future all bicycles will be carried

free when accompanied by anyone with a first-

class ticket, on the Yarmouth Steamship line,

from Boston to Yarmouth ; also on small rail-

roads between Yarmouth and Halifax, and all

railroads and steamship lines between St.

Johns and Halifax. This concession has been

secured through the influence of P. Gefkins,

Esq., G. P. A. Windsor and Annapolis

Railroad.
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Our New 3 pound guaranteed Road Tires will be ready for

deliveries April 20th. Prices low. Don't make any contracts until

you see our samples, now ready, also our very low prices.

^-•*TftB Cyclone CliiicheF Tipb--«*
/

has never been known to roll or blow off the rim of a bicycle.

They can be safely ridden deflated without coming off for great

distances. Thousands and thousands are in use and demonstrate

our statement to be true. Don't buy Clincher Tires with flabby

flippers ; in many instances they will not stay on the rim when

lightly inflated.

Send for catalogue and samples and study its perfect con-

struction.

Climax and Rex Road
ARE THE BEST CEMENTED
PNEUMATIC TIRES MADE.

TIRES RIQHT! * PRICES RIQHT!

\_
"\

.^.IDIDI^HISS. »>»»

Eastern Rubber M'fg Co.,
X^KN'TOIV, INT. J.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK, - - 90 Chambers Street

CHICAGO, - - - 207 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA, Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co , 86 Water St,

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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A New System of Awarding Prizes

The Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers will introduce a

novelty in the manner of awarding prizes at

their race meet on Decoration Day. The plan

provides for what have been termed "optional'

prizes. The winner of a race selects his own
prizes up to a certain value, and is given an

order for the amount won, payable anywhere.

The first prize in a Class B event will be an
order for $150 worth of any merchandise the

winner of the prize may select. The first

prizes in each Class A event will be $50 worth

of any kind of articles which the L. A. W_
rules permit to be given as prizes. The
winner is thus assured of getting articles

which he desires, and there is no possibility of

fictitious valuation. All the Class A events at

Rome will have these "optional" prizes except,

of course, the central New York mile, half

mile and quarter mile championship races, the

prizes for which are medals, and one or two

unimportant races. The system has the ap-

proval of the Racing Board, and the club thinks

it bids fair to revolutionize prize giving for

cycle contests.

THE NEW BEDFORD COURSE.

A Century Through Canada.

A general invitation has been extended to

all American wheelmen by the Canadian
Wheelmen's Association to take part in the

century run of that association to the annual

meet at Montreal, which occurs July 1. The
start will be made on the morning of the

30th from Port Hope, and the run will be

through Cobourg, Brighton, Belleville, Nap-
anee, finishing at Kingston, where a banquet

will be tendered to the tourists by the Kings-

ton Bicycle Club. Sunday morning a special

steamer will be taken down the St. Lawrence,

through the famous Thousand Isles and down
the Rapids, arriving in Montreal at about 6

o'clock, in time for dinner. Monday the cham-

pionship races of the Canadian Association

will be run. The route is said to be over the

finest 100-mile road for a century in America,

and a pleasant outing is promised.

A Free Dinner for League Members.
The detailed programme of the New York

State meet, at Lockport on June 15 and 16,

will be about as follows:

Road race to Olcott-on-the-Lake (twelve

miles) on Friday morning, with a free dinner

to all League members; also boating, fishing,

ball playing and swimming; in the afternoon

start back to Lockport about 5 p. m. ; at night

an electric light excursion to Niagara Falls at

a very low rate.

Saturday 10 a. m., business meeting, Board
of Officers; 11 a. m., grand parade; 2.30 p. m.,

grand races on Fair Grounds; evening,

smoker and concert at Music Hall for League
members only. On Sunday, runs to various

points of interest about country.

Bresler's Trial.

The trial of J. M. Bresler and W. C. Noack,
the rebellious ex-officials of the Michigan
Division, L. A. W., occurs to-morrow at the

Grand Union Hotel, this city. Mr. Bresler

has been in the city several days. The
charges against him were published in The
Wheel of two weeks ago. This trial and the
special election will cost him a pretty sum.
Under the rule adopted last February, the
entire expense must be borne by the Michigan
Division. This will include the railroad fares
and hotel bills of the special committee which
went to Detroit, and of the out-of-town mem-
bers of the Trial Board.

If Hoyland Smith's. road race on Decoration

Day is not a gigantic success, it will not be for

the lack of effort on his part. Hoyland's

latest move is the erection of a grand stand at

the finishing point. It will command a view

of the course for a considerable distance. The
course itself has all the characteristics of a*

record breaker, and the wind alone can mar
the race. The road is of macadam and dirt,

and is located on a sort of peninsular, being

surrounded on three sides by water. It is on

the outskirts of New Bedford, and free from

grades or sharp turns or crossings of any
sort. The illustrations show its width, and
give a general idea of the surroundings. The
course as laid out measures 4^ miles to the

lap, and as the riders must pass the stand six

times, from a spectator's point of view it should

be most interesting and exciting. The pro-

moter of the race, himself a veteran racing

man, confidently looks for a new record, and
asserts that the times made will fully entitle

the road to a place among the "famous courses

of America."

The Forest Park Road Race Association has

been formed to conduct the fourth annual
Forest Park road race at St. Louis on June 2.

The course is to be covered five times, making
the distance 17% miles. The handicap limit is

10 minutes. Thirty prizes will be offered, ex-

cluding three time prizes. Entries close May
26 with W. P. Laing, secretary, 1728, Olive

Street, St. Louis.

P. A. W.'s Reorganize Under a New Name.
A meeting of the members of what was

formerly the Park Avenue Wheelmen was held

last week at the quarters recently engaged

at 1704 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia,

which have been furnished with the effects of

the old club It was decided to form an en-

tirely new organization, and a constitution and

by-laws were adopted.

It was further decided to admit all members
'

of the old club without the payment of an

entrance fee, but all such members will be

required to pay in full all dues owed as mem-
bers of the Park Avenue Wheelmen.
The following Board of Officers was elected:

President, O. S. Bunnel; Vice-President, H.

E. Miller; Secretary, Edward W. Bair; Finan-

cial Secretary, H. H. Finch; Treasurer. W.
H. Webster; Captain, George Bolton; Lieu-

tenant, George Mulholland. Of the four

additional directors required, Walter Bilyeu

was the only one elected.

Another meeting was held* Monday evening,

at which time ten new members were elected,

making the total membership up to the present

time about 50. After considerable discussion,

it was decided that the club should hereafter

be known as the Phila-Penn Wheel Club.

The Newark-Asbnry Park Century.

The route for the Newark-Asbury Park

Century Run on June 23 has been scheduled as

follows:

Leave Washington Park, Newark, 6 a. m.
;

Belleville, Rutherford, Paterson, Montclair,

Plainfield, New Brunswick (dinner 2 p. m.)

Mattewan, Red Bank, Long Branch, Asbury

Park, 7.20 p. m. Total mileage, 103 miles.

Carl Von Lengerke, Secretary A. C. C, of

New Jersey, who has the matter in charge, has

already received over 100 letters of inquiry

from intending participants, and he thinks the

run will be the largest in point of numbers of

any held in this section.

Merely Talk.

E. C. Stearns, in a conversation with a Syra-

cuse Standard reporter, admits that it is im-

possible for Johnson and Zimmerman to meet,

and is quoted as saying: "This talk about

Johnson meeting Zimmerman in a professional

race is all bosh. Of course we would like to

see the meeting, but would hardly sacrifice

Johnson's amateur standing to determine the

supremacy. Eck's idea was to have the Racing

Board sanction the race and have it come off

at some big meet. Johnson is ready now for

an engagement of this calibre and in his pres-

ent form would have no difficulty in running

away from the man who lives in New Jersey."

C. K. C. Fee Reduced.

The Executive Committee, of the Century

Road Club, has reduced the initiation fee of

the club to $1, leaving it optional with members
to purchase badges and century bars later

at the prices which they have heretofore cost

the club, namely, $3. 50 and 75 cents each,

respectively.

Heretofore the initiation fee was $5, which,

however, entitled'the applicant to his badge

and first century bar.

A Horseman who Wants a Race.

John Flynn, Jr., 159 Wall St., Elizabeth, N.

J., writes The Wheel :

" Is there a wheelman who reads your paper

who would race me twenty miles on Decora-

tion Day, on the New Jersey Jockey Club

track, allowing me two horses to change every

mile ? If so let him address me."
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PLAINFiELD'S OVAL.

THE NEW EGG SHAPED TRACK AND HOW
IT IS BUILT.

Now that Plainfield's egg-shaped track is

nearing completion, there is hardly a Sunday
or bright afternoon when it is not visited by

goodly numbers of curious and interested riders

from the metropolitan district. The track

is undoubtedly giving new interest to the

town and proving an additional attraction to

the superb roadways by which the entire

County of Union is networked.

The track, by the by, is the idea of F. A.

Dunham, the civil engineer, under whose
direction these very roads were constructed,

and is the only up-to-date oval in the country.

Berkeley Oval is of somewhat the same
pattern, but is smaller (four laps to the mile)

and lacks both the banking and the surface,

which are features of the New Jersey course.

The track is the property of the Crescent

track proper, through the cuts, to provide for

carrying off the water falling inside the inter-

cepting ditch The track was made perfectly

level on the measured line, and very careful

consideration was given to the subject of the

proper banking at the turns.

It has a rise of 7% feet on the short turn and

2 feet on the long turn, with a rise of 9 inches

on the stretches. The scratch is located 100

feet back from the beginning of the short turn,

and the rise on the outside of the track to the

full height of the bank, i]/z feet, is made in a

distance of about 125 feet. The descent from

the short curve to the stretch is made in a dis-

tance of about 80 feet. The rise to the bank

on the long turn, and the descent from the

same are made in proportionate distances.

The soil upon which the track is constructed

is composed of gravel and clay, and makes an

excellent foundation. The fills were made in

layers about 9 inches in depth, each layer being

rolled with a roller weighing five tons, and the

one of the fastest and most popular in the

country.

The grounds have been enclosed with a sub-

stantial fence, and a commodious grand stand

and bleachers have been erected for the con-

venience of the spectators.

Dressing and toilet rooms have been pro-

vided for the accommodation of those taking

part in the races, and every effort has been

made by the management to make all the ap-

pointments of the track first class in every

respect.

It is the intention of the club to construct a

baseball diamond inside the track, and, in the

near future to build a club-house.

The officers of the club and the committees

having the track in charge are as follows:

President, W. H. Rogers; Vice-President, L.

B. Woolston ; Secretary and Treasurer, C. E.

Teel; Captain, J. A. Haynes; Construction

Committee, J. A. Haynes, L. B. Woolston,

W. H. Rogers; Racing Committee, C. E.

Teel, F. L. C. Martin, J. A. Haynes, W. H.

Rogers.

The contract prices under which the track

was constructed are as follows : For excava-

tion, 18 cents per cubic yard; for track with

cinder foundation, 26 cents per square yard;
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Wheelmen, a body of substantial business

men, as the faces of their officers, pictured

in this issue, goes to show. They will be

greatly disappointed if the course fails to prove

unusually fast. It was built and banked for

speed. It will be formally opened on June 2.

The track is one-third of a mile, oval or egg-

shaped in outline, with a curve at the smaller

end of 100 feet radius, and a curve of 230 feet

radius at the larger end, connected by stretches

of about 300 feet each.

The width of the track is 30 feet on the short

curve and home stretch, diminishing to 25 feet

on the long curve.

The measured line is 18 inches from the in-

side of the track. The important question of

drainage was carefully considered.

The ground to the east of the track rises

gradully, so a ditch was constructed just out-

side the track fence to intercept the water
from the hill. A blind ditch, one foot in

depth, was also constructed just inside the

entire foundation of the track was thoroughly

rolled and made compact and solid. Through
the cuts nothing but the natural soil was re-

quired as a foundation, but on the fills a layer

of cinders four inches in depth was spread and
covered with a thin layer of clay, after which
it was thoroughly watered and rolled. The
track was then ready for the finishing course,

which consisted of a four-inch layer of gravel

and clay in proper proportions. The gravel

was of such size as to pass through a No. 5

screen. The materials were thoroughly mixed
before spreading and then thoroughly watered
and rolled until the surface of the track was
perfectly smooth and hard.

It is believed that this surface will be a very
satisfactory one in every way, and as every

precaution has been taken to keep the work
true to line and grade, and as the shape of the

track is considered a favorable one for speed,

it is confidently hoped by the managers of the

Crescent Wheelmen that their track will prove

for track without foundation, 10 cents per

square yard. It is estimated that the total

cost will reach $4,000.

The Century C. C. of Syracuse at its last

meeting, struck out the article in its constitu-

tion requiring it to be a League Club.

The Washington Wheelmen have moved
into a new club house on Vanderbilt Avenue
near 176th Street, where the accommodations

are complete in every detail.

A. Laggren, a prominent Elizabeth rider,

will use a Bauer "duplex" wheel in the Irving-

Milburn, the hand and foot power machines

exhibited at the New York show.

At Hyde Park, Mass., May 5, Y. M. C. A
five mile road race: 1, Albert Carr; 2, Geo]

Rockwood; 3, Wm. Anderson; 4, J. A. Swan-

storm. Frank Henderson made the best time

from scratch, 13m. 30s.
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OF COURSE

KING OF THE ROAD

EVER

BUT ALL OF THE

IS THE BEST LAMP

MADE,

LUCAS LAMPS are GOOD.

We are not handling last year's lamps, but are showing you
new and improved ones.

NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO., sole representatives,

BRISTOL, CONN., TJ. S. -A..

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers St., New York.

WE

ARE ALL
Arr LU. run

HERE.
"THE NEW DEPARTURE" THE WORLD'S STANDARD.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers Street, New York.

Please add: 'Saw it In The Wneel."
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SAN FRANCISCO.

SPRING RACING AT MID-WINTER FAIR—
THE WARMAN-SCHUB BRANCH CLOSED.

San Francisco, April 30.—The first races

have been held on Mid-Winter Fair track.

The prizes had not been provided up to Fri-

day morning, and the racing men declared they

would not start until they saw them. The
management secured prizes which certainTy

would not make any one a Class B man on

account of their extreme value. The racing

was not high class. The handicapping was
excessive for so early in the season, and the

heavy wind and track assisted in upsetting the

calculations of the handicapper. It was a great

day for the hardy road riders, as the rough

condition of the track made them feel at home.

During the day there was a general upsetting

of public form, as displayed at the end of last

season. Ziegler won the final of the quarter

mile in clever style, beating easily Edwards,

who rode stiffly, Fox, Ferrell, Alexander and
other flyers. In the two mile handicap Foster

beat Ziegler and Fox from scratch, but could

not finish better than third.

The final of the novice fell to W. H. Haley,

a promising rider of the Olympic Club Wheel-

men, in 2m. 54 1-5S. ; F. C. Heineman, second.

Quarter mile scratch, Otto Ziegler, Jr., first;

time, 34s. Ferrell, second. Ziegler won his

heat in 32 4-5S.

The mile handicap produced some good

racing among the limit men. The first heat

was won by Oscar Osen, 85 yards, in 2m. 28

1-5S; C. C. Gilbert, 175 yards, second. The
second heat was won by O. L. Pickard, 135

yards, in 2m, 20 4-5S. ; W. A. Ferrell, 75 yards,

second. The third heat fell to C. F. Lemmon,

175 yard; H. V. Ready, 125 yards, second.

Time, 2m. 24s. .

The final produced something unusual in

two dead heats, and nearly a third. C. C.

Gilbert, 175 yards, and E. Languetin, 90 yards,

finished locked together. They were given a

rest, and then turned out to ride it over. The
run off resulted in another dead heat. They
were sent in for another rest, and later on tried

again. Gilbert just managed to catch the

judge's eye; time, 2m. 37 2-5S.

The heats in the two-mile handicap were

amalgamated, giving thirteen starters. The
race was won by Oscar Osen, from the 160

yard mark, in 5m. 1 2-55; J. A. Griffiths, 115

yards, second. The form of the riders will un-

doubtedly change considerably during the next

month, and the racing will not be so crude.

Bliss and- Dirnberger are here at last, in

company with Manager Atkins and their

trainers. They will train at Stockton, and

make their initial appearance here on the 19th

inst. Dirnberger has already established

himself as a great favorite with the local

riders, and will undoubtedly enjoy his stay

here. I had the honor of an introduction to

him, and after some general conversation

about the fair, racing, etc., he guilelessly

asked me if I rode a wheel, or if I was inter-

ested in cycling? Later on he learned that I

was somewhat interested in racing, and, to let

me down easily, told of a young lady who
asked him a few weeks since, 'Mr. Dirn-

berger, why don't you ride a bicycle?"

C. L. Davis had a bad fall recently, and will

not be able to race for some time.

The Pacific coast branch of Warman &
Scbub, of Chicago, is in the hands of the

Sheriff. Soon after Mr. Schubb left here some

two weeks since for Chicago, the landlord

placed an attachment on his stock to secure a

balance due on rent. H. E. Laurie, whom he

left in charge, disappeared about this time

after having sold one lot of fine machines.

Mr. Schub was notified by wire, and he asked

if it was any use in his coming out here again.

He was told he could do nothing. The stock

has been removed to an auction house, and

will be sold to-day for the benefit of creditors.

The house could, apparently, have done a

good business here, but could not get machines,

as the head of the firm in Chicago had a

market for all he could rrake.

At the May Day exercises held at the Mid-

Winter Fair, all the school children were
marshalled on the bicycle track and marched
around it. Although they were innocent of

any use being made of them, they were, in

fact, sent there to see if their walking upon it

would not smooth out the rough spots.

The San Jose track is in perfect condition

just now. The surface is made from the fine

dust that blew out of the hopper of a rock

crusher. This forms a smooth, hard surface

that should prove very fast.

HALF WAY UP PIKE'S PEAK.

DENVER.

RACE TALK—SANGER AND TYLER LEAVE
FOR SPRINGFIELD.

Denver, May 4. — The Denver Cyclists'

Union is doing some great work in preparing

for the handling of the races of the National

meet, besides working up the big Decoration

Day road race. This race, although not as ex-

tensively advertised as in previous years, will

surpass any other in point of prizes, attend-

ance and entries. The prize list will be headed
by a $750 piano, and five wheels are already

promised. The promoters expect to have at

least eight wheels to offer, besides numerous
valuable articles. The race will be over the

same course as last year, starting at the top

of the Sand Creek hill and running twenty-

five miles north. Entries close May 20, with

Secretary G. E. Burleson, 1621 Wazee Street.

The road is being put in fine shape by the

County Commissioners—a most unusual pro-

cedure. But the chairman, Mr. Twombly, is

an ardent wheelman, and says that the entire

course of twenty-five miles will be as smooth
as a track on the day of the race. In order to

fulfill his promise, he has already ordered out

several teams to work continuously on the

road.

Louis Block, as chairman of the Track Com-
mittee of the Denver Cyclists' Union, has ac-

complished yeoman service in his efforts to

come to satisfactory terms with the Denver
Tramway Co., lessees of the Broadway Park,

and also in inducing the City Council to appro-

priate 40 feet of the street adjoining the park
for a part of the track which will extend out-

side of the grounds. The plans for enlarging

the Broadway Park grand stand have been
completed and the track staked out, so that

the D. C. U. is in a position to advertise for

bids for both. Of course, before accepting

same, complete specifications of the track

must be drawn. The track will be three laps

to the mile, 50 feet wide on the home stretch

and 46 feet on the back stretch and turns.

The City Council, at its last meeting, ap-

propriated $400 out of its entertainment fund
toward the coming meet: An ambitious adver-

tising fiend started out among ou* business

men last week and represented that he was a

member of the Meet Committee to solicit funds

for the entertainment of the visitors. He
managed to inveigel a few firms into his

scheme, but hadn't gone far when he was
spotted as a fraud and arrested. He was fined

$15 and costs, and ordered to remain in

durance vile for ten days, but a compromise
was effected, whereby he got off by paying a

fine of $20 and costs.

The Executive Committee of the National

Meet has been named, and comprises the

following hard workers: Wm. P. Hillhouse, H.
S. D. Foe, G. E. Burleson, E. S. Hartwell,

H. M. Booth, Louis Block, Geo. L. McCarthy,
C. A. Rivers, C. H. Hilton, Jr., W. R.

Marshall, W. T. Cornwall, C. S. Price, E. H.

Perkins, O. E. Boles and J. A. McGuire.

William Herrick, representing the well-

known tire makers, Morgan & Wright, is in the

city.

The Colorado Division Board will meet at

Colorado Springs on the 13th, for the purpose
of arranging for the State meet, which will be
held in that city on July 4-5.

Sanger and Tyler, together with the Den-
ver riders, are training daily on the D. A. C.

track, but will leave next Wednesday for

Springfield, where they will complete their

work. Sanger has been practising short

sprints, and yesterday ran off a quarter, flying

start, in 30 1-5 seconds.

A NEW CENTURY COURSE AND RUN.
The century run to be held under the aus-

pices of the Westchester Cycling League on
Sunday June 3, promises to be a very popular

affair. As the start and finish will be in

Yonkers, it will be very convenient for New
York City and local riders. Starting on the

banks of the Hudson, the course leads from
end to end of the " Greater New York," thence

along the south shore of Long Island, and re-

turning through the heart of the great farming
district and north shore. A route has been
selected which includes but a very few miles

of poor road. Programme will be as follows:

Assemble at Getty House, Yonkers, Saturday
evening, June 2. Start at 4.30 A. M., Sunday,

June 3. Yonkers to Kingsbridge and thence

along Harlem River to Seventh Avenue,
Central Park to E. Twenty-third Street Ferry,

to Brooklyn, to Jamaica (where stop will be
made for rest and lunch), and along south

shore of Long Island to Amityville, to Farm-
ingdale. After a good dinner and rest the re-
turn trip will be made via Jericho and Jamaica
to Flushing, to Astoria and Ferry to New
York, and thence to Yonkers. A moderate
pace will be set by the committee, and all

survivors will receive souvenir medals. A
small entrance fee will be charged to pay
for badges, etc. Entries close May 30. For
further particulars, address C. B. Lockwood,
Yonkeis, N, Y.
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(loylaqd Siqilt) load Race,
INfE^W BEDFORD, MASS.,

MAY 30, 1894.
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$2,000.^ WORTH OF PRIZES.
FASTEST ROAD RACING COURSE IN THE UNITED STATES.
NO HILLS, CROSSINGS, CAR TRACKS, OR SHARP CORNERS.

FIRST PRIM: Home, Wagnn and Habeas, Actual Value, faHlLflD.

'84 nnlnmhia Racei?, I1BD.01I, Post Time Prize.

Several high grade bicycles will be given, including Model Special Stearns and a Waverley.
There will be over Thirty Prizes in number that will be unequaled.

EnSTTR.1T FEE, $2.00,

Entries close, lay 23, 1, with Hoylani Sil, lew Beffiri, Mass.
Kindly mention Tne Wneel wnen writing.
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STRUCK BY AN EXPRESS TRAIN. THE OHIO RIVER CIRCUIT.

WHEELMAN'S MIRACULOUS ESCAPE—
BERDAN NEARING HIS GOAL.

LOUISVILLE, NEW ALBANY, EVANSVILLE,
OWENSBORO—THE STEAMER EXCURSION.

Cleveland, O., May 7.—Henry Martin,

treasurer of the Eureka Wheel Club, must

have been born under a lucky star. That he

is not wearing wings and singing in the

angels' choir, must be due to this fact : One
day last week he met with an accident, that in

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred means
instant death. His was the hundredth.

With his brother, he was en route from

Berea, via the cinder path between the tracks

of the Lake Shore railway, when an express

train came thundering along from the rear at

the rate of fifty miles an hour, and before

Martin could realize his danger, it was all over

and he was lying insensible at the roadside.

The train struck his wheel squarely in the

re
v

ar; the saddle post was bent into an almost

upright position, and the back wheel crushed

like an egg shell, the spokes protruding

through the rim. A bell that was attached

to the machine could not be found at all.

Although Martin was knocked senseless and

remained in that state for several hours, no

bones were broken. The only serious injury

was the running of one of the spokes through

the calf of his leg.

Walter Berdan, of Denver, Col., was
registered at the Hollenden last evening. He
is the cyclist who is wheeling from that city to

Paterson, N. J. He was met at Elyria yester-

day by about twenty-five members of the

C. W. C, escorted to this city, and entertained

last evening at the club-house. Mr. Berdan

has been on his wheel twenty days since

leaving Denver, averaging ninety-two miles

per day. He expects to reach his journey's

end by Saturday.

Killed by Riding a Light-Weight Wheel.

An inquest was recently held in Liverpool

on the body of a police constable who sustained

fatal injuries while training for a race on an

extremely light wheel. While going at a high

speed the machine broke down, throwing him
heavily and fracturing his skull. The maker
of the machine said the ' deceased would have

the machine made very light, which witness

did not think safe. Witness had lost a good
many customers through not supplying such

light machines. The tube forming the back-

bone was only i-32d part of an inch thick. Pur-

chasers knew the risk they ran. Deceased
had said that even this machine was not light

enough. Everything was sacrificed to speed.

Witness warned him to be careful. The jury

found that he died from injuries received while

riding a bicycle made of too unstable mater-

ials. They blamed nobody.

New York State Circuit.

The New York Division Racing Board has
completed the arrangement of the State

Circuit and the assignment of championships,

as follows:

June 2, Cohoes Wheelmen, three mile cham-
pionship, Cohoes; June 4, Troy Bicycle Club,
Troy; June 6, Albany County Wheelmen, two
mile championship, Albany; June 7, Oneonta
Wheel Club, five-mile championship, Oneonta;
June 9, Remington Cycle Club, quarter mile
championship, Ilion

; June n, Le Roy Bicycle
Club, LeRoy; June 13, Lake View Wheel-
men, Rochester; June 15 and 16, Lockport
Wheelmen, one half and one mile champion-
ship and State meet, Lockport.

Louisville, Ky., May 6.—Arrangements for

the circuit are now definitely settled. New
Albany, Ind., has wheeled into line, and with

a new three-lap track, conveniently situated

for the general public, will offer some hand-

some prizes for the big guns and the popguns.

Martin and Dressing, of Louisville, have

generously agreed to have their road race,

June 13, started promptly at 10 A. M., that

competitors in that event may be enabled to

compete in the events across the. river, under

the auspices of the New Albany Cycle Club, in

the afternoon. Both classes will be repre-

sented in the events as follows:

No. 1—Two-third mile novice, Class A.

No. 2—One mile open, Class B.

No. 3—One mile handicap, Class A.
No. 4—One-third mile (heats), Class B.

No. 5—One mile dash (for 2m. 50s. records), Class A.

No. 6—One mile dash, Class B.

Entry blanks may be secured by addressing

Dr. George Wilcox, New Albany, Ind. The
prizes will be valuable, and the new three-lap

track will be very fast, as Mr. Louis Hammer-
smith, who is constructing the track, is the

owner of the ground, and not only has the

materials at hand, but will take great pride in

the work.

The Martin & Dressing road race promises

well. The firm is a new comer in the trade,

but is composed of 'old and popular riders and

clubmen, who have both energy and capital to

back them. The prizes for the race are valu-

able, and a strong effort is being made to se-

cure the presence of some of the best known
flyers.

Evansville will have races on the 14th of

June, but definite arrangements have not yet

been completed, it is thought. It is settled,

however, that races will be held there.

Owensboro, June 15-16, will be the Mecca of

the Kentucky wheelmen, the event being the

State meet. That this affair will be a grand

one in the history of the State Division those

who have been "up against" Owensboro
hospitality know. There is nothing in the

world the matter with the "penny vile," and
and the "penny vile" is aching for an oppor-

tunity to prove it. The meet committees are

well organized. The distillers of the county

have been liberal in their donations. Eighty

gallons of whisky were donated for prizes, but

only two cases, of six gallons each, were ac-

cepted. The prizes aggregate $2,500 com-

plete. The fliers of the entire country have
their eyes on Owensboro. Lumsden has pro-

nounced the fair grounds track as fast as

Springfield, with the advantage of a stretch

twice as wide. And the Owensboro general

public is awake and interested. The grand

stand will not hold half the people, if talk is

worth anything. Many business houses will

close their doors during the races to allow em-
ployees to attend, and to honor the visitors.

Entry blanks may be secured by addressing,

T. C. Walden, Owensboro, Ky. A printed

programme of the events, to occur on the

excursion by steamer from Covington to

Evansville and return, will be mailed this

week. The steamer starts from Covington

and Cincinnati on the evening of June 12,

takes in the Martin and Dressing road race

and New Albany Cycle Club races on June 13,

the Evansville meet June 14, and Owensboro
meet June 15 and 16. Information may be

had of any member of the committee, which

consists of E. H. Croninger, Covington, Ky.

;

John Clendening, Covington, Ky. ; Orville W.
Lawson, Louisville, Ky., and T. C. Walden,

Owensboro, Ky.

Louisville is to have another agency. Chas.

H. Jenkins, an old time racing man, and one

of the first to go under three minutes on the

ordinary, victor many times over Van Sicklen

and the lamented Cola Stone, will open an

agency soon, with the Raleigh for a leader.

To Stop Street Scorching in Buffalo.

The Superintendent of Police at Buffalo has

issued strict orders to enforce the ordinance

restricting the pace of cyclists to ten miles an

hour. The clubs are in sympathy with the

movement. In reply to the boast of some
reckless riders to the effect that they are safe

from arrest when on their wheels because they

can keep out of a policeman's reach, it has

been intimated by the superintendent that

they would better not be too sure about that.

There is talk of policemen adopting the prac-

tice of hurling their clubs at these bold in-

dividuals if they persist in wild riding on the

public streets.

Fatal Collision at Hartford.

A peculiar and fatal cycle accident occurred

at Hartford on Friday last. Aaron M. Vander-

poel, a son of the late Allen J. Vanderpoel, a

prominent member of the New York Bar,

while returning to his office from lunch on a

wheel, collided with Wm. Patterson, son of the

secretary of the Pope Mfg. Co., and was thrown
under the wheels of a passing horse car and
instantly killed. The accident occurred on a

bridge. Each turned out to avoid the other,

but the handle of Patterson's machine struck

Vanderpoel's, and he was thrown on the track.

The wheels of the car passed over his head,

crushing his face almost beyond recognition.

Patterson was not injured. The deceased

was 27 years old, and was engaged to be

married to Miss Bessie Morgan, prominent in

Hartford society circles. He graduated from

Trinity College five years ago, and was
assistant superintendent of the Hartford

Rubber Co.

The maker of the fastest time in the Irving-

ton-Milaurn road race must do ih. 16m. or

better, or no time prize will be awarded. This

is the limit that has been set by the M. A. C. C.

Race Committee. No positions will be accorded

competitors finishing outside ih. 35m. Geo.

C. Pennell, Riverside W., has been made a

member of the committee in place of H. L.

Saltonstall, who could not accept his appoint-

ment because of " pressure of business."
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You'll never know why it is that

ZITvn^ERTVYMN
and others who ride Raleighs constantly win, until you've been aboard one of the

Critters. Then you'll know what it is to ride a

THOROUGHBRED,
a machine, the ease of running of which is simply marvelous. We can't go into details

here, as space is too valuable. Write us at

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.

289 WABASH AVE, CHICAGO. 2081-2083 SEYENTH AVE, NEW YORK.

—****SAN FRANCISCO, CAL****-
Please'add": "Saw it in The Wheel.

CTCTURE-PROOF BflNE>5—
This Band has been the

boom of cycling Enrope during

the past season, many thous-

ands being sold, and is the

only Band which is absolutely

unpuncturable in ordinary

road riding without affecting

the speed of the tire.

Can be fitted to any tire

with an INNER tube.

Weight, only SH oz.

On exhibition at the
American Ormonde Co.'s de-
pot, 10 Barclay St., New-
York.

This Band has stood nu-

merous public tests ; is the

original and only genuine

puncture preventing applian e,

and the only one which has

been satisfactorily tested by

LONG DISTANCE RIDERS.

SUkSOk *!*

Mon. Orlovsky, the great

Russian cyclist, rode from

Odessa to Paris without a

puncture with our Bands fitted

to his tires.

PUNCTURE-PROOF PNEMn/ITIC TIRE CO., Ltd.,
DUBLIN. LONDON. PARIS.

Branch will be opened in New York within a few days. Address all communications to

TO. A. VIHCEHT, Box 273, Hew York.
Pleaaeadd: "Saw it in The Wheel.
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E are waking up to-day to the new racing

season. The Surrey Bicycle Club Spring

meeting is acting the part of bugle, and it is

sounding the reveille with a rare nourish.

There was to have been a big meeting on the

Kensal Rise cement track last Saturday that

should have opened the season, but the weather

laid itself out to be nasty, and the meeting—though it was held

—

went off like a damp fire-cracker. Like the reports of the aforesaid

damp fire-cracker, the reports (in the wheel press) of the Kensal Rise

meeting were not exhilarating. So it does not count.

To-day, on the other hand, Surrey luck is

on top, and the sun is presiding over the board

—or rather boards—of Heme Hill track.

The meeting is interesting from two widely

different points.

The first is purely one that interests those

following London sport. It is the question as

to the difference that will be seen in the gate-

money.on account of the temporary removal of

the meeting from the historic circle at the

Oval to the boards at Heme Hill.

The second point of interest is far more

important: This is the first meeting in Eng-

land where the new professionalism is having

a show, and on the results of this initiative

and of the Catford meeting next week, the

future of more or less pure professionalism in

England may perhaps be judged. I have asked

the postman on our beat to delay the mail an

hour or two so that I can let

my prophetic instincts loose

(after the event) on the subject,

but he says he is afraid of hurt-

ing the Postmaster-General's

feelings, so it cannot be done,

and the future of professional

racing must be left over till

ntxt week.

And a Reuter's cablegram informs us that Zimmerman, yea, Arthur

Augustus himself, the skeeter, is coming over, and is going to France

—and elsewhere, as per small bills—to race for cash. Well, well, if

Arthur Augustus wants the stuff, we are glad to see him sail openly

under cash colors, and we wish he may rake in his share of the best

;

but yet we feel a certain sorrow about it.

To think of a grand rider and true sportsman making a business of

sport is disappointing. Not that I have a word to say against honest

professionalism. On the contrary, I maintain that if it is honest, it is

a great safety-valve. Those young men whose legs and lungs are

sounder than their bank balances can now race to their heart's content,

pay their way and perhaps make a bit into the bargain. It is said by
impertinent people that they were already doing all this as amateurs.

It has even been asserted that a first-class amateur can make a bigger

income out of his racing a than pro. can make ! But, of course, no one

would believe that, would they? Ahem! You see, if it were true, then

the high-minded gentleman who (under these circumstances) described

himself as an amateur on his entry forms would be—in plain language

— a liar. To him the new professionalism offers a chance of racing for

the "ready" without perjuring himself , and it is therefore worthy of

all encouragement. But Zimmerman ! Well, I have my ideals about

racing, and somehow it is a bit of a shock to find your Zimmy—aye,

and our Zimmy, for he was our champion
two years ago—forsaking the path of glory

unadorned and going out on the warpath
after cash. And yet I have no right to

grumble. Zimmy knows his own business

best, but, as an independent
Britisher, I maintain my right

to feel disappointed.

Meanwhile, it will be in

place if I now make a remark

or two on the topic of the hour.

Professional racing will un-

doubtedly be what the profes-

sorsmake it. If they are con-

tent to race for prizes of the same value as they cheerfully raced

for when they were—h'm—amateurs, and will race as fairly and
squarely for those prizes, then the business of cycle racing will

succeed, and will, in course of time, assume an even greater

importance than the sport of cycle racing. But if we have a return

of the old practices, or malpractices, and if we find the game played

much more as it has been quite recently across the Channel, pro-

fessional cycling will become a dung-heap which true sportsmen will

pass by with clothes-pegs over their noses. When we hear of pro.'s

refusing to continue a race that is, apparently, a good thing for them,

unless they are paid a sum down, and when it is publicly stated that

so-and-so lost because the bookmakers squared him not to win, one
fears for the future of the profession. It is a sad feature of cash racing,

that directly a good man openly turns pro. he often wants a big fee

before he will race at all. " Oh," he says, " it's all very well to expec
me to come to your meeting:, but the prize is only a tenner, and I may
not win that, and my "exes " will be (say) .£5."

So he won't come, unless he is guaranteed his fiver or tei ner,

blitzes the possible prize. Well, it's business perhaps, but the queer

part of it is that a twelve-month ago, that same man was willing

to go quite as far to race for a mere trophy, and was supposed to
be paying his own expenses as an amateur. Let me see—oh, yes, I

said supposed.

We are having a great time

now with the licenses. What
with those who have got them,
those who haven't got them,
and those who don't know
whether they will get them or
not, everyone is talking of
licenses Indeed, wehave been
talking of licenses all the win-
ter. Licenses have been a sort
of big gooseberry to fill the
columns of our cycling papers
during the dull season. Not
that we wanted the big goose-
berry, for we have had the new
professionalism sea serpent,
which has been wrL gling along
with great vitality on the cov-
ered tracks in Paris, and the
rational dres discussion also.
The last has been a great
boom. Those who advocated

rational dress

—

alias knickerbockers—for ladies have
called their opponents "asses," and the latter have
shouted back "fatheads." So you see the knicker-
bocker question has done much to foster peace on
earth and good will towardwomen. I myself am
overflowing with good will toward women. I try
always to make life happy for them, but their
brothers and fathers and the young men who want
to marry them are sometimes most unpleasant to

me. Perhaps I carry my good will to excess. But on the subject
of the skirt. I am flying the Emancipation flag mast-high. I have
a coquet petit tandem— I learned French from the menu cards at
Frascatis—and every time I take a girl out on it, I get into trouble.
Eh? Oh, no; I don't mean with their brothers, etc. I mean with the
ladies themselves. Their dresses flap across the tires and get covered
with mud and dust, their skirts hook round the pedals and get torn, and
one girl that I loved even more than usual was nearly killed by the
entanglement of her dress while on a hill. Lots of them have sworn
never to ride again, because of the danger and inconvenience. Now. as
one who takes some interest in the progress of the trade, I don't like
this. If these dear girls would only go on riding, they would buy nice
bicycles and tricycles for themselves, and the trade would rub its hands
and call me a real good fellow for making all these recruits. The trade
might even give me- a present now and then to show its gratitude—

a

check or an oil-can or something. But the skirts are in the way. I've
done all I can to help the good cause. I have two spare cycling suits,
and I have offered to lend them to the girls—two at a time, of course-
but they won't hear of it. Nevertheless, I think the skirt is going.
Ladies' clubs are springing up, and the sweet angels, emboldened by
numbers, put on the national costume and try to get behind one another
to hide their ankles. That's a beginning. In course of time I think they
will find that they can wear trou— , ahem !—rational costumes, and still
be ladies. Then more will take to it and voila!—I can't help it; my
French education will persist in showing itself—as I was saying, voila!
the reform is effected, and feminine England will cycle to a woman.
In the meantime, just to encourage them, I am open to allow any
really handsome girls to go a-cycling with The Scorcher.

\
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GEAR COVERS.

WHY ENGLAND LEADS IN ITS ADOPTION—
G. O. O. HUMOR NOT ERADICATED

FROM THE SYSTEM.

In a previous letter I have hinted at the

cause of the American cycle makers' tardiness

in adopting the chain cover, ascribing the

slowness to the fact that, as yet, the exigencies

of our trade have not forced the maker to such

devices.

On the other hand, cycling England is three

years in advance of us at chain covering, so

that, as one English pressman puts it: "Gear
covers are all the go now, and not to have
one's chain covered either stamps the rider a

fool or his wheel as second-class."

Here in England, however, we find that the

urgencies of trade, likewise, have had largely

to do with the favor in which the gear cover is

held by their riders and sundry makers.

That we should be so far apart in our

general acceptations of an article of such im-

portance, and that the cause for the taking on

by the Englishman and the holding aloof by

the American is so clearly a trade urgency in

both cases—this, I trust, stamps the subject of

such interest that I may take another fall out

of it.

THE ENGLISH GEAR CASE.

It has been drummed into our skulls time

and again within the past three years, that the

English gear case came because of the wet

weather peculiar to England, and the conse-

quent muddy roads, thatjplay havoc with un

protected chains.

We accept the statement, but it is worthy of

remark that/with dissatisfaction at the bad way
of chains being voiced on every side, the En-

glish maker did not get it into his head that the

chain could be covered till a most potent trade

exigency forced him to it.

As with cycling America, so with England.

When the rear driver came into vogue there

was a large following of riders that hung to

the front driving principle. The g. o. o.

humor refused to be driven from the system,

and repeatedly broke out in new places and

under such names asratknal oidinary, geared

ordinary and latterly as the front driver.

This front-driver crowd saw the chain was
going bad in their muddy weather. They
said among themselves: "Give us a low

ordinary, so that we may enjoy a fair degree of

safety; gear it by some means about the hub
or the fork end; cover the gears all from the

weather, and we will take the island by storm.

We will show them a faster wheel than their

old chain-driven safeties, and withal it shall

be safe, comfortable, clean and without this

obnoxious chain."

Thus arose the front-driver furore, and with

Shorland knocking many miles from the

twenty-four hour record in the Cuca Coca race

of '92, it looked very much as if road riding

England, at least, would go back to first prin-

ciples and have no more of the rear driver.

With the mass of riders speed is first every

time. Little wonder it is, then, with such a

sample of the front driver's possibilities before

them as was put up in that memorable '92

Cuca Coca, that the stampede to this type of

wheel should have assumed a serious aspect

to the makers, who were not prepared to

meet it.

Consequently, with the rise of the geared or-

dinary, whose strongest claim was the absence

of chains and a gearing fenced from dust or

mud, the makers of chain-driven wheels turned

their several attentions to chain covers. At
first these' covers were not accepted, for the

probable reason that, in their experimental

stages, they were quite enough a nuisance from

faulty construction and clumsiness, to offset

any advantage that the rider might detect in

a free chain.

At this stage, however, the English sundry

man and maker of parts discarded the oil-bath

principle of the Carter case, and struck out in

new lines for light weight and a simple protec-

tion from wet and dust.

With the objection of weight overcome, and

a number of sundry makers willing to fit their

wares to all makes of wheels, the English

rider shortly learned the advantages of a prop-

erly fenced chain, so that in this year of grace

the Englishman no longer turns to the front

driver to rid him of the chain nuisance, but

has adopted the cover as an essential to all

first-class mounts.

A. CLEMENT.

The French Maker now Visiting America.

WHY WE ARE SLOW.

As I have stated above, the gear case pro-

blem was aided to a quicker solution in

England largely through the efforts of the

parts maker and the sundry man.
That we in America have not come to see

the value of covered chains is not due so much
to the fact, as often stated by those who cry

down the case, that our season is much drier

than that across the water, but rather for the

reason that we have no branch of cycle mak-
ing that corresponds to the English maker of

parts. With us the rider takes his wheel in

the style known as "regular." He has no
option in makes of such matters as pedals and
cranks, and with some of our larger houses,

who make a point of distinctiveness, hardly a

choice in saddles or tires.

We read the Englishman as ordering his

mount from a leading house, the wheel to be

fitted with this, that and the other thing, all,

perhaps, from different makers, and we smile

at thought of doing likewise with some of our

big concerns.

This kind of work argues that the English

trade is worked up to a higher pitch of com-
petition than ours, and that, with them, a

ha'pence is ha'pence, so long as it's in the

till, no matter how it got there.

AN ADJUSTABLE CASE.

Hitherto the requirements of an adjustable

cover have been extremely exactirg, by reason

of the great service in styles of frames and
lengths of wheel base, and to this is probably

due* the fact that, while we have produced

scores of inventors of mile-a-minute machines,

and no end of umbrella carriers and automatic

cycle fans, so practical an article as the gear

cover has been ignored.

With the length of base and general outline

of frames and connections so nearly alike, as

we are now having them, there is a field open
for the concern that first gets out a cover,

adjustable within a reasonable range and
light.

Too much emphasis cannot *be put on the

light. Our riders will not stand the two or

three pound covers, a few samples of which
have thus far come to these shores. And in

this connection it is pertinent, that probably

most of the American rider's prejudice against

gear covers has been incited by these heavy
traps of tin and steel.

All that is needed is a light cover of some
tough fiber, and so made that the two sprocket

wheels can be easily gotten at, or a lighter

leathern cover laced over a framework. This
latter style obtains increasing favor in Eng-
land, for it is found that a cover need not

be so exactly air-tight as a pneumatic tire, in

order to serve its purpose fully.

I have before me, through the courtesy of

Will S. Holding, of The Wheeler, London,
England, a letter in reply to my request for

gear case enlightenment.

It appears irom the test of use that chains

want adjusting only about once in 2,500 miles

after the first (so-called) stretching has
finished, and the rivets smoothed down to

work. Moreover, the ease of propulsion is

remarkable, particularly at up-hill work or in

a dusty or muddy way. Some of their riders

are splitting hairs so fine as to use light

sprockets and featherweight racing chains

with good effect, thus saving from these parts

the weight that is added in the cover.

PLAY FAIR.

For all the chain has bad a name of reproach

among mechanics time out of mind, the fact

remains that no system of gears has yet been
made to equal it in the particular use to which
it has been put on the bicycle.

With the light frame of our modern wheel
more or less deflection is inevitable, causing
bad alignment between the driving and
driven shafts. The chain can adapt itself to

these changing conditions without appreciable

increase in friction, thus making it the ideal

article for the place.

None of the cut gear drivings yet produced
have ever been put out exposed to the dust

of the road. No one would expect them to

run thus exposed; and yet we force the chain

into these conditions without so much as a
passing thought to the abuse till our attention

is called now and then by some crank like

Arthur Allen Dean.

The Pope Mfg. Co. has decided to ot-

retail store at Buffalo, to be located .

Mohawk Street. John A. Williamsc

in charge.
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TRAILING THE TALLY-HO.

NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA RIDERS
BEAT THE COACHES EACH WAT.

Trailing one of the tally-ho coaches now
running between this city and Philadelphia,

is the latest divertisement of the hardy road

riders of the two cities. The first to under-

take and finish the no miles ride were Chas.

Lager and Chas. Measure, of the Century

Wheelmen. They left the Stratford rfotel,

Philadelphia, with the "Vivid" at 7:40 a. m.

on Thursday of last week, and arrived with

the coach at the Hotel Waldorf at 8 p. m. It

only requires a minute or so to change the

horses at the relay stations, so that, except for

the stop for dinner at Princeton, it requires

close to twelve hours of ceaseless pedaling.

On Friday, Marshall J. Bailey, of the Cen-

tury Wheelmen, determined to make an

attempt to excel the performance of his fellow

club members, and accordingly, when the

coach Alert left the Stratford at 8 o'clock, he

started with it. He rode with the coach until

Princeton was reached, but at that point, after

taking dinner and a "rub down," he left a few

minutes ahead of the Alert. From Princeton

he continued to gain on the schedule time of

the coach, and arrived at the Waldorf Hotel, in

New York, twenty minutes ahead of it. On
the arrival of the party he was made to feel

entirely at home through the kindness of

Colonel Morrell, who acted as whip.

On Saturday a party of seven metropolitan

riders, spurred by the Recorder's offer of a

medal to the man finishing first, left the Wal-

dorf with the coach " Alert." They were: W.
L. Darmer, Hudson County Wheelmen, of

Jersey City ; D. H. Bratton, of the Brooklyn

Ramblers; M.J. Bailey, Century Wheelmen,

Philadelphia; G. S. Eagleton, Lyceum Bicycle

Club, of New York; C. S. Henshaw, Green-

wich Bicycle Club; Carl Anderson, of Brook-

lyn. Van Emburg, the professional, also

started, but being informed that he could not

compete for the medal, he dropped out at

Newark. His wheel was also too light for the

trip.

The riders kept with the coach until Newark
was reached, where, on the fine stretch of road

between that city and Plainfield, a gain of 12

minutes was made. The scorch, however,

told on the riders, and several died at that

point. Darmer was the first man to reach

Princeton, where dinner was to be served.

He got in at 2.08, followed by Bailey and
Talbot, at 2.12 and 2.20 respectively.

A bath and dinner put the men in good

shape, and they left Princeton Inn with the

coach at 3 o'clock. From that point they

stayed with the party until Frankford was
reached, where a scorch started for the City

Hall, which was to be the terminus of the ride.

Darmer was the first to arrive, getting in at

7-35-45. followed by Bailey at 7.45. Talbot

finished at 7.45.36, and the coach arrived at

7-50.

Bailey's performance in making the ride of

no miles on two successive days in less than
twelve hours each day shows him to be a stayer

of the first water.

His First First.

iefilzrry Wheeler won a 5,000-metre scratch

part of be Buffalo track on April 22, defeating

to go qr. and Farman. Time, 8m. 32 1-5S. It

be pay- nrs t victory abroad,
said si

GOOD ROADS DISCUSSED BY NOTABLE
MEN.

One hundred and fifty members and friends

of the famous Springfield B. C. assembled at

the Massasoit House on Monday night to

attend the club's banquet.

Representative Bradford presided, and at

the head of the table were seated Mayor
Kendrick, G. A. Perkins and Mr. McClintock

of the State Highway Commission, Judge
Dewey of the Superior Court, Rev. Philip

Moxom, Pastor of the South Church, Rev. G.

C. Baldwin, Jr., of the First Baptist Church,

Senator Lyford and James B. Carroll.

Representatives Warriner, Sampson and

Harvey, Col. A. H. Goetting, A. H. Overman
and Alderman Bowman were also present.

The speeches were numerous and confined

to road improvement talk.

Ex-Mayor Bradford complimented the bicycle club

and expressed great confidence in the efforts of

wheelmen to secure better roads, but he cautioned

them against hasty action.

Mayor Kendrick started off by referring to the

report that his sickness was the result of too much
Rice—referring to the trouble over Marshall Rice.

He indorsed th» movement for better roads, and
pointed with pride to the Springfield club's bicycle

tournaments.

G. A. Perkins gave a history of the L. A. W. ( and
what it had accomplished in securing good roads.

The first efforts were ridiculed, as the promoters were
considered boys. Now Massachusetts heads all the

States with a permanent road commission.

Judge Dewey, of the Superior Court, who rides a

wheel, referred to his love for the exercise. He based

his remarks on the book, "The Roads and the Road-
side," and made a plea for beautifying the sides of

roads as well as improving the roads themselves.

He criticised the ungainly positions taken by many
wheelmen.
W. E. McClintock, of the State Commission, said

that improvements in European road making do not

date back 100 years; so America need not be dis-

couraged because she is behind the times. He told of

the tax caused by bad roads, and of what the com-
missioners might do by co-operation with local

authorities.

Secretary Thomas brought Governor Greenhalge's
regrets.

Rev. J. C. Baldwin, Jr., spoke briefly, and Rev. Dr.
Moxom made a happy speech in favor of the wheel.

He spoke of the trouble from electric railways which
injured the roads, and compared the problem with

the introduction of steam cars 50 years ago.

Tlie Correct Reach.

The matter of reach is worthy of most care-

ful consideration. Many men whom one
meets on the road in these days ride in most
uncomfortable positions, and none is commoner
than the error of being able to use the pedals

only with the tips of the toes. Nearly every

youngster makes this blunder (says British

Sport), with a result that many of them are

bound to lay up a store of future pain. To
ride too far within one's reach spells pains in

the knees and a stiffness in the muscles of the

thigh on the morrow. These things mean
much expenditure of money on Elliman's em-
brocation, and still more cost in energy that

the embrocation may be rubbed in. But to

ride at too long a throw means worse, for it is

eminently calculated to produce that evil of

perineal pressure, about which we were won't

to hear an amount of prating from the doctors

in the early days of bicycling, a good deal of

which was unnecessary. It is, of course, im-

possible to lay down a rule for every man on

earth, but the average rider will find it well to

pedal at a throw which will enable him to use

his heel for the purpose. To get the best

results out of a machine, the rider should be

able, when the pedal is at its lowest, to place

his toes underneath the pedal without having

his heel raised.
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HILL CLIMBING

MADE EASY.
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HIP
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WRITE TO US FOE PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, - CCNN,

\
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Price Cutting...

is not indulged in by dealers

in the Sterling. It costs too

much to make, for bargain

price-selling. But what matter,

if the extra money you pay gets

you something extra good ?

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., ,.»—,. CHICAGO.

Special Agents:

L. C Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,

Stokes Mfg, Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

Some Wheels..
have some good me-

chanical points, and

yet, because not put

together with sufficient

care, do not last as long

as they should. Not

the Sterling ::::::
: : The Sterling is built

to last, and it does last.

It is built with such
close attention to de-

tails that we say it is

"built like a watch."
Its several wonderful
mechanical improve-
ments are treated of at

length in our beautiful

catalogue :::::::
Shall we send you one ?

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.'

for comfort, that helps

sell any bicycleSADDLES
SADDLES

SADDLES

which improve the

appearance of any wheel

which make satisfied riders

and satisfied manufacturers

SEVEN STYLES. SAMPLES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION. WRITE US.

WEIGHTS AND PRICES TO SUIT

EVERYBODY.

BICYCLE

LAMPS
HONORED WITH

The ONLY BICYCLE-LAMP MEDAL AWARD at the World's Fair.

Samples and prices to dealers on application.

TOOL RAH.Q OF ALL SORTS.

We have a good selling line, but will

submit estimates on special bags. . . .

SAnVLE LINE Q.S> j. B/JQ5 ON dPPLKdTISN.

PRICES AND QUALITY GUARANTEED.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., 222-228 N. Franklin Street, CHICAGO
BRANCHES-CHICAGO, BOSTON, WASHINGTON, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing,
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MAY.
3—Charlevoir, Mich., C. C. Race Meet.
12—Saugus, Mass., Race Meet, J. W. McDuffie.
19—Wilmington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
21—Charlotte, N. C, C. C. Race Meet.
23—Milford, Mass., Wheelmen Race Meet.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, N. Y.. Wheel Club, Race Meet.
26—Buffalo, Hazard 25 miles.
30—Smithville, N. J., Burlington Co. Agr. Society.
40- -Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Johnstown, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
30— Ouluth, Minn., Road Race.
30—New Bedf'd, Mass., 25 m. R'd R'e, Hoyland Smith.
30—Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C. Race Meet.
30—Boston, Mass., Division Spring Meet.
3c—Seshaming, Pa., Falls C. C. Race Meet.
3c— Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
3c—Elmira, N. Y., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
30—Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30—Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n.N.J., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30— Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30- Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , W. C. Road Race and Race Meet.
30—Jamestown, N. Y., Race Meet, Prendergast W.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O , Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30—Chicago Road Race, A. C. C.
30—Wheeling, W. Va., Road Race.
30—St. Joseph, Mo., Imperial W. C. Race Meet.
30—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C. Race Meet.
30—Chicago A. C. C. Race Meet.
30—Port Huron, Mich. W., Race Meet.
30-31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

JUNE.

2—N. Y.-Phila. 150 miles Tri-State Relay Race, A. W.
2—Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W..
2— Boonville, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
2—Cohoes, N. Y., State Circuit Race Meet.
2—St. Louis, Forest Park Road Race.
4—Troy, N. Y., B. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
6—Albany, N. Y , County W. State Cir. Race Meet.
7-Oneonta, N. Y., W. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
9—Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
9—Travers Island, N. Y. A. C. Games.
9—Ilion, N Y , Remington C. C. St'e Circ't Race Meet
11—LeRoy, N. Y. C. C, State Circuit Race Meet.
12-17—Cincin'ti to Ow'sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
13—Rochester, N. Y., Lake View W. State Cir't Meet.
15—Elizabeth, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
15-16—Lockport, N. Y., W. State Circuit Meet.
15-16—Owensboro, Ky.,Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
16—Pittsburg, Pa., A. C. W. Race Meet.
18—Readville, Mass. (Morn'g), Hyde P'rk Rovers R M.
18—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
18-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
20-21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. ot N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
30—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Cheyenne, Wyo., B. C. Race Meet.

JULY.

2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3—Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Titusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.

4—Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
4—Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4—Jacksonville, Fla., Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend, Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4—Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
.—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.

4—Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.

4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
•—Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.

4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
.—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4_Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
. Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4
_Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.

-

4
-Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
. K-ene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.

saiu

4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4—Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-S-Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.
4-5—Port Huron, Mich., W. Race Meet.
7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J , Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
18—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
2i—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2—Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
6—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet. A P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis. Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
r2-i3-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway. N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.

, 9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
io—San Jose, Cal.^ Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
Ig—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
2g_Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

o :sr sale!
THE ARTICLE

"How to Build a Race Track."
An exhaustive, technical and practical arti-

cle by M. P. Paret, Civil Engineer.
THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444,

New York.

DECORATION DAY, MAY 30, '94.

AT R.A.H'WAY, N.
Eighth Race Meet of the

J.

Union County Roadsters.
Elegant prize list. Four open races and the

Half-Mile L. A. W. N. J. Division Championship.

Races start promptly at 3 p. m. All class "A" races.
Entries close May 25. For entry blanks and full par-
ticulars, address, A. H. CHAMBERLAIN, Chairman,
Lock Box 55, Rahway, N. J.

Annual Race Meet,
(N. Y. State Circuit, L. A. W.)

^•COHOES * WHEELMEN#-

Splendid y2 Mile Track.
Elegant Prize List.

Rensselaer Park, Sat,, June 2d, '94.

A. D. WAIT, Chairman.

J. WILL ABLETT, Sec'y.

Write for entry blanks, COHOES, N. Y.

GRAND OPENING ant RACE MEET
Under Sanction of the L. A. W.,

—AT THE—

CRESCENT •WHEELMEN'S
New and Elegant 1-3 Mile Egg-Shape Bicycle Track,

PLAINFIELD, N J.

45 minutes from New York via C. R. R. of N. J ,

foot of Liberty Street,

SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1894, at 2 P. M.

EIGHT EXCITING EVENTS FOR VALUABLE PRIZES

BOTH CLASSES. A and B.

All the Crack Riders will Compete.

Entries close May 25, with C. E. TEEL, Plainfield, N.J.

ROME CYCLERS'

G-rand Totirnameiit,

May 30th, 1894.

THREE CLASS B EVENTS.—First prize in one
event an order for $150 worth of whatever"mer-
chandise the winner may select ; first prize In
another event a $150 diamond; first prize in the
third event a $125 or $150 bicycle.

SIX CLASS A EVENTS.—First prize in each of
these events an order for $50 worth of any articles
which the L. A. W. rules permit to be "given as
class A prizes.

Three Central New York Championship Races.
—Prizes, medals. Besides other features.

The giving of these orders for articles to be selected
after the race by the prize winners is approved by the
Chairman of the National Racing Board.

For complete list of prizes see the WHEEL next
week. For entry blanks and detailed information of
the meet write to

WYLLYS N. RUDD, Cor. Sec'y,

Rome, N. Y.

Wheeler and Crooks, on a tandem, recently

rode a lap on the Buffalo track, Paris, in

23 2-5S.

The English fifty miles northern road record

has been lowered to 2h. 25m. 13 r-2S. by C. W.
Schafer.

Entries to the Chicago (Pullman) road race

close to-morrow ; the Irvington-Milburn on

Wednesday next.

Chief Consul Luscomb has reappointed H.

E. Raymond and R. G. Betts members of the

New York State Racing Board. H. S. Hol-

den, of Syracuse, is the new appointee. Mr.

Raymond, of course, retains the chairmanship.

Geo. Muller, of the Persons & Muller Co.,

probably holds a record in the gear line. He
rode all last year and is still riding a wheel

geared to 88 inches. Muller expects to com-

pete in the Irvington-Milburn, when he will

lower his gear to 80. ..

Jack Eck, a brother of Trainer Eck, is at

Syracuse, and after going through the paces,

will make his debut as a racing man. Eck's

"dark horse," Henry Klinsman, a German
weighing 205 pounds, has also arrived at

Syracuse. He is said to be a counterpart of

Sanger in build.

Frank Waller was a favorite in the Rennes-

Brest and back long distance race on April 20.

Paced by Jules Dubois, he was in the front

flight of the1 twenty-seven competitors until

nearing the end, when he went almost blind.

His eyes have become weak since his six-day

ride in the Madison Square Garden. The race

was won by Jean Allard, Joncourt fini.-l:ed

second and Waller third.

N
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World's Twenty-five Mile Competition Road=§

I
— .Record Broken on a STEARNS!

In the Linscott 25 mile road race, Maiden, Mass., May 5th, Nat. Butler, on
a Stearns Wheel, broke the world's record in 1 hour, 11 minutes, 28 2-5 seconds,

winning first prize of horse, harness and buggy ; time prize $100 00 diamond
;

also special prize of a $150.00 diamond for breaking the world's record.

Another case pf tlie Fastest ULsltl on the
Fastest *Wlieel.

jj

4 P" World's IR^eoords ISTo-w Held Toy tlie 4 r? B
IO ^=^STEAIRIETS WHEEL.P=^ IO |

" The way to do it is to do it on a Stearns." H

m F P ^TFARNS fit PH (n) bidwell-tinkham cycle co., =
= L. V>. JJ LAr>l^J IX \jKJ, 9 ^V Agents for New York City. 306-3 1 W. 59th St., N. Y. §§
^ c XI V g 7^ BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH, §=
|= OyraCUSe, lNeW YOrK. K&J Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. §|1

lllllllllllllllllllll

Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL"

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
. If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer. a

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the "Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUESTIS" TIRE.
Main Office and Works, '-

= = = NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASJSr
We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL"
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RACING RULES UP TO DATE. COLLEGE GOSSIP. RACING NOTES FROM GAY FRANCE.

The change in classification has been so

radical, and the great development of cycle

racing has necessitated so many rules, that the

novice, and even perhaps the old stagers, are

apt to be confused by the mass of new legisla-

tion.

The racing rules, however, are very simple,

and a bit of study will easily make any one
familiar with them. Of course, a number of

precedents will have to be created during the

year as regards certain points which have not

been covered by any ruling, and which are

sure to crop up. The Wheel has obtained

some information from Chairman Raymond,
which elucidates and covers some conditions

which are not covered by the rules.

THE WHEEL'S CIRCUIT MAP.

Chairman Raymond commends the circuit

map published in The Wheel of April 27, in

which the 200 miles circuits were shown, taking

the various prominent cities as the foci. Chair-

man Raymond states, however, that the air

linesystem of measurementwillnotbeused, but

that, in accordance with the amendment made
by Mr. Potter, the 200-mile limit will be fixed

by the usual line or route of travel. The air

line system of measurement is the most accu-

rate and the most convenient one. Any man
can take an ordinary map, and, adjusting his

compass to the scale of miles, can very easily

tell exactly in what circuit he will be able to

ride. By deciding the matter in accordance

with the "usual line or route of travel," it will

open the way to much discussion, as it may be

a disputed point as to what is the usual line or

route of travel, and there may be several

such lines.

legal residence in a place.

Of course, in considering in what circuit a

man may ride, the question of his legal resi-

dence will be taken into consideration. The
Racing Board will not make any special pro-

vision to decide how long a man shall live in a

certain place before he is eligible to compete

in that circuit, but will decide the question of

legal residence in accordance with State laws.

HOW RACES ARE CLASSIFIED AT PRESENT.

Some races have already been run and have
not been classified as A or B. After May 30

the system will be more perfect, and every

race will, no doubt, be known either as a Class

A or Class B race. For the present the Racing
Board is closely watching each race, and if the

Class A prize value has not been exceeded,

and if no man is competing outside the circuit

limit, it is scheduled as a Class A event.

Riders should, therefore, be careful not to ride

at any point more than 200 miles away from

their legal residence, nor should they ride in

any event in which the prize exceeds $50 in

value. Should they do sOj they will at once

be registered as Class B men.

IF YOU WOULD RIDE ABROAD.

Any Class A man who desires to compete
abroad must carry with him the credentials of

the Racing Board. If a foreigner desires to

compete in the United States, he must have
credentials from the foreign organization.

At the Princeton A. A. games, May 5 : Two
Mile Handicap— 1, J. A. Wiborn, U. of P., 210

yards; 2, G. N. Coates, U. of P., scratch.

Time, 5m. 15 4-5S.

At the Haverford College games, Mays:
One Mile— 1, Hay; 2, Cookman; 3, Scatter-

good. Time, 3m. i3^s.

At the Swartmore College games, May 5:

Two Miles— 1, W. F. Simms; 2, R. Manley; 3,

H. Lewis. Time, 5m. 42s.

At the games of the University of the City

of N. Y., Berkeley Oval, May 4: Two Mile— 1,

W. P. Hardwen; 2, Frank W. Darling; 3, W.
C. Durant. Time, 7m. 45 2-5S.

At the opening games of Harvard College,

May 5, one mile handicap—First heat: 1. E.

Hill, Jr., 60 yards; 2, H. S. Glenny, 25 yards.

Time, 2m. 30 1-5S. Second heat— 1, W. C. Mar-
mon, B. A. A., 80 yards; 2, G.S.Brewster,
go yards. Time, 2m. 31 4-5S. Third heat— 1,

J. A. Farrell, U. B. C, 15 yards; 2, B. R.

Livermore, W. A. C, 30 yards. Time, 2m.

42 1-5S. Final— 1, Farrell; 2, Marmon; 3,

Glenny. Time, 2m. 29 3-5S.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Tourist C. C.'s New Home.

The Tourist C. C, of Paterson, N. J.,

formally opened their new club-house on May
2. The roomy homestead which has been
leased by the club has been remodelled and
elegantly furnished, and admits of every com-

fort that clubmen desire. It was open to ladies

in the afternoon, and in the evening 600 mem-
bers and friends visited the house. An
orchestra was present, and, in addition to a

literary entertainment, a number of con-

gratulatory addresses were made, and a colla-

tion was served. The club has 268 members
and thirty-six applications waiting. The new
quarters of the club is the largest and finest of

any cycling club in the state.

The American Sports Publishing Co. have
issued a hand-book containing the latest

official rules for the government of all kinds of

<prts. including cycling. Jas. E. Sullivan is

saiu 'ler.

The Lafayette Wheelmen, of New York,

have elected these officers : President, T. R.

Whiting; Vice-President, W. L. Miller; Secre-

tary, A. W. Albers; Treasurer, D. C, Reynolds;

Captain, M. Bush.

The Bangor (Me.) Wheel Club was formed

last week, with over fifty charter members.

C. H. Barstow was elected President; C. P.

Taylor, Secretary; W. L. Miller, Treasurer.

The Value of French Pots.

All those racing men who look toward
France, the cycle-racing man's Eldorado, will

be interested in the value of prizes. A meet-
ing was run at the Velodrome de la Seine, a

big track, on April 30. Four events were on
the card. The prizes were as follows : Scratch

race, juniors, 2,000 metres (2,200 yards)—First

prize, $30; second, $12; third, $8. Match race,

3,000 metres (3,300 yards)—First prize, $30;
second, $12; third, $8. Grand prize of the

Seine, scratch, 2,000 metres (2, 300 yards)—First

prize, $100; second, $40; third, $20. Tandem
race, 5,000 metres (5,400 yards)—First prize,

$40; second, $20; third, $10.

French vs. American Meets.

A comparison of the "fixture" columns of

France and America, published in the cycle

papers in the current issues, will give the best

idea of the volume of racing. Counting from
May 1 to the end of the season, Veloce Sport

publishes a list of 87 fixtures; The Wheel,
this week, contains a list of 137 events. Of
course, the countries must not be compared as

to size.

New Australian Records.

February 17 was a red letter day in Australia

cycling circles. On that day a meet was held

at the cycle track attached to the Melbourne
Exhibition Building. The meet was notable

for the number of records broken.

The first event on the programme, a race for

,£100, was won by Turner. Time, 3m. 15 3-5S.

L. R. Scharp made a try for the five mile

record, with the following result

:

MILES. TIMES. PREVIOUS RECORDS.
1 2.25 2.252-5

2 S-oo 3-5 5-°5 '5
* 3 7-33 7-42 2-5

4 v 10-07 4-5 «°-3° i~5

5 12.46 2-5 13 06 2-5

On a tandem, E. W. and H. V. White re-

duced the five mile record from 12m. 52 3-5S.

to 12m. 37 1- 5s. The new records are as

follow:

MILFS. m. s.

1 2.282-5

2 4 58 >-5

3 7.32 2-5

4 10.063-5 .

5 12.37 i-5

W. S. McComb rode against the watch,

doing a mile in 2m. 22 4- 5s. , which is record,

and two miles in 4m. 56 2-5S., which is record.

Arthur Turner lowered the half-mile record

from im. n 1-5S. to im. 7 3-5S.

G. R. Broadbent tried for the hour record,

and did 22 miles 769 yards ; record. Going on,

he made a new 25 mile record of ih. 6m.

47 i-5S.
SUMMARY.

MILES. OLD RECORD. NEW RECORD.
%.... im. 11 1-5S. im. 7 3-5S.

1 2m. 25 2-5S. 211]. 22 4-5S.

2 5m. s 4-5S. 4m. 56 2-5S.

3 7m.422.5s. 7m -33s -

4 mm. 30 2-5S. 10m. 7 4-5S.

5 13m. 6 2-5S. 1201.461-53.

25 ih. 12m. 48 2-5S. ih. 6tn. 47 1-5S.

1 hour 21 miles 436 yds. 22 miles 760 yds
Tandem Safety—

5 12m. 52 3-5S. 12m. 37 1-5S.

The Pequot Wheel Club, of New London,

Ct., has elected these officers: President, Geo.

Whittlesey; Vice-President, Geo. B. Prest;

Secretary, Geo. A. Sturdy; Financial Secre-

tary, R. E. Belden; Treasurer, E. L. DaSilva;

Captain, R. E. Belden.
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BooniouR RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

cflTcniLTiti Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

Avoid Wrinkles and Worriment
TAKE YOUR OUT-

ING ON A SYRACUSE.
It is Light,
Durable and
Strong.

The SYRACUSE and the REPAIR SHOP
are enemies ; never speak as they pass by.

CHOOSE A BEAUTY.

WIN A BUYER.

BUY A SELLER.

SELL A WINNER

Syracuse Empire, 24 lbs.

S Y R A C U S E *
» pickles

Are Built to Win, in Favor, Style, Taste and Speed. Order
a Sample. Is there a Syracuse Agency in your town ?

~^*>*#j MANUFACTURED BY &?***-

SYRACUSE CYCLE GO., Syracuse,
Please add: "Saw it In the Wheel."
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ARE THE FEATHERWEIGHTS
STANDING UP ?

Of all the strange things in tbe cycle world,

nothing is more curious than the reluctance

with which nearly all the makers and a portion

of the riders approach such innovations as

reduction of weights and changes in patterns.

Just as eagerly do some of the makers and a

majority of the riders urge on revolutionary

methods, never content, apparently, with the

results achieved. Time and again have the

protesting makers produced wheels of mar-

velous lightness, that startled even the most
daring innovators, only to see them stand the

test of use, and to hear the cry go up, for still

less weight.

Each year we say to ourselves that the limit

of light weight has been reached, and that any

further cut will be out of the question. We
said this la : t year, remembering the fact that

English makers, in whose footsteps we had

nearly always followed, seemed to have

reached rock-bottom on the weight question.

Our weights were as low, if not lower, than

theirs even then, and we were having what
was really our first year of light wheel build-

ing. It seemed almost certain, then, that a

halt would be called and the weights left

alone.

Very differently have things turned out. A
cut in weight, more uniform and severe, per-

haps, than any in the history of the sport has

taken place, and England, that veteran

teacher, from whom we were wont to take the

cue in all things "cycular, stands aghast at our

temerity. At the beginning of the season,

even the most radical advocates of feather-

weights trembled, lest the danger mark had
been overstepped, and waited with bated

breath to see what would be the outcome.

Enough of the riding season has passed to

allow us to judge whether our makers had lost

their heads when they gave us wheels weigh-

ing but little over twenty pounds, or whether

they had been wise beyond their generation

and given us willingly what we would have
demanded imperiously.

There always will be, of course, men reckless

enough or unskilful enough to do damage to

any wheels, no matter how strong, and some of

the '94 featherweights have suffered at their

hands. Qu the
:
whole, however, they have

stood up wonderfully well, and it has been

demonstrated beyond question that the march

of improvement has fully kept step with the

lightening of the wheels. In fact, I am of the

opinion that the average '94 wheels of five or

six pounds less weight than the '93 pattern is

as strong, and in many cases stronger, than

the latter. This seems almost incredible, but

a careful comparison of the standingup qual-

ities of several of the leading makes war-
rants the assertion.

A short time ago, I took part in a run, which
was made the basis of a comparison of the

standing qualities of the '94 wheels with those

of last year. The run was from Wilmington,
Del. , to Philadelphia, via West Chester and
Paoli, and return to Wilmington, a distance of

about eighty miles. About twenty-five miles

of it was over good macadamized roads, while

the balance was rough pike and ordinary

country road riding. Three of the wheels

weighed under 21 pounds with wood rims,

three others only scaled 23 pounds with steel

rims and clincher tires (one of them being

ridden by a 170-pound rider), and another

weighing 25 pounds, carried a 180-pounder.

-From Radfahr Humor.

The riding time for the eighty miles was be-

tween five and six hours, and the pace varied

from the easy jaunt to the fiercest scorch, the

roughest road only serving to test the wheels

yet more thoroughly. The fourteen miles of

extremely rough and hilly road between
Chester and Wilmington was ridden at about

an eighteen mile an hour gait, and other rough

stretches at like speed. Barring a loose pedal

and a punctured tire a few miles from home,
nothing went wrong, not even the proverbial

nut loosening. A careful examination of the

wheels after the trip showed them to be in

perfect condition in every way—not a strained

frame or damaged spoke in the lot.

If some of our English friends, particularly

Mr. S. F. Edge, who cannot be induced to ride

anything lighter than 28 pounds, could see the

roads on which our 20-pound wheels are ridden,

i« is quite likely that they would be astonished.

The majority of the- Amerieanlight-wh^els can
be brought under 20 pounds^ by the use of

racing rims and tires and other light equip-
ment. It is probable that before the season is

over plenty of wheels weighing nearer 15 than
20 pounds will be seen on good roads and used
in road races. This must mean that our
makers are far in advance of those who still

cling to the 28 and 30 pounders.

S. W. Merrihew.

TRADE CHANGES.

Toronto, Canada.—The Palmer Pneumatic
Co. Incorporated. Capital stock, $io,ooo.

Nashville, Tenn.—E. D. Fisher, bicycles.

Succeeded by J. H. Fall & Co.

Sacramento, Cal.—Henry Eckhardt, sport-

ing goods, bicycles, etc. Succeeded by Wm.
H. Eckhardt.

Birmingham, Ala.—Birmingham Arms Co
,

arms and bicycles. Assignment reported.

Ottawa, 111.—James A. Green, bicycles.

Reported to have placed on record chattel

mortgage for $600.

Boston, Mass.—The Hollander-Bradshaw-
Folsom Co., department store, carrying
cycling and athletic goods. Assigned.
Liabilities, $141,000; nominal assets, $256,000.
Palmer, Mass.—E. A. Buck & Co., hardware

and bicycles. Will move into larger quarters

July 1.

Blissfield, Mich.—Phillips Hardware Co.
Fire. Loss estimated at $1,500.

Battle Creek, Mich.—The Meteor Bicycle
Co. Organized with W. C. Smith, president.
Capital stock $25,000.

Thomasville, Ga.—Wertz & Son, hardware
and bicycles. Burned out.

Fullerton, Neb.—J. E. Kriedler & Co., hard-
ware and bicycles. Dissolved.

Albion, N. Y.—George M. Waterman, hard-
ware and bicycles. Damaged by water.

Knapp, Wis.—Hardy & Hanson, hardware,
bicycles, etc. Dissolved.

New Orleans, La.—George W. Weingart,
toys, bicycles, etc. Deceased.
San Diego, Cal.—The Hamilton Hardware

Co. Incorporated. Will handle bicycles.
This company is a combination of the Fred N.
Hamilton Co. and Hamilton & Co.
Coal City, Ga.—David Paden, hardware

and bicycles. Reported to have placed on
record deed for $75^0.

Presque Isle, Me.—George H. Freeman &
Co., hardware and bicycles. Sidney Graves
mortgaged real estate $1,500 and $1,500.

Springfield, Mass.—B. F. Peet, manufac-
turer of bicycles, saddles and bags. Reported
sold out.

Paynesville, Minn.— Zabel & Bretzke, hard-
ware, bicycles, etc. Dissolved.

Duluth, Minn.—Duluth Hardware Co.
Satisfied real estate mortgage for $1,500.

Portland, Ore.—W. J. Riley, guns, ammu-
nition, bicycles. Sold out to Northwestern
Gun and Bicycle Co.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCIiE ENAMEL
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, IIX., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St„ New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Borton. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

JPrancisco, and all good Jobbers-
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

saw

\
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Another First for Wheeler.

A dispatch from Paris, dated May 9, states

that Harry Wheeler won the twenty-five kilo-

metre race at the Velodrome, on that day,

easily defeating several crack Frenchmen.

Martin finished fifth.

Rome to Paris, 6 Days 13 Hours 30 Min.

Terront finished his Rome to Paris ride in

front of the Velodrome, Paris, at 5.30 P. M.,

May 9. He covered the distance, 1,250 miles,

in 6 days 13 hours and 30 minutes. His recep-

tion was enthusiastic.

F. J. Titus left for Springfield on Monday,

and Sanger and Tyler are on the way. They
will complete their training on the track there.

The 100 miles race at Lexington, Ky., on

May 5, between five members of the Covington

Y. M. C. A., was won by Charles Nodges,

who covered the distance in 6h. 50m. 10s.

John Bensinger, of the K. C. W. , is training

on the Coney Island Boulevard for his pro-

posed attack on the Irvington-Milburn record

on May 19. He thinks the twenty-five miles

will this year be covered in ih. 10m.

The Maryland Division's track at Baltimore

has been saved from a state of uselessness by
the local dealers coming to the rescue and sub-

scribing $600, the sum necessary to put it in

order, in addition to the stock subscribed.

The Kings County Wheelmen's theater

party on Monday night was attended by only

twenty members. It is stated that so many
members are in training and adverse to late

hours, that the expected large crowd could

not be mustered.

We are pleased to announce that on and after May
1st, we will be located at

No. 20 Warren Street,
where with the requisite amount of space and in the
midst of the bicycle trade center we shall be better
prepared to show our gears. When opening our office,
we will simultaneously be prepared to show our regular
production, however well pleased critics and the public
have been with our models, will in point of neatness and
perfection of detail surpass anything we have heretofore
shown. LOUIS ROSENFELD & CO.
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IH. E. CRISWOLD, WASHINGTON HEIGHTS,

CHICAGO.
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

MAMMOTH DEAL.
1,500 1,500

of the latest up-to-date $.i 50 Safeties, complete and elegant, with choice of

1894 Pneumatic Tires ; nothing finer made
;

$50 and $60 each.
Dealers wishing from 10 to 200 for spot cash can get a hack at this

deal. These Bicycles are going off 50 to 200 each day, so hurry up or

you'll miss a good thing.

LARGEST HANDLERS OF BICYCLES FOR SPOT CASH IN AMERICA.

Iv. O. JANDORF & CO.,
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel

"

3 2 Park Place, Cor. Church St.
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A MILLION DOLLAR TIKE COMPANY IN
SYRACUSE.

The L. C. Smith Tire Co., with a to-be-

rated capital of $1,000,000, has been organ-

ized in Syracuse. The new firm will manu-
facture and market a detachable tire for

wooden rims. The new tire, which will be

known as the Smith, has been undergoing a

full year of practical tests. The rim is de

scribed as small, stanch and handsome and

the tire can be instantly detached or replaced.

The company will not be ready to supply the

demand until July. Lyman C. Smith, the

head of the concern, is well known in connec-

tion with the Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,

and the L. C.Smith gun. The other members of

the firm are Monroe C. Smith and H. W.
Smith.

The tire and rim are described as follows :

The wooden rim has one groove on either

side, into which goes the bead of the shoe

The beads are held on by a steel band, upon

which rests the inner air tube. A device for

protecting the steel band has been perfected,

so that in the event of its coming in contact

with moisture, it will not rust and cause the

rubber to decay.

In case of puncture, and one desires to re-

move the shoe, he simply deflates the tire,

shoves the steel band over to one side, and the

bead upon the shoe can be easily and instantly

removed from the grooves, permitting the air

tube to be pulled out as far as desired. The
entire shoe can be taken off and replaced in a

few seconds. The tire is neat in appearance

and unusually light.

THE UNION CO. PURCHASES SIDWELL &
SABEN'S OUTPUT.

The Union Cycle Co., on April 4, signed

a contract with Sidwell & Saben for the entire

out-put of ladies' wheels that they can manu-
facture, and the S. & S. Co. have decided that

in order to turn out the number of wheels that

the Union Co. will want this season, they

must discontinue the manufacture of their

Waltham.
Mr. Sidwell says that instead of the manu-

facture of wheels being discontinued with

them in July as is usually the case, their

factory will run along into October as a result

of the deal.

More machinery has been ordered and work
will be pushed to the full extent of the plant.

According to the contract Mr. Sidwell is to

go on the road for the Union Co,, to look after

the interests of Sanger and Tyler.

HOW THEY BUY WHEELS CHEAP IN
ELMIRA.

About 100 riders and contemplative riders

of Elmira, N. Y., banded themselves into a
club some time ago, under the name of the

Economy B. C. The object was to secure

wheels for each member at a low rate. The
limit placed was $60 and bids were asked for

from various manufacturers. Agents for the

Liberty, Royal and Queen City were the most
anxious to secure the club's order for 100

machines and some lively dickering resulted.

At a meeting held last week the bid by the

Liberty people to furnish wheels to the mem-
bers of the club for $58 was accepted. The
organization then changed its name to the

Elmira Liberty C. C. A number of dis-

satisfied members have started a new club to

supply members with Queen City cycles.

Policemen of Exeter, N. H., have asked to

be furnished with bicycles "in order to en-

hance the efficiency of the service."

The Derby Way.

The Derby Co., of Chicago, is having a fine

run on its '94 production. This a Wheel rep-

resentative was able to see beyond dispute,

and it led to the hackneyed question, on his

part, of " What'll be your output?" Mr.

Christie's answer was somewhat different from

the usual sort of reply. Don't know; depends

entirely upon the other fellow. Just as long

as the orders come in we'll keep turning 'em

out; when they stop, we stop. The idea of a

man's sitting in his office and figuring out to a

wheel what his 'output' is going to be, seems

to me, in view of the fact that his agents and
the public generally control it, supremely

ridiculous." The '94 Derby has taken well,

and its makers are working well into the night

at present to keep in line with their orders.

C. S. Dikeman, of the Eagle Bicycle Co., was
in Gotham last week on one of his periodical

visits. While here he was asked the con-

nection between hill-climbing and aluminum
rims, as indicated by their advertisement. He
says the latter are a great aid, as he has

proven by personal tests. He has climbed

hills on an aluminum rimmed wheel that he
positively could not mount on one fitted with

steel rims. He attributes it to the weight of

the rims alone as the tires and frames of both

machines weighed the same. Mr. Dikeman
believes that the aluminum rim will eventually

supplant those of both steel and wood. The
Eagle man also believes that the abnormally
high gears in use this year are calculated to

do " damage to the featherweights on which
they are used. Few wheels, he said, have been
built to properly withstand this- particular

strain.

RIDE A TRIBUNE!
THAT'S THE WHEEL!

Do You Value Testimonials?

We Can Send You Hundreds of Them.

RKAD THIS!
Baltimore, Md., May 2, 1894.

Messrs. WM. H. COLE & SONS, Agents Tribune Bicycles, Baltimore, Md.

Gentlemen: I am extremely pleased with the Model C Tribune wheel which I bought of you about two months ago.

On account of my own heavy weight (254 lbs.) and the lightness of the wheel (25^ lbs.) I was under the impression that it

would not be strong enough to carry me. Since I have had it, I have given it a most severe test, and can truthfully say that

the wheel has not weakened the least bit in any particular. Besides being a very strong whee4, which it has proven beyond the

shadow of a doubt, it runs very easy. Some of my friends who have seen it are now very sorry that they did not buy the

Tribune. Wishing you unbounded success, which your wheel merits, I am, Yours truly,

W. A. HAMMOND.

TRIBUNES ARE RELIABLE.
Send for Catalogue. Get the Agency if You Can.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.",
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The St. George's Engineering Co., of Bir-

mingham, makers of the New Rapid Safeties,

which were introduced into America twelve

years ago by the Clark Cycle Co., of Balti-

more, has been converted into a .£40,000, £1
shares, company.

This Brake is automatic and as quick in

action as thought itself. No rider can afford

to do without it. Comfort, economy, safety;
all demand it. Stamp for descriptive circular

BAILEY M&NDFACiURIKG CO.,

207 S. Canal Street, - - CHICAGO.

The Riverside Wheelmen will celebrate

their seventh anniversary with a dinner, to be

held at the Roma on Friday, May 18.

EAST
INDIA

Stick Grapholine

For your cycle chain. All

wheelmen use it; all dealers

sell it. Best Lubricant made.

No dust, no rust, but saves

chain and sprocket.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Sole Importer,

PRINCE WELLS,
6*3<? Fourth Ave

,

Louisville, Ky.

Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUGAR CANE HILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OF

Galvanizing Plant,

I Corrugating Machinery,
" Boiling Mills,

Wire-Drawing
Machinery,

Vacuum Fans,
Centrifugals, Engines,
Boilers, etc.

Improved Drawbench for ^^^^m
Seamless Steel Tubes. ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS,

SAMUEL FISHER &, CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.
Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Fractice for Making

SEAMLESS COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE OYOLONE FTJUUETP.
Will fill your tire with air in a moment

;

stands alone or can be fastened to the
floor. Universal coupling in end of hose;
will fit nipple for any make of tire. Base
easily detached for carrying pump on
wheel. Base cannot be broken ; is mal-
leable. Plunger rod is strong steel and
stiff. The plunger is Brass and thick, so

it does not cat out cylinder. A genuine valve and one that is get-at-able.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Geiitlemen .-—Your Pump came to hand, it is the best pump we have seen; please send us two nipples for

the Providence Tire double tube, also send us a card showing the name of each nipple, that is, tire it fits.
Yours truly, O. C. STEELE & CO.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. CO , Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gentlemen .-—Pump received to-day. I enclose check for $2.50 for the pump. I like the pump very well,

and find it the strongest I have seen. Yours truly, GEO. N. ADAMS.
Delivered anywhere in V. S. for $2.50 C. O. D., or cash. Befer to B. G. Dun & Co.

THE bdVIS Sr STEVENS MFQ. CO., SENECd F/JLLS, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

The Fine Qualities of the

CRYPTO BICYCLE
As a road wheel

Are favorably commented upon by all who
have ever ridden it. The position upon it

is erect and perfect. There is no strain

upon the body at any point, and a long ride

is accomplished with little fatigue. The
lungs are filled with pure oxygen and the
benefit is unquestionable.

For p'^asure and health Ride a Crypto.

THE McINTOSH HUNTINGTON CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

OTJPt SPECIALTIES

PARKHURST & WILKINSON,
148-164 Kinzie Street, Chicago.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOB

BRANDENBURG PEDALS.

RICH & SAGER CO., BICYCLE WOOD RIM CO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING and TUBE CO.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."
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The Hunt Mfg. Co. are on the war path.

They say that some of their competitors,

falsely claiming to have obtained a patent,

are selling an infringement of what is known
as their No. 23 tool bag, for which the Hunt

Co. claim the only patent, issued March 20

last, and are about to begin proceedings. They
already have two suits for infringement of

their tool bag patents on the way.

The application of foot brakes to light wheels
is a new feature this year. The effective little

device put out by the Clip Co., of Warwick,
N. Y., has apparently hit a popular chord, and
these brakes are now in use all over the
country. Many riders are taking off their

hand brakes and using the Clip because it is

more powerful. The fact that manufacturers
are adopting it to equip their wheels is an
excellent endorsement.

—

Adv.

Do You Want to Win a Race?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per. package. Try It and
be a Racer. L.A w. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St.. Hamilton, Ohio.

"The Wheelmen's Rest."

JOPPERT'S HOTEL,
OCEAN PARKWAY.

One and one-half miles from Prospect Park.

Tools and supplies in stock.

No. 679.

Something New.
This elegant article

of graphite, for lubri-

cating and keeping

chains in perfect con-

dition, will eventually

be sold by every dealer

in wheels and bicycle

sundries. Until such

time we shall be glad

to send a sample pack-

age, postage paid, on

receipt of 12 cents.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,
JERSEY CITY, - BJ. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

DIXON'S

GRAPHITE

CYCLE
LUBRICANT!

Manufactured only by -the

OS.DIXON CRUCIBLE C

JERSEY CITY, N.J,
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PROVIDENCE,
117 OPt^.3STC3-E STREET.

Denver, Col.,

April 21, 1894.

Columbus Bicycle Co.,

Columbus, O.

Gentlemen: The $90.00 wheel
received yesterday, and it cer-

tainly shows up well.

R. S. Taylor.

Waterloo, N. Y.,

April 8, 1894.

Columbus Bicycle Co.,

Columbus, O.

Gentlemen: The No. 7 received,

and it is certainly as fine a

wheel as can be built.

H. W. Clarke.

*W> •JjS' iff

Canal Dover, C,
April 16, 1894.

Columbus Bicycle Co.,

Columbus, O.

Gentlemen: The No. 7 received

O. K., and we think it a beauty.

Rippel & King.

Columbus, O.,

April 24, 1894.

Columbus Bicycle Co.,

Columbus, O.

Gentlemen: The best wheel
out this year for the money.
Strong enough and good
enough for anybody. Univers-
ally taken for a $125 wheel.

The equal of any in appear-

ance. A good seller.

Oscar S. Lear.

These are a few of the com=

plimentary letters we have re=

eeived, unasked for on our part.

Do you want to be in it? Write

us for terms and territory.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The Columbus Bicycle Co.

COLUMBUS, 0.
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n
" PPEARANCES are sometimes deceptive," BUT, "if a thing looks good it generally is

good." The PHOENIX LOOKS good and IS good; none better, few as good.

Built of the finest material, by expert workmen, it shows in every line that great

patience, thought and skill have been iised on it. The end justifies the means. This wheel
runs like a thing of life over rough roads or smooth roads. That indescribable feeling of

elasticity impresses the rider. He feels that his power is not wasted and that the force applied

is returned to him.

All makers aim to get this quality in their wheels; some succeed, others do not. This is an
inexplicable something. The PHOENIX possesses it to a remarkable degree. Any man who
has once owned a Wheel that has this quality becomes critical.

The PHOENIX is built for critical riders. It is easy to sell a good wheel to a critical rider. He will, in fact, sell it to himself almost
without a word from a salesman. Have you ever watched a good wheel getting in its work on a customer? The cold defiant " My-old-wheel-
is-good-enough-for-me-sort-of-expression " on his face gradually replaced by a smile of gratification as the perfections of the new mount steal

upon him, a smile sometimes checked by an impulse of economy, or a feeling of loyalty to an old friend; but at every glance at the new
wheel new beauties show themselves; at last a look of grim determination, a dive into his pocket, and the New Wheel has him for its own,'

You may watch this little comedy any day if you handle the PHOENIX. For catalogue and terms address:

EASTERN BRANCH STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
575 and 577 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WOOD RIMS
" Cycling West" is cf the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado

are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-
stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We telieve that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared fcr the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

AnitricanCyflist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

FAIRBANKS WOOD IRIIiVC CO.,
Room 34, 2i Park Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
—NEW YORK

•* SHDDLES
I N STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing' Saddles ever offered.

LAMPLUGHS MIDDLEIMORES X MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK.

$& LAMPS.
Best Value ® Lowest Prices

^m^ TF. QEO. PE/1RCE C2

m.
67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, III

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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1882. T STANDS AT THE HEAD. 1894.

Its Measurements

have been accepted

as records for

12 YEARS.

Its accuracy is un-

questioned and unap-

proachable.

sent by mail on receipt of price, $ 1 O,

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

338 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

WILLIAMSPORT BICYCLE MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of the finest and best bicycle

made.

S85--THE KEYST0NE-$85
We stake our reputation, our capital and the

success of our business on it. Write us.

139 WEST 3d- STREET,
WILLIAMSPORT, ~ - PA.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

"HOT STUFF!'
5icycle(Hain Lubricant.
Pm<-c9C:<fc ~ L.N. SW.IFT,
rKltc^tJ T

- Provincetown. Mass
Patent Applied for.

"W ANTED!
Dealers, Agents, or Riders interested in a Bicycle
Chain Lubricant that is a benefit both to themselves
and their wheels, to send tor circulars and testi-

monials of the famous HOT STUFF, which will be
mailed free.
Hot Stuff will do all that is claimed for it.

w
I

"I "1 Stop r .tiling of chains.
N ot ollect dust.
Make wheel run easier, wear longer

and better.
Not soil the hands when using.

-1- -*- -*- Save lots of work.
It is not greasy and very easy to handle.

A. O. VERY CYCLE CO.
BOSTON, Mass., Nov. 2, 1893.

L. N. SWIFT, Provincetown, Mass.
Dear Sir :—In regard to your ' Hot Stuff Chain Lu-

bricant," will say, we find this a first-class chain lubri-
cant, giving good satisfaction, and it is the best thing
we have taken hold of in this line.

Yours truly,
A. O. Very Cycle Company.

Put up in stick form, price per stick, 25 cents.
Dealers write for discount.

L. BJ. SWIFT, Sole Mfjjr.,
Please mention The Wheel. Provincetown, Mass.

There is such a thing as buy-
"8

SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not cheap at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

THIS

iK
P̂2f MARK

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article
that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-
sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW IORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel"

THE MUELLER BICYCLE STAND.
It is movable or stationary, and will support either

front or back wheel.
It is adjustable, and can be used with any safety

bicycle.

It is made of the best wrought iron, and weighs only

2,%, pounds.
It supports the machine in such a manner that it does

not scratch the enameling or plating.

Enameled Stand, each, - $1.00.

Nickel-plated Stand, each - - 1.50.

MANUFACTURED BY

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., Decatur, 111.

AND SOLD BY THEM AND ALSO BY
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. G.

Spalding & Bro., Thorsen & Cassady, Chicago, III.;

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis. Mo.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HERE WE ARE AGAIN!
If you are wise you will

Keep Your Eye on this Space,

MkMk^kMk

Forpgs

for every

pari of a

bicycle

orfler in

quantities.

w^^w

SSkMsMt&k

parts of

latest

kept in

stock.

will k

sent on

•7i«"?j«"7i«»«*i«'

<J. H. "WILLIAMS <& CO.,
9-15 RICHARDS STREET, near Ham Hon Ferry, BROOKLYN.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Herald Cycle Co.,

1 14 Nassau St., N. Y. City,

are determined

to be repre"

rented in every

town and vil-

lage in U. S. If they cannot appoint a regular

bicycle agent, they will give the agency to a

prominent rider. The Herald Cycles weighs
from 20 to 30 lbs. and have made quite a hit in

New York this season. Riders send for par-

ticulars. Kindly mention "The Wheel."

PSYCHO GYGLES
Hermann Boker & Co., Agents,

101 & 103 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Send for Catalogue.

CURTIS=
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ONLY Shoe for Racing.
BEST MEN WEAR IT.

Send for Catalogue.

DET. CLEAT CO., 31 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

M. SHANNON,
Dealer in Bicycles and Sundries,

Agent for THE HUMBER and other Cycles.

778 BEDFORD AVENUE.
Near Park Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.
Twelve years' experience in the cycle trade. All makes
of wheels repaired. Pneumatic repairing a specialty.

A PAIR OF BEAUTIES.

DICTATOR. ZEPHYR.
These are the leaders for 1894. They sell themselves. Quality—High Grade

Prices—Low Grade. Live Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

100 New Mail and Imperial Wheels, 1893 Model, at worse than auction

prices. Good wheels as low as $15.00. Take notice that our agents and customers
enjoy special discounts on Bicycle Clothing and Sundries and on Guns, Revolvers,

Send for catalogue or call and see for yourselves. Yacht Cannons a Specialty.etc

The H. & D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.,
314 BROADWAY, near Duane St., NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

INDEX TO AUVKKTISKMENTS. \
Name. Product. Page.

Acme Cycle Co Acme 54
Acme Mfg. Co Stunner Gem 13

Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16

Ames, F. C & Co Specialties 67
Applegate & Harvey 68

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 20
Aughinbaugh, W E Patent Attorney 68

Automatic Mnd Guard Co ~ 61

Bailey Mfg. Co , Brake 47
Bald win, E.A Chain —
Barber Asphalt Paving Co ....68
Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 58
Beard, Wm. & Sons Parts —
Becker, CM.... Wearing Apparel 66

Berlin Machine Works Clymer —
Betts, A. U. & Co Cement —
Bevin Bros. Mtg. Co Bells 59
Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 69
Black Mfg. Co Vigilant, Tribune 46
Boker, H , 5 <

Boston Meter Co Cyclometer —
Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim 65
Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank 67
Bridgeport Brass Co Lamps 71

Bridgeport Gun Io,p. Co Cyclometer 68

Buffalo Tricycle Co. 1 Fleetwing, Envoy 14
Buffalo Wheel Co ... .. Niagara 54
Burleigh, Geo. K Watch Carrier 65
Butcher Cyclo. Co So
Call, S. B Racing Suits 68

Calrow, J. G Lubricant 69
Central Cycle Mfg. Co Ben Hurs 57
Columbus Bicycle Co Columbus 48
Cleveland M'hme Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 70
Clip Co Brake 67
Cook's Sons, Adam .Bicvcline 62

Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 18

Crescent Company Sweaters 50
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 51

Cushman & Denison Oilers 52
Cyclist, The 68

Cycling Publications 67
CyclolaCo 48
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps 47
Derby Cycle Co Pease tire 59
Detachable Cleat Co 64-51
Diamond Machine Co —
Dickens Mfg. Co Pumps 58
Dixon Crucible Co 48
Duckworth, J. & H Chain —
Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 38
Eastern Rubber Co Tires s 27
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 55
Elastic Tip Co Sundries 69
Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 6r

Engraving 69
Erie Rubber Co Tire 62

Everett House 68

Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 49
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery ... .52
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 72

Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 57
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co 47
Folsom, H. & D. Arms Co 51
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 52
Fougera & Co., E Anti-Stiff 68

Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17
Garvin Machine Co Machinery 68

Gendronlron Wheel Co The Gendron —

Name. Product. Page.
Genet, Wm. K

.

Ideal Valve —
Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.Lamps 39
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co ..Ramblers 1

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Tire 9
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper —
Griswold, M. E MudGuard 45
Gump, A. W., & Co —
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer 52
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks 65
Hanauer, Chas. & Bros Mascot 62
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 62
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords 23
Hasbrouck, Geo. Co Standard 66
Hay & Willits Pump 67
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 69
Herald C ycle Co 51
Hibbard,Spencer,Bartlett&Co. .St. Nicholas 13
Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66
Hudson & Co Tubing 69
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 50
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles —
Independent Elec. Co Lock 64
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co.... Wood Rims —
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 66
Jandorf, L. C. & Co 45
Joppert's Hotel 48
Kalamazoo Cycle Co —
Keating Wheel Co Keating —
Laing Cycle Co Repair Outfit 52
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 17
Lamson, C . H Luggage Carrier 64
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety

. 53
Leng's Son & Co. John S Parts 63
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 65
Liberty Knitting Mills Knit Goods 64
Lovell Arms Co., John P Lovell Diamond 60
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 56
Lyon & Grumman Stand 65
McCIure, Jno. C Support 65
McMullen & Co. , Roger B . . . . Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co. . . . Sunol 47
McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst c 19
Metal Turning Co Wrench 55
Morgan & Wright Tires 42
Motor Cycle Co 8

Mueller, H., Mfg. Co Stand 50
National Cycle Mfg. Co National 10
Newark Nic. P. Co Saddle 60
New Britian Hdw. Co Parts :

—
New Departure Bell Co Bells 31
Newton Rubber Works Tire 41
New York Belt. & Pack. Co. .Tires 29
Vew York Cycle Co New York 12
New York Tire Co Tire 53
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings —
Nickel Plate Transportation 66
Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 44
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. .Tire 6

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 47
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 49
Peerless vlfg. Co Triangle 15
Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 65
Penseyres & Haberer Mascot, Globe. .

—
Perry & Co Chains 2

Plush, A. L Repairing 64

Name. Product. Page.
Poorman, J. E Brighton —
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor 60
Puncture Proof Pneu. Tire Co 35
Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City .58
Radway's K. R. R 67
Raisbeck Electrotype Co Electrotypes 68
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh 35
Raleigh Cycle Co Saddle 49
Rankin, W. G Toe Clip 65
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 68
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 56
Remington Arms Co Remington 5
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 66
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 64
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear —
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 61
Royal Cycle Works Royal n
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2
Shapleigh Hardw'e Co.,A. F. Pacer and Thelma 19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales.. Humber '

57
Shannon, M 51
Shaw & Kaiser Caps 64
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 68
Shepard & Sons, H.G Wood Rims 61
Sidwell & Saben Cycle Co. . . Waltham 59
Singer & Co. Singer 20
Smith, Hoyland Road Race 33
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 67
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts 63
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks 67
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 64
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 70
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts 60
Standard Cap Co. Bicycle Caps 65
Steam Gauge Co Lamps 65
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 41
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 30
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 12
Stokes Mfg. Co Wellington 16
Stover B. Mfg. Co., E.Branch.. Phoenix 49
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 68
Studley & Barclay Supplies 68
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 50
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 43
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire , 4 8
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 10
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 48
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage'Carrier 64
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick.., 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 47
Weston & Co. , I. A Wheels 63
West Side Auction House Co 58
Western Wheel Works 24
Wheel Binders 69
Wheelmen's Registration Co. 64
White Sewing Machine Co..Triumph n
White Cycle Co . .64
Whitten, W. W Parts 66
Wilhelm & Co., W. H; Reading 65
Williams Imperial Cafe 67
Williams & Co.

, J. H Drop Forgings so
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 50
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 71
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 65
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 18

Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits..63
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He Can Represent You Abroad.

A gentleman, who has been for many years

prominent in English manufacturing circles,

and who has lately dissolved a partnership, is

in a position to represent abroad any American

cycle making or kindred firm. The gentle-

man is under 38 years of age, is a practical

mechanical engineer, has been manager of a

depot and factory for ten years and has

traveled and knows the English trade. Any
American firm desiring to communicate with

this party will please address "Star," care of

The Wheel.

R. Philip Gormully and H. A. Lozier are in

the city.

T. B. Jeffery, of the G. & J. Co., leaves next

week for a two or three months' vacation in

Europe.

W. C. Paine, the well-known dealer, of

Evansville, Ind., has engaged with the Pope

Mfg. Co. to travel the States of Illinois and

Indiana. He will dispose of his Evansville

establishment.

The assessors of the town of Northbridge,

Mass., have decided to tax bicycles and esti-

mate that there are 300 bicycles in town,

valued at $25,000. Wheelmen expect the

money to be used in improving roads.

The Black Mfg. Co. are fitting their Tribune

cycles with a new form of chain wheel, and

have applied for a patent on it. They call it

the cycloidal sprocket, and, as it greatly im-

proves the running of a chain, they think it

will be appreciated by riders.

The Curtis-Child Mfg. Co. will move into

their new factory at Thirty-first and Ludlow
Streets, Philadelphia, on June 1. The new
building will give the company ample room
for new machinery, and larger quantities of

Solid Comfort saddles will be turned out than

ever before.

One railroad that will commend itself to thi

particular attention of cyclers is the Paris,

Lyons and Mediterranean Railway Company,
who are fitting up special goods wagons and

luggage vans for cycles. The machines are to

be suspended between movable bars to keep

them steady and secure from injury.

The Overman Wheel Co.'s newly-established

sporting goods department is already cutting

the heart out of pre-existing prices. Baseballs,

for instance, which formerly .sold for $1.50

each they are selling for $1, and baseball bats

for $5 per dozen which formerly brought $9.

Everything else has been reduced correspond-

ingly.

M. Clement, the -French maker now in this

country, visited Boston this week, and was

qui te charmed with Colonel Pope. On Wednes-

day he was shown through every department

of the big factory at Hartford. M. Clement

leaves for Buffalo, Syracuse and the West
to-day. Mr. Clement was also entertained by
Mr. A. H. Overman.

"LITTLE GEM" REPAIR OUTFITS
Contain everything necessary to repair a pneumatic
tire, and are put up in a neatly enameled box that can

be conveniently carried in the pocket. Both quality

and quantity. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

40 cents.

IaIN6 CYCXE CO., 1788 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—By Private Party.

OPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
*-* pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $110.

LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY 90.

COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115-

VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

1st Loft To Let
AT

17 WARREN STREET, N. Y.

Near Broadway.

Suitable for Bicycle Business. In the

heart of the trade; moderate rent; in-

cludes office partitions, etc.

D.BIRDSALL & CO, 319 Broaflway.

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
Xlie Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Mo Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers zoo Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents.
variably in advance.

Cash ln-

"pOR SALE—Two new Geared Ordinaries, $40 each;
*- one Geared Tandem, $75. Inspection by sending
express charges. Address C. A. Fox, 100 West 73d St.,
New York City. 5-1 ic

A GENCY WANTED—Wanted in Newark, agency" for a first-class Wheel ; state price, terms, etc.
Beyer, 120 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J. 5-11

Tnn LADIES' ROVER BICYCLES at $75.00 cash
1 UU They sold last season at $160.00, new 1893 pat-
terns. Never uncrated. Morgan-Wright pneumatic
tires, elegantly finished and lined with gold. One of
the most graceful and handsome machines in the mar-
ket. You will look a long time before you find any-
thing better. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

-_. BOYS' IDEAL RAMBLER BICYCLES. We made
2yJ a trade for the above machines, and as we have
all we can do to fill our orders for "Pacemakers," we
want to sell every other machine we have at some
price. We will take $25.00 cash for each of them.
24 x 26 wheels, best 1 1-8 in. cushion tires. New, never
uncrated. There is no better boys' wheel made. For-
mer list $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

Y/E7HEELMEN wanted to canvass for small article;
** sells at nearly every house; good money. Ad-

dress J. M. Phelps, Centralia, Mo., L. A. W. 32,297. 5-11

pOR SALE—Columbia safety, this year's model,
* never used, $110.00. Also new Victor never used;
this year's make, $105.00; cash only, both fully guar-
anteed. Wm. C. Sanlord, Box 2225, N. Y. City. tfd

SITUATION WANTED by young man thoroughly
v-5 acquainted with Cycle and Sundry Trades ; could
make himself very valuable to manufacturers or
dealers. Address Expert, care THE Wheel, New
York City. 5-11

YJ17HEELMEN! I make Wire Name Badges of the" best rolled gold wire for 25 cents—silver. Ad-
dress J. Early, 261 Washington Street, Brooklyn,
New York. 5-11

A RAKE OPPORTUNITY.
A well established and favorably known cycle busi-

ness in the metropolitan district, having the agency
of three of the best wheels in the market, doing ex-

cellent repair business which employs cons'antly four

mechanics is offered for sale at actual capital invested.

No consideration asked for good will. Good and suffi-

cient reasons for selling.

If you are looking for an investment and mean
business, address,

PYTHAGORAS,
Care of The Wheel,

tfc New York, N. Y

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw -VTIW^1™*
pei

FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.
address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn, U. S. A.

VW We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Builcliiig.-=®a

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

To carry either oiler or pneumatic pump on your bicycle. The
holders are made in two sizes, one for oiler and larger size to carry

pump. Are adjustable and can be easily attached to any wheel.

The oiler or pump is always ready for instant use and vexatious

delays are avoided.

PRICE, 25 CENTS EACH, FOR EITHER SIZE.

"Perfect" Pocket Oiler, Best in the World, 25 cts. each.

Star Oilers, the next best, 15 cents each.

Half Size. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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ADVERTISING.
^THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 51.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.

THE WHEEL. Is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

PRAISE.

Under the Crawford Mfg. Co.'s advt. appears the

name of Bigelow & Dowse Co., as New England
agents.

This firm (unsolicited) writes as follow :

We would say for your benefit that we are re-

ceiving excellent returns from that ad. as your
paper has a very large circulation in the New
England States, for which we are exclusive
agents. We are enabled, through the benefit of
that ad. and the very feeble efforts of the writer,

to receive on an average 200 orders a week for

Crawford bicycles. We can therefore congratu-
late you on the great good you are doing the
cycle trade throughout New England.

Yours very truly,

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO.
|_THE WHEEL has the most satisfactory circulation

not only in the New England States, but in all other
territory, be it East or West, North or South.]

* * * " THE WHEEL—in my opinion the one
best cycle paper in the world." * * * Extract
from an open letter from J. H. Ball, Nottingham
Machinists' Co., in Wheeling, London.

\\ 7HILE so much talk is going around
v

» relative to rational dress for wheel-

women, it might be well for cyclists of the

male persuasion to look to themselves, their

own clothing. Admitting that clubmen, as a

rule, although there will be no trouble in find-

ing exceptions, are attired in a neat and be-

coming manner, there are scores and scores of

the unattached, and not all of them beginners

riders of rented wheels, who appear in the

sad in the most unsightly, ill-becoming and

bften ludicrous costumes imaginable.

A man may be the pink of perfection in

civilian garb, but on a wheel many become

the personification of dowdiness. And this

season the crop is larger than ever. The man
with long trousers and a derby hat on a coun-

try road, ; while out of place and foreign to

comfort, may be overlooked, perhaps, but there

is no excuse for the city cad in full tights,

high shoes and bob-tail coat, or the coatless

Harry with a dirty white sweater hanging

like a-night shirt outside of his knickerbockers,

tights or trousers.

The installment plan and the many cheap and

secondhand wheels on the markethave brought

a class into cycling who apparently exhausted

their funds, with the purchase of a mount, and

the thought of proper clothing for use when

awheel is quite overlooked. These riders are

held up to ridicule by the non-cyclist and those

who ride behind horses and even the ration-

ally dressed cyclist cannot but smile, and at

the same time mourn, for the many unwhole-

some figures they encounter on the road.

The bloomer costume has done much to ele-

vate cycling, taking dress as a standpoint, but

you can't get the Johnnies into bloomers. But

the club men and all others who have the good

of the sport at heart should look to their dress

and talk to their slouchy companions, and then,

perhaps, there would be less of the atrociously

clothed a-wheel. A society for the cultivation

of rational dress among wheelmen has as

broad a field as the similar organization

among wheelwomen.

The "illustrious terror of the pedal" has

made his first appearance in Paris—as.a spec-

tator at a race meet. He was recognized by
the crowd, and given a frenzied ovation. The
reports say that poor Zim was completely

flabergasted. He didn't know what to do, and
not having mastered the French lingo, didn't

know what to say. Had it happpened on this

side, the small boy, with his " Takeoff yer hat,

Zim, take off yer hat." would speedily have
helped him out. And what of that " Zimmer-
man smile?" Surely he cannot have already

mislaid that.

No Cause for Action.

James F. Broadbent, of the defunct Vincent
Cycle Co., Buffalo, was sued in the Supreme
Court, May n, by the Stover Bicycle Co., who
claimed that $5,000 was due them on a contract
for patent wheels and the exclusive right to

sell them in Niagara, Cattaraugus, Erie and
Chautauqua Counties. The trial was very
short. The jury returned a verdict of "no
cause for action."

T'HE fates and the Trial Committee having

* decided against him, Mr. Bresler gives

notice that " something will drop in Michigan

within the next two or three weeks." The
" something " is to be a national organization

that is to undo, or, at least, rival the League of

American Wheelmen. Mr. Bresler informed

The Wheel that he " spoke for Michigan." If

this be true, Michigan must have gone stark

mad. Its rival League will never amount to a

hill of beans. Disgruntled men have organ-

ized such things in the past, but the L. A. W.
still lives and rules, while its " rivals " are but

historical memories. The Michigan move-

ment will go the same way, if it does not die

a-borning. The L. A. W. may be railed at ; it

may have its disgruntled few—what organiza-

tion has not?—but it is good enough for the

multitude and quite strong enough to easily

withstand the Michigan " something." A rival

League is unnecessary and uncalled for. It

will merit no support, and, we predict, will get

none.

NEW Orleans has voted to apply for a date

in the Southern end of the National

Circuit. It is a good sign, but it should be

followed by a reorganization of the Louisiana

Division, L. A. W. The Louisianians cried

loudest and took the negro question most to

heart, and, as the matter was settled to their

liking, they should prove their good faith by

" doing something." Their tardiness in taking

action is almost inexcusable.

Poor Ashinger ! The cable brings the news

that he is stranded in Paris. The hat has been

passed to relieve his immediate wants. He
went abroad full of hope and won—nothing.

It should be a warning toother over-ambitious

or over-confident cracks. The very best men

in the world are gathered in Paris. The gay

city is no place for second or third raters, un-

less they have a private bar'l.

For Sale—One L. A. W. badge. Apply to

Joseph M. Bresler, Detroit, Mich.

Trouble in Denver.

Denver, May 16.—The Denver Cyclists'

Union has passed out of existence, and two

powerful clubs want to manage bicyele affairs

in the city. The trouble will cause serious dis-

sension in the Decoration Day road race. Both

clubs claim that they will control the event.

Last night the Denver Wheel Club held a

meeting, and the control of the National meet-

ing was assigned to them by the State Board

of the L. A. W.

A wire from The Wheel'

s Denver corre-

spondent adds to this press dispatch: "Denver

Cyclist's Union insolvent. Will in no way

affect road race nor League meet. Road race

will be run by Denver Wheel Club."
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EXPULSION FOR BOTH.

TBE VERDICT IN THE BEESLEE-NOACK
CASE—BBESLER MAY APPEAL OR

FORM A RIVAL LEAGUE.

If anyone supposed that the Bresler-Noack

trial—the aftermath of the disputed election in

Michigan—on Saturday last was an exciting or

red-hot affair, he will be sadly disappointed.

It was nearly as mild and commonplace' as a

meeting of churchwardens. Unless it be the

bombastic and somewhat peppery and badly

worded reply of Mr. Noack, the strongest

things in evidence at the trial were the big,

black, peculiarly-twisted cigars which Mr.

Bresler puffed, more or less nervously, during

the hearing.

The trial occurred in Parlor A of the Grand

Union Hotel. Mr. Bresler was on hand early.

Even before the committee convened he

seemed to expect an adverse verdict.

"This, won't be the. end of the matter," here-

marked when spoken to by The Wheel's

representative.

"And why not? What will you do next?"

"Oh, we're not giving our plans away just

yet!"

The committee was called to order at 10.30

A. M. Every member was present: Chas. H.

Luscomb, New York; H. L. Perkins, Rhode

Island; C. F. Cossum, New York; W. W.
Watts, Kentucky, and Sterling Elliott, Massa-

chusetts. President Luscomb, of, course, pre-

sided. Mr. Cossum was elected recorder. Mr.

Elliott has the distinction of being the only

man in the room who was not puffing a cigar.

As Mr. Luscomb announced that none of

Mr. Bresler's accusers had put in an appear-

ance, he unrolled- a batch of legal-looking

documents, which constituted the complain-

ants' evidence. ..-;

Mr. Bresler asked that the charges against

Mr. Noack be first considered. This was

agreed to. after the charges against Bresler

himself had been read.

"How do you plead, Mr. Bresler?" asked

Chairman Luscomb.

"I don't plead at all. I refuse to plead."

" Mr. Bresler pleads ' not guilty,' " promptly

said the, chairman, without turning an eye-

lash. The recorder jotted it down.

The charges against Mr. Noack were then

taken up. It turned out that there were two

separate complaints against him—one dated

March 16, and the other March 24.

'
' Are you authorized to appear for Mr.

Noack," asked the chairman of Mr. Bresler,

after the reading of the first complaint, which

charged malfeasance in office and "failure to

obey the orders of the National Assembly."

. :"Yes, sh."
" How does he plead to these charges?"

"Not guilty."

The second complaint charged Mr. Noack

with (1) "conspiring with Bresler to prevent

the new election," (2) with "making a false

estimate greatly in excess of the amount re-

quired to conduct the election," (3) " discour-

teous, ungentlemanly conduct toward League
clubs," and (4) "refusal to give information to

League clubs." !
"'

When these were read Mr. Bresler, without

waiting for the query, ejaculated:

"Not guilty to those."

He then unrolled "a mass of
. typewritten

matter, which constituted Mr. Noack's answer,

and began to read.

This answer was, in some respects, remark-
~

able, not only in grammatical construction, but

in choice of language. It was lengthy, and

embraced copies of various letters which had

passed between the Michigan officials.

It was dated "Detroit, Michigan, April 30,

1894," and addressed to "Chas. H. Luscomb,

chairman; Chas. F. Cossum, Howard L. Per-

kins, W, W. Watts and Sterling Elliott, mem-
bers of committee."

-

Xuseomh's Fitness to Preside Questioned.

" Gentlemen," it began, and then Mr. Noack

proceeded to question Mr. Luscomb's fitness

to try the case.

"Before entering upon the matter of charges," began

the answer, "I wish to ask Mr. Luscomb whether he

thinks it would be proper for a person to sit in judg-

ment upon another when the person so in judgment

sitting had recently threatened the person upon whom
he is to sit in judgment, the accused, that unless the

accused would do a certain thing which he, the judge,

commanded, charges would be preferred against the

accused should he disobey. If Mr. Luscomb is of

the opinion that such an act would be proper, then let

him retain his seat as a member of this committee.

Should, however, he be of the opinion that such action

would be a breach of propriety, then he had better

not remain a member of this committee, for, as he

knows, he has threatened me in his letter of April 26,

1894, that unless I did his bidding, charges would be

preferred against me. I am of the opinion, and I

think the gentlemen comprising this committee will

voice my sentiments, that a person who has so

threatened, as Mr. Luscomb has me, cannot act in an

unbiased or impartial manner in the matter of these

charges." (Mr. Luscomb's letter of April 26 was in

reply to one from Mr. Noack and simply regretted

that the latter might force the L. A. W. to take action

to secure its property.)

"In answer to charge one of 'malfeasance in office,'

will say that malfeasance, as defined by law and as I

understand it, is 'the doing of that which the doer

had no right to do.' I have carefully examined the

copy of the charges I received from Mr. Luscomb, and
fail to discover one scintilla of evidence to sub^

stantiate the charge of malfeasance, made by the

persons filing the charges, that I did an act which I

(the doer) 'had no right to do.' Accusing a person of

an act is an easy matter, but proving the accused

guilty is an entirely different matter. If evidence has

been furnished by my accusers to prove their accu-

sations, I have not been served with a copy of the

same as required, consequently I am at a loss to know
what to disprove, for I know of no act of mine which
would subject me to a charge of malfeasance in office,

as charged. I might as easily accuse you gentlemen
of malfeasance or non-feasance in office, but if I did

so, you most certainly would expect me to produce
conclusive evidence to substantiate my charge; and
were I to so publicly charge you and then fail to pro-

duce the evidence to bear out my charge, I would be
guilty of uttering false, malicious and unfounded
charges (assailing your good names) and subject

myself to expulsion. You gentlemen would also, if I

judge you right, make it mighty unpleasant for me
legally.

" In charge two I am charged with refusing to obey
the orders of the National Assembly, as contained in

the resolutions adopted at Louisville, February 19,

'94, relative to the special election in Michigan Divis-

ion. (Incidentally, herewith, I wish to say that in the

copy of the charges received by me the following line

is inserted after Michigan Division, viz. : 'a copy of

the resolutions was officially served upon Mr. W. C.

Noack by the Secretary—Bassett.' These words are

in the handwriting of the addresser of the envelope in

which I received my copy of the charges, and seem to

have been inserted to better the charges after the

same had left the hands of the accusers. This little

matter is of no consequence, and I may be mistaken,
but it does appear as if my inference is correct.) That

"Incidentally Herewith" Mr. Noack Consults
the Dictionary.

would be an act of non-feasance and not of malfeas-
ance, for non-feasance as by the law is ' the «o/-doing
of that which the non-doer was under legal obligations

to do.' Webster defines non-feasance, ' in law, a fail-

ure to perform.' My accusers do not accuse me of
non-feasance but of malfeasance. * * * *

'•(Incidentally, herewith, I wish to call your attention

to the following amusing condition of affairs : Mr.
Bresler, as one of the three members of that com-
mittee, has his official head taken off for those findings,

but the man who moved the adoption of those findings,

and whose ideas they were (Vice Consul Smith), was
elevated to the position, of Chief Consul, the guilty

one was advanced, and Mr. Bresler, who had less to do
with the matter than Mr. Smith or Mr. Johnson, was
decapitated. Consistency, thou art a jewel!)

"The receipt of the report of the Executive and
Finance Committee was a stunner, and placed me in i

a quandary. Upon taking legal advice, my counsel

advised me to obey strictly the Constitution and By-;

Laws and the findings of the Executive and Finance >

Committee. My counsel also informed me that I
:

would, thanks to the peculiar condition of affairs

of the National and State bodies not being incorpo-

rated," become personally liable for any and all ex-

penditures incurred, and not authorized in writing

by the Executive and Finance Committee.

Here followed the estimate of the cost of

conducting the election which, it was charged,

was false and excessive. A Mr. Hines, a

printer, had so stated, but Mr. Noack said :

" The trouble with Mr. Hines is that, heretofore, he

has had a juicy monopoly of the printing for the

Michigan Division, and having lost it, he now
endeavors to vent his chagrin by instigating these

charges."

Noack Sai s Two Can't Form a Conspiracy.

In answer to the charge of conspiracy, Mr.

Noack created a broad smile all round the

room by asserting positively that "two per-

sons could not form a conspiracy;" that "it re-

quired at least three."

"In reply to charge second, ' for discourteous and
ungentlemanly conduct toward League clubs as evi-

denced by attached papers,' will say that if my
circular letter addressed to all League clubs (a copy
of one of which is attached to my accusers' charges!

and marked schedule 'A') is discourteous and un-

gentlemanly, then I plead guilty to the charge. If

endeavoring to put a stop to the grossest abuse of

League Club privileges in this Division is discour-

teous and ungentlemanly, then I plead guilty, for I

have put a stop to it. I refer you to Mr. Luscomb,
who will remember my late communication to the

Executive Committee on the matter.

"In conclusion, I beg to state that the only object in

filing charges against me seems to have been to secure

my suspension from office to give Mr. R. G. Steel and
his cohorts an opportunity to realize upon their gross

abuse of League club privileges. My demanding a

complete list of the names of all persons enrolled as

members of each League club on October 15, 1893,

when club representatives must be elected, and upon
all new clubs when same were organized, put a

quietus upon their little scheme of utilizing twenty
names and forming a large number of new clubs with

the same twenty names, and demanding representa-

tion on Board of Officers for each club so illegally

formed. I must plead guilty to so rudely balking

their little scheme, and ought to have my official head
taken off for such inconsiderate action. It was very
unkind in Mr. Luscomb not to lend his assistance to

this little scheme by suspending me, and therein he

neglected his official duties. Were he an officer of this

Division, charges would have been filed against him
surely for this neglect.

" Since writing the above, my accusers have made
efforts to withdraw the charges they filed against me,
having found that my suspension was not forth-

coming. I shall countenance no withdrawal, how-
ever, and demand a decision upon the charges as filed

and as per the evidence which accompanied those

charges when the same were filed and of such evi-

dence as I have been served with a copy of. My good
name has been assailed in the public prints by these

trumped up charges, and I demand a vindication."

The affidavits of the complainants were weak
in the extreme. Their case seemed far

. fetched, and the Trial Committee promptly

found thechargesof March 24 "not sustained."

The Bresler Case.

The charges against Mr. Bresler were then

taken up. They are eight in number:

1. Signing a resolution declaring that the

National Assembly had exceeded its authority,

and refusing to carry out its orders and hold

the special election.

.

Mr. Bresler pleaded not guilty. He said he

could find nothing in the L. A. W. Constitu-

tion which gave the National Assembly power
to order a new election. The Michigan Divis-

ion by-laws provided that he could not spend

more than $50, and he had intended calling a

Spring meeting of the State Board to provide
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SPECIAL MODEL 35..

COLUMBIA.

T
GREAT REDUCTION IN WEIGHT.

O meet the demand for an especially light wheel for ladies, we offer

our graceful Model 35, equipped with wood rims, front wheel brake,

and laced guards, and claim it to be far ahead of any other.

LADIES' LIGHT BICYCLE
in beauty of design, quality of construction and every essential particular

that goes to make up a desirable mount. This special machine is most

thoroughly constructed and serviceable.

It is safe to buy.
PRICE, $125.00.

Boston.

New York. POPE MFG. CO.,
Chicago.

Hartford.

CATALOCUE FREE AT OUR AGENCIES,
OR MAILED FOR TWO TWO-CENT
STAMPS.

HARTFORD : :

BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00 $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia, single tube tire or

the HABTFOEO double tube tire each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTFORD* CYCLE CO.,

HHRTF0RD, CONN.

'

IMPORTHNT TO

/T\apufaeturers,

fityeyts apd

Repairers.

wE want your orders for the best

Wood Rims on the market, made

from selected, second growth,

white ash, with a patented 14 inch

lap joint; workmanship and ma-

terial guaranteed.

PRICE, $2.50 per Pair.

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

If you want a low priced rim, get

our prices on the Kingsland.

H ickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass*

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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for the additional expense of the special elec-

tion. He was suspended before the meeting,

and as he was not a member of the board

should n >t be held responsible. Vice-Consul

Smith was, he said, liable.

Questioning brought out that Mr. Bresler

was in Europe a portion of the time, but that

he had, nevertheless, had ample time before

he was suspended to call the State Board to-

gether had he so desired. Mr. Cossum also

read to him from the L. A. W. constitution

that the National Assembly has power to do

anything not provided for therein. This

special election was an instance of the sort.

This brought up the question whether the

Trial Committee had power to decide that the

Assembly had the right to order the special

election. The committee went into executive

session to discuss the matter. When the press

was readmitted it was announced that the

committee had decided affirmatively.

The hearing was then continued.

To charges 2, 3 and 4, which related to un-

constitutional and unauthorized changes Mr.

Bresler had made in the form and wording of

the ballots, Mr. Bresler pleaded guilty. He
explained that no illegal or unfair object had

been intended. He made the changes to sim-

plify matters, and the Michigan Division had
since adopted the very form of ballot he had
then constructed and circulated. In this Mr.

Bresler was confirmed by Mr. Cossum.

The fifth charge alleged that he had refused

to put an appeal at a Board meeting.

Here again did the weakness of the com-

plainants' affidavits shows itself. All were of

the same tenor, but not one of them stated the

particular motion or appeal which caused the

trouble. Mr. Bresler said he was sorry they

had not done so. Bresler said it was all over

his appointment of Noack. The former secre-

tary-treasurer (Baker) had resigned a day or

two previous and Noack had been appointed

to the vacancy. The Board insisted that

Baker's resignation should be submitted to the

meeting for acceptance. Bresler, as Chief

Consul, claimed otherwise, and when an appeal

was taken, called Vice-Consul Smith to the

chair. Mr. Smith refused to entertain an

appeal. Mr. Cossum moved that specification

5—each separate charge was termed a " speci-

fication"—be not sustained as " the position

of Mr. Bresler was correct ; that his appoint-

of Mr. Noack as secretary-treasurer was legal

and his refusal to put the appeal justifiable."

Mr. Luscomb disagreed.

"I don't think this section 5 amounts to a

hill of beans," he said; "I don't think itisa

charge, but I believe Mr. Bresler should have
put the appeal ; it would not have affeeted the

result." When Mr. Cossum's motion was put,

the charge was declared " not sustained."

Charge 6—That Mr. Bresler arbitrarily de-

clared the meeting adjourned without calling

for a vote.

Mr. Bresler explained that the meeting had
haggled and filibustered over Noack's appoint-

ment until 3. 30 o'clock in the morning. Every
one was nearly worn out, and when he called

for further business and none appearing after

a lapse of ten minutes, he declared the meet-
ing adjourned.

Mr. Luscomb—"It seems hard to under
stand how the Michigan Board could remain
silent for ten minutes—but, Mr. Bresler, do
you think you have the power to adjourn a
meeting without calling for a vote?"

Mr. Bresler—" I do when we have been in

session until 3.30 in the morning."

On motion of Mr. Cossum, the charge was
not sustained, the "bald eagle of the Cat-

skills" stating that he believed that "he
(Bresler) did just as they say he did, but that

he was justifiable—that is, that he was not

arbitrary."

Charge 8, reciting that "the before-men-

tioned conduct of Jos. M. Bresler had cast

odium upon the League, and was prejudicial

to its interests," was not sustained for want of

proof.

During the hearing, Mr. Elliott had been

strangely quiet. The only laugh to his credit

was brought just before the hearing closed,

when he remarked that he "would like to ask

the prisoner a question." Even Bresler him-

self smiled. The hearing was declared

closed at 1 140 p..m., when, the committee went

into executive session to decide upon a verdict.

Just before the reporters left the room Mr.

Cossum remarked that if it were possible, he

would move a vote. of condemnation to Mr.

Noack for the language used in his answer.

Mr. Bresler,his brother, an Inspector-General

in the Venezulean Army, who is in the city

to purchase supplies, and the reporters waited

in the hallway for the verdict. Mr. Bresler

did not appear, particularly nervous. He
talked freely, said the end was not yet ; that

he would probably appeal to the Assembly
from any decision the trial committee might
reach; that Mr. Noack would very likely

institute personal suits against the men
who accused him of uttering a false bill

or estimate, and that he would not turn

over the Division property to Mr. Steel and
the new officials until a bond was given

indemnifying him (Bresler) against any and
all litigation. There were a number of his

friends, he said, who would apply for an in-

junction restraining him, did he dare hint at

turning over the property to the new officers.

Mr. Bresler also told what is not generally

known: That the L. A. W. Membership Com-
mittee is considering a charge against Mr.

Steel of uttering a false proxy, and that the

latter may be next to suffer.

At 2.15 Mr. Elliott opened the door and an-

nounced that the committee had decided, by
unanimous vote, to expel both Bresler and
Noack for " defying the League and refusing

to hold the special election as ordered." They
were both thus found guilty of the first charge

against them.
Mr. Bresler accepted the verdict quietly. At

first he would say nothing beyond remarking
that he was perfectly satisfied with the fair-

ness of his hearing. A little later he stated
rather abruptly and unexpectedly as if it had
welled up suddenly:

"I'll never ask for reinstatement. I can tell

you, not in this League anyway. You'll hear
something drop in Michigan in two or three
weeks from now. I speak for Michigan, and
know." Then he shut up like a steel trap.

Later ifl the evening he was seen at the
theatre and let fall a few more dark hints.
Following them up, Mr. Bresler practically ad-
mitted that the "something" which is about to
drop in Michigan will be a National League,
which will aspire to outrival, outpoint, and, in
fact, wipe out of existence the good old League
of American Wheelmen, which has dared give
Michigan a taste of the iron rod. Mr. Bresler
would give no particulars. He apparently
counts on 900 seceders from the L. A. W. in
Michigan alone. He apparently bases his
figures on the recent election, when, of a pos-
sible 1,200 votes, only about 400 ballots were
cast, of which only a few over 300 were against
his candidate. All those who did not vote he
counts as with him. He also seems to think
that the League's recent trouble with ex-Editor
Potter will aid his new league in this State

—

a gross mistake.

TO PREVENT THE SPLITTING OF
WOOD RIMS

C. W. Dickerson. president of the Sterling

Cycle Works, Chicago, has been in New York
during the past few days. One has only to

talk to Mr. Dickerson a few moments to under-

stand how thoroughly he is imbued with the

idea of building wheels " like awatch," that is, •

with extreme attention to the minutest detail.

In conversation with a Wheel man, he waxed
almost eloquent on the subject. Diving into

his coat pocket he brought out half a dozen of

the little washers illustrated above. 'Here, he

said, " is a sample. It is a very little thing in

itself, but will show you just what I mean.

"In drilling a wood rim it has been neces-

sary, as you know, to counter-bore it so deep,

to allow the nipple head to come even with

the surface of the rim, that it weakened the

rim, and when there has been a severe shock

the lower part of the rim would pull away,

this of course being caused by all the strain

coming on only part of the rim. This little

washer of ours—and by the by, we've applied

for a patent on it—is double seated, and allows

the nipple head to come even with the surface

of the rim and at the same time holds it itself,

and the upper flange holds the top surface to

the rim. This brings the strain on the entiie

thickness of the wood, and allows the tire to

lay flat in the rim al?o. I don't think you'll

find much splitting of rims on the Sterling.

This little trick will very effectually prevent it."

And now the Denverites are at war with

themselves!

At the Wichita, Kan., C. C.'s meet, May 10,

three State records were lowered by M. H.

Burt. The new figures are: Mile, 2m. 29 4-5S.

;

half, im. ns. ; two mile 5m. 17 1-2S.

The A. C. C. , of Chicago, held its annual

run on Sunday last over the course on which

the Chicago road race will be run on Decora-

tion L)ay. Close to a thousand riders took

part.

It is probable that the annual meet of the

Pennsylvania Division will be held at Wilkes-

barre on September 15 and 16. The reason

for the selection of this date is to allow mem-
bers to take in the tournament at Scranton on

the following day.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Chicago

has awarded prizes as follows to the clubs hav-

ing the largest attendance in the recent union

run: Illinois C. C, 118 members, $25; Lake

View C. C, 85 members, $15 ; South Side C.C.,

71 members, $10,
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Ziiu's Reception in Paris.

Le Velo says: "Talk about ' hero worship,'

our friend ' Zimray ' received an ovation, fit for

a king, at the Seine track on the opening day."

The Paris correspondent of the Scottish

Cyclist describes his first appeearance at a

meet as follows:

In the short interval before the consolation race, the

crowd got wind that Zimmerman was inside the ropes.

They started shouting his name and cheering and hur-

rahjng, while poor Zim seemed puzzled as to what

reply he was expected to make. He was only relieved

from his embarrassment by the appearance of the

thirteen riders starting in the consolation. In order

to pacify the crowd Zim stepped on the track, not to

ride, but to push off Alderton. The latter, however,

didn't win. Baras took the consolation stakes hands

down. Time, for the three kilometres, 4m. 5645s.

Shortly afterward the wild shouting of Zimmerman's

name became more vociferous than ever. Something

had to be done to respond to this call of welcome, so,

led by a press man, Zimmerman walked calmly over

to the one-franc spectators, and, amid prolonged cheer-

ing, shook hands with all who were within reach.

Had he been less solidly built his arm must have been

wrenched out of the socket. * * * Calm was no

sooner partially restored than a rush was made across

the track for Zimmerman, who had the greatest diffi-

culty in fighting his way back to the dressing-rooms

to avoid being carried shoulder high. He seems to

have scored a veritable triumph over here without

having to do so much as win a victory. Truly, Mr.

Baduel has "struck oil," and so probably has Zim.

OFFICERS OF THE CRESCENT
WHEELMEN.

THE CLUB THAT BUILT THE EGG SHAPED
TRACK AT PLAINFIELD, N. J.

Negroes Barred.

At this writing, it seems doubtful if the

entry list of the Irvington-Milburn road race

will be as large as that of last year, when 149

entries were recorded. This cannot, however,

be said to a certainty, as only sixteen of the

hundred and odd entries had been received

previous to Monday.
The most important happening of the week

was the committee's decision to draw the color

line. Negroes will not be permitted to com-

pete.

The prize list will be up to, if it does not sur-

pass, the mark of last year. In addition to

the minor articles, seven wheels have been

contributed ; a Columbia, a Liberty, an Eagle,

a Sterling, a Spalding, a Direct, and a Craw-
ford. Several more are practically assured.

For the first time since the race was inaugu-

rated, A. B. Barkman will be unable to offici-

ate as starter. The course was re-surveyed

and staked this week.

W. H. Rogers, President.

The Woodbrige C. C. , of Cambridge, Mass.,

composed exclusively of wheelwomen, gave
a minstrel entertainment on Tuesday evening.

Delegates were present from all the clubs of

Boston. The show was for the benefit of the

new club-house fund.

J. A. Haynes, .Captain.

Zimmerman Tries the Buffalo Track.

Zimmerman had his first mount on the

Buffalo track yesterday morning, where he

did five miles in 14m. 2s. In the afternoon

he did ten miles in 28m. 13s. How that num-
ber seems to stick to him. Will he prove

fatalists to be wrong ? From information we
have received, we think that no notice will

be taken of Louvet's challenge to Zimmer-
man.

—

Le Velo, Paris.

Death in a Road Race.

Milan, May 15.—The bicycle race of 530

kilometers (about 330 miles), which was post-

poned from Sunday on account of bad weather,

was started at noon yesterday. There were
in starters out of 144 entries. The first to

reach Turin, eighty miles distant in a straight

line, was Sauli, of Pavia, who arrived at 2:15

p. m. to-day. Next was Toesca, of Turin,

who arrived at 2:20 p. m. He was followed

by Masetti, of Milan; Chiesa, and Trifoni.

Molinari died of exhaustion on the way.

L. B. Woolston, Vice-President.

The Irvington-Milburn course has become
extremely dusty and somewhat cut up during

the past week, owing to the dry weather. F. A. Dunham, Civil Engineer.

C. E. Teel, Secretary-Treasurer.

America's Export Trade.

America's export trade is "looking up" in a

manner calculated to tickle the cockles of Uncle

Samuel's heart. The Pope Co. is not alone in

seeking foreign fields. Both of the Indian-

apolis factories—the Central and Indiana Com-

panies—are reaching in the same direction.

Two weeks since the Central Co. shipped a

consignment to Holland and last week the

Indiana people filled an order from Brussels,

Belgium, for 28 Waverley's and another from

Venezula for 24. Five separate shipments to

Canada were made and sample lines sent to

Paris, Hayti and Chili.

Mo Libel tys at $58.

The Wilson-Myers Co. denies the Elmira

(N. Y.) story that a club of 100 men in that

city purchased Libertys at $58 each. The
W.-M. Co. say that they did receive, through

their Elmira agent, an order from the Liberty

Bicycle Club, of that place, for 180 odd bicycles,

and admit allowing a discount from the cata-

logue price "in view of the advertisement

arising from an entire club of this proportion

riding one make of wheel," but $58 they brand
as a "ridiculous figure." The records of their

office, they say, will prove their statements.
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THE LINSCOTT COURSE SHORT?

SOME SAT IT WAS AND SOME SAT IT

WASN'T ; SO IT NEEDS INVESTIGATION.

fives " to be run on Decoration Day, however,

it is quite probable that the figures put up by
Butler will be wiped out, whether correct or

not.

418 ENTRIES.

RECORD-BREAKING ENTRT LIST FOR
THE CHICAGO ROAD RACE.

All the riders and visitors who attended the

Linscott road race from the Metropolitan Dis-

trict state, in harmony, that the course was
short, and that the officials became somewhat
mixed in placing the men at the finish. F. J.

McMahon, of the Tourist C. C, Paterson, one

of the contestants, states that he finished well

up, but was placed fifty-second. He entered a

protest, and was placed nineteenth and given

a pair of tires as a prize. He thinks the course

was about a mile short. The Kings County
Wheelmen were represented by Young, Stevens

and Wells. They state that the race was badly

managed, was short, and the course exceed-

ingly difficult for a stranger to follow, on ac-

count of the many twists and turns. Young
somehow lost his way, and arrived at the tape

in the opposite direction from the rest of the

men. Some of the local papers deny a short-

age, while others state that itwas almost a mile

shy at the Waltham end, having been short-

ened at Maiden, without a corresponding in-

crease at Waltham. A local paper says

:

The judges in the Linscott road race have changed
their decisions on the result of the race, somewhat,
since Saturday, having found out that they have made
several mistakes. The rectified score takes the second
time prize away from Jimmie Clark and gives it to

his brother Billie, who came in second, a mistake of

one minute being made in his time. Fred Graves
loses the third time prize, his actual time being ih.

13m. 46s. The $25 diamond thus goes to E. S. Otis, a
five-minute man, who came in seventh, in the remark-
ably fast time of ih. 13m. 42 2-5S.

The Boston papers uphold the race as finely

- managed and the course correct.

The Post says:

Was there ever a world's record broken yet when
some one did not try to throw discredit upon the an-
nouncement? A suburban paper, speaking of the re-

cent Linscott road race, says : " In reality, not one of

the riders went over the twenty-five mile course, it

being more than a mile shy on the Waltham end. The
turn was made at the corner of Beaver and Quince
streets, instead of Beaver and Linden streets, as ar-

ranged by the new survey. It cannot be said that the
riders were to blame for this, as they turned where the
sign was placed for the turn last year. The distance
has been shortened this year on the Maiden end, a
portion of it being on Forest Street, and should have
been lengthened on the Waltham end, but it was not."
In other words, with a superficial knowledge of the

facts, the reporter heralded the story,which was copied
by a New York weekly and then sent broadcast all

over the country. It is indeed too bad that, after per-
forming such a wonderful feat, Mr. Butler, the winner
and breaker of the world's record, should not have a
clear title to the same. It is for the purpose of setting
matters right that this article is written.

In the first place, the route over which the racers
rode was twenty-five miles, as shown by a sworn
affidavit of A. S. Sargent, a surveyor, and as stated by
Mr. Linscott. The writer of the original squib doubt-
less had picked up the fact that Mr. Linscott was
planning a slight change of route, which particular
change was not put through, because the difficulty of
the road in process of being dug up had been remedied.
Whatever portion of the route that had been cut was
lengthened at other points. If the riders turned where
the sign said they ought to turn, they did just right.
Give Mr. Linscott and the surveyor credit for that.
So far as any evidence yet turned in can show, Mr.
Butler did ride twenty-five miles, and he did break
the twenty-five miles world's record. He has the
honor, and the Cambridgeport Cycle Club may like-
wise rest assured that the distinction won for them by
their clubmate rests firmly on a strong foundation.

Despite these statements, the legitimacy of
the record is in doubt, and the Century Road
Club should investigate the matter thoroughly
before accepting it. With the many "twenty-

New Orleans in the National Circuit.

New Orleans is finally waking up. The
Pelican Cyclists, of that city, have voted to

apply for a date in the Southern end of the

National Circuit this Fall. C. H. Fenner, W.
W. Crane and H. H. Hodgson will have the

affair in charge. A new four-lap track has just

been completed, and Mr. Hodgson writes that

the meet will be made a big affair, with rich

prizes.

"As November will probably be selected,"

writes Mr. Hodgson, "it will be at a time when
the big men not having engagements else-

where, can come here, and not only have fair

and good treatment, but have a touch of pure

Southern hospitality, for, as you know, we
know what to do and how to do it."

New Orleans cycledom has been in some-

thing of a trance for the past year or two, and
there is little doubt but that a visit of the

cracks will do the sport and trade a world of

good.

India has a hundred mile road record of 7b..

30m., made by Taylor on a cushion tire.

W. K. Berdan has reached his journey's end.

He made the trip from Denver to Paterson,

N. J., in 28 days, which he believes is record.

There is a probability of a match race being
run between Titus and Outerbridge, the Ber-

muda champion, at the Greenwich Wheelmen's
meet at Manhattan Field on June 23.

But two clubs have entered the ten mile

team race for the championship of Union
County, N. J., over the Elizabeth-Springfield

course on June 9, the Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers

and the Elizabeth Wheelmen.

The New" Hampshire Division has awarded
the State meet to Manchester, which has here-

tofore been debarred from entertaining the

riders of the State on account of the lack of a
suitable track. The exact date has not been
set.

The New York Division, L. A. W., will

shortly issue a tour book, a little volume
recommending routes for tours of from two
days to two weeks or more. Chairman E. M.
Santee, Cortlandt, N. Y., has the matter in

charge.

Although the 100 miles road race of the
Atalanta Wheelmen over the Princeton and
return course does not take place until July
14, over fifty applications for entry blanks
have been filed. A piano, three wheels, gold
watch and a $50 time medal are among the

prizes thus far secured.

President Luscomb is endeavoring, with fair

prospects of success, to have the railroad com-
panies recognize the L. A. W. membership
card as a release in itself. At present many
roads require that cyclists with wheels shall

execute and sign a release on each occasion, re-

gardless of the distance to be traveled. When
in large parties, this is a source of great incon-

venience, and has been the cause of very many
men missing their trains. Mr. Luscomb is

also still figuring on a rate to Denver, and
promises a surprise when it is announced.

Chicago, May 15.—The annual Chicago road

race has an unparalleled list of entries, 418 in

all. The largest entry heretofore was 389 in

'92, and the entry fee at that time was but $1.

This year's fee is double that amount, or $836

in all that the secretary turned over to the

Entry Committee.

This entry is divided as follows: Illinois C.

C.
, 48 ; South Side C. C.

, 46 ; Lake View C. C.

,

43; Columbia Wheelmen, 41; Chicago C. C,
29; Lincoln C. C, 22; iEolus C. C, 16; Min-

nette C. C, 25; Calumet C. C, 15; Morgan &
Wright C. C, 8; Vincennes C. C, 5; Viking,

7; Irving Park C. C, 4; Milwaukee Wheelmen,
2; North Side C. C. of Milwaukee, 5; Mercury
C. C. of Milwaukee, 5; Union Wheelmen, 4;

Aurora C. C, 3; Polish C. C, 2; Englewood,

C. C, 5; University of Chicago, 3; Stone City

C. C. of Joliet, 4; Pullman A. C, 3; Wicker
Park C. C.,3; Maywood C. C, 2; Clarendon

C. C, 2; Sheridan C. C, Madison Road Club,

2; Ravenswood Y. M. C. A., 2; Chicago Y. M.
C. A., 4; Cosmopolitan C. C, of Kalamazoo, 2;

Ravenswood C. C, 2; Mars C. C, 7; Plzen C.

C, 9; scattering, 31; late entries, 4; total, 418.

The course was changed so as to eliminate

many of the objectionable curves and sudden

turns. At several corners in the race, as at

first laid out, it was thought serious accidents

would happen.

The meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs

on Monday evening was attended by every dele-

gate, and by other wheelmen, including repre-

sentatives of the cycling papers. It was a most

interesting affair.

The Lincoln Club delegates were present,

and hunting for blood—blood of the secretary

(Sinsabaugh), who had divulged the fact, pre-

vious to the close of the entries, that Winship,

who has won three time medals in the Pull-

man, had entered as a member of the Lincoln

Club. Winship did this just as a joke, the

Chicago club members said, and changed his

entry when called on to do so. The Lincolns

said that he was afraid of being done up by
his 61d clubmates.

Sinsabaugh was not censured, the L. C. C.

delegates being the only ones voting to do so.

Then came up for action the resolution

passed at the last meeting, by which the cy-

cling press received a censure for their re-

ported inactivity in booming the race.

Barrett spoke for the Bearings, and War-
drop, for Cycling Life, was very tart. He said

Cycling Life owed the Associated Clubs noth-

ing, and the A. C. C. owed Cycling Life

nothing for what had been done. He wanted
no apology, and decried any attempt of the

other cycling papers to square themselves. A
vote regarding an apology was taken, and a

tie resulted, President Fanning deciding for

the apology. During the discussion of the

affair many hot words were said, and Green-

burg publicly apologized for words he had said

regarding Barrett.

The Chicago Tribune recently telegraphed

its representatives in twenty cities: "What is

the fad in your city?" The replies brought out

the fact that cycling was the greatest. New
York, Cincinnati, Tucson, Spokane, Cheyenne,

Salt Lake City, Washington and Louisville

were all reported as partial to cycling.
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Climax! Rex! Cyclone!
ARE THE YERY YERY BEST TIRES IN THE WORLD.

wwvwww»wv

Mr. Goldstein : Vot kind off a tire you ride ?

Son Isadore : Mine fader : it is not a cheap tire, but the

best called " Climax " and I get mine money's worth.

Mr. Goldstein : Vot! Does it fit like the paper on the

wall and will it not leak air ?

Son Isadore : No; if it did I would lose it all, and dot is

not mine principle. The first day vot I was born mine motto

was :
'* Lose nottings," therefore I bot dot "Climax " Tire.

Climax! Rex! Cyclone!
ARE THE YERY BESTJTIRES IN THE

WORLD. ...

.wwvvww

Pfizetiboa : Vot you let that child cry for

and waste dot air ?

The Nurse : Say, ye pie-faced sausage-atin,

goggled-eyed ould hair mattress, can't ye see

that its yoursilf that frightens- the poor child?

Pfizenboa : Naw. The wind dot gives der

colic, if put in dot " Rex " Road Tire, vot all

ride, would never be lost.

Climax! Rex!
Cyclone!...

ARE THE YERY YERY BEST

TIRES IN THE WORLD.

The devil on a ramble full of glee,

Sat on the end of his tail and punctured—see ?

® Climax! Rex! Cyclone! <§>

The are not cheap in price and quality, but in service

excel all others.

For Information and Circulars write-

, 1 j., n. s. A.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK, - - 90 Chambers Street

CHICAGO, - 207 Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA, Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St,

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wneel."
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HE GOT THERE, JUST THE SAME.

A well-dressed young man, who had been

hanging about a cycle emporium for several

nights with the evident intention of purchas-

ing a wheel, caught the proprietor, with whom
he had become very friendly, at leisure one

night, and the conversation drifted to the sub-

ject of cycle stealing. Said he:

•' Beats the dickens how cute these cycle

thieves are getting, don't it."

" Well, I should say so," replied the dealer,-

" they get up all sorts of dodges."
" Have to be very cautious in renting wheels,

I s'pose."

"You bet. No one rents a wheel from me
without leaving a deposit in cash of the ma-

chine's value, unless I know him."
" I heard of a fellow coming into a store the

other day with a note from his brother, one of

the dealer's customers, asking the cycle man
to treat him right. He let him try two or

three machines and finally his own built-to-

reach racer, and that was the last seen of him.

Note was a forgery."

" That's nothing. A young fellow came in

here the other night and made a dicker with

me to trade in his wheel for another. When
he went out to the curbstone it was gone."

"I have a friend," put in a chair warmer,

"who bought a wheel on instalments. He paid

$25 down, took the machine home, and the

next day it was stolen. He has to come around

and pay a V every week, just the same, but you

can bet he hates to."

"That's pretty tough," said the intending

purchaser. "They ought to treat cycle thieves

like horse thieves. I read the other day about

a man rushing up to a wheelman, and, point-

ing to a man rushing down the street, asked

the loan of the wheel a minute to catch the

chap, as he had just stolen his watch. The fool

let him have the machine, and he never saw

either of them again."

Just then a messenger boy came in with a

telegram, addressed to the intending pur-

chaser, and asked if he was there. The pro-

prietor handed it to his to-be customer. The
latter read it and turned pale.

"Great Scott ! my brother's been run over by

a team, and taken to the hospital in a dying

condition, and I'm wanted at once, Say, old

man, got a wreck of a wheel I can chase down
there on. It's life and death to me, and I'll

send it back soon as I get there."

"Why, certainly," said the dealer, "here's

my machine. Sorry you've got such bad

news." The man and the wheel quickly dis-

appeared, and the wheel has not yet been re-

turned. The dealer vows that under no cir-

cumstances, conditions, or upon any plea

whatever, will he let another machine leave his

store unless he has its value in cash.

The New Bedford Course.

When the new Hudson County boulevard is

completed, the Hudson County Wheelmen of

Jersey City, is to commemorate the event with

a gigantic lantern parade. All the clubs in

the metropolitan district will be invited. A
collation will be served after the parade.

Secretary Batchelder, of the Cambridgeport

C. C, will be laid up for several months with

a broken shoulder, the result of riding a

feather-weight. The crown of the machine

broke and he was thrown heavily to the

ground.

Richmond's Patent Pneumatic Saddle.
VV^rVSVSVVVVVVSVVSVVVVVVVVVVVVV^VVVVVVS

A pneumatic saddle that does away with the unwieldy, awkward appearance and extra

weight of the ordinary pneumatic. The RICHMOND is but a trifle heavier than an all-leather

saddle, and, when in use, cannot, by its appearance, be detected from the latter.

The pneumatic saddles of the past have been wrong in

principle. In every one of them the air has been confined in a

continuous tube, reaching completely around the saddle. So
that: When riding, the rider s weight at the base of the saddle would

drive the confined air to the horn of

the saddle, causing the base of the sad-

dle
}
where the rider is sitting, to SAG,

and making chafing of the legs un-

avoidable.

The NEW and PATENTED PRINCIPLE in-

(PATENTED.)

^6.00
volved in the RICHMOND PNEUMATIC is the

placing the pneumatic cnshion JUST WHERE
IT IS NEEDED (at the base of the saddle^

making spinal injnry and sagging impossible.

(PATENTED.)

$6.00
LIGHT AS THE ORDINARY SADDLE, AND IN APPEARANCE PRECISELY THE SAME.

Write for Descriptive Circulars.

AGENTS write for Discount. Made in various styles and patterns for Ladies and Gentlemen.

MANUFACTURED BY

L. L. RICHMOND MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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ANOTHER GOOD TURN
you can now do yourself by put-

ting it on your wheel

NEW YORKBELTING&PACKING CO.LTD

PIONE£R3 AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEWiYORK.

A3M\
3HX
Ndfll'

A3M1
3HX
Ndnil

A3«l
3HJ.

Nam 1

A3M\
3HX
Nunxi

A3X1
3HX
Nam'

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

RACING AT THE FAIR—ZIEGLER THE STAR
—DIRNBERGER'S " STUMMICKACHE."

San Francisco, May g.—The second series

of races on the Midwinter Fan>track showed

considerable improvement over those of the

previous Saturday.

The day was not so windy, the track surface

showed some slight improvement and the

handicapping was better. It was Olympic

Club Day and there were four bicycle events

in a general athletic programme. The cycling

events were what the public wanted to see

—

they good-naturedly tolerated such madly

exciting events as putting the shot, running

broad jump and throwing the hammer, but

the finishes in the wheel events brought them

to their feet and gave them an opportunity to

applaud and make a lot of noise.

The half-mile handicap for Olympic Club

members was won by W. H. Haley, 40 yards,

in im. 8s. ; Archie Reed, 35 yards, second,

just beating W. F. Foster, scratch, after a

rare dust-up on the finishing straight.

The one mile open was originally a handi-

cap, but was changed to a scratch race at the

last moment, consequently many entrants did

not start.
I
In the third heat only two of the

ten entered faced the starter.

First Heat: 1, Otto Ziegler, Jr.; 2, W.A.Terrell.
Time, 2111. 54 3-5S.

Second Heat : 1, W. F. Foster; 2, T. A. Griffith.

. Time, 3m. 32S.

Third Heat: 1, Oscar Osen; 2, H..F. Terrell. Time,
2m. 42s.
Final Heat : 1, Otto Ziegler, by two feet; 2, W. A.

Terrell. Time, 2m. 38 3-5S.

This was the first scratch race of the season

and showed a lot of riders of superior quality.

There was a continual play for position all

through the race. Osen ;led all the way down
the backstretch, but lacked pace at the finish

.' and was back in the crowd when the tape was

crossed.

The mile handicap for club members was

looked upon as a certainty for W. H. Haley,

90 yar.ds, but his win earlier in the day and of

the previous Saturday seemed to turn his

head and he could not finish better than third.

The race was cleverly won by Archie Read,

from the 80 yard mark, in 2m. 25 4-5S. ; F. W.
Fuller, 175 yards, second.

Read is a most promising rider, and when
his condition improves will be a hard man to

beat. At present he seems short of work.

The two mile handicap produced some great

racing. In his heat Ziegler tied the coast

record of 5m. is., but did not turn out for the

final, which was won by C. S. Wells, 100 yards

;

W. A. Terrell, second. Time, 5m. 1 3-5S.

Ziegler has proved himself the best man in

training at these two meetings. The crack

San Jose team has been most unfortunate.

Edwards has taken his customary fall, and is

not able to train ; Davis is limping about, and

Alexander did not escape the epidemic of ac-

cidents, which prevented his riding yesterday.

We have seen the beauties of the makers'

teams, so familiar to frequenters of Eastern

tracks, and our riders have not taken alto-

gether kindly to its introduction here. There
seems to be too much riding to orders and a

tendency to assist deserving members of the

team, to the detriment of those outside the

pale. In one race, a slow rider, getting a fast

man alongside him on the last corner, turned

out gradually until there was room on the

inside for a four-in-hand to pass, through

which a fellow member of the team xode, and

won easily.

Terrell and Ziegler, who are riding so well

now, are with the Rambler team at Stockton,

together with Wells, Foster, Hall and Long.

A groirp of riders at the races were discussing

whether these riders would oppose the speedy

Rambler pair when they ride here. Foster's

week's training did not improve his riding, and

his new trainer, apparently, has not discovered

that he requires very little work. In fact, he

would ride better if his machine was under

lock and key the week before a race.

Dirnberger's stomach has been troubling

him, but the latest reports say he is much

better. His illness was probably caused by

the Stockton water, which is of such density

that it is at once both food and drink.

Since the above was written I learn that

Edwards is again moving sufficiently fast to

warrant his taking another fall, which, how-

ever, I sincerely hope he will not do. Davis is

on his machine, and several others of the

hospital crowd are regaining the use of their

legs. Davis will not ride at San Jose on the

nth, but will make his first appearance on the

19th against the Eastern cracks. He is not in

condition yet, and wishes to ride up to his

reputation of last season when he makes his

initial bow. There seems be a surprise in

store for the people who, having seen the

racing at the Fair, think they have a line on

the form of all the best riders of the Coast.

F. D. Elwell, the talented handicapper of

this Division, weighs over 200 pounds, and is

now touring and scorching through the Sonoma
County hills on a 21 -pound "road wheel.'

Notice of funeral hereafter. California.

LOUISVILLE.

NEWHAUS FOR CHIEF CONSUL—83,500 IN
PRIZES AT THE STATE MEET.

For Those Who Attend Church A-Wheel.

The Rev. John L. Scudder, of the Taber
nacle, Jersey City, intends to have a stable

for wheels constructed in the assembly room
of the church.

Mr. Scudder is aware that some people will

look askance at the innovation, but he reasons

that if it be not irreligious for people to drive

to church in a rig, why should it be unchristian
like to go to church on a bicycle?
"In other places," he observed, "it is the

thing to hitch up your horse and drive to
church, and at the back of the church there is

accommodation for these vehicles. Now, all a
young man who owns a wheel has to do is to
hitch up his bicycle and there you are, don't
you know."

A Lesson for Light Machine Riders.

Referring to the rider who was killed by the

breaking of a light wheel while training at

Liverpool, Wheeling says:

Here we have a man who, though strongly
warned by the maker that the machine would
not stand the work he proposed to put it to,

yet insisted on having it built to his specifica-

tions, so light that, as predicted by the maker,
it broke under the strain, with disastrous con-
sequences. The unfortunate rider has paid
with his life for his obstinacy, and if it teaches
other racing men that lightness is not every-
thing, his life will not be thrown away in vain.
The craze for lightness which at present exists
is a most dangerous one, and although makers
in their own interests fight against it as strongly
as possible, there are still some men who fail

to see that a thoroughly well made and per-
fectly rigid machine is actually faster, even if

a few pounds heavier, than one where every
consideration is sacrificed to the reduction of
weight. A first-class maker for his own credit's
sake will turn out a machine as light as possible
compatible with safety, and a man ordering a
machine should be satisfied when the maker
tells him that it is as light as he can get it, and
not insist upon smaller gauge tubes being used,
or alterations made which the maker, as a
practical man, knows are highly dangerous.

Louisville, May 12.—Edward A. Newhaus,

Jr., is an announced candidate for the office of

Chief Consul of Kentucky Division. Mr.

Newhaus is the general bookkeeper at the

German National Bank, and his friends are

legion. Gentlemanly, courteous and able, he

is well qualified to fill the office creditably, and

the Division will be simply doing itself a favor

by selecting this very conscientious gentleman

to head the Board of Officers for the next year.

For secretary-treasurer Owen Lawson may
stand for re-election. His personal corre-

spondence with the membership at large, and

his engineering the recruiting work have

acquainted him in some manner or another

with every member of the Division. Neither

of the gentlemen named above will favor the

candidacy of a Louisville man for any other

office, thinking that should they be honored

the other offices should go outside this city.

Park Day, on May 12, was celebrated by the

wheelmen on quite an extensive scale, not less

than 500 taking part in a grand parade, that

visited Shawnee, Iroquois and Cherokee Parks.

The park colors and the Louisville Cycle Club

colors being the same, of course blue and white

were in the ascendency.

That indefatigable worker, T. C. Walden, of

Owensbofo, reports that the work on the meet
is progressing splendidly.

The prizes will reach $2, 500 in value, and no
shrinkage. The entertainment will be atttac-

tive, and in every way will the honor of

Owensboro's reputation for hospitality be sus-

tained. The committees are well organized,

and are as busy as bees at their numerous
duties. Mr. Albert Guenther but recently

visited Louisville in the capacity of chairman
of the Transportation Committee, and com-
pleted all arrangements with the railroad

people. Messrs. Corley, Wimp, Van Arsdal,

Clark, Katterjohn, Bowlds, Helmke and
Monarch are doing yeoman1 service in their

various positions. The Owensboro track is

very fast, and is being improved daily.

The one-mile State championship is to be an
interesting event. Dr. Howard Van Antwerp,
of Mount Sterling, Ky., will be in the fight

from start to finish. He finished first last

year at Harrodsburg, but was disqualified,

and the race given to Hugh Caperton. The
later will come up from Atlanta, Ga., for the

purpose of defending his title, and expects to

make the man who beats him go in 2m. 25s.

Edward De Long, of Lexington, is a speedy

youngster, but has no control of his wheel,

unless he has improved over last year, and is

a dangerous man to get mixed up with. Other
good men at Lexington are Ed. Lawless, C.

O. Updike and Thos. Dewhurst. Nicholas-

ville will be heard from, and when Dan Hemp-
hill gets that pay-day move on him, even
Sterling Elliott must drop his dissertation on
slang to keep his eye on the tape. George L.

Martin, of the Louisville Cycle Club, expects

to pedal his Munger racer faster in the mile

championship than he has ever gone in the

past. W. A. Ruby is riding centuries, and his

string of bars grows each week- It now num-
bers thirteen, and more to follow. His form is

vastly superior to the Lexington form two
years ago, when he stole one heat from Arthur
French, and was the only man of the meet to

top the Cleveland rider.
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WHY WE ARE BUSY.
»••»•••«»»»»»»«» ^«

An 18-tooth Beauty....

Actual Size.

/V

We have Other Pieces....

Just as Good.

(9

COME AND SEE OR LET US SEND YOU SPECIMENS.

J. H. Williams & Co.,
9-15 RICHARDS STREET (near Hamilton Ferry), BROOKLYN, N. Y.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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INTERNATIONAL COURTESY.

PRESIDENT BATES INSISTS THAT THE
L. A. W. IS LACKING THIS QUALITY.

The rapid growth of cycling, as a cosmo-

politan world's sport, is fast changing our

social relations with other nations. Whether
we wish it or not we will soon be compelled, by-

courtesy, to take note of what other people are

doing, and to modify our own customs and
rules at least sufficiently to recognize theirs.

While we may enact any United States cycling

rules that seem good in our eyes, without

regard to other nations, a decent respect for

the opinions of mankind requires us to concede

the equal right of other countries to make their

own rules, different from ours, and to acknow-
ledge that their rules are supreme in their

territory, as ours are in our territory

—

supreme not only over natives, but also

binding upon all visitors. When we go
out of the United States into any other

country, we neither can nor ought we to take

United States rules with us, any more than a

gentleman should carry into a strange house,

where he is only a guest, the peculiarities of

his own home. If visitors from other nations

come into tne United States to be our guests,

they must, while here, obey our rules.

The rapid spread of the sport makes this

obvious international courtesy important and
pressing. Pretty soon, no young American
can visit any civilized country without finding

the sport of cycling universally established.

And soon almost every young American
tourist abroad will be a wheelman.

Cycling is rapidly spreading in Mexico.

There the German influence is strong, and
Mexico will in a year or two establish a Mexi-

can national cycling organization, and prob-

ably adopt some modification of either the

German or Spanish cycling rules.

Cuba is also taking hold of the sport, and

soon Cuba will probably establish the Spanish

rules. The character of the people is such

that in both these countries, close to our doors,

it is likely the cash prize system will prevail.

I care for the fame of our American cham-
pion racers, and the honors they may win for

the United States in other countries. I would

like to encourage our champions to go abroad

and win for America and bring home to us

foreign honors.

But let us suppose that the great body of

American wheelmen should not care much for

our champions. Suppose they should say:

"Let Zimmerman and others of our crack

racers look out for their own interests. Why
should we change our rules on their account?"

Therefore, putting all champions entirely out

of the argument, what international rules and

courtesies shall we establish for the benefit

and protection of the general run of American

tourists who are not champions?

Young Smith, Brown, Jones, Robinson and
hundreds of others—quiet, gentlemanly mem-
bers of our L. A. W., who are not champion
racers, and are unknown to fame—will soon

visit France, Italy, Germany, Cuba, Mexico,

Austria, Spain, Australia, South Africa, etc.,

by hundreds. They will not presume to race

in the great Paris races, or in great races

anywhere. But in many a foreign village or

city, where they visit, there will be modest
local races, always for cash prizes, after the

customs and rules of those countries. Our

young Americans have been hospitably re-

ceived in Europe or Mexico or Cuba. They
have made acquaintances and friends among
the German, French, Italian and other foreign

wheelmen. They are invited, as friends and

guests, to take part in the local races. Having

a modest confidence in their own moderate

abilities, desirous of showing good will and

due courtesy to their hosts, and with an

American love for good fellowship and the

sport, they would like to test their fortunes in

these minor contests. But they are compelled

to inform their foreign friends that our

American rules prohibit them from obeying

the rules of the country where they are

guests; forbid their showing proper courtesy

to their hospitable hosts ; oblige them to de-

cline racing with Frenchmen, Italians, Span-

iards, Austrians, Australians, Mexicans, etc.,

on penalty of being disgraced and kicked out

of the ranks of American gentlemen amateurs!

And if a French, Italian, Austrian, Spanish

or Australian gentleman visit us he must not

be admitted to our race meets (unless we give

him some sort of a special indulgence), because

our rules hold that he isn't a gentleman

amateur.

In either case such a situation is intolerable.

It places us in a discourteous, provincial, nar-

row position. Unless the L. A. W. rules within

a year make proper provisions for courteous in-

ternational equality, the L. A. W. will swear

terribly in Europe.

Zimmerman may win races in Europe, but

the L. A. W. cannot win any race in any
foreign country except England. In order to

race at all in France, Italy, Austria or almost

any other country, an American must abandon

the L. A. W. Is this a wise policy?

The remedy is easy, obvious, and, more-

over, it is not o_nly just, but gentlemanly. It is

merely to make a rule, that any American who
visits any foreign country, may honorably obey

the national cycling rules of that country with-

out losing his standing in the L. A. W. ; also,

that any foreign wheelman, in good standing

in his own country, may visit the United States

and be received into good standing here, pro-

vided he obeys our L. A. W. rules while here.

During last season, in order to provide for

the international races, such rules were made
applicable to special persons for that special

occasion. Why not adopt them substantially

for all seasons, and apply them to all reputable

wheelmen? If anybody can show any reason-

able, practical objection he had better be get-

ting it into shape for use, because the question

of international equity and courtesy is coming
upon us, pretty soon, like a cyclone. It may
do for the English to want the earth, fail to

get it, and make themselves unpopular and
friendless in all other countries ; but the United

States, whose people are a cosmopolitan mix-

ture from all countries, ought to lead the

world in extending international courtesies to

all countries, and make American L. A. W
#

wheelmen favorite guests in every land

throughout the civilized world.

President Bates.

MATERIAL FOR WOOD RIMS.

A NON-COMMITTAL CHAPTER DESIGNED
TO DRAW DISCUSSION.

The Boston daily papers of Monday publish

a list of club men noticed on the roads Sunday.

The painters' strike in Chicago has devel-

oped another use for the wheel. The " walk-

ing delegates " of the union have been

mounted on cycles, and are able to perform

four times as much work as on foot.

"With charity for all and malice toward

none," we wish to say a few words in regard

to the fitness of different timbers for the

manufacture of wood rims for bicycles. And
first we will consider the good and bad
qualities of sugar, or hard maple.

Its good qualities are: First, a close grain,

which is very desirable in obtaining a good
finish. It is also a very stiff, hard and fairly

strong wood. These are its good qualities.

Its bad ones are: First, the great difficulty

in getting it with a straight grain, and, on

account of its close grain, the. difficulty of tell-

ing when it is straight, and although it is

fairly strong, it is also brittle. In other

words, it lacks a tough fibre, and when it does

break, it snaps in two, very much as an icicle

would. It is also inclined to warp and twist,

and rots quickly when exposed to moisture and

heat.
ELM.

This wood is not classed among useful tim-

bers. It has no place in ship building, in

carpentry, furniture, car building, or for rail-

road ties, or even in fence building, or in any

other place on a farm, and for wood, it will not

sell for 50 cents per cord. It is principally

used for meat blocks and cheese boxes. The
only respectable place it occupies is in the hub

of a carriage wheel.

Its good qualities are two; it has a fine close

grain and is very difficult to split if not too

old. Its bad qualities are its liability to warp

and twist, and its certainty to decay if exposed

to the weather. It is these two bad qualities

that make it so objectionable as timber. But

for cheapness and ability to bend without

appliances it has no equal, and it can be found

in abundance anywhere that deciduous trees

grow.
ASH.

Second growth white ash is among the most

valuable and useful timbers grown in this

country or in any other. Its uses are too

many to enumerate. It is used everywhere

that wood is wanted, combining strength,

stiffness and lightness in the highest degree,

and these are the qualities desired in a bicycle

wood rim.

The objectionable features of ash are, its

openness of grain and consequent difficulty in

getting a good finish. Another objection to

its use is its cost and the difficulty in obtain-

ing it.

HICKORY.

This is another very valuable and useful

timber, and, where strength alone is required,

it has no equal in all the catalogue of known
woods. In wood rims it unites many of the

good qualities of ash and excels it in strength

and toughness. The principal objection to its

use is its weight, and the difficulty of obtaining

it sufficiently clearand straight-grained enough

for the purpose. H. G. Shepard.

At Rochester, N. Y., 6,118 cycles have been

registered since the ordinance requiring regis-

tration went into effect two years ago.

The Haverhill Gazette looks upon the in-

vasion of the bloomer in this light: " If there be

anything calculated to bring women into con-

tempt it is the bloomer class who have taken

to riding bicycles with the old man's pants on."
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THE FIRST PISTOL SHOT FOR 1894.
(Copy of Telegram.)

Providence, R. I., April 18, 1894.

To KEATING WHEEL CO., Holyoke, Mass.:

This afternoon, Narragansett Wheelmen's Club Race, 10 1-2 Mile handicap

—

.Fastest Time.—(Time Prize)

Won by Everett Hall on a Keating

!

First Winning Man on a Keating ! !

Third " " Keating!!!

Fourth *' " Keating! ! ! !

Fifth " " Keating! ! ! ! !

(ELEVEN STARTERS)
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE WANTED BY KEATING?

Signed, CAMPBELL & CO.

THIS HAPPENED TO BE A GUNSHOT.
(Copy of Telegram.)

Maiden, Mass , May 5, 1894.

To CHAS. D. ROOD, Pres. KEATING WHEEL CO , Springfield, Mass.:

Twenty-two prize winners on Keating- Wheels in the great Linscott 25-mile road race

to-day, breaking- all world's records in the presence of 100,000 people. Time, lh. 11m.
28 l-5s. J. M. LINSCOTT & CO.

AND THIS A CANNON-SHOT.
(Copy of Telegram.)

Manchester, N. H., may 9, 1894.
To the KEATING WHEEL, CO., Holyoke, Mass.:

In the great Linscott road race held at Maiden, Mass.,
May 5, out of the first forty who crossed the tape twenty
rode Keatings. Twelve ofthem broke the world's record.
Had it not been for an obstruction, caused by a freight
train, at West Medford, the Keating would have won the
first five prises. ONE OF THE JUDGES.

The season is hardly opened, yet KEATING riders are showing

their backs to all comers on the ROAD.
Keating wheels are made from selected material, and are light and

perfect in design. They will always carry you through, either in a race or

on a long ride.

«=«SEN» FOR CATALOGUE.

KEATING UJHEEL CO.,
HOLYOK6, 7VY75SS.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."
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RACING IN THE SOUTH.
Bald Defeats Johnson at Atlanta.

At the meet of the White Star Wheelmen at

Atlanta, Ga., May 9, E. C. Bald defeated

Johnson and Taylor in the mile open Class B
event. The race was a crawl until ten feet of

the tape, and as the men refused to ride again,

it was declared off. In the two mile Class B
race all three men paced alternately until the

beginning of the last half, when Taylor

suddenly slipped past Bald and Johnson and

was 30 yards in the lead before they realized

the fact. Steadily they overhauled him, until

Johnson swept by him a winner by a wheel,

with Bald third. One thousand two hundred

spectators were present. At the conclusion of

the races, Johnson rode a half against time in

im. 5s., which lowers the track record of

Georgia seven seconds, and Jack Prince easily

defeated a trotting horse. Summary:
One Mile Novice—1, N. C. Johnson; 2, E. H. Webb.

Time, 2m. 43 3-4S.

Half Mile, Open—1, George Fitzsimmons; 2, C. D.

Bolles; 3, R. V. Connerat. Time, im. 19s.

One Mile, Class B— 1, Bald; 2, Johnson; 3, Taylor_

Time, 2m. 50 1-4S. Declared off.

One Mile, 2.40 Class— 1, Fitzsimmons; 2, Bolles; 3_

Schenck. Time, 2m. 46 1-2S.

Two Miles, Open— i, Johnson; 2, Taylor; 3, Bald.

Time, 5m. 53 1-2S.

Five Miles Handicap— i, Fitzsimmons, scratch; 2,

Connerat, scratch; 3, Bolles, 25 yards. Time, 15m,
25 1-4S.

Class B Men at Savannab.

At the Savannah Wheelmen's meet, May 11,

Johnson lowered Zimmerman's track record of

im. 7s. to im. is., paced by Taylor. Taylor

rode an exhibition quarter in 29 2-5S. Hyslop,

of Toronto, won the half mile open in im. 17

4-5S. and the quarter mile open in 35 3-5S.

Dawson, of Boonton, N. J., won the mile open

in 2m. 33 4-5S, and Johnston won the mile open

against Taylor in 2m. 31 4-5S. This was the

slowest race on the programme, and was the

only Class B event. Summary:

One Mile Open— 1, Ray Dawson, Boonton, N. J.; 2,

William Hyslop, Canada; 3, R. V. Connerat, Savannah.

Time, 2m. 34s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, Ed. Wilson, 65. yards, Savan-

nah; 2, George Adams, 50 yards, Jacksonville; 3, W.
T. Mixson, 75 yards, Columbia, S. C. Time im. 4s.

Half Mile Open— 1, Hyslop; 2, Dawson; 3, Wilson; 4,

Adams. Ten entries. Time, im. 17S.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, J. S. Johnson; 2, George

J. Taylor. Time, 2m. 32s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, George H. Groth, Savannah,

140 yards; 2, EJ. Wilson, 130 yards, Savannah; 3, Geo.

Adams, 100 yards, Jacksonville. Time, 2m. 20s.

Quarter Mile Open—Hyslop and Dawson fouled, and

former came in first; Willis Gerow, of Jacksonville,

third. Time, 35s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Connerat, 160 yards; 2,

Adams, 160 yards. Hyslop and Dawson were on

scratch.

At Charleston.

At the meet at Charleston, S. C, May 12,

Johnson lowered the track record to 2m. 15 3-5S.

The racing was spirited but the attendance

was small. In the two mile handicap Con-

nerat, of Savannah, was given 100 yards on

Adams, of Jacksonville, which caused a dis-

pute, and in the. 2; 30 class race Adams won it

twice, but refused to ride it again as ordered

by the referee,- It was then run over by three

men and awarded, much to the dissatisfaction

of many wheelmen, who felt that the referee

was arbitrary and inclined to favor the home
riders. Adams beat Connerat, Hyslop and
Dawson three times, and in the two mile,

despite the 100 yards handicap given Con-

nerat, caught up with the bunch and came in

fourth. Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, M. F. Smith, Charleston; 2, D.

W. Floyd, Charleston. Time, 3m. 31s.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, W. Hyslop, Toronto; 2, Ray
Dawson, New Jersey; 3, M. E. Wilson, Savannah, Ga.

Time, 45s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, George N. Adams, Jackson-

ville, Fla., 50 yards; 2, Hyslop, Toronto, scratch; 3, R.

V. Connerat, Savannah, 30. Time, im. 23^s.

One Mile Open— 1, Dawson, New Jersey; 2, S. L.

Welch, Charleston. Time, 2m. 45s.

One Mile, 2.50 Class— 1, W. T. Mixon, Columbia, S-

C.J 2, George H. Groth, Savannah; 3, E. A. Bissonettc

Charleston. Time, 3m. 22s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, M. L. Wilson, Savannah,

scratch; 2, R. V. Connerat, Savannah, scratch; 3, S. L.

Welch, Charleston, 25 yards. Time, 2m. 37s.

One Mile, 2.30—1, Dawson, New Jersey; 2, R. V.

Connerat, Savannah
; 3, S. L. Welch, Charleston

Time, 2m. 45s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, J. S. Johnson; 2,

George F. Taylor. Time, 2m. 45s.

Two Mile Handicap—1, R. V. Connerat, Savannah,

100 yards; 2, M. E. Wilson, Savannah, 100; 3, W. T.

Mixon, Columbia, S. C, 175; 4/ George N. Adams,
Jacksonville, scratch. Time, 5m. 5s.

Plans Completed for the Newark-Philadelphia
Century Run.

All the details for the annual Newark-Phila-

delphia century run have been completed.

The run is open to riders of New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, and four prizes will

be awarded to the four clubs bringing through

the largest number of men. The Century

Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, which has

annually carried off the honors will not com-

pete, although the club will enter a large

number of men. The checking will be

managed by the use of cards, each rider being

supplied with ten with his number thereon,

which will be collected en route.

Headquarters at Newark will be at the

Continental Hotel. Supper, lodging and

breakfast will cost $[.50. Routed out at 3

a. m. ; breakfast at 3:15 a. m. ; leave 4 a. m.

Dinner will be served at Trenton
; 75 cents.

At Philadelphia the visitors will be taken in

charge by the committee.

Sunday morning, June 10, a run will be

taken to Belmont Mansion, leaving Broad and

Columbia Avenue at 9:30 sharp.

The Philadelphia delegation to the run will

leave the Huntingdon Street Station of the

Philadelphia and Reading railroad on Friday

afternoon, at 3:30 sharp.

All correspondence should be addressed to

H C. Fisher, Alpha Wheelmen, 1723 North

Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

Sanger and Tyler at Springfield.

Sanger and Tyler have returned from the

West, and are now at Springfield, where they

will complete their training. Both men are in

good condition, and Sanger has got his weight

down to 190 pounds, within four pounds of his

racing weight. They will make their first

appearance in competition at Waltham on

Decoration Day. , Sanger thinks too much
fuss is being made over Johnson, and predicts

that he will be beaten by a dozen men before

the season is over. Sanger will race on a

machine geared to 72, while Tyler will be

satisfied with a 68 gear.

Austin Crooks, of Buffalo, won a mile handi-

cap race at Paris on Monday.

The Marquis of Dufferin has accepted the

presidency of the Paris branch of the Catford

C. C.

The five mile challenge vase race at the

Bristol meet, England, April 28, was won by

Louis Stroud in 13m. 12 3-5S. ; U. L. Lambley,

second.

CYCLISTS BEVI THE PHIL VUELI'HIA
COACH.

Ten wheelmen, representing New York and
Philadelphia clubs, started with the coach

Alert, from this city, on its last trip between

New York and Philadelphia for the season, on

Saturday last. A prize of $10 was offered to

the rider reaching Princeton first by the party

on the coach, and after crossing the ferry the

riders left the tally-ho behind. Several of the

wheels broke down, causing their riders to

drop out and at New Brunswick E. A.

Carleton, of Staten Island, collided with a

wagon and had his shoulder blade broken.

Goeding of the Time Wheelmen, Philadelphia,

was the first to reach Princeton, twelve min-

utes ahead of the coach and he was awarded
the prize. He reached the Quaker City thirty-

five minutes ahead of the coach. George

Singer, of New York, arrived five minutes

after him. E. A. Langley finished third, al-

though he covered the no miles behind the

other coach the day before, equaling Bailey's

ride of 220 miles in two days. The coaches

will probably be run again in the Fall.

Route of the New York-Philadelphia Relay
Race.

The route for the 150 miles relay race on

June 2 was laid out on Sunday last. Members
of the Atalanta Wheelmen went over the

course to Princeton, and Philadelphia riders

measured the course from the college town to

the Quaker City. The route was laid out

accurately by cyclometer measurement, and
before the race it will be posted by signs. The
work of selecting teams from the three States

is progressing satisfactorily. Following is

the route and relay stations: New York, New-
ark, Belleville, Passaic, Paterson, Mountain

View, Boonton, Morristown, Newark, Eliza-

beth, Rab.way, New Brunswick, Franklin Park,

Princeton, Trenton, Philadelphia. The relays

are: Passaic Falls, Wheelmen's club-house, 25

miles; Mansion House, Morristown, 50 miles;

Elizabeth, 75 miles; Franklin Park, 100 miles;

Wheat Sheaf Inn, 125 miles; Broad Street and
NicetownLane, isomiles. Efforts willbemade

to have the Mayor of New York start the race

and the Mayor of Philadelphia take the time at

the finish.

A. C. Edwards, the English crack, who has

been racing in Italy, is not particularly im-

pressed with the sportsmanship of the Ital-

ians. At Milan he beat the fastest men in his

heat of the Great International, but was shut

in the final by three Italians, one of whom
ran into him, smashing his machine, but not

bringing him over. Barden was also fouled.

Afterward Edwards offered to match himself

against any Italian, giving odds of 4 to 1, but

could get no takers. A peculiar incident was
the withdrawal of the Great International race

next day, where Edwards and Barden would

have been able to avenge themselves. In the

tandem race Edwards and Narhayen ran away
from the field.

F. J. Osmond again appeared on the track

at the Brixton meet, Herne Hill, April 28. He
rode in the ten mile 50-guinea challenge cup

race, which he won in '91 and '92, but was
beaten in the sprint and finished third. Henie,

the skating champion, set a steady fast pace

from three to nine miles, and killed off many
of the contestants. The result was : 1, T. G.

Brooks; 2, B. Fisher; 3, F. J. Osmond; 4, J.
H. Globe. Time, 26m. 6 4-5S. The half-mile

scratch was won by P. W. Brown ; T. Osborn
second, in im. 10 3-5S.
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You Want
The Morse Roller Joint Chain.

IN IT, EVERY JOINT IS A PERFECT ROLLER BEARING.

The JOINTS in this

chain

ARE FRICTIONLESS,

DO NOT WEAR,
NEED NO OIL.

See the Joint

OUR CHAIN DON'T "STRETCH.

THESE are FACTS
but You don't believe

them?

A sample will con-

vince you.

Mailed free.

Pat. Oct. 24th, 1893. Other Patents Pending.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel. TRUMANSBURC, N. Y.

Have you ever Lost a Race?
Never mind, here is a chance to redeem yourself.

The Third Annual ...MARTIN ROAD RACE...
takes place DECORATION DAY, rain or shine. The
entrance fee is only $2.00 and the prizes are worth striving for.

A $650 Piano Heads the List...
and a $125.00 Parlor Suit, Martin Special, Rambler, Columbia,

Warwick, Syracuse. and Special Envoy Bicycles, Gold Watch,
Sewing Machines, Water Pitcher, Gold Plated Bell, Sweaters,

Mackintosh, Leather Dress-Suit Case, Trunk, Tires, Saddles,

Oak Rocker, Bath Robe, Subscription to Bearings' and L.A. W.
Bulletin, Cigars, etc., etc., etc., are prizes not to be sneezed at.

Send in your name at once, and you may "win." Entry closes May sad.

soos

H. C. MARTIN & COMPANY,
588 M^IINf ^TRBE:T, BTJITI^AI^O, JV. Y.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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ive had the Surrey

;ting, the meeting

is considered the

-opener for the sea-

son, and our eyes are

not much wider open than they were before.
We all went down to Heme Hill track on

Saturday prepared to learn serious lessons from

the racing. "Now," every one said, "we shall

see how the new professionalism is going to

boom." When I say every one said that, I mean
every one but the Surrey executive. They knew
a thing or two, but they didn't give it away too

much. They remembered that in announcing a

race for the latest edition of professionalism

—

what I might call the edition de luxe of profes-

sionalism, so superior have I been given to un-

derstand its quality will be. They remembered,

I repeat, that they had added a rider to the

announcement, a rider to the effect that if they

didn't get enough riders (besides the aforesaid

rider) the race would be withdrawn. So, all

England—that is to say 15,000 Londoners,

which is the same thing in the average Lon-
doner's estimation—gathered round the pal-

ings and reached its neck over to see the new
and improved professors perform. But they
didn't perform at all. It was like the circus

where the goat had eaten the paper
cannon balls so that the strong man
couldn't go on with his show. I don't

mean to insinuate that

anybody had eaten the

professors, for a profes-

sor in training would be

too tough for anything

but a goat or ostrich to

digest, but still they
couldn't go on with that

part of the show. And
why? Simply because

the professors had not

turned up in sufficient

numbers tomake it worth

while.

if the professors won't go to a big and im-

portant meeting like the "Surrey," they will

not go to smaller meetings. Wherefore, the

smaller clubs will not include professional

races in their programmes, and the professor

will, in course of time, find he has made an

ass of himself.

France. Those French ride beastly well, and
then there's Zimmerman aud Wheeler and a

lot of other Americans fooling around, and
the other English chaps win some times, so I

can't make over much at it. Give us a chance,

John." And John will snap out: " I'll see you
" well, you know just how he'd say it,

don't you?

It is the aim, I believe, of most professors to

win enough money to take a small tavern,

when he can't ride fast enough to win any

more. It is a lovely way of spending your de-

clining years, to have a bar where you can

stand and brag about what you used to do,

while your customers stand you drinks. A
popular tavern-keeper can get as drunk as he

likes for nothing, and make a profit on it into

the bargin. And he can sit and blink and tell

the crowd (with much waving about of the

stem of his long clay to emphasize his remarks)

what a fine chap he was years ago, and wind

up by declaring, in the full mellowness of a

whiskey-ripened voice: "An' I'll bet a bit I

cud make some o' the young 'uns as calls

'emselves champions
now move -a bit, if so be "

as I 'ad the mind too,

There you are ! Doesn't that make
my remarks of last week almost pro-

phetic? The professors want to make
money out of racing. They can't make
money out of racing if people don't give

races for them to enter. A philanthropical

club says, "Very well, we'll give you a fair

start. We'll hold a professional race at our

meeting, and then, if people get good sport

out of it, other clubs will follow suit, and you

will have lots of races and lots of money."

And the professors, grateful to the Surrey

club for kindly giving them such a start in

life, stop away. So there was no professional

race after all. Some people were disappointed.

They said, "This is a pity. We were ex-

pecting to be able to draw our conclusions as

to the future of cycle-racing for cash after

this race, and now we can't do it." Can't we?
H'm, I think I can. I think the professionals

will find that they have killed the goose that

lays the golden eggs, by their neglect. The
Surrey is a big club. It is one of the first

racing clubs in the country. And it has put

up money and invited the cash-hunters to come
and win it. And the cash-hunters wouldn't

come! What happens? Why, other clubs,

smaller and less influential clubs, will say that

If you boil the above for half an hour, strain

it well and store in a cool place to set, you will

find it comes to this: that the future of cash

racing in England is now very uncertain.

Cash racing had a chance given it last Satur-

day, a big chance, and the racers held back.

One swallow does not make a summer, they

say, and the result of this one attempt to help

the professors to start those taverns in the

future, may not be so serious as I suggest.

On the other hand, one proverb's as good as

another and often a heap better, and on this

occasion I swear by '

' straws which show the

way the wind blows."

If well-meant efforts to establish cash racing

are not supported by
those for whose benefit

they are intended, clubs

will drop the game, and
the only sufferers will be

the professors, who at present

seem to be suffering rather

trom " swelled heads."

But to do this you've got

to win the money. Its all

very well to go racing in France, where races

are numerous, but when England shows a

generous inclination to give cash prizes, it is

not clever to leave England in the lurch.

England is, we are told, a played out old

country, but it still has a bit of " the stuff" in

hand, and that stuff is as good as any one
else's. And England is a touchy chap. When
he offers the professors money and they don't

take the chance, he has a way of putting it

back and buttoning up his pockets and wink-
ing the other eye. By and by the professor,

who thinks he is a mighty big man because he
has formed a subject of discussion lately, will

come to England and say: " Well, I'm dis-

engaged for a little while, so I may as well

win a bit of your money now/' And John will

reply: "No! When I offered it you wouldn't

come and fetch it, so I have bought challenge

cups and things for the amateurs, and a new
hat for the missis, and now I'm going to take

the" kids down to the seaside with what's left.

If you want money you'd better go back to

France and win it." " But," the professor will

say, "I find it isn't so easy to win much in

There was another sore dis-

HgSI appointment, too, at the Surrey

meeting. It has been the time-

honored custom at the finish of the

'MuSttlll
Surrey Cup race for the crowd to

swarm over the course while the

last lap was being ridden, of course

several competitors were always

knocked off their machines by the

humorous proceeding, and it has

been stated that insurance com-

panies charge for " extra risk " on

the insur ance policy of competitors in this

event. But at Heme Hill the palings have
sharp tops and are not comfortable to climb

over, so there was no " Surrey rush." I came
up from the meeting in the train with a bevy
of spectators who were discussing the meeting.

"Yes," one of them said, "the sport wasn't bad
as far as it went, but it ain't what it used to be.

Them beastly palings was so sharp we"
couldn't climb over onto the track and we
never even knocked any of the racers off their

machines, let alone killed 'em. Ah! boys, the

Surrey meetin's goin' down, that's what it's

doin'."

Meanwhile a considerable number were say-

ing hard things of the N. C. U. The episode

of Zimmerman and his conditional license last

year was recalled by the treatment reserved
for F. J. Osmond. The latter's license was
not refused, it was simply held over for a time.

It was held over long enough, however, to

prevent him from racing at the Surrey meet-
ing for the Surrey Cup. Whether Osmond
will be finally granted a license I cannot say,

but if he does get it the N. C. U. will find it

difficult to explain away the injustice of having
" held it over" at such a time. I had begun
to believe that the N. C. U. was going to act

rationally and with determination this year,

but things like this shake one's faith. Last
year, at the last minute, Zimmerman was
offered the insult of a conditional license.

The stupid inconsistency of those disgraceful

"conditional licenses "has been got rid of'a

last, but it is replaced by the weak-kneed pro-

ceeding adopted in Osmond's case.—The Scorcher.
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GEARING—ANOTHER VIEW.

A NOTABLE BRE VK DOWN—VALUE OF
TESTIMONIALS.

S regards the club

man and the "leg

pulling" contingent

who effect the ab-

normally high gear,

there is a phase of

the gear question

not touched by The
Wheel's editorial of

last week. It is

purely mechanical,

and lies entirely

outside the question

of his ability to

drive the high gear on assorted boulevards

and parkways.

There enters the question of deflection of

power at the crank hanger. A higher gear

requires stiffer crank axle, bearings and

braces by good rights. Excessively high gear-

ing works against the featherweight and its

rider, and yields only a portion of the

theoretical speed advantage. In almost any

other mechanical device the bearings and

braces would be made heavier if speed were

to be produced in this way; but as the wheel's

weight goes down, its gear goes higher.

But the club scorcher will very likely find

the error of his way after the glamour of the

new wheel has become dissipated, and Deco-

ration Day road races are out of the way.

There is a not so wise class of riders, how-

ever, that would be better served as regards

gears.

THE REGULAR WHEEL

of this season, weighing (catalogue) between

25 and 30 pounds, has 6>^-inch cranks and a 63

inch gearing. Last season the leading makes

came regular with 63 inch gearing and 7 inch

cranks. Probably the best reason that can be

given for last year's 7 inch cranks is, that the

demand was for higher gears. Experience

had taught the maker that average riders

never stop to consider the relation between

foot travel at the pedal and speed of the wheel.

A little more leverage would do the business,

and we went from 6^ inch to the 7 inch crank.

Our average rider said the wheel went easier

than the old one—till he had taken two or

three long rides. Then he remarked that long

cranks are a delusion.

This year finds us back to 6^-inch cranks,

but, of course, no maker would dare affront

his constituency with a proportionate reduc-

tion in gearing, which would be 58^. So that,

on the basis of last year's specifications, our

regular wheels are this year geared to 68

inches.

Of course, all this difference is not practical.

The rider must figure in his peculiar physical

factors. At ordinary grades the advantage is

probably with the shorter crank, because foot

travel at the pedal is not excessive; but when

a long, stiff hill is to be tackled, then comes

the pinch. This year's wheel is speeded con-

siderably higher than the ones we have put

away. About this there can be no question.

Speed means the consumption of power.

Power, if I mistake not, comes from the rider.

And it is at hill work that your average rider

can afford to spend time and spare speed.

THE BICYCLE AGENT

can remedy the evil of high gearing to a great

extent. Probably half the wheels put out go

to new riders, or to those with no definite idea

about a bicycle further than that it must have

two wheels, pedals and saddle.

In the rush season makers urge their agents

to sell all wheels so far as possible with

regular equipment.

While this expedites matters at the factory,

it is noUgood business for the agent. The
regular gear of this year's wheel is too high

for the man who buys a wheel just for busi-

ness and a little air getting. Personally, I

believe it is too high for a great many riders

who pretend to some ability on the road,

particularly at long rides. The a'gent should

exercise his judgment and not juggle a high

gear on the customer who is likely to get a

distaste for cycling by a misfit in equipment.

Many of the wheels now put out are so

equipped that the rear sprockets can be

quickly changed. With 18 teeth in the

driving sprocket, a 9 tooth rear sprocket

instead of the usual 8 tooth, will give a 56

gear, and this is quite high enough for the

beginner. Such an equipment will go a long

way toward giving the average, somewhat

timid man, an impression that driving a wheel

is work only suited to athletes and toughened

laborers at the shovel and barrow.

BROKE ON THE LEVEL.

To one who has followed the game of cycling

anywise closely, the expression that heads this

paragraph brings a smile of derision. No one

with any pretentions to a knowledge of the

follies and foibles of wheelmen would dare go

into a city cycle store with a broken wheel and
claim that when the accident happened he was
just going at a snail's pace on the level road.

But the unexpected happens at times, if we
may believe the man or the old woman who
invented the saying.

On the morning of a certain century run in

October of last year (it would not be kind to

state the ptecise locality) a very prominent

Chief Consul was adjusting the cyclometer on

what looked to be a wheel just out of its band-

box. In fact, the mount looked so bright and
free from road wear, the lateness ot the season

being considered, that several club men
gathered about and vented good-natured badi-

nage on the C. C. relative to his precise classi-

fication as an amateur—a question suggested

by sundry new wheels that the C. C. had ap-

peared with during the season.

After some six miles of the run had been
accomplished, and while we were, in very

truth, going along a level and smooth street

at not above eleven miles per hour, the C. C.

went down all in a heap, right before the eyes

of nearly fifty riders.

When the C. C. counted himself he found
nothing gone wrong about his physical sub-

stance, but the frame of his wheel was broken
short off in the tubing near the crank shaft

bracket and at the head.

I had intended to call up this little incident

ere this, to put on record one well-authenti-

cated case of "break on the level." The
standing of the principal in the wreck is so

high that no one would question the tale for a
moment, even were the writer's well-known
veracity put to severe test in handling this

class of goods. And now I know why the
fates, or whatever you will, have restrained.

It was that I might, at the same time, give the
sequel.

A few days since, in looking over the ads. in

a wheel paper, I came upon a testimonial
given by this C. C. who was wrecked on the
level road. The wheel to whose merits he
bore testimony was the same as that of the
wreck. Now, the unthinking reader at this

juncture is expected to smile, and reserve an
opinion about the value of testimonials in gen-
eral and this one in particular ; but he who
goes a bit deeper will recognize the tendency
toward a higher order of philosophy than we
have hitherto been accustomed to.

But, then, to call in the old woman's wisdom
again, "Circumstances alter cases."

THIS IS NOT (ALL) TRUE.

Ignoble Caesar, dead and turned to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.

Thus mused the writer, about 10 o'clock last

night. There was frost in the air and two
rows of beans in his garden. Two pet rows of

beans that would be early if not blighted by
frost; and frost is such an enemy of beans.

The above soliloquy came to mind while the

beans were being covered from the weather by
an accummulation of cycling papers.

This morning I went out to view what des-

truction the frosts had wrought, and found, to

my utter amazement, the beans grown,

harvested, baked and all served in steaming

dishes on the ground.

I had unwittingly covered the plants with

old copies of Cycling Strife and Unforbear-

ings. The excessive heat of the language

expressed in these old numbers had produced

the above phenomena.
Arthur Allen Dean.

A Scene Near Denver.

BEAR CREEK CANON.

Maine Ladies 'Want Stripes and Draid on
their Bloomers.

(Sanford, Me. Ledger.)

The ladies who are going to ride bicycles this season

held a meeting the other evening to consider the

matter o£ wheels and what they should wear. Ap-
parently the latter discussion took up most of the

time, as nothing, was decided. The meeting was
divided on the subject of dress, as divided as the skirt

one speaker proposed. There was a weakly element

among them, painful to think of. These ladies wanted
knickerbockers or bloomers, with a skirt hitched on

by a button, to be thrown aside when the' creature,

man, was out of sight. But the sterner and, albeit,

more sensible members would have nothing to say to

that cowardly suggestion. They wanted knicker-

bockers and knickerbockers only—with stripes on

them and braid. We are glad they are going to have

braid.
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TOM, DICK AND HARRY.

THE COUNTRY REPORTER TEUETH WHAT
THESE "GAY BIKERS" ARE DOING.

From the West New Brighton (N. Y.) Advance.

Wm. Simmonds, of Linoleumville, has had
his wheel put in apple-pie order, and may be
seen almost every evening humming along at

a four-minute gait.

So Henry has got a wheel at last, but he
can't ride it. It's a very good representation,
however, and will be quite an attraction for

cyclers at Bull's Head.

Allie Silvie, of Port Richmond, who made
such a phenomenal record in the cycling arena
last year, is now training for the Irvington-
Milburn race on Decoration Day.

Mrs. Milton Zeluff, of New Springville, is

one of our most accomplished cyclists, and
often uses her wheel on shopping tours in

preference to her horse and carriage.

It wouldn't surprise us a little bit to see
Joseph Simonsbri, the florist of New Spring-
ville, riding a "bike" one of these days. Joe
would "stack up" fine on a wheel; bet 'cher

life.

Treasurer W. G. Willcox, of the S. P. C C,
rides a Columbia, and is as expert in manipu-
lating the bicycle as in handling his spirited

horses. Mr. Willcox is a graceful rider in
either saddle.

Tom Corcoran now spins along on a new
Crescent, and doesn't take anybody's dust.

Tom is quite an expert on the pedal-mount,
too, and is a regular hummer when he lets

himself out.

It wasn't built for two, but Uncle Fred and
Nephew Ham were both on it, and went spin-

ning along the Terrace the other day at a pace
that was simply out of sight—with dust. The
Chief says the Crescent knocks them all out.

That handsome young fellow with the
downy moustache, who goes humming along
the Terrace every evening and sits in the
saddle like a cavalry-man, is Eugene S. Dev-
lin, proprietor of the Lyceum Market. Of
course the girls all admire him. 'Gene can
mount a bike or cut a steak with the best of

them.

Frank Calvert, of Port Richmond, was seen
riding in Clifton on Monday afternoon, accom-
panied by a very pretty young lady. The
bicycles looked like one with four wheels.
Frank used both feet with good effect when
climbing Vanderbilt Hill. One hand was con-
tinually going to "waist." Frank says he
only did it to steady her going up the hill.

That's all right, Frank; we're onto to you.

Salem (Mass.) Gazette.

George Allen at Osborn's market, rode from
Chelsea to this city Thursday in 35 minutes.
Pretty good time for a butcher.

Why does Joseph Butler go scorching
toward Topsfleld every morning on his new
Witch? Can it be that he is training for the
road race on the q. t. ?

The Witch Cycle Co. shipped a Wizard ma-
chine to George A. Ferguson, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., yesterday. Surely their fame is reach-
ing into the far off country.

Who are the riders of the cheap machines
who take the name plates off the heads,
enamel the front forks and try to pass the ma-
chines off as first class affairs?

There was a fellow doing some high and
lofty tumbling with his bicycle on Washington
Street yesterday morning, and created consid-
erable amusement to the passersby.

We understood that " Billy " gave the Bev-
erly boys a pretty good scorch coming from
Ipswich last Sunday. In fact he set such a
pace that one of the boys left his dinner by the
wayside. You fellows want to look out for
him, as he is an old timer and a hot one.

We have seen the above young man scorch-
ing every evening for the last few weeks be-
tween his store and Chapman's corner, and
they say that he can make the round trip in
fourteen minutes. You racers will have to
look out, or he will bury you in the races this
season. He is not a professional any longer,
you know.

Oakland (Cal.) Tribune.

Major Fred Whitney never gets tired of
singing the praises of the wheel.

George H. Mason has purchased another
wheel, and he is now counted among the street

riders.

The wheel annex in both of the local athletic

clubs cuts quite a figure nowadays. The bikers
seem to have a good deal to say in the affairs

of the club.

The Young Men's Christian Association
wheelmen generally take their runs on Satur-
day afternoons. The club now has a large
membership.

Myron Whidden has brought out a fine new
wheel. He is one of the most careful men in

Oakland with his wheel. He spends most of

his time in riding these days.

Lessons Drawn from the Wheel and Its Parts.

A rather unique sermon on the wheel was de-

livered by the Rev. E. Trumbull Lee to the

wheelmen of Pueblo, Col., last week. It was
divided into two parts, the wheel and the

cyclometer. In part he said

:

"The wheels can be compared to the two

propelling forces in man, conscience and heart

;

the handle-bar, with religion with which to

steer the lives
;
pedals: repentance and faith;

ball bearings, obedience to God and submission

to His service; oil: prayer which makes life

run easy ; brake, meditation and opportunity

for worship; saddle, a life of rectitude, purity

and honor." He spoke of roads, the condition

of which means comfort or discomfort. The
road race was briefly referred to and the wheel-

ing tour was exalted as a source of pleasure,

but it should be so made as to receive Gospel

sanction.

Under the head of the cyclometer, he spoke

of the following main points : "One lives a day
at a time ; every day brings in its train

some special opportunity; earnestness is an

important element of success to number our

days aright; our days are numbered anyway
by merciless Time ; let us then take account of

them and read the face of our cyclometer as

God would have us ; a reason is given why we
should be careful to number our days aright."

From these points Dr. Lee drew many
spiritual comparisons.

All On Wheels.

A man of a statistical turn of mind took

bicycle notes from the Hanover Club-house,

Brooklyn, a night or two ago, according to the

Sun. His observations cover the time between

5.30 and 7.30 P. M., and this is what he saw:

Three hundred and ninety bicycles.

Eleven riders with patriarchal beards.

Sixteen Brooklyn merchants.
Five happy fathers with bright-eyed babies in seats

over the toward wheels.

The President of the Department of Geography of
the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

Four pastors of Brooklyn congregations.

A Nineteenth Ward manufacturer, his young wife
and mature mother-in-law.

A Maiden Lane jeweller.

A surgeon and two druggists.

Three city officials.

Two cotton brokers and a coffee importer.

A college professor, a school principal and five

teachers.

Two letter carriers and a policeman.
! Twenty-nine small boys on little wheels.

]

Seven corpulent matrons and nine adipose men.
!
A bank director and the vice-president of an insur-

ance company.
1 And others he didn't know.

HILL CLIMBING
vVVVVvVvVWVVVN^VVk»*rV'vVS*

MADE EASY.

ERClE
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mmi
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WRITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

Hear ye, Mr.-Raymond! "Professionals are
encouraged in America. There are no
championships for the pure amateurs of
Class A."—Le Velo, ! Paris.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
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The Union Run
proved that wheels are being

built perilously light. Several

delays occurred, on account of

parts breaking, and the cycle

papers agree that most of the

breaks were on light wheels.
The Sterling is light, but not
one Sterling part broke. The
Sterling is built to wear.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., .,—,.„.„.„.„- CHICAGO.

Special Agents:

L. C Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,

Stokes Mfg. Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

Our Cat.

is a good cat. It's not

an office cat. It's a

wheel cat. It hasn't

cat a wheel in its head.

But it cats there just

the same.

It is the most inter-

esting cat of the year.

It is the only cat that

has been imitated this

year. The Bearings
accuses the imitators

of plagiarism. They're
right. But, bless you,

the imitation can't cat

up to the genuine !

Shall we send you our

S-cat?

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.

THE ARISTOCRAT •§§

<m OF CYCLEDOM
is the only proper way

to describe the-

Don't you want to handle a machine that will establish

your reputation as dealer in HIGHEST GRADE GOODS.

Write us regarding agency.

OUT Vlt^^tM t^^ft^J V ^rt 2081=83 Seventh Avenue, New York.

firild&lVrt W I ULm WW*} 289 Wabash Avenue, = = Chicago.

P. S.—Don't forget to write us for our Catalogue of Sundries and Supplies.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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MAY.
19—Wil:nington, Del , Race Meet, Wilmington W. C.
21—Ch irlotte, N. C, C. C. Race Meet.
26— Milford, Mass., Wheelmen Race Meet.
26—New York, Intercollegiate, I. C. A. A.
26—Cortland, N. Y.. Wheel Club, Race Meet.
26—Buffalo, Hazard 25 miles.
30— Bangor Spring Meet, Maine Division.
30—Dallas, Tex., Wheel Club Race Meet.
30—Smithville, N. J., Burlington Co. Agr. Society.
30- -Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Johnstown, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Duluth, Minn., Road Race.
30—New Bedf'd, Mass., 25 m. R'd R'e, Hoyland Smith.
30—Danbury, Cona., Altair C. C. Race Meet.
30—Boston, Mass., Division Spring Meet.
30—Neshaming, Pa., Palls C. C. Race Meet.
30—Fresno, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
30—Elmira, N. Y., Race Meet, Kanaweola B. C.
30—Rome, N. Y., Race Meet, Rome Cyclers.
3>—Utica, N. Y., Race Meet, Utica C. C.
30—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
30—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, A. C. C, of Boston.
30—Worcester, Mass., Race Meet, Bay State B. C.
30—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R Varick.
30—San Francisco, Cal , Race Meet, Bay City W.
30—Irvington-Milb'n.NJ., R.R. 25 mls.,M.A.C.C.,N.Y.
30—Buffalo, N. Y., Road Race, 25 miles, H. C. Martin.
30—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Asbury Park W.
30—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Auburn Cyclers.
30—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet, Union Co. Roadsters.
30—Boonton, N. J., Race Meet, Boonton A. C.
30—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Clifton W.
30 Cincinnati, Team Road Race, C. Hanauer & Bro.
30—Cleveland, O , W. C. Road Race and Race Meet.

30—Jamestown, N. Y., Race Meet, Prendergast W.
30—Detroit, Mich., Race Meet, Diamond Wheelmen.
30—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Ass'n.
30—Quincy, 111., Race Meet, Quincy B. C.
30—Youngstown, O., Race Meet, Mahoning C. C.
30—Atlantic City, N. J., Race Meet.
30—Chicago Road Race, A. C. C.
30—Wheeling, W. Va.,Road Race.
30—St. Joseph, Mo., Imperial W. C. Race Meet.
30—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C. Race Meet.
30—Chicago A. C. C. Race Meet.
30—Port Huron, Mich. W., Race Meet.
30-31—National City, Cal., Southern Cal. Div. Meet.

TUNE.

2— M. Y.-Phila. 150 miles Tri-State Relay Race, A. W.
2 -Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
2— Boonville, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
2—Cohoes, N. Y., State Circuit Race Meet.
2—St. Louis, Forest Park Road Race.
4—Troy, N. Y., B. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
6—Albany, N. Y., County W. State Cir. Race Meet.
7—Oneonta, N. Y., W. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
9— Elizabeth, N. J., Team Road Race.
9—Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
9—Travers Island, N. Y. A. C. Games.
9—I lion, N Y , Remington C. C. St'e Circ't Race Meet
11—LeRoy, N. Y. C. C, State Circuit Race Meet.
12-17— Cincin'ti to Ow'sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
13—Rochester, N. Y., Lake View W. State Cir't Meet.
15-16—Lockport, N. Y., W. State Circuit Meet.
13-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
16-Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
16—Pittsburg, Pa., A. C. W. Race Meet.
18—Readville, Mass. (Morn'g), Hyde P'rk Rovers RM.
18—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
18-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
20-21—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
30—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Cheyenne, Wyb., B. C. Race Meet.
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JULY.

—Wilkesbarre, Pa., Pennsylvania Division Meet.
-^-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
Titusville, Pa.,-Race Meet Crescent C. C.
Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
Jacksonville, Fla., Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
South Bend, Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. V.
Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B.C.
Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
Plainfield, N.

J.,
Race Meet, Crescent W.

Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.

4 -Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4—Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4—Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5- Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.
4-5—Port Huron, Mich., W. Race Meet.
7—N. Y. City, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
18—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28— Waverley, N. j., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2—Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
6—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C, C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.

Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
Bergen Point, N.

J.,
Race Meet, N. J. A. C.

Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
-Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
-San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.
N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
•Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.

17—Scranton, Pa., B. C., National Circuit Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C-, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29—Wheeling, W.Va., National Circuit Meet.
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OCTOBER.

-San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
-Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

O 3ST SALE!
THE ARTICLE

"How to Build a Race Track."
An exhaustive, technical and practical arti-

cle by M. P. Paret, Civil Engineer.
THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444,

New York.

ROME CYCLERS*

G-rand Tournament,
May 30th, 1894.

THREE CLASS B EVENTS.—First prize in one
event an order for $150 worth of whatever mer-
chandise the winner may select ; first prize in
another event a $150 diamond; first prize in the
third event a $125 or $150 bicycle.

SIX CLASS A EVENTS.—First prize in each of
these events an order for $50. worth of anv articles
which the L. A. W. rules permit to be "given as
class A prizes.

Three Central New York Championship Races.
—Prizes, medals. Besides other features.

The giving of these orders for articles to be selected
after the race by the prize winners is approved by the
Chairman of the National Racing Board.

For entry blanks and detailed information of the
meet write to

WYLLYS N. RUDD, Cor. Sec'y,

Rome, N. Y.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

SEND FOR r>ir<ai^M<a

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

DECORATION DAY, May 30, '94.

AX RAHWAY, IV. J.
Eighth Race Meet of the

Union County Roadsters.
Elegant prize list. Four open races and the

Half-Mile L, A. W. N. J. Division Championship.

Races start promptly, at 3 p. m. All class "A" races.
Entries close May 25. For entry blanks and full par-
ticulars, address, A. H. CHAMBERLAIN, Chairman,
Lock Box 55, Rahway, N. J.

Annual Race Meet,
(N. Y. State Circuit, L. A. W.)

^COHOES * WHEELMEN^

Splendid y2 Mile Track.
Elegant Prize List.

Rensselaer Park, Sat, June 2d, '94.

A. D. WAIT, Chairman.

J. WILL ABLETT, Sec'y.

Write for entry blanks, COHOES, N. Y.

GRAND OPENING
OF

VARICK BICYGLE PARK,
At Manchester, N. H.,

(50 miles from Boston)

Decoration Day, Wednesday, May 30, 1894.

7 Races for Diamonds and Solid Silver.

All for Class A Riders.

One Mile Novice, One-quarter Mile Open, One Mile
Championship Northern New England, One-half
Mile Handicap, One Mile Open, One Mile 3m.

Class, One Mile Handicap.

For Entry Blanks, etc., address
Thomas JR. Varick, C/tai'rman Race Com?nittee,

BOX 126, MANCHESTER, N. H.

GRAND OPENING anil RACE MEET
Under Sanction of the L. A. W.,

—AT THE—

CRESCENT WHEELMEN'S
New and Elegant 1-3 Mile Egg-Shape Bicycle Track,

PLAINFIEUD, N J.

45 minutes from New York via C. R. R. of N. J.,

foot of Liberty Street,

SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1894, at 2 P. ffl.

EIGHT EXCITING EVENTS FOR VALUABLE PRIZES

BOTH CLASSES. A and B.

All the Crack Riders will Compete.

Entries close May 25, with C. E. TEEL, Plainfield, N.J.

Messrs. S. & J. Davis, the caterers of

Orange, are very popular with wheel clubs

and wheelmen. Their large restaurant, cafe

and ice cream parlor on Main Street is a fa-

vorite resort with wheelmen in the Oranges.

Dinner is served in the cafe, and special atten-

tion is paid to the comfort of wheelmen.

—

Adv.

The Pennsylvania Division meet has been
given to the Wilkesbarre Wheelmen, and will

be held on July 2 and 3.
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I DOING * IT * AT • LINSCOTT. I
I I?KI^a°rnnsI (25 Mile Road Race, Maiden, Mass., May 5.) |

I 4 _ A PldCG* Nat Butler, a rider until then unknown to fame, j§

jj
v mounted on a Stearns Special, beat 152 starters, many of "||

§§
I II I them celebrites, and broke the world's record for the dis- jg

B tance. Time, ih. 11m. 28y
5
s.

jjj

I The other Fel- li til ?laPC-
Daniel Turner

'

on a Stearns
j

E lows are not in ££ Special, won fourth place, also breaking m
m Till the world's record. Time, ih. 14m. 34 T

/5 s. J
PlaCC Verdo Westgate, j
on a Stearns, took tenth place J
in ih. 1 6m. 16s. ThaTtV

be
r
t
e
t
coV j

it With the IQaL SfaS'tearn^ride^
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• v>. OI L/ir\l^>3 OC \j\J, 9 [yi^ Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y. |§

e IV! V 1 ~r^S BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWD1SH, =
OyraCUSe, ne\V YOrk. \^J Agents for Brooklyn. 131 1 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. - =
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Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the "Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUESTIS" TIRE.
Main Office and Works, = = = = NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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MURPHY RIDES A FAST HALF AT
SYRACUSE.

The first of the series of matinee races

of the Syracuse A. A. were held on Satur-

day last, at which the riders under Trainer

Eck's care gave an interesting exhibi-

tion of fast riding. C. M. Murphy, paced
half way by Callahan, rode a half in im.

i 2-5S., breaking the State record, and Callahan

rode a third in 40 1-5S., also a State record.

Van Wagoner rode four miles against time

in 13m. 45s. The attendance was small.

Summary:
Half Mile Handicap.—First heat: 1, W. J. Helfert,

10 yards; 2, E. G. Combs, 30 yards; 3, Harry Elkes, 25

yards. Time, im. 13s. Second heat: 1, C. C. Brown,
30 yards; 2, E. W. Murray, 15 yards; 3, James Mc-
Mahon, 35 yards.

Final: 1, Helfert; 2, Combs; 3, Murray. Time,
IDl. I2S.

Quarter mile scratch: 1, Zalamea; 2, Allen; 3,

Thrall. Time, 38 2-5S.

Third mile handicap: 1, Combs, 20 yards; 2, Brown,
o yards; 3, Helfert, 5 yards. Time, 48 1-5S.

At the races to-morrow Johnson, Taylor,

Murphy, Callahan and Dawson will compete.

The Martin's Prize List.

At the last report fifty separate articles,

valued at nearly $2,000, made up the prize list

of the Martin road race. The first prize will

be a Kurtzman piano, valued at $650. Among
the other big prizes are a Columbia, Rambler,

Warwick and Syracuse racers and Martin and
Envoy roadsters, a suite of furniture, two
sewing machines, and a gold watch, given by
the Eastern Rubber Co. The minor prizes

include pneumatic tires, saddles, bath robes,

cigars, and even an order for six Turkish

baths. The entries close May 22 with D. H.

Lewis, Buffalo. Van Wagoner and Linneman
are already on the list.

Hoyland Smith's Prizes.

The prize list of the Hoyland Smith road

race compare more than favorably with those

of the long-established events. The first prize

will, as already known, be a horse and wagon,

valued at $350; the second, a Stearns Special,

and the third a Waverley Scorcher. Useful

articles of silver constitute most of the minor

prizes. There is a silver tea set, a silver

pitcher, silver nut bowl, fruit dish, smoking
set, shaving mug, hair brush, manicure set,

soap box and match safes, The first time

prize will be a Columbia racer, the second a

Reading road racer and the third a $50 dia-

mond. Entries close on the 23d.

The Hastings (Neb.) C. C. has leased the

baseball park in that city, in which a quarter

mile track will be built.

The war between Rome and Utica, N, Y.,

over the Decoration Day meets is booming
both events. The local papers of the two
cities have taken up the matter and are saying

uncomplimentary things about each other.

Nine Essex County (Mass.) riders have been
relegated to Class B by the Racing Board for

competing for prizes worth more than $50 at

the April 19 meet at Lawrence Driving Park.

The men are C. F. Copp, Edwin McGrath, C.

H. Glover, J. A. Roberts, of Haverhill
; John

Smith, F. E. Young, George Hobbs and
Robert Corkhill, of Lawrence, and J. F. Mc-
Carthy, of North Andover. All assert that

they were not to blame and that it was simply

a blunder of the tournament managers. They
will ask that the decision be reversed.

Laying the Methalilhtc Surface at Waltham.

Fifty men are busy at work on the Waltham
track, laying the new methalithic surface,

which will be formally opened on Decoration

Day. The process of laying the surface is as

follows: First, from 8 to 10 inches of coarse

founded rock and cement are put down as

a foundation. Then comes a layer, 1 inch

thick, powdered rock, on top of which is

laid the methalithic, 1 inch in thickness.

In the home stretch the methalithic is 3

inches in thickness, and at the pole and upper

turn 8 inches.

The stretch has been widened 4 feet. The
turns have a grade of 2.yz inches to the foot

The home stretch is 40 feet wide, the turns 25.

feet wide and the back stretch 20 feet. The
grand stand is to be extended as far as the

bleachers, on the right, and will seat some-
thinglike 500 additional persons.

Martin Wins a Second.

Paris, May 13.—The 100 kilometre bicycle

race, which was finished early in the evening,

was won by a Frenchman, but Martin, the

American crack, was second, despite two ac-

cidents to the tires of his wheel. Ashmger
finished fifth, and Waller dropped out before

the end of the race.

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

A road race from Minneapolis to Minnetonka
in June is to be run by the " L. A. W. Racing
Board under L. A. W. rules," according to a

local paper.

" Bertie" Banks, one of Denver's prominent
racing men, collided with a wagon last week,
and is laid up with two broken ribs and other

injuries which will probably prevent him from
riding this year.

Wm^ Holland, the Maryland champion, will

be married early in June, and will not ride in

competition this season.

The Duke of Bedford has given to the town
of that name a piece of ground, valued at

.£10,000, to be used as the site of a cycle track.

Thomas Warwick, the English pro., is train-

ing at Manhattan Field for an onslaught on
the world's records from five miles up to the

hour. He will probably make the attempt at

Springfield. Warwick will remain in this

country until the latter part of July, when he
will return to England, forswear the path, and,

as he says, prove that a racing man can settle

down to business, to marriage and to home
life.

THE FIRST MEET IN THE EAST.

Although the entry list for the McDuffee
Class A meet at Saugus was lengthy, and con-

tained the names of all the Eastern cracks,

with one or two exceptions, none of them put

in an appearance. The sport, however, was
exciting, and about 800 spectators enjoyed it.

Blauvelt, of Newark, and Scully and Swett, of

Lewiston, Me., were the only out-of-the-State

men present. There were a number of bad
spills, but no one was hurt. Summary:
One Mile Novice—1, H. A. Seavey, Waltham; 2,

George Cutter, Boston; 3, Calvin Hosmer, Everett.
Time, 3m. 12s.

One Mile Open— 1, Dan Connolly, Eagle C. C; 2, E.

L. Blauvelt, E. A. C.J 3, James Clark, P. C. C. Time,
2m. 56s

One Mile Handicap— 1, A. T. Fuller, Maiden, 135

yards; 2, J. J. McLaughlin, W. C. C, 135 yards; 3,

John Bianchi, M. B. C, 65 yards. Time, 2m. 30.

One Mile, 2.30 Class— 1, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C.J 2

W. L. Pettigrew, P. C. C. Time, 2m. 51 3-5S.
,

Two Mile Handicap— 1, George Cutter, Boston, 240

yards; 2, E. J. Clark, P. C. C, 260 yards; 3, John
Bianchi, 140 yards; 4, James Clark, P. C. C, 30 yards.

Time, 5m. 25 2-5S.

Mile Consolation— 1, J. S. Clark, Roxbury; 2, James
Harmon, Maiden; 3, Calvin Hosmer, Everett. Time'
301.184-53.

Swarthmore College A. A. games, May 12:

Two Miles Scratch— 1, Sims; 2, Lewis; 3,

Manley. Time, 5m. 18s.

At the games of the Y. M. C. A.. Philadel-

phia, May 12: One Mile Novice— 1, Chas.

Cabrera; 2, R. A. Hershey, Time, 3m. 3 4-5S.

The Game Cock Wheelmen, the local organ-

ization at Sumter, S. C, held a race meet on
May 7, and J. Ryttenburg won five of the

seven events, all in which he was eligible.

At Jacksonville, Fla., last week, the mile

race for the Pope Cup was won by Adams;
Saunders second. The mile handicap was
won by Powers from the 180 yard mark in

2m. 37s.

At the Columbia College Athletic Union's

games, May n: Two Mile Scratch— 1, H. K.

Bird ; 2, S. C. Crane
; 3, D. E. Baxter. Time,

5m. 25 3-5S. Bird's time clips 2^s. off the col-

legiate record.

Swett's Five Mile Handicap Road Race,

Norway, Me., Mays: 1, Ernest Swett, South
Paris, 4>£m., time, 17m. 44s.; 2, Linwood
Flint, 4^m.; 3, Clarence Pike. Haskell,

scratch, finished eleventh in 17m. 16s.

At Lowell, Mass., May 12: Ten Mile handi-

cap Roap Race— 1, J. W. Sidebotton, ij^m.,

time, 34m. 51s. ; 2, F. S. Bean, ?,%m.; 3,

Edward Buffan, scratch; 4, H. Corwin, 4m.;

5, F. A. Baker, 6m. ; 6, Geo. Churchill, 4j£m.

;

7, A. D. Butterfield, 2^m.

At the Southern A C. games, New Orleans,

May 5: Half Mile Handicap— 1, L. J. God-
berry, 5s.; 2, E. B. Hands, 3s.; 3, T. Elfert,

5s. Time, im. 23 1-5S. Two Mile Handicap

—

r, A. C. Abbott, scratch; 2, E. B. Hands, 8s.;

3, L. J. Godberry, 12s.
; 4, T. Elfert, 12s.

Time, 6m. 6 1-5S. Abbott was disqualified for

foul riding.

At the Yale-Harvard A. A. games, New
Haven, May 12: Two Mile Scratch—First

Heat— 1, E. C. Heidrich, Y. ; 2, W. R. Brincker-

hoff. Time, 6m. 30 2-5S. Second Heat— 1, F.

S. Elliott, H. ; 2, W. H. Glenny, Y. Time,
5m. 36 2-5S. Final Heat— 1, W. H. Glenny,
Y. ; 2, F. S. Elliott, H.

; 3, E. C. Heidrick, Y.
Time, 7m. 1 3-5S.
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Special ^eli(;al premiers
Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs
,

as ordered, and are fully guaran=

teed for road use. Helical Racer

from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34—
lbs. Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS.

Best Goods at Cost Prices

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel." ....NEW YORK.

CHOOSE A BEAUTY.

WIN A BUYER.

BUY A SELLER.

SELL A WINNER.

Syracuse Model C, 25 lbs., S125.

SYRACUSE
BICYCLES.

Right-up-to date in every detail, and fully guaranteed

for one whole year, is the best evidence we can offer

regarding the SYRACUSE Model C
There is a demand for a strictly high-grade, light

weight, handsome mount, listing at $125.00 and weigh-

ing 24 or 25 pounds. Fitted with high frame, crimson

wood rims, and choice of high-grade tires, saddles and

pedals, makes it one of the prettiest and fastest sell-

ing mounts shown this season

Keep your Eye on the Crimson Rims ....

.... Watch the Crackerjacks make them fly.

SEND FOR CKTKLOGUE.

SYRACUSE CYCLE C0.9 Syracuse, N. Y.

PERCY E. SNYDER,
Eighth Ave. and 59th St., Grand Circle,

Agent for New York City.

• HENRY KEIDEL & CO.,
BALTIMORE, M».,

Agents for the South Atlantic States.

Please add: "Saw it in the Wheel."
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TRADE CHANGES. TRAVELERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS. A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Humes Hardware Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Incorporated, with a capital

stock of $25,000.

Hutchinson, Kan.—The Vanzandt Implement and
Hardware Co. Incorporated by J. R. Vanzandt and
others. Capital stock $25,000. Will handle bicycles.

Washington, D. C—Woodward & Lothrop depart-

ment store. Opened bicycle department.

Denver, Col.—The Deitz Cycle Lock Co. has been

incorporated by Henry Deitz, J. H. Kimball and
others. Capital stock $50,000.

Washington, D. C —The Bicycle Accident Insurance

Co. of Washington has been incorporated. The com-

pany will insure bicycles against accidents, and do a

general repairing business. The capital stock isfifced

at $25,000. The officers and incorporators are Richard

J. Mauss, President; J. R. Kemps, Vice-President; T.

Frank Greenwood, Secretary; W. Millikin, Treasurei,

and P. Donan.
Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pittsburg Tire Protector Co.

has been incorporated by Robert Hoffman, James
Laird and others. Capital stock $100,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Hansen-Huennekens Cycle

Co. has been incorporated.

Chester, Pa.—T. L. Ordish & Co., bicycles. Suc-

ceeded by H. G. Dantman.
Troy, N. Y.—Geo. W. Gemmill, sporting goods.

Succeeded by H. D. Nims & Co.

Oakland, Fla.—Copner & Williams, hardware and

bicycles. Succeeded by McDonald & Williams.

Detroit, Mich.—Hodgson & Howard Co., hardware,

bicycles, etc. Incorporated. Capital stock $36,000.

Fullerton, Neb.—J. E. Kriedler & Co., hardware
and bicycles. Partnership dissolved.

Greenleaf, Kan.—T. W. Young, hardware and
bicycles. Reported to have sold out.

Glouster, O.—The Glouster Hardware Co. In-

corporated. Capital stock, $10,000. Will probably

handle bicycles.

Ocasta, Wash.—Cockran Bros., hardware and
bicycles. New store.

Middlebury, Vt. — Allen Calhoun, hardware, bi-

cycles, etc. Sold half interest in business to John
H. Stewart.

Winona, Minn.—C. C. Clement Hardware Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Succeeded by the Winona Hard-
ware Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Baker & Hamilton, of San
Francisco, hardware, bicycles, etc. Opening new
store.

Those two well-known travelers, W. Mon-
tague Perrett and J. J. Ross, have almost sim-

ultaneously hit upon a novel method of an-

nouncing themselves. When this is said, all is

said. The method savors of the sensational

and cheap-and-nasty ; it may " tickle" a few,

but is hardly to be commended for general use.

It is the more surprising that two old-timers

like Perrett and Ross should have inaugurated

such a questionable innovation. The "method"
consists of postal cards, printed in bold, black

type, and reading thus:

• THE NEW BOOK, •

: "IF THE DEVIL CAME TO CHICAGO," •

Is creating a sensation ; so is the

DERBY BICYCLE, •

• with its many important details. •

• I will be in your city in a few days with sam- •

pies of the Derby,

' Look out for startling facts.

Yours very sincerely,

: "Little Speck." John J Ross.
\

$500 REWARD !

For the Arrest and Conviction of

William Montague Perrett,

Who is going about the country stating that he

is representing the Raleigh Cycle Co., of

New York, makers of the celebrated

Raleigh bicycles. He will call on
you in a few days.

DON'T GIVE HIM AN ORDER !

Unless you are satisfied with the wheel. The
above reward will be paid upon proof that

the Raleigh is not the best one
on the market.

The Hausen & Huennekens Cycle Co. has

been organized at Milwaukee with a capital

stock of $3,000. Jacob Hausen, Fred. Heunne-
kens and Fred. Huennekens, Jr., are the in-

corporators.

The American Dunlop Tire Co. are making
a great specialty of fitting pneumatic tires to

road vehicles. They have recently fitted tires

to a runabout, which is driven through the

Park by Mr. M. B. Reilly, a famous driver

whose pet span have a team record of 2m. 19s.

The Dunlop Co. have also received orders

from various prominent carriage manufac-

turers in New York. Mr. Harvey DuCros,

who has just returned from England, where

he made a flying trip, reports that Dunlop is

going ahead with the usual certainty and
rapidity, and that the new factory at Coventry

is very fine and large.

Yours truly, Gen'l P. Ublic.

Dunlop Co. Secures Permanent Injunctions.

The legal warfare which the Dunlop Tire

Co. has begun on alleged infringers of their

patents is more widespread than is generally

supposed. In this country they have half a

dozen suits pending, while in England they

have just obtained permanent injunctions,

with judgment for costs, against three English

tire makers. The Dunlop people claim that

their patents cover all practical forms of wired

tires.

After a dispute, which began in 1891, the

United States Patent Office has just granted
the Kenwood Mfg. Co., of Chicago, the patent

on a lower double truss tube frame as applied

to bicycles. The Kenwood Co.'s opponents
claimed priority of invention, but the claim

was not allowed. The patent was issued to

the Chicago concern on April 28, and, of course,

gives to them the exclusive right to that par-

ticular style of frame.

LList of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-

torney, Washington, D. C]

518,591. Bicycle. Frank Douglas, Chicago, II

'

Filed December 7, 1891.

518,627. Spoke attachment for vehicle wheels. Louis
Rastetter, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed November 13, 1893.

518,691. Bicycle tire. Edgar Grauert, New York,
N. Y. Filed March 23, 1893.

518,698. Bicycle support. William S. Pipes and
Frank T. Guiher, Waynesburg, Pa. Filed October 25

,

1893.
518,736. Wheel George P. Hobbs and Alonzo L.

Edwards, Wheeling, W. Va. Filed August 30, 1893.
518,757. Pedal for crank powers. Andrew J. Hoyt,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 7, 1893.

518,777. Bicycle. Charles H. Carr, Lynn, Mass.
Filed January 6, 1894.

518,815. Apparatus for forging tires. Israel Hoge-
land, Chicago, 111. Filed June 20, 1893.

518.849. Pneumatic tire. Joseph G, Moomy, Erie,
Pa. Filed November 20, 1893.

518.850. Pneumatic tire. Joseph G. Moomy, Erie,
Pa. Filed November 20, 1893.

518 881. Vehicle wheel. Frederick A. Finch, St.
Louis, Mo., assignor of one-third to George H. Miller,
same place. Filed August 21, 1893.

518,914. Automatic cycle support. Richard B.
Chambers, West Chester, assignor to Crosby M.
Black, Chester, Pa. Filed January 3, 1894.
Trade mark. 24,613. Bicycles, velocipedes, their

parts and attachments. Charles B. Clark, Newark,
N. J. Filed March 15, 1893. Essential feature the
word " Cyclone."

518,951. Hub-protector fer' vehicles. Nelson D
Hodgkins, Marquette, Mich., assignor of one-half to
Frederick O. Clark, same place. Filed Jan. 3, 1894.

518,970. Gearing for bicycles. Edward L. Shultz,
Springfield, Mass. Filed March 25, 1893.

519,016. Bicycle stand or holder. Ralph de Clair-
mont, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Jan. 28, 1893. Patented
in England.

519, 024. Bicycle. Edward J. O'Connor, Hartford,
Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Austin
Brainard, same place. Filed April 17, 1893.

519,096. Lubricant for bicycle chains and bearings.
Willis L. Sargent, Norwich, Conn. Filed Oct. 23, 1893.

519,107. Bicycle bag. Bamford Elliott, Worcester,
Mass., assignor to J. J. Warren Co., same place. Filed
Aug. 28, 1893.

519,165. Device for fixing pneumatic tires to wheel
rims. Emile J. Vauzelle, Paris, France. Filed Sept.

15, 1893. Patented in France.
519,177. Wheel tire. Harry M. Devoe, New York,

N. Y. Filed March 7, 1893.

519,249. Tire maker. Oscar F. Farwell, Woodstock,
Vt., assignor to Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co., Greenfield,
Mass. Filed Jan. 27, 1894.

519,252. Bicycle. Charles E. Ford, Leavenworth,
Kan. Filed May 3, 1892.

519,269. Bearing for velocipedes. Frederick D.
Owen, Washington, D. C. Filed March 29, 1893.

519,273. Spoke socket. Philip Schneider, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., assignor of one-half to George C. Witte,
same place. Filed Jan. 11, 1894.

President Chas. F. Smith, of the Indiana

Bicycle Co., has gone to Mexico in the interest

of the company.

Mr. John Griffith, of the John Griffith Cycle

Corporation, has offered to. donate ,£1,000 of

the stock of that company, in order to secure

for Dublin a new up-to-date bicycle track.

At Takashimacho, Yokohama, Japan, accord-

ing to the Cyclist, there is a concern known as

the Kajino Bicycle Manufactory, which is re-

ported to at present have its hands full, through

numerous orders from the Japanese provinces.

As Japanese bicycles are cheaper than English

or foreign machines, a firm in Yokohama
recently exported to Russia six machines made
at the above works, and one each to Hawaii
and Amoy. They are said to be the first

bicycles exported from Japan.

IIDDI
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL'
and they had an extra can in the tpol bag to cover up the effects of any "jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3 00
per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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What Made the Corrugations.

He was not a cyclist, but he had frequently
seen wheelmen skimming down Broadway on
the cable slot. He had just been intently ex-
amining the corrugated tire on a G. & J.

wheel.

"You must do a great deal of riding on
Broadway," he remarked knowingly to the
owner of the wheel.

"What makes you think so?"

"Why, those 'ridges' on the tire. Don't
they come from riding on the Broadway cable

slot?"

"Oh! yes—yes. Why certainly. I couldn't

imagine how you could guess so well. I go
up and down Broadway on the slot four or five

times every day."

And the liar and the inquisitor chuckled
softly to himself at his own particular clever-

ness.

A Michigan Cyclist Killed.

Wm. A. Southworth, a prominent young
business man of Bay City, Mich., collided with

a horse on Friday last and died shortly after-

wards from a fractured skull. The horse was
driven by a boy, who claimed that he did not

see Southworth until within a few feet of him.

Wanted: A good-looking, well-mannered,

loud-and-long-throated rooster. Such is the

need of the man-who-owns-a-racing team.

The crowing bird will be kept working over-

time this year, telling of the road and path

victories of the numerous teams.

The Brooklyn Good Roads Association is

compiling a census of wheelmen in that city.

Jean Allard, the winner of the recent race

from Rennes to Brest and back, covered the

distance, 310 miles, in 2ih. 55m., in spite of

the weather, the state of the roads in some
parts and the hilly course, thus accomplishing

a somewhat remarkable performance ; twenty-

nine minutes later Joncourt took second place

;

another interval of ten minutes and Waller,

the American, put in an appearance. The
last-named arrived first at Brest followed by
Joncourt one minute, Joyeux ten minutes,

Hamonic fifteen minutes, and Allard brothers

together, twenty-five minutes late.

At Buffalo, on Sunday last, Fuhrman and

Steirnalrode a century to Le Roy and return in

7^jf hours. Klipfel and Brooks made a 123

miles run in 9^ hours.
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The dates for the good roads convention at
Asbury Park have been set for July 5 and 6.

All arrangements are in the hands of Gen.
Roy Stone, and he will issue invitations to the
conference to all the leading coaching clubs,

governors of all the States, manufacturers of

road building machinery, road builders, officers

of the L. A. W. and others interested in road
improvement.

The English racing men are just beginning
to adopt the American idea, and wear bath
robes and dressing gowns in going from the
dressing-rooms to the tape. It is considered
such a clever idea that the crack who intro-

duced the innovation has already had " his

picture in the paper."

In fi

55S5L5H5E£15^
. IRST RACE nJ

[}j
OHIO RIVER j{]

CIRCUIT

MARTIN ft DRESSING'S

Ten Mile "FDLLVALDE" Boafl Race!H5H5HSH5£

Grand Boulevard, Louisville, June 13.

ACTUAL VALUE OF PRIZES, $1,000, GUARANTEED.
FIRST TIME, MUNGER RACER, 16 lbs., $165.00.

SECOND TIME, DIAMOND RING, $150.00.

READ
'EH.

Luminum, $135 00
Diamond Ring, * 150 00
Diamond Stud, ... - no 00
Nickeled Waverley, - - - - 90 00
Suit of Clothes, - 5000
Mantel Clock, - - - - 40 00

7 Suit of Clothes,
8 Steel Engraving,
9 Bloomer Outfit,
10 Nickeled Lantern,
it Fine Umbrella,
12 Half Dozen of Shirts.

$35 00
25 00
20 00
10 00
10 00
10 00

ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY

MARTIN & DRESSING, 626 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

MAMMOTH DEAL.
1,500 1,500

of the latest up-to-date $150 Safeties, complete and elegant, with choice of

1894 Pneumatic Tires ; nothing finer made
;

$50 and $60 each.
Dealers wishing from 10 to 200 for spot cash can get a hack at this

deal. These Bicycles are going off 50 to 200 each day, so hurry up or

you'll miss a good thing.

LARGEST HANDLERS OF BICYCLES FOR SPOT CASH IN AMERICA.

Iv. O. JJ^NTDORJEr & CO.
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK.

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel

"

32 Park Place, Cor. Church St.
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WHERE KEATINGS ARE MADE.

la the trade of cycling, as well as in the rest

of the commercial world, each house seeks to

introduce some new feature through which it

can be known from the remainder of the craft.

These original ideas are the advance guards

of progress, and thus bring the art of manu-
facturing to a higher state of perfection. In

233 x 55 feet and four stories high, which, in

size, holds a very creditable place among the

cycling factories of the world. On the first

floor there are no less than eighteen automatic

machines for turning out parts. All these

machines are new and of the most improved
design. From the solid steel bar each part is

completely finished without employing manual
labor.
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'he manufacture of bicycles the Keating Wheel
Co., of Holyoke, Mass., hold a distinct place,

inasmuch as they were the first firm to boldly

offer and guarantee a twenty-five pound road

wheel, which weight is now so popular and in

such general use. A description of the Keat-

ing plant is not without interest.

The factory is located in the heart of Hol-

yoke, on one of the principal streets. It is

One of the most interesting parts of their

plant is the chain making department. The
limit of variation of each block is X of x^Vu
of an inch, and the chains complete do not

vary TV̂ of an inch. All the tools used in

this department were designed and made by
this company.

In the arrangement of the factory the system

followed greatly facilitates the execution of

the work. Each man is numbered, also each

machine, and likewise every bin containing

stock. The last two numbers correspond, thus

avoiding confusion of parts and material. A
clever idea which came under the writer's

notice is a rack on which to hang completed

frames instead of strewing them over the

floor. In fact, wherever it is possible to intro-

duce a labor-saving device or to economize

space, the Keating Company do not fail to do

so. As a consequence, their factory presents

a cheerful, business-like appearance.

The Keating wheels for '94 are not much
altered. They range in weight from 20 to 25

lbs. In design they are on the same lines as

any diamond frame machine, except the seat

post tube, which is bent near the crank

axle. For this the company claim increased

strength.

The mechanical part of the work is in charge

of Robert Keating, the organizer of the com-
pany. Mr. Keating has been engaged in the

cycle trade about a dozen years, and has been
a mechanic all his life. During the past year

Chas. D. Rood has been elected president and
treasurer of the company, and owns a large

interest in it. Mr. Rood is widely known in

New England in manufacturing circles. At
one time he owned the Hampden Watch Co.,

and is now president of the Hamilton Watch
Co., of Lancaster, Pa. The latest addition to

the firm is William B. Osgood, to whom is en-

trusted the business management. He has

been connected with Mr. Rood for a number
of years in the watchmaking industry, and is

well known in that trade in every place of

any importance between Boston and St.

Louis.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES tx> »»
ARE BUILT TO RIDE.
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JztfRITe FOR HCGNCY KND CHTHLOGUE.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.".
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ON COSTUMES FOR RACING MEN.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address :
Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through A.M.NEW8 CO.

ADVERTISING.
"THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF:

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 55.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

There are testimonials and testimonials. The

Wheel's growth has been marked with many

much-appreciated words of kindness, encour-

agement and praise. No more positive and

spontaneous recommendation was ever given,

however, than that from the pen of Mr. J. H.

Ball, who recently contributed a manifold let-

ter to the British press. Quoting The Wheel,

Mr. Ball writes: "In my opinion the one best

paper in the world." The italicism is Mr.

Ball's.

THERE has been a deal of preaching on

the subject.

This present word is not on cleanliness or

decency of costume—two points upon which

much could be said—but upon conspicuosity of

costume.

It is a distinct advantage to a racing man to

wear, throughout the season, a costume which

sharply distinguishes him from the other com-

petitors. It is equally a distinct advantage to

the audience.

If properly and conspicuously costumed, the

racing man can be quickly singled out; he

can be easily followed throughout the race. A
crowd fixes its best attention upon some

known quantity ; it is the man, not the number.

There have been some brilliant riders, much

of whose good work was lost because of their

poor and tasteless costuming. We have in

mind one great handicap rider, who is so

badly and conventionally ill-dressed, that the

moment he gets in the bunch it is difficult

to ever catch sight of him again.

So many men run to all black or all white.

Let us, in the future, have some color. We
need not fly to the extreme of prismatic inten-

sity seen in jockeydom, but surely we can

strive for a happy medium.

The most distinguishing costume a man can

wear is one of a solid, vivid color. It need not

necessarily be aesthetic; one does not expect

high art in a racing costume. It must be fairly

neat, a bit gaudy, and above all, it must stand

out from the crowd.

Paul Grosch's "all-blue," of last year, is one

noteworthy example ; and there were others.

Will the racing men devote a little thought

to the matter? Or must proper costuming be

stimulated by offering prizes for the best-

dressed racing man at a meet? Or could the

object be more quickly attained by presenting

a booby prize to the worst dressed man on the

track ?

AN anonymous person has written the

handicapper of the Irvington-Milburn

Road Race: "Lock out for . He is

going very fast." Perhaps this note was sent

in sheer and simple kindness; perhaps it was

sent in sheer and simple meanness. If sent in

meanness, it is snake-like ; tale-bearing in sport

• is worse than all other tale-bearing except,

perhaps, tale-bearing that parts hearts. If it

was sent in kindness, it is mistaken kindness.

If a man lives a month on the course he has

a right to start with his chance unimparied.

The handicapper cannot take note of anony-

mous warning. He is compelled to start the

man like any other novice. Bar the scratch

and well-known men, the race is a lottery;

and in all big handicap road races, the larger

share of the honors fall to new men.

England's new "controled" professionalism

is not shining. At the first meet, the Surrey,

the professional events attracted no entries.

At the second meet, Catford, the entries were

few and of no rare quality. But for a stranger

—

James, of Cardiff, the mile event, so say the

foreign papers, would have been run as "fixed."

Happily, James was not in the know and

upset the arrangement. In the " ten," the art

of waiting, or, "how not to do it," was displayed

in its greatest development. The two '

' miser-

able" races cost the Catford Club ^100. The

papers concluded that " once a not very honest

professional, always a not very honest pro-

fessional." Then they sigh for paid amateurs—

"Those brilliant riders, subsidized though they

may have been, who gave us rare good sport,

with never a shadow of doubt as to their in-

tention to win if they could." Helas!

This will be a year of chaos and experiment.

Next year, it will be an international, simple-

liberal rule, and the up-to-date rider will

simply have to ride honestly and not ride for a

"divisible" prize. This "divisibility" causes

all the trouble.

London cycle race-meet goers are up in arms

against the swimming costumes which many

cyclists, through some strange hallucination,

think are the be-all and end-all of all that is

beautiful and proper on the race-track. The

novice who fancies that the more of himself he

can show off, the faster people will think him,

also afflicts this country. What we want on

the race tracks is less exposed cuticle. There

is no beauty in a displayed knee-bone, unless

it is done in marble. When one wishes to study

sculpture, we have the museums always with

us. If one would post onesself on bones and

tendons, the theater of anatomy and surgical

operation—not the race-track—is the place.

The N. C. U. Committee are, apparently,

becoming familiar with the licensing business,

and are developing that matter to a science.

For instance, F. J. Osmond was recently given

a "twenty-one day" license. It is not improb-

able that, in time, there will be licenses with a

string to them, and it will be a case of "Now

you may ride; now you may not." The poor

English rider will become as active and gro-

tesque as the mechanical dancing toy-men.

The N. C". U. should devote some of its sur-

plus energy to Her Majesty, Victoria. Al-

though, while at Florence, the Queen was in

the midst of a cycling set, she resolutely avoided

countenancing the sport. The Queen should

be induced to lend her presence to one of the

important meets of the year. Or, perhaps, Her

Majesty might confer the Order of the Garter

upon the originator of the licensing scheme.

It is stated that "The new track in is

rapidly progressing." It is not stated how far

the track has gotten away from its original

site, nor why it wants to leave its native town.

Nothing is wasted in the universal scheme.

An English genius—A. E. Armstrong, of

Aston—has gotten out some new handles

—

wooden bodies, wrapped with blotting paper

and covered with hide.
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France creates a new thing in the way of

match-making. M. Mirande, twenty -six—
hump-backed—has issued a challenge to all

riders who have their backs up ; distance, eight

miles; prize, glory. It is not stated whether

Mirande will ask or give a handicap based upon

relative hump-backedness. Mirande also fails

to state whether or not " first hump across the

tape wins."

The Irish Cyclist states that the Pope Co.

turn out "30,000 machines annually." There is

a mysterious magnifying something in the

middle of the sea. When an English traveler

sells a sample wheel in America, before he

touches England his entire output is sold.

The "Columbia output" must have gone

through this same multiplying mill.

THE ENGLISH TRADE.

GREATER THAN EVER, BUT MORE WIDELY
DISTRIBUTED.

A picture of Van Wagoner is being circu-

lated showing that veteran riding "hands off."

We have come to wonder if Van Wagoner

really can ride the regular 'way—" hands on."

A few brave people continue to launch new

tire companies in Britain. One of the latest

and largest is the "Stubbs"—capital .£25,000,

in £1 shares.

Michigan Division Affairs.

The Executive Board of the Michigan Divis-

ion held a meeting at Lansing, May 16. The
question of making an attempt to secure the

books and records now in Ex-Chief Consul

Bresler's possession was discussed. It was
believed that all efforts at conciliation would

be futile, and the task of securing the docu-

ments was left as a legacy to the Division

officers who will be elected next October.

Chief Consul Steel announced the standing

committees of the Division as follows:

Racing Board—J. W. Smith, Port Huron ; C
M. Hobart, Detroit; Fred Hyman, Grand.

Rapids.

Rights and Privileges—R. W. Sellick, Flint

;

W. C. Spencer, Saginaw; E. A. Conover,

Coldwater.

Improvement of Highways—H. E. Perry,

Detroit; J. H. Huber, Detroit; J. H. Jen-

nings, Fenton.

Transportation—D. C. Stewart, Grand Rap-

ids; H. B. Morgan, Lansing; one to be named.

Touring—M. A. Gardner, Detroit; four to be

appointed.

Rules and Regulations—C. P. Baker, St.

Johns; Frank H. Escott, Grand Rapids; J. H.

Gould, Detroit.

According to Wheeling, Louvet, the French

champion, will race Zimmerman at the Buffalo

track on June 7 two kilometers (1% miles),

without pacemakers, for a purse of $400.

Louvet is the rider whom M. Clement, the

French manufacturer now in this country,

thought would run Zimmerman "a close

second, but hardly beat him."

Harry Wheeler is evidently getting into

shape. In Paris on Sunday last he won the

10,000 meter scratch race for the Ruffec prize.

The cable does not state whom he defeated.

The international foot-ball match at Glasgow

drew $14,000. Are the days of as " fat" a

cycling " gate" nearing.

London, May n.—Trade here has been of

the largest volume yet known, but individual

firms have not received the benefit in conse-

quence of the diffusion of the orders into so

many more hands. The largest firms seem to

be the worst off, though Humbers are doing

exceptionally well. The best off seem to be

those of a medium size, like Calcott Bros, and

Sharrow & Lisle, who are making a machine

at a medium price.

;

The Wheel would score a point if it warned

the trade against ambitiously extending their

plants and then extending their trade to fit it.

It will inevitably occur—as it has here—that

overproduction will take place and prices will

drop.

We are now only a few days from Whit
Week, but there is no rush, although the total

output must be enormous. Opinion all over

the trade is that it will be a very short season,

and that, if fresh orders do not come in after

Whitsun, then the trade, bar dribbles, is over

for the year. The weather is not propitious

either, for it has been very cold and wet for

the last fortnight.

The tires most in demand are the Dunlop,

the Clincher and the Macintosh. Palmers are

used on racing machines mostly. There are a

few Fleetwoods, Preston-Davies and Beestons,

but other tires are seen so seldom in agents'

stocks that they are not worth mentioning.

Seddons have gone out, though a cheap tire is

threatened by them. Nearly all the tire com-

panies are moribund, and in the immediate

future many will depart into the " Ewigkeit,"
" unwept, unhonored and unsung."

Of Interest to Lamp Makers.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

sitting at New York, has affirmed the decree

of the United States Circuit Court, entered

upon the decision of Judge Coxe last July,

which adjudged the C. T. Ham Manufacturing

Company guilty of infringing letters patent

granted to Charles J. Higgins, and owned by
the Steam Gauge and Lantern Company, of

Syracuse, and the R. E. Dietz Company, of

New York City. This patent covers the lan-

tern, now in general use, known as the tubular

hinged or tilting lantern, and the decision is

an important one to all meichants who deal in

lanterns, many of whom have, under this de-

cision, infringed this patent and rendered

themselves liable to prosecution.

American Wheels on Top.

A correspondent in the City of Mexico
writes: "Between the Stearns and the Ram-
bler wheels, the Americans are fast crowding
out the English wheels, which were so long

considered the best, and there is no doubt that,

by the end of the year, the American wheels

will be sold in the same proportions in which
those of English make were formerly marketed
—that is to say, the conditions will be exactly

reversed, and the great majority of wheels

sold will be of American manufacture, prin-

cipally Ramblers and Stearns."

From. Bordeaux to Paris.

Paris, May 19.—The international race from

Bordeaux to Paris began at half-past 9 o'clock

yesterday morning. Eighty-seven contestants

started. The length of the course is 358 miles,

more or less. The leaders, Lesna (France),

Lumsden (England), Samson (England), and
Waller (United States), reached Angouleme,
66 miles from Bordeaux, at the following times

yesterday afternoon: Lesna, 2.07; Lumsden,

2.15; Samson and Waller, 2.30. The slowness

of the time is accounted for by the fact that the

roads were muddy and heavy.

Paris, May 21, 1894.—The international bi-

cycle race between Bordeaux and Paris ended
at 10.41 o'clock yesterday morning, when the

Frenchman, Lesna, crossed the finish line and
was declared the winner."

He had covered the distance in 25I1. 10m.

Lucas finished at 11.11, Samson at 12.50;

Lumsden and Berthier came in next, and the

rest were strung out for miles along the road.

There were eighty-seven starters. It was
windy and wet. and the roads were in terrible

condition.

Frank Waller's pneumatic tire gave out re-

peatedly, and he finally abandoned the race at

8.30 o'clock yesterday morning, when he was
one hour behind Lesna.

The Maryland 24-Hour Record Broken.

Elmer C. Davis, of the Baltimore B. C, broke

the Maryland State twenty-four hour road

record on May 19. He covered 240 miles in

15 hours actual riding time. His record was
made on a five mile stretch of shell road.

The first 100 miles were run in a pouring

rain, and it was not expected that Davis would
keep up, but he did. The run started at 4:30

o'clock Friday afternoon, and continued to nine

o'clock that night. During this time Davis

broke his own fifty mile record—3b.. 40m.

—

which he made last Fall, reducing it to 3I1. 20m.

45«. The race was resumed again at two o'clock

the next morning and continued to 3:55 o'clock

that afternoon, leaving 35m. to spare. The
first lap, ten miles, was made in 32m., the

next in 35m., the next to the last in 32^m. and
the last in 3&}(m. The longest time Davis

took to cover the lap was 46m., during which

he ate a lunch. The track was, of course, slow,

being covered with water part of the time.

Eighteenth Stanley Show, November 23-

December 1, Agricultural Hall, London. E.

A. Lamb, Secretary.

One of the most promising of the new Eng-
lish professionals is T. James, of Cardiff.

"James is a big, strapping fellow, heavily

limbed, and not unlike Sanger, the American,
in appearance. He is said to be a stayer on

the road, and was last week whispered as a

straight tip for the impending Bordeaux-Paris

race."

According to The Cyclist, the importers of

Zimmerman mean to make the most of their

attraction, and are in a fair way to get large

interest on their investment. When the Jer-

seyman rides, the usual price of admission

will be raised 200 or 300 per cent.

Stroud and Bates, on a tandem tricycle, rode

twenty-three miles 310 yards in the hour on !

May 2, beating the previous record by three

miles 215 yards, at Heme Hill on May 2.

The fifty miles Southern Road's record of

England has been lowered to 2h. 34m. 32s. by
P. F. A. Gonewe. Fowler and Steer have

lowered the Northern Roads tandem record to

2h. 27m. 2S.

The N. C. U. has granted twenty-three pro-

fessional licenses.
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BUTLER'S RECORD O. K.

THE WHEEL OBTAINS AMPLE EVIDENCE
THAT THE COURSE AND TIMES

WERE CORRECT.

Nat Butler's time, ih. 11m. 28 2-5S., in the

Linscott road race, will stand as record. None
but the rankest croaker will longer doubt that

the course measured twenty-five miles, full.

That the checking was faulty, and that there

was some bad bungling at the finish, is beyond
dispute, but the times and the course have
proven correct, and are entitled to general

acceptance.

The Wheel has been in active communica-
tion with Mr. Linscott, and has finally obtained

the proof upon which it insisted, not alone the

sworn statement of the surveyor, A. F. Sar-

gent, Jr., that the course was the full distance,

but ths exact points at which the course had
been lengthened to make good the shortage

caused by the shifting of the starting line since

last year.

Surveyor Sargent's affidavit is as follows:

This is to certify that the course of the Linscott road
race of May 5, 1894, has been measured by the under-
signed with a steel tape, and that said course is
twenty-five miles long, it being described as follows:
Beginning at a point on Eastern Avenue in Maiden,

Mass., 57 feet west of the westerly line of Phillips
Street ; thence the course follows Eastern Avenue to
Maplewood Street, Maplewood and Lebanon Streets
to Forest Street, Forest to Main Street, Main to Clif-
ton Street, Clifton Street to Highland Avenue, High-
land Avenue to Elm Street, turning to the right, Elm,
Pleasant and Salem Streets to Medford Squart.
From Medford Square the course follows High Stre. t

to the Mystic River and Medford Street to Arlington
Avenue, turning to the right, Arlington Avenue to
Pleasant Street, turning to the left, Pleasant and
Forest Streets to North Street, North to Quince
Street, in Waltham, Quince to Beaver Street, turning
round elm tree at junction of Quince and Beaver
Streets, and returning over the same course to the
point of beginning.

In a separate statement he explains just

where the shortage was made good.
" The course as laid out last year," he says,

" was changed for this year's race by shorten-

ing at the start and between West Medford
and Arlington, and by lengthening at Forest

Street, in Maiden, the exact amount of the

changes being shown in the following table:

SHORTENINGS.
Feet.

Eastern Avenue near starting point 942
Sylvan Street, in Maiden, near Forest 4.520

Harvard Avenue and Broadway, in Medford
and Arlington 14,850

20,312

LENGTHENINGS.

Lebanon and Forest Streets 7,552

High and Medford Streets, in Medford and
Arlington 12,760

The shortenings balance the lengthenings,

and the course is, therefore, the same length

as it was last year, which was 25 miles."

This should finally settle the matter.

E. L. Blauvelt, the Newark crack, who fin-

ished sixty-fourth in the race, returned last

week, and, like every one else, is at a loss to ac-

count for the remarkable times recorded. The
course, he says, is full of bewildering turns,

but as a private watch was held on him, which

agreed with the official time, he is not inclined

to doubt the time-keeping. With many other

competitors, he smiles when the checking is

mentioned. Like McMahon, of Paterson, he

passed and beat a number of men, who frankly

acknowledged the fact, but who were yet re-

turned as finishing in front of him.

Blauvelt also tells an amusing story of an

entrant who did not start, but who took up a

position as a spectator at the finishing tape.

As the leaders passed through the various

towns en route their numbers were telephoned

to the judges and announced. Very soon this

non-starter's number was announced as near

the head. He was a backmarker, and to get

to the front would have had to ride in incredi-

bly fast time. Finally the telephone an-

nounced him as in the lead. He couldn't stand

the pressure any longer.

"Say," he shouted laughingly to the judges,

who knew him, " ain't I a bird? I'm riding

faster now than I ever rode in my life before."

COLLISTER WILL NOT BE CHIEF
CONSUL.

DOESN'T WANT THE POSITION—REED, OF
CHILLICOTHE, Witt GET THE

PLACE—OTHER NOTES.

THE SCORCHER."

E. J. O'REILLY.

O'Reilly, the "Scorcher," has been editor of

London Wheeling for three years. He suc-

ceeded the late W. McCandlish—whose editorial

work has never been approached, for depth,

quality and freshness—and it was McCandlish's

wish that O'Reilly should succeed him.

O'Reilly is a Dublin man and had made a

big reputation as a correspondent before he

was called to London. Even to this day,

O'Reilly's contributions to outside papers have
more go and interest than his work on his own
paper.

O'Reilly's versatility is best indicated by the

success of his weekly Wheel letter, which is

read with pleasure and interest on this side.

O'Reilly is, essentially, a commentator, with a

keen sense of the incongruous, and a delight-

fully light humorous way of touching things.

Like all humorists, he is philosophical, so that

his work may be read with interest by those

who know nothing of cycling.

O'Reilly is of medium size, stockily built, sits

lazily, walks easily, and with an inevitable pipe.

*He seems 'never to be in a hurry, is a great

man to preside at a dinner, and is good at a

song or story.

O'Reilly is thirty-one. He has been taking

a holiday in Switzerland where he was mar-
ried at Weggers, on Lake Lucerne.

Four Years for Stealing a Wheel.

• On March 22 J. J. Coker, of Salem, Mass.,

lost his Columbia model 30, No. 6,588. Police

Officer Chas. A. Goldthwait recovered the

machine on the morning of the 23d. The
thief was sentenced May 12 to four year's

imprisonment. Officer Goldthwait received

the Pope Mfg. Co.'s $50 reward for the recovery

of a stolen Columbia, with arrest and con-

viction.

Cleveland, May 21, 1894.—For the second

or third time the American Cyclist is posing

as an authority on Ohio politics, and again

does it show a lamentable lack of trustworthy

knowledge on the subject. In its last issue

the A. C. says:

There promises to be a warm time and considerable

feeling atthe nextmeeting of the Ohio Division, which
will be held at Cincinnati July 4, when nominations
will be made for Chief Consul. There is a strong feel-

ing in Cleveland that George Collister is entitled to

the nomination, and Northern Ohio . will make a

strong fight for him. The Southern Ohio men have a

candidate in Parker G. Reed, of Chillicothe, who will

receive the unanimous support of the southern portion

of the State. The fight promises to be one of the

liveliest ever held in the State of Ohio.

Two or three months ago this article might
have been about right, as at that time Mr.

Collister's friends did start a little boom for

him without his knowledge or consent. They
had the thing pretty well under way, but

when the matter was brought to Mr. Collister's

attention, and he was asked to indorse his

friends' action, he expressed himself as not

being able to attend to the duties of the

position, and positively refused to consider it

at all. This was two months ago. Conse-

quently Northern Ohio will not make a strong

fight for Collister, though we do think he is

entitled to the chief consulship, and could, un-

doubtedly, get it if he stood as a candidate.

Mr. Reed has it all his own way, and will re-

ceive the unanimous support of not only the

southern portion of the State, but of the whole

State, and there will be no fight at all. And
it is much better that it should be so, as Ohio

seems at present to be in a very unsettled state

as regards the League, and a factional fight

would not help matters.

Entries for the road race on Decoration Day
are coming in in a satisfactory manner, and it

is confidently expected that last year's 104 will

be completely eclipsed. A special prize of a

Columbia racer to the novice making the best

time over the course is bringing in a large

number of riders that would not otherwise

have entered. Another special of a Tribune

racer to the breaker of last year's record over

this year's course, will tend to make a race to

the finish. The course was never in better

condition at this time of the year. In the road

race, competitors will, for the first time, be

compelled to start from the marks allotted

them. Heretofore, the men nearest scratch

have been in the habit of going back to that

mark to secure the fast men's pacing.

A "Coxeyrun" was called for Sunday last by

Captain Munhall of the Lakeside Club, but

rain prevented. Shabby clothes and old straw

or soiled tiles had been ordered in the call. A
commonweal hand-out at Dover Bay was on

the programme, to be washed down with lake

water. The run would no doubt have been a

novelty, but a better day than Sunday could

well have been chosen for it.

They have a peculiar ordinance in Baltimore

which prohibits coasting, and last week a

couple of policemen in citizens' clothes arrested

ten riders for taking their feet from the pedals.

They were fined $2 for the heineous crime.

Local riders think the law the worst on record.
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THE SYRACUSE STRING.

HOW THEY WORK — QUARTERED AND
TENDED LIKE THOROUGHBRED

TROTTERS.

Syracuse, N. Y., May 21.—France may be

crazed by enthusiasm over the possession of

Zimmerman, Wheeler and Banker, but, in a

smaller way, the transport of feeling exhibited

in this city over the arrival of Thomas W. Eck

and a coterie of crack riders, which occurred ten

days ago, was equally warm. Syracuse will,

without doubt, become the cycling centre of

the East, and even now plans are being for-

mulated by an enterprising local manufact-

urer which are of such gigantic proportions

that the details cannot be made public. With

fifteen of the crack riders training on the half-

mile circuit of the Syracuse Athletic Associa-

tion, Johnson's daily trials of speed, the Satur-

day matinee races and hundreds of other inci-

dentals, all go to make up a panorama hard to

beat. The oval is located four miles from the

city, in a most picturesque spot, and one ex-

ceedingly healthy. The riders sleep and

board on the grounds,

and E. C. Stearns & Co.

provides every conveni-

ence for the riders of the

''Yellow Fellows."

Among the list of celeb-

rities are: John S. John-

sou, Charles M. Murphy,

Charles A. Callahan,

Ray Dawson, Nath. But-

ler, winner of the Lins-

cott road race; George

F. Taylor, Earl Combs,

Pittsfield, Mass. ; Benito

Zalameo, champion of

South America; W. J.

H e 1 f e r t ,
prospective

champion of Utica, N. Y.

;

Harry Elkes, the boy

wonder, whose father

will back him against

any 17-year old rider in

the world; George
Thrall, Oswego, N. Y.

;

C. F. Ackerman, John H.

Gardner, E. W. Murray,

C. C. Brown, C. Fred.

Feetc, Syracuse ; C. L.

Livermore, Fort Wayne,
Ind., and a few lesser

lights.

Trainer Eck has thorough control of this

pack, and now they are divided into slow and
fast brigades, headed respectively by Messrs.

Murphy and Callahan. Eck oversees every bit

of work the men do, and, while his criticisms

are tart and painful at times, he has the best

interest of the wheelmen at heart, and his

seeming unkindness is only duty. The track

is without doubt one of the fastest in the

world. Last week C. M. Murphy, paced by
Callahan, and with hardly an effort, made a

half-mile in im. 1-5S., and Callahan went out

a few minutes later to cover a third in 40XS.
The men made no extra splurge to pull Mon-
sieur Time down, but within a week Johnson
will go for the mile competitive record, and
Eck says he will reduce it. But to return to

Eck's system of training. At 7,30 every morn-
ing the riders are out of bed and feasting

upon a plain but wholesome breakfast. This
usually occupies about a half hour, and the

cyclers are permitted to lounge about until 10

o'clock, when a sharp word of command from

the trainer causes the slow brigade to jump to

their feet, and five minutes later they are out

upon the track. The pace is alternated, and

five miles is usually made under sixteen

minutes. The fast brigade is privileged to

wheel off five miles in twelve minutes or bet-

ter, though it is not usually better. After-

noons are devoted to sprinting after three

miles are covered in a leisurely manner. The
entire pack on Thursday rode a mile under

2m. 20s. without a spurt down from the quar-

ter. The day following, in perfect order, the

coming champions made a half in im. 04s.

This is simply remarkable, for many of the

riders have had but little experience in fast

work, yet their present form is only an indica-

tion of what persistent training will do for

any man.

High carnival holds sway in the sleeping

apartments after the sun sinks below the

Western horizon. "Brother Charl" Murphy
is sure to suggest a game of hearts, and as

Charl is a lucky individual, it is seldom that he

does not win. Those who have known this

young man in the past would be surprised at

election. I don't think Bald is to blame as

much as certain Buffalo correspondents."

Johnson will attempt to sbo,w Bald when
next they meet that a grievous mistake has

been made. On May 26, the entire crowd of

Stearns' men will participate in races at Cort-

land.
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his present appearance. Tanned brown by a

Southern sun, looking the picture of health in

his neat red suit, not a line about his features

that speaks of dissipation, Murphy stands

to-day a different rider than he ever has been.

Those who paid attention to Zimmerman's
remarks when he left America's shores to the

effect that Murphy would be among the first

three riders of the year, have a perfect right

to compliment the ex-amateur on his prophetic

vision. Charley will beat men this year against

whom he could not ride at all last year. Cal-

lahan also needs watching. He is looking for

Bald, Dirnberger and Bliss' scalps, and means
to have them before the season is over.

A Wheel correspondent, in speaking with

Johnson of Bald's defeat of Johnson at Atlanta,

was given the following: "I did not think

Bald would be so immodest as to flaunt my
defeat about the country in the manner that

he has. It is utterly absurd. In the first place,

Bald did not defeat me. I saw readily enough
that the race would not be run under the re-

quired time, and simply laid back and took my
ease, while Bald tore home like bent for

The Latest in Snake Stories.

A tall snake story comes from Newcastle,

Pa. A Mr. Glover, while quietly riding near

that city felt something strike his leg. Look-

ing down he saw entangled in the front wheel

an enormous snake, which at each revolution

of the wheel attempted to fasten its fangs into

his leg. Mr. Glover realized in an instant that

to stop the wheel meant death. He started to

ride faster, in the hope that the reptile might

be shaken. A half mile was covered at terrific

speed.

Mr. Glover was perspiring at every pore

(says the local narrator). The head of the

snake was whirling with the wheel, and seemed

itself a solid circle. The top of a high hill was
reached, and Glover de-

cided to take desperate

chances, and let his ma-
chine go without stay or

brake. He then raised

his feet, tightly grasped

the handles, and with-

out, for an instant, tak-

ing his eyes off the shiny

attachment to his wheel,

started down the steep

hill. The snake held on.

Fasterand faster therider

went. Vague apprehen-

sions as to how the ride

would end were flitting

through the wheelman's

mind, when the wheel

swerved, struck a bank,

and the rider was thrown

fully a dozen feet away.

Gathering himself up, he

started to where his

machine lay a short dis-

tance further down the

hill. What he found was
three jelly-like sections

of snakes jammed into

\ ' • the spokes of the wheel,

and various smaller sec-

tions clinging to other parts of the wheel. The

snake was dead, but so firmly had portions of

it become entangled in the wheel that it was

with difficulty removed. The reptile was a

rattlesnake.

To Fight Against Paying Toll.

A turnpike company, of Rochester, N. Y.,

collects a toll of 5 cents from every cyclist

passing through the toll gate, and has been

doing a rushing business for several seasons.

The wheelmen claim that at least 500 wheels

pass the toll gate every Sunday, and that the

toll gate receipts that day must amount to

$25. They claim this toll is illegal, and a com-

bination is being formed to test the matter in

the courts, either by refusing to pay and letting

the company sue for the $5 penalty, or by pay-

ing and suing the company for the $5 penalty,

collectable for an illegal toll. The company,

it is understood, claims that it has the right

to collect toll by virtue of an agreement

with the Rochester Wheelmen's League in

1888.
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Climax! Rex! Cyclone!
ARE THE VERY VERY BEST TIRES IN THE WORLD.
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Mr. Goldstein : Vot kind off a tire you ride ?

Son Isadore : Mine fader : it is not a cheap tire, but the

best called " Climax " and I get mine money's worth.

Mr. Goldstein : Vot! Does it fit like the paper on the

wall and will it not leak air ?

Son Isadore : No; if it did I would lose it all, and dot is

not mine principle. The first day vot I was born mine mott©

was : " Lose nottings," therefore I bot dot " Climax " Tire.

Climax! Rex! Cyclone!
ARE THE VERY BEST TIRES IN THE

WORLD.
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Pfizenboa : Vot you let that child cry for

and waste dot air ?

The Nurse : Say, ye pie-faced sausage-atin,

goggled-eyed ould hair mattress, can't ye see

that its yoursilf that frightens the poor child?

Pfizenboa : Naw. The wind dot gives der

colic, if put in dot " Rex " Road Tire, vot all

ride, would never be lost.

Climax! Rex!
Cyclone!..,

ARE THE VERY VERY BEST

TIRES IN THE WORLD.

The devil on a ramble full of glee,

Sat on the end of his tail and punctured—see ?

® Climax! Rex! Cyclone! ®
The are not cheap in price and quality, but in service

excel all others.

For Information and Circulars write—-

l J, D. S. A.

NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

BRANCHES :

90 Chambers Street

207 Lake Street

Arch near Broad, H. D. La Cato

WASHINGTON, D. C, - Goodyear Rubber Co.

PITTSBURG, F. S. Haywood & Co., 86 Water St.

ST. LOUIS, MO., - - Day Rubber Co.

Please add : "Saw It in Tbe WbeeV
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NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO. VS.
MACINTOSH.

THIS SUIT, INVOLVING THE CLINCHER
TYPE TIRE, AGAIN ADJOURNED

WITHOUT A DECISION.

This case, "cause celebre" in the cycle trade,

which was postponed from Tuesday, which

practically involves the ownership of the

clincher type of tire, now so popular, and which

is of such interest to Americans in view of the

North British Co.'s suit against Gormully &

Jeffery, of Chicago, came before Mr. Justice

Romer on Thursday, the ioth inst.

To the great surprise of the whole court,

judgment was not given against Macintosh.

It had been an open secret that the experts'

report had gone against them, and as the judge

remarked at the commencement of Sir Richard

Webster's address, that the report was decidedly

against them, it was felt that an adverse ver-

dict to Macintosh was inevitable. Sir Richard,

however, started attacking the clincher patent,

boldly asserting that as they now made the

inner tube without the cloth specified in their

patent, they had departed from their specifi-

cations, and as Macintosh made their tube

without cloth, they could not be infringing.

To make a clincher tire from the clincher speci-

fication an inner tube made with cloth is neces-

sary ; for the outer cover would be blown off

by the use of a tube expansive to any degree.

He made the judge pause and had the whole

court with him.

Mr. Fletcher Moulton, Q. C, should have re-

plied, but was evidently astonished by the line

counsel had taken, and had it announced that

he was not well enough to go on ; so the Judge
adjourned the case until he hears from Moul-

ton. It seemed rather unfair and unsatisfac-

tory, but the Macintosh people were full of

hope, and were warmly congratulated by all

who were present. As Sir Richard left the

court he remarked, slily: " He (the judge) had
the judgment against them in his pocket when
he came into court."

It is expected that there will be a further

hearing in about a fortnight's time. I suppose

the American people are aware of the magni-

tude of the interest involved.

There is little doubt that the Clincher type

of tire is the coming one. and will beat every

other system of fastening now in the market.

Gormully & Jeffrey are watching the case with

bated breath. The Mechelin people want to

change their tire also, and have already turned

out a tire after this pattern, which, however,
they are wise enough not to show in this

country.

The outcome of the visit of Mr. Elton (Mac-

intosh & Co.) to America last Fall is still a

mystery, but I understand that in case his

house should win this suit, G. & J. and Mac-
intosh will work together.

Some time ago the Franklin Institute, of

Philadelphia, appointed a committee to in-

vestigate the achievements of Edward Ivins
in producing cold drawn steel and other seam-
less tubing. Last week they awarded the
Edward Ivins Tube Co. the "medal of superi-

ority." This is the sixth medal this company
has recejyed,

THE WESTCHESTER CENTURY.
The first organized century run of the year

—that of the Westchester Cycling League

—

will occur on June 3. The schedule, as

adopted, will be as follows:

THE NEWARK-ASBURY CENTURY.

SILVER SOUVENIRS FOR MEN WHO SURVIVE
AND GOLD FOR THE LADIES.

Total. Mile
4 4
8 4

'5 7
17 2

20 3
29 9
38 9
47 9
51 4
56 5
61 5

Yonkers. Leave 5 00 i

Kingsbridge. " 5.30
Washington B'dge " 5.55
59th St. and 5U1 av. '* 6 40

1. E. 23d st Ferry, Arr. 7.00
Eastern Parkw'y L've 7.55

2. Jamaica, Arr. 8.55
Rockville Centre L've 10.00

3. Seaford, Arr. 10.55
Amityville, L've 11.35
Farmingdale, " 12.05

4. Hicksville, Arr. 12.40

1. By 7.20 a. m. boat to Broadway, Brooklyn, where
leave 7.35 a. m.

2. Rest and lunch. Leave 9.10 a. m.
3. Rest. Leave n. 10 a. m.
4. Dinner. Grand Central Hotel.

RETURNING.
Hicksville, L've 2.10 p.m.
Meadow Brook H'l " 2.35 "

1. Brick Tavern, Arr. 2.55

Total. Miles.
65
68

4
3

74 6

77
82

88

3
5
6

92 4
93 1

97 4
IOT 4

Queens,
2. Jamaica,
Flushing,

3. Astoria,
Central Bridge,

4. High Bridge,
Kingsbridge,

5. Yonkers,

L've 3 50
Arr. 4. 10

L've 5.00
Arr. .5.45
L've 6.35
Arr. 6.45
L've 7.15
Arr. 7.45

i. Rest. Leave 3.10 p. m.
2. Rest. Leave 4.25 p. m.
3. By 6.00 p. m. boat to g2d St , New York, where

leave 6.05 p. m.
4. Rest. 1/eave 6.05 p. m.
5. Getty Square.

Entries should be sent to C. B. Lockwood,
Yonkers, before Wednesday, May 30, so that

suitable hotel accommodations can be secured.

In case of rain the run will be postponed until

Sunday, June 17, 1894. A fee of 50 cents will

be charged to cover ferriage and other ex-

penses. Participants must finish the run
within fifteen hours to qualify for survivors'

medals.

Raced to Mount Healthy.

Cincinnati, May 21.—The Suburban Class

A meet, at College Hill on Saturday, was a
success in every way. The first event on the

programme, the six-mile handicap road race

from College Hill to Mount Healthy and re-

turn, was won by C. A. Westcott, of Louis-

ville, Ky., while C. E. Tudor, of Cincinnati,

won the time prize in 17m. 41s., beating last

year's record by one minute. The scratch man,
Arthur French, did not start. The following

table gives, in detail, the results, heretofore

unpublished:

position and name. handicap, time.
1, C. A. Westcott, Louisville, Ky 2m. 18m. 35s.

2, L. B. Sawyer, Cincinnati
, 2m. 18m. 45s.

3, E. H. Kiser, Dayton, O im. 17m. 52s.

4, Stanley Runck, Cincinnati im. 18m.

5, F. H. Plaice, Lima, O im. 18m. 3s.

6, C. E. Tudor, Cincinnati I4.m. 17m. 41s.

7, Charles Dom, Mount Healthy 3m. 20m. 14s.

8, John J. Walker, Cincinnati i]4m. 19m. 10s.

The track races which followed at the Field
Club grounds were very interesting, and, con-
sidering the six-lap track, some fast times were
made, as the following summary will show:

One Mile Novice—Harry Closterman, Price Hill,
first, in 2m. 51 1-5S.; Fred Egan, second.
Half Mile, 1.20 Class—E. H. Kiser, first, in im. 13 i-5 s.-

L. B. Sawyer, second.

One Mile, 2.40 Class—E. H. Kiser, first, in 2m. 46 4-5S.;

Gordon Law, second.

Two Mile, Open—Clarence Closterman, first, in 5m.
31 2-5S.; E. H. Kiser, second.

Half Mile, Boys—Fred Egan, first, in im. 20s.; A. L.
Innes, second.

"Circular No. 1," giving the schedule and
particulars of the joint or co operative, as the

Jerseymen prefer to call it, run of the cycling

clubs of New Jersey and the Metropolitan

Association of Cycling Clubs, on June 23, is

out. The circular invites "any and all re-

spectable cyclers " to take part in " what will

prove the greatest run of this age." The
route, as is already known, is from Newark to

Asbury Park— 103 miles—through an interest-

ing and changing country. As a century

course it is new, and will prove a revelation to

many of those who have seldom wandered so

far from home. Macadam roads prevail the

greater part of the way. The schedule, as an-

nounced, is as follows:

Leave Newark, N. J., Washington Park,

5 a. m. sharp.

MLS. ARRIVE. LEAVE.
8 Rutherford. 5.50 a. m. 6.00 a. m.

16 Paterson. 6 40
ll

7 00 u

23 Montclair. 7.40 " 8.00 "
43 Plainfield. 10.30 *

l
ii.00 "

55 New Brunswick. 12.30 p m. j 2 00 p. m.
"j (Dinner.)

73 Matawan. 3-3° " 3.50 p. m.
87 Red Bank. 5.20 " 5.40 "
96 Long Branch. 6.30 " 6.40 "
103 Asbury Part. 7 20 "

There will, of course, be the usual "sur-

vivors' medals," and a banner each for the A.
C. C. Club, the M. A. C. C. Club and the un-

attached club bringing through the greatest

number of men. All ladies who finish will be

given souvenir badges of gold. The entry fee

(which does not include the survivors' souven-

irs) is $1—double the usual fee, a fact that has

given rise to a report that money is to be made
out of the affair. Carl Von Lengerke, secre-

tary of the A. C. C, No. 8 Murray Street, New
York, represents the committee in charge.

The Asbury Park Wheelmen will receive the

party and look after the "freshening up" of the

weary.

The following day will be spent at the Park,

and, with the scenery en route and the summer
girl and the dip in the surf at the journey's end,

the run should prove very popular.

The Atalanta's Hundred.

Entry blanks for the Atalanta Wheelmen's
annual 100 miles race from Newark to Prince-

ton and return, on July 14, will be ready about

June 1. Among the prizes are the following:

Set of leather covered parlor furniture, sewing
machine, solid gold watch, four wheels and a

$50 gold medal for the best time. The course

will be remeasured and a time limit of n
hours will be set. Prizes will be awarded to

clubs bringing through the greatest number of

men, as last year, and from the many requests

for entry blanks already being made, it is ex-

pected that the number of starters will be far

ahead of last year.

Wm. Van Wagoner will ride in the Martin
and Forest Park road races. He has been
training faithfully, and js said to be in his ojd-

tiroe form,

Fairfield County Wheelmen's fifteen miles

road race, Westport, Conn., May 17— 1, Thos.
Walsh, Bridgeport, time, 63m. 5s.; 2, H.Leo-
pold, Bridgeport, 65m. 40s.; 3, Henry Meeker,
Southport, 66m. 43s.

; 4, H. W. Merrill, Nor-

walk.

At Rockford, 111., May 15—Fifteen miles

road race—i,Wm. Utter, 2m. 30s., time, 30m.

31 1-2S. ; 2, F. A. Martin, im.45, 28m. 48 1-2S.

;

3, G. W. Anderson, scratch, 30m. 32 1-2S.
; 4,

John Parker, 2, 30m. 32 1-2S.
; 5, A. Burr,

scratch, 30m., 30 1-2S.
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ONE GOOD TURN
DESERVES ANOTHER.

ONE GOOD TURN we have

already done you in producing the
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ANOTHER GOOD TURN
you can now do yourself by put-

ting it on your wheel

NEW YORKBELTING&PACKING CO.LTD
1

PIONEERS AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK

£** II

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

A3M1
3HJ.

,
Nam

I

A3X1
3 Hi.

Nam]
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Nam'
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EDWARDS' ILL-LUCK.

THE CALIFORNIA CRACK HAS ANOTHER
NASTY FALL—CLASS B RECEIVES A

LARGE ACCESSION.

San Francisco, May 15.—The Garden City

Cyclers, of San Jose, held their first meet of

the year on their quarter-mile track on Friday

last.

The conditions were favorable for fast work,

as was shown by Edwards' last quarter in his

heat of the mile scratch in 30 seconds, and

Foster's two miles in 4m. 50 3-5S., going the

mile in 2m. 20s. The coasU record was 5m. is.

The attendance was sufficient to fill nearly

every seat in the grand stand, and there was

no crowding in the track.

Wilbur Edwards' ill luck seems to stick to

him, as he was again run into, and all his

old wounds of two weeks ago were opened

again. As usual, it was not his fault. It

occured in the first heat of the half-mile handi-

cap. Edwards was riding splendidly, and had

caught his field in the first lap and was riding

with them. At the next to the last corner,

Wells was leading, with Edwards just on the

outside and Wolff, who is hardly more than a

novice, immediately behind Wells. Wolff

bungled at the corner and ran into Edwards,

who was thrown, according to the marks on

the track, nearly twenty feet. He was picked

up insensible, and, although he soon recovered,

could not mount again during the day. This

accident came, as all his falls have, at an in-

opportune time, as from the way he beat

Ziegler in his heat of the mile it was seen that

he had regained some of his old form, and

would be riding well when the next races are

held at the Mid-Winter Fair.

Jack Alexander won one of the greatest

races ever seen on the Coast in the half-mile

handicap. The Wheel recently told how he

comes out occasionally and wins a brilliant

race, and this was his first great effort of this

season.

He won his heat easily in im. 5 2-5S. from

the 35 yard mark; Long, 40 yards, second, and
Ziegler, scratch, third. The final had W. A.

Terrell, 25 yards, as virtual scratch; Alex-

ander, 35; Long and Osen, 40. Alexander was
angry over the injuries received by his chum,

Edwards, and quite forgot himself, which
probably accounted for his splendid riding, as

he won, after a rattling finish, in im. 5s. s

The novice final was won by G. A. Nissen,

who is well known on the local path. As this

was his tenth start in novice races, he had
previously won many heats, but was always

unfortunate in the finals. Edwards won his

heat in the mile scratch, beating Ziegler, and
received a genuine ovation, which clearly

proved that he is still the idol of his town's

people. Ziegler won the final, Edwards
second. Five of the Rambler team qualified

for the final, against whom Edwards had to

ride single handed.

The final of the two-mile handicap was won
by H. C. Smith, 175 yards; Tony Telmas, 250

yards, second; T. S. Hall, 200 yards, third.

Foster's efforts in his heat spoiled his chances
in the final. The prizes were all first class,

including Columbia and Rambler bicycles and
a solid gold watch. Twenty riders went into

Class B.

The Catiord Meet.

Further particulars of the Catford meet at

Heme Hill state that 13,000 spectators were

present. The big attraction, the ten mile

international team race was a loaf, as the

French team would do but little of the pacing.

The English team scored 17 points, the

French 19, as follows: English—Edwards, 2;

Sansom, 6; Lumsden, 5; James, 4. France

—

Farman, 7 ; Dumond, 1 ; Spoke, 8 ; Meline, 3.

Time, 28m. 52 2-5S. The two mile tandem

handicap brought out five teams and was won
by A. and W. Sleigh, 75 yards; time, 4m.

31 1-5S. U. L. Lambly won the mile scratch

in 2m. 55 2-5S. ; 2, C. G. Thiselton; 3, T.

Osborn. The mile professional scratch, the

first professional event under the new N. C.

U. rules, resulted as follows: 1, Cardiff; 2,

Farman; 3, Edwards. Time, 3m. 44 1-5S.

The final of the half-mile handicap was won
by Walker, 15 yards; 2, Robertson, 20 yards;

3, Brooks, scratch. Time, im. 05 1-5S.

REORGANIZING THE C. R. C.

At a special meeting of the Connecticut

Division, held last week, it was decided to

offer prizes amounting to $500 to members pro-

curing the most new applications and renewals

during the year. The prizes will be in three

classes, according to the sizes of the cities,

Hartford, Bridgeport and New Haven being

in the first class. The prizes will be equal in

all classes. It was also decided to send to each

member weekly a cycle paper. The Division

has been falling off some recently, and some

dissatisfaction was caused by members not re-

ceiving the L. A. W. Bulletin that they sub-

scribed for.

One of the principal features of the Massa-

chusetts Division's meet on Decoration Day, is

the parade in the morning. Adjutant A. D.

Peck has invited every club in the State to

take part and about 3,000 riders are expected

in line. The other attractions are runs, races

at Waltham and a ball in the evening.

W. L. Sachtleben, the round-the-world tour-

ist, is planning another trip, this time to Af-

rica. He has two routes in order—one up
the Congo, and the other up the White Nile to

Zanzibar.

Two Philadelphia wheelwomen, Mrs. Geo.

H. Chase and Mrs. Louise Lesure, have com-
pleted a tour from the Quaker City to Boston,

taking a week to the journey. Their greatest

mileage in a day was ninety miles.

A Boston church has fitted up a room for the

storage of wheels during service.

PRESIDENT SKINKLE REGALVANIZING
THE CORPSE—RECENT APPOINT-

MENTS.

Cleveland, May 21.—President Skinkle, of

the Century Road Club, is busily at work
reorganizing that body. When Mr. Skinkle

was first made president, the material at hand
for completing the organization all over the

country was of an unknown quality, and, as

he says, it was natural that some men
should be put into office, locally, who were

not earnest workers. This has been found

to be the case, and new appointments are

being made in many instances. The first

appointment to be made was Dr. Milton

Keim, of Philadelphia, to be vice-president.

Dr. Keim's credentials have just been mailed

to him. He takes the place of F. W. Gerould,

of Chicago, who is one of the best posted cy-

clists in the country, but who had not the time

to devote to the work, and resigned. Two
other important appointments just made are

H. P. Walden, of Chicago, and C. Edward
Wood, of Syracuse, N. Y., to be members of

the Road Records Committee. The other

member of this committee will be from west of

the Mississippi, possibly St. Louis. State cen-

turions have been appointed as follows:

Virginia—Geo. L. Hart, of Roanoke; New Hamp-
shire—H. L. Dodge, o£ Manchester; Washington—W.
E. Newton, of Tacoma; Oregon—C. M. Lockwjod, of

Salem; Missouri—O. S. Mandeville, of Kansas City;

Wyoming—W. E. Estabrook, of Cambria; District of

Columbia—E. E. Clapp, of Washington; New York—
H. W Bullard, of Poughkeepsie; Minnesota—Henry
E. Harris, of Duluth; Indiana—W. L. Kreitenstein, of

Terre Haute. Traveling centurion—L. H. Wolf, of

Portland, Oregon.

The duties of these officials are relatively

the same as State consuls, L. A. W.
Among the plans now being considered is a

century relay ride from Chicago to Washing-

ton, every rider to cover 100 miles.

Reckless street riding is being exhaustively

discussed by some of the Buffalo papers. The
suggestion is made that wheels should be ex-

cluded from Main Street, the principal though-

fare.

The St. Louis-De Soto record, 46 miles, has

been lowered to 3I1. 33m. by Bert Harding. The
course is famous for its steep and numerous
hills. Chicago cyclists will hold a run over

the course July 3.

A Pittsburg company has arranged to lay a

mile track at Ellwood City, Pa., which will be

completed by August.

An Idea from the German.

W. Buffun, of Shaddock & Co., Lowell,

Mass., was in Gotham last Saturday. —Radfahr Humor.
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"Self praise is no recommendation/

T_msjs^ CRESCENT YEAR!

Ask any Other Maker.

WE GUARANTEE
© O

) . Price,

Workmanship

and

Material.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Makers of CRESCENT Bicycles.

Chicago. ->• 4a— a- New York.
Please add: " Saw It In the Wheel."
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IN PAREE.

A CHAT WITH ZIM—WHY HE TURNED
PRO-HIS OFFER TO JOHNSON.

Paris, May 11, 1894.—Zimmerman says that

in his preparatory work he is farther along

than he ever was before at this time of year.

He began training on the Buffalo track, Mon-
day, May 7, after a few days riding on the

boulevards and roads about Paris.

The Frenchmen, in their zeal to give him "a
good time," took him up a big hill, which had

the effect of giving Zima slightly sprained ten-

don, so that his first day's training was some-

what hampered by soreness, but his disability

is not permanent.

The first day he did ten miles in 28m. 32s.,

and did not feel any evil effects. The second

day later, with Crooks and Banker aiding, he

covered the ten miles in a fraction under 27m.

"I feel very much encouraged," said Zim,

as he reclined on a couch in his dressing-room

at the Buffalo yesterday. "Heretofore it has

required four to six weeks for me to reach the

condition I have attained in less than two

weeks. As I am proverbially slow in getting

fit in the Springtime, I congratulate myself on

my evident disposition to improve with the de-

sired dispatch.
''Am I satisfied withhaving deserted America

to cast fortune with the Frenchmen? Yes,

without any hesitation I can say that I am.

Unpleasantries of a Champion.

"Too much would have been asked and ex-

pected of me in America, and I would have

had another hard season. Why, I had already

received, before coming away, a bundle of

letters from various States asking that 1 give

a definite promise to appear here and appear

there in races that are to be given during the

season. I was advised by this and that race

meet promoter that I owed that particular place

my presence, and that his constituency de-

manded a definite promise.
" You see that meant either a lot of hard

work or considerable unpopularity in various

quarters. Then, again, I had reached a point

where, besides its being very difficult to main-

tain the supremacy, it had become something of

a dull story to me.
" Had I been congratulated by a million or

more instead of by the thousands who did

congratulate me whenever I won, I should

scarcely have felt more thankful and certainly

been no more demonstrative in my appreci-

ation.

" Besides the work of keeping in condition

and riding race after race, the mental strain is

considerable. I was expected to win every

time. Others who were within a hair's

breadth, perhaps, of me in point of speed,

might lose a race occasionally without any

sacrifice, but I was expected to win all the

time or my prestige would not stand. The
fact is, that had I won even in half the events

in which I competed, I would have been doing

finely, as far as my own judgment goes, but I

had to keep ' humping myself ' for first place

all the time."

Has Sent Word to Johnson.

"How about Johnson's challenge," he was
asked ?

"Well, I doubt whether he means business.

He certainly knows the Racing Board of the

League of American Wheelmen will never

grant special sanction for him to race a pro-

fessional, and it looks like simply a continu-

ation of the Eck advertising policy.

"I have sent word that 1 will allow him $300

for expenses to come over and race me from

five to ten miles in July or August, but I have

no idea he will accept.

"Yes," continued the Americo- French
champion, "I am making a good thing of it

whether I win races or lose, and I have no

regret at leaving America, except in regard to

leaving home and my business. This is pro-

bably my last year on the track, for my busi-

ness affairs are growing in size, and it is time

I was attending to them anyway. Then, too,

you must remember that I am human and like

to enjoy life a little as I go along, but in order

to keep in fine riding shape all the so-called

luxuries must be let alone.

" I enjoy a cigar now and then and a trot

around town with the boys, but none of that

in the riding season."

The price of Zim's purchase and his per-

centages of gate receipts are not given out to

anybody with any more accuracy than as

represented by the figures given by Troy, and
published in the American papers, near the

time of the champion's departure.

A Medal for Mileage Fiends.

RIGHTS

^Mileage Medal.?!

AWARDED TO

^Vtt&ltoJWwmiMMiffM
Donated to the Century Road Club by Morgan &

Wright for the greatest mileage made by
members of that organization.

W. B. is close-mouthed on the subject, as the

manager of the Paris tracks prefer that the

exact terms of the contract be not made
public.

That they are depending on Zimmerman as

-the card for drawing patrons through the gates

is very clear, and everything in the line of re-

ceipts is expected to date from the time the

Jerseyman first crooks his brown legs above
the tape for a start.

He is the center of attraction, and is being
continually accosted with extreme politeness

and engaged in conversation by those who can-

not speak English. The engagements seldom
last long, and Zim is probably glad he cannot

speak French.

Wheeler's \\ In.

Wednesday, May 9, was a rather notable day
at the Buffalo, and America's colors were
carried to the front. Wheeler won the 25-

kilometer (i5T
5
o-
miles) race in good style, win-

ning by more than two lengths from the

senior Farman, with Medinger, Echalie,

Meline, Baras, Linton, of England; Verheyen,

of Germany; William Martin, of U. S. A., and
others.

There was a field of twenty-one starters at

the crack of the pistol, among them riders who
are the best in France to-day, and it was a

pleasing sight as they seemed to ride "along

the side of a house" while passing around the

wonderfully high banking of the five-lap

track.

The "kid" rode with more "head" than in

his recent performances, and earned a popular

victory.

He was held in good esteem by the crowd,

and "Allez, allez, Wheeler! Allez, Kid!" was
shouted from the seats as he seemed likely to

win.

He crossed the tape nearly three lengths in

the lead, with Farman and Medinger fighting

it out for the place. Farman was second,

Medinger third, Baras fourth and Martin fifth.

The time was 41m. 5 1-5S. Record, 37m. 39s.,

by Dubois.

The "record" ride of Charles Terront from

Rome to Paris was so well timed that he

arrived at the Buffalo track and presented him-

self to the spectators at just the right point in

the programme.

He came at a time when one race had just

been finished, and rode around the track in

35s. a couple of times to show the people he

wasn't a bit tired '

' after riding such a good

wheel."

There was little or no enthusiasm and no

bouquets.
" Too much ' ad.' " murmured the people.

It is commonly asserted that the distance

which Terront covered in six days and fourteen

^hours can be accomplished in a day less in the

absence of any prearrangem ent for accommo-
dating the finish to the presence of a crowd
upon a certain hour and occasion.

Crooks, Wheeler and Bardeux have gone to

Bordeaux to race there Saturday and Monday.
On the Sunday intervening (May 13) they will

race at Bayonne.

The disposition on the part of all the French

riders, large and small in point of ability, to

come out for a scratch race is the subject of

comment by the stranger.

No matter whether they have any " show "

or not, the young riders go in for all they are

worth, and are never intimidated or awed by
their superiors.

Crooks stood looking at the 25-kilometer

race with its twenty-one starters, and thus de-

livered himself of a comment: "It beats the

devil how the green guys go in against the

flyers. In the States us dubs all knew enough
to stay out when we saw Zimmerman or Tyler

coming out to start. Their theory's all right,

though."

At 6 o'clock last night, on the Buffalo track,

Desgranges, who once broke the 100-kilometer

record, started for an assault upon the 24-hour

figures. The rain, however, interfered soon

after his start, and, after a fall, he postponed

the undertaking.

He is thought to be more than equal to the

task under favorable circumstances.

J. M. Erwin.
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I The "WIDNER" WATERPROOF COAT • • |

_FOR WHEELMEN.

(&X NEW idea in Cyclist's apparel which wheelmen will heartily

/It appreciate.

PRACTICAL WHEELMEN
know the discomforts of riding in a driving rain, with summer shirt

or sweater soaked with water. Avoid colds and pneumonia by

wearing A. A^IDNKR COAT,

Weighs but 15 ounces; can be

carried in a special case the size of

a tool bag; is dressy; can be worn
over a sweater; and is a perfect

rain protector. The material is of

serge, with absolutely waterproof

lining, and is furnished in

three colors—black, blue and
gray.

Priceswithin the reach of all'Wheelmen ! Mail orders promptly executed.

* * FOR SALE BY ALL LEflDINQ DEALERS * *

Correspondence with the trade desired. For terms and prices, address

PACIFIC RUBBER CO., 43 Leonard Street, Hew York.
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE OHIO MEET.

RACES, BUNS, HILL-CLIMBING CONTESTS,
^CONCERTS AND A MOONLIGHT EXCUR-

SION, ARE AIX ON THE LIST.

Cincinnati, May 21, 1894.—The programme

of entertainment for visitors to the State meet

has been completed, although, of course, there

may be a few minor changes and additions.

It will be practically a four days' meet, instead

of three, as announced, and will begin on Sun-

day, July i, with a grand run to Hamilton (25

miles), to witness the finishes of the eleventh

semi-annual championship road race of the

Cincinnati Bicycle Club and the second annual

championship race of the Brighton Bicycle

Club. Both of these races will finish at the

first toll-gate South of Hamilton and will be

hotly contested. The run to Hamilton is a

favorite one with Cincinnati wheelmen, and

this trip, with the dinner at Hamilton, or at

Woodsdale Island Park, for those who care to

extend the run to that point, will occupy the

entire day. There may be a few who will not

care to make the run to Hamilton, and these

can take short runs, such as to Burnet Woods,

Clifton, Avondale, Walnut Hills, etc., and in

the afternoon to Eden Park, to hear the out-

door concert. In the evening, there will be a

run to Fort Thomas and a reception at the

Cyclers' club-house. ' On Monday morning,

July 2, the business meeting will be held, and

in the afternoon short runs will be taken to

various points of interest in this vicinity, wind-

ing up with a moonlight steamboat ride to

Coney Island. The parade will take place

on Tuesday morning, July 3, at the close of

which the annual photograph . will be taken

in Eden Park. About 11 a. m. the hill-climb-

ing contest will occur. The contestants

will endeavor to ascend Mount Adams via

Sixth Street, Baum Street and Observatory

road. This feat has never, been accom-

plished on a wheel, and it is doubtful if it can

be. If not, the first prize will be awarded to

the one who rides nearest to the top, the second

to the next nearest, etc. If more than one

should succeed in reaching the top, the first

prize will be given for the best time. This

will be the first hill-climbing contest in Cincin-

nati since the one given by A. A. Bennett on

Sycamore Hill, March 31, 1889. On the after-

noon of the 3d the first series of cycle races

will take place, the programme of which has

already been printed in The Wheel. In the

evening the wheelmen will attend the Zoo

concert. The Poorman road race will be run

on the morning of the 4th, followed by the

second series of track races. The committee

has received assurances from many of the

fastest riders in the country that they will

compete in these races. In the evening there

will be a general good time and distribution

of prizes. All League members will be fur-

nished witli free tickets for the steamboat ride

and admission to the Zoo. There is also talk

of arranging for a big lantern parade during

the meet. If this is done, it will probably

occur Monday evening, leaving the steamboat

ride for the last night of the meet, as was done

in 1890. The First Regiment Band has been

engaged to furnish music for the parade and
at"the race track. A special prize, donated by
the Big Four Railroad, and consisting of a
round-trip ticket to the National Meet at Den-
ver, will be given to the rider in Class A mak-
ing the fastest mile in competition, and a

special prize of a $100 diamond will be awarded

to the Class B rider who makes the fastest mile

in competition, during the two days/ racing. A
$50 trophy will be given to the out-of-town

club having the largest number of uniformed

riders in the parade, and a prize will also be

given to the rider having the best decorated

wheel. Something unique will be introduced

in the way of souvenir badges for all partici-

pants in the parade. The official programme,

which will be one of the handsomest ever

issued, will soon be in the hands of the printer.

The next important event here will be the an-

nual Hanauer Team road race, on Decoration

Day, from Carthage to Springdale and return.

The club trophy is now held by the Crescent

Wheelmen, and a strong effort will be made to

wrest itfrom them. The teams so far an-

nounced for this race are as follows : Crescent

Wheelmen, Arthur French, Chas. E. Tudor and

Chas. H. Roth ; Cincinnati Bicycle Club, C. H.

Closterman, C. H. Longley and A. M. Donald-

son; Comet Wheel Club, Carroll Behymer,

John J. Walker and Frank McCord; North

Side Club, H. G. Kruse, Wm. Hatmaker and

J. Eiselstine ; Kenton Wheel Club, Charles H.

Houston, E. H. Croninger and F. H. Michaels;

Fenton Wheelmen, L. B. Sawyer, E. H. Taylor

and Stanley Runck. Six prizes are offered in

addition to the club trophy, including a $50

diamond. Chas. Hanauer & Bros, furnish all

the prizes.

The Comet Wheel Club will give their second

annual open road race on Saturday afternoon,

June 23. A championship medal will be given

to the member of the club making the best

time in this race. This is the only club in this

vicinity that gives open road races. There

will be a good list of prizes.

At the coming meet, as has been previously •

announced. Parker G. Reed, of Chillicothe,

will be nominated for Chief Consul ; George R.

Prout, of Sandusky, for Vice-Consul, and Dr.

A. B. Howson, of Chillicothe, for Secretary-

Treasurer. This ticket is looked upon with

great favor in Cincinnati, where Mr. Reed is

well known and very popular. Mr. Prout is

also liked by those Cincinnatians who have

had the pleasure of meeting him. Mr. Howson
is not known here, but is said to be a thorough

business man, well qualified for the position of

secretary-treasurer, and looked upon with re-

spect and favor in the community in which he

lives. The above ticket will undoubtedly be

popular throughout the State.

The old reliable Cincinnati Bicycle Club,

organized in 1880, and which has been in con-

tinuous existence longer than any other bicycle

club in this city, is just now enjoying the big-

gest membership boom in its history.

Notwithstanding the interesting bit of infor-

mation which was printed in all the cycling

journals of the land a few weeks ago, to the

effect that two young ladies had called on Cin-

cinnati's Chief of Police and secured permission

to wear bloomers while riding their bicycles,

no ladies have yet appeared on the Cincinnati

streets in this costume. The members of the

ladies' club here (the Queen Cycling Club) do
not, so far, seem to favor bloomers. However,
two members of this club who have been study-

ing in Paris for two years are expected home
next month. They are Miss Marcia Hunt and
Dr. Stella Hnnt. A well-written illustrated

article from the pen of the latter, in relation to

French wheelwomen, appeared in The Wheel
of May 11.

The popular 'Drew Hanauer, the ehampion
trick rider of Southern Ohio, is laid up with a

broken ankle caused by a fall, sustained while

practising a "brother act" on the high wheel
with Harry Ellard.

Charles Hanauer & Bros, hade just issued,

for free distribution, a new edition of their

" Cyclist's Road Book," which contains forty-

two routes and a map showing all the good
roads within a radius of sixty miles. It also

has a club directory. Hanauer's '94 racing

team consists of " Pete," a colored boy twelve-

years-old, who' weighs 231 pounds, and "Pat,"

an Irish lad of five years, who weighs 49
pounds. They attract much attention riding

together on the streets.

The so-called 100 mile race from Lexington

to Covington (90 miles) was a farce. The idea

of having a race, for that distance, open only

to residents of Kenton County, was much ridi-

culed from the beginning. The race was, of

course, won by the promoter of it, who had,

practically, no competition. It seems that

people can be found to donate prizes for almost

any sort of " event" that may be proposed.

W. C. M.

The cyclist is becoming important in criminal,

history. A late London murder [on Barnes

Common was first reported to the police by two
cyclists. At a recent New Jersey murder, a

cyclist gave chase on a wheel, which materially

assisted in the tracking of the murderer.
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Scene 011 a French Track.
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OUR 10 POUND WHEEL
Will not be put on the market this season
But in the mean-timeOUR 18 FOXJISTD RACER.
Is doing- good work on the track.

OUR. SEMI- RACER.
At 22 pounds is considered "the thing"

for Road Racing.

OUR LIGHT ROADSTER
Is just what is wanted for every-

day work--weight 26 lbs.

Note our Prices...
RACER, $150.00; SEMI -RACER,
$140.00; LT, ROADSTER, $125.00.
No deviation from above. LYND-
HURSTS SELL AT LIST.

CERTAIN MAKERS will not talk discount in their store, but they will send
a salesman to your home for that purpose. Keep shy of these people or

you will be caught if you don't watch out. Buy a wheel with one price
—Lyndhurst is such.

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.,

ST, LOUIS, MO.,

'Western Agents.

McKEE & HARRINGTON,
Lyndhurst, N. J.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

173 Grand Street,

New York, N. Y.

Dealers, Write us!
. . WE HAVE • • •

A "Snap" to Offer You.

Is the latest and easiest selling bicycle on the market, No back number called a high grade, but a strictly first-class wheel in every

respect. Do you want the agency ? We will have agents in every city and town in the Union, and in order to introduce this wheel have
settled upon a liberal and effective way of accomplishing it. If at all interested, write us. Under no circumstance miss this, the opportunity

of your life.

STOKES MFC. CO., Makers, Chicago.
Western Branch Union Cycle Manufacturing Co. Have you seen the '94 Union?

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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A1TH, but these be stirring

i
times. "Zimmy" arrived a

j
week ago and the air is full

I of Zim and rumors of Zim
—more rumors than Zim, perhaps. You
see, people over here have a quaint way of

believing only half of what they hear across

water, whether the said water be

the Straits of Dover or the broad

Atlantic. The more enlightened

Britishers, those who have trav-

eled and seen the people of other

countries in their respective coun-

tries, know better maybe, but

there are a vast number who live

in the pious belief that here and

here only do people speak the

truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth. "Ah, yes," you

will hear them say '

' it sounds very

fine, but China is a long way off and

we can't get there to see if its true,

so the Chinese are quite safe in say-

ing it." And so a lot of people look

wise and wink the other eye when
they hear of the countless thousands

of dollars that Zim is going to get as

a cash prize hunter. I'm different,

you know. / am intimate with

America. I have seen Zimmy and San-

ger. I met an American boy on a

steamer in Switzerland and got the

worst of an argument with him, and I

nearly made up my mind to go to Chi-

cago for the World's Fair. So you see

I'm almost a naturalized American, ain't

I ? And I have found my mouth water-

ing as I thought of Zimmerman going around

in France with a baggage wagon to put the

money bags into as he won them. I got an

idea, too. (This is worth mentioning. It is a

rare occurrence.) I at once abandoned my
intention of embarking in the pork sausage

building profession. In that branch of art the

profits are large, and besides, my rejected

manuscripts would find a use at last as sausage

wrappers ; but there is more money in cycle

racing. I went into training at once, and
although I have only had a week's preparation,

I have already done the mile—flying start—in

four and a half minutes by the church clock !

A week ago I could only do five minutes, so I

have improved half a minute in a week. I

have figured it out and I find that in another

ten weeks I shall be able to do the mile in no
time at all and have half a minute to spare.

They are inventing a new watch to time me
with—one that will work backwards.

their men won't knock the stuffing out of the

" skeeter." They are fondly thinking that

they are going to show Zimmy what real speed

is like. And so they will, no doubt, for they

have plenty of first-rate movers. They will

show him real speed, oh, yes—but if Zimmy is

the man he was last year, and when I saw

him, they won't show him quite as much as the

samples he carries around his person. But he

will have to look out at first. The Frenchmen

have been training and racing all the Winter,

and are abnormally fit for the time of year
f

but by the middle of the season the majority

of them may expect to be as stale as railway

buns. However, the man who showed best

promise last year, young Louvet, is not yet

working much, so he may come on ripe at the

right time. But I reckon he won't carry guns

enough, all the same.

We are promised, too, a look at last year's

cash prize king, Wheeler. He is down to race

at the Catford meeting this

afternoon, and we are all a

by established " unpaced" records from about

one yard up to twelve hours. Another made
monocycle records, a third set out and rode

with his back to the handlebars, and thus

made a "sitting backwards" record. Then a

bright youth took on a ride without tires to his

machine, and I myself saw Kaufman ride

round without a machine to his tire. There

were several other varieties of fame to be

gained and they were not neglected, until we
have" begun records much as we regard Anar-

chists' bombs—as rather a nuisance, and no

pleasure to anyone who make them.

Osmond came out again and tried his luck

for the Brixton Cup last week. Freddy had
only to win it once more to make his own, but

it was not to be. He was brimful of pace, and
nobody could go too fast for him to hold, but

his finish was not up to par. It is true it was
a cold day, and the ex-champion is not suited

by that, so he may yet show his old style. But

he showed he had not forgotten anything he

knew about tactics. If he lost it was not from
want of generalship. I have heard
several reasons given for his failure
to win, but my own opinion is that it

was because the other man rode faster.

HI, But, of course, I don't want to be too
positive on the point.

little excited about it. Wheeler was the first

important man to go openly for the pieces, and
we heard so much of his prowess last year that

we want to see him perform, though judging
by the indifferent form he has shown in France,
it is probable that he is not properly fit yet.

But the French are by no means sure that

Signs are abroad which indicate another sea-

son of records ; records big and records little,

this way and that—any way, in fact, so long
as they are records. Our young men—and
our manufacturers—must have records of some
sort, so there are records from nearly every
town in the kingdom to every other town, not
to speak of villages. The modern cycler seems
to think that life without records is not worth
living. If he can't go fast enough to beat an
out-and-home record he gets a gale behind him
and makes a straightaway one. If he's too

slow for any established record of any sort he
makes a new one or two. A man gets a fair

choice in that way. Last year, a now well-

known French rider gained a lot of cheap fame

The professors are not rushing with
any wild eagerness to secure their
licenses to race under N. C. U. rules.
A week ago only seven had been
licensed and of them only three were
English riders ! However, the close
approach of the Catford race meeting,
which is one of the biggest of the
year, and the fact that they cannot
ride at that meeting without licenses,

has induced the cash riders to
bustle along with their appli-
cations. It is an exhilarating
sight to see some of the professors
write in their applications, at least,
so I am told. Some score or more
have since been sent in, so there
is a possibility that the pro. has
thrown off his lethargy and has
come to the conclusion that it is

really quite worth his while to take
the good things offered him.

Of course, if the professors do
not make real successes of the
first cash races in England, there
will not be many clubs willing to
promote further events for them,
and, in that case, they would find

themselves cut off from all racing in Eng-
land. But on the other hand the new pro-
fessionalism has no guarantee that—even
if the first races are colossal success—there
will be many more held in the future. They,
therefore, naturally hold back a little at first
for if the movement fails they will find they
have sacrificed their amateur status for nothing.
It must, however, be admitted that the ama-
teur status of the average recruit to the cash
ranks would not want a large van to hold it.

You could put it in your pipe and smoke it

without spoiling the flavor of your tobacco.
And very few of them become openly profes-
sionals until the N. C. U. manifests an un-
willingness to license them as amateurs, so
that after all the risk, they run is not a serious
one, while the possible profits are considerable.

It, therefore, behoves the men to look to it

that the clubs who offer them races are well
supported. One year of successful cash racing
will treble both the number of cash riders and
the number of races open to them. One year
of failure, a few roping or cutting-up scandals,
and the new professionalism may as well join
a burial club.

I have gone into this subject at some length,
for it is one of considerable importance. On
the result of the experiment now being tried
may depend a complete change in the future
of the sport. But there must be no lethargy
this year, and the sport must be square and
above board. The Scorcher.
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BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY,

BRIbQEPORT,

CONN.
and-

13 NURRdY ST.,

M NEW YORK.

51?? . . .

"SEARCH-LIGHT."

BURNS KEROSENE. A

RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

Price #3.50 each.

si?? . . .

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST
BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

The fame of

Bicycles in 1893 is well known to riders

of the wheel. In placing our T894 machine on the
market we confidently expect to surpass last year's

triumphs. It has all the approved inventions of

modern ingenuity, including a novel method of attach-

ing the Sprocket^ patent rear adjustment (rendering it an exceedingly easy matter to change gear,) and
numerous other meritorious qualifications. Before purchasing write for our descriptive catalogue.

THE MclNTOSH-HUNTINCTON CO., Cleveland, O.
For sale by the following jobbers

—

W. B. BELKNAP & CO., Louisville, Ky., Sole Agents for Southern States.

THE BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston, Mass., Sole Agts. for New England.
FARWELL, OZMUN, KrRK & CO., St. Paul, Minn., Sole Agents for North Western States.

PITTSBURGH CYCLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., Sole Agents for South Western Pennsylvania.
THE RICHARDS & CONOVER HDWE. CO., Kansas City, Mo., Sole Agts for Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, and South West Mo

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN.

THE ENTRIES, HANDICAPS AND PRIZES-
GREAT INTEREST IN THE EVENT.

The interest in this event is maintained, de-

spite the holding of other big road races on

the same date, and the '94 event is certain to

go down into history with as much glory and
excitement as have marked all the Irvington-

Milburn events.

Last year there were 148 entries; this year

155. Last year 73 men finished inside ih. 28m.

•and won bronze time medals. This year the

standard is ih. 20m. ; last year, 31 men beat

that time. The winner of the last event was
Carl Von Lengerke, time, ih. 18m. 31s. The
fastest time, ih. 15m. 10s., was made by C. M.

Murphy; H. J. Hall, Jr., and W. F. Murphy,

two, three, with a second between them.

The star of the race is the old reliable and

redoubtable W. F. Murphy, record ih. 14m. 29s.,

and who, on April 16, did a time trial over the

Prospect Park course in ih. 8m. 59s. Murphy
may be expected to lower the course record to

ih. 12m. or ih. 12m. 30s.

On the 45s. mark are two other great K. C.

W. men, Bensinger, record ih. 15m. 45s.;

Wells, ih. 15m. 3.6s. On the im. 15s. mark is

Blauvelt (ih. 16m. 40s.), who is reported to be

going great guns this year; and Hawley, ih.

16m., who is reported stale, but who may
furnish a surprise.

The im. 4 5s. mark carries Johnson, of Bridge-

port, rh. 17m. 06s., who, with ordinary improve-

ment should do ih. 15m. this year; also Moh

t

Scott, ih. 17m. 50s., a fast man.

The two minute division numbers a lot of

good men, all of whose work on the road is

well-known. They have not been in the first

flight in the past, but any one of them may
win the fastest time prize.

The doubtful quantity is the 7m., 7.30 and

8m. men, in which all the unknowns are

booked. The winner is likely to come out of

*his cloud of aspiring novices.

The race will be run at n o'clock, rain or

shine.

The action of the Race Committee in barring

colored men has created a mild storm of indig-

nation, principally in Brooklyn, where David

Simmons, a colored employee of the Wilson-

Myers Co., whose entry, under the ruling, was
returned him, is located, Alex Schwalbach,

the manager of the W.-M. Co.'s branch, is

creating nearly all the trouble. He claims

that the man was barred because he rode a

Liberty, not because of his color—a claim

founded on imagination and which will be

shared by no fair-minded man, regardless of

what may be his views on the main question.

One of The Wheel's staff is a member of the

Race Committee, and knows positively that

nothing of the sort entered in the discussion

and that it has not the minutest foundation in

fact. Mr. Schwalbach has been threatening

to carry the matter into the courts.

Considerable uneasiness was felt this week
over the announcement that the Milburn au.

thorities intended to prevent the race from
taking place. Investigation proves that al-

though an ordinance is to be passed, in a day
or two, restricting riding through the town to

an eight mile an hour limit, an exception will

be made on Decoration Day for the big race.

The ordinance, however, will affect those

training on the course and all other races, un-

less a permit is secured.

The Prize List.

The first time prize will be worth $300—an
Eagle safety from the Eagle Bicycle Co., The
Wheel cup and a gold medal from the New
York Times. A gold medal and pair of Eagle

aluminum rims will be given for second best

time, and one of silver for the third. In ad-

dition, bronze medals will be given to all

who finish in ih. 20m. or better.

W. P. West, Winner '90.

P. C. Graves, Finish Winner '91.

Walter Steves, Winner '93.

Among the other prizes are : Columbia
racer, Pope Mfg. Co. ; Rambler safety No. 7,

Gormully & Jeffery Co. ; Liberty safety,

Wilson-Myers & Co. ; Spalding safety, Lamb
Knitting Co. ; Sterling safety, Sterling Cycle

Works; ladies' Lyndhurst, McKee & Harring-

ton; Crawford safety, Crawford Mfg. Co; Direct

safety, Direct Mfg. Co. ; Waverley safety, Indi-

ana Bicycle Co. ; New Home sewing machine,
E. Alsdorf Co. ; Acme fishing rod and reel,

Shoverling, Daly & Gales; fishing outfit, Von

Lengerke & Detmold
;
pair Palmer racing tires,

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.
;
pair Morgan &

Wright; pair New York tires, New York Tire

Co. ; Hy-Lo Changeable Gear, L. Rosenfeld &
Co.

;
pair Cyclone Clincher Tires, Eastern

Rubber Co. ; set of carvers, N.Y.Tourist Wheel-
men; bloomer suit, H. Strugnell: bicycle sun-

dries, H. A. Smith & Co. ; tennis racket, E. I.

Horsman; bicycle lamp, L. C. Jandorf & Co.;

Bridgeport Cyclometer, Bridgeport Cyclo-

meter Co. ; Bridgeport Cyclometer, H. H.

Kiffe & Co.; Hilliard Cyclometer, Hilliard

Cyclometer Co. ; Rich & Sager Racing Saddle,

Rich & Sager; Brockton Foot Brake, F. M.

Buckley; luggage carrier, J. H. Graham &
Co.

;
pair Dunlop tires, American Dunlop

Tire Co. ; P. and M. Pneumatic Saddle, Per-

sons & Muller Mfg. Co.

Entries and Handicaps.

SCRATCH.

W. F. Murphy, Kings County Wheelmen.

FORTY-FIVE SECONDS.

John Bensinger, K. C. W.; W. H. Wells, K. C. W.

ONE MINUTE FIFTEEN SECONDS.

E. L. Blauvelt, Elizabeth A. C; Fred Hawley, K.
C. W.

ONE MINUTE FORTY-FIVE SECONDS.

A. E. Johnson, Bridgeport; Mont Scott, Newark W
TWO MINUTES.

George W. Coffin, Atlanta W.; F. G. McDonald, K.

C. W.; F. B. Marriott, South End W.; L. Geyler, Cen-
tury W.; T. Walsh, Bridgeport.

TWO MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

A. Sturtzman, Brooklyn; M. H. Phillips, K. C. W.

TWO MINUTES FORTY-FIVE SECONDS.

C. Church, Chester, Pa.

THREE MINUTES FIFTEEN SECONDS.

Chas. W. Krick, Penn W.; S. W. Merrihew, Wilming-
ton.

THREE MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

J. B. Pearson, Vineland; L. H. Pyle, Wilmington;
Aslier Atkinson, New Brunswick, N. J.

THREE MINUTES FORTY-FIVE SECONDS.

I. D. Phillips, K. C. W.; J. W. Davidson, New York
City; Geo. A. Murray, Washington W.; U. S. Paige,

K. C. W.
FOUR MINUTES.

W. T. Bilyeu, Philadelphia; Horace A. Allen, Asbury
Park; A. H. Barnett, Elizabeth W.; F. M. Dampman,
Philadelphia.

FOUR MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

J. Estoclet, Philadelphia; Chas. K. Gilson, Pitts-

burg A. C.j C. Stephens, K. C. W.; C. A. Elliott, Wil-

mington.

FIVE MINUTES.

Charles H. Rydell, Crescent W.; C. A. Fox, Lake
View C. C.J A.N. Laggren, E. W.; F. J. MacMahon,
Tourist W., Paterson; Wm. Hall, Wissahickon W.

FIVE MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

H. M. Cole, K. C. W.; G. B. Waters, K. C. W.; H. C.

Bryan, Harlem W.; T. H. Johnson, Excelsior B. C.j

Fred Renneford, Chester, Pa.

SIX MINUTES.

W. L. Darmer, Jersey City; H. Hawthorne, Newark.

J. W. Judge, R. W.; B. J. Baldwin, Woodbridge, Conn.;

C. Berger, Bushwick W.; A. W. W. Evans, N. Y. A. C.j

C.J. Iven, Rochester; W. H. Roberts, K. C. W.; Geo.
Tonkin, K. C. W.; C. W. Young, K. C. W.; G. P.

Kuhlke, Savoy A. C.

SIX MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

L. Schermerhorn, J. C. A. W.; E. A. Bofinger,

Riverside W.; E. R. Benedict, Alpha W. C; C. Manee,
K. C. W.

SEVEN MINUTES.
W. C. Huson, Harlem W.; T. M. Ricalton, Maple-

wood, N. J.; W. J. Fountain, Jr., Brooklyn; J. R. Van
Ness, Gloucester, N. J.; J. S. Hobbs, Newark; H. S.

Babbage, East Orange; Jas. C. Duane, New York; J.

Donai, Riverside W.; Chas. Wilson, Jr., South End
W.; Harry Stevens, Newark W.; August Joerger,
Brooklyn; John D. Montmeat, Passaic Falls W.; A. E.
Carlton, Passaic Falls W.j Samuel Ackroyd, Phillips-
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burg, N. J.; Samuel Johnson and Louis Berger, Bush-
wick W.; W. L. Austin, N. Y. Tourist W.; F. G.
Smith, Newark W.; P. L. Coffin, Orange A. C; H.
Supplee, North Wales, Pa.; Jacob Schneider, Tuxedo
W.; Ralph Bradford, Riverside W.; H. A. Saunders,
Alpha W. C; J. L. Koester, Brooklyn; C. W. Green-
field, Kearney N. J.; Bert Fox, Huguenot W.; C. W.
Pearson, Vineland W.; Ed. L. Dithridge, New York;
G.Bennett Smith, Bellmore, L. I.; F. F. Carberry,
Amsterdam W.; F. E. Doup, K. C. W.; N. B. Freeman,
K. C. W.; D. L. Raine, K. C.W.; W.E Kipp, K. C.W.; I.

Knowles, K. C. W.; H.T.Bradley, Excelsior B. C;
G. A. Needham, K. C. W.; J. F. Beckwith, K. C. W.;
Walter H. Stanley, K. C. W.'j H. R. Davis, K. C. W.; F.

G. Hedge, K. C. W.; E. F. Rau, K. C. W.; Geo. Muller,

Jr., New York.; Arthur W. Fuller, South Brooklyn
W.; S. T. Thompson, N. Y. City; Chas. Keeseman

)

Brooklyn City W.; H. A. Wadsworth, Atalanta Wheel-
men .

SEVEN MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

A. S. Swartwout, Newark W.; Chas. A. Fulle, Har-
lem W.; J. W.Baldwin, Century C. C; Geo. Costigan,

Amsterdam W. ; H. E. Eckstein, Greenwich W.
EIGHT MINUTES.

M. Apgar, Chatham Wheelmen; F. Muchmore, Chat-

ham Wheelmen; L. H. Adsit, N. Y. Wheelmen; C. T.

Earl, K. C. W.; Fred. Garner, Passaic Falls; W. F.P.
Northrup, Ridgewood Wheelmen; Hans Hanson, Perth

Amboy W.; Fred. Young, Newark, N. J.; Charles

Fredricks, Sidney Allen and W. W. Lewis, Jersey City

W.; S. J. Burke, Newark; L. S. Frank, St. George A. C;
Wm. Weller, Century C. C; R. H. Stewart, Union A.

A.; Geo. C. Cobb, Harlem W.; G. T. Naylor, Kings-

bridge W.; E. A.Willis, South Brooklyn W.; Henry
Loehrs, Elizabeth A. C.j Chas. W. Mayow, Newark
W.; C. H. Pope, Newark; J. Thompson, Greenwich
W.; Ed. Mathee, Castle Point Cyclers; D. T. Slocum
Newark; C. P. Staubach, Manhattan B. C.j Walter
Hegeman, Rhinebeck B. C-.; J. J. Garvey, N. Y. Citv;

R. Weir, Wilmington; H. Gray, B. B. C; E. A. Laws,
K. C. W.; S. A. Cramer, Hamilton W.; Chas. Craft,

Hoboken; W. C. Roome, Jersey City; D. C. Howard
Philadelphia; W. E. Hope, New York; L. Rice, New-
aik; 6. B. Vaughn, Newark; B. Thurton, Newark; A.

J. Hargan, Newark.

EIGHT MINUTES THIRTY SECONDS.

J. Gregory, Newark.

NINE MINUTES.

G. Stewart, Chatham W.; F. R. Blauvelt, K. C. W.;
John J. Gregory, Jr., U. A. A.; C. E. Hart, K. C. W.

The rain of last Saturday prevented Ben-

singer's try for the Irvington-Milburn record.

Only local men are entered in the Hazard 25

miles road race, which will be run at Buffalo

to-morrow. Forty-two men are entered,, in-

cluding Linnenan, Goehler, Klipfel, Pensey-

res and Weinig.

E. A. McDuffie, Nat Butler and Fred C.

Graves are the best men entered' in the Hoy-

land Smith road race. The entry list totals

over one hundred, with a fair prospect of

reaching biterhundred and fifty.

Dealers' races continue to spread. Among
the latest are "Dewhurst's 10 mile road race,"

on May 30, at Lexington, Ky. ; the " Lemont
& Whittemore Cycle Co. 10 mile road race," at

Worcester, Mass., on June 9, and " Fred. E.

McEwen's, Elgin-Aurora (111.), 10 mile road

race," on June 16. As a rule the prizes are

well worth striving for. Mr. McEwen bills his

course "as absolutely the finest road race

course in America." It is straightaway and
" down grade most of the distance."

The Waukesha-Milwaukee road race has as-

pirations for a place among the classic events

of the kind held in the country. Next to the

Chicago, it is the greatest road race held in

the West, and this year, according to the pro-

moters, will be greater than ever. The race

takes place July 4 ; entries close June 23. The
handicap limit has been reduced from 13 to 10

minutes. Entry blanks can be secured by ad-

dressing H. P. Andrae, 537 Milwaukee Street,

Milwaukee, Wis.

The Tri-State Relay Race.

The plans for the Tri-State 150 miles relay

race from New York to Philadelphia, on June

2, have about been completed. The teams

will not be announced until next week. The
start will be made from Printing House Square

at 8 a. m., and the route previously published

will be followed. These rules have been

announced:

Each relay will consist of three men, New York,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, each furnishing a

representative.

On the arrival of the first two men of any relay, the

three men constituting the next relay shall immedi-

ately be started.

Points will be scored as follows: First man to arrive,

15 points, second man, 10 points; third man, 5 points.

The tags, which are fastened on the wheels of the

men composing the first relay, shall be filled in by the

scorers at each relay point, and transferred to the man
representing the same State in the next relay.

5.(lllil1lillllllllllllllll!lilllllllli<S!lllilll!l!l!!!ll^

Coast Records.

On May 23, the Pacific Coast Rambler team

made a combined attack on the coast records.

A wire, by way of Chicago, gives the following

as their performances:

M. S.

Otto Ziegler % Mile 30K
C. S. Welles % " 1.054-5
R. Terrill 2 " 4.45K
R. Terrill 3 " 7-*3 i"5

R. Terrill 4 " 9-023-5
R. Terrill 5 " 12.292-5

These are all new records for the coast. All

were made from a standing start.

The Belle Isle " Twenty-five."

The Detroit Wheelmen have secured per-

mission to hold their annual 25-mile road race

over the Belle Isle course, on which the record

was broken last year. The course will be re-

surveyed, and inducements will be made to

the fast men in hopes of securing a new rec-

ord. The date decided on is June 16.

50 Miles in 2h. 5m. 4 l-5s.

In the ioo kilometer race at Paris on May
13, Guerry, the French crack, established a

new record for fifty miles. Time, 2h. 5m.

4 1-5S. Previous best, ah. 5m. 45 4-5S., by J.

W. 'Stocks, the English amateur.

A cycle track is being built at Flint, Mich.

Sam Liebgold, the champion amateur walker,

will make his debut as a cycle racer at the N.

J. A. C. games, at Bergen Point, on May 30.

Coates and Osgood, the college cracks, are also

entered.

Geo. Budd, the Glens Fails, N. Y.,, rider

whose private performances, reported some

weeks since in The Wheel, show him to be

possessed of speed, has been added to the

Victor team. He is now training at Springfield.

Morgan kWrightTires

are good tires
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OUR FOOT PUMP 13 WORTH

***
UNIVERSAL CONNECTION

LENGTH, 18 INCHES.
FINELY NICKELED.

ALL METAL.
DISCOUNT TO TRADE.
ASK US ABOUT IT IN
YOUR NEXT LETTER.

Near Suflerns, N. i.
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cnic/iQO.

Please add. :
" Saw it In The Whe»l.
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Jerseyites After Good jBoads.

rThe Executive Committee of the New Jer-

sey Division will hold a session at the office of

Chief Consul Holmes, in Orange, an May 28,

for the purpose of considering the advisability

of influencing the wheelmen of Essex County
to enter the political field this coming Fall in

the interest of good roads. There are about

10,000 wheelmen in Essex County, and the

plan is to get them to vote only for such men
for freeholders as will be in favor of good

roads and other measures of benefit to cyclers.

This action, if taken, will have the effect of

bringing all the wheelmen in the State into

the next political campaign.

The use of cycles is being introduced into the

Russian army.

J. S. Johnson will have a shy at the half-mile

record at the Cohoes meet on June 2.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. have brought out

a new wheel—the Union Special—weighing 20

pounds.

The Massasoit C. C, of Springfield, Mass.,

will hold a 15-mile road race on June 13, open

to all Springfield riders.

At the New England Intercollegiate A. A.

games, Worcester, Mass., May 23: Two mile

scratch—1, W. C. Marmon: 2, J. A. Burns; 3,

J. W. Angell. Time, 5m. 50 2-5S.

At Bordeaux, France, on the 13th inst.,

Wheeler won the 5,000 meter international

race in 3m. 43 2-5S. Barden, the Englishman,

was second. Austin Crooks finished third in

his heat.

It is reported that the Racing Board is in-

vestigating Hyslop, the Canadian, who has

been granted permission to compete in Class

A. Stories of a salary of $100 per month have

floated up from Savannah.

The Automatic Mud Guard Co., of Roches-

ter, are marketing a new guard, lighter and

lower-priced than the old one. It weighs but

5^ ounces, and can be carried in the pocket

or tool bag when not in use.

The Excelsior Cycling Club has been organ-

ized in Lake Charles, La., with these officers:

President, A. L. Williams ; Vice President, J.

L. Peavey; Captain, W. R. Hackett; Secre-

tary, Louis N. Preager; Treasurer, A. Hollins;

Lieutenant, Sim. Marx.

Several clubs have accepted the challenge of

the Quaker City Wheelmen of Philadelphia for

a team road race, and some good contests are

expected. The first race will take place to-

morrow with the Frankfort Wheelmen over the

Bala-Bryn Mawr five-mile course.

The cycling element in the new Tioga

Cricket Club numbers about 25, which consti-

tutes nearly one-fourth of the entire member-
ship. The track is in better condition than

ever before, and it is the intention of the Board
of Managers to still further improve the

course.

The Irish Road Club's 100 miles road race,

May 14, was won by Knowles and Kennedy
on a tandem, ten- minutes behind scratch, in

6h. 58m. 20s.; 2. Joyce, 10m., 7I1. 21m. 20s.

Almost every contestant suffered from punc-

ture and four men broke their chains. A pen-

alty of eight minutes was imposed on riders

whose machines were under thirty pounds in

weight.

The toco Chainless Safety*

' The interest in chainless safeties continues

to increase, it being the opinion of many that

this will be the future formof driving, instead

of the present general chain and wheel method.

The Loco chainless safety—among the latest

of the new type—is the invention of an Eng-

lishman, Mr.-Battersby, who introduced it in

'92, and has since improved it, not in design,

but in detail of construction, the chief diffi-

culty being to get absolute accuracy of work-

manship.

I

be very smooth and even throughout. These
riders claim that there is '*an unquestionable

increase' of power at one part of the revol-

ution."

The back hub is constructed with cranks on
the axle, set eccentrically to correspond with

the extra axle, which is placed between the

back wheel and the bracket, which extra axle

carries a pinion revolving on the inside of the

annular tooth wheel, which is shown on the

bracket axle, as taking the place of the ordinary

chain wheel.

Light steel rods, running on ball bearings,

are the means of transmitting the driving

power exactly as in a locomotive engine. Any
gear practically can be obtained, and the in-

ventor claims that, besides doing away with

the chain, the machine is easier to drive up-

hill, and is less liable to side-slip.

An Informer Had Them Fined.

On a recent evening in Lake Charles, La.,

a party of eleven wheelmen, returning from a

club run, ventured to ride on a sidewalk in the

suburbs of the town, notwithstanding that

they all knew it was a violation of the law, as

the street at this place was about a foot deep
with sand. A non-rider informed on the crowd,

and, as a result, the eleven were summoned
before the mayor and forced to pay a fine of

Si each.

Mr. Battersby now states that he is ready to

hand his safety over for the verdict of the pub-

lic. The Loco has had a new factory built

specially for its production. English riders

who have tested the Loco claim that it runs

well, and that it is not inferior in pace to the

chain-driven mounts, although special atten-

tion must be given to the pedaling, which must

Alex Schwalbach, who was formerly in

charge of the Wilson-Myers Co.'s up-town
branch in this city, but who is now the

manager of their new store in Brooklyn, states,

as an interesting and peculiar fact, that in one
week he had sold in Brooklyn more ladies*

wheels than during the whole year in New
York.

THE SMITH TIRE.
°i

f
iff.

The tire to be made by the L. C. Smith Tire

Co., the $1,000,000 company recently formed in

Syracuse, is intended for wood rims only.

While the company is not ye,t in shape to do
business, The Wheel is able to present cuts of"

the tire itself, which explain its details and con-

struction thoroughly. A flat steel band which
locks together at the ends, makes the entire cir-

cumference of the rim on a level with the upper
part of the rim, so that the air tube extends only

above the surface of the rim and not below, thus,.

so claim the company, giving the full benefit in

/ resiliency of all the air confined in the tube. The
!

tire is attached by the fitting of the shoe into the

grooves of the rim, and is fastened by no other

means, so that to detach it is merely necessary to

deflate the tire, shoving the steel band to one side

and it can then be instantly slipped off. Another
feature of the tire is that from the fact that the air tube does not extend below the surface of

the rim, there is no side pressure against the wood, making splitting of the rim impossible.

The company state that the tire has been in practical use for a year, and that it has more
than fulfilled their ex-

pectations. They also

say that in order to

fully demonstrate that

there is no side pres-

sure against the rim

when this tire is used,

they put an air pres-

sure in the tire of

ninety-two pounds,
which the rim sus-
tained without split-

ting.

The company is in no way connected, contrary to general reports, with the Smith Premier
Typewriter Co. The only connection is that L. C. Smith is president of the latter concern..
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FORT WORTH, TEX.

GALYESTON, TEX.

CHARLESTON, S. C.

DEDHAM, MASS.

NEW HAYEN, CONN.
(Yale College Races.)

WICHITA, KAN.

ROME, N. Y.

CORTLAND, N. Y.

DALLAS, TEX.

CHARLESTON, S. C.

THE /TEdRN.r

Victory Column
FOR 1B94.

In every race in which the yellow
fellows have been entered, they have
won first honors. The Stearns now
holds fifteen world's records, both
time and competition.

MALDEN, MASS.
(Linscott Road Race.)

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.

GLENS FALLS, N.Y.

CINCINNATI, 0.

"

SAYANNAH,GA. •

(J. S. Johnson rode one-
half mile in 60s., beating
Zimmerman's record 7s.)

LOWELL, MASS.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
(C M. Murphy beat N.Y.
State track record for
one mile, in 1m. iy£s.)

ATLANTA, GA.

ETC., ETC., ETC.

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,

Syracuse, New York.

mil

W
BIDWELL-T1NKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, IMcDONALD & BOWD1SH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

mil

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire.

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the "Huestis
"

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

"HUESTIS" TIRE.
Main Office and Works, = = = = NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It In The WheeL"
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FROM A GAME COUNTRY.

The Straits of Mackinaw (connecting lakes

Michigan and Huron) with the island of Mack-

inaw and various adjacent bays, rivers,

streams, cities and villages, are famous all

over the United States as fashionable water-

ing place territory. Beginning at Mackinaw
Island, there are seven counties of Michigan

bordering upon Lake Michigan, and five coun-

ties bordering upon Lake Huron, that are ex-

traordinary net-works of great and small bays,

harbors, lagoons, lakes and streams. The
land is high. Semi-mountainous hills, with

deep ravines, make picturesque harbors and
baautiful scenery. Also, inland, there is high

level country branched with streams and
dotted with small lakes. All these waters

swarm with brook trout, grayling and other

river game fish, while the bays and the great

lakes yield whitefish, muscallonge, black sal-

mon, bass, pike and other fish; the woods
abound with game, and the waters with water

fowl. So all this region is a sportsman's para-

dise. And there are at least a score of sum-

mer watering place resorts, each almost as

famous as Mackinaw.

The trout and grayling fishing season be-

gins on the first of May. On that day and for

a week or more after, every passenger train

going into either of these counties carries

groups, squads and companies of sportsmen,

equipped with fishing implements, clad in fish-

ing garments, carrying camping outfits. These
sportsmen talk fish, exhibit and compare rods,

lines, hooks, reels, hackles, etc. ; and at every

station some early fisher gets aboard and
shows trout and grayling just caught. Even
in the ladies' car one is liable to see a sudden

rush of twenty or thirty eager sportsmen, and

also half the ladies, to admire some extra fine

specimen of the strangely beautiful rainbow

trout fresh from his native pool.

Naturally, in such a region, so visited by
eager sportsmen, and so thronged by beauty,

wealth and fashion in the hot months, where

every young city and village is a "resort," a

Summer show place as well as a manufactur-

ing and business centre, the people are wide

awake, ambitious, in touch with the wealth,

enterprise and fashion of the land.

This is probably the reason why almost every

place has its cycling club, the larger towns

being strong in wheelmen. Also, there are

probably more wheelwomen in this section of

Michigan, it is claimed, than there are in any
other population of equal numbers in the

United States.

Petoskey has a population of between 3,000

and 4,000 people. Last week a bicycle club

was organized with sixty-eight names, of whom
about a score are ladies; and the club expects

a membership of 100 within its first two months

of existence, every member being an active

rider and owner of a wheel of some of the late

standard styles. When the hot Summer comes,

bringing a crowd of rich visitors from all over

the nation, the town will fairly glisten with

bicycles.

This is the kind of ornaments of civilization

we are in this wild, woody and watery wilder-

ness of the Northwest. It is a game country,

with a game people, much given to gamey ways
and doing things with a rush. Here I and
scribble sit; let things come bow to us.

Each of the twenty or thirty "resort" vil-

lages and cities has miles of gravel roads,

with principal highways radiating through the

country to other towns. The people are more

alive to the merits of the good roads question

than is usual in much older and wealthier

parts of the country, and it is. thought that this

section will lead the rest of the State in adopt-

ing the country road system and pushing road

improvement. Partly, of course, they are

stimulated by Summer tourists and Spring and

Autumn sportsmen, who demand good roads,

and prove that good roads attract visitors who
bring money to spend. President Bates.

Some Coming Events in France.

Racing men who fancy themselves for a long

grind, and who do not mind turning pro. for a

big pot, should dot down the following items,

writes a Scottish Cyclist correspondent

:

Lyons (Exhibition)—Paris-Lyons, 1,000 kilo-

meters, on July 13, 14 and 15; Paris-St. Malo,

September 3—first prize in each of these events,

3,000 francs G£i2o); Montpellier-Paris (8i6kilo-

meters), with a first prize which beats record,

^400—date not yet decided. The long distance

path tit-bit of the year will be the Bol d'Or

'twenty-four hours' spin, to come off on Buffalo

Track on June 23 and 24. This race is a French

response to the Cucu Cocoa Cup race. Here

is what is offered to the winner: (1) Golden

cup worth ^200, (2) ^40 in cash, (3) ^40 more

if record goes, (4) a Credit Foncier lottery

share to be held one year, and consequent

participation in six drawings, with chance each

time of winning ^4,000. The runner-up re-

ceives in hard cash £60, third prize is ^32,

fourth £20, fifth £12. Add to all that the long

series of big-prize events in which Zimmerman
is to take part, and then tell me that profes-

sional cycle.racing does not boom in France!

Truly a sensational year's sport is before us.

The " New Professionalism " in England.

Referring to the professional race at the

Catford meet, a British Sport correspondent

writes:

Wheeler was most disappointing. Like Zimmerman
and Sanger, he takes a long time to get acclimatized.

He was beaten by James (the ultimate winner) and
Dumond in his heat for the one mile. The latter rider

showed fine skill and judgment when he got home first

in the international team race. M. Farman, the Eng-
lish-born naturalized Frenchman, was conspicuous by
a bright yellow jersey. Before the start for the ten

miles, Dr. Turner addressed the competitors, giving

instructions and directions, and also the conditions

of the race. Farman interpreted his remarks to the

Frenchmen.
There was a chance to make or mar professionalism,

and the professors did their little utmost to mar it.

As they pedalled round the track at a respectable

walking pace, laughing at the execrations of the spec-

tators, they appeared utterly oblivious of the fact that

they were "killing the goose which lays the golden

eggs." Amateur racing men may, to a certain extent,

ignore the vulgar crowd who pay to see the sport, but

professionals should remember their pay is bound to

depend largely upon their ability to draw a gate. If

the Catford meeting is a fair sample of the new
professionalism, the public will support amateur
meetings for many long years to come.

A Dangerous Thing, the Bicycle.

(Montpelier (Vt.) Watchman.)

It is gratifying that the authorities are enforcing

the village ordinance prohibiting the use of the bicycle

on the public sidewalks. This machine is an exceed-
ingly dangerous thing. If it could be heard, the

pedestrian would he warned in time to get out of its

way, but the noiseless, creeping thing is right upon a
person the moment he discovers it, and then he is so
startled that he is as likely to leap in front of it as
away from it.

HILL CLIMBING

MADE EASY.

EIICLE

RIP
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WHITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

TORRINGTON, - CONN.
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TRAINING AT SPRINGFIELD.

THE DAILY LIFE OF THE CRACKS AND
FUTURE CRACKS WHILE GETTING

INTO SHAPE.

A Boston Journal reporter, who spent a day
with the men training at the Springfield track

last week, gives an interesting account of the

men who will make history on the track this

season.

The old track, he writes, which has sum-
mered and wintered for many a year, echoed

and re-echoed to the admiring shouts of thou-

sands from the time Sandy Sellars defeated

George Hendee, the public idol up to last year,

when the valiant Zimmerman gave up to the

modest Harry Tyler, looked to be in the very

best possible condition, its surface being as

hard and smooth as the proverbial glass.

The training shed is a cozy little building,

with a shaded piazza fronting the track and
commanding an excellent view of the field.

Inside it is partitioned off into quarters for the

various men and teams.

The trainers and managers sit out upon the

piazza, stop-watches in hand, clocking their

different men as they swiftly speed by.

The sight spread out before the view of the

writer, as he sat in front of the training shed,

was a pretty one. There was the green field

inside the track, showing very vivid against

the almost white surface of the track and the

weather-beaten gray of the huge grand stand

and bleachers.

One by one the men appeared and rode

slowly around at a steady pace. Occasionally

a couple would spurt, and snap would go the

watches.

Prominent among the figures on the track

was a black and yellow sweater-clad figure

who jogged along at a 2m. 40s. clip for several

miles. It was Fred Titus, the Riverside

Wheelman crack, but lately returned from

Bermuda, where he won the championship.

Among the flyers who are training upon the

old track are Harry C. T^ler, Sanger and Chub

Nelson, of the Springfield Bicycle Club; Fred

C. Graves, Harry B. Arnold and Watson Cole-

man, the Boston Press C. C. flyer, under the

watchful eye of
" 'Arry" Leeming ; W. W.

Taxis, Kennedy, Wells, Piersons and Ken-

dricks, a Class A man from Philadelphia,

under Charles Culver; F. J. Titus, H. R.

Steenson, Fred Allen, Dan Connolly, of the

Eagle C. C. of Boston ; Lonnie Warren, Jen-

nings, of Utica, N. Y., and Eddie Bald, of

Buffalo, with Asa Windle' keeping his weather

eye open.

The men lead an easy and lazy life, the only

bad feature about it being the unvarying mo-

notony.

Arising at about 7 they eat a hearty break-

fast of whatever kind of diet their trainers

may think best, after which they stroll down
town to the Post Office, where they get their

mail. At about 9.30 they all fetch up at the

rooms of the Springfield Bicycle Club, where

they stay until n, playing pool, billiards and

whist.

Both Tyler and Sanger play a good game of

pool and billiards, but the shark is Taxis, of

Philadelphia, who is a born sport. He plays

an excellent game of billiards and pool, and it

is very seldom he is beaten.

A leading diversion is to toss up for sides

and play for tne ice cream, the only dissipation

the men are allowed. There is a new man
who is riding with Chub Nelson. His name is

Fred Allen, and he is picked for a good man,

but it looked to the writer as if he was wearing

himself all out with too much work.

The afternoon Windle arrived he and yeung
"Lonnie" Warren challenged each other for

an eighth. So they both rolled up their long

pants, and, taking of their Derbys, started off

on a couple of borrowed wheels. They got off

in fair shape, and rode even down the stretch,

when Windle sprinted, with Warren hanging
on. As they neared the tape, Willie sat up
and Warren won in 15 3-5S. It was a laugh-

able race, and all hands thoroughly enjoyed it.

To one watching the men at work, particu-

larly Sanger, Tyler, Bald and Taxis, it was an
excellent opportunity to study the men and at-

tempt to pick a winner for '94. Of course two
men were missing to complete the list. I refer

to J. S. Johnson and Mike Dirnberger, the

young Rambler rider.

At Augusta, Ga.

Augusta (Ga. ) Wheelmen's Association's

races May 15;

One Mile Novice—1, Youngblood; 2, Fleming. Time,
3m. 113.

Half Mile Open—1, F. A. Beall; 2, W. T. Mixon; 3. J.

S. Hook. Time, im. us.

One Mile Lap— 1, Beall; 2, Hook and Mixon, dead
heat. Time, 2m. 3j

lAs.
Half Mile— 1, C. R. House; 2, J. L. Howe. Time, itn.

26J<s.

Three Miles— 1, Evans; 2, Mixon; 3, Richards. Time,
8m. gs.

Williams and Union College games, Albany, N. Y.,
May 19: Two mile scratch— 1, W. A. Campbell; 2, F
D Townsend; 3, M. Hoyne. Time, 5m. 54 1-4S.

Columbia-Princeton joint games, New York, May 19.

Two mile scratch— 1, M. D. Baxter, Columbia; 2, H.
K. Bird, Columbia; 3. A. W. Jamieson, Princeton.
Time, 5m. 41s. Baxter's time lowers the intercollegi-

ate record.

July 4th at Scranton, Pa-

DIKMOND TOURNHMENT
—OF THE

—

SCRANTON • BICYCLE • CLUB.
$2,000 IN DIAMONDS AS PRIZES.

3 Class B Events, all Diamond Prizes, - - $900
6 Class A " " " "--.... 615
Also Mile State Championship.

Special prizes of Diamonds for best time in both classes. Enties close June 27 with H. B.
Chase, 312 Lackawanna Ave.

Meeting of the Pennsylvania Division L. A. W. at Wilkesbarre, eighteen miles from
Scranton, July 2d and 3d. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kj. State MbbL.
j

June 15tn and 16th »

.Ohio river circuit
j OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.

FASTEST HALF MILE TRACK IN THE COUNTRY.
PRIZES WORTH CONTESTING FOR. CONVENIENCES
UNAPPROACHED. RECORDS WILL GO. VALUES FOR
CLASSES A AND B. SPORT FOR THE GRAND STAND.
PLAN YOUR VACATION TO BE AT THE MODEL
MEET. ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY; TO BE HAD OF

R. L. CORLEY, President. T. C. WALDEN, Sec'y. H. L. BOWLDS, Treasurer.

'oweNsboro wheel club.
Please add: " Saw it in The "Wheel."

In first race ru

[}{
OHIO RIVER }{]

ylRCUIT
HSHSESHS

MARTIN & DRESSING'S

Ten MilelOLLVMloafl Bate
Grand Boulevard, Louisville, June 13.

ACTUAL VALUE OF PRIZES, $1,000, GUARANTEED.
FIRST TIME, MUNGER RACER, 16 lbs., $165.00.

SECOND TIME, DIAMOND RING, $150.00.

READ
'EH.

Luminum,
Diamond Ring,
Diamond Stud,
Nickeled Waverley,
Suit of Clothes, -

Mantel Clock, -

$135 00
150 00
no 00
90 00

- - - 50 00

40 00

ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY

7 Suit of Clothes, - $35 oo
8 Steel Engraving, 2S OO
o Bloomer Outfit, 20 OO
10 Nickeled Lantern, - 10 00
1 r Fine Umbrella, 10 00
12 Half Dozen of Shirts. - 10 OO

MARTIN & DRESSING, 626 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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CYCLE CONSTRUCTION.

LEARNED GENTLEMEN DELVE INTO THE
SCIENTIFIC POINTS.

Recently, before the Mason College Engi-

neering Society, in Birmingham, Mr. C. R.

Garrard, M. I. M. E., delivered an interesting

paper entitled " Some recent developments in

cycle construction." Commencing with the

earliest ideas in the direction of self-propulsion

in the Sixteenth Century, Mr. Garrard touched

briefly upon the inventions of Michaud, Meyer,

Truffault, Starley, and other early pioneers in

the march of improvement, and then dealt

more fully with the more recent improvements

in specific and important details of machine

construction, going very fully into the theory

of pneumatic tires, with the relation of pressure

contained to weight to be carried, pointed out

as the reasons for the greater speed of the

pneumatic tire the fact of its swallowing up

the minor inequalities of the road, and more
particularly to the instantaneous return of

power applied by air under pressure.

Some interesting facts concerning ball bear-

ings, and an equally interesting and lucid des-

cription of the latest principles and methods of

their construction were gone into, Mr. Garrard

pointing to the fact that, after the cycle makers

had perfected the ball-bearing and proved its

use, other users of machinery were beginning

to recognize their value. The theory of chain-

driving and construction of chain wheels was
dealt with, as well as the electrolytic method

of detaching oxides and flux used in brazing.

A number of samples showing each stage of

progress of manufacture of the jointless rim

were also exhibited, Mr. Garrard describing

the system throughout, and comparing it with

the first hollow rim of Truffault in '76. On the

question of traction, Mr. Garrard said that

pneumatic tires require less than one-half the

traction force requisite for machines and car-

riages shod with iron tires, and in the calcula-

tions for strength of tire and air pressure in

view of the weight to be carried, Mr. Garrard

laid great stress upon the size of the tread or

flattening produced upon the tire, and said that

for a four-wheeled carriage, weighing two tons

with load, the tread of the tires would be about

double the area of that upon the wheels of a

bicycle, and he looked forward in the near

future to electrically propelled pneumatic-

tired vehicles, and prophesied that in 1900 we
should have the problem solved of a silent

traffic in our streets," with a consequent dimin-

ution of mud, and abolition of cruelty to

animals.

In speaking of the jointless rim, Mr. Garrard

remarked it was a curious coincidence that

whilst the rim was the lightest important part

ever made by cycle makers, it required the

heaviest machinery for its construction ever

introduced into the construction of cycles.

Prof. Smith, in proposing a vote of thanks

to the lecturer, remarked that the efforts of

the cycle manufacturers had led to many im-

portant advances in mechanical science, and
Mr. J. Pugh, in seconding, considered there

was no real objection to balls retaining a

constant axis of rotation in work, as in practice

the wear was practically nil.

Mr. Henry Sturmey, after correcting a slip

of the lecturer with regard to the date of in

troduction of chain-driving, inquired if Mr.

Garrard could explain why a hard-pumped tire,

which was recognized to be faster on the path,

where no inequalities had to be surmounted,

was likewise faster upon a rough road in spite

of the fact that the increase of air pressure

largely prevented the swallowing of the in-

equalities of the road surface by the tire. The
president inquired if Mr. Garrard had given

any consideration to the method of construc-

tion of Sharpe's patent wheel, in which the

spokes were wound round the hub and held to

it by friction alone.

Mr. Garrard, in reply, agreed with Mr. Pugh
on the question of the wear on ball bearings.

On the subject of chain driving, he hinted at a

prospective gearing which would supersede

this system, and in reply to Mr. Sturmey, he

considered that the quick reaction of the air at

the back of the tread of the tire was the most

important factor in the question of speed.

There was always a considerable width of

tread, however tightly a tire was pumped. So
far as Sharpe's wheel was concerned, it was
impossible with it to get a narrow tread, so

that in the present condition of demand the

system might be considered commercially

beyond consideration.

COUNTERMANDED ORDERS.

The Frog Wheel Club is the title chosen by
a new organization at Willimantic, Ct. G. A.

Bartlett is president, and F. A. Bugbee
secretary.

Morgan sWrightOres

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL. SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

The Syracuse Cycle Co. has just shipped to

Troxel Bros. & Clark, of Denver, Col., a

machine made to order that is rather novel.

The seat post tube is 28^ inches, and the

reach from top of saddle to pedal is 40 inches.

It was built for an extremely tall Denverite,

whose leg measure is 39 inches. The wheel

weighs 27 pounds.

W. M. Perrett, the Raleigh traveler, is

putting in some good licks for that aristocratic

mount in Michigan and Ohio, where he has
been since the closing of the New York show.

Perrett is. making a specialty of small towns.

In Michigan he has already placed thirty-

seven agents, some of them in towns which

a bicycle traveler had never before visited.

It is a peculiar fact that while nearly all of

the makers of high grades, that is, wheels list-

ing at $125, have caught up with their back

orders and report a gradual slackening of trade

during the last two weeks, the manufacturers

of lower-priced wheels, $75 to $90, say that the

rush continues unabated. One of the latter

states that this year's demand for a low-priced

wheel for ladies has fairly amazed him, and
upset all his calculations.

ONE TROUBLE OF THE TRADE.

To the Editor of The wheel:
In your issue of May 4 there appeared an article on

the "Troubles of the Trade," signed "Jobber," in

which the writer sets forth his ideas on the bicycle

trade from the jobbers' standpoint. Parts of the

argument used by the writer of this article are cer-

tainly correct, though his argument that the manu-
facturers are to blame for the cutting of prices and the

state of the trade at the present time is not entirely

correct, inasmuch as the jobber is just as much inter-

ested in this state of things as the manufacturers
themselves. In fact, the jobber is really to blame for

the whole business. Your correspondent calls atten-

tion to the fact that manufacturers who have been
unable to market their goods freely have taken to

consigning goods over the country, and allowing
consignees to sell machines on the installment plan,

turning the paper over to the manufacturer. In this

connection it might be well to call the attention of the
jobber to the fact that early in the season, probably
his own house had made a contract with this same
manufacturer to market the output of the factory, or
had placed an order with the manufacturer for, per-
haps, 1,000 machines, to be delivered as needed during
the season. The manufacturer, knowing that his-out-

put would not exceed the orders he had already
booked of this kind, makes no other provision for the
marketing of the goods, but depends upon the jobber
to take goods and pay for them as they are built.

Here is where the whole trouble lies. The jobber gets

in his full line of samples, sends his traveling men out
on the road, and for a few weeks takes machines, as
specified in the contract. But, a little later, the season
does not pan out quite as big as the jobber expected,
a few machines begin to come back for repairs, and
the jobber, seeing that it will be impossible for him to

market more than one-fourth of the number he has
purchased, takes this for an excuse, and counter-
mands the balance of the order, leaving the poor
manufacturer with a big stock of machines on hand
that he is unable to carry.

Is it any wonder this manufacturer is willing to

accept an order from almost any one who sends in the
money for a machine? Again, "Job" says: "Rumor
has it that the profits received from the sale of the

first 1,000 bicycles will enable the manufacturer to

market the second 1,000, and that his sale of the second
1,000 is all clear profit." Perhaps this erroneous idea,

in a measure, explains the willingness of the jobber
to countermand his orders in the middle of the season,

leaving the manufacturer with one, two or three thou-
sand machines on hand, built up on his order, that he
is unable to dispose of ; but we do not think that it

does.

The real reason of the jobber's willingness to

countermand the order is that he never intended to

take the goods when he placed the order ; at least, not
' unless he should enjoy unusual good trade and sell off

all the bicycles before he was forced to take them. He
placed his order for one or two thousand machines, as
the case might be, in order.to get control of certain

valuable territory, knowing well enough that he never
would accept all of the goods ordered unless the trade
demanded it.

As long as the jobber is allowed the privilege of

countermanding these big orders, just so long will the
cutting of prices in the middle of the season prevail,

for there are too many manufacturers engaged in the
business who are not able to carry the stocks of goods
left on their hands by jobbers. The Other Side.

The New York Tire Co. have placed their

Western business in the hands of C. Fairchild,

who is located in Chicago. W. Grey, who
has been with them since they began to manu-
facture tires, is staying at the Adams House,

Boston, looking after their Eastern business.

F. M. Buckley, the versatile treasurer of the

Boston Theatre, finds his cycling enterprize a

profitable one. The Brockton foot brake is

selling well, also the Dirnberger toe-clip.

About June 1 he will take a trip on the road

and visit the principal cycling cities.

Tire making, according to the Irish Cyclist,

has a curious effect on the operators. The gas
given off by the naphtha and rubber acts like

a tonic, and causes an abnormal appetite. For
those whose means are small it must be a little

awkward. It has another effect also—it keeps
off infectious diseases.
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for comfort, that helps

sell any bicycleSADDLES
SADDLES

SADDLES

which improve the

appearance of any wheel

which make satisfied riders

and satisfied manufacturers

SEVEN STYLES. SAMPLES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION. WRITE US.

WEIGHTS AND PRICES TO SUIT

EVERYBODY,

BICYCLE

LAMPS
HONORED WITH

The ONLY BICYCLE-LAMP MEDAL AWARD at the World's Fair.

Samples and prices to dealers on application.

TOOL RAfyJR -OF ALL SORTS.

We have a good selling line, but will

submit estimates on special bags ....

SariVLE LINE Q.Sr J, BdQS ON dPPLKdTlSN.

PRICES AND QUALITY GUARAN1EED.

GORMUUY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., 222=228 N. Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

BRANCHES-CHICAGO, BOSTON, WASHINGTON, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

CHOOSE A BEAUTY,

WIN A BUYER.

BUY A SELLER.

SELL A WINNER

Syracuse fllodcl C, 25 lbs., S125.

SYRACUSE
BICYCLES

Right-up-to date in every detail, and. fully guaranteed

for one whole year, is the best evidence we can offer

regarding the SYRACUSE Model C
There is a demand for a strictly high-grade, light

weight, handsome mount, listing at $125.00 and weigh-

ing 24 or 25 pounds. Fitted with high frame, crimson

wood rims, and choice of high-grade tires, saddles and

pedals, makes it one of the prettiest and fastest sell-

ing mounts shown this season

Keep your Eye on the Crimson Rims ....

.... Watch the Crackerjacks make them fly.

SEND FOR CHTHLOGUE,

SYRACUSE CYGLE CO., Syracuse, H. Y.

PERCY E. SNYDER,
Eighth Ave. and 59th St., Grand Circle,

Agent for New York City.

HENRY KEIDEL & CO.,
BALTIMORE, MD.,

Agents for the South Atlantic States.
Please add :

" Saw it in the Wheel."
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TRADE CHANGES. A CENTRAL CYCLE SELLER. THINGS THEY HAVE OBSERVED.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Bicycle Co. has
been incorporated by J. E. Ritter, A. C. Runkel and
H. W. Crocker. Capital stock, $15,000.

Texarkana, Ark.—Hoffman Hardware Co., incor-

porated, capital stock, $25,000, will handle bicycles and
cycling supplies.

Philadelphia, Pa.—William McCadden, toys, boys'

bicycles, judgment for $3,800, reported as having been
placed on record.

Asheville, N. C .—Ballard & Rich, hardware, bicycles,

etc., partnership dissolved.

Corpus Christi, Tex.—The G. B. Mitchell Hardware
Co., hardware, cycling goods, etc., reported closed

on a judgment for $29,000. The firm's liabilities are

said to be from $10,000 to $12,000, and that the stock on
hand is inventoried at about $30,000.

Bristol, Tenn.—The Bristol Hardware Co., hard-

ware and bicycles, business reported sold to John H.
Caldwell. .

Des Moines, Iowa.—Lathrop-Rhodes Co., bicycles,

etc., incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.

Portland, Me.—The Royal Pneumatic Tire Co. in-

corporated with a capital stock of $500,000.

Lake Charles, La.—Woolman & Beardsley, hard-
ware, successors to Woolman & Kirkwood. Bicycles

will be added. The new partner, Frank H. Beardsley,

is recently from Michigan.
Manchester, N. Y.—Humphrey & Son, hardware

and bicycles, succeeded to the business of Pratt Bros.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Cruze, Buffat & Buckwell, dis-

solved. Jas. H. Cruze retiring; style of new firm.

McClung, Buffat & Buckwell, hardware and bicycles,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—P. M. Church & Co., hard-

ware and bicycles. Damaged by fire. *

New Westminster, B. C—T. J. Trapp & Co., hard-

ware, cycling goods, etc. Stock advertised for sale.

Genoa, Neb.—W H. Winterbotham, hardware and
bicycles, reported sold out.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-

torney, Washington, D. C]

519,384. Bicycle, Richard J. Gatling, Hartford,

Conn. Filed November 5, 1892.

519,388. Vehicle wheel. Homer N. Parker, Win-
chendon, Mass., assignor of one-half to Orlando Mason,
same place. Filed July 19, 1892.

519,438. Bicycle tire. John J. C. Smith, Passaic, N.

J. Filed April 27, 1893.

519.557- Bicycle. Herbert F. Sheldon, Melrose,

Mass. Filed May 29, 1893.

519,572. Bevel gear. George B. Grant, Lexington,

Mass. Filed November 27, 1893.

5 l9.579. Step for bicycles. Edgar A. Jones, Sturgis,

Mich. Filed March 9, 1894.

519,581. Alarm bell. Albert H. Langdon, Elgin, 111.

Filed December 1, 1892.
,

519,632. Pantaloons protector. Leah D. Jones, New
Berne, N. C. Filed December 9, 1892.

519,667. Clamping device for bicycles. Louis J.

Crecelius, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half to Wm.
Grayson, same place. Filed January 20, 1894.

Trade- marks. 24,700. Cycles. Telegram Cycle
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed

April 16, 1894. Essential feature the words " Sanger
Racer."

Chief Consul Albert Mott, of the Maryland
Division, and his wife rode over 1,500 miles on

a tandem last year. He has just purchased a

new light Rambler tandem, and expects to

double that distance during '94.

J. H. Cody, traveler for the Central

Company (Indianapolis), has a wide circle of

acquaintances. He has traveled much of the

country this year and was prominent at the

cycle shows.

Mr. Cody is not so stolid as the picture

makes him. He has a mobile face, across

which the smiles follow each other in quick

succession; also a fine physique, of which

Mr. Cody is evidently proud and which receives

good care.

Mr. Cody is a natural musician, and is forced

to the pia:;o whenever opportunity offers. He
is a success as a salesman, also a personal suc-

cess. He writes: "Well, if you want my
picture, here it is. But please don't publish

one of those trade 'jollys ' that are so fre-

quent and tiresome." So " jolly" is carefully

avoided. It is no harm to say that Mr. Cody
is bright, well-informed, agreeable and satis-

factory.

Reminiscent.

According to Chas. E. Pratt's "American
Bicycler," published in 1879, tne word "bicycle"

is a mongrel, and should have been written

aicyde—the Greek definition of a chariot—or

birote, from the Latin birolus (bis and rota), two
wheeled. In this now-interesting old print,

the bipedaliferous wheel is another of the

quaint terms employed to describe the bicycle.

W. H. Vincent, manager of the Puncture

Proof Pneumatic Tire Co., went on a run with

the New York Athletic Club to Far Rockaway
recenty, and curiously enough his wheel

picked up a nail, and the pad which he is

marketing prevented puncture.

That a bet is the argument of a fool.

*

That a fault- mender is better than a tnult-finder.
*

That it's better to say " I'll try " than, " I can't."
*

That a tool'sfortuue is very often his misfortune.
*

That a liar is not believed when he speaks the truth.
*

That a man of silence is usually a man of sense.

*

That a nice dog can give a nasty bite. Have you
not found it so ?

*

That a pound of pluck is worth a ton of luck—especi-
ally in a cycle race.

*

That absence of body in a cycle accident is better

than presence of mind.
*

That advice when most needed is least heeded.
*

That an emfy man is usually ./W/ of himself.

*

That it's better to be unknown than illknown.

*

That it's better to wear away than rust away.

1

That the best way to expand the chest is to enlarge

the heart.
*

Thatface toface clears many a case.

*

That the best way to feel for others is in your pockets.
*

That a little forethought will very often save a lot of

afterthought.
*

That " Good Fellow " is very often a costly name.
. *

That good wine ruins the purse, and bad wine ruins

the stomach.
*

That the fellow who is honest for policy's sake is not

not an honest man.
*

That no bread is baked in cool ovens. A little en-

thusiasm does a lot of good.
*

That if cycling is a. fever, as some people assert, one.

half of the world will soon be ill.

*

That an agent may be pretty sure the cyclist is

going to buy when he finds fault with the goods.
*

That the wheelman who blows out his lamp and
attempts to light his whistle is not in a fit state to

deliver a temperance lecture.

*

That "a stitch in time saves nine," and an overhaul

of your.machine before starting on a ride will save

many a weary march.
*

That a "rolling stone gathers no moss," and the

fellow who is always changing his companions will

one day find himself friendless.—Irish Wheelman.

Y. P. S. C. E. Souvenir.

An edition of the Souvenir Maps of the Y. P. S. C. E.
Convention to be held July n to 15, at Cleveland,
Ohio, has been issued to the Nickel Plate Road, the
shortest through passenger line between Buffalo and
Chicago. Any person who expects to attend this
Convention and desiring one of these maps can have
same forwarded to his address by addressing F. J.
Moore, General Agent, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Adv.

YKDDIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00

per doz., our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc., in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Borton. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San
Francisco, and all good jobbers- -;w Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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LET HIM BEAR THE PALM
WHO MERITS IT.

" In the trade of cycling, as well as in the
rest of the commercial world, each house
seeks to introduce some new feature through
which it can be known from the remainder
of the craft. These original ideas are the
advance guards of progress, and thus bring
the art of manufacturing to a higher state of

perfection. In the manufacture of bicycles
the Keating Wheel Co., of Holyoke, Mass.,
hold a distinct place, inasmuch as they were
the first to boldly offer and guar-
antee a twenty-five pound road wheel,
which weight is now so popular and in such
general use."—The Wheel, May 18, 1894.

Time, the final test of all things,

has conclusively demonstrated the

correctness of the principle which

we originated, to wit : Rational

weight bicycles.

Send for Our Catalogue. It Contains a Fund of Information.

KEATING WHEEL GO,,
<*< <« HOLYOKE, MASS. »

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

MAMMOTH DEAL.
1,500 1,500

of the latest up-to-date $150 Safeties, complete and elegant, with choice of

1894 Pneumatic Tires; nothing finer made;

$50 and $60 each.
Dealers wishing from 10 to 200 for spot cash can get a hack at this

deal. These Bicycles are going off 50 to 200 each day, so hurry up or

you'll miss a good thing.

LARGEST HANDLERS OF BICYCLES FOR SPOT CASH IN AMERICA.

Iv. C JANDORF & CO.,
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK.

Pledge »dd: " Saw It in The Wheel

'

32 Park Place, Cor. Church St.
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A 300 Candle-Power Electric Cycle Lamp.

A Pittsburg electrician, F. F. Howe, isn't

much of a scorcher, but when it comes to

luxury awheel, he easily sets the pace. His

wheel is equipped with so many improvements

and little electrical devices that comparing his

machine to an ordinary wheel is like comparing

a freight car to a Pullman sleeper. When he

starts out to ride he usually carries an eight-

inch electric gong, a Japanese umbrella, a 30-

pound baby and an electric search light.

The electric contrivances are interesting.

All metal parts except the gong and magnets

are made of aluminum and are very light.

They are run by a storage battery weighing

about four pounds, which is secured in the

frame under the saddle, and will run con-

tinuously for five hours. The lamp is 200

candle power, and will illuminate a strip of

road two yards wide and sixty yards in front

of the wheel, so as to make the smallest irregu-

larity discernible. The umbrella is used only

for parade purposes and is fringed with minia-

ture, multi-colored electric lights. When Mr.

Howe does parade, he is an effective advertise-

ment.

Mr. Howe says wheelmen are enthusiastic

over the light. He thinks it could be manu-

factured very cheaply, and says the expense of

running is slight. He made the entire outfit

himself, but does not wish to bother with its

manufacture. He has ridden his electric wheel

over 3,000 miles without any break occurring in

the delicate apparatus.

The manager of Koster & Bial's Music Hall,

N. Y., has set aside a room at the eastern end

of the building for the storage of wheels during

the performance.

Where Wheels Monopolize the Streets.

A great outcry has been raised ,by the Buf-

falo Express against the carelessness of riders

in the streets of that city, which led to the

publication of the following:

Anybody not living in Buffalo may wonder at the

hue and cry now b"eing raised in this city regarding
the dangers from bicycle riding; not dangers to the

riders, but to everyone else. The situation here is ut-

terly incomprehensible to most outsiders. In the

average town where good pavements- are scarce,-

wheelmen are not so frequent but that the good people

stop and watch 'em go by.

But Buffalo, superlative in most things, has " by
actual count" more wheelmen, wheelwomen and
wheel-kids than any other city on earth. Ten thou-

sand laborers of all grades go to and from their daily

work in Buffalo, on bicycles, and never fall off (unless

they run over somebody). So general has the bicycle

become that local architects in planning new office or

factory buildings have got in the way of providing
ample wheel stables, just as they provide toilet rooms.
It's a demand of the times in Buffalo. In the early

morning hours, and especially at night, when work is

done, the rush of wheels up from the business district

is a sight not to be matched in another city.

An observer stood for an hour, one day recently, at

the corner of Main and Chippewa Streets, where a

great many of the West Side riders turn off. " There
was not an instant," he says, " while I stood there, but

that one or more wheelmen were in sight. I had
waited there for ten or fifteen minutes for a friend

who was delayed, and I got absorbed in watching the

perpetual procession of wheels. When he came I

called his attention to the sight, and we kept on wait-

ing and watching for a time when not a bicycle was
in sight. I had my back to the near-by bicycle stores,

so they didn't count. How many were there? Well,

I didn't try to count 'em, but it's safe to say a thousand-
passed that corner in one direction and another while

I stood there. '

'

The Brooklyn Good Roads Association is

endeavoring to have the authorities complete

the sidepath for cyclists along the Coney
Island Boulevard. • -

They Didn't Get in the Picture, So They
Wouldn't Pay Dues.

There is a great ado among the members of

the Rovers' Wheel Glub, of New Haven. At
the last meeting seven members were ex-

pelled .and a number of others suspended.
And it's all on account of a picture. This pic-

ture consisted of a group of five members of

the club and was labelled: "Rovers Racing
Team for '93." There were some men in the

club" who were better riders than some of those

who had been deslgriated as members of the

racing team for '93.'

The picture, though gotten up by two mem-
bers of the club, was placed in the-market as a
club picture. Many of the members w^re dis-

pleased at this, and particularly thosb who
thought they ought to have appeared' in the
picture. A few of the latter announced that

they would pay no more dues. Hence the fall-

ing of the ax.

BY STEAMER TO THE L. A. W. MEET.
C. H. Mallory & Co., Pier 20, East River,

N. Y., general agents of the Mallory Steam-
ship line, are making arrangements to run an
excursion to the League meet. Their route is

from New York to Galveston, Texas, by water,

taking six days, and by trai.n from- Galveston
to Denver, requiring two days. Their steamers
are well furnished, and have large staterooms.

They average 3,000 tons in size. If they can
secure a party of fifty or sixty they will run a
steamer on Wednesday, August r, in addition

Jo their regular weekly steamer, which sails

every Saturday. This trip should prove both
novel and delightful, and those who'wish to

comingle the breezes of the sea and the moun-
tain there will be no better opportunity.

TRIBUNE BICYCLES t> l>
ARE BUILT TO RIDE.
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THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.",
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^ ANNUAL MEET L. A. W. __
Special Rates of Passage quoted for this Meeting by the

MALLORY STEAMSHIP LINE,
) BETWEEN (

New York and Galveston Texas,
Avoid the heat and dust incidental to travel by rail

ELEGANT PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS.
The Staterooms are large and airy, beautifully furnished, contain two berths and a sofa, accommodating

two persons, though large enough for three. Baths, Smoking Rooms, etc., all combine to make this the most
luxurious route to Denver. A delightful six days' sail to Galveston; thence by rail to Denver, Col. Single

and round trip tickets, at special rates, issued to members of the League and their families and friends

attending the meeting at Denver, on Aug. 13. Our 60-page Tourists Guide mailed free to any address.

For Reservation of Staterooms, Rates of Passage, etc., etc., apply to

»f. HICKUN, (Gen. West. Agent,
1654 Lawrence St., Denver, Col.

C. H. HAUORV & CO., Gen. Agts.
Pier 20, East River, New Vorlc.

The Buffalo Trouser Guard.
The Best, Lightest and Most Practical.

Made of the BEST TEMPERED SPRING STEEL

Will not bind on the ankle
or rust trousers.

Send for sample pair by mail, 15 cents. Write for dis-
count. Sold by all dealers in Bicycles

and Sundries.

BUFFALO TROUSER GUARD CO., Buffalo, M.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

the Little One.

A sundry that

has a strong

hold on the

benedict wheel

man is the

Beauty Child

Seat, made by
Rich & Sager

Co., the Roch-
ester saddle-

makers. It is

a well-made

and- safe seat

for the little

one, and is rendered quite secure by the seats
being attached to the head- of the machine.
The child is thus between the rider and the
head of the wheel, within easy reach in case
of accident.

WHEELMEN *.* t

who use this Automa-
tic Chain Cleaner and
Lubricator pronounce
it the best on the market.
Self-adjusting to any
wheel. The cylinder, be-
ing loosely held in a
sleeve, has a free up-and-

down motion, thus feeding the lubricant onto the
chain, and at the same time removing all dust, etc.,
therefrom. Weighs o?ily 1 ounce. Handsomely nick-
eled and polished. Price $1.00 by mail post-paid.
(Give diameter of rod to which attached). Discounts
to agents and dealers. C- 0. FURBUSH, Jr., 410 Florida
Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
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Raleigh Cycle Co Saddle 53
Rankin, W. G Toe Clip 69
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 72
Recording Inst. Co Cyclometer 68
Relay Mfg. Co Relay 60
Remington Arms Co Remington 65
Rich & Sager Carrier 52
Richmond, L. L. & Co 59
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 70
Robinson, H. S Toe Clip 54
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 70
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear —
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 65
RoyalCycle Works Royal ii

Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2

Shapleigh Hardw'e Co., A. F. Pacer and Thelma 19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales.. Hum ber 61
Shannon, M 72
Shaw & Kaiser Caps 68
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 72
Shepard & Sons, H. G Wood Rims 64
Sid well & Saben Cycle Co. ..Waltham 63
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 71
Smith & Sons, Thos Cycles and Parts 66
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks 71
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 67
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 74
Spalding, A. G. & Bros Spalding 17
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co. .Balls and Parts 64
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 69
Steam Gauge Co Lamps 69
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 41
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling '

43
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 51
Stokes Mfg. Co Wellington 35
Stover B. Mfg. Co., E.Branch.. Phoenix 53
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 72
Studley & Barclay Supplies 72
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 54
Syracuse Cycle Co Syrac use 47
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire

, 70
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 12

Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier 67
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 68
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier 73
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick.., 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 54
Western Wheel Works Crescent 31
Weston, Frank C Cyclometer 52
Weston & Co., I. A Wheels 66
West Side Auction House Co (2

Wheel Binders 73
Wheelmen Prot. Co 24
Wheelmen's Registration Co 68

White Sewing Machine Co..Triumph .« n
White Cycle Co 56

Whitten, W. W Parts 70
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading 69
Williams Imperial Cafe 67
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 54
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 72
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 75
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 69
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 73
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 18

Zucker & Levett Chem. Co.. Nickel-plating Outfits.. 61
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A New 'Waterproof Coat.

A new waterproof coat, neat, shapely, as

well as light, is some-

thing that riders who use

the wheel for business,

as well as tourists will

appreciate. The Pacific

Rubber Co., 43 Leonard

Street, N. Y., are making

such an article. It weighs

but fifteen ounces, can be

carried in a tool-bag-like

case and will come in

particularly handy when caught in a shower,

The coat is made of black, blue or gray serge,

with an absolutely waterproof lining.

This story comes from St. Louis, where the

Knight Cycle Co. is located, and where, of

late, the police are quite diligent because of a

mild epedemic of wheel stealing. Their work-

men were returning home awheel in the wee
sma' hours, when they were accosted by a

policeman and questioned as to their doings

at that hour. Their reply was that they

worked at K'nights.

W. H. Vincent, manager ot the Puncture

Proof Pad Co., 59 Park Place, New York, has

received notification from England that the

application by Imray, an American inventor,

for a patent on a pad of this nature in England

has been denied.

A. G. Harding, of St. Louis, who recently

broke the record over the De Sota course, rode

a light Rambler machine, which came through

without scratch or puncture, although the road

is famous for its hills and was in bad condition.

Perry & Co.'s 1894 catalogue is one ot the

finest English productions in this line. It is

printed in black and white, and contains a de-

tailed account of Perry's goods. The cata-

logue can be obtained from the Anglo-Ameri-

can Iron and Metal Co., 213 Pearl Street, who
are United States agents for them.

The pneumatic skate, about which much has

been hinted and heard, is about to materialize.

A new company will make it; ,£12,000 capital;

offices, 63 Temple Row, Birmingham.

S. MT Schindel, of the Punctureless Tire

Armor Co., was in Gotham this week appoint-

ing a New York representative. In the fall he

and George T. Warwick will operate the Sun-

bridge plant, and make parts for the trade.

The New York Tire Co. closed a deal on

Monday with the Indiana Novelty Co. to han-

dle their wood rims in the East.

The market value of the Pneumatic Tire

Co. (Dunlop English Co.), at the present price

of shares, is $5,000,000.

A New York cycling concern is anxious to

place a first-class lady stenographer. Address,

The Wheel.

a iiauk opportunity.
A well established and favorably known cycle busi-

ness in the metropolitan district, having the agency
of three of the best wheels in the market, doing ex-

cellent repair business which employs constantly four

mechanics is offered for sale at actual capital invested.

No consideration asked for good will. Good and suffi-

cient reasons for selling.

If you are looking for an investment and mean
business, address,

PYTHAGORAS,
Care of The Wheel,

tfc New York, N. Y.

Geo. Fitzsimmons, who at present seems

about the best man in the South, has gone into

the cycle trade at his home, Greensboro, N. C.

He will handle the Stearns.,

**•••••*••••••••***
WANTED *

*

*
*
*
*

Second-Hand

BICYCLES
Of every description in ex-

change for New VICTORS,
RALEIGHS, RAMBLERS,
UNIONS, DERBYS, ELL- ,

IOTT HICKORYS, WAR- 3f-

WICKS, MAJESTICS, yL
CRESCENTS, NIAGA-H
RAS, Etc. J"
Highest prices allowed. Jf-

Send for Bargain List }L
and List of New Wheels. 3

White Cycle Co., J
105 IM. BROAD ST.,

Trenton, N. J.

**¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. No Hands. Mo Springs.

Registers zoo miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces arid put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 cents.
Each additional word two cents,

variably in advance
Cash in-

"D UDGE—Splendid condition; new
**- tangent spokes; spot cash, $90.
Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

M. & W. tires;
A. H. W., 195

5-*5

SAIL BOAT—Single hander, light-draught cruiser,
sharpie yawl, 21 ft. on deck, 6 ft. beam; best con-

struction, and all Ai and up to date; two years old;
good sea boat; good sailer. Will sell or exchange for
a new, '94 model, first class bicycle. D. B. Bonnett,
Bay Head, N. J. 6-1

\XTANTED—To exchange a Victor C and Nonpareil
** as part payment for a '94 Victor flyer. Address
Lock Box 50, Wappingers Falls, N. Y. 6-1

SACRIFICE—21KID. Model 37, 1894 Columbia, for^ cash (see catalogue); wooden rims; ridden less
than fifty miles; injury to owner; best cash offer ac-
cepted. Robert S. Sutliffe, 692 President St., Brook-
lyn. 5-25

Y\TANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange for
** our new high grade " Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,

Lititz, Pa. Best prices given.

(~"\IL—Superior Cycle Oil, put up in 10c. and 25c.
'-' bottles for the trade in gross lots at low prices.
Your labels on. Wheels and sundries taken in ex-
change. Lititz Oil Co., Lititz, Pa.

CIGARS—Job lots choice goods at less than manu-
facturers' prices. Sample box of dozen mailed on

receipt of 30 cents in postage stamps. Cash or good
bicycles taken in payment. Box 27, Lititz, Pa.

RAMBLER No. 2, new, $60 cash. Fifty other big
bargains. Address John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.

5-25c

ONLY 12 LEFT.—We have almost cleaned out our
ladies' "Rover bicycles," $160 00, 1893 model ma-

chines, new, never uncrated, fitted with '94 Morgan &
Wright tires. Exquisitely finished and striped with
gold. The highest grade and finest ladies' machine in

the market for $75.00 spot cash. The price we ask for
them is just about what the duty would be. Pace-
maker Bicycle Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

O YOU WANT A GOOD SELLER in a boy's bi-
cycle ? If you do, we offer 15 boys' Ideal Ramb-

lers, 1% inch cushion tires, 24x26 inch wheels, diamond
spring frame, new, never uncrated, for $25.00 spot
cash; former list price, $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle
Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

D (

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem^ pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $nc.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PHYSO SAFETY 90.

COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.

VICTOR SAFETY, " 110.

Party owning same having taken them for old debi.
Address

CHAS. W. WILCOX,
tf Box 444, New York Citv.

BLUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VULOANIZ
p
I

ŜSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

iW We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.-^
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

niQHE5T> QRdDE * OILER.

Full Size.

Price, 25 Cents Each.

The "Perfect" Pocket Oiler is absolutely unequalled. It is the tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in

the market. Don't use a cheap or leaky oiler when you can buy the best oiler in the world for 25 cents.

"Star" Oiler, second to none but the "Perfect,"
Oiler Holders< or Pump Holders,

15c. each.

25c. each.

& 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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RAMBLERS IN THE WEST.

THEY HAVE A MAGNETIC ATTRACTION FOR

PRIZES AND RECORDS.

NEW PACIFIC COAST RECORDS.

On May 23, at Stockton, Cal., Rambler Riders smashed
the Coast Record «*ate to "smithereens." Good men up
"easy running," "fast" wheels alter the record table, as
follows :

1-4 mile
1-2 "

1
"

2 "

3
4
5

STANDING START.
Otto Zeigler, Jr. 30 1-2

C. S. Wells 1 .05 4-5

Otto Zeigler, Jr 2.13 1-5

W. A. Terrill 4.43 1-2

Do. 7.13 1-5

Do. 0.52 3-5

Do. 12.29 2-5

FLYING START.
1-4 miie W. P. Foster
1-2 " .... Do.
3-4 " .... Do.
1 " ... Do.

.30 1-5

1 .03

1.38
2.13 1-5

NOT ONE FAST MAN, BUT FOUR. BUT ALL ON FAST RAMBLERS.

IT'S EASY TO DO IT ON RECORD BREAKING WHEELS.

You ought to know Ramblers. If not, ask any Rambler Agent.

Catalogue free.

Chicago.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
Boston. Washington. New York,

New York Branch: Cor. 57th Street and Broadway, New York.

New England Branch: 174 Columbus Avenue, Boston.

Coventry, Eng

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CABLE ADDRESS, "RIMS," WOLVERHAMPTON

HEATH TOWN, WOLVERHAMPTON, ENGLAND.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUDGE* CYCLES
Sk

Date in

Every

Particu-

lar.

Many

for 1894.

<§>

Should le

Seen to lie

Appreciate!

$k

RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY. WRITE FOR TERRI-
TORY AN© TERMS. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 0^ REQUEST.

The BRONSON SUPPLY CO,, rEt*ZA£Sn*'X£* 72 Beekman Street, New York.

RUD6E CYCLE CO, lt°- Coventry.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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vm ALL ADMIRE VICTORS.

The Old Timer.

p£g5H£fH5E55SE5a5HSH5H5H5HSHSH525S>

Mansfield, O., April 23, 1

In We have here in Mansfield, Victor ordin-

(r ary No. 9. Owner has ridden it every

season since purchased. It is in good

shape, so good that the owner does not feel

like giving it away, but would like to ride

a safety just the same as the "other (ellow."

He has been Captain of the Richmond
Ramblers' Bicycle Club, is a member of the

L. A. W., has done a great deal of touring,

and his name is Roy Antibus. He was one

of the fellows that "made the experiment."

A. P. SEILER.

%<iSaSE5HSH5E5ESHSH5E5a5E5ESE5H5H!?

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO.

Victor riders, old and new, are delighted with their mounts, and

are not afraid to say so. Such testimony carries weight with thought-

ful purchasers.

You practice true bicycle economy when you buy a Victor.

The best is always the cheapest.

PACIFIC COAST!

LOS ANGELES

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."
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$90.00 with Pneumatic Tire. <J)2/3.UU Pneumatic Tire.

IVJ^eyee&tic Ivigrlit Roadster INfo. 4.
28 Inch to both Wheels. All on. weight 31 lbs., Stripped, 28 lbs.

With Wooden
Rims, strips

to 26 lbs.

Ladies' Majestic Ligrlit Roadster No. 5,
28 Inches to both Wheels, Weight, 35 lbs. Stripped, 32 lbs.

lie Tire.

$95.00 Afflft nn witb Pnenmatlc

9IUU.UU Tires and Wooden Rims,

Saddle changed to Scorcher
Saddle,

Folding Foot Rests.

Detachable Handle Bar Lug.

J?" Pedals, either Rubber or Rat Trap, by taking

-^ out the Rubbers you have a Rat Trap Pedal.

Majestic Light Roadster No. 3, 28 Inch to both Wheels ; Weight, 35 lbs., Strips to 32 lbs., Aqf aq
with Pneumatic Tire, $09 UU

HUMBERT BROS. & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writins 26 West 23d Street, NeW TOT/C.
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OF COURSE

KING OF THE ROAD

EVER

BUT ALL OF THE

IS THE BEST LAMP

in MADE,

LUCAS LAMPS are GOOD.

We are not handling last year's lamps, but are showing you
new and improved ones.

NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO., sole representatives,

BRISTOL, ooisrcsr., XJ. S. -A.. VM..I, 1,'jjl'.
I.||,[.l"i

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers St., New York.

WE
PAiAPEiaraa

APP'llD. FOR

ARE ALL
PAT.APFtD.FUR

HERE.
"THE NEW DEPARTURE" THE WORLD'S STANDARD.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers Street, New York.

Pleaee add: "8aw it In The Wheel."
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The PALMER TIRE
Further Successes on the

OTHER SIDE . . .
.'

CATFORD C. Club. 25 mile Road Handicap.

1st, 2d, 3d, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th.—ALL on PALMERS.
BRISTOL. The Bristol Cup.

1 mile Handicap and % mile Handicap.

—

ALL won on PALMERS.
JARROW.

3
/4 Ktile Handicap.— 1st, 2d and 3d.

Lap Race 1st and 2d.—ALL ON PALMERS.

IN FRANCE
• PALMERS have practically swept the board.

The ROME to PARIS Record Race—.—— TERRONT rode PALMERS.

Send for information regarding them—FREE.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,

...CHICHCO, IL.L-...

For Prices and Information Address :

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., Th° licensees and Manufacturers,

66 Keade Street, NEW YOBK, ami THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.,
159 Lake Street, CHICAGO. AKHON, OHIO.

Kindly intention The Wheel when writing.
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All outdoors is full of health and

good feeling. The difficulty comes in

chasing down sufficient quantities to

rejuvenate a tired and careworn anatomy.

Wheels are a part of the necessary outfit; then

comes the tires.

Before going too far, better investigate the

% A J." and "AKRON "TIRES.

Information in plain English furnished on re-

quest, also samples and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

The B. F. GOODRICH CO.,

Selling Agents:

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

micron Rubber ^^Torlcs,

AKRON, OHIO.

6
**ff- &
© H

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED, $500,000.°°-

^Phe Motor Cycle q

HanuiactuBBil kj THE MOTOR OYCLE CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Weight of Motor 10 pounds in addition to cycle. One gallon of

coal oil will drive machine 200 miles. Pneumatic tires four inches in

diameter with non-puncturing strip between inner tube and cover.

Speed of machine controlled at operators will. Our four wheeled

machine will comfortably seat three persons, one gallon of coal oil will

drive same 100 miles.

For catalogue address,

THE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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HIGHEST AWARD!
WORLD'S FAIR JUDGES REPORT ON THE "G. & J." PNEUMATIC TIRE.

Taken from the Official Records.

PNEUMATIC TIRE FOR BICYCLES.

To the Committee of Judges,

Dept. G. Transportation.

We report this exhibit is the

original of this type and approved by experience, simple in con-

struction, of a very superior material and workmanship. Safe and

reliable, not only by reason of its firmness of connecting to the rim,

but also by reason of its corrugated surface preventing side slips.

The valve is commendable as a distinct advance in the art.

Durability is convincingly shown by the material and method

of construction. Entitled to the HIGHEST AWARD.

HUGH JOHNSON. WM. HOOKER ATVOOD.

CHARLES PAINE, Actinff Prest. ALEX. OLDRINI, Secretary.

NOTICE the wording, please—"HIGHEST AWARD."

This explains why 1893 was a "G. & J." year for pneumatics why 1894 is still more so.

" Important items these to intending purchasers-

" might just as well have the best."

Any maker or dealer will furnish "G. & J." tires if you insist. Most dealers do so willingly it saves them much annoyance.

Prices for changing tires on application.

GORMULLY * JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

NEW YORK BRANCH : Cor. 57th Street and Broadway, New York.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : 174 Columbus Avenue, Boston.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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Bicycles in 1893 is well known to riders

rp-. ^ j ^^ j f1V# ./J/jf/A J// 1 of the wheel. In placing our 1894 machine on the
market we confidently expect to surpass last year's

triumphs. It has all the approved inventions of

modern ingenuity, including a novel method of attach"

illfif the sprocket, patent rear adjustment (rendering it an exceedingly easy matter to change gear,) and
numerous other meritorious qualifications. Before purchasing write for our descriptive catalogue.

THE MclNTOSH-HUNTINCTON CO., Cleveland, O.
For sale by the following jobbers

—

W. B. BELKNAP & CO., Louisville, Ky., Sole Agents for Southern States.
THE BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston, Mass., Sole Agts. for New England.
FARWELL, OZMUN, KIRK & CO., St. Paul, Minn., Sole Agents for North Western States.
PITTSBURGH CYCLE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., Sole Agents for South Western Pennsylvania.
THE RICHARDS & CONOVER HDWE. CO., Kansas City, Mo., Sole Agts for Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, and South West Mo

Please add : " Saw It In The Wheel."

LET HIM BEAR THE PALM
WHO MERITS IT.

" In the trade of cycling, as well as in the
rest of the commercial world, each house
seeks to introduce some new feature through
which it can be known from the remainder
of the craft. These original ideas are the
advance guards of progress, and thus bring
the art of manufacturing to a higher state of
perfection. In the manufacture of bicycles
the Keating Wheel Co., of Holyoke, Mass.,
hold a distinct place, inasmuch as they were
the first to boldly offer and guar-
antee a twenty"five pound road wheel,
which weight is now so popular and in such
general use."—The Wheel, May 18, 1894.

Time, the final test of all things,

has conclusively demonstrated the

correctness of the principle which

we originated, to wit: Rational

weight bicycles.

Send for Our Catalogue. It Contains a Fund of Information.

KEATING WHEEL CO • f

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
HOLYOKE, MASS.
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ROYAL L1MITEDS
Absolutely the Royals are the Finest.

•

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, Mich.

Please add: "Saw it in The 'Wheel."

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Nor Triumphs Like the Triumph. ^

The design and workmanship of THE
TRIUMPH will bear critical inspection,

and from actual practice has proved itself

to be a substantial mount and one in

which dealers and riders can place con-

fidence.

a Triumph anfl yon will not lie fleceivefl.

KM IMPORTHNT FEHTURE.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET. a.Locknut.

B. Pin in Cone.

C. Dustcaps.

D.OiltiehtWashers.

We have used this crank axle

on all our best machines dur-

ing 1893, and not in a single

instance have we had a com-

plaint about either cones or

bearings. We claim that this

is the best crank axle in exist-

ence. It is absolutely dust,

proof and oil-containing. The
bearings can be adjusted in one

minute, and the spindle and
chain wheel removed in three

minutes.

We give you value for your

money. Write for terms.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., 22 Union Square, New York
When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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FELLOW BEINGS

Do YOU know that the

Are you dead, or simply suffering from
an attack of mental paralysis ?

<& 'Union Racer <&
is now on sale at UNION agencies, and every rider who gets his order placed early can secure
one ? This is the wheel upon which

TYLER HND SANGER
will pulverize records this season; the wheel upon which many a tough race will be gathered

in; the wheel upon which YOU can better your best mile by many seconds and which is

simply the SLICKEST, NEATEST, EASIEST going machine you ever put a foot to.

Hustle around to our agency and see it, or drop a line for further particulars to the

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
239 Columbus AvenUe, Boston, Mass.

P. S.— It weighs 20 lbs.

North Adams, Mass., May 21, 1894.
Union Cycle Co.,

Gentlemen : I bought one of your wheels last March, and it gives me pleasure to tell you it is the best I have seen yet. The number is

9,350. I have used it all Spring; my weight is 230 lbs. and I carry my boy in front; his weight is 50 lbs., and it goes along perfectly safe, and
anyone in the want of a good, durable, speedy wheel I will recommend your Union. Yours truly,

(Signed) PETER HARRINGTON.
One Word More.—I would sooner pay $125 for the Union than get any other wheel in the market for $100.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

The National Crank Hanger••••

" That is the better construction which

has its ball races farthest apart."

41

NARROW TREAD.

Closely Built and Dust Proof.

BEARINGS POSITIVELY PARALLEL.

THE * N/ITION/IL * BICYCLE
A Masterpiece of Mechanical Construction.

WE HAVE SOME MORE POINTERS FOR YOU.

NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., - Bay City, Mich.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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INVESTIGATE

IN THOROUGHLY HIGH CLASS WHEELS
ARE THE GENDRON Nos. 14, 15 and 17.

THE GENDRON No. 17.

Profitable
to Sell
and a
Pleasure
to Ride.
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p Buckeye tires do not need a high degree of W
S inflation to hold them on the rim; therefore, s
j^j they are more resilient, less liable to puncture, p
IE and have a longer life. %
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Please mention The Wheel.

BEFORE BUYING

Write for Catalogue to trie

GENDRON IRON WHEEL CO..
TOLEDO, OHIO.

You Want
The Morse Roller Joint Cham

IN IT, EVERY JOINT IS A PERFECT ROLLER BEARING.

The JOINTS in this

chain

ARE FRICTIONLESS,

DO NOT WEAR,
NEED NO OIL.

See the Joint

THESE are FACTS

hut You don't

believe them?

A sample will con-

vince you.

Mailed free.

OUR CHAIN DON'T "STRETCH."

Pat. Oct. 24th, 1893. Other Patents Pending,

When writing kindly mention The Wheel. TRUMANSBURC, N. Y.
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Our Latent

THE ENVOY SCORCHER
A LIGHT WHEEL FOR SCORCHING PURPOSES.

28 inch Wheels,

8%, inch Head.

=*PFHSH5HSHSH5E5H5H5ESH5H5H5H5H

Actual Weight,

28% Pounds

r»rice $100.
Finest Material. Beautiful Lines. Superb Finish. Fully Guaranteed.

See our FLEETWING and ENVOY.

BT7FFALO TRICYCLE CO,
Send for catalogue.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WARWICK* CYCLES.
Catalogue I ,

Free. a* 1 *®!
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Lightest.

The

Scorcher's

Delight.

The

Ladies'

Rigid,

Handsome,

Fully

Warranted

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when -writing.
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The
Sells at List

We hereby announce to the trade and all intending purchasers that the list

price on the Waverley will be maintained under all circumstances, and the liberal

guaranty that goes out with every machine applies to wheels sold at list prices only.
It is not reasonable to expect that a bicycle, thoroughly high grade in every

particular, can be sold under $85.00, and we can assure our friends and patrons that in
spite of our wonderful facilities for building high grade wheels, it is absolutely im-
possible to turnout a first-class, "up-to-date" cycle that can be sold for less than
our standard price. Our advice to intending purchasers is not to believe any of the
wonderful fairy tales told of fabulous profits made by the manufacturer, but buy your
wheels of the old reliable concerns who are in the business to stay—whose guaranty is

worth something more than the paper it is written upon. A great many capitalists

have been lured into the bicycle manufacturing business by the tales of wonderful
profits, as told by persons who thought they knew, only to drop their little fortunes in
a very short time and retire with more debts and experience than mortal man cares to

bear. There is not a more hazardous business in America to-day than the manufacture
of bicycles. A concern may be all right to-day (so far as the innocent purchaser
knows), and to-morrow be out of business. Take our advice. Pay full list price for

your bicycle and get the benefit of a reliable guaranty. Do not be deceived by believ-
ing that a strictly high grade, reliable machine can be bought at a cut price. No
reliable manufacturer will allow his goods to be sold a cent under the list price.

pour catalogue is free by mail. INDIANA BICYCLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Our Rooster is Training
And by next week will be ready to crow

over the Prizes won on

Triangle Wheel©
In the Decoration Day Races.

W^atch HPhiQ Space.

The Peerless Mfg. Co.,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. ^ -*-*~ V C"J-dllUj V^ 1 1 1<^>
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On a Bicycle Built for You.

IDE SPECIALS, $140.

A Few Agents.

DID YOU EVER CONSIDER
the increased comfort and pleasure experi-
enced in riding a machine with a frame
suited to your reach, and the better appear-
ance that such a combination presents ?

The IDE Wheels
are built in

Three Heights of Frame,

one of which will make a good fit for al-

most any rider. The illustration shows the

relative heights.

WE AIM TO PLEASE.

By giving the purchaser a choice of sad-
dles, tires, etc.

What's your name and address ?

Let us know by postal card and we will
send you our catalogue.

Chicago, Sterner Cycle Co.
Milwaukee, Columbia Carriage Co.
Cleveland, H Beckenbach&Sons.
Cincinnati, Geo.H. Link, 63iVine St
COLUMBUS, A. L. Yardle'y.
Springfield, O. P. Slack's Sons.
Rochester, Sibley, Linksay & Curr
Utica, A. E.Smith.
Terre Haute, E. D. Harvey.

Evansville, C. P. Mingst.
Ft. Wayne. J. W. Bell.
St. Louis, Knight Cycle Co.
Kansas Cjty, Kansas City Bicycle Co
LEXlNGTON,KY.,Smith,Watkins&Co
Nashville, G. J C. Combs.
PITTSBURG, Squires Hardware Co.
Philadelphia, Levy Cycle Clock Co
Wheeling, W.VA.,Carothers&Howe

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel.'

F. F. IDE riFQ. CO., Peoria, III

Imperial Caesar would have won his way

On an (dw^DUttC had he lived to day.

f
CLlFOEM WII-0

Copyrighted 1894, by Charles L. Ames.
Manufactured by AMES & FROST COMPANY, Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing;
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Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

m SCOTTISH BRAIN
MODEL M. MODEL A 4.

Is reported to be half an ounce heavier than than that of any existing race. A neater com-

pliment to the Scottish brain would be to credit it with the devising of the '94 Garford line,

which isn't the case, by the way. Garfords are American saddles, American all over, and are

made in the American bicycle saddle factory—the only real American saddle factory. The
hides and steel come to us in the crude state, and then we do the rest—all of the rest. It's the

only way to make 'em right—everything under your eye, and no outsiders' mistakes to look

out for. It's an important point, this making of our own saddles, and Garford sales are sub-

stantial evidence that the public is in touch with it. It's quite a distinction to have the only

real American factory, and it is a logical theory to expect that Garfords are better made and

better looking than other saddles. To prove the theory, ride a Garford. Catalogue will do

the looks of the line partial justice. Write for one.

QdRFORb HFQ. C2.,
ELTRm, OHIO.

R. B. MeMULLEN & CO., Selling Agents, Chicago

JOHN S. LENG'S SON &C0., N. Y. Supply Depot.

When writirg kindly mention The Wheel.
model C. MODEL Z.
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PRAISE.

Under the Crawford Mfg. Co.'s advt . appears the

name of Bigelow & Dowse Co ., as New England

agents.

This firm (unsolicited) writes as follows :

We would say for your benefit that we are re-

ceiving excellent returns from that ad., as your
paper has a very large circulation In the New
England States, for which we are exclusive
agents. We are enabled, through the benefit of
that ad. and the very feeble efforts of the writer,
to receive on an average 300 orders a week for

frawford bicycles. We can therefore congratu-

late you on the great good you are doing the
cycle trade throughout New England.

Tours very truly,

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO.

[.THE Wheel has the most satisfactory circulation
not only in the New England States, but in all other
territory, be it East or West, North or South.]

[The Wheel, May 18th ]

Moral...

If you have a good article

it pays to advertise
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j New York State and New Jersey agents will j

| please address communications to our New York |

| Branch. |
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THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO.,
MAKERS OF

Hig;li - Grade - and -Juvenile - Bicycles,
New York Branch ....

72 REdbE STREET.
L. B. WHIMPER, MANACIR.

FHndlv mention The Wheel when writing.

FACTORY:
HHGERSTOlniN, 7UVD.
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FALCONS
Are getting to be known as

GREAT. . .

.

HILL CLIMBERS.
"Covered SIXTY-FIVE miles between 9. 10 and 3.45,

with a strong head-wind and blazing sun Talk about

hills! For four miles it was up and down, as bad as I

ever saw, but made by me without a dismount. I was

told that I was the first rider to accomplish this feat, and

I know I could not have done it on any machine but the

FALCON."

PRETTY GOOD, ISN'T IT-

Please' add: "Saw It In The Wheel." TOL<KDO, O.
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WE MAKE PROMPT SHIPMENTS.,

5TRd<^5E DKTQLI5
Keep Your Eye on the Crimson Rims.

THIS FAIR BEAT

THREE OF A HIND

EVERY TIME.

PACER, $150. THELHA, $IOO.

Buy a LINE of Syracuse Bicycles and make your mark in the Cycling world. Nine

styles to choose from, ranging from $100.00 to $16000, list. We also have a great line of

medium grade goods that can't be beat. Send for catalogue, prices and terms.

'VV^»VY^»Vvs^^^»^^'^NVvvv»^*y^*»VTS*»*»«»vly»^»^^•

A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. ^T. I^OXJI^, MO.

DOES THIS SUITYOU?
IF

NOT

WHY

NOT?
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IF

SO LET

IIS

KHOW.

Munger Cycle Mfg.Co.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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SINGER CYCLES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF HIGHEST GRADE.

1894 PATTERNS READY FOR DELIVERY.

LARGEST CYCLE MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR. CATALOGUE.

JINQER & CO
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET

AND 2 WARREN AVENUE,
BOSTON, fl/155.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS
That is why the ARIEL created such a sensation at the Show.

THE ARIEL GEAR CASE IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SPROCKET IS UNIQUE.

THE ARIEL SEAT POST IS UNIQUE.

AKIELS ARE THE
dfiERIC/lN STANDARD.

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER. WEIGHT 27 LBS

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY." ARIEL CYCLE fiFQ. C2.,

QOiS
i The Wheel when writing.

INDIANA.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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AGAINST THE NEGRO. A TRIBUTE TO THE WHEEL.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY ERIDA.Y.
Entered at the Post Office as second-clasB matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.NJBWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
'T'HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF :

R. G. BETTS,
W. V. BELKNAP.

J. J. PRIAL,
W. D. CALLENDER,

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 55.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

It is quite proper that men should win laurels

on Decoration Day.

It was a great day for "unknowns" and

"dark horses." The big road races brought

more of them out into the light than ever

before.

Road racing, once the purest of sports, is in

danger of befoulment. Not only were fat

prizes the rule, but if—and we have reason to

believe some of them—one-half the stories

told of the "inducements" offered the back-

mark men in most of big road races on Decor-

ation Day by rival wheel and tire makers are

true, a few road races are worth a whole

season of victories on the track.

MR. CRANE, who writes from New Or-

leans, concerning Chairman Raymond's

"ruling," that negroes are not barred from the

race track by the '

" white amendment " adopted

at the February session of the L A. W. need

have no fear on that score. Neither Mr. Ray-

mond nor the Racing Board have made any

such "ruling.'' In answer toa letter of inquiry,

the former stated that the Racing Board did

not consider the color of a man's skin, but his

reply was very cautiously worded and was not

intended nor does he wish it understood as a

ruling. He knows full well, and so should Mr.

Crane and all others interested, that the right

to reject any entry, whether it be from white or

black man, lies solely with the race promotor.

That Racing Board has nothing to do with it.

Mr. Crane, and the gentlemen of the South

generally, should not create another bugaboo

of such flimsy material. Rather should they

get together and roll up that great increase of

membership promised by their representatives

at Louisville, when the original negro question

was decided to their liking. Not to do so will

be a gross breach of faith. Mr. Crane's "ex-

cuse," as we have shown, will not hold water.

It may also please him to learn that no negroes

could compete in the L. A. W. championships,

even if Mr. Raymond or the Racing Board

should so decide. The League Rules state

plainly that the championships are open to

League members only, and negroes are not

eligible to membership since the adoption of

the " white amendment."

There is no room for a negro question No. 2.

The South has a promise to redeem, and should

redeem it.

EVEN thus early, particularly since the

30th, an odor is arising from the " team

work " and the " riding to orders," of some of

the Class B teams. Boring, clever inter-

ference and fouling, "holding back the bunch"

while the chosen one " sneaks a lead" and

riding not to win, but to pace, are a few of the

evils now merely hinted at as having occurred

on Decoration Day. An eagle eye and a

vigorous application of the iron rod by a few

determined referees is now needed more than

ever before. It may smother the evils in their

infancy.

The Rev. Mr. Scudder's "tribute" is very

fine ; but did he really call it
'

' bicycle mania ?
"

The Trade Association has rubbed its eyes

and stretched itself once more. Now, keep it

awake.

The French correspondents and interviewers

are making the great Arthur Augustus talk

like a book. It is probable that A. A. would

not be the fastest man in the world if he had

the vocabulary and bookiness the French have

placed at his disposal.

A MINISTER REJOICES IN ITS;iNVENTION.

The Rev. John L. Scudder, of the Jersey
City Tabernacle, who recently arranged a
room in his church for the storage of wheels,

preached on the " Bicycle and the Church " on
Sunday evening last. He said in part:

The bicycle mania is spreading far and wide, and
we rejoice in it, for wheeling is a noble sport and
destined to improve the American stock. This craze
is more than a passing fad. It is an abiding and
increasingly popular form of recreation. Women
have caught the fever as well as the men, and, once
infected, they seem incurable. Even aristocrats and
aesthetics are swept along by the current, and society
belles can be seen taking lessons on side streets in

the darkness of night. I welcome this tidal wave of
outdoor exercise, for it brings health and cheerfulness
to thousands of overworked, careworn people.
The bicycle is a thoroughly Christian machine, for

it improves the temper, discourages dissipation,

makes a man look on the bright side of things, and
puts vivacity into his religion. When I feel stupid or
cross or blue I get on my twenty-five pounder and
take a lively spin. In ten minutes the world looks
different. I begin to feel like an angel. I feel as if I

had wings, and I act more like an angel, my wife tells

me, the next day. I know from experience that a min-
ister can preach better on Sunday if he rides a bicycle
on Saturday.

But unfortunately for our churches the bicycle is

becoming more popular on Sunday than any other
day of the week. Its tendency is to draw young men
away from the sanctuary, and latterly, young women
also. Under these circumstances, what shall be the
attitude of the Church to the bicycle? Shall it be one
of antagonism and denunciation, or a philosophical
acceptance of the situation and sensible adjustment
thereto. There is a strong temptation on the part of

the clergy, I admit, to berate the wheelmen for desert-
ing the pew and occupying the saddle. Excoriation
of absentees comes easy, but does it pay? Does it

tend to increase church attendance or beget love for

the sanctuary ? I think not. The stern fact is that in

spite of pulpit philipics, the number of Sunday
wheelmen is steadily increasing. The country
swarms with them on the Sabbath day.

In my judgment it is better to adapt ourselves to
existing conditions than to indulge in useless denun-
ciation. If men and women will ride on Sunday, why
nit invite them to ride to church and provide a place
for their machines? Why not allow them to stack their

wheels in the lecture-room, or build a shed for

bicycles, as the country church provides a shelter for

horses and carriages? People living at a distance

might thus be induced to come to church, who other-

wise would certainly stay away. Surely .riding a
bicycle to church is not a sin. It is a saintly pro-
cedure compared with riding on horse cars, trolleys

and elevated trains, for all these forms of travel

necessitate the labor of drivers, conductors and
brakemen.and prevent their attending divine service.

The bicycle, by the way, has ceased to be a toy. It

is one of the vehicles of civilization. It is positively a
labor-saving machine. A man works less on Sunday
who rides to church on a wheel than one who walks to

church.

I am happy to announce that in this Tabernacle
arrangements have been made to check the wheels of

all those who make the bicycle a church-going ma-
chine. Our people's palace is not only teaching men
and women to ride by the hundred ; it is open on Sun-
days to receive the wheels of those who come to

church. While we do not encourage Sunday riding,

we cordially invite those who use wheels on
Sunday to ride this way and enjoy the service of this

sanctury. The Tabernacle takes a special interest in

wheelmen. I suppose the reason is that we have so

many wheelmen and wheelwomen of our own—over

150, 1 believe, at present.

There is one way in which the Sunday bicycle has
benefited the churches. It has taught us that if we
expect young people to attend the sanctuary we must
make the services thoroughly interesting. The minis-

ter must have something to say, and say it in a

manner calculated to keep people awake. In this age
of Sunday newspapers, Sunday bicycles and Sunday
concerts, the church will have to brighten up and
keep abreast of the times, or soon the pews will be

empty. This age has no use for platitudinarians in

the pulpit. Sunday competition is here, whether we
like it or not, and we must meet it.
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THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN.

A. H. BARNETT, AN ALL-ABOUND SUR-
PRISE, WINS FIRST PLACE, TIME
PRIZE AND BREAKS RECORD—THE

CRACKS BADLY BEATEN.

PLACE. H.M. S.

1, A. H. BARNETT, ELIZABETH, N. J., 11.1.18

2, H. A ALLEN, PT. PLEASANT, N. J., 1 .11.30

3, E. A.BOEINGER, NEW YORK CITY, 1.13.50

TIME.
1, A. H. BARNETT, ELIZABETH, N. J.. 1. 11.18

3, H.JA. ALLEN, PT. PLEASANT, N. J., 1.11.30

3, C. W. KRICK, READING, PA., 1.13.54

Phew!
Let the "ph" come out kind o' slow like,

and you will have the one spasmodic, in-

voluntary ejaculation which fitly expresses

the result of the sixth annual 25-miles Irving-

ton-Millburn road race on Wednesday last.

Repeat the word several times and you will

realize in a minor key how the men rode and
how the result and the times recorded affected

those enthusiasts who know the character of

the course and who can follow and relish

keenly every stage of the game.
Had you been standing near the foot of that

long hill you might still find it difficult to

make your hair lie as smooth and slick as

as usual. You could not have puckered up
your lips enough to murmer very many
"phews." No one could blame you. It was

enough to make anyone lose his breath. It

was a swiftly moving cloud of dust, a dark

something in the center, a burr-r-r-r, a whir-r-r,

a whizz—then another, another, another and

still another 'till there seemed no end. The
pace down that hill, and with t

-

,e wind was
: something frightful—nay, fiendish. It rivaled

that of a cannon ball express. It seemed hardly
possible that a man could move his legs fast

enough to follow the pedals at such a gait.

Some could not. They came tearing down,

feet off, knees half way up to their chins,

hands gripping the bars like a vise, eyes

riveted straight ahead. They could not—they

dare not attempt catching their pedals. They
must wait until the level was reached. The
burring, whirring, whizzing, singing of more
than a hundred wheels, as they flew by in

lightning-like succession, fairly cleaving the

air as they went, bedizzied both eye and brain.

It was altogether different coming up.

When there was a whizz or a whirr it was not

so loud nor so long ; the wind was in the rid-

ers' faces then, and the feet followed the

pedals without trouble. But of the race itself!

There never was, and there never may be,

such another—over the old familiar road, at

any rate. The building of an electric railway
may—it is not certain—prevent.

The weather gods were good to the promot-
ers of the race—the Metropolitan Association
of Cycling Clubs. Thirty-six hours before, it

had rained the figurative cats and dogs, but
they had all been called off in time and,
although a brisk breeze was blowing, the sky
was but slightly overcast, while the road was
hard, dry and smooth, but O, so dusty! It

blew up in great clouds, and once the men
were started it flew in all directions. The
dust obscured the men's features, and only the
big cloth numbers on their backs could be dis-

tinguished. Those competitors who got in

the rear of a bunch suffered greatly. Several
were blinded completely, and hardly knew
Where they were riding. Schermerhorn, of

the Jersey City A. C, who had trained hard

and faithfully for weeks, was one of these.

Before he had covered three miles, bewildered

by the dust, he ran full tilt into a wagon and
was laid low.

Of 157 entrants, but 17 failed to line up, but

it was not until 11.44— forty-four minutes

behind the time set—that the crack of Starter

Bridgman's pistol announced the start of the

race. It sent the three limit men (9 minutes)

on their way. Then the great long five-mile

lane, hedged in by surging and craning

humanity, four, five, six and ten deep in

places, pushed forward and gave way and
gave way and pushed forward as bunch after

bunch were dispatched. Then a commotion near

the tape added to the excitement. A crowd
of eager, cursing cyclists and police quickly

gathered around an excited man in a

wagon. He wanted to drive through the

line. But he could not and did not. A dozen

hands seized his horse's head. He plied the

whip indiscriminately. Another dozen hands

A. H. BARNETT.

seized the man. He was yanked out of his

wagon. Then there was more swearing, inter-

mingled with the sound of vigorous punching.

Just after the only scratch man, W. F. Mur-
phy, was given the word, the man drove
through. His face was frescoed with blood.

This was repeated several times during the

day, but without the blood accompaniment.
And Murphy ! This veteran of many a battle

over this same course, how neat and fresh and
well he looked! Attired in a white suit

trimmed with red, an American flag around
his waist and a jaunty skull cap on his head,

he looked an ideal racing man, and fit to do
what ninety-nine of the hundred expected of

him—win the time prize in startling time.

Murphy is well known and pipular out Mill-

burn way. He was recognized and cheered all

along the route. His popularity, as he himself

says, was even partly responsible for his un-

doing. Every one was anxious to help him.

The women all seemed anxious to touch him
with their fans, or whatever else was handy,
while lemons, wet sponges and bottles were
offered or thrust at him every few hundred

yards. If ever a man tried hard, and to no
purpose, it was this same Murphy. He reached,

the first turn, two and a half miles, just as

Wells and Bensinger—and the latter was ex-

pected to divide honors with Murphy

—

straightened out. He had hardly rounded
when a carriage fouled him. When this was
cleared, the other two were disappearing in a
cloud of dust. After this everything seemed
to go wrong.

His worshipers along the line interfered

and worried him, and, with no one to pace him,
he steadily lost ground. At twelve miles his

tire began to soften, and when another wheel
was brought it was too late. He was already
hopelessly out of it, and refused to change.
About the same time F. • G. McDonald,

another K. C. W. hope, was also brought to

earth by a disabled tire. He was in magnificent
form, and his misfortune created a chilliness

in the Kings County camp. McDonald seems
peculiarly ill-fated. He has started in the
Irvington-Millburn race four successive years
and on each occasion met with some mishap.

In the meantime the long start men were
going great guns. At five miles Weller, Weir
and Roome were leading. They were a little

in advance of the others, and by alternat-

ing the pace work, held the advantage until

within the last two miles. At ten miles
Bofinger, a stoutly built fellow in a' bright

yellow suit, became a conspicuous figure. He
had passed some fifty-odd men, and was already
in seventh place.

About this time, the tardiness with which
the back markers were overtaking those in

front began to be remarked. Wells and Ben-
singer were sharing the work in fine style and
drawing away from Murphy at every mile,

yet they had caught but a few weary strag-

glers. It was becoming evident that those in

front were riding. And they were. At the
hour, thirteen of the "unknowns" and second-
raters had covered twenty miles or over, while
the top-notchers were away outside and look-

ing anxious. In the meantime another suit of

a peculiar sickly greenish-yellow had come
conspicuously near the front. It covered the

tall, thin, wiry body of H. A. Allen, of Asbury
Park. Right at his heels, but less noticeable

because garbed in sombre black, was Barnett,

of Elizabeth. They had mowed down 97 men
in fifteen miles and were riding like the wind.
Not far behind was an interesting bunch of

eight or ten who clung together nearly all

the way. In it were Paige, Davidson, Phillips,

Gibson, Hall and Bryan. They were moving
at a merry clip, but all seemed too intent on
eyeing each other and waiting for pace to

obtain the best results. Any one of them
stood a good show to win, but were too fearful

of the other.

Davidson, a big, heavy, bewhiskered man of

40, and the most likely one of the lot, displayed

miserable judgment. He is as strong as an
ox and as active as a cat. He rode so much
easier than the sothers that it looked as if he
were toying with. them. Yet, save on the

hills, he was always on the extreme outside,
looking at the man in front. Despite his years,
he is a dare devil rider, and on the hills no one
could live with him. He went down hill at
such a reckless, terrific bat that it fairly amazed
those who tried in vain to hold him. Several
times he was several hundred yards ahead of
his bunch at the foot of a hill, but invariably
he waited for them to catch up. In the finish-
ing sprint he easily left the others. Krick and
Church, two Pennsylvania "sleepers" who had
been spotted by the handicapper, had also
drawh close to the front almost unnoticed.
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There is nothing; on Wheels that equals a

Columbia bicycle
Every man who sells bicycles admits this to himself—usually

he admits it publicly—sometimes he does not. In the latter

case, depend upon it, he is looking for quick profits through

larger discounts rather than the interest of his patrons and

a permanent business.

\_
~\

Boston.

New York, POPE MFG. CO •)

Chicago.

Hartford.

CATALOGUE FREE AT OUR AGENCIES,
OR MAILED FOR TWO TWO-CENT
STAMPS.

HARTFORD : :

' BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00 $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia single tube tire or

the HARTFORD double tube tire, each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address fur One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTPnRD CYCLE CO.,
HERTFORD, CONN.

3^5. HICKORY : :

CONTAINS EVERYTHING DESIRABLE.

The 1894 HICKORY has many im-

provements, and embodies special

features not found in any other

machine.

Sample machines can be found at our

agencies in all the principal cities

and towns, and it will pay you to

examine them.

If we have no agent in your place,

write for terms and catalogue.

||ickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass

Kindly mention Tbe Wheel when writing.
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THE RAGING SEASON
Has only just opened and the Dunlop Special Racing Tire is having things all its own way.

Look at this list of a few of its recent wins :

At Easter—Every race in Ireland (Belfast and Dublin) was won on Dunlop Tires.

At Nottingham—All races, on the grass track, were won on Dunlop Tires.

Heme Hill, April 21st—The brothers Ilsley rode the fastest half-mile ever ridden on the
fastest track in Europe, on a tandem with Dunlop Tires.

Brixton Cup, April 28th—won by J. Gibbons-Brooks on Dunlop Tires.

Heme Hill, April 28th—Half-mile scratch race, won by P. W. Brown on Dunlop Tires.

Bristol, April 28th—One-third mile scratch race, won by U. L. Lambley on Dunlop Tires.

Heme Hill, May 5th—One mile professional scratch race, won by T. James on Dunlop Tires.
" May 5th—Ten mile professional international scratch race, won by Dumond

on Dunlop Tires.
" " May 5th—Half-mile amateur handicap, won by W. Walker on Dunlop Tires.

High Beech, May 5th—Ten mile cup race, won, and records for two to ten miles beaten
by J. Green on Dunlop Tires.

Langham Wheelers' Road Race— 1st, 2d and 3d rode Dunlop Tires.

Anfield B. 0. Road Race—Fastest time on Dunlop Tires.

Bordeaux, April 29th—Five kilometers international race, won by Lumsden on Dunlop Tires
Velodrome de la Seine, April 29th-Prix national race, won by Anthony on Dunlop Tires.

"
'_'

" "—Prix des estranges race, won by Anthony on Dunlop Tires.

Angers, May 2d—Ten kilometers international race, won by Anthony on Dunlop Tires.
" " —Ten kilometers international tricycle race, won by Medinger on Dunlop

' Tires.

Velodrome Buffalo, May 3d—One thousand meters tandem race, won by Harris &
Bromley on Dunlop Tires.

Velodrome de la Seine, May 6th—Prix de Bordeaux, won by Crooks on Dunlop Tires.
" —Prix de Marseille, won by Fossier on Dunlop Tires.

—Consolation race, won by Dumond on Dunlop Tires.

Paris, May 6th—Societe Velocipedique Parisien handicap, won by Levellier on Dunlop Tires
Lille, May 6th—Prix bi-senior, won by Kuhling, on Dunlop Tires.

Figueras, May 6th—International race, won by Lambrecht on Dunlop Tires.

Angers, May 6th—International race, won by Gougoltz on Dunlop Tires.
—Tandem race, won by Cotterau-Gougoltz on Dunlop Tires.

Championship Haute Saone—Three first men on Dunlop Tires.

Union Velocipedique Francaise, May 6th—Ten kilometer race, won by Quignolot-
Nougier on a tandem with Dunlop Tires.

Brussels, May 6th—Humber Race Bois de la Cambre, 25 kilometers, first six men all

rode Dunlop Tires.
" " —The Tricycle and Safety professional events were won by Huret on

Dunlop Tires.
—Amateur tricycle race, won by Hautvast on Dunlop Tires.

vvvvvwvvwwwwvw

This is a Dunlop year.

You must ride them to win.
vVVVS^vVVVyVVVVVVVVVS

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE CO
504-506 W. 14th STREET, N. Y.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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At the twentieth mile, Roomeand Weir were
still in front, but Boffinger and P. L. Coffin,

the latter a strippling of 17, were closing up
the gap. It began to look as if Boffinger would
win. He was fresh, strong and refused re-

freshment with a good-natured guffaw. Allen's

yellow-green suit had also moved further front,

but it seemed, bar accident, that Boffinger

could not be headed. The last five miles, how-
ever,' told the story. As the lane of humanity
parted in response to the pushing of the mar-
shals and the cries of "There they come," three

figures^ohe in yellow, one in greenish-yellow

and the other in black—could be seen. The
black had a slight advantage, but the other

two were fighting hard. They fought to the

very tape, but the man in black held his lead,

and won by an open length, two lengths be-

tween second and third. The spectators had

good, strong road rider, but was never con-

sidered as having a ghost of a show for time

prize or record. He was not only a surprise

in these respects, but also in the manner in

which he outspurted Allen, who was known
to be a sprinter.

Abel H. Barnett, the winner, is a member
of the Elizabeth (N. J.) Wheelmen. He is a

lithe, slender-looking young fellow, about

5 feet 8 inches in height, and weighing about

140 pounds. He is in his twenty-second year.

He has been a competitor in the Irvington-

Millburn for the past three years. In 1892

from the 10 minute mark he finished 35th in

1.28.09; in 1893 he finished, with 7 minutes

start, 5th in 1. 19.57. This year he developed

an unexpected turn of speed, and what was
more surprising, the stiffest sort of sprint,

which landed him a winner in a driving finish.

w.nl rim. Mont Sjott had to change wheels
twice. W. F. Murphy's tyre went wrong. J.
W. Baldwin and F. E. Doup, while well to the
fore, had to change mounts. So did I. D.
Phillips. George A. Needham broke a crank.
McDonald, Atkinson and Graham were among
the others who were disabled by punctures.
George P. Kulke rode nearly twenty miles on a
loose saddle, holding it between his thighs as
best he could.

Barnett, Allen, Bofinerer, Krick, Tven, David-
son, Paige, Phillips, Pearson, Gibson and
George Coffin all rode over the 20 miles within
the hour. P. L. Coffin, the 17-year-old
brother of the latter, rode the 20 miles in 60
minutes even.

At the Turning Points.

The fact that the best time for twenty-five
miles is held by the I.-M. course is more
wonderful, considering the time lost at the
turns and the hills. Three turns are made at
Irvington and two at Milburn. Red flags were
placed at each turn. The riders are obliged

scarcely time to cheer and see by the score

card that the man in black, " No. 130," was A.

H. Barnett, of Elizabeth, N. J. , when the others

came darting over the tape in rapid succession.

The Davidson bunch had a good tussle up to the

very line, but " Whiskers," as he is known to

the crowd, held his own. Murphy and Ben-

singer were long since known to be out of it,

but when it was given out that as far as

the hurried figuring on the spot went, that

Barnett and Allen had not only won first and

second places respectively, but first and second

time prize, and in record time as well, it was
scarcely credited. Later, when this was con-

firmed, it still seemed hard to realize. It was
the first time since 1890, when W. F. Murphy
duplicated the feat in the then record time of

of 1.28.29, that anything of the sort had even

been approached. Barnett was known to be a

Horace A. Allen, the second man, resides in

Point Pleasant, N. J., a little town near Atbury
Park. He is a tall, slim, lanky, loose-limbed
fellow of about 25, who looks more like a man
just recovering from a severe illness than one
fit to stand the punishment of such a long, hard
race. He had won a few track events, was
known to have a good spurt, but as a road
rider he was an unknown quantity.

The falls and mishaps to men and wheels
were more numerous than ever before. It

seemed as if every other man had one or more
spills, .usually caused by the interference or

carelessness of spectators. Costigan and P.

II. Johnson each had nasty tumbles which ren-

dered them unconcious. Johnson's fall came
just after he finished. He was so badly hurt
that he could not be removed to his home until

the next day.

The proportion of tyres that went wrong
was also unusually large. Early in the race

E. L. Blauvelt, the Newark crack, picked up a

nail which went clear through both tire and

to slow up several hundred yards away, make
the narrow turn slowly and get under way.
When the riders arrive in a bunch, as they
frequently do, it is necessary to turn in Indian
file, and after two or more are obliged to dis-

mount. Altogether, over half a minute is lost

at each turn.

The turns, however, break the monotony of

the race, the contestants set up for an instant

with a sigh of relief, catch their breath for a
moment and then dig in for the other end.
But much exertion is lost in regaining the lost

momentum. Fully thirty men reached the Mil-

burn end in a crowd on the first turn, and the
air was full of: " Look out there, " Get over,"

and words that don't look well in print, as

they all strived to turn at once. Two or three

men fell off of their mounts from dizziness on
the last turn.

The following table shows the order of fin-

ish and the times and positions at every five

miles. It shows just how the race was run
and won:



NAME AND CLUB.

Wm. Weller, Century C. C,
R. Weir, Wilmington,
W. C. Koome, Jersey City,
G. Stewart, Chatham W.,
Henry Loehrs, Elizabeth A. C,
A. J. Hargan, Newark,
J. J. Gregory, Newark
C. B Vaughan, Atalanta W.,
C. r. Earl, K. C. W.,
E. A. Willis, So. Brooklyn W.,
L. Rice, Newark,
J. Thompson, Greenwich W.,
C. P. Staubach, Manhattan B. C ,

J. W. Baldwin, Century C. C,
Ed. Mather, Castle Pt. Cyclers,
S. J. Burke, Newark,
E. A. Laws, K. C. W.,
W. Hegeman, Rhinebeck B.C.,
S. A. Cramer, Hamilton W.,
Hans Hanson, Perth Amboy W.,
H. E. Eckstein, Greenwich W.,
H.Gray, B. B. C,
A. S. Swartwout, Newark W.,
D. L. Raine, K. C. W.,
P. E Doup, K. C. W.,
S. T. Thompson, New Y'k City,
P. L. Coffin, Orange A. C,
G. B. Smith, Bellmore, L. I.,

F. Muchmore, Chatham W.,
Chas. Craft, Hoboken,
Fred. Young, Newark, N. J.,
Geo. Costigan, Amsterdam W.,
D. T. Slocum, Newark,
H. A. Saunders, Alpha W C,
W. E. Hope, New York,
M. Apgar, Chatham Wheelmen,
J. Donai, Riverside W.,
F. G. Hedge, K. C. W.,
E A. Bofinger, K. W.,
Chas. W. Mayow, Newark W.,
G. P. Kuhlke, Savoy A.' C,
Fred Garner, Passaic Falls W.,
A. A. Carlton, Passaic Falls W ,

C. J. Iven, Rochester,
J. W. Judge, R. W.,
Chas. Keesman, Br'kl'n C'y W.,
E. F. Rau, K. C. W.,
Ralph Bradford, Riverside W.,
J. Knowles, K. C. W.,
J. Gregory, Newark,
Walter H. Stanley, K. C. W.,
G. T. Taylor, Kingsbridge W.,
L. H. Adsit, New York W.,
C.Manee, K. C. W.,
Geo. Muller, Jr., New York,
W. W. Lewis, Jersey City W.,
H. Hawthorne, Newark,
B. Turton, Newark,
Sidney Allen, Jersey City W.,
W. J. Fountain, Jr.. Brooklyn,
B. J. Baldwin, Woodbridge, Ct.,

R. H. Stewart, Union A. A.,
F. R. Blauvelt. K. C. W.,
F. G. Smith, Newark W.,
G. Cobb, H. W.,
H. C. Bryan, Harlem W.,
P. H. Johnson, Excelsior B. C ,

H. M. Cole, K. C W.,
F. J. MacMahon, Tourist C. C ,

C. W. Young, K. C. W.,
W. C. Huson, Harlem W.,
T. M. Ricalton, Maplewood, N.J.,
W. L. Austin, N. Y. Tourist W.,
Jacob Schneider, Tuxedo W.,
W. L. Darmer, H. C. W ,

H. S. Babbage, East Orange,
Louis Berger, Bushwick W.,
Jas. C. Duane, N. Y. T. W.,
E. R. Benedict, Alpha W. C,
C. W. Greenfield, Kearney, N. J.
A. W. W. Evans, N. Y. A. C,
S. L. Frank, St. George A. C,
Fred Rumford, Chester, Pa.,
C. A. Elliott, Wilmington,
Wm. Hall, Wissahickon W.,
A. N. Laggren, E. W.,
Sam'l Ackroyd, Phil'psb'g, N. J.,
A. H. Barnett, E. W.,
Horace A. Allen, Asbury Park
J. S. Hobbs, Newark,
W. H. Roberts, K. C. W.,
John D. Mantmeat, Passaic F. W.,
Chas. K. Gibson, Pittsburg A. C-,
A. W. Fuller, S. Brooklyn W.,
C. A. Fox, Lake View C. C,
Bert Fox, Huguenot W.
H- R. Davis, K. C. W.,
J. C. Diggs, E. W.,
Chas. Fredricks, Jersey City W.,
H.Supplee, North Wales, Pa.,

J. T. Beckwith, K C. W ,

Chas. H. Rydell, Crescent W,,
G.B. Waters, K. C. W.,
H. T. Brady, Excelsior B. C,
Harry Stevens, Newark W.,
August Joerger, Brooklyn,
Chas. W. Krick, PennW.,
J. B. Pearson, Vineland,
J. W. Davidson, N. W. City,
I. D. Phillips, K. C. W.,
W. T. Bilyeu. Philadelphia W\
U. S. Paiige, K.C. W.,
Geo. A. Murray, Washington W.,
F. M. Datnpman, Philadelphia,

J. Estoclet, Philadelphia,
C. Church, Chester, Pa

,

S. W. Merrihew,Wilmington,
L.H. Pyle, Wilmington,
Geo. W. Coffin, Atalanta W.,
F. G. McDonald, K. C. W.,
A. Sturtzman, Brooklvn,
F. B. Marriott, South End W.,
Ed. L Dithridge, New York,
T. Walsh. Bridgeport,
Mont Scott, Newark W.,
A. E. Johnson, Bridgeport,
Fred. Hawlev. K C. W.,
A. Atkinson, New Brunswick,
John Bensinger, K. C. W.,
W. H. Wells, K. C. W.,
W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.,

s MILES. 10 Miles. 15 Miles. 20 Miles. 25 Miles.
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8 oo 1 15 40 1 Weller,' 30.50 1 R. Weir, 46 05 I Roome, 61.27 1 Barnett, 76.18
8.00 2 15.40 2 Roome, 3° 50 2 Roome, 46 05 2 Weir, 6127 2 Allen, 76.20
8.00 3 15.40 3 Wcii, 3° SO 3 J. W Baldwin, 46,19 3 Baldwin, 61.27 3

Bofinger, 76. -.0

9.00 4 15-56 4 J Baldwin, 3 ,..

8

4 Hargan, 46.19 4 Bofinger, 62 00 4
Iven, 76 27

8.00 5 '5-56 5 Hargan, 3,. ,8-
5 Bofinger, 46.54 5

P. L. Coffin, 62.00 5
P. L.Coffin,; :

77 00
8.00 6 1556 6 Loehrs, 31.18 6 P. L Coffin, 46.54 6. Hargan, 6 2. 00 6 Roome. 77 02

8.30 7 16.03 7 Bofinger, 31.18 7 Doup, 46 54 7
S. T. Thompson, 62 12

7
Hargan, 77-03

8.00 8 16.07 8 Doup, 3' 25 8 S. T. Thompson, 46 54 8 Barnetl, 62.12 8 J. W. Baldwin,
Weir,

77.19
8.00 9 16 07 9 P. L Coffin, 3'.25 9 Eckstein, 47.08 9 Iven, 62 12

9
10

77-45
8 00 10 16.07 10 Eckstein, 31.25. 10 Saunders, 47 09 10 Allen, 62. 12 S. T. Thompsor, 77-55
8.00 11 16. cy 11 S. T. Thompson, •3» 25 n Iven, 47 09 11 Saunders, 62.52 11 Saunders, 78. CO
8.00 12 16.12 12 Vaughn, 3 l - 25 12 Kuhlke, 47.09 12 Eckstein, 62 52 12 Swartwout, 78. 10

8 00 13 16.12 '3 J. Thompson, 31-25 13 Swartwout, 47.09 13 Swartwout, 62 52 1

3

Eckstein, '78.12

7-3° J 4 16.12 '4 Swartwout, 32.02 14 Allen, 47 4° 14 Kuhlke, 63 16 14 Davidson, 78.38
8.00 15 (6.25 15 G. B. Smith, 32.02 5 Barnett, 47 V 15 Doup, 64 00 15 Paige, 78.38
8.00 16 16.25 16 Staubach, 32.C2

, • 6 Staubach, 48 11 6 Gibson, 64.10 16 Krick, 78.39
8.00 17 16.34 '7 Iven, 32- '5 17 Vaughn, 48.16 17 Baldwin, 64.10 17 Pearson, 78-39
8.00 18 16 34 18 Rice, 32-15 18 Baldwin,

. 48.16 18 Krick, 64 10 18 Wm. Hall, 78.47
8.00 '9 16 34 '9 Kuhlke, 32- 15 19 G. B. Smith, 48.16 19 Pearson. 64 10 19 Bryan, 78.47
8.00 20 16.34 20 E. A. Willis, 32 15 20 Carlton, 48 21 20 P. H. Johnson, 64 10 20 Kuhlke, 78.47
7-3° 21 16.45 21 Saunders, 32-15 21 Rice, 48.23 21 Hal), 64 10 21 Gibson, 78.55
8.00 22 16.45 22 Cramer, 32.15 22 G. Stewart, 48.30 22 Paige, 64.10 22 1. D.Phillips, 79.06

7'3° 23 16.45 23 Burke, 32.21 23 Earl, 48.37 23 Davidson, 64.10 23 P. H. Johnson, 79-15
7.00 24 17.00 24 Raine, 32.21 24 J. Gregory,

Laws,
48 37 24 Bryan, 64 10 24 Manee, 79.22

7 00 25 17.00 25 Muchmore, 32.27 25
26

48.37 25 Manee, 64.10 25 Hawthorne, 80.10

7 00 26 17.00 26 Stewart, 32.27 E. A. Willis, 4837 26 Phillips, 64 20 26 Ear), 80.11

7.00 27 17.00 27 Costigan, 32 32 27 Donai, 48.52 27 Carlton, 64 20 27 Carlton, 80. ii

7.00 28 17.00 28 Hanson, 32-32 28 Gibson, 49.06 28 Staubach, 64.20 28 D.iup, 80.12
8.00 29 17.00 29 Laws, 32 4 1 29

3°

Manee, 49 00 29

3°

Cramer, 64 28 29 Church, 80.26
8.00 30 17,00 30 J. J. Gregory, 32.46 : P. H. Johnson, 49.00 Hawthorne, 64.28 3° Staubach, 80.32
8.co 3 1 17.00 3 1 Carlton, 32 46 ' 31 Cramer, 49.00 31 Vaughn, 64.30 31 Cramer, 81.CO
7.30 32 17 00 32 Donai, 33- 02 32 Knowles, 49.02 32 Laws, 64 32 32 Vaughn, 81.01
8.00 33 17.00 33 Judge, 33-62 33 Hawthorne, 49.02 33

Rice, 64.50 33 Rice, 81.05
7.00 34 17.00 34 Gregory, 3305 34 Wm. Hall, 49.02 34

G. B. Smith, 6*. 55 34
Donai, 81.12

8.00 35 17.10 35 Manee, 33-°9 35 Laggren, 49 07 35
Earl, 64-55 .35

Laggren, 81.19
8.00 36 17.10 36 Knowles, 33-09 36 Bryan, 49.07 36 Laggren, 65.0; 36 Elliott, 81.32

7.00 37 17 10 37 B. J. Baldwin, 33-09 37
38

Burke, 49 08 37
38

39
4°

Donai, 65 03 37 Hanson, 81.46
7.00 38 17.10 38 Barnett, 33 °9 J. J. Gregory, 49.28 Stewart, 6511 38 Stewart, 8i-55

6.30 39 17.20 39 P. H. Johnson, 33-25 39
40

41

42

43

44
45
46

47
48

49
50
51
52

53
54

55
56

57

Hanson, 49 28 Judne, 65-41 39 G. B. Smith, 81.56
8.00 40 17.20 40 Hawthorne, 33-25 Krick, 49.28 Knowles, 65 50 4° Geo. W. C<ffin, 82 00
6.00 41 17.20 41 Allen, 33-25 Pearson, 49 28 41

42

43
44

Church, 65 5° 41 Sturtzman, 8>.oi
8 00 42 17 20 42 MacMahon, 33-25 Paige, 49.28 Hanson, 65.50 42 Laws, 82.02

7 00 43 17 20 43 Fred. Young, 33-30 Davidson, 49 28 Elliott, 65-55 43 Dampman, 82.10
6.00 44 17.20 44 Graham, 33-3° Phillips, 49 28 Darmer, 65-55 44 Cobb, 82.73
6.00 45 17.20 45 Rau, 33.3o Cole, 49 28 45

Cole, 65 55 45 Cole, 82.51
7.00 46 17.20 46 Bryan, 33-45 Judge, 49,28 46 Mather, 66.15 46 J. J. Gregory, 82.54

7 00 47 17.20 47 Darmer, 33-45 Darmer, 49 28 47 J. J. Gregory, 66. is 47 Scott, 82 56
7.00 48 17-3° 48 Cole, 33-45 Graham, 49 3S 48 Willis, 66.15 48 Mother, "3.20

7,00 49 17.30 49 Craft, 33-45 Mather, 49-35 49 J. Gregory, 66 15 49 Judge, 83-33
6.30 5° 17.30 5° Laggren, 33-50 Fred Young, 49-55 50 G. Cobb, 66.15 5° Fountain, 83.38
7.00 51 '7-35 5 1 Wm. Hall, 33-50 Cobb, 50 04 51

52

53.

54

Burke, 66.22 51 Fred. Young, 83-45
8.00 52 17.35 52 Keeseman, 33-50 Elliott, 50 12 Geo. Coffin, 66.49 52 Darmer, 83-45
8.00 53 '7-45 53 Mather, 33-5o Muller, 50.16 Sturtzman, 66.49 53 Keeseman, 8353
6 30 54 J 7-45 54 Cobb, 34.02 Keeseman, 50 20 Dampman, 66 49 54 T. Walsh, 84.01

7.00 55 J7-45 55 Apgar, 34.02 Craft, 50 35 55
Rydell, 66.49 55 Marriott, 84.01

8.00 56 '7-45 56 Gibson, 34. 4 Church, 50 35 56

57

Rumford, 66 49 56 Bensii ger. 84 06
_ 6 00 57 "7-45 57 Muller, 34.04 Rau, 50 40 F. Young, 67 06 57 J. Gregory, 84. 10
8.00 58 J 7-45 58 Slocum, 34-°4 58

59
60

Apgar, 50.40 58

59
60

Keeseman, 67.15 58 Merrihew, 84.24
8.00 59 17-50 59 Adsit, . 34.06 Rumfoi d, 50.40 Muller, 67 30 59 Rica ton, «4-35
7.CO 60 17-50 60 Garner,

34 °7 Rydell, 50 52 Scott, 67 3° No Numu r 8442
6.00 61 '.8.02 61 Bradford, 34-07 .61 D ttnpman, 5° 52 61 Rau, 67 30 61 Mulu r, 84.50
8.00 62 18.02 62 Elliott, 34-25 62 Fountain, 5° 54 62 Ricalton, 67 55 62 Burke, 84 53
9.00 63 18.02 63 Fountain, 34-25 63

64

C. A. Fox, 5°-54 63 Fountain, 68 00 63 Bilyeu, 84.18

7.00 64 18.02 64 Hegeman, 34.40 Adsit, 5° 54 64
65

Craft, 680s 64 Pyle, 8 .04
6.00 65 18.02 65 Mayow, 34.40 65

66

B adforc1

, 51.16 C Berger, 68.14 65 Wells, 85-'

4

5-3° 66 18.05 66 Rumford, 34-45 Ricalto'n, 51..

6

66 Merrihew, 68.14 66 Rau, 85 '5

5-3° 67 18.05 67 Gray, 34-45 67
68

Huson, 5 1 25 67 Walsh, 6826 67 Craft, 85.40

5-3° 68 18.05 68 Krick,
34 45 Geo Coffin, 51 32 68 Adsit 68 37 68 Knowks, 8^-55

5.00 69 18.05 69 Pearson, '

34-45 69
70
7'

7.2

73

Sturtzman, 51- 32 69 Marriott, 68.38 69 Adsit, 86.10
6.00 70 18 05 70 Davidson, 34-45 Sett, 51 32 7°

71

A. E Johnson, 6845 70 Diggs, 86.11

7.00 71 1805 7 1 Paige, 34-50 C. Berger, 5 1 32 Huson, 6847 71 Gray, J6 15
7.00 72 18.15 72 Phillips, 34.50 Merrihew, 51.40 72

73
74

75
76

Wells, 69 05 72 Huson. 86.17
7.00 73 18.15 73 Huson, 34.50 Gray, 51.47 Bensinger, 69 05 73 C. W. You -g, 86. 2

7.00 74 18.15 74 Ricalton, 34-50 74
7S
76

Garner, 51-47 Graham, 69 05 74 Stanley, 8t . 1.8

6 00 75 18.15 75 F. G. Smith,
, 35-°4 Benedict, 51 47 Gray, 69.05 75 Murjhy, 86.49

7.00 76 18.15 76 C. A. Fox, 35-04 C. W. Young, 5 1 52 Bilyeu, 69.20 76 Hawley, 86.50
7.00 77 18. t 5 77 Dampman, 35.04 77

78

Bilyeu, 51 52 77
78

79
80

C. W. Young, 69 25 77
Babbage, 87.50

7.00 78 18.15 78 Benedict, 3S04 Schneider, 5 l 59 Pyle, 69.30 78 Schneider, 87-53
6.30 79 18.15 79 Duane, 35.06 79 Duane, 51-59 Apgar, 69 30 79 Duane, 87-S5
7 00 80 18.15 80 Rydell, 35.06 80 Mavow, 52 02 Bradford, 61 30 80 Robert?, 88 27
6.00 81 .8.15 81 C. W. Young, 35-o6 81 F. G. Smith, 52 n 81 Benedict, 69.30 81 H< geman, 88.28
8.00 82 18.30 82 C. Berger, 35 06 82 Hegemar, 52.11 82 Schneider, 69 «6 82 \j Befger, 88.29

5-3° 83 18.30 83 Schntider, 35- '8 83 Slocum, 52.26 83
84

Diggs, 6j. 56 83 Estoclet, 88. = 7
4.30 84 18.45 84 Church, 3518 84 Babbage, 52 26 Babbagf

,

69.56 84 Kradforo, 89.23
5.00 85 18.45 85 Evans, 35 18 85 L. Berger, 52 40 8=; Stanley, 70 00 85 Lewis, 89.42
5.00 86 18.45 86 Lewis, 35-30 86 Walsh, 52 45 86 D lane, 70 15 86 Ackroyd, 89 53
7.00 87 18.45 87 L. Berger,

35 3° 87 Stanley, 52 45 87 H geman, 70.20 87 C. Berger,
4 00 88 1845 88 Babbage, 35-3° 88 A. E. Johnson, 51 00 88 Mayow, 70.49 88 Waters,
4.00 89 1845 89 Stanley, 35-3° 89 Marriott, 53.00 89

90

Hawley, 70.54 89 Apgar,
7.00 90 18.45 90 Taylor, 35-54 9° Pyle. 53.00 L. Berger, 7. 03 90 Mayrw,
6.00 91 19. oo 9 1 Bilyeu,

Turton,
35 54 9 1 Diggs, 53 °5 91 Estoclet, 71.1c

7.00 92 19.00 92 36.00 92 Lewis, 53 n 92 Roberts, 71.10
4-3° 93 19.00 93 Austin, 36 05 93 Bensit.ger, 51-22 Miirniiy, 71.21
7.00 94 19 00 94 Sturtzman, 36 17 94 Wells, 53-22 94 Lewis, 71.30
5 00 95 19.20 95 Merrihew, 46.17 95 E-toclet, 53 22

53-23
95 Ackioy , 7 .20

7.00 96 19.20 96 Robert?, 36-25 96 Evans,
7 00 97 19 20 .97 Stewart, 36.25 97 J. 1 hompson, 53 37
5.0c 98 19.25 98 Diggs, 36.30 .98 Roberts, 53 37
8.00 99 19.25 09 Greenfield, 36.30 99 Taylor, 53-58
7.00 100 19.25 100 Geo. Coffin, 36.30 100 Monlmeat, 54.12

54.20
7.00 IOI 19.30 IOI Monlmeat, 36.30 IOI Stewart,
5.00 102 19.30 102 Marriott, 36 30 102 Ackroyd, 54.25
5-3° '°3 19-35 103 Scott, 36 40 i°3 Hawley,

,

54-44
7.00 104 9-35 104 Estoclet, 30 45 104 Turtor, 54 44
7.00 '°5 19.47 105 Hobbs, 30-45 •°5 Hobbs, 55.00
7.00 106 20. CO 106 Ackroyd, 36 45 106 Mui phy, 55-33
3-15 107 20.00 107 Pyle, 37.04 107 Supplee, 55-4S
3-3° 108 20.00 108 F. Blauvelt, 37.07 108 Fuller, 55-46
3-45 109 20.00 109 Supplee, 37 '3 109 Wateis, 55-47
3-45 no 20.00 110 Walsh, 37-13 no Davis, 57-25
4 00 III 20.00 i 11

.
Frank, 37-3° ill Fredricks, 58.1-!

3.45 112 20 00 I 12 Fuller, 37-35 112. Brady, 58.25
3-45 '13 20.00 l'3 A. E. Johnson, 37-35
4 00 114 20.00 114 Wells, , 38.04
4.30 115 20 20 115 Bensinger, 38.04
2.45 Il6 20.30 Il6 Waters, 38-23 •

'

3-'5 117 20.30 117 H. R Davis, 38-32
3.30 Il8 20.38 Il8 Bert Fox, 38.42
2.00 119 21.05 119 Hawley, 38.50
2.00 T20 21.10 I20 Fredricks, 38.50
2.30 121 21.10 121 Brady, 39.00
2.00 122 21.15 122 Joerger, 39.10
7 00 123 21.15 123 Steven?, 39-17
2.00 124 21.40 124 Murphy, 39-3 1

"45 125 21.40 125 Dithridge, 40.05
'45 126 21-55
1.15 127 21-55
4.00 128 22.22

0.45 129 22.40
0.45 130 22.40
sch 131 24.38
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TABLE OF NET TIMES—WHEELS AND TIRES RIDDEN.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23'

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32

33

34
35
36.

37
3S

39'

40
41

42

43

44
45-

46

47>

48.

49.

50.

Si

52.

53

54

55
56.

57
53.

59
60,

61.

62

63

64
65
66.

67.

68

69.

70.

7i

72

73>

74>

75
76,

77'

78.

79.

80,

81

82

83.

84.

85
86,

87

90.

91

92.

93-

Name.

Barnett
Allen
Krick
Pearson
Paige
Davidson
Iven
Bofinger . .......

Phillips
Church
Gibson
W. Hall
Geo. Coffin . . .

.

P. L. Coffin

Bryan
Sturtzman
Scott
P. H. Johnson. .

,

Kuhlke
J. W, Baldwin...
Bensinger
S. T. Thompson.
Saunders
Roome
Hargan
Swartout
Eckstein
Weir
Wells
Manee
Walsh
Marriott
Elliott

Dampman
Hawthorne
Laggren
Murphy
Carlton
Doup
Merrihew
Hawley
Earl

J.
Donai."

Cole
Cobb
Staubach
Pyle
Smith
Bilyeu
Cramer
Vaughn
Rice
Judge
Darmer
Hanson
Laws
Fountain
Gregory
Keeseman
G. Stewart
Biggs
Mather

J. J. Gregory. . .

.

Ricalton
F. Young
Muller
Rau
C. W. Young
Burke
Knowles
Huson
Estoclet
Stanley
Craft
Adsit
Gray
Roberts
Babbage
Schneider
Duane.
L. Berger
Bradford
Hegeman
Lewis
Ackroyd
J. Baldwin
A. E. Johnson .

.

Rydell
Rumford
E. Willis
Benedict
Graham
Apgar

Five
Miles.
M. S.

3-45

3 45
4 15

4-30

4 45
4-45
4.20

4-50

4-45
4-15

4-30

4-45
4-05

5.00

4-35
4.40

4-25

4-35
4.20

5.42

4.25
5.00

5.00

4.49

4-59
5-15

5.15

4.40
4-25

5.15

4.40
4-15

4.15
5.00

4-45

4-45

5.38

5 20

5.00

4-55
4.10

5-07

5.10

4-35
5.02

5-12

5.08

5.00

5.00

5-34
5.07

5-07
4.20

5.15

5-34

5-34

5-59
5.00

5.20

5.56

5.25

5.25

5-33
6.15

6.00

5-45
5.20

5-05

5-25

5-30
6.15

5-5o

5-35
6.00

6.45

5-45
6.00

6.15

6.15

6.15

6.15

5-30

5-34
16.45

6-45

5.02

4.40

5-30

5-15

5.07

5-45

5 40
6.10

Ten
Miles.
M. S.

28.09
28.09

29 09
29.15

29-35

29 30
29.15
28.40

29-35
29.03

29-34
29.50
29.30
29.25

30.15

29.49
29.25

29-55
29-15

29.40

29.49
29.25
30.15

29.50
30.18

30.22

29.55

29.50

29.49
30.39
30.13

29.30

29-55

30.04
30.25

29.50
30.31

30.46

29.25
3L32
31-^5

31.07
31.02

30.15
31.02

31.02

31-34
30.02

30.54
3I-I5

30.25
3I-I5

30.02

30-45
31.32
3I-4I

32.25

30-35
3I-50

32.27
32.30

32.50
32.16

32.50
32.30
32.04
31.30
32.06
31.21

31.09
32.50

32.05

33-30
32.45
33-o6

33-45
33-25

33-30
33-18
33.06

33-30
32.07

33-40
34-30

34-45
30.10

30.20

31.06
3I-I5

3I-I5

32,34
31.30

33-02

Fifteen
Miles.
M. S.

42.40

42.40

44-43
43-58

44-13

44-13
44.09
44.24

44-13
44.20

44.30
45-02

44-32

44-54
45-37
45-02

44.17
45-30
44.09

44 49
45-07

44-54
45-09
45-05
45-19
45.36
45.38
44-05

45-07
46.30

45-45
46.00

45.42

45.52
46.02

45.07

46.33
46.21

44-54

45-55
46.59

47-37
46.52

45-58

47.04
47."
47-30
46.16

46.52
48.00

47.16

47-23
46.28

46.28
48.28

47-37
48.5s

46.07
48.20

48.30

49-°5
48.35
48.58
49.16

48.55
48.16

48.40
48.52
48.08

47.02

49-25
48.52

50.45

47-35

49-54
5o.47

50-37
50.26

49-59
49-59
50.40

49.16
5i.li

52.11

52.25

45-15

45-45
46.52

47.10

47-37
49.17

47-35
49.40

Twenty
Miles.
M. S.

57-12
57-12

58.25

58.40

58.55

58.55

59.12

59-30
58.55

58.35

59-40
60 10

59-49
60.00

59-40
60.19
60.15

59.40
60.16

59-57
60.50
60.12

60.52
60.28

61.00

63.22
61.22

60.27
60.50

61.40
66.26

66.38
61.25

61.49
61.28

61.03
62.21

62.20

62.00

62.29

63.09

63.55
63.03
62.27

63.15
63.20
64.00
62.65

64.20
63.28

63.30
63.50
62.41

62.55

64.50
6332
67.00

63.45
65.15

65.11

69.56

65.15

65.45

65-55
66.06 :

65-30

65-39
66.25

65.22

63.50
66.47
66.40
68.00

67.05

67-37
68.05
68.10

67.56

67.56
68.15

69.03
67.30
68.20

70.30
70.20
61.10

61.40

62.49

63.19
65.15
67.00

67.05
68.30

Twenty-fiv
Miles.

H. M. S.

1. 11. 18

1. 1 1. 20
I- 12.54
I.I3-09

I-I3-23

I.I3.23

1. 13.27
I.I3-50

I.I3-5I

1. 14. II

I.I4-25

1. 14.47
1. 15.00
I. I5.OO

1. 15.17
1. 15.31
I.I5-4I

I-I5-45

I-I5-47

I.I5-49

1.15-51

1. 15.35
1. 16.00

.16.02

.16.03

.16.40

.16.42

.16.45

.16.49

.16.52

.17.01

.17.01

.17.02
1. 17.10
1. 17. 10
1. 17.19
1. 17.49
1. 18. 1

1

1. 18.12

1.18.39
1. 19.05
1. 19. 11

1.19-13
1. 19. 21

1. 19.23
1. 19.32
i.rg-34

1.19-56
I.I9-58

1.20.00

1. 20.01

1.20.05
1.20 33
1,2045
1.20.46
1. 21.02
1. 21.38
1. 21. 40
1.21.53

1.21.55
1. 22. 11

1.22.20

1.22.24

1.22.35

1.22.45

1.22.50

1-23.15

1.23.22

1-23-53

1-23-55
1. 24.17
1.24.27

1.24.38

1.24.40
1. 25. 10

1.25-15

1.25.27

1.25.50

1-25-53

1-25-55

1.26.29

1.27.23

1.27.28

1.28.42

1-27-53

Wheel.

Spalding
Raleigh
Reading
Rambler
Ormonde
Rambler
Globe
Liberty
Fowler
Sylph
Liberty
Columbia
Lyndhurst
Sterling

Stearns
Lyndhurst
Lyndhurst
Liberty
Premier
Raleigh
Rambler
Victor
Cleveland
Lyndhurst
Lyndhurst
Bowman
Fowler
Spalding
Ariel
McCune
Columbia
Stearns
Sylph
Raleigh
Gilbert
Eclipse

'

Stearns -

Liberty
Rambler
Stearns
Liberty
Powers
Raleigh
Keating
Phoenix
Fowler
Lyndhurst
Victor
Ormonde
Liberty
Niagara
Rover
Jersey F.

Columbia
Raleigh
Liberty
Tribune
Columbia
Rambler
Columbia '

Crescent
Tribune
Puritan

'

Raleigh
Raleigh
Stearns
Rambler
Jersey F.
Keating

Sylph
Telegram
Lyndhurst
Remington
Keating
Stearns

Raleigh
Imperial
Raleigh
Rambler
Rambler
Vampire
Cleveland
Stearns
McCune
Rambler
Sylph
Crescent
Victor
Roulette
Puritan

Tire.

Palmer
Palmer
New York
Palmer
New York
G. & J.
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Columbia
Palmer
Palmer
New York
Simplicity
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
New York
G. & J.
Victor
Cleveland
Palmer
Palmer
M. & W.
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
New York
Columbia
New York
Palmer
Palmer
New York
New York
New York
Palmer
G. & J.
New York
Palmer
Dunlop
New York
New York
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Victor
New York
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Columbia

' Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Columbia
G. &J.
Columbia
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
New York
Palmer
G. & J.
Palmer
Simplicity

Palmer
New York
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
New York
Palmer

M. & W.
• M: & W.
G. & J.
G. & J.
Palmer
Columbia
Palmer
Palmer
G. & J.
Palmer
Palmer
Victor
New York
Palmer

Officials.

Referee— I. B. Potter, Brooklyn, B. C.

Judges—A. E. Hildick, President, M. A. C.

C. ; R. Gentle, E. A. C. C. ; F. W. Loucks, K.

C. W. ; C. Von Lengerke, A. W. ; L. B.

Whymper, K. C. W. ; W. E. M. Hotze, P. W.

;

H. Strugnel1

., H. C. W. ; Fred. Keer, H. C. W.

;

C. A. Sheehan, M. B. C.

Timers- I. Bowdish, K. C. W. ; A. Schwal-
bach; E. Burris, L. I. W. ; W. C. Nellis, K.

C. W. ; F. A. Parese.

Starter—M. L. Bridgman, K. C. W.
Clerks of Course—W. A. Drabble, A. W.,

Chief; L. G. Miller, M. W. ; E. A. Powers,
R. W.
Scorers—F. P. Prial, M. B. C. ; C. A. Shee-

han, M. B. C. ; W. D. Callender, The Wheel;
W. V. Belknap, A. W. ; A. T. Merrick, J. J.

Prial, The Wheel; F. M. Knowles, Orange
A. C.

; J. Halpin, The Wheel.
Chief Marshal—A. M. Heath, N. Y. T. W.
Chief Umpire—F. L. C. Martin, P. B. C.

Negroes Rode in the Irviiigton-Millburn.

The May meeting of the Metropolitan Asso-
ciation of Cycling Clubs, on Friday last, was
not only spirited, but one of the best attended
in the history of the organization. Twenty-
six clubs, represented by over fifty delegates,

were present. The action of the Race Com-
mittee on barring negroes from the Irvington-

Milburn proved the magnet. There was a
great display of oratorical pyrotechnics. All

the old arguments so familiar to those who fol-

lowed the negro question in the L. A. W. were
resurrected and reclothed, and, although sev-

eral delegates frankly owned that they wanted
no negroes nor negro clubs in the Association,

they insisted that it was not inconsistent in al-

lowing the colored man to race. The vote

which repudiated the action of the committee
and ordered that the rejected entrants be per-

mitted to ride, was, however, non-committal,

fifteen clubs voting aye, seven nay and six

blank. In accordance with this decision the

entries of three colored men, J. C. Diggs, J. S.

Hobbs and David Simmons were accepted.

All but the latter rode in the race.

The date of the annual meeting was changed
from March to February, and the Elizabeth

(N. J.) Wheelmen—about the only important

club in the district which had remained outside

the fold—were elected to membership.

The C. T. A. Revived.

It looks as if the Cycle Trade Association

will yet come to be. After a lapse of two
months, the Organization Committee unex-

pectedly held a meeting in this city on Tues-
day last. Exactly what was done or talked of

is hard to learn. It was given out that a

charter would be applied for, and, when ob-

tained, the constitution and by-laws will be
submitted to the trade, and the subscriptions

to the capital stock invited. Every member
of the committee, except Mr. Lozier, was
present at Tuesday's meeting, Colonel Pope,

R. L. Coleman, A. G. Spalding and J. M.
Stimson. Secretary Kennedy-Childe was also
in attendance. He stated that the long lapse
since the committee's last session was due to
the deliberation of the counsel to whom the
constitution and by-laws had been submitted.

A New Fifteen Mile Record.

Fifteen-mile road race at Erie, Pa., May 30,

47 starters. Otto Mayo won the time prize
and broke the fifteen mile record, finishing in
42m 35s. The previous record was held by
Hurlburt, Detroit, on the Belle Isle course;
time, 42m. 35s.



28 June t,

Five Ten Fifteen
Miles. Miles. Miles.

Name. M.S. M.S.' M.S.

94. Mayow 16. 20 33-40 51.02

95. C. A. Fox 15-20 3 I -04 46.54

96. F. G. Smith . .. 16.02 33-04 50.11

97. Evans 15-30 32.18 50.23

98. Garner 16.20 33-07 5047
99. blocum 16.00 3304 51.26

100. Montmeat 17.00 3430 5212
101. Waters 16.05 52.17

102. J. Thompson.... 15.12 30-25 52-37

103. Taylor , 16.35 34 54 5258
104. Hobbs ib.45 34.45 5300
105. R. H. Stewart 17.02 35.25 5320
106. Turton 16.45 35-oo 53.44

107. Supplee. 17-25 35.13 53-45

108. Fuller 17-00 35.35 53.46

109. H.R.Davis 17.20 3632 55.25

no. Brady 17-35 37-oo 56.25

in. Fredericks 18.25 37-50 57.15

112. Macmahon 14-05 29.25

113. Weller 14-40 29.50

114. Loehrs 14-56 30.18

115. Raine 1500 30.21

116. Costigan 15-30 31-02

117. Mucbmore 16.00 31-27

118. S. Allen 16.50 32.25

119. Austin 16.15 34.05

120. Greenfield 16.15 34. 30

121. Frank 17.30 36,30

122. Bert Fox 17.20 36.42

123. F. Blauvelt 18.02 37.07

124. Joerger 18.00 37.10

125. H. Stevens 17-47 37-17

126. McDonald 14.10

127. Murray *4-45

128. Hedge 15.10

129. Hope 16.10

130. Atkinson 17.22

131. Beckwith 1730
132. Wadsworth. . .\ .. 19.10

133. Dithridge 19.15

JOHNSON AND TITUS AT WORCESTER.

"Johnny" Johnson rode at the Bay State B.

C. meet at Worcester, May 30. Titus Cole-

man and Graves were the other Class B. men
present. Titus rode second to Johnson in the

half mile, and second to Graves in the mile

events. Johnson met with an accident in the

latter event, and had to retire. One mile

handicap; Johnson finished second; Titus, 25

yards, third. The Bay State Club won the

team race, beating the Worcesters and the

Massassoit Club. One thousand five hundred

people were present. In the morning a road

race, over a course of 7^ miles, was contested

by twenty-six riders. P. J. Styffe won in

20m. 55s.; F. J. Walker, Holyoke, second;

F. C. Copeland, of Worcester, third. Coleman,

of Springfield, was ahead in this race until

within a quarter of a mile of the finish, when

he collided. John H. Shaljian, Worcester, was

also thrown and badly injured. Summary:
Mile Novice— 1, John W. Nystrom, Worcester; 2,

David H. Young, Holyoke; 3, John Gray, Worcester.

Mile, Worcester County Championship— 1, Hollis A.

Williams; 2, B. R. Livermore; 3, J. Paulson. Ti mei

2m. 47 3-4S.

Class B, Half Mile, Open—1, John S. Johnson

Syracuse; 2, F. J. Titus, New York; 3, W. Coleman
Springfield. Time, im. 7 3-4S.

Class A, One Mile, three-minute Class--i, John

Paulson, Worcester; 2, David H. Young, Holyoke; 3,

F. J. Walker, Holyoke. Time, 2m. 50 3-4S.

Class A, Two Mile Relay Race— 1, Bay State Club;

2, Worcester; 3, Massasoit, of Springfield. Time,

5m. 8s.-

Half Mile Boys— 1, Anton Tyrberg, Worcester; 2,

Stephen Edwards, Dorchester; 3, Leonard Smith,

Springfield. Time, mi. 178.

Class B, One Mile—1, Fred. C. Graves, Springfield!

2 T. J. Titus, New York; 3, Watson Coleman, Spring-

field. Time, 2m. 3tKs-

Class A, One Mile Open— 1, Robert Newton, Stafford

Springs; 2, John T. Burns; 3, W. H. Spurke. Time,

2m. 45s.

Class B, One Mile Handicap— 1, Watson Coleman
>

Springfield, 100 yards; 2, John S. Johnson, scratch; 3,

F. J. Titus. New York, 25 yards. Time, 2m. 22s.

Class A, One Mile Handicap—1, P. Joel Styffe, Wor-

cester, 90 yards; 2, F. J. Walker, Holyoke; 3, John T.

Burns, Leominster. Time, 2m. 2i%s.

Twenty Twenty-five
Miles. Miles.
M. s. H. M. s. Wheel.

THE WHEELS THAT WON.

68.49 Liberty
Fowler
Lyndhurst
Union
Condor
Columbia
Stearns
Stearns
Bowman
Smalley
Cyclone
Columbia
Raleigh
Wizard
Credenda,
Stearns
Liberty
Vampire
Lyndhurst
Raleigh
Columbia
Humber
Raleigh
Remington
Vampire
Mark Guy
Puritan
Standard
Smith
Humber
Triumph
Special
Raleigh
Sterling
Raleigh
Cleveland
Lyndhurst
Columbia

Phoenix

Tire.

Liberty
Palmer
Palmer
M. & W.
Rex
Columbia
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Columbia
Palmer
Columbia
Greyhound
New York.
Liberty
Climax
New York
Palmer
New York
Palmer
New York
Palmer
Palmer
Palmer
Whippet
M. & W.
Palmer
New York
Greyhound
N.Y. Belting
New York
Palmer.
New York
Cleveland
Palmer
Columbia

Palmer

HEAVY TRACK AT JAMESTOWN.
About 2. 500 spectators attended the meet of

the Prendergast Wheelmen, Jamestown, N. Y.,

May 30. The weather was threatening and
the track heavy. The mile novice created

the greatest excitement, Horan, of Buffalo,

winning by a fine spurt. The local riders had
any easy victory in the team race. Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Q. U. Horan, P. C. C; 2, Bert

Hazzard, Jamestown; 3, G. C. Lott, Warren; 4, L. B.

Acker, C. C. C, Titusville. Time, 30m. 3 1-2S.

Half Mile Club Championship— 1, C. F. Ormes, P.

W., Jamestown; 2, D. H. Grandin, P. W., Jamestown.
Time, im. 263-4S.

Mile Handicap-i, W. A. Newton, C. C. C, Little

Valley, 140 yards; 2, George Farnham, P. W., James-
town, 130 yards; 3, G. L. Graff, Warren, 150 yards.

Time, 2m. 26 3-4S.

One Mile Club Championship— 1. J. A. Osmer, P.

W., Jamestown; 2, D. H. Grandin, P. W., Jamestown.
Time, 3m. 5S.

Half Mile Handicap—1. W. A. Newton, C. C. C,
Little Valley, 75; 2, G. D. Farnham, P. W., Jamestown,

70; 3, W. R. Waters, East Randolph, 90; 4, G. T. Graff,

Warren, 80. Time, im. 9^3.

One and One-Half Mile Team Race— 1. Prendergast

Wheelmen, Jamestown, with thirteen points. Warren

C. C. took six points. Time, 4m. ig^s.

Five Mile Handicap— t. W. A. Newton, C. C. C, 600;

2, C. N. Faulkman, 150; 3, Bert Hazzard, 480; 4. George

L. Graff, 650. Time, 14m. 30s.

Foster Defeats Bliss at Alameda.

San Francisco, May 36.—Bliss, of Chicago,

rode this afternoon on the quarter mile track

at Alameda, Cal. It was the first field day of

the Reliance A. C. Bliss was in good condi-

tion, but the corners, banked 10 feet, scared

him.
In the first heat of the mile scratch the starters

were Bliss, Smith, Alexander and Heley. Bliss won

with 10 yards to the good; 2, J. E. Alexander, San

Jose; 3, H. C. Smitlr. Time, 2m. 32 2-ss. In the second

heat Foster, Long and Cushing started off at a good

pace until the last lap, when Cushing, of San Jose, in

trying to pass inside of Long on the last turn, collided

with him. Foster slacked up, and Long, remounting

his wheel, took second. Time, 2m. 41 1-5S.

Final heat-Foster got the race by a length, with

Alexander four lengths behind Bliss. Time, 2m. 40 2-5S.

The honors of Decoration Day were quite

liberally distributed amongst the different

makes of wheels.

In the Irvington-Millburn, Barnett won first

place and time prize astride a Spalding special.

Allen, the second man and maker of next best

time, rode a' Raleigh. Boflnger rode a Liberty,

Iven a Globe and P. L. Coffin a Lyndhurst.
The first man in the Martin road race rode

a Globe, the second, a Banner—both Buffalo-

made wheels. Callahan, who won time prize

and established a new world's record, rode a
Stearns.

The first two men in the Chicago road race

were mounted on Fowlers, the third on a
Mercury, Peck on a Raleigh and Bainbridge on
a Thistle tied for the time prize.

The winner of the Hoyland Smith twenty-
five mile road race rode a Remington, while
the time prizes fell to riders of a Harvard, a
Stearns and a Warwick respectively.

Both the first man and the winner of the time
prize in the Cleveland road race rode Peerless

wheels.

First place, and first, second and third time
prizes in the Pulaski, Pa., twenty-five road
race were won on Ramblers.
A Gendron No. 17, with Buckeye tires, rid-

den by Fred. Schrein, captured the Colton road
race at Toledo, O.

In the matter of tires, the Palmer gathered
most of the plums—first and second place and
the first and second time prizes in the Irving-

ton-Milburn, first time prize and world's record

in the Martin, first place in the Hoyland
Smith, and time prize in the Chicago road
race.

In the latter race, Morgan & Wright tires

scored heavily, the first five wheels across the

tape being fitted with that make of tire.

In the Hoyland Smith race, the New York
tire had its innings, the wheels of Snow, But-

ler and Clark, who won the three time prizes,

being shod with that tire.

At Bay City, Mich., the eighteen-mile road

race was won by John Russell (six minutes),

mounted on a National. C. Allen (scratch),

also on a National, won time prize in the re-

markably fast time of 51m. 18s. , breaking the

course record by nearly three minutes.

A Twenty-five at Rochester.

Rochester (N. Y.) A. C, twenty-five mile

road race, May 30, beginning and ending at

the Genesee Valley club-house, 34 started and

21 finished. The prize was won by H. Jones,

scratch, ih. 21m. 52s. Result:

Handi- Actual
cap. time.
M. H.M.s.

C.Hopkins 15-0° 1.30.09

R.Jackson 15-°° 1.30.09 .

J. B. Edgerton 15-00 1.30.09

C L. Ackerson 10.00 1.25.11

R.B.Barnes 15-°° 1-31-4°

H. Ruiifson 10.00 1.27.58

W.C.Hart 15-00 J-33-58

E. A. Brodie 15-00 1.43.17%

H. Roffe 1500 i-35-3°^

C.Camp : 15-00 i-37-'°

H. Jones scratch 1.21.52

T.Uhlen scratch 1.22.25 .

G.H.Cheney 10.00 i-33-38&
G. Bartholf ....: scratch 1.2523

A. H. Gunkler 10.00 1-35-56

E.J.Clark 15-°° i.4'-«"5s

R.H.Love 15-00 1.41.3.8

G. Darling 5-°o 1-37-56

M.Schalz 15-00 . 1.41.17J6

J. H. Sager scratch 1. 29.16

M. Greisheimer 15-00 1.47.41%

Meet at Cortland, N. Y., scheduled for May

26, postpoued on account of rain; also the

Youngstown, O., meet, May 30.
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THOSE VRISCO RACES.

'•ADVANTAGES" OF TEAM WORK-MID-
WINTE8 TREATMENT OF THE MIDWIN-

TEK FAIR PEOPLE.

San Francisco, May 19.
— " Will you come

back this afternoon, after you leave the office,

and we will try to find those races ?" was the

message I received from the Pessimist, on the

occasion when the Pacific Coast was to be

pitted against the West. And, truly, a more
remarkable race meeting was never held in

Oshkosh, Kalamazoo, or our own dearly be-

loved Milpitas. There were no programmes
)

except a partial list of entries in the fair daily

paper, no numbers and no bell. In lieu of the

latter a leather-lunged young man blew dis-

cordantly and frantically on a whistle whenever
those present thought the riders had gone far

enough, which, in at least one race, was a lap

more than they originally intended.

The races were not adequately advertised

and the fair management practically ran an

opposition show in a "Carnival of Roses.''

The parade of the floats for this festival

started from the Recreation Grounds and
floats were being driven across the bicycle

path during the afternoon.

Bliss and Dirnberger were both unfortunate

in their first appearance here. The former

was either pocketed or completely outridden

in the finish of the mile scratch. He says he

was not pocketed. Dirnberger ran into Wells

and had a bad fall, which scraped off a lot of

cuticle and gave his front wheel the appear-

ance of having been run over by a freight

train.

Bliss turned out in the first heat of the mile

scratch, and had as competitors C. L. Davis,

J. S. Hall, W. H. Haley, W. F. Foster and

J. E. Alexander. With the exception of Davis
and Alexander, the other riders were members
of the Rambler team. Bliss won by inches;

Foster second, and Davis third. Time, 3m.

19 45s. The second heat contained Ziegler,

Wells and Long, all of the rambler team, and
as the first three rode in the final, they simply

rode over to qualify.

This brought into the final Foster and Wells,

employed at the Rambler agency; Ziegler and
Long, of the Rambler team ; Bliss and Davis.

I give these particulars to show that Bliss was
among " friends."

As soon as the start was effected, Bliss se-

cured a desirable position next the pole, and at

a leasurely pace the first two laps were ridden.

At this time it looked as though the " team"
were riding to orders, and those orders were
to "help Bliss." Entering the back stretch

Bliss had the pole, Davis next and Wells on
the extreme outside. Wells made a move as

though to draw Davis into a premature sprint.

This started the crowd, and they were soon
goiag at top speed. Around the lower turn

they seemed to fly, and entering the finishing

straight Bliss was seen to be in the centre of

the bunch.

It was here that the pocketing was said to

have occurred, but what the riders saw was
Ziegler and Foster riding like mad and finish-

ing, with Ziegler first, Foster second, Wells
third, some yards off, and Bliss fourth; time
announced, 2m. 594-5S., as there was a time
limit of 3m., but the actual time was said to

be slower.

There was an invitation half-mile placed on
the programme for Dirnberger, and he met

Wells, Long and Terrell, of the Rambler team,

and Alexander, of San Jose. Dirnberger was
angry over the treatment accorded Bliss and
'

' team " work was tabooed.

The Buffalo flyer's blood, which he inherited

from the ancestor whose front name he bears,

was boiling hot, and he meant to ride a great

race. At the last corner when he was going

strongly, however, Wells suddenly loomed up

in front of him as big as a house (and a

Chicago Masonic temple at that) and before he

could save himself he "was on the ground.

Alexander won, Terrell second, Wells third.

Several persons who were standing near where

the accident happened, said that something

went wrong with Dirnberger' s machine, which

unsteadied him for a moment and caused him
to collide with Wells.

His injuries will not keep him off his ma-

chine as they were not serious.

The other races on the programme resulted

as follows:

One-mile " maiden," (final)— 1, J. Kitchen; 2, M. J.

Lindsay. Time, 3m. 12 4-5S.

Half mile, Class A handicap (final)— 1, C. C. Gilbert,

30 yards; 2, H. F. Terrell, scratch; 3, L. W. Fox,

scratch. Time, im. 06 2-5S. A grand race won by three

yards, the balance of the field bunched, five yards
away.

Three mile handicap, Class A — 1, H. F. Terrell,

scratch; 2, E. Langnetin, 50 yards; 3, J. R. Sampson.
Time, 8m. 20 1-5S.

Two-mile handicap, Class B— 1, W. N. Terrell, 100

yards; 2, C. S. Wells, 100 yards; 3, O. Ziegler, scratch.

Time, 5m. 48 3-5S. Ziegler sat up near the finish and
apparently did not try.

One-mile scratch, Class A— 1, H. F. Terrell; 2, L. W.
Fox. Time, 3m. 18s.

During the afternoon it was gravely an-

nounced that H. F. Terrell had ridden a last

quarter in 27s., but the timing will not bear

investigation. He did not and cannot ride a

quarter in that time and on that track.

The Easterners are unfortunate in their

friends, as just now all the racing men on the

Coast seem to be opposed to the methods of

the Rambler team. When they come out to

start they are frequently asked, "Whose turn

is it to w?n this time?" Such a question seems
warranted, as, in the two-mile handicap,

Ziegler could, apparently, have won, but he
sat up and did not try.

The annual League meet was to take place

next Saturday, but from present appearances,

it will not be held at the fair track.

The Athletic Committee could get no prizes

from the management, and they resigned in a
body some weeks since. The Bicycling Com-
mittee held on, although efforts were made to

have them resign at the same time.

George Wetmore, the chairman, has actu-

.ally worked himself into ill health in his efforts

to induce the fair directors to carry out their

promises. It is the general opinion among
local riders that the California Associated

Cycling Clubs should have had charge of the

races originally, and they could have brought
more pressure to bear on the management
than an individual.

Manager Atkins will take a local rider East
to complete, the Rambler National team.

Ziegler is the most likely candidate, with W.
A. Terrell second choice, and W. F. Foster a
possibility. It is to be decided by competition,

however, and the man who can ride the fastest

will be selected. Robert A. Smyth.

KENTUCKY.

NOTES GATHERED BY A TRAVELING
CORRESPONDENT. .

Louisville, May 26.—A flying trip of The
Wheel representative to Owensboro last week
found the preparations there being very
actively conducted for the State meet. Presi-

dent Corley and Secretary Walden were having
a catch-as-catch-can wrestling match with the

Class A and Class B prize-list, with the L. A.

W. racing rules for referee.

Gus Steele and Levi, of Chicago, and Mur-
phy, Taxis and Sanger are among the stars

who expect to take in the Ohio River Circuit,

which includes Louisville, New Albany,
Evansville and Owensboro.
Owensboro will require a special sanction

for some of the prizes, on account of the great

value of a number of them.

The Walden Century run was somewhat
damaged by water. The starters were T. C.

Walden, Captain Keeley, H. L. Bowlds and
Sandusky, of Owensboro; George I/. Martin,

W. A. Rubey and Harry Morris, of Louisville.

Henderson, Corydon and Waverley were made,
and the return to Corydon, when the run par-

took of the nature of a regatta. The men rode

sixty-five miles. The train did the rest.

A dampener has fallen On the projected

steamboat excursion. Kentucky Division

members are willing to agree to go on an ex-

cursion planned for their pleasure and benefit,

but when a deposit of $5 is required to clinch

their agreement, and to give the Excursion

Committee something tangible on which to

base its calculations—well, that is another

story. Business is business, whether it is in

the conduct of a mercantile line or an excur-

sion. An excuse for not being able to go just

at the last moment is poor consolation for a

committee that depends on a promise not

backed by the lucre. Promises cannot be

cashed in at par. Paste this in your hat.

The Kentucky Bicycle Co. opened Wednes-
day, May 22, at 545 Fourth Avenue. John A.
Wrampelmeier, Jr. ,. is not a member of this

company, as originally announced. It is com-
posed of Charles H. Jenkins, Frank Byington,

and Ed. Meglemry, Jr.

Paul Moore, the gentlemanly and courteous

local Consul at Earlington, Ky., will conduct a

small party of tourists to the Owensboro meet.

Peter Countzeler, of Sebree, Ky., will do like-

wise. In fact, the impression is that all roads

in Western Kentucky lead to Owensboro.

Martin & Dressing are nothing if not enter-

prising, and all things considered indicate a

glorious day for them on June 13, when their

"full value" road race occurs at Louisville.

Prince -Wells' races, July 7, will be a big

affair. The programme is: Afternoon—Eight-

mile road race—start 3 o'clock; six-mile boys'

race; quarter-mile heats, novice; mile handi-

cap, Class A; mile and a half handicap, Class

B. Night races—Half-mile heats, Class A;
mile handicap, Class A; two-mile handicap,

Class B; two-mile Auditorium Derby, Class

B; mile handicap, Ciass A, open to riders of

Jefferson County, Ky., Floyd and Clark

Counties, Ind, ; one mile, Class B. The prizes

are valuable.

In Hamburg, suburban telegrams are de-

livered by bicycle messengers.

The Police Commissioners of Baltimore have

mounted a patrolman in Druid Hill Park on a

wheel as an experiment. \
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How is this for War?
GUN NO. I.

v>.^^ <t> r. ^ ^- , ^ Philadelphia, May i6, 1 804.Pitttburg Tirl Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

y y4

Gentlemen—Your Mr. G. B. Ellis put a set of your Protectors in my tires a few days ago. I have ridden them forty orntty mtles, and I am convinced that, as a guard against puncture, they surpass anything I have ever seen Wishing vou suc-ess
-
l am Very truly yours, MARSHALL J. BAILEY, Century Wheelman, Philadelphia.

BATTERY NO. a.

t> rr t, ^ TWi , t,
Niles, Ohio, May ri, 1804.Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

v

Dear Sirs—I ordered from you one of the Hoffman Tire Protectors, and will say that it excels my expectations as I
could not perceive any difference in the resiliency in riding, and after I had run it ten miles an expert could not detect that
there was a protector in my wheels. I cheerfully commend the Hoffman Protector to all wheelmen.

Very truly yours, F. J. VAN WYL.

TERRIFIC EXPLOSION NO. 3.
Ghas. S. Keith, Columbia Bicycles,

Repairs and Accessories.

d m ™ ^. , ^ Alliance, Ohio, May 19, 1894.
Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

^ ' '

Gentlemen—In compliance to yours of 12th inst. I inserted a pair of the Hoffman Tire Protectors in a pair of Morgan &
Wright Tires. While doing so a friend came in and insisted on preparing a board to test the protectors. He drove about two
dozen fence staples and the same number of tacks and wire nails through a thiee-eighth inch board, and placed the same on
flagstone walk, points upward. I weigh 135 pounds, and rode back and forth over the same. He weighs 145 pounds and did
the same. Another gentleman weighing 180 pounds did the same without injury to the inner tubes. Not being satisfied I
procured another board eight inches by six feet three-eights inch thick, drove one pound of fence staples through the same
points projecting three-eights inch, and repeated the operation, riding back and forth a great many times and allowing any
person present to do the same, without injury to the inner tubes. So I am forced to acknowledge the Hoffman Tire Protectors
all you claim for them. Yours respectfully, CHAS. S. KEITH

RESULT OF THE BATTLE IN ONE WEEK.
State of Pennsylvania, )

Allegheny County. j

SS- '

Personally before me, a notary public in and for said county, came W. L. Paine, who, being duly sworn, doth depose
and say that the sales of the Hoffman Patent Non-Puncturable Bicycle Tire Protector aggregate a total of Eleven Hundred
and Fifty-five pairs, shipped to all parts of the United States during the week ending May 19, 1894.

/
'~"— s Sworn to and subscribed before me,

J
seal. V this 23d day of May, 1894.—*~~ A. K. Stevenson, Notary Public. W. L. PAINE, Secretary.

f Will be universally used by every rider in the United States.

Thp Hnffman Tir*» PrnrfApf r\i-J Can be inserted into any tire containing an air tube.x 11c nuuuidu 1 ire rructector^
Is only 3

.32 of an inch thick _ Becomes as soft as a rag with a little use _

[Lasts a lifetime. Every pair packed in an elegant embossed gold paper box.

PRICE, $5.00 PER PAIR.
MANUFACTURERS ?—Yes, you should apply for them now to get them for next season.

DEALERS ?—Yes, you must have them to supply your trade.
RIDERS ?—Yes, you can't afford to suffer punctures any longer.

EVERYBODY !—Get the HOFFMAN PROTECTOR.

PITTSBURG TIRE PROTECTOR CO.,
34 McCANCE BLOCK, PITTSBURG, PA.

S©ND FOR DeSCRIPTIMe CKTHLOG. L-IiZ© RG6NTS MHNTGD,

Please add Saw it in The Wheel.
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EN will grumble. Some-

body once cracked a

wheeze to the effect that

it was an Englishman's

privilege to grumble,

and Englishmen have been trying to live up

to that lofty ideal ever since. The makers'

amateur who is refused a license grumbles,

and the man Who does get his license

grumbles also—because he isn't paid

more for his riding. Makers grumble

secretly because the Licensing Com-

mittee won't label their human ad-

vertisements as "pure amateurs,"

and very likely, if we only knew the

truth, members of the Licensing

Committee grumble inwardly because

they can't ride fast enough to earn

£500 a year as racing "amateurs."

And so the world grumbles while the

Cycling Press rejoices at the facility

which all these things offer for the

filling of its columns. The old grum-

ble at the licensing scheme is now in

full swing again. The case of trade

employees is one of the sore points.

There appears to be, especially in the

North and Midlands, considerable

dissatisfaction with the present state

of things, not only among the great

unlicensed but even among Union

officials themselves. Many men are

paying for an absolute repeal of the

whole scheme; others want to have,

as you have, two classes of amateurs,

one class being ruled with a rod of

iron and kept absolutely pure in the

amateur spirit, and the other class

being allowed to accept expenses and

even a cash subsidy from the manu-

facturers. A third section would

like to see the present definitions

swept away altogether, the word "profes-

sional" erased from the cycling dictionary and
racing men known simply as " racing men."

They would allow riders, as in France at

present, to ride for . any prizes, cash or value

or medals, that they chose to ride for, the only

disqualifications being dishonest riding or

objectionable behaviour. But even these

gentlemen are bound to admit that a more or

less important amateur class would still re-

main—at any rate for a time—and, therefore,

we again would be exactly as we are now. It

is a puzzling question and one impossible to

prophesy about at present. The Briton is slow

to adopt anything new and the new profes-

sionalism will have a long struggle before it

comes a national institution. Its title is

against it. We do not like to take to ourselves

the title of "pro." It is the "pro" we object

to, not the cash. I, personally, would be

willing to take all the cash I could get, and
yet I have a sentimental objection to being

referred to as a "pro." " What's in a name?"
we are asked. We are further told that "a
rose by any other name would smell as sweet."

Perhaps, perhaps, and yet if the horticulturists

declared that the rose was incorrectly named
and that its correct designation was the onion,

I opine that we should feel some diffidence in

entering a florist's store and asking for " an

onion for our buttonholes." Of course we
should get used to it in time, and in the same

way I suppose we shall some day get used to

the word " professional," and when that day

comes we shall, perhaps, discover that a paid

rider is just as decent a fellow when he is

called a professional as when he boasted a

spurious title of "amateur." And I daresay

he will smell as sweet, perhaps sweeter. Judg-

ing by occasional visits to the dressing-rooms

at our race meetings I should say that the

latter was by no means impossible.

We all like things cheap. If we see a five

dollar article being offered for half a dollar we

borrow a dollar from the first friend we meet
and buy that half-dollar bargain. (The half-

dollar change is used to "wet the bargain."

Besides, it seems so mean to borrow anything

less than a dollar.) We feel we must have that

bagain, even if its no earthly use to us. In

fact the less use we have for it the more we
feel to want it. I knew a man once, a bachelor

living in apartments, who bought a hen-coop,

a bag of clothes-pegs, two kitchen brooms and
a garden roller in one lot at a sale. He hadn't

any use for any of them, but he was delighted

with the purchase. He said they must have

cost a good three pounds, and he got them for

seven shillings. Of course he couldn't take

the things away with him. A second-floor

lodger can't keep chickens, doesn't want a
garden roller for his three pots of geraniums,

and leaves the servant to do the sweeping.

Nor has he any pressing need for clothes-pegs.

So my friend sold his bargain to a broker for

five shillings on the spot, thus losing two shil-

lings by the transaction. But, bless you, he
didn't care ! He had bought three pounds'

worth of stuff for seven shillings, and the

pleasure of doing that was well worth the two
shillings he lost over it. But in cycling things

are different. When you see a machine ad-

vertised "Worth ^35, sell for £2," you don't

want it. I say you don't want it, my readers,

for you, of course, are all sensible, practical,

experienced, etc., etc. (fill in to taste), men, so

you know that that sort of thing is all humbug.
But the festive novice ! Ah, me, I was a novice

once. I didn't know it at the time, but I feel

now that I must have had it very badly. Any-
way, I was novice enough to buy my first ma-
chine without consulting any one who knew
any more about it than I did myself. That was
a beautiful machine—on paper. It was—so

the advertisement said. I have kept that ad-

vertisement. I read it when I feel I am getting

proud and uppish. It soon humbles me—it

was a "Magnificent Blanketry Bicycle by the

famous Coventry Castiron Wheel Co. ; has

grand 54-inch driving wheel, and
superb 18-inch back wheel, Dropped
handle bars, 26 inches in length, and
cowhorn handles of the latest im-

proved design. Improved ball bear-

ings to the front wheel, with splendid

gun-metal hub. Cone bearings to the

back wheel ; 104 spokes in the driver

and 32 in the back. Cranks 5^f
inches in length, with new red rubber

pedals with oil holes. Saw step, bow
spring with nuts and screws and

saddle complete. The whole bril-

liantly enameled, with silver-plated

spokes, cost £%a, ten days ago.

Owner going abroad. Sell for £4
10s.—First offer has it, as must sell

at once; perfectly new. Apply, etc."

Yes, I bought that bicycle. It broke

down twelve times in fifty miles and

the ball bearings wore out twice.

That's the worst of duck-shot—it's so

much softer than steel balls. I sold

it finally to an agent for—well, none

too much. And this ".£35 for £2 "

game is: still going on, but it is im-

proved up-to-date. The latest stroke

of genius is to fit to one of these

gaily enamelled gaspipe wheels, a

pair of dummy air-tires. They are

not air-tires at all, but they look like

them, and valves are fitted in the

rim so that whenever you feel like

taking a little exercise with the pump

you can try to inflate an imaginary air-tire.

At the same time, if the purchaser of one of

these swindles went round and punctured the

seller with a hatchet, a sympathetic jury would

feel a strong inclination to return a verdict of

" commendable homicide."

There is, I believe, some hope that the

" Skeeter " may come over and race here after

all. It is expected that he will race in the N.

C. U. professional championship. I hope he

will. Zimmy, personally, was popular with the

crowd over here. He kept on trying with rare

pluck while he was looking like a failure in

Hillier's hands and when success and McD.
were with him at last he was modest over it.

So we want to see him again. He had a

tremendous reception in Paris. The crowd sang
to the tune of a popular air in Paris just now.

"Zimmerman! avilo! Sur la piste, Zimmerman!"
and he eventually had to submit to having his

arm nearlywrung off with the hand shakings of

the crowd, who stormed the barriers and sur-

rounded Zimmy with wild enthusiasm.
The Scorcher.
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Raleigh Riders Ways Win!
AS THE RETURNS OF DECORATION DAY COME
IN IT IS SEEN THAT, AS USUAL, : :

Raleighs Lead them all!

FOR INSTANCE, AT THE " ASBUE.Y TA.T S
RACES" Messrs. MADDOX AND McDONALD :

Riding Raleighs

Captured Every Open Event!
IT WAS A COMBINATION OF GOOD MEN AND
GOOD BICYCLES THAT DID THE TRICK. : : :

ON THE ROAI> THE

IRYIMTON-MILLBURN 25-MILE RACE
DEVELOPED A STRONG MAN IN H. A.
JVI^X^E^V, OF ASBURY PARK, WHO,

MOUNTED ON HIS : : : : : : :

^j-i iiiii in iibikiiik 1 iiiiii imiii iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii:jii 111 111 iiiii:iiiiiiiiiiii:iii,iii iiiiiiiimii iiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiviii!! 1 iiiiikb

Wl •?* r^ A-A I—" 1 1 * I—I ••• mm®
Bllllllll 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 111 III II I II II 1 1 II I III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II IB1

MADE THE DISTANCE IN 1:11:20.

^BREAKING ° ALL o PREVIOUS o WORLD'S o RECORDS.^

IT'S A FACT THAT WINNERS GENERALLY WIN
ON RALEIGHS. GET A CATALOGUE. : : : :

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 WABASH AYENUE, CHICAGO. 2081-2083 SEYESTH AYENUE, N. Y.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS MEET.

A BIG PARADE WITH PERKINS IN FRONT—
THE LADIES' CLUB TAKES

THE PRIZE.

Boston, May 30.—The management of a

League meet has certainly been reduced to an

exact science in the old Puritan town of Bos-

ton. In fact, it might be said the city is not

only noted for culture and beans, but also

League meets. The programme set forth

was faithfully carried out, visiting wheelmen
found no lack of hospitality or entertainment,

and the day was a holiday in every sense of

the word. Sunday and Monday found wheel-

men appearing upon the scene, and Tuesday
afternoon quite a number had congregated at

headquarters at the Grand Hotel, where the

souvenir badges were distributed. This badge
is worthy of special mention, as it is doubtless

the best ever put forth for any meet, either

Division or National. It is a five-pointed star.

The design was so made out of compliment to

that veteran club, the Boston Bicycle Club.

Gold-plated in the centre was the familiar

L. A. W. insignia; on the outside of the circle

were the words "Boston, 1894, Massachusetts

Division." Last evening was wheelmen's

night at.the Tremont Theater. Special rates

were made to League members, many of

whom availed themselves of the opportunity.

A bicycle was brought into requisition on the

stage. Club banners and colors were used in

decorations. Several of the League dignitaries

witnessed the show from boxes, and listened

to the hits on the various prominent wheel-

men. This morning the official programme of

the day opened with a tour, starting at 7.30,

around and through the beautiful park system,

the committee having this in charge being

Messrs. Arthur Robinson, Arthur K. Peck,

George Sullivan and P. C. Spring. This

same committee escorted twobig parties to the

races at Waltham in the afternoon.

The parade was a grand' affair, and as good
an ad. for the L. A. W. as is the free street

parade of Barnum's circus. There were4i clubs

and a total of fully 2,000 wheelmen and wheel-

women in line. Chief Consul Perkins and staff

were in front, followed by the various League
clubs in order of seniority, the Columbia Cycle

Club, organized in 1881, the patriarch of the

flock, leading off. Captain A. D. Peck acted

as adjudant, and had the formation of line in

charge.

The parade presented a very pretty spectacle.

The ladies' club, the Bostonians, in their charm-
ing costumes of brown with pongee waists,

floating a blue and brown banner, elicited

applause all along the route, as did the Massa-
chusetts and Somerville and Press Clubs. The
Massachusetts flaunted its new banner, the

State colors on satin, with a gold eagle on the

staff. There was a good deal of guessing as

to who would win the prizes for best appear-
ance. It was very close competition both for

this and for largest numbers. Quite a number
of the clubs sent out circulars urging them to

stand by their club, and parade that day.

Nearly all the big clubs had issued orders for

white gloves, and the ensemble was quite

military. The parade concluded at Copley
Square, where a big picture was taken. The
prizes offered were for largest number in line,

open to League clubs. These were: First, a
set of rattan furniture, seven pieces; second, a
silver and onyx piano lamp ; third, a pair of

floor vases. There were two prizes for best

appearance: First, mahogany Morris chair;

second, silver ice service.

The Press Cycling Club responded nobly

and turned out by a few the" largest number

—

104 in all—capturing the library set, which

was just what they wanted for their new club

rooms. The Massachusetts won second prize

for numbers, turning out ninety-eight mem-
bers, the Roxbury Bicycle Club third, 64 men.

The prizes for best appearance went to Press,

Massachusetts, and to the ladies' cycle club,

the Bostonians, with honorable mention to

Somerville and the Rollstone cycle club of

Fitchburg.

The evening programme consisted of a ball

at the largest hall in the city, Mechanics', a

military band furnishing dance music. While

this was going on the Associated Cycling

Clubs were entertaining the visiting officials,

the managers of racing teams and the donators

of gifts and the press with a banquet. Among
those who had been invited were Vice-Presi-

dent Willison and George Perkins, Howard
E. Raymond, chairman of the National Racing

Board; Henry W. Robinson, Spencer T. Wil-

liams, president of the A. C. C. ; A. D. Peck,

vice-president; Colonel A. A. Pope, Colonel

Lovell and John P. Lovell, C. Measure, of the

Union Cycle Co. ; E. C. Stearns, A. H. Over-

man and William Atwell.

SANGER THE STAR.

OVER-CONFIDENT AND BEATEN ONCE BY
BALD—TYLER IN POOR SHAPE-

BALD MUCH IMPROVED.

BALTIMORE'S OPENING MEET.
Baltimore, May 30.—In spite of threatening

weather, about 1,500 people attended the meet

of the Clifton Wheelmen, at the Park Cycle

Track, on Wednesday. Rain fell during the

morning, but the track was in excellent con-

dition before the races began. A high wind
prevailed, and considering this and the fact

that the men have had but little chance to

train, owing to the continued rains, the times

made were excellent. This was the first meet

of the season in Baltimore. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Clarence Knight, Baltimore; 2

Jas. L. Ives, Baltimore. Time, 2m. 44 4-5S.

Quarter Mile Open— i, E. E. Clapp, Arlington W
;

2, J. A. Ostendorf, B. C. C; 3, C.B.Jack, W. W. C.

Time, 33 4-5S.

One Mile Division Championship— 1, R. H.Carr, Jr.,

won by default.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, Clapp, scratch; 2, W. Curtis,

Jr., Baltimore, 40 yards; 3, C. B. Jack, 10 yards. Time,
im, 13s.

Half Mile Open—1, W.F.Sims, Swarthmore C; 2

Clapp; 3, Knight. Time, im. 15 1-5S.

Quarter Mile Division Championship— 1, Walter Wil-
mer, Clifton W., by default.

One Mile Handicap— 1, W. F. Sims, S. C, scratch;

2, J. L. Ives, Baltimore, 100 yards; 3, F. W. Hutchings,
A. W., 10 yards; 4..R. H. Carr, Jr., B. C. C, 10 yards.

Time, 2m. 26 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Sims, scratch; 2, Hutchings,

20, yards; 3, H. A. French, B. C. C, 60 yards; 4, R. H.
Carr, Jr., B. C. C, 40 yards. Time, 5m. 41 1-5S.

Sims rode a mile against time in 2m. 24s.

At Atlantic City.

Morris Grounds' A. C. meet, Atlantic City,

N. J., May 30:

One Mile Novice— 1, D. R. Crump, U. of P.; 2, J. E.
Grefuss, P. T. C. Time, 3m. 4-5S.

One Mile, Open— 1, W. D. Osgood, U. of P.; 2, P. R.
McCurdy, S. E. W. Time, 2m. 45 3-5S.

One Mile, Atlantic City— 1, Edward Willbank; 2, J.

Parker. Time, 2m. 56 3-5S.

Two Miles, Handicap— 1, D. R. Crump, U. of P., 120

yards; 2, George Merchon, S. E. W., 130 yards; 3, W.
D Osgood, U. of P., scratch. Time, 5m. 28 1-5S.

Half Mile, Open— 1, George M. Coats, Ur of P.; 2,

George M. Merchon, S. E. W. Time, im. 22 2-5S.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, George Merchon, S. E. W.;
2, George M. Coates, U. of P. Time, 37 4-5S.

Two Mile Championship of Atlantic City— 1, A. J.

Parker; 2, J. W. Sharp. Time, 6m. 46s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, George M. Coates, U. of P.;

2, W. A. Wentzell, S. E. W.; 3, R. P. McCurdy, S. E.

W., am. 37s.

Waltham, Mass., May 30.—An immense
crowd , certainly numbering not less than 1 5,000,

witnessed the races under the auspices of the

Associated Cycle Clubs of Boston and vicinity,

at the Waltham Bicycle Park this afternoon.

The grand stand, the bleachers and every

available place was overflowing with cheering

humanity. The track, with its new metalithic

surface, was in excellent condition. The day

was beautiful, but a light wind stirring.

Marking the first appearance of the year of

the big guns of Class B, the meet is of more

than usual interest. Sanger, not unexpectedly,

proved himself the "star" of the occasion. His

defeat by Bald in the two-third mile will go for

little beyond serving to* show that Bald is a

much-improved man, who rides with dogged

determination, and who is in the reckoning.

Sanger had the race won, but apparently held

Bald to cheaply, and was " popped at the

post."

Tyler rode an exhibition mile in 2m. 13 2-5S.

,

but in competition his form was disappointing.

He is unwell, and too often seemed only too

content to ride second to his stable mate.

W. A. Rhodes appeared in one Class A
event, but made a poor showing—lack of train-

ing the cause. Porter rode brilliantly in the

Class A events.

One Mile Novice—First Heat : 1, Chas. E. John-
quist, S. B. C, Boston; 2, Geo. A. Howe, Waltham; 3,

Walter P. Brazier, M. W., Boston. Time, 2m. 34 3-5S.

Second Heat : 1, F. W. Haskell, S. W. C, Somerville;

2, Wm. Crozier, Jamaica Plain; 3, James Driscoll,

Boston. Time, 2m. 38s. Third Heat : 1, J. A. Arm-
strong, R. C. C, Rosendale; 2, C. Doubleday, P. C. C,
Boston; 3, Wm. Shakespeare, Jr., Waltham. Time,

2m. 49 1-5S.

Final— 1, Johnquist; 2, Howe; 3, Haswell. Time
2m. 46 1-5S.

Two-Third Mile Open, Class A—First Heat: i
t

A. W. Porter, W. B. C, Waltham; 2, Leon W r Camp-
bell, Chicago; 3, Gustin Plantiff, Waltham. Time, im.

53S. Second Heat : 1, F. M. Haggarty, W. C. C, Walt-

ham; 2, A.E. Vandell, M. W., Boston; 3, Dan Connelly
i

Eagle, Boston. Time, im. 36 1-5S. Third Heat: 1, John
McLaughlin, W. C. C, Waltham; 2, M. Lenfest, North
Cambridge; 3, C. G. Williams, W. C. C, Waltham.
Time, im. 43 1-5S.

Final— 1, Porter; 2, Haggarty; 3, Connelly. Time
im. 41 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Class "A."—First Heat: J.

C. Wettergreen, M. B. C, Walden, no yards; M. Len-
fest, North Cambridge, no yards; C. E. Record
Somerville, 130 yards; Edgar Lambert, Jamaica Cycle
Club, 90 yards; J. S. Clark, Roxbury, 150 yards; W. E.

Humphrey, P. C. C, 120 yards. Time, 2m. 17 35s.

Second Heat—M. W. Fuller, M. W., Walden, 100

yards; A. W. Porter, W. C. C, Waltham, 25 yards;

F. E. Wing, F. B. C, Framingham, 100 yards; W. Rey-
nolds, H. P. R., Hyde Park, 85 yards; R. Urquart, Dor.
Chester, 95 yards; C. L. Upham, Waltham, 120 yards.

Time, 2m. 17 1-5S. Third Heat—George H. Carter, W
C. C, Newtonville, 125 yards; C. G. Williams, W. C. C.'

Waltham, 85 yards. W. C. Marman, B. A. A. Boston,

100 yards; W. P. Brazier. M. W., Boston, no yards;

Ned. Mansfield, W. C. C, Waltham, 100 yards.

Time, 2m. 184-53. Fourth Heat—Frank Mayo, U. B.

C, Boston, 105 yards; F. M. Haggerty, W. C. C,
Waltham, 50 yards; G. Plaintiff, Waltham, 135 yards;

A.W. Robinson,W.C.C.,Waltham, 80 yards; C. Double-

day, P. C.C., Boston, 130 yards; J. McLaughlin, W.
C. C, Waltham, 125 yards. Time, 2m. 14s.

FINAL—1, Wettergreen; 2, Fuller; 3, Marmon; 4, Mc-
Laughlin. Time, 2m. 161-5S.

Two-third Mile Open, Class " B "— 1, E. C. Bald; 2,

W. C. Sanger; 3, H.C.Tyler; 4, G. F. Taylor. Won by
inches. Time, im. 41 1 5s.

One Mile Open, Class "B"— i, Sanger; 2, Bald;

3, Tyler. Time, 2m. 23 1-5S.

Sanger came around on the outside and won easily.
Tyler and Bald had a hot fight for second piace, the
latter winning on the tape.
One Mile Handicap, Class " B " — *, Sanger,

scratch; 2, Taylor, 35 yards; 3, Bald, 25 yards. Time,
2m. 13 2-5S.

Won easily by several lengths. A hot fight for
second place.
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1 OUR LATEST VICTORY I
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THE MAN-L C. CALLAHAN.
THE DATE-MAY 30th.

THE PLACE-BUFFALO, N. Y.

THE DISTANCE-25 MILES.

THE TIME— 1 hr., 10 min., 37 sees.

THE WHEEL-THE STEARNS.

•••••••

Breaking all Previous WORLD'S Records for the Distance

on this or any other course. mi

THE WAY TO DO IT IS TO DO IT ON A STEARNS.

KQhf«Qh++^BTt+T{Q)i

UP TO DATE...
(Broken Records for 1894.)

LINSCOTT ROAD RACE—Maiden, Mass., 25 miles, Nat. Butler, lh.,

11m., 28 l-5s.

NEW YORK STATE TRACK RECORD—Syracuse, * mile, C. M.
Murphy, lm., 1 2-5s. ; 1-3 mile, C. H. Callahan, 40 l-5s.

KANSAS STATE TRACK RECORD—Wichita, 5 miles, G. A. Maxwell,

14m., 10s ; }£, 1 and 2 mile standing start, State time record, M. H.

Burt.

CHARLESTON TRACK RECORD—Charleston, S. C, 1 mile, J. S.

Johnson, 2m., 15 3-5s,

GEORGIA STATE TRACK RECORD—Atlanta, Yz mile, J. S. Johnson,

lm. 5s.

FASTEST HALF MILE ON QUARTER MILE TRACK—Savannah,

Ga., J. S. Johnson, 60s.

= «

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,
BIDWELL-T1NKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. \^J

Syracuse, New York.

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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GIMM CAN GO.

A LONG MARKER WINS THE CLEVELAND
85 IN FAST TIME—COMSTOCK

GETS TIME PRIZE.

PLACE. H. M. S.
1. LEWIS GIMM,- 1.1 *.lr..

3. J. S. REEDY, 1.18.48.
3. L. T.LUCAS, 1.19.37.

TIME.
1. G. D. COMSTOCK, 1.14.31.
3. J. C. GARVIS, 1.15.10.
3. L.C.JOHNSON, 1.16.35.

Cleveland, May 30—The Cleveland Wheel
Club's annual road race to-day, over the Wick-

liff course, twenty-five miles, brought out

sixty-seven starters. The start was made
from in front of the club-house on Huron
Street, and the finish at the same place. Dark
horses were numerous, and the men near the

scratch were pretty well snowed under. Geo.

D. Comstock made the best time from scratch,

in ih. ijm. 21s. The race was won by Lewis
Gimm in ih. 15m. 15s. from the eleven-minute

mark. The men finished in this order:

Handi-
Name. cap. Time.

M. H M.S.

1 Lewis Gimm.. n 1 15 15
2 J. S. Reedy 12 118.48
3 L. T. Lucas 12 1.19.37

4 T. J. Mowett 12 12013
5 Jno. R. Edwards ti 1.19331-5
6 Tom C. Booth 8 1-16.55

7 P. Justinskey 9 1. 18.15 2-5

8 C. F. Storey 10 1.19 21

9 W. Gansler 1

1

1.20.27
10 W.Simmons 8 1 17.47
11 T. W. Farrell 8 1.17.04

12 Geo. E.Meyers 7 1.18.40

13 T. M. Sombeck 10 1.26.05

14 Geo. W. Pyphrr 8 1.18.083-5

15 C. R. Riley 12 1.22.54

16 A. Wendenkopf n 1-21.53

17 C. M. Calhoun 9 1.2159
18 W. A. Bramley 9 120.01 -

19 R. Lindmueller 6 1. 17.04
20 Geo. L Kubeck n 1.22.00

21 F. J. Baird 10 1. 21.07
22 A. J. Hirz \ 7 1.18.083-5

23 H. Fishel n 1.22.05

24 C. H. Merkel 9 1.20 11

25 J. C. Wertman 9 1.20 15
26 H. D. Parsons 2 1.18.29

27 Gus W. Mall 10 1. 21. 32

28 A. Auble 10 1.22. 14
29 A. H. C. Vaupel 8 1.20 19

30 C. A. Krumhar 12 1.24.46

31 Chas. Thir 7 1-19-54

32 E. H Glidden 8 1.20.59

33 Burt. Cuddeback 4 1.17.19

34 J. T. Gravis 2 1.15.10

35 J. M. McGannon 7 1.33.563-5
36 W. K. Myers 7 1.21.04

37 W. C. Emerick 7 2.21. 12 2-5

38 George D. Comstock Scratch 1. 14.21

39 F. G. Turner 3 1.17-31

40 Chas. W. Shippard 11 '-2S-47
41 F.Klein 10 1.24.52 1-5

42 C. G. Merrills 1 1. 16.21 3-5

43 C. A. Callahan 12 1.28. 10

44 C. L. Harbaugh 5 1.21. 21

45 L. C. Johnson Scratch 1.16.25

The Track Events.

In the afternoon about two thousand people

witnessed a fine racing programme at C. A. C.

Park, the results of which are as follows:

Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, John Nicklin; 2, T. C. Booth;

3, Chas. A. Seaman; 4, Will Henrich. Time, 2m. 41 4 5s.

One Quarter Mile Open— 1, L. C. Johnson, L. C.

C.J 2, R. F. Goetz, L. C. C; 3, E. C. Johnson, L. C. C.

Time, 36 1-5S.

One Mile, 2.40 Class— 1, R. K. Updegraff, L. C. C ;

2, Geo. D. Comstock; 3, A. B. Ellis, Oberlin, O.; 4, W.
H. Winchester, Oberlin, O. Time, 2m. 59 4-5S.

One Mile, C. W. C, Handicap— i, L. C. Dorn,
scratch; 2, C. G Merrills, 10 yards; 3, D. B. Cotton, 10

yards; 4, F. L. Trappe, 40 yards.

One Half Mile Open— 1, L. C. Johnson, L. C. C; 2,

E. C. Johnson, L. C. C; 3 A. I. Brown, L. C. C. Time,
im. 26J<s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, R. F. Goetz, 80 yards; 2,

C. C. Van Tyne, Findlay, O., 60 yards; 3, A. B. Ellis,

Oberlin, O., 160 yards. Time, 5m. 15s.

One Mile, Cuyahoga County Handicap— 1, R. K. Up-
degraff, L. C. C, 90 yards; 2, P. T.. Gilbert, 140 yards

3, A. F. Brooks, 130 yards; 4, John Micklin, 110 yards.

Time, 2m. 26 4 5s.

Three Mile Lap Race—1, R. F. Goetz, L. C. C; 2, C.
C. Van Tyne, Findlay, O Time, 9m. 10s.
Special Race, One Mile Handicap, for Cleveland

World Cup— 1, A. F. Brooks, 130 yards; 2, D. B. Cotton,
70 yards. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S.

Two protests were entered against men
who are suspected of being Class B. riders—
B. C. Johnson and George D. Comstock,

GOODMAN WINS THE INTER-COL-
LEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

HAZARD TWENTY-FIVE.

So many collegiate riders were anxious to

secure the inter-collegiate two-mile champion-

ship at the I. C. A. A. cha npionship games at

Berkerley Oval on Saturday last, that the

event had to be run in seven heats and three

preliminary heats. In the first heat F. W.
Simms rode the two miles in 5m. 15s., lower-

ing the inter collegiate record 26 seconds.

The final was won by F. F. Goodman of the

City College and Riverside W. After win-

ning two heats, Ottoman fell, balking Glenny

and Osgood, and giving Goodman a lead.

Summary:
First Heat— 1, F. W. Simms, Swarthwood; 2, J. A.

Wibern, U. of P. Time, 5m. 15s. Second Heat—1, W.
F. Glenny, Jr., Yale; 2, F. S. Eliott, Harvard, 5m.

352-5S. Third Heat-i, W. C. Roome, Stevens; 2, W.
R. Brinkerhoff, Harvard, 5m. 44 4-5S. Fourth Heat—

1

E. P. Hinds, Cornell; 2, A. P. Holmes, Harvard, 6m.

38 2-5S. Fifth Heat— 1, L. Crane, Columbia; 2, C. B.

Gorbey, Cornell, 5m. 28 3-5S. Sixth Heat— 1, F. F.

Goodman, City College; 2, W. D. Osgood, U. of P.,

5m. 31s. Seventh Heat— 1, W. Ottman, City College;

2, J. A. Lelaud, Princeton, 5m 49 45s.

Second set of preliminary heats. First Heat— 1, Ft

W. Simms, Swarthwood; 2, W. H. Glenney, Jr., Yale.

Time, 5m. 19s. Second Heat— 1, F. F. Goodman, City

College; 2, W. D. Osgood, U. of P., 5m. 29 2-5S. Thir 1

Heat— 1, C. B. Gorbey, Cornell; 2, W. Ottman, City

College, 5m. 40 1-5S. Final Heat— 1, Goodman, City

College; 2, Gorbey, Cornell; 3, Glenny, Yale, 5m.

18 1-5S.

At the N. J. A. C. Games.

The cycle events at the New Jersey A. C.'s

games, May 30, resulted as follows:

One Mile Handicap— First Heat: 1, Fred. Nagel,
Riverside W., 90 yards; 2, I. A. Powell, N Y. A. C, 40

yards; 3, Fred. Shafts, Hudson County W., 50 yards.

Time, 2m. 29 4-5S. Second Heat : 1, W. H. Fearing, N.
Y. A. C, 70 yards; 2, J. T. Williams, jr., Cutler A. A.
and N. Y. A. C., 60 yards; 3, H. B. Skidmore, Brooklyn.

Time, 2m. 33 3-5S. Third Heat : 1, I. A. Powell, N. Y.
A. C, 40 yards; 2, W. H. Fearing,,N. Y. A. C, 70 yards;

3, Fred. Nagel, Riverside W., 90 yards. Time, 2m. 26

2-5S. Final: 1, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C; 2, W. H.
Fearing, N. Y. A. C; 3, Frea. Nagel, Riverside W.
Time, 2m. 26 2-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Fred. Shafto, Hudson Co.

W., 85 yards; 2, W. C. Koomes, L. A. W., 140 yards; 3,

H. B. Skidmore, Brooklyn, 130 yards. Time, 5m.

27 1-5S.

At Winona, Minn., May 30 :

Mile Novice— 1, Charles McNie; 2, F. Schellinger.

Time, 2m. 544-58;

Half Mile, Open— 1, M. Bender; 2, N. Steffes. Time,

im. 17 1-5S.

Mile, Three Minutes—1, N. Steffes ; 2, Bert Mead
Time, 3m., 44 4-5S.

Half Mile, 2.40—1, Bender; 2, Steffes. Time, im.

17 "-S*-

Mile, Open— 1, Bender; 2, Steffes. Time, 2m. 45 2-5S.

Mile, 2.40—1, Bender; 2, Steffes. Time, 2m. 57s.

WON BY WEINIG, WHO ALSO MADE THE
BEST TIME.

The Hazard twenty-five mile road race at

Buffalo on Saturday last, May 26, was won by
A. E. Weinig, Ramblers B. C, in ih. 14m. 29s.

from the 3m. 30s. mark, who beat Louis Calla-

han, of the Press C. C, by a length. J. W.
Linnman, the scratch man, finished seventh in

ih. 17m. 34s. The race was held over the

Bowmanville course, but owing to the heavy
rains of the previous days, the roads were in a
horrible condition, and the mud was so deep
that only a narrow path remained at the side

along which the men could ride. There were
any number of minor accidents and falls. C.

A. Silker, who broke his collar bone, sustained
the most serious result from the race. Of the

forty-five men who entered, forty started, but
the mud and wind was too much for many,
and only twenty-four finished.

For the most part, the race was hotly con-

tested. A. E. Weinig finished the twenty-five

miles in ih. 14m. 29s. Linneman declared
that many of them would not let him by on the

road. One of the features of the day was the

finish of Wolf, McCarthy and Meyer, who came
in third, eighth and seventh, respectively, but
made not a peep about the fact that they had
not been in sight of the turn. Some one made
a protest about the matter, and upon investi-

gation it was learned that neither of them had
turned, and they were cut off the list. The
start and finish was witnessed by a large crowd
of interested spectators. The result of the

race was as follows:

handicap, act.time.
M.S. H.M.S.

1. A. E. Weinig, R. B. C 3.30 1. 14.29

2. L. A. Callahan, P. C. *C 4 1.14.59

3. C. Werick, C. C C 7.30 1.20.43

4. W. L. Runser, C. B C 8 1.21.20.

5. A. B. Goehler, B. B. C 1.30 1.15.26

6. E Johnson, Jamestown 8 2.24.08

7. J. W. Linneman, R. B. C Scratch 1. 17.34

8. C. F. Brooks, B.B. C 8 1.26,26

9. W L. Steimel, R. B. C 6 1.24.25

10. W. B. Blake, R. B.C 3 1.28.31

11. C. F. Wedell. M. A. C. C 7 1.25.34

12. E F. Leonard, P. C. C 4.30 1-23.45

13. R B. Holden, P. C. C 7 t.26.16

14. W. Hayes, unattached 7 1.28.38

15. Joe Young, P. C. C 7 1.28.38^

16. P. Von Boeckman, Jamestown 6 1.30.04

17. E. T. Parker, P. C. C 7 1.33.21

18. G. E Klipfel, R. B. C 9.30 i-36*>3

19. F. J. Sayles, P. C. C 7.30 1.36.24

20. W. A. Igijulden, C. C. C 8 1.39.22H
21. C. E. Codd, unattached 7.30 1.39.16

22. M. Schloeger, P. C. C 7 1-39-34

23. W. Sykes, unattached 7 1.45 55

24. C. B. Stoddard, R. B. C 7.30 14850

Good Sport at Claremont.

Claremont, N. H. May 30.—One of the

largest gatherings ever seen on Moody's track

witnessed the races of the Claremont C. C, this

afternoon. The track was in prime condition

and the races were thoroughly enjoyed. Sum-
mary:
One Half Mile Club Championship—1, B. M. Jewett;

2, Sherman Snow; 3, H. C. White. Time, im. 242-5S.

One Mile Open, Best Two in Three—1, A. P. Joubert

Bellows Falls; 2, Albert Craique, Springfield, Vt.;

3, Charles Willard, Hanover. Time, 2m. 48 1-5S.

One Mile Local— 1, B. M. Jewett; 2, Sherman Snow;

3, H.C. White.. Time, 3m. 37s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, T. O'Connor; 2, B. M. Jewett;

3, Sherman Snow. Time, 2m. 54 2-5S.

World's Record One-Eighth Mile.

Stockton, Cal., May 29.—R. L. Long, of the

Rambler Coast team, to-day rode one-eighth

mile, standing start, in 16 2-5S.—world's rec-

ord.

Pulaski 25-mile road race, New Castle, Pa.,

May 25.— 1, W. W. Bonnell, Hubbard O.,

25m., ih. 51m. 28s. ; 2, J. P. Weitz, Hubbard, O.,

23m., ih. 52m. Baumeis'ter, of Youngstown,

was scratch. He fiuished fifth in ah. am. 21s,
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m IRVINGTON -MILBURN
ROAD RACE.

Takes

First-

Place

Wins the Race,

mES Wins the Time I'rize, and
Makes a INfeAzv World's Record.

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY STARTERS-ALL STYLES AND MAKES.

# WON BY A SPALDING SPECIAL #
A. H. BARNETT, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen,
won the Irvington-Milburn, in 1 hour 11 min.

18 sec, and . . . . . . . ... . .

DEMONSTRATED THAT THE SPALDING IS THE FASTEST DICYCLE BUILT.

FIRST IN RACING, FIRST IN COASTING.
ANb

FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF THE CYCLE RIDERS.

>......«...%%%*%%%.

Lamb Mfg. Co.,
MAKERS,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
SPECIAL AGENTS,

New York. Chicago. Philadelphia.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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MANY SPILLS AT RAHWAY.

ROYCE DEFEATS BLAUVELT AND WIIXIS-
LOAFINO CAUSES POOR TIMES.

Entries were numerous at the Union County

Roadsters' meet at Rahway, May 30, likewise

the spills and squabbles. Although but five

events were on the card, it was well on to

7 o'clock before the last event was decided.

The track was in excellent shape and every

inch of ground available to spectators was
occupied. The racing on the whole, however,

lacked fire and snap and loafing predominated

to such an extent that the spectators hissed

quite as often as they applauded. Even the

novices were well versed in the game and in

one heat the contestants at one time came
near falling from their machines.

A number of the riders present had evidently

never heard that cycle racing is governed by

set rules, and some of the decisions of Referee

Holmes caused them to become over-excited.

The Riverside Wheelmen contingent was par-

ticularly aggrieved because their men were

disqualified for looking around, and some of

them expressed themselves as anxious to "mob
the referee." But they didn't. They simply

said everything bad that they could think of,

and went away after forcibly announcing the

meet to be a robbery. There were spills by the

dozen, but no one was seriously hurt except

C. E. Horrax, Montclair W., whose fall re-

sulted in a fractured collar bone.

So many aspiring novices were entered that

it required five heats and two second trial heats

to pick the winner. The handicap events had

about forty entries each. Willis rode superbly

from the back mark in his heat in the mile

handicap, but could not catch the men in the

final. Blauvelt was also unable to score in the

handicap. The half mile Division champion-

ship was somewhat of a surprise. Royce, of

Passaic, caught Blauvelt and Willis napping,

and romped home an easy winner. Summary:

First Heat— 1, John Allison, R. W.j 2, Abbott Mcln-

tyre, R. W.; 3, William J. Enrich. Time, 2m. 42s-

Second Heat—1, James Elder, S. B. W"; a, Charles E'

Horrax, M. W.; 3, E. C. Johnson, Union County R.

Time, 2m. 45s. Third Heat—1, A. Hefner, M. W.;

2, E. E. Lord, Brooklyn; 3, A. Marino, Elizabeth.

Time, 2m. 46s. Fourth Heat— 1,' John T. Beam, New
York; 2, Edward Hahn, New York; 8, F. W. Lord,

Brooklyn. Time, 2m. 45 2-5S. Fifth Heat—1, William

G. Gallagher, G. W.; 2, Chas. H. Hildebrant, New
York; 3, Thomas J. Bell, Brooklyn. Time, 2m. 46&S.

Second Finals—First Heat— 1, Adolf-Hefner, M. W.; 2,

Edward Hahn, New York; 3, John Allison, R. W.
Time, 2m. 53s. Second Heat— 1, John T. Beam, New
York; 2, James Elder, S. B. W.; 3, Abbott Mclntyre,

R. W. Time, im. 57 2-5S.

Final" Heat— 1, James Elder, S. B. W.; 2, John T.

Beam, New York; 3, Adolf Hefner, M. W.; 4, Edward
Hahn. Time, 2m. 41 2-5S.

Half Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, W. H. Bettner

Elizabeth A. C, 90 yards; 2, Joshua Lindley, Mercer
Co. W., 70 yards; 3, C. S. Henshaw, Greenville W., 80

yards. Time, im. 7 1-53. Second Heat: 1, C. K
Granger, Riverside W., 70 yards; 2, F. Convin, E*

Orange C, 75 yards; 3, W. J. Mooney, Union Co. R.,

90 yards. Time, im. 7 1-5S. Third Heat: 1, Alf. Silvie

S. I. A. C, 35 yards; 2, A. C. Watson, Union Co. R.'

70 yards; 3, George Tonkin, K. C. W., 45 yards. Final

Heat: 1, F. Convin, 75 yards; 2, W. H. Bettner, 90

yards; 3, A. C. Watson, 70 yards; 4, Alfred Silvie.

Time, im. 6s.

One Mile, 3.00 Class—First Heat: 1, C. T. Bahan
Riverside W.; 2, C. S. Henshaw, Greenwich W.; 3,

William J. Ehrich, Riverside W. Time, 3m. 3s. Second
Heat: *, R. L. Arner, Allentown W. ; 2, John Allison,

Riverside W.; 3, T. L. Green, Riverside W. Time, 2m.
51s. Third Heat: 1, E. C. Johnson, Union County
Roadsters; 2, James M. Gilmour, Orange; 3, Martin
Bush, New York. Time, 2m. 52s. Fourth Heat: 1,

Joseph Thompson, New York; 2, F. W. Lord; 3, R. A.
Meller. Time, 2m. 48 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, J. Thomp-
son, New York; 2, R. L. Arner; 3, J. Allison. R. W.
Ehrich finished second, but was disqualified.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, C. K. Granger!
R. W., 120 yards; 2, C. S. Henshaw, G. W., 140 yards;

3, A. Marmon, 120 yards. Time, 2m. 23 1-5S. Second
Heat: 1, James Willis, E. W., 40 yards; 2, F. McMahon,
Paterson, 80 yards; 3, T. A. Cumming, Plainfield, 90

yards. Time, 2m. 27 4-5S. Third Heat: 1, H. Haw-
thorne, Orange, 90 yards; 2, H. S. Thompson, R. W.,
100 yards; 3, J.N.Connor, Xavier A. C, 140 yards.

Time, 2m. 35 3-59. Final Heat: 1, C. K. Granger; 2, H.
S. Thompson; 3, James Willis; 4, C. S. Henshaw. C.

W. Ertz finished first, but was disqualified. Time,
2m. 25 2-5S.

One-half Mile Division Championship— 1, G. Fred
Royce, Passaic W.; 2, E. L. Blauvelt, E. W.; 3, James
Willis, E. W. Time, im. 20 1-2S. 1

The Albany B. C. and the Albany County
Wheelmen are at war over the State circuit

meet, scheduled to be held in that city on

June 6, and as a consequence the meet is likely

to be postponed. It is expected that the

matter will be settled in a few days, and that

the races will be run on June 20. If no
decision can be reached by the board, the

Albany races will be dropped from the circuit.

The Race Path. -A Short Cut to Wealth.
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TRIANGLE" O:)-$

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
»»»•»»»»»»

EADS !

!

In the Cleveland 25 mile road race, on Decoration

Day, GEO. D. COMSTOCK, on a : : :

^ TRIANGLE
was an easy winner of the first time prize. His

time was ih. 14m. 21s. Gimm, the first man, also

rode a TRIANGLE. It's the old story.

THE TRIANGLE does not support a team of

paid riders, but good men cannot ride Triangles

without doing good work. ::::::::
: : The road is our strong point. Keep track of

Triangle victories^-^^^^^^^-

P€€RLESS MI^O. CO.,
CLBYBLAND, OHIO.

Please add: " Saw it in the Wheel."
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THE MARTIN.
AN UNKNOWN WINS—L. A. CALLAHAN IN

RECORD TIME, 1H. 10M. 37S., WINS
TIME PRIZE, DEFEATING LINNE-

MAN AND VAN WAGONER.
PLACE. H.M.S.

1, JOS. QUINLAN, P. C. C, 1.15.06

2, G. G. BUSSE, R. B. C, 1.13.10

3, W. L. STEMIAL, R. B. C, 1.12.17

TIME.
1, L. A. CALLAHAN, P. C. C, 1.10.37

2, A. B. GOEHLER, R. B. C, 1.10.43

3, A. E. WEINIG, R. B. C, 1.10.45

Buffalo, May 30, 1894.

A genuine surprise, or rather several of

them, and a broken record are embodied in

the results of the Martin twenty-five mile road

race contested to-day.

That Jos. Quinlan, Press C. C, an unknown
man, and not hitherto supposed to possess

speed, with a handicap of q%ra., should romp
home a winner is not particularly surprising.

It is to be expected in events with such enor-

mous fields of starters. The surprise comes
in the victory of Louis A. Callahan, also of the

Praee C. C. , over Van Wagoner, Linneman
and Weinig, the last mentioned of whom de-

feated Callahan no later than Saturday last,

and in the times recorded. That Callahan

and others should ride inside record time is in

itself marvelous, but that a score of unknown
men should ride well inside ih. 15m. and
another score inside ih. 20m. and over and up
and down course with a brisk breeze in their

faces, at least half the way, is evidence of the

remarkable character of the race.

That there was no lagging in the race for

the time prize, Callahan's time, ih. 10m. 37s.,

will prove, and that the fight was a battle

royal from the start to almost the very tape,

the times and positions of the other scratch

men serve to show much better than mere
words. They hung together nearly every

foot of the way, and the race was decided in

the last 200 yards. It is doubtful if ever be-

fore so many men from the scratch mark were
so evenly matched and fought so hard for so

long a distance. Van Wagoner, who was
looked upon as the most dangerous man,
proved least so, and for no apparent reason, as

he claimed to be and seemed, in fine fettle.

He was evidently clearly outridden. Calla-

han had been alloted a start of 30 seconds, but

refused it and went back to scratch.

Van's defeat by all the scratch men except

Penseyres seems unaccountable, as he claimed

to be in fine condition.

It was a most favorable day for the race.

The air was cool and bracing, the sun shone
brightly, and a good stiff wind blowing from
the northeast helped the riders on their way
home immensely. The roads were in good
condition, except a short strip just east of

Bowmansville.

The course, as is well known, is an out-and-

home stretch, finishing on the gravelled paths

of the parade grounds. It embraces three or

four miles of asphalt and a fairly smooth
country road, intersected by hills and railroad

crossings. Van Wagoner's record for the

course last year was ih. 14m. 10s., but the

conditions this year were somewhat more
avorable.

f There were 153 entries, of whom 128 faced

the starter. The first man to cross the tape

was Jos. Quinlan, of the Press C. C. His
prize is a $650 piano. Mr. Quinlan is a young
man, popular with his clubmates, but until

now not credited with much ability as a

scorcher or racing man.

The men finished in this order

:

Actual
Handi- Riding

Name. cap. Time.
M.S. H.M.S.

1 Jos. Quinlan, Press C. C 9.30 1.15.06

2 Gus G. Buse, Ramblers B. C... 8 1. 13.10

3 W. L. Steimal, Ramblers B.C.. 6.30 1. 12.17

4 Harley Davidson,R'yl Can. B.C "

7 1.13.05

5 Garret Miller, unattached 8.30 1.14.12

6 Cal Paxon, unattached 10 1. 16.32

7 E. T. Leonert, Press C. C 4.30 1. 11.07
8 M. M. Mignerney, Columbia... 10 • 1. 16.42

9 J. W. Willys, CanandiaguaB.C 8' 1. 14.50
10 C. E. Lang, Press C. C , 7.30 1. 14.20 1-5

11 H.J. Wolf, Comrades B. C 9.30 1. 16.20 2-5

12 T. Schulmeyer, Comrades B.C 9.30 1.16.20 3-5

13 J. F. Honecker, Columbia B.C. 9 1. 16.28

14 Fred Hunt, Wanderers' B. C... 7.30 1. 15.08

15 C. Werrick, Comrades B. C... 5.30 1. 13.20
16 Nick Maeder, Comrades B.C 6.30 1.14.18

17 Ed Knight, Press C. C 9 1. 16.55
18 C. W. L. Reister, Ramblers 10 1.18.09

19 D, Anderson, Columbia B. C... 9 1.17.14
20 F. T. Parker, Press C. C 8 1. 16.30
21 C. Fuhrman, Rambler B. C 8.30 1.16.55 1-5
22 Joe Young, Press C. C... 8 1.16.30

23 G.W. Schuster, Buffalo B.C... 7 1. 15.40
24 J. Gardner, Syracuse A. A 5.30 1.14.12

25 W. R. Blake, Rambler B. C 5 1.13-43 ,

56 A. W. Luce, Prendergast W.... 8 1.17.06

27 F. Sayles, Press C. C 9.30 1. 18.41
28 W. Haves, Buffalo 8 1-17-13
29 Chas. Roedel, Comrades C. C.. 7.30 1. 16.55
30 M. F. Baker, Bowmansville.. . 7.30 1. 17.05
31 Duke Smith, Rambler B. C 6 1 15.54
32 M. Schloeser, Press C. C 8.30 118.27

33 G. E. Klipfel, Jr.,Ram'r B. C... 10 1.20.03

34 N. N. Miller, Jr., Cblu'bia B.C.. 8.30 1. 18.53

35 H. W. Northrup, Ram'rsC. C 7 1. 17.23 2-5

36 H. F. Mundy, Tonawanda. 6 1. 16.25

37 Geo. J. Dittly, Columbia B. C, 8 1.18.35

38 Chas. F. Brooks, Ramblers.... 8 1.20.06

39 Louis A. Callahan, Press C.C scratch 1. 10.37

40 A. B. Goehler, Rambler B. C scratch 1. 10.42

41 A. E. Weinig, Rambler B. C... scratch 1. 10.45

42 G. Nowka, 74th Reg't A. A 10 1.20.47

43 J. W. Linneman, Rambler B. C scratch 1. 10.58

44 F. F. Radway, London B. C...1 scratch 1. 11.03

45 W. Schramm, Rambler B.C... 7.30 1.18.38

46 Henry Deckert, P. C. C 7.30 z. 18.39

47 W. F. Buse. Ramblers scratch i.zi.io

48 P. Ie:gulden, PressC. C 10 1.21.15

49 W.VanWagoner,SyracuseA.A scratch 1.11.18

50 J. Penseyres, Press C. C scratch 1.11.20

51 H.L.Chamberlain,Rambler B.C 7.30 1.18.52

52 J. F. Mischler, Columbia B. C o, 1.20.23

53 W. Faulkner, Buffalo 8 1. 19.27

54 T. W. Juliar, Ramblers 7.30 1.18.57 1-5

55 H. Westphal, Comrades C.C 10 1.21.36

56 F. J. Stadel, Columbia B. C... 7.30 1.19.07

57 W. L. Reinheimer, Columbia.. 10 1.22.00

58 Henry Short, Ramblers 9 1.21.20

59 (J.J. Reichert, Comrades C. C. 9.30 1.23.05
60 E. P. Burt, Ramblers 8 1.21.40
61 F.T.Peitch, Press C.C 8 1.22.25

62 Frank E. Paige, disqualified for accepting pace.
63 E. Johnson, Jamestown 6 1.20.33

64 C. H. Christ, Ramblers 9.30 1.24.03 1-5

65 C. F. Weddell, Mohawk A. C .. 8 1-2257
66 J. W Redfield, Rochester 9 1.24.21

67 G. W. Luce, Press C. C 8 L23.27
68 V. t. Fornes, unattached 7 1.22. 51

69 C. E. Codd, unattached 9 1-25.17

70 Frank Meyer, unattached 7 1.23.28

71 W. Iggulden, Comrades B. C... 10 1.26.32

72 C. E. Thomas, Press C. C 10 1.26.43

73 W.E.DeTemple.N.Tonawanda 7.30 1.24.28

74 E. J. Shisler, Press C. C 7.30 1.24.29

75 H. A. Staffel, Comrades C. C... 9.30 1.26.38

76 N. M. Oring, Buffalo 7 1.24.09

77 W. S, A. Mulvaney, Providence 7

The officers of the race were

:

Referee—Dai H. Lewis.

Judges—W. J. Packwood, R. B. C. ; J. E.

Wesley, P. C. C. ; C. H. Funnell, Walter

Jenkins, La Salle S. C. ; Ed. J. Rose, P. C. C.

;

John T. Gard.

Timekeepers—J. F. Doll, La Salle S. C. ; R.

J. Gardner, P. C. C. ; W. W. Wilson, unat-

tached; F. L. Hartmayer, R. B. C. ; H. H.

Warren, La Salle S. C. ; F. J. Smith, C. B, C.

Starter—Walter Mason, 65th Regiment A. A.

Clerk of Course—M. H. Brunner and twenty

assistants.

Johnny Has a New Jump.

Johnny Johnson has a new jump. This is

the way it was told a Wheel man by a man
who saw it for the first time at the Worcester

races. It is a quick, peculiar sprint within a

sprint, which he has recently acquired, and
which is said to be most effective. Johnson
is bubbling over with confidence and expects

to show Sanger his new trick when they meet

at Troy, N. Y., on June 4. At this meet all

the big guns of the Stearns, the Union, the

Spalding and the Sterling teams will come
together for the first time.

COOPER SCORES AT DETROIT.
At the Exposition Park, May 30, occurred

the Spring race meet of the Diamond Wheel-
men, and in consideration of the fact that it

was a cold, rainy day, it had a very fair at-

tendance. The half mile track was in excel-

lent shape this morning, but the rain which
set in at noon made it unfit for fast time.

The management was good, and at one time

refused to start anymore races till the track

was cleared, which had the desired effect.

Summary:
One Mile Novice— i. Bruce Wallace; 2. James

Moore. Time, 2m. 46s.

Quarter Mile Scratch—First heat: 1. Tom
Cooper, Detroit; 2. O. P. Bernhardt; 3. Chas. L. Bar-
thel. Time, 32s. Second heat: 1. E. B. House, Ann
Arbor; 2. Conn. Baker, Columbus, O.; 3. P. P. Rough,
South Bend, Ind. Time, 37s. Final heat: 1. Tom
Cooper; 2. Conn. Baker; 3. E. B. House. Time, 36 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap— i, Fred Braun, 80 yards; a, O.
P. Bernhardt, 40 yards; 3, Jespron, 60 yards. Time,
2m. 30s.

Half Mile Scratch— i, Cooper; 2, Bernhardt; 3, T.
Rough. Time, im. 20s.

Mile, 2:50 Class— i, Wm. Grant, Detroit; 2, F. A.
Joseph; 3, R. Y. Bernhardt, Toledo. Time, 2m. 44 4-5S.

Half Mile Handicap— i, Cooper, scratch; 2, John
Espron 20 yards; 3, Con Baker. Time, im. 11 4-5S.

One Mile Club Handicap.—i, F. Braun; 2, A. W.
Wright; 3, F. Joseph. Time, 2m. 32 4-5S.

One Mile, 2:20 Class—1, Cooper; 2, Baker; 3, F.

Rough. Time, 2m. 52 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— i, Cooper, scratch; 2, W.
Grant, 80 yards; 3, O. Bernhardt, 80 yards. Time, 5m.

24 1-5S.

Five Mile Handicap—i, W. Grant; 2, J. Shafer;

3, George Grant. Time, 15m. 22s.

Greenfield's Meet.

At Greenfield, Mass^, May 30, Franklin

County Wheelmen's meet:

One Mile Novice— 1. Charles J. Fisher, Orange; 2.

Zeb Bernard, Montague City; 3. Alfred Bruffee, Green-
field. Time, 2m. 44%s.

One Mile Scratch— 1. F. B. Stowe, Conway; 2. A. H.
Davey, Greenfield; 3. G. H. Rist, Turner's Falls

Time, 2m. 3oJ^s.

One Mile, Three Minute Class—First heat: i.W. Ber-
nard, Turner's Falls; 2. D. L. Park, Bernardston; 3

A. Bruffee, Greenfield; 4. B. D. Williams, Warwick.
Second heat: 1. C. N. Fournier, Turner's Falls; 2. F.

H. Fulton, Mt. Hermon; 3. H. C. Hall, Turner's Falls.

Final heat: 1. F. H. Fulton, Mt. Hermon; 2. W. Ber-
nard, Turner's Falls; 3. H. C. Hall, Turner's Falls.

Time, 2m. 47S.

Half Mile Handicap—1. G. H. Rist, Turner's Falls,

6 yards; 2. F. H. Fulton, Mt. Hermon, 60 yards; 3. D.
L. Park, Bernardston, 65 yards; 4. H.C. Hall, Turner's
Falls, 60 yards. Time, im. 9s.

Two Mile Handicap—1. George H. Rist, Turner's
Falls, 240 yards; 2. F. J. Maile, Mt. Hermon, no yards;

3. William Bernard, Turner's Falls, no yards; 4. H. C.

Hall, Turner's Falls, 190 yards. Time, 5m. 19s. This
race was protested by H. B. Stowe, who claimed that

he was fouled by Rist.

De La Salle A. A. games, Berkeley Oval,

May 30.—One Mile Scratch.— 1, I. A. Powell,

Cutler School; 2, J. F. Williams, Cutler

School; 3, W. Fearing. Time, 2m. 40s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, T. Daffy, scratch;

2, L. Covenly, 65 yards; 3, C. O'Callahan, 55

yards. Time, 3m. 2 2-5S.

At Duluth, Mich., May 30—Ten mile road

race: 1, Titus Duncan, 15m., 32m. 15s.; 2, D.

Wheeler; 3, T. L. Bird, St. Paul, scratch,

28m. 27s. Dugan, St. Paul, won second time

prize in 30m. 35s. ; Delano, third, in 31m.

Quincy, Mass, May 30.—Eight Miles Road
Race— 1, Jas. Dunn, Jr.; 2, B. C. Gilbert; 3,

Arthur Parsons.

Montclair (N. J.) A. C. games, May 30—One
mile: 1. C. E. Cummings; 2. W. H. Power; 3.

J. S. Spencer. Time, 3m. 18s.

At Saratoga, N. Y., May 30—Seven miles

road race: 1. W. J. Totten, 22m. 43s.; 2. W.
Searing, 23m.

; 3. F. M. Waterbury, 23m. 10s.
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New York Tikes Win
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD TIME PRIZES-

Hoyland Smith Road Race—25 miles.

Eben H. Snow, 1st.

Press Cycling Club, Boston,

On 24 oz. New York Tires.

Nat. Butler, 2nd.

Cambridgeport Cycling Club,

On 24 oz. New York Tires.

J. B. Clark, 3rd.

Press Cycling Club, Boston,

On 24 oz. New York Tires,

Track Winners Everywhere.

w §i@ ~
If you want to ride fast and easy, and other light

tires are giving trouble, try ours.

NEW YORK TIRe CO.,
S3 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing-.
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THE CHICAGO.

OVER 300 STARTERS—DARK HORSES AND
"UNKNOWNS "^WIN EVERYTHING —THE
CRACKS NOT ONLY BEATEN, BUT OUTRID-

DEN—A TIE FOR THE TIME PRIZE.

Chicago, May 30.

Ered Rau, of the Morgan & Wright Cycling Club,

To-Day Won the Great Annual Chicago Road

Race, the Eirst Over the New Course ; J. R.

Bezenek, Plzen". Cycling Club, Was Second, H.

Van Herrik, Morgan & Wright Club, Third; C.

H. Feck, Chicago] C. C, Three Minutes Handi-

cap, and W. Bainbridge, Columbia Wheelmen,

Two Minutes, Are Tie for First Time—A. Gard-

ner, Columbia Wheelmen, with a Four-Minute

Handicap, Blade Third Best Time.

The fast-time men made the ig miles (lack-

ing 200 yards) in 54m. 36s. , an average speed

of 2m. 52s. to the mile. Gardner's time was

54m. 57s., but a few seconds behind. The

latter made a very plucky ride. At Evanston

he was noth ; at the finish, 18th, and yet he met

with several accidents on the return, and was

finally compelled to dismount from his wheel.

A boy ran to a house about a block away to

secure a wrench, and secured three, but none

of them fitted. Gardner shoved his saddle as

far down as possible on the seat rod and fin-

ished anyway, running into 18th place.

The time winners are both boys. For a while

the three scratch men, Winship, Barrett and

Lumsden, made an interesting fight, although

Barrett finally ran the other two off their feet

;

Lumsden second and Winship third, pretty

well mixed up in the crowd. Barrett drew

away from Winship about seven miles out, and

finally shook off Lumsden near Evanston,

coming on alone. C. V. Dasey, who was

picked for a certain winner, made the course

in 55m. 5s. He had a fall with Bainbridge.

He rode in a bright green suit, and was a con-

spicuous object.

The race was a grand success and the new

course was perfect in every particular. The

sharp corners were found to be as safe as any

on the old Pullman course. The riders ap-

proached these corners at full speed, but were

warned in ample time by the crowds which

surrounded them on all sides by the words

"Slack, slack!" and invariably slowed down

to take the corners. Most of the serious falls

were on the straights and crossings. On some

car tracks running slantwise several falls were

taken along in Evanston. At no place on the

course were they bunched in passing.

The crowd was the largest that ever wit-

nessed an event of a sporting nature in this

city. For nineteen miles up on one side, and

nineteen miles down on the other side, the

crowd lined each side of the road, in places

from ten to twenty deep. Good order was
maintained at all places, except at the tape.

Throughout the country the crowd maintained

perfect order without ropes. At the corners

ample room was allowed to turn, and this was
almost without police protection. The course

extends through many of the most popu-

lar suburbs of Chicago—Edgewater, Argyle,

South Evanston, Rogers Park and Evanston,

and apparently every resident of these places

was on the streets, besides many who went
out early in the morning from Chicago. From
the checkers, who were at the corners, it is

learned that the sight was a very pretty one.

The men were well strung out and came around

the corners in twos or threes at lightning

speed. At the finish there was a constant

fight between marsals and the policemen to

keep the course clear and wide enough for two

men to pass abreast. Many a man carried

home a beautiful black eye and bruised body
from the effect of hammerings of marshals

and policemen.

Grant's monument, an immense structure,

was packed from one end to the other, and

probably accommodated 2,000 or 3,000 people.

It is estimated that at least 100,000 people

were in Lincoln Park, and probably three or

four times that many lined the course its entire

length. The crowd began to gather as early

as 7 o'clock in the morning. In an hour before

the race a dozen or more tents, to be occupied

later on by the racing men, were surrounded

by an almost impassable crowd. A half hour

before the race the cable cars that run to the

Park began to throw thousands and thousands

inside. The shrubs along the line in the park

had been fixed for safe keeping, and inside

each group of shrubs was a policeman who
kept the crowd from tramping on them. The
judges and officials and a number of ladies and
prominent visitors were gathered on two or

three high trucks at each end of the tape. The
day was cool, and the taking of numbers of

nearly 400 men as they flew across the tape

with a stiff northeast lake breeze directly in

their faces, was a difficult task. The fingers

of the scorers were benumbed continually.

The handicapping was splendid, and in the

opinion of many could not have been better.

The winners were all men, or rather boys,

who had never been heard of before, or in fact

there was no cause for hearing of them.

Morgan & Wright, or rather Mr. Morgan,

who is every inch a sportsman, took these

men out of his factory force. Fred Rau, the

winner, is a boy about 16, 5 foot 5 inches high,

has been riding two years and weighs 131

pounds. He reached the front in Evanston,

the extreme end of the line, and held it right

through to the finish. Rau had never com-

peted in any road race up to date. Five weeks
ago the best he could do for ten miles was
39.10. His time to-day for the nineteen miles,

nearly twice the distance, was 57.10, and that

with a terrific head wind on the outgoing,

directly up the lake shore.

Bezenek, the second man, competed in the

Waukesha road race last year, and really won
the donkey offered for last man, which it was
claimed he was cheated out of by being a
Chicago man. In justice to him, it may be

said that he met with several accidents at that

time. Van Herrik, the third, and Kelton, the

fourth man, weremembers of the same club as

the winner, and were likewise taken from the

stock of Morgan & Wright and trained for five

weeks especially for this event. The latter

two are both 18 years of age, weight about 140

lbs., and were, with the winners, the darkest

horses that ever won an annual road race in

in Chicago. They had never been mentioned

as even possibilities.

A. V. Jackson, the fifth man, is captain of

the Ravenswood Club, but entered under the

Lincoln C. C. colors. He is leader of the

cornet bandsfor the Lincoln Club, and has com-

peted in three previous Decoration Day races

with but small success, owing to his having a
small handicap and meeting with accidents.

Year before last he was forty-third in place.

Last year it was reported authentically that he

had the race won at the sand hill, but was fouled

in Pullman. How he received the handicap

which he had this year no one seems to know,
and that he should have won the race all ad-

mitted. Jos. Gunther, who won and lost last

year's race at the tape, was going well when
his tire collapsed.

Of the many dark horses, none were banked
on more heavily than were A. W. Cleaver and
D. G. Fisher, two members of the Chicago
Cycling Club, both of them men, and strong

riders. Cleaver had trailed Barrett over the

course several times. He. landed seventh in

place, and Fisher in fifteenth. The limit man,
E. J. Yorke, is a mere boy of 14 years, a mem-
ber of the South Side Cycling Club, who re-

ceived the 12 minutes and won tenth prize,

apparently with ease.

The visitors, of whom there were many,
made but a scant showing in the race. Kirch-

ney, of Wauwautoosa, a 6.3oman, was eleventh,

and Proulx, of Omaha, a 6 minute man, was
fourteenth. Flansburg, of Kalamazoo, a 6.30

man, was twenty-fifth. Outside of these, up
to the thirty-fifth man, all were Chicago men.
Decoration Day opened cloudy, but ex-

tremely cold, and a strong wind blew from
the northeast directly into the face of the

riders up the lake shore drive to Evanston.

Just before the race the sun came out and
warmed things slightly.

The race was exciting from start to finish.

N. H. Van Sicklen took the place of L. W.
Conkling, who has started nearly every
previous race. Mr. Van Sicklen did his work
well. When the crowd began to get away in

twenties and thirties, only ten seconds apart
and lined up the full width of the roadway,
there was a scampering that probably never
was witnessed before, even in a scratch race,

in this country or in the whole world. All got
away without accident, and did not bunch, as
was supposed they would do, at the many cor-

ners. At Belmont Avenue and Evanston Ave-
nue there is a sharp turn, where the riders, it

was supposed, would pile one on top of the other
because of the double car tracks on Evanston
Avenue. There was not a fall here. Above
Edgewater there are two miles of sand which
had been rolled, and into which the men piled

at full speed from the smooth hard roadway.
Yet there were few accidents other than broken
shins from running too close together, and
occasionally a spill, which hurt no one.

On the return trip the riders had the wind
almost directly on their backs, and came home
at a terrific clip. It was a matter of speed and
not push as to which should reach home first..

As they crossed the tape there were very few
tired looking men, as in the Pullman races of

many previous years. All were sprinting, and
at apparently full speed, and very few showed
the effects of falls.

Gus. Steele, a two minute man, who was-

counted on to win one of the time prizes, met
with two rather serious accidents. One near-

Evanston and another while nearing the tape,

There was but one accident at the tape, al.

though the crowd swarmed up so as to leave

aline only four or five yards wide. Linquist,.

of the Lakeview C. C. , a big fellow, ran into

some one of the spectators and was thrown on
his face, hurting him severely. He was taken

away in the patrol wagon. It was reported

that he had both legs and his jaw broken.

Four hundred marshalls were needed at the-

finish to hold the crowd. The course should

have been properly roped in the night before.

The ropes did not reach the ground until just

before the start, and there being no supports,,

the crowd surged forward on the men in front
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who were holding them. Policemen on horses

drove directly into the faces of the crowd,

which crowded back to prevent being stepped

upon.

Nearly every one of the 330 odd starters

finished. The first and second men rode

Fowler wheels; the third man a Mercury; the

fourth man a Thistle, and the fifth man a

Friedberg. The maker of the latter-named

machine is a brother to Ralph Temple. Bain-

bridge rode a Thistle fitted with Morgan &
Wright tires, and Peck, who tied with him for

first time, a Raleigh fitted with Palmer tires.

The third time winner rode a Thistle with
Morgan & Wright tires.

H

92

93
94
95
96
97
98

99
100
10

1

102

103

Fred Rau, M and W C C
J. R. Bezenek, PCC
H. Van Herik. M and,W C C.
J. S.Kelton, M and WCC...
A. V. Jackson, L C C
F. Ward, Pullman C C...,
A. W. Cleaver, CCC
J. B. Lund, C W
A. M. Kubec, P C C
E. J. Yorke, SSCC
T. Kirchner, Wauwatoosa
G. W. Robinson, E C C
J. R Felix, P C C
A. E. Proulx, Omaha
D. G. Fisher, CCC
0. Adams, SSCC
P. Wilson, S S C C
A. Gardner, C W
W. T. Neimann; A C C
W. DeCardy, M C C.
H. E. Horn, C W
E. A. Koehler, SSCC
P.Oftedahl, C W
E. S. Church, I C C
L. T. Flansburg, Kalamazoo.
F. J. Kugler.C W
H. Vogt, M& W C C
C. H. Peck, C C C
Yellow sash, not caught.
F. P. Gregg, A C C
G. A. Smith, I C C
M.H. Bentley.LC C
A. Graham, ICC
H. W. Crocker, Milwaukee...
J. F. Stillwell,IC C
C. Trouvig, VC C
M.J. Bolstad, VC C
H. Hansen, VC C
C. E. Engstrom, Mars C C . . .

.

F. J. Volkman, LCC
A. P. Hard, Aurora
F. A. Rogers, ICC
J. H. Schroder, S S C C
C. H. Semple, Col C C
J. D. Erskine, LCC
E. Lindquist, L V C C
W. J. Quigley, I C C
E. A. Hudson, SSCC
E. C. Adams, Vincinnes
W. Bainbridge, Col. W
J. W. Schieferstein, LVCC,
C. S. Hardy, MC C
F. W.Uhl, ICC
J.T Swarrout, LCC
C. V. Bachelle, U of C C C...
H. L. Dodson, CCC
J. C. Schmidt, LVCC
F. Jacobson, SSCC
M. L. Smith, LVCC
J. I.Brandenberg, CC C
C. Gruis, L VC C
F. Wlison, SS CC
P. P. Lobig, LCC
W. Christiansen, C W
1. D. Wilson, I C C ,

C. R. Gardien, LVCC
A. F. Flath, SSCC
A. L Leonhardt, Col. C C
H. A. Hoyt, MC C
C. Swanson, Elgin
F. W. Osmun, SSCC
C. V. Dasey, CCC
J. B. Woolas, M CC
W. A. Thompson, CCC
H. S; Robey, Milwaukee
V. M. Oilier, LVCC
Frank Strong, C W
W.J. Anderson.ICC
C. R. Curtis, LCC
A. D. Herriman, ICC
W. C. Bode, IC C
H. Vallaincourt, May wood
W. C. Tabob, Col. C C
B. C. Van Nest SSCC
A. F. McCarthy, L VC C
F. F. Wing, Maywood
J.M. Aren, L VCC
W. G. Struggles, S S CC
H. Swenson, A C C
J. E. Hurtubise, C W
C. O. Pierce, Butler
M. E. Griswold, WWW
H. Taques, A C C
F. W. Lentheussen, Col C C.
T. E. Parker, M & W C C
O. F. Erickson, S S C C
J. D. Adams, CCC
A. Helmich, LVCC
E. W. Roth, Milwaukee
J. P. Cudahy, Omaha
C. D. Cutting, MCC
W. P. Jones, C EC C
C S. Salsbury, ICC

andicap. Time.
M. s. M. S.

7 3° 57 10
7 00 5° 51
7 00 56 45
7 30 57 21

9 00 59 °4
800 58 05
7 00 57 "
6 30 56 50
7 3° 57 5i

12 00 62 22
6 30 56 52
800 58 3°
7 3° 58 07
6 00 56 43
7 00 57 45
6 30 57 '7

5 3° 56 22
4 00 54 57
8 00 59 00
7 00 58 10
6 20 57 3°
730 58 45
6 20 57 38
6 00 57 19
6 30 57 22
7 00 58 2S
6 TO 57 40
3 00 54 36

644 58 23
6 10 57 55
7 3° 59 29
7 00 58 59
4 00 56 00
330 55 54
6 30 58 34
7 IS 59 39
5 3° 57 34
5 00 57 10
6 00 58 11
6 00 58 12
6 20 58 33
7 00 89 15

5 3° 57 47
6 00 58 22
6 20 58 48
6 30 58 58
5 45 58 19
7 00 59 35
2 00 54 36
3 3° 56 08

4 15 56 54
645 59 28
6 30 59 11
6 10 58 52
4 00 56 45
6 00 58 46
830 61 17
500 57 48
3 3° 56 19
6 20 59 10

5 00 57 51
7 00 59 54
6 20 59 IS

7 30 60 29
3 3° 56 30
10 00 63 01
2 00 55 03
6 00 59 °3
3 3° 56 34
2 30 55 34
2 00 55 34
3 00 56 06

3 3° 56 3°
6 30 59 38
5 00 58 09
800 6t 14

3 3° 56 45
3 30 56 49
4 00 57 20

3 45 59 06

3 30 56 52
6 00 59 25
5 00 5825
6 10 59 37
6 30 59 58

5 00 58 29
6 30 60 00
7 00 60 35
6 45 60 22

5 3° 59 14
7 00 60 45
10 00 63 46
645 60 41
4 00 57 46
3 3° 57 16

4 15 58 02

3 3° 57 18
2 30 56 xg

4 3° 58 14
3 00 56 55
6 30 60 26
6 20 60 16

104 S. J McCormick, I PC C 6 10
8 00305 Wm. Thompson, Cal. C

106 L. C. Roberts, MCC C 61 56
60 31
60 32
61 08

6 30
6 30
7 00

107 L. E. Lang, ICC
108 A. C. Altar, Ft Wayne

4 45
6 30

58 54
60 43no J. T.Clinton, SSCC.

6 10
6 20
6 00
6 00
6 00

113 H. C. Wilson, LCC...
60 25
60 25

116 H. M.Taylor, LCC... 5 3° 59 55
117 J. W. Johnson, C W... 645

2 30
3 00

118 G. L. Emerson, CCC. 59 57
57 28

3 3°
6 00

4 00
6 00
6 30
6 30
6 10

645

58 05
60 36121 H. R. Smith, I C C

122 H. R. Upp, I C C 58 37
123 T. E. Tilly, K C C 60 38

61 12

125 L. J. Lawson, SSCC. 61 13

126 H. J. Roder, LVCC. 60 55
127 L. Engstrom. LVCC. 61 31

128 H. W. Setton, C W 7 3°

3 3°

62 19

S8 21

130 J. Waller, C W 64S
6 45
7 3°
6 30

61 47

131 F. F. Ollinger, SSCC 61 38
62 24

133 P. H. Stephens, MCC 61 27

6 30

by the

61 27

The wheels and tires used first

twenty-five men are as follows

:

Wheel. Tire.

1 Fred Rau, Fowler M. & w.
2 J. R. Bezenek, Fouler M. & w.
3 H. Van Herik, Mercury M. & w.
4 J. S. Kelton, Thistle, M & w.
5 A. V. Jackson, Freidberg M & w.
6 F. Ward, Rambler G. & J.

7 A. W. Cleaver, Sterling Palmer
8 J. B. Lund, Columbia Columbia
9 A. M. Kubek, Spalding Palmer
10 E. J. Yorke, Eagle Palmer
11 T. Kirchner, Union M. & w.
12 G. W. Robinson, Rambler G. & J.

13 J. R. Felix, Spalding P aimer
14 A. E. Proulx, Rambler G.& J.

15 G. G. Fisher, Sterling Palmer
16 O. Adams, H T. Scorcher M. & W.
17 P. Wilson, Eagle Palmer
18 A. Gardner, Thistle M. & W.
19 W. T. Niemann,
20 W. De Cardy,

Excelsior M. & w.
March M. & w.

21 II. E. Horn, Bach N. Y.
22 E. A. Koeeler, Eagle M. & W.
23 P. Gftedahl, Flier M. & W.
24 S. E. Church, Rambler G. & J.

25 L. T. Flansburg, Raleigh Palmer

HOY. SMITH'S TWENTY-FIVE.

Recapitulation of wheels and tires ridden by
329 staiters.

Wheels—Ramblers, 31; Fowler, 25; Thistle, 23; Col-
umbia, 20; Eagle, 20; Ariel, 17; March, 16; Imperial, 13;

Cleveland, n; Sterling, 10; Spalding, 9; Jordon, 9;

Halladay Temple, 7; James, 6; Union, 5; Stevens, 6;

Lovell, 5; Road King, 5; Munger, 4; Palmer, 4; Victor,

3; Pearce, 3; Derby, 3; Quadrant, 3; Phantom, 3;

Raleigh, 3; Mercury, 3; .ffiolus, 2; Excelsior, 2; Stearns,

2; Flier, 2; Bach, 2; Swift, 2; Varsity, 2; Waverley, 2;

Cullman, 2; Kenwood, 2; Clark, 2; Telegram, 1; Hnm-
ber, 1; Sunol, 1; Arrow, 1; Premier, 1; Sanger, 1; Two
Speed, 1; Smalley, 1; New Mail, 1; Czar, 1; Cataract,

1; Burke, 1; Badger, 1; Stalwart, 1; Warwick, 1; Cres-
cent, 1; Phcenix, 1; Andras, 1; Venus, 1; K. of S._, 1;

Lightning, 1; Special, 19. Total, 329.

>pires—M. & W., 170; Palmer, 75; Columbia, 16; G. &
J., 31; New York, 14; Webb, 5; Cleveland, 4; Victor, 3;

Dunlop, 3; Climax, 2; Pease, 2; Kenwood, 1; Simplicity

47, 1; Riggs, 1; Whippet, 1. Total, 329.

The Racing Board has declared W. B. Inks

a professional, suspended Gus Soeding, of

Philadelphia, pending an investigation of his

standing, and suspended the following for

thirty days for competing in unsanctioned

races: H. J. Whitney, C. F. Day, J. W. Hig-

gins, R. W. Polk and L. Morgan, all of Wor-
cester, Mass., and L. E. Jones and E. B. West,

of Philadelphia.

The North Missouri Cycling Association

was organized at Macon, Mo., last week for

the promotion of race meets in the various

towns in that section of the State. H. M.

Rubey was elected president, Arthur Conley,

secretary.

Among the attractions offered wheelmen at

the Pennsylvania Division Meet, at Wilkes-

Barre, July 2 and 3, will be a trip down the

anthracite coal mines, where visitors will be

allowed to mine coal. The Century Wheel-

men, of Philadelphia, will also give one of

their minstrels entertainments at the Opera
House' on the evening of the 3d. This will be

free to all visiting League wheelmen.

"WON BY MACOMBEK, A LIMIT MAN-SNOW
TAKES THE TIME PRIZE-NAT. BUTLER,

FROM SCRATCH, MAKES SECOND
BEST TIME.

E. L. Macomber, a young blacksmith of New
Bedford, won the Hoyland Smith twenty-five

mile road race at New Bedford, May 30. He
had the limit, nine minutes. He crossed the

tape far in advance of any of the other con-
testants. Eben H. Snow, Press C. C, Boston,
won the time prize from the 1.30 mark, finish-

ing twenty-fifth in ih. inn, 53 4-5S. Nat.
Butler, the winner of the Linscott, started

from scratch. He finished thirty-ninih in ih.

12m. 5 1-5S., capturing second time prize. He
lost considerable time by a fall. J. P. Clark,
of Boston, won third time prize, finishing

twenty-fourth in ih. 12m. 23 2-5S. Close to

100 men started, but a large number dropped
out. It is estimated that at least 25,000 people
witnessed the race.

The race occurred on Clark's Point, which is

a neck of land extending out into Buzzard's
Bay. Around it is an eight foot Boulevard/and
the course is almost at the water's edge the
entire distance. A. steam roller had been roll-

ing the track all night, and as the soil was
moist, the track was in magnificent condition
throughout its entire length. The only draw-
back was the fact that the vast crowds forced
the riders to the outside of the course, so that
the actual distance covered was probably more
than 25 miles.

The prizes aggregated several thousand dol-

lars in value. The first prize was a horse and
wagon valued at $350; the next three were bi-

cycles, and there were thirty-five minor prizes.

The throng was unprecedented and unex-
pected. The great grand stands were crowded,
and the shores and fields were block with
people.

The distance around the track is about four
miles, and over six circuits were made by the

riders.

A number of accidents occurred. The worst
happened to M. A. Kelley. In trying to avoid
a racing man ahead, whose wheel was wob-
bling badly, Kelley struck a carriage and was
thrown. He struck on his head and received

some terrible cuts, and was taken to a doctor.

Another accident happened in the second

lap, right in front of the grand stand. E. S.

Otis fell from his wheel, and C. Ford Seeley

could not help running into hrm. Otis suf

fered an injury to his arm, and Seeley suffered

a contusion of the right knee, and injury to

his left elbow and a sprain to his left hand.

A. C. Smith was referee; C. H. Wood, F. O.

Dean and L. F. Jackson, judges; H. A. Plum-
mer, Geo. L. Munroe, C. T Nelson and J. W.
Robertson, timers; Richard Sullivan, starter.

Result:

Handi-
cap.
M. s.

E. L. Macomber, New Bedford 9 00
C. F. Williams, Boston 8 00
Richard Donovan, Natick 6 00
H. B. Hills, Jr., Providence 7 30
Hans Hanson, Rhode Island 6 00
Ed. Ramsel, Lynn 6 00

C. A. McCullen, Providence 7 30
R. S. Adams, East Greenhill 8 00
H. A. Seavey, Waltham 430
John Bianchi, Maiden 4 30

J. S. Snow, Providence 5 30
Harry C. Laws, New Bedford 500
George H. Allen, New Bedford. .. 1 00
L. E. Hatch, Taunton 6 30
E. Diman. New Bedford 8 00
W. Weld, East Greenwich, 6 30
T. E. Tarment, Foxboro 4 30
A. A. Hazzard, New Bedford 6 00

Actual
Time.
H. M s.

1 15 23
1 15 35
1 '3 37
1 15 07 2 -s

1 13 38
1 10 41
1 IS 41 I--5

1 16 15
1 13 47 2--5

1 1.3 5° 2 "5

1 14 51 2 -5

1 13 31 2 -s
1 ib 31 4 -'.

1 16 15
1 17 45 2 -5

1 16 27 2--5

1 14 20
1 16 00 1 5
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Thomas A. Hacket, Woonsocket..

.

6 30
George Dorr, Jr., Roxbury 4 30
G. E. Teachman, New Bedford 600
Murray Winters, Mansfield 7 30
John McCormack, Chelsea 6 30

J. P. Clark, Boston 2 00
E. H. Snow, Boston 1 30
Verno Westgate. Tauntoa 2 45
George Cutter, Boston 3 30
H. T. Adams, Cumberland 7 30
John Gatenby, New Bedford 3 00
C. W.-Weld, East Greenwich 6 20
L. W. Smith, Chelsea 300
F. T. Mosher, New Bedford 8 00
E. N. Foster, South Boston 7 00
B. Mudridge, Maiden 3 00
A. H. Sayers, Providence.... 5 30
A. F. Wiener, Natick 1 30
L. F. Cushman, Maiden 3 30
Mat Higgins, East Bridgewater... 5 00
Mat Butler, Cambridgeport Scratch
W. F. Clark, Boston 45 sees.
G. A. Brocklehurst, Fall River 4 00
G. A. Potter, Lynn 4 00
L. H. Barney, New Bedford 8 00
C. G. Rogers, New Bedford 8 00
W. F. Brocklehurst, Fall River.... 7 00
C. A. Howland, New Bedford 800
W. L. Wilcox, Fall River 4 00
W. D. Gifford, Fall River 6 00
S. S. Hall, Chelsea 2 45

J. T. Goerie, Somerville 5.30

I 16 20 2 "S
I 14 30 1 -5

I 16 oz z -5

I 17 44
1 ib 4S
1 12 23 2 S
1 11 43 4""5

1 13 09
1 i? 59
1 18 oz

1 13 3' z-"5

1 15 3* 2 5
1 13 32
1 18 33
1 17 35
1 14 01

1 17 27
1 J 3 3:

1 IS 34
1 17 04 2-5
1 12 °S z--5

: 12 Si I-"5

1 16 °7
1 16 08
1 20 M 2-•5

z 20 iq 3"s
r 18 20
z 20 20 I--5

z 16 21

z 18 21 2 -5

1 IS 06 3--5

1 17 52 1 -s

Postponed on Account of Bain.

On account of rain, the meets, to have been
held on May 30 at Utica, Rome, Auburn and
Elmira, were postponed. The Hanover road
race at Cincinnati was also postponed, for the

same reason, until Saturday. The Utica meet
will be held on June 16 if a sanction is granted.

PITTSBURGERS WIN AT CONNEIXSVTLIXE.

The Connellsville Wheelmen's meet, May
26, attracted 3,500 spectators. Bert Morrison

rode a half mile hand off in im. 13 1-5S. A. L.

Banker and other Pittsburg riders secured the

bulk of the prizes. Summary:
One Mile Novice—1, W. S. McLain, Jr., of Pittsburg;

2, S. O. Griffith, Allegheny. Time, 2m. 49s.

One Mile Open, Three Counties— 1, J. H. Snell, Lat-

robe; 2, H. M. Huffman, Latrobe. Time, 2m. i$ 1-5S.

One Quarter Mile, Boys— 1, Frank Kunkle, Home-
stead; 2, Willis S. Beat, Connellsville. Time, 41 Z-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Arthur Banker, Pittsburg; 2, J.E.
Patterson, Williamburg. Time, 2m. 44 4-5S.

Two Mile Club Race— 1, R. W. Soisson; 2, Fenton T.

Evans. Time, 6m. 38 3-58.

The $225 gold watch, the first prize in the one-mile

handicap, was won by George E. Williams, of Pitts-

burg; 2, J. E. Patterson. Time, 2m. 27s.

Half Mile Race for Boys under 18— 1, Clyde Quimby,
Steubenville; 2, George Redfern, Wilmerding. Time,
zm. zg 4-5S.

Half Mile Club— z, R. W. Soissan; 2, S. Scott Sander.

Time, zm. 25 4-5S.

Half Mile, Open—z, Arthur L. Banker; 2, J. E.

Patterson. Time, zm. zs 2-5S.

Two Mile, Handicap— 1, George E. Williams; 2, J.

H. Snell. Time, 5m. 26 3-5S.

One Mile, 3-Minute Class— 1, W. H. Beasell, Home-
stead; 2, Paul E. Jackson. Time, 25m.

Three Mile, Open— 1, Arthur T. Banker; 2, J. E
Patterson. Time, 8m. 49s.

AT DANBURY, CONN.

Danbury, Conn., May 30.—For an organiza-

tion but three months old the Altair C. C, of

this city, to-day covered itself with glory in

the management of its first annual race meet.

Fully 2,500 people were present, and the rac-

ing was of high order, despite a strong and

chilling wind. In the mile handicap Borman
had a nasty fall and was badly bruised. Sum-
mary:
One-mile novice—z, George Husk, Danbury; 2, W.

W. Marvel, Hartford; 3, Leighton Foster, New Haven.

Time, 2m, 37 2-5S.

Half-mile handicap— z, O. G. Spencer, New Haven,

40 yards; 2, Sam B. Wheeler, Danbury, 45 yards; 3

Harry L. Bossa, New Canaan, 30 yards. Time. zm. 08s.

One mile, 2.50 class— 1, O. G. Spencer, New Haven;

2, Harry L. Bossa, New Canaan; 3, Sam B. Wheeler,

Danbury. Time, 2m. 37 z-ss.

Half mile, boys— z, Will Small, Danbury; 2, Gus

Borman, Danbury. Time, im. 27 1-5.

One mile handicap—z, R. M. Alexander, Hartford,

60 yards; 2, F. Borman, Danbury, go yards; 3, S. H.

Fanton, Danbury, 120 yards. Time, 2m. 25 4-5S.

Two mile A. C. C. handicap— 1, Sam B. Wheeler,

Danbury, scratch; 2, Geo. Husk. Danbury, 50 yards;

3, R. W. Menjies, Danbury, 50 yards. Time, 5m. 40 3.5s;

•One mile scratch—1, C. S. Thompson, New Haven)

2, R. M. Alexander, Hartford; 3, C. J. Guy, Unionville

Time, 2m. 35s.

Rain greatly interfered with the Maine Di-

vision's meet at Bangor May 30. The races
were postponed, but the parade and banquet
were held.

Charles Schwalbach is arranging for a
twenty-five miles road race between Freeport
and Jamaica on July 4. The road is new
macadam, and the hills are small, and the
course will be laid out with but one turn.

Titus Rides a Mile in 2m. 03 4-5s.

The Springfield track is in the pink of condi-
tion at present. Inspired by the favorable
weather, F. J. Titus made a trial mile on Sun-
day last, paced by Taylor, Tyler, Bald and
Sanger. His times were: %, 31s.

; y2 , im.ois.

;

V, im, 31 4-5S. ; mile, 2m. 02 4-5S.

Seven miles road race, Vineland to Millville,

N. J., May 30— 1. Madden, 21m, 26XS. ; 2.

Wheldon, 21m. 29s.
; 3. Hess, 21m. 46s.

Handicapper's Notice

™A11 racing men entering races in New Eng-

land States coming under the jurisdiction of

the undersigned, must give their last two per-

formances on the track when filling out

entry blank. Road race performances will not

be accepted. All entry blanks where road per-

formances are given (where rider have ridden

on track) will be thrown out. See rule G,

Section 2, Racing Rules.

Henry Goodman,

Official Handicapper New England States.
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Tips Wheelmen's Protective Go.

I AGENTS WANTEDS I
Will register your wheel and guarantee to protect you
against its loss by theft

General Office : HAYKMKYER BUILDING. Cortlandt & Church Streets, New York.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Great Hoyland Smith record

breaking 25 mile road race

was won by E. L. Macomber.

JI good iqaq oq (lie best tfJee!

He rode a

REMINCTON.

Remington Arms Company,

313-315 BROADWAY,

Please Add: Saw it In The Wheel. New York City.
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Palmers Victorious Everywhere

In the Irvington-Milburn 25 mile road race, A.

H. Barnett, on Palmer Tires, was the winner of the

race, and also captured the time prize in ih. 11m. 18s.,

breaking all previous records. Allen, on Palmers,

was second.

In the Martin road race, Palmers took first five

prizes and time prize, ih. 10m. 37s., ^world's

record for 25 miles.

At Chicago, Palmers won time prize.

At New Bedford, the winner rode Palmers.

The four great road races of the year

have taken place, and Palmers were leaders in every

one.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,

...CHICAGO, ILL.,,

For Prices and Information Address :

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., The licensees and Manufacturers,

65 Beade Street, NEW YORK, and THEB. F. GOODRICH CO,,
159 Lake Street, CHICAGO. AKRON, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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BOSTON ABANDONED. ElllllliiilillllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllilllllSIIW

THE POPE CO.'S HEADQUARTERS TO HE
REMOVED TO HARTFORD-THE NEW

OFFICES.

Boston is to be evacuated once more.

The evacuation will begin about November
ist and a month later will be well nigh com-

plete.

Since January, 1878, when the Pope M'f'g.

Co. first opened a cycle salesroom and riding

school at 87 Summer street, Boston, that city

has been the location of the company's head-

quarters and general offices, as it was for

years the cradle or fountain head of the Amer-
ican cycle industry. Now, however, the hand
that rocked that cradle is going to leave the

old place. Bags and baggage, books and
papers, chiefs and clerks, all are to be removed
and to Hartford, where the Pope manufactur-

ing plant has so long been established. This

was decided at a Meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors in Boston on Friday last.

The removal will not, however, take place

until November, by which time it is expected

that the new office building for which the Pope
Co. has just contracted, and which is illus-

trated above. The new building will be lo-

cated just East of the main factory in Hart-

ford. Ground will probably be broken to-day.

The building will be rectangular in shape,

54x104 feet, three stories in height, with an
asphalted basement. It will be built with an
eye to beauty and harmony of colors. On this

subject the Boston Post says:

Ruskin, somewhere in his "Fors Clavigera," says
that it would be a boon to humanity if a factory could
be built that would have some suggestion of "sweet-
ness'' as well as "light" in its design, in place of the

dreary workshops of the present day, which degrade
labor instead of honoring the laborer. The factory

chimney, which should be a beautiful object in the

landscape, has become a symbol of ugliness—un-
sightly, misshapen stacks of blackness against the

sky. Colonel Pope, in his new buildings for the man-
ufacture of bicycles and tubing, has done much to re-

move this reproach from the factories of Hartford,
and has seta commendable example to his neighbors.
He has shown them that beauty and utility can be
combined in a factory building without appreciably
increasing the cost, and yet preserve the charrcter of

a busy workshop.

BJIn the new building Colonel Pope intends to further
develop the same idea—not to divest the new office

building of all beauty of design, but to give to it a
certain architectural character appropriate to the ad-
ministration building of such a great manufactory.
With this object in view—to give it a distinctive char-
acter—the materials of the new office building will be
of buff or cream-colored brick, which will harmonize
finely with the warm red color of the surrounding
buildings.

The reason given by the Pope Co. for this

change from Boston to Hartford is that they

are " concentrating their forces and preparing

to branch out for even a stronger and wider
hold on the bicycle business of the country

and the world than they have ever had before."

Morgan kWrightTires

are good tires

MniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii

OUR FOOT PUMP IB WORTH

#$L50#
r

UNIVERSAL CONNECTION
LENGTH, 18 INCHES.
FINELY NICKELED.

ALL METAL.
DISCOUNT TO TRADE.
ASK US ABOUT IT IN
YOUR NEXT LETTER.

nSRQAN&WRIQHT
cmoiQO.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,

M. L. Bridgman, of the company, was in

New York, this week, and was asked if there

was any further reason.

"None," he said in reply, " unless it be that

the change has become absolutely necessary.

You know how it is when the factory is located

in one place and the office in any other. The
change will facilitate things greatly. Then,
too, our outline for next year will demand it."

'•And the outline—will you say what it is to

be?"

But Mr. Bridgman would not say. He
merely smiled in that courteous, I-would-like-

to-very-much-but-really-I-can't sort of way
peculiar to himself.

There is reason to believe, however, that the
" wider hold on the business of the world " has

something to do with it—the world beyond the

American shore particularly.

The Pope building in Boston, which was
only erected last year, will still be retained as

a Boston branch or salesroom. Col. Pope will

also have his office there. The unoccupied
rooms will probably be let out as offices.

Another Tire Protector.

The Pittsburg Tire Protector Co. , of Pitts-

burg, Pa., have something new in the tire pro-

tector line. It consist of a specially fine woven
metallic cloth the qualities of which represent

a composition of brass, bronze, copper and
antimony, which fits within the interior of the

tire. This cloth is so flexible that it can be
used as a belt, making 300 revolutions a minute
without crystallizing or cracking. It is further

surrounded with a fabric woven expressly for

the purpose, which is cemented thereto for the

purpose of strength, and which, while preserv-

ing its flexibility, makes it punctureless. It is

but 3-32 of an inch thick, and after a few hours

use becomes very pliable. The company
claims that the resiliency of the tire is actually

improved.

53-Pound Boy; 45-Pound Wheel. .

A Strasburg, Va., correspondent sends the
following:

"The youngest 'champion' bicyclist in the
Shenandoah Valley.

"Master Hugh Glasscott joins in on a run
with the Massanutten Cycle Club, of this place,

to Stephens City, Va., and return, a distance

of 21 miles, which was made in less than two
hours, on" May the 27th. Hugh is ten years
old, and weighs 53 lbs., and rides a 45 lbs.

cushion-tired wheel. This run was made
against a high wind and a hilly road."

News From Wisconsin.

(Green Bay Advocate.)

Last Sunday was such horrid cold weather the

cyclers were not out very much. Such dreary

weather the riders didn't feel like riding. The
cyclers expected Winter soon, and hope it will

be over soon too.

It is not yet decided where next Sunday's
ride will be, but if weather is O. K. expect to

have a great time.

Sunday after next there is an excursion to

Marinette and cyclers expect to start out early,

ge,t there at noon and come back on the boat.

It is not determined what riding will be
done Decoration Day.

Change your advertisement frequently.

Make it of real interest to the ones you wish to

reach. That is, make it speak to them.

—

Ex.
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A Buffalo Scorcher Comes to Grief.

Efforts are being made in Buffalo to stop the

practice of fast riding in the parks. Last week
a mounted officer had an exciting time chasing

Roedel, who was scorching around the drives.

He concealed himself behind a clump of trees,

and when the rider came by an exciting race

began. The wheelman made a mad dash to

get away, but the officer had a good horse and

kept pace with him, but couid do no more.

Tne galloping horse was edged over, and the

flying wheelman was gradually crowded into

the gutter, then up on the curb and finally on

to the grass, where he tipped over. In a

moment the sergeant was off his horse and

had the wheelman under arrest.- He was

fined $5.

The last issue of the Bicycling World will

take high rank in theworld of fake journalism.

Five splendid pictures are published, but that

of a view of "Lynn (Mass.) Woods" happens to

be a scene in the forrest of Fontainbleu,

France ; "A Bit of the Park District" (Boston),

is really a scene in Washington ;
" The Top

of a Long Coast into Newton " is Fogarty's

Cut, near Flushing, Long Island, and " Wild

Landscape near Boston " is a scene on Lake
Thun, Switzerland.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

send for designs.___^

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

The fifteen mile road race at Wheeling, W.
Va., scheduled for May 30, was postponed

until Tuesday next on account of rain.

June i,

W. A. Rhodes, having been expelled from

the Illinois C. C, an L. A. W. club, has also

been expelled from the League.

RUBBER. MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw vxj:LjOANI? ŝses
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn,, D. S. A.

&~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Buildlngr.'Sa

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

NO OTHER OILER -
Is "Just as Good" as the

"Perfect" Pocket Oiler

The "Perfect" is absolutely unequaled.
Be as careful to get a good oiler as you
would be in buying a bicycle.

Price, 25 Cents Each,

Star Oilers,

Oiler or Pump Holders,

Full Size.

15 cts. Each.

25 "

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.

The Man who

Rides smiles so

The Man who don't,

glowers so
Better Hail the Good Thine;

when you see it.

UJILSON-MrERS CO., .
Makers.

Main Offices, 4 Warren Street, New York.

BR&NCB STORES: 1786 Broadway, New York. 1217 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 567 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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I entered the race and set the pace,

And for twenty miles none could pass me,

But I had a light Bum Tire, which was a disgrace,

And the devilish thing displaced me.

The inner tubes of man are vital points, likewise the inner tubes of

bicycle tires. Life would be uncertain should human inner tubes contain

adulteration and so made as to crack and burst along the edges You
have experienced much trouble of this kind with the inner tubes of many
tires, but none from those made by the Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., and fitted

in all the Pease, Cyclone, Rex and Climax pneumatic tires of their manu-

facture. Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co. s tubes float in water and are absolutely

pure, and each one bears their name. No other manufacturer so acknowl-

edges the tubes of their make.

Write for samples and prices.

Should you want a medium road, cemented, tire buy Climax.

Should you want a light road, cemented, tire buy Rex.

Should you want the best Clincher tire buy Cyclone.

Should you want the best combination tire buy the Pease.

You should send at once for samples and prices of Pease tires. They
will surprise you. This tire is of the Clincher pattern, but can be taken

off and put on easier than any other tire on the market.

No matter how much you may mash the rim, yet the tire is easy to

operate in case of puncture.

Write us for best prices and circulars.

Address all communications to

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. GO., Trenton, N.J.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel." 1 1
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Mcdonald stabs at asbury fare.
Raymond McDonald, the Riverside Wheel-

men's crack, carried off the honors at the

Asbury Park Wheelmen's meet, May 30. He
won the half mile and one mile open, and was
second in the two m ile handicap. Maddox won
the latter event by a wheel's length, and he also

secured the Asbury Park and Monmouth County

championships. Brown, the Elizabeth crack,

rode second to McDonald. There was a large

crowd present, and much enthusiasm. Ray
Dawson and Geo. C. Smith secured places in

their heats, but failed to score in the finals.

Summary

:

One Mile, Novice—1, John W. Hague, Blooomfield

C.; 2, Harry Reed, Point Pleasant. Time, 2m. 45 4-5S.

One Mile, Class A— 1, Raymond McDonald, River-

side Wheelmen; 2, Charles Brown, Elizabeth A. C.

Time, 2m. 55 3-5S.

Two-thirds of a Mile, Asbury Park Wheelmen
Championship— 1, Harry H. Maddox. Time, im.

36 4-5S. E. W. Goodw in started, but quit after the first

lap.

Half Mile, Open, Class A—First Heat: 1, Raymond
McDonald; 2, F. F. Goodman, R. W.; 3, Joseph J.

Diver, Bank Clerks' A. C. Time, im. 15s. Second

Heat: 1, Charles Brown, Elizabeth A. C.J 2. Ray Daw-
son, New York A. C.j 3, George C. Smith, New York,

A. C. Time, im. 19s. Final Heat: 1, McDonald; 2,

Brown; 3, Goodman. Time, im. 13s.

One Mile Monmouth County Championship-
Awarded to Harry H. Maddox, Asbury Park W.,

there being no other competitors.

Two Mile Handicap, Class A—1, H. H. Maddox,
Asbury Park W., 120 yards; 2, Raymond McDonald,
RiversideMV., 75 yards; 3, John B. Corser, Princeton

140 yards. Time, 5m. 58 1-5S.

The officers of the meet were: Referee,

Henry Goodman, Hartford; Starter, Joseph

McDermott, Freehold; Clerk of Course, A. C.

Atkins, Asbury Park
; Judges, John F.

Hawkins, Charles A. Atkins and A. C. Twin-

ing, Asbury Park.

A " Cinch" for the K linger Brothers.

The Klinger brothers, of St. Louis, captured

every race in which they could start' at the

Wabash C. C.'s meet, Terre Haute, Ind., May
30. The races were held at the trotting track.

A high wind interfered with fast times. Sum-
mary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Dromberger; 2; Wey; 3, Pro bst

4, Ballenger; 5. Beckwith. 2m. 46 4-5S.

One Mile Club Championship—1, P. W. Klinger; 2,

W. J. Klinger. 3, Freers; 4, Forster. Time, 2m. 41 4-5S.

Half Mile (scratch)—1, W. J. Klinger ; 2, P. W. Klin-

ger; 3, Forster; 4, Mulman; 5, Trieb. Time, 1.14'.

One Mile Handicap— 1, P. W. Klinger, scratch; 2,

W. J. Klinger, 5 yards; 3, Dromberger, 50 yards; 4,

Wey, 50 yards; 5, Probst, 50 yards; 6, Ballenger, 30

yards; 7, Beckwith, 30 yards; 8, Snodgrass, 60 yards.

Time, 2m. 39s.

One Mile, Vigo County Riders— 1, Freers; 2, Hul-
man; 3, Urban; 4, Forster; 5, Linn; 6, Elliott. Time,
2m. 57 2-5S. Lynn broke his wheel. The Klingers

were barred from this race.

Twelve Mile Handicap— 1, Wey, :m.;z, Dromberger,
2m.; 3, Leavering, 2m.: 4, Urban, scratch. Time 39m.

6 2-59. 5, P. W. Klinger, scratch. Time. 39m. 6 35s.;

6, Freers, scratch.

At Lancaster, Fa.

The tournament of the Lancaster, Pa.,

Wheelmen's Association, May 30, attracted

a great crowd at Conestoga Park. Geo. F.

Hamer, of Columbia, won the hill climbing

contest. He also won the four mile road race

in 19 m., C. H. Oberlin, Columbus, second.

Glen Cove A. C. games, May 30:

Quarter Mile Handicap— 1, Wm. Norton, 15 yards; 2,

C. S. Burtis, scratch. Time, 36%s.

Half Mile Handicap— i, E. O. Skinner, Jr., scratch;

2, R. Frank Bowne, 25 yards. Time, im. iaj^s.

Skinner defeated Bowne in a quarter-mile match
race in 35 4-5S.

MONT SCOTT BIDES A FAST TVYENTY-FIVE.

In the Waverley twenty-five miles road race,

promoted by Williams & Monroe at Provi-

dence, R. I. , on Saturday last, May 26, Mont
Scott broke the State record, and came close

to the American record, finishing in ih. 13m.

27 2-5S. from scratch. John Snow, of the

Rhode Island Wheelmen, also rode well, and
gave Scott a lively tussel for the time prize.

He was also a scratch.

. The race was run in extraordinary fast time,

more especially as the course was hilly. Ten
of the twenty-five starters broke the State

record. The day was an ideal one, there being
little or no wind, and the roads being in fine

condition after the rain. A local authority

states that there is no doubt but the

course constituted a full twenty-five miles, as

it has been measured a number of times by
different cyclists.

Out of the thirty men who were entered,

twenty-five presented themselves to be started.

Cunningham, who won the first prize, rode his

first race, and nearly lost on the home stretch

by looking backward. The result:

HANDICAP. TIME.
M.S. H.M.S.

W.J.Cunningham 11.30 1.15.3';

N.L.Rush 11.30 1.19.391-5

James Hanna 8.00 1.16512-5

M. W. Weld 8.00 1. 16.51 3-5

W. D. Annis 10.00 1.19.10

A. E. Place 9.00 1. 18.47

T. Jepson 9.00 1. 18.49

A. Sayers 6.30 1. 18. 18 2-5

C. A. McCallum 7.00 1. 18.48 3-5

R.L.Adams 6.30 1.18. 18 4-5

H.Hanson 3.00 x. 15.43

M.Scott Scratch. 1. 13.27 2-5

W.Whipple 11.30 1.25 13

C.H.Weld -. 3,00 1.18.22

John Snow Scratch. 1.15.22 1-5

The Meet at Boonton.

Quite a crowd of middle class riders, all look-

ing for a " soft thing" met at the meet of the

Boonton (N: J.) A. C, May 30. Close to 2,000

spectators were present. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, A. J. Underhill, Greenwich W.;

2, W. F. Wahrenberger, Y. M. C. A. of Harlem; 3, S.

Standeren, Passaic Falls. Time, 3m. 2s.

Half Mile Handicap—1, J. M. Hopeler, Butler W.; 2,

H. K. Bird, N. Y. A. C.j 3, P. Hardifer, Passaic. Time,
im. us.

One Mile Handicap— 1, L E. Coyle, Elizabeth W.; 2,

J. M. Hopeler; 3, H. K. Bird. Time. 2m. 44&S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. F. Hardifer, Passaic; 2,

P. Hardifer, Passaic; 3, S. Standeren, Passaic Falls.

Time, 6m. j%s.

One Mile, Boys—1, J. P. Beckerton, Harvard School;

2, E. Jacobus, Glenview; 3, S. Clark, Garrison. Time,
3m. 1 8s.

Three Mile Handicap—1, W. F. Hardifer; 2, L. E.

Coyle; 3, A. J. Underhill. Time, 9m. 24s.

Taunton (Mass.) C. C.'s 9}^ miles road race, May 26

Thirty-five starters. Roads heavy. 1, Wm. Parkins,

Taunton, 5m., time, 33m. 45s; 2, James Dunn, Quincy,
2m. 32m. 5s.; 3, F. E. Patch, Taunton, 3m., 32m. 30s.; 4,

W. E. Godfrey, Taunton, 4m., 34m. 31s.; 5, James
Coe, Taunton, 5m., 35m. 45s.; 6, C. W. Macomber,
Taunton, item., 34m. 45s.; 7, F. H. Allen, Spring-
field, 30s., 31m. 46s.; 8, Verdo Westgate, Taunton,
im., 32m. 17s.; 9, C. H. Gammons, Taunton, 4m.,

. 35m. 18s.; 10, L. A. C. Kelley, Boston, 30s., 32m.; n,
Robert Crossland, Taunton, 5m., 36m. 40s.; 12, G. E.
Teachman, New Bedford, im., 31m. 43s.; 13, J. M. Lin-
coln, Taunton, 2>^m.,32m. 14s.; 14, D. Daley, Taunton,
scratch, 31m. 45s.

At Reading, Ma s., May 26: Twenty Mile Road Race.
—i.Joseph A. Surrett, 7m., time, ih. 6m. 18s.; 2, George
L. Doucette, 6m. , ih. 5m . 33s. ; 3, J. W. Manning, scratch,

ih. im. 5s.; 4, Harry Brown, 4m., ih. 6m.; 5, Edward L.

Fogg, 6m., ih. 8m. is.; 6, Charles J. Beebe, 6m., ih. 16m.

15s. Ten Miles— 1, W. C. Brown, time, 34m. 15 2-5S.; 2,

Thos. Kittredge; 3, N. H. Hawes; 4, H. Austin.

AtSomerville.Mass., May 26: Telegraphers' Quarter
Mile Handicap— 1, G. B. Kirkpatrick, scratch; 2, W. E.
Brown, scratch; 3, G. G. LeCras, 25 yards,

HILL CLIMBING

MADE EASY.

E0CLE

MP
Any repairer will fit Eagle Rims to

your machine.

WRITE TO US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO.

TORRINGTOIM, CONN.
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Something New
44 A"

Conservative folks have always been shy of wood
rims. There is one point where they are all weak,
viz.: where they are bored for the spoke nipple. We
have been working on this for a long time. We want
the

Sterling
to be the strongest wheel made. Our new nipple

washer brings the nipple head even with the surface

of the rim and distributes the strain evenly over the
rim. It adds 100 per cent, to the strength of the
Sterling over others.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236*240 CARROLL AVE.,

Special Agents:

L. C. Jandorf & Co., 116-118 West 125th St., New York
Stokes Mfg, Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

Please add : "Saw it in The W heel.

'

Bicycles,

Sundries

and

Supplies.

Bicycles, Sundries

and

Supplies.

I I

Bicycles,

Sundries

and

Supplies.

o oH RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,

289 Wabash Aye., Chicago. 2081-2083 Seventh Aye.. New Tort

San Francisco.

ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, FIFTY CENTS.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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TUNE.

2— V. Y.-Phila. 150 miles Tri-State Relay Race, A. W.
2— Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
2— rfoonville, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
2—Cohoes, N. Y., State Circuit Race Meet.
2— St. Louis, Forest Park Road Race.
4—Troy, N. Y., B. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
6—Albany, N. Y , County W. State Cir. Race Meet.
7—O leonta, N. Y., W. C. State Circuit Race Meet.
9— Elizabeth, N. J., T am Road Race.
9— Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.
9—Travers Island, N. Y. A. C. Games.
9— I lion, N Y , Remington C. C. St'eCirc't Race Meet
11— LeRoy, N. Y. C. C, State Circuit Race Meet.
12-17-Cincin'ti to Ow sboro, Boat Exc'sion, Ky. Div.
12-Oswego, N. Y., Y. M. C. A.
13—Louisville, Ky., Road Race, Martin and Dressing.
13— Rochester, N. Y., Lake View W. State Cir't Meet.
13 -.Mew Albany find.) C.C. Race Meet, Ohio River Cir.
13—Springfield, Mass., Massasoit C. C. Road Race.
15-16 -Lockport, N. Y., W. State Circuit Meet.
i5-[6—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.
16-Waverley, N. J.. Race Meet, E. A. C.-C.
16-Pittsburg, Pa., A. C. W. Race Meet.
16-Detroit Wh. 25 Mile Road Race, Belle Isle Course.
18 - Readville, Mass. (Morn'g), Hyde P'rk Rovers R M.
18— Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
18- Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
18-19— Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
2o-2T—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
23—Skaneateles, N. Y., L. F. T. W. Clnb Race Meet.
23- Hpmestean, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
23- Fredonia, N. Y. A. C. Road and Track Races.
23 Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
23 — Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.
26—Auburn, N. Y., Race Meet, Y. M. C. A.
30 Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
3c—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Cheyenne, Wyo., B. C. Race Meet.

JULY.

2-3 — Wilkesbarre, Pa., Pennsylvania Division Meet.
2-3 4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
4— Titusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.
4— Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
4— Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4— lacksonville, Fla., Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend. Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4— Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4— Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4—Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.

4— Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4— Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4— Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4— Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4— Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley CycTrs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4— 'Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4— Plainfield, N. L, Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4— Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.

4 -Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4- Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4— Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4-Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4— Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen Race Meet.
4-Oneonta (N. Y.) Wheel Club Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5-Hartford, Ct., Race Meet. Columbia C. C.
4-5—Port Huron, Mich., W. Race Meet.
7—N. Y. Citv, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7 Warren, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.

14—Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
18—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.
21—RockVille, Ct., Wheel Club Race Meet.
21—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis. Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28— Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Latrobe, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2— Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2—Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
6—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
1—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.

12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Chajmpionships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A- W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.-
20-21-Pueblo, Col.. Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23— Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER. r ~

;

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet. .-.

1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown, W.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
17-22—Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

O -N" S A. L E !

THE ARTICLE

"How to Build a Race Track."
An exhaustive, technical and practical arti-

cle by M. P. Paret, Civil Engineer.
THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444,

New York.

ANNUAL RACE MEET
• OF THE

Hudson Bicycle Club,
HUDSON, N. Y.,

July 4thL, 1894.
ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 27, 1S94.

For Entry Blanks, etc., apply

F. S. HALLENBECK, Sec'y,

"%. Hudson, N. Y.

TWELFTH ANNUAL RACE MEET.

PENNSYLVANIA| DIVISION
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Wilkesbarre, July 2 and 3, 1894.

First Class Half Mile Track.

LIST OB" EVENTS. PACES, JULY3.
CLASS A.

-'

Value of Prizes

Race No. 1— Novice $
Race No. 2

—

}( Mile State Championship no 00
Race No. 3— 1 Mile Luzerne County Cham'ship. 120 00
Race No. 4—X Mile State Championship 125 00
Race No. 5—2 Mile Handicap no to

CLASS B.
Race No. '6— 1 Mile Open . ...' 300 00
Race No. 7—2 Mile Handicap 300 00
Race No. 8

—

Vz Mile Open 300 00

Address FRED. H. GATES, Sec'y.
West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

A "CYCLIST" MAN TRIES TO INTER-
VIEW "ZIMMIE" AND TROY.

The champion is in splendid fettle for going through
a hard racing season. He looks heavier, and seems to

have thickened out since his last flying visit to France.

Certainly, he was never in better health than he is at

the present moment. Whether seen in action or in re-

pose, he conveys an idea of immense strength in his

limbs, and, if somewhat ungainly in walking, he be-

comes singularly graceful in his movements directly

he mounts a machine.
" What is to be the length of your stay in France,

Mr. Zimmerman?" we asked, after we had detached
him from his inseparable companions.
The smile vanished from the champion's face as he

murmured something about Mr. Troy being alone able

to tell us anything about that.

"And have you any definite engagements yet?"
" Well, I really can't tell you, but Mr. Troy "

" When do you expect to be fit enough for racing?"

was our next query, thinking that this, at any rate,

could not fail to draw out an answer.
"I don't know, I'm sure. Mr. Troy, perhaps "

*
* *

MR. TROY.

Then Mr. Troy himself joined in. He is accustomed
to see interviewers discomfited, and we have more
than a suspicion that he enjoys it. He is, anyway,
just the man who would appreciate a joke. Rather
under the medium height, Mr. Troy is the happy
possessor of a sympathetic face, fringed by a short

black beard, that is quite enough to make friends

with anybody.
Zimmerman's manager explained that nothing was

yet definitely arranged as to how long the champion
was to remain in France. He had been engaged to

ride in a certain number of races at the Velodrome
Buffalo, but the arrangements with regard to these

ere in the hands of M. Baduel, the director of the

track. At the end of the season he would certainly

return to America. Whether he would return to

France next year depended upon circumstances. If,

as was likely, there were plenty of money prizes to be

had, he would stay in the United States, but if not, he

would probably come back to Europe.

"Do you think that Zimmerman will improve upon
his performances of two years ago?" .

"Well, though he has only been training three days,

he has already shown as good form as he usually does

after training a month in the United States. Even
now there is not one of the American cyclists here

who can jjet away from him. He follows Wheeler as

easy as possible." .'.,"

"When will Zimmerman be in a thoroughly fit con*

dition for racing?"

"There is no telling. I think that he will be in his

best form by June 17th, when he will take part in his

'

first meeting."

"Is there any particular man that Zimmerman
wishes to meet ?

"

"There is no particular man, unless it's Harris.

You see, he want's to meet them all, but he had Harr

ris in mind when he first come over."

Will He Race in England?
" Is Zimmermann likely to race in England ?

"

" Well, that depends. If there are any races in

England he would like to take part in them, that is.

if he can do so without applying to the N. C. U. for a

license. After the way in which he was treated two
years ago, he will never ask for a license from the

N. C. U. He likes the English people very much, and
has the liveliest remembrance of the kindness with-

which he was treated while in England, but he does

not like the N. C. U."
"lam always glad to help you," continued Mr.

Troy, as we thanked him, " as I am a newspaper man
myself."

He then went off to look after Zimmerman, who
was preparing to keep the public quiet by riding

round the track in the company of Banker and Crooks
until the arrival of Terront.

ON AIX STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

At Harrisburg, Pa.—Twenty miles road

race: 1. C. H. Weaver, 67m.; 2. James Kline.

61m.
;

3. Edward Bricker.

At Norwood, Mass., May 31, Road Races.

—

Two and Three Quarter Miles— 1, Wm. Nelson,

8m. 10s. ; 2, John Foster, 8m. 21s.; 3, Chas

Ellis, 8m. 21 1-4S.

Eight Miles— 1, W. Nelson, 26m. 2|s. ; 2, C.

Ellis' 27m". 6 3-5S; 3, A. Nelson, 27m. 8 3-5S:"

"
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Harlem Wheelmen's Races.

The Harlem Wheelmen held their annual

races over the Larchmont course on Saturday

last. G. B. Cobb, Jr., distinguished himself

by winning all but the novice race. Summary:
Oae-Mile Safety Handicap— i, G. B. Cobb, Jr.i

scratch; 2, R. B. Morrison, 25 yards; 3, H P. Boefce, 25

yards. Time, 3m. 15s. Won by four lengths, 20

lengths between second and third.

Two-mile Safety Handicap— 1, G. B. Cobb, Jr.,

scratch; 2, R. B. Morrison, 25 yards; 3, G. J. Cooke,

125 yards. Time, 6m. 20s. Won by five lengths, eight

lengths between second and third.

Five-mile Safety Handicap— 1, G. B. Cobb, Jr.,

scratch; 2, H. C. Bryan, scratch; 3,R. B.Morrison
im. Time, 14m. 58s. Won by quarter of a length 1

two lengths between second and third.

One-mile Safety for Novices, Scratch— 1, J. W.
Amnion; 2, H. C. Dukeshire; 3, G.J. Cooke. Time,
3m. ios. Won by two lengths, same distance between
second and third.

Ten-mile Safety for the Championship of the Club,

Scratch— 1. G. B.Cobb, Jr.; 2, H. C. Bryan; 3, R. B.

Morrison. Time, 31m. 10S". Won by three lengths,

twenty-five lengths between second and third.

An Invalid Abroad
The London correspondent of British Sport

writes as follows of E. A. Nelson, who has been

refused a license by the N. C. U.

:

"A tall, gentlemanly-looking individual is

Mr. Nelson, of the Springfield Bicycle Club,

U. S. A. He is at present living in the sal-

ubrious neighborhood of Heme Hill. Over
here merely for the benefit of his health, it is

curious to find him residing within sight and
taste of London smoke. Spinning round the

battens, doing the quarter in 303., is truly a

magnificent way of getting convalescent.

Supposing an invalid carried off our one-mile,

championship, and an American, invalid, too.

The Eagle would screech and chortle until it

all but died. Mr. Nelson, as a matter of fact,

looks the very picture of health. He has a

private dressing-room at Heme Hill, and was
moving very well up to Friday last, when a

fall cut both knees, and upset his training

arrangements."

Carlisle Clips an End-to-End Record.

R. L. Carlisle, after a number of unsuccess-

ful attempts to lower the Land's End to John
O'Groat's record, owing to bad weather, has at

last accomplished the feat. He finished on
the evening of May 24, covering the length of

England in 3d. n.h. 15m., beating the record

by gh. 40m. Carlisle did not sleep during the

journey.

Sunday's Races in Paris.

Paris, May 27, 1894.—The grande inter-

national prize was won at the Velodrome
Buffalo to-day by Carlier. George Banker, of

Pittsbnrg, Pa., was second.

In the ten-kilometer race for amateurs,

Sloan finished third. The tandem race was
won by Harry Wheeler and the Frenchman,
Louvet.

At Charlotte, N. C, May 21—Half mile: 1,

J. Temple; 2, Mixon; 3, Roach. Time, im.

13 1-5S. One mile—-1, Fitzsimmons; 2, Schen-

eck; 3, Carson. Time, 2m. 45s. Quarter
mile— 1, Roach; 2, Temple; 3, Sadler. Five
miles— 1, Fitzsimmons; 2, Mixon

; 3, Schenck.

The new track at Riverton, N. J., now under
course of construction, will be formally opened
on July 4 with a diamond tournament. It is

stated that it will be the widest quarter mile

path in the country.

Entry blanks for the Poorman road race on
July 4 are now ready. Forty-three prizes are

offered and an unusually handsome time

medal.

Canadians on the Path

The first important Canadian meet was held

in London, Ont., May 24. The weather and

track were favorable, and the attendance was
large. Summary.

One Mile, 2-50 Class— 1, F. A. Foell, Buffalo; 2, L.

Callahan, Buffalo; 3, F. Burnside, Toronto. Time,
am. 50 1-2S.

Half Mile, 1.20 Class— 1, R. O. Blayney, Toronto; 2,

W. F. Lutz, Buffalo. L. Callahan, Buffalo, finished

first, but was disqualified for fouling Blayney. Time
not given.

Half Mile, Open-i, J. A. Lutz, Buffalo; 2, Calla-

han, Buffalo. Time, im. 17 1-2S.

One Mile, Open, 2.45 Class— 1, F. F. Radway, Lon-
don; 2, F. A. Foell, Buffalo; 3, R. O. Blayney, Toronto.

Time, 2m. 48 1-2S.

Three-mile Team Race— 1, Buffalo Press Cycling

Club, 18 points; 2, Sarnia Club, 16 points; 3, London
Club, 9 points.

At Milford. Mass.

The race meet of the Milford (Mass.) Wheel-
men, May 26, was slimly attended, and the

local riders made a poor showing. Bruce, the

local crack, did not qualify in his heat of the

mile open, and was left far in the rear in the

ten miles handicap. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Edward L. Cook, Cumberland

Hills; 2, R. Donovan, Natick; 3, J. Shealyian, Worcester.
Time, 3m. 2s.

Mile, 3m. Class— 1, Will Clark, P. C. C; 2, John Paul
son, Worcester; 3, J. S. Clark, Roxbury. Time, 2m.
48KS.

Mile Open— 1, Dan Connolly, Eagle CO.; 2, J. T.
Burns, Worcester; 3, W. Fogral, West Newton. Time,
3m. 33s.

Ten Mile Handicap— 1, W. Kissoe, Worcester, 3m.,

2, R. Donovan, Natick, 3m.; 3, John H. Shealyian,

Worcester, im. 30s. Time, 29m. 56s.

Time Prize—Won by J. P. Clark, P. C. C, scratch;

28m. 54s.

July 4U1 at Sera 11ton, Pa-

DIHMOND TOURNHMENT
—OF THE

—

SCRANTON * BICYCLE CLUB.
$2,000 IN DIAMONDS AS PRIZES.

3 Class B Events, all Diamond Prizes, -

6 Class A """"-----. 615

Also Mile State Championship.
Special prizes of Diamonds for best time in both classes. Enties clo^e June 27 with H. B.

Chase, 312 Lackawanna Ave.
Meeting of the Pennsylvania Division L. A. W. at Wilkesbarre, eighteen miles from

Scranton, July 2d and 3d. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kj. Statu MebL. June 15th and 16th '

^ohio river circuit
j OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.

FASTEST HALF MILE TRACK IN THE COUNTRY.
PRIZES WORTH CONTESTING FOR. CONVENIENCES
UNAPPROACHED. RECORDS WILL GO. VALUES FOP
CLASSES A AND B. SPORT FOR THE GRAND STAND.
PLAN YOUR VACATION TO BE AT THE MODEL
MEET. ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY; TO BE HAD OF

R. L. CORLEY, President. T. C. WALDEN, Sec'y. H. L. BOWLDS, Treasurer.

OWENSBORO WHEEL CLUB-
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

III FIRST RACE ni

[}j
OHIO RIVER

}d
U] CIRCUIT

["5HE5H5HSH5

MARTIN & DRESSING'S

Ten Mile "FULL VALUE" Eoai Bate
Grand Boulevard, Louisville, June 13.

ACTUAL VALUE OF PRIZES, $1,000, GUARANTEED.
FIRST TIME, MUNGER RACER, 16 lbs., $165.00.

SECOND TIME, DIAMOND RING, $150.00.

READ
Tfl.

Lumiaum,
Diamond Ring,
Diamond Stud,
Nickeled Waverley, -

Suit of Clothes,
Mantel Clock, -

t>i35 oo
150 00
no 00
90 00
50 00
40 00

7 Suit of Clothes,
8 Steel Engraving,
9 Bloomer Outfit,
10 Nickeled Lantern,
11 Fine Umbrella,
12 Half Dozen of Shirts.

$35 ot
- 23 00

20 00
10 00

' 10 00
- 10 00

ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY

MARTIN & DRESSING, 626 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel
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NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO. VS.

MACINTOSH.

As reported in The Wheel of last week, a

hearing was held May 10, the case being ad-

journed, without a decision, for a further

hearing. The feature of the hearing was the

expert's report, after the reading of which it

was the generally expressed opinion that the

verdict would be against Macintosh.

The North British Rubber Co., makers of

the Clincher, are represented in America by
the Remington Arms Co. The Macintosh

Company are not represented here, but their

representative, Mr. H. Elton, was over here

last Winter. As the case may have an im-

portant bearing on the American tire trade,

the entire proceedings are appended :

The action was brought by the plaintiffs, the

makers of the well-known Clincher tire, in re-

spect to the alleged infringement by the de-

fendants of Letters Patents 16,783 of 1890.

The letters patent referred to the pneumatic

tires of cycles. The infringement was denied,
and further, it was pleaded that the plaintiffs

were the first and true inventors of the tire in

question. Mr. Fletcher, Moulton, Q. C., Mr.
Bousfield, Q. C, and Mr. A. J. Walter repre-
sented the plaintiffs, while Sir Richard Web-
ster, Q. C, Mr. R. Neville, Q. C., and Mr. J.
C. Graham, were for the defendants.
The report of the expert ran in part as

follows

:

Clause 2. As far as I can determine the action in the
Clincher tire is as follows : There is, in the fh st place,
no force tending to put the outer cover off partially,
as the inner tube is made with cloth, which limits its

expansion. This cloth is, in practice, cut on the bias,
and thus fills the grooves without tending to come out
of it. The expansion of the inner tube is to some ex-
tent resisted by the outer cover, and this keeps the
outer cover taut and smooth. The expansion of the
inner tube may also be, to some extent, resisted by
the circumferential tension of the outer cover. This
depends on the size of the outer cover before inflation
and its elasticity. If the inner tube has canvas cut on
the straight, I find it still keeps in the groove with no
tendency to expand out of it ; but it has wrinkles, and
does not make such a good "job" Whichever way
the cloth on the inner tube is cut, the outer cover has
no force which could pull it out of its place, except
when the rider turns a corner sharply, or at a high
speed. There is then a force tending to drag one side
out. This is resisted partly by the friction of the
whole inner surface of the cover against the inner tube,
against which the rider is pressing it with a pressure
of, say, 30 to 60 lbs. per square inch against the edges
of the rim, and when the edges are enlarged to their
dovetail action in addition.
Clause 3.— In the case of the Macintosh there is a

wide difference, due to the inner tube having no cloth,
the whole of the forces due to inflation having then
to be borne by the outer cover, which the inner tube
tends to force off. The rider, when turning corners,
exerts additional force, tending to pull the outer
cover off sideways.
Clause 4.—If I understand their contention rightly

the defendants hold that the use of a lining of cloth
cut on the bias causes their outer cover when the
inner tube is inflated to exert such contractile force
in a direction circumferential to the whole wheel that
the component of this force radial to the wheel at any
part is great enough to counteract the force of
expansion of the inner tube, either wholly or almost
wholly, so that the V groove between the circumfer-
ence of the cover and the flange or hook is not pressed
against the corner of the iron at all, or to any great
extent, when the inflation is complete. Presumably
this inward radial component is also held to be enough
to prevent the tire coming out when the rider turns
corners, though that does not seem to have been fully
dealt with in the evidence.
Clause 6.—The experiments with the tyres with

complete tubes lined with cloth on the bias and on the
straight gave the same results as found by defend-
ant's witnesses.
Clause 8.—A Macintosh tire with the ribs cut off was

inflated. The cover came off at once. In this case
the flanges were not merely cut away, so as to leave
a considerable abutment, dovetail or lock, but were
cut so as to give very little hold. As it might be the
case that the action of the cloth on the bias could not
begin unless the cover had some initial bite, a strip of
cloth cut on the bias was arranged in the groove, and
was covered with a thin layer of marine glue. The
outer cover was then put in place, and the inner tube
very slightly inflated. The outer tube and rim were
then wound over with tape. The inner tube was then
inflated, so as to place the outer tube hard against the
strip of the cloth. The rim was then heated to melt
the marine glue, so that it stuck well. The wheel was
then allowed to cool, and deflated, and the tape was
removed The tire was then inflated. Marine glue is
viscous; it will stand large forces for short periods,
but will give way under the least force if continued
long enough. It, therefore, allowed the tire to be fully
inflated, but would not stand a force tending to pull
the cover past the cloth if long applied. The tire blew
off in about an hour. This shows that there is, after
complete inflation, a force which, in the ordinary tire,

presses the abutment against the rim, so that the V
groove is pressed against the rim.

Clause 9 —A Clincher tire with Macintosh inner tube
blew off at about 15 lbs. per square inch without my
lubricating it. This experiment goes to show that the
holding on in the Clincher differs from that in the
Macintosh, as the Macintosh does not blow off under
the same conditions. This might be either because
the dovetailing flange or hook or friction was better
developed in the Macintosh, or because the Mackin-
tosh had some special property due to the cloth on the
bias. On cutting it open I found that the Clincher
outer tire had cloth or canvas cut on the bias. The
experiment, therefore, goes to show that cutting on
the bias is not effective by itself, or even with the
assistance of some friction and dovetailing. Also,
that the better holding on of the Macintosh is due to
the form of the inside of the tire rather than to cutting
on the bias.
Clause 10.—The last experiment was repeated on an

old type of Clincher. It seemed all right up to 20 lbs.
on the inch; but the cover could not be made to stay
on.
Clause 13 treated on an experiment, the result of

which showed that a tire with the cloth on the bias
can be ridden with the lugs cut off, therefore does not
show that it is held on by the lazy tongs action of the
cloth.
Clause 14.—I have also made a rough calculation as

to the maximum force that can be exerted by the
lazy tongs action. Looking at the section of the
Macintosh tire in the pink advertisement, when the
inner tube is inflated to, say, 50 lbs. on the square
inch, there is a force acting round the cover in the
plane of the paper pulling the V grooves against
the edges of the rim. The pressure of the air also
tends to stretch the whole tire, or to make it of larger
diameter as a whole. This, in a complete tube, pro-
duces a stretching force of 50 lbs. ; in a tube with a
rim such as the Macintosh, say, 140 lbs. This force,
though at right angles to the plane of the paper for
an infinitely small distance, really exerts a component
in the plane of the paper tending to force the tire
out. This component in a 30 in. tyre, 28 in. average
diameter, will be about 3 lbs per inch run, thus in-
creasing the pull on the edge to 53 lbs. per inch run.
In a ring whose large diameter is large in comparison
with its small diameter, such as a small tire of a
large wheel, has cloth cut on the bias with the threads
intersecting on the average at right angles, it will

Morgan *WrightTires
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Morgan &Wright

tend to reduce its large diameter and increase its
small diameter. The volume of the ring varies di-
rectly as the square of the small diameter, and as the
large diameter, so it will alter till a small increase of
volume due to an increase of small diameter is ex-
actly balanced by the decrease of volume due to the
corresponding decrease of the large diameter. This
would mean a shrinkage of about two-thirds of its
original large diameter. In a cycle tyre the lazy
tongs action is necessarily very imperfect, -and noth-
ing like this change of proportions is produced. If
the shrinkage is opposed by a metal rim a stress will
be exerted. If the lazy tcngs are perfect, and if the
threads are on the average at right angles, the stress
in the 2 in. complete tube will be 100 lbs. As the only
part of the tube which can exert this pressure is that
outside the rim (I here differ respectfully from Mr.
Dugald Clarke), the force will be 237 lbs. This force
is applied at right angles to the plane of the paper in
the pink advertisement, but has a component down-
wards in the plane of the paper tending to hold the
cover into the groove. The component of this will be
about 5^ lbs. per inch run, so the cloth on the bia.
alters the pressure of the Vgrooves against the edges
at most a little over ten per cent., reducing the force
from 53 lbs. to 47H' lbs. per inch runs. It is possible
that the very large force tending to shorten the tyre
may have misled Mr. Golding.
Clause 15.— Having regard to these results, and es-

pecially to the experimental results, I think that the
use of cloth cut on the bias in the defendants' tire does
not make any important difference in its mode of
attachment ; their holding on arrangement is of neces-
sity much more developed, because it has to withstand
the outer pressure of the inner tube, and it has the
great advantage of keeping the tire in place when de-
flated. It may be an improvement on the Clincher as
well as a considerable modification.
Clause 16 —I am of opinion, however, that the de-

fendants' tire consists of an arch tire of india rubber
and cloth held in a groove by the pressure of an in-
flated tube within the arch, which forces its edges

against the sides of the groove, substantially, as ap-
pears to me as an engineer, to be described in the
plaintiffs' specification, and that the said tire consists
of three parts—a, b and c, combined and arranged
substantially as described and shown in the drawings,
as I, an engineer, understand them.
The learned counsel then proceeded to criticise the

report, and referring to par. 14 with regard to the
actual pressure he should submit on the evidence that
that was entirely wrong. He should like to ask Mr.
Swinburne how he had arrived at the conclusions
named there.
His Lordship: Put par. 14 aside.
Sir Richard Webster: Very well. With regard to

the other part of the report, he submitted that, upon
the proper construction of the specification, the report
was in his favor, though he was not going to lose
sight of the last paragraph. He was not so foolish as
to say that that was not a distinct finding against
him. The plaintiff was not entitled to claim a com-
bination in which there was a tube made of rubber
alone capable of indefinite expansion. He should
submit that, on Mr. Swinburne's own report, this was
vital to the plaintiff's combination. He should further
contend that Mr. Swinburne's report was for them on
the point that the plaintiff's tire held on by friction,
which was contended to be the contrary by plaintiff's
witnesses.
His Lordship : Before you come to that. Your point

is that it is an essential part of the plaintiffs' tire that
the inside tube shall be constructed of cloth and india-
rubber ?

Sir Richard Webster : Whether the cloth is on the
cross or not. I say it is the essence of the plaintiffs'
combination that the inside tube is to be of cloth and
rubber.
His Lordship : I want to think this over.
Sir Richard went on to say that Bartlett's specifica-

tion was only to be regarded as the metal clip, the
outer covering—with or without thickened edges and
the outer tube, only intended to work with india-
rubber or canvas.
His Lordship : Take all that. Suppose a person took

the whole invention ; but did away with the claw that
held the india rubber, and added some additional
material to remedy the defects of the absence of the
claw?
Sir Richard: What is the whole invention? My point

is that it never entered this man's head that he could
do anything more than pinch the covering between
the metal and a rigid tube, which would not inflate
beyond a certain amount. The question is—What is

the invention? And I say it does not lie in the
plaintiff's mouth to say that his invention could
possibly include the india rubber tube. It is a sepa-
rate invention. Learned counsel added that the re-
sult of his lordship being guided by the expert's
report would lead them to the Court of Appeal, the in-
terests at stake being of such immense pecuniary
importance, and he was. therefore, making these
observations so that when they went before the higher
tribuna., it could not be said that these points were
neglected in the court below.
His Lordship: Quite right.
Sir Richard, dealing with pars. 9 and n, said if it

were necessary for him to argue, he should not hesi-
tate to contend that they showed there was no fric-
tion between the surface of the india rubber and the
rim which held it. He maintained that Mr. Swinburne
had shown that the plaintiff's tire depended for its
success on friction between the two sides—the ex-
panding cloth-covered rim and the clip. This showed
that, whatever the defendants' tire might be, it did
not defend friction; but pressure in a complete form
on the ring of rubber. They could not get a Macin-
tosh tire to hold on unless tney had a complete ring.
His Lordship: I want to get this quite clear.
Sir Richard: My point is that paragraph n shows

that the split does not open.
His Lordship: Yes.
Sir Richard : That is not disputed. That being so,

it shows the Macintosh tire to consist of a circle made
of metal for the lower quarter, and expansible ma-
terial for the other three parts, or, in other words,
you get the action which is due to something which
will resist the tendency to blow off the expansible tube,
and that is due to the fact that you get pressure from
the internal tube on the complete ring. The form of
the inner tire referred to by Mr. Swinbourne in para-
graph 7 creates a substantial difference between the
Macintosh and Mr. Bartlett's tire.

Mr. Bousfield said he should like his friend to con-
sider what par. II said—that if they cut the flaps all

the way around, it did not make the slightest differ-
ence, i. e., they could cut them completely off without
making any difference to the holding on.
Sir Richard remarked that the case made by the

plaintiff was that the split gaped, and the corners
were so pressed in that the result was it was
Bartlett over again. He pointed out to his lordship
that when he regarded the two paragraphs, he would
see that Mr. Swinburne had found that it was the
form of the inside of the tire which gave the result
that Bartlett could not obtain by having a complete
ring.
His Lordship : Just summarize your points Sir

Richard.
Sir Richard : To sum up, my lord, I say it is essential

that the internal part of the plaintiffs' tube shall con-
sist of rubber cloth Defendant has not got that.
That is shown to be essential by the findings of fact
in Mr. Swinburne's report. I say that you cannot
make a tire, according to the plaintiff's specification,
with a rubber tube that blows off at a pressure far
below that which he admits very frankly is the work-
ing pressure he takes. Secondly, I say that the de-
fendants do not take an arched tire in the sense used
in the specification of the plaintiffs. In short, I say
that the defendants' tire, which goes round the inside
tube, is essentially a ring or tube ; that, when deflated,
it does not come off, whereas if you deflate the plain-
tiffs' inside tube it is admitted that the tire must come
off. Lastly, I say that the form of the ring in the de-
fendants' tire is essential to the construction of the
tire, and is nowhere shown in the plaintiffs' specifica-
tion.
Mr. Bousfield having expressed a desire that his

leader, Mr. Moulton, should be heard in preference to
himself, by way of reply, his Lordship readily as-
sented, saying that he would hear Mr. Moulton next
sittings on a day that might be convenient.
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At Wichita, Kan., on Thursday, May 17, 1894, Ross E. Miller, mounted on a SYRACUSE
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west of the Mississippi River.
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ABOUT CHAINS.

That the chain is and always has been the

bete noiroi the safety bicycle is beyond dispute,

and that, in this advanced stage of cycle con-

struction, the next great improvement or most

radical change would be made at that point.

The Wheel has long believed, and long since

stated, even to the extent of prophesying a

chainless safety as the wheel of the future.

This type of wheel has made great progress

since that prophecy was made, but the chain-

geared safety is still overwhelmingly in the

ascendancy, notwithstanding the seemingly al-

most culpable lack of attention to that vital

part of the machine. J

For this reason any improvement, or seem-

ing improvement, to that part should command
more than passing notice. Under this head

comes the Morse Roller Joint Chain, which has

just been placed on the market by the Morse

Spring Co., of Trumansburg, N. Y., Roller

bearing chains are not novel by any means,

but most, if not all, of them have been so

heavy and complicated and contained so many
parts that they have failed through sheer lack

of merit. The Morse chain, howevor, is dis-

tinctly different, as will be seen, and looks all

over a " good thing." Whether t>r no it is,

use alone will tell. So much is claimed for it

that The Wheel was induced to request " fur-

ther particulars." These are given in an in-

telligent and reasonable letter from the

Morse Co.
" Although the bicycle is a machine wonder-

fully free from frictional resistances," they

wrote, "yet it is. or should be, the constant

aim of all manufacturers of high grade wheels

to still farther reduce this resistance. In at-

taining this end manufacturers have generally

provided ball bearings throughout the wheel,

with the single exception of the many joints

in the chain. This vital part of the driving

mechanism has been entirely neglected in

providing bearing subjected to rolling friction

only, although it is at times subjected to 600

lbs. working tension, causing a pressure be-

tween the sliding surfaces of its bearings of

about 10,000 lbs. per square inch. A sliding

bearing can stand this pressure, even for a

short time only, by being provided with hard-

ened surfaces, perfectly lubricated and kept

absolutely free from grit—conditions impos-

sible to attain in a bicycle.

" The frictional resistance of the joints

while large, is not the only nor the greatest

loss that results from the imperfect mechanism

of the chain ; for, with the wear in the joint,

which is inevitable, the chain lengthens and

no longer fits the sprocket wheels. Great fric-

tional resistance results from this increased

pitch of the chain between it and the teeth of

the sprockets.

" Our chain, we claim, entirely overcomes

the objections heretofore found in bicycle

chains.

" By our method a perfect roller bearing is

provided in every joint of the chain, consisting

simply of two pieces of hardened steel, ingeni-

ously adapted to roll,on each other.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

"We claim that the joints of our chain are

thereby free from friction, that they will not

wear, that they need absolutely no lubrication,

and that their chains will not stretch in the

least with long and severe usuage."

TRADE CHANGES.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—A. B. Waite, bicycles, etc., re-

ported as having recorded deed for $2,500.

Springfield, Mass.—Henry G. Brown, manufacturer

of bicycle saddles, bags, etc., reported to have placed

chattel mortgage on record for $2,000.

Brantford, Ont.—The F. S. Henderson Manufactur-

ing Co. will establish a factory to manufacture pneu-

matic sulkey wheels, etc.

Springfield, Mass H A. Brown, bicycle saddles,

chattel mortgage placed on record for $2,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Milwaukee Bicycle Company,
incorporated.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—Graham & Son, sporting

goods, reported to be closing out.

Elgin, 111.— Fred Haseman, sewing machines, suc-

ceeded by Haseman & Kennedy, will probably take

up bicycles.

Leavenworth Kan.—John Deckelman, toys and boys
bicycles, chattel mortgages placed on record for

$3,447, and mortgagees in possession.

Barrie, Ont.—McAllister, Story & Co., hardware
and bicycles, dissolution reported.

Duluth, Minn.— R. C. Kruschke, sporting goods, etc.,

going out of the business.

Chicago, 111.—Barr Tailoring Co., manufacturing
bicycle clothing, caps, shoes, etc., incorporated. Cap-
ital stock, $5,000.

Richland Center, Wis.—Chandler & Spiedel, hard-

ware, will take up bicycles; new firm consisting of

E. M. Chandler and S. D. Spiedel.

New York, N. Y.—Newhall & Phipps Co., incorpor-

ated by H. B. Newhall and others, with capital stock

of $40,000. The company will manufacture hardware
and may give attention to bicycles later on.

Claflin, Kan.—W. B. Norris, hardware, bicycles, etc.,

succeeded by G. A. Dusenberry.
West Concord, Minn.—W. T. Wilson & Co., hard-

ware, succeeded by C. N. Webb, who will probably
take up bicycles.
Winchester, Tenn.—Carmack & Stadler, hardware,

succeeded by Minor & Sprague, who want agency for
good bicycles.
Chicopee, Mass.—Overman Wheel Co. will close its

factory Saturday afternoons for the present. The
night work at this plant has been stopped to a great
extent.
Youngstown, Ohio.—Thomas E. Davey, Secretary

Chamber of Commerce, is negotiating for the estab-
lishment of a bicycle factory.
Holyoke, Mass.—The Keating Wheel Co. is now in

operation, turning out from twenty-five to forty
wheels per day.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent At-

torney, Washington, D. C]
519,695. Device for attaching pneumatic tires to

wheel rims. Leonhardt H. Brunemeyer, Aurora, 111.

Filed February 20, 1894.

519,742. Brake for bicycles. Elmer S. Sill, Massena,
la. Filed June 26, 1893.

519,781. Sprocket wheel. Charles Tirfim, Morgan
Park, assignor to the Union Mfg. and Plating Co

,

Caicago, 111. Filed D.-cember27, 1892.

519,783. Bicycle frame. Lucius M. Wainwright,
Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Central Cycle Mfg.
Co., same place. Filed May 4, 1893.

519,790. Wheel. Edward Fox, St. Louis, Mo.
assignor of two-thirds to John Harris and Justin J.

McCarthy, same place. Filed November 24, 1893.

519.807. Wheel hub. John W. Cloud, Chicago, 111

Filed July 15, 1893.

519.808. Wheel hub. John W. Cloud, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 15, 1893.

519,855. Bicycle. Clarence E. Whitaker, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to Josiah C. Bennett, same place.

Filed September 19, 1893.

519,933 Bicycle gear. Erick J. Swedlund, Atwater
Minn. Filed June 3, 1893.

519,976. Bicycle tire. Carlton J. Spofford, Dolge-
ville, N. Y. Filed February 19, 1894.

520,017. Brake mechanism for bicycles. William
H. Binns, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Monarch Cycle
Co., same place. Filed January 10, 1894.

Trade marks. 24,732. Bicycles, tricycles, veloci-

pedes and parts thereof. The Birmingham Small
Arms and Metal Co., Limited, Birmingham, England.
Filed February 20, 1894. Essential feature the repre-

sentation of three piled arms and the letters "B. S. A."

519,592. Adjustable odometer. Theodor Schroeder,

New Prague, Minn. Filed August 1, 1893.

520,009. Pedal. Albert Perkins, Chicopee, Mass.
assignor to A. G. Spalding & Bros., New York, N'
Y., and the Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing
Company, Chicopee, Mass. Filed May 26, 1893.

520,231. Drive chain. Howard S. Hart, New Britain,

Conn. Filed January 19, 1892.

520,245. Bicycle mud guard. Robert C. Rudy, De-
troit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the

M. E. Griswold Company, Chicago, III. Filed April

6, 1893.

520,258. Machine for extracting spokes from hubs of

wheels. James H. Davis, Secane, Pa. Filed April 4,

1893.

520,295. Journal bearing. William J. Carter and
John J. Carter, Dublin, Ga. Filed May 4, 1893.

520,396. Bicycle. Sidney A. Grant, Springfield, as-

signor to the National Cycle Company, Fitchburg,

Mass. Filed November 22, 1893.

Trade-marks. 24,766 Pneumatic wheel tires. Francis

L. Cook, Springfield, Mass. Filed April 21, 1894. Es-
sential feature, the representation of an eel, the skin

of which is partly separated from the body thereof.

24,767. Hand tools for the care of cycles. Ames &
Frost Company, Chicago, 111. Filed May 12, 1893. Es-

sential feature, the word "Imperial."

The Royal Small Arms Company, of Copen-

hagen, have just turned out the first machines

manufactured in Denmark. Their output the

first season will be limited.

The officers of the Wheelmen's Protective

Co., of New York, are: President and General

Manager, J. W. M. Green; Vice-President, R.

Eugene Green; Treasurer, W. C. Glass, and
Secretary, W. R. Starret.

YKDDIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELI/S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEfi,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large -

an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Borton. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers-9 Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

/
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All on the 19 pound nickel " LYNDHURST.''

AND THK SEASON HAS BUT JUST BEGUN.

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Western Agents.

McKEE & HARRINGTON,
Stalkers of the LYNDHURST.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

173 Grand Street

New York, N. Y.

THE HUESTIS PATENT DETACHABLE TIRE.

Do you wish a Tire that does not creep. That is resilient and fast. That can be attached
or detached in one minute.

One which is made of first-class material and made by a concern who has had years of

experience manufacturing Pneumatic Tires and whose guarantee does guarantee.
If so, buy the Huestis Detachable Tire. .--

Adopted by the majority of makers of high grade wheels.
Demand it of your local dealer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we are prepared to give a guarantee to all users of the " Huestis "

Tire to absolutely protect them against any loss, cost or damage arising from suits entered by
rival manufacturers on the ground of infringement of patent.

The NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of Rubber Bicycle Goods and
Sole Manufacturers of the

iiHUESTIS" TIRE.
Main Office and Works, = = = = NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

We solicit for manufacture all kinds of Pneumatic Tires for patentees or others.

Please add: "Saw It In The WheeL"

-.- » »£- - .$S3fer tatrw:
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MANCHESTER'S NEW TRACK OPENEI)
AUSPICIOUSLY.

Varick's new track at Manchester, N. H.,

was opened auspiciously May 30. The attend-

ance was about 5,000, many of those present

having never attended a meet before, and the

races caused much enthusiasm and excite-

ment. During the afternoon rain fell for a

few minutes, which caused the track to. become
slightly heavy ._ .The chief attraction was the

mile championship of Northern New England,

among the starters being Hall, Dyer and

Matherson. Hugh Robson, of Salem, Mass.,

carried off the honors. George G. Fay, of

Chelsea, collided with a competitor and sus-

tained a nasty spill, which caused him to retire

for the day. Joseph Little, of Manchester, in-

tended to give an exhibition of his electric

wheel, but the motor got out of order at the

last minute. W. H. Nelson rode an exhibition

one-half mile in im. 7s. Summary:

One Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, W. H. Gibson; 2,

Benj. Price; 3, Henry Berwin. Time, 2m. 37 i-4S-

Second Heat— 1, Eugene Sargent; 2, H. D. Matterson'

3, Chris Thomas. Time, 2m. 36 1-2S. Final Heat—

1

H. D. Matterson; 2. Eugene Sargent; 3, W. W. Ken-

drick. Time, 2m. 37 1-4S.

One-fourth Mile Open—First Heat: 1, C. E. Snyder;

2, A. J. Dyer; 3, E. A. McDuffee. Time, 36 1-4S. Second

Heat— 1, W. W. Pettigrew; 2, Nelson; 3, H. W. Hall.

Time, 55 1-4S. Third Heat—1, J. Clark; 2, F. I. John-

son; 3, F. H. Allen. Time, 36s. Final Heat— 1, J.

Clark; 2, C. E. Snyder; 3, F. I. Johnson. Time, 33s.

One Mile Championship of Northern New England-
First Heat: 1, E. A. D.uffee; 2, A. J. Dyer; 3, J. S

Dyer. Time, 2m. 40s. Second Heat— 1, Hugh Robson'

2, H. E. Caldwell; 3, H. W. Hall. Time, 2m. 42s. Finaj

Heat—1, Hugh Robson; 2, H. E. Caldwell; 3, E. A.

McDuffee. Time, 2m. 42 1-4S.

Half Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, Benjamin Price;

2, Roy Fay; 3, F. J. Johnson. Time, im. io%s. Second
Heat: 1, Ted Gillis; 2, W. P. Kennard; 3, C. T. Nelson

Time, im. 9%s. Third Heat: 1, Eugene Sargent; 2, J.

Strader, Jr.; 3, H. A. Foon. Time, im. 7?£s. Final

Heat: 1, Ted Gillis; 2, J. Strader; 3," Eugene" Sargent.

Time, im. j%s.
One Mile, 3.00 Class—First Heat: 1, W. H. Gibson; 2..

R. W. Emerson; 3, Henry Berwin,: Time, 2m. 47^*1
Second Heat: 1, E. O. Peabody; 2, H. D. Merritt; 3, E-

McGrath. Time, 2m. 45%s. Third Heat: 1, H. D. MatI
terson; 2, Chris Thomas; L. A. C. Kelley. Time. 3m,

Final Heat: 1, L. A. C. Kelley; 2," Ciris Thomas; 3> H '

D. Mattison. Time, 2m. 56s.

One Mile, Open^First Heat:i, Hugh Robson; 2, C.

T. Nelson; 3,.E. H. Garrett, Tjme, 2m. 40 1-4S. Second
Heat: 1, H. E. Caldwell; 2, F. N. Allen; 3, Jas. Clark.

Time, 2m. 43s. Final Heat: 1, Hugh Robson, of Salem;

2, C. T. Nelson; 3, H. E. Caldwell.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, E. H. Garrett; 2,

H. A. Mattison; 3, F. H. Allen. Time, 2m.~25 1-4S.

Second Heat: 1, William Wingersky; 2, F. D. John-
son; 3, Harry Perry. Time, 2m. 29s. Third Heat: 1,

J. Strader; 2, F. L. Knapp; 3, W. M. Pettigrew. Time,
2m. 26s. Final Heat: 1, E. H. Garrett; 2, R. W. Em; r

son; 3, F. D. Johnson. Time, 2m. 25 3-4S.

At Port .Huron, Mich.

The Port Huron, Mich., A. C.'s new quarter

mile track was opened on May 30. A crowd

of Sarnia (Ont.) riders were present, and they

left but few prizes for the local men. Sum-
mary:
One Mile Novice—1, Harry Meyers; 2, W. Hender-

son; 3, A. A. Mathews, all of Sarnia. Time, 3m. is.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Argus McLeod, Sarnia, 12

yards; 2, E. Phelps, Sarnia, 120 yards; 3, Percy Patter-

son, Detroit, 20 yards. Time, 5m. 37s.

Quarter Mile, Standing Start -First trial: 1, Ben
Whipple; 2, Lance McKay; 3, Chas. D. Beard, all of

Port Huron. Time, 39 1-5S. Second trial— 1, Angus
McLeon, Sarnia; 2, W. H. Stuber, Detroit; 3, Hale P.

Saph, Marine City. Time, 39 2-5S. Final— 1, McLeod;
2, McKay; 3, Whipple. Time, 38 3-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, Percy Patterson, Detroit; 2, H.
W. Stuben, Detroit; 3. E. P. Phelps, Sarnia. Time,
im. 17 3-5S.
One Mile County Race, open to St Clair County,

Mich., and Lambton County, Ont,—Won by Angus
McLeod, Sarnia, Time, 201.45 4-5S.

Five Mile Club Race, Port Huron Wheelmen—Won
by Harry Tudhome, 100 yards.' Time, 16m. 19s.

NEW TEN MILE ROAD RECORD.
T. W. Cooper, Detroit, finished fifth in the

ten mile road race at Richmond, Mich., May
26, covering the distance in 26m. 10s. The
record was held by Jas. Willis, over the Eliza-

beth-Cranford course, 26m. 56s. The road at

Richmond is level and a smooth five miles out

and return. A claim will be put in for the

record. The race resulted as follows: 1, B.

H. Wark, 5m.; 2, Geo. Grant; 3, W. Grant; 4,

Paul Richter; 5, T. W. Cooper. Twelve men
finished.

Won l>y a Professional Boxer.

Forty-eight men started in the Colton road

race (i8|^ miles) at Toledo, May 30. F. C.

Schrein, the winner, rode in better time than the

scratch men. He is an employee of the Buffalo-

Gendron Co. and is reported to be a profes-

sional boxer and athlete. As a consequence,

all the competitions are liable to be declared

professionals also. Result: 1, F. C. Schrein,

12m., ih. im. 58s.; 2, Barney Oldfield; 3, G,

J. Raymond; 4, H. Fenner; 5, Harry Houston.

Chicago A. C. C. C.'s Meet.,

Chicago, May 30.—There was a large at-

tendance of cyclists and others interested in

athletics at the Southside ball park to see the

races held under the auspices of the Associ-

ated Cycling Clubs of Chicago. Many close

finishes made the races exciting. Summary:
One Mile Novice—F. W. Osman, Chicago, won.

Time. 2m. 59s.

One Mile Scratch—G. H. Ellithrop, Peachton, O.,

won. Time, 2m. 54s.

Two Mile Handicap—C. H. Peck, 50 yards, Chicago,
won. Time, sm. 16s.

~

' fe. ;
V</: H

'

One-Third Mile Handicap—G. H. Ellithropp, 25
yards, Peachton, won. Time, 47s. >'

*J
One-Third Mile—J. P. Vandoorser, Chicago, won.

Time, 54 2-3S. r^tt.

VICTORY
FOE;

IM i ll l

-

'Tribune

!

Maryland State Record for 24 hours BROKEN By
ELMER C. DAVIS, on a 23 pound TRIBUNE, through

Mud and Rain, 240 miles in 15 hours actual riding time.

The Cycloidal Sprocket Tells.

If you would win, ride a TRIBUNE,
catalogue and agency.

Write for

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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WE HAVE STXIPinESR/EIiP -AXjIj THE SEASON FROM

Congestion °f the Order-Book,
BUT WG ARE NOW CONVALESCENT, THANK YOU, AMD CAN FILL ORDERS FOR

NIAGARA PEDALS PROMPTLY.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., 198-200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

RED TICKET SALE . . . .

H. Jfl£. GUMP St CO., DHYTON, OHIO.
In Ordering Refer to These Special Prices. All of These Bicycles Are NEW.

Don't let your money go un il you have looked at these prices.

New Columbia Safety, Model 30, $125 grade,
New Royal Limited, 1894 pattern, either wood or steel rim

$125 grade, - - - - - - -

New Acme, 1894 pattern, diamond frame, wooden rims, M.
& W. pneumatic tires, weight 25 lbs., highest $125 grade,
a bargain, - - - - - . -

New Columbia, Model 29, pneumatic tires, $125 grade,
New Ladies' Columbia, Model 31, pneumatic tires, $125 grade,
New Eagle Altair, pneumatic tires, steel rims, $125 grade, -

Syracuse, 1894 pattern, $150 grade, wooden rims,
New Eagle Altair, pneumatic tires, aluminum rims, $135

grade. - - - - - ..
New Diamond, 30 in. wheels, pneumatic tiress, full ball bearings, 40.OO
New Scorcher, pneumatic tires, full ball bearings, $125 grade, 50.00

22. New Mail; pueumatic tires, full ball bearings, $125 grade, - 75.00
23. Duco, 24 in. boy's cushion tire, diamond frame, ball bear-

ing, $35 grade, ....... 12.50
Please add; "Saw It In The Wheel."

- $95.00

75.00

75.00
85.00
95.00
85.00
95.00

95.00

j Two C Ordinary Kodaks,

HIH uHLL. I ^°r rectangular pictures 4x5

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiHiiiiB
incnes, capacity 24 pictures

without reloading. Two C daylight Kodaks, same size as above.

Address, K. 0. DAK,

P. O. Box 273. New York.
Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL"

Our 4*
Broadside"

Of Testimonials is ready. Better send in

and get one. It makes interesting reading.

Incorporated 1873.
Capital $$00,000.00, St. 1^ K„ <& ^AT. O. Co., St. I-cmis, Mo.

Please add; ''Saw it in The Wheel,"
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The Perfect Nipple Grip.

ARE YOU A PRACTICAL WHEELMAN ?

THIS TOOL WILL INTEREST YOU.

It tills a loig felt want for Wheelmen and Repairers.
The best tool for truing up your wheels.

Fits every nipple—does nut wear off the corners

—

Saves Time.
The grip-jawsopeu automatically by means of a spring

Write for Circulars and Prices.
PA I'KN 1' ALLOWED.

The D -idly & Meunier Mfg. Co., 272 W. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

TIRE CEMl
^?f««0 RUBBER TIRES T»«S|

Ssir--

HjjjpWNiUhil hey,,!
« U-B™

P^otJ^/u^bettse
"L-(K>LgDO.

Red Cross Wood Rim Tire Cement
FOR WOOD AND METAL RIMS.

Something entirely new. Saves 90 per cent cf time and labor
Always ready/ Easily applied. Cheapest, Best and £tean(st.

Impossible lor a tire to creep on either steel or wood rims. Is not
affected by water or heat. Should be in every factory and repair
siop throughout the country. ./ ? v.. >,?" ,,.••:.;....-

One ounce of this Cement will reach as far as one pound of the
solid cement.
Sa*mple can be sent prepafd"upoTrreceTpttrf -50c: Send for discount

to the trade.

MANUFACTURED BY

ARLINGTON U. BETTS & CO.,

Please mentimT^rtE Vv HjfettL

"TOLEbO. OHIO.

The Mflaltf Trottser Guard,
The Best, Lightest and Most Practical.

,

Matlcof the BEST TEMPERED SPRING STEEL

Will not 'bind on the ankle
or rust trousers

Send for sample pair by mail, 15 cents. Write for dis-
count. Sold by all dealers in Bicycles

and Sundries.

BUFFALO TROUSER GUARD CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel:

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

FOLDING PARCEL CARRIER

Kalamazoo Baby Carrier
Price, with Board Seat Attachment, S3.QO.

KAL4MAZ00 CYCLE CO., Sole Owners and fflfrs.,

Mention The Wheel, KALAMAZOO. MICH.

Claim.. 1

As high-grade Bi-

cycle as any on

earth for $90.00, re-

gardless of price.

r
Proof..

Which is indisput-

able, will be furnish-

ed on application.

Weight, 28 lbs.,

$90.00

Weight, 25 lbs.,

$100.00
® .

Write us for dis-

counts and territory

Columbus Bicycle Co.

..Columbus, Ohio..
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A Silent Victory FOr The Phoenix
We have never made it a point to see how much money we could spend to secure

racing men in order that we might chronicle a long list of victories. We maintain that
these unnatural victories are no criterion as to the merits of a wheel for all round use,
and to advertise them is deception. The victory which carries with it conviction is a silent

general one, enjoyed by thousands of riders who have invested their money in a
PHOENIX. They have the satisfaction in knowing that there is no wheel which runs
easier, looks better or will last longer Herein lies all that is good and beautiful in
cycling. Buy a PHOENIX and your money is well invested. For terms, apply to

579 3^aciison Avenue,
Eastern Branch Stover Bicycle Co.,

nsrnrw YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WOOD RJCM®
" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado

are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-

stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

FAIRBANKS WOOD FLTML CO,
Room 34, 21 Park Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when -writing.

—NEW YORK

m SHDDLES £
IN STOCK. The finest assortment of light Racing Saddles ever offered,

LAMPLUGHS MIDDLEMORES * MASONS

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
289 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
2081-3 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK.

^# LAMPS.
Best Value © Lowest Prices

T?E
. QEO. PEdRQE C2

sm 67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, M.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Lima, O., May 30.—Twenty-mile road race

—1, Wmfred Runyou, Urbana. Best time,

W. S. Furman, Oran, O., 58m. 46. Frank
Place, Lima,won Allen Co. time prize, 59m. 45s

RED SEAL SPECIALTIES

Send for Catalogue..

Curtis-
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1st Loft To Let
AT

17 WARREN STREET, N. Y.

Near Broadway.

Suitable for Bicycle Business. In the

heart, of the trade; moderate rent; in-

cludes office partitions, etc.

D.BIRDSALL & CO, 319 Broadway.

,
Bicycle Chain Lu b r1 c

a

htH

Patent Applied for.

Stop rattling of chains.
Not collect dust.
Make wheel run easier, wear

longer and better,
ot soil the handswhen using.

Save lots of work.

It is put up in stick form, and is easy to

handle. Liberal discount to the trade.

Send for circular.

L. N. SWIFT,
Sole Manufacturer,

Mention The Wheel. PROVINCETOWN, MASS.

EAST
INDIA

Stick GraBholine

For your cycle chain. All

wheelmen use it; all dealers

sell it. Best Lubricant made.

No dust, no rust, but saves

chain and sprocket.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

Sole Importer.

PRINCE WELLS,
632 Fourth Ave.,

Louisville, Ky.

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

RED SEAL TUBE CEMENT.

Dealers Write for Quan-
tity Prices.

The Finest Quality Cycle

Specialties put up.

Try a Sample.

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

RED SEAL RUBBER CEMENT.

The Best in the World.

Manufactured toy McEWEN CYCLE CO., Elgin, 111.
When writing kindly mention The "Wheel.

DID YOU SEE THAT CUT LAST WEEK?
Well, just keep looking; there are more like it.

Here's a new one of the old kind.

-c.c
?.-£=?. i

J

Our

Specialty is

Fine Work.

••

Some

Fellows say

Drop-forg-

ings are no

Good.

They ne er

Bought

Ours.

•«#j *»**-<

M U

Customers

Know that

Good

Forgings are

The Cteap-

est Forging*.

••
Do you want

To see a

Photograph

Of soms of

Latest

Goods?

CaM on or write to J. H. WILLIAMS & CO-,
iHimiiinitiiiiM 3Dro;p Forgings,

9-15 Richards Street, (Near Hamilton Ferry,)

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

BROOKLYN.

V
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WHEELMEN ti i

who use this Automa-
tic Chain Cleaner and
Lubricator pronounce
it the best on the market.
Self - adjusting- to any
wheel. The cylinder, be-
ing loosely held in a
sleeve, has a free up-and-

down motion, thus feeding the lubricant onto the
chain, and at the same time removing all dust, etc

,

therefrom. Weighs only 1 ounce. Handsomely nick-
eled and polished. Price $1.00 by mail post-paid.
(Give diameter of rod to which attached). Discount
to agents and dealers. C- 0. FURBUSH,' Jr., 4"> Florida
Ave.,N. W., Washington, D.C.

HY-LO
TRMEruKK

IAATAATAAEOUS-

G/1AA G EABLE G EAR

A flan Convinced-^*
...."Amforced to the conclusion that it is an advan-
tage over single speed gears now in use"

R. PERKINS, Gen. Mang'r Liberty Cycles.

That's an opinion worthy consideration.

LOUIS ROSENFELD & CO., 20 Warren St., N.Y.City.

Hasbrouck Standard;

Tandem Attachments.

Fits any bicycle and when attached looks

and rides like a regular built tandem, best

advertising scheme to ride one around your
town. Best thing to teach new riders on.

Lots of use for it. Write full particulars.

THE GEO.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

HASBROUCK CO.,
(Ground Floor) 153 W. 23d STREET.
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Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 54
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse ....47
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire

, 70
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union .12
Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier 67
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 68
Wall, R. C, Mfg. Co Luggage Carrier 73
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 54
Weston, Frank C Cyclometer 56
Weston & Co., I. A Wheels 66
West Side Auction House Co f.2

Wheel Binders 73
Wheelmen Prot. Co sup. vi
Wheelmen's Registration Co 68
White Sewing Machine Co. .Triumph.... n
White Cycle Co . 56
Whitten, W. W Parts —
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading 69
Williams Imperial Cafe 67
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 54
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 72
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 40
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 69
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 73
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 18
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits..

—
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A NEW PHASE OF THE NEGRO
QUESTION.

New Orleans, May 23, 1894.

New Orleans has voted to apply tor a date in the

Southern end of the National Circuit. It is a good
sign, but it should be followed by a reorganizition of

the Louisana Division, L. A. W. The Louisanians

cried loudest and took the negro question most to

heat, and, as the matter was settled to their liking,

they should prove their good faith by " doing some-
thing." Their tardiness in taking action is almost

inexcusable.

To the Editor of The Wheel :

The above clipping from a recent issue of THE
Wheel scarcely does New Orleans cyclists justice.

There is no reason why Southern wheelmen should

hasten to rejoin the L. A. W. in the face of Chairman
Raymond's recent ruling that League negroes cannot

be barred from L. A. W. races. The decision places

the white man in a more awkward predicament than

before, for while it says no negroes can join the

League, it insists that you must ride and associate

with the nigger already in it if he wants to force him-

self upon you. This is " white " legislation with a

vengeance, but will never commend itself in this

section.

Again, you are slightly "off " in saying "the Louisi-

anians cried loudest and took the negro question most
to heart."

If you will look back over the whole matter you
will probably recall that the position of " the Louisi-

anians'' was characterized by a rather dignified but

firm silence except in those special cases where re-

futation was energetically made of sentiments or ex-

pressions wrongly attributed to them.

There is no use recommending that wheelmen here
" do something " until those who resorted to a secret

ballot to conceal their identity on the negro vote " do
something " to show that the intention then shown
was sincere. In other words, let the L. A. W. elimi-

nate the negro altogether and make the organization

one with which self-respecting white people may affili-

ate.

Sincerely yours,

W. W. CRANE.

It will cost money to see Zimmie's debut.

The usual admission fees of 1, 2 and 3 francs

will be raised to 5, 10 and 20 francs. Zimmie
will receive a third of the gate money.

John S. Johnson and a number of other men
handled by Eck will ride at the Lake View
Wheelmen's meet at Rochester on June 13.

The prizes for the quadruplet race, the first

of its kind ever held in the world, which will

take place between the Syracuse and Buffalo

teams, will be four suits of clothes, valued at

$150, for the winners, and four dress suit

cases to the second team.

Inter-Collegiate A. A. games, Syracuse,

N. Y., May 30: Two Miles— 1, C. F. Feek,

Syracuse; 2, C. C. Brown, Syracuse; 3, B. B.

Burtis, Union. Time, 15m. The track was
deep with mud.

Kansas City, Mo., May 30: Second annual

road race over Waldo Park course, five miles

and return— 1, C. E. Jaques; 2, J. Bruner; 3,

S. M. Hocker. Time prize won by Ed. A.

Grath, St. Louis. Time, 28m. 41s.

The Fredonia A. C. will hold another twenty

miles road race and a series of track events

this year. The date set is June 23. Last year

the entries in the road race numbered 176.

The course is from Fredonia to Silver Creek

and return.

Mr. A. H. Overman will sail for Europe the

latter part of June.

Newspaper talk is that "Zimmie" receives

^1,000 from the Raleigh Co., nearly as much
from the Dunlop Co., and ^1,000 as purchase

money from the French—total, nearly ,£3,000;

and then there are the prizes, special bets,

etc., the whole aggregating a handsome in-

come for the flying Jerseyman.

TOURIST
MEDIUM WEIGHT. Send for

FLEXIBLE SOLE. Catalogue.
Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston.

WANTED J

*
*
*
*
*

Second-Hand

BICYCLES
Of every description in ex-
change for New VICTORS,
RAUEIGHS, RAMBLERS, U
UNIONS, DERBYS, ELL- J"
IOTT HICKORYS, WAR- 3f-
WICKS, MAJESTICS, ji.

CRESCENTS, NIAGA-3
RAS, Etc. J"
Highest prices allowed. 3j-

Send for Bargain List )i.

and List of New Wheels. 3

White Cycle Co., J
*105 N. BROAD ST.,

Trenton, N. J.

¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥*¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*

NEW CYCLOMETER.

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
Xlie Simplest on Earth. Bio Wheels.
Mo Dial. N» Hands. No Springs.

Registers xoo Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

Do You Want to Win a Race?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and give* endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per package. Try it and
be a racer.

'

L.A W. 53144
ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton, Ohio.

SCORCHER
Light. Neat. Comfortable.

Send for Catalogue
Det Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.

Special grinding and polishing machinery
for BICYCLE WORK.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, E. I.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cents. Cash in-

variably in advance

OAIL BOAT—Single hander, light-draught cruiser,^ sharpie yawl, 21 ft. on deck, 6 ft. beam; best con-
struction, and all Ai and up to date; two years old;
good sea boat; good sailer. Will sell or exchange for
a new, '94 model, first class bicycle. D. B. Bonnett,
Bay Head, N. J. 6-1

\S7 ANTED—To exchange a Victor C and Nonpareil
'* as part payment for a '94 Victor flyer. Address
Lock Box 50, Wappingers Falls, N. Y. 6-1

\\TANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange for
vv our new high grade " Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,

Lititz, Pa. Best prices given.

(~\NLY 12 LEFT.—We have almost cleaned out our
v-' ladies' "Rover bicycles," $160.00, 1893 model ma-
chines, new, never uncrated, fitted with '94 Morgan &
Wright tires. Exquisitely finished and striped with
gold. The highest grade and finest ladies' machine in
the market for $75.00 spot cash. The price we ask for
them is just about what the duty would be. Pace-
maker Bicycle Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

T)0 YOU WANT A GOOD SELLER in a boy's bi-U cycle? If you do, we offer 15 boys' Ideal Ramb-
lers, 1% inch cushion tires, 24x26 inch wheels, diamond
spring frame, new, never uncrated, for $25.00 spot
cash; former list price, $70.00. Pacemaker Bicycle
Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

T-TOR SALE—Brand new '04 pattern "Helical Pre-
* mier," wood rims, Climax tires. Never been
ridden. Price, $95. Also "Premier " Pneumatic tan-
dem, rideen 25 miles, cost, $240; price, $120; owner must
sell. Address Bicycle, 313 W. Grace St., Richmond,
Va. 6-1

A BAKE OPPORTUNITY.
A well established and favorably known cycle busi-

ness in the metropolitan district, having the agency
of three of the best wheels in the market, doing ex-

cellent repair business which employs constantly four

mechanics is offered for sale at actual capital invested.

No consideration asked for good will. Good and suffi-

cient reasons for selling.

If you are looking for an investment and mean
business, address,

PYTHAGORAS,
Care of THE WHEEL,

tfc New York, N. Y.

FOR SALE—By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem^ pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $no.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY... 90.
COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.
VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

Can You Afford r;e
vg"

points of the Weston Fork
Cyclomtter, the only one on

I

the market that registers 10,-

000 miles?Other valuableand
special features. While some
are listed higher in price and
some lower, none can exceed

it in quality, Price, $7.00 I want a good reliable
agent in every city, town and club in the country.
Write for terms. FrankC. Weston, Bangor, Me.

These

LIQUID TIRE CEMENT
AND

Black Diamond Enamel.

F. C. Gilbert & Co.,
ELIZABETH, Pi. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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FOR A HANDSOME

N»ySNNNVvVSVVVVvVVS*»VVVVVVVVVVVV

HUR
SOUVENIR.

Sometliins New anfl Beautiful.

MENTION THE WHEEL.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.,
300 S. MERIDIAN STREET,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BEN-HUR BICYCLES ARE WORTH $100.00.

PUNCTURE-PROOF BANDS—
" The most effective invention to prevent puncture which has ever been brought out."

—

Bicycling World.

SPEED.
Weight only 3 oz.

St. Margaret's Lodge, Kilburn,

March 22, 1894.
Dear Sirs:

. I have been riding my 1892
Dunlops,to which you fitted your
Puncture-Proof Bands, over all

sorts and conditions of roads
without a puncture, and am per-
fectly convinced that the resili-
ence and speed of the tire is not
affected in anything by the ad-
dition of your Band. Wishing
you every success,

Yours faithfully,

E. A. YERBURY,
North Road C. C.

PsKfor THE ptityctun?-

proof BaQd. Dor/t tal^e

ar? imitation \u\)\ty may
"let you doiui}."

SAFETY.
ABSOLUTELY UNPUNCTDRABLE.

Dublin, May 2, 1894.
Dear Sirs:
The Puncture-Proof Band

which you put on my machine is

giving me the greatest possible
satisfaction. I am not afraid
now to go out at night and enjoy
a ride free from the anxiety of
puncture. The most curious
thing however, and at the same
time the most pleasing thing
about it, is that I can neither see
nor feel, nor yet experience in
riding, any evidence of its exist-
ence. Yet it is there on the faith
of your firm. Yours truly,

(Signed) THOMAS McGOVERN
Hon. Secretary,

Irish Industrial League.

Dor/t "wear a worried

I00K" for fear of purpe-

ture, but us<? tl?is Bar;d

ai?d b<? f?appy.

320 lbs. on a Tandem fitted with the Bands going over 2% in. Wire Nails without Puncturing.

P<4NQT<4RE~PROOF PNEUfl/ITIC TIKE CO., Ltd.,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel. 59 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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MAMMOTH DEAL.
1.500 1,500

of the latest up-to-date $150 Safeties, complete and elegant, with choice of

1894 Pneumatic Tires; nothing finer made;

$50 and $60 each.
Dealers wishing from 10 to 200 for spot cash can get a hack at this

deal. These Bicycles are going off 50 to 200 each day, so hurry up or

you'll miss a good thing.

LARGEST HANDLERS OF BICYCLES FOR SPOT CASH IN AMERICA.

1^. O. JANDORF & CO.,
116-118 W. 125th Street, NEW YORK.

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel

"

32 Park Place, Cor. Church St.

A Satisfied Customer
Is the best advertisement. This is the way they talk when asked how they like

The League Chainless

After a forty mile ride over hills and muddy roads: " If I was buying fifty bicycles, forty-nine
of them would be the League Chainless, and the fiftieth would be a chain wheel for a relic."

This simply voices the sentiment of thousands of others who have ridden the LEAGUE
CHAINLESS

VVVVS^VVVVVVVVySV'TVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., Hartford, conn.
IRA PERECO & CO., r seut8forwY

is
1

ianf.
rooklynand

i 23 Park Row, N. Y. City.

PENNA. BICYCLE CO., tf^.K^^SS^ffiSf 1343 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEFFNER & SLOAN, \ Tennes8£f
e^d

fo
G
r
e„rgia. f

Chattanooga, Tenn.

pieaee Add: saw it in The wheel. Simplicity 47 Tires Fitted to Our Wheels When Ordered.
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g J
Model A,
Ladies',
Model E,

$125.00.
1 25.00.
85.OO.

Model B,
Ladies' F,
Ladies' D,

$100.00.
1 0O.OO.
85.00.

The Best

Value
at its

Price, .x*.

Six thousand
Riders of our 18-

94 machines can
testify to their
excellent quali-
ties.

Liberal Prices
to the Trade.
Prompt ship-

ments.

Kclipse Model B, $100.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., Beaver Falls, Penn.

mi«j t
|ttWJW4WJi!WiHtffeft^^

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Richmond's Patent Pneumatic Saddle.
/ \

A pneumatic saddle that does away with the unwieldy, awkward appearance and extra

weight of the ordinary pneumatic. The RICHMOND is but a trifle heavier than an all-leather

saddle, and, when in use, cannot, by its appearance, be detected from the latter.

The pneumatic saddles of the past have been wrong in

principle. In every one of them the air has been confined in a

continuous tube, reaching completely around the saddle. So
that: When riding, the rider s weight at the base of the saddle would

drive the confined air to the horn of

the saddle, causing the base of the sad-

dle, where the rider is sitting, to SAG,
and making chafing of the legs un-

avoidable.

The NEW and PATENTED PRINCIPLE in-

(P.XTKNTKD.)

$6.00
Yolvedinthe RICHMOND PNEUMATIC is the

placing the pneumatic cushion JUST WHERE
IT IS NEEDED (at the base of the saddle),

making spinal injury and sagging impossible.

(PATENTED.)

^6.00
LIGHT AS THE ORDINARY SADDLE, AND IN APPEARANCE PRECISELY THE SAME.

"Write for Descriptive Circulars.

AGENTS write for Discount. Made in various styles and patterns for Ladies and Gentlemen.

MANUFACTURED BY

L. L. RICHMOND MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa.
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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Tin CLEVELAND. Slk. £>lk, $&. Mk,
iff tf* •»«> •»»«•

The more one learns of the Cleveland Wheel the more convinced they become of their

superior construction.

Attractive in graceful design, embodying ingenuity and mechanical appliances, dainty

in weight, with careful consideration of strength, with no uncertain features ; they appeal to

the consideration of the enthusiast, and invite the novice to the full enjoyment of the exhilar-

ating sport of cycling.

It opens the avenue of sale for the agent, satisfying the purchaser to a point of sincere

praise. Wherever it is introduced its merits are talked ; wherever it has been sold the

demand has increased.

In the Cleveland Wheels skill and ingenuity has reached the highest point in the scale

of excellence, and we are still thinking.

WVVWVWWvWW»WW»WW*

H.M. LOZIERSCO
NEW YORK. CLEVELAND, OHIO. 304 McAllister St., SAN FRANCISCO.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 337 BROADWAY.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

The A B C of Happiness.

A purchaser should

B sure to

L the Relay

Catalogue.
»•.*••»»>«•••••

Improvements which

all other Wheels lack

are found on Relays.

Relay Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Reading, Pa.

OUR LINE.

"Special" = = $125.
Road Racer = = 115.

Roadster = = 100.

Ladies' Wheel = = 100.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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OXJR. SPECIALTIES.

~~
PARKHURST & WILKINSON,

148-164 Kinzie Street, Chicago.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

RICH & SAGER CO., BICYCLE WOOD RIM CO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING and TUBE CO.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."BRANDENBURG PEDALS.

Kenton Wheels
AfJE

Unquestionably high grade.

Made of the finest materials.

Beautiful in design.

Light Running.

HAVE
The Fenton Adjustable Handle-Bar,

Built-up Wood, Rims.

Southard's Cranks.

Perry's Chains.

WILL
Challenge comparison. Sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Correspondence with Dealers Solicited.

Fenton Metallic Mfg.Co.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing'.

%BB.flll RoaistBF, 33 Ik, Rnafl RacBB, 311 lta., with Wnnd Rims, flDD.DD.
Wheels of all grades are palmed off on the public as "high grade," but the

GALES Wheels will stand taking apart and bear careful examination in

detail. There is no malleable iron used in their construction. The tubing

is the best imported; bearings are dust proof. The pattern is up to date,

high frame and finely finished.

SCflOYERUNG, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. IN^X^T YORK.

Also HrnUCBERS, EAGLES a.nci GOTHAMS,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

INSIST ON LIGHT TIRES.

3% pounds should be the limit for A FULL ROAD TIRE, 2% pounds for A LIGHT
ROAD TIRE. Our tires conform to these weights, and are strong enough to stand 250
pounds air pressure.

The "PATENTED CONSTRICTIVE FABRIC " enables us to make a tire of great strength.

It does not crack or burst, therefore our tires are in greater demand now than TWO
MONTHS AGO.

send for catalogue . -fr &Fneixm^ttic * Repairs. # *

NEW YORK! TIRE CO.,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel." - 2^ WARREN STREETj N. Y,
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The MASCOT
is intended for the mass of riders who want a

thoroughly good machine of medium weight

and at a popular price. Guaranteed high

grade, weighs 28 lbs. ; ready for the road and

fitted with wood rims,

$100,00.
Appointing1 Good Agents Everywhere.

The GLOBE
is a machine for the idealist. It is of beautiful pro-

portions and represents the climax of aristocratic

bicycle construction. Every detail of its workman-
ship is given as high a degree ot attention as the

most expensive watch. If you can judge a bicycle it

would interest you to LOOK the Globe over. If you
want to ride a bicycle that will become a part of

yourself, and at the same time stand the racket, it

would pay you to BUY a Globe.

AT 25 PDS., $135.00.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

PENSEYRES <& HABKRER,
CLINTON CYCLE WORKS,

BUFFALO, 3ST. Y.

MRTLETT PNEUJWIC 5ADDLL
Different from all other paeu=

malic saddles.

An absolutely perfect road seat. You

ride on air.

Fitted with an inner tube. Adjustable

to any wheel.

Weighs less than two pounds.

Chafing and Sweating absolutely

done away with.
[PATENT PENDING.]

BARTLETT PNEUMATIC SADDLE &
Say you " Saw it in The Wheel."

Oar Patent is for a Pneumatic Seat that

permits a free circulation of AIR between

seat and rider, absolutely preventing

sweating, chafing and soreness.

It needs a trial to demonstrate the wonder-

ful qualities of this saddle. Weighs less than

two pounds and looks well on a wheel.

Understand that this saddle is more than

a simple pneumatic. Its seat (our patent)

absolutely prevents chafing and sweating.

WRITE FOB PARTICULARS.

MFG. CO., Lorain, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE ERIE
In every part and particular the

Finest Bicycle ever produced.

More expensive and higher grade material, and more ex-

pensive and more skillful workmanship is embodied in the
ERIE than has ever before been employed in the construction
of any other cycles.

DEALERS, write us for description and discounts. We
have something that we know will interest you.

Queen City Cycle Company
550 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

'

' He who brings the buyer and the seller together in honest trade does good to both!'—Cobden.

THOMAS WALLS, President. T. P. WALLS, Treasurer. JOHN J. WALLS, Secretary.

Preliminary Announcement. Immense Auction Sale of Bicycles.
We have advices from three or four large jobbers that they will sell through us by auction in June over 3,000 bicycles all high grade '93

and '94 goods. This will be the largest sale of wheels ever made. Full particulars later on.

THE WEST SIDE AUCTION HOUSE COMPANY,
Telephone—West '592. 209-211 "West Madison St., Chicago.

Consignments solicited. Account Sales rendered and Settlements made in Cash day after Sale. Refer, by permission, to the

Hide and Leather National Bank.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE DERBY BICYCLE ^ted,™^

PEA5E * DETACHABLE * PNEU/WIC * TIRE.
(PATENTED)

BLOW OFF? No it's not built that way. PUNCTURE? Protected from the spoke heads by the outer casing, but if it does

puncture from outside causes, it is the most easily repaired tire on the market. CREEP? The mode of fastening absolutely

prevents it. EXPLODE ? No. Don't use the sort of material that would permit it.

VOU wi 11 have to see this tire, or Illustrations ot it, to appreciate its remarkable qualities. You get a thorough guarantee. The best -wheel

on earth fitted with the best detachable tire on earth. Send for catalogue. Write for fuller particulars.

DERBY CYCLE CO., 161-167 S. Canal Street, Chicago,
Woodrugh, Mansfield & Co., 36 Pearl St., Boston, Mass., Agents for New England. Burtis& Zimmerman, Agents for Mew Jersey

J. Li. Donlevy & Co., Agents for Philadelphia. H. H. Kiffe Co., Agents for Mew York City.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

'Jh

l^1 - %jmmm

HERE IT IS. UP TO DATE.

SIQO Wallham.
27 lbs., G. & J. tires, Jesseps tool steel bearings,

high frame.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

SIDWELL & SABEN CYCLE CO.,

Sa£HLTHHM, 7wrHSS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

NOT AN ABORTION.

SIDE VIEW.

THE NEW HUNT PNEUMATIC SADDLE.

Weight, 18 ounces. Length, 10 inehes.

Price, = = $6.00.

ENTIRELY NOVEL.
TOP VIEW.

Sole Agents for the United States
, ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,

m CHICAGO, ILt., and SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

New York Depot, JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Head or Fork Attachment.

Bells,

Trouser Guards,
Lamp Brackets,

Hippie Grios,

Oil Hole Covers, etc.

Diameter 1% inches.

ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Weight aj$ oz. Real Bronze.

BEYIH BROS. MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn. we^t 5 ounces.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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The BRIGHTON
Weight 28 lbs.

Best $100 Cycle on the
Market.

Write us for Discounts arid Territory.

J. E. POORMAN,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

FIFTH ANNUAL POORMAN
ROAD RACE, JULY 4, 1894.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Lovell Diamond Cycles.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

^'B^^J^^i? *&i

Track Racer, VITeiglit 19K lbs.' Price $125.
-i I

r Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS.
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

You don't have to

when you have "

PUNCTURELESS PNEUMATIC TIRES
can foe made out of any bicycle or sulky tire by the use of ' Punctureless Tire

Armor." THIS SAVES LONG WALKS AND YOUR RELIGION. We are the

only makers who guarantee our bands to do what we say or refund the money to

tli e purchasers. We want agents in every city among bicycle dealers. The

"ARMOR " goes into any inner tube tire. They have been tested in every State

and Territory and stood the test without failure. WE HAVE PLENTY OF
TESTIMONIALS! Send for circulars if you want more information. THEY
ARE SAFE, LIGHT AND RESILIENT! The price is but $3.00 per pair,

any size wheels.

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., HA6ERST0WN, MO.mend tires

in them.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel,'
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GlMO^G JXlaiMUFJlCTU^IIMG Co.,

ELMORE, OHIO,
MAKERS OF

The 44

Elmore Cycles''

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel.' Reliable Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

Patented
November 38

1893.
SHONE'S AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD.

This Guard can be attached to any Wheel.

THE ONLY GUARD IN THE WORLD THAT ROLLS UP.

Manufacturers and Dealers
If you wish to add a feature to your machines that will fori e
your sales, attach Shone's Automatic Guards. They are
the handsomest and best Mud Guard on the market. En
dorsed by the wheelmen generally.

PRICE 33.00 COMPLETE SET.
Agents Wanted in Every Vicinity.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount to the Trade.

AUTOMATIC MUD GUARD CO.,

W Mention The Wheel. ROCHESTER, N. Y,

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially High Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILNG,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Please add: Saw it in The. Wheel.

REniFQTON CYCLES ARE BEST.
S} 1 1 1 1 1 1 1:1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II! 1 1 1 1 Hi III III III I 111 I II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lllllllg

~)J SEND FOR OlTdLOQUE. §^~
SIII1IIII flllllllll l;lll:i:illllllilllill|lll|!|<lllll[|!lllllllllllllfl IUI l'|:|l|]lil!|l|!lll lllilllHl!l I llll I III! 1 1 1 llil fill 1HI I III III llil^

REHINQTON dRfl5 CO., 315 Broadway, n. t.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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KEYSTONE TIRE
Run the String around three

times and pull it tight.

This does the work.

Erie, Pa.

Kindly Mention The Wheel

ARE LEADING LIGHTS TT
(The Lightest Ladies' Wheels are those who set the Fashion to the World.)

We wish to inform the public and cyclists generally

that besides our celebrated darts we are prepared to build

wheels to special order to reach, or otherwise, any weight

to suit customer. With the only complete bicycle plant

for building wheels on interchangeable principles in

NEW YORK CITY, handled by men of quarter

of a century experience in cycle construction.

2
Familiar Features

OF THE

Cycle Shows,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
1

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO.

42-50 West 67th St., - New York Citv.

Please add : Saw it in The Wheel.

WE HAKE A SPECIALTY OF MANUFACTURING

WHEELS FOR BICTCLES AND SULKIES.

Wheels of all grades for Safety Bicycles. Hubs, Spokes, Nipples,

Rims, Tires of all kinds-

Large and small Manufacturers and Dealers supplied.

I. K. iAiESTON St CO,, jKMesyiLLe, n. v.
In writing- kindly mention The Wheei.

^^TAR. 1B2Q.

1
^cauER S>

CYANIDE POTASH,

JU
<*EL. S^ S "

^NWft^ -{5UPOL/.

NEWARK,

NEWYDRK.

AND WEHKS
ROUGE,

N.J..U.SA 8 Uffs,& c

CHICAGO.

OUTFITS
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WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.

If you break down while out on your
wheel, stop in

WILLIAMS' IMPERIAL CAFE,
111 & 112TH STS. & LENOX AVE.,

All kinds of Tools necessary for a quick
repair kept for the accommodation

of wheelmen.

Enjoy the excellent roads oti Staten Island,

and stop at

CASTELS
Grant City, for Dinner. Best Erench

Cooking;. Table d'JETote.

"The Wheelmen's Rest."

JOPPERT'S HOTEL,
OCEAN PARKWAY.

One and one-half miles from Prospect Park.

Tools and supplies in stock.

EVERETT HOUSE,
Union Square, New York.

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within s minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

Hi, .

ij 'I

PATENTED.

This Brake is automatic and as quick in

action as thought itself. No rider can afford

to do without it. Comfort, economy, safety

;

all demand it. Stamp for descriptive circular

BAILEY MANDFACTURIMG CO.,

207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

There is such a thing as buy-
ing a

SWEATER
too cheap. An inferior article

is not cheap at any price. When
you buy another sweater, see
that

THIS

is on box, band and label and
you are sure to get an article

that fits well, wears well and
will be most satisfactory, be-

sides being really the cheapest.
The trade supplied by

CRESCENT COMPANY,
100 Wooster St. NEW YORK.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel"

THE ROVER
—~CARRIER.
Waterproof,

Noiseless, Dust Proof.
I Frame,

Adjustable to < Handles,
( Saddle.

It don't weigh a pound.
Liberal discount to agents.

UNIQUE MFG. CO., Columbus, U.

BICYCLE PARTS.
We make Bicycle Hubs,
Cones, Cups, Ball Bear-————___^__ ings, Axles, Nuts, Steps,

Nipples. * Also Bicycle Chains, Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, and all kinds of Special Machine Screws,
Bolts, etc. Send samples or accurate drawings of
parts for estimate. We solicit your businets and
nave best ot facilities to do your work.

THE NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

Upright Form,
To read from
the saddle,

$4.50 WeisM 2V2 Ounces, Complete. $5.00
Registers to 1,000 miles before repeating. Thoroughly tested

and warranted accurate. Send for descriptive circular.

Electrotypes for catalogues.

BOSTON METER CClSKSftEr
When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

The Mueller Bicycle Stand.
It is movable or stationary, and will support either

front or back wheel.
It is adjustable, and can be used with any safety

bicycle.
#

It is made of the best wrought iron, and weighs only

2,]/2 pounds.
It supports the machine in such a manner that it does

not scratch the enameling or plating.

Enameled Stand, each, • • $1.00.

Nickel-plated Stand, each - - 1.50.

MANUFACTURED BY

H. MUELLER MFG. CO , Decatur, 111.

AND SOLD BY THEM AND ALSO BY
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. G.
Spalding & Bro., Thorsen & Cassady, Chicago, III.;

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Briswoil's Folding Bicycle Rutlor hi Gmri

HANVFACTVRED BY

M. E. CRISWOLD CO-, Washington Heights,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

CHICACO.
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PSYCHO GYGLES
Hermann Boker & Co., Agents,

101 & 103 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SUPERIOR
construction and perfection in

material, finish, durability and
accuracy, the

NOVELTY and SHEDD'S lead,

AS THEIR RECORDS SHOW.

Every Bicyclist should have

one and know how far he rides.

NOVELTY, only 4 oz,

CYCLOMETERS.
Cuts show one-third actual

size.

Satisfaction guaranteed or

purchase money refunded.
'flf

Sent post paid on receipt of Ik, o
price

Recording Instrument Co.

602 Chamber of Commerce,
BOSTON, - - MASS.

Mention The Wheel. SHEDD'S, only 4K oz.

1882. T STANDS AT THE HEAD. 1894.

Its Measurements

have been accepted

as records for

12 YEARS.

Its accuracy is un-

questioned and unap-

proachable.

sent by mail on receipt of price, $ 1 O,

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

338 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Something New.

DIXON'S

GRAPHITE

CYCLE
LUBRICAN?
anufactured only byHej

0S.DIXON CRUCIBLE

C

ERSEY CITY, N.J,
I

%. '\

This elegant article

of graphite, for lubri-

cating and keeping

chains in perfect con-

dition, will eventually

be sold by every dealer

in wheels and bicycle

sundries. Until such

time we shall be glad

to send a sample pack-

age, postage paid, on

receipt of 12 cents.

'133HM 3tIX uo2?U9iu asvgjj \iSjt 'AflO HHVFI

•3HOA MHN *'S 1«"» uoo
'30N3AV H1N3A3S OSOS

<#03 313A3 XJWII9IA

'Sfl 31IUM HO TIVO

•AflO >JHVW »MX

•3JJX jo soioip Xub
\\\\p\ *sq| <sz o» "oz M33BH pcoy
s *sq| ZZ o» 9 1 *|33HM Supey : ^uSis/vy

paoipirj J9A9 1991UI VWi m 'Hovas oj. .ltxcis:

GOODHUE CYCLE LOCK.
It is strong, has a business-like Chain and is finished in full nickel.

Price, $1.00.

Dealers

!

Write for

Discount.
Good for bicycle riders, traveling men and others. Over 4,000 different combinations. Can be operated

easily in the dark. Manufactured by

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO., cIScago * and st<*™rt^»»°-
PAEKHURST & WILKINSON, Chicago, General Western Agents.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Newark, N. J., Selling Agents.

T

Will never stretch out of shape, no matter
how long in use. Warranted perfect fit. If

you can't get them from your Jobber, write to

us ; we will supply you. Jobbing trade sup-
plied by

THE LIBERTY KNITTING MILLS,
—MAKERS OF

—

The Liberty Bathing, Bicycle,
Athletic Suits and Stockings.

Office and Mills:

204 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Send for Samples. Mention The Wheel.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,

JERSEY CIXV, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

JL V r \^J X. ^- M J— ...... mini iiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii 1

'"'

Something that wheelmen have needed for a long time,
and this is what it is :

We protect your wheels from now until June r against
loss by theft for $1.00, and from June 1 to June 1895 for
$1.00 more. We send you a wheel to use if you lose
yours, and give it to you without any charge, if we do
not return yours within thirty days. Write for full

particulars.

Agents wanted in every city and town in the TJ. S.

Wheelmen's Registration Company,
18 Boylston Building, Boston, Mass.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BIKE CAPS.

SHAW&
KAISER'S

"BIKE" CAP.

SHAW & KAISER

Dealers and clnbs

supplied with onr

e ect sljies. large

variety. Correspond-

ence invited.

SPECIALTY
p CAP MAKERS,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

56 SUMMER ST., BOSTON
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STANDARD CAP CO., 156 Greene St., New York.
TESTIMONIAL

.

The Standard Cap Co. Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.
Gentlemen: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a

great benefit when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from perspiration. Please send me one in dark
blue as soon as possible. Yours truly, ALBERT SCHOCK, Champion Long Distance Bicyclist of the World.

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps. Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of every description.
'

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Send for price lists. Trade only supplied.

W. H. WILHILM ft CQ., **m, Pi,
taUF,

or
E,s

READING HAPETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western Hew York

LEVY WEIGHT REDUCED TO
cY
c
C
Lb

E
CK 4* OZ.

j Reliable,
h Durable,
» Warranted.
? Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

5 Electro and Discount to the
i Trade.

j LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
» 1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa

LOCKS and BELLS.
This lock is made of bronze,

very highly finished, either in

bronze or nickle. It is fitted

with 12 inches of good safety

chain with improved loop on
end that will not pull out, it is

light, yet strong and durable.
It is sold by most all dealers or

will be sent by mail, post paid,

paid on rece pt of 35 cents for

bronze or 40 cents for nickle.

Liberal Discount to Trade.

BAHSS I ZQOCEBXAN, 407 Cherry St., Phila,, Pa,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RANKIN TOE CLIPS

THE RANKIN TOE CLIP.

For Rubber
and Hat-Trap
Pedals.
Every rider

should have a
pair, as it
makes riding
t wen ty -fi v e
per cent easier.
All bicycle

dealers should
have these in

stock. We
allow a liberal
discount.

W. G. RANKIN, Providence, K. T.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS
Are the lightest, simplest, strongest and most practi-
cal Carriers for the bicycle in the market.
Put on the machine in a moment without use of

wrench or screw-driver, and once on never give any
trouble. Prices:

No. 1 Luggage Carrier $1.00
No. 4 Single Luggage Carrier 1.25
No. 4 Double Luggage Carrier 1.50
No. 6 Kodak Carrier 2.00

For sale by all dealers, or send to C. H. LAMSON,
Portland, Maine. Please mention The Wheel.

Steel Wire
, To

Jper;ltt BURLEIGH'S

WATCH CARRIER,
"lo£"ipli

,894 Mfg. c, is neal.

era, Agents and Kl-
dera: Are you going to
be behind time when
you can have * watch

carrier for 75c. or with llttlejclock (warranted) for
$2.00? Chronograph times speed to a fraction of a
second, with carrier, at $8.25. Same carrier can

I be used In any of three places, or either time piece.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tilton, N. H.

REDUCED
to 50c, of Dealers or by mail,

1894 bicycles are not up to date
unless fitted with J_

»* Woodbury's Automatic Dry Chain Lubricator and* Duster."
Mr. Albeit; Schock used this throughout his record
ride of i,6co miles in six days. Van Emburgh, the
boy wonder, record 1,401 miles in six days, also used
it. Highly recommended by J. Elmer Pratt and
many other up-to-date manufacturers, dealers and
riders - M. A. WOODBURY. Bradford, Pa.

A Novelty in Bicycle Trousers.
You have doubtless experienced that uncomfortable feeling of a

tight belt, and of trousers binding at the knee, thus impeding
action.

Our patent trousers overcome these difficulties, having a cov-

ered elastic attachment in waist and knee that is self-conforming
and self-surporting. They are models of ease and will fit any form.

WRITE FOR PRIOES.

PEERLESS BICYCLE PANTS CO.,

New York Agent, 79 Sumner Street,
IRA PEREGO, 23 Park Row. Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The IDEAL VALVE.
Does Not Leak.

Can be affixed to any Pneumatic Tire.

VITAL PARTS EASILY ACCESSIBLE.
For sale by all dealers.

Write for descriptive circular and wholesale prices.

VVrNVVVVVVVVVV*

Wm. K. Oenet,
15 West 99th Street, New York.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

(.Patented November ax, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add : " Saw It In The Wheel."

Tie EUREKA Bicycle Support

FOR 1804

IS A. BEAUTY.

Handsomely Enameled or Bronzed as Pre-

ferred.

Warranted for Efficiency and Durability.

To see it is to want it.

Correspondence with the Trade Solicited.

Prices and Discounts on Application.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

JOHN C. McCLURE,
54 & 56 M. & E. R.R. AVE.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Mention The Wheel.
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HILLIARD No. 2. But many Imitations and Claimants,

Good Judges Buy the Best.THERE iS ONLY ONE BEST,

A Cheap Article is Always Dear. Buy a Reliable Cyclometer.

The HILLIARD is That and Hence all First-class
Dealers sell them.

hilliard:no/i.

Registers ioo miles. Can be
set back to zero.

Price, $5.00.
HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1 132-34 N. 40th St., Philadelphia, Pa. R.Btotor.^o»ito. Md ^.u.

Price, $7.50.Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

CYCLE CHAINS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING GO.
1 26- 1 28- 1 30 W. Maryland St.,

Largest Factory In the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEN k CO, Chicaao
General IT. s. Sales Agents.

JOHN S. LENG'S SOU & CO., 4 Fletcher St., Hew York.

New York Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HEATING'S
TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. »

The "SANSPAREIL."

CYCLE CHAINS, HIGHEST GRADE.

isirii"]!

SOLE IMPORTERS OF
The " KXREKI/SV'-the •' TORRID," the

" Sansparell " and other lamps.

Bicycle Fittings of Every Description.

RIMINGTON BROS. & CO.,
22 WHITEHALL STREET,

Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK.

NicKELgAre.
%Nojyork.Chjaijo^jL ilOUjS RJ(>

SOLID
THROUGH

TRAINS

PALACEBUFFET

Buffalo Chjcagft

I3IIVI»IGt

SLrBEPERS, CAI*«S,

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS

Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

^Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road Is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.
Twelfth and Clark Sts. , convenient by street
car or elevated R. R. to any part of the city.

AT CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
" and Pearl St. and at Main Passenger Station

Broadway near Cross St.

t\.f BUFFALO trains run into D^jlon Depot of
the Erie Railway.

For rates and other Information oonsult lean-

est Ticket Agent, or address

A. W. JOHNSTON, B. F. HORNER,
GenM Sup't. OSiVI P?t*. A§t

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

F. J. MOORE,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

manufactured by

& H. DUCKWORTH.
28 & 30 Taylor Street,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'

Springfield, Mass.

The TILLINGtH^S'T
BALL and SOCKET EDGE!

NO BANDS OR SCREWS TO LOOSEN!

Positively the lightest detachable
tire Azvith azstoocI rim.

TILLINGHAST MFC-. CO, 117 Oranp Street, PROVIDENCE, B. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ONLY Shoe for Racing.
BEST MEN WEAR IT.

Send for Catalogue.

DEL CLEAT CO., 31 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

Accidents will happen, so always keep Radway
Beady Beliefnear at hand toquickly cure all Bruises,

Contusions, Sprains, Muscular Soreness, etc.

No Tourist's outfit is complete witHout a bottle of

Radway's Ready Relief. It takes up but little room,
and often prevents a great deal of pain and sickness.
In one fifty-cent bottle you have a medicine chest in

value, but not in size. This is the season when the
tourist, sampling strange waters and still stranger
early fruits, vegetables, etc., are sometimes annoyed
and delayed by the consequences thereof. It is then
that R. R. R. is worth more than "its weight in gold,"
for it instantly relieves and quickly cures all Bowel
Complaints, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Colic, Cholera
Morbus and all internal pains. Sold by all druggists.

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

Baldwin's Adjustable Chain

HAVE THE BEST.
Insist on having the best chain on your new mount,

or if you conclude to ride the old mount, have a chain
that will make it ride like a new one. The Baldwin
chain costs more than any rivited chain, but it is

worth more.
Manufacturers will furnish it, if you demand it.

No wheel is high grade without this improvement.
It is as necessary on a wheel as a pneumatic tire.

HAVE THE BEST.
All steel: every part hardened. Work and material

the best. Price, $4; nickeled, $5. Pull directions with
each chain. Send for circular.

E. A. BALDWIN,
West Upton, Mass.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

Amateur Cycling
y~

WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICE. 60 CENTS.

Do
you
want
to

Raise
the
Wind?

Many of our dear spotless amateurs are doing

so on their respectable prizes to prevent a diet

of snow balls. But we are making an article that

will beat a League General Assembly for wind.

There will be no protest on the election of

this pump to first place as a friend of the

pneumatic.

HAY & WILLITS,
Dealers in Wind Instruments,

Ca
cYCLONE.

SS' INDIANAPOLIS, IN D.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBING

The Colombian Adjustable Crank,
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever

age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-

sible to get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than

racing cranks.

BREDDER ALLEN CYCLE MFC. CO.,

PATERSON, N. J.SOLE MFRS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

WHEN YOO AVE A GOOD THING STICK TO IT..

" Stick " is the word. Cement is supposed to stick. Our Cement does
' Stick. If the cement you are using does not stick try our make. We

guarantee it to stick. We refer to ANDERSON'S Rubber Cement
and Tire Cement. Write for samples and prices. You will be pleased with
the goods and satisfied with the low prices. We are headquarters for all

kinds of Bicycle Parts and Sundries ; Rims, Spokes, Balls, Nip-
ples, Sprockets, Cranks, etc., etc.

ANDERSON CYCLE & MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

D. S. Agent, F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, N. Y.

COLD DRAWN, SEAMLESS, STEEL, CORRUGATED

TUBING
FOR BICYCLES.

Lighter and
Stronger than
tlie Ordinary
Round.
Send for price list

and samples to

THE H. W. SMITH CORRUGATED TUBE CO , No. 69' Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE CLIP BRAKE
has been adopted by several manufacturers as

part of the equipment of their light wheels. It is

for sale by all the larger dealers in sundries in the

United States. It fits any wheel and will hold on

the steepest hills.

PRICE, ^S.OO.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N. Y.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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H. E. RAYMOND.
RAYMOND

R, E .A.L **

I. B. POTTER.
& POTTER,ESTATE,

23S FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Asphi
(

t Paving Company,
Tho oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavements in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
L. A. W. endorse our pavemenfas the STANDARD.

OFFICES

:

LsDrolt Building, Washington, D. C.

Washington Building, 1 Broadway. Hon York.

v YOU CAN HAVE YOUR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
24-26 VANDEWATEB STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 246.

M. SHANNON,
Dealer in Bicycles and Sundries,

Agent for THE HUMBER and other Cycles.

778 BEDFORD AVENUE.
Near Park Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

Twelve years' experience in the cycle trade. All makes
of wheels repaired. Pneumatic repairing a specialty.

WILUAMSPORT BICYCLE MFG. GO.
Manufacturers of the finest and best bicycle

made.

$85 -THE KEYST0NE--$85
We stake our reputation, our capital and the

success of our business on it. Write us,

139 WEST 3d STREET,
WILLIAMSPORT, - - F»A.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

BLOOMER SUITS
H.3TRUGNELL,

310 BSOAPWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(up stairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR ALL THE

Sweater Racing Suits,

Jersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

USE
ANTI-STIFF

aTnuKMHENS^£Ip
THE MUSCL

Itlea marvelous preparation for Strengthening
the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faithrequired; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feel it at work. It has a peculiarly warming,
comforting, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant in use.
Kub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like ft tfll now. It differs from all Oils,
Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00

K. POUGEB4& CO., Agents U.S., 30 N.William St., N.Y.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
DALE STREET,

COVEKTRV, ENGLAND.
The eldest and largest Hollow Pork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all
kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I
will [let you know whether you can obtain a patent
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 008—24 "G" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

AH American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
Sf
7W

es P°sted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe toXHE CYCLIST

and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre* to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
icription Agent, P. P. Prial, 143 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise inTHe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIPPE & STURMEV,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, Engl>kd~

Members of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST
Office, at Coventry.

BICYCLES, CYCLISTS' SUPPLIES

We make a specialty of sundries of every
description. Our prices are right. Drop postal
for catalogue and discount sheet.

STUDLEY & BARCLAY,
GKAND RAPIDS, HICII

« »

—

s> O -A. I_i T_i g—rf i.

MODEL ONE <P TWO-PIECE RACING SUITS

No. 1301, First Grade Worsted, solid colors, $5.50 ;

1302, Second Grade Worsted, solid colors, $3.50, black
and navy in stock ; 1303, Light Weight Worsted, black
and navy blue only, $3.25; 1306, Black Sateen, very
light, $2.25. Any color to order.

TWO-PIECE SUITS.
First Grade Worsted, any color, $5.25; Second Grade
Worsted, any color, $3.25; Light Weight Worsted,
black and navy blue, $2.50; Cotton, black only, $2.00. •

Send chest, waist and back of neck to crotch measure.

Terms — $1.00 with order; balance, C.O.D., or full amount and
15c. extra by mail. Send 2c. stamp for our 80 page illustrated
catalogue telling all about Racing Suits and Bicycle Sundries.

S. B. CALL, 229 MAIN STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER.
Registers 1000 miles accurately and repeats, or can

be set back to zero at any time. Perfectly NOISELESS,
DUST PROOF and WATERPROOF. Nothing to get
out of order and can be adjusted to any wheel. A high
grade cyclometer within the reach of every bicyclist.

PRICE, $3.50.
Made in two sizes, viz: for 28 inch and 30 inch wheels.
Send for catalogue of sundries. Sold by all bicycle

dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.

Mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

Milling Machines,

Screw Machines,

Cutter Grinders,

Taping Machines,

Profiling Machines,

Hand Lathes,

Drill Presses,

Spring Coilers,

Die Slotters, Etc,

SPECIAL

BICYCLE MACHINERY.
A stock of 600 new and second-

hand tools, embracing everything
in metal-working machinery.

No. 3 Screw-Machine with Geared Friction Head and Automatic
Chuck. Also furnished with power and wire feeds.

WRITE FOR 1894 CATALOGUE AND LIST OF TOOLS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

LAIGHT AND CANAL STREETS, NEW YORK.
ALSO 51 NORTH 7th STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
(PATENTED.)

R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., 725 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

WHEEL
BINDER of i in

Is intended for a permanent as well
as for a temporary binder. The

•}•••• papers are bound as firmly as a book.
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Re-
view printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cts. If ordered with subscription, 60 cts.

Use . .

.

iGreasolene

'

for bicycle chains i

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the
hardy road riders of Chicago. 250H miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. G. CALROW, MAKER.WINNETKA, ILL.

FOR

<;

atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANY KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. O. Box 444, NEW YORK.

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Haitford, Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and. frame connections.

STEEL. IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND ITU CO., 17 Hermon St., Worcester, Mass.

WOOD RIM TIRE CEMENT
Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQUIKE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

with directions for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-
sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. Jt^" Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELASTIC IP CO., 370 Atlantic Ave, Boston, Mass.
152 and I54 Lake St., Chicago, III., I 4 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

HEATH'S BALI VALVE PUMP
With Patent Universal Coupling. The BEST and STRONGEST
PUMP in the world at ANY PRICE. Fits all valves. It costs you

but ic. too see and try it. Our price, $2.00. We will send this pump
if ordered in good faith, to any bicycle rider in the U. S., C. O. D.,

with full privilege of examination and trial. If it suits, keep it;

otherwise it is to be returned at our expense.

MANUFACTURED BY

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, New England Agents.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE frmSTERN OFFICE

64 to 70 Ohio St., Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFG. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CC, C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,
Yvestboro, Mass, Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBiNG, COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Kindly;mention Tb© Wbeel when writing.
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Tom TtiW

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

. Registered Trade Mark. No. 24238.

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

The Snell Cycle FittingsGo.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps,

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:

Chicago Tip and Tire Co., - - - Chicago

New Kngland Agents:

The Elastic Tip Co., ----- Boston

New York Agents:

John S. Leng's Son & Co., Fletcher St., New York

Special Sales Agents:

The Raleigh Cycle Co., - - - New York

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.

Oil Cups, Collar Screws. Casehardenin g,

Nipples. Cap Screws. Specialties.

Air Valves. Set Screws. Cones.

Crank Keys, Special Screws. Steps.

Chain Rivets. Turned Nuts. Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI=FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,

Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U.S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make

the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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"SEARCH-LIGHT."

BURNS KEROSENE. A

RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY,

BRIbQEPORT,

CONN.
and-

19 MURRAY ST.,

_NEW YORK.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

Price «3.50 each.

SIN

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST

BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When writing: kindly mention The Wheel.

Riders' Pump with Detachable I 1 7 in.

Foot Rest. I Price,

Barrel

$i.75.

With Foot Rest, $2.00.

The Gauge Pump and Rim are the best

articles of the kind made. Every rider

who buys will recommend to his friend.

THE

METAL TURNING

COMPANY,

552 5T7ITE 5TREET,

NEW ttdYEN.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel. Gauge, Price $3.50.
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TAKE YOUR PICK
EIGHT DIFFERENT STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM.

HIGH, MEDIUM GRADE and JUVENILE WHEELS,

-A.T PRICES THAT WILL SUIT.

ROAD KING.

DUKE.

Road Queen

FLYING JIB

ROAD KING.

Road King, Scorcher, 28 inch wheels. Weight, 25 to 28 lbs., fitted

with Wood or Steel Rims, and any kind of Pneumatic Tires wanted.

PRICE, $ I OO.oo. to $ I I O.oo.

BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THE PRICE. SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. FEATHERSTONE *> CO.,

Cor. Clark and 1 6th Sts.

and Armour Ave., CHICAGO.
THE WHEEL PRESS F. P. Prial, 210 Fulton St., N. Y. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE TEAM SYSTEM.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY ERIDA.Y.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address : Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s- a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.NEWS CO

.

ADVERTISING.
'THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

editing and managing staff:

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BKTTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

ON ALL "t" STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

THE natural growth of the sport—that is,

the recent speed advancement—would

seem to clearly indicate that the '

' three-minute

class" race has outlived its usefulness.

In the old days, a man had some pretensions

who could "do" three minutes. But now,

with so many good tracks and light wheels

and the pneu., a man who can't do three

minutes is poor sort of stuff. In fact, the aver-

age novice, even on a third-class track, by

which is meant a quarter mile cinder path, can

and does ride the 'mile in 2m. 35s., or there-

abouts.

We suggest that race meet promoters abolish

the "three minute" class event as a relic of

the past, and run instead a 2m. 40s. or 2m. 45s

class race.

IN the last Wheel it was hinted that Class

B, even in its first flush of youth, was

already odorous of something other than good

sport.

Plainly, it was hinted that the "team"

system was the keynote of the trouble ; that A
and B, belonging to the same team, were

arranging "games" to "do" C and D, belong-

ing to another team.

Briefly, A would agree with B, his team-mate,

to ride wide, close, slow, fast, wild, tame—any

way whatever—even to a deliberate foul—to

impede the other riders so that his team-mate,

B., might come through and win—which, of

course, has knocked and, if continued, will

knock all fair, manly and out-and-out sport

into a cocked hat.

The Wheel's hint of unfair play and team-

stering was based on the debut of the B-men

on Decoration Day. The performances of the

B-men at Plainfield on Saturday last confirm

and justify the opinion that the B-men have

started out badly—very badly ; and, unless a

particularly heroic treatment is applied by the

Racing Board, we shall have but a sorry

season of sport, so far as these particular

gentlemen are concerned.

At this Plainfield meet there was a deliber-

ate foul, which caused a grave accident, and

which, judging from circumstantial evidence,

was carefully arranged some hours before the

race was run. It was a premeditated cold

swerve, and the wonder is that one of the

riders was not killed. The race was run over,

but was a walk-over, tne other B-man re-

fusing to compete.

In the B mile handicap, more teamstering

work was exploited, and the scratch man, who

might have won easily, lost his chance by

waiting to coach his team-mate.

We say this is plainly a bad beginning. We
also wish to carefully record our opinion that

many men will ride in Class B who are sports-

men, who will ride squarely, and who ride in

B as a necessity.

These men—and all who -know much about

racing can readily tell off their names upon

their finger ends—will require but little atten-

tion. It is the "foul" rider who will engage

the closest attention of referees and of the

Racing Board.

Take the word "foul" in its strongest and

rankest sense, and it will fitly characterize

men who will ride foul on the track, taking no

account of the lives and limbs of their fellow-

competitors; who will arrange races before-

hand, and practice those other tricks and

games which find such ready growth in the

fertile cranium of the "crooked" rider, and in

the strabismized mind of the more astute and

resourceful team manager.

Unless there is an immediate change in B-

men's methods and manners, there will be no

question as to the future of that experimental

class. Its life will be fleeting and inglorious

—

one might say, briefly ignominious. The story

of the badly blotted pages of professional

cycle racing will be tame and tiresome in com-

parison to the "fakes," "games," "throw-

downs," "cross-cuts," double, triple and quad-

ruple "crosses," in-and-out, up-and-down and

all-over-the-show riding with which the his-

story of Class B will be thickly studded.

Your average professional of other days was

not too clever. He was not particularly up on

counter, cross-counter and pre-arrangement.

Of course he could, with the aid of his hangers-

on and go-betweens, arrange a simple hippo-

drome; but he was not up to any of the

niceties of fraud.

But our B-men can do more than ride ; they

can figure closely ; they can think, and, before

the season is over, no star-student will know

his tables better than these young men will

know the possibilities of riding-to-please-the-

boss, no matter how.

For its own sake and for sport's sake, the

Racing Board should apply liberal doses of

lightning-like justice to "crooked" Class B
men.

Otherwise we shall be compelled to say that

the Board has created a mongrel class of riders,

far more contemptible and unwholesome than

out-and-out dishonest professionals of these

and other days.

EVERY day brings some new development

in Class B.

We have already referred to a few of them,

more particularly to those which have cropped

out on the track. But there are others—several

others. The manufacturers, who support the

teams, are also learning a few things. What,

for want of a better term, may be called the

" team system " has developed a new form of

competition between the makers. It is not

in the sale of wheels, but in the purchase of

men.

The case of Geo. F. Taylor illustrates this

development very nicely.

Last year he was a member of a Western

team. Before the season was fairly over he

had "been added"—there is a wealth of mean-

ing in these words—to the Stearns string.

With the others, he was sent South early in

the Spring. He escaped the rigors of the

Northern blasts and in the balmier region,

under the care of an experienced trainer, paid

by his employees, he was fatted and fed and

had only to draw his monthly stipend and

spend a few hours each day in "getting fit,"

all of which means a more or less—usually

more—delightful period of dolcefar niente.

Small wonder that the average mortal should

envy such favored brothers. The sun tempers

the northern winds, and Taylor returns.

Hardly is he back when along comes an " in-

ducer" from a competitor of Stearns & Co., and

forthwith Taylor succumbs to the "superior
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inducement," and bag and baggage, but not

bicycle, he joins another "team." Stearns &
Co^receive no return from their outlay for the

Southern trip and training, all of which must

have amounted to a pretty penny. In much

the same way, Dirnberger, one of the Rambler

team, after spending several delightful weeks

"getting fit" in California at the expense of

his firm, is now reported dissatisfied and

" striking" for more pay, while competitors of

the Rambler firm are greedily reaching out to

secure the speedy young man, and with him,

the benefit of his California trip and training.

It is in the nature of most men to go where

the monied return is greatest, and what we

have said is not meant to discredit either

Taylor or Dirnberger. They simply serve as

pegs upon which to hang a moral which must

be plain to all. Their sudden changes show

how any shrewd manufacturer may—we do not

mean to insinuate or charge that any have

done so—obtain the benefit of a Southern trip

and a season of early and costly Spring train-

ing, at the expense of a competitor. Indeed,

if " teams" are to become permanent features

or factors in the cycle trade, these things even

suggest a field of action for the recently in-

corporated "National Board of Trade of Cycle

Manufacturers.

"

Contracts, mutual agreements between

team-supporters, "releases," "fires," "lay-

offs," and all the other documents and stipula-

tions made so familiar to the public by the

baseball magnates, may become necessities.

Then we might have a "Brotherhood of Rac-

ing Men," which might guarantee a certain

speed and fix the scale of compensation and

—

but the field seems so wide as to be limitless.

There is no doubt that developments will

be added from day to day, and that Class B
and the team system will make some inter-

esting history before the season is spent.

The system, which embraces so many idly-

hanging hours, is also not calculated to im-

prove the moral condition of the many young

and callow youths who will largely make up the

class. An example of this has already reached

us. It is one of the saddest developments up

to date. We throw the mantle of charity over

the identity of the youth. It is enough to

say that he was not only speedy, but bright and
intelligent ; but the idle hours and the restraint

of training proved too great. He "broke
away," and unless his alcoholic appetite is re-

duced and his somewhat sodden muscles regain

their former strength and speed, there will be
one less not unfamiliar name among those of

•' the men of the year."

From every point of view it looks as if Class

B must be ruled with an iron hand at every
turn. "Fake races" and unpaid board bills
were probably the greatest evils of the old

order of professionalism. There is little room
to believe that these will exist in the Class B
team system, but in their place are other prob-
abilities equally despicable and almost as mal-
odorous. Riders given to tricks should be
watched and throttled.

NELSON REJECTION.

FOR ways that are dark and rulings that

are more than mysterious and past under-

standing, the Licensing and Appeals Commit-

tees of the National Cyclists' Union of Eng-

land are very much more than peculiar.

They have just refused to license J. W.

Stocks, the twenty-five-mile champion, and

their action has aroused no little indignation.

The Wheeler gives an insight into their

methods. It says

:

We have Stocks, a sub-manager for the Griffiths

Cycle Corporation, working hard at the Newcastle

depot from 9 in the morning till 9 or 10 at night;

Stocks, a Bendedick; Stocks with about as little

chance of finding time for racing as the overworked

John Griffiths himself, but still Stocks the amateur
sportsman he has ever been, and resolved to silence

his anonymous calumniators; Stocks applying for the

license he merits. And again, we have Stocks asked

by the Trades Committee why he saw fit to leave the

Post Office and join the trade. Can this be free Eng-
land in the nineteenth century? Replying frankly

that he wished to get married, that his remuneration
at the Post Office was not equal to his consequent

needs or to his relative merits, enclosing the original

of his agreement to the Trades Committee, and confi-

dently awaiting an answer, only to be rewarded by a

curt notice, without rhyme or reason, that his appli-

cation had been refused.

To conclude, we have Stocks upright and fearless in

the knowledge of his innocence before the Appeals
Committee (four present), demanding to be charged
with his offence and to be brought face to face with

his accusers; Stocks informed that there is no shred of

evidence against him, and that no accuser dare appear,

demanding judgment by default, but instead of the

old ruling which has obtained for many years prior

even to the Christian era, we have Stocks' application

refused because it is impossible for him to bring fresh

evidence to refute evidence which is admitted to be non-

existent.

Fancy a man being brought into court with

no knowledge of the charge against him, with

no idea of what he is expected to disprove,

with no one present to accuse him of any

transgression; fancy the man being told by

the court that there is no evidence or charge

against him, and then fancy the court adjudg-

ing the man guilty

!

Is it any wonder that the Wheeler asks: Did

ever man hear the like? or that Mr. Stocks will

carry the matter to the higher and mightier

tribunals of Her Majesty?

It is not, however, so much the case of

Stocks as that of our own countrymen, E. A.

Nelson, which concerns Americans.

Our Paris correspondent, in his interview

with Mr. Nelson, this week gives the informa-

tion we have awaited before commenting. It

shows that the same high-minded, unreason-

able, unjust and unexplained methods which

prevailed in the case of Stocks prevailed in

the case of Nelson. There was no charge nor

evidence against him ; he knew not what he

was expected to disprove; he answered all

questions frankly, and to prove that he was

free and untrammeled, he offered to ride any

wheel which the committee might designate

;

yet he is denied a license and practically

branded impure. The committee hands down

no brief or gives no reasons for its action.

But a few short weeks ago one man, more

level headed than the rest, asked the N. C. U.

legislators to restrict the English champion-

ship to Englishmen. He was set upon heavily,

and his motion denounced as "un-English'

and "ungallant." Nelson arrives in the

country, little more than convalescent from a

serious illness, he improves wonderfully, and

starts training. He rides so well that para-

graphs in the English press lead one to surmise

that the English championships are again in

danger of being won by an American. Then

follows the refusal of his license. Much as it

may seem possible, we are not going to charge

that fear of Nelson's prowess influenced in any

way this refusal, but if Nelson is not an

amateur, or if he is "speckled" in any way

we are anxious to know it." Over here we do

not even know the make of wheel he is riding,

and that he has offered to ride any wheel that

may be designated is such speaking and appar-

ently conclusive proof of his freedom that it

will prejudice the world in his favor.

We heartily commend the Briton's for their

efforts to keep the sport pure, but if those

" gallant" men, who cried so loud and fought

so hard to keep their championships open to the

world, permit their purifying courts of sup-

posed justice to condemn men without evidence

or without so much as informing them of what

and by whom they are accused, if they permit

these courts to dispense such high handed

"justice," and without so much as one word of

reasoning or explanation, our pen is ready to

write them down as the most ungallant lot of

galoots that ever drew breath.

A
STRONG effort is being made to place

Johnny Johnson in the niche recently

occupied by the heroic statue of Arthur

Augustus, First Lord of Manasquan, N. J.

The great Arthur was placed in the biggest

place in the temple by thousands of admirers,

both here and abroad, into whose hearts he

had ridden. He had earned his place.

It is not probable that Johnny Johnson can

at this time be placed in the recently vacated

niche. A position like that is earned. It is at

the disposal of the public, and the public will

not see the ex-god replaced, except by some

other most worthy high-muck-a-muck of the

race path. Johnny cannot be derricked or

press-bureaued into that niche.

He is in great danger of being talked to the

death. Too many wires and press dispatches

emanate from his bureau. Let the boy do

something big, then the public will take care

to talk about him and to read about him.

The status of Class B is almost entirely in

the hands of the employers of the riders. No
maker, unless we are very much at sea, will

demand victories at the expense of fair play

and the lives and limbs of others. Class B,

properly managed, may aid sport. But only

good straight men should be employed, and

the team manager should be held to strict

account by his employer.
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The Standard of Comparison in BICYCLES

is always a %^~

JL~_flfe_ COLUMBIA.
''Just as good as a Columbia" has been worn threadbare by dealers

in other makes, but no Columbia rider is ever deceived by the

assertion. Old wheelmen know that Columbias are unequalled.

Standard, 1894, price $125.00.

v.
~\

Boston.

New York. POPE MFG. CO •>

Chicago.

Hartford.

CATALOGUE FREE AT OUR AGENCIES,
OR MAILED FOR TWO TWO-CENT
STAMPS.

HARTFORD : :

BICYCLES.

LIGHT, STRONG,
FOR MEN AND LADIES, FOR BOYS AND MISSES.

PRICES; $100.00, $85.00 $75.00.

You have your choice of the Columbia single tube tire or

the HARTFORD double tube tire, each the

best in its class.

Before You Decide on Your 1894, Examine These Safeties.

Send Tour Address for One of Our Catalogues.

THE HARTPDR0 CYCLE CD.,

HERTFORD, CONN.

3^5 HICKORY :

CONTAINS EVERYTHING DESIRABLE.

The 1894 HICKORY has many im-

provements, and embodies special

features not found in any other

machine.

Sample machines can be found at our

agencies in all the principal cities

and towns, and it will pay you to

examine them.

If we have no agent in your place,

write for terms and catalogue.

|~|ickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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AN INDEX OF IMPROVEMENT. JUDGMENT RESERVED. NEW YORK'S MEET.

A STUDY of the "figures" of the Irvington-

Millburn road race, comparing all the

races, the one with the other, will indicate the

rapid strides made in cycling from a speed

standpoint, which is the best index of im-

provement in design and manufacture.

One need not take into consideration the

races of the older days, in which anything

under "1.40" over the classic " twenty-five '*

marked a man with at least some claim to dis-

tinction as a road rider.

Take into the mind's eye six races only,

beginning with 1889. In that year (27 fin-

ishers) 15, or 55 percent., beat 1.40. In 1890,

61 per cent. ; 1891, 70 per cent., and in '92, '93

and '94 all the men who finished beat that

time.

In '89, not a man beat 1.30, the best time

beiug 1. 31.43. In '90, 10 percent, of the fin-

ishers beat 1.30; '91, 18 per cent. ; '92, 92 per

cent. ; '93, 87 per cent. ; '94, 94 per cent.

Not a man beat ih. 20m. in 1889. In '90, 10

percent.; '91, 18 per cent.; '92, 18 per cent.;

'93, 36 per cent., and '94, 54 per cent, beat that

time.

No man rode 5 miles under 15 minutes until

1892, when 2 men, or4 per cent, broke "even"

time; in 1894, 38 men, or over 45 per cent.,

broke " even " time for the five. In '92, 1 man

broke 30 minutes for 10 miles; in 94, 31 men

accomplished that feat. In '94, 15 men broke

twenty-in-the-hour.

The table, published in our news columns, is

proof positive that the makers have not lagged

in improvement. The pneumatic tire, of course,

did much from '92 on. But very much im-

proved tires, reduction of weight, more intelli-

gence in design and the use and proper hand-

ling of better material have, in combination,

made the present high standard possible.

The latest invention in the way of a crawling

cure is English. It is the offering of a "fastest

lap" prize. The time is taken for each lap.

Any man who jumps away at the tape and

leads an entire lap in the fastest time wins the

special prize. Of course, all the men keep

constantly trying. It seems like a good thing,

and we should like to see some enterprising

race-promoting club try it on.

A novel case will soon come before an

English Court. A lady cyclist dressed ration-

ally stopped at an inn. "Have you a skirt

with you ?" inquired madam. "No," replied

the ralionalisie. "Then you can't come in."

So the husband of the rationaliste will bring

suit, and we shall have learned legal discourse

on what is rational, irrational, modest and too

modest in skirtery.

IN CASE OF NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
V. MACINTOSH.

The hearing of this important case, reported

fully in Wheel of last week, was resumed on

May 28, in the Chancery Division of the High
Court of Justice, Justice Romer presiding.

The question of identity of construction was
resumed and gone into at great length. After

counsel had finished, His Lordship announced

"Judgment Reserved," and intimated that he

would take time to consider his decision,

The Judges decision will, no doubt, eliminate

all unimportant matter and will accentuate

and expound the salient features of the discus-

sion and testimony on both sides. The Wheel
will publish it in its entirety as soon as it is

made public.

Ordered to Stop Squabbling.

At a meeting in Baltimore on Sunday the

L. A. W. Executive Committee, having tried

the experiment and found it wanting, and true

to their promise removed the gag from their

own and the other officers' mouths, and de-

cided that the official news would no longer be

confined the official Bulletin but would be

given to all who may apply. The Com-
mittee also ordered Secretary Basse: t to remove
to Chicago without further delay, and under

a clause in the contract regulating censorship,

ordered the publishers of the organ to publish

no editorial matter which had not the approval

of Mr. Bassett; and further, to cease its attacks

on or bickerings with other papers. President

Luscomb says the committee does not believe

it proper or dignified for an official organ to

engage in such unseeming squabbles.

About Barnett.

Barnett, the winner of the Irvington-Mil-

burn, did not let grass grow under his feet.

Two days after his victory, A. G. Spalding &
Bros, published broadcast a letter from him
setting forth that he really did ride a Spalding

safety, that he bought it only "one week
previous to the race, and that so good
a wheel is it that I became thoroughly ac-

quainted with it in that short time, and found
it superior to any wheel I had ever ridden."

Owing the excitement caused by the fight at

the start of the race, various reports that Bar-

nett started from one to three minutes ahead
of the 4 minute bunch have been afloat. It is

a silly rumor, however. The costume worn by
Allen, who started with him and who is not

accused of beating the starter, was so con-

spicuous that it could not be mistaken, and as

the two were together all the way and their

times for the several laps consistent, the rumor
does Barnett an injustice. He is willing to

make oath that he started from his proper
mark, and is borne out by the officials, Referee
Potter having investigated the rumor and dis-

proved and settled it by signing the claim for

record.

Racing men stopping at country hotels

should make their arrangements behind

locked doors. Lurking servants have long

ears and glib tongues.

No Negroes Need Apply.

Still another " trade race " has been added
to the swiftly-swelling list. It is Schmelzer's
" First Annual " at Kansas City, Mo., and will

be run on June 16; distance, 15 miles. The
race is noteworthy because of the entry blank
stating that " the race is open to all -white ama-

t
eur wheelmen over 16 years of age," the first

time, perhaps in the country.

The programme of the New York Division

meet, which occurs at Lockporton June 15 and
16, is a very neat and pretentious affair.

Among other things the programme says:
The Buffalo Courier says that Lockport is noted for

its handsome girls. This is true, but it is also noted
for its handsome residences, grand old shade trees
and well-paved streets. It is a city of about 20,000

inhabitants, and is the center and county seat of

Niagara County, which not only abounds in splendid
scenery but is also the finest fruit country in the State.

Lockport is a paradise for wheelmen. It contains
many miles of asphalt, brick and macadam pave-
ments, and wheelmen have always been permitted
the privilege of using the sidewalks.

It is surrounded in every direction by delightful

points to wheel to, and during the summer the roads
to all points are fairly good or else have side-paths
along the bad stretches. Olcott, to which point we go
on Friday, is a beautiful summer resort on Lake On
tario, at the mouth of Eighteen Mile river, just twelve
miles directly north of Lockport. Wilson is sixteen
miles northwest of Lockport, and is also on Lake
Ontario at the mouth of the Tuscorora River. Here
is a beautiful harbor and grove and several steamers
run daily from Toronto, and a band is in attendance
during the Summer. Youngstown is twenty-one
miles from Lockport, and is at the mouth of Niagara
River. The United Slates PortTs situated there and is

now a regimental station. The fishing at this point is

equal to any on Lake Ontario. Lewiston is nineteen
miles west of Lockport and is reached by a beautiful

drive called the Mountain road. It is at the foot of

the rapids below the whirlpool, and t e scenery is

magnificent. Niagara Falls is twenty-one miles.

Grand Island is seventeen miles west and Buffalo

twenty-seven miles southwest. One other point is

deserving of mention, Lakeside, twenty-six miles

northeast of Lockport. This is a famous Rochester

resort. Many other beautiful points surround Lock-

port but space will forbid us naming them.

Lockport takes its name from the series of locks on

the Erie Canal at this point. These are five in num-
ber and have a fall of sixty feet. This series of locks

was the most expensive piece of work on the entire

canal and cost upwards of a million dollars. Just

above the locks is situated the widest bridge in the

world. It is used as a market square. Many large

manufactories are located at Lcckport, and wheelmen
interested in such matters will have an opportunity

to inspect them. The three leading hotels are the

Grand, the Niagara and the Commercial. The two

former are both league hotels. TEere are many
Smaller hotels. The rates will be $2 per day at the

Grand, Commercial and Niagara, and at proportional

figures for the smaller hotels.

The Trunk Line Association has granted a

rate of a fare and one-third, on the certificate

plan, to all League members who attend.

As already stated, a big time is in prospect.

There will be a road race and thirteen track

events, including two State championships

and two class B events; a parade; dinner at

Olcott, free to L. A. W. members; various

sports ; a moonlight excursion to the Falls ; a

smoker and athletic carnival, with refresh-

ments, also free to League men, and a meeting

of the Division Board of Officers.

A souvenir button is also to be presented to

all holders of L. A. W. tickets.

TRADE ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED.

Albany, N. Y., June 1.—The National Board

of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers, with prin-

cipal offices in New York city, was incorporated

with the Secretary of State to-day with a capi-

tal of $10,000 for the purpose of fostering trade

and to promote interest in cycling. The trus-

tees are Albert A. Pope of Boston ; A. G.

Spalding, A. Coleman, Frederick J. Stimson,

Alfred W. Kiddle, William F. Wilson and

Edward J. Day, of New York City; A.

Kennedy Child, of Hartford, Ct. ; William A.

Redding, Charles M. Richards and Elliott

Mason of Brooklyn
;
Jacob S. Bretz, of West-

field, N. J., and Theodore F. Merseles of

Jersey City.
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THE OVAL OPENED.

PLAINFIELD'S NEW TRACK INAUGURATED
—GOOD SPORT MIXED WITH MONKEY-

SHINES—TAXIS BADLY HURT.

HE Crescent
Wheelmen, a

club of quietish

and of men, whose

average age seems

jeyond that of the

average cycle club

an, thus giving their

lb stability, opened

their new track a*

Plainfield, N. J., on

Saturday last.

The weather man

treated the club rather badly, so that only

about twelve hundred, instead of expected

thousands, went into the new enclosure; and

the sport was more than marred by the rain,

though it was not altogether drowned out.

Plainfield is forty-five minutes (24 miles)

from New York; the excursion rate is $1,

though, on July 4 wheu another meet is to be

held, no doubt special combination admission

and transportation tickets will be on sale all

along the line at reduced rates.

The club has gone two miles out of town,

along a finely shaded, villa-lined macadamized

road, to build their track. The enclosure, set

in a beautiful bit of country, is about a half-

mile square. There is a third-mile track of

red clay, very hard, banked six teet, with safe

curves. It is built in the best fashion, and in

its construction the club coupled the best obtain-

able engineering talent with the requirements

of cycle racing.

There are ample grand-stands, open stands,

press quarters, a raised platform for officials,

which, by the way, should be enclosed in

paling, ample room for carriages, a novel and

up-to-date rack, where 600 wheels can be

checked and held in place, and a dressing

room divided into compartments, securing a

privacy for competitors which is not to be

found at any other race-track. Every detail,

in fact, seems to have been carefully thought

out, and the result is a credit to the builders

and designers, and their new enclosure should

be a matter of particular pride to all Crescent

Wheelmen.

THE SPORT.

The Class A events, well arranged, were

liberally patronized. But for the rain, which

made the track slippery and dangerous, damp-

ened the competitors, the officials, the enthusi-

asm of the spectators and took the edge off

things in general, it would have been an after-

noon of unusually keen sport.

One of the interesting phases of the day was

the very much improved form shown by some

men who were but fair raters at the close of

last year. In the two miles handicap, for

instance, Ray McDonald, short and heavy-set

as a young ox, figured at scratch and gave

away starts up to 200 yards. He won his heat

easily in 5m. 5s., doing the first mile in 2m.

27 3-5S. In the final he seemed discouraged, and

retired at a mile and a half, though it was won

in only 5m. 4s. In this event, J.
Willis covered

his first mile in 2m. 22 3-5S., but seemed to

have shot his bolt, and retired at a mile and a

half. Maddox, the Asbury Parkian (80 yards),

displayed exceptional form, winning his heat

in 4m. 55 3-5S., and the final in 5m. 4s. He is

almost up to MacDonald's form. He simply

romped away with the event.

Barnett, modestly wearing his Decoration

Day laurels, from the 100 mark, ran second to

Maddox in both heat and final.

The novice event showed the calibre of the

track. Heats were run under 2m. 40s., though
the men loafed half the distance. The final

fell to B. Jacobus, a Montclair rider, who had
no difficulty in winning.

FOUL RIDING.

In the Class B one-third mile scratch race,

Titus, Wells, C. M. Murphy, Taxis and Taylor

turned out. It proved a most unfortunate

event. Rounding into the home-stretch, a

furlong from home, Titus had the pole,

behind, Wells in front of him, Murphy
outside of Wells and looking a winner, with

Taylor and Taxis coming full tilt on the

outside. Wells veered out ; Murphy was forced

wide, running into Taylor, who, in turn, was
forced into Taxis, who fell clear of his wheel,

slid on the side of his face for a few feet and
then lay as if dead. Titus got through, finish-

ing first, Murphy second, Wells third. Taylor

was not much hurt, but Taxis was a sight for

all foul riders. He was carried from the track

semi-conscious, his face all bruised and bloody,

several teeth knocked out, and one ear nearly

torn off. He required the services of two
doctors.

From appearances and from information ob-

tained from outside sources, there was but

little doubt that the race was pre-arranged.

It was simply a case of team work. One man
was to win the third mile through the efforts

of another; the helper or " crooked" rider was
to be helped in return to win the mile handi-

cap. The entire matter has been placed in the

hands of the Racing Board. The referee

ordered the race rerun, but Taylor could not

ride, and Titus would not get up, so the

race was awarded to Murphy, who started,

but who twisted his rear sprocket into pieces

before he was fairly under way. The third

was ridden at a 2.15 clip.

In the mile, local event, Charles Brown, the

Elizabeth rider, came away with the greatest

ease, and won in 2m. 30 3-5S., the nearest man
being Willis.

In the two-third mile event, Brown looked a

winner, when he suddenly eased up. He came
again in the stretch, and, making a marvelous

pick-up, was beaten less than a length.

SUMMARY.

ONE MILE NOVICE.

Heat One—1, B. Jacobus, Montclair; 2. A. Thomas,
Newark; 3, W. H. Chamberlain, Westfield; 4, Charles

Liebold, New York; 5, H. S.Jelleme, Passaic. Time,
2m. 49 2-5S. Heat Two— 1, Philip Young, Montclair; 2,

John T. Beam, New York; 3, Isaac Townley, Westfield;

4, Wm E. Ruge, Brooklyn; 5, C. Enderlin, Newark.
Time, 2m. 54 2-5S. Heat Three— 1, I. N. Line, Plain-

field; 2, W. A. J. Flack, Brooklyn; 3, Luther Rice,

Newark; 4, E. Johnson, Rahway. Time, 2m. 39 1.5s.

Heat Pour— r, D. H. MacFarland, Elizabeth; 2, F. A.

Hendricks, Brooklyn; 3, Chas. L. Flack, E. Orange; 4,

J. E. Roberts, Elizabeth. Time, 2m. 59 35s. Heat
Five— 1, F. G. Hedge, Brooklyn; 2, H. F. Loehrs,

Elizabeth; 3, C. K. Andresen, Brooklyn; 4, Hans
Hansen, Perth Amboy; 5, S.J. Burke, Newark; 6, E.

M. Carbonell, New York; 7, W. Appley, Elizabeth.

Time, 2m. 38s.

FINAL HEAT.
1. B Jacobus, 3. Hedge,
2. I. N. Line, 4. Loehrs.

Time, 2m. 37S.

ONE-THIRD MILE SCRATCH, CLASS B.

1. Fred J. Titus, New York.

2. C. M. Murphy, Syracuse.

3. W. H. Wells, Springfield.

Time, 45s.

W. W. Taxis, Phila., fell; Geo. F. Taylor, Waltham,
fell.

This event was run over on account of the foul, and
was a walkover for C. M. Murphy.

ONE MILE SCRATCH RACE, LOCAL RIDERS.

1. Chas. Brown, Elizabeth, 3. A. H. Barnett, Westf'ld

.

2 James Willis, Westfield. 4. L. E. Coyte, Elizabeth.

5. T. A. Cu 1 ing, Plainfield.

Time, 2m. 30 3-5S.

TWO-THIRD MILE SCRATCH RACE.

Heat One— 1, L. G. Hoppe, Brooklyn; 2, W. A. B tr-

beau, New York; 3, L. V. Mockridge; 4, Fred D.
Stone, Montclair; 5, W. A. Whelpley, Jersey City.

Time, im. 40 2-58. Heat Two— 1, Charles Brown,
Elizabeth; 2, E. L. Blauvelt, Newark, 3, F. F. Good-
man, New York; 4, Chas. Granger, New York; 5, John
M. Hague, Bloomfield; 6, A. J. Ford, New York; 7,

Thos. L Green, New York. Time, im. 39 2-5S. Heat
Three— 1, H. H. Maddox, Asbury Park; 2, Jas. Willis,

Westfield; 3, A. H. Barnett, Westfield; 4, C. S. H*n-
shaw, New York; 5, E. B. Eglehoff, Brooklyn; 6,

Chas. Keeseman, Brooklyn; Time, im 41 2-5S. Heat
Four— 1, R. McDonald, New York; 2, W. K. Sims,
Phila.; 3, C. S. Thompson, New Haven, Ct.;4, George
Mershon, Phila.; 5, O. G. Spencer, New Haven.
Time, im. 35s.

FINAL HEAT.

1. W. F. Sims.

2. Chas. Brown.
3. Jas. Willis.

Time, im. 44 4-5S.

TWO THIRD MILE SCRATCH, BOYS' RACE.

Heat One— 1, Volney F. Green, Plainfield: 2, Wm. J-
Enrich, New York; 3, A. Thomas, Newark; 4, J.
Granch, Philadelphia. Time, im. 43s. Heat T>vo—
1, W. A. Barbeau, New York; 2, Rav Dawson, Boon-
ton; 3, T. A. Cuming, Plainfield. Time, im. 39 3-5S.

Heat Three—1, 1. A. Powell, New York; 2, Geo. Rice,

Newark; 3, C.S. Thompson, New Haven; 4, B. Jacobus
Montclair. Time, im. 42s.

FINAL HEAT.

X. Dawson. 5- Thompson.
2. Powell. 6. Green.

3' Barbeau. 7- Thomas.
4- Cuming.

Time, itn. 43S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

i A. Silvie, Port Richmond, N. Y., 60 yards.

2 Fred J. Titus, New York, 20 yards.

3 W. H. Wells, Springfield, Mass., 60 yards.

Time, 2m. 272-5S.

Silvie, finding that Wells was the only other com-
petitor, decided to start at the last moment, and prac-

tically undressed on the track for that purpose. He
jumped away at the startj and lost Wells at the one

third mile. At a half Titus was up with Well?, and
could have won easily, but that he laid back for a

quarter mile trying to pull his team mate through.

Finding it impossible, he jumped after Sil-ie, but

came too late, and was beaten by a couple of yards.

TWO MILE HANDICAP.

Heat One—1, H. H. Middox, 80 yards; 2, A. H. Bar-

nett, 100; 3, Geo. Merchon, 160; 4, C. S. Hens'iaw, 180;

5, S C. Crane, 150; 6, J. Granch, 170; 7, W. H. Chamber-
lain, 180. Time, 4m. 55 3-5S.

In this heat Willis got ahead at 1 1 3 miles. A
special timer was placed at the 20 yard mark, and
Willis was timed for the first mile, doing the full

distance in 2m. 22 3-5S , making a track record. Con -

sidering the wet ground and the fact that it was
ridden in a two mile handicap, it is by far and away
Willis' best performance. After his effort Willis

dropped out.

Heat Two— 1, R. Macdonald, scratch; 2, Chas
#

Granger, 150 yards; 3, Henry Hawthorne, Newark, 160;

4, W. A. Barbeau, 130; 5, A. M. Laggren, Elizabeth, 180.

6, Wm. A. Whelpley, Jersey City, 200. Time, 5m. 06s.

R. Macdonald rode like a veteran from the scratch

mark, doing 2m. 27 3-5S. for the mile, and running into

first position at a mile and a third, after which he had

no difficulty in romping home.
Heat Three— 1, G. L. Hoppe, Brooklyn, 180 yards; 2,

I. N. Line, 190; 3, F. F. Goodman, 90; 4, Ray Dawson,

100; 5, M. Scott, Providence, 30; 6, W. F. Sims, 45.

Time, 5 m. 5s.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Maddox, 80 yards. 6. Henshaw, 180.

2. Barnett, 100.

3. G. L. Hoppe, 80.

4. Merchon, 160.

5. Sims, 45.
Time, 5m. 4s

7. Laggren, 180.

8. Granch, 170.

o. M. Scott, 30.
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ONE MILE SCRATCH, CONSOLATION,
i, F. F. Goodman. 2, M. Scott.

3, Blauvelt. 4, C. S. Henshaw.
5, Geo. Merchon.

Time, 2m. 54s.

The local band furnished excellent music.

Officials— Referee, F. P. Prial, M. B. C.

Judges, E. H. Towle, New York; H. L. Salton-

stall, Elizabeth; George H. Davey, Elizabeth.

Timers, C. E. Vail, Plainfield ; L. S. Pocock,

Plainfield; F. R. Stevens, Plainfield. Scorers,

R. G. Betts, New York ; R. A. Meeker, Plain-

field. Starter, A. H. Chamberlain, Rahway.
Clerks of Course, F. L. C. Martin, Plainfield;

S. B. Bowman, New York; P. B. Macintyre,

Plainfield; A. H. Titsworth, Plainfield.

JOHNSON DEFEATS SANGER
AND THEN RIDES NO MOKE-WATSON COLE-

MAN IN GOOD FORM—F. J. JENNY
A SURPRISE IN CLASS A.

The Daily Press is proud, Plainfield is

proud of the Plainfield Crescent Wheelmen.
That estimable body of solid young business

men is pushing to success a gigantic under-

taking which will work much good to Plain-

field. Since the heralding abroad of the

building of the Crescent Oval the outside

world has taken a renewed interest in this

town, and Plainfield is destined to be the

wheelmens' Mecca. This getting the World's

eyes on Plainfield is a mighty good thing. It

means a substantial boom. If you haven't

yet joined the procession, now is the time to

subscribe for stock and boost the Wheelmen
and the town along the road to glory. This
is no Coxey movement, but a mighty progres-

sive bit of modern hustling. Enterprise such

as that of the Wheelmen merits getting out

the band. As the lamented Gep: 49er would
say, "Whoop 'er up!" There's glory for

Plainfield in the Crescent Oval.—Plainfield

(N. J.) Press.

Hicycle Bill Passed in Massachusetts.

In the Massachusetts Senate on Monday the

two most important measures discussed and
acted upon were the bills relative to State

highways, introduced by Mr, Ledyard Bill, of

Worcester, which was amended by Senators

Lawrence and Leary, and finally passed to be

engrossed, all amendments being voted down,

and the bill to regulate the use of bicycles and
similar vehicles, which was passed to be en-

grossed.

On this latter treasure a vigorous fight was
waged in favor of compelling the use of brakes,

Mr. Gray, of Norfolk, moving an amendment
to that effect.

The amendment was defeated on a rising

vote, 12 to 13, as were also the motion of

Senator Shaw to refer the matter to the next

general court, and the amendment of Senator

Gray to the effect that all bicycles shall be

equipped with a continuously sounding auto-

matic alarm.

Bath Cyclists' First Meet.

Bath, Me., May 30.—The first annual meet
of the Bath C. C, at the driving park to-day,
was the leading sporting event here. About
1,000 people saw the races. Good time was
made, although the track was heavy, owing to

the storm of last night. Winners:
Half mile, State— 1, M. A. Ames, Auburn W. C.
Mile championship of Bath— 1, E. C Farrar.
Half-mile novice— 1, Douglas F. McRae, Bath.
Mile, State— 1, Fred. B. Groves, Auburn.
Half-mile—1, C. R. Higgins, Bath.
Mile nearest to 4 minutes— 1, H. T. Passmore, Bath.
Two miles—1, J. W. Gilmore, Bath C. C.

Banker and Nelson Ride in Paris.

Paris, June 3.—In the amateurs' 2,000-yard

bicycle race at the Velodrome Buffalo to-day,

the Americans, Banker and Nelson, were first

and second respectively.

Troy, N. Y., June 4.—A cloudy day greeted

the Troy Bicycle Club Wednesday. Rain fell

the night before, as it had fallen for a week
past, but along about noon, the sun came out

and it was decided to run the races rain or

shine.

The crowd was there, probably 3,000 strong,

of which 1,000 paid nothing, coming in via the

fence route. It was this crowd of tramps and
dead beats, that swarmed all over the track

to the detriment of the races and danger to

the riders. Two policemen, Asa Windle and
others repeatedly drove them off, but they as

often surged back.

The track was dry down the homestretch

;

wet and muddy on the backstretch.

Falls were numerous, for the most part

from collisions between the green riders of

Class A. The higher class men did not fall.

John S. Johnson appeared in only one race,

the mile handicap. In this event he let Sanger
do the donkey work for seven-eighths of the

mile, and then beat him but half a length,

being third and Sanger fourth. The latter

rode from the start, and making a fine pick-up,

was trailiug the field at the five-eighths.

Watson Coleman had the lead into the home-
stretch, and held the advantage Kennedy, of

Chicago, at his heels and Johnson a wheel
length back, Sanger lapping his rear, and Bald,

Callahan, Titus, Arnold, Brandt and Maddox
among the " also rans."

Sanger wc n both of the half mile open event?.

In the first Murphy jumped to the front and
evidently tried to sprint the entire half mile.

Sanger lay well back, as he always does, and
came up on the homestretch, and, with Cr le-

man in tow, just squeezed by Murphy into the

first place. In the second event he had more
competition from "Brother Charl," and won
by a wheel length, looking around at Murphy
and smiling, as he did at Zimmie last August
at Detroit. In this race Titus was a close

third, a half wheel length ahead of Bald, who
seemed to have slipped a pedal; Harry Tyler

was fifth. Bald was not riding in the form ex-

pected of him.

Tyler afterward came out and won the mile

open, in which Sanger, Johnson and Murphy
did not ride. Kennedy was a close second,

Bald pushing him hard with the finest sprint

of the day. "

In the Class A events F. J. Jenny, of the

Utica Cycling Club, carried away the honors,

winning the half-mile dash in splendid style,

beating off such men as George Smith and
Steensen, and taking second in the mile handi-

cap to his club mate, W. J. Helfert.

The Summaries.

ONE MILE NOVICE.

1, George E. J. Wiley, Albany County W.; 2, H. W.
Waller, Troy B. C; 3, Arthur Cardell, A. C. W. Time,
2m. 50XS.

ONE HALF MILE, CLASS B.

First Heat: 1, H. C. Tyler; 2, E. C. Bald; 3, E. F.

Miller; 4, C. M. Murphy. Time, im. 31s. Second Heat:
Watson Coleman, H. B. Arnold, W. C. Sanger and
Chas. Callahan qualified without riding.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Sanger; 3. Murphy.
2. Coleman. 4. Bald.

Time, im. 154-5S.

HALF MILE DASH, CLASS A.

First Heat— 1, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 2, M.J. Higgins,

Albany; 3, H. R. Steenson, R. W.; 4, B. Zalamea,

Bogota.—Time, im. 17KS. Second Heat— 1, G. C.

Smith, N. Y. A. C; 2, W. J. Helfert, Utica; 3l O. H.

Munro; 4, A. S. Lee, Cohoes. Time, im. sis.

FINAL HEAT.
i. Jenny. 3. Helfert.

2. Steenson. 4. Smith.
Time, im. 13s.

One Mile Championship Troy Bicycle Club— i,

H. W. Waller; 2, E. S. Homer; 3, C. Frank Stevens.
Time, 3m. 25KS.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. Watson Coleman, 80 yds. 3. J. S. Johnson, scratch.

2. A. D. Kennedy, 60 yds. 4. W. C. Sanger, scratch.

Time, 2m. 2o'^s.

Also started—E C. BUd, 20 yards; C. Callahan, 40;

F. J. Titus, 40; H. B Arnold. 60, E. F. Mullen, 90; W.
H. Wells, 90; O. S. Brant, 90; H. H. Maddox, no.

ONE-HALF MILE DASH, CLASS B.

1. Sanger, 3. Titus,

2. Murphy, 4. Bald,

5- Tyler.

Time, im. 16 4-5S.

. W. Coleman and H. B. Arnold, also ran.

One and One-half Mile (E. N. Y. C. League
Championship)—!, M.J. Higgins, A. B. C; 2, W. S.
Burke, Cohoes W.; 3, C. T. Earle, Hudson B. C.j 4,

H. W. Waller, Troy B. C; 5, A. H. Davis, A. C. W.
Time, 4m. 12s.

ONE MILE, CLASS B.

1. Tyler, 4. Coleman,
2. Kennedy, 5. Titus,

3. Bald, 6. Murphy.
Time, 2m. 42 3-5S.

Kennedy rode a pretty race and pushed Tyler hard
all down the stretch.

One Mile Handicap, Class A—First Heat: i, F
J. Jenny, 50 yards; 2, W. J. Helfert, 70; 3, J. Elmer
Ayers, no; 4, M.J Higgins, 120. Time, 2m. 21 3-4S.

Second Heat— 1, C T. Earle, 120 yards; a, A. H.
Davies, 90; 3, H R. Steenson, 50; 4, E. G. Combs, 100.

Time, 2m. 23s.

Final Heat— 1, W. J. Helfert, 70 yards; 2, F. J. Jenny
50; 3, Chas. T. Earle, 120. Time, 2m. 21s.

One-half Mile Handicap, Class B— i, Watson
Coleman, 50 yards; 2, E F. Miller, 60; 3, A. D. Kennedy,
35! 4. F. J. Titus, 25. Time, im. oS 3-4S.

Also started: Arnold, Wells, Maddox and Brandt.

Rome vs. Utica.

The war between Rome and Utica, N. Y.,

is still on, although Decoration day has come
and gone. Owing to the rain, the meets at

both places were necessarily postponed. The
Rome papers, however, now brand the Utica

meet, that was to be, a fake and a fizzle.

They claim that the meet was managed by
speculative parties to make money, giving the

Utica C. C. a small percentage for the use of

their name; that a big crowd of people paid

for admission to the grounds after it was
known that it would be impossible to hold the

races, and that no one could get their money
back. They were given tickets instead, good
for admittance at some future time. The
League sanction, it is claimed, was made a

matter of barter and sale, and has brought the

League and cycling into disrepute. The Rome
meet will be held on June 22. Utica has not

as yet received another sanction.

Mississippi's First Meet.
The first real racing meeting ever held in the State

occurred on May 30 at Canton, .Miss., under the aus-
pices of the Cycling Association. About seven hun-
dred peopled were in attendance, and enthusiasm ran
high. The summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, W. B. Stinson; 2, W. A. Brown.

Time 3m. io^s.

One Mile State Championship—1, B. S. Roberts; 2,

R. H. Homes; 3. E. S. Berry. Time, 2m. 52j^s.

One Half Mile Madison County Novice— 1, W. P.

Holland; 2, H. W. Campbell; 3, H. Hosley; 4, W. B..

Clem. Time, im. 29s.

Five Mile State Championship— 1, W. B. Stinson; 2,

E. S. Berry; 3, R. A. Brantley; 4, W. H. Stanton.

Time, 16m. 51s.

One Half Mile Open—1, W. M. Yandell; 2, R. A
Brantley. Time, im, 17s.

One Mile Handicap—1, W. M. Yandell; 2, R. A.
Brantley; 3, Ed. French. Time, 2m. 51&S.

Ten Mile State Championship— 1, B. L. Roberts; 2,

W.A.Brown. Time, 35m. 25s.

One Quarter Mile Consolation—1, Ed. French; 2, W.
B. Clem. Time, 41s.

The track was in no condition for fast time.
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WHAT * THE * DEV
ELOPMENT IN OUR "ADS" WILL BE, YOU CAN TELL BY

HUNTING FOR OUR SPACE EVERY WEEK.

Live men

consult us

before

ordering.

We don't

worry over

dead men.

l@

CROWNS,
NOT OF GLORY, BUT OF STEEL.

1 ©\

Some of the

1895 models

are already

in.

Better send

yours and

keep up

with the

procession.

J. H. WILLIAMS & COMPANY,
9 RICHARDS ST.

DROP FORCINGS,
(near Hamilton Ferry),

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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GIMM WAS A SLEEPER.

NOT A NOVICE, AS SUPPOSED—A CONFLICT
OF DATES.

Cleveland, O., June 4, 1894.—Lewis Gimm,
the winuer of the Decoration Day road

race, may not get the special prize offered

for the best time made by a novice after

all. Report has it that, he is not what he

seems—that is, not a novice. Tom C. Booth,

the second novice in, has entered a protest

against the awarding of the prize, a Columbia

racer, which the club has withheld, pending

a 1 investigation. It is said that Gimm has

raced and won prizes in Buffalo, and that his

home is in Toledo. The prize was for resi-

dents of Cuyahoga and adjoining counties, so

either charge, if sustained, will lose him the

prize.

Harry P. Smith, a former captain of the

Clevelend Wheel Club, and Miss Cornelia

Skinkle, a daughter of President Skinkle, of

the Century Road Club of America, were

married on the evening of May 30th. Quite

a delegation from the C. W. C. attended the

ceremony.

A war cloud is hanging over our city and is

almost ready to burst. The cause is the

choosing of the dates for the annual tourna-

ment of the Lakeside Club. They fall upon

the week preceeding the National Circuit

meet of the C. W. C, and the choice is raising

a whirlwind in the camp of the latter.

The reason given for the move is that the

Christian Endeavorers, 40,000 strong, will be in

session here at that time, and the club expects

to draw largely upon them in attendance. On
the other hand, the C. W. C. argue that the

dates are entirely too near the ones awarded
them for the "National."

The Lakesides have applied for a sanction,

and the C. W. C. have entered a protest.

H. A. Truax, of Chicago, 111., reached this

city last evening awheel, en route from that

city to New York. He is trying to make the

trip in nine days and beat the record. Up to

his arrival here he has consumed only three

and one-half days, making 125 miles a day. A.

H. C. Vaupel and T. C. Booth escorted him in

from Elyria.

The Rover Club have gone into pleasant

new quarters on Euclid, near Willson Avenue.

They will give a race tournament some time

in July, preceded by a road race in the morn-

ing.

Harry and Ed. Lozier, of H. A. Lozier &
Co-, left on Sunday last for a four-months'

vacation across the "pond."

"Charley" Scliwalbacli's " Twenty-five. "

Now that "trade races" have become the

proper caper, " Charley " Schwalbach, the

Brooklyn "Pioneer," as he likes to be called,

does not propose to be behind in the hunt for

glory and advertising. The prospectus of

" Charley Schwalbach's 25 miles road race" is

being mailed. The Pioneer bills it as "The
Road Race of the Year." It will occur on

July 4, on the splendid road between Freeport

and Jamaica (12^ miles.) There are no hills

en route, and but one turn will be necessary.

A Rambler safety will be the first prize and an
Imperial the second, and, of course, there will

be others—many others. Entries will close

June 28 with A. Helmsteadt, 419 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn. Fee, $1.50. The prospec-

tus states that the "committee reserves all

right to entries," which is understood to mean
that no entries from colored men will be
accepted.

Texas to Have a State Circuit.

The Magnolia C. C, of Houston, Tex., will

hold its first annual twenty-five-mile road race

on June 28 from La Porte By-the-Sea to

Houston. It is proposed to make it a fixture.

The prize-list is above the average, and flyers

are expected from all over the State, as well

as a few outsiders. The same club will hold a

two-days' race meet, to be known as the

"Magnolia C. C. Diamond Tournament," on
the 29th and 30th of June, at the new track

and grounds of Mr. H. T. D. Wilson, the best

in the South or West. All first and second

prizes will be diamonds, hence the name. The
M. C. C. team have issued a challenge to any
team in the South for a team race on June 30,

prizes to be diamond medals valued at the

Class A limit, $50.

This meet will be the first of the Texas
circuit. All racing men will go from Houston
to San Antonio, where the State Division

meet will be held on July 3 and 4, and from

there to Waco, where a meet will also be given

,

probably on July 6 and 7. A meet is talked of

for Dallas, to take place immediately after the

Waco meet, to complete the circuit, but nothing

definite has been settled.

CRESCENTS WIN ONCE MORE.

AND SECURE THE HANAUER TROPHY FOR
ANOTHER TEAR BY A SAFE MARGIN.

The Premier Cup.

The Premier trophy, shown above, will be-

come the absolute property of the winner
of the ten-mile handicap race, promoted by
the Premier Cycle Co., to be held on the

Irvington-Millburn course July 4, at 11 a. m.
The event will be open only to bona-fide own-
ers of Premier wheels. F. P. Prial will do the

handicapping. Entries close June 29th at

noon, with W. P. Chase, 34 and 38 Watts St.,

New York. Entry blanks on application to

Mr. Chase, or at any Premier agency. The
cup. with ebony case, stands nearly two feet

high. It is of silver, beautifully engraved and
chased, and is valued at $200.

Cincinnati, June 2, 1894.—Fine weather pre-

vailed here to-day, and a very large crowd
witnessed the start and finish of Hanauer's
second annual team road race in consequence.
The race was run over the same course as last

year.

The competing clubs and starters were:

Kenton Wheel Club—H. M. Sidwell, P. L. Michaels
and C. Houston.
Crescent Wheelmen—C. E. Tudor, G. Bauers and A.

N. French.
Fenton Wheelmen—L. B. Sawyer, S. Runck and H.

Gill.

Comet Wheel Club—H. R. Betts, E. H. Adams and
J. J. Walker.
Cincinnati Bicycle Club—C. H. Longley, A. M

Donaldson and C. H. Closterman.

The Liberty Bicycle Club team, which had
been entered, did not put in an appearance.

It was well known that the principal fight for

the possession of the Hanauer Club trophy
would be between the Crescent Wheelmen,
who won the trophy last year, and the Cincin-

nati Bicycle Club, these two clubs having the
best teams.

All the riders, of course, started from scratch,

but they all got. off in pretty good shape, ex-
cepting Sidwell and Adams, who fell, the latter

dropping out.

The course was in fair condition, and very
little wind was stirring. Great interest was
manifested in the race by the residents of the
suburban villages along the route.

Those who reached the turning point at

Springdale were checked in the following

order: Donaldson, Sidwell, French, Tudor,
Longley, Runck, Houston, Walker, Sawyer,
Bauers and Betts.

Michaels dropped out before reaching the
turn. About half way to Springdale, Closter-

man's saddle gave way, resulting in a back-
ward fall and a number of cuts and skin

bruises. He walked back to the starting place
with his disabled wheel.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in

clearing the roadway for the finish. Tudor, of

the Crescents, who held last j^ear's record of

42m. 19s. , was the first rider to cross the tape
to-day, and his time was 38m. 42s. Donaldson,
of the Cincinnatis, crossed only ten feet behind
Tudor, having a good lead over Arthur
French, who finished third.

FINISHES.

Time. Points.

1st. C. E. Tudor Crescent W 38.42 15

2d. A. M. Donaldson, Cincinnati B. C. 3845 14

3d. A.N.French, Crescent W 38.52 13

4th. H.M. Sidwell, Kenton W. C 3900 12

5th. S. Runck, Fenton W 4050 n
6th. C. H. Longley, Cincinnati B. C 40.55 10

7th. C. H. Houston, Kenton W. C 41.00 9
8th. L. B. Sawyer, Fenton W 42.31 8

9th. G. H.' Bauers, Crescent W 43-40 7
SUMMARY.

Crescent Wheelmen 3S
Cincinnati Bicycle Club 24
Kenton Wheel Club 2t

Fenton Wheelmen I9

Comet Wheel Club

The Crescents will keep- the trophy for

another year. The Cincinnatis attribute their

defeat to Closterman's accident, as he was
considered a strong rider.

The individual prize winners were C. E.

Tudor, a $50 diamond; A. M. Donaldson,

bicycle suit; A. N. French, pair of tires; H. M.
Sidwell, racing suit; S. Ronck, floor pump;
C. H. Longley, box of Cycola.
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DUNLOP TIRES
Continue to Sweep the Boards.

BRIDLINGTON—One Mile Handicap, E. Broadhead, 1st.

" One and a half Mile Handicap, F. H. Beau-

mont, 1 st.

CANTERBURY—Three Mile Scratch Race, C. G. Thistleton, 1st.

BIRMINGHAM—One Mile Handicap, C. L. Peterson, 1st.

" Ten Mile Scratch Race, T. G. Brooks, 1st.

" Half Mile Handicap, E. Scott, 1st.

" Five Miles Scratch Race, J. Aram, 1st.

RICHMOND—Three Miles, Davies, 1st.

BRISTOL—1,000 Yards Handicap, H. Thomas, 1st.

EXETER—One Mile Handicap, W. G. Farr, 1st.

" Quarter-Mile Scratch Race, G. Chapman, 1st.

DUNDEE—One Mile Handicap, R. Cant, 1st.

" Two Mile Handicap, R. Cant, 1st.

PUTNEY—One Mile Handicap, J. F. Rudham, 1st.

Two Mile Handicap, J. F. Rudham, 1st.

WISHAW—Half-Mile Handicap, A. Strickling, 1st.

" Ten Miles Scratch Race, J. M. Brownlie, 1st.

IRISH ROAD CLUB—100 Miles Handicap, A. G. Joyce, 1st.

Single.

BALL'S BRIDGE—Half-Mile Handicap, T. Gibson, 1st.

" Five Miles Handicap, R. M. Large, 1st.

" One Mile Handicap, L. Kelly, 1st.

NEWCASTLE—Three Miles Scratch Race, U. L. Lambley, 1st.

" Five Miles Handicap, A. Greaves, 1st.

PLYMOUTH—One Mile Scratch Race, T. G. Brooks, 1st.

" Five Miles Scratch Race, T. W. Browne, 1st.

WATERFORD—One Mile Handicap, R. H. Poole, 1st.

" One Mile Irish Record, 2m. 21 1-5S., R. M. Talbot.

" Five Mile Handicap, W. J. Todd, 1st.

NEW ROSS—Ten Miles Scratch Race, R. H. Poole, 1st.

GOSPORTH—Quarter-Mile Handicap, W. Hodge, 1st.

One Mile Handicap, W. A. Reid, 1st.

GOSFORTH—Half-Mile Scratch Race, A. J. Watson, 1st.

" One Mile Scratch Race, A. J. Watson, 1st,

LEEDS—One Mile Scratch Race, J. Aram, 1st.

COVENTRY—Half-Mile Handicap, P. O'Connor, 1st.

" One Mile Handicap, P. O'Connor, 1st.

PAISLEY—Half-Mile Handicap, T. K. Allen, 1st.

" One Mile Handicap, J. G. Rowan, 1st.

WALLSEND—One Mile Handicap, T. Morgan, 1st.

CHICHESTER—Three Miles Scratch Race, J. D. Foster, 1st.

PLUMSTEAD—Two Miles Handicap, J. Green, 1st.

AGRICULTURAL HALL—Two Miles Handicap, R. Delevine, 1st.

KAISERSLAUTERN—All Events, 1st.

LAYAL, May 13—Bonhours won three races.

PARIS—Amiens Road Race, Boinet, 1st.

STRASBURG—All Races 1st.

STETTIN—4,000 Metres Race, A. Lehr, 1st.

BAYONNE—International Match, Barden, 1st.

" International Safety Race, H. Wheeler, rst.

COGNAC—Tandem Race, Jacquelin and Max, 1st.

BOUGIVAL—Ladies' Race, Mdle. Savigny, 1st.

" International Race, Fossier, 1st.

TOURNAI—Two Kilometres, Kuhling, 1st.

" Ten Kilometres, Huret, 1st.

BRABANT—Fifty Kilometres Championship, M. Fonteyn, 1st.

Paris to Vienna Record beaten by Herr Greger.

Fifty Kilometres Belgian Road Record, ih. 35m., M. Fonteyn.

Velodrome Buffalo, French Record for one hour by Dubois.

"
. " World's Record for 50 Kilometres, ih. 15m-

24s., by Dubois.

Belgian Record for 100 Kilometres lowered by 9 minutes by

M. Imans.

(Second and Third Prizes too numerous to mention.)

vWtSWAVAVAVAW.

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE CO.
504-506 W. 14th STREET, N. Y.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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RIDDEN IN A RAIN STORM.

UNDER ADVEK8E CONDITIONS, HAMILTON,
FROM SCRATCH, WINS THE DENVER " 85."

Denver, May 31.—The Denver road race of

yesterday will go down in history as the great-

est test of endurance ever witnessed in western

cycling annals. It was run in a rain storm,

which made the roads perfectly miserable, and

which caused many of the old-timers to con-

sult their better judgment before venturing

out in the mud and rain.

The usual train load of interested spectators

rode out and followed the riders along the

course, viewing the race from the car win-

dows. There were 102 entries and but 86

starters. W. W. Hamilton, from scratch, ac-

complished a wonderful feat in winning first

place and time prize, beating Gerwing's time

more than five minutes.

That there was not a harder fight between

the scratch men for time proved a disappoint-

ing surprise, but Hamilton's great powers of

endurance enabled him to leave Gerwing and
McGuire with ease.

C. I. Himstreet, of Cheyenne, made a

splendid showing in coming in second and
making third best time. Renshaw, Turnbull,

and Cornwall also did well. It had confidently

been expected that the twenty-five mile

record would be broken on the occasion of this

race, as there is not a better twenty-five mile

course in America, but the awful storm and
the condition of the roads made such a thing

utterly impossible. As it was, Hamilton's

time, ih. 22m. 3s. against a head wind, was a

most creditable performance.

The prize list was the best ever offered in

Denver, containing fifty prizes which included

a piano and six high-grade wheels—Waverley,

Victor, Triangle, Columbia, Syracuse and
Union. The following table shows how the

men finished:

Rider and Club. Handi- Actual
cap. Time.
M. S. . H.M.S.

i W. W. Hamilton, D. W. C Scratch 1.22.03
2 C. I. Himstreet, Cheyenne 2.00 1. 28.10

3 H. R. Renshaw, D. W. C 2.30 1.28.45

4 C. W. DeKay, Laramie 2.30 1.29.30

5 A. A. Baxter, La Junta 8.00 1.35.01
6 Clyde Turnbull, IX W. C 1.30 1.28.32

7 Milo Cornwall, Ramblers 2.30 1.29.45
8 R. Gerwing, D.W.C. and Ram biers.Scratch 1.27.15

9 O. M. Langan, D. W. C 3.00 i.31.00
10 J. C. Edwards, Ramblers 6.00 1.35-31
11 D. Muir, Rock Springs 7.00 1.36.40
12 J. M. Daniels, D. W. C 3.30 1. 33.10

13 J. D. Park. R. and H. W. C 3.00 1.32.50

14 C. S. Price, D. W. C 4.30 1-34-45
15 W. A. Beck, Ramblers 5.00 1-35.55
1-6 W. S. Daniels, Laramie 1.00 1. 32.00

17 Max Kreitz, H. W. C j 6.00 1.37. 10
iS E. H. Perkins, Ramblers 700 1-35-48

19 E. J. Merriman, Ramblers 8.00 1-39.27
20 E. Tyler Smith, D. A. C... 7.00 1.38.26
21 G. A. Phillips, Ramblers 3.00 1.34.30
22 H. E. Dickson, Pueblo Rovers 1.30 1.33. 19
23 R. J. Frane, Ramblers 6.00 1.38.00

24 Sherman Hathaway, D. W. C 7.00 1.3.159

25 W. H. Halloway, H. W. C 4.00 1. 36.15
26 J. F. Niles, H. W. C 6.30 1.40.25

27 H. A. Chaffin, Cheyenne
, 3.30 • 1.36.00

28 A. Riddle, Rock Springs 6.00 1.36.00

29 J. B. Davis, D. W. C 3.00 1.37.08

30 F. H. Chaffin, D. W. C 6.00 1-37-10

31 H. M. Turk, H. W. C 2.30 1.36.45

32 H. A. Walker, Highlands 6.30 1.40.55

33 J. A. McGuire, D. W. C Scratch 1.34.52

34 J. Fairbanks, D. A. C 7.00 1.41.53

35 J. H. Armstrong, D. W. C 5,0. 1.40.10

36 S. M. Duncan, Colorado Springs 7.00 1.42.27

37 Bobbie Norcross, Greeley 6.00 1.41.40

38 E. R. Pynchon, Ramblers .-. 1.00 1.36.48

39 P. B. Sprague, D.W.C. and H.W.C. 7.30 1-43-19

40 H. Salmon, D. W. C, H. W. C. and
Ramblers 4.30 1.40.23

41 C. F. Harris, Laramie 6.00 142.05
42 A. Banks, Rambler 2.30 1.38.52

43 G. F. C. Houghton, Cheyenne 3.00 1.39-25

44 E. F. Smith, D.W. C 3.00 1.39.58.

45 John Hitzo, D. W. C 8.00 1.45. 10

46 J. W. Dunse, Ramblers 5.90 1.43.06

47 George Packer, Highlands 3.00 1.41.26

48 W. W. Grebe, Ramblers 6.00 1.44.46

49 T. F. McGrew, D. W.C 530 1.44.30
so H. M. Beatty, D. C. U 3.30 1.40.46
51 E. C. Ellett, D. A. C 3.30 1.52.47

52 W. J. Potter, D. W. C 5.30 1.45.02

53 E. E. Mclntyre, D. W. C 3.30 1. 43.21

54 W. C. Mills, Cheyenne 1.00 1.40.55

55 John Atchison, D. W. C 4.30 1.44.38

56 C.L. Winters, D. W. C. 5.00 1.45-26

57 A. H. Young, D. W. C 5.00 1.45.27

58 E.F: Whittemore, D. W. C..... 7.00 1.48.38

59 A. W. Houck, D. W. C 5.00, 1.47.15
60 J. L. Frazier, D. C. U. and C. C. C. 400 1.47.49
61 James Collier, D. W. C 1.00 1.44.50
62 M. O. Dennis, D. W. C 7.00 1. 50.51

63 B. A. Horsford, Highlands. .

.

6.30 1.52.58

64 J. J. Rutherford, D. W. C 2,30 1.52.02

65 L. M. Nathan, D. A.. C, 7.00 i-54-S2

66 Cal. Kountz, Ramblers 7.00 1.55-05

67 J. F. Niles, H.W.C..; t 6.30 1.56.02

68 K. B. Hamilton, D. C. U .. 6.00 1.55.11

69 G. M. Welch, Ramblers 400 1.53.35

70 W. R. Dennis, D. W. C 700 1.57-39

71 W. E. Mclnerney, D. W. C 8.00 1.59-16

72 C. E. Pugh, Ramblers 3.00 1.55.02

73 William Gal!, Cheyenne 6.00 no time
74 O. W. Dye, D. A. C 10 00 no time
75 Jas. H. Brown, D. A. C 800 ne time

The amount realized on the race, about $300,

will be turned over to the fund for the enter-

tainment of the National Meet visitors.

There were several accidents owing to the

treacherous condition of the roads, the follow-

ing either breaking down or colliding with

fences or competitors: G. A. Phillips, Jack

Rutherford, H. R. Renshaw, C. W. De Kay.

Howard Chaffin, A. A. Baxter, C. E. Mclntyre,

Avey Builey, W. R. Marshall, Austin Banks,

Joe Frazer.

Arrangements are progressing for the State

meet at Colorado Springs on July 4, which

promises to be a great event. The best roads

in the State abound near Colorado Springs

and Mainton, and everybody will want to

attend. The Cheyenne tournament on June

30 will draw a number of the Denver racing

men.

Next Saturday afternoon, the 9th inst.,

occurs the ten mile road race of the Denver

Wheel Club. If the course is in good shape,

it is expected that 26m. or 27m. will be made.

AFTER THE RACE.

SOME FURTHER EACTS ABOUT THE CHI-
CAGO—WHAT THE WINNER GOT.

Chairman Raymond has declared the follow-

ing riders members of Class B., and warned
Class A riders not to compete with them. It is

reported that the list will be greatly augmented
within afew days: J. E. Alexander, R. Cushing,

T. Delmas, W. J. Edwards, A: L. Hubbard,

A. Jarman, O. Osie, A. C. Pillsbury, H. C.

Smith, A. Schwall F. C. Wolff, and O. Zeigler,

Jr., San Jose, Cal. ; W. F. Foster, W. H. Haley,

T. S. Hall, A. L. Long, W. G. Lovie, C. M
Smith, W. A. Terrell, and C. S. Wells, Red-

wood City, Cal.; E. C. Bald, Buffalo; J. P.

Bliss, Chicago; M. F. Dirnberger, Buffalo; J.

S. Johnson, Minneapolis; Harry Park, Wash-
ington, D. C. ; G. F. Taylor, Ipswich, Mass.

The team race for the Union County (N. J.)

championship, which occurs to-morrow after-

noon over the Elizabeth-Springfield course,

promises a rare struggle. Those bitter antag-

onists, the Elizabeth Wheelmen and Elizabeth

A. C. W., will be the contestants, and as no
love is lost between the individual competitors,

a warm time is anticipated. Chas. Brown,

Barnett and Willis will all ride. In practice

the ten miles have been negotiated in less

than 26 minutes, and a broken record is also

likely. The E. W. at present hold" the trophy.

The twelve-miles road race at Utjca, N. Y.,

May 30, was run despite the rain and mud.
Hall, of Yorkville, 3m., won in 53m. 30s.

Ferris, scratch, finished in 59m. 30s.

Murphy's Mascot.—Wanted, a new bull

pup; the uglier the better. Address, W. F.

Murphy, K. C. W.

For Sale, a " dorg." Address, W. F. Mur-
phy, K. C. W.

Chicago, June 3.—The actual number of

starters was in the immediate neighborhood of

375. The entry was 418. Spooner, assisted

by Charlie Weaver, of the Mcintosh-Hunting-

ton Co., checked ih the wheel, and tires of

nearly 350 starters, and had all but a dozen of

the first 134 finishers. The prize list included

fifteen bicycles, valued at $1,845, and thirty-

three other prizes aggregating $600, which,

with the time prizes of $400, brought the prize

list to nearly $3,000. The finishers caught

numbered 256, and many more were swallowed

up in the crowd which swarmed toward the

finishing point. The much heralded "deaths"

at the dangerous (?) corners did not come to

pass. Altogether it was the most successfully

conducted road race Chicago ever held, and
that is saying a great deal at that.

F. W. Morgan, of Morgan & Wright, is a
generous employer. Fred. Rau, the winner,
was an employee in the factory, 16 years old,

taken out to train for the race together with
seven others. Mr. Morgan has given the boy
a six months' vacation, so report says, at full

pay, a $100 prize, a new wheel as well, and will

keep him in training under John West for track

work.

Frank Fowler, whose wheel the lad rode,

presented him with a racing wheel. All told

his win was $500 in value and a six months' va-
cation at full pay. Not at all bad for a 16-year-

old, is it? Van Herik and Skelton, third and
fourth men, were also well taken care of and
will go in for track work.

C. H. Peck, who was tied for first time, sent

in probably the most curious entry blank ever

received. For further particulars, he specified

that he was engaged from morning to night

teaching people to ride ; that he had had no
time to train. He asked the handieapper to

" please" give him a good handicap, also to

" excuse" him for asking such a thing. Peck
is the politest boy in the world, so report says,

and the words in which this was couched
would make a "horse laugh."

Contrary to rules, Peck is not excusing him-

self because someone tied him for time or

someone else did not win, but figuratively

kicking himself for not having put in the first

two miles at double quick.

H. R. Winship, the old skate over whose
entry blank, entered under Lincoln Club
colors and changed through kicking of Chicago

clubmen to their colors, there was so great an
effort to censure Sinsabaugh for malfeasance

of office, was beaten by Barrett and Lumsden.
But none of these men were inside the first

twenty-five in time, and all the fuss was for

nothing.

The Polka Dot B. C. is the latest addition to

club life and nomenclature. Cleveland, Ohio,

is its home. It is composed of fifteen ladies

and the same number of gentlemen.

Maryland riders are evidently not particu-

larly anxious to gain the title of champions.

At Baltimore on Decoration day, both of the

division championships went by default. This

state of affairs is not particularly encouraging

for the officers of the division.
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How is this for War?—
GUN NO. i.

Philadelphia, May i6, 1894.
Pitttburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Gentlemen—Your Mr. G. B. Ellis put a set of your Protectors in my tires a few days ago. I have ridden them forty,or
fifty miles, and I am convinced that, as a guard against puncture, they surpass anything- I have ever seen. Wishing you suc-
cess, I am Very truly yours, MARSHALL J. BAILEY, Century Wheelman, Philadelphia.

BATTERY NO. a.
* Niles, Ohio, May 11, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Dear Sirs—I ordered from you one of the Hoffman Tire Protectors, and will say that it excels my expectations, as I

could not perceive any difference in the resiliency in riding, and after I had run it ten miles an expert could not detect that
there was a protector in my wheels. I cheerfully commend the Hoffman Protector to all wheelmen.

Very truly yours, F. J. VAN WYL.

.

TERRIFIC EXPLOSION NO. 3.
ChAs. S. Keith, Columbia Bicycles,

Repairs and Accessories.
Alliance, Ohio, May 19, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.:
Gentlemen —In compliance to yours of 12th inst. I inserted a pair of the Hoffman Tire Protectors in a pair of Morgan &

Wright Tires. While doing so a friend came in and insisted on preparing a board to test the protectors. He drove about two
dozen fence staples and the same number of tacks and wire nails through a thiee-eighth inch board, and placed the same on
.flagstone walk, points upward. I weigh 135 pounds, and rode back and forth over the same. He weighs 145 pounds and did
the same. Another gentleman weighing 180 pound did the same without injury to the inner tubes. Not being satisfied, I

procured another board eight inches by six feet three-eights inch thick, drove one pound of fence staples through the same,
points projecting three-eights inch, and repeated the operation, riding back and forth a great many times- and allowing any
person present to do the same, without injury to the inner tubes. So I am forced to acknowledge the Hoffman Tire Protectors
all you claim for them. Yours respectfully, CHAS. S. KEITH.

RESULT OF THE BATTLE IN ONE WEEK.
State of Pennsylvania, )

Allegheny County.
J .

Personally before me, a notary public in and for said county, came W. L. Paine, who, being duly sworn, doth depose
and say that the sales of the Hoffman Patent Non-Puncturable Bicycle Tire Protector aggregate a total of Eleven Hundred
and Fifty-five pairs, shipped to all parts of the United States during the week ending May 19, 1894.

,
'~—*—

j
Sworn to and subscribed before me,

< seal, i this 23d day of May, 1804.

A. K. Stevenson, Notary Public. W. L. PAINE, Secretary.

["Will be universally used by every rider in the United States.

T1ip» Hnffman Tir*» prrt~f~~+ rttJ Can be inserted into any tire containing an air tube.
X UC nuuiUd.ll 1 lie IT 1ULLCLLU1 i Is only 3

_32 Qf an inch thick. -Becomes as soft as a rag with a little use.

(_ Lasts a lifetime. Every pair packed in an elegant embossed gold paper box.

PRICE, $5.00 PER PAIR.
MANUFACTURERS ?—Yes, you should apply for them now to get them for next season.

DEALERS ?—Yes, you must have them to supply your trade.

RIDERS f—Yes, you can't afford to suffer punctures any longer.

EVERYBODY !—Get the HOFFMAN PROTECTOR.

PITTSBURG TIRE PROTECTOR CO.,
34 McCANCE BLOCK, PITTSBURG, PA.

S©ND FOR DSSCRIPTIiZe CRTHLOG. LliZ© RG6NTS WHNTeD,

Please add Saw it in The Wheel.
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NEW JERSEY THE WINNER.

CAPTURES THE 150-MILES RELAY RACE BY
10 POINTS—PENNSYLVANIA SECOND,

NEW YORK THIRD.

Beyond a half hour delay at the start, the

inter-State 150-miles relay race, promoted by

the N. Y. Times and managed by the Atalanta

Wheelmen, was run on Saturday last, June 2,

without a hitch, and created enthusiasm all

along the route from this city to Philadelphia.

Nagle, of the New York team, was responsible

for the delay at the start, being unavoidably

detained. The result was a victory for New
Jersey by 10 points. The points scored are :

New Jersey, 70 ; Pennsylvania, 60 ; New
York, 50. The time occupied in covering the

150 miles was gh. 49m. 45s.

It was 8.35 a. m. when President Liscomb

gave the word to start in front of the Times
building. A couple of policemen had all they

could do to keep back the crowd, and when the

riders got off a crowd of boys ran after the

riders as they rode through Mail Street and
across Broadway and then down to the Cort-

landt Street Ferry. They all caught the 8.40

boat. The first relay consisted of F. B. Mar-

riatt, Pennsylvania; W. C. Roome, New Jer-

sey; Fred Nagle, New York. They were

piloted through Jersey City's roughly paved

streets by local riders. Good time was made
across the meadows, and Newark was reached

at 9.20. The first relay ended at the Passaic

Falls Wheelmens' Club House, Paterson,

twenty-five miles. New Jersey was the

winner, Roome finishing at 10.19^; Mar-

riatt, Pennsylvania, second. They were riding

neck and neck, when Marriatt slipped on a car

track and fell. Nagle arrived five minutes

later.

The second relay riders were started at 10.21

o'clock. They were: Pennsylvania, Charles

Church ; New Jersey, J. McMahon ; New York
C. P. Staubach. The Pennsylvania cyclist,

Church, of Chester, reached the Mansion House
at Morristown at 12.18 o'clock. The New
Jerseyman, McMahon, of the Tourist C. C. of

Paterson, was a good second, with the New
Yorker, C. P. Staubach, far behind. The
latter rode for over twenty miles on a flat tire.

This was the hardest relay of the six.

The third relay left Morristown at 12.20

o'clock. They were E. Blauvelt, New Jersey;

G. Murray, New York; Louis Geyler, Penn-

sylvania. They finished at the Wheatsheaf

inn in the following order: 1, E. Blauvelt; 2,

G. Murray; 3, Louis Geyler. Blauvelt arrived

at 1.23 o'clock, followed two minutes later by

Murray, who, in turn, was one and one-fourth

minutes ahead of Geyler. The score at

Wheatsheaf Inn stood as follows: New York,

20 points; New Jersey, 40 points; Pennsyl-

vania, 30 points.

The next relay from the Wheatsheaf to

Franklin Park was covered in 74 minutes. The
men rode together until through New Bruns-

wick and close to the tape. In the final sprint

J. M. Baldwin, New Jersey, forged ahead and

won with U. S. Paige, New York, a close sec-

ond. Baldwin arrived 2.47 p. m. This made
the score New Jersey, 55; Pennsylvania, 35;

New York, 30.

From Franklin Park to Wheatsheaf, two
miles below Trenton, the next relay was ridden

by C. W. Krick, Pennsylvania, in ih. 36m.

;

McGovern, New Jersey, finished second. Mc-
Donald, New York, was delayed by an acci-

dent. Krick arrived at 4.30.

The sixth and last relay was from the inn to

Broad and Nicetown Lane, Philadelphia,

where a large crowd gathered to see the finish.

J. W. Davidson, New York, crossed the

the finishlinefirstat6:i5.45. He rode strongly

and was in good condition, but ran into an ob-

struction on Broad street, 50 feet from the

finish, and smashed his wheel. Davidson was
thrown by the collision and slightly injure 1

his knee. Charles Measure, Philadelphia, fin-

ished second at 6:i6:5o,after using three wheels

on the journey. He broke the handle bar of

the first bicycle, and rode 18 miles upon the

disabled wheel to Rising Sun. At this point

he secured another wheel, but punctured the

tire after going but a short distance, and was
forced to get a third machine. Whitefield

Smith, New Jersey, the third rider, arrived at

6:31. He took his time, knowing his State

had won.

New Jersey won three relays, was second

twice, and third once. Pennsylvania won two,

was second twice and third twice. New York
won one, was second twice, and third three

times.

Besides six gold medals given by the New
York Times to the members of the winning

team, a second prize, also a gold medal, was
awarded to each rider not a member of the

winning team who finished first in the relay

to which he was assigned. The medals will

be presented to the winners at the Atlanta

Wheelmen's club-house, Newark, to-night.

The riders were distinguished by sashes,

blue representing New York; red, New Jer-

sey; white, Pennsylvania. A judge, scorer

and starter were stationed at every relay. A
tag was fastened to each man's wheel giving

the time of start and finish.

The fastest relay was ridden by E. L. Blau

velt, from Morristown to Wheat Sheaf Inn,

below Elizabeth, ih. 3m. The distance is

about 21 miles. Accidents were numerous,

and the delays caused by break-downs had

much to do with the final result of the contest.

Maine Division's Races.

The Maine Division's postponed Memorial

Day races took place at Bangor, June 5. Ten
miles road race to Hampden and return:

1, O. C. Towle, Lewiston, 35m. 3 3-5S. ; 2, C.

B. Pike, Norway; 3, W. Hascall, Lewiston;

4, Ernest Scott, Lewiston; 5, W. M. Hunt,
Bangor. Afternoon—Track rough ; wind
strong. Summary :

One Mile Novice—1, Harry Hunt, Bangor; 2, C. B.

Pike, Norway; 3, Ernest Scott, Lewiston; 4, W. Has-
call, Lewiston. Time, 2m. 48 4-5S.

Half Mile Handicap— 1; O. C. Towle, Lewiston, 12

yards; 2, L. P. Sweet, Norway, scratch; 3, W. M. Hunt,
Bangor; 4, C. B. Pike; 5, J. M . Morse, Augusta; 6, W. T.

Veazie, Bangor. Time, 11m. 5 4-5S.

One Mile State Championship— 1, L. P. Swett; 2, O.

C. Towle; 3, W. Hascall. Time, 2m. 54s.

One Mile Handicap, Open—1, C. B. Pike, 115 yards;

2, J. H. Morse, Augusta, 75 yards; 3, L. P. Swett,
scratch; 4, O. C. Towle, 30 yards. Time, 2m. 42 4-5S.

Half-Mile State Championship— i, L. P. Swett; 2,0. C.

Towle: 3, W. T. Veazie.

Two-Mile Handicap—1. L. P. Swett, scratch; 2, W.
Hascall, 100 yds.; 3, C. B. Pike, 200 yds.

Ansonia (Ct.) Wheel Club's five mile road race, May
30 : 1, Henry Van Ness, 35s., 15m. 5s.; 2, T. J. Kilpatrick

(

im. 35s., 16m. 16 2-5S.
; 3, Robert Flint, 2m. 5s., 16m.

5i%s.; 4, Charles Horton, im. 50s, 16m. 34j<s.; 5, Chailes
Hoffsess, im. 35s., 16m. 35s.; 6, J. S. Patterson, scratch,
15m. %s.; 7, F. J. Keefe, scratch, 15m. %s

Wheeling, W. Va., June 5.—Five Mile Road Race:
1, L. R. Dillon. Time, 52m. 40s; 2, Tinker, 53m. 50s.;

3, Ulp, 57m. 9s. Eighteen starters.

Western Inter-Collegiate A. A. Games, Chicago,
June 2.—1, L. E. Cox; 2, J. P. Van Puzen; 3, J. T.
Stivers. Time, 2m. 46 1-5S.

ANOTHER TEAM.

THE ECLIPSE CO PURCHASES A " STABLE "

—GEO. F. TAYLOR AND W. F. MURPHY
THEIR "THOROUGHBREDS."

To those "in the know," one of the minor

surprises of the Irvington-Milburn road race

was the wheel ridden by W. F. Murphy, the

scratch man. Previous to Decoration Day,
report had him mounted on this or that well-

known wheel, but when, at the start, he was
found astride an Eclipse racer, more than one

brow knitted interrogatively. Now, however,

it is all plain enough. The Beaver Falls concern

is "going in" for a racing team, and Murphy
is to be one of their men. It is surprising, as

the Eclipse people were never suspected of

having even an inclination in that direction

;

but, what is more surprising, they have gone
right into the camp of their friends—the

enemy—and "induced away" two of their pro-

mising young men. A representive of the

Eclipse Co. was in Syracuse last week, and

when he left he carried contracts signed by G.

F. Taylor and John H. Gardner, erstwhile

two more or less shining lights of the Stearns

racing team. Stearns & Co. were taken by
surprise, but have recovered their equanimity.

In the meantime the Eclipse team is fairly

well organized and in splendid trim.

ON ROAD AND TRACK AT WILMINGTON.
Wilmington (Del.) Wheel Club's annual

Spring meet, June 2—Ten Mile Road Race:
Handicap. Time,

m s. M.S.
1. Clarence Brower 7.00 3341
2. Alfred Baker 7.00 34.4s
3. Robert Wier 1.00 28.58

4. William Kirk 4.00 32 n
5. F. W. Phipps... 6.00 34.11
6. Alonzo Newlin 6.00 34-"
7. F.Herbert Mayne 6.00 34.10
8. L. C. Schwedeman 4.00 32.50
9. Andrew Ragan 8.00 36.52

10. B. F. McDaniel 4.00 3305
11. J. Lee Hanley '7.30 29.42
12. J. A. Gebhart 3.00 32.10

13. C. B. Jack Scratch. 30.16

14. J. E. Booth. 1 3.00 3316
15. Clarence Elliott Scratch. 30.34
16. William Sheward 1.00 35.15

TRACK EVENTS.

One Mile Novice— i, J. L. Clark; 2, T. Buzzard.

Time, 2m. 57 3-5S.

Half-mile Handicap—First Heat: r.Robert McCurdy,
Philadelphia; 2, Sylvester Courtney; 3, W. A. Wenzel,
Philadelphia. Second Heat—1, J. A. Gebhardt; 3,

William Sheward; 3, C. B. Jack. Final Heat— 1, T;
Buzzard, 150 yards; 2, W. A.Wenzel, 75. Time, im. us
One Mile, Open— 1, Robert McCurdy, Philadelphia

2, W. A. Wenzel. Time, 2m. 43s.

One Mile, 2.40 Class—1, W.C. Seeds; 2, Sylvester

Courtney. Time, 2m. 40 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Sylvester Courtney, 60

yards; 2, W. C. Seeds, 75 yards. Time, 2m. 33 2-5S.

Protests Galore at Minneapolis.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., June 3, 1894.—The Minneapolis

Wheelmen held their first bicycle event of the season

on Decoration Day, a twenty-five mile road race, at

Lake Harriett, under the auspices of the Minneapolis

Cycle Track Association. There were about forty

starters. The results:

First time prize was won by a St. Paul boy, Charles
Hofer, from the six-minute mark, his time being
ih. 17m. 15s. Second time prize was won J»y George
F. Cremer, also of St. Paul, in ih. 17m. 45s., and third

time prize was awarded to A. W. Harrison, of Minne-
apolis, although it was very much in doubt that he is

entitled to same.

The place prizes have been awarded as follows: 1,

Albert Martens, St. Paul, 14m. ih. 19m. 15s ; 2, P. Gyd-
son, St. Paul, 14m., ih. 19m. 15 2-5S.; 3, H. M. Bird, St.
Paul, 14m., ih. 19m. 16s.; 4, J. A. MacDiarmid, St. Paul,
8m.; 5, A. R. Byrn, St. Paul, 12m.; 6, Chas. Hafer, St.
Paul, 6m.; 7, W. O. Thompson, Minneapolis, 16m ; 8,

J. M. McCormick, Graceville, 16m.
The results as first announced were somewhat dif

ferent from the foregoing, but after several protests
had been considered by the judges, the corrected
result was announced Saturday.
The next event here will be a road race from the

Minneapolis Journal office, to Hotel St. Louis, Lake
Minnetonka, to be run in connection with the Grocers'
picnic, and under the auspices of the Journal, on
June ?o.
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I entered the race and set the pace,

And for twenty miles none could pass me,

But I had a light Bum Tire, which was a disgrace;

And the devilish thing displaced me.

The inner tubes of man are vital points, likewise the inner tubes of

bicycle tires. Life would be uncertain should human inner tubes contain

adulteration and so made as to crack and burst along the edges. You
have experienced much trouble of this kind with the inner tubes of many
tires, but none from those made by the Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., and fitted

in all the Pease, Cyclone, Rex and Climax pneumatic tires of their manu-

facture. Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co.'s tubes float in water and are absolutely

pure, and each one bears their name. No other manufacturer so acknowl-

edges the tubes of their make.

Write for samples and prices.

Should you want a medium road, cemented, tire buy Climax.

Should you want a light road, cemented, tire buy Rex.

Should you want the best Clincher tire buy Cyclone.

Should you want the best combination tire buy the Pease.

You should send at once for samples and prices of Pease tires. They
will surprise you. This tire is of the Clincher pattern, but can be taken

off and put on easier than any other tire on the market.

No matter how much you may mash the rim, yet the tire is easy to

operate in case of puncture.

Write us for best prices and circulars.

Address all communications to

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO., Trenton, N. J.
Please add: "3aw it in Tbe WneeV ' '
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'FRISCO FIZZLE FINISHED.

A FITTING WIND-UP TO A "NIGHTMARE
OF ALLEGED RACING."

HOMEWARD BOUND.

M. CLEMENT THE FRENCH MAKER,
SAILED JUNK 2.

DENOUNCED AS "DEAD BEATS."

THE GLOBE-GIRDLING UNICYCLIST AND
HIS MANAGER PLAY SOME QUEER

PRINKS IN PENNSYLVANIA.
San Francisco, May 26.—The culmination

of the racing fizzles occurred at the Mid-Winter

Fair on Saturday, which was to have been the

annual meet of the Division.

Au attache of the Fair telephoned Chairman

Wetmore early in the morning that the track

was very heavy owing to rain during the night,

and said that he would telephone again in an

hour. The sun came out about this time, and

the track dried out splendidly. Chairman
Wetmore was notified of the condition of the

track, and sent back word that the meet had

been postponed.

The racing men and visiting wheelmen knew
nothing of these arrangements, and went out

to the track only to learn, after they had paid

to get in, that there would be no racing.

Edwards, Alexander and all the San Jose men
were on hand. Bliss and the Rambler team

also came down from Stockton.

The Cycling Committee and the fair man-
agement came in for bitter denunciation.

The races at the fair have been grossly mis-

managed from the beginning. As to the

parties to blame, I am not prepared to say.

Racing interests are simply demoralized in

this city. In the Christmas issue of one of

the papers I closed an article on "Cycling

on the Coast" by saying: "If, as promised,

the representative riders of America and
Australia meet under our sunny skies, it will

mark another era in the advancement of cycle

racing, which is to-day on as high a plane on

this edge of the continent as any place in the

world." After the nightmare of alleged racing

which has been presented to the public during

the past month, I find it hard to sufficiently

collect my thoughts to remember on what I

based this paragraph.

The Eastern riders are very much disgusted

with the treatment they have received. Dirn-

berger has been sent home, as it was found

impossible to put him in shape here. Bliss is

just getting fit. He raced at Alameda on
the 30. Manager Atkins pronounces the

Alameda track "the best quarter mile track

he has ever seen." He says the cement track

in this city is a death-trap, and that he would
not permit his men (presumably Bliss and
Dirnberger) to ride on it.

From all parts of the State come complaints

of the "team work" so suddenly sprung on

the unsuspecting riders. There has been but

one voice raised in its favor, and that belongs

to a member of "the team."

R. A. Smyth.

Merely a Huge Joke.

A bill is before the Massachusetts Senate
forbidding the riding of cycles on side-

walks under a penalty of $20 fine. One
clause compels the use of a continuous-sound-
ing automatic alarm while the wheel is in

motion—a device yet to be invented. Many
to ,vns object to the bill, preferring to make
their own laws.

The licensing scheme in England is causing
a deal of dissatisfaction. It is spoiling the
sport all over the country, one paper asserts,

and riders are in such a beautiful state of be-
wilderment that it can truly be said, " they
don't know where they are." There is a, gen.
eral cry to have the plan abolished."

M. Clement, the French bicycle maker, left

left for home on Saturday last, after a five

weeks' stay. M. Clement, when asked what
sections he had visited, swept his hand over

the Eastern half of a map of the United States,

and stated that he had visited all the promi-

nent cities from Chicago eastward.

M. Clement came for the purpose of obtain-

ing ideas, material and machinery, so that the

new factory which he is about to erect would

be a model of its kind. He states that his

visit has more than repaid him, and that he

has learned as much about business methods,

system, etc., as he could have learned in five

years of ordinary business life. He has a

great admiration for the American working-

man, who, he says, is far beyond the French

type of the same class. The American work-

man concentrates his entire attention on his

work and does a great deal more of it, and is

altogether superior to the French workingman.

M. Clement visited all the leading bicycle

factories, and met most of the men who are

prominent in this trade. He was well received,

and it would appear that each of the gentlemen

whom Mr. Clement met made it a point to

show him all that he could, both in the way of

business and socially. M. Clement met Messrs.

Pope, Overman, Gormully & Jeffery, Lozier,

Garford, Smith, Featherstone, Stearns, Day
and a number of others.

M. Clement, in leaving the country, asked

The Wheel to express his sincere thanks for

the many courtesies he received on this side.

He will visit America again next year.

Five and ten mile road races in England are

styled, scrambles. Records under fifty miles

are not recognized.

An ordinance providing for the licensing of

bicycles and regulating the use of the same
on the streets has been presented to the Com-
mon Council of Pittsburg.

Eugene O'Connor, Jr., of Columbus, O., re-

cently brought suit against Fred Roth, to re-

cover damages on account of being run down
by Roth's bicycle. On the first day of the

trial the jury could not come to any agree-

ment. They struggled with the case all the

next day, and finally gave it up and were dis-

charged. The case was temporarily sus-

pended.

Considerable dissatisfaction has been ex-

pressed throughout New York State because

Le Roy is included in the series of circuit

meets. Two men, it is claimed, are running

the meet under the name of the Le Roy C. C.

as a money-making scheme. The track is

poor and without a grand stand, it is stated.

There is scarcely a League member in the

town, and the entire enterprise is pronounced

a humbug.

Thirty-eight Brooklyn riders were arrested

in Jamaica,1,

L. I., on Decoration Day, for side-

walk riding, and were fined $1. 50 each. Ten of

them were women. The constables of Jamaica
are paid 50 cents for each cyclist they arrest.

More than a thousand wheelmen passed

through the village on that day, and signs

were posted at the street corners warning the

riders to keep to the road,

Williamsport, Pa., May 31, 1894.

On Wednesday, May 23, H. H. Hill, the

unicyclist, and his manager, Eugene Peltier,

arrived in this city. /
They loafed around until^ sometime last

night and then skipped without paying their

hotel bill, and also some bills contracted under

false pretenses.

H. H. Hill borrowed a pair of pants which

he failed to return, also a ladies' ring.

Advise all bicycle riders to look out for them,

as they are first-class " beats."

H. H. Kramm.

Lesna Had 103 Pacemakers.

Charlie Lucas, of Liverpool, had exception-

ally hard hnes in the Bordeaux-Paris race,

according to British Sport. He had practic-

ally no pacemakers, and yet managed to finish

second. Lesna, the winner, will be remem-
bered as the Swiss rider who broke Shorland's

twenty-four hours' record. As Lucas took the

lead in the race, and at one time looked all

over a winner, which he would have been but

for lack of attention, Lesna's prospect of beat-

ing Shorland, should they ever meet, would

not appear to be very rosy. Lesna had no

fewer than 103 pacemakers on the road, and
this no doubt accounted for his victory.

Trouble in the Boston Press C. C. ' ?

On Friday of last week the entire Governing

Board of the Press C. C, consisting of Presi-

dent C. W. Fourdrinier, Vice President W. C.

Grout, Secretary Austin W. Pease, Treasurer

A. H. Gaudelet, Captain J. E. Towne, F. E.

Bertram and E. Gates, tendered their: resigna-

tions as officers of the club and asked that

their successors be appointed. i
:

The board recently rejected three applica-

tions, to the annoyance of some of the" mem-
bers, which caused a row, resulting as above

stated. It is believed that the officers will be

induced to remain.

Edwards' Opinion of Zimmerman.

A. C. Edwards, the English crack, in speak-

ing of Zimmerman, is quoted as saying:
" I think there is no one, capable of beating Zim-

merman, not merely in France, but in the whole
world. We are but little children compared to him.

IE he is in good form he will ride ahead of the entire

world."
" Who can come near him ?

"

"Some think it is Fournier, but I believe it is Her-

met. His track work has impressed me very much.

He has all the characteristics of a great racer; he can

come near the great American flyer, but cannot beat

him."
" Then no one can beat him ?

"

" No one, if he is in good form." ..,,

Fatal Accident at Pittsburg..

A Pittsburg cyclist named Maxwell, while

racing on the street with a companion last

week, ran into a man named Riley, who was
running in a foot race, at the intersection of

two streets. Riley was knocked about twenty

feet, and his head struck against a car track,

fracturing his skull. He died next morning.

Both of the wheelmen were injured, but not

seriously. -

1 An English wheelwoman wearing the " ra-

tional" costume was recently denied admis-

sion in an English van unless she donned a

skirt. . _
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W IRVINGTON MILBURN
ROAD RACE.

Takes

First-

Place

^Wixi^ tlie^ P*£*ce,

A^VTin^ -tlie Time T^i^e, and

140 Starters,

all. Styles and Makes.

JVdCake^ &l "W^orld'^ Record

A. H. BARNETT, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen,
won the Irvington-Milburn, in 1 hour 11 min.

18 sec, on the

© SPHLDING ©
DEMONSTRATING THAT THE SPALDING IS THE FASTEST BICYCLE BUILT.

Not Sold on Past Reputation but Present Merits.

FIRST IN RACING, FIRST IN COASTING.

FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF CYCLE RIDERS.

Lamb Mfg. Co.,
MAKERS,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
SPECIAL AGENTS,

New York. Chicago. Philadelphia.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PARIS.

RECORDS GALORB-NEARLT 27 MILES IN
THE HOUR—HIGH ART PACEMAKING—

RIDERS "STRIKE" FOR RIGGER
PRIZES.

Paris, May 18, 1894. — The 100-kilometer

record in competition has been lowered still

further within the grip of the French profes-

sionals.

South Africa's amateur champion, Laurens

S. Meintjes, who holds the international record

under like conditions, cannot fail to lose

another portion of the pride with which he has

been accustomed to view the figures that in-

dicate his performance at Chicago in August

of last year.

Edrien Guerry, the ambitious youngster who

once before, in the Winter races, challenged

considerable attention, now has the record at

2h. 36m. 55 3-5S.

Meintjes' amateur record stands at 2h. 45m.

53s., and Desgranges' performance against

time was 2h. 39m. 18s.

In the performance, J. W. Stock's 50-mile

record of 2h. 5m. 45 4-5S. went to Guerry in

2h. 5m. 41-5S. ; the French hour record was

taken by Dubois at 25 miles and 731 yards, and

the French record for two hours also became

Guerry's property, with 48 miles 91 yards.

Such men as Dubois, Echalie and Tossier

were beaten off, and the men to do the trick

were Guerry and Wm. Martin, the American.

Martin's Magnificent Riding.

There was little doubt in the minds of at

least half the six or seven thousand people

who attended the race that had Martin not

met with a deluge of misfortune he would have

won the race. Even then he finished second,

and his time of 2h. 37m. 20s. was well inside

the record.

At the very outset his tire exploded and lost

him a lap. The wheel to which he changed

proved ill adapted to his reach, and he had to

lose another lap in making the shift. He

made one or two plucky starts to gain the lost

distance, but his competitors, aided by tan-

dems in good hands, prevented him from

getting away.

Although having shown very well recently,

not so much was expected of him, and the ova-

tion he received at the finish was fully equal

to that of the winner.

Martin declares the checkers made an error,

and that he was only one lap, instead of two,

behind at the finish. All the men "tipped"

in the French papers to win were beaten off

by the pace.

Dubois staid in until he captured the hour

record and the fifty kilometers record, but

suddenly, at the fifty-seventh kilometer, he

was overtaken by cramp, "tired feeling," or

some other disability, and collapsed com-

pletely. He almost fell from his saddle before

he could be reached and attended to.

From fifteen to thirty-five kilometers.Echalie,

who is fast acquiring a reputation and a great

measure of popularity because of his dispo-

sition always to keep the pace going, led the

procession behind one of the four or five tan-

dems that were always at hand. He was out

for the hour record, but, owing to a misunder-

standing and the loss of his pince-nez glasses,

he quit just before reaching it. He was sorely

disappointed.

Such Pacing !

Such pacing! Americans have never seen

the equal. The men were picked up at the

proper time without a hitch, and kept going at

a screaming rate.

Zimmerman, Banker, Troy and Bradbury,

the English rider, sat on the turf wit~in the

oval and watched the men go.

"Gee, whiz!" said W. B. to Zim, "they are

turning it off at 2.20 a mile."

The Jerseyman smiled, and remarked that

he wasn't sure "whether he wanted any of that

or not."

The tandems took the steep banking of the

five-lap track with perfect ease, and never

slackened a particle in going around the turns.

The order of the finish and respective times

are as follows:

h. m. s.

1. Guerry 2.36.55 3-5

2. Martin 2.37.20

3. Merland '. 2.41 10

4 Percheron 2.4528

5. Descoins 2.48.55

6. Ashinger 2 .49.30

The first four men, it will be seen, came in-

side of Meintjes' record.

Edrien Guerry.

" Charley " Ashinger plugged along, suffer-

ing the embarrassment of being lapped time

after time, and finished sixth, there remaining

only six competitors at the finish after a field

of fourteen at the start. -'Ash " kept his bald

spot bobbing up and down in the warm sun,

going it alone sans pacemakers, while the ex-

pression on his face led many of the spectators

to believe that he was sick at heart, and to

direct their sympathies towards him. But the

veteran selling-plater, of six-day fame, was

only training, for he has his eye on the

Bordeaux-Paris race. Although there had

been no sixth prize announced, the manage-

ment very magnanimously tendered one to

" Ash," as a recognition, perhaps, of his pluck.

The following table will show the distances

in kilometers, with comparative miles, and the

times and riders who were leading:

I LOS. MILES. TIMES. NAMES OF LEADERS
5 3.10 7-57 2-5 Fossier.

10 6.21 15.25 Merland.
15 9-3« 22.55 3-5 Echalie.

20 12.42 30-14 4-5 A

25 15-53 37-3' 4-5 it

3° 18.65 44-59 1-5 it

35 21.73 52.144-5 "

40 2485 59 52 4-5 J. Dubois.

45 27.90 1.07.30 "

50 31.00 1.15.242-5 "

55 34.10 1. 23. 17 2-5 "

60 37-21 1.31.41 2-5 Guerry.

65 40.32 1.39.46 1-5 "

70

75

43.42
46.50

1.47.54 2-5
1.56.08 4-5 «

80 49-7° 2.04.194-5 "

85 52.80 2.12.13 "

90 55 9" 2.20.14 it

95 59.°o 2.28.32 it

100 62.14 *-36.55 3-5
tt

The performance was less of a race than of

an exhibition of up-to-date pacing. The pace
simply laid the men one by one until only six

remained in the contest.

To get away from the bunch and, with the

aid of one or two friendly pacemakers, gain a

lap was an impossibility, for nearly everybody
in the race had one or two fast pacemakers
lookingout for him at every point of the game.
There is reason to believe that the French

riders are daily growing less amenable to the

charge that they ride fast only in a final 300-

meter sprint. '-.J' #
The recent long-distance record performance

shows that they can, at least, follow pacing at

a terrific gait all the way, and Guerry, at the

finish ot that event, rode the last lap (333 1-3

meters) in 28 1-5S.—equal to about 35s. for the

quarter.

Riders "Strike" for Richer Purses.

Whit-Monday—a holiday—the Velodrome
Buffalo was the scene of more racing, the

events being for the shorter distances.

And on that day the management of the pro-

fessional racing in Paris and the riders came
into collision on a question that, before being

settled, may stir the association of the Union
Velocipedique de France from its foundations.

It was the question of the size of the purses.

The first run on the card was the Prix de

Versailles, a 900-meter dash in heats and
final. The prizes were 100, 50 and 30 francs

—

$20, $10 and $6. Those amounts were too

small in the eyes of the fastidious sportsmen,

and they struck like a trades union council,

declaring they would not run for such trifles.

And, with the exception of Baras, a 5-meter

man, they didn't until a promise of more cash

was made, and then only in the last half of the

programme. Dumond, Baras, Louvet, Far-

man and Medinger were the chief malcon-

tents.

There are murmurings among the riders

that the management is spending too much
money on the Zimmermap contract, and,

therefore, allowing the prizes to run low when
the champion is not riding.

There are a number of wealthy ones among
the " kickers " and they pose as so much the

more patriotic sportsmen in their protestations

that their less opulent confreres be not de-

prived of what is due them.
" Zim." surveys the situation with concealed

amusement, and occasionally remarks that,

were he in condition now, he would ride
:

whether the prize was small or large.

Zimmermann has been kept from two days'

training by the races, but is coming along in

good form.

{Continued on page 41.)
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Fred Rau, first place
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COHOES' FINE MEET.

JENNY, OF tJTICA, THE PUKE AMATEUR
STAR—MANAGER ECK WINS

THE HALF MIUE B.

Cohoes, N. Y., June 6.—Cohoes was an
agreeable contrast to Troy. Rain fell last

night, but the track was in good condition,

and though 4,000 persons were present the

police proved efficient and the track was kept

clear of all but officials.

The rajing was full of sensations. Sanger

was again beaten by half a dozen men and,

incidentally, by clever team work, and failed

to score a single win. Johnson also failed to

score. He finished in front of Sanger, but it

was Murphy's turn to win and Johnson as-

sisted him cleverly.

Two unpleasant incidents marred the day.

In the qurrter mile open, Callahan, Bald,

Tyler, Sanger, Coleman and Arnold fought
out to the finish, finishing a foot apart in the
order named. Bald made a protest on the
ground that Callahan had been shoved off

ahead of the pistol. The protest was allowed.

In the mile open Tyler won by a foot over
Sanger.
Johnson rode a half mile, flying start,

against time, in an attempt to beat one min-
ute. Murphy took him to the quarter in 30^-
Johnson finished alone in 1.01 3-5.

In the Class A events F. J. Jenny, of Utica,
was the star. He won the half mile open, and
starting from scratch in the mile handicap,
rode the first half alore in i.osX- By this

time he had caught the crowd, but was brought
to earth by some competitor falling in front
of him, half a dozen others besides Jenny being
brought down. Summary:

FOREST PARK ROAD RACE.

ONE MILE HANDICAP.
CLASS A.

1. J E. Ayres, 100 yds.
2. C. W. Allen, us yds.
3. C. J. Ivens, 95 yds.
4. A. S. Lee, 165 yds.
5. F. A. Foell, 50 yds.
6. C. B. Neilson, 160 yds.

Time, am. 17s.

A dozen of the bunch
fell, and the winners scur-
ried across the tape all

over the track.

ONE MILE, OPEN.
1. H. C. Tyler.
2. W. C. Sanger.
3. C. H. Callahan.
4. O. S. Brandt.
5. E. C. Bald.

Time, 2m. 29s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP.
CLASS B. •

1. Watson Coleman, 25yds.
2. C. H. Callahan, 50 yds.

3. E. F. Miller, no yds.
4. F. Graves, 35 yds.

5 O. S. Brandt, 150 yds.
Time, 5m. is.

THREE MILE NEW YORK
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W.J. Helfert.
2. C. W. Allen.
3. A. S. L?e.
4. H. W Waller.
5. A. H. Davis.

Time, nm. 52 2-5S

VAN WAGONER WINS TIME PRIZE AND
BEATS THE COURSE RECORD.

The Forest Park road race at St. Louis on
Saturday last, June 2, like several of the

Ddcoration Day events, was won by a " boy"
and a dark horse. Horace Rumsey, the win-
ner is 17 years old. He had 8m. 30s. handicap
and rode the four laps, measuring 17^ miles,

in 56m. 13s. He took the lead from the start

and finished far in advance of the others. Van
Wagoner, from scratch, won the time prize

and lowered the course record by 3 minutes,

covering the distance in 54m. gs. He finished

thirty-fourth.

Two of the scratch men rode well. Grath
and Van Wagoner pulled away from Harding
in the first lap and gained steadily all through
the race. Handing rode miserably and did

not finish near as well as was expected. Of
the 103 entries, over 60 appeared on the line to

start and very few of them did not finish.

Views of the Forest Park Course.

Eck was blamed for the shove-off, and he and
Asa Windle had a passage of words. The
referee allowed the protest, and the race was
given to Bald.
In the two-mile handicap, there being no

scratch men, Kennedy, 50 yards, was sent
back. He rode the first half in im. 06s.

caught, and was trailing Coleman, both being
ahead of the field. As he jumpedinto a sprint
100 yards $rom home his wheel swerved and he
fell, but bringing down several men. Kennedy
was not seriously injured.

A SUCCESSFUL CASE OF TEAMSTERING.

The half -riile open afforded a splendid ex-
ample of ^nat fertility in prearrangement
which is spoken of in The Wheel last

week. Tjjie arrangement was planned by
T. Eck. manager of the Stearns team. The
half-mile event carried a im. 15s. time limit.

No one was willing to make the pace. The
quarter was done in 50s., when all broke for
home. Sanger could not be overhauled, and
won by a wheel's length; time, im. 2i%s.
On the run-over Murphy wobbled fright-

fully, rode all over the track, and seemed
about to quit. Johnson, on the contrary,
jumped to the front and stayed there,
magnanimously doing the donkey work,
Johnson moving very slowly, and with the
crowd after him. At the eighth pole Murphy,
who had been lying low behind the field, made
a sudden shoot past them. Sanger and com-
pany were still moving along slowly behind
Johnson, watching for his jump. By the time
they had discovered what Murphy had done,
he was far away from them. With Murphy
safely ahead, Johnson then took up the spring,
trying for second place, which he won, but
Sanger was so closely watching him that
Bald got third, leaving the great Milwaukee
man to run fourth. Murphy's time was im.
10s. , and Johnson, second man, im. n 3-4S.
Asa Windle was wroth, as this is the third time
this game has been played on his racing men.

ONE-HALFMILE OPEN (A)
I FINAL HEAT.

1, F. J. Jenny.
2, H. R. Steenson.
3, G. C. Smith.
4, M. J. Higgins.
5, E. G. Coombs.

Time, im. 12 2-5S.

ONE MILE NOVICE.
1, R. M. Robinson, H'dale.
2, W. C. Phelan, N. Y.
3, Fred Battum

Time, 2m. 48 3-4S.

HALF MILE OPEN.
1, C. M. Murphy.
2, J. S. Johnson.
3, E. C. Bald.
4, W. C. Sanger.
5, H. C. Tyler.

Time, im. us,
Johnson's Time, imi2%s.

QUARTER-MILE OPEN (B)

1, E. C. Bald.
2, H. C. Tyler.
3, W. C. Sanger.
4, W. Coleman.
5, H. B. Arnold.

Time, 34s.

ONE MILE COHOES W.
1, W. S Burke.
2, O. H. Munro.
3, A. S. Lee.

Time, 2m. 35S.

ONE MILE E. N. Y. LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP.

1, M. J. Higgins, Albany.
2, J. E. Ayers, Albany.
3, A. S L=e, Cohoes.
4, C. W. Allan, Albany.
5, C. T Earle, Hudson.
6, O. H Munro, Cahoes.

Time, 2m. 41 3-5S.

Danvill, 111. C. C.'s Ten Mile Road Race, May 30.—

1, Shoaff, 4m., 34m.; 2, Miller 4m., 35m. 10s.; 3, Wool-
sey, 5m., 36m. 50s.; 4, Turnbull, scratch, 32m.

York, Pa., May 30, fifteen mile road race— 1, H. C.

Drenning, 53m. 33%s.; 2, M. C. Wilt, 55m
; 3, H. L.

Eichelberger, 55m. 2s.; 4, Harry Helfrich, 55m. 3s.; 5,

H. Silzer, 59m. 39s.; 6, E. Hersh, 59m. 45s.

Arthur W. Porter, of Waltham, has been

added to the Stearns team.

Horace A. Allen and H. H. Maddux, the fast

Asbury Parkians, have been added to the

Rambler " stable."

Harry Wheeler won the ten kilometer race

at the Buffalo track, Paris, May 31. Medinger

finished first, but was disqualified for foul

riding.

The Lamb Mfg. Co. are building a seven-

teen-pound Spalding for A. H. Barnett, the

winner of the Irvington-Milburn, which will

be presented to him.

The race was witnessed by 15,000 people. The
crowd was so dense at the starting point that

the officials had great difficulty in starting and
checking the race. The order of finish follows

:

if Horace Rumsey, P. A. C, 8m. 30s.; 2, C. A. Jordan,
St. L. C. C„ 8m.; 3. Ross E. Miller, Wichita C. C, 5m.

30s.; 4, Joe J. Howard, R. C. C, sin. 15s.; 5, W. G.
Corfe, R. C. C, 8ml; 6, Alex. Lange, St. L. C. C, 5m.

15s.; 7, William Cobert, R. C. C, 5m. 15s.; 8, E. A.

Kriedler, R. C. C, 6m.; 9, Ernest Stade, W. B. B. C,
10m.; 10, W. C. Wicke, P. A. C, 4m. 30s.; n, Charles L.

Knorr, 6m. 30s.; 12, James F. Farles, Decatur C. C ,

5m.; 13, George D. Knight, 7m.; 14, A. D. Pomeroy, 8m.

30s.; 15, W. S Ruby, Decatur C. C, 2m 30s.; 16, H. W.
Croker, M. S. C. C, 3 m.; 17, W. J Cox, St. L. C. C , 2m.

30s.; 18, C. T. Burke, Zig-Zag, Ind., 4m.; 19, C. C.

Weaver, St. L. C. C, 9m.; 20, H. C.Jones, P. A.C.,
8'n.; 21, W. A. Gralpu, S. S. C. C, 4m. 30s.; 22, G. E.

Tivy, St. L. C. C, 4m. 30s ; 23, H. C. Chivers, Y. M. C
A., 8m.; 24, W. P.Groth, P. A. C.,sm. 15s.; 25, L. D. Cab-
anne, P. A. C, 2m. 30s.; 26, F. H. Woodin, N. St. L. B.

C , 8m. 30s.; 27, J. E. Purvis, Washington, Mo., 5m.

30s.; 28, H. G. Wolzendorf, St. L. C. C, 6m.

Time Prizes—1, William Van Wagoner, S. A. A.,

scratch; 2, J. Levy, C. C. C, 2m. 30s.; 3, E. A. Grath,

P. A. C. , scratch. Time, 54m. 9s.

Arkansas City, Ark., May 30—Five-mile road race

won by Walter Price. Time, 16m. 4s.

Princeton championship games, June 2: Two Miles

—
1, J. B. Corser; 2, J. A. Leland. Time, 5m. 29 3-5S.

Clinton, la., May 30: Five Mile— 1, W. J. Wilson; 2,

S.K.Lowell. Time, 10m. 072-5S. Quarter— 1, Weston;

2, Green. Time, 44 1-5S.

Swarthmore Grammar School sports, June 2: Two
Miles— 1, E. S. Cooley. Time, 7m. 56s. Brownfield

rode for record, 6m. 31s.

Quaker City Wheelemens' Five Mile Road Race,

Philadelphia, June 2.—1, R.P. Rich, scratch, 12m. 58s.;

2, F. M. Dampman, scratch, 12m. 59s.. 3, W. B. Pollock,

15s., 13m. 15s.; 4, O. R, Thompson, 15s., 13m. 16s,

Eleven finished,
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The weather is getting warm and Arthur is

getting frisky with his pair of limber legs. He
is not closing his eyes, by any means, to the

performances going on around him, and does

not propose to run the dangers of over-confi-

dence. He has, perhaps, opened his eyes a

bit since the record race of last Sunday,

although, of course, he will not be found com-

peting in any 100-kilometer drives.

Louvet and Fournier, with Medinger, per-

haps, in the reckoning, are expected to ride

do ;er to the American than any one else among
the natives.

Louvet is "cracked up to be" a coming
wonder. He is very strong and is ambitious

to become a champion.

Wheeler, having recently shown symptoms
of regaining his 1893 form, hopes to be able to

repeat his old trick of riding all but the last

few yards on '' Zim's " rear wheel.

Monday, May 14, at Bordeaux, whether he

and Cro.oks went to get practice and incident-

ally to win a few francs, the " Kid" won the

Grand Prix International, a race of 2,000

meters in heats and 5,000 meters in the final.

His task consisted mainly in beating Barden,

the Englishman, who is said to be " shifting a

bit" nowadays.
Barden was second and Beconnais third in

the final.

Crooks, who went to Bordeaux to have an
easier time, after having struck a gait that

would enable him to win in Paris by the ex-

penditure of considerable hard work, was
b jvvled out of his heat by Beconnais.

On the following day, at Bayonne, Wheeler
beat Barden again, and the team of Wheeler,

Barden and Crooks won from the local trio.

Americans Among the Roses.

The Zimmerman-Troy-Wheeler combination

is now settled in a house at 49 Boulevard du
Chateaux, Neuilly, a short way outside the

gates of Paris and within easy access of both

the Buffalo and Seine tracks. The house is an
attractive brick structure of modern style, not

large but comfortable. It is necessary to

" jerk the tinkler" at the street gate in order

to gain access to the place, and a girl in the

almost universal servants' blue of France
comes running and says: "Entree, Monsieur,"

as she turns the big key. The front yard is

like grandma's garden—all roses and posies,

so thick it is hard to find the path and so easy in

which to get tangled. Mrs. Troy never fails

to attach a boutonniere to the coat lapel of

any one that comes to pay a visit.

Immediately upon assuming command of

the mansion, that worthy madame set to work
to attend to the " internal wants" of Zim et al.

Accordingly she constructed a large and
rich plum pudding for Zim to train on

!

Willis B. came in at about the time it was
finished, and in the nick of time side-tracked

Zim, who had begun to get his mouth ready.

"Nay, nay," said he to his illustrious ward;
"I'll eat this while you are asleep."

Thursday, May 17, William Martin, the

American, and Guerry, who beat the former
out in the 100-kilometer race of the Sunday
previous, ran a match race of 10,000 meters

(6 1-5 miles) for a purse of $200.

It was a loaf until about 200 yards from
home, Guerry having set all the pace. Then
they rushed, and Guerry won by two lengths.

It seemed as though Martin displayed poor
judgment in not plugging hard all the way, or,

at least, for a mile or more ; but, in the morn-

-ing of the day of the race, he had met with a

bad fall in training. Martin was considerably

cast down by his defeat, having wagered $100

on himself.

Nearly 27 in the Hour.

Then more records. Baras and Meline on

the tandem against time with pacemakers. In

the hour they covered 43 kilos, 263 meters (26

miles 1, 549 yards, as against 41 kilos. 985 meters

by Stocks and Osmond, the latter, however,

having been accomplished without pace-

makers.

Meintjes, on a single, against time, did 26

miles 107 yards, at Springfield, September 14,

1893.

Jules Dubois started with the tandem, but

"lost his follow" after about, ten kilos. With
good pacing, however, he was pulled through

the fifty kilos, (thirty-one miles) in ih. 13m.

44 2-5S., lowering his own record of ih. 15m.

24 2-5S. of the Sunday previous.

WHEELER DEFEATS LOUVET.

Paris, May 21, 1894.—Louvet, the 100-kilo-

meter champion of France, whom Frenchmen
have selected as the man to defeat Zimmer-
man, if any one does defeat him, has been

compelled to take second place to Harry
Wbeeler, who has said from the start that he
will be well satisfied to run second to the

American champion.

At the Buffalo track, Sunday, May 20,

Wheeler defeated Louvet, Dumond, Baras and
others, to the number of thirteen in all, in a

ten-kilometer race for a first prize of 1 50 francs.

Louvet was run completely off his feet in

the last fifty yards, and Wheeler won by a

narrow, but safe margin.

The race in which Wheelerconquered Louvet
was the occasion of thelatter's first appearance
on the track this season, and he was variously

reported as to being fit or unfit for fast work.
The two rivals watched each other all through
the race, even to. the extent of allowing at one
time another rider to get a lead of fifty yards
or more, and in the rush home they were the

only ones in the guessing.

Louvet followed Wheeler all the way, de-

clining to take any of the pace, and by keeping
the American under his eye all the time hoped
to win. Wheeler led around the last turn, and
Louvet, by swinging in behind, gained a lead

of perhaps half a length. His advantage
lasted only a moment, however, as Wheeler
had him beaten forty or fifty yards from the

tape.

The Frenchman was run to a standstill.

As he is a great favorite with the Parisians

his defeat was taken rather sorrowfully, and
Wheeler did not receive the ovation his fine

riding deserved.

It is possible that Louvet is not in the form
that he will attain in another month. He is

of excellent style, and, as the English para-

grapher in Le Velo says: "Sits his machine
admirably."

England Has Its Turn.

The much-advertised event of the day's

racing was a match race, best two of three,

between Edwards, the Englishman, and Medin-
ger, who just now is about as fast as any man
among the French.

The latter is getting bald and looks like a

back number, but he can "shift" like a young
ene.

With two such strategists on the track as

Edwards and Medinger the public was treated

to a rare exhibition of cunning work, although,

of course, there was no racing in any one of

the three heats except in the sprint home.
Medinger took all the advantage and Ed-

wards had to lead the way each time.

They watched each other like two old hawks,
so that such a thing as either " getting away "

was impossible.

Edwards wasbeaten in the first (2,000 metres),

but won the second and third (of 5,000 and
2,000 metres respectively). He lost the first by
glancing over his shoulder to see where Medin-
ger was.

In the last he made sure of the game,
inasmuch as Medinger would do .nothing but

follow, by committing the "grap.vine.offense,"

thereby using up all of the track in front of

his competitor.

Medinger lodged a protest, but to no satis-

faction, and it is doubtful whether he would
have been able to get up even with Edwards
had all the way been clear.

Just at present the Englishman is possessed

of a sprint that is worth going a few miles to

see.

Austin Crooks won again. By the narrowest
kind of a margin he failed of first place in his

heat of a 900-meter handicap, but was let into

the final by reason of the time.

He succeeded in winning by inches from
Spoke, capturing a purse of 100 frances.

Crooks is somewhat undecided whether to

race or to have a good time and grow fat in

Paris.

Last week at Paris, Bordeaux and Bayonne
Wheeler won five first, cleaning up about $250
in prize money. At Bordeaux he established

a world's record for the lap.

Nelson's Treatment by the N. C. U.

"Ed" Nelson, of Springrfield, Mass., is in

Paris. He is waiting for the N. C. U. of Eng-
land to give him a license, and while he waits

he is training with Zimmerman on the Buffalo

track. Nelson says that when he appeared

before the Licensing Committee the* members
of that solemn inquisitory board asked him
what his father's source of income was, whether
he had ever been out of a job, how many
children he had to support and whether any
member of the family had ever been hung for

truth telling. "Eddie" was as meek as was
Oliver before the Dietary Commission of the

Workus, and declared he was a liamond of

Class A purity. He even offered to ride any
make of wheel or tire the commi see might
name. At the end of a week, says Nelson, the

license was denied him, and he was,.also put
to great delay in getting his case before the

Appeal Board. '

He has not got that license yet.

Lucas's Splendid Performance.

When the first Bordeaux-Paris road race

was run, in 1891, the N. C. U., of England,

allowed its amateurs to compete, and the re-

sult was that Mills and Holbein ran the

Frenchmen off their feet and finished one,

two. Since that time, however, the native

riders have kept a grip on the big event, and
the finish of the race of 1894, yesterday, added
another French name to the roll of honor.

Lesna, although a Swiss by birth, is claimed

as a Frenchman, and he covered the 591 kilo-

meters (367 1-5 miles) in the record time of

25I1. 11m, 7s. This necessitated his maintain-

ing a gait of more than 1 5 miles an hour on
an average.
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The French have learned a thing or two in

the long distance line, and it is not safe to say

that, were the English amateur riders allowed

to compete, they would be winners.

France was thoroughly represented, Eng-
land to a fair degree, and America just a Wal-

ler's worth.

The two Allards, one of whom recently won
the Rennes-to-Brest-and-Return ; Lesna, the

Englishman, Lucas, Sanson and Lumsden,
and Waller, of " the States," were tipped to

be in the hunt.

The latter, however, was, as horsemen say,

not well liked, and was held as a long shot.

He quit the race forty-four miles from home.

Before the start, Frank said in response to a

query as to his residence in future: " Eef I

vin dees race I geets a good job heere; eef I

dond't vin I raickon I haive to go pack to

America."

Although Lesna won the race, most of the

credit belongs to Lucas, the Englishman, who
rode the entire distance, day and night, without

attention. He landed in Paris from England a

a week before the race, accompanied by no
trainer or companion, and with no posses-

sions other than a bicycle and his very seedy-

looking bicycle suit. He immediately set out

awheel for Bordeaux, reaching that place in

time to get a fairly good rest previous to the

race.

All the other men had trainers, wheels, pro-

visions and everything else that might be
needed, distributed along the route.

Lucas had none of these. With any show of

attention he certainly should have won. He
finished about a half hour after Lesna, his

time being 25I1. 41m. 37s.

When he came in there was nobody to attend

to him, and he wandered around behind the

grand stand by himself. Finally, when some-

one did approach him and inquire as to his

wants, he said that he believed the first thing

he would do would be to negotiate with some-

body for a suit of clothes. The first six to

finish were Lesna, Lucas, Sanson, Lumsden,
Berthier and Guignard. J. M. Erwin.

Describing the Irvington-Milburn road race,

the New York Times makes some admirable

comments on the ' 'fervid rushing up and down
of officials." The Times is quite right. Al-

most every man, woman and child on the

course seems to become frenzied the instant

the pistol starts the first man, and this active

stage of lunacy lasts until it's "all over." The
Times' comment on the scoring, however, is er-

roneous and unjust. There are nine scorers

—

quite enough—and three time-keepers, not one,

as the Times states, and there were absolutely

no errors in scoring or timing. Taking into

consideration the universal jostle, and dust,and
noise, and the general Babylonian confusion

which sweeps in waves up to the very ears of

theofficials, it is doubtful if Newspaper Row

—

the haunt of hair-trigger intellect—could turn

out a body of men who could produce better

results than the I.-M. officials.

The man who finished sixtieth in the I.-M.

road race was marked "no number." His
number was between 100 and no, but, owing
to disarrangement, it was impossible to read

it. The Wheel would like to have the man's
number, so that the score can be perfected.

Talis on the Track.

It is remarkable that so few racers are dangerously
hurt on cycle tracks, and machines are generally
mashed out of shape when the 'fall occurs, but the

rider, beside scraping the skin from his shins and
elbows, generally escapes without injury, says the

Baltimore Herald. Whether a special providence
guides the destinies of cycle riders or not is not known,
but it must be admitted that the majority are darned
lucky. -On Decoration Day at the park several men
went to earth while flying along, but the track and
wheels were injured much more than the racers.

When the tumble takes place and the men pile upon
one another, the spectators imagine that every
mother's son will be carried from the field bleeding
and mangled. After the fallen wheelmen disengage
themselves from their wretched machines, they sally

off the track, cursing the man responsible for the ac-

cident. Cuts may appear here and there, but in the

worst of spills it Ms seldom that bones are broken.
The only time a wheelman was known to have been
carried off the park cycle track was after a hotly con-
tested race, won after a desperate finish. The friends

of the victor lifted aloft the panting hero and bore
him away.

A New Design for a Medal.

England's reputation for good Toads is pro-

verbial, yet an English journal advises riders

not to use a machine under 26 pounds on
the roads. Nineteen to twenty-four pound
machines are being pushed over the roughest

roads in this country by hundreds of riders

—

and the repair business is flourishing.

"Our American contemporary, The Wheel,

has started the ball of good sense on the other

side by raising the voice against feather-

weights. From what it says, we are inclined

to believe that our prognostications of a couple

of months since are already beginning to be

borne out, and that our American cousins are

finding out what featherweights really are.

However, everyone must learn."—Cyclist.

M'DUFFEE WON TIME PRIZE, BUT BROKE
HIS COLLAR-BONE.

The ten mile road race at Jamaica Plains,

Mass., on Saturday last, June 2, resulted very
seriously for P. J. McDuffee, the Maiden crack.

Just as he crossed the tape, winning the time
prize, a little girl stepped from the crowd
right in front of his wheel. She was knocked
to one side and escaped without serious injury.

McDuffee was thrown to the ground with
terrific force where he lay unconscious. He
was taken to the hospital where it was found
that his collar-bone was broken. He was also

injured about the head. His condition is not
serious. Forty men started in the race, with
Nat Butler and E. A. McDuffee on scratch.

The winner, C. H. Williams, was second in the
Hoyland Smith race. Butler finished nine-

teenth and McDuffee twenty-fifth. Their times
were beaten by the im. men. Result:

Handicap Time.
Name and Club. m. s. m. S.

1. C. H. Williams, Press C. C 3.30 49.23
2. Henry M. Gordon, Roxbuiy W. 3.00 28.55
3. E. Reynolds, Jr., Jamaica C. C. 5.00 31.00
4. P. J. McDuffee, Maiden 1.00 27.17
5. H. A. Seavey, Waltnam 1.00 27.17 1-2
6. L. A. C. Kelly, Roslindale 3.30 27.48
7 . P.G.Alexander, Tigers 2.00 28.19
8. L. W. Walleston, Roxbury. ... 3.00 29.22
9. H. Hard wig, Pequots (.30 31.15

10. G. P. Rupert, Jamaica C. C 4.30 31.26
ii. C. A. Baker, Lynn 5.00 32.00
12. F. H. Valentine, Jamaica 4 30 31.42
13. Henry Hudson, Jamaica 5.00 32.17
14. C.E. Johnquist, Suffolk 3.00 29.30
15. O. S. Mackenzie, Roslindale... 3.00 32.10
16. Wm. Crozier, Jamaica 4.00 3«.57
17. W. F. Parker, Union 4.00 32.06
18. E.Merrill, Press 3.00 30.10
19. Nat Butler, Cambridgeport Scratch 28.15
20. E. S. Otis, Press 1.00 20.30
21. J. F. O'Brien, Pequots 4.00 32.44
22. F. C. Schormann, Jamaica 3.30 32.15
23. A. F. Woodside, Cambridge... 5.00 33.50
24. J. C. Odell, Jamaica 4.30 34.28
25. E. A. McDuffee, Maiden Scratch 30.27
26. J. W. Haigh, Suffolk 4.00 34.28
27. Wm. Hanniford, Jamaica 5.00 35-33
28. J. J. Vogel, Jamaica 3.00 3338
Two Mile Club— 1, Henry Hudson, im. 30s., 710. 03s.;

2, E. Lambert, scratch, finished seventh in 5m. 50s.

Won by a Sixteen-Year-Old Boy.

Charles H. Weaver, aged 16 years, won the

first prize in the 20-mile road race at Harris-

burg, Pa., May 30, under the auspices of the

Susquehanna Wheel Club. The time was 67

minutes. He had eight minutes. James
Kline, scratch, took second prize, his time

being 62 minutes.

E. Bricker toos. third prize from the eight

minute mark in 70 minutes. Bricker would
likely have taken second prize, but Weaver re-

fused to make the pace and so Bricker had to

make it for 18 miles.

Kline held the record for the course, 62 min-

utes. There were nine starters.

A New Quarter Mile Coast Record.

San Francisco, May 30.—The Bay City

Wheelmen's annual race meet at Central Park.

The Pacific Coast quarter-mile record was the

main object of attack. Archie Reid, of the

Bay City Wheelmen, was the first to chip a

piece off the record of 32 seconds, capturing

his heat of the Class A race in 31 4-5S. In the

final heat W. A. Terrell rode in 31 2-5S. Otto

Zeigler, San Jose, won the quarter-mile Class

B dash in 30 4-5S.—a new Coast record.

Billings 14 mile road race, Brockton, Mass.,

June 2: 1, W. E. Pratt, 4m.; 2, Arthur Parson,

Quincy, 3m. 30s. : 3, H. L. Snell, 5m.
; 4, Mat

Higgins, East Bridgewater, 2m. 30s.
; 5, T. E.

Hatch, Taunton, tm. 30s. ; 6, James Dunn,

Quincy, im. ; also the time prize, a clock, in

42m. 25J^s,; 7, W. „H. Senter, 2m. 30s. ; 8, F.

D. Billings, 2m. 30s.
; 9, Verdie Westgate,

Taunton, scratch ; 10, Charles D. Billings, 6m.
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AMERICA'S REPRESENTATIVE BICYCLE.
Our record in the great IRVINGTON-MILBURN 25-mile

Handicap Road Race.
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I 1st in 1893 by CARL VON LENGERKE |

m 2d in 1892 by JACK HAZELTON |p

?j 3d in 1894 by E. A. BOFINGER |
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P. S.—If you are a betting man always play "The Liberty" for a place

ujiLsoiM-mrERS comPAnr, iv^rs,
Main Offices, 4 Warren Street, New York.

BRANCH STORES: 1786 BroadWoy, New York. 1217 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 567 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

When writing' kindly mention The Wheel.

INSIST ON LIGHT TIRES

Our Light Road Racing Tires weigll 2 lbs. per pair.

Racing Tires weigh. i}4 lbs. per pair.

Used by all the best riders, Johnson, Murphy, Clark, McDuffee, But-

ler, Titus, Snow and many others.

WINNING TRACK AND ROAD EVENTS EVERYWHERE.

If Other Ivight Tires are Giving
You Trouble Try Ours

NEW YORK TIRO CO
23 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel,"

•9
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LOVELY, BUT TERRIBLE.

A NEW QUESTION FOB THE £. A. W.—THE
LADIES DISCUSS IT.

Y WISE MEN and philos-

ophers it is said the future is

hidden in mercy to mankind.

If we knew beforehand what
troubles are coming, it might

be difficult to induce anybody
to accept the L. A. W. office.

That organization has had
tribulations, expected and un-

expected, and we already begin

to feel the ground-swells that fore-

run coming storms, some of which

I have discussed. But there is another

—several others—of which I caught a

glimpse recently, compared with which any-

thing past is as a zephyr to a cyclone. And
these will carry more terror to the soul of

Richard because they will wear—well, what

they will wear is one of their terrors.

The other evening I heard several ladies of

the new local club chatting of these coming

perplexities in , a way to scare a bolder man
than the chairman of the L. A. W. Racing

Board. To begin with, the wheel is going to

be the feminine fad of this next dozen years.

Within the next five years there

Will Be 100,000 Wheel-women

in the United States they said.

What are we going to do about it!

Especially when forty or fifty thousand women
insist upon joining the League, as they will

;

oh, my prophetic soul! they will. Already

they are beginning to join cycling clubs freely.

Next year, or in two years at farthest, this

question of their admission to full League mem-
bership, active, will be important. So far

so good. But then

—

Here's one item that the ladies discussed.

The male club members dress alike in the L.

• A. W- uniform. But each lady club member is,

at present, constructing a riding habit to suit

her own individual will. When the club takes

a run, with the gentlemen all in uniform, and

each lady member dressed in a different style,

the spectacle is unique. Some will be charm-

ing, others less so, shading off from elegant to

shocking. (That's what the ladies said, mind

;

'twasn't me.) And they said that

The I*. A. W. Ought to Provide

a ladies' uniform, and, what's more, it's got to

before long.

Think of that! Sit down all by yourself

and wrestle with it, Mr. L. A. W. President,

because the ladies have an idea that the L. A.

W. president is the unhappy mortal whose
business it is to settle all sorts of things.

Great Scott ! What are you going to do about

it? Don't imagine that this coming question

can be dodged, or that fashion, French, English

or American, is going to step in and settle it for

you. There will be fashions and styles, and
they will make lightning changes—nobody will

know why; but there will have to be a regular

League ladies' uniform, and it must necessarily

be becoming to all sorts, short, tall,

Plump, Lean, Brunette, Blonde,

graceful, awkward—everybody. If it's a fail-

ure for any, there's going to be trouble for the

League Board.

There is solid reason in the chat of these

ladies. The L. A. W., beyond doubt, will

have to grapple with these questions. Col.

Pope has.already hinted toward the necessity

of a national cycling uniform for ladies, by
offering the Reform design. His design lacks

the L. A. W. authority ; and this authority is

what the ladies wish, and will insist upon as

soon as they begin to be an important integral

of the League, as they soon will be of hun-

dreds of clubs.

It would be a convenience were a national

uniform already offered for ladies; and, if such

uniform were pretty and " taking," it would
have a strong influence toward increasing the

number of wheelwomen and attracting them
to clubs. President Bates.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

SOUND VIEWS.

This is not a point on logic, but a point

on natural beauty. There is no more
pleasant touring place around New York than

along the Southern Boulevard, and that des-

pite the fact that its surface is far from the

billiard-table state of excellence.

The Boulevard is reached via the Harlem
Bridge (130th Street and Third Avenue), or

across the Madison Avenue Bridge (138th

Street and Madison Avenue). It runs from
130th Street and East River up into West-
chester, skirting the Sound. At its lower end
you can come back into the city proper almost

any way. At the upper end you can go on to

Fort Schuyler, Travers Island, or turn up to

Jerome Park, or cross at Tremont through

177th Street, where (Ittner's Villa, 177th

Street, Railroad Avenue), by the way, you can
get an excellent dinner, German service, and
dine under the trees—a very quaint place in-

deed.

But the beauty of the Southern Boulevard

itself is not all. To enjoy this ride, one must
make up one's mind to turn down every side

road that leads to the Sound. The first one is

Oak Point, the resort for dancing, bathing,

rowing and feasting of a thousand-and-one

latter-day Romeos and Juliets. You ride a

mile under the trees and catch a bursting

view of the Sound, the water clearly blue,

dotted with sun-whitened sailing craft.

The next turn about is down to Baretta Point.

And above this there are dozens of other by-

roads. All through this secton are the country

mansions of old New Yorkers. Some of them
are massive and the grounds are beautifully

laid out, though many of the places are falling

into mossy desuetude. Most of the by-roads

are built by private residents, and are very

finely surfaced.

Altogether, this trip is a most pleasing one,

and the old Southern Boulevard is recom-

mended to the cyclist who gets out of the Park.

W0°» RIMS ft&
SIEELBJMS ffi^te;

{BRASS »
J

AH© (BETVAMJEJRECEIOT. ALU.

This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Pleaee add: "Saw it in The Whe«U
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The Coburns at Kirksville.

Kirksville, Mo., May 30.—Attendance 2,000.

One Mile Adair County Championship— 1, George
Atteberry; 2, George Coons; 3, C. M. Harrington.

Time, 3m. 6s.

Half Mile, Boys—i, F. S. Collins; 2, F. M. Morgan.
Time, im. 32s.

One Mile, Open— 1, -D. Coburn, St. Louis; 2, John
Coburn, St. Louis; 3, N. B. Taylor, Quincy, 111.

Time, 2m. 45s.

Quarter Mile, Open—Final heat: 1, John Coburn, St.

Louis; 2, F. W. Jansen, Quincy; 3. W. A. Graeper, St.

Louis. Time, 33s.

Second heat of this race was won by N. B. Taylor,

of Quincy. Time, 30KS.—very fast time for the track.

Two Mile, Open— i, John Coburn, St. Louis; 2, N. B.

Taylor, Quincy; 3, D. Coburn, St. Louis. Time,

5m. 58s.

Half Mile, Open—1, F. W. Jansen, Quincy; 2, W. A.

Graeper, St. Louis; 3, Wm. Vaughn, Quincy. Time,

1111. 20s.

Three Mile Lap—1, John Coburn, 15 points; 2, D.

Coburn, 14 points. Time, gtn. ij£s.

One Mile Consolation— 1, Wm. Vaughn, Quincy; 2,

C. W. Sahland, Quincy; 3, W. F. Beeler, Brookfield.

Time, 3m. 7s.

Fifty-six riders started in the Waldo Park ten-

mile road race, May 30. Seven beat the course

record of 30m. 21s. Five thousand people saw the race.

Result:
Handicap. Time.

M.S. M.S.
1 C. E. Jacques, K. C. C 5 30 32.012-5

2 W. J. Brunner, K. C. C 4.30 31.31

3 S. M. Hacker, K. C. C... 4-3° 3i-4»

4 H. R. Bodge, K. C. C 4-30 3i-5°

5 H. L. Malony, Morrow 4.30 32.16

6 C. R. Whaley, Indep 4.30 32.19

7 E. J. Davison, Topeka 4.00 3001

8 W. W. Jaques, K. C. C 3.00 30.06

9 O. H. Reb'schi'd, J. C. W 2.00 30.07

10 George A. Laitner, K. C 530 3343

u Vincent Dole, K. C 5.00 33-15

12 W. H. Maxwell, K. C. C 4-°° 32.19

i 35E. S. Hall, K. C. C 4.00 32.24

14 C. Henderson, K. C. C 2.00 30.29

15 Ed. Grath, P. A. C, St. Louis... scratch 28.41

16 W. J. Cox, St. Louis C. C scratch 2846

17 J. McGaffin, Topeka 3.30 32.21

18 T. Coburn, R. C. C, St. Louis 1.30 30.24

19 G. C. Whitman, K. C. C 300 32.06

20 L. E. Rodgers, Decatur 130 3047

Roll. Time,

A. Holly; 3,

Shelbyville, Ind., B. C.'s meet, May 30, Fair

Grounds. One Mile Novice— 1, F. F. Robinson,

Smith Valley; 2, Albert Allen, Rushville; 3, A. Col-

lins, Shelbyville. Time, 2m. 42s.

Half Mile—First Heat: 1, E. V. Minor, Indianapolis;

2, Albert Allan. Time. im. 21 J£s. Second Heat: 1, C. E.

Miller, Anderson; 2, Eldon Dynes, Indianoplis; 3, E.

P. Roll, Indianapolis. Time, im. nj£s. Third Heat:

1, E. V. Minor; 2, C. E. Miller; 3, E. P.

im. 14 3-4S.

One Mile County—1, D. Williams;

Henry Schoelch. Time, 2m. 49%s.

One Mile Open— 1, C. E. Miller; 2, O. T. Burke; 3,

E. V. Minor. Time, 2m. 31s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, C. E. Miller; 2, John Mahuren
Indianapolis; 3, W. F. Clemens. Time, 2m. 17 3-4S.

One Mile Championship Shelby, Rush, Decatur,

Johnson, Bartholomew and Hancock Counties—1, F^

P. Robinson; 2, Albert Allan, Rushville; 3, Qan Will-

iams. Time, 2m. 4i%s.

Quarter Mile— 1, A. A. Lansberry; 2, Allan; 3

Williams. Time, 39s.

Two Mile— 1, F. P. Robinson; 2, Allan; 3. W. H.

Fry, Greenfield. Time, 5m. 15s.

Charlevoix, Mich., C. C. meet, May 30: One Mile

Novice— 1, Frank Fox; 2, J. Beauvais; 3, E. Reed.

Time, 3m. 17s. One-third Mile Open— 1, A. T. Ross; 2,

A. Buttars; 3, W. E. Hampton. Time, 52 1-2S. One
MileOpen—i,Will Holdsworthj2, Buttars; 3,|Hampton.

Time, 3m. 05s. Two Mile Handicap— 1, Holdsworth;

2, Ross; 3, Hampton. Time, 6m. 33s. One Mile Club
Handicap—1, Frank Fox; 2, F. Bartholomew; 3, J.

Beauvais. Time, 3m. 15s.

University of Pa. games, June 2: One Mile Scratch

—

1, W. D. Osgood; 2, D. R. Crump; 3, G. M. Coates.

Time, 2m. 44 2-5. Two Mile Handicap—1, Osgood,
scratch; 2, Crump, 130 yards; 3, Coates, scratch.

Tirn.e, 5m. 10s.

Gerke Gets Everything,

Quincy (111.,) Bicycle Club Meet, May 30. Field day;
weather windy; attendance 8co.
Mile Novice— 1. A. Weston; 2; C.Hallerberg. Time,

3m. 30s.
Boys' Half Mile— 1, Will Henderson; 2, Henry Car-

ter; 3, Vaughn. Time, im. 31s.
Mile Open— 1, W. H. Gerke; 2, Louis Boquet. Time,

3m 16s.

Quincy B. C. Championship, One Mile—1, W. H.
Gerke. Time, 3m. 58s.

Five Mile Handicap Road Race— 1, W. H. Gerke,
scratch; 2, A. Weltin, 3m. Time, 19m.

Imperial Wheelmen's meet, St. Joseph, Mo., May
30—Track perfect; attendance large.—One Mile Club:

i, E. Lee; 2, Frank Whitacre; 3, Frank Stover. Time,

2m. 45. Half-mile Open: 1, Louis Widemever; 2, A. F.

Palm. Time, im. 20 3-4S. Quarter-mile Open: 1, J. H.

English; 2, Frank Whitacre; 3, F. P. Lee. Time, 36 1-2S.

Five Mile Team: 1, F. and C. Lee; 2, E. Lee and F. O.

Strong. Time, 15m. 39s. One Mile (colored riders): 1,

John Findley; 2, Ed. Bonner. Time, 3m, 14s. Half-

mile Open: i, J. English; 2, E. Lee; 3, Whitacre.

Time, im. 20 1-2S. One Mile Open: 1, Whitacre; 2, E.

Lee; 3, C. Lee. Time, 2m. 48 1-2S.

Inter-Academic A. A. games, Philadelphia, June 2:

One Mile— 1, H. Coats, Haverford; 2, Landell, German-
town; 3, Jones, Penna. Time, 2m. 52 2-5S.

Saginaw (Mich.), C. C. ten miles road race, May 30.

— 1, E. Bergert, 35m. 10s.; 2, E. McDonald, 40m. 20s.; 3,

A. Brintall, 41m.; 4, C. Starring, 37m. 55s.; 5, W. L.

Marr, 37m.

Y. M. C. A. games, Philadelphia, June 2: One Mile

Novice— 1, J. McAvoy; 2, J. B. Clift. Time, 3m. 7 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap— i, W. Crouse; 2, H. Butcher.

Time, 2m. 44 2-5S.

Koster fifteen miles road race, Erie, Pa., May 30.— 1,

Archie Lejeal, 49m. 24s.; 2, Jul. Hempel, 48m. 35s.; 3,

H. Hampel, 52m. 06s.; 4, C. Metzler, 53m. 06s.; 5, F. D.
Bruce, 50m. 53S.; 6, Jones Schmidt, 49m. 34s.; 7, Otto
Maya, 43m. 35s.; 8, S. D. White, 43m. 42s.; 9, C. E.

Knuth, 49m. 23s.; 10, A. L. Baumann, 49m. 35s.; n, Geo.
Gall, 55m. 56s.; 12, Louis Roth, 51m. 50s.; 13, W. C. Illig,

51m. 58s.; 14, T. W. Kelley, 56m. 43s.; 15, L. F. Weber
52m. 18s.; 16, Jac. Roth, 43m. 10s.; 17, C. F. Williams
43m. us.; 18, C. G. Wallen, 53m. ; 19, George Knapp,
49m. 54s.; 20, Sam Ramsey, 45m. 56s.

July 4th at Scranton, Pa-

DIHMOND TOURNHMENT
—OF THE

—

SCRANTON • BICYCLE #
$2,000 IN DIAMONDS AS PRIZES.

CLUB.

CLASS B.

£ Mile Open 3 prizes

1 Mile Handicap 3 prizes.

1 Mile Open 3 prizes.

.$300.

. 300.

. 300.

CLASS A.

1 Mile Novice 2 prizes

I Mile Open 3 prizes $100.

1 Mile State Champ'ship, Diamond Medal 50.

2 Mile Handicap 4 prizes 115.

^ Mile Open 3 prizes.; 100.

Special prizes for best time in both classes. Entries close June 26 with H. B.Chase, 312
LACKAWANNA Ave. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ij. StfltB- Hint... I
June 15tn and 16th *

::
_0Hm river circuit

J
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.

FASTEST HALF MILE TRACK IN THE COUNTRY.
PRIZES WORTH CONTESTING FOR. CONVENIENCES
UNAPPROACHED. RECORDS WILL GO. VALUES FOR
CLASSES A AND B. SPORT FOR THE GRAND STAND.
PLAN YOUR VACATION TO BE AT THE MODEL
MEET. ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY; TO BE HAD OF

R. L. CORLEY, President. T. C. WALDEN, Sec'y. H. L. BOWLDS, Treasurer.

oweNsboro wheel club-
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Ul FIRST RACE W
Oj

OHIO RIVER JO
Ln CIRCUIT

l£5H

WARTIN & DRESSING S

Ten Mile "FOLLVALOE" Roafl Race
Grand Boulevard, Louisville, June 13.

ACTUAL VALUE OF PRIZES, $1,000, GUARANTEED.
FIRST TIME, MUNGER RACER, 16 lbs., $165.00.

SECOND TIME, DIAMOND RING, $150.00.

READ
'Eft.

Luminum,
Diamond Ring,
Diamond Stud,
Nickeled Waverley, -

Suit of Clothes,
Mantel Clock, -

135 00 7 Suit of Clothes,
150 00 8 Steel Engraving,
no OO 9 Bloomer Outfit,
90 OO 10 Nickeled Lantern,
50 OO 11 Fine Umbrella,
40 OO 12 Half Dozen of Shirts

$35 00
25 OO
20 OO
IO OO
XO OO
IO OO

ENTRY BLANKS NOW READY
MARTIN & DRESSING, 626 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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London, May ig.

HE influence that
woman has wielded in

the world has at all times

been remarkable, and the

effects of that influence

have often been far-reach-

ing and stupenduous.

Look at Eve

!

Vou say that you cannot see her. Well, per-

haps that is so much the better. But try to

look at her with your mind's eye—if, happily,

you have a mind, and if it has an eye. Eve,

as is generally known, was the first woman.

She had no women friends to meet^at after-

noon tea, and backbite all and sundry. There

was no reason why she should spend her time

on. the—to women—never failing subject of

dress. She wasn't a shrieking sister, and she

didn't write letters to papers advocating smok-

ing for women. She allowed her hair to grow

in its natural way, and boots with high heels

had no charms for her. As there was no man
in the world but her husband, there was no

possibility of her doing a course of the divorce

court.

And, yet, what do we find?

With all these advantages; placed in a

position in which one would have thought it

was almost impossible not to keep quiet, she

could not settle down to a quiet life. Instead

of fending the potatoes and the asparagus,

getting the dinner ready, and doing the family

washing, she goes about the garden flirting

with the devil, for all the world like the poor

women in Faust, who lived much later, and

who really had temptation thrown in their

way. Such conduct in a married lady, and

the mother of a family, was shocking; but it

has been carefully followed by women from

that day to this.

the fair enslaved, and that some of them on

rare occasions, when they have a "day off,"

look wan and weary, and have little relish for

athleticism.

I shall not be too hard on them.

In my own golden youth I suffered sore dis-

tress through love. "My only books were

women's looks,'' and they were not always

books that would be kept in the library of our

Sunday school. But let that pass. Is it not

strange that the inexplicable, weird influence

with which woman sways the strongest men,

should have stepped in to put a nail in the

coffin of the new professional ? A nail in the

coffin it surely is, and, as I don't know the size

of the coffin, nor, consequently, the number of

nails it is likely to require. It may bethe one

nail necessary to keep the coffin together and
prevent the corpse from resuscitating.

An age of luxury has always been fatal to

itself. When the greatest people of old lapsed

from the ways of Sparta to a life of luxury and

pleasure, they fell. Tn recent time's France

has twice collapsed from the same cause ; and,

in all 'likelihood, the British empire will

eventually crumble away through like reason.

This being so, how can the professionals think

to survive? But, indeed, it may be that they

don't think at all on the subject, and that, I

fancy, is very likely.

, The greatest men the world has seen have

been mere tools in the hands of woman.
Look at Samson

!

Poor Samson didn't want his hair cut, and

his wife insisted that that was the very opera-

tion he should undergo. We all know the re-

sult. She was the first lady hairdresser.

Mark Antony lost the world through a woman.
Napoleon—aye, even the Corsican demi-god

—

was a rare tomfool when snared in woman's

toils. And in our own day what have we not

seen? Think of Gambetta, Boulanger, Skohe-

leff , Don Carlos, Parnell ! And when you have

finished thinking of them (don't hurry over it)

let rne say what I really want to say.

They tell us that the new professionalism is

basking in the bewitching smiles of beauty,

and that Venus, Diana, Mercury, or whatever

the right goddess' name is, holds the profes-

sional like a vise. The sturdy youths who
flocked to Paris to scoop in the gold of the

"darned moiinseer," have not been proof

against the seductiveness of the gay and fair,

if somewhat frail, ladies of la belle Paree, and
they find the gay life and glitter of the Mou-
lin Rouge "metal more attractive" than the

passing glory of the race path. They luxuri-

ate in the laugorous glances and artful wiles

of the Gaelic daughters of Eve, and seem to

have little stomach for the stir and strife of a

life of competition, and money-grubbing. I

am told that they can scarcely live away from

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

The N. C. U. has found itself in a curious

position, and one of its own making.

The Licensing Committee, in the exercise

of its discretion, or indiscretion, as the case

may be, has more than once refused applica-

tions for licenses. In some such cases, the

applicants, determined not to be sat upon, and
to resort to the last legitimate device to secure

their recognition as amateurs, have taken

their cases to the Appeals Committee. Now,
for some reason or other, the Appeals Com-
mittee has in some instances reversed the de-

cision of the Licensing Committee, and granted

licenses to men who had been refused by
the "court below." Some allege that this

has been done from sheer cussedness, holding

that the Appeals Committee wanted to show
that it was a bigger and stronger boy than the

Licensing Committee, and felt that to do so ade-

quately it should occasionally differ from its

smallfriend. Idon'tbelieveinthis. I am certain

that the Appeals Committee had arrived at its

conclusions with perfect fairness and honesty,

ai in Shorland's ease, for instance. The great

difficulty was really this: Whereas the Licens-

ing Committee holds its meetings and inquir-

ies in private, the meetings of the Appeals

Committee have been open to the press and
the public. As a natural result, evidence that

had been forthcoming, without any trouble, at

the Licensing Committee, was impossible in

the other place, for the simple reason that the

men who gave it—being poor sportsmen and

of preternaturally selfish disposition—would
not run the risk of figuring as defendants in a

libel suit.

In this state of affairs there were only two
courses open, if the licensing system were to

be maintained; either abolish the Appeals

Committee altogether, or decide that its meet-

ings should be held with closed doors. The
Union held a special council meeting last

night to consider the question and decided on

adopting the latter course, which was the

wisest thing it could possibly have done. The
abolition of the Appeals Committee would

have so shaken public confidence in the whole

system that it would have tottered to destruc-

tion. At the new situation nobody can grum-
ble, for unless we are insane asses enough to

believe that the Appeals Committee is com-

posed of men who have accepted their position

solely for the purpose of injuring others, we
must see that the committee will do its work
quite as honestly, and more thoroughly, in pri-

vate than in public.

The council meeting last night was remark-

able in this, that for the first time at a meet-

ing of the Union, makers' amateurs—that is

men who pose and race dishonestly—who
pretend to be amateurs when they are not,

were publicly applauded as very knowing and
clever fellows who were only doing what they

had a perfect right to do ; who are such really

good boys as to be almost too good for the

world. The fact of it is that the greatest

enemies of genuine amateurism are within

the Union itself, and these men—most of them
being connected with centres, throughout the

country- -have tried all they know to wreck

the licensing system, and to have it pro-

claimed a failure throughout the world.

Whetat r they will ultimately succeed remains

—

with one or two other things—to be seen.

The Scorcher.

The cycle trade is becoming important in

Spain.

The French are taking time by the forelock,

and are showing 1895 pneumatics.

Frank Albert, the professional, has severed

his connection with the Jamestown Cycle Co.,

and expects to join the American colony in

Pans.

The one mile Irish champion is H. O'Neill,

of Dublin, who won that laurel at Waterford,

May 9; time, 2m. 33 1-5S. The Irish mile

record of 2m. 22 2-5S. was lowered at the same
meet to 2m. 21 3-5S. by R. M. Talbot.

Osmond has positively retired from the

path. He got into fairly good condition, but

could not beat the best in his two public

essays. He could stand the pace, but the

wind up sprint always found him wanting.

With Osmond, it is the top notch or nothing;

hence it is probable that his retirement is

permanent.
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OUR PET
is winning the hearts of the boys this season, and on

solid merit too. The butt-end inner tube is acknowledged

to be a decided improvement over the endless tube—it's

much easier to get at in case of puncture. The cover com-

pound couldn't be improved, so tough and yet so flexible

does it make the cover.

YOUR PET
it ought to be. You can't do better if you are looking for

a light, strong, reliable road tire; one that will carry you

safely, even into the heart of the Dark Continent. If you

look further you will fare worse. Get the opinion of

riders who use it. Then you will try the

WHIP^PET
Improved (cemented to rim).

New York Belting & Packing Co., Ltd,

15 Park Row, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Officers of the March-Davis Cycle Co. Charged
With Fraud.

August R. March, of the March-Davis Cycle

Co., Chicago, appeared before Justice Scully

last week and swore out warrants for the ar-

rest of Walter Davis and C. C. Murray, presi-

dent and secretary of the cycle company. Mr.

March charges them with conspiracy to de-

fraud. In the affidavit which he filed he

alleges that the two above named have en-

tered into a conspiracy to defraud him of cer-

tain profits in the sale of bicycles. He says

that March 23 last Messrs. Davis and Murray

commenced buying wheels from the company
at figures ranging from $60 to $65, and retailed

them at prices less than $85, which is the com-

pany's price for the wheel. After having sold

a number of the wheels they, it is alleged,

failed to turn over the profits made into the

cycle company's treasury, thereby defrauding

the stockholders. The hearing was set for

June 8.

A New Fabric for Pneumatic
Tires.

Mr. A. Straus, manager of the Newton
Rubber Works, of Newton Upper Falls,

Mass., has invented a new fabric which he

claims will make a faster tire than anything
produced heretofore. The fabric undergoes a
very peculiar process ; the result is a material

which stretches nearly twice its size across the

tire and is rigid lengthwise. A tire made of

this fabric has the peculiar quality of allowing

it to stretch, when inflated, in every direction.

Such a tire, of course, is and must be a lively

tire. Several experts, to whom this tire was
submitted, claim it is the best thing they have
ever seen. What Mr. Straus claims is that he

makes a tire which composed of rubber, rein-

forced by canvas, whereas many tires are

made of canvas and covered up with rubber.

The first of the new tires ever put on a wheel

won the time prize at a road race in Harris-

burg, ridden by Mr. James Kline.

Scheffey's New Sundries.

A. M. Scheffey & Co., the New York jobbers,

are going more broadly into the sundry business

every year. Mr. Scheffey's latest move in

that direction is to get control of the line of

bicycle lamps made by the J. W. Brown Mfg.
Co., of Columbus, O. Their Gem, which he
is just introducing, is a very pretty article,

and well adapted to the wants of light-weight
people. It weighs but 11^ ounces, and retails
at $3. Messrs. Scheffey & Co. are also intro-
ducing the Wynnewood'bell, a handsome five-

ounce gong, which sells at $1.25. They claim
for it greater simplicity than belongs to the
ordinary bell.

A 19 Pound Wheel for Ladies.

The Smith Wheel Mfg. Co., of this city, who,
in a small way, brought out the first really
light wheels in this country, intend to maintain
their leadership in that respect. Their '95

models will embrace a ladies' wheel, weighing
but 19 pounds. Mrs. Chas. J. V. Smith has
been riding one of these wheels for several
months ot this year.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork an.d brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

;an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila, BROWN & WALES, Boitoa. TATLOR 0Q0DRIGH, San
Francisco, and all good jobbers.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

"\TATV ^STAGONKR on a^—

^

Won First Time Prize in the Forest Park

Road Race at St. Louis SYRACUSE
At St. Louis, Mo., June 2, Wm. Van Wagoner, mounted on a SYRACUSE, won the famous

Forest Park Handicap Road Race, covering 17^ miles in 53 min. 47 sees.; breaking all

previous records by over three minutes. The SYRACUSE also won second, third and

sixth places in this race.

HAMILTON also a. winner on st SYRACUSE-
DENVER, COL.., MEMORIAL DAY, Billy Hamilton, the Denver Crackajack won the cele-

brated 25 mile road race, taking both first and time prizes from scratch. He flew like a

bird, up hill and down, through mud, slush, rain and wind. He rode a SYRACUSE wheel,

and is tickled to death with his new mount. The quarter of a hundred miles was made

in 1 hour 33 min. Pretty good time for muddy roads. Within the first eleven miles he

had passed the entire multitude of 91 contestants, and crossed the tape a winner four

minutes ahead of the second man.

SYRACUSE RIDERS ARE CONTENTED RIDERS.

In the races at KIRKS-V-ILLE, May SO, the SYRACUSE WHEELS
won two firsts and three seconds.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Manufacturers,

SYRAGUSE, M.Y.

PERCY E. SNYDER,
Eighth Ave. and 59th St., Grand Circle,

Agent for New York City.

HENRY KEIDEL & CO.,
BALTIMORE, MD.

Agents for the South Atlantic States.

Please add: " Saw It In the Wheel."
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I BY THIS SIGN &i*-
•?»*•

10-

STEARNS

MEMORIAL DAY

VICTORIES.

-o^o..

San Francisco, Cal.

Worcester, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Portsmouth, O.

Salt take City, Utah.
Wichita, Kan.
Saratoga, N. Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Champaign, 111.

Hopedale, Mass.
Tidionte, Pa.
Boonton, N. J.

Quincy, 111.

Kirkville, Mo.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Bath, Me.

THEY CONQUER.

THE Martin Road Race at Buffalo made a new
man champion of the world for 25 miles, viz.:

Louis A. Callahan, record ih. 10m. 37s. Nat
Butler, winner of the Linscott, record ih*. 11m.

2Sy2 s., is champion no longer. But THE STEARNS is

still the champion's wheel. The wheel's the thing.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO ,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y-

E. C. STEARNS & CO., W
•(•

Syracuse, N. Y.
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Kindly mention The Wheel -when writing.
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The Fastest Relay—1 hour 3 minutes
E. L. BLAUVELT, from Morristown to Wheatsheaf, in the

GREAT RELAY RACE, June 2. This time was made on an

18 lb. nickel

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

Tremendous cheering burst forth as Blauvelt, whose B
friends were legion and numbered nearly all the crowd, B
dashed across the line at 1.23 p. m., having made the run
from Morristown to Wheatsheaf in the remarkably fast
time of 1 hour and 3 minutes.—N. Y. Times, June 3.
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FRED McMAHON,
SAME PLACE,
SAME WHEEL,

WON THE FIRST RELAY.
Ill m

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

'Western Agents.

McKEE & HARRIN6TON,
Makers of tbe LVNDHURST.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

173 Grand Street,

New York, N. Y.
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AN AGENT ARRESTED.

DISPOSED OF WHEELS AND EMBEZZLED
THE PROCEEDS IN A NOVEL MANNER.

An interesting case, involving the right of

manufacturers to prosecute delinquent agents,

was recently settled in the South Carolina

Criminal Court.

In May, 1893, J. S. McCreight, the owner
and publisher of a newspaper at Darlington,

vS. C, was appointed agent under the agent at

Florence, S. C, for the Gormully & Jeffery

Mfg. Co.'s wheels. A large number of wheels

were shipped to this sub-agent, and he was
apparently doing a very lively business. Set-

tlement was put off from time to time until the

suspicions of the company were aroused. A
man was sent to investigate, and a rather

t.ingled condition of affairs exposed.

McCreight had disposed of all the goods

placed with him for sale, but accounted for

only about half ; he had shown a Yankee dis-

position for "trading," and had acquired

houses, lots, insurance and personal property

ot all descriptions, and even published his

paper with the aid of bicycles. Settlement

was demanded and refused, and a <varrant

charging breach of trust was sworn out in the

name of the first agent, and on account of the

small bond accepted, a second warrant was
then taken out. Numerous offers of com-

promise were made between the time of arrest

in '93 and the trial, March last, but nothing

but full settlement would be accepted by the

agent.

Two indictments were brought in by the

Gra'id Jury, the first charging McCreight with

embezzling funds belonging to J. D. Trevathan

(the agent at Florence), and the second

charging embezzlement of funds and chattels

in which the G. &J. Mfg. Co. held a special

property as holders of notes of purchasers,

secured on the goods, it transpiring that in

almost every case, part of the notes taken in

each sale were retained by McCreight and

used for his own personal benefit, he sending

in some of the notes, and in this way allaying

suspicion for a time.

Defense made was that McCreight was a

partner of Trevathan's, and as such could not

commit a breach of trust in putting to his use

moneys, etc., the property of the partnership.

If he was a partner, the first indictment was
disposed of, and if such was the case, he,

being a partner of an agent, became an agent

himself, and consequently did not commit a

breach of trust, as all goods sold were sold to

the agent at Florence, and none consigned;

this would dispose of the second count.

In support of his claim as to co-partnership,

newspapers (McCreight's own paper) were put

in evidence, showing published notices of arti-

cles of co-partnership, but in each isssue the

notice was in an out-of-the-way corner of

the paper, and in a prominent place was a

large display ad., with Trevathan as general

agent, and McCreight as special agent for cer-

tain counties.

Co-partnership was denied by Trevathan,

and the original articles could not be pro-

duced, the court over ruling objection made
by prosecution as to introduction of the news-

papers as evidence in the absence of the

original articles.

Defense claimed also that a settlement was
offered, this on the basis of a settlement made

by defendant. The amount being several hun-
dred dollars short, evidence was given dis-

proving this statement, the defendant having
acknowledged to the company's representative

that he kept no books or accounts.

Evidence was introduced showing the

various trades made by defendant, and the

jury brought in a verdict of guilty with a
recommendation to mercy.

A sentence of twenty months was imposed,

the judge remarking that five years would
have been imposed if the jury had not recom-
mended to the mercy of the court.

In charging the jury, the judge explained

breach of trust in a limited co-partnership,

where one partner furnishes the capital and
stock, and the other partner or partners receive

a certain share of the commission or profit,

he charging that in such a case a breach of

trust could be committed.

This conviction is the first of its kind under
this statute, and will be a precedent for all

others, the relations of cycle manufacturers

to so-called " agents " received a severe test,

and the difference of discount, profit and
commission as understood in cycle trade, grow
great at law.

The case excited a great deal of interest on
account of the prominence of the defendant,

who belonged to one of the best families of

the State, and was watched with interest by
lawyers, as the first case brought under this

statute.

An appeal was taken, but the erstwhile

agent is at present in the State penitentiary.

William Cox, a young boy, was killed in

Brooklyn on May 30, by being run over by a

coach, while on his wheel.
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Tribunes Win!

Records Broken!
Good workmanship and CYCLOIDAL SPROCKETS tell.

IN THE KOSTER ROAD RACE, AT ERIE,
TRIBUNES WIN 12 OUT OF 19 PRIZES.
S. D. WHITE, ON A MODEL C TRIBUNE,

Makes the Fifteen Miles in 42 min. 42 sees., breaking the record for that distance.

TRIBUNES WIN AT TERRE HAUTE : . . . .

TWO FIRST AND ONE SECOND PLACE.

If you would win, ride the easiest runniDg wheel in the world. Write for catalogue and agency.
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THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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THE WHEEL'S expressions of disgust

over foul riding, tearastering and unfair

play in general on the track, have been

strongly endorsed on all sides.

Chairman Raymond is on the New York

circuit this week, and will have ample oppor-

tunity to observe the chess-playing of the

prominent team men.

The Chairman advises us that " lightning-

like justice" will be the rule, and that racing

men will be held closely up to that high mark

which the Racing board has set.

Meanwhile the Plainfield foul—prearranged

—is being investigated, and it is probable that

two shining B lights may be absentees from

the path for some time.

A
CYCLE SHOW is an important and ex-

pensive matter, and very particular

care should be taken that it is well-located

and well-managed.

Last year—that is, last season

—

The Wheel,

believing that the Philadelphia Shows could

be very much improved upon, fought for New
York as the place to hold the show.

It is the opinion of many that The Wheel

carefully selected New York as the place to

hold the show and then started a vigorous

editorial campaign to whip the trade in line.

But such is not the fact. The Wheel was

asked by several important and long-headed

men in the trade to advocate a change of

venue, which it was only too willing to do,

and the most popular location being New
York, that city was favored with The Wheel's

support.

All the world knows of the magnificent suc-

cess of the New York show. All are also

familiar with the vexation of the trade when

the Philadelphia Committee would not retire

gracefully, but went ahead and compelled or

induced many men to show twice. The ex-

pense, the time lost, and the wear and tear of

the two exhibits, left the trade in no pleasant

frame of mind.

The Wheel will take the position on the

show of 1895 that it took on the show of 1894.

It will not try and perplex the trade, but will

keep the trade carefully informed on the

current opinion on the show business. It will

not attempt to influence the trade to go to

this, that or the other place. The Wheel
will advocate whatever plan that seems to be

favored by a decided majority of the trade.

At this time the chief point for the trade to

bear in mind is to carefully protect itself from

being hoodwinked or misled on this show

matter. No member of the trade should tie

himself up to any position at this time. There

is plenty of time for development and con-

sideration for show matters later on. It is to

be hoped, above all things, that the show busi-

ness will not become a burden and drain on

the trade, that the trade will act in harmony

and co-operate upon any plan favored by a de-

cided majority, and thus avoid time-waste, ex-

pense and confliction of interests.

A show has been announced for the great

Western city. At the last* show time, some

people advocated the propriety of holding a

show in Chicago next year. So that it is en-

tirely in order that Chicago should be con-

sidered as a venue for the show of 1895.

But in accordance with our determination

to keep the trade thoroughly informed on

" show," we wish to invite its particular atten-

sion to certain salient points in the Chicago

announcement.

It appears in the Bearings, and is thickly

studded with wilful mistatements and an ex-

uberant confidence which is only to be ob-

served in very young children.

We are told by Bearings

:

The cycle show problem has at last been solved.

When the two shows at New York and Philadelphia

were over, the question arose as to where the next
one or ones, would be held. A large part of the trade

was favorable to a show in Chicago. And opinion

was undivided as to the advisability of having one of

the shows in Chicago, if there were to be two. As we
said, the question has been settled. There will be a

show in Chicago. The National Cycle Exhibit Co.

has been incorporated, and will run it. The company
is composed of Chicago cycle press men, who are

thoroughly familiar with' the requirements of the

trade and who have had experience in this line. The
two adjoining armories on the lake front, in the very
centre of the city, have been secured for early Janu-
ary. The two contain about the same amount of floor

space as Madison Square Garden, and are eminently
suited to the purpose for which they have been
selected. Nothing will be left undone that can make
the show a success. It is probable that this will be
the only show, as the United States Government is

trying to buy Madison Square Garden for the New
York Post Office, and there is not another suitable

place in that city to hold it and no other city that has
the ambition or enterprise to do a national show
justice.

It is doubtful if anyone was aware that there

was any problem to solve. The only problem

we can fancy as being solved is that the

Chicago projectors were anxious to corral the

'95 show—so they simply organize a company

with a resounding title and then shout: "The
problem solved"—for them.

The Bearings statement that, after the New
York and Philadelphia shows, a large part of

the trade was favorable to Chicago is an abso-

lute misstatement.

The Bearings employed a man to canvas

the New York exhibitors and this is what the

editorial utterances of the Bearings were at

the time.

Now that the greatest cycle show that this country
ever saw is a thing of the past, and we have had time
to digest the lessons it has taught, etc.

* * *
The show was the first in this country that has been

run in a thoroughly businesslike way, and the exhibi-

tors were, almost without exception, loud in their

praises of the management.

* * *
Among those who were in favor of one show only

and who pinned their faith to Philadelphia, there were
not a few who were candid enough to admit that they
had mado a mistake and express their regrets, when
too late, that they had not taken space.

* * *
A careful canvass was made among the exhibitors,and

they were almost unanimous in expressing opinions in

favor of one show and one only. Those who favored
two, in every case said that they should be held in

New York and Chicago.

The advocates of the one show idea believe that the
show should be held in some city farther west,
although many were in favor of New York as the

place for the annual show.

* * *
Others, and their number was far from small, be-

lieve that the show should be held in New York one
year and Chicago the next.

* * *

All in the show was a great success and has fully

demonstrated that it can be made to pay the exhibi-
tors directly and indirectly.

* * *

In spite of the fact that the majority of manufac-
turers are thoroughly convinced that there should be
but one show, etc.

* * *

The amount of business done at New York was so
great that those who exhibited, etc.

* * *

We will see two successful shows this season, but
we will not see two again, unless it be one in the East
and one in the West.

The chief points to be observed and dwelt

upon with retentive attention are, that Bearings
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stated that the majority favor one show, and

one only—that a few favored one show East

and one West—that some favored New York

as the place for an annual show.

And yet, four months afterward the Bearings

states :
" A large part of the trade was favor-

able to a show in Chicago."

We have no quarrel with the Bearings. But

we do claim that this is pulling wool over the

eyes of men in the trade who do not follow

these matters closely. We claim the Bearings

statements are misleading and not in accord-

ance with the facts. A paper which sets itself

up as a national organ should have no local

partisanships.

The Wheel believes that the Trade Associa-

tion should manage the show, and it is in a

position to state that the Trade Association

Executive Committee will manage the show.

The matter can safely be left with them.

They are the powers to decide one show and

where, or two shows and where.

The Wheel is also in a position to state that,

in its opinion, a splendid show can be held

without a cent of cost to exhibitors for exhibit

space.

The trade is old and solid. It has a govern-

ing body, and it seems altogether too late in

the day for any cycling body or newly-born

"Co." to attempt to corral what should be a

nationally managed and very profitable fixture.

ABOUT PRIZE-GIVING.

THE BLOOMERIZED YOUNG WOMAN.

IT is the desire of The Wheel to eliminate

from sport all things that harm the sport.

One of the new developments which The

Wheel could not readily accept was the

bloomerized young woman, who is with us

very much just at this time.

The Wheel took notes and it required no

stretch of truth to say, as The Wheel did say,

a few weeks ago, that the bloomerized young

woman awheel was, in many cases, not exactly

the dream of an artist.

But expert testimony from one of the fair

sex was needed, and this was obtained from a

clever Philadelphia woman cyclist and is pub-

lished elsewhere in this issue.

The Philadelphia lady agrees with The

Wheel. The skirt's the thing. " Woman,"

she says, " must ever value this approbation of

man"—and must be " truly attractive "—and

"feminine." She refers to the bloomerized

young woman as " a weak and ugly caricature

of man."

The Philadelphia cyclist's opinion is or will

be the opinion of the majority of women and

of almost every man. You have only to go out

into the park or public way to assure yourself

that she is right.

A fragile woman, or a fair woman, or a great

big woman ballooning along in a bundle of

clothes is an unpleasant sight.

RACE promoters in search of prizes are

this year finding the manufacturers

more "close-fisted" and chilly than ever be-

fore.

The " team system" and the " trade races"

are largely responsible for the new order of

things.

Says the maker who is supporting a team

.

"Surely, my dear sir, you do not or should

not expect us to furnish your meet with prizes.

We will help supply the attraction—the crack

racing men—and think that should be enough.

We support a team at great expense, send

our men around to your meets and do not

think that more should be asked of us."

Says the maker who is not supporting a

team: " Give you a wheel, eh? W—ell, I

don't know. Really, don't you know, it

doesn't seem just right. Owing to its value

you would have to offer it as a prize in a Class

B event, and some man who is hired by one of

our competitors to ride his wheels and paid to

go around the country to win races, would

come along and get it and then sell or realize

on it some way. I don't like the idea. I'm

awfully sorry, but I can't oblige you."

The replies quoted are not mythical, and

between the two, the Race Promoter is left to

wonder just " where he is at."

The " trade race" has also become a serious

evil. When there were but half a dozen there

was little grumbling and few refusals or pro-

tests, but now that the thing is amounting to' a

craze, and nearly every other agent and dealer

in the country is apparently imbued with the

fever andis promoting an " annual road race"

b3aring his name, the makers, not only of

wheels, but of tires and sundries—for all are

expected to contribute to the prize list—grow

anxious, aud wear a troubled look when the

subject is mentioned.

"It has really beci ne a serious matter with

us," said one of them to The Wheel a

few days since. " I consider it little short of

blackmail, but what am I to do? If I do not

contribute, or if I should contribute to one

agent and not to another, what will be the

result? Why our goods will be ' shelved ' in

favor of someone else who has ' given up.'

If the trade association is ever to amount to

anything, there is' room for work in this

direction, I can tell you."

And thus the maker, like the race-promoters,

also has a time when that where-am-I-at

feeling possesses him.

There is no doubt that the matter really has

assumed a serious phase. In view of the fore-

going interview, it looks as if the '

' trade race
"

is one of those knotty questions which must

solve itself, but so tar as the independent race

promoter is concerned, the solution is much

easier. We believe and have stated before

that where money is to be made—where a

"gate" is the object—the prizes should be paid

for. Cycle racing has reached that point

where it can well afford to stand on its own

bottom. We have little sympathy for those

clubs or race promoters who year after year

make money, and as regularly ask donations of

the trade. As a rule—and we believe it is

proper—we have found the latter willing to

sell goods to be offered as prizes at very close

to factory cost, and, where money is to be

made, to ask gifts of such firms seems only un-

reasonable and but little short of polite beg-

gary.

In the general tightening of lines governing

prize-giving, the promoters of even such well-

known and long-established events as the

Irvington-Milburn and Pullman—or Chicago,

rather—road races, found the task of prize-

gathering much less agreeable than in previous

years. This, we do not believe, is as it should

be. Including, perhaps, the Denver Decora-

tion Day road race, these events afford the

keys to the solution of the whole question.

They are promoted by disinterested men,

who are fair to all and who have no object or

advertising to gain; their time and work is

given liberally and willingly without hope or

desire of reward or gain. No money is or

should be made. If any one reaps substantial

return, it is the trade. Each maker knows

that he would sooner have the Irvington-

Milburn or the Chicago race won on his par-

ticular wheel than any other half-dozen events

in the year. They are the " Derby" events of

the American cycling world. Of this there is

no doubt. They are known from ocean to ocean,

and the interest in them is intensely keen,

supported by the whole trade, and even this

interest can be sharpened and made more wide-

spread. Instead of ten or .1 doz£ii wheels, let

the trade "chip in" as a man and ungrudging-

ly, and put twenty-five or thirty, or even forty

wheels on the prize lists, which will then be

so rich that they will attract the attention of

the whole world, and make these events so

overwhelmingly superior that there will be

no excuse for others. It is not unreason-

able to expect this from the trade. The three

events we have named are representative of

their respective sections and practically cover

the entire country. For such a purpose, to ask

of every manufacturer each year for three

wheels, representing to them very much less

than $125 each, is not too much. It is proper

that they should lend their support in some de-

gree to men who freely give their time and en-

ergy "for the good of the cause," with hope of

less return than may or does accrue to the trade.

Let the neighborhood take care of neighbor-

hood races, but select the three national events

and help make them so big that all others can

be refused and a consistent stand be taken.

This would solve the problem of prize-giving.
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COL POPE, PRESIDENT.

THE TRADE ASSOCIATION ELECTS OJF-

'FICERS.

SCHWALBACH'S ROAD RACE.

On Friday, June 8th, the Board of Cycle

Manufacturers held a meeting at the Potter

Building, New York, and elected officers as

follows:

President, Albert A. Pope.

First Vice-President, A. G. Spalding.

Second Vice-President, R. L. Coleman.

Treasurer, William Redding.

Secretary, A. Kennedy Child.

The office of the corporation is located at 55

Liberty street, New York, and that of the

Secretary at Hartford Conn.

The Executive Committee is composed of

thirteen men—lucky number—Messrs. Pope,

Spalding, Coleman, Wilson, Lozier, Gormully,

Stearns, McKee, Brufs, Measure, Redding,

Hulbert and Kennedy-Child.

BOYS' RACES.

AT Plainfield, on Saturday last, Ray Daw-

son, the hero of many a boys' race, and

several other very large boys competed in the

•'under iS" event. These strong men are

fortunate that they are so young, or lucky

rather, that they are so young and yet so

strong.

1 A boys' race, in our opinion, should be at the

same time a novices' race. It is run to bring

out new talent. We hold, that if a man—we
mean boy—has won one of these kindergarten

events, he should, after that, be barred from

them.

We suggest to the Racing Board that

"boys'" races be made eligible only to those

who have never won a prize.

\ 7ARIETY is. the spice of life—also of cy-

» cling life. Vary your runs. Get off the

high way into the by-way. Vary your tours to

well-known and much-frequented haunts by a

"blind" run. Do not always hug the main

highway, but try some side bit, where dinner

is not a certainty and the net result is an un-

known quantity..

Beauty is largely "born to blush unseen."

The further you get away from the main high-

way, the rarer the verdure, the more delicate

the views. Nature does not expose her best

handiwork where he that runs or rides may
read. It must be hunted out.

Classes A and B.

In reports or other reference to racing mat-
ters The Wheel will not distinguish Class A
events as Class A events, but will simply name
and refer to them as One Mile Novice without

the addition of Class A etc., etc. ; that is, any
event which is not classified will be understood
to be a Class A event. Class B events, of

course, will be reported as Class B.

The "Charlie Schwalbach twenty-five mile

handicap road race," on July 4, is awaking

even more interest than its promoter hoped
for. Realizing this, Mr. Schwalbach has

placed the affair in charge of a strong com-

mittee of Brooklyn clubmen.

VERDICT FOflMTHE CLINCHER.

THE ENGLISH COURT DECIDES IN FAVOR
OF THE BARTLKTT TIRE PATENT-.

CHARLES SCHWALBACH.

They held a meeting on Tuesday last, and

went through a form of organization by choos-

ing these officers: President, George T. Steb-

bins. Brooklyn Bicycle Club; secretary, P.

Walter Hewlett; treasurer, Albert Helmstead,

Bedford B. C. Executive Committee—W. O.

Tate, Montauk W. ; Robert L. Stillson, South

Brooklyn W. ; W. E. Fuller, Brooklyn B. C.

;

Fred Hawley, K. C. W. ; William Nash, South

Brooklyn W. ; E. J. Dorlon, Freeport W. ; C.

W. Jansen, Montauk W. ; Wm. H. Roberts,

K. C. W.
While the race will be run under the direc-

tion of this committee, Mr. Schwalbach's name
will be retained, as he is providing the prizes

and footing the bills. The entry blanks were

issued this week, and may be had of Secretary

Helmsteadt, at 419 Flatbush Avenue. The
residents along the course are interested and

enthusiastic over the affair. Freeport, where

the race is to start and finish, will furnish a

brass band. Mr. Schwalbach hopes to prove

the course he has chosen so satisfactory that

if it should be necessary to abandon the

Irvington-Milburn road, those in authoritity

will make Long Island the scene of next year's

race.

The organization of the committee to assist

Mr. Schwalbach has given rise to a report that

the Brooklyn clubs had or would secede from

the Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs,

but those most interested say that nothing of

the sort is contemplated or likely. It may be

that an association of the Brooklyn clubs will

result, but at present the committee's one

object is to assist the Schwalbach road race.

Cyclist claims that Mr. Clement might have
saved his fare to America and bought cycle-

making machinery at Herbert's, in Coventry,
who, says Cyclist, can give American makers
of machinery points and a beating. No one
blames the Cyclist for booming home trade.

The suit of the North British Rubber Co.

vs. Macintosh &Co., has been decided in favor

of the former.

A special cablegram to The Wheel brings

the information.

The decision is most important.

The case has been pending for months in the

English Courts, and as both parties to the

action are wealthy, some of the best legal

talent in the Kingdom has been engaged.
The action was brought by the plaintiffs, the

makers of the well-known Clincher tire, in re-

spect to the alleged infringement by the de-

fendants of Letters Patents 16,783 of 1890,

granted to one Bartlett. It was also pleaded
that the plaintiffs were the first and true in-

ventors of the tire in question.

The suit thus virtually involved the right to

manufacture any type of clincher tire.

It was eagerly watched on this side because
of a similar suit now pending in this country
against the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. by
the North British Co.

Just what the effect of the decision will be,

can at this time only be conjectured. Itwould
seem to mean that Macintosh & Co., Gormully
& Jeffrey and several otheis in England mak-.

ing a clincher type of tire must pay royalty to

the North British Co. or cease the manufacture
and sale of their goods.

R. Philip Gormully was in New York this

week, and when questioned on this point,

stated that he would rather not express an
opinion until he had seen the exact terms of

the decree. Mr. Jeffrey, who is at present in

England, would, he said, look after their in-

terests, not only there, but on the continent as

well.

G. Minturn Worden, of the Remington
Arms Co., who represent the Clincher people

in this country, appeared to take the verdict

as a matter of course. "We expected it," he

said, "exactly as we expect to win the suit

in America."

The Spalding people have more than enough
laurels for Decoration Day. Of course the

victory on a Spalding bicycle in the Irvington-

Milburn has not yet faded from the public

mind. On top of this is the great Wheeling-

Pittsburgh 65 mile road race, won on a Spald-

ing. At Rochester, Titus rode a mile from

the 30 yard mark in 2. 14, and rode a half in

58 4-5S., showing the quality of the Spalding

as a racing wheel.

There really seems no end to the promotion

of " trade races." The latest is the " Johnson

annual twenty-five mile handicap road race"

at Pittsburg, on June 30. Warwick, Waver-
ley and Liberty bicycles are the principal

prizes.

The American Dunlop Tire Co. are con-

structing pneumatic, tires to be fitted to the

ambulances of the New York Hospital. The
wheels will be 38 and 46 inches in diameter,

and the tires 3^ inches.

George DuCros, of the Dunlop Tire Co.,

who has been in this country for three years,

on Wednesday last sailed for Coventry, where

he will reside permanently.
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A QUADRICYCLE RACE.

A FEATURE OF THE ROCHESTER MEET-
JOHNSON AGAIN BEATS SANGER.

Rochester, June 13.—Rochester and Roch-

ester's leading club, the Lake View Wheelmen,

are to be congratulated. Their race meet

to-day was a huge success and well supported

by the people of the Flower City. Three big

grand stands were pretty nearly filled. A fair

estimate placed the attendance at 7,000.

The crowd was orderly and few officials were

on the track. It had rained hard the night

previous and the mile Driving Park track was

in rather damp condition when the local road

race finished. The track was planed and dried

rapidly, and proved very fast. The mile

novice race was won in 2m. 31 4-5S., and Titus

won the mile handicap in 2m. 14s. Johnson

established a New York State record of 2m.

ios., paced by the Murphy Brothers, Taylor

arid Callahan. Ray Macdonald did the mile

from scratch in his heat of the mile handicap

in 2m. 18s. and a fraction, and did not start in

the final.

These are only a few of the times made
during the day, but show how good the track

was. The day was .clear and pleasant, and

but little wind was astir.

President Luscomb was referee, and placed

no time limits on the races, calling on the men
to make a good race. This they seemed
disposed to do in all cases.

Owing to its being a mile circle, little could

be told of the manner in which the races were

played and run.

John S. Johnson defeated W. C. Sanger by
a part of a length, and as steadily refused to

meet the gentleman as he did at another meet

on the circuit.

It is reported, and seems to be a fact, that

Johnson came out for the two miles open and

went back.

Sanger was up and won from Bald, riding

the last quarter in 28 seconds, Bald riding a

much faster quarter than Sanger, as he came
up from the back of the bunch. Bald lapped

Sanger's rear wheel at the tape.

A tandem race and quadruple race on the

programme created some excitement. In the

tandem race Kennedy and Bald, Johnson and
Callahan and W. H. Wells and brother were

up. The Wellses were made tools of ap-

parently by Johnson and Callahan to pocket

Bald and Kennedy. The latter finally shoved

through, and Bald yelled to his Chicago mate,
" Now run 'em off their feet." This they pro-

ceeded to do, winning by several lengths with

apparent ease.

Two such teams of cracks as these, or in

fact, no two teams of any kind ever competed

in a quadruplet race. Johnson, Murphy, Cal-

lahan and Taylor, the Sterns team were up,

while W. C. Sanger, H. C. Tyler, E. C. Bald

and A. D. Kennedy opposed them.

The Sterns team had the quad used for

.pacing Johnson in his record trials, the others

had the Globe quad. The race was originally

planned between Syracuse and Buffalo riders,

but the latter-named city could not provide

Class B men enough to man their boat, and
permission to mix with Class A men could not

be obtained. Sanger and his crew expected to

cut a swath, and rightfully too, for was there

ever a greater "all star" team brought to-

gether on one mount ?

They lacked practice, however. The Yel-

low Fellows worked their legs beautifully.

The two started even and continued so to

the quarter, where the yellow boys took to

the pole ahead of the others. At the half

there was a yellow streak, which opened a gap

that astonished the natives and officials as

well.

Sanger and crew rapidly closed the gap but

finished ten yards behind. The mile was

done in 2m. ios., last half in 56s.

But two open Class A events were on the

programme and in the mile open ; although

there was a lot of new blood, the fight was

between the same three as at Ilion. This

time Ray McDonald gained the decision over

Helfert, but by an even narrower decision

than at Ilion, where it was six inches. It

loosed like a dead heat.

The mile handicap Class A, final heat, was
a gift to Leonart, of Buffalo, no yards, who
won with ease.

This is the man who rode inside world's

record in the Martin road race and set most of

his own pace.

In the final heat of this race Macdonald did

not start. Jenney and Helfert, 15 yards, made
it hot, the former taking third and the latter

seventh place.

The half mile open was a farce. Murphy and

Callahan claimed they were not properly noti-

fied, and coming out onto the track found the

race almost ended. Referee Luscomb allowed

the protest. Sanger won the first event, and

refused to ride again. Charlie Murphy won
the second time. Mr. Sidwell, Sanger's man-

ager, has entered protest against the awarding

of the prizes.

The surprising form shown by F. J. Titus

was the comment of the day. In the mile open

the lad came up bravely and took third from

men who have been beating him easily hereto-

fore. The mile handicap he won in a warm
finish from Taylor, Coleman, Bald and a large

field. And Titus rode under a threat of sus-

pension.

Chairman Raymond was in Rochester, not

as an official, but with his good broad axe

whetted and thirsting for gore of the deep red

hue.

He had Titus under consi leration and Wells

also, for leaving Oneonta without riding and

for notifying the other racing men to stay

away. Titus claimed Wells was his manager,

and he only did as he was told.

Murphy, Brother Charles, was on the anxious

seat from the Plainfield case, and was looking

for a notary to swear to certain affidavits he

had to make. Summary:

TWELVE AND A HALF MILE ROAD RACE.

Handicap. Time.
M.s m. s.

1 R. B. Barnes 430 39.21

2 E. H. Schank 2.30 37.38

3 Warren Lovette 4.30 39.38

4HenryJ.Cook 400 39.19 1-2

5 E. J.Klee 4-°° 39-23

6 C.J. Lund 300 38.50

7 T. C. Uhlin 1.00 36.51

8 J. M. Kelly 100 36.53

9 H. M. Bachman , 2.00 38.12

10 H. M. Moulthrop 4.30 40 52

1 11 G.:E. BartboU i-3° 38.21

12 C. L. Ackerson.. 1.30 38.24

13 W. Le Meissurier scratch 36.58

14 C.J. Iven scratch 36.59

R. B. Barnes belongs to the Rochester A. C. Uhleo,

the time winner, works for Hughes", the cycle dealer.

He isthe'captain of the Century Cycle Club.

One Mile Novice Race— i, F. S. Hunt, Buffalo; 2,

Charles Werrick, Buffalo; 3, R.W.Jackson, Roches-

ter -
4, T. O'Brien, Rochesteijs, F. H.Newman, Au-

burn; 6, August Kuschel, Rochester; 7, Garrett Miller,

Buffalo; 8, J. M. Bentley, Buffalo; 9, H. W. Rulifson,

Rochester. Time, 2U1. 31 4 5s. ' Hunt led through-

out and won.

One Mile OPtN (Cla&s B)— 1, J. S. Johnson; 2, W. C-

Sanger; 3, F. J. Titus; 4, H. C. Tyler; 5, F. C. Graves;

6, E. F. Miller; 7, E. C. Bald; 8, G. F. Taylor; 9, H. B.

Arnold. Time, 2m. 26 1-5S.

Arnold tried a sneak by the field on the back stretch,

but was caught and passed. Titus led into and down
the stretch. Johnson, with a length lead on Sanger,

passed him.

One Mile Handicap (Class A)—First Heat: 1, L.

A. Callahan, 70 yards; 2, F. A. Foell, 60; 3, E. F. Leon-

art, no; 4, W. A. Lutz, 80; 5, W. J. Helfert, 15; 6, R.

McDonald, scratch; 7, H. M. Bachman, no. Time,
2m. 17 2-5S.

McDonald's time, 2m. 18 2-5S. At the start McDonald
picked up Helfert with a fine sprint, and exchanging
pace, the two caught the field and qualified.

Second Heat—1, A. B. Goehler, 30 yards; 2, F. E.

Hunt, no; 3, F. J. Jenny, 15; 4, A. Weinig, 60; 5, R. W.
Jackson, 120; 6, F. F. Kammer, 80; 7, J. Penseyres, 70.

Time, 2m. 21 4-5S.

The field swung over the tape almost neck and neck.

Jenny, with a seventy gear, making a great run for

place.

Final Heat— i, E. F. Leonhart, Buffalo, no yards;

2, A. B. Goenler, Buffalo, 30; 3, F. J. Jenny, Utica, 15;

4, F. A. Foell, Buffalo, 60; 5, R. W. Jackson, Rochester,

120; 6, J. Penseyres, Buffalo, 70; 7, W. J. Helfert,

Utica, 15; 8, L. A. Callahan, Buffalo, 70. Time, 2m.

13 4-5S.

McDonald, scratch, did not start. Helfert and

Jenny, at 15 Jyards, made a pretty race, and Helfert

ran away from Jenny.

One Mile Tandem (Class B)— 1, E.C. Bald and A.

D. Kennedy; 2, J. S. Johnson and C. H. Callahan; 3,

W. H. Wells and brother. Time, 2m. 31 1-5S.

It was a noble win for the Chicago-Buffalo team.

The race was won by a tandem length from the yel-

low fellows.

One Mile Open (Class A)—1, R. McDonald, New
York; 2, W. J. Helfert, Utica; 3, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 4,

L. A. Callahan, Buffalo; 5, G. W. McTaggart, Roches-

ter; 6, F. A. Foell, Buffalo; 7, A. J. Pen.dergast, Buffalo;

8, W. A. Lutz, Buffalo; 9, Jas. G. Budd, Glens Falls.

Time, 2m. 37 1-5S.

The closest squeeze of the season. From the press

stand it looked both McDonald and Helferc's race, and

Jenny was close up. The race was won by six inches,

with the field close up.

Two Mile Open (Class B)— 1, W. C. Sanger; 2, E.

C. Bald; 3, G. F. Taylor; 4, F. C. Graves; s, E. F.

Miller; 6, F. J. Titus; 7, A. D. Kennedy; 8, O. S. Brandt;

9, C. M. Murphy. Time, 5m. 16 3 5s.

Johnson did not start. Also started: Tyler, Allen

and Callahan. Sanger led all of last quarter in 28 2-5S.

Ball made one long sprint, doing all but Sanger from

a back position.

One Mile City Championship— i, W. Le Messurier;

2, F. F. Kammer; 3, G. W. McTaggart; 4, C J. Iven;

5, H. W. Rulifson. Time, 2m. 28 3-5S.

Half Mile Open (Class B)— 1, W. C. Sanger; 2, E.

C. Bald; 3, W. Coleman; 4, A. D. Kennedy; 5, H. C.

Tyler. Time, im. 2345s.

Murphy protested because his tire went flat. Ref-

eree Luscomp ordered the race run over and Sanger's

manager, Sidwell, protested against the decision.

One Mile Handicap (Class B)—1, F. J. Titus; 30

yards; 2, W. Coleman, 65; 3, G. F. Taylor, 30; 4, E. C.

Bald, 20; 5, C. H. Callahan, 75; 6, E. F. Miller, 100; 7, C.

M. Murphy, 2558, H. B. Arnold, 9059, F. C. Graves, 50.

Time, 2m. 14s.

Murphy and Callahan headed the field, and by rock-

ing back and forth nearly brought down the men.

Murphy had a loose sadle. -Titus slid by neatly.

One Mile Quadruplet— 1, J. S. Johnson, C. H.

Callahan, C. M. Murphy, G. F. Taylor; 2, E. C. Bald,

W. C. Sanger, H. C. Tyler, A. D. Kennedy. Time,

2m. ios.; last half, 56s.

Sanger & Co. rode tie to the quarter where the

yellow fellows took the lead . The yellow ones jumped

at the half and won easily.

J. S. Johnson mile against time. First quarter,

32 2-5S.; second quarter, im. 06 1-5S/; third quarter,

im.38s; fourth and mile, 2m. 09 1-5S. ' W. F. Muiphy,

C. M. Murphy, C. H. Callahan and Taylor paced in the

order named.

Run Over—Half-Mils Open (Class B)— 1, C. M.

Murphy; 2, G. F. Taylor; 3, W.Coleman; 4, C.'H.

Callahan. Time, im. 16 i-ss.

Brooklyn Ramblers five miles road race for

the Brooks' cup, June 9— 1, T. Yates, time,

14m. 35s. ; 2, H. Fowler, 14m. 55s,
; 3, C. Hew-

lett, 15m. 20s. ; 4, E. Seebeck, 15m. '35s.

Twenty-two starters.
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ANOTHER VICTORY
The

Spalding
Bicycle...

^XTON WHEELING-PITTSBUfiGH 65-MILE ROAD RACE

Takes
First

Place.

THE ORBAT

After others break down and puncture, Geo. E. Williams, Century Club, the winner, is given a SPALDING wheel, and finishc d up
to Point Bridge with the same. Wakefield, fifth man, rode the entire route from Wheeling to Pittsburgh on a SPALDING without a
puncture or break.

The Pittsburgh Press says : " George Williams, the winner, was particularly unfortunate. He broke down when there were no
friends in sight, and he was almost in despair, when a rider, mounted on a SPALDING, came in view, and kindly loaned him the wheel
to ride the rest of the way. ''

In the great Century Run from Newaik to Philadelphia the majority of wheels represented were SPALDINGS. 494 Starters.
67 were Spaldings.

The Philadelphia Record says: "The SPALDING wheel made a great record. Sixtv-seven of that make came through wit 1 '

out a blemish. Two wooden rimmed SPALDINGS had spokes ripp-d out One had eight, the other ten, but the rims were not phased
in the least."

Again demonstrating that the ijfPALDING is the Fastest, Best, and Safest Bicycle made.

LAMB MFG CO ,

makers,

C.HICOPEE KATXS, M tSS.

SPECIAL AGENTS

CHICAGO,
147 149 Wabash Avenue.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS
NEW YORK,

126-130 Nassau Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
1032 Chestnut Streel.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

POINTS
fc.AA*** A A A * Ad

*-'-*-»-»*-'-'

WHIPPET
IMPROVED
(CEMENTED TO RIM

]

RUNS OVER MANY
. .......... ...........

WITHOUT A PUNCTURE,

in tires are not good.

Points on tires are good
if you are looking for a

good tire. These points

are sharp because they

are true. Run them over!

LAPPED INNER TUBE,
Easy to get at.

@
FLEXIBLE COVER,

Rides Easy.

because a Tough Cover
Punctures Hard.

NEW YORK BElTINC&PACKING CO.LTD
v ui" *W*r "S^w

PIONEERS AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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FOUGHT TO A FINISH.

ELIZABETH WHBELMBI GAIN A SECOND
VICTORY OVER THE E. A. C. CYCLERS-

A FAST TEAM RACE.

Those two old and bitter antagonists, the

Elizabeth Wheelmen and the Elizabeth A. C.

Cyclers, locked horns again in a ten-miles road

race on Saturday afternoon last, June 9. It

was a race for blood from start to finish, and a

race that ended rather unsatisfactorily, owing

to a spill at the turning point. While it was a

team race, with twelve men starting from

scratch, no one showed any disposition to

loaf. Five men finished under the previous

record of 27m. 26s., made by Willis, which

stood until May 26, when T. W. Cooper put

the figures at 26m. ros. at Richmond, Mich.

THE WINNING TEAM.

The race was for the championship of Union
County and the Journal trophy, a cup that is

to be won three times. In 1892 it was taken
by the Elizabeth Wheelmen; in 1893 by the

E. A. C. Cyclers. The previous contests were
run over the Cranford course, but, as racing
has been forbidden through that town, the

event was run on the Elizabeth-Springfield

course. It is much hillier than the Cranford
road, yet better time was made by over two
minutes than in any of the previous races.

Three thousand people were thronged near
the tape to see the start and finish. The
contestants were lined at five o'clock in three
rows of four men each, and for the first time
they got off without a false start. Davey set

out with a hot pace, which was kept up by-

Willis, Brown and Laggren in turn. At the
turning point (five miles out) the order was:
Laggren, Willis, Brown, Bettner, Coyte,
Barnett, Davey, Saltonstall, Parrot, Klein,
Morris, McFarland.

In making the turn the wood rim of Brown's

wheel broke, and Coyte and Barnett ran into

him and the three riders were thrown from

their machines. Brown secured another wheel,

but it did not fit him and later on he borrowed

another, on which he finished. But five men
had secured a -big lead and he was unable to

overtake them, although he made up consider-

able of the lost time.

When the first five men arrived with Brown
not visible, a general howl of surprise went

up, for Brown was the favorite and was
tipped as the winner and the next record

holder. Everyone seemed to know in advance

that he had met with an accident and when
he dashed in sixth, he received a greater

ovation than the winner.

Willis started the sprint for the tape, Bettner,

Barnett, the Irvington-Milburn winner, and

Laggren right after him. Bettner, however,

barely managed to cross the tape first, the

four finishing in almost a dead heat. The
table shows the result, the Wheelmen winning

by 12 points.

BROWN. BETTNER.

Time. Points.

1 Bettner, E. A. C 27.174-5 12
2\Villis,E.W 27.18 11

3 Barnett, E. W .. 27-18 1-5 10

4 Laggren, E. W 27.182-5 9
5 Davey, E. W 27.25 8
6 Brown, E. A. C ...... 28.21 7
7 Coyte, E. W * 2910 6
8 Saltonstall, E. A. C 29-54 5
9 Morris, E. A. C 29.54 1-5 4
10 Klein, E. A. C 29.542-5 3
11 Parrot, E. A. C 29-54 3-5 2
12 McFarland, E. W 31 31 z

Total points—Elizabeth Wheelmen, 45; Elizabeth
Athletic Cyclers, 33.

Brown immediately claimed a foul against

Coyte,- but after hearing the stories of the

marshals at the turn, Referee Holmes declined

to allow it, as the spill was plainly accidental.

A war of wordg followed between some of the

members of the two clubs, and many harsh

things were said. One E. A. C. man fumed, and
stormed, and protested against the referee's de-

cision. His oratorical pyrotechnics so wearied

the officials that they left for home. If the

protesting man had been thrown out the result

would have been the same.

After the race Willis challenged Bettner for

a ten mile race, but Bettner refused, having

everything to lose and nothing to gain. Brown
had trained long and faithfully for the race,

and it is generally conceded that he would
have won but for the mishap. Next year the

race will be still more desperate, the E. W.
needing but one more victory to own the

trophy.

The press reports erroneously announced a

new record for the distance, the time made in

Michigan not having been taken into consider-

ation. The officials were: Referee, J. S.

Holmes, Jr., Chief Consul New Jersey Di-

vision; clerk of the course, R. F. Calhoun,'

U. C. R. ; starter, Frederick Keer, H. C. W.

;

judges, Theo. Merseles, Jr., H. C. W. ; W.
Chamberlain, Westfield C. ; Fred. Hawley,
K. C. W. ; W. V. Belknap and Carl Von Len-
gerke, A. W. ; A. H. Chamberlain, U. C. R.

;

D. T. King, Tourist C. C. ; timers! W. A. Ked-
die, R. R. ; L. B. Bonnett, E. W. ; W. W-
Chester, C. A. Brown, K. C. W. ; L. G. Miller,

Montauk W. ; A. T. Merrick
;
grand marshal,

Robert Gentle, E. A. C.

A Fast Ten Miles at Louisville.

There were seventy-three starters in the
Martin and Dressing ten-mile road race run
Wednesday. It was won by John Spalding, of

Louisville, in twenty-eight minutes. E. J.

Daubert was second and G. P. Miller third.

E. V. Miner, of Indianapolis, won first time
prize in twenty-six minutes, fifty-four seconds,

and H. M. Sidwell, of^Covington, the second."

Few Contestants at te Roy.

None of the cracks on the New York State
circuit visited the Le Roy meet, June n. The
attendance was poor. Jenny, of Utica, won
the open events. Summary

:

Three-quarter mile novice— 1, Northrup, R. B.C.-
2, Olson, Buffalo; 3, Coliskey. Time, im. 57J4S.

Mile and a half championship— 1, McGrady, Le Roy
2, Randall, Le Roy. Time, 6m. i2}4s.

Three-quarter mile open— 1, Jenny; 2, Goehler; .3,

Weinig. Time, im. s'%s.

Six miles lap— 1, Jenny; 2, Goehler; 3 Weinig.

Mahoning C. C.'s Meet.

Youngstown, O., June 6, Mahoning C. C.

postponed Decoration Day meet:

One Mile Handicap— 1, T. C. Pry, Rochester, Pa., 45
yards; 2, G. H. Hale, Wellsvills, 25; 3, C. H. Stein,

Youngstown. Time, 2m. 30s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Hale, 51 yards; 2, Fry, 90;

3, Stein, 85. Time, 5m. 18s.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, L. H. Bannister; 2, C. H.
Stew; 3, Hale. Time, 3m. 40s.

Twenty-Five Miles— i, John Felber, Youngstown,
15m., time, rh. 25m. 2 2-5S.; 2, Louis Fornes, Canton,
15m., ih. 25m. 3 1-5S.; 3, W. J. Scholl, Youngstown,
yyira.', ih. 18m. 10 2-5S. Bannister, scratch, finished

eleventh in ih. 20m. 13s.

Milan-Munich I.ong Distance Race.

Berlin, June 12.—The bicyclists who started

from Milan at 7.30 o'clock yesterday morning
in a race to Munich, arrived at Brixen, Tyrol,

at 10.45 o'clock last night. Gerger, of Gratz,

was leading, with Hirsch, of Leipsic, closely

following.

Munich, June 12.—Fischer, of Munich,
passed Rosenheim at 9.25 o'clock this morning
and Rehels, of Munich, at 10 52 o'clock, fol-

lowed by Gerger, Hirsch, Trifoni, Guilianova,

and Costa, the latter three of Milan. Fischer

arrived at Steinhausen, a suburb of Munich, at

1.12 o'clock, and received an ovation. Rebels

finished second at 2.38 o'clock and Gerj>er was
third. The riders encountered heavy rains
and poor roads most of the way.
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NEW YORK TIRES WIN.

OUR RACING TIRE WEIGHS 24 oz. PER PAIR.

The Strongest and Lightest Tire in the WORLD.

No Races Lost through Bursting. Note who uses them and what they do.

10

Cohoes, N. Y., June 6th.

Jno. S. Johnson, 1-2 mile, 1 m., 1 3-5 sec.

C. M. Murphy, 1st in 1-2 mile open.

J. C. Ayres, 1st in 1 mile handicap.

W. J. Helfert, 1st in 3 mile N. Y. State Championship.

And besides this we won 3 first, 4 second, 4 third prizes

Plainfield, N. J., June 2nd.

Chas. Brown, 1st in 1 mile scratch.

C. M. Murphy, 2nd in 1-3 mile scratch.

Chas. Brown, 2nd in 2-3 mile scratch.

All racing men are changing to our tires, because they are Seconds Faster

and Pounds Stronger than any other.

Our Racing Tires weigh 24 oz. per pair.

If other light tires are giving you trouble try ours.

HEW YORK TIRE CO.,
33 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK-

Hi

B

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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NEWARK-PHILADELPHIA CENTURY
RUN.

OVER 400 SURVIVORS—MERCER COUNTY
WHEELMEN TAKE HONORS.

But for the enthusiasm of the Philadelphia

clubs, the old, historic century run from New-

ark to Philadelphia, would have passed out of

existence this year. The Quakers are appar-

ently loath to let the ancient fixture die, and

when the bugle sounded at 4 a. m., in front of

the Continental Hotel, Newark, on Saturday

morning last, 476 riders lined up ready for the

rile. There were scarcely a score of men in

the run outside of the Philadelphia and Tren-

ton representatives.

The start was made promptly on time with

Carl Von Lengerke, pacemaker to Plainfield,

at the head. Plainfield was reached ahead of

schedule. F. L. C. Martin then set the pace to

Hopewell, where he was relieved by J. C. Tat-

tersall, who rode at the head to Bristol. Jos.

Estoclet, one of the committee in charge,

headed the column from Bristol to Philadel-

delphia. The vanguard arrived at Broad and

Montgomery shortly before 7 o'clock. It was

after 8 o'clock before all the stragglers arrived.

After a comparison of the checking slips it

was found that there were over 400 survivors.

The Mercer County Wheelmen of Trenton

were the winners, having eighty-four sur-

vivors out of eighty-five starters. The Quaker

City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, were second

with fifty-seven survivors out of fifty-nine

starters, and the Time Wheelmen and Phila-

penn Wheelmen, also of Philadelphia, were

tiei for t'jird place, each having twenty-six

sirviv>rs. The Time Wheelmen started with

twenty-seven men, and the Philapenn's full

quota finished. The Century Wheelmen, who
have always taken first prize, did not compete.

Three prizes will be awarded to the clubs

having the greatest number of survivors. As
the Time Wheelmen is ai older organization

than the Philapenn, it will probably be

awarded the third prize u;ion this ground.

The speeial priz3 to the club with a member-
ship of less than thirty-five, which had the

largest percentage of men left at the finish,

will probably go to the Turners Cyclers, of

Philadelphia, which had twenty starters and

as many survivors.

The tie.v checking system was successful.

Each participant was furnished with a set

of cards, bearing the number of his badge,

one of which was handed at each checking

station.

There were no accidents of a serious nature,

The usual number of tires were punctured

and a few wheels broke down. Three women
and a twelve-year-old boy were among the

survivors. Two hours were allowed for din-

ner at Trenton, and many of the riders en-

joyed a swim in the pool at the Y. M. C. A.

building.

On Sunday a run was take 1 to Belmont
Mansion, where the crowd was photographed.

The clubs represented at the start, with the

officials in charge and the number of repre-

sentatives from each, follow:

Mercer County Wheelmen, Trenton, N. J., under
Captain Corbet, 82 men; QuakerCity Wheelmen, under
Captain James Arttnan, 55 men; Hayseed Wheelmen,
o£ Ashbourne, under Captain Buckhalter, 8 men;
South End Wheelmen, under Captain C. A. Dimond,
10 men; Alpha Wheelmen, under F. J. Tyler, 18 men;

Oxford Wheelmen, under Captain Whipple, 4 men;
West Philadelphia Cyclers, under President Neill, 10

men; Frankford Bicycle Club, under Captain W.
Macknet, 6 men; Time Wheelmen, under Captain H.
A. Cain, 26 men; Philadelphia Penn Club, under Cap-

tain George Bolton, 26 men; Philadelphia Turner
Cyclers, under Captain Henry Auer, Jr., 21 men; Key-

stone Wheelmen, under Captain Charles Walter, Jr.,

6 men; Morristown Wheelmen, under Captain R. Cole-

man, 4 men; Chester Bicycle Club, under CapUin T.

H. Rumford, 8 men. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club,

the Tacony Bicycle Club, Philadelphia, Southwesb
Eclipse, Columbia Cyclers, Suburban Cyclers, Liberty

Wheelmen, Wissahickon Wheelmen, Roxborough
Wheelmen, Americus, Y. M. C. A. and Golden Eagle

Wheelmen were also represented.

ADVERTISED FROM THE PULPIT.

SOME ROCHESTER PECULIARITIES.

SIDEWALK RIDING AT 25 CENTS PER
YEAR-ON THE CYCLE PATH AT

5 CENTS PER RIDE.

Rochester, N. Y., June 12. — Rochester

wheelmen may ride on the sidewalk outside

the business* centre, providing a license is

obtained and a tag worn on the handle bar.

This tag is a band of nickel with the number
in black letters. This is on the right side so

that the pedestrian may see the number in

case of accident. When the numbers were
first placed on the wheels, some put them in

an obscure place and many were arrested.

Riding on the sidewalks is allowed only on

streets where there is neither asphalt or brick

pavement. The cost of registry is 25 cents, 15

cents of which is for the tag and 10 for the

city.

In the business district, bounded by the

railroad, canal and East and West Avenues,

riding on sidewalks is allowed between the

hours of n p. m. and 5 a. m. only.

Although registered, the riders are respon-

sible for accidents.

The numbers are for quick identification,

and they serve the purpose admirably.

About 5,000 wheelmen are registered and
about 2,000 are not. The latter never ride on
the sidewalks.

Another privilege the Rochester wheelmen
are afforded is a toll cinder path to Charlotte,

on the shores of Lake Ontario, seven and a

half miles away.

This is a cinder path, in poor shape at

present, but at that, very much better than

the road. The toll is 5 cents. The Rochester,

Charlotte and Turnpike Toll Co. are the

owners.

Inasmuch as they have built no footpath, the

people use the cycle path when walking.

The wheelmen scorch, and there is some
danger. As the law requires the building of

a sidewalk along a public road, the pedestrians

have the right by law to walk on a side path
built for the exclusive use of wheelmen. The
riders would suffer in law for damage to

pedestrians.

Charlotte and Ontario Beach are virtually

one; the latter is a second Coney Island. The
merry-go-rounds, knock-the-baby-downs, Vi-

enna cafes, Eden musees, etc., are all there.

There is a place for checking wheels, and
wheelmen make it a rendezvous on Sundays.
Asphalt pavement for a mile and one half,

poor pavement, leads out of the city.

The electric cars run up betsveen the curb
and sidewalk, being out of the way of riders

and carriages. Rochester's business streets

have been newly paved, and riding has as-

sumed new charms for business men.

A PASTOR BOOMS ONE MAKER'S WHEELS
—A CURIOUS CIRCULAR.

The little Baptist Church at Williamansett,

Mass., was crowded with wheelmen on Sunday
last, the attraction being a special sermon to

cyclists. Handbills had been freely distributed

and posted about during the week, reading as

follows:

WHEELMEN. ATTENTION!
You are invited to a special service

NEXT SUNDAY, JUNE 10.

at 10.45 a - m > 'n
BEULAH BAPTIST CHURCH, WILLIMANSETT.

The pastor, Rev. E. S. U fiord, has prepared an
Appropriate Discourse to

BICYLE RIDERS.
The Keating Wheel Co.'s Band

will be in attendance.

A responsible party will take charge of the wheels as

soon as they arrive at the church door.

All this was in black ink, and at the bottom

was this in red:

"As representing the highest degree of ex-

cellence in the manufacture of bicycles, two
Keating wheels will be used in the pulpit by
the pastor to illustrate points in his sermon.

One, our Ladies' Model No. 10, of which the

largest dealer in New England says, ' It is the

handsomest wheel made,' and the other, our

Gentlemen's Road Wheel, model G, not only

the strongest, bearing 240 pounds with ease

and safety, but the lightest, easiest running

and fleetest, as the records of recent meets will

show."—Keating Wheel Co.

True to the circular, the pulpit was deco-

rated with two wheels, and the pastor referred

to them frequently during his discourse. The
band maintained by the company was in at-

tendance, and if the congregation lacked any-

thing in enthusiasm the members of the band
made up for it by the brilliancy of their per-

formance.

The entire service was little less than an
immense advertisement for the company, and

is the first case on record where the pulpit has

been engaged and announced as the advertis-

ing medium of any particular make of wheels.

The preacher opened his discourse with the state-

ment that the bicycle had done even more than Peter

could do, " For," said he, " Peter failed to walk upon
the water, but we have been so far advanced as to

ride upon the wind."
Then, turning to the wheels that atood, one on eithtr

side of the pulpit, he drew attention to their various

parts.
'• The pneumatic tire," he said, "is emblematic of

character. Inflated, it is safe to depend upon it, but

once punctured we go down. The strength of a wheel
lies far apart, in the crank and sprocket, and they are

held by the chain of good works."
Following out the simile, he likened almost every

part of the wheels to some characteristic of the human
life and drew some very striking comparisons.
Appreciating the position in which e was placed,

with the wheels so prominently exhibited on the plat-

form, he refrained, for the greater part of the time,

from referring to the name of the manufacturers, but

in his description brought out most of the superior

points which are claimed for this especial make.
The services were attended by about 700 wheelmen,

and an overflow meeting was addressed by F. F.

Thayer, of Holyoke.

The church was prettily decorated with flowers, and
a large floral bicycle decorated the front of the pulpit.

Sarataga, N. Y., always one of the fashion-

able and "sportiest" places in the country

and famous as a horse racing centre, has

never amounted to much in a cycling sense.

Last week, however, the more prominent

wheelmen got together and decided to pro-

mote a gigantic tournament to be held late in

August.
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How is this for War?_ *V IB

GUN NO. z.
Philadelphia, May 16, 1894.

Pitttburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Gentlemen—Your Mr. G. B. Ellis put a set of your Protectors in my tires a few days ago. I have ridden them forty or
fifty miles, and I am convinced that, as a guard against puncture, they surpass anything- I have ever seen. Wishing you suc-
cess, I am Very truly yours, MARSHALL J. BAILEY, Century Wheelman, Philadelphia.

BATTERY NO. 2.
Niles, Ohio, May 11, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Dear Sirs—I ordered from you one of the Hoffman Tire Protectors, and will say that it excels my expectations, as I

could not perceive any difference in the resiliency in riding, and after I had run it ten miles an expert could not detect that
there was a protector in my wheels. I cheerfully commend the Hoffman Protector to all wheelmen.

Very truly yours, F. J. VAN WYL.

TERRIFIC EXPLOSION NO. 3.
Chas. S. Keith, Columbia Bicycles,

Repairs and Accessories.
Alliance, Ohio, May 19, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.:
Gentlemen—In compliance to yours of 12th inst. I inserted a pair of the Hoffman Tire Protectors in a pair of Morgan &

Wright Tires. While doing so a friend came in and insisted on preparing a board to test the protectors. He drove about two
dozen fence staples and the same number of tacks and wire nails through a thiee-eighth inch board, and placed the same on
flagstone walk, points upward. I weigh 135 pounds, and rode back and forth over the same. He weighs 145 pounds and did

the same. Another gentleman weighing 180 pound did the same without injury to the inner tubes. Not being satisfied, 1

procured another board eight inches by six feet three-eights inch thick, drove one pound of fence staples through the same,
points projecting three-eights inch, and repeated the operation, riding back and forth a great many times and allowing any
person present to do the same, without injury to the inner tubes. So I am forced to acknowledge the Hoffman Tire Protectors
all you claim for them. Yours respectfully, CHAS. S. KEITH.

RESULT OF THE BATTLE IN ONE WEEK.
State of Pennsylvania, )

Allegheny County.
)

Personally before me, a notary public in and for said county, came W. L. Paine, who, being duly sworn, doth depose
and say that the sales of the Hoffman Patent Non-Puncturable Bicycle Tire Protector aggregate a total of Eleven Hundred
and Fifty-five pairs, shipped to all parts of the United States during the week ending May 19, 1894.

/ ^—>~r... Sworn to and subscribed before me,
j seal. ( this 23d day of May, 1894.
' —.— '

A. K. Stevenson, Notary Public. W. L. PAINE, Secretary.

("Will be universally used by every rider in the United States.

Tho Tlnffmnn Tiro Pt-«-k/*forf r\r ) Can ^e inserted into any tire containing an air tube.
1 lie noiiman 1 ire rrOCtCClOrS Is only 3

.32 of an inch thick- Becomes as soft as a rag with a little use.

(_ Lasts a lifetime. Every pair packed in an elegant embossed gold paper box.

PRICE, $5.00 PER PAIR.
MANUFACTURERS ?—Yes, you should apply for them now to get them for next season.

DEALERS 7—Yes, you must have them to supply your trade.

RIDERS ?—Yes, you can't afford to suffer punctures any longer.

EVERYBODY !—Get the HOFFMAN PROTECTOR.

PITTSBURG TIRE PROTECTOR CO.,
34 McCANCE BLOCK, PITTSBURG, PA.

Se>NO FOR DSSCRIPTIiie CRTHLOG. LIM9 HGBNTS MHNT6D,

Please add Saw it in The Wheel.
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D£ GARMO'S GREAT SCHEME. AN ELECTRIC LAMP. THE B-MAN MARKET.

THREE WEEKS OF LADIES* CYCLE RACING
—THE LADIES MUST BE "PURE

AMATEURS."

RUN BY AN INGENIOUS DYNAMO CARRIED
ON AND OPERATED BY THE WHEEL.

Rochester, N. Y., June 12.—Colonel C. P.

De Garmo, of very uncertain nationality, but

of sleek appearance, was around Rochester

to-day looking for pointers on "how to conduct

race meets."

The Colonel has very crude ideas of what
the American people want. He conducts a

food exposition circuit and exhibiting in the

various towns his " Peerless Oatmeal," etc., in

connection with a cooking school in full blast.

Having secured the Auditorium at Louisville

from September 3 for three weeks, he intends

to add still another attraction, cycle racing for

ladies. Six races will be run every afternoon

for three weeks, and the ladies must all be

"pure amateurs." This will be a strong

point.

The Colonel knows nothing about amateurs,

pure or otherwise, or about cycle racing. This

he frankly admits.
" But," says he, "I will learn. In connec-

tion with my food show, the race will prove a

grand opportunity of showing the health-

giving benefits of cycling to my patrons."

When the desirability of ladies' races and
the success of his scheme was questioned by
The Wheel man, the "Colonel" was not one

whit dismayed.

"I have managed shows for twenty years

and never failed yet,'' he said convincingly.

And unless something occurs to alter his

ideas or his self-confidence, Louisville may
have an infliction of "Colonel De Garmo's
aggregation of pure amateur ' wheel ladies.' "

Wheeler Beaten by Harris.

London, June 9.—At the Birmingham bicycle

races to-day Peterson, of Copenhagen, won the

one mile dash for amateurs and Green won
the five mile race for amateurs. H. C. Wheeler,

the American, won the first heat in the one
mile race for professionals, but was third in

the final heat, which Harris won. The English

team beat the Irish team by four points.

There was a scene during the one mile race

for amateurs. The Dutchman, Eden, to whom
no racing license has been granted, raced in

defiance of the referee, and won the first heat,

although the efforts of the referee to stop him
caused him to lose a dozen yards at the start.

The spectators applauded Eden loudly.

The Licensing Scheme Causing Trouble.

London, June 9.—The licensing scheme of

the National Cyclists' Union has aroused a

storm of indignation among the competitors

in the meet at Birmingham. They decided
not to ride in the championship races to-day

unless the officials would promise to call a
meeting of the union and abolish the scheme.
The officials promised to do so, fearing that

the disgusted spectators would wreck the

grounds.

Twenty-Five Miles on the Road in Record Time.

The Speedwell B. C, England, held an im-
portant road race on Saturday afternoon, May
27. J. G. Newey, the scratch man, did ih.

10m. 15s. The road was wet, but the wind
aided the competitors for about eighteen miles

of the journey.

Electric cycle lamps are far from novel.

Many have been tried, but few have proven
practical, and none have become popular; the

old oil lamp continues to more than hold its

own. In those lamps tried in the past, storage

batteries have supplied the light, but E. Till-

man, a French resident of New York, has just

perfected an ingenious affair run by a dynamo
carried on the machine.

The dynamo weighs slightly more than two

pounds, and is so small that it can be carried

in the pocket. The revolutions of the wheels

of the bicycle generate a power sufficient to

run an incandescent lamp that, with the aid of

its reflector, throws a stream of light equal, it

is claimed, to sixteen candle-power, and suffi-

cient to illuminate the road to a distance of 17

feet ahead. The dynamo is in a nickel box, 3j4x

4*4 inches in size, that may be placed on any
part of the frame. It is attached by thumb-

screws, and may be put on or taken off by any
one in a twinkling. It is run by means of a

small rubber disk that comes lightly in contact

with the tire. The disk is on a tiny piece of

shafting which connects with the axle of the

dynamo by means of a thin steel belt. Wires

that may run either inside or outside the tubing

connect it with the lamp. ' The lamp may be
clamped to any part of the machine, and is

fitted in a newly-patented reflector of unusua^

power. As soon as the machine is started the

lamps glovvs, and gro>vs brighter as the speed

increases. When the light is not wanted the

attachment can be quickly removed, or the

rubber disk spoken of may be slipped aside

from the tire with the finger. Several experi-

mental lamps have been in use not only on
bicycles, but on cabs as well, and it is claimed

by those who have tried it that the friction is

at zero and there is no perceptible difference

required in the driving power. The whole
contrivance, including the lamp, weighs less

than three pounds.

Mr. Tillman calls his invention the " Electric

Searcher." It is to be marketed and energetic-

ally pushed by the Tillman Magneto-Dynamo
Co., 237 Centre Street, this city.

Local Dealers Arrested for Doing Business on
Sunday.

The Sunday closing law, which has always
been considered a dead letter by the cycle

trade, caused somewhat of a consternation

among the dealers located around Central

Park on Sunday afternoon last. It has long
been customary for the stores to be open for

the renting of wheels, the selling of sundries,

and to accommodate riders suffering from
a break-down, and although one store was
closed up about a month ago, the matter was
not considered serious. But on Sunday after-

noon the police suddenly enforced the law for

the second time this season. Detectives visited

a number of stores and bought small articles.

They arrested Stephen T. Moen, 1,786 Broad-
way, and Messrs. Brooks & Graf, Fifty-eighth

street and Eighth avenue. The next day all

three were held to answer in $300 bonds to

the Court of Sessions. Other stores, where a

renting business only was conducted, were
ordered to be closed.

PRICES RULE BIG — THE DEMAND FOR
CLASS A MEN ACTIVE AND STRONG-

TIME TRIALS.

Rochester, June 12.—Competition for the

good men thus far developed in Class A is very

keen. One of the young fellows who made a

good showing in Class A events at one of the

New York meets, tells your correspondent that

he has been offered more than Johnson
receives.

His family, however, will not allow of his ac-

ceptance of any one of the five liberal offers he
had received.

On the Syracuse track Fred. J, Titus, on
Monday, rode an unpaced mile in 2m. 14s.,

and did another half on top of the mile at the

some gait.

Raymond McDonald, the Class A crack,

clung manfully to Titus' rear wheel all the

way, but the Murphy brothers—C. M. and W.
F.—who were also trailing him, sat up. Sev-

eral watches verified the performance.

Titus also rode a quarter in 28s., and fin-

ished his half in 58 4-5S., likewise unpaced.

Johnson rode the quarter, accompanied by
Taylor, in 28 1-5S.. and did the half in the

same time as Titus, 58 4-5S.

On Monday, at the Rochester track, Sanger
and 'Tyler rode a quarter in 26 1-5S. ; San-

ger won by six inches. The track was very

hummocky.

NewartaAsbury Park Century Run.

Circular No. 2 has been issued by the A .C.

C, of N, J., in relation to the Newark-Asbury
Park century run, to be held in conjunction

with the M. A. C. C, June 23. A change has
been made in the schedule as at first announced,

and the following has been substituted:

Leave Washington Park, Newark, 5 a. m.
Arrive at Rutherford 5.50 a. m. , leave 6.00 a.

m. ; arrive at Patterson 6.40 a. m., leave at

at 7.00 a. m. ; arrive at Montclair 7 40 a. m.,

leave at 8.00 a. m. ; arrive at Plainfield 10.30 a.

m., leave at 10.45 a - m -
I
arrive at New Bruns-

wick 12.00 m., leave at 1.30 p. m. ; arrive at

Mattewan 3.30 p, m., leave at 3.30 p. m. ; arrive

at Red Bank 5.20 p, m., leave at 5.40 p. m.

;

arrive at Long Branch 6.30 p. m., leave at 6.40

p. m. ; arrive at Asbury Park 7.20 p. m.
Dinner will be taken at New Brunswick.

Four banners will be awarded to the clubs

participating, as follows: One to the club in

the Metropolitan Association having the great-

est number of survivors; one to the club in

the A. C. C, of New Jersey, having the great-

est number of survivors ; one to the club outside

of either association making the best record,

and one presented by the Metropolitan Asso-

ciation for competition among the Pennsyl-

vania clubs.

A Paterson, N. J., dealer is arranging for a
25-mile road race to be held the middle of July.

It will be open only to local riders.

Richard Howell, the English professional, is

the proprietor of a booth at Coney Island for

checking wheels.

P. J. McDuffee, who was seriously injured

by a fall after crossing the tape at the recent

road race at Jamaica Plains, was not expected

to recover last week. Late reports, however,

state that unless something unforseen sets

in he will be about again in a few weeks.

An Albion, N. Y., doctor was fined $25 last

week for striking a wheelman with a whip.

The doctor first crowded the cyclist into a

ditch, and when he protested tne doctor be-

came angry and lashed the wheelman repeat

edly.

A Louisville cyclist who was run down by a

carriage last November, has been awarded a

judgment for $75, the amount demanded, on
account of the wrecking of the wheel.
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Fig. 2.

The Cyclone
MECHANICALLY FASTENED CLINCHER TIRE

Is positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

^^^^^~~~~Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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SQUABBLES SETTLED.

TWO UNPLEASANT MATTERS DISPOSED
OF SATISFACTORILY.

will need your League ticket in Cincinnati, and
to those who go it will be worth a great deal

more than the one dollar that it is necessary

to put up at this time to get it.

HOW BLISS WAS BEATEN.

THE COAST RACES AND A WORD TO IN-
TENDING OR POSSIBLE

VISITORS.

Cleveland, O., June 11, 1894.—At last the

difficulties between the L. A. W. and the

Cleveland Wheel Club have been adjusted to

the satisfaction of the latter. The expelled

ex-secretary has been dropped from the

League, and renewals were sent in last week.

Now for the suit for damages that was

threatened the club in case such action was
taken by the League officials.

In the recent road race a Tribune racer was
offered to the rider breaking last year's record

over this year's course. The record was not

broken, consequently the wheel will be raffled,

the proceeds to go to the committee having

the National Circuit meet in charge.

The clash in tournament dates between the

C. W. C. and L. C. C. has at last been arbi-

trated to a settlement. Early last week a

letter was received from E. H. Croninger, of

Covington, Ky., district member of the Racing

Board, refusing a sanction for the Lakeside

Club tournament upon the dates chosen. The
C. W. C. rejoiced, but not for long. Though
discouraged, the L. C. C. men were still in the

ring, and a telegram was sent Mr. Croninger

requesting him to come to Cleveland at an

early date and meet the issue face to face.

Mr. C. reached here Sunday morning, and was

closeted with a committee from each club for

over three hours. The contest was hot, the C.

W. C. not being disposed to give way an inch,

but it was finally agreed that the Lakesides

should have one of the days originally selected,

and before Croninger left town the sanction

had been granted for Saturday, July 14. The
stipulation was that the races should be for

Class A riders only, so as to interfere as little

as possible with the circuit meet the week
following.

Lewis Gimm, the winner of the Decoration

Day road race, whose novice prize was con-

tested by the second man in, has been awarded

the prize, no testimony being produced that

would injure his standing as a novice, or that

would question his being a resident of Cleve-

land.

Wheelmen riding through Mentor would do

well to shun the side paths, as the residents

are trying the carpet tack cure for side path

riding. One rider punctured eighteen times

in as many seconds recently.

Cleveland is a good place for ministers. It

seems to be the proper caper just now for con-

gregations to present their pastors with

wheels. No less than three such pleasant sur-

prises have taken place within the past few
weeks.

In one of the Sunday papers, under " Lake-

side Notes," the statement is made that " the

club is almost sure to withdraw from the L. A.

W., as they fail to seethe benefit of contrib-

uting to an organization without receiving any
returns whatever. A meeting will be called

at an early date to take such action." Almost

in the same breath Mr. Correspondent, says

'•the committee is still hustling for rates for

the Cincinnati trip of July 4, etc." There is

consistency for you. The club fail to see any
benefits derived from the League, but still

they intend attending a State meet and par-

taking of hospitalities intended exclusively for

League members, and, as I understand it,

they intend to compete for the prize offered to

the largest uniformed club in the parade. You

How the Rational Costume Strikes Boston.

[Boston Record.]

A good many people saw something on the

streets of Boston yesterday that caused them
to "oh!" and "ah!" a great deal, and some
modest folks doubtless received an awful shock

at the spectacle. I saw it myself about 7

o'clock while passing along Tremont Street,

opposite the Common. This was the sight:

A remarkably pretty woman with a refined

face, astride a bicycle, and gotten up in the

most mannish costume I have seen yet in

these days of dress reform. She wore trousers

which fitted her—beg pardon—legs not much
more loosely than a man's, and there was no
sign of a skirt of any sort.

It was not a divided skirt, by any means,
not a bloomer, but knickerbockers, plain and
simple, made apparently of corduroy of a

bright brown color, and white leggins from
the knee down. The jacket was made to

match and very natty. The girl had a very
trim figure, and altogether the tout ensemble was
decidedly striking, and the way in which every-

one turned about and stared, as I did. showed
that but few people have ever seen those things

in real life after all. They have existed in

newspaper cuts chiefly up to date. The effect

was not particularly immodest either, and the

girl was apparently oblivous to the sensation

she was creating, a great deal more so, I

think, than her escort, for she was not braving
the world alone.

A Track in the White House Park.

A movement to secure the use of the circle

south of the Executive Mansion, Washing-
ton, on certain evenings in the week for the

exclusive use of wheelmen is taking a definite

shape, and the cyclists soon expect to hear of
1 an order designating the particular evening
or evenings when this favorite driveway will

be thrown open to them. This privilege was
asked for several years ago, but there was not
enough of interest shown in the matter to

make the affair assume a degree of earnest-

ness. Now, however, the Associated Cycling
Clubs have taken a hand in the scheme, and
President Bennett is pushing the matter.

Saturday evening has been suggested by
some of the wheelmen, for then the large
crowds attracted by the United States Marine
Band in the White House grounds would have
the privilege of enjoying cycle races.

Dogs for Up-Hill Work.

Dr. Macduf, in La Nature, relates some ex-

periments. He has been trying dogs for draw-
bicycles uphill. He speaks in high praise of

the experiment. He says: " Dogs have a con-
siderable force of resistance. One day I made
twenty miles of ascent on a galop, with a few
minutes rest at every three or four miles, and
scarcely pedalling. Those who make use of

dogs easily get from thirty-five to sixty miles

out of them with a very poor vehicle. I know
one who makes ninety miles with four dogs."

The use of dogs as draught animals is illegal

in this country, but they would prove a wonder-
ful assistance to cyclists in hill-climbing.

—

Cyclist.

San Francisco, May 31.—The local interest

in yesterday's racing was divided between the

regular meet of the Bay City Wheelmen in this

city and the athletic meeting of the Reliance

Club on the former track of the Alameda
Bicycle Club which has passed into the hands
of the Reliance.

The best racing was seen at the B. C. W.
meet, the Coast record for the one quarter

being broken three times. In the quarter-

mile (Class A) Archie Reid won his heat in

31 4-5S. The final was won by H. F. Terrell in

31 2-5S. In the quarter-mile (Class B) Otto
Ziegler won in 30 4-5S. The start was from
the top of the " toboggan slide" banking of 13

feet, but notwithstanding this advantage the

time is high class for a five lap track. Ziegler

won the half-mile scratch easily in im. 12s,

The attendance was about 2,500. The chief

interest In the races at Alameda was centered

in the appearance of J. P. Bliss, of Chicago.

He won his heat easily in 2m. 52 2-5S., but in

the final Foster obtained a commanding lead

and won by several yards. Time, 2m. 42 3-5S.

The two mile handicap (Class A) was won
after a desperate finish by F. Dieckman, 175

yards; C. C.Gilbert, scratch, second, by six

inches; E. C. Brown, 100 yards, third. At-
tendance about 2,000.

Since the control of the grounds passed into

the hands of the Reliance Club, they have cut

down the magnificent old trees that formerly

gave the place its park-like appearance. It

seems like an act of vandalism, but as the

club wishes to use the enclosure for various

games, the scenic beauty had to give way to

utility.

It is announced that Manager Atkins and
the Rambler team will leave for the East in

a few days. This has been a disastrous trip

for them, and they will, without doubt, carry

with them a bad impression of Californian

hospitality and sportsmanship. The .local

riders did not take kindly to the " team" work
and tactics of the Rambler people, and as

Bliss and Dirnberger were the high priests of

that organization, their defeats was looked
upon with indifference.

It should not be overlooked that our Winters
are so mild that riders easily keep in con-
dition and require but a small amount of fast

work to make them " cherry-ripe " when the
racing season opens. When an Eastern man
comes here in April he is at a decided dis-

advantage, and even if our riders were not
fast he would stand a chance of being beaten
through lack of condition.

Men with the reputations of the speedy
Rambler pair should not take such chances,
especially when they have important engage-
ments to fulfill during the year. All the work
Bliss has done here will be practically thrown
away, and when he goes East must commence
his training all over again. R. A. Smyth.

On Thursday, May 24th, W. Duncan and
D. R. Cormack, on a tandem safety, raised the
Scotch twelve-hour road record to 196 miles.

The times were, 50 miles, 2h. 44m. 30s; 100

miles, sh. 49m. is.

Wm. Hyslop, at Sarnia, Ont., June 2, re-

duced the Canadian half-mile record to im.
1 4-5S. , shaving off 3 seconds.
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The winning of the

Martin Road Race by

L. A. Callahan, in

World's Record Time

was the crowning

event of Memorial

Day victories on the

Stearns. Butthiswas

not all, the rest is

here summed up; look

on the cold facts.

...MEMORIAL DAY WINNINGS...

lllllllllllll!lliliiillllllll!lllll!lllllllllll!lllll!Mili!Mi!i^

Places where the =
Stearns won :

Buffalo, =
NewBedfoid, M
Portsmouth, O., =
Salt Lake Ciiy, !§§
Wichita, ^
Worcester, ^
San Francisco, ^
Saratoga, m
Grand Rapids. =
Champaign, 111., §^
Hopedale, Mass., §^
Tidioute, Pa.. M
Boonton, N. J., ^
Columbus, O., ^
Dallas, |§
Pair Haven, ^
Terre Haute, ^
Oskaloosa, §|[

Quincy, Til., H
Bath, Me,, M
Kirksville, Mo.. ||
Philadelphia, Pa., ^
Claremont, N. II. ^

41 fi rsts - -

15 seconds
10 thirds -

2 fourths
Send 2 cent stamp
for

T. W. Eck's
" Points on Training.

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWEIX-TINKHAM CYCLF. CO,
Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENS1NGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

niiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiim
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ECHOES OF ]MCElVaCORTi^I^ I>A^.
On the road the RALEIGH

Showed its superiority, same as it always has done on the TRACK. . . .

WON THREE OUT OF FOUR RACES.

CHICAGO—Peck won time prize.

IRVINGTON=MILBURN—Allen won second place and time prize

KOSTER RACE, Erie. Pa —Time prize and World's record, 15 miles in 42m. 33s.

CHAMPIONS RIDE RALEIGHS.

\

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
2081-2083 7th Ave., cor. 124th St., N. Y.

289 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SAN FRANCISCO.
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SANGER SMILED SCORNFULLY.

SQUARKS ACCOUNTS WITH JOHNSON IN
CONVINCING STTLE-M'DONALD BEATS

JENNEY AND HEDEERT.

Ilion, N. Y., June 9.—The Remington Bi-

cycle Club may well feel proud of its meet of

last Saturday, and Ilion citizens may well feel

proud of a club that can run such a meet.

Ilion is a small town, and the Remington

works, armory, typewriter, bicycle, etc., form

the chief industry.

The town is closely built. From the train

to the hotel, the Osgood house, is a matter of

two blocks, and from the depot to the track is

two more, and the track is one over which re-

cords might be broken. Tyler's half mile in

im. 3 3-5S., paced for three-eighths by Sanger,

and riding 18 feet from the pole, is a fair

sample of the speed.

The attendance was 1,500, and the grand

stand could accommodate only two-thirds the

number. Yet the track was kept perfectly

clear, at all times, of all but officials.

The management was excellent. The
eleven events were all over in one hour and

forty minutes.

G. Minturn Worden, in long-tailed coat,

swell "pants," stovepipe hat and eyeglasses

was referee. He steadily refused to place time

limits, and urged the boys to put up a good

race in return. They did so. Every event

was closely contested, all but two in good time,

and several finishes were the best seen in years.

Raymond McDonald, of New York, a pupil

of the mighty Zimmerman, made his appear-

ance, and in three events won two and lost

the third to Helfert, of Utica, by six inches^

Helfert was second in the two and Jenney third.

The latter was all bandaged up as a result of

his fall at Cohoes. In shape, he and McDonald
will give the leaders in Class B a tight rub, for

both are fast enough, as is Helfert also, to be

snapped up by some "stable." McDonald rides

grandly. He does not swerve, and his ability

to get under way at the quarter or elsewhere

is not unlike Zimmerman, from whom he claims

to have learned the trick. His rush out of the

field of a dozen riders and a little less than a

quarter sprint for home in the half mile was
a complete surprise to Jenney and Helfert

McDonald was a cool hundred yards away
almost before they realized it.

The mile open was a magnificent struggle.

Helfert gained and held a bare six inches for

the last eighth. Men who held watches said

this and other finishing eighths were made in

14 seconds and under.

The day was clear, and the wind blew
straight down the stretch.

More men appeared for the Class B events

than at any previous time this year.

There was head-work displayed, but speed
played a prominent part, as in the mile open,

when Sanger and Johnson ran the field off their

feet.

Twelve or more men started in the first race,

a half mile. Johnson came out, but did not

get up.

Sanger and Bald had a hot argument, and
the Milwaukee giant beat the Bison by a neck
only. This was good natured rivalry, but

when Sanger and Johnson, in the mile open,

drew out of the bunch there was blood in

Sanger's eye. He gave Johnson all he wanted
and a little more. In their fight the men drew
away from the crowd, all but Murphy, and

when they crossed the tape Sanger was a

couple of lengths to the good and old accounts,

the handicap at Troy, when he had to set all

pace, and Johnson won, and the half mile at

Cohoes, when Murphy and Johnson did team

work and beat Sanger, were all squared.

Then Bald and Johnson had a duck at the

mile handicap, and Bald beat the Stearns man
several feet.

Kennedy, of Chicago, and Titus played

prominent parts in the mile handicap, when
they made George Taylor sit up 200 yards

from home. The summary:
ONE MILE NOVICE.

1. Arthur Fay. 2. J. H. Harrison.

Time, 3m. 5 2-5S.

Only two of the three entries started.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS A.

i. R. McDonald, New York 4. P. A. Foell, Buffalo.

2. W. J. Helfert, Utica. 5. H. R. Stevenson, Ilion.

3. F. J. Jenney, Utica. 6. G. McTaggert, Syr'use.

Time, im. 19 4-5S.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. 5. Watson Coleman.

2. E. C. Bald. 6. E. C. Miller.

3. A. D.Kennedy. 7. C. H. Callahan,

4. C. M. Murphy.
Time, im. n 1-5S.

Even a tighter contest than the previous one. John-
son came to the tape, but did not start. The field was
the greatest of the season, including, besides the

above, Titus, Tyler, Graves, Murphy and Ben Cleve-

land, of Buffalo.

Harry Arnold made his presence felt in the first

quarter, when he sprinted grandly. The field

gathered at the quarter, when Sanger jumped, close

pressed by Bald. It was a battle of the German
giants, but Sanger won by a close margin, Ball over-
lapping his rear wheel four inches.

ONE MILE COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H.R. Steenson. 4. W. W. Burch.
2. K. B. Witherbee. 5. A. Z. Fay.

3. J. H. Witherbee.

Time, 2m. 53s. •

Ilion looks upon Steenson as its Zimmerman. He
received an ovation after this contest. --- -

QUARTER MILE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. Ray McDonald. 4. Harold Higgins.
2. W. J. Helfert. 5. Geo. McTaggart.
3. F. J. Jenney. 6. F. A. Foell.

Time, 34s.

A grand race. McDonald won by a narrow margin,
a scant foot between second and third.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. F.J. Titus, 35 yards. 4. E. F. Miller, go yards.
2. A. D. Kennedy, 40 yards. 5. F. C. Graves, 60 yards.
3. Watson Coleman, 55 yds.

Time, 2m. 25 4-5S.

Johnson and Sanger, scratch men, failed to start.

Geo. Taylor appeared for the first time since Plain-
field, and on a Stearns. He had 25 yards. Wells and
Brandt, both studious looking, led the field to the half,
where Taylor, Titus and Kennedy closed in and began
cutting through the field. At the quarter the three
were in front, when Taylor suddenly sat up and quit.
Titus won by 12 inches.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS A.
1. F. W. Palmer, Rome, 90 yards.
2. J. E. Ayers, Albany, 85 yards.

3. H. R. Steenson, 20 yards.

4. F. A. Foell, 60 yards.

5. G. W. Gage, Utica, 90 yards.
6. C. J. Ivens, Rochester, 150 yards.
7. W. J. Helfert, scratch.

Time, 2m. 29s.

Helfert came back ten yards to scratch for record
in the local competition for a large cup. He rode
grandly in a large field, but could not get through.
His time was about jra. 32s. Palmer and Ayers made
a game fight of it.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. 2. J. S. Johnson. 3. C. M. Murphy.
Time, 2m. 41s.

Here Bald made a serious, yet comical blunder,
sprinting like mad at the close of the half and run-
ning himself out, thinking it a half mile race. John
son was clearly outridden to the tape. In their
struggle, Johnson and Sanger, followed a few yards
back by Murphy, distanced the field, which included
Tyler, Taylor, Brandt, Maddox and Allen Sanger
won by fifteen feet, Johnson losing a couple of
lengths in the last hundred yards, Sanger looking
scornfully around.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS A.

i. W. J. Helfert, Utica. 3. F. J. Jenney, Utica.

2 R. McDonald, New York. 4. F. A. Foell, Buffalo.

Time, 3m. 19 3-5S.

This was a rare battle, in which the race was won
in the sprint of the last quarter. Helfert gained a

length, and, do all he could, McDonald could not gain

the last six inches. The men seemed to have their

handle bars locked as they crossed the tape.

HALF MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. E. C. Bald, 20 yards. 4. Watson Coleman, 30 yds.

2. J. S. Jdhnson, scratch. 5. O. S. Brandt, 65 yards.

3. E. F. Miller, 50 yards. 6. H. B. Arnold, 45 yards.

Time, im. 7 1-5S.

Ten men started. Bald and Johnson came to the

front at the quarter, and Bald duplicated his former
foolish sprint. Johnson tried to head him off, but

failed by a length and a little over. Miller showed
surprising improvement in taking third.

Stroud Scores Again.

Londoners enjoyed a first-class meetat Heme
Hill on Saturday, May 26. The event of the

day was the five mile challenge cup race, won
by L. Stroud ; second, P. W. Brown ; third. A. J.

Watson ; fourth,W. Henie. There were twenty-
nine starters. In this race the " fast lap prize

"

was introduced, a prize being offered to the

man who made the fastest lap during the race,

each lap, of ©ourse, being separately timed.

This prize was won by Lambley. Coming up
in the rear of the crowd as they started for the

twelfth lap, he dashed to the front and, going

great guns, left the field as if it was standing

still, doing the lap in 36 2-5S The time of

the race was 12m. 30 1-5S. ; the first mile,

2m. 27 1-5S.

The three mile tandem safety race fell to H.
A. Palmer and J. A. Robertson; time, 7m. 48

3-5S. Last mile, 2m. 15s.; last quarter, 29s.

One mile scratch race, won by A. J. Watson
in 3m. 15s. In his heat Camp won in 2m.

23 3-5S.

Recent Races «t Paris—Banker Beaten.

At the Velodrome Buffalo, on Sunday, May
27th.—Prix de Cherbourg, amateurs, 5,000

meters: First, Carlier, who easily beat

Banker and four other starters. Time, 8m.

53 4-5S. Prix d'Auteuil, heats of 5,000 meters
and final of 2,000 meters: Final Heat—r,

Medinger ; 2, Edwards ; 3, Louvet ; 4, Jacquelin.

Wheeler rode first in the third heat. Tandem
race, 15 kilometers: 1, Wheeler-Louvet. The
race was so slow that it was stopped when
half way through.

Asbury Park's July 4th Meet,
The local athletic association will hold its

usual Fourth of July meet. Eight events

figure on the programme, as follows: One mile

novice, two-third mile open (Class B), one mile

open, one mile open (Class B), two-third mile

open, one mile handicap (Class B), one mile

handicap, two mile open (Class B). Entries

close June 26. For information address J. D.

Beegle, Chairman, Asbury Park, N. J.

A New Twelve Hour Record—199 Miles.

On May 25, Shorland's twelve hour record

(195 miles) was beaten by W. Brookbanks, of

the Biggleswade C. C. Brookbanks rode 199
miles within the twelve hours. The exact dis-

tance will be known whej the checkers hand
in their report to the Records Committee of

the N. C. U.

Mills' Great Ride.
In the last week in May G. P. Mills, one of

England's great road riders, attacked the

Edinburgh to London record, which he re-

duced 3h. 27m. In the first 12 hours Mills

covered 175 miles. Mills rode the distance in

29I1. 28m. In 1891 the record was 43b. 25m.
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THEY DREW LOTS.

THE QUEER WAY IN WHICH THE CRACKS
ARRANGED THE ONEONTA RACES.

Oneonta, N. Y., June 7.—Oneonta has the

foundation for what may some day prove a

eood four-lap cycle track. It is only by a great

stretching of courtesy that anything at all

favorable can be said of the condition of the

track on the occasion of the Oneonta Wheel
Club's meet to-day. The club had done its

best, but the elements were " dead ag'in 'em."

Repeated rains had left the course in danger-

ous shape, soft, spongy, and in places almost

marshy. The cracks of Class B had been

warned of its condition a day or two before,

but, in order to comply with the racing rules,

put in an appearance to-day. When they

saw how really bad it was, they refused to

ride. This caused such chagrin to the manage-
ment that the cracks got together and decided

to draw lots—that is to arrange by lottery and

beforehand the results of the races, and thus

make, at least, a pretense of racing. It was a

novel arrangement.

Tyler drew the mile open and Johnson the

two mile handicap. Sanger did not even draw
a second or third, and decided to stay off the

track altogether.

The B men can hardly be blamed for the

position they took, although in face of the ex-

citing races of the Class A men their "arrange-

ment" may appear a bit odd. Their bread

and butter depends upon their form and the

risk of injury on the miserable track was great.

The fields would scatter before reaching the

soft spots and close up again.

The managers did the best they knew how,

and 1,500 spectators, none, too critical, went
away well pleased with the day's races. And

. well they might be pleased with the Class A
events. All were closely contested and excit-

ing. Jenney, of Utica, being on the shelf, his

townsman, W. J. Helfert carried away the

honors. Together with Charlie Iven, a fine

finish was fought in the 2.40 class. Helfert

afterward captured the two mile handicap

from 40 yards in 5m. 30s., a better perform-

ance than Johnson's in the B handicap, same
distance. In this race Steenson quit. He had

25 yards, the back mark. Helfert also took

the five mile State championship, a hard race

on so heavy a track, on which Referee Santee-

of Cortland, put a cruel limit of 15m.

It was impossible to make the time, and in

doing 16m. 52 1-5S. the men rode hard. Dr.

Santee declared the State should not be dis-

graced by such a race on the Oneonta track.

Sanger and the other racing men present pro-

tested against the decision, and the crowd
hissed the Cortland referee. Helfert will

carry the matter to the Racing Board.

Sanger declared better time could not have

been made. The summary:

ONE MILE NOVICE.
1. J. T. Folsom, Binghampton.
2. R. V. White, G. R. W.
3. L. Palmer, Sidney.

Time, im. 21 4-5S.

ONE MILE 2.40 CLASS, CLASS A.

FIRST HEAT.
1. Budd Hopler, Binghampton.

2. C. T. Miner, Binghampton.

3. H. D. Elkes, Glens Falls.

4. G. F. Hall, Oneonta.

Time, 2m. 49 2-5S.

SECOND HEAT.
1. W. J. Helfert, Utica. 3. A F. Senn, Wattsboro

2. F. A. Foell, Buffalo. 4. C. J. Iven, Rochester.

Time, 2m. 53s.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Helfert. 2. Foell. 3. Iven.

Time, 2m. 45s.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. H. C. Tyler. 2. Watson Coleman.

3. O. S. Brandt.

Time, 2m. 39s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS A.

1. W. J. Helfert, 40 yards. 2. F. A. Foell, 70 yards.

3. R. A. Gregory, no yards.

Time, 5m. 30s.

ONE HALF MILE 1.30 CLASS, CLASS A.

1. H. R. Steenson. 3. Lynn Palmer.

2. C. J. Iven. 4. A. B. Curtis.

Time, im. 18s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. J. S. Johnson, scratch. 2. H. B. Arnold, (25 yards.

3. E. C. Bald, scratch.

Time, 5m. 35 2-5S.

FIVE MILE L. A. W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. W. J. Helfert. 2. C. F. Kibby.

3. C. J. Iven.

Time, 16m. 52 1-5S.

LITTLE RHODY'S BIG RACE.

A MIDSUMMER "25*' FOR THE EASTERN
ROAD CRACKS—FINE COURSE AND

FINE PRIZES.

Halliday Fifteen Miles Road Race.

Nat Butler experienced two accidents riding

from scratch in the Halliday 15-mile road race

at Mansfield, Mass., June 9, but he made the

fourth best time, finishing thirty-ninth. He
was the only scratch man. B. W. Pierce, of

Linden, won the time prize, 47m. 25s. The
race was won by E. A. Tosi, of Everett, a five-

minute man. Sixty started and forty-five

finished. Result:

Handicap. Time.
M. M. S.

E. A. Tosi s 50.03
I. C. Trask ,, 3 49-24
B.W.Pierce ij< 47.25
John Bianchi , z% 49.12
C.F.Williams... 3^ i°-39
John Gattenly iJS 4800

. A. F. Wiesner i}i 48.02
L. T. Cushman 4 5033
M.W.Weld 2^ 49.04
S.E.Hall. 2j| 4925
C.H.Weld t 2^ 4930
A. W.Vose 1% 4922
Everett Hall ]J< 4846
Wm. Hunt „ 2>-« 49 39 2-5
E. F. Wilkins 4 51.20
L. W. Walleston 2% 5001
T. E. Tarment , 1% 49.01 1-5
T. E. Hatch , itf 4910
A. Chamberlain z% 5°-'5
G. E. Teachman .....,.,. i}£ 49.16

J. E. Winter 4 51. 47
W. M. Lindsay 4 2}^ 50.20
A.T.Hodges 4 51.27
Jas. Dunn ^ 2 5006
Hans Hansen 1% 49.31
J.M.Gill , , 6 54.22
William Starkey 3% 51.55
H. S. Ar Froon 4% 52.54
C. W. Macomber 3 52.26
E.L.Cook "2 51.27

L. A. C. Kelley 1% 50.35
A. C. Dodge.... , 1 4940
T.A. Hackett '.

., i}^ 51.18

Joseph Fash 6 54.51

J. W. Bowser 1% 51.19

Jas. Barrett 4 5309
W. M. Pettigrew 1 5010
Nat Butler Scr. 48.41
C. A. McCullam 2^ 51.55
F.C.Gould 4 54.30

At IiOwell.

Lowell Y. M. C. A. games, June 9 : One Mile Novice
—

1, J. S. Chambers, Lawrence; 2, Thomas Kennedy,
Lowell; 3, R. U. Brisaett, Lowell. Time, 2m. 54%s.

Mile Handicap-First Heat: 1, H. E. Dahlberg,
Vesper, 25 yard--; 2, J. U. Sidebottom, Vesper, 55; 3, W.
U. Fogwill, West Newton, scratch. Time, 2m. 35s.

Second Heat: 1, R. W.Emerson, Chelsea, 55: 2, Mel-

vin Lembest, North Cambridge, 20; 3, C. P. Adams,
Lynn, 25. Time, 2m. 32s. Final Heat: 1, Fogwill, 2,

Dahlberg; 3, Emerson. Time, em. 31 3 5s.

Two-6fths Mile— 1, C. E. Snyder, Lowell; 2, W. U.
Fogwill, West Newton; 3, J. A. Roberts, Haverhill.

Time, im. is. Final Heat: i, Snyder; 2, J. W. Demp-
sey, Lowell Y. M. C. A.; 3,, Fogwill. Time, im.

Mile Race, 3-Minute Class— 1, E. J. Anderson,
Lowell H. S. C ; 2, J. W. Dempsey, Lowell Y. M. C. A.;

3, R. W. Emerson, Chelsea. Time, 2m. 48s.

Two Mile Handicap— First heat: 1, R. W.Emerson,
Chelsea, 120 yards; H. E. Dahberg, Vesper, 60; 3, F.

B. Emerson, Chelsea, scratch. Time, 5m. 24s. Sec-

ond Heat: 1, C. F. Glover, Haverhill, 90; 2, C. E. Sny-
der, Lowell, 60; 3, W. U. Fogwill, West Newton,
scratch. Time, 5m. 44 1-5S. Final Heat: i, Snyder; 2,

Dahlberg; 3, Glover. Time, 5m. 4 15s.

Providence, R. I., June 11.—The twenty-

five mile open handicap road race of the

Rhode Island Wheelmen, to be run Saturday,

July 7, is the only subject of thought among
wheelmen of this section.

For the past three years road racing has

been growing in popular favor among cyclists

here. It has been fostered by the holding of

monthly races, the rivalry of the clubs for

honors and the makers' of wheels for advertis-

ing purposes.

There have been no road races of national

importance since the days when Wm. Van
Wagoner carried the R. I. W. colors to the

front and made the world's record for twenty-

five miles, with Mont Scott second in place and
time by a wheel.

This year, as the R. I. W. do not hold

track races, they decided to put up a road race

which would attract the talent.

For some time the racing interest of this

club has been organizing the details, and at

the regular meeting, on Monday last, a com-
mittee was empowered to conduct the race for

the club, with able committees to aid.

The race is open to all, and the course is fast

enough to attract record breakers, while the

prize list and good handicapping will call out

the fast brigade.

The general outline of the club's plans is a

25-mile handicap with a small limit.

The handicapping, in competent hands, is

free from trade or clique interest. The prizes,

all ready in hand consist of five high-grade

wheels, and some twenty donated prizes, no
one of which has a cost value of less than five

dollars, with special prizes donated by the

local press for best time of a State rider and
place.

They have at their disposal also a subscrip-

tion list, which amounts to over $100, with

which to get additional prizes.

The course is the Reservoir Avenue one,

made well known by the many local races run

there. The road has just been resurfaced,

and is as good macadam as a record breaker

could wish. It is wide enough for thirty men
to be started abreast. The turns, four in

number, are good, and the two hills are of easy

grade. Local men have made better than a

three-minute clip on its surface in a fifteen

mile race last fall, when the surface was not

so good as at present.

Suitable dressing quarters, with cots, water

and other conveniences will be supplied for

the racing men, while a grand stand will be

erected for the visiting wheelmen. The en-

tries close July 1, 1894, with Ben Smith, care

Rhode Island Wheelmen, Providence, R. I.

Caledonian sports, Philadelphia, June 9: One
Mile, Class A— 1, W. D. Osgood, 20 yards; 2,

R. P. Rich, scratch
; 3, C. M. Bailey, 100 yards.

Time, 3m. 14s.

N. Y. A. C. games, Travers Island, June 9:

One Mile Scratch— 1, H. K. Bird; 2, W. G.

Douglas; 3, C. E. B. Lawrence. Time, 2m.

40 3-5S. Two Miles Handicap— 1, I. A. Powell,

N. Y. A. C, no yards; 2, W. J. Ehrich, 180

yards; 3, H. K. Bird, 100 yards. Time, 5m.

4 3-5S.
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?\ London, May 25, 1894^^HAT strange lunacj

which takes the form

of record-breaking has broken out this

year rather earlier than usual, and with

considerable violence. Men who have

been given only one life in this world

are at work in efforts to cut it short, and

to see what life in the next world is like.

You may think that I am joking or fool-

ing when I say this, but I can assure

you that I am doing neither one nor the

other. I solemly, seriously and sincerel)

declare that I believe that men in

attempting some of the cycling feats of

which we hear every year, are laying the

seeds of disease or disorganization thai

will sooner or later reach friction, and

undo the unhappy bodies in which they

have taken root. I know that this kind

of thing is regarded as tommy rot and

rank heresy, by cyclists, who are, as a

rule, almost offensively healthy and
vigorous. They regard people who
write in this strain as molly-coddles and
old women, who ought to be darning
stockings in the chimney corner. It is

hard to expect anything else from young
people full of hot blood, and not over-

burdened with a desire to look into the future,

I was once like that myself. I felt so strong
and full of vitality that I supposed that nothing
could happen me. In those days, I think, I

really believed that I couldn't die. But some-
thing did happen, that cooled my ardor, and
made me laugh on the wrong side of my face.

Constant exposure, repeated wettings and
absolute carelessness resulted in my being
laid low with violent rheumatism, a most dis-

agreeable companion to be laid low with.

by his eminent abilities and deep research, left

an ineffaceable impression on the records of

scientific achievement—such a man as Sir

Benjamin Richardson, for instance—ventures

to suggest that any man who does too much
will sooner or later burst his boiler, the finger

of scorn is immediately pointed at him by the

young bloods of the wheel press, who tell him
that he is, in truth, but a muddling, puddling

jackass, and playfully advise him to insert his

head in a sack. In former times, when young
men treated old men with such disrespect, a

company of wolves (wolves were always handy
in those day-) rushed out of the forest and
gathered the young men to their fathers—that is

to the fathers of the young men, not the fathers

of the wolves. The boys who sang out, "Go
up, thou baldhead," to the prophet Nathan,

was a case in point. Nowadays, mere school-

b )ys wipe the floor with bald-headed prophets,

a id the wolves are either not on the spot at

all or they put their feet down and refuse to

do their office.

Only yesterday I was lunching with a scien-

In propounding the belief that abnormal
physical feats of any kind may do a great deal

of harm, and cannot possibly do any good, I

am saying what I absolutely believe ; but I do
not rely on my own judgment alone. Several

bosses of science have said the same kind of

thing over and over again. I don't say that

they did so in imitation of me, but I do say
that I have arrived at my conclusions without
being guided by them. Constant observation

of all kinds of athletes for years has been good
enough data for me to base my views on.

The fun of it is, that when some man who has

tific man. He is one of the new school of

young medical men, who probe deeply into all

the secrets of Nature, and who seem never to

tire in the pursuit of knowledge. I always

entertained a high opinion of my friend, who
has ''scooped in honors" by the dozen, and my
estimate of him was intensified by the simple

fact that he paid for our lunch. As we dis-

cussed the delicacies of the season, our con-

versation turned to this very subject of athlet-

icism, and my friend said quietly that men
may do big things apparently with impunity,

but Nature will not be outraged, and she pays

them out sooner or later.-

Our conversation, like these notes, was, in

fact, suggested by the hews which had' just

reached London to the effect that R. .H.
;

Carlisle, of British Sport, and a henchman of

the redoubtable and never-to be-forgotten

Torany Edge, had beaten all previous records

between Land's End and John o' Groats.

When G. P. Mills last year beat all previous

efforts between the bottom of England and
top of Scotland, it was very generally supposed

that his performance was such a marvellous

one that it was likely to stand till some re-

markable advance had been made in the art of

cycle construction. This was the opinion of

many real good judges, and yet, so far are we
from finality in records, that Carlisle, a new
aspirant to "end-to-end" honors, comes out

and, apparently without great difficulty, betters

the great Mills' time. He had an accident at

seventy miles from the finish through falling

asleep on his machine. Fancy a man riding

day after day, and night. after night, toiling,

grinding, plodding along, uphill and down
dale, for nearly four days and four nights with-

out, even for an hour, courting " nature's soft

nurse, balmy sleep."

It is magnificent and wonderful, no doubt, as

showing what the human frame is capable of;

and as evidence of determination and pluck,

the thing is worth noting; but do such per-

formances, strictly speaking, come within the

domain of sport? I say not, and I refuse to

regard them as sport of any kind. I think it

is a pity that men who are physically endowed
by nature in a manner that savors of lavish

~s prodigality should return the compliment

by flouting the mother who has been so

bountiful to them. It will not come to

good.
We have another instance of the same

kind of thing from France. Lucas, who
got second place in the race between
Bordeaux and Paris—the great French
event of the year—is a young English-
man who had previously done some fine

road rides, and from whom good things
were expected. He went to France with
a machine, and ^15 in his pockets to pay
all expenses. He competed against, and
was beaten by Lesna, who had an army
of pacemakers along the road, for whom
spare machines were always ready,
whose feeding arrangements were per-
fect, and whose every want was antici-

pated. The Englishman had no such
assistance, and he hadn't even an ele-

mentary knowledge of the language
wherewith to aid himself. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, to learn that he was
reduced to the verge of starvation, and
was at times helpless from want of food.

Sustenance came from strangers, and
had it not been for this, Lucas might now
be happy and at rest among the angels.
What chance had a man so circum-
stanced against the man situated as
Lesna was? None whatever, I should
say. Lucas got second place, and every
one says that, considering the conditions,

all the honors of the race are his. That
may be; I give the plucky Britisher the
most liberal credit for the grit and bull-

dogism displayed by him, and yet, I hold that
such things as he did amount in the abstract to

insane tomfoolery. In these days of trade com-
petition in our great long-distance events no
man has a smell of a chance unless he is tended
to and looked after in the most elaborate and
unremitting manner. Even with that we may
well ask, "Is the game worth the candle."

While Carlisle was beating Mills' record,

the latter was engaged in lowering Carlisle's

figures between Edinburgh and London, and
he succeeded handsomely. Mills will pres-
ently make another attempt at the Land's End
game, and the likelihood is that he will knock
out the time that Carlisle has just put up.
And so it goes on gaily. What good these men
think they are doing for themselves or any-
body else I cannot imagine. I think they are
all fools. If they were being paid for it I

could understand the thing, but the very men-
tion of money makes such men so indignant
that they get red in the face and cannot speak.

They ride for money ? Never! From what I

have heard of the hatred of great cycling
record-breakers for money, I believe that if one
of these men knew that a bag of gold was lying

somewhere along his route he would go miles

out of his way to avoid it. And yet, I dare
say that I will be railed at for saying here that

I regard them all as fools. The Scorcher.
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BOOIVIOW RAQ E MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is not too soon.

Nothing will help more than

orraiiLY**i Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

"The Cycling Centre of the East."
-Senator Morgan.
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WATCH THIS
SPACE

*H NEXT WEEK.

This learned cycling editor, speaking of the Salt City, made this prophecy. His words will

come true; It is prophesied that within a year THE SYRACUSE will lead them all.

Also true. Keep watching and waiting. Facilities and material is the motto of the

Syracuse Cycle Co. Our wheels have stood the test. Riders in every section possess them.

It is the only sure way to win.

::̂ ZjHiH~- THE SYRACUSE
is built for use.

^|U0HfM^
SELL THEM SELL THEM

—^33^ ^^THE^-

WILLIAM VAN WAGONER broke tlie 17J4

mile record at St. Louis on THE SYRACUSE.
^YR^GU^E MODKIv C

High Frame; 25 pounds; $ 1 25.

In our 25-pound MODEL C we offer what we believe to be the lightest and handsomest practical wheel for
road use. Its lines are beautifully correct, while the rider's position gives him absolute control of the wheel.
In stiffness and strength it is unequalled ; its steering qualities are superb. Every ounce of extra weight
has been scientifically trimmed off without affecting the strength of the bicycle. It is made of the best
possible material throughout. Absolutely perfect in every detail.

A WATCH THIS

1 *

PAGE

7UV75DE BY

NEXT WEEK.
SYRACUSE CYCLE CO,,

Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

'Western Agents:

A. F. SHAPLEI6H HARDWARE CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel.
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OUR ATHLETIC HOLIDAY.

MEMORIAL DAY FORTHE VIGOR, COURAGE,
SKILL AND ENDURANCE OF AMER-

ICAN MANHOOD.

F A national hoilday

had been chosen ex-

pressly for the uses

of the great national

sport of cycling, no

better date could have

been selected than

Memorial Day. It is

early enough, con-

sidering our climate,

to inaugurate the sea-

son's racing. It is late enough to allow com-

petitors several weeks of training. Its road

racing permits ail classes to compete. It

serves to bring into public notice the promis-

ing young athletes of each year, adding a new
contingent of hopeful racing recruits to the

ranks of those who are expected to maintain

the supremacy of the sport and American

superiority hereafter. The coming Zimmer-

mans and Johnsons and Sangers emerge

from the unknown in these early contests, and

enter the ranks of our future champions, so

that the country knows whom to watch with

interest and hope. It stimulates all who have

notable powers and ambitions. It rouses the

general popular interest at the beginning of

the racing season.

This year the number of competitors was
comparitively very large ; the attendance of

the public was enormous. The Chicago races

were witnessed by 100,000 spectators; the Mil-

burn race by over 30,000 ; the Detroit, Buffalo

and numerous other races by over 2 \ooo each.

The Boston race, a few days earlier, drew an

immense concourse of people. In each of

these races new names spring suddenly into

note, indicating more than a hundred new
champions of unusual promise, some of whom
not only America, but the whole cycling

world, will do well to " make a note of " and

keep an eye upon.

Some persons naturally object to Memorial

Day being so used. It seems to them a dese-

cration of a day that, to them, still retains its

original solemn and melancholy character.

But they are mistaken, not seeing the inevit-

able change that is taking place—that has al-

ready occurred—in the character of Memorial

Day as it is regarded by the whole nation. It

was instituted as a day devoted to national

mourning for our hero dead, to the memory of

our sorrows and losses, to the contemplation

of the fearful costs of the war for the Union.

At first a great majority of the families of the

nation had some son, husband, father, brother

or friend to mourn for. But now another

generation has come. The new generation

does not know, it never felt, the losses of the

war; it notes not the sorrows, but the glorious

results of the great contest. Everything that

reminds the present generation of the great

war inspires national pride, patriotism, an

exulting sense of national strength, power,

wealth, dominion and all heroic and joyous

qualities. It is no longer a Memorial Day of

the deaths and sufferings of those who saved

the Union, but a memorial of their triumphs,

their courage, endurance and success—a day

of glory and not of sorrow. Whatever flowers

may be strewn, the hearts of the American
people now, and will forever hereafter, crown

the valor and strength of our heroes with the

roses of victory and garlands of empire, and
not with the willows and rue of mourning. The
joy of immortal glory has already succeeded

the sorrows of recent losses, and requiems have

changed to anthems.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

What more proper than sports that show
whether the grand qualities of strength, en-

durance, pluck, discipline, indomitable resolu-

tion still animate the young manhood of

America? Have the strong soldiers of 1860-5

bred a race of dude, degenerate sons? No;
by the soul of St. Jonathan ! no. The sinews

of the sons are of as fine steel as their sires;

their hearts are fire; their brains keep the old

skill and daring; they are worthy children of

conquest, and glory, and invincible strength,

sons of valor and nardihood; and they prove

it on the day devoted to the memory of their

sires.

If the shades of Grant, Sherman, Sheridan,

Thomas, Farragut and Porter still live to look

upon assembled thousands of strong, fearless,

athletic young men as they did when alive,

they cannot but smile with delight upon the

throngs of powerful, physical and mental
young American manhood that assemble upon
Memorial Day and show in their national sport

the qualities of which unconquerable armies and
navies are made ; for the sports of peace train

and foretell the vigjr of war.

The temper of the American people is too

bold and strong to sit down and weep on any
day. Rather they joy in having such fathers;

and rejoice in exhibiting the strength, skill,

courage and ambition of their glorious heirship.

Therefore, Memorial Day will be a gala day, a
triumph day, an athletic day for the general,

let the few who will mourn. And there is no
sport so proper for such a day as that which
exhibits and develops the strong manhood of

young America. It is well to celebrate it

rightly, and first to understand it rightly.

President Bates.

THE ROAD DEMON.

He mounted his bicycle gaily at noon,
And he merrily sang in the sun,

" I hope I shall run over somebody soon ;
"

And he'd killed an old lady by one;

With a grin on his face he looked back at the corpse,
While the crowd raised a hullaballoo :

And the next thing he did was to whiz past a horse,
And the rider was lifeless at two.

" He's broken his neck," laughed the cyclist so gay,
" And a bobby is yelling at me ;

"

But he put on a spurt, and went tearing away,
And a tram he'd turned over at three.

"My darling is dead !
' cried the baby's mamma,

And that made the bicyclist roar
;

But he hurried along with a gay tra-la-la,

And he'd killed an archbishop at four.

Then he said to himself, " O, I have had a spree !

Don't I just make the folks look alive!"

As he sat himself down 'neath the shade of a tree,
And partook of refreshment at five.

But with rope to that tree came the friends of the dead,
And a gallows they managed to fix

;

And I'd rather not mention the word that he said
As they hanged him precisely at six.

MORAL.

No stone at the cycle its lovers would fling,

So let honest wheelmen combine
The " demon " who damns them to justice to bring,
And answer the foes who malign.

—Bicycling News.
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This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

T0RRINGT0N, CONN.
Please add: *8aw it in The Wheal
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WHAT TO WEAR.

A VETERAN WHEELWOMAH ARGOES
STRONGI/T AGAINST THE BLOOMER

COSTUME.

Aping the foreigners in every dress,

Which, bought at greater cost, becomes us less.

N glancing through a

bookof quotations the

other day, I saw
the above lines,

which struck me as

most appropriate,

although good old

Father Dry den
never imagined

that his words of

wisdom would be

quoted in an article on " Woman's Rational

Dress," which just now is the great question

agitating the cycling mind of all nations. The
press teems with silly and inane jokes, which
we may or may not deserve, and so great is

the excitement

As to " Pants Or V<> Pants,"

that I think it is a source of congratulation to

the unknown Presidential nominees of 1896

that this important matter is to be settled in

an " off-year."

Why should we ape the foreigners? In

cycling, as in other things, we can show
national individuality. It is an acknowledged
fact that, no matter where the American girl

goes, she invariably leads.

Does it not seem astonishing, even morti-

fying, that in the face of all this she must needs
adopt a costume which is most unbecoming
and unnecessary.

Can it be that notoriety is the mainspring of

this new movement, and that a few—we trust

a very few—venturesome spirits seek to enter

man's domain. When they discover how little

they gain and how much they lose, surely a

reaction must take place, and charming
womanhood will again assert itself.

A woman

To Be Truly Attractive

must be essentially feminine, and can that be

possible if she appears in garments which sug-

gest the misfit clothes of the sterner sex ? I

hardly think knickerbockers have come to

stay; like all new things it is their novelty

which attracts. To me the consciousness that

I was a shapeless mass of femininity would
outweigh many supposed advantages.

I know what I say may raise indignant and
protesting voices.

" What is the difference," remarks one maid
"so we are comfortable;" and another, "the
time has gone by for us to heed what man may
say of our dress; we have yielded to his opin-

ion long enough." •

Now, maids and matrons, that time should

never go by. We must always remember that

it is one of the unchangeable laws of nature

that woman ever

Values the Approbation of Man
as man does that of woman. This is the

glorious age of women's emancipation; they

seek to stand alone, and they do it nobly. No
one acknowledges their mental equality wiih

man quicker than myself, but it pains me to

see that unsexing which in athletics seems to

be the fashion. If the men are so generous as

to bid us enjoy their sport, nay, strain every

nerve to have us do so, why should we reward

their chivalry by giving them as companions

weak, ugly caricatures of themselves ? Ask
ten men what they think of knickerbockers for

ladies, and nine of them will be most emphatic

in expressing their disapprobation. As one

prominent cycler says, " We don't want our

women stared at as something queer." Our
forms are not fashioned for the masculine

garb. We all know
How Exquisite are the Curves

of a well built woman. Put on her a gown
which does not conceal these lines, and she is

a feast for the gods ; but take this same woman,
clothe her in a pair of huge, baggy trousers

—

for that is all the knickerbockers are—with

the fatal, tremendous fullness at the waist line,

enlarging what should be modified, and what

do you have—a sight, this time, to make the

gods weep. Here in Philadelphia the skirt

and blouss seem to be the favorites, and the

eye follows with pleasure the dainty make up
of the average wheelwoman. One woman I

know wears a skirt which reaches just below

the knee, and leggings to match. This suit

looks very natty, and is, I hear, the costume

our " Four Hundred " intend to adopt. The
Four Hundred, you know, have joined the

rank and file, and are now indulging in what
they were pleased to sneer at a few years ago.

Here let me say to my sister cyclers of other

cities that they may safely follow Philadelphia

women; for, while in certain quarters it is

fashionable to refer to them as lacking in style

and dash, it must be conceded that they always

displayed good taste, and that they never make
an advance that they are not ready and able to

maintain.

I contend that

The Skirt Answers Every Purpose.

Wear knickerbockers or tights underneath, but

cover the hips with a beautifully smooth-fitting

bell skirt not wider than two and a half yards

at the bottom. For three years I have worn
just such a one, and tested it in Summer and
Winter, snow and sleet, and with many hasty

dismounts, and through all it has proved en-

tirely satisfactory. If the day is windy, the

straps with which every experienced rider

provides herself will readily keep her dress in

proper position. In the matter of jackets, I

think, sooner or later, every woman finds out

what is the most becoming to her. I would

suggest deep linen collars and cuffs as most

attractive, especially if worn with a dark suit,

which, after all, is the most stylish. It is, I

trust, hardly necessary to say that jewelry,

except of the quietest possible kind, is in ex-

ceedingly bad taste, and I cannot too strongly

condemn fluttering ends of any description.

A matter of the utmost importance to health

is woollen underwear, which may vary in

weight with the seasons. Other materials will

not absorb perspiration, and many a severe

cold has resulted from neglect of this precau-

tion.

In her interest in dress, the woman cycler

generally overlooks

One Very Important Matter,

which adds to or detracts from her appearance

—the reach of her wheel. Most women ride

with too short a reach, which produces poor

pedaling, forces the knees apart and makes

her look generally ungraceful. With men this

question is always carefully considered, but

for some reason seems to be rarely thought of

by women. A simple rule to follow is to have

the reach just long enough to enable the rider,

without bending her knee, to rest her heel upon
the peddle when it is at the lowest point.

While cycling is rapidly becoming more
popular we must always remember that it is a

new thing, and that in it the woman of to day
must act for herself without the benefit of the

traditions and styles of the past to guide her,

and it is

The Part of Wisdom

to be too conservative rather than too radical

;

for like all pioneers she must expect the woods
to be full of critics.

No doubt I will receive my full share of

criticism for this article, and will be voted by
many, an old fogy. Confidentially, I am not

very old, nor am I a fogy, but a woman broad
and liberal in everything and always ready to

receive and act upon new ideas and sugges-

tions, who, while she wants her sex to enjoy

all the advantages of this golden age of woman,
still believes that it is wise "to make haste

slowly." If any one thinks I have been too

sweeping in my assertions, suppose she conies

over and has it out with

Band Brake, of Philadelphia.

The Hicycle and the Church.

The Elmira Telegram thinks cycling on

Sunday is depopulating the churches, and
says editorially:

If Sunday bicycling continues to grow, the Sabbath,
instead of being a day of worship and prayer, is likely

to be chiefly known as a day for bicycle riding and
exercise. If the craze keeps on, what will become of

church attendance? We fear the pastors will be
preaching to aged men and women and empty
benches. Bicycling, as practised on Sunday, is sport

pure and simple, and it would appear that people are

growing sporting mad. The riding is carried to ex-

cess, it would seem. Should this be the case, cycling

on Sunday, as an evil, will supply its own antidote,

because any practice followed to excess is sure to die

out. It may be that the churches will soon find it

necessary to condemn Sunday bicycling, and, per-

haps, municipal legislation will be asked to limit the

same. The city can, by an ordinance, prevent

bicycle riding within its limits on Sunday, but any
such legislation would be bitterly fought, as savoring

too much of blue lawism. There is one consolation

that the good church people can nave, and that is,

that when riding the cycle, the owner is not harbored

in a saloon. The church has long inveighed against

the saloon, because it tempted away those who might

be church attendants, and also led to inebriety. Not
all bicycle riders are given to imbibing, but such as

indulge in Sunday " runs " are too apt to be liberal

patrons of road houses. Clergymen imbued with the

reform "spirit" have a rare problem to wrestle with

if they take up Sunday bicycling. Despite all they

may say it is likely that the practice will be followed

till the riders tire of the same.

The members of the Hudson County W.
have been invited by the Rev. J. L. Scudder,

pastor of the Congregational Tabernacle, to

attend church next Sunday morning and listen

to a special sermon on athletics. They will

assemble at the club-house and ride to the

church in a body.

An ordinance has been placed before the

Philadelphia Council's committee restricting

wheelmen to the use of Chestnut Street from

10 a. m. to 4 p. m. The bill was not approved,

and has been referred to a sub-committee.

"Summer Homes."—A beautifully illustrated

book. List of over 3,000 Summer hotels and
boarding-houses in Catskill Mountains and
Central New York. Send six cents in stamps
to H. B. Jagoe, Genl. East'n. Passr. Agt.,

West Shore R. R., 363 Broadway, New York,

or free upon application.

—

Advt.
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IUNE.
— Watertown, S. D., B. C. Race Meet.
-16—Lockport, N. Y., W. State Circuit Meet.
-16—Owensboro, Ky., Ken. Div. Meet, Owensboro C.— Woodbury, N. J., Wheelmen Race Meet.
—Waverley, N. J„ Race Meet, E. A. C. C.
—Pittsburg, Pa., A. C. W. Race Meet.
—Detroit Wh. 25 Mile Road Race, Belle Isle Course.
—Readville, Mass. (Morn'g), Hyde P'rk Rovers RM.
—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet. Waltham C. C.
— Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
-19—Bridgeport, Connecticut Division Meet.
—Auburn, N. Y., State Circuit Meet.
—Findlay, O., C. C. Race Meet.
-2r—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet, Arrow C. C.
—Utica, N. Y., State Circuit Meet.
—Rome N. Y., Circuit Meet.
—Salt Lake City, Track Association.
—Albany, N. Y , Circuit Meet.
—Richmond, Va., Owl C. C. Race Meet.
-Skaneateles, N. Y., L. F. T. W. Clnb Race Meet.
— Homestead, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
-Fredonia, N. Y. A. C. Road and Track Races.
-Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
-Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
-Mewark to Asbury Pk, Cent'y Run, A. C.C. of N. J.— Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
25—Saugus, Mass., J. F. Sterling.
-Ithaca, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
-Pusblo, Col., Rovers W. A. A. C.
—Columbia, S. C, Wheelmen Race Meet.
29 -Sumter, S. C, Track and Park Association.
-Watertown, S. D., B. C. Race Meet.
—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
-Brooklyn, N. Y., Race Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
—Cheyenne, Wyo., B. C. Race Meet.

TULY.

2-3—Wilkesbarre, Pa., Pennsylvania Division Meet.
2-3 4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—J im lica, L. I., Schwalbach 25 Mile Road Race.
4— l)u Bois, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Mashaminy Falls, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Springfield, Mo., C. and A. C. Race Meet.
4— Harrisburg, Pa., Susquehanna W. Race Meet.
4—Sandusky, 0., Fire Department.
4—Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
4— Pitusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.
4— Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
4— Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4— lacksonville, Fla , Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend, Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4— Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4- Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4— Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4— Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4— Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4 -South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4— Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4 — vlanchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4 — Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4— Plainfield, N. J., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4— Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4 -Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4-K-;ene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4 -Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4 -Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen Race Meet.
4 ^Oneonta (N. Y.) Wheel Club Race Meet.
4 Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
„—Binghamton, N. Y., Y. M. C. A.
4— B.Minton, N. I., A. C. Race Meet.
4—Calais, Me., B. C. Race Meet.
4 -Newton Centre, Mass., Race Meet.
4_Lowell, Mass., Y. M. C. A. A. A.
4—Fnxboro, Mass., Driving ParK.
4— Hudson, Mass., R. H. Bingham &Co.
4 -Mil ford, Mass., Races.
4—Athol, Mass., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
4—Malone, N. Y., M. J. Slason.
4—Troy, N. Y., Races.
4—Pittsburg, Pa., A. A. Races.
4—Easton, Pa., A. A. Races.
4—Red Bank, N. J., 25 mile Road Race.
4—Dunkirk, N. Y., Lake City W. Race Meet.
4—E mira, N. Y., Kunaweola B. C. Race Meet.
4—Norfolk, Va., Columbia W. Race Meet,
4 5 — Richmond, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5- Hartford, Ct., Race Meet, Columbia C. C.
4-5—Port Huron, Mich.. W. Race Meet.
6-7—Fort Wayne, Ind., Randall Cycle Co.
7—N. Y. Citv, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7 Warren, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
7—Louisville, Ky.,R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
13-u-Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Cortland, N. Y., Race Meet.
14—Newark, N.

J.,
100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.

18—Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
21—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.

21—Rockville, Ct., Wheel Club Race Meet.
2i—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
21 -Saratoga, N. Y., A. A. W.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27— \lbany, N. Y., Co W. Race Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28— Waverley, N. J , Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Latrobe, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2 — Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2— Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C.| National Circuit Meet,
io—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis. Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Canton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3—Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W.C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus. O., C. C. Race Meet.

5_Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
6_ Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
17-22—Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
i9_Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C, Nat. Cir. Meet.
22_Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

O 3ST S A. L E !

THE ARTICLE

"How to Build a Race Track."
An exhaustive, technical and practical arti-

cle by M. P. Paret, -Civil Engineer.
THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444,

New York.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

SEND FOR DESIGNS. ___—

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEET
— OF—

ALBANY COUNTY WHEELMEN.
—AT—

ALBANY , N.Y.JUNE 27 , 1894.

Fast Third of a Mile Track.

BOONTON, N. J. ATHLETIC CLUB.

Great Athletic Tournament, including Bicycle
Races, July 4, at the Boonton Athletic Club Grounds.
Entries close June 30 with George H. Bird, Boonton,
N.J. First prize in each event a valuable diamond.
Events, all Class A: One Mile Novice, Two Mile
Handicap, One Mile Three Minute Class and Three
Mile Handicap.

DIAMOND BICYCLE TOURNAMENT.

RIVERTON ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,
RIVEETON, N. J.

JULY 4th, 1894, at 2.30 o'clock.

EIGHT EVENTS. CLASS A.

Five Hundred Dollars in Prizes.

For information and entry blanks apply to A. J.
BKIGGS, Manager, No. 18 South Sixth Street, Phila-
delphia.
The Riverton track is the widest quarter mile track

in the world.

TWELFTH ANNUAL RACE MEET.

PENNSYLVANIA • DIVISION
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Wilkesbarre, July 2 and 3, 1 894.

First Class Half Mile Track.

LIST OE EVENTS. RACES, JTJL-Y 3.

CLASS A. „, „„.Value of Prizes

Race No. 1— Novice $
Race No. 2

—

% Mile State Championship no 00
Race No. 3— 1 Mile Luzerne County Cham'ship. 120 00
Race No. 4

—

% Mile State Championship. 125 00
Race No. 5—2 Mile Handicap no co

CLASS B.
Race No. 6— 1 Mile Open 300 00
Race No. 7—2 Mile Handicap 300 00
Race No. 8—K Mile Open 300 00

Address FRED. H. GATES, Sec'y.
West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

Fourth Annual Race Meet
OF THE

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN

MANHATTAN FIELD,
155th St. and Eighth Ave.,

Saturday, July 7, 1894,
ST 2. F>. 7«S.

BLEGHNT PRIZES.

Write for entry blanks to

WILLIAM B. PH1PPS, Sec,
25 N. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Please Add: Saw it in The Wheel.

CLASS A.

No. 1. One Mile Novice— ist prize, N.Y. Times Gold
Medal; 2d prize, Silver Medal.

No. 2. One Mile, 2.30 class— ist prize, Silver Serv-
ice, value $40; 2d prize, Pair Morgan &
Wright Racing Tires, value $15; 3d prize,
Scarf pin, value $6.

No. 3. Two Mile Handicap—ist prize, Diamond
Ring, value $50; 2d prize, Pair New York
Tires, value $12; 3d prize, Scarf Pin, value
$6.

CLASS B.

No. 4. One Mile Open— ist prize, Tourist Bicycle,
value $115; 2d prize, Diamond Ring, value
$50; 3d prize, Shot-Gun, value $20.

No. 6. One Mile Handicap—ist prize, Victor Bi-
cycle, value $125; 2d prize, Diamond Ring,
value $50; 3d prize, Bloomer Bicycle Suit,
value $15.

No. 6. Two Mile Handicap—ist prize, Spalding Bi-
cycle, value $125; 2d prize, Diamond Ring,
value $50; 3d prize, Pair Palmer Racing
Tires, value $18.

Ten Mile Invitation Special Race-ist prize, N.Y.
Press Diamond, value $400; 2d prize, High
Grade Nickel Bicycle, donated by F. J.
Titus, value $115; 3d prize, Library Lamp,
value $32; 4th prize, Onyx Clock, value $ 18.

Special Prize— Liberty Loving Cup — will be
awarded to the Club whose cyclists score the greatest
number of points.

Entries close June 30, with

JAMES L. MILLER,
232 West 104tli Street, New York.
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We challenge anyone to produce a tire as

FAST and EASY

AS OUR NEW

STUDS ELASTIC THE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

RACING TIRES A SPECIALTY

Any Weight Above 24 Ounces Per Pair.

We manufacture cemented tires, partially laced or laced all round.

WE USE ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS, at fair prices.

Correspondence solicited.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,

Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

Kindly mention Tbe Wheel when writing.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

LListof recent bicycle patents reported Specially for

The Wheel by W. B. Aughinbaugh, Patent Attor-

ney, Washington, D. C."]

520,157. Variable crank. Charles H. Davids, of

Brooklyn, assignor of one-half to John Stewart, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. i, 1893.

520,504. Pneumatic -tired wheel. Walter Turner,

London, Eng. Piled July 28, 1893; patented in England
Dec. 22, 1892.

520,536. Pneumatic tire. Joseph A. Pierce and Amos
J. Dickson, Glenwood Springs, Colo. Filed Oct. 6,

1893.

52°>537- Dust guard for pedal bearings. Harry M.

Pope, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope Maunfac-

turing Company, Boston, Mass. Filed Jan. 9, 1894.

520,626. Mechanical movement. Samuel F. Alber-

ger, Orchard Park, assignor, by direct and mesne as-

signments, to James T. McCready, Buffalo, and Hat-

tie L. Alberger, Orchard Park, N. Y. Filed Feb. 14,

1894.

520,638. Driving mechanism for cycles. Frank L.

Eager, Meriden, Conn. Filed October 2, 1892.

520,643. Pneumatic tire. Robert Hoffman, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Filed October 20, 1893.

520.658. Signal lantern for bicycles, Frank Rhind,

Meriden, assignor to the Bridgeport Brass Company,
Bridgeport, Conn. Filed June 22, 1893.

520.659. Signal lantern for bicycles. Frank Rhind,

Meriden, assignor to the Bridgeport Brass Company,
Bridgeport, Conn. Filed October 26, 1893.

520,678- Unicycle. Robert Hendrich, Chicago, 111.

Filed December 22, 1893.

520,728. Bicycle. William A. Courtland, New York,

N. Y. Filed March 12, 1894.

Wiltaelni to Move.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co., the veterans of the

Reading trade, have in mind the securing of

better manufacturing facilities by removing

to Hamburg, Pa., eighteen miles from the

present location. The city of Hamburg has

made them an exceptionally good offer to

come with them, which will probably be ac-

cepted. The removal will mean a much larger

factory free of charge, also immunity from

taxes for a term of years. Shipping facilities

will be bettered by the running of a railroad

track immediately into their yard.

The "Skacycle."

The " Skacycle " is the latest of its kind, and

emanates from Philadelphia. It is nothing

more nor less than a skate fitted with pneu-

matics, the peculiar application of which is

fully covered by patents. It is claimed that

the "skacycle" can be used to equal advantage

over grass, ice, floor, road and asphalt. It is

expected that each skate will weigh about a

pound. Prominent in the personnel of the

company are Geo. Curtis and Kennedy-Child.

The Nubian Iron Enamel Co., of Cragin,

111., have opened a branch house at 39 and 41

Lispenard Street, New York.

Any firm manufacturing a stand for holding

wheels in repair shops can find a customer by
addressing this office.

A Romance of Niagara.

Many people of more or less talent, and

some with more or less genius, have visited

Niagara's seething waters, and have given the

world their impressions of it. Niagara is the

premier pool of the world, and the name is so

well known that the Niagara Cycle Fittings

Co. have named all of their sundries after the

famous water. In describing these sundries

in their 1894 announcement, they have not

satisfied themselves with the usual rather

commonplace pamphlet, but have talked to the

public through the medium of a very neat,

heavily-bound pocket pamphlet, called "A
Romance of Niagara." The book is liber-

ally illustrated, and lines written by Schiller,

Longfellow and other poets are scattered

throughout the book. After reading the more
spiritual part of the work, one can turn with

some refreshment to the reading matter, which

is written in a colloquial, clever fashion, and

in which is included complete specifications

and prices, together with illustrations of the

Niagara Cycle Fittings Co.'s pedals, steel

balls, chains, forksides, rims, oilers, handles,

mud-guards, and all other parts used in the

building and fitting out of a cycle.

TRADE CHANGES.

Sold Out by the Sheriff.

Henry Roemer, who opened a large cycling

and sporting goods store in Newark, N. J.,

about two months ago, has disappeared and
the stock was, this week, sold by the sheriff.

He handled the Monarch, Roulette, Vigilant,

Tribune and other wheels which brought from

$40 to $60 under the hammer. Roemer claimed

to be worth $26,000 when he started in busi-

ness. A week ago A. G. Spalding & Bros,

and Jas. S. Henderson secured attachments
against him, the former for sundries and the

latter for wheels. Roemer has been accused

by local papers of drugging his wife and plac-

ing her in an insane asylum and other inhuman
deeds. His creditors will be hit rather heavily.

A New Southern Jobber.

W. H. Cole & Sons, 13 South Charles Street,

Baltimore, are a new concern entering the

trade as jobbers in the Southern States. They
will work Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida and Alabama with the Acme Mfg.

Co.'s $75 Stormer wheel, of which they have
bought one thousand for the '94 season.

The Relay Remodeled.

The Relay Mfg. Co.'s $100 wheel has recently

been improved by the heightening of the

frame, by the addition of a new rear adjust-

ment and by the lessening of weight to about

31 pounds. The company has been compelled,

by increasing business, to add another floor,

30x90, to their already well-sized factory.

Hornellsville, N. Y.—Harris Cycle Co., of Buffalo,

has opened a branch office under the management of

Robert Harris.

Rock Hill, S. C—Rock Hill Hardware Co. In-

corporated by A. R. Smith and John Gelzer. Capital

stock $10,000. Will handle bicycles.

New Berne, N. C—J. J. Disosway & Co. New firm

composed of J. J. Disosway and T. J. Hyman. Will

accept agency for good bicycle.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Indiana Bicycle Co. Harry E.

Galloway, vice-president, deceased. Mr. Galloway
was also president of the Indiana Rubber Co.

Boston, Mass.—Old Glory Cycle Co., chattel mort-

gage for $300 recorded.

Chicago, 111.—Frank Lawrence, sporting goods.

Now Lawrence & Keating.

Shelby, N. C.—Shull & Co., new firm, will accept

agency for good bicycle.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Gunn Hardware Co.,

hardware, bicycles, etc. Reported sold out.

Washington, D. C—F. S. Cahill & Co., bicycles.

Removed from 1,711 Pennsylvania Avenue to hand-
some new store on corner of Eighteenth Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue.
Williamsport, Pa.—Lycoming Cycle Co. Advertised

for sheriff's sale.

Fayetteville, N. C—Sedberry Bros. Commenced
handling bicycles. Agents for the Crescent.

Binghampton, N. Y.—P. M. Symods & Co., bicycles.

Preparing to open a branch store.

Columbia, Mo.—Hickman & Estes Hardware Co.

Incorporated. Succeeding Hickman & Estes. Will

probably take up bicycles.

Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Cycle Co., composed of

Charles Jenkins, Frank Byington and John A.
Wrampelmeier, have opened new bicycle store at 545

Fourth Avenue.
Ceresco, Neb.—E. Blakestadt & Co., bicycles and

hardware. Reported dissolved. E. Blakestadt con-

tinuing the business.

Winchester, Tenn.—Miser & Sprague, hardware.

New store opened. Stock of Carmack & Stadler pur-
chased. Will probably take up bicycles.

Battle Creek, Mich.—Meteor Cycle Mfg. Co. Has
beed incorporated, with a capital stock of $25,000.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—John Daynes, succeeded by
Daynes & Son, sewing machines. Will probably
take up bicycles.

Washington, D. C — D. N. Walford, sporting goods,

etc. New store opened at 909 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Campbellsville, Ky.—The Royal Wheel Co. will, it

is reported, move its plant to Winchester, Ky.
Wheeling, W. Va.—K. Hoge Co., hardware and

bicycles. Accepted the agency for the Yost wheel.

Appleton, Wis.—The Winnebago Outing Co. In-

corporated by George M. Miller, Thos. W. Orbison
and Walter L. Conkey. Capital stock $6,000.

Richmond Centre, Wis.—Chandler & Spiedel, new
hardware firm, composed of E. M. Chandler and S. D.

Spiedel. Will accept ageacy for good bicycle.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Firth Wheel Co. Incor-

porated by Victor D. Buboce, Charles R. Johnson and
others. Capital stock $60,000.

Detroit, Mich.—Miller & Warren, bicycles. Re-
ported as having recorded chattel mortgage for $982.

' Boston, Mass.—The Union Cycle Co., 239 Columbus
Avenue. Will erect a new manufacturing plant at

Highlandville, Mass.

Mitchell, S. Dak.—Mooth Bros., hardware. Suc-
ceeded by W. J. Healey, who will accept agency for

good bicycle.

Shenandoah, Va.—Pritchard Variable Speed Gear-
ing and Mfg. Co. Incorporated. Capital stock,

$50,000.

Long Beach, Cal.—L. A. Bailey, hardware and
bicycles. Reported gone out of business.

YKDDIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL',
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers-
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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PARIS.

THE AMERICANS SCORE—ACTRESSES RACE.

Paris, June 5.—Harry Wheeler has won an-

other decisive race. His winning was not due

to his having crossed the tape first, but to the

presumption that he would have crossed the

tape first, had not the reputed tricky Medin-

ger ran him so close to the fence in the home

stretch that he was compelled to sit up and

quit. It was during the finish of a special five

kilometer race at Buffalo. Twenty-one starters

on a five-lap track! It was also a race for

"primes" (lap prizes), and the pace was warm
throughout. All the good men except Lauvet

were in the contest, but it was concluded that

if it came to a sprint, the fight would be be-

tween Wheeler and Medinger. Baras, Meline,

the two Farmans, Fossier, Tricot, Ledeuf,

Dumond and Hewson were some of those in

the going.

Neither Wheeler nor Medinger went for any

of the laps, but had their eyes on the 150

francs at the end.

In the fight for position, both of them got

well to the front, but Wheeler was foolish

enough to follow Medinger close upon his

right flank into the turn. With the bunch

coming close, Medinger had Wheeler at his

mercy, for he could keep him wide, and the

latter could not cut inside without risking his

own and other necks.

In his sprint to catch and pass Medinger,

Wheeler picked up his man easily, and, had he

been able to get by, there could have been no

question but that he would have won.

Medinger knew it, too, and he brought into

play that most reprehensible and, at the same

time, most efficient manoeuvre—running his

man into the fence. Half way down the short

home stretch, where the slightest falter has

been known to cost a rider his position at the

finish, Wheeler was compelled to slow up, and

for the moment he abandoned the race. He
thought there might be a possible chance left,

so he came in on the other side of Medinger

and chased him to the line. Medinger was

first' by about a foot, but in another twenty

feet the relations would have been reversed.

A protest, loud and long, went up from the

three thousand people, and the two riders in

question nearly came to blows upon the grass

within.

Wheeler couldn't swear at Medinger in

French, and Medinger was very lame on

American profanity, but they cursed each

other heartily in their respective tongues.

The " membres du jury" were beseiged with

protests from those whose interest in the race

was more than ordinary.

A rattier peculiar statement was elicited

from one of the judges, to whom an appeal in

Wheeler's behalf was being directed. De Per-

rodil, a cycling journalist of some considerable

repute and of, perhaps, more eccentricity than

discretion, in his capacity of judge said that

he would very much dislike to disqualify Med-

inger as "he was a friend of his."

His reluctance however, was overcome, and

the vote of the jury was unanimous that Med-

inger be declared " distanced."

Mr. Bishop, the Anglo-American " Coq-

Heron" of the Herald, commented as follows:

"Great Scott! If Medinger was guilty of

crossing in the homestretch, he should have

been disqualified for life; if not he should take

the prize. There should be no half measures

when men's lives are at stake."

Medinger enj >ys the distinction of having

done "queer" things before. Last year he

got do>vn from his machine at the Seine track,

and proceeded to punch the face of M. Charron,

and it is understood that his suspension from

that path will not expire until the last of July.

Zimmerman was so incensed at Medinger's

treatment of " Brother Harry." that he was on

the point of jumping the fence and taking a

hand in the proceedings.

The occasion was the race meet of the asso-

ciation of dramatic artists of Paris, and it was

a pretty picture of bright weather, radiant

costumes and no end of amusement.

Coquelin, cadet, was starter, and he dis-

charged his duties before rows of boxes in

which might be seen some of the foremost

actors and actresses of the French stage.

Sarah Bernhardt had been advertised to be

present, but she failed to arrive. The con-

testants were representatives from the differ-

ent theatres, and were down on the bill

as "Comedie Francaise," "Renaissance,"
" Odeon;" "Vaudeville," etc.

There was a host of them, and the race was

divided into five hot heats. Comedy raced

with drama, and the opera tenor challenged

the concert bass in the stretch.

In two or three of the heats there was the

inevitable " venerable," who, in compliance

with the request that he ride whether he was

able to make one lap or not, went round the

track astride a road wheel, with mud guards,

lantern, bill, brake and luggage carrier.

The final contained Clerget, Laroche, Numa,
Fordyce, Schutz, Willemot, Achard, Reney,

Cleret, Jaltier and Bernard—leading men and

seconds from the several heats.

Numa, of the Nouveau Theater, was the

winner; Paul Rodney, of the Renaissance,

came second, and Jaltier, of the Gaite. third.

The proceeds of the meet were to go to the

treasury of the artists' association.

"Summer girls," attired in what "Zim " re-

ferred to as "American ice-cream clothes,"

bloomers, sold the programmes at one, two or

even five francs each, or whatever you choose

to give.

The road races of the actors and actresses in

the Bois de Boulogne, near the great race

course of Longchamps, Tuesday, June 5, were
events that cannot be soon forgotten.
The men went twenty-five and the women

sixteen kilometers, departing from and return-

ing to the same point, around which were

gathered several thousand excited spectators.

The police and the military, the latter with

prancing horses, kept the course clear; and,

what with the flags of France flying, the pres-

ence of fashion in all the hues that fashion

might conceive, music playing and a small

army of photographers taking advan'age of

the occasion and the bright sun, the view was
worth taking advantage of. Numa, who won
the track race, proved the winner among the

actors, but tha actressis' race was what the

people came to see.

Eighteen fair representatives of the "pro-

fession," attired in white wool sweaters and
knickerbockers that were not so large as

blooomers by several widths of material,

started at the word of M. Lassalle, the opera

singer, who officiated as starter.

Away they went in a cloud of dust, with

pacemakers of the opposite sex galore. Back
they came, each surrounded by a score of

pacemakers and more dust, riding like century

experts.

When Mile. Dupre, of the opera, came into

view down the prospective of two dense rows
of excited spectators, there was shouting and
scrambling and falling over one another in a

mad effort to see.

The speed maintained by the girls was
" something frightful," and many a man shook

his head and declared he wouldn't undertake

to do as well. There was a prize for everyone,

running from a tandem bicycle down to cham-

pagne and cigarettes.

The event of the afternoon, in which the

Americans took the most interest, was the

race for amateurs, which George Banker won.

It was George's second race and first winning

in France. He quite obliterated the memory
of his defeat four days previous, when, as

Harry Rue said: "he rides like a Dutch Wiener-

wurst." This time George was not handi-

capped by a misfit machine and the warm
weather had thawed out his rather cumber-

some limbs. He rode well enough to finish" at

least two lengths ahead of Carlier, the man
who previously beat him.

He says he "rather likes the company" in

the amateur races, and he will tarry with the

pure ones a little longer yet before joining the

cash majority.
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MICHIGAN'S SOMETHING.

IT »AS A SUPIt»MK KNIGHT AND MAY
HAVE A DEGREE WITH A FORM.

The " something," promised by the deposed

and expelled Chief Consul of the Michigan

Division, has dropped. That it awoke no

thundering echoes is not surprising. It is the

light, frothy something of which jokes and

comic operas are made. They have christened

it "Knights of the Wheel"—a name which

suggests nursery rhymes, stork-books and

heroes with long, lovely, curly locks and

marble-like faces. Notwithstanding its name,

if the Supreme Sorehead, or the Supreme

Knight—that's the pretty title they have chosen

for their president—and all the other superior

and inferior knights have their way, the poor

old L. A. W. will be swept out of existence.

The K. of W. will be supreme. Already the

gallant knights have issued several circulars.

One proclaims the grand and startling fact

that " the wheel is not a toy or a plaything."

:The Knights propose to "promote harmony

and good-will," to labor for road improvement,

to "sit down" on reckless riders, to run an

accident insurance bureau and to control and

correct abuses of the present racing system.

Then, too, there is to be "a degree with a

form, also passwords, grips and other tokens "

and in various other ways is the organization

; to be made glorious and silly.

The organizers have already gone so far

as to chose these temporary officers of the

" Supreme Council "
: Supreme Knight, A. H.

Griffith; Vice-Supreme Knight, E. J. Warren;

Secretary-Treas., Leon Coquard; Seigeant-

at-Arms, Jos. R. Martin. They all live in

"Detroit in the State of Michigan. They want

help and recruits, and like the man in the song

"want them very badly." It will only cost

you one dollar to become a full fledged Knight;

the grip, the passwords "and other tokens"

are thrown in gratis. Your wife can also

become a Knight and get "the degree with a

form," the grip and the password for the same

figure. Either sex is welcome, but their skin

must be white. Black Knights are not wanted.

The "Supreme Council" announces that "a
convention will probably be called in August

for a permanent organization."

"Probably" is a good word. It fits well in

this case.

A Female Globe Girdler.

In these days of freaks, bloomers and

women's suffrage, it was bound to come ki

time. According to the New York Herald, one

Margaret Leeland—an assumed name —of

Boston, will start awheel from New York on

the 25th inst. on a trip around the world. The
venture is the outcome of a wager. Miss Lee-

land, it is said, is backed by a Boston man to

make the trip within fifteen months time and

to return with $5,000, starting with nothing

but the clothing on her back, her wheel and

her nerve. She expects to make the $5,000 by

lecturing, soliciting advertisements and clerk-

ing in stores as a " drawing card."

SORTING THEM OUT.

CHAIRMAN RAYMOND GIVES CLASS II A
LAltGE INFUSION.

Merrimac taxes bicycles $1 and hens one-

half cent each.—Taunton (Mass.) Gazette.

Referring to the proposed new organization,

formed bys Michigan cyclists, the Boston

Transcript says: "It seems ridiculous for a

body of wheelmen to assume such high-sound-

ing titles. They remind one- strongly of the

mushroom growth benefit order societies not

long dead. It is to be hoped that this is not

to prove a blot upon the wheeling history of

the land, as that was upon the financial

records.

The first number of "Potter's Good Roads

Library" is out. "Country Roads" is the

theme. It i-< well and intelligently handled.

The main subject is preceded by an essay on

"Road Philosophy "—a logical, forceful, pun-

gent argument for road improvement, written

in Potter's very happiest vein. The "Library"

looks all over a winner. It represents the

very sort of literature which, years ago, The

Wheel urged upon the L A. W., and which

is handiest to preserve and be referred to.

A Pennsylvania Racing Man Killed.

James Borlin, of Greensburg, Pa., while

riding in the baggage car of a train returning

from Connellsville, where he had been racing,

was struck on the head while looking out of

the door just as the train entered a tunnel and

was thrown under the wheels. He was terribly

mangled and lived but ten minutes.

Morgan ^WrightTres

are good tires

Your Nam* Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Matinee Races at Chicago.

Chicago A. A.'s matinee races, June 9:

One Mile Novice—First Heat: i, C. R. Curtis. Second

Heat: 1, J. D Erskine. Final Heat: i, J. D. Erskine;

2, B. C. Van Nest; 3, C. R. Curtis. Time, zm. 40s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. A. Thompson; 2, A. W_
Cleaver; 3, C. V. Dasey. Time, 4m. 48 4-ss-.

Two Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, G. A. Ellithrope;

2. H. A. Githens 3, James Levy. Time, 5m. 28 4-5S.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, W. A. Thompson; 2, C. V.

Dasey; 3, G. E. Bicker; 4, C. H. Peck. Time, 14m. 252-5.

One-third mile—First heat— 1, J. D. Erskine. Sec-

ond heat— 1, George K. Barrett. Third he.it— 1, C. H.

Peck. Final heat— 1, George K. Barrett; 2, A. W.
Cleaver. J. D. Erksine and A. L. Leonhart collided

and did not finish the heat. Time, 47s.

One mile handicap— i, A. D. Herriman; 2, B. C. Van
Nest; 3, A. L. Leonhardt; 4, D. A. Fisher. Time, 2m.

18 1-5S.

H. A. Githens rode an exhibition mile in 2m. 13 2-5S.

Wheeling-Pittsburg Road Race.

Seventy men started in the Wheeling-Pitts-

burg road race, sixty-eight miles, on June 9.

Over thirty riders finished inside of the time

limit of seven hours. Result: 1, Geo. E.

Williams, Pittsburg C. C, 4I1. 38m. 55s. ; 2, L.

W. Kerns, P. C. C, 4h. 48m.
; 3, J. H. Flowers*

4h. 57m.
; 4, P. S. Farrell, 5I1. 9m. 20s. ; 5, C.

W. Wakefield, 5I1. 18m. 17s.; 6, J. Arbenz, 5b.

18m. 20s.

Chairman Raymond shook his sieve vigor-

ously this week, and as a result Class B re-

ceived a large and healthy accession. For

riding for prizes valued at more than $50 the

following were removed from Class A:
Messrs. A. P. Joubert, Bellows Falls, Vt.; Charles

Willard, Hanover, N. H.; Albert Craigue, Springfield,

Mass
; Sherman Snow, B. M. Jewell, H. C. White,

Louis Jerry, E. T. O'Connor, Claremont, N. H.; R. A.
Burnham, Shelburn Falls, Mass ; M. A. Hagan, South
Deerfield,Mass.; Alfred Bruffee, G. L. Graves, H. W.
Putman, A. H. Davey, Greenfield, Mass.; F. H. New-
ton, Edwin Park, D. L. Park, Bernardson, Mass.; C.

A. Carey, Wm. Bernard, T. S. Carey, H. C. Hall, W.
C. D. Thomas, G. H. Rist, C. N. Founier, Turners
Falls, Mass.; A. J. Newhall, F. Baron Stow, Conway,
Mass.; C.J. Fisher, Orange, Mass.; F. Ruddock, Buck-
land, Mass.; Teb Bernard, Montague City, Mass.; F.

J. Maile, L. F. E. Chaplin, F. H. Fulton, Mount Her-
mon, Mass.; F. B. Williams, Warwick, Mass.; Allen

Jones, George E. McCleary, W. A. Furber, George
Smith, D juglass McCrea, J. W. Gilmore, H. T. Pass-

more, E. C. Farrar, Bath, Me.; M. A. Ames, Auburn,
Me.; Wm. Adams, Fred B. Groves, Lewiston, Me.
The following were suspended from all competition

in Class A events pending investigation as to their

standing in said class (this does not, however, debar
them from Class B events): Messrs. G. E. Williams, L.

W. Kearns, Paul Jackson, J. H. Sauers, C. E. Foster,

R. M. Kopp, W. B. Childs, W. S. McLain, Jr.; A. L.

Banker, Pittsburg, Pa., and W. Steenson, llion.N. Y.

For competing in unsanctioned races on June 8, the

following are suspended [for two weeks from June 7:

Messrs. H S. Landell, J. W.J.Johnson, A. B. Vorhis,

Germaniown, Pa.

For competing in handicap events not officially

Handicapped the following are suspended for two
weeks from June 7: Messrs. A. E. Wilson, Natick,

Mass.; B. Wells, So. Framingham, Mass.; David Put-

nam, Marlboro, Mass.; Aug. Searle, So. Framingham,
Mass ; Chas. Hall, Natic, Mass ; F. Yeager, Cochi-

tuatas, M iss.

Mr. Raymond has another long list in pre-

paration, principally of the more prominent A
men who are suspected of being in the employ
of the trade. W. J. Helfert, Raymond Mac-

donald, E. L. Blauvelt and others equally

well-known are said to be on the list. The
chairman has also issued an open letter calling

on referees to report suspicious riding, and
warning competitors 10 ride fair. The
Racing Board, he says, will suspend any man
whose tactics appear peculiar or who may not

ride to win. He proposed stopping "team
work" and " riding to orders."

Watertown, N. Y., five mile road race, June

8: 1, Geo. Berow, im., 19m. 34>^ s - ; 2, O.

Joslyn, scratch, 18m. 40s.

In a great explosion of editorial "gas,''

labeled "Decoration Day Successes." The
Bearings tells the public that they "covered

thirty-six road races and track events; Cy-

cling Life, thirty, and The Wheel, twenty-

nine." This is a deliberate and inexcusable

lie. The Wheel covered no less than fifty-

five events. The Bearings, with all its windi-

ness and brag, was supposed to be too good

a paper to resort to such contemptible meth-

ods to plume itself.

Montclair, N. J., road races June 9.—One Mi'e

Novice— 1, B. Jacobus; 2, Philip Young; 3, C. W.
Stewart. Time, 2m. 40s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, B. Jacobus 10 yards; 2, B .

W. English; 3, W. H. Fhourds. Time, 2m. 30s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Alexander McGregor, 20

seconds; 2, Harding Burnett; 3, Philip Young. Time,

5ni. 57s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Philip Young, 30 seconds;

2, D. R. North; 3, Alexander McGregor. Time, 14m

10S.
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PARKWAY DRIVING CLUBS TRACK, BROOKLYN, WHERE THE K. C. W. MEET WILL LE HELD.
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Tribunes Win!

Records Broken!
Good workmanship and CYCLOIDAL SPROCKETS tell.

IN THE KOSTER ROAD RACE, AT ERIE,
TRIBUNES WIN 12 OUT OF 19 PRIZES.
S. D. WHITE, ON A MODEL C TRIBUNE,

Makes the Fifteen Miles in 42 min. 42 sees., breaking the record for that distance.

TRIBUNES WIN AT TERRE HAUTE
TWO FIRST AND ONE SECOND PLACE.

If you would win, ride the easiest running wheel in the world. Write for catalogue and agency.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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A firm which has a profitable business in the

cycle trade desires to sell half or entire inter-

est. By addressing " Financial," care of The
Wheel, Box 444, N. Y,, further information

can be obtained.

At a special meeting of the Metropolitan

Association of Cycling Clubs, on Wednesday
evening, called to consider an issue of bonds
for the race meeting of July 28, the race com-

mittee resigned in a body. President Hildick

appointed as the new committee C. A. Under-

bill, Wm. Holzman, L. Owen Miner, Geo.

Morgan, C. F. Kireker and W. Eicke.

The wedding of Val. H. Muller, of the firm

of Persons & Muller, well known to New York

wheelmen, was celebrated at St. Matthew's

Church, on Wednesday evening of this week.

The bride is a Miss Seaton.

Geo, Taylor has changed his mind and will

remain a member of the Stearns team. C. A.

Benjamin, another "Yellow Fellow" has, how-

ever, left the aggregation and joined the

Eclipse Co.'s "stable."

Fred S. Owen, of the H. S. Owen Mfg. Co.

,

was taking a brief rest in Gotham this week.

The company's output for the year is practi-

cally made up, and is being satisfactorily

placed. Mr. Owen is one of the most prolific

inventors in the cycle trade. The brothers,

Owen, Burt and Fred., hold a high position

with the "old guard " of cycling. Bert is the

G. O. M. of Washington cyclists.

THE CLIP BRAKE
has been adopted by several manufacturers as

part of the equipment of their light wheels. It is

for sale by all the larger dealers in sundries in the

United States. It fits any wheel and will hold on

the steepest hills.

PRICE, ^2.00.

THE CLIP CO , Warwick, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Headquarters for Bicycles of all kinds,

40 Styles in Stock.
Prices I mv «
Agents Wanted.
Send for Catalogue.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.

St. Louis, Mo.
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Richmond, L. L. & Co 55
Riming ton Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 51-66
Robinson, H. S Toe Clip —
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 66
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear 49
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 61
Royal Cycle Works Royal n
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2

Shapleigh Hard w'e Co., A. F.Pacer and Thelma 19
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber 57
Shaw & Kaiser Caps 64
Shaw &Son, John Hollow Fork .....68
Scheffey , A. M. & Co 51

Sidwell & Saben Cycle Co. ..Walthain 59
Singer & Co Singer 20

Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 67
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks —
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 56
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 70
Spalding, A. G. & Bros Spalding 16-27

Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts 49
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 69
Steam Gauge Co Lamps —
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 35
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 53
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 50
Stokes Mfg. Co Wellington —
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 72
Studley & Barclay Supplies 68
Swift, L. N Chain Lubricant 62

Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 39
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire 66
Union Bicycle Clothing Co 62
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 12

Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier 63
Vigilant Cycle Co Mark Guy 64
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick... 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 51

Weston, Frank C Cyclometer 68

Weston &Co., I. A Wheels fo
West Side Auction House Co 58
W heel Binders 69
Wheelmen Prot. Co 56
Wheelmen's Registration Co 64
White Sewine Machine Co..Triumph n
White Cycle Co 69
Whitten. W. W Parts —
Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co 50
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading 62

Williams Imperial Cafe 63
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 51

Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone (8

Wilson-Myers Co Liberty , 2

Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 65
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 18

Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits..—
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James Willis, the Elizabeth crack, has been

appointed Raleigh agent for Elizabeth, N. J.

The Syracuse Cycle Company, Syracuse,

N. Y., write that they have called in four of

their traveling salesmen, having about sold

their entire output.

" The Bicycle in Relation to Health " is the

title of a 34-page pamphlet just issued by the

Pope Mfg. Co. It contains the opinions of a

half-hundred physicians.

Forty polishers employed by E. C. Stearns

& Co., Syracuse, went out on a strike last

week. The cause of the difficulty was the cut-

ting of the men's wages on piece work.

Evans & White Cycle Co. is the name of a

new concern just established in Elizabeth,

N. J. They will build wheels to order, do

general repairing and are open for agencies.

A large quantity of the machinery formerly

used by the Bidwell Co. in manufacturing the

Tourist cycles has been purchased by H. Van
der Linden, of Poughkeepsie, who is making
a wheel called the Marvel.

A. A. Hall, the New Haven, Conn,, cycle

dealer, is scattering broadcast a notice warn-

ing dealers against one B. H. Warner, who
made off with Relay safety No. 5010 on the

7th inst. He also offers a reward for the

arrest of the thief, whom he describes as "tall

and slim, about 6 feet high and 25 years old;

dark hair and small dark mustache.' He wore
a straw hat and seersucker coat when he left

town."

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago,

have just placed on the market a new woman's
mount, made by the St. Nicholas Mfg. Co. It

is called the Vassar, and embodies some new
features and supplies the demand for lightness

without sacrificing strength. A striking nov-

elty is the dress guard, which is made of wood,
very light, strongand which matches the wood
rims in color, producing a very pleasing effect.

The machine is listed at 29 lbs.

Built to . .

.

OrderRICYCLES
*-J A.3STID BBPAIR.ED.

Special Parts to Order.

Model and Experimental Work.

WRITK FOR KSTIMATKS.

BROOKS & GRAF,
Formerly with Geo. R. Bidwetl Cycle Co.,

58th St. and 8th Ave., New York.

HY-LO
TRAOEftiJtK

IA6TAATAAE0US

gAaAgEa&lE 'oEa'R

A flan Convinced-^
...."Amforced to the conclusion that it is an advan-

tage over single speed gears now in use"....

R. PERKINS, Gen. Mang'r Liberty Cycles.

That's an opinion worthy consideration.

LOUIS ROSENFELD & CO., 20 Warren St., N.Y.City.

I*. & o.
Perfect Chain Lubricant...

The only lubricant that will not soften, gum,
or collect dust. 25 cents per stick.

Liberal Discount p^ & Q Toe ClipS. 5° CentS
to the Trade. per pair.

Send for Catalogue of Sundries and Terms.

PORTER & GILMOUR, NEW YORK.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

WOOD RIM TIRE (J[||][l|T
Used for Cementing Pneumatic Tires * ' *

to Wooden Rims. Easily Applied and Quick Drying.

But the best of all, IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY HEAT. Sample bottle,

with directions for using, 50 cents. Discount to the trade. It is absolutely impos-
sible for a tire to creep either on a wood or metal rim if this cement is used.

WOOD RIMS, EITHER BUILT UP OR IN ONE PIECE, FOR ALL MAKE TIRES.

Also a full line of Bicycle Hardware and Sundries, including Frames, Hubs, Chain,
Spokes, Nipples, Saddles, Pedals, Tool Bags, Grips, Enamel, Cements, Repair Kits, Lamps,
Steel Balls, Forgings, etc. JEg" Send for our '94 Catalogue.

ELASTIC TIP COi, 370 Atlantic Ave, Boston, Mass.
152 and 154 Lake St., Chicago, III., 14 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

i
" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado

are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-

stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle

wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far

given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood tlie test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

F-A-IFtBAJSriKlS -VSTOOID -ECLh/L CO.,
Room 34, «i Park Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
_NEW YORK.
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RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJLOANI^<?
ePRESSES

FOR ROBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.
address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn, U. S. A.

jy We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.-fga

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

LIGHTNING SCREW PLATES WITH
BIRMINGHAM ("STUBS") WIRE GAUGE SIZES

FOR BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS AND REPAIRERS.
Adjustable Dies with Case Hardened Guides. Send for Supplement No. 1.

! SET WITH 5 BIRMINGHAM;
I WISE GAUGE SI2ES !

1 AND "TAP "WRENCH-

ig»> 6g** (|jjjj Qp gH*3

iSiiiiiiiiiiSii

ess co cfe i£s fcfes cto cto eB &s

gjSuSHBWEn ilTilgECIEIM

|-U,GHIHIff^

WILEY & RUSSELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CHAS. M. BECKER,
:

§ 132 Elm Street, New York.

The only Exclusive Manufacturer o£

Bloomer Suits
FOR

Ladies and Gentlemen.

Mr. Dealer:
When you handle a bicycle that compels

favorable comment from everyone, even

your

Competitors,

you have a wheel that is

Out of Sight.

Your life is then 1 ke a

4th of Jtily

and

Christmas

rolled into" one.

All Pleasure and Profit

Send for a copy of our

Second Broadside

and see what the

Mention The Wheel.

is doing for the country.

Mk £fe £lk
<W '*f «?!*

Incorporated 1873. Capital, S500 000.00

ST. L. R. & W. G. CO.

St. Louis, Mo.

^ &v' *»«•w -w *?«•

WE KEEP OUR PROMISES

Kindly mention "The Wheel."
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BELLS
ANb

LAMPS
" GEM."

Height, 4>£ inches; weight, 11^ oz.,

handsome lens in front, ruby side light,

large oil cup, easily removed, carefully

made, well finished.

Price, £3.00.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

A. M. SCHEFFEY & CO.,

92 Reade St., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

"WYNNEWOOD."
Weighs, 5 oz. ; 2^ in. diameter, full

nickel, cast gong of superior tone, all

parts interchangeable and made of brass.
Simplicity itself. Great seller.

Price, *1.25.

NOT ONE OF THOSE CHAPS WHO SAY - - -

"Drop Forcings Are No Good"
ever bought of us. We don't blame them, therefore, a bit

for feeling as they do.

Wouldn't want to say it ourselves,

you know, but when people will

praise us indirectly we have to smile and take it in. Dear
friends, don't be discouraged

;
give us a trial.

jr. h. V^ILIvI^MS & CO,,
FORCERS OF PARTS FOR BICYCLES,

9-15 RICHARDS STREET, (Near Hamilton Ferry,) BROOKLYN.
Please mention The Wheel.

&VtRyJoiHf-

KOLLEK Bearing
w7^h D0E5 NOTWEAR^^

The PITCH is ncT
onlymadeTRUEbirT

STAYS ?RlfE.
MANUF'D BY

f MORSE SPRING PO.,
1

7 TRUMANSBURG, N.Y
V

VV SEND FOR. CIRCULAR^.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

EAST
INDIA

Stick Graplioline

For your cycle chain. All

wheelmen use it; all dealers

sell it. Best Lubricant made.

No dust, no rust, but saves

chain and sprocket.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS

Sole Importer,

PRINCE WELLS,

KEEP TOUR CHAIN CLEAN 22£ LUBRICATED
By Using this Automatic Chain Cleaner and Lubricator.

The most practical de-
vice on the market,.
Weighs only 1 ounce.

Self-adjusting to any wheel. The
cylinder, being loosely received
in a sleeve, has a free up-and-
down motion, thus feeding the
lubricant onto the chain, and

at the same time removing all dust, etc., therefrom. Hand-
somely nickeled and polished. Price $1.00 by mail post-
paid. (Give diameter of rod to which attached). Discount
to agents and dealers. Send for descriptive circular.

C. O. FURBUSH, Jr.,

410 Florida Ave., N. W., Washington, D.C. Patent Pending.

ARRIVING WEEKLY

U3'4 Fourth Ave
,

Louisville, ZTs/.lRIMINGTON BROTHERS & CO.,

i in. pitch.

Sole
Importers
of....

Appleby's
Patent.

22 Whitehall Street, New York.
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TEN MIXES IN »7M. 5S.

Denver, June 10.—The Denver Wheel Club's

ten mile road race on Saturday afternoon,

June 9, drew 500 spectators out to the Rambler's

course. There were forty-one entries and

thirty-three starters. The course was over an

officially surveyed five-mile road, and was run

out and return to cover the ten miles. The
time, considering the fact that there was a

slight wind and that the riders were compelled

to make a turn, is something phenomenal.

Renshaw distinguished himself by making best

time, 27m. 5s. Langan, the club's erstwhile

champion, was second in point of time. Jack

Rutherford broke his handle bars before finish-

ing, while Chaffin and Collier had a collision,

resulting in the former receiving some severe

bruises. F. W. Franz won the race, from the

4m. 30s. mark, in 28m. 44s,

Following is the summary:
Handi- Actual
cap. time.

1 F. W. Franz 4.30 28.44
2 Albert Giesecke 5.30 30.30

3 R. D. Long 5.00 30-03
4 Geo. Tremblay 4.30 29.33

5 J. H. Noland 5.15 3'-4°
6 S. M. Hayes 5.15 31-42

7 J. Litzo 5.00 30.31
8 J. C. Febles - a. 15 27.46

9 C. S. Price 2.00 2 7-33
10 D. H. Lloyd , 5.30 31-05
11 Harry Clark.. 1.45 27.33
12 A. S. Conningham. 3.30 31.05

13 C. A. Brudenburg 4.00 30.00

14 E. F. Smith 2.15 28.16

15 J. H. Pfusch .-.. 5.15 31.10
16 R. T. Wilson 4.00 3005
17 H. R. Penshaw 1.00 27.05
18 M. M. Kreutz 2.30 28.45

19 O.M. Langan 1.00 27.16
20 T. F. McGrew 3.00 29.22
21 J. A. McGuire scratch 27.17
22 J. H. Armstrong 2.15 29.24

23 Sherman Hathaway 2.45 29.57

24 Henry Clark 5.00 3«-os

25 Fred. Chaffin 2.00 29.29
26 H. M. Kimball 4.30 32.23

27 Jas. Collier 1 .00 29.00
28 Will Gumma 5.30 33.29

29 L. H. Darby ; 5-00 33. 10

30 C. F. Hollingshead 6.00 34-2'

31 G. E.Poor 5.30 33.13

Chairman Hilton, of the State Racing Board,

is preparing to run a State circuit of races

after the national meet, to embrace the prin-

cipal towns of the State.

Wm. Hamilton, after winning time prize

and the $756 piano in the big Decoration Day
road race, went off to his old home, Pueblo,

and brought back with him a bride. In con-

sequence he has been taking a little recreation,

but will commence active training again on the

nth, and hopes to make it interesting for all

concerned in the future events.

Worcester, Mass., Lemont & Whittemore ten miles

road race, June 9—Fred J. Elmer, Chicopee, 30s.

handicap, 20m. 15s.; J. H. Shiatigan, Worcester, 30s.,

28m., 15 3-5S.; F. C. Copeland, Worcester, im., 28m.

46s.; J. T. Burns, Leominster, im. 20s., 29m. 6 1-5S.; J.

J.Casey, Worcester, 50s., 28m. 55s.; Charles Watson,
Worcester, im. 40s., 29m. 45 2-5S.; O. M. Currie,

Worcester, im. 10s., 29m. 15 3-5S.; Anton Fyrberg,
Worcester, 2m., 31m. 10s.; Thomas York, Springfield,

im. 40s., 30m. 51s.; Charles M. Mitchell, Springfield,

2m., 31m. 52S.

Interscholastic A. A. games, Cambridge, Mass.,

June 9 : One mile—First heat— 1, V. B. Buck, Jr., Hop.;

2, F. Taylor, B. H. S. Time, 2m. 56 1-5S. Second trial

—1, C. St. Germain, W. A.; 2, A. A. Rensmore, H. A.
Time, 3m. 11 3-5S. Third trial— 1, C. Rebbali, Jr., B.

H. S.; 2, J. H. Bradlee, Hop. Time, 3m. 6 2-5S. Final
— 1, Rensmore; 2, Buck; 3, Bradlee. Time, 2m. 41 35s.

Whitinsville (Mass.) B. C-, six and a half miles road
race, June 9—1, Henry Kent; 2, A. Noyes. The latter

won time prize. Time, 23m. 30s.

ENTER TO-DAY.
Gold, Silver and Bronze Die Medals to 1st, 2d and 3d.

NEW JERSEY A. C, Bayonne City.
One Mile Bicycle Race, Two Mile Bicycle Race, Hdc,

Two Mile Bicycle Race, Sen, Hudson Co. resident riders only.

Open only to class A riders. Entries will close with
James E. Sullivan, 241 Broadway, N. Y., on Monday,
June 25.

At the Crescent Wheelmen's Decoration Day
meet at Baltimore the prize list Class A events

included a shotgun, umbrella and a carving

set. Such articles are illegal for Class A
events. The Racing Board has placed the

winners in Class B.

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.

Special grinding and polishing machinery
for BICYCLE Work.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

PATENTED.

This Brake is automatic and as quick in

action as thought itself. No rider can afford

to do without it. Comfort, economy, safety

;

all demand it. Stamp for descriptive circular

BAILEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

207 S. Canal Street, - • CHICAGO.

Send for Catalogue.

Curtis-
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Best Oiler

...in the World.

Price, 25 cents each.

This oiler has won every test in compe-

tition with other oilers. Although higher

in price it has been adopted by the leading

manufacturers as being without an equal

for high grade machines.

June
J5.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Bach additional word two cents. Cash in-

variably In advance.

(710LD or Silver-Plated Wire Names for cycle clubs.^J Send name of your club and 25c. for sample. J.
Early. 261 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 6-15

\X7ANTED — Good second-hand tandem. Statevv price, maker, weight and tires. Must be cheap.
Flint Buggy Co., Flint, Mich. 6-15-c

"POR SALE OR EXCHANGE—New Universal Mill
* Lathes; fine and indispensable tools for bicycle
dealers and repairers; circulars sent. W. H. Mans-
field, New Haven, Conn. 6-22

TWO RALEIGHS '

94 , Model A, 22K lbs.; wood rims,
-1

- $105; brand new; one has Dunlop the other Palmer
tires. Must be sold to reduce stock. M. Staebler's
Cycle Emporium, Ann Arbor, Mich. 6-29

AGENTS WANTED— Bicycle riders will find some-** thing light to carry and popular to sell in country
towns by addressing P. O. Box 48, Richmond Hill,
Long Island. 6-15

VhJANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange forvv our new high grade " Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,
Lititz, Pa. Best prices given.

/~\IL—Superior Cycle Oil, put up in 10c. a'ndj 25c.
v~/ bottles for the trade in gross lots at low prices.
Your labels on. Wheels and sundries taken in ex-
change. Little Oil Co., Lititz, Pa.

OIGARS—Job lots choice goods at less than manu-^ facturers' prices. Sample box of dozen mailed on
receipt of 30 cents in postage stamps. Cash or good
bicycles taken in payment. Box 27, Lititz, Pa.

X> AMBLER No. 2, new, $60 cash. Fifty other big
-^ bargains. Address John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.

\X7ILL exchange a Caligraph Writer, No. 2, in good
vv condition, for second-hand high-grade pneu-
matic tire Safety. Address lock box 581, Carthage,
N. Y. 6- is

YSJ ANTED—I am about to open a Cycle Store, and
v
y want agency for a first class Wheel; state

price, terms, etc. Also wanted, price and samples of
all bicycle supplies, etc., for quantity only. Moller,
350 E. 78th St., New York City.

'

6-15

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

OPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
vJ pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $110.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY... 90.
COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.
VICTOR SAFETY, " 110.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

STOLEN!
CENTURY QSHIMBIrt

...N2 3768.
A Reward of $50.00 is offered for the re-

covery of the same. Address,

C. D. STUART,
Benton Harbor, Mich

Do You Want to Win a Race?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and give-i endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per package. Try it and
be a racer. L.A. W. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO.. 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton, Ohio.

The Next Best...

Price, 15 cents each.

This is an excellent oiler at the price.

We guarantee it second to none but the
"Perfect."

Oiler Holders.

.

Pump Holders.

.25c. each.

.25c. each.

CUSRIAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address : Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year.

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
H^HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

editing and managing staff :

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 48.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THIS WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

Our Hartford correspondent makes Pope

Co.'s Vice-President Day say: "In the old

days it was necessary to test our backbone."

We are certain Mr. Day's backbone was al-

ways all right.

All the gems of the world are not seen at

the opera or at the levee. All rarity in

thought and character is net in the high or

public place. Here is but a little country road

race, and yet we have a lesson in sport which

Rosebery himself could not surpass. Snell is

pacing Smith in the race. But Gough's wheel

breaks. So Snell drops his pacing and gives

his wheel to Gough. The local paper states

that Snell is a " true gentlemen," And so say

we all of us.

I T is likely that one of the favorite "tactics'

* of the Class B teams, that of one man
riding slowly and "holding back the bunch"

while his team mate "sneaks a lead," will

shortly receive attention from the Racing

Board. Chairman Raymond has been asked

whether the man responsible for the "holding

back" does not render himself liable to suspen-

sion for not riding to win, and has replied in

the affirmative.

It is certainly about time that some notice

was taken of such racing. In the old days

of loud-smelling professionalism the same

order of sport was promptly and properly

branded "fixed " and " fake
;

" nowadays it is

termed "team work," "prearranged" or

"riding to orders." It was not countenanced

in the old days. It should not be permitted

now. As was evidenced at the Waltham meet,

when cries of "fake" greeted the exhibition

of "team work," the public is catching on, and

if the referees and Racing Board will but act

decisively and at once, scandal can be averted

and the evil suppressed.

25 MILES- 1:9:26 1-5.

THE salvation and future of Class B rests

with the unemployed rider—that is, the

man who is not a member of any "team." A
few such men will do more than a half dozen

Racing Boards to make the racing clean and

above board and free from all suspicion of

jobbery or prearrangement. "Riding to

orders" and " team work " will then go for

naught. The manner in which Silvie, the

"unemployed" Staten Islander, upset the

scheming of the talent at the Bridgeport

meeting illustrates this very nicely. The

great trouble is, that because of the keen

demand for good men, neither Silvie nor any

other free lance who may develop is likely to

long remain" unemployed," and the "mugs
and mediocrities " know enough to fight shy

of battle with the fatted and well-fed and

much-managed teams.

THE trade association is now formerly or-

ganized, incorporated and very nearly in

shape for active work. The outline of its plans,

published elsewhere, gives indication of a

liberal policy and a field of much usefulness.

Heretofore, petty and professional jealousies

have always proven stumblings block to the

success of such organization, but for the com-

mon good, which must accrue from the man-

agement of such a Board of Directors as has

been chosen, we hope to see the jealousy

buried and the association warmly supported

by makers and dealers everywhere.

THE WHEEL will not say that the many
pretty costumes at the E. A. C. C. meet

on Saturday last was due to its recent note

anent good and bad, dull and bright or clean

and unclean racing costumes. A Newark

man, A. J. Hargan, might have been awarded

the palm, if there had been any palm,

NEW HO »D RECORD ON THE BELLE ISLE
COURSE— \V. W. GRANT THE HOLDER

-EIVE MEN BREAK CALLA-
HAN'S RECORD

Callahan's record of 1. 10.27, made in the

Martin road race, Buffalo, Decoration Day,

was knocked sky-high at Detroit on Saturday

last, June 16. Five men finished under record

time, and nine beat the previous record held

by Hulbert. The new record is ih. 9m. 26 1-5S.

;

the holder, W. W. Grant, a n\ minute man.

It was the Detroit Wheelmen's annual

"twenty-five" over the Belle Isle course, on

which the record was made last year.

The course was surveyed before the race,

resulting in the finishing line being moved
nearly a half mile below the starting point.

The course is perfectly level, requiring five

laps to make the twenty-five miles, and, in

comparison, is more like a track than a road.

On Saturday it was in perfect condition, owing

to rain of the previous day.

Forty-two men started, thirty finished, and

10,000 people were assembled along the drive

to see the contest.

The best times were as follows: W. W.
Grant, ih. 9m. 26 1-5S. ; George Grant, ih. gm.

26 2-5S. ; T. J. Baird, ih. gm. 27s. ; C. L. Bar-

thel, ih. 10m. 10s. ; Tom Cooper, ih. 10m.

103-5S. ; G. D. Comstock, ih. 10m. 41s.; John

Schaffer, ih. 10m. 56s.; T. Taylor, ih. 10m.

56 4-5S. ; Bruce WallacS, ih. 11m. 10s.

John Schaffer captured the position prize,

but he was so closely pursued by the Grant
brothers and others that the victory was a
very scant one. There was but a second's

difference between the finish of six of the con-

testants, namely, John Schaffer, W. W. Grant,

George Grant, Frank Woodman, T. Taylor
and F. J. Baird. Walter Steuber, one of the

scratch men, broke a tire, and losing consider-

able time he quit at the second lap, but get-

ting another wheel he rude back to the start-

ing point and paced Cooper and Barthel as

they came around the second time. This
caused a great kick.

J. P. Gould was referee; J. M. Bresler,

J. W. Weston, Edward N. Hines, timers; E.

S. Anderson, J. T. Holmes, P. N. Bland,

judges. Result

:

1. John Schaffer..
2. W. W. Grant...
3. George Grant..
4. F. Woodman...
s . T.Taylor
6. F. J. Baird
8. A. A. Allen
q. Charles Anger,
o. Bruce Wallace.

Handicap. Time.
M.S. H.M.s.
6.00 1. 10 56
7.30 1.09.26 1-5
7.3° i.oo 26 2-5
4-3° 1.12.26 3-5
6.00 1. 10.56 4-5
7-3° 1.09.27
2.00 1. 15. 06 2-5
2.00 1. 15.07
6.00 1. 11. 10

1. Charles Hoff 3.30 1.14.00
2. Harry Miller 4.00 1. 13.52
3. C. L. Barthel Scratch. no. 10

4. Percy Patterson 8.30 1. 13.40
5. Tom Cooper Scratch. 1. 10.10 3-5
6. L. I. Lutes 6.30 1.13-41

7. F. F. Talley 7.00 1.13.1a
8. S. W. Moh) 7.00 1. 13.13 3-5
9. L. Wessenhagen 1.00 1.2040

20. James Martin 2.30 1.19.16
21. J. W. Templeton 7.00 1. 14.47
22. James Moore 5.00 1. 16.48
23. M.Garrels 4.00 1. 17.55
24. W. Bosler 4.00 1.18.17

25. Fred. Schrein 700 '.15.19
26. G. Bankson 2.00 1.20.29

27. Ross WaltoD 3.00 1.19.35
28 Max Elwell 4.00 1.20.22

29. E. Burrell 2.00 1.24.30

30. W. B. Brown , 1.26.47
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THE SPALDINGS SUE.

ANSWER OVERMAN'S SUIT FOR $) 00,000,

AND FILE A COUNTER CLAIM FOR
$160,000.

JOHN GRIFFITHS HERE. THE TRADE ASSOCIATION.

BUT THE HEAD OF THE BIG BRITISH COM-
BINE «AYS HIS VISIT IS MERELY

FOR RECREATION.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have filed their

answer in the United States Circuit Court,

District of Massachusetts, to the suit for

$100,000 brought against them by the Overman

Wheel Co. , and have also instituted suit against

the Overman Wheel Co. for $160,000.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, are represented by

ex-Gov. Robinson, the well-known lawyer of

Massachusetts, and William A. Redding, of

New York, the patent expert and treasurer of

the newly organized National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

In their answer, A. G. Spalding & Bros, aver that

prior to September 3, 1891, an agreement existed

between the plaintiff and defendants for the sale of

bicycles, which agreement had been in force for

several years. The defendants allege that on the said

date a new agreement was entered into, but that the

plaintiff failed to observe the terms of said new agree-

ment, causing great damage to the defendants.

The answer avers that during 1892 and 1893 the

plaintiff manufactured many machines of defective

and imperfect design, that they were inferior to the

high grade wheels of other manufacturers, and that

the plaintiff company wholly failed and refused to

embody in the manufacture of Victor bicycles modern
improvements, although the defendants repeatedly

i
urged the plaintiff to adopt such improvements, and

, that as a consequence, many Victor bicycles sold by

the defendants were returned to them (the defendants)

on account of defects and inferiority in style and
workmanship.
The defendants deny that the plaintiff tendered to

them 40 per cent, of the daily output, according to the

contract, and also state that, in violation of the agree-

ment, the plaintiff sold Victor bicycles in territory

which had been assigned to the defendants exclu-

sively, thereby attempting to obtain the custom

which the defendants had built up by large expendi-

tures for advertising, etc.

Under the agreement the plaintiff was to have con-

trol of national advertising,, and in all such advertise-

ments the defendants' name and stores was to appear

prominently, and Spalding & Bros, were to pay 40 per

cent, of the cost of such advertising. The defendants

allege that the plaintiff made advertising contracts

wholly outside the scope of the agreement and not

national in character.

The defendants' declaration alleges that on Sep-

tember 3, 1891, it entered into an agreement with the

plaintiff, which the plaintiff has repeatedly violated,

thereby causing the defendants great damage and
loss.

Under the contract the plaintiff agreed to attend to

the general advertising of the Victor goods through

national mediums, not including trade, class or sport-

ing papers, and the defendants were to pay 40 per

cent, of the total net cost of such advertising. The
defendants claim that a very large proportion of such

advertising done by the plaintiff was contrary to the

terms of the agreement, but, relying on the statements

of the plaintiff, the defendants paid to the plaintiff

large sums, not knowing at the time the advertising

was not of a national character.

The last claim of the defendants is in respect of

Credenda bicycles, which, they say, the plaintiff, by
the contract, agreed to buy only from the defendants,

and also to influence his (plaintiff's) agents to sell this

line of goods throughout the country, but the plaintiff

did not act up to the contract, but, on the other hand
did many things to belittle and prevent the sale ot

Credendas, causing great loss to the defendants, for

a 1 of which A. G. Spalding & Bros.claim damages to

the amount of $160,000. Cyclists and manufacturers
throughout the country are much interested in the

suit, as it is expected, when argued, to show the

actual cost of cycles, together with much other inter.

esting information to the trade.

Record for 100 Miles.

On June 9, E. Oxborrow and H. H. Sanson, the

English pros., rode 100 miles on a tandem safety in

5I1. 18m. 7s. This established a record for profes-

sionals, and beats the amateur record by over 4m. P.

T. Bidlake timed.

John Griffiths, general manager of the enor-

mous John Griffiths Corporation, of Dublin,

Ireland, which concern owns the American

business of the Raleigh Cycle Co. and that of the

Premier Cycle Co. and has branches in nearly

every part of the world, arrived in New York

Wednesday of this week aboard the Teutonic.

The Du Cros brothers and Messrs. Holroyd

and Sinclair, of the American Dunlop Tire

Co., and a Wheel man met him at the dock.

JOHN GRIFFITHS.

The sea voyage appeared to have agreed

with Mr. Griffiths, but he did not relish the

sultry atmosphere of New York. Asked the

object of his visit, he responded briefly:

" A holiday—merely a holiday."

It is his intention to make a flying bnt ex-

tensive trip through the country, going per-

haps as far West as San Francisco. While
here for pleasure, Mr. Griffiths will doubt-
less cast his eye businessward, for a man
of his nature can hardly do otherwise. Since
the introduction of the Dunlop tire he has
been identified with the company as one of

its hardest workers, having had charge of

the Dunlop interests in Ireland previous to

last fall, when the John Griffiths Corporation
was organized. Mr. Griffiths will sail for

home on July nth. Hawley DuCros will ac-

company him. "I'm going over for my holli-

day," said Mr. DuCros, with a significent

smile.

ITS SCOPE OUTLINED—TWO CLASSES OF
MEMBERSHIP-AGENTS AND F- 'REIGN

MAKERS WELCOME—A LINE ON
CVCLK SHOWS.

Lafayette College Games, Easton, Pa., June 19- Two
Miles Scratch: 1, R. L. Arner, AUenton; 2, Leamen; 3,

Sherrer. Time, 6m. 32s,

Bright Prospects for the Asbury Park Century.

Things will be lively at Asbury Park on
Saturday night, when the A. C. C. of N. J.,
and M. A. C. C. centurions reach that resort.

The cottages will be decorated and illumi-

nated, banners will float across the streets,

brass bands will play, and red fire will burn
like on a Fourth of July. From all indications

the run will be a record breaker in the point
of numbers. The start will be made at 5 a. m.
at Newark. All the clubs along the line have
entered enthusiastically into the run and re-

freshments will be served at about a dozen
different towns. Senator Bradley has prepared
to give the wheelmen a cordial welcome and a
free bath, and the Asbury Park wheelmen
have arranged to make the survivor's life at

the shore a particularly happy one. Good
weather is all that is now being prayed for.

The Wheel was last week able to report

exclusively the result of the election of officers

of the trade association with the long name
—the National Board of Trade of Cycle Man-
ufacturers. Additional particulars are forth-

coming from headquarters this week.

The capital stock of $10,000, will be divided

into 1,000 shares of $10 each. The member-
ship will be divided into two classes, active

and associate. The former will be the share-

holders; the latter those who "by the small

payment of annual dues become participators

in its advantages without liability."

The association will be open to " all parties

interested in the future of cycle manufactur"

ing and sale, " whether in this country or abroad,

but it was determined that "the large manu-
facturers who have the greatest interest in-

volved should be the ones to subscribe to the

capital stock." Satisfactory results have at-

tended the efforts of the committee in this

direction.

Although a broad field of operation was cov-

ered by the charter of the corporation, it is not

proposed to make full use thereof, until needs

actually arise. It is the hope of the projectors

that the membership will be sufficiently large

to warrant the organization of a Bureau of

Information, in the immediate future, and
later on, a Board of Arbitration, whose prov-

ince it will be to adjust disputes between mem-
bers. It is possible that special committees

will be formed to take such action as may be

proper in connection with annual cycle exhi-

bitions, race meets, and so on, but all of these

points are matters for the determination of the

members at large, at such meetings as may be

from time to time called for the purpose.

On the subject of cycle shows the communi-
cation from the secretary of the Board drops a

significant straw, which tends to show that the

wind is blowing in the direction of New York

as the location of the next exhibition. Says

the communication: "It was decided to incor-

porate under the laws of the State of New
York for reasons which were controlling,

prominent among which was the fact that a

large gathering of the members of the Board

of Trade would be in New York at the time of

the annual Cycle Show, and would be enabled

to take active part in the management. Such

participation in the management by every

member was considered an object of prime im-

portance, and has never been lost sight of by

the committee."

As soon as necessary printing can be done,

blank applications for membership can be

obtained upon application to the secretary, to

whom they should be returned after execution.

Remittance checks should be drawn in the

name of W. A. Redding, treasurer, and either

sent to him directly, at the Potter Building,

New York City, or to Mr. A. Kennedy-Child,

secretary of the Board at Hartford, Conn.

Until other and final arrangements are com-

pleted, advantage will be taken of the offer of

Mr. Stimson, of counsel for the Board, to make

the general office of the association at his

office No. 55 Liberty Street, New York City.

Any of the above named gentlemen will be

glad to give such other and further infor-

as may be required.
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GOOD SPORT AT WAVERLY.
SIANY ENTRIES AND BLANKET FINISHES—

A MUCH PROTESTED TEAM RACE.

The meagre attendance was the only draw-
back to the Elizabeth Athletic Cyclers' meet,

who held forth at Waverly on Saturday last.

From a sporting standpoint the meet was all

that could be desired. Very few meets,

whether local, State or national, go off with so

much fizz. The people of Union County are

very hot on cycle racing just now, much of the

interest being traceable to the good form re-

cently developed by Charley Brown, Willis and
Barnett, and the rivalry between these men
and other riders of their class. So that every

time any of these men moved forward, or fell

backward, or came into the public eye by de-

feat, or victory, or by any means whatsoever,

there was a wave of heartwhole applause, or

the noisy murmer of a crowd's disappoint-

ment.

There were less than a thousand people

present, though the E. A. C. numbers 436

members, though Waverly is merely a step

—

per railroad—from Elizabeth, Newark and
New York, and though there are hundreds of

residents in the Waverly vicinity who should

have driven to the meet over the L. A. W.'s

good roads.

There was music; the meet was well engin-

eered- There was, happily, not a single fall

during the day. Referee Holmes served ad-

mirably, one commendable incident of his

work being the mile open, won in 2m. 46 2-5S.

—time limit 2m. 45s. Yet Referee Holmes
had the very good sense to declare the con-

test a race because of the notable finish and a
" last half " in im. 3 2-5S.

THE SPORT.

The entry list was very large ; the finishes in the

numberless heats and finals being always interesting,

and in some cases so closely and pluckily fought out

as to bring out the best enthusiasm of the spectators'

Waverly is a half mile trotting-track. It is admitted

that it is thirty feet short to the mile—less than a

second. If it is only that short, then the average man
of this year is a vast improvement on the average man
of last year, and Waverly could be, with very little

attention, as fast as Springfield. Without much haste,

except on the last quarter, the best men, McDonald
and that class, rode a last half in im. 3 2-5S. The mile

handicap also suggests that Waverly is a very short

track. For instance, Doup—K. C. W.—who adorned
the limit mark last year and was repeatedly beaten

from the 180 yards in 2m. 18s. or thereabouts, sails

merrily away with the handicap, doing 2m. 7 1-5S.

from the 140-yard mark, an improvement of over 170

yards. And as with Doup, so with many others.

The bright particular star of the day was Ray Mc-
Donald, the pocket edition Sandow—chest expansion

six inches—who wisely remained out of the handicap,

and who easily accounted for the scratch half and
mile, defeating Brown, G. C. Smith, Blauvelt, Mont
Scott, Fred Royce and other scratch men.

It is not certain, j udging from his work of Saturday,

whether the pocket Sandow is not to be of the highest

class—A or B—before snow-fly. He has all the flying

qualities of the microscopic Bliss ; but, unlike Bliss.

he carries a lot of muscle. A scientific measurement
would probably show that, for his size, he is of a re-

markably high and most peculiar development.

Last year he was a novice, but came back to the

100 yard mark, this improvement being credited to a

few weeks spent on the Asbury Park track with Zim-
merman. Perhaps the great A. A. gave him a liberal

dose of those historic weak-heart drops. McDonald
spent the Winter quietly at his home on Staten Island,

giving his time to gymnasium work. This year he

turns out twenty pounds heavier, with a barrel-like,

double-expansion chest, and with back, arms and legs

covered with muscle, and, above all, he looks un-

trained and untagged, which is the best sign of all.

In about every event he was yards behind turning

into the straight, yet he never left the result in doubt
once he settled away for home. He is faster than any
of the "pures," bar W. J. Helfert and Porter, who are

near, if not in his class.

The handicapping, which was formerly based on
Zimmie (limit 200 yards), was readjusted to the new
scratch men (limit 140 yards). The results showed
that men who were but poor raters last year have
come out a much improved lot, owing to improved
wheels and tires and the many new tracks, which
give them more opportunities for training. The mile,

2m. 7 1-5S., was a notch too fast for the scratch man,
McDonald, yet the finishes brought big bunches of

men together, and the allotments were most satis-

factory.

The first heat of the mile fell to that age-defy-
ing wonder, J. W. Davidson, irreverantly yclept

"Whiskers," who moved from the 90-yard mark to

the tune of 2m. 12s., Goodman, 50 yards, finishing

second by inches, and doing the mile under 2m. 17s.

In heat three, Doup (140) and Nagel (120), two long

mark men of last year, came over the tape one-two in

2m. 10 1-5S. Doup also took care of the final in 2m-

7 1-5S.; Line (140), second; Nagel, third.

The mile open attracted the best local men, as Mc-
Donald, Blauvelt, Willis, Goodman, Brown, Royce"
and George C. Smith. The heats and finals fur-

nished rare sport, McDonald winning the final>

with Blauvelt second and Charley Brown third.

Of the novices, P. Young, of Montclair, a man of

some age and fitted with an anti-friction (bald) head
looked most promising, so easy was his style. He
ran second to George Rice in his heat (2m. 35 3-5S.) but

was sixth in the final. P. L. Coffin, the third brother

of the noted racing family, won the final in 2m. 38 2-5S.

Coffin will be fairly fast by Autumn, if youth and
build count for anything.

The half was a general duplication of the mile,

McDonald winning, with Brown beating out G. C.

Smith and Blauvelt. A blanket would have covered

the six men at the finish.

In the two mile handicap, that thoroughbred-look-

ing youth, F. F. Goodman, starting from the 100-yard

mark, had the field in his vest pocket at the mile, from
which point on, despite some very hard work by
Davidson and Barnett, he was never in danger,

winning by a yard in 4m. 44 2-5S., Davidson (150)

second; Barnett (150) third. When Davidson and
Barnett get a little more track practice and experi-

ence, they will figure near the scratch. Goodman
drew the sharpest applause of the day by his clever

riding.

The half-mile handicap produced some hot, bunch-
ing finishes, so that the judges were frequently at

wits'-end to catch the first six men for the final. The
lucky man proved to be Nagel (60 yards), who won in

im. 3 2-5S., and showed very much improved form,

which might be enhanced if he would climb down off

that "80" gear.

The last event of the day, the two mile team race,

resulted in a war of words, protests, claims of foul

and a general melee, that would have made the heart

of a baseball umpire jump.

But three teams started.The Crescents, of Plainfield,

withdrew because they were to be protested. Then
Willis and Barnett, of the Elizabeth team, were pro.

tested for living farther than five miles from the club-

house, as provided in the rules. McDonald, of the

Riverside team, also came under the same ban. The
starters were : Riverside Wheelmen, E. A. Boffinger,

Raymond McDonald and F. F. Goodman; Elizabeth

A. C, E. L. Blauvelt, W. H. Bettner and Charles

Brown; Elizabeth Wheelmen, James Willis, A. H
Barnett and Clinton Gilbert. McDonald scored the

first, second and third laps, just nipping Brown each

time, but Willis, who had been laying low, put on a

tremendous spurt at the finish and easily passed the

crowd, with Brown second and Boffinger third. At
the finish of the third lap McDonald deliberately

crowded Brown off the track so that he had to slow

up. A protest was entered and allowed. But as the

result of the race would not have been greatly

changed had Brown won the lap, the Riversides were
allowed the race. But there is another protest filed

against McDonald for living further than five miles

from the club-house. What will become of the cup is

still somewhat of a mystery.

The officers were particularly attentive to business.

Sid Bowman handled the pistol with all the grace and
skill of a Buffalo Bill, even though seme of the blank

cartridges were blanked empty. Jonah Wetmore, as

clerk of the course, was a model—omnipresent, and
doing his work with ease and without the noisiness

which is the mark of many Clerks of Course.

ONE MILE NOVICE.
Trial Heats. First Three in Each Heat in Final.

Heat One—1, Geo. Rice; 2, P. Young, Montclair W.;

3, Arthur C. Thomas, Century C. C.J 4, Tony Senno,

Metropolis W.; 5, Wm. Knight, Belleville W.; 6, W. H-

Welsh. Time, 2m. 35 3-5S., last half, im. 13 3-5S. Heat
Two— 1, Frank A. Hendricks; 2, Frank Allsopp,

Atalanta W.; 3, Alfred J. Hargan, Newark; 4, Bert
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Fox, Huguenot W.; 5, Henry Betsels, Fairwood A. A.;

6, Thomas J. Bell. Time, 2m. 39 2-5S. Heat Three—
1, H. F. Loehrs, Elizabeth A. C; 2, Philip L. Coffin

Orange A. C; 3. John Allison, Riverside W.; 4, Chas.
M. Lee, Newark W.; 5, W. A. J. Flack; 6, Walter Ap-
pley, E. A. C; 7, Chas. E. Sands, Claremont W.; 8, S.
K. Brink, E. A. C. Time, 2m. 37 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1, Philip L. Cofiin. 5, A. J. Hargan.
2, Geo. Rice. 6, P. Young.
3, H. F. Loehrs. 7, Frank Allsopp.

4, Arthur C. Thomas. 8, Bert Fox.

Time, 2m. 38 2-5S.; last half, im. 13 25s,

ONE HALF MILE OPEN.
Trial Heats. First Three in Each Heat in Final.

Heat One— 1, Chas. Brown, E. A. C; 2, G. W. Coffin,

O. A. C; 3, L. Hoppe, B. C. C. Time, im. 10 1-5S.

Heat Two— 1, Geo. C. Smith, N. Y. A. C. ; 2, Raymond
McDonald, R. W.; 3, M. Scott, Crescent W.; 4, G. Fred.
Royce, T. C. C; 5, F. G. Brown, K. C. W. Time, im.
18s.

FINAL HEAT.
1, McDonald; 2, Brown; 3, G. C. Smith; 4, Blauvelt;

5, Scott. Time, im. 14 4-5S.

TWO MILE HANDICAP.
1. F. F. Goodman, R. W., 100 yards.
2. J. W. Davidson, W. W., j 5o.

3. A. H. Barnett, E.W. l7o.

4. Chas. T. Earl, A. C. W., 130. J? \&
5. Walter C. Roome, 160. Jf V
6. Geo. P. Kuhlke, Savoy A. Cl^o. 11 JKJ ^ 5 1894
7. F. E. Doup, K. C. W., 200.

8. J. W. Judge, R. W., 130.

9. Alfred Swartwout, Newark
10. S. A. Cramer, H. W., 200.

11. S. C. Crane, Crescent W., 190.

12. Jos. Thompson, Greenwich W., 160.

Time, 4m. 44 2-5S.

HALF MILE HANDICAP.

Trial Heats. First Six in Final.

Heat One: 1, T. A. Cumming, C. W., 60 yards; 2, W.
A. Barbeau, R. W., 55; 3, W. H. Bettner, E. A. C, 65;

4, I. Townley, C. W., 80; 5, Wm. E. Kline, E. A C, 70; 6,

Wm. J. Ehrich, C. C. N. Y. A. A., 70. Time, im. 5 2-5S.

Heat Two: 1, Geo. A. Beckwith, T. C. C, 65; 2, H.
Hawthorne, O. A. C, 65; 3, W. C. Roome, 60; 4, L.

Hoppe, B. C. C, 60; s, S. A. Cramer, H. W., 80. Time,
im. 5 2-5S. Heat Three: 1, F. A. Nagle, R. W., 60; 3, D.
L. Raine, K. C. W., 50; 3, E. A. Bofinger, R. W., 60; 4,

John Allison, R. W., 60; 5, T. L Green, R. W., 70; 6, I.

N. Line, C. W., 60. Time, im. 4 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1, Nagel, 60 yards. 5, Townley, 80.

2, Bettner, 65. 6, W. Appley, 80.

3, L. Hoppe. 60. 7, Green, 70.

4, Beckwith, 65. 8, Raine, 50.

Time, im. 3 2-5S.

ONE MILE OPEN.

It Heat 1: 1, Raymond McDonald, Riverside W.; 2, E.

L. Blauvelt, E. A. C; 3, James Willis, Elizabeth W.; 4.

L. Hoppe, Bedford C. C; 5, F. F. Goodman, Riverside

W.; 6, Charles T. Earl, Albany C. W. Time, 3 ra. 3 1-5S.

Heat 2: 1, Charles Brown, E. A. C; 2, G. Fred Royce,

Tourist C. C; 3, George Tonkin; 4, George W. Coffin,

Orange A. C. Granger and Barnett also started.

Time, 2m. 41 2-5S.; last half, im. 7 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1. McDonald. 4. Royce.

2. Blauvelt. 5. Tonkin.

3. Brown.
Time, 2m. 46 2-5S.; last half, im. 3 2-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP.
Trial Heats. First six in final.

Heat 1: 1, J. W. Davidson, Washington W., 90 yards;

2, F. F. Goodman, R. W., 50; 3, Bert Jacobus, Mont-

clair W., 100; 4, S. C. Cram, Crescent W., 130; 5, W. E.

Kline, E. A. C, 130; 6, W. H. Parker, 150. Time, 2m.

12 3-5S. Heat 2: 1, Frank Hendricks, 140; 2, W. J_

Fountain, Jr., no; 3, C. K. Granger, R. W., 100; 4;

Thos. A. Cummings, Crescent W., 100; 5, George A.

Beckwith, Tourist C. C, no; 6, W. H. Bettner, E. A.

C, no. Time, 2m. 18 4-5S. Heat 3: 1, Frank E. Doup
i

K. C. W., 140; 2, F. A. Nagel, R. W., 120; 3, L. Hoppe,
Bedford C. C, 90; 4, S. A. Cramer, Hamilton W., 150,

5, I. N. Line, Crescent W., 140; 6, W. A. Barbeau, R.

W., 90. Time, 2m. 10 4-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Doup, 140 yards. 6. Jacobus, 100.

2. Line, 140. 7. Davidson, 90.

3. Nagel, 120. 8. C. K. Granger, 100.

4. Bettner, no. 9. Hendricks, 150.

5. S. A. Cramer, 130.

Time, 2m. 7 1-5S.

Two Mile Team Race—i, Riverside W., 12 points;

2, Elizabeth A. C, 9; 3, Elizabeth W., 4. Time, 5m.

1 1-5S. Protests pending.
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SILVIE UPSET THE SCHEME.

TEAM WORKTHAT FAILED-BRIDGEPORT'S
NEW TRACK—REFEREE AND RIDERS

CliASH.

Bridgeport, Conn., June 18.—Bridgeport has

a new track. It was opened to-day, on the

occasion of the Connecticut Division's annual

meet. The surface was not what it will be a

little later when it becomes thoroughly packed,

but in construction and detail, it will rank

second to none. It has seemingly been built

regardless of expense. Everything is fresh,

and new, and well planned, and of high order.

The oval is located at Pleasure Beach, the

Coney Island of Bridgeport, fifteen minutes by
steamer from the city. The track is three laps

to the mile, and 40 feet wide on the stretch.

The surface is of brick dust. The banks are

high and safe.

The grand stands are grand in all senses of

the word, and will seat 5,000 people. There

is a middle stand covered over, in front of

which is the tape and the press and musicians'

stand. Several boxes occupy the front of the

stand with a fine view of the tape. Potted

plants were profusely prominent on the stand

front. The officials have a covered stand, very

comfortable. The track was kept absolutely

clear. To right and left of the large grand

stand is the bleachers, large, high, uncovered

stands. Under these are the dressing rooms.

Each contestant has a separate room, neat,

clean and cool. Under the main grand stand

is the bar.

The club gave splendid prizes, yet cleared

all expenses to-day, and will play on velvet to-

morrow.
Although Sanger, Tyler and Johnson were

absent, those present gave a superior article

of sport.

Bald rode a mile and established a mile

track record of 2m. 16 1-5S. He was paced by
W. F. Murphy, A. D. Kennedy and F. J.

Titus. Earlier in the day Bald won one of

the most sensational races of the season. It

was the two-third mile open, and ten men
started. Among the number was an unknown
quantity named Silvie, of Port Richmond,
Staten Island. Silvie made things very un-

comfortable for a couple of plotters in the race.

At the beginning of the second lap Kennedy
drew away from the bunch and gained a good
lead. Silvie went after him when half the lap

was over, and so well did he ride that Ken-
nedy was soon overtaken. At the head of the

long stretch Silvie looked all over a winner.

Bald was back in the bunch, and Kennedy,
who seemed to have run himself out, had died

away. Bald in drab, flew out for home, and
ten yards from the tape, lacked two feet of

space. Suddenly, he straightened up, rose in

his saddle, and leaning over seemed to fairly

lift wheel and all over the tape. Silvie had
lost a closely contested race, and to a good
man. Bald won, but Silvie came up to see

the judges. Being a Class B man, paying

his own expenses, he was of the opinion

he had been fleeced out of a good thing.

Titus, so his trainer said, had wind on his

stomach. He certainly had wind somewhere,
for he never rode better.

In the mile open a time limit of 2m. 35s.

was placed. No one would set the pace.

Titus watched Bald, Coleman, Kennedy and
Murphy like a hawk, and refused to quicken

the gait until the last lap, when, after a little

hesitation, he jumped out, and by spurting

grandly beat out Bald, who was also beaten

by Coleman. The time was 2m. 38 3-5S., but

the referee ordered the race run over. Bald,

Kennedy and Titus were the only ones to re-

appear. Miller was put in to pace. This he

did in good style. Titus laid back, and on the

straight came up with Bald and beat him in a

length and a half.

There was team work in the mile handicap,

and the Spalding got the best of the Victor.

Arnold, with 70 yards, 45 as revised, the field

being set back 25 yards with Titus on scratch,

went out to win, and Coleman, 15 yards, to

help him, held back the field. A wide

gap was soon opened. The maneouver
was pointed out to Titus, who at once started

for the front bunch. Coleman followed and
beat him out for second place. Miller, 75

yards, meanwhile, took care of Arnold, and

won the race. It was Miller's first win this

season and first appearance as a Spalding
'

' thoroughbred."

Ray McDonald won his race twice from

Heyer, of Hartford, G. C. Smith and other

New England cracks. The first was run in

2m. 45s. under a 2m. 40s. limit, and was called

no race. McDonald beat out Newton, who
was disqualified for the final for fouling.

Forced to set pace the entire last race, Mc-
Donald won any way in 2m. 43 1-5S, and the

referee called it a race. The Summary:

One Mile, Novice—i, Frank Parsons, Springfield

2, Willis Lamhier, Branford; 3, H. Jennings, South-

port; 4, W. W. Fryer, Hartford; 5, Frank Welch,
Bridgeport; 6, George E. Banks, Bridgeport. Time,
2m. 38 3-5S.

Warwick Smith, Springfield, a negro lad, on an

o ver-large wheel, and Frank Welch, of Bridgeport,

another gem'man .of color, started. The former
dropped out early. The latter was in at the death
Pocketed, he could not make his run. Parsons made
a pretty jump.

TWO-THIRDS MILE, OPEN, CLASS B. (Time limit, 1.45).

1, E. C. Bald, Buffalo. 5, W. Coleman, Boston.

a, I. A. Silvie, P'tRichm'd. 6, F. C. Graves, S. B. C.

3, E F. Muller, Vineland. 7, W. F. Murphy, N. Y.

4, A. D. Kennedy, Chicago. 8, Geo. Thatcher, N. Haven.

Time, im. 44s.

TWO MILE L. A. W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.— 1.

Charles W. Heyer, Hartford; 2, W. W. Fryer, Hart-
ford; 3,0. G. Spencer, New Haven; 4, F. C. Hoyt,
Bridgeport; 5, B. Zalamea, Hartford; 6, W. H. Lan-
thier, Branford; 7, Harry Elliott, Bridgeport. Time,

sm. 33 2-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. E. F. Miller, 73 yards. 5. H. B. Arnold, 45.

2. W. Coleman, 45. 6. I. A. Silvie, 45.

3. F. J. Titus, scratch. 7. W. F. Murphy, 35.

4. A. D. Kennedy, 25.

Time, 2m. 19s. Titus, 2m. 20 1-5S.

One Mile Open—First Heat: i, Ray McDonald,
New York; 2, G. C. Smith, New York; 3, C. R. Newton,
Stafford Springs; 4, Thos. Austin, Bridgeport; 5,

Frank Parsons, Springfield; 6, A. W. Olmsted, Spring-
field; 7, J. W. Davidson, New York; 8, W. H. Louthier,

Branford; 9, S. B. Wheeler, Danbury. Time, 2m. 3o>is

McDonald sprinted the entire last third.

Second Heat— 1, E. W. Heyer, Hartford; 2, E. G.
Combs, Pittsfield; 3, P. A. Raymond, Norwalk; 4, O.

G. Spencer, New Haven; 5, J. G. Budd, Glens Falls; 6,

W. C. Curtis, New York; 7, B. Zalamea, Hartford; 8, C
J. Lewis, Northampton. Time, 2m. 37 1-5S. ',

Final Heat— i, Raymond McDonald; 2, C. R. New-
ton; 3, E. W. Heyer; 4, E. G. Combs; 5, O. G. Spencer.
Time, 2m. 45s. Limit of 2.40 placed.

Ordered run over. McDonald won in fine style in

the home straight, Newton having sprinted away
from him on the backstretch.

The Run Over— 1, McDonald; 2, Heyer; 3, Smith; 4,

Spencer. Time, 2m. 43 1-5S.

Winner paced throughout and won.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

i,F. J. Titus. 4, A. D. Kennedy.
2, W. Coleman. 5, W. F. Murphy.

3, E. C. Bald.

Time, 2m. 38 3-5S.

No race. Ordered run over. Limit was 2 35.

The Run Over— 1, Titus; 2, Bald; 3, Kennedy. Time,
2m. 26 3-5S.

One Mile, Evening Post Championship of
Bridgeport— 1, Thomas Aston; 2, F. C. Hoyt; 3,

Thos. Welch. Time, 2m. 37 2-5S.

Bridgeport, June 19.—The second day
of the Bridgeport Wheel Club tournament
promised sensational racing, as the cracks

who were at Waltham yesterday were all here
to-day. But the promises did not pan out, the

racing being tame. Harry Tyler won the

prettiest race of the day when he edged his

way past Titus and Bald.

At the start of the first heat of the mile

handicap, John S. Johnson broke his chain.

He rode the wheel outside the boundary line,

so that the race could not be called back.

Johnson could not ride again during the

day, and Sanger will not ride again until he
feels better. Bald did not seem to be in

winning shape, and Murphy is traveling

around without a trainer, seemingly going a

step backward each day, when he is capable

of great improvement.

Another blemish on the day's sport was the

action of Louis A. Tracy, of Hartford, the

referee, who is also the ^Chief Consul of the

Connecticut Division.

Bald, Titus, Graves, Arnold and Warren
were up for the first heat of the mile open, the

opening event of the B races of the day.

No time limit was placed and the men went
away to a low start, all looking for the best of

it. So slow did they move that Referee

Tracy gave orders to call them back—an un-

heard of proceeding. When they came in line

for a second start all protested, their trainers

adding to the chorus. Mr. Tracy, however,
announced a time limit of 2m. 35s. The pro-

tests were renewed. Bald was told to shut up
or he would have to leave the track. There-

upon the men all dismounted and left the

track. Wells, of the Spalding team, and Tracy
passed words and cards in a quiet way, but

this was afterward straightened out.

The second heat was called and made the

final. Callahan, Murphy, Taylor and Brandt

were up and Miller came late. The latter fol-

lowed Callahan, who was put in to pace. At
the turn for home Miller jumped out and caught

Brandt, who had drawn a long lead. Miller

held on until the sprint, when he came away,

two lengths to the good, for home. Murphy
and Taylor tried to overhaul him, but failed

by a length, Murphy beating Taylor.

The final of the mile handicap was a well

ridden contest with the top notchers out, and
Titus set back to scratch. Titus was pushed

hard by Coleman.

Raymond McDonald captured his heat of

the mile handicap, but sensibly decided it too

hard a race and saved himself for the third-

mile, which he won from Heyer, of Hartford.

The local race was won from Aston by
Hoyt in a most sensational manner, the latter

jumping him at the tape. Aston won yester-

day's local and laughed at Hoyt as he crossed

the tape. The compliment was returned to-

day.

H. C. Tyler, C. M. Murphy, E. C. Bald and
A. D. Kennedy paced Fred J. Titus for the

track record of 2m. 16 1-5S., established by

Bald yesterday. The day and condition of

track were against him, but Titus did 2m. 14s.

One Mile, Class B— i, E. F. Miller; 2, C. M.

Murphy; 3, G. F. Taylor; 4, O. S. Brandt; 5, C. H.

Callahan. Time, 2m. 33 2-5S.
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ONE Mile (Daily Union Fairfield County Cham-
pionship)—!, F. C. Hoyt; 2, Thos. Aston; 3, R. B.

Gregory; 4, Thos. Welch. Time, 2m. 38s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. F. J. Titus, 25 yards. 4. F. C. Graves, 60.

2. W. Coleman, 40. 5. H. B.Arnold, 70.

3. A. D. Kennedy, 50. 6. I. A. Silvie, 70.

Time, 2m. 22 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, C. T. Nelson,

Springfield, 20 yards; 2, R. T. Gregory, Norwalk, 100,

3, Thomas Aston, Bridgeport, 90; 4, E. W. Heyer;

Hartford, 50; S. B. Wheeler, Danbury, 80; 6, J. W.
Davidson, New York, 70; 7, B. Zalamea, Hartford, 100.

Time, 2m. 22 2-5S. Second Heat: 1, F. H. Allen,

Springfield, 80; 2, C. F. Hoyt, Bridgeport, 80; 3, E. G.
Combs, Hartford, 70; 4, J. G. Budd, Glens Falls, 40;

5, Ray McDonald, New York, scratch; 6, H. L. Bossat

New Canaan, 100; 7, O. G. Spencer, New Haven, 86.

Time, 2m. 33 2-5S. McDonald's time, 2m. 24s. Final;

1, F. H. Allen, Springfield, 60; 2, Thos. Aston, Bridge-

port, 90; 3, E. W. Heyer, Hartford, 50; 4, W. W. Fryer,

Hartford, 150; 5, C. F. Hoyt, Bridgeport, 80; 6, R. T.

Gregory, Norwalk, 80; 7, E. G. Combs, Hartford, 70; 8,

J. G. Budd, Glen Falls, 40. Time, 2m. 20 2-5S.

Two third Mile Class B—First Heat: 1, F. J.

Titus; 2, F. C Graves; 3, E. C. Bald; 4, W. Coleman; 5

W. F. Murphy. Time, im. 45 1-5S.

Second Heat— 1, H. C. Tyler; 2, C. M. Murphy; 3, G.
F. Taylor; 4, C. H. Callahan; 5, A. D. Kennedy; 6, O.

S. Brandt. Time, im. 43 2-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. H. C. Tyler. 3. E. C. Bald.

2. F. J. Titus. 4. G. F. Taylor.

5. W. Coleman.
Time, tm. 46s.

One-third Mile— i, Raymond McDonald; 2, C. T.

Nelson; 3, F. H. Allen. Time, 451-5S.

One MILE 3 00 CLASS— 1, S. B. Wheeler, Danbury;

2, C. J. Guy, Unionville; 3, A.W. Olmsted, Springfield;

4, Thos. Welch, Bridgeport. Time, 2m. 45 3.5s.

Fourteen started, including C. S. Merrill.

THEY CRIED "FAKE!"

BECAUSE TYLER WAS POCKETED—JOHN-
SON WON AT WALTHAM-RECORD
BREAKING ON THE NEW TRACK.

A South Jersey Meet.

Woodbury (N. J.) Wheelmen's race meet at

Green's track, June 16:

One Mile Novice— First Heat: 1, M. Davis; 2, J. P.

Miller; 3, H. Cramer. Time, 2m. 4i>£s. Second Heat:

i.C.Stetser; 2, R. E. Manley; 3, C. Wildery. Time,

2m. 54KS. Final Heat: 1, H. Cramer, Woodbury
Wheelmen; 2, C. Alister. Time, 2m. 54j<s.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, J. J. Diver, B. C. A. A.; 2, W_
D. Osgood, U. of P. Time, 34MS.

One Mile Championship of Gloucester County—i,

W. W. Henderson, Woodbury Wheelmen; 2, W.
Rulon. Time, 3m. 9S.

Half Mile Open-First Heat: 1, G. Mershon, Penn-

sylvania B. C; 2, J. J. Diver, B. C. A. A.; 3, R. Mc-
Curdy. Time, im. i3%s. Second Heat: 1, W. W.
Henderson, Woodbury Wheelmen; 2, W. D. Osgood,

University of Pennsylvania; 3, F. B. Mariot, S. E. W.
Time, im. 15KS. Final Heat: 1, W. D. Osgood; 2, R.

McCurdy, Time, im. 15s.

One Mile Open—First Heat: 1, C. W. Pierson, Vine-

land W.; 2, G. F. Gauch, G. E. W.; 3, J. H. Van Hiest.

Time, 2m. 45KS. Second Heat: 1, R. McCurdy; 2, G_
Mershon, Pa. B. C; 3, W. D. Osgood, U. of P. A. Final

Heat: 1, C. W. Pierson; 2, F. Gauch; 3, W. D. Osgood.

Time, 2m. 38^.
Ten Miles Championship of Woodbury—i, W. W.

Henderson; 2, H. Creamer. Time, 32m. 39^s.

Half Mile Championship of Gloucester County—1,

W. Rulon; 2, H. Creamer, W. W. Time, im. i6%s.

The Racing Board of the Canadian Wheel-

men's Association is now anxious to recognize

Class B. riders in order to permit American

cracks to ride in Canada. The Racing Boards

of the two organizations are now arranging

rules by which friendly racing relations will

exist and courtesies be shown visiting racing

men by the two bodies.

The relay race from Sarnia, Ont., to Mont-

real, 556 miles, was finished over four hours

ahead of schedule time. The first relay left

Sarnia at 4 a. m., June 15; Montreal was

reached at 1.26 p. m. the following day. A
message of congratulation was carried to

President Lane of the C. W. A.

It was a holiday in Massachusetts on Mon-
day, June 18, Bunker Hill Day. A crowd of

3,500 spectators attended the Waltham B. C.

Meet, held on the new track and they saw a

number of records placed to the credit of the

new surface and racing of the highest quality.

The trials against time came after the regu-

lar races. Tyler, although in poor condition,

made an attempt to reduce the half-mile flying

start record of 56 3-5S., made by Windle at

Springfield. From the first quarter home
Tyler Jhad no one to do the pacing, and the

best he could do was 59 1-5S.

Then John S. Johnson took a shy at the

mile record against time. As pacemakers he

had Callahan and Cutter on a tandem and
Murphy, on a single. There was a bungle in

the first exchange but the time, 2m. 3 3-5S., is

the fastest mile ever ridden in public and beats

the track record against time, 2m. 7 4-5S.,

made last year by Zimmerman. The frac-

tional time was 28 1-5S., im. is., im. 35s., 2m.

3 3-5S.

Another man to beat Zimmerman's mile on

this track was A. W. Porter, Waltham's pet.

He went to establish a mile record for Class A,

and placed the mark at 2m. 6s. Haggerty
paced him for the first third in good style,

Williams took him the second third and Robin-

son the last third. The first quarter was done
in 30 2-5S., the half in im. 1 4-5S., the three-

quarters in im. 34 4-5S. and the last quarter

in 31 1-5S.

The third exhibition of fast work was by P.

J. Berlo and A. B. Rich on a tandem, when
they lowered the half-mile professional record

of 58s. to 57s. The first quarter was done in

28 4-5S.

The mile invitation race caused much dis-

appointment. Sanger refused to ride on the

plea of sickness. The crowd hissed and San-

ger bowed. The men loafed at the start, and
when Tyler appeared to have it well in hand
he was pocketed by Callahan and Murphy,
which permitted their team mate Johnson to

win, while the crowd yelled '

' fake." The race

was won by trickery, but there was no fouling.

Waltham riders captured the bulk of the Class

A prizes, Nat. Butler and A. T. Fuller being

the stars. The final of the mile handicap was
the most exciting race of the day. The back
mark men, Butler, Snow and Clark, over-

hauled the field in grand style at first, but the

sprint for home was too much for them, al-

though Butler got third. In the Class B mile

handicap Murphy lowered the track competi-

tive record by a fifth of a second, winning
from scratch in 2m. 12 4-5S. Summary:
One Third Mile Open — First Heat: 1, C. G.

Williams, W. C. C; 2, William Pettigrew, P. C. C.

Time, 44 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, C. T. Nelson, S. B. C.j

2, Frank Mayo, U. B. C. Time, 45 3-5S. Third Heat:

1, H. E Caldwell, Manchester; 2, A. T. Fuller, Maiden.
Time, 45 2-5S. Fourth Heat: 1, A. W. Porter, W. C. C;
2, H. Robson, S. B. C. Time, 43 2-5S. Fifth Heat: 1,

A. F. Wisner, W. C. C; 2, T. L. Connolly, E. B. C.

Time, 45 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, A. W. Porter, W. C. C-
2, William Pettigrew, P. C. C; 3, C. G. Williams, W.'

C. C. Time, 42 3.5s;

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, B. W. Pierce
Linden, 75 yards; 2, E. H. Snow, P. C. C, 45; 3, L. A.
C. Kelly, Roslindale, 60. Time, 2m. 16 1-5S. Second
Heat—1, A. T. Fuller, M. B. C, 85; 2, J. J. McLaughlin,
W. C. C, 75; 3, A. F. Wisner, W. C. C, 50. Time, 2m.
12 2-5S. Third Heat: 1, F. M. Haggerty, 35; 2, Nat But-

ler, C. C. C, 50; 3, Frank Mayor, M. B. C, 85. Time,
2m. 13 1-5S. Fourth Heat: 1, L. P. Callaghan, W. C. C,
70; 2, H. E. Caldwell, Manchester, 60; 3, W. F. Clark,
P. C. C, 50. Time, 2m. 13s. Fifth Heat: 1, C. G.
Williams, W. C. C, 85; 2, J. C. Wettergreen, M. B. C,
85; 3, R. Donovan, Natick, no. Time, 2m. 12 3-5S.

Final Heat: 1, J. J. McLaughlin, W. C. C, 75; 2, C.
G. Williams, W. C. C. 85; 3, Nat Butler, C. C. C, 5c; 4
Frank Mayor, M. B. C.,85; 5, A. T. Fuller, M. B. C, 85!

Time, 2m. 13 4-5S.

One-third Mile Open, Class B— i, H. C. Tyler;
2, C. M. Murphy; 3, G. F. Taylor; 4, A. W.Warren.
Time, 43 2-5S

One Mile Invitation, Class B—i, J. S.Johnson;
2, C M. Murphy; 3, H. C. |Tyler; 4, C. H. Callahan.
Time, 2m. 15 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Class B—i, C. M. Murphy,
scratch; 2,C. H. Callahan, 60 yards; 3, A. W. Warren
65 yards; 4, George Cutter, no yards; 5, L.J. Berlo
120 yards. Time, 2m. 12 4-5S. (which beats the track
competitive record).

TYLER AND SANGER AT READVlLtE.
The two class B events at the Hyde Park

Rover's Meet, at Readville, Mass., on the
morning of June 18, were not well contested.
Tyler and Cutter were the only contestants in

the mile open. In the handicap, Sanger, Cut-
ter and L. Berlo started. Sanger, as scratch,

was unable to catch Cutter from the no yds.

mark. The race of the day was the one-mile
handicap, class A, for which there was a large
number of entries. The feature in the race
was the time made by Nat. Butler. He started
from the scratch in the second heat in which
there were 21 starters. He was handicapped
from 25 to 100 yards by the numerous riders.

From the start he set up a hot pace. Distanc-
ing all competitors, he crossed the line in

2m., 23 4-5S. He failed to win a place in the
final heat. Summary :

One Mile Novice—First Heat— 1, W. Marriott, R. P.
C, Highlandville; 2, H. R. Dring, D. C. C. Highland-
ville; 3, C. E. Hamilton, Allston. Time, 2m. 44 3 5s.

Second Heat—1, A. T. Robinson, S. C. C, Mattapan; ? ,

J. W. Bowser, R. C. O, Cambridgeport; 3, M. Higgin.-

,

S. C. W., East Bridgewater. Time, 2 m. 41 4.5s. Third
Heat—1, A. L. French, H. P. C. C, Hyde Park; 2, E A.
James, H. P. R., Hyde Park; 3, G. H. Walter, H. P. R.,

Hyde Park. Time, 2m. 44 3-5S. Final Heat— 1, Bow-
ser; 2, Dring; 3, Marriott. Time, 2m. 57s.

One Mile, 2.50 Class—First Heat: 1, Nat Butler,
Cambridgeport; 2, H. L. Felch, W. C. C, Natick; 3, E.

J. Clark, P. C. C, Dorchester. Time, 2m. 52 4-5S.

Second Heat: i, C. Doubleday, P. C. C, Somerville; 2,

W. F. Maintain, C. C. C, Plainville; 3, E. A. Tos'i
Everett. Time, 2m. 48 3-5S. Third Heat; 1, J. J. Mc-
Laughlin, W. C. C, Waltham; 2, W. S. Reynolds, H.
P. R., Hyde Park; 3, R. W. Emerson, C. C. C, Chelsea.
Time, 2m. 47 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, Butler; 2, Double-
day; 3, McLaughlin; 4, Tost. Time, 2m. 41 4.5s.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, H. C. Tyler, Springfield;

2, G. R Cutter, Boston. Time, 2m. 32 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, A. L. Bianchi,
M. C. C.j Everett; 2, W. Rogers, Taunton; 3, E. H.
Snow, Boston; 4, F. Mayo, N. C. C, Boston; 5, W. G
Bentham, Dorchester; 6, W. E. Humphrey, P. C. C,
Somerville. Time, 2m. 26 2-5S. Second Heat: 1, Nat
Butler, Cambridgeport; 2, E. H. Garrett, Topsfield; 3
F. B. Emerson, P. C. C, Chelsea; 4, E. A. Tost, Everett;

5, J. Dunn, Jr., Quincy; 6, J. Bianchi, M.C. C, Chelsea.
Time, 2m. 23 3-5S. Third Heat: 1, J. C. Wette-
green, Chelsea; 2, H. L. Felch, Natick; 3, E. J. Clark,
Dorchester; 4, F. E. Wing, F. C. C, South Framing-
ham; 5, C. E. Johnquist, S. C. C, Roxbury; 6, G. A
Carter, N. A. A., Newtonville. Time, 2m. 26 3-5S.

Final Heat— 1, Wettergreen; 2, Garrett; 3, Mayo; 4,

Johnquist; 5, Bianchi. Time, 2m. 23 2-53.

One Mile Handicap— i, G. R. Cutter, Boston; 2, W.
C. Sanger, Springfield; 3, L. Berlo, Boston.

M.. F. Dirnberger has been lying at the
Hotel Ozark, Chicago, in a precarious condi-

tion, sick with typhus-malaria fever. He
was unwell while on the Pacific Coast and
under the care of the doctors. Fever set in at
Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Dirnberger, his par-
ents, left Buffalo for the Windy City early in

the week to take charge of him.
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THE OHIO RIVER CIRCUIT.

THE EXCURSION.

Louisville, June 18. —The steamer City of

Madison left Cincinnati June 12 with a party,

including the racing.men for the' Ohio River

Circuit, Louisville. The Martin & Dressing,

New*Albany, Ind., Evansville and Owensboro
races were taken in on the trip. Among those

aboard were Mr. and Mrs. Croninger, Mr. and

Mrs. Clendenning, Mr. and Mrs. Watts, Mr.

and Mrs. G. E. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. George

Herbert, N. H. Van Sicklen, Mrs. F. E.

Spooner, Herbert Githens, Gus Steele, James
Levy, Charles Croninger, Miss Jo. Croninger,

Misses Minnie Bennett, Mae Daily, Mamie
Wiest, Emma, Julia and Margaret Steinberg,

Miss McLaughlin, Mr. Elijah Watts and
daughter, Conn and Cliff Baker, Plaice, Bow-
man, Eddy, Gordon E. Law, of Cincinnati, O.

;

O. P. Bernhart, Charles S. Houston, C. H.

Longley, Marion Black, E. V. Minor, H.

M. Sidwell, O. W. Lawson, Edward
Meglemry, Jr., George L. Martin, A. J.

Nowlin, T. B. Dewhurst, Edward Lawless,

S. B. Hedges, D. P. Hemphill, Frank L.

Michaels, Hugh Caperton, C. H. and Mrs.

Jenkins, M. J. Flack, Percy Hopper, W. G.

Kunkel, Jr., Nadand, Donaldson, Sam. Bart-

rim, Thos. Walsh, E. S. McLaughlin, Paul

Wiedman, J. M. Fisher, G. P. Wilmot. A
ball was given at Owensboro to the O. W. C.

and visiting wheelmen, and a jolly good time'

was indulged in, in which Mr. Clendenning

was very much to the fore. The return com-

menced at 12 midnight Saturday, and many
friends stood in the glare of the search-light to

see the last of the tenth annual meet of the

Kentucky Division. Reports at this writing

say the steamer City of Madison sunk opposite

Madison, Indiana, about 4 a. m., Monday,

June 18, but no lives were lost. This is fifty

miles above Louisville, and particulars are

scarce.

THE M. & D. ROAD RACE.
The Martin & Dressing road race at Louis-

ville on June 13, was an event to be remem-
bered, and the promoters are, consequently,

happy. There were 82 entries and 73 starters.

The day was perfect and the crowd immense.

* It is estimated that, with the straggling line

of spectators over the entire course and the

crush at the finish, not less than 10,000 people

saw the race. The start was made at 9.52,

when the two 8m. men were sent away;
at 7m., seven; five at 6m. 30s.; fourteen at

6m. ; three at 5m. 30s. ; six at 5m. ; three at

4m. 30s. ; five at 4m. j six at 3m. 30s, ; two at

3m.; seven at 2m. 30s.; two at 2m.; five. at

im. 30s. ; five at im. ; one at scratch.

More noted men started as follows: Marion
Black, Fort Wayne, Ind., at scratch; Conn
Baker, Levy, Steele, Wescott and Caperton at

im. ; Minor, Sidwell, Plaice, Eddy, and Don-
aldson at im. 30s. ; Cliff Baker got 2m. 30s.

;

O. P. Burnhardt, 3m. 30s. and A. J. Nowlin
and J. Newson, 2m.

THE FINISH.

Handi-
cap. Time.

1 John Spalding, Louisville 5.00 28.00
2 E. J. Danbert, Louisville 6.00 29.00
3 G. P. Miller, Louisville 6.30 29.54
4 H. K. Smith, Osborn, O 6.00 29.36
5 E. Hewitt Sale, Louisville 5.00 28.48
6 B. W. Twyman, Louisville 5.00 28.48
7 T. Callahan, Louisville 6.30 30.18
8 Geo. P. Pancette, Louisville 6.00 30.00
9 Marshall Lawson, Louisville 7.00 31.00
10 J. H. Carson, Georgetown, Ky 6.30 30.30

11, J. Friedman, Louisville; 12, G. Garth, Louisville;

13, J. Gallion, Louisville; 14, J. C. Mitchell, Louisville;.

15, Charles Pfeffer, Louisville; 16, Frank Clement,

Indianapolis; 17, L. H. Bond, Louisville; 18, J. E. Ber-

keley, Louisville; 19, J. C. Scott, Louisville; 20, W. A.

Rubey, Louisville; 21, W. T. Bonfield, Indianapolis;

22, F. P. Robinson, Smith's Valley, Ind.

First time prize, E. V. Minor, Indianapolis,

26m. 54s. ; second time prize, in dispute

—

claimed by Sidwell and Eddy. The positions

of these men are in question ; there appears to

be a mistake in the score sheet.

There is no mistake as to the distance, how-

ever, and every racing man is enthusiastic

over the course.

The officers were : Referee, W. W. Watts

;

Clerk of the Course, Orville Lawson; Starter,

Thos. E. Jefferis; Judges, Chas. Jenkins, G.

E. Johnson and E. H. Croninger; Timers, P.

E. Allison, Ed. Ledman and Ed. Neuhaus;

Scorers, Ben Humphreys and M. J. Fleck;

Checkers at the turn, George Glasser and M.

Winter.

Spalding, the winner, is a man of 34 years.

His mount was a Fenton racer.

NEW ALBANY, IND., JUNE 13.

Weather perfect, track a bit heavy and the

dust very aggravating, to the scratch men in

the handicaps especially. The attendance

about 1,800, and good-natured. The races, in

the main fair, but several Class B loafs were

roundly hissed. Caperton's 2m. 28s., from

scratch, in the mile handicap was the fastest

mile, and against such a dust as to make the

performance a creditable one. He got a cham-

pagne cooler for this, the fastest mile of the

meet.

One MiLE Novice (Sixteen starters)— 1, O. L.

Burke, Indianapolis; 2, Charles G. Pfeiffer, Louisville;

3, Vincent Cox, Louisville. Time, 2m. 40 4-5S.

Two MILE OPEN, CLASS B (Seven starters)-i, Her-

bert Githens; 2, Jas. Levy; 3, Gus Steele. Time, 8m.

24 4-5S. Also started, Conn Baker, Cliff Baker, O. P.

Eddie, F. H. Plaice.

£One Mile Handicap (Twenty-five starters)— 1, 0.*P.

Burnhart, 140 yards; 2, O. T. Burke, 140; 3, Otto Bau-

man, Dayton O., 150. Time, 2m. 14 4-5S. Caperton's

time from scratch, 2m. 28s.

Half-mile Heats (Thirteen Starters)—Heat One—
1, Burnhart; 2, Black; 3, Bauman. Time, im. n 1-5S.

Heat Two— 1, Burnhart; 2, Bauman; 3, Bonfield.

Time, im. 15 1-5S.

One Mile Open, Class B (Thirteen Starters)—1,

Black; 2, Wescott, Louisville, Ky.; 3, C. H. Longley,

Dayton, Ky. Time, 2m. 31 2-5S.

One Mile Open, Class B (Seven Starters)—Time
limit, 2m. 25s.—1, Steele; 2, Githens; 3, Conn Baker.
Time, 2m. 42 1-5S. Run over.

1, Githens; 2, Steele; 3, Eddy. Time, 2m. 40 4-5S.

Declared off.

The officers: Referee, E. H. Croninger,

clerk of the course, Orville Lawson
;
judges,

John Glendenning, Dr. Charles G. Lucas,

Sam Bartrim; timers, P. E. Allison, Edward
Ledman, Edward Neuhaus, Jr. ; handicapper,

L. M. Wainwright, Indianapolis.

EVANSVILLE, IND., JUNE 14.

Weather perfect; track fast, but dusty;

attendance poor, only about 300 people being

present. The races were worthy of a better

crowd. Results

:

One Mile Novice (Nine starters)— 1, Nadaud; 2,

Mingst; 3, Houston. Time, zm. 40s.

Quarter Mile Scratch (Eleven starters)— 1, Klin-

ger, Terre Haute; 2, Bernhart; 3, Rough. Time,
31 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap (Five starters)— 1, Stocker, 80

yards; 2, Mingst, 130; 3, Halbrooks, no. Time, 2m. 40s.

One MILE, CLASS B (Seven starters)—Time limit,

2m. 35s. 1, Conn Baker; 2, Levy; 3, Eddy. Time,
am. 41s. Declared no race.

Two Mile Handicap (Sixteen starters)— 1, Black,

150 yards; 2, Peltier, 275; 3, Stocker. Time, 4m. 45s.

One Mile Handicap (Seventeen starters)--i, Bern-
hart, scratch; 2, Black, 80 yards; 3, Freers, Terre
Haute, no. Time, 2m. 23s.

Half Mile Handicap (Eleven starters)— 1, Way,
Terre Haute, 50 yards; 2, Lynn, Terre Haute; 3, Black.
Time, im. 5 1-5S.

Two Mile, Class B (Seven starters)—Time limit,

5m. 40s.—1, Steele; 2, Githens; 3, Conn Baker. Time,
5m. 25 2-5S.

Five Mile Handicap (Nine starters)-i, Stocker,

325 yards; 2, Hedges, 500; 3, Lynn, 600. Time, 13m.
° 4-5S.

N. H. Van Sicklen officiated as referee.

OWENSBORO—KENTUCKY DIVISION MEET.
First Day, June 15.—Weather good; track

very fast but a little dusty. Attendance, 1,500.

HALF-MlLE NOVICE (Eight Starters)— 1, Percy Hop-
per, Cloversport, Ky.; 2, Jas. Keeley, Ow nsboro, Ky.;

3, Carl Thorne, Louisville, Ky. Time, im. 21s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B (Seven Starters)—1,

Conn Baker, 65 yards; 2, Levy, 65 yards; 3, Steele, 35
yards. Time, 2m. 23s.

Half-mile Heats (Seven Starters)— 1, Bernhart; 2,

Baumann; 3, Rough. Time, im. 15s.

One Mile Kentucky Division Championship
(Thirteen starters)—1, F. D. Cartwright, Bowling,
Green, Ky.; 2, Hugh Caperton, Louisville, Ky.; 3,

Howard Van Antwerp, Mount Sterling, Ky. Time,
2m. 32s. The fastest time ever made in a Kentucky
championship race.

Half Mile O. W. C. Championship (Four starters)

—1, Walter K. Stout; 2, A. Rosenfield; 3, J. C. Pfeiffer.

Time, im. 20s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B (Six Starters)-i, T.
R. Eddy, Columbus, O , 200 yards; 2, Cliff Baker,
Columbus, O.; 3, Conn Baker, 100. Time, 5m. 6s.

One Mile Open, Class B (Seven starters)— 1, Steele;

2, Githens; 3, Conn Baker. Time, 2m. 37s.

Quarter Mile Heats, Kentucky Riders (Twelve
starters)—First Heat: 1, Van Antwerp; 2, Longley; 3,

Donaldson. Time, 3514s. Second Heat: 1, Hemphill;
2, Capterton; 3, Dewhurst. Time, 36J4S.

Final—1, Van Antwerp; 2, Longley; 3, Donaldson.
Time, 35KS.
Caperton ruled out of this race for fouling.

One Mile Kenton Club Handicap—i, Houston;
2, Sidwell; 3, McLean.
Bernhart, with pacemakers, went against State

record of 2m. 23s. He made 2m. 24s., but lost at least

three seconds through poor pacemaking. His trial,

however, was from a standing start, while the record
by Bliss was flying start. Bernhart thus holds State
record against time, standing start.

Second Day—Weather good; attendance

less than previous day.

One Mile, Kentucky Riders (Ten starters)— 1,

Van Antwerp; 2, Sidwell, 3, Nowlin. Time, 2m. 34s.

Two Mile Handicap (Eighteen starters)- 1, Bau-
mann, 180 yards; 2, Cartwright, 200; 3, Stout, 200.

Time. 4m. 5254s.

Half Mile Heats, Class B (Seven starters)—
First Heat: 1, Githens, 2, Steele, 3, Levy. Time,
im. 31s. Second Heat: 1, Githens; 2, Steele; 3, Conn
Baker. Time, im. 49s.

Half.Mile Kentucky Division Championship
(Eleven starters)— 1, Van Antwerp; 2, SidweU; 3,

Hopper. Time, im. us.

Caperton was ruled off the track for the meet for

fouling. A bunch of six fell in this race.

One Mils Open, Class B (Six Starters)— 1, Steele;

2, Conn Baker; 3, Cliff Baker. Time, 2m. 33s

One Mile Open (Ten Starters)— 1, Bernhart; 2,

Rough; 3, Hedges. Time, 3m. 4%s.

One Mile, Pennyrile Championship (Six Starters)
—1, Cartwright; 2, Stout; 3, Pfeiffer, Time, 2m. 36s.

Half-mile Open (Six Starters) — Time Limit,
im. 15s.—1, Githens; 2, Conn Baker; 3, Plaice. Time,
im. 14s.

Three Mile Louisville C. C. Championship—
1, George L. Martin; 2, W. A. Rubey. Time, 9m. 25s.

Githens, with pacemakers and a flying start, went a
mile in 2m. 2oJ£s., breaking Bliss' record made at

Harrodsburg.

The officers at Owensboro: Referee, E. H.
Croninger; clerk of the course, N. H. Van
Sicklen

;
judges, Watts, Neuhaus and Thixton,

of Owensboro; timers, D. R. Tyler, Elijah

Steitler and C. Riley, Jr. , all of Owensboro

;

announcer, O. W. Lawson; starters, M. J.

Fleck and Prince Wells ; handicapper, M. J.
Fleck.
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How is this for War?
GUN NO. 1.

Philadelphia, May 16, 1894.
Pitttburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Gentlemen—Your Mr. G. B. Ellis put a set of your Protectors in my tires a few days ago. I have ridden them fort)- or
fifty miles, and I am convinced that, as a guard against puncture, they surpass anything I have ever seen. Wishing you suc-
cess, I am Very truly yours, MARSHALL J. BAILEY, Century Wheelman, Philadelphia'.

BATTERY NO. 2.
Niles, Ohio, May 11, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

:

Dear Sirs—I ordered from you one of the Hoffman Tire Protectors, and will say that it excels my expectations, as I

could not perceive any difference in the resiliency in riding, and after I had run it ten miles an expert could not detect that
there was a protector in my wheels. I cheerfully commend the Hoffman Protector to all wheelmen.

Very truly yours, F. J. VAN WYL.

TERRIFIC EXPLOSION NO. 3.
Chas. S. Keith, Columbia Bicycles,

Repairs and Accessories.
Alliance, Ohio, May 19, 1894.

Pittsburg Tire Protector Co., Pittsburg, Pa,

:

Gentlemen—In compliance to yours of 12th inst. I inserted a pair of the Hoffman Tire Protectors in a pair of Morgan &
Wright Tires. While doing so a friend came in and insisted on preparing a board to test the protectors. He drove about two
dozen fence staples and the same number of tacks and wire nails through a three-eighth inch board, and placed the same on
flagstone walk, points upward. I weigh 135 pounds, and rode back and forth over the same. He weighs 145 pounds and did
the same. Another gentleman weighing 180 pound did the same without injury to the inner tubes. Not being satisfied, I

procured another board eight inches by six feet three-eights inch thick, drove one pound of fence staples through the same,
points projecting three-eights inch, and repeated the operation, riding back and forth a great many times and allowing any
person present to do the same, without injury to the inner tubes. So I am forced to acknowledge the Hoffman Tire Protectors
all you claim for them. Yours respectfully, CHAS. S. KEITH.

RESULT OF THE BATTLE IN ONE WEEK.
1

State of Pennsylvania, )

Allegheny County. \
SS- '

Personally before me, a notary public in and for said county, came W. L. Paine, who, being duly sworn, doth depose
and say that the sales of the Hoffman Patent Non-Puncturable Bicycle Tire Protector aggregate a total of Eleven Hundred
and Fifty-five pairs, shipped to all parts of the United States during the week ending May 19, 1894.

, ~*-—. , Sworn to and subscribed before me,
] seal. [• this 23d day of May, 1894.
( —,~ ' A.- K. Stevenson, Notary Public. W. L. PAINE, Secretary.

C
Will be universally used by every rider in the United States

TUp Unffman TiVp Prrk^fe*r¥ f\r J
Can be inserted into any tire containing an air tube,

1 uc nuiuiicui 1 irt, r^roctcciori ts oniy 3
.32 f an inch thick Rp««ti« a« soft n* a

Lasts a lifetime.Li

Becomes as soft as a rag with a little use.

Every pair packed in an elegant embossed gold paper box.

PRICE, $5.00 PER PAIR.
MANUFACTURERS ?—Yes, you should apply for them now to get them for next season.

DEALERS ?—Yes, you must have them to supply your trade.

RIDERS?-Yes, you can't afford to suffer punctures any longer.

EVERYBODY !-Get the HOFFMAN PROTECTOR.

CO.,PITTSBURG TIRE PROTECTOR
34 McCANCE BLOCK, PITTSBURG, PA.

SeNID FOR D6SCRIPTIVS CHTHLOC. LliZ© KGENTS Sn£Z5NTeD.

Please add Saw it in The Wheel.
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KENTUCKY BUSINESS MEETING.

Chief Consul Croninger presiding, called the

meeting to order in the Osceola Club-rooms

at 9.30 a. m. Mayor J. H. Hickman was in-

troduced, and, in a very earnest way, bade the

visitors welcome. Mr. Triplet, of the Owens-

boro Daily Inquirer, was presented, and made
a very happy impression by a decidedly witty

and at the same time a delightfully appropriate

RHODY'S RACE.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen's twenty-five

mile open handicap on July 7 promises well.

The splendid list of thirty-six prizes aggre-

gating in value $1,265, well selected and well

distributed, and the wide, circular, sand-

papered course selected should be sufficient to

attract nearly all the big guns of the road.

speech. Chief Consul Croninger read his re-

port, after which the Secretary-Treasurer's

report was read. This shows for Kentucky to

April 1, 616 names, from 74 cities and towns,

against 62 one year ago. Louisville has 250

members, an increase of 67 ; Owensboro comes

next with 39, an increase of 28 members ; Cov-

ington 31, an increase of 11. Comparing the

States from Mr. Bassett's report on May
31, we find that few Divisions have done

better than Kentucky. The entire League
had renewed then 21 per cent, of the mem-
bership, enrolled to April 1, 1894. Ken-

tucky had renewed 21 per cent. ;-^Missouri,

2r; Tennessee, 28; Ohio, n; Indiana, 11;

Illinois, 19; Pennsylvania, 19; New York, 27;

and Massachusetts 42. Of three Eastern

Divisions included in this list, only Massa-

chusetts and New York exceed Kentucky's

proportion, while Pennsylvania falls short of

it. The number of applicants in proportion

to the number of members at the close of the

League year was, for the entire League, a little

more than 6 per cent., while Kentucky had
secured n per cent.; Missouri, 9; Tennessee,

8; Ohio, 3; Indiana, 4; Illinois, 4; Pennsyl-

vania, 6; New York, 7, and Massachusetts, n.
The treasurer's reports showed total receipts

of $437.65, and disbursements of $427.05, leav-

ing the balance on hand of $10.60.

The following names were nominated to be

placed on the ballots for mail vote in October

and November: For Chief Consul, E. A.
Newhaus, Jr., Louisville; for Vice-Consul,

T. C. Walden, Owensboro; for Secretary-

Treasurer, Owen Lawson, Louisville; for

Representatives, John Clendenning, Coving-

ton; John Cromwell, Cynthiana; W. P. Hast-

ings, Shelbyville ; W. R. Pratt, Madisonville.

It was voted to hold the next meet in Mays-
ville. Madisonville was also a candidate.

White Burley.

Providence is famous for its clean streets

and good macadam roads, and the course

chosen is in keeping with the city's reputation,

as the illustrations, from photographs taken by

Henry Campbell and Benj. Smith for The
Wheel go to show, so that no added word of

praise is needed.

The course, as shown by the accompanying
map, has no perplexing turns, is about six and
a quarter miles around, necessitating four

laps. The roads are very wide and each turn
will be marked with flags.

In detail it is: Start and finish on Reser-

voir Avenue, straightaway to Fenners Corner,

turn left to Park Avenue direct to Broad
Street, turn left on Broad Street following

Broad Street to Adelaide Avenue, turn left

and follow Adelaide Avenue to Reservoir

Avenue.

There are two hills, neither of which should

slow the pace, as both are short and gradual.

The R. I. W. believe that if the day is

favorable the road-record will go down.
The first three men will have the choice of

Rambler, Relay and Lovell Giraffe bicycles.

The other prizes are fixed and include a $30
clock, a $25 banquet lamp, silver smoking set,

two more banquet lamps, onyx table, mackin-

tosh, bamboo rod and reel, cycle suit, umbrella,

gold headed cane, opera glasses, etc. The first

time prize will be a Columbia racer, the second

a Spalding bicycle and the third a diamond
stud. There are also three special time prizes

—one of them a Stearns' special—offered by
Providence people, to the residents of Rhode
Island making the best time.

Entries close June 30 with Benj. Smith,

Box 103, Providence. Fee $2.

Racing on the Road at Springfield.

Massasoit C. C. seventeen miles road race,

Springfield, Mass., June 13. Eighty-eight

starters. Best time by Landry, scratch, 49m.

32 1-2S. Result:
Handicap. Time.

M.S. M.S.
A. Ostiguy 5.00 52.42

G. A. McEdwards , 330 51.46

Eugene Bernatchez 3.30 52.12

Hiram H.Greye 500 5344
Walter Parrish 3.30 52. 18

F.J. Walker 1.00 49-51

Constantine Rueda 2.00 50.52

B.H.Moody 4.30 5325
Jacob Ewig, Jr 1.30 50.31

John Hosmer 3.00 52.02

Stephen Russell 4.00 52.22

W. A. Haire 3.00 52.23

W. A. Rugg 7.00 56.15

G.E.Bates..., 4.30 54-02

P. A. Landry scratch 4932 1-2

F. B. Stow scratch 49.40

T. H. Fonlds, im., 50m. 41s. ; H. G. Hart, 3m. 30s., 53m.
12s.; W. H. Haskins, im. 30s , 51m. 13s.; P. W. Cleve-

land, im., 50m. 48s.; C. S. Haynes, im. 30s., 51m. 33s.;

C. N. Mitchell, im., 51m.; John Sherman, 2m., 52m.

24s.; W. P. Wilbur, 2m. 30s., 53m. gs. ; C. Duckworth,
3m. 30s., 54m. 13s.; G. D. Collins, 6m. 30s., 57m. 41s.; F.

E. Battey, 30s., 52m. is.; D. A. Hall, im. 30s., 53m. 3s.;

Harry King, 2m. 30s., 54m. 4s.; R. C. Gardner, im. 30s.,

53m. 5s.; Alick Cronin, 4m., 55m. 42s.; D. H. Graves,
4m. 30s., 56m. 18s.; Christian Huettner,2m., 54m.; F. P.

Warner, 3m. 30s., 55m. 53s.; R. B. Chamberlain, im.

30s., 53m. 36s.; F. E. Cram, im., 53m. 37s.; G. C. Prouty,

3m. 30s., 56m. ios.; W. H. Pierce, 2m. 30s., 55m. 10 1-2S.;

T. E. Ridgway, 6m. 30s., 59m. us.; C. C. B. Carlton,

im. 30s., 54m. 12s.

Five class A and five class B events will be

run at the Columbia C. C.'s meet at Hartford,

July 4. The prizes are valued at $1,500, con-

sisting of wheels, diamonds, watches, etc. For
entry blanks address F, W, Mayer, Box 365

Hartford, Conn,
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The Cyclone
MECHANICALLY FASTENED CLINCHER TIRE

Is positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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THE NEW YORKER IN FINE FORM AT
ROCKVILLE.—SANGER SO SICK THAT
HE SPREADEAGLED THE FIELD.

Rockville, Conn., June 16.—Rockville is a

pretty little city which nestles quietly amid

some of the most beautiful of the many hills

which plentifully dot the State, and all of

which, in their summer verdure, are fairly

radiant. But pretty as it is, Rockville is

not easily accessible. It is a devious and

winding route over an indifferent sort of railway

that leads to the place. Once here, however,

and that is soon forgotten.

Among the town's possessions are a cycle

club, yclept the Rockville Wheel Club, and a

fast half-mile track. The former had pro-

moted its annual tournament, and, of course,

the venue was the half-mile track referred to.

True it is that the inhabitants, despite posters

and handbills which had stared them in the

eye for days, seemed apathetic, and turned

out in small numbers, but that did not affect

either the times nor the sport, which was of

high order. The discouragingly small attend-

ance may have been due to the sultry weather

or to the lack of facilities for reaching the

track.

Rockville has but two busses and a tally-ho.

The latter was used to take the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s crowd of officials to the track, and the

750 to 1,000 other spectators had to either pack

themselves into the busses or walk, and few

cared to do either.

At last year's meet, Zimmerman and San-

ger were both present. The former rode

brilliantly and in fast time, but Sanger in-

sisted that the track was not good enough and
refused to get up. To-day Sanger was again

on hand, and again did he refuse to ride, this

time because of a bad cold contracted at

Rochester. Itwas a bi tter pill to all concerned.

One of the officials insisted that it was more
than that.

"It's a shame," he said to the re-

porters, "and I hope the papers will give him
»»

In the meantime Sanger was being coaxed

and threatened and pleaded with. He could

not resist the pressure, and finally agreed to

appear in one event.

The joyous fact was made public by the an-

nouncer and in novel language.
" Mr. Wallie C.Sanger," he bawled, "has

kindly consented to appear in the half mile

open, but as he is a sick man and out of shape,

you must not be at all surprised if he is beaten.

You must not consider this a fair race," etc.,

etc.

The crowd swallowed it all, and when
Sanger appeared, swathed in blankets, he was
looked on as one tottering on the brink of the

grave. Sanger merely smiled. Then he threw

off his blanket and mounted. Lined up with

him were Bald, Murphy, Taylor, Arnold,

Miller and several others—nine in all. At the

pistol fire, Sanger fell in behind. A sick man's

place, you say; but, dear reader, he always

does that.

Taylor at once took the pace. George, you
know, now rides on the Victor team, although

he rode a Sterns to-day. Suddenly Arnold
came out of the bunch and rode like mad down
past the field. Taylor held the pace. It was
so much like another race not so long ago that

Asa Wendle let out a startling, though hastily

concocted yell, heard away across the track.

Arnold, closely followed by some one else, had

several lengths to the good when the men back

of Taylor broke like a flock of scared sheep.

Kennedy was following Bald, close behind

Taylor.. Sanger forgot his sickness, and in

the exigencies of the moment, wiggled his

legs a little faster; so fast, indeed, that at

the turn he led the whole bunch. He was

never headed, although Tyler was coming

strong, and won by a good two lengths.

"Splendid for a sick man," said some.

Sanger did not ride again. Tyler did, and

won one event, and did well in several others.

W. H. Wells "got a move on," and with

70 yards, the limit, in the half mile handicap,

surprised " those who knew" and himself, no

doubt, by a splendid, well-sustained sprint.

Tyler, from scratch, rode in im. 6s., and was

only two lengths back when Wells crossed the

tape.

Bald trained too hard at Springfield, follow-

ing Rochester, and was seriously affected by

heat in the mile handicap. Alone on scratch,

he had Titus 25 yards away and an excellent

F. J. TITUS.

field of long markers to catch. Titus knew his

game, and quickly overhauled the leaders.

Then Bald rode a half in im. 6s. all alone,

caught his field, but was played out when the

sprint came. Titus passed Kennedy in the

straight, and with good, even sprinting, won a

pretty race. Not content with his two victories,

Manager-Trainer Young, of the Spalding team

,

proposed that his man (Titus) go for the track

record of 2m. 15s., made by Willie Windle.

This was agreed to. It was Titus' first at-

tempt at an official mile, and he acquitted him-
self admirably.

Tyler, Charlie Murphy, George Taylor and
Miller carried him along. Murphy brought
him the second quarter in 30 seconds flat, his

time being im. 4 4- 5s. to the half, im. 34 4-5S.

to the three-quarters and an even 2m. 7s. for

the mile—the fastest of the year. He could

have done seconds better. The ClassA events

were of little more than local interest. The
summary:

ONE MILE, 3 MIN. CLASS.

1. C.M.Stevens, Hartford. 4. E.J. Silcox, Rockville.

2. C. J. Guy, Unionville. 5. H. S. Fay, Manchester.

3. B. Zalamea, S, America. 6. J. H. Henley, WTatie,

Time, 2m. 418.

Clifton S. Merrill also rode. Several fell. Won by
several lengths.

HALF MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. W. H. Wells, 70 yards. 5. C. M. Murphy, 25.

2. H. C. Tyler, scratch. 6. A. W. Warren, 30.

3. E. C. Bald, scratch. 7. H. B. Arnold, 40.

4. W. Coleman, 20. 8. A. D. Kennedy, 25.

Time, im. 6s.

Wells, with 70 yards, took advantage of his lead, and

rode as he has not done before on this circuit. Tyler

cut out around the field and cut away from Bald. He
was two lengths from Wells at the tape, doing the half

in im. 7 2-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CONNECTICUT RIDERS.

1. C. R. Newton, Stafford Springs, scratch.

2. R. H. Barnes, Windsor, 70 yards.

3. C. M. Stevens, Hartford, 120.

4. J. H. Jones, Hartford, 60.

5. H. C. Kite, Rockville, 50.

6. B. Zalamea, Hartford, 40.

Time, 2m. 24s.

Newton overtook the field at the half and won in

good style.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. F. J. Titus, 25 yards. 5. W. H. Wells, 140.

2. A. D. Kennedy, 50. 6. E. F. Miller, 100.

3. W. Coleman, 40. 7. A. W. Warren, 70.

4. F. C. Graves, 60.

Time, 2m. 20 4-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, ROCKVILLE WHEEL CLUB.

1. H. C. Kite, Rockville, scratch.

2. Burt E. Hyde, Rockville, no yards.

Time, 2m. 29s.

The second man learned to ride three weeks ago,

and had trained but four days. He rode grandly, and

was beaten in a tight finish by a length.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. t,. G. F. Taylor.

2. H. C. Tyler. 5- E. C. Bald.

3. C. M. Murphy.
Time, im. 13 25s.

ONE MILE 3.10 CLASS, LOCAL RIDERS.

1. J. Silcox. 2. F. C. Smith.

Time, 3m. 6 4-5S.

A close race in which the winner was almost nipped

at the tape.

ONE MILE, EASTERN CONNECTICUT CYCLING CLUBS.

1. C. R. Newton, scratch. 2. G. M. Graves, 50 yards.

3. J. A. Hagbug, 70.

Time, im. 9 4-5.

Another easy thing for Newton.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. H. C. Tyler. 4 E. F. Miller.

2. C. M. Murphy. 5. A. W. Warren.

3. G. F. Taylor. 1 6. W. Coleman.
Time, 3m.

A loaf for the first half, and then a long, hard sprint

home, Tyler winning handily.

ONE MILE TEAM RACE, EASTERN CONNECTICUT
CYCLING CLUBS.

Three teams starting.

1. C. R. Newton, Williamatic.

2. E. J. Silcox, Rockville.

3. H. C. Kite, Rockville.

4. W. P. Jordon, Williamatic.

5. J. H. Henley, Williamatic.

6. A. D. Smith, Norwich.

7. H. D. Tracy, Norwich.

8. B. E. Hyde, Rockville.

g. J. A. Hagbug, Norwich.
Time, 2m. 44s.

1. Williamatic, 20 points. 3. Norwich, 8 points.

2. Rockville, 17 points.

A close and exciting finish. Nine men almost

abreast.

QUARTER MILE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. W. J. Tenzier, Broad Brook.

2. B. Zalamea, Hartford.

3. C. S Merrill, Middletown.
Time, 36s.

South Framingham, Mass., June 16—One Mile

Novice: 1, Thomas S. Butler, Cambridgeport; 2,

Joseph H. Hall, Milton. Time, 2m. 44s. Quarter

Mile, Open—1, B. R. Livermore, Worcester; 2, S. P.

Swett, Norway, Me. Time, 36 4-5S. Half Mile Open—
1, T. S. Connolly, Boston; 2, W. A. Fogwell, Newton.

Time, im. 15 3-5S. Half Mile Boys*— 1, Thomas S.

Butler, Cambridgeport; 2, W. P. Bates, Natick. Time,

im. 20 1-5S. One Mile lap—1, A. F. Weisner, South

Natick; 2, G. O. Putnam, Marlboro; 3, S. P. Swett,

Norway, Me. Quarter Mile Invitation— 1, A. F. Hog.

well, Newton. Time, 36m, 3-ss.
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THE TIRE QUESTION.

TN selecting single tube tires wheelmen

should not lose sight of the fact that

in the face of the strongest opposition the

grand achievements of the Columbia Tire

have turned the tide of popular favor to this

form of construction.

The Columbia is every day demonstrating

its right to claim the leadership among the

pneumatic tires of the world as the simplest,

fastest, most durable, and easiest to repair

either temporarily or permanently.

HARTFORD RUBBER
WORKS CO.,

Hartford, Conn.
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Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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VETS REVIVED.

AN OLD-TIMBR'S RACE—THE WORM'S
RECORD THAT FAILED.

Cleveland, O., June 18, 1894.—And now the

veterans of the Cleveland Wheel Club are to

have a road race. It was to have been run

next Saturday, but has been postponed to July

18, two days before the Grand Circuit meet.

In order to be eligible to compete, a rider

must not have taken part in any race in the

past three years. The course will be from the

club-house to Wade Park and return, a dis-

tance of tea miles. No prizes will be solicited,

but already fourteen have been contributed

voluntarily. The following old horses have

already entered: George L. Ralston, W. F.

Sayle, E. Wanstall, A. McNamara, George

Collister, J. H. Barrett, W.*H. Gwinn, G. A.

Boyer, James Josephi, J. F/lves, B. J. Hamm,

J. T. Marshall, C. L. Schleman, W. J. Henley,

J. T. Huntington, Otis Cook, W. G. Smith,

Jos. Connelly, A. P. Titus, H. A. Likly, Chas.

Leininger, W. H. Chubb and A. G. Wilcox.

No pacemaking will be allowed, and any

amount of fun is anticipated. The race will

not be started until 6.30 p. m. to allow every-

one to enjoy the fun. Upon the same after-

noon a club run of the old Cleveland Bicycle

Club, on ordinaries, will be called by Captain

George Collister. This club has not been

active for years, but most of the members who
have hung together still have their old mounts,

and will dust the cob webs from them upon

the afternoon in question, and turn out at their

old captain's call.

Captain Lindmueller and C. G. Merrills, of

the C. W. C, were to have started Friday

night at the Glenville race track to try and

lower the world's twenty-four hour record. At

the last moment the "try" fell through, the

men not being able to secure the use of the

track. The reason given was that there are

too many horses being worked there at present.

There are many colts among the number, and

it was thought better to postpone the event

until Fall.

Two members of the Lakeside team—Ernest

Johnson and R. Goetz—captured everything

in sight at Pittsburg on Saturday last. This

will, in all probability, be the last appearance

of these two riders in Class A events. What
a complication now stares us in the face. The
Lakeside Club, through their president, have

agreed not to run any Class B events at their

tournament, July 14. By that time some mem-
bers of their team, if not all, will be in Class B,

and cannot compete in races given by their

own club. Wonder if President Shupe intends

running for office again. Scalp hunters will

be thick if he does.

Capital Wanted.

The Wheel has had information of a con-

cern placed before it, which shows the concern

to be in excellent shape, but most anxious to

take on some new things which will need in-

creased capital. The Wheel is asked to state

that the party would like to correspond with

persons wishing to invest capital in the trade.

The party referred to has an already well-

established factory, and an article on the mar-

ket which has been widely advertised and is

very popular. Correspondence received by

the firm shows that a good business is being

done. Address H. G. T., The Wheel.

EASTERN CRACKS AT MILFORD.
A ten mile handicap with fifty starters and

Nat Butler and James Clark on scratch was
the feature of the Milford, Mass., Wheelmen's
race meet, June 16. Eben Snow, 30 seconds,

held the scratch men for three miles, when he

quit, Butler cutting all the pace, with Clark

hanging on to him. Butler lead at the five

mile mark, doing it in 13 minutes. I. C. Trask,

of Milford, a two-minute man, won in 27m. 2s.

James Clark beat Nat Butler out for time

prize in 26m. 32j£s.

The fastest time was made in the novice

race. The three-minute class event went to

C. H. Brown, a seventeen-year-old boy. The
track was rather poor. Summary:
Mile Novice—First Heat: i, Fred. P. Elmer, Chico-

pee; 2, G. F. Wright, Needham; 3, C. F. Williams,

Press C. C. Time, 2m. 41 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, H. M.

Gokey, Allston; 2, W. A. Gray, Worcester; 3, C. A.

McCallum, Centre Falls. Time, 2m. 36 2-5S. Third

Heat: 1, M. C. Honig, Worcester; 2, F. C. Paine, Mil-

bury; 3, D. F. O'Connell, Hopedale. Time, 2m. 35 1-5S.

Final Heat: 1, M. C. Honig, Worcester; 2, F. C. Paine,

Milbury; 3, C. A. McCallum, Centre Falls. Time, 2m.

33 *-5?-

One Mile, 3-Minute Class—First Heat: 1, H. W.
Gokey, Allston; 2, Nathan Butler Cambridgeport; 3,

H. L. Felch, Natick. Time, 3m. 152-5S. Second Heat:

1, H. A. Seavey, Waltham; 2, W. A. Gray, Worcester;

3, E. A. Tosi, Everett. Time, 2m. 56s. Third Heat: 1,

C. H. Brown. Fitchburg; 2, L. C. Trask, Milford: 3, L.

B. Arnold, Woonsocket. Time, 3m. 2 2-5S. Fourth
Heat: 1, F. P. Elmer, Chicopee; 2, R. W. Emerson,
Chelsea; 3, McConnell, Eagle Club. Time, 2m.

48 2-5S. Final Heat: 1, C. H. Brown; 2, H. A. Savey;

3, Fred Elmer. Time, 2m. 34 2-5S.

Mile Open— hirst Heat: 1, F. H. Allen, Springfield;

2, James Clark, Boston; 3, Nat Butler. Time, 2m.

49 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, Warren S. Reynolds, Hyde
Park; 2, C. H. Nelson, Springfield B. C; 3, John S.

Burns, Worcester; 4, Eben H.Shaw. Time, 2m. 56 2 5s.

Third Heat: 1, Dan Connolly, Boston; 2, F. M. Hag-
gerty, Waltham; 3, L. W. Campbell, Woonsocket.

Time, 2m. 44%s. Fourth Heat: 1, W. C. Marmon, In-

dianapolis; 2, W. B. Rogers, Taunton; 3, J. J. Mc-
Laughlin, Waltham. Time, 2m. 50s. Final Heat— 1,

James Clark, P. C. C; 2, W. B. Rogers, Taunton; 3, E.

H. Snow, Boston. Time, 2m. 38 2-5S.

Mile Open, Ladies' Race— 1, Grace Smith, Boston; 2,

Lena Cutler, Boston; 3, Mamie Little, Holliston. Time,

3m. 50KS.

Ten Mile Handicap— 1, J. C. Trask, Milford; 2, Geo.

Bruce, Milford; 3, Frank Mayo, Union B. C, Maiden.

Time, 27m. z%s.

Time prize won by James Clark, Boston, 26m. 32%s.

A TRACK IN MID-AIR.

THE LATEST TESTING INNOVATION OF
THE POPE MFG. CO.

Norwalk's Ten Miles Road Race.

Alpha Wheel Club's ten miles road race,

Norwalk, Conn., June 16; sixty-two starters:

1, A. P. Sherwood, Green's Farms, 4m. 30s.

Time, 28m. 54s. 2, S. B. Wheeler, Danbury,

2m. 45s., 28m. 29s.
; 3, C. S. Henshaw, Green-

wich W. 4m.,
1

30m. 1 8s.
; 4, E. P. Buckley, South-

port, 30m. 21s.
; 5, C. S. Youngs, Norwalk, 2m.

45s., 29m. Best time, H. A. Saunders, Nor-

walk, 3DS., 28m. 4s. J. M. Baldwin, of New-
ark, N. J., was on scratch. He finished thirty-

ninth.

An Electric Light Meet.

At Augusta, Ga., June 12, a meet was held

at night by electric lights with encouraging

success. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Evans; 2, Bryant. Time, 2m.

45 i-5S.

Quarter Mile, heats— 1, Beal, n; 2, Hook. Time, 33s.

Half Mile, Open— 1, Evans; 2, Pound. Time, im.23S.

Half Mile Local— 1, Rooney; 2, Levy. Time, im.

32 2-5S.

One Mile—Dead heat between Hook and Beal.

East Orange (N. J.) Ramblers* road races, June 16—
Quarter Mile Scratch: 1, A. J. M. Edwards; 2, A. S. Gil-

lsepie; 3, F. M. Bennett. Time, 302-53. Two Mile Handi-
cap: 1, H. C. Mecklem, 308.52, William Clark, 20s.; 3, A.

S. Gillespie, ss. Time, 6m. 10s. One Mile Scratch—1,

A. J. M. Edwards; 2, F. M. Bennett; 3, Frank Hassel.

Time, 2m. 43s.

Hartford, June 18.—A thirteen-lap track is

now in course of construction on the roof of

the great west wing of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s

factory in this city. The track will be well

banked, and will have a strong guard-rail

around the outside. It will be wide enough
and safe enough to negotiate at fifteen miles

or more an hour.

The wing has a gravelled flat roof. The track

is being built for the purpose of testing wheels

and improvements nearer at home than for-

merly, when some outside track had to be

used.

" We have always tested our wheels

thoroughly," said Vice-President Geo. H.

Day to a Wheel man on Sunday, "and in the

days of the old Standard we had to test our

backbones. Later it was the safety, the

crook-neck saddle posts and little front fork

spring.

"The Pope Company probably spends more
money in devising and perfecting improve-

ments than any other two companies, and our

new track brings the work nearer home, that

is all. It will not be public, but simply for

our private use." From another source it is

learned that the Pope company will greatly

enlarge its traveling force in the early Fall,

and will cover a larger territory and with

more men than ever before.

Sidewalk Riding Bothering Syracuse.

The Syracuse newspapers, as well as the

cyclists, are busy at present "roasting" the

Police Department for enforcing the ordinance

prohibiting sidewalk riding. Wheelmen have

been arrested by the wholesale, as many of the

streets outside of the centre of the city are

worse than country roads. The Herald says:

" To compel wheelmen to use the streets in many
localities of the town is a simple outrage. It is doubt

ful if some streets are highways in the proper mean-
ing of the term, and the city should be proceeded

against for allowing these menaces to the safety of all

vehicles and their occupants to remain uncared for.

Unless the authorities at once institute a proper

system of permits, they will be in receipt of a storm

of wrath that has not yet been paralleled in Central

New York since the beginning of the hundred years

just rounded out."

Across Europe.

Iliffe & Son, 3 St. Bride Street, Ludgate

Circus, London, publish H. O. Duncans de-

scription of Terront's ride from St. Petersburg

to Paris, at a shilling. The chapters are:

By Rail to St. Petersburg ; In the City of the

Czar; Preparing for the Start; Terront

Begins His Ride; A Wolf Story; Meyer's

Accident ; At Warsaw ; The German Frontier

;

Reception in Berlin; Shot At; Home Again.

Terront is a noted French rider, and has

won many long-distance contests, both on the

path and on the road. The book is cleverly

illustrated, and the reading matter is fresh

and interesting, not delving too deeply into

details, but touching the subject lightly and

only in its most interesting aspects.

The police of Deering, Me., arrested thirty

wheelmen on Sunday last. The sudden en-

forcement of the ordinance was caused by the

running down of a girl the previous week.
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YOST-DEWEY.

Jos. L. Yost, known to the familiars as "Joe" Yost—has been a

figure in the trade for nearly a decade. Mr. Dewey is not so well

known as his partner in the Yost company, not having gotten about

very much and being but a new-comer.

Mr. Yost is a sewing machine man like Messrs. Lozier, Stokes, Meas-

ure, Very, Poorman, McCune, Snitjer, Martin, Varney and the others of

the "sewing machine" crowd.

Mr. Yost came into the cycle business about eight years ago through

his acquaintanceship with Mr. W. E. McCune, the inventor of the

Springfield Roadster. A company was organized, but the roadster

was not a brilliant success. It had a fair measure of public favor, how-
ever, and the company, under Mr. Yost's management, and working in

complete harmony with partner McCune, who looked after the factory

interests, has become progressive, and was well established.

The appearance of the safety, however, made any great success

with the Roadster impossible, and the company slowly settled into

insolvency. Anyone in the business then will remember Mr. Yost as

located in the Lovell's Boston store, in which were the offices of the

company, and will readily recall the earnest and easy and persevering
manner in which Mr. Yost handled the business.

The bicycle business being new to Mr. Yost, no doubt over-occupied
him so that he was compelled to sell out his interest in the Springlield
company and take a long rest, during which he spent his time in
California.

He came back a new man, ready and ambitious for new business.
He formed a new firm, Lozier & Yost, and had the foresight to locate
at Toledo, where the
manufacturing facilities

have attracted other
firms.

Mr. Yost moved his
family from the East and
settled in the Western
city. For two years he
applied himself to the
development of the new
company. A fine factory
was occupied. It was
most complete in its way
and its management was
not far from perfection.
In the way of product,
Mr. Yost, who had al-

ways been long-headed,
on the trade, made new
departures in the way of
models and prices, and a
most profitable business
was built up. After the
business was well estab-
lished, Mr. Yost gave his
closest attention to the
tube industry, and after
much hard work and in-

vestigation, a tube plant
was laid down at Shelby
and operated by the
Shelby Tube Co.
Owing to business dis-

agreements, Messrs. w. f. dewey.
Lozier and Yost separated, the former purchasing the latter's interest.
After a brief rest Mr. Yost again yearned for the fray and again
founded a new company, the Yost Mfg. Co. A new factory was built
and equipped with modern machinery. It is a model in its way. Here
the Falcon line of safeties are turned out and the measure of their
popularity is known to all.

There are few men in the trade who are better liked than Mr. Yost.
He numbers the most influential men in the trade among his friends.
They always refer to him in a most kindly way. He seems to have
escaped the pitfall of making enemies.

In physique, Mr. Yost is over forty, of a dark complexion and
earnest face, with a wiry physique which does not hint at Mr. Yost's
delicacy. In manner, Mr. Yost is easy, candid, inviting, attracting
confidence, and with a ready sympathy. He has a smile and a word
for all, and these are not merely policy with Mr. Yost, but a part of
the man's characteristics. His hospitality, while not carelessly dis-
pensed, is ever ready to congenial people.

Mr. Yost has a happy family, including a most devoted wife and a
son nearing the twenties, who will no doubt walk in his father's foot-
steps.

Altogether, Mr. Yost is an agreeable and important figure in the
trade—quietly important, not flauntingly so. He has met with more
than a fair share of success as the reward of perseverance, ambition
and natural ability, and his success does not stick in tne eye of any one
who knows him well.
A personality, striking in contrast to Jos Yost, is that of Wm. F.

Dewey, the Yost Co.'s Secretary-Treasurer (associated with Mr. Yost
in the active management ot the business), and that is why, perhaps.
the tw men make such a well-stepping team.

There is a leaven of Bohemianism in Yost which makes him elude
the setting of fixed tasks for himself, or the working toward a definite,

pre-determined goal. To work by rote, and not by impulse would : (

the prize of its attractiveness. Here the men differ. Dewey would
travel—accomplish—by schedule ; he would lay out the route weeks
before the start, examine it every knoll and rut, and calculate to an in-

finitesimal iota the effect on his progress of possible atmospheric

changes and the like. But when it is all done he will have arrived at

the objective point on time, or better still, will have done just a mite

more than he promised. He will always have a margin to spare.

Yost is sanguine and deals in generalities. Dewey is naturally

somewhat morbid which at times makes him over-conservative in his

business life, but never less pleasant in his social hours.

He is given to analysis. Perhaps that is really the mainspring of his

character. Curiously enough he himself is to an extent unconscious of

how thoroughly this trait pervades his whole nature ; everything is

subject to its inquiry.

Like all men who are removed from mediocrity there is a [deeper

side to his life than mere business. Music and home-life^form his pas-

sion, relaxation, sunshine. His make-up is the not uncommon one of

the artist and the man of business. He can throw off either mantle for

the other at will, but the real Dewey, the essential man, is better

adapted to other things than the juggling with commercial profits and
losses. Could Dewey elect his own existence he would busy himself in

art, poetry, music, light, sunshine. Sympathy is his tonic.
He is a man whim good men like instinctively. You feel that he is

without show, that he is very tender-hearted; that his judgment of
others is charitable. Aad yet he has few soul friends. It seems a
paradox in his nature that while he is more than ordinary kind, con-
siderate, of a ^other's weakness, men are disappointii g to him. He

expecting tooerrs in

much fineness.

His commercial weak-
nesses, if you term them
weaknesses, are a super-
conservatism, and, per-
haps, a too great con-
scientiousness; an over-
care in the handling of.

details. But these are
the weaknesses which
hold together the gains-
of the past, and build
surely if sometimes,
•slowly. They are the-

weaknesses which,, if

universal, would make
one man trust another;
there would be fewer
pyrotechnic business
dreams of Tom at the ex-
pense of Jerry, fewer
business balloons that
burst at the pin-prick.

Mr. Demey is no trade
gossiper, no maligrer of
either the winning or
the losing dog; he will

speak the good word or
say nothing;, he is a de-
cent man.

But, since the uni-
versal profit is Death,

j. l. yost. what signifies a man's
failure or success, his strength or his weakness ? And yet, despite the
tawdiness of it all, after one has made his last throw in the lottery of
blanks, his life lacks not an after-blossom if the men who knew him
say, as they will say of this man Dewey, "this was a good, an honest
man."

Nat Butler, the Linscott record breaker, has entered the employ
of th; Lovell Arms Co. "From now on he will be seen at race meets
mounted on a Lovell Diamond racer," is the way the report

concludes.

George F. Taylor has changed his mount again. On June 12 he

wrote the press denying that he had left the Stearns' team. "lam
still with the Stearns Company, rising their machine and expect to

continue so," was the way he put it. Six days later he joined the

Victor team, of which he is now the shining light.

Up Yonkers-way they deal out handicaps with a liberal hand.

In a two-mile road race, recently promoted by the Yonkers B t

C. , and open to members of the Westchester Cycling League only,

J. W. Davidson, the Washington Wheelmen's crack rider, gave away
starts ranging up to im. 25s., and then finished second in the fast

time of 5m. ns. G. Stevens, the limit man, won in 6m. 29s. The
course was very hilly.
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THE ENGLISH CHAMPIONSHIPS.

ONCE MORE A FOREIGNER WINS THE MILE
—THE BLUE RIBBON EVENT—NELSON, ~
EDEN AND 1EHK BARRED—BUT
EDEN RIDES IN DEFIANCE
AND AMID POPULAR AP-

PROVAL-RIOTOUS
SCENES.

What may be safely described as the most

sensational series of cycling championships

ever decided were held to-day (June 9) at the

New Lower Grounds, Aston, says the London

Referee. The performance really commenced

with the council meeting of the N. C. U., held

at the Great Western Hotel on Friday evening

from 7.38 to 10.5*9 p. m., during which business

of a highly important nature was debated

—

the most revolutionary item, however, that of

throwing the entire licensing scheme over-

board was ruled out of order, and therefore

not dealt with. At the same time, meetings

were going on of the Licensing Committee and

the racing men. The former certainly did

not add to their popularity (?) by their action

in refusing to grant riding licenses to A. Lehr,

winner of the mile ordinary championship in

1889, who had traveled all the way from
Frankfort, in Germany, to compete, the

chief excuse being that his application was
only received on June 5. Two or three others

were also refused, including Jap Eden, of

Holland. The last-named, who won the ama-
teur skating championship of the world at

Amsterdam, on January 14, 1893, whose name,
with that of Lehr and the others, duly ap-

peared on the programme, took the law in his

own hands, and started in the mile—under
protest—and not only ran away with his heat,

but nearly won the final. However, as he had
neglected to compete in the second round, his

victory would, apart from the licensing trouble,

have been null and void. E. A. Nelson, U. S.

A., is another who had to suffer, and to stand
down till his case had been considered by the
ever present Licensing Committee, who are
doing their duty in a rather too fearless man-
ner, and much more is likely to be heard of

their actions. Indeed, it was at one time
rumored that no racing would take place, and,
moreover, a big row was expected ; but matters
smoothed down at the last moment, and there
were over 10,000 spectators present, attracted
by the well-worded advertisements and the in-

ternational character of the racing— there
being entries from Holland, America, Den-
mark, South Africa, Belgium, Germany, Aus-
tria, besides Ireland, Wales and England.
England seems to have lost all claim to the

Blue Riband of cycling championships; save
when the mile safety was a minor affair, in

1889, it has never fallen to an English rider.

It has twice gone to America, once to Holland,
once to Ireland, and to-day (Saturday) to Den-
mark, C. J. Petersen, of Copenhagen, winning
a brilliant race, though but little fancied. The
five miles furnished an easy victory for J.
Green, the Newcastle rider, and the profes-
sional championship was secured by the holder
of the amateur record, A. W. Harris; but had
not Schofield fallen the result might have been
different. England beat Ireland in the Inter-
national match. Summary:
One Mile amateur Bicycle Championship (fifty-

three entries; forty-one rode; time standard, 2m. 25s.-
amateur record (British), 2m. 4 1-5S.; A. W. Harris,
Heme Hill, October 3, 1893).—Heat One: 1, E. Scott!
Deane C. C; 2, Hugh O'Neill, Dublin Vagabond c!
C; 3, S. Downing, Northampton C. C. and A. C.

O'Neill led off slowly and was beaten in the last lap

sprint by three yards; a foot between second and
third. Time, 2m. 52 2-5S.

Heat Two: 1, R. M. Talbot, Killeagh C. C; W. H.
Meredith, Limerick C. C; 3, R. Roderweld, Anfield B.

C; 4, L. Stroud, Speedwell B. C. Stroud was last at

the bell and kept there, the Irishman winning by a

yard; a foot between second and third. Time,
2m. 41 1 5s.

Heat Three: 1, W. Henie, Norway; 2, H. Hoch, L. C.

C. and A. C.j 3, P. W. S. Beduin. Catford .C. C; 4, H-

W. Bradbury, L. C. C. and A. C. Won by a yard,

after a fine finish. Time, 2m. 36 3-5S.

Heat Four: i, C. J. Peterson, Danish B.C.; 2, J. R.

Bradley, Hull; 3, A J. Watson, Catford C. C; 4, H. A.

Palmer, Kettering C. C; M. E. Shalloe, Waterford C.

C. (retired). Shalloe's tire burst before going 100

yards. Won by a length, rest close up. Time, 2m.

46 2-5S

Heat Five— 1, F. W. Weatherly, Catford C C; 2, U.

L. Lambley, L. C. C. and A. C
; 3, J. H. Odam, Mid-

land C. and A. C. Won by a length; a foot between
second and third. Time, 3m. 7 a-ss.

Heat Six -1, T. Osborn, Poly C. C; 2, H. Win-
church, Forward B.C.; 3, A Greaves. Northumber-
land C. and A. C. Won by three yards; a length be-

tween second and third. Time, 2m 55 1-5S Last lap,

30 2-5S.

Heat Seven— 1, A. Osborn, Notts Castle B. C; 2, H.
Champney, Bristol B. C; 3, A. Robertson, Peters-

L. A. CALLAHAN,

Press C. C, Buffalo,

Winner of time prize in the Martin twenty-five mile
road race, May 30. Time, ih. 10m 37s.

—

world's record.

borough B. C; J. Green, Northumberland C. C. and
A. C; J. R. Bradley, Hull. Osborn came away in

the straight and won easily, looking around. Time,
3m. 4 1 5s.

Heat Eight— 1. P.J. Kenna, Limerick B. C; 2, G. E.

Osmond; 3, C. C. Thistleton, L. C. C. and A. C; 4, J. F.

Richardson, Portsmouth Road C. C. Jaap Eden, Kel-
linggangers C. C, Holland, started without authority,

not having his license .confirmed and simply
smothered the men, winning by thirty yards, but he
was not taken by the judge, and Kenna's number was
hoisted. This led to a scene, hooting and booing
lasted some time. Kenna's time, 2m. 40s.

Heat Nine— 1, R. H. Pugh, Aberdare H. C; 2, W. H.
Jones, Putney A. C.j 3, W. Broadbridge, South Africa;

4, F. W. Polehampton, Brighton. Jones was an easy
winner five yards from home, when Pugh shot up and
•won by a foot; third a length off. Time, 3m. 10s.

Heat Ten: 1, P. W. Brown, Poly. C. C; 2, A. E.
George, Newcastle-on-Tyne; 3, E. H. Ainsworth,
Everton B. C; J. Dodd, Catford C. C, fell. Brown
singled out in the last round and won by twenty
yards; ten second and third. Dodds scored the first

fall of the day. Time, 2m. 35 15s.

Heat Eleven— 1, J. Piatt Betts, Catford, C. C; 2 W.

Hodge, Notts Castle B. C; 3, D. Dalgleish, Widnes C.

C. An easv win by three yards; five yards between
second and third. Time, 3m. 17 3-5S.

Second Round—Heat One: i,C. J. Peterson, Den-
mark; 2, R. M. Talbot, Ireland; 3, E. Scott, England;
4, W. Heine, Norway. Talbot led at the bell. On the

off-side Heine made his effort, but, making a very
wide turn, missed nis chance. Peterson then came
with a terrific spurt and won by a foot; third of a length
off. Time, 2m. 58 2-5S.

Heat Two: i, A. Osborne, Notts; 2, T. Osborne, Poly
C. C.j 3, P. J. Kenna, Ireland; 4, F. W. Weatherley. A
hot race in the last lap was won by a foot, with a length
between second and third, and a foot between third

and fourth. Time, 3m. 1 3-5S.; last quarter, 30s.

Heat Three: 1, J. Piatt Betts, Catford C. C; 2, P. W.
Brown, Poly C. C; 3, R. H. Pugh, Aberdare. Won by
half a wheel. Pugh was outpaced. Time, 2m. 36 1-5S'

Final Heat: 1, C. J. Peterson, Danish C. C, Copen-
hagan; 2, J. Platt-Betts, Catford C. C; 3, A. Osborne,
Notts C. C. Another scene—Jaap Eden, the Dutch-
man, came out and claimed the right to start, which
he did under protest, amidst a scene of great excite-

ment, which has already been dealt with. The men
moved off slowly, Eden watching his men carefully,

and 100 yards before bell time rushed away, and, 350

to go, was 30 yards ahead, looking a certain winner.

The cheering was deafening.' Petersen then let out'

and, going very fast round the top bend, coming down
the homestretch, he drew level, and won by a length

from Eden (who was, of course, ignored by the judge);

Eden three yards in front of Platt-Betts, who beat

Osborne by a length. Time, 3m. dead; last quarter

29 1-5S.

Five Mile Amateur Bicycle Championship
(fifty-three entries, time standard, 12m. 30s.; British

amateur record, um. 33 1-5S., F. Pope, Heme Hill

October 26, 1893).—Heat One: 1, J H. Odom, Midland
C. and A. C; 2, G. Hunt, Notts Corinthian C. C; 3, D.

Dalgleish,Widnes C. C, retired; A. Greaves, Northum-
berland C.C.and A. C, retired; T. Osborn, Poly C. C,
retired; L. Stroud, Speedwell C. C, retired; P. W.
Scheltema-Beduin, Catford C. C, retired. The tan-

dem pacing soon disposed of most—Stroud chucking

it at the beginning of the fifth mile, leaving only two
in, Odom winning by a wheel. Time, 12m. 16 1-3S.

Heat Two: 1. H. O'Neill, Dublin Vagabond C. C; 2,

H. A. Palmer, Kettering C. C.j M. B. Shalloe, Water-
ford C. C, retired; A. S. Robinson, East Oldham C.

C., retired; W. Hodge, Northumberland C. C. and A.

C, retired. The last three soon fell out, and attempts

were made to pace Palmer, who was half a lap be-

hind. O'Neill passed Palmer 400 yards from home,
and won by 442 yards. Time, 12m. 7 1-5S.

Heat Three: 1, M. Heme, Norway; H. W. Brad-

bury, London County C. and A. C, retired; H. B.

Hock, London County C. and A. C, retired; F. W.
Polehampton, Brighton, retired; P. W. Brown, Poly-

technic C. C, retired; J. R. Bradley, Aberdare C. C,
retired; R. Roderwald, Anfield B.C. Jaap Eden, of

Holland, again started, and went very fast for three

miles, when Henie went up to the tandem pacers and

away from Eden, who then was laid on to another

team of tandemites, who pulled him up to the Nor-

wegian, whom he ultimately beat by a foot. This

caused yet another outburst, intensified when
Henie's number went up. Time, 11m. 50 4-58.

Heat Four: 1, A. J. Watson, Poly C. C. ; o, A. E.

George, Newcastle-on-Tyne; W. C. Jones, Putney A.C.,

retired; E. H. Ainsworth, Everton B. C, retired. Half

a mile from home George had had enough and re-

tired. Had he persevered he would have gained a time

standard medal. Time,-i2tn. 4 1-5S.

Heat Five: 1, J. Green, Northumberland C. and A.C.;

2, V. Scott, Deane C. C, Yorkshire; 3, R. M. Talbot,

Waterford; J. E. Winchurch, Forward B. C; J. A.

Robertson, Peterboro' B. C. Won by ten yards, Tal-

bot close up. Time, um. 56s.

Heat Six: P. J. Kenna Limerick B. C, finished

alone; Lambley, Richardson and Danney fell. Timet

14m. 33s.

Final Heat— 1, J. Green, Northumberland C. C. and

A. C.;2, A. J. Watson, Poly C. C.j 3, J. H. Odom, Mid-

land C. and A. C. Green got away at the finish and

won by twenty yards; thirty between second and

third. Time, um 40s.

One Mile Professional Championship (nine en-

tries; eight rode)—First Heat: 1, A. W. Harris, Poly-

technic C. C; 2, I. W. Schofield, Birmingham; J. H.

Herbert, Westminster St. George's C. C, o; A. Lewis

Aberdare, o. Won by a foot. Time, 2m. 46s. Last

quarter, 29 4-58.

Second Heat—1, H. C. Wheeler, America; 2. A. C.

Edwards, Poly. C. C.J Tom James, Cardiff C. C, o; S.

Vale, Walsall, o. Won by a length. Time, 2m. 47s.

Final Heat— 1, A. W. Harris; 2, A. C. Edwards; 3,
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H. C. Wheeler. J. W. Schofield fell at last corner,

behind Harris, and balked Edwards, who was gain-

ing rapidly, Harris finishing alone. Time.^m. 51 4-5S.

One Mile International Team Race (Ireland v.

England)—First Team: T. Osborne, England, beat J.

Kenna, Ireland, with Platt-Betts, England, third.

Finished close together. Time, 2m. 49 1-5S. Heat
Two: A. Osborne, England, beat W. H. Meredith, Ire-

land; E. Scott, England, third. Won by two lengths.

Time, 3m. 15 2-5S.

Fifty Miles in Fast Time.

Forty-six competitors started in the North Road
Club's fifty miles road race on June 9. This is one of

the big road events of the year in England. Thirty-

three competitors completed the distance, including

two tandem safeties, one of which finished in ah. 24m.

20s., a record for this type over an out and home
course. W. W. Robertson, on a tricycle, doing 2I1.

44m. 32s., record for a tricycle out and home; R. J.

Ilsley, on a safety, making fastest time for singles,

2h. 26m. 26s. Eight men were inside two hours and a

half.

Handicap. Time.
M.S. H M.S.

1. H. Arnold (s) 5.00 2.28.57
2. F. R. Cook (s) 5.00 2.29.10

3. F. O. Cooke (s) 5.00 2.30.16

4. E. Basvine (s) ', 5.00 2.30.16

5. W. O. Kirby (s) 7.00 2.32.17

6. S. J. Prevost (s> 7.00 2-32.34

7. E. A. Yerbury and A. Martin
(t s) owe 2.00 2.24.26

8. R. J. Ilsley (s) Scratch 2.26.26

9. A. F. Ilsley (s) Scratch 2.26.29

10. T. Bash (s) 3.00 2-29-34
11. A. Brown (s) Scratch 2.26.35

12. W. M. Crosbie (s) 3.00 2-31-31

13. W. Ward (s) 3.00 2. 31. 31

14. E. V. Blake (s) 3.00 2.32.19

15. T. G. King, Jr. (s) 9.00 2.38.32

16. W. Robertson (t) 15.00 2.44.32

17. F. Buckle (s) 5.00 2.36.19

18. J. W. Boothroyd (bantam) 25.00 2.56.20

19. W. F. Miiler (s) 9.00 2.40.50

20. C. H. Banyard (s) 9.00 2.42.52

21. F. B. Gibson (s) 7-00 240.55
22. D. Weigel (s) 15.00 2.49.08

23. A. Jones (s) 20.00 2.56. 1

1

24. P. C. Twentyman (s) 7.00 2.43 .31

25. H. Brown (s) 9.00 2.45.52

26. G. R. White and F. W. Briggs
(t s) owe 5.00 2.31.59

27. A. O. Earl (s) Scratch. 2.3701
28. F. T. Allen (s) 9.00 2.46.02

29. F. J. James (s) 20.00 2.58.44

30. F. W. Ewen (s) 25.00 3 o8 -33

31. J. M. Wilson (4) 15-00 2.58.34

ENGLAND'S PLIGHT.

THE LICENSING SYSTEM LEADS TO A
L IRGE-SIZED REVOLT.

World's Record, 85 Miles, lh. 10m. 30s.

The Anerley B. C, 50-mile road race on the same

day brought out sixteen starters, together with

Messrs. Grant and Sangster (tandem) and E. J. Steel,

who, although not in the handicap, started with a view

to cutting the Southern record. The club road cham-

pion, Burgess, and P. F. A Gomme, 3m. start, and A.

W. Horton, 2m., all elected to start with the scratch

man, C. G. Wridgway, and these, together with the

tandem, covered the half distance in ih. 10m. 30s.

Wridgway ultimately winning in 2h. 23m. 15s., thus

beating a world's record for out and home. The tan-

dem covered the distance in 2I1. 35m.

In the Bath Road Club's thirty-mile handicap on

the same day, nineteen men started. F. D. Frost was
on the scratch mark, and, unpaced, got through in ih.

37m. 34s.; but no one caught the limit man, C. H.

Mickman, who made good use of his twenty-five

handicap, and won by twenty-four seconds from E.

F. Elliot, seventeen minutes' start, this pair finishing

a long way ahead of a batch of nine riders, who were

only divided by a space of twenty-two seconds. This

lot furnished the fastest time division, the brothers

Debenham, on a tandem, getting through third in ih.

25m. 13s., and Hugh S. Garratt, from the same mark,

hunting them home in the fastest single time accom-

plished—ih. 25m. 14s.

The N. C. U., of England, has voted to re-

cognize only such records as are made in

competition.

Sewickley, Pa., June 16, twenty miles road race: 1,

Murray, 12m., ih. 16m. 35s.; 2, Chantler, 15m., ih. 20m.

43s.; 3, Young, scratch, ih. 7m. 45s. Fourteen starters

best time by Young.

Phcenix Hose Co.'s sports, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

June 18:

One Mile Open: 1, J. Van Benschoten; 2, E. L. Blau-

velt; 3, Clarence Clark. Time, 2m. 48s.

Two Miles, policemen's race : 1, Chief McCabe,
scratch; 2, M. Morgan. Time, 7m. 29s.

The winner, the chief of police, weighs 240 pounds,

and won easily from scratch. Blauvelt rode an ex

hibition mile in 2m. 20s.

For some time past, says the London
Referee, there has been a considerable amount
of friction between racing cyclists and the

manner in which racing law under the agis

of the N. C. U. Licensing Rules is being ad-

ministered. In Birmingham the refusal to

grant Ulph a license aroused a feeling of keen

resentment, and the refusal to qualify Lehr
and others coming to this country led to what
promised to be a revolt indeed ; at one time it

was declared that not a single man would ride

to day. Eventually wiser counsels prevailed,

and being guided by some clear heads, a meet-

ing was called at the Cobden Hotel on Friday

evening, when Mr. A. C. Hills, who had the

double qualification of being experienced and
not biased, was elected to the chair. After con-

siderable debate the the following resolution

was unanimously carried, proposed by Mr.

Young, and seconded by Mr. Scheltema-

Beduin:

EBEN H. SNOW,
Press C. C, Boston,

Winner of time prize in the Hoyl-ind Smith " 25 " on
Decoration Day. Time, ih. 11m. 53 4-5S.

We, the undersigned members of the General Com-
mittee of the Union, undertake that we will, at the

next meeting of that committee, to be called as soon
as possible, say. on Monday, 18th inst., propose a mo-
tion for a special Council meeting, at which the aboli-

tion of the licensing scheme shall be proposed, and we
all will vote for the calling of such Council meeting
and use our possible influence with the other mem
bers of the General Committee to that effect, and give
our personal assurance that we will oppose any action

being taken against any men in consequence of any-
thing that has been done up to this time. (Signed)

Robert Todd, Vice-President N. C. U. and Chairman
Trade Licensing Committee; E. B. Turner, Chairman
General Committee; J. H. Bailey, J. A. Church, Hon.
Sec. N. C. U.; H. L. Clark, Hon. Sec. of Professional

Licensing Committee; F. Percy Low, W. H. Halliwell.

That the signatures of all the entrants in the

National Cyclists' Union Championships on the 9th

inst. be attached to an ultimatum, to be addressed to

the council of the N. C. U., and this ultimatum be
handed in forthwith—the terms of same being as fol

lows: In view of the fact that the licensing scheme
has proved unworkable, and, as a protest against the

arbitrary manner in which it has been administered

by the Licensing Committee, we, the undersigned
racing men, holders cf N. C. U. licenses, refuse to ride

in any future races under N. C. U. rules, unless the
Licensing Scheme be abolished or a sufficient guaran-
tee be given that the whole question be gone into

within twenty-one days; also, unless a guarantee be
given that no licenses be withdrawn in the meantime
in consequence of this dec'sion.

Proposed by Mr. Mackenzie, seconded by Mr. F. P.

Wood: "That a committee be formed to represent
the racing men, signatories to the foregoing; the com-
mittee to meet the Council of the N. C. U. (or such
portion as they may deem sufficient, and to act on
behalf of the signatories by obtaining the guarantees
demanded and otherwise carrying out the wishes of
meeting." (Carried unanimously.) On a ballot being
taken, the following were elected to form the cim-
mittee: A. C. Hills, F. P. Wood, J. Mackenzie, P.
Scheltema-Beduin and C. P. Sisley. Proposed by Mr.
C. P. Sisley, seconded by Mr. A. J. Watson: "That
the committee be empowered to take such steps at

once as would be necessary to institute the formation
of a racing cyclists' union or similar body to protect
the future interests of racing men." (Carried unani-
mously.) The result of the meeting of the committee
with the members of the N. C. U., who were present
in Birmingham, was the following undertaking given
by the lattei

:

'The signatories decided to start in the cham-
pionship on having the pledge given by the
members of the Council read to them. After
the N. C. U. championships an influential

meeting of racing men and others was held,

and several important resolutions passed. A
third meeting was, at the time our representa-

tive left, arranged to take place this (Satur-

day) night at nine o'clock, to further consider

the matter.

Pittsburg A. C.'s Meet.

The Pittsburg A. C.'s meet, on June 16, was
not a brilliant success. Between the unfinished

condition of the new track and the suspension

of many of the fastest local riders for compet-
ing for unlawful Class A prizes, the racing

was poor. Summary

:

One Mile Novice: 1, Radcliffe, Denniston; 2, L. P.

Dillon; 3, J. B. Klennan. Time, 3m. 2 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Open: 1, E. C. Johnston, L. C. C; 2,

Goetz, L. C. C; 3, L. C. Johnston, L. C. C. Time,

39 2-5S.

One Mile, 2.50 class: 1, L. W. Kearns, P. C. C; 2, W.
H. Beazell, H. B. C; 3, Jacob Mozer, P. C. C. Time,
2m. 51 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap: 1, Goetz, L. C.C.; 2, Eccles, P.

C. C; 3, L. C. Johnson, L. C. C. Time, 5m. 25 3-5S.

One Mile Open: i, E. C. Johnson, L. C. C; 2, T. C.

Fry, B. V. C; 3. W. S. McClain, P. C. C. Time, 3m.

27 2-5S.

Two Mile State Championship: 1, W. H. Beazell, H.
B. C; 2, Heh, P. A. C; 3, Rohbock, P. A. C. Time,
6m. 44 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap: 1, R. J. Eccles, P. C. C; 2,

Mazer, P. C. C; 3, Dillon. Time, 2m. 32 4-5S.

One Mile P. A. C: 1, L. H. Bannister; 2, Chas. Heh;
3. H. L. Thumm. Time, 3m. 26 2-5S.

One-half Mile Handicap: i, E. C. Johnston, L. C. C;
2, R. J. Eccles, P. C.j 3, Griffith, P. C. C. Time, im.

13 3-5S.

One Mile 2:30 class: 1, Goetz, L. C. C.j 2, W. S. Mel
Clain, P. C. C; 3, Rohbock, P. A. C. Time, 3m. 7 3-5S.

Five Mile Open: 1, T. C. Fry, B. V. C; 2, L. W.
Kearnes, P. C. C. Time, 18m. 32 4-5S.

When Eden, the debarred Dutchman, ap-

peared on the track and started in the N. C.

U. Championships in defiance of the authori-

ties, the police were asked to eject him, but

they advised that he be permitted to ride, as

the spectators were in a riotous mood, and the

police feared that the grounds would be

wrecked did they lay hands on the foreigner.

"Chuck Hillier out ! Chuck Hillier out !

"

This was the cry of the rabble at the N. C. U.

championships. Mr. Hillier was the referee

of the meet, and when Eden's number, in

error, was hoisted as the winner, he rushed

over, pulled it down, and gave it a contemptu
ous kick.
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HAMILTON'S BRIDE LOOKED ON

WHILE "HUBBY" ESTABLISHED A NEW
RECORD FOR COLORADO.

Denver, June 17.—The Highland, Wheel

Club meet in Denver on Saturday afternoon,

June 16. was the first gun fired in track racing

in Colorado this year. While it caught many
of the riders out of shape, it found many dark

horses able to cope with the best in the State.

Gerwing rode, although he had no business on

the track, as he was in no shape for racing,

having but a few days previous complained of

severe sickness. Hamilton escorted his bride

of a week out to see him play horse with the

riders in the five mile race, while Turnbull

took it easy on the bleachers, and sighed for

the day when he would enter his novice race

t Pueblo.

State records were unscathed except in the

five mile handicap, when Hamilton, from

scratch, lowered it from 13m. 41s., previously

held by Mills, of Cheyenne, to 13m. os. The

first mile of the five was ridden in 2m. 24 3-5S.,

and the last quarter in 30 2-5S.

- -One Mile Novice— i, G. A. Phillips; 2, Wm. A
Shauer; 3, Bert A. Hosford. Time, 2m. 46#s.

Quarter-mile Championship— i, Geo. Packer; 2,

G. A. Phillips; 3, John M. Hopkins. Time, 35 1-5S.

Half-mile Handicap— i, J. C. Febles, 20 yards; 2,

Robt. Gerwing, scratch; 3, H. C. Clark, 10 yards,

Time, im. 08 2-5S.

ONE MILE (3 minute class)—1, J. C. Febles; 2, A. J.

Banks; 3, F. C. Wolff. Time, 2m. 41 1-5S.

Two-mile Lap—i, Harry C. Clark, 18 points; 2, J. A.

McGuire, 16 points. Time, 5m. 11 2-58.

One Mile Club Championship— i, George Packer;

2, G. A. Phillips. Time, 2m. 31 1-5S.

HALF Mile Open— i, Robert Gerwing; 2, A. J

Banks. Time, im. 28 2-5S.

Five Mile Handicap— i, W.W. Hamilton, scratch;

2, J. A. McGuire, 30 yards; 3, C. I. Himstreet, scratch

Time, 13m. 9s. State record.

One Mile, Boys Under 15— i, Frank W. Bowman;
2, Henry Peterson. Time, 3m. 7s.

One Mile Consolation— i, John M. Hopkins, 2,

Bert A. Hosford; 3, W. C. Proctor. Time, 2m. 46 3-5S

From Cedarburj* to Milwaukee.

A. Gardner, Chicago, captured the time

prize in the Cedarburg-Milwaukee road race

on June 16; fifteen miles. He covered the

distance in 50m. 59s. The course is hilly.

Result:

A. M. Chandler, Waupaca 5.30 53.30

Joseph Dolister, Chicago 6.30 55-°°

Tracy Holmes, Vincennes, Ind 4.06 52 -45

Harry Crock, Milwaukee 3.00 52.00

J S. Skelton, Chicago 3.00 52.15

E. A. Clifford, Milwaukee 6.00 55-30

Nels Anderson, Waupaca 5.30 55'°5

G. A. Seely, Milwaukee 6.30 56.10

T. F. Anderson, Waupaca 4.00 53-52

T. N. Kirchner, Milwaukee 4.00 54.00

TIME PRIZES

A. Gardner, Chicago Scratch 50.59

Harry Crocker, Milwaukee 3.00 52.00

J. S. Skelton, Chicago 3.00 52.15

Tracey Holmes, Vincennes, Ind 4.00 52.45

Matinee Races at Chicago.

A. C. C. of Chicago and Chicago A. A. mat-

inee races. South Side Park, Chicago, June 16:

One-third Mile, Scratch (Trial Heats)—First Heat: 1.

C. G. Sinsabaugh; 2, C. Davis; 3, A. Helmrich, Jr.
Time, 48 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, E. W. Ballard; 2, A.
W. Cleaver; 3, C. V. Dasey. Time, 47 4-5s. Third
Heat: 1, W. J. Anderson; 2, J. B. Van Doozer; 3, B. C.

Van Ness. Time, 45 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, C. Davis; 2,

E. W. Ballard; 3, B. C. Van Ness. Time, 44 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, C. W. Davis, 45 yards; 2, I,

D. Wilson, 140 yards; 3, B. C. Van Ness, 104 yards.

Time, 2m. 15s.

Three Mile Lap Race— 1, C. V. Dasey. 19 points; 2,

G. E. Bicker, 18 points; 3, A. P. Peck, 5 points. Time,
8m. 01 3-5S.

A Clever AtU ertising Satire.

The Victor Racing Team
.AUClaisBMen
K-a. .

EMe/or nothing djort.of prizes 10 tht »aluc f 8 , 50 ^ race

.All ride Victor Bicycles shod with' Victor PneuLatic" Tira

Sector Racing Team all appea? in black.
,
[Our printer saysjtjrould btejt;

pensive to have them here in colors.]

TThese men are selected for their uniform', size, pose and methods. They always"
appear in line.

.
[Quite often near Victor Advertisements.] Tbey are well-

behaved. No quarrels arise between them as to Who shall "take the
next race."

This avoids all danger of the good public " getting onto" the modern'ClaSs B
team tactics. and leaves the simple. but.houest minded young man to go
home fired with a yearning to become one of "the talent " at a high (?)
salary and, ajl expenses paid.

~jj=& The Captain of the Victor Racing Team
-^ v£&' It ma;' appear, opoa slight inspection, that our Captain bears some resem-
blance to the balance of the Team. Only by a careful study of his left eye. cab bis identity
be estataUh»ri

The Trainer of the Victor

Racing Team
To this gentleman belongs most credit He it is who coaches the

Team in all the tricks of Professionalism. 'Tis he who teaches them
—to put "knots in their backs"—to "raise on the down stroke "—never to

look uptUl the
:
"tape is passed"—when to "burn up"—-when to "pocket" an unsuspecting

tenderfoot competitor— when to "foul "—when to "queer"—when to •shut out" a man
•Who shows equal speed, and who lastly but impressively 'fine* every man a week's pay for
disobedience" to these peculiar commands *

. This Trainer has forcible ways—pointed methods— in fact, is generally admitted to be a
" thoroughbred."

The Power Behind the Throne

It was with great difficulty that this very accurate engraving was obtained tt

is a correct representation of the modern Motive Power behind all Class B bicycle

1 Amateurs who formerly rode for pure tavc of the sport (and an occasional
expense accountl. now openly avow their desire for "stipend " ranging from M 00 per week,
upwards. Many also demand a royally from the makers, upon every machine such
makers succeed in selling. They openly avow their desire 10 combine fame and fortune
Racing Talent of this class ranges in cost from the price above mentioned. lA-Zimmermab-ian

-MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY.

The New York Division L. A. W. will take
up the Rochester-Charlotte Turnpike case.

The Turnpike Company is charging cyclists

toll, whereas, as under the laws of 1846, under
which the company is chartered, they are per-
mitted such exaction only on animal drawn
vehicles and sheep or swine. At one time
they started the construction of a cinder path
and the Rochester "Wheelmen agreed to pay
toll, but the path was never completed and
what there was of it is now in a wretched con-

dition and the cyclists object to the tax.

On Tuesday evening next, at Elizabethport,

N. J., A. S. Meixell, the professional, will ride

twenty miles against John Flynn, who will be
allowed to charge horses at every mile.

The Wheel has learned that the man who
finished sixtieth in the Irvington-Milburn

road race, and who bore no number, was Carl
Berger, of the Bushwick Wheelmen. Net
time, ih. 21m. 42s.

The international six-hours race at Paris on
Sunday last was won by Linton. He covered
219 kilometers and 806 meters.

The Americus Cycling Association is the
name of a club just organized in Americus, Ga.

Australians are preparing a monster petition

,

praying that the tax be removed from cyclists.

Harry Wheeler rode at Florence on Sunday
last and won the first prize of $400.

COLORADO'S CHARMS.

It is safe to sav that but few of those who will attend the L. A. W. meet will fail to make the trip " around
the loop," as it is called. The "loop,"
it must be understood, embraces nearly
all of the more widely known points of,

interest in Colorado—Colorado Springs
Manitou, Leadville, Garden of the Gods i

Royal Gorge, Black Canon, etc. Real-
izing the desire of the stranger to see
all that is to be seen, N. E. Tupper, the
general agent of the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, has arranged an ex-
cursion over that system which not
passes through the other picturesque
portions of the West, but includes the
"loop" as well. As arranged by Mr.
Tupper, the itinerary of the excursion
around the loop is as follows:

August r4—Leave Denver, 7.30 a. m.
arrive Manitou, 10 30 a. m , visit Garden
of the Gods, Manitou Springs, etc., and
have dinner; leave Manitou, 1 p. m.;
leave Colorado Springs, 1.20 p. m.; leave
Pueblo, 2 45 p. m.; arrive Canon City,
Royal Gorge, Grand Canon of the
Arkansas, 5.00 p. m ; arrive Salida,
7.00 p. m., supper lodging and breakfast.
August 15—Leave Salida, 7.00 a. m.f

ascent of Marshall Pass, 10,350 feet
above sea level, 8.00 a. in.; descent, 9 00
a. m.; arrive Gunnison, 10.30 a. m.; ar-
rive Sapinero, 11.30 a. m., Black Canon
of the Gunnison; arrive Cimarron, 12.15
p. m. ; arrive Montrose, 1 co p. m.,
dinner; arrive Grand Junction, 6.oo-

p. m.; arrive Glen wood Springs, 5.30
p. m., Hotel Colorado, supper, lodging
and breakfast.
August 16—Leave Glenwood Springs,

3.30 a. m., Canon of the Grand River^
arrive Minturn, o 30 a. m., Eagle River
Canon; arrive Red Cliff gold mines,.
10.30 a. m., Tennessee Pass, 10,400 feet
above sea level; arrive Leadville, 12.00
m., dinner, Hotel Veddome; leave Lead-
ville, 2.00 p. m.; Twin Lakes, 2 30 p. m.;.
Buena Vista, 3.00 p. m.; Salida, 3 45 p.
m.; arrive Denver, 9.30 p. m.
Total expense, $22 00, including hotel

bills and carriage through Garden of
Gods.

It will be observed that oil the travel-

ing is done during the day, abd that the

excursionists will be housed in the best

hotels at night. The trip will take

ploce during the opeding days of the

meet, and will be finished before the-

races begin.
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We challenge anyone to produce a tire as_

FAST and EASY

AS OUR NEW

STRPOS ElfSTIC TIDE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

RACIN6 TIRES A SPECIALTY

Any Weight Above 24 Ounces Per Pair.

We manufacture cemented tires, partially laced or laced all round-

WE USE ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS, at fair prices.

Correspondence solicited.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,

Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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have by an unholy alliance knocked the bruiser

out—except in cases of extreme and super-

excellent merit, such as Peter Jackson, J. L.

Sullivan and J. J. Corbett, are symptomatic of.

London, June 2, 1894.

HAVE been reading with

interest and amusement, and
I hope not without deriving some benefit from

it, that article by President Bates on the

amateur professionals, or professional ama-
teurs, of ancient days.

President Bates " bates " Banaker, and they

say in Ireland that " Banaker beats the devil."

I am not surprised at the President's research,

nor am I surprised at the results of it. All of

us, who have done even a mild course of

history, know that there was a time when the

athlete was the "white-haired boy" of the

community in which he lived, and when
nothing was thought too good for the success-

ful one. As the President says: "Even the

doctor and lawyer were of low account." It

almost makes one sigh for a return of those

grand old times.

I will say nothing against the

doctor, for, within reasonable

limits, I believe in the man. I

don't, of course, care for the aw-
fully clever medical scientist who
discovers that everything we eat

is poison, and that our cherished

drinks are simply a slow means of

killing ourselves ; but for the tire-

less, brave soldier who is for ever

fighting the good fight against

disease and death, I can entertain

no feeling but that of the most
profound admiration.

Perhaps, however, the methods of ancient

times would not commend themselves to our

modern champion.

We are told that Paris won a black bull as a

prize in a foot race. I cannot find a trace of

the event in the records of any athletic associ-

ation, but we won't quarrel about that. How
would a present-day "ped" care to win a

black bull? He wouldn't fancy it at all. It

would be a "white elephant" on his hands.

And I shouldn't blame him.

I confess that if I went down to Heme Hill

and won black bulls and handsome ladies and
long-tailed, bald-headed jack-asses, I wouldn't

know what to do with them. The very matter

of removing them from the ground to my
humble home would be one of insuperable

With lawyers it is different.

Lawyers may be a necessary

evil, and that is the most that we
can say for them. A lawyer always

seems to me as a man who is living

and growing fat on the quarrels

and misfortunes of his unhappy
fellow creatures. Would that law-

yers were once more considered

of "low account." At the shop

where we deal for lawyers the

prices are so extravagant that they amount to

extortion ; and only that I have had no help
for it I would never have bought a lawyer-
They charge a fee for looking at you, and
another for asking you to take a chair when
you call on them at the office. I had to employ
a lawyer a short time ago to recover some
money for me, and when I came to weigh up
things I found that he had made about twice
as much of it as I had, and he had no anxiety
or worry whatever. The thing ought to be
seen to. But I am afraid that lawyers, doctors,

bishops, company promoters and such like

have secured such a firm footing in our system
that there is no chance of shaking them.
The days when the professional athlete was

accorded a triumph, and bards played harps
and cany songs in his honor, are, I fancy, gone
forever. It was in the civilized ages that

homage was paid to muscle. In these de-

generate and barbarous days, the poet, the

painter, the orator, the divine and the scientist

difficulty. I am as fond of exciting fun as

anybody, but I should not care to take on the

driving of bulls through the streets of London,

let them—the bulls, not the streets—be black

or white, or crimson, or terra-cotta. I should

like to know if Paris could now produce that

black bull if asked to do so by the N. C. U. or

L. A. W.
but I fancy that we are getting away from

the point. I think I detect in President Bate's

article a strong current of anti-amateur feel-

ing, and a plea for professionalism. The
President ranges in a row, like a string of

soldiers on parade, Hector, Paris, Achilles,

Ulysses, Ajax, the Israelites, Syddon, Ivan-

hoe and several other estimable gentlemen

against whom I, for one, shall not write a

word by way of disparagement— although

they do say that the goings on of some of

them were such as would be calculated to

make the British nation blush, a feat that

many incline to regard as impossible.

The President says: " Look at these men!
They raced for money and jewelry and ladies*

hands and black bulls and things; and so far

from being thought meanly of, they were
praised and feted as the noblest in the land.

Are our men of to-day better men in any
sense?

Will the names of Zimmerman and Sanger

and Osmond live in tlje stars when Hercules

and Hector and Paris h£ve been forgotten ?

"

President Bates is right.

Hercules was greater than any American
cyclist. (I hope America will pardon the

seeming blasphemy.) But then there were no
Parisian boulevards in the days when the son

of Jupiter and Alcmena carried on his exploits

and enterprises. American drinks had not

been invented, and the gay French lady

apostle of pleasure and frivolity had not been

developed.

When these ancient heroes and Greek

gods are thrown at us, I always
think how would it have been
with them had they gone in

for a course of Picadilly picadillies

and consumed tea and whiskey
and ices, and burned the candles
at both ends as the valiant men
of to-day are almost forced to do.

But I still keep from the point. I

grant that the persons named by
President Bates were very lofty

and noble and of long descent,
and had family traditions that

might have made them stuck up
enough for anything. Hector and
Paris were sons of Priam and
Hercuba, a most distinguished
couple in many ways. I also

grant that what was good enough
for such superfine creatures ought
to be good enough for the very
mixed crowd that favor us by
playing gladiator on the race path.

I don't know a single instance of

a racing man of to-day professing

10 be the son of a god or goddess, or of a couple

who make thunder as a mere amusement, or

possess the power of turning persons they dis-

like into inferior animals and rivers of fire.

It's not that he can't tell lies.

My experience is that the racing man can tell

lies as fast as, and sometimes faster, than he can
ride. What I want to put to President Batep is

this: That if Hector and Paris and the other

gentlemen named competed in the arena for

money and women and bulls and jewels, they
did so openly and honestly. They did not crawi
into such opulence as maybe derived from physi-
cal excellence by base lying and chicanery.

They did not pretend to be what they were not.

This is really the heart of the question.

When will the anti-amateur section see that

what our amateur governing bodies are

driving at is the destruction of thievery, and
bare-faced, rampant dishonesty. They do not
seek to stifle professionalism. Their recent
efforts have all been in the direction of foster-

ing it. They will not have the professional

come with his lying lip and smile of treachery
not only pretending to be, but actually pro-

claiming himself to be, that which he is not.

And while this is their game, I say " more
power to their elbows."

Does the President believe that Paris and
Ajax lived on the proceeds of their athletic

achievements? I don't suppose they did, and
consequently, although they accepted money
as prizes, they were as bona fide in their ama-
teurism, as the men of wealth who spend
hundreds of pounds in qualifying themselves to

win a shooting prize of three to five guineas.

It's one thing to win money in this way, and
quite another to win it as a means of liveli-

hood. The latter is what the racing cyclists

wishes to do, and therefore he is in the eyes of

everyone who understands the meaning of

language, a professional, and he is, as Dr.
Turner says, "a liar and a thief" when he
pretends to be anything else. The Scorcher.
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NEW YORK TIRES ARE FAST.
Our Racing Tire Weighs 24 oz. Road Tire 2% lbs. per pair.

The Strongest and Lightest Tire in the World.

NO RACES LOST THKLOTJGdHLBURSTING
Recent Events Won on Our Tires. •te

Harrisburg, Pa., 20 Mile Road Race.

Time Prize, J. Kline.

Mansfield, Mass., Road Race, June 9.

1st, 3d, 4th and 5th Prizes.

If Other Light Tires are Giving You Trouble Try Ours.

NEW YORK TIRE CO.
7

23 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK,

Eastern Agents for the Plymouth Wooden Rim. All Sizes in Stock. Send for Circulars.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

\ AN A No. 1 WHEEL

..The.. [0
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SYRACUSE
BUILT FOR USE

IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU.

is THE A NO. ONE.

'TIS THE ONLY ONE.

Syracuse is at the geographical centre of the Empire State

The Syracuse Wheel is the hub in the cycle manufacturers' world.

It is the present centre of attraction.

Riders are looking our way. Buying our way.

tiie; ^wo:rjlvI>'® record
Por 12 Miles Broken on

THE SYRACUSE,
8Y WILLIAM VAN WAGONER,

At LOCKPORT. JUNE 15.WHEW!

6
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«

John S. Johnson
Last Week Purchased
THE SYRACUSE

For his brother Anton.
Anton will WIN on
His new mount.

%
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CSTKLOGUE •:• IT •: SnilLI- INTEREST -:• YOU.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Please add; "Saw it in The Wheel."

A. F. SHAPLEI6H HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents, ST. LOUIS, MO,
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JONAH'S JERSEY JOTTINGS.

OF MEN AND MATTERS 'HID THE MOS-
QUITO MARSHES.

After my absence of some ten years from

The Wheel, the editor has once more kindly

vouchsafed a little corner wherein I may give

vent to the vagaries of my pen. To some

hundreds of the old-time readers of The
Wheel, who may remember my noisy boasts

of the porwess of Elizabeth Wheelmen on the

road and my invidious comparisons of every

human being who rode a wheel—in Brooklyn

in particular, and in New York and outside of

Betsytown in general, with our own scorchers

scarcely resulting in the end in the Alpha-

betical Road Racing Association, the parent of

the big Irvington-Milburn handicaps, perhaps

I may need no introduction, To them I am
happy to say " How'd'y," and to the thousands

of new readers, " Ah there! See you later."

It is a sign of coming old age, I know, to be

always referring to the past. But I'll risk it,

and venture to remark that there have been

big changes since then. In those days The
Wheel counted twenty-four pages as a very

fat issue. Now, it chases the century mark
most of the time. Then Billy Rowe startled

the world by showing 2.29. Now 2.10 isn't in

it. Then Eugene Valentine won the first

Irvington-Milburn in something Jlike ih. 41m.,

and now Barnett beats this by half an hour in

time and over twelve miles in distance. Then
there was not a man in Union County who
could do his ten in less than forty minutes.

Now at least twenty can beat thirty minutes.

To the dogs with autobiography and the

past, and, with apologies, now for the

present. The Waverly races have buried all

discussion of whether Charley Brown was
fouled in the Union County road race, whether

he would have won if he hadn't been, and
whether Barnett and Willis could have beaten

Bettner if they hadn't been watching one

another for that Drake bicycle, and a blessed

relief it is. The good management, the big

fields, the close finishes and the fast time of

Saturday have still further strengthened the

belief of wheelmen hereabouts that, to put it

mildly, Class B events are not the sine qua non

to a successful and enjoyable race meet. We
have no use for advertisements on wheels out

this way, and have the poor taste to prefer a

scorch for blood between such men as Brown,

Willis, McDonald, Royce, Barnett, Blauvelt,

Bettner and others of their like to the loafs,

crosses, lotteries and "team tactics" The
Wheel has won so many friends by roasting

so courageously. I prophesy that this Class

B arrangement will pan out as big and speedy

a fizzle as the promateur attempt of the days

of Hendee and Rowe and the more recent cash

prize association fiasco. There was no neces-

sity for it in the first place. It was a crawl

through lack of courage to enforce a strict

amateur rule, and there is just the same
temptation now to manufacturers to ring in

paid men on Class A, and I have no doubt

that they are fully as successful as before. If

men will make false affidavits, resort to lying

subterfuges and sacrifice truth to expediency,

and the Racing Board cannot prove the accus-

ations, then there is nothing to do but leave

them where they are and make the best of it.

sentiment hereabouts that these contests are

unmitigated nuisances. It is an outrage that

a long-suffering public should be compelled to

bear and see the washing of dirty linen that

seems an inseparable accompaniment to all

these races. They are doing much to change
the once boasted fraternity of the wheel to a

vendetta of clubs. The team races in Union
County have invariably brought about squab-

bles. In the first Journal road race there were

collisions and tumbles and claims of foul. In

the second one the E. W. berated the E. A. C.

for stealing Brown, Bettner and Morris, with

whom they won the cup, and the claim of foul

in this year's race has already been referred to

above. Nor has the Saltonstall track cup met
with a much happier fate. At the first trial

for it one of the teams refused to ride on ac-

count of the track. Last year there was a fight

over the way in which the points were to be

counted, and this year already there is hard

feeling because the race was taken from the

E. A. C. and given to Plainfield and protests

on account of the five mile rule are sure to

follow on the Fourth. The N. A. A. A. and
A. A. U. got their fill of this club contest

business long ago and have now put a stop to

it. First came the Scottish-American and
Manhattan racket, followed later by the N. Y.

A. C.-M. A. C. war. Abolish the whole busi-

ness, say many of us ; first, because it seems
impossible to formulate a logical and satis-

factory set of rules, and second on account of

the bad feeling engendered between clubs and
the general nuisance to the public at large as

above specified.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

Several E. A. C. partisans lost their heads

and money by backing Brown to beat Mc-
Donald. Now, no one has a greater admira-

tion for Brown than I have, and has a stronger

faith in his future on the path, but he was
stacked up this time against the present un-

disputed king of Class A. Before the season
closes, mark my word, he will come very near
beating any and all of them in the sprints.

Remember but a week previous he had ended
a six weeks' course of distance training on the

road, which is certainly a killer of sprint speed.

As it is, he can go a quarter very near 30s.,

and a half under im. 5s. A few weeks' prac-

tice should cutdown these figures considerably.

It won't require very much shaving either to

put him on McDonald's mark. Willis is a

man of wonderful abilities of speed and
bottom; but absolutely without finesse and
judgment of pace. By letting Barnett regu-

late his pace, he was brought through an easy
winner in the last lap of the team race. By
the way, to the E. W. team is due the fast

times in the team race—im. 12s., 2m. 23 1-5S.,

3m. 43s., 5m. 1 1-5S. Gilbert made play for

points in the first lap with the alternative of

winding the opposing teams at the finish for

the benefit of his clubmates ; but a breakdown
of his wheel somewhat spoiled the game,
though Willis and Barnett, as per programme,
carried the field along at a lively pace the rest

of the way and landed Willis first, when he
would not have been in it on the stretch spurt

system. Barnett, by the way, seems to be a
distance man and road rider only. He rides

with rare judgment of pace and opportunity

;

but even two miles is a trifle short for his

variety of talent. Jonah.
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The interim of the team race from beginning

to end did much to strengthen the growing
The Providence Tire Co. has opened a New

York office at No. 245 Broadway.

This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

wwwvs

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheal,
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RECOLLECTIONS.

T IS SO unusual to find

The Wheel in error, and

particuliarly in regard to

anything relating to tire

Irvington - Milburn race,

that it is but natural to

correct it. Speaking of

Barnett's wonderful win of

both time and place prizes,

The Wheel says that " It

was the first time since

1890, when W. F. Murphy
duplicated the feat in the then record time of

1.28.29, that anything of the sort had even been

approached." The fact is, that this feat is un-

exampled in the history of the six great hand-

icap races held over what was a historic

course, when even the first^of them was run.

In the first race, that of 1889, W. F.

Murphy came the nearest to getting both first

place and best time. Starting from about the

sey,en or eight minute mark (I am writing

from memory), and either one-half or one min-

ute ahead of his brother, Charley, he soon got

to the front and stayed there until the finisn.

Back of him, however, were John Bensinger

and brother Charl., who. although unable to

quite overtake him, yet managed to gain

enough seconds to snatch the time prize, Bens-

inger beating the young C. M. out in a driving

finish, which came near finishing the latter, as

he utterly collapsed when the race was over.

That was the day of the supremacy of the or-

dinary, and of the Victor in particular, which

was long looked upon as having first claim on

the I.-M. races, although Bensinger bestrode a

Light Champion—one of the G. & J. family.

The next year saw W. F. Murphy on scratch,

and his brother laid up by a fall received in

training over the course. It was an off year

for Bansinger, and he did nothing, Murphy's

principal competitor being the erratic Van
Wagoner. The two staid together until the

sprint, when the redoubtable William had bjit

little trouble in disposing of Van Wagoner and

his Eagle, thereby acquiring time prize as

well. In the meantime, Seeds, of Wilmington,

starting about two-thirds of the way up the

line, had worked his way past all his com-

petitors except West, of Philadelphia. The
former on his Eagle, and the latter on a solid-

tired Victor safety (a " racer" weighing about

forty pounds), with the spring forks tied down
to make them rigid, rode along, side by side,

and as West was completely baked, Seeds sup.

posed he had a cinch. The gritty Englishman

hung on, however, and at the Hilton House re-

ceived a fresh lease of life in the shape of a

sponge handed him by one of Seeds' clubmates,

who, taking pity on his forlorn-looking appear-

ance, thus furnished the means for his friend's

undoing; for West had been revived just

enough to enable him to make a vicious spurt,

which he held until the tape was crossed, when
he fell over in a heap, a pitiable sight, while

Seeds was fresh and strong and a much"
astonished boy.

The third race—that of 1891—was the year

when the course was a mass of mud, which

improved in the last half of the race under the

joint influence of the sun and the wheels of the

competitors, which rolled paths through the

GEO. D. COMSTOCK.
Winner of first time prize in the Cleveland-Ohio
" 25 " on Decoration Day. Time, ib. 14m. 21s.

mud. Neither of the Murphys were present,

nor Bensinger, nor many another good man,
Harry Hall, mindful of his unbroken record of

victory in the races of the Alphabetical Asso-

ciation on the same course, was entered, but

the mud was not to his liking, and he did not

mount. Van Wagoner and Seeds were both

on hand, this time perched on cushion-tired

Eagles, and expecting to accomplish wonders.

The winner turned up in the person of Fred.

Graves, whom I best remember as a quiet,

modest youth, seated in a room at the Hilton

House the night before the race, engaged in

conversation with Swan, the Trans-Continental

tourist, and with nothing to indicate his com-

ing honors. On his Warwick (solid-tired, I

think) he plowed his way to victory through

the mud, with but very little left in him as he

crossed the tape.

This was the first year of the pneumatic tire,

riders of which were penalized three minutes.
Partly in consequence of this but few were
ridden, and the Victor arch cushion came to

the front with a rush, the fine riding of Arthur
Porter, of Boston, being mainly responsible for

this result. The hitherto invincible Kluge ex-
pected to take the prize for best cushion time,

but he was unable to push his safety as fast as
the New Englander did his ordinary, although
he would scarcely believe this when first in-

formed of it. Merrihew.

Two Cool Cycle Thieves.

Cleveland, Ohio, furnishes two noteworthy
cases of cycle theft. A Mr. C. F. Storey was
one of the sufferers. A few days after he had
given up hope of ever seeing his wheel again,
he found a note upon his desk which read :

" I

have left your wheel at your house. No. 55
Granger Street" (Mr. S. at one time lived at

that address). " I forgot the lamp holder and
toe-clips, which you will find in this package.
I lost the lamp." No name was signed to the
communication, and there is no clue to who
left the package. The wheel was found upon
the front porch of 55 Granger Street, and as
the note stated, minus the lamp.

A few days later John Spollis, a railroad

conductor, fell from his bicycle on a prominent
avenue and broke an arm and his nose. While
he lay unconscious in the street some heartless

scoundrel made off with his wheel.

Mississippi's Upward Move.

Mississippi, which has always been one of

the worst States in the Union, from a cycling

standpoint, is looking up. On Decoration
Day the first purely cycling race meet was
held at Canton, and now the Capital City

Cycling Club, with forty-five active members,
has been organized, in Jackson, the Capital of

the State. The following are the officers of

the club: L. F. Montgomery, President;

Richard Griffith, Vice-President; Joseph W.
Lowely, Secretary; Charles A. Fransioli,

Treasurer
;
James W. Power, Captain ; Felix

Whiting, Lieutenant.

The club will hold a race meet on July 4,

when it is also likely that a State Division of

the L. A. W. will be formed.

More Capital Wanted.

Additional capital is also wanted by another

well established and well-known concern who
are handling an article which has met with a
good sale this year, and which, if placed on
the market in a broader way, might lead in its

particular line. For information address, V.
T. M., care of The Wheel.

The Cyclist club house in London has been
closed for lack of support. It was the only

wheelmen's club-house in England.

WKDOIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any "jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San
Francisco, and all good iobbers-

Please add: "Saw it in The VThemlT
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IUNE.

22—Rome N. Y., Circuit Meet.
22—Salt Lake City, Track Association.
23—Richmond, Va., Owl C. C. Race Meet.
23—Skaneateles, N. Y-, L. F. T. W. Clnb Race Meet.
23—Homestead, Pa., B, C. Race Meet.
23—Fredonia, N. Y. A. C. Road and Track Races.
23—Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
23—Philadelphia, Race Meet, South End Wheelmen.
23—Newark to AsburyPk, Cent'y Run, A.C.C. of N. J.
23—Manhattan Field, N. Y., Greenwich W. Race Meet.
23-25—Saugus, Mass., J. F. Sterling.
26— Ithaca, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
27—Ripon, Wis., C. C. Race Meet.
27—Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. A. A. C.
27—Columbia, S. C, Wheelmen Race Meet.
27—Albany, N. Y , Circuit Meet.
28-29—Sumter, S. C, Track and Park Association.
29—Berlin, Wis., C. C. Race Meet.
30—Watertown, S. D., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
30—Brooklyn, N. Y., kace Meet, King Co. Wheelmen.
3c—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Cheyenne, Wyo., B. C. Race Meet.

JULY.

2-3—Wilkesbarre, Pa., Pennsylvania Division Meet.
2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Jamaica, L. I., Schwalbach 25 Mile Road Race.
4—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Nashaminy Falls, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Springfield, Mo., C. and A. C. Race Meet.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Susquehanna W. Race Meet.
4—Sandusky, 0., Fire Department.
4—Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
4—Titusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.
4— Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
4—Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4—Jacksonville, Fla , Ath. & Bicycle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend. Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4—Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4—Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4—Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4—South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. (J.

4—Manchester, N. H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cal., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen. *

4—Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa., Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4—Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4—Plainfield, N. I., Race-Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buflfalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4 -Cincinnati, Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4—Keene, N. H., Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4—Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Oneonta (N. Y.) Wheel Club Race Meet.
4—Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
4—Binghamton, N. Y., Y. M. C. A.
4—Boonton, N. I., A. C. Race Meet.
4—Calais, Me., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Newton Centre, Mass., Race Meet.
4—Lowell, Mass , Y. M. C. A. A. A.
4—Foxboro, Mass., Driving ParK.
4—Hudson, Mass., R. H. Bingham & Co.
4—Milford, Mass., Races.
4—Athol, Mass., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Los Ange'es, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
4—Malone, N. Y., M. J. Slason.
4—Troy, N. Y., Races.
4—Pittsbujg, Pa., A. A. Races.
4—Easton, Pa., A. A. Races.
4—Red Bank, N. J., 25 mile Road Race.
4—Dunkirk, N. Y., Lake City W. Race Meet.
4—Eimira, N. Y., Kunaweola B. C. Race Meet.
4—Norfolk, Va., Columbia W. Race Meet.
4—Topeka, Kas., Exposition Races.
4—Beaver Dam, Wis., Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Cresco, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Willimantic, Conn., Frog Wheel Club.
4—Boston, Mass , City Race Meet.
4—Humboldt, Kas., Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Philadelphia, City Council Committee.
4—St. Joseph, Mo , Imperial Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Columbia, S C, Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Bellefonte, Pa., W. Race Meet.
4-5—Richmond, Ind , C. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa, la.. C. C. Race Meet.
4-5-Hartford, Ct., Race Meet. Columbia C. C.
4-5—Port Huron, Mich., W. Race Meet.
6-7-Elwood, Ph., Driving and Cycling Association.
6_ ;_Fort Wayne, Ind., Randall Cycle Co.
7—Providence, Rhode Island W., 25 Miles Road Race.
7—N. Y. Citv, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7_Warren, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
10—Peabody, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J.; Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14-Cortland, N. Y., Race Meet.
14— Newark, N. J., 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
17-18— Marinetti, Wis., Race Meet.
18— Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
2i—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.

2t—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.
21—Rockville, Ct., Wheel Club Race Meet.
21—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
21-Saratoga, N. Y., A. A. W.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27—Albany, N. Y., Co. W. Race Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Waverley, N. J., Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Latrobe, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2—Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.-
28—Saratoga, N. Y., Wheelmen Race Meet.
28-29—St Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
30—Brattleboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.

3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3—Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5— Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus. O., C. C. Race Meet.
S—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
6—Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10— Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
17-22—Galesburg, (HI.) C. C, Race Meet.
,9_Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

send for designs. ,—

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

TWELFTH ANNUAL RACE MEET.

PENNSYLVANIA • DIVISION
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Wilkesbarre, July 2 and 3, 1 894.

First Class Half Mile Track.

LIST OF EVENTS. RACKS, JULY 3.

CLASS A.
Value of Prizes

Race No. 1— Novice $
Race No. 2—% Mile State Championship no 00
Race No. 3— 1 Mile Luzerne County Cham'ship. 120 00
Race No. 4—X Mile State Championship 175 00
Race No. 5—2 Mile Handicap noto

CLASS B.
Race No. 6— 1 Mile Open, x 300 00

Race No. 7—2 Mile Handicap 300 00

Race No. 8

—

% Mile Open 300 00

Address FRED. H. GATES, Sec'y.
West End W heelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

HARTFORD, JULY 4th.

Fourth Annual Race Meet

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB,
Charter Oak Park.

$1,500 IN PRIZ6S.
Five Class B Events.

Five Class A Events
For further information and entry blanks'

address, F. W. MAYER **ecTT
P. O. Box 365 Hartford, Conn.

ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 29.

SOUTH ORANGE FIELD CLUB

BICYCLE RACES,
July 4th., 1894.

QUARTER MIIiE'TRACK, 24 FEET WIDE,
ENDS BANKED FIVE FEET.

EVENTS. PRIZES.'

1 Mile Novice ist, Dress Suit Case and B. G. I.

Cyclometer.
2nd, Bicycle Flask, leather cover.
3rd, " Sandwich Case.

1 Mile Handicap... ist, Pair Palmer Tires.
2nd, Lito Bellrock Lamp.
3rd Turtle Neck Sweater.

2 Miles Handicap.. ist, Pair Whippet Impro'd Tires,
choice of racing or road tires,
and Sweater.

2nd, Spalding Cyclometer.
3rd, Search Light Lamp.

Half Mile Scratch . . ist, Bicycle Suit and Shoes.
2nd, Dress Suit Case.
3rd, Eiderdown Bath Robe.

Team Race, 1 Mile Scratch..Open to teams of three,
rep'resenting any one club.

ist, Silk Banner.
2nd, Large American Flag.

Entrance fee, 50 cents each event.
Prizes subject to change.

Entries close Wednesday, June 27th, with

MORRIS H. ROBERTS.
20 Pearl Street, New York.

Or, South Orange, N. J.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

Fourth Annual Race Meet

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN,
AT

MANHATTAN FIELD,
155th St. and Eighth Ave.,

Saturday, July 7, 1894,
HT 2 F3

. 2KE.

CLASS A.
No. 1. One Mile Novice—ist prize, N. Y. Times Gold

Medal; 2d prize, Silver Medal.

No. 2. One Mile, 2,30 class— ist prize. Silver Serv-
ice, value $40 ; 2d prize, Pair Morgan &
Wright Racing Tires, value $15; 3d prize,
Scarf pin, value $6.

,

No. 3. Two Mile Handicap—ist prize, Diamond
Ring, value $50; 2d prize, Pair New York
Tires, value $12; 3d prize, Scarf Pin, value
$6.

No. 7. One Half Mile Open— ist prize. Diamond
Ring, value $50; 2d prizeBanquet Lamp

,

value $15; 3d prize, Scarf Pin, value $6.

CLASS B.
No. 4. One Mile Open— ist prize, Tourist Bicycle,

value $115; 2d prize, Diamond Ring, value
$50; 3d prize, Shot-Gun, value $20.

No. 5. One Mile Handicap—1st prize, Victor Bi-
cycle, value $125; 2d prize, Diamond Ring,
value $50; 3d prize, Bloomer Bicycle Suit,
value $15.

No. 6. Two Mile Handicap—ist prize, Spalding Bi-
cycle, value $125; 2d prize, Diamond Ring,
value $50; 3d prize, Pair Palmer Racing
Tires, value $18.

Ten Mile Invitation Special Race—ist prize, N.Y.
Press Diamond, value $400; 2d prize, High
Grade Nickel Bicycle, donated by F. J.
Titus, value $115; 3d prize, Library Lamp,
value $32; 4th prize, Onyx Clock, value $ 18.

Special Prize— Liberty Eoving Cup — will be
awarded to the Club whose cyclists score the greatest
number of points.

Entries close June 30, with

JAMES L. MILLER,
23 3^West 104th Street, New York.
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ROAD RECORDS RECOGNIZED.

Chicago, 111., June 13.—Chairman Walden
gives official notice that the following road

records have been investigated and allowed

by the Road Records Committee of the Cen-

tury Road Club of America, and are, there-

fore, officially recognized by that organization:

C. M. Shadbolt, Brooklyn-, N. Y. Year's record

15,164 miles, May 20, 1891, to May 19, 1892. Eighty-one
" centuries." State and National record.

A. G. Harding, St. Louis, Mo. St. Louis to DeSoto
and return, 90 miles. Time, 9V1. 25m. October, 30, '92,

E. A McDuffie, Maiden, Mass. Twenty-five miles

against time; ih. 13m. 55 2-5S. May 22, 1893.

H. H. Wylie, Chicago, 111. New York to Chicago,

1,028 miles; 10 days, 4h. 39m. June 17-27, 1893.

H. H. Wylie, Chicago, 111. One thousand miles; 9

days, 22I1. 6m. June 17-27, 1893. American record.

H. H. Wylie, Chicago, 111. Five hundred miles; 3,

days, 19I1. 56m. June 23-27, 1893. American record.

D. I. Levis, Greenfield, Ind. Greenfield to Fowler,

Ind., 146 miles. Time, 13I1. July 11, 1893.

D. I. Levis, Greenfield, Ind. Fowler, Ind., to Chi-

cago, 126 miles. Time, 14I1. 15m. July 12, 1893.

D. I. Levis, Greenfield, Ind. Year's mileage 1893,

10,178 miles. Indiana State record.

W. M. Imhoff, Pittsburg, Pa. Year's mileage 1893.

8,990 miles. Pennsylvania State record.

W. R. Anglemare, Rockford, 111. Year's mileage

1893, 7,957 miles. Illinois State record.

J. A. McGuire, Denver, Col. One' hundred miles.

Time, 6h. 06m. November 5, 1893. Colorado State

record.

Cyclist vs. Oarsman.
The unique race between L. F. Schaefer, a

cyclist, and A. Anthe, an oarsman, between

this city and Albany, 138 miles, with a twenty-

four hour handicap, in favor of the oarsman,
vyas won by the cyclist. Schaefer left New
York at 3:40 a. m. on Saturday morning. He
reached Albany about 9:30 in the evening,
after being delayed by a furious thunder storm.
The oarsman was unable to finish inside of
forty-eight hours, his limit. The race was
for $500 a side.

The Greenwich Wheelmen at Manhattan Field.

No local meet has utilized the press so well

as the Greenwich Wheelmen, who will hold

their first meet at the Manhattan Field on

Saturday (to-morrow) afternoon at 3 p. m.

Perhaps this press friendliness is due to the

fact that Dan Smith, of the Herald, is one of

the prime movers and workers on the Race

Meet Committee. The Club is a very young
one, and it is to be hoped that local wheelmen
will consider it a half duty to at least look in

on their sports.

Manhattan Field has been improved during

the season, and fast times and good races are

sure to mark the afternoon's sport. There are

six events on the card, including four handi-

caps. Two of the events are for Class B men,

and have attracted many of the fast men of

that class. In the Class A events all the local

cracks have entered, including McDonald, who
figures at scratch, Blauvelt, Charles Brown,

Barnett, Willis and many others of more or

less note. The entries number over two

hundred.

Long Branch (N. J ) Wheelmen's fifteen mile road

race, June 13: 1, Benj. Wert, 6m., 48m. 3s.; 2, R. L.

Bray, 5m., 46m. 51s.; 3, E. J. Reid, 5m., 51m. 5s.; 4, C.

Lippincott, 6m.; 5, Leon Cubberley, scratch, 46m. 51s.

DIAMOND BICYCLE TOURNAMENT.

RIVERTON ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,
RIVERTON, N. J.

JULY 4th, 1894, at 2.30 o'clock.

EIGHT EVENTS. CLASS A.

Five Hundred Dollars in Prizes.

For information and entry blanks apply to A. J.
BRIGGS, Manager, No. 18 South Sixth Street, Phila-
delphia.
The Riverton track is the widest quarter mile track

in the world.

PRINCE WELLS'

) AND (-

AUDITORIUM CYCLE DERBY,
-) AT (-

Louisville, Ky., July 7/94
$1,500 IN PRIZES.

Given by and tinder the sole man-
agement of Prince Wells.

Road Race and 12 track races open to class

A and B.

Entries close June 27th.

THIRD AKNCAI.

RACE MEET

Tourist Cycle Club,
AT

CLIFTON RACE TRACK,
CLIFTON, N. J.

ON JULY 4TH, 1894, AT 2 P.M.

Optional Orders.

Entries close June 27th. Send for Blanks to

G. A. BECK WITH, Paters<>n, N. J.

THIRD ONE. GR/VNDEST ONE.

Tests by the mighty.
Victory for the Stearns.

JOHNSON VS. SANGER— < Mile Open Race. Johnson, on a Stearns Racer,

won in 2:26 1-5, beating his rival in a spurt 100

yards from the finish.

JOHNSON VS. TIME—New York State Track Record for 1 mile, 2:09 1-5;

previous record, his own, 2:17.

STEARNS QUAD VS. THE WORLD—Johnson, Murphy, Callahan and

Taylor, on the Stearns Quadruplet, beat Sanger,

Bald, Kennedy and Tyler in a mile run, in 2:10.

jj ROCHESTER, N. Y.

®

®
JUNE 13, 1894.

Send 2 cent stamp
for

T. W. Eck's
" Points on Training."

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y-

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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A FOLDING BICYCLE. 'A BUILDER OF BELLS. ABOUT CYCLOMETERS.

The time and expense devoted to the crating

of wheels for shipment home or to another

stopping place by rusticating cyclers, not to

mention the bulk of such articles and the ex-

pense of transportation when crated, has sug-

gested to my mind a remedy. Such a remedy
is illustrated in the drawings, and I hope the

suggestion may facilitate someone's pleasure

or profit while enjoying this popular and
healthful recreation.

The suggestion is that of a readily disman-

tled bicycle, which, when taken apart, may be

placed in a receptacle and carried as a hand-

or as a knapsack, and, like other baggage may
be checked to destination. The whole outfit

could be made to weight not to exceed 30 lbs.

One would suppose that commercial travelers

in certain lines, or possibly certain arms of the

militia, might find such a wheel, constructed

especially for them, of great usefulness.

Fig. 1 is a view of such a wheel, which, by
taking out five screws or bolts besides those

retaining the wheels and chain mechanism,
will consist of separated parts, and practically

in straight lengths, with the exception of the

wheel, convenient for packing. The frame of

wheel may have other parts added to increase

its rigidity, but I aim in this design to include

only the essential parts of frame and at the

same time retain the simple design of the

present popular wheel.

Fig. 2 shows the various parts placed in a

convenient receptacle which may be made of

canvas duck.

Fig. 3 shows an end view of this carrying

bag or equally convenient knapsack, and Fig.

4 shows the empty bag rolled up ready to

fasten to the front steering rod, as shown in

dotted lines in Fig. 1, and utilized in that posi-

tion if desired as a luggage carrier.

Fig. 5 shows the construction of handlebars

for packing in a small compass, or the handle-

bars may be made as usual if detachable from
the steering post. S. D. Mott,

Passaic, N. J.

Big Increase in British Export Trade.—
Schedules of export trade show a big increase

over previous years. The comparison is:

Value of exports during April, 1894, £171,465;
March, 1894, £142,184; April, 1893, .£126,683;

April, 1892, £96,021.

When one sees a beautiful painting it is but

natural to inquire from whose brush it was
produced, and the same principle holds good

in the commercial world. The many thousand

wheelmen who have used New Departure

Bells will doubtless be interested to know that

the bell was invented by E. D. Rockwell, of

Bristol, Conn., whose portrait accompanies

this sketch. Mr. Rockwell's native State is

New York, and when entering manhood he

betook himself to Chicago, and was employed
by Marshall, Field & Co. After leaving

Chicago the sunny South attracted his atten-

tion, and he took up his abode in Florida for a

number of years. When the yellow fever

broke out in Jacksonville in 1888 he came
North and organized the New Departure Bell

Co., at Bristol, Conn., of which he is now sec-

retary-treasurer and general manager. He

E. D. -ROCKWELL.

brought out " rotary " bells for use on ambu-
lances, electric and cable cars, and also for

use in the Fire Department and on doors.

Their bicycle bell is made on the same princi-

ple, and except for these bells perhaps wheel-

men would never have known the New Depart-

ure. Upon the introduction of the New De-
parture it immediately came into popular

favor and was recognized by the trade gener-

ally to be a " new departure " in bell con-

struction, and to surpass all other bells for

alarm purposes, and its popularity has not de-

creased.

Mr. Rockwell is a well-balanced man, con-

servative from principle and from nature.

His judgment is never fettered by impulse,

but is ever the result of a careful weighing of

all sides of a question. His success is due, he
would say, to hard work, and hard work alone;

but work unattended by good judgment does

not build business structures so well and last-

ingly as stands Mr. Rockwell's concern.

A. L. Collins, manager of the cycle depart-

ment of C. F. Guyon Co., New York agents

for the Monarch cycles, has received word
trom the Chicago factory that 6,300 wheels
had been manufactured and shipped this year,

and that only 600 or 700 more would be made
to consume material on hand. Of this num-
ber, 1,200 have been sold from the New York
agency. Mr. Collins is much elated over the

success of the Monarch in the East.

In the old days of the ordinary, and medals-

for-every-thousand-miles, a cyclometer seemed
almost a necessary part of a wheelman's equip-

ment. Compared to those of to-day, most of

them were heavy, cumbersome and expensive

affairs, but until the craze for lightness set in

the old-timers held on to them. When this

craze reached its height, however, the cyclo-

meter, with nearly every other detachable part,

was discarded to "bringdown the weight,"

and until this year their sale was limited, in-

deed. This season, however, a reaction has

set in, and while cyclometers are not going

I.OEW CYCLOMETER.

exactly like the proverbial hot cakes, the de-

mand for them has increased and is increasing

amazingly. The Bridgeport Gun Implement
Co., of this city, alone report an output of

nearly 15,000 of their excellent little instru-

ment each week, and other makers are not far

behind. The cyclometers, too, are all wonder
fully improved in every way over those used

in the old days—they are better in appearance,

greatly reduced in weight and price. This
may have had something to do with the present

reaction ; at any rate, the reaction is here.

The Capitol Mfg. Co., of Chicago, best

known as makers of cycle wrenches, have also

just entered the cyclometer market. Their

instrument—The Loew, it is called—is illus-

trated above. It differs from the general run

in that it has two independent dials, one which
records up to 9,900 miles and the other for in-

dicating single trips or one day runs. No
springs or glass enters into its construction.

It weighs but four ounces, and sells for $3.25.

E. W. Pope, treasurer of the Pope Mfg. Co.

has sailed for Europe. When Mr. Pope arrives

there will be a strong quartette of American
cycle magnates on the other side. Messrs. T.

B. Jeffery, E. C. Stearns and A. H. Overman
are already there.

Owing to the departure for Europe of Mr.

E. W. Pope, neither Col. Pope nor Vice-Presi-

dent Day will be able to attend the L. A. W.
meet at Denver. For this reason the projected

"Columbia Special" train has been abandoned.

A mysterious press dispatch makes the fol-

lowing announcement: "Patrick Sullivan, of

Shebyogan, Mich., who was knighted by the

King of Sweden for his book on turnips as a

universal article of food, has just patented a

bicycle made of corn-husk pulp."
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NEW YORKERS AT LOCKPORT.

ROAD AND TRACK RACES, PARADE AND
BUSINESS MEETING THE FEATURE

OF THE DIVISION MEET.

Western New Yorkers took another inning,

entertaining the members of the New York
Division on Friday and Saturday last, June 15

and 16. Lockport shouldered the task this

year. The shopkeepers closed up shop ; bunt-

ing was lavishly displayed, and about every-

body turned out to see the road and track races

and aided the wheelmen in having a good

time.

It was the New York Division's twelfth

annual meet, and was held in conjunction with

the Lockport Wheelmen's sixth annual tourna-

ment and the Olcott road race.

Special trains brought large contingents of

cyclists from Buffalo and other points, but out-

side of officers and delegates, the Eastern end
of the State was slimly represented. The
weather was perfect both days. The road

race and a moonlight excursion to Niagara

Falls were the attractions of the first day. On
Saturday came the business meeting, parade,

the track racing and a mammoth smoker.

THE BUSINESS MEETING.

At 10 a. m. the Board of Officers met at the

Grand Hotel, forty-five members being present.

Chief Consul Charles H. Luscomb presided.

The others present were C. W. Woods, Syra-

cuse, Vice-Consul; T. A. Raisbeck, Secretary

and Treasurer; H. E. Raymond, Chairman of

the Racing Board, Brooklyn ; I. B. Potter,

Chairman of the Highway Improvement Com-
mittee, Brooklyn; C. F. Cossum, Chairman of

the Rights and Privileges Committee, Pough-

keepsie; W. J. Packwood, Buffalo; E. M. San-

tee, Cortland; F. W. Neary, Cohoes; F. B.

Graves, Rochester ; A. G. Batchelder, Buffalo

;

L. Beck and Charles T. Raymond, Lockport;

William M. Honig, T. W. Neary.

Chief Consul Luscomb's report showed the

State division to be in a nourishing condition.

Secretary-Treasurer Raisbeck reported ex-

penditures of $2,987.14 and a balance of

$709.43. I. B. Potter, Brooklyn, and Chas.

T. Raymond, Lockport, favored the hiring of

canvassers to secure new members. A com-

mittee of five was appointed to look after the

recruiting work, and $250 was appropriated

for the work.

Chairman Potter recommended that the

Highway Improvement Committee be en-

larged, so as to include one member in every

county, or at least one in every Division dis-

trict.

F. B. Graves, Thomas W. Neary and F. P.

Shire were appointed a committee to nominate

officers for next year, to be voted on in the

near future.

The parade at n o'clock was a grand success.

Charles H. Luscomb, as grand marshal, and
his aids were not in line, the business meet-

ing being still in session. The clubs making
the best showing were the P. C. C. and
Ramblers, of Buffalo; Lockport Wheelmen
P. C. C, of Lockport ; Lake View Wheelmen
and Tonawanda Cyclers. Mrs. Kate Chase
Seymour led the ladies' division, numbering
eighty. The ladies were enthusiastically ap

plauded all along the line. The entire line of

march was one mass of flags and bunting.

THE ROAD RACE.

The road race to Olcott, twelve miles, was
started at 11 a. m. Friday. Three thousand

people were assembled at the Lockport end
and along the course, and there was also a big

crowd at Olcott. There were nineteen starters,

with Van Wagoner, Weinig and Penseyres at

scratch.

The start was over rough cobblestones, and
when the country roads were reached, the men
realized that they had to face a ten-mile

stretch of sand. True, there was a side path

which was in good condition, but it changed
from one to the other side of the road. The
accidents along the line were numerous,
Leonert, Weinig, and Penseyres, particularly,

being unfortunate. About half way home the

first named was trailing " Van," with Pen-

seyres close by, when he struck a rut, which
threw him forcibly to the ground. He was
severely bruised from head to foot, and was
compelled to give up the chase. Penseyres

ran into Leonert, and was thrown into the air.

He landed full upon his face and gashed his

cheeks and nose considerably. Weinig fared

as badly, he being thrown from the top of a

side path embankment to the road below, a

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

distance of about six feet, In striking the

ground, he scraped the skin from the side of

his face and was otherwise bruised. He con-

tinued, however, but Penseyres and Van
Wagoner were too far in the lead for him to

close in with them. The latter made the best

time.

Out of nineteen starters fifteen finished as

follows:
m. s.

1. A. A. Price, Lockport W.,s^m 37-°3

2. W. Wemple, Lockport W., 6m 37-4°

3. W. R. Blake, R. B. C, Buffalo, im 3240H
4. H. J. Winters, Tonawanda, 6m 37.49

5. W. Van Wagoner, S. A. A., scratch 3213

6. George Southern, P. W.. 5m 37. 18

7. H. D. Wiman, Lockport, 6m 38.4s

8. C. H. Christ, R. B. C, 3m 37-00

9. C. H. Knowland, S. Y. M. C. A., 3m 38.20

10. John Penseyres, P. C. C, scratch 34-53

11. W. D. Davis, P. W., 5 i-2m 40.30

12. W. A. Fleckser, P. W., 5 1 2m 40 43

13. B. P. Hazzard, Jamestown, 3m 38.14

14. Frank Meyer, H. P. W., Buffalo, 3m 38.33

15. A. E. Weinig, R. B. C, scratch 35.35

The course record stood at 43m. 47s. Every
one who finished rode under it.

TRACK EVENTS.

About the most exciting racing ever wit-

nessed in Western New York was the general
verdict of the 2,000 spectators who were at the
driving park Saturday afternoon. The ma-
jority of the events were fought to the tape.

Goehler, of Buffalo, won both Class A handi
caps from scratch, and the three mile lap race.

His work in the two mile handicap was artistic.

He caught the bunch in front on the third lap,

took a rest for a quarter, and then started a
long sprint which brought him past all the
others by several lengths. L. A. Callahan, of

the Press C. C, took the half mile State cham
pionship, and after two attempts, F. A. Foell

of the same club, secured the mile champion-
ship. A. A. Price, of Lockport, who captured
three prizes in the road race, took two more on
the track.

Johnson had but little trouble in winning
the Class B scratch race. In the mile handi-
cap he finished fourth, riding from scratch, in

2m. 15s. The men were bunched at the tape,

Johnson being unable to get through. He
covered the first half in im. 06s. Summary:
One Mile Novice— i, A. a. Price, L. W.; 2, J F.

Honegger, C. B. C; 3, F. Meyers, H. P. W.; 4, H. H.

Bowen, Medina; 5, H. N. Bidwell, Medina. Tim-,
2m. 33s.

Half-mile State Championship-i, A. Callahan,
P. C. C. ; 2, P. Von Boeckman, Jamestown; 3, F. A.
Foell, P. C. C. Time, im 16 3-5S.

One Mile Tandem— i, L. A. Callahan and W. A.
Lutz, P. C. C; 2, J. Penseyres and E. F. Leonert, P. C.
C. Time, 2m. 36 1-5S.

One Mile State Championship— i, a. a. Price,

L. W.; a L. M. Green, L. W.; 3, E. Riggs, L. W.; h J.
W. Steele, L. W. Time, 2m. 40s.

One Mile 2 50—1, J. Penseyres, P. C. C; 2. A. T.
Mundle, North Tonawanda; 3,W. E. De Temple, Tona-
wanda; H. W. Northrup, R. B. C. Time, 2m. 51 2 5s.

Five Mile Handicap -i, A. B. Goehler, R. B. C ,

scratch; 2, E. L. Leonert, P. C. C, 150 yards; 3, L A.
Callahan, P. C. C, scratch; 4, C. Werrick, C. C. C,
300; 5, C. B. Gorby, Pittsburg, 40. Time, 13m. 19s.

Several accidents marred this race, but the scratch
man rode the distance at a 2m. 39s. clip, and could
have done many seconds better had it been necessary
On the fourth lap on the backstretch Weinig ran into

a numbskull who tried to cross the track. Weinig's
wheel was badly smashed. Penseyres changed
wheels on the second lap, but his new mount didn't
suit him, and he soon dropped out.

One Mile Team Race— i, John Penseyres, P. C. C;
2, W. A. Lutz, P. C.C.; 3, E. F. Leonert, P. C. C; 4,

Frank Gould, L. W.; 5, F. Gorff, L. W.; 6, B. Green,
L. W. Time, 2m. 45s.

One Mile Niagara County Championship— i, F.

E. Paige, Johnson's Creek; 2, A. F. Mundie, North
Tonawanda; 3, A. A. Price, Lockport; 4, E. Riggs,
Lockport. Time, 2m. 34 3-5S.

One Mile State Championship—i, F. A Foell, P.

C. C; 2, P. Von Boeckman, Jamestown. Time,
2m. 32 2-5S.

Three Mile Lap Race— i, a. B. Goehler, R. B. C,
16 points; 2, E. F. Leonert, P. C. C, n points; 3, J. Pen-
seyres, P. C. C, 8 points. Time, gm. 14s.

Two Mile Handicap— i, A. B. Goehler, R. B. C,
scratch; 2, W. A. Lutz, P. C. C, 100 yards; 3, J. Pen-
seyres, P. C. C, 90; 4, F. W. Julier, R. B. C, 180; 5, H.

N. Bidwell, Medina, 170; 6, A. F. Mundie, Tonawanda,
140; 7, W. Hayes, Buffalo, 220; 8, H. N. Bowen, Medina,

170; g, Fred. Hunt, W. B. C, 115. Time, 4m. 52 4-5S.

One Mile Open, Class B— i, John S. Johnson, C. C.

C; 2,0. S. Brandt, R. W.; 3, C. A. Callahan, P. C. C;
4, H. A. Allen, Point Pleasant, N. J.; 5, B. Cleveland,

R.^B. C. Time, 2m. 27 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— i, O. S. Brandt, R.

W., 100 yards; 2, C. H. Callahan, P. C. C, 50; 3, H. A.

Allen, Point Pleasant, N. J., 120; J. S.Johnson, C. C. C,
scratch; B. Cleveland, R. B. C, 135. Time, 2m. 14 2-5S.

Scratch man's time, 2m. 15s.

Bank Clerks A. A. games, Philadelphia, June 16:

One Mile Scratch— 1, Walter Winslow; 2, Edward
Porter; 3, F. Delaney. Time, 3m. 3s.
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Another Sermon on the Wheel.

About seventy members of the Hudson

County Wheelmen rode to the Tabernacle,

Jersey City, on Sunday last. The Rev. John

L. Scudder, the pastor, delivered a special

sermon on athletics. The wheels were stored

in an outer room, and the members all wore

the club uniform. A bicycle trimmed with

daisies stood on the front of the platform, and

Mr. Scudder., in commenting upon it, said:

" There are five reasons why the bicycle is like re-

ligion. First— It helps you to get over the road. So

does religion. Second—In the tool bag are all the

necessary tools—the oil can to lubricate the wheels,

the wrench, pump, repair kit, etc. In life you need the

necessary tools—prayer, communion, Bible reading,

etc. Third—The handle-bar guides the machine. In

life, religion Is the handle-bar. Fourth—The bicycle

makes -you feel happy. You hardly know you are

working. So it is with religion. You find that you

foel better when you believe in its Lord. Turn the

handle-bar and you escape the bad places, the evils

and the vices. Fifth—Learning to ride is somewhat

difficult, but when you learn you find it very easy.

S with religion. It is a little hard at first, but after-

ward you find it easy and enjoyable."

He took his text from the second verse of the ioo'.h

Ps.ilm, and preached on the relation of the Church to

athletic sports. He said that while many ministers

considered it inexcusable to take their coats off and

engage in athletic sports and would rather resign

than mount a wheel, he found enjoyment in cycling

and heartily recommended it. He was glad the mem-
bers of his congregation were in hearty accord with

his views and were co-operating with him. He ex-

tended a cordial invitation to wheelmen, not only of

Jersey City, but from surrounding towns, to ride to

his church Sunday mornings and listen to the gospel,

and promised that accommodations would be found

for any number.

Newburyport (Mass.) B.C. sixteen and a half mile

road race, June 15—1, F. A. Varney; 2, T. H. Atwood;

3, A. C. Ramsden. Time, 51m. 27 4-5S.

The Maker and the Buyer.

If there is one thing more noticeable than

another in connection with the great develop-

ment in the cycle trade, it is the relationship

between the maker and the buyer, says the

Irish Cyclist. It is not many years ago that

the manufacturers were able to have their

own way, and produce a machine to their own
ideas and designs, practically saying to the

riders, 'There's the machine, you can leave it

or take it, as you please." What a change has

come over the scene. Gradually, step by step,

the old order has changed, and for some time

past manufacturers have been willing to meet

the wishes of riders almost to an unwise de-

gree. Many of the improvements embodied

in the modern safety are due to the suggestions

of riders. The only unfortunate part about

the business is, that, in endeavoring to meet

the demands of the riders, manufacturers have

probably occasionally overstepped the limit of

safety, an action which, should a machine

break down, brings discredit on the maker and

not on the cyclist. While the change has

certainly, to some extent, been advantageous,

the craze for extreme lightness is one which

should have been discountenanced all along

the line. To this craze mauy direful accidents

can certainly be traced, and, therefore, while

we are pleased that manufacturers should set

themselves out to meet the demands of

cyclists, we hope that they will set themselves
against any craze which, in the end, cannot be
of advantage to the general body of cyclists,

and which, if adopted, must eventually re-

dound to the makers' discredit.

OX ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.
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Incidents of a Country Road Race.

(Irwin, Pa., Standard.)

Frank Patrick says he will never forget the hand-
some young lady that ran out and gave him a drink of

water. He says that encouraged him so much that if

his wheel had not broke he would have gave the win-

ners a hustle.

The beautiful angel cake, presented by Messrs.

Hunter & Wagoner, was divided among the cyclers

who were present and who enjoyed it immensely. A
box of tobies, donated by William Risinger, was pre-

sented to Cyrus Allshouse for efficient services ren-

dered the wheelmen during the race.

TJ. G. Row met with an accident at Beatty Station

He broke his saddle spring and rode his wheel in that

condition for two miles, when he got a new saddle

from one of the checkers. When Ed. McGrew took
sick he generously remained with him, and thus vol-

untarily lost his chance of winning a prize.

Among the many instances of pluckiness of the rid-

ers may be noted Frank Patrick, whose wheel broke
down near Scull's. He threw the wrecked wheel over
the fence and took to his heels, arriving in town within

one of getting a medal. Ed. Byerly broke his chain

near Adamsburg and pushed his wheel from there

into town, arriving tenth on the list.

The gentlemanly conduct and very courteous act of

Mr. Snell, of Bradenville, will never be forgotten by
the Irwin wheelmen. Mr. Gough broke his wheel be-

yond Greensburg, and Mr. Snell, who was pacing
Smith, and riding a most excellent wheel, at once dis-

mounted and gave his wheel to Gough. to enable him
to continue the race, taking Gough's broken wheel
and returning to Latrobe. Such disinterested action

bespeaks the true gentleman, and Mr. Snell's act de-

serves especial mention.

Gloucester, Mass., June 18, fourteen miles road race
around Cape Ann: 1, Frank Parsons, Rockport, 47m.
55s.; 2, Geo. Parsons, 48m. 8s.; 3, Edgar Blynn, 48m.

36s.; 4, E. Hodgins, 4pm. 31s.

Dover, N. H., June 16, ten miles road race: 1, Charles

Snow, 38m. 44s.; 2, Frank Jones; 3, Jos. Gray; 4, F. F.

Davis. Twenty-one starters.

(9)
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TRIBUNES
Continue to Win!

Guy Hall, of Norfolk, Va., captures the One Mile Tidewater Championship on a Tribune

Clarence Knight, of Baltimore, Md., wins the Novice Race on May 30th.

L. C. Dorn wins the one mile handicap from scratch, at Cleveland.

Tribunes take firsts in the races at Evansville, Ind.

TRIBUNES ARE UP TO DATE.

THE CYCLOIDAL SPROCKET TELLS.
Send for Catalogue and Agency.

\VAVASVAVAV>VyVAVAVAVVAS

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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RALEIGHS
WINNING!

Wheeler, at Florence, won the International.

Raymond Macdonald won all the open events

entered this season—Asbury Park, Roches-

ter, I lion, Bridgeport.

ir^lejig-ih:
\_

\

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
2081-2083 Seventh Ave., New York City.

239 Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING. 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SAN FRANCISCO-

POINTS
-* j-**-*--*--*- a -*- a ^-*--*--*- a *- aaaa -*--*--1

•^*- j- j--*- a -*--^ j

WHIPPET
IMPROVED
(cemented to rim.)

RUNS OVER MANY

WITHOUT A PUNCTURE,

in tires are not good.

Points on tires are good
if you are looking for a

good tire. These points

arc sharp because they

are true. Run them over!

LAPPED INNER TUBE,
Easy to get at.

®
FLEXIBLE COVER,

Rides Easy.

®
because A Tough Cover

Punctures Hard.

NEWYORK BELTINC&PACKWG^O.LTD
l&T^ ^ff?^

PIONEERS AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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England and Scotland will meet in inter-

national contests at Hampden Park, July 7,

A woman over 80 years of age was knocked
down by a cyclist in Hartford, Conn., last

week and on Tuesday died from concussion
of the brain. The wheelman is under bonds
awaiting trial.

An order has been issued by the Delaware
and Raritan Canal Co., prohibiting cyclists

from riding on the towpath. A pair of mules
drawing a boat took fright at a wheelman last

week and jumped into the canal.

H. A. Lozier, Sr. and Jr., were in New
York this week. The Lozier Company have
bought out the Central Cycle Co., of Philadel-

phia, and opened a branch at 1 724-1 726 N.
Broad St., where the Central Co. was located.

The Morristown (N. J.,) Wheelmen have
been organized with these officers: C. N.
Parker. President; Chas. S. Bird, Vice-Presi-

dent: J. W. Clift, Secretary; S. H. Bryant,
Treasurer; W. K. Muchmore, Captain; L. C.

Parker, First Lieutenant.

On Sunday, June 3d, at 3 p. m., the second
cycle service was held in St. Thomas, Coven-
try, when the Rev. Eric Farrar gave an ad-

dress on the question, " Did a Hen or an Egg
Exist First ?" Machines will be again care-

fully guarded. All men are welcome.—
Adv. in Cyclist.

The Auto Machinery Co., Ltd., an English
concern, writes the Cyclist that it will be
pleased to show a dynamo fitted with the

ordinary diamond steel balls made by the

company, in bearings which are not puncture-

less, and which run at nearly 7,000 revolutions

a minute, without oil and without heating.

Impioved Drawbench for

Seamless Steel Tubes.

Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUGAR CANE MILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OF

Galvanizing Plant,
Corrugating Machinery,
Boiling Mills,

Wire-Drawing
Machinery,

"Vacuum Pans,
Centrifugals, Engines,
Boilers, etc.

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS,

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

SEAMLESS COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Right up to Date, THE ONLY PERFECT PNEUMATIC, feight, 16 ounces.

With patent 5-ply wood bottom of seasoned ash and mahogany
guaranteed unbreakable. This saddle has important features

embodied in no others. Wired-on cover instantly detachable.

Concealed valve. Handsome in appearance. Cannot lose its

shape. PRICE, $6.00. Shipments made promptly.

Scores of letters from long distance riders attesting its supreme
comfort for hard road work. Write for sample book of colors

they are made in, and further information to

Persons & Muller Mfg. Co.,
MENTION THE WHEEL. N"E"^V" YORK.

P. &M.

Pneumatic Saddle,
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FIFTEEN MILES THROUGH MUD.

Kansas City, June 18.—Schmelzer's no-

negroes fifteen mile road race which was

postponed from Saturday, June :6, was run

to-day on a muddy road. Most of the con-

testants had several falls but no serious

injuries resulted. Thirty-six men entered.

Twenty-six started and twenty finished. A.

E. Proulx, of Omaha, won the time prize

—

a beautiful medal set with diamonds and

rubies. The feature of the race was the riding

of H. Rebenschied, a boy scarce 15 years of

age. The timing was faulty. Summary :

Handicap. Time.
M m. s.

B. Howard, K. C s 46.19

BertTibbs, " ...T s'A 46-49

E.S.Hall, " 5 46.48

L. Laitner,' " 8 5°->4

G. E. Tivy, St. Louis 3'/° 46.02

W. H. Maxwell, K. C 5 47.34

O. C. Mandeville " 3% 46.06

O. T. Schaefer, Topeka 3% 46.062-5

H. Rebenschied, K. C 8 50.36

W.E.Armstrong *' 8 50.41

A.J.Henley "
5 47.51 2-5

O. H. Rebenschied " 2% 46.07

W. W. Jaques " 2% 46.09

E. J. Rawson, Topeka 5%
A. E. Proulx, Omaha (scratch) 44.38 3-5

C. Kindevatter, K. C " 44-3835
W. J. Cox, St. Louis "

44.39

H. Warmholz, K. C 7 51 .55

C.A.Whitman, " 7 52.08

A.M.Clark, " 10 55083-5

Elgin-Aurora Road Rac<>.

The Elgin-Aurora twenty-two mile road

race on June 16 was run over a dusty course,

but brought out a good field of starters.

Nessel, of Chicago, was the scratch man. He
finished twelfth in ih. 8m. 34s. The time

prize was taken by Lund, of Chicago, in ih.

7m. 46s. Accidents and spills were numerous.

Result:
Time.
H.M.S.

Hard, Aurora 1.08.51

Rowland, Marengo, Iowa 1. 10.22

Young, Joliet : ... 1. 12.23

Adams, Morrison 1.1030

Lund, Chicago 107.46

Rogers, Aurora 1. 10.52

Semple, Chicago 1.09. \6%
Swanson, Elgin '-07.51

Hamilton, Joliet 1.14 28

Leuthesser, Chicago...., 1 13 26

Schinneor, Chicago 1.1421

F. Nessel, Chicago 1.08.34

Christianson, Chicago 1. 16.08

Hancock, Huntley 1.14.00

Raymond, Aurora 1. 17.41

Webb, Aurora 1.15.00

Settan, Chicago 1.21.33

Green, Ottawa 1.24. 17

Bunnell, Aurora 1.27.20

Higgins, Aurora 1 27.25

Wing, Ottawa 1.24.26

Serviss, Ottawa t. 22.52

To date the renewals in the L. A. W. total

14,000 against 22,000 for the same period last

year.

Gossamer
Will not Tear.

Mud-Guards

MaSSKred
NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., 198-200 Terrace, Bnffalo, N. Y.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw Jrm^^m^SaoB&
FOR ROBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U, S. A.

^~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.~tftS

Please add : " Saw it In The Wheel."

LIGHTNING SCREW PLATES WITH
BIRMINGHAM ("STUBS") WIRE GAUGE SIZES

FOR BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS AND REPAIRERS.
Adjustable Dies with Case Hardened Guides. Send for Supplement No. 1.

WILEY & RUSSELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

AGENTS LOOKING FOR A SNAP, @
In Lots of Ten, for

CASH ONLY.

NOTICE!!!
1894, high frame, 43 inch wheel base, 28 inch wheels, 32 and 40 spokes (plated), dust proof ball bearings, best

English cold-drawn, weldless steel tubing, Perry's case-hardened chain, round cranks, y& handlebar, 10 inch

head, steel or wood rims, Morgan & Wright, Providence, or Eastern Rubber Co. tires. Weight, 23 to 27 lbs.

These bicycles are thoroughly guaranteed best material, well put together, finely finished in enamel and nickel.

These bicycles must be sold at once for cash.

Kindly mention The wheel when writing. ARTHUR E. PREYER, No. 1 Park Place, New York.
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A correspondent desires the best route from

New York to Montreal. Canada.

The tax on cycles in Belgium will yield

^14,000. The amount will be spent on high-

way improvement, which is a form of true

reciprocity.

At the school for the blind at Norwood, near

London, England, the students are enthusiastic

cyclists. They even have a half-mile track,

upon which scrub races are held.

One of the most complete and well arranged

entry blanks issued this season is that of the

Tourist C. C. of Paterson, N. J., for its race

meet at Clifton, July 4. Optional orders are

offered as prizes, by which plan winners can

secure whatever they please within the limits

of the rules.

Mr. R. P. Gormully ran over to New York

last week to meet some relatives just returning

from a pleasure trip in South America. Inci-

dentally, during the week, the Schwalbach

business at Prospect Park was converted into

a full-fleged " G. & J" branch, with "Pioneer"

Schwalbach as manager.

W. S. Vincent, American representative of

the Puncture Proof Pneumatic Tire Co., has

appointed the Chinnock Pneumatic Tire Co.,

g and n W. Broadway, N. Y., American agents

for their puncture proof pads. Mr. Vincent

sailed for England last week on the Campania,

and expects to return in the Fall and open a

permanent branch in New York.

A most enthusiastic man is Mr. Schindel

of the Punctureless Tire Armor Co., who has

just rounded up a most successful two weeks'

trip, ending at New York. The tire armor

was first introduced at the New York Show,

and made an immediate hit. Mr. Schindel will,

in combination with Mr. George T. Warwick,

introduce other cycling novelties during the

year.

Send for Catalogue.,

Curtis-
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PffHABWPffJU, PA.

#60 Saved]]!

$60 saved if you get a Trout Cycle.

Highest grade. Built to order. 18 lbs.

and upward for $100.. Fine cycles on

hand. Wheels taken in exchange. Orders

by mail promptly attended to.

TROUT CT<XE5,
5*3 "W. 52«1 »*•» New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writin .

Perfect Chain Lubricant...
The only lubricant that will not soften, gum,
or collect dust. 25 cents per stick.

Liberal Discount
to the Trade. P. & G. Toe Clips."^

Send for Catalogue of Sundries and Terms.

PORTER & GILMOUR, NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Headquarters for Bicycles of all kinds.

40 Styles in Stock.
Prices l^w.
Agents Wanted.
Send for Catalogue.

E. C. Meachaiii Arms Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

St. Louis, Mo.

ALBERT HUM BER-PATTERN
WITH PATENT

HARDENED c i

<0

PEN STEEL
B USHES

SIZES ARRIVING WEEKLY

3-16, 1-4, 5-16x1 in.

pitch.

N D TO PREVENT
--r

e
sT RIVETS TURNING
INSIDE PLATES .

J.APPLEBY, BIRMINGHAM.

Sole
Importers
of...

Appleby's
Patent.

Rimmgton Bros. & Co.,

22 Whitehall Street,

NEW YORK.
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Price per tube, postpaid, 35c. Special prices and samples sent to dealers.
American Cycle Compound Guaranteed. Give us trial order.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

F. P. LITTLE E. C. & S. CO., 135 Seneca St., Buffalo, X. Y.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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SCHOOL DAYS ALMOST ©

A over and the boy or girl is doubtless entitled to a present What more appro-

priate than a bicycle? We heartily recommend a

WYNNEWOOD BKTQLE * *

They are made in eight different patterns, for Men, Women, Boys and Girls,

and are sold at popular prices. Send for catalogue and second-hand list.

Respectfully,

A. M. SCHEFFEY * CO.,
92 Reade Street, New York.Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel,'

" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado
are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-
stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

FAIRBANKS "VSTOOID TR.T2s/L CO,
Room 34, sr Park Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when -writing.

_NEW YORK

I make a specialty of wire name badges for eye e
clubs. They are the neatest, cheapest, brightest and
best. Send name o£ club you belong to, with 25 cents
for samples. Addresss 3, EABLY,

261 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WHEELS

TO ORDER..,,

CHAS, M. BECKER,

132 Elm Street, New York.

The only Exclusive Manufacturer of

Bloomer Soils
FOR

Ladies and Gentlemen.

Evans & White Cycle Co.,

1182 ELIZABLTH AVE.,

Near Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J.

Also General Repairing.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
Mention The Wheel,
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

I
.'-it if recent bicycie patents reported Specially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Attor-

ney, Washington, D. C-1

520.785. Eir Protector. Carl Jung, Berlin, Germany.

Filed Oct. 10, 1893.

520,700. Tricycle. Augustus Leininger and Edward
Shreiner, Canton, Ohio. Filed Sept. 21, 1893.

520,791. Elastic Gear. Charles A. Leib, New York,

N. Y. Filed Nov. 3, 1890,

520,796. Bicycle. Charles R. Mayne, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed July 17, 1893.

520,803. Printing Attachment for Bicycles. Edmond
Redmond, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Nov. 27, 1893.

520,817. Machine for Setting Tires. Jonathan B.

West, Rochester, N. Y. Filed May 20, 1893.

520.826. Bicycle. Edward D. King, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed Sept. 16, 1893.

520.827. Reversible Traversing Movement. Louis

Koss, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Aug. 22, 1893.

520,899. Aquatic Bicycle. Jacob E. Ronk, Fort Win-
gate, N. Mex. Filed Feb. 14, 1894.

520,901. Wheel Tire. Obadiah Seely, Syracuse,

N. Y., assignor to E.C.Stearns & Co., same place.

Filed June 13, 1893.

520,933. Anti-Friction Wheel Hub. Edwin F.

Moore, Toronto, Canada. Filed Feb. 23, 1894.

521, C05. Shield for Pneumatic Tires. Samuel M.

Schindel, Hagerstown, Md. Filed Nov. 4, 1893.

521.006. Shield for Pneumatic Tires. Samuel M.
Schindel, Hagerstown, Md. Filed Nov. 4, 1893.

521.007. Drive-Chain. Joseph Appleby, Birming-

ham, England. Filed Oct. 6, 1893. Patented in Eng-
land, May 24, 1892.

521.132. Attachment for Bicycles. Maurice E.

Blood, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to the Kalamazoo
Cycle Company, same place. Filed Oct. 10, 1892.

521.133. Multiple Gearing. Williim H. Bright,

Morrow, Ohio, assignor of eleven-twelfths to Peter

B. Dunham, Jonah Anderson, Annie V. Bright, F. M.
Couden, A. W.Starkey, A. Selzer, D. B. Wilson, Al

bert Rutterer, A. C. Bowman and Eugene Dunham,
same place. Filed Nov. 10, 1*93.

Johnson will try for the mile record at Wal-

tham next week.

Manager Freedman will attempt to make
electric light racing a popular attraction at

Manhattan field this season. The first meet

will be held on Wednesday night next, and

every Wednesday and Saturday thereafter.

In Summer Time.

Like ter take my wheel an' ride

Down ter where the lilies hide,

You know—where the trees divide

—

That's ther place ter loaf.

Lean my wheel agin er tree,

Feel so careless an' so free

That it of'en seems ter me,

Life has er new c >arm.

Like ter stretch out in ther shade,

Watch ther shapes ther clouds have made
;

Then ter see 'em slowly fade

'Fore your verv eyes.

Used ter hate them city chaps

When 1 see'd 'em with their traps,

Riding by ther farm, perhaps,

'Fire I was er siclist.

I'd hate ter have t=r live in town,

In er house so big an' brown
That ther sun can't git aroun',

An no kentry air.

Tell yer, Bill, I like this wheel

Almos' good as er square meal
;

An' when ridin', O, I feel

Like er 'nother fellow.

Tell yer what, if I was you

I'd s ive up an' buy one too

—

Sell yer min-— it's good as new

—

For I w int er pneumatic.

J. W. D

Walter Luettgens of the Hartford Y, M.C.A.

won the Columbia C. C. 20-mile road race June

16. His time was ih., 8m., 8s. The time

prize was won by R. M. Alexandre, of Hart-

ford. J. R. Perry, of Norwalk, the scratch

man, was the thirteenth to finish.

Cads on Castors.

An' is it jest becoz we scorch

An' glide along so fast, sors

!

They dub us, tho' we do no harm,
The cads who ride on castors ?

I wish I knew the spalpeens, an'

My shebbeen they'd go past, sors!

In ditch, bedad ! they'd find the cads,

Thimselves,—and us the casters.

—Cycling.

The big daily papers of several large cities

have taken up a new fad. They have been

asking their readers why they ride a wheel,

and fill up a page or so with the replies.

There appears to be no limit to cycle club

nomenclature. The latest is a Ting-a-Ling B.

C. organized by a score of young ladies of

Leadville, Mich.

A San Francisco dispatch announces that W.

J. Edwards, on June 15, rode an eighth of a

mile at San Jos^ in 14 seconds flat, cutting the

record by two-fifths of a second.

E. F. Miller, the Vineland (N. J.) crack, until

last week a member of the G. & J. racing

team, has gone over to the Spalding stable.

STOLEN!
QENTURY CSHlMBId

...N2 3768.
A Reward of $50.00 is offered for the re-

covery of the same. Address,

C. D. STUART.
Benton Harbor, Mich.

Do You Want to Win a Race ?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per package. Try It and
be a racer. L-A. w. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO.. 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton. Ohio.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 cents.
Each additional word two cents,

variably In advance
Cash In-

w ]

DEESTON HUMBER, French pattern, No. 3; weight
*-* 21 lbs.; wooden rims; Palmer tires; gear 68;
price, $100. Address, W. T. Ryan, 2s Norfolk st. 6-22

ILL EXCHANGE $30 Hall Type Writer, in good
order, for second-hand Boy's Cushion Tire Bi-

cycle. Address Rector St. Philip's Episcopal Church
Laurel, Del. 6-22

DICYCLE—Pneumatic tire, in first-class condition,
1J with bell, lamp and tools, for $45.00. Address,
S. C. Acker, 154 Devoe St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 622
T-TOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—New Universal Mill
*- Lathes; fine and indispensable tools for bicycle
dealers and repairers; circulars sent. W. H. Mans-
field, New Haven, Conn. 6-22

TWO RALEIGHS '94, Model A, 22^ lbs.; wood rims,
1 $105; brand new; one has Dunlop the other Palmer

tires. Must be sold to reduce stock. M. Staebler's
Cycle Emporium, Ann Arbor, Mich. 6-29

ANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange for
our new high grade "Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,

Lititz, Pa. Best prices given.

r\lh—Superior Cycle Oil, put up in 10c. and 25c.
v-' bottles for the trade in gross lots at low prices!
Your labels on. Wheels and sundries taken in ex-
change. Little Oil Co., Lititz, Pa.

f^lGARS—Job lots choice goods at less than manu-^ facturers' prices. Sample box of dozen mailed on
receipt of 30 cents in postage stamps. Cash or good
bicycles taken in payment. Box 27, Lititz, Pa.
AMBLER No. 2, new, $60 cash. Fifty other big
bargains. Address John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.

w

R'

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem
'* pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEW HOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $,,0
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY QO

"

COl UMKIA SAFETY, never used ' „,'
VICTOR SAFETY, " ,""; If

|'

Party owning same having taken them for'oid'debt.
Address

CHAS. W. WILCOX,
tf Box 444, New York City.

Enjoy the excellent roads on Staten Island,
and stop at

CASTELS
Grant City, for Dinner.

Cooking. Table d'JTote.

Best French

ANNUAL MEET L. A. W. __
Special Rates of Passage quoted for this Meeting by the

MALLORY STEAMSHIP LINE,
) BETWEEN (

New York and Galveston Texas,
Avoid the heat and dust incidental to travel by rail

ELEGANT PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS.
The Staterooms are large and airy, beautifully furnished, contain two berths and a sofa, accommodating

two persons, though large enough for three. Baths. Smoking Rooms, etc , all combine to make this the most
luxurious route to Denver. A delightful six days' sail to Galveston; thence by rail to Denver, Col. Single
and round trip tickets, at special rates, issued to members of the League and their families and friends
attending the meeting at Denver, on Aug. 13. Our 60-page Tourists Guide mailed free to any address.

For Reservation of Staterooms, Rates of Passage, etc., etc., apply to

C. x. HICKUN, Gen. West. Agent, c. H. mai.lorv & CO., Gen. Ajfls.
1654 Lawrence St.', Denver, Col. Pier 20, East River, New York

Pleaee add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

M1Q.1E5T * QRdDE * OILER.

1 Full Size.

Price, 25 Cents Each.

The "Perfect " Pocket Oiler is absolutely unequalled. It is the tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in

the market. Don't use a cheap or leaky oiler when you can buy the best oiler in the world for 25 cents.

"Star" Oiler, second to none but the "Perfect," 15c. each.
Oiler Holders, or Pump Holders, - - 25c. each.

CUSHHIAN & DENISON, 172M Aran, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED KVKRY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Host Ottlce as second-clas" matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s- a Year.

Newsdealers Can Order Through A. 31.NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
'THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WrtEEL-

editing and managing staff :

I. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

tierson interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 45.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-

stands in New York.

Titus, whom The Wheel has long tipped as

the coming man on the path, has been mak-

ing headway the last two weeks. He has the

best natural physique, is placable, and gets at

his work without any nursing and figuring.

The only thing Titus now needs to achieve

fame is a press bureau and an Eck or Troy.

There are twelve very happy people in

Moroon, O. They are happy because they

have "expectations." Each one has a one-

twelfth interest in a—wheel, a copper mine, or

a zinc bed, or an old man's funeral ?—no, no

—

in a multiple gearing.

THE Massachusetts Division is to be con-

gratulated on the successful teimira-

tion of its work in the legislative halls. A
nonsensical and persecutive bill for ihe gov-

ernment of cycling in the State has been

shelved through the efficient work of the

officers, and a new bill drafted, which is gen-

erally approved, and which will become a law

on July 14. The bill limits the speed to ten

miles an hour, necessitates the carrying of a

bell, defines sidewalk and side-path riding,

and prohibits towns and villages from framing

obnoxious ordinances for the local government

of wheelmen.

The first bill, as drafted, required the carry-

ing of a lamp at night, but it was demonstrated

to the satisfaction of the legislative committee

that a lantern was useless in the streets of a

city, a nuisance to riders, and was not a nec-

essary adjunct for the protection of pedes-

trians and others. It was argued that for

county riding a cyclist would carry a light for

his own protection. The law has been highly

endorsed by the wheelmen and the press, and

held up to other States as a model to be copied.

The only unfavorable comment that has ap-

peared is due to the bill not compelling the use

of a lamp.

Local authorities are allowed the privilege

of granting permission for road racing, and

and they can frame rules to govern park

riding.

It is the best piece of work that the League
has accomplished since the passage of the

Liberty Bill, and a conclusive proof of the

strength of the organization.

JOHNSON, tin. 56s.

TRIALS for State and track records have

been so alarmingly frequent of late that

it has been suggested that they have become

a part of the bu$ine$$ department of Class B.

Fifty dollars cash in advance is said to be the

catalogue price of a " trial." The " trainers"

and "managers" conduct the negotiations

and pocket the cash, while the poor, innocent

cracks simply turn out and "ride to orders!"

It is not unlikely that this will result in a few

additions to the Americarwcolp.nv in Paris and

a few "trainers,'lr

ruled off the traoJC./ r 9

JUL 2 1394
.

peing

£ FATJALT 0\
Touring IiTforinatfon'-Wante^*

*""»-»•> »^~"
Now that the touring season is on, The

Wheel is receiving a number of inquiries as

to what are the most desirable stamping

grounds for cyclists. * Hence we announce that

The Wheel will be glad to pay for any

articles on touring. Contributors must be ac-

curate as to their statements, and, where

possible, give the distance, the character of

the road, principal and most desirable stopping

places, objects of interest on the route, etc.,

etc.

AT WALTHAM THE FAIR HAIRED SWEDE
TRAVELS THE FASTEST MII.E EVER

RIDDEN IN PUI5I.IC.

The chronic croakers who, for no good

reason, turned loose loud cackles of doubt last

Fall when Johnson, Bliss and Dirnberger were

turning out some amazing records, must now

draw in their holes/ At Waltham, Mass. , on

Tuesday last, 26th inst., before a grand stand

full of spectators and in the presence of a corps

of officials whose names are guarantees of

honor and straightforwardness,Johnson proved

the reliability of his previous performances,

by riding a mile, flying start, in im. 56s. flat.

This breaks his best record in public by 7 3-5S.,

and Windle's record by 4-5S. of a second, made

at Springfield last Fall.

The trial was ridden in accordance with the

racing rules, The officials who have signed

the affidavit for the recognition of the record

by the Racing Board are: Referee, H. W.
Robinson, member Racing Board ; timers

—

John Graham, Boston A. A. ; Alfred Wood,

B. A. A.; J. E. Saville; judges—J. S. Dean'

G. A. Perkins, C. S. Howard, A. K. Peck, G.

L. Sullivan.

Johnson was paced by Cutter and Callahan

on a tandem, and _the Murphy brothers,

Charlie and William, on another tandem. He

was feeling in the pink of condition, and did

not suffer from the attempt in the least.

An east wind was blowing with some force

across the first turn, and this somewhat

discommoded him ; his pacemakers were too

slow at times, Johnson turning out on the last

turn, and forging ahead of them, despite their

hardest efforts.

The time of the first quarter, which was the

only one taken, was 28 2-5S. A half score of

unofficial watchers stopped at im. 55 4-5S. for

the mile. Johnson said after the attempt that

he was confident that, with good conditions,

he could do a mile on that track, which he

said he considered the fastest in the world, in

im. 50s.

The trial was made for a $1,000 prize offered

by Manager Bradstreet to the" rider making a

new mile record on the track.

C. M. Murphy tried for the two-mile record

(4m. 15 2-5S), but the best he could do was

4m. 20 4-5S. A. W. Porter rode a mile in

2m. 06 3-5S. in an attempt to beat his record of

2m. 06s.

In a coasting contest, F. F. Martin coasted

a third of a mile, lacking eight feet, in 2m. 13s.

The track events were rather uninteresting,

loafing predominating. Summary:

One-third Open (Ciass A) —1, H. A. Seavey.Waltham

;

2, C. Wettergreen, Maiden; 3, P. M. Haggarty, Walt-

ham. Time, 44 4-5S.

One Mile Invitation, Class A— 1, E. A. McDuffee,

Maiden; 2, F. M. Haggarty,Waltham; 3, Gaston Plain-

tiff, Waltham. Time, 2m. 40s.

One-third Consolation Race—1, L. Callahan, Walt-

ham; 2, John Bianchi, Maiden; 3, F. Mayo, Boston.

Time, 46s.
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G. & J.'S EXCEPTIONS EXPLAINED.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE SUITS IN-

VOLVING THE CLINCHER TYPE OF TIKE.

In a letter dated June 19 and received too

late for publication in last week's Wheel,

President R. Philip Gormully, of the Gormully

& Jeffery Mfg. Co., takes exception to the

manner in which the verdict favorable to the

North British Rubber Co., makers of the

Clincher tire, and against Macintosh & Co.,

was reported in The Wheel of the 15th inst.

In his letter, copies of which were mailed to

and printed in nearly every cycling paper pub-

lished in this country, Mr. Gormully says:

" I notice a statement in prominent type that a

verdict has been given in re the Clincher tire in Eng-

land in the case of the Nojth British Rubber Co. vs.

Macintosh & Co., and it also states in that article that

a suit is pending against our company (the Gormully

& Jeffery Mfg. Co.) in this country for an infringe-

ment of the same patent, or rather, for the same

invention in an American patent, and that such suit

is being eagerly watched.
" The article also purports to describe an interview

with the writer where the English suit was referred

to and its effects upon our company, and you state

that he refused to give an expression of opinion on the

matter.
" Now, under the above circumstances, it is only

just to ourselves to state that there is no suit pending

against our company for any infringement of any

such patent; that such a suit was begun, but was dis.

missed by the North British Rubber Co.

" When spoken to on the subject through the tele-

phone in New York, I replied stating that I could not

express an opinion as to the English suit until I had

seen the exact terms of the decree. In that reply I

I referred absolutely to the case which has just been

heard in England, and I now inform you that any
litigation of the North British Rubber Co. against

other English parties on their patents has nothing

whatever to do with their standing in this country,

and I am of full opinion—and am upheld in that opinion

by eminent counsel—that Mr. Jeffery's American
pneumatic tire patents are ahead of and cover every-

thing of any practical value that can be claimed for

any English clincher tire patent of the North British

Rubber Co., or any other party.

"I desire in justice to ourselves that this communi.
cation should have wide publication."

By use of the word "purports," this letter

tends to discredit what has appeared in these

columns, but whether or no it is justified, or

whether Mi. Gormully was incorrectly re-

ported, can be judged from this extract from

the report to which exception is taken

:

It (Lhe North British-Macintosh suit) was eagerly

watched on this side because of a similar suit now
pending in this country against the Gormully & Jeffery

Mfg. Co. by the North British Co.

Just what the effect of the decision will be can at

this time only be conjectured. It would seem to mean
that Macintosh & Co., Gormully & Jeffery and several

others in England making a clincher type of tire must
pay royalty to the North British Go. or cease the

manufacture and sale of their goods.

R. Philip Gormully was in New York this week, and
when questioned on this point, stated that he would
rather not express an opinion until he had seen the

exact terms of the decree. Mr. Jeffery, who is at
present in England, would, he said, look after their

interests, not only there, but on the Continent as

well.

it will be seen that The Wheel did not state

that Mr. Gormully "refused to give an ex-

pression of opinion," but, on the contrary, was
quoted correctly, as claimed in his com-

munication. It is difficult to understand where-

in any injustice has been done, unless it be G.

& J.'s use of a technicality to discredit The
Wheel.
G. & J.'s claim that the suit against them

" was dismissed by the North British Rubber

Co." is, technically speaking, correct. The
suit was filed in New York, but the Gormully

& Jefrery Mfg. Co., being an Illinois corpora-

tion, could not be sued in this State, and for

this reason only was the suit abandoned. As
the North British Co.'s American represen-

tatives and attorneys are located in this city,

it was, however, deemed highly desirable that

the case be tried here, and almost immediately

after discontinuing the suit against the G. &

J. direct, the lawyers of the English concern

took a new tack, and, as reported in The
Wheel at the time, filed suits against Schover-

ling, Daly & Gales, Hulbert Bros. & Co., and

L. C. Jandorf & Co. , as users of the G. & J.

tire—an alleged infringement on the tire made

by their English clients. It is common prop-

erty that Gormully & Jeffery are defending

these suits for their patrons, and that on their

outcome will the North British Co. take their

medicine, be it bitter or sweet. Crowell,

Dickerson & Brown, the New York attorneys

for the North British Co., are authority for the

statement that these suits are still pending,

and will be pushed to a conclusion.

It is not for any newspaper to pass upon the

validity of any patent. The Wheel has noth-

ing to gain by misquoting any one, nor was

injustice done in this instance, and it is a matter

of extreme regret that Mr. Gormully should so

coqstrue anything that has appeared. The
facts were and are reported simply as they

came to The Wheel.

Coming and Going.

John Palmer and Mrs. Palmer sailed for

England on Wednesday for business and

pleasure. Mr. Denver, of the Palmer Co., and

Mrs. Denver, accompanied the travelers to

New York.

Mr. Joseph Yost is in Gotham, He will

swing around the circle on a friendly trip.

Edwin Oliver, who is soon to locate in New
York permanently, is here. George Curtis

—

Curtis-Child Co.—took a flyer over to Gotham
on Tuesday. Curtis is full of the new ska-

cycle.

Col. Pope a Busy Man.

Colonel Pope was a busy man this week. On
Monday he was closeted with his lawyers all

day and though the trade executive were in

session, he repeatedly telephoned that it would
be impossible for him to join them. On Tues-

day, he gave away Miss Juch at the marriage

of that songstress to Assistant District At-

torney Wellmant of New York. He also spent

all his spare time with his daughters. Some
say there is a big deal on, a factory in France,

for instance.

The Trade Association Sleets.

The Trade Association was in session in

New York on Monday and Tuesday of this

week. For some reason information of the

business transacted is difficult to obtain. Sev-

eral appropriations were made, for what pur-

poses is not known, and a committee appointed

to receive suggestions regarding the next cycle

show. ' Simply say," said Secretary Kennedy-
Child, in answer to an inquiry, " that purely

formal business was transacted. That's about
all I can give out at this time."

THE LEAGUE'S ALLIANCE.

Canada and the L. A. W. Mutually Agree on

Certain Racing Matters.

Evidently the Canucks are anxious to get a

peep at the cracks of Class B. Some of them
in previous years, when they were supposed to

be unspeckled, went of their own accord be-

yond the border, but now that the class is so

very fine and large and that the men are not

sailing under false colors, it may be that there

is an additional attraction about them. At
any rate, the Canadian Wheelmen's Associa-

tion, which has no Class B of its own, and the

League of American Wheelmen, which has,

have entered into an alliance whereby it wili

be easy for the riders of the respective coun-

tries to compete without friction or unneces-

sary red tape. The ttrms of the alliance, as

given to the press this week, are as follows:

CLASS A.

It is hereby mutually agreed between the two
organizations, and signed by representative's body,

th:it on and after July i, 1894, racing men holding

legal residence in the country either of these two
organizations hold'ng jurisdiction over, shall be able

to compete in amateur cycle races under the jurisdic-

tion of either exhibit credeniials from his home
organization.

It being expressly stipulated that a racing man
riding in Canada desiring to compete in Class A races,

in the United States, shall first apply to the Canadian
Wheelmen's Association for credentials as to his

amateur standing and eligibility to same. He shall

apply sufficiently ahead of the date of races, in which

he desires to compete, to allow time for proper investi-

gation

If it shall be deemed proper to grant said creden-

tials, they shall not be valid fon more than two race

meets, without being reviewed.

Said credentials shall be sent, or exhibited to the

Chairman of the Racing Board of the League of

American Wheelmen, who will grant permits to

holders of same for one or two race meets as the case

may be.

The same method of procedure is hereby agreed
upon with reference to American racing men desir-

ing to compete in races held under the jurisdiction of

the Canadian Wheelmen's Association.

CLASS B.

It is further agreed that promoters of race meets in

Canada may, upon application to the Racing Board of

that country, place Class B events on their pro-

grammes, which shall be. open to American riders

and such others in Canada as may be eligible under
American rules.

SUSPENSIONS.

Suspensions from track racing for violation of rules

whether placed on men by the League of American
Wheelmen or Canadian Wheelmen's Associations,

shall be recognized by each as a bar from competition

at meets under jurisdiction of both organizations.

It being agreed that when a violation occurs, the

case shall be referred to the home organization to

which the racing man owes his allegiance, said organ-
ization to fix the penalty, which shall be recognized

by both organizations as operative throughout the

United States and Canada.

TERMINATION OF ALLIANCE.

This alliance will continue in force until either party

to same shall deem it expedient to cancel it. Due
notice, in writing, shall be given of /either to with-

draw at least thirty days prior to date, when same
shall cease to be operative.

Note—So that there may be no misunderstanding, it

is set forth that Class A covers the strictly amateur
riders of America and Canada.

The Wheel office has taken on new dignit-

ies. Bro. Merrick, the only benedict on the

staff, is a papa—girl.

The Western Wheel Works have added two
new wheels to the Crescent line, a high-

framed scorcher and a ladies' scorcher. The
former is built with a frame two inches higher

than the regular scorcher, and is fitted with

wood rims and Palmer tires. The ladies'

scorcher has 28-inch wheels, and is also fitted

with wood rims- and Palmer tires. It weighs

33 lbs., a combination of strength and light-

ness. They list at $90.
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GREENWICH WHEELMEN ON MAN-
HATTAN FIELD.

The meet—the club's "first offense"—came
off at the Manhattan field on Saturday last.

It was a dreary affair, marked by farce and
flatulence.

The two bright spots in the general Sahara
of commonplace were the attendance—nearly

five thousand people paid to see the sport

—

and the fact that the races were finished

at 5.30.

The Greenwich Wheelmen is a young and
energetic club. Its meet was inordinately

puffed by the press, due no doubt to the fact

that Chevalier Dan Smith is a popular mem-
ber of the newspaper fraternity.

The result was that the crowd was unex-

pectedly large, and the club must have made
a handsome profit. The crowd was enthusi-

astic too; also pretty well up on sport, for it

hissed the Johnson farce, the Titus-Bermuda
champion burlesque and the tamely contested

Class B events.

There was music, and plenty of it. There
was heat, and plenty of it. In fact, Saturday

wound up a particularly uncomfortable day.

There was so much wilt in the air that no
one had the nerve to do anything. The re-

sult was that the infield had a hundred ex-

cursionists who had no business there; who
walked and talked and drifted about, now in

the field, now on the track, and who got in

the way and kept them, and this very much
lowered the general average of things.

The star of the day was Ray MacI>onald, from
whom the public has become accustomed to expect,

good, honest and consistent riding. He won the half

with ridiculous ease, placing a big gap of daylight

between himself and the local A men.
The Titus-Outerbridge match race was a travesty

on sport. Outerbridge is the champion of the tropic

island. Titus rode ahead all the way, with an occa-

sional glance back, and finished by yards in am. 34s.

There was hardly a novice on the field who could not

have gotten out and made rings around the Bermuda
Onion Champion.
Two other incidents are worthy of brief condemna-

tion. That much-advertised young man, J. S. John-
son, was billed to try for world's record for a quarter.

Fancy a man trying for world's record on a quarter

mile cinder path. Johnny compromised with a try for

the track record—2m. 23 something—and did 2m. 19

2 5s., which is not a scintillating performance.
The other point is the track. There has been a lot

of talk about its vastly improved condition. If Re-
ceiver Freedman thinks it is now top notch, he should
go up to the field and undeceive himself. It is not
well-banked, it is as dangerous as it ever was, and is

looser, softer, mushier and more badly kept than it

ever was—in fact, it is not fit for the purpose of cycle

racing.

The novice event was plucked by W. S. Ottman,
Riverside Wheelmen, who won his heat easily in

2m. 33 1-5S., and who is almost as fast as his clubmate,
Teddy Goodman.
The summaries of the mile handicap (A) show some

excellent riding on the part of Barnett—who is coming
on on the track—Chub Nelson, Charles Brown and
Blauvelt. In the final, the much improved Granger
caught the verdict, doing 2m. 19 2-5S. from the 60 yard
mark. Barbeau and Nagel also tried well.

A. W. Warren, the neat looking little Hartford rider

gracefully accounted for the one mile (B) handicap,
doing 2m. 23 4-5S. from the " fifty."

Mont Scott, who has not been in much luck this

Spring, Goodman and Barnett, all 120 yard men
finished one-two-three in the five mile handicap,
making a most exciting race. The time, 12m. 26s., is a
noteworthy ^performance taking the track into

account.

F. F. Goodman, who has been cut down from 100 to

55 yards, added another two mile handicap to his list

of victories, Barnett, second, and Earle, who is getting
among the fast men, third.

Injthe mile handicap, Class B, Johnson fell on the

second turn. H. E. Raymond refereed.

One Mile Novice.—Heat One: 1, G. Lippman,
Greenwich W.; 2, F. W. Lord, Brooklyn; 3, W. H.

Weigelman, Greenwich W.; 4, E. W. King, W. C. C.

Time, 2m. 43 1-5S. Heat Two: 1, W. S. Ottmann,
Riverside W.; 2, Douglas T. Maltby, Raleigh ,C. C; 3,

C. K. Stevens, Greenwich W.; 4, C. K. Anderson,
Brooklyn. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S. Heat Thre«: 1, Thos.
F. Dunn, Starr C. C; 2, John Allison, Riverside W.; 3,

Wm. Lozier, Greenwich W.; 4, E. C. Botts, Riverside

W. Time, 2m. 38 1-5S. Heat Four: 1, F. A. Hendricks,

Brooklyn; 2, Fred Fredericks, Greenwich W.; 3, Wm.
G. Gallagher, G. W.; 4, Lester H. Adsit, New York
W. Time, 2m. 36 4-5S.

Final Heat—1, Ottmann; 2, Maltby; 3, Hendricks; 4,

Lord. Time, 2m. 40 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap.—Heat One: 1, A. H. Barnett,

Crescent W., 40 yards; 2, F. T. Wartendyke, New
York, 90; 3, A. G. Ford, G. W., 140; 4, S. A. Cramer, H.
W., 100; s, H. E. Eckstein, G. W., 80; 6, Chas. T. Nels-

ton, Springfield, 15; 7, S. Levy, G. W., 140. Time,
2m. 22 3-5S. Heat Two: 1, Chas. Brown, Elizabeth A.

C, 20; 2, F. Nagel, R. W , 60; 3, T. L. Green, R. W., 130;

4, H. J. New, G. W., 115; 5, L. G. Hoppe, Bedford C. C,
55; 6, H. Hawthorne, Orange A. C, 90. Time, 2m. 23 3-5S.

Heat Three: 1, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C, 25; 2, W. A.
Barbeau, R. W., 60; 3, J. R. Barrett, Mercury W., 90;

4, C. K. Granger, R. W., 80; 5, C. M. Ertz, R. W., 80; 6,

A. C. Watson, U. C. R., 65. Time, 2m. 22 4-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Granger, 80 yards. 5. Brown, E. A. C, 20.

2. New, 115. 6. Hoppe, 55.

3. Barbeau, 60. 7. Neill, G. W., 90.

4. Nagel, 60.

Time, 2m. 19 2-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. A. W. Warren, Hartford W. 50 yards.

2. C. Callahan, Press C. C, 75.

3. I. A. Silvie, S. I. A. C, 90.

Time, 2m. 23 4-5S.

Half Mile Open— i, Ray Macdonald, R. W.; 2, E.
L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. O; 3, Charles Brown, E. A. C. C;
4, A. C. Watson, U. C. R.; 5, Charles T. Nelson,
Spnngfiald; 6, L. G. Hoppe, Bedford C. C. Time, im.

»3 i-5S.

Five Mile Handicap— i, M. Scott, Crescent W.,
120 yards; 2, F. F. Goodman, R. W., 120; 3, A. H. Bar-
nett, Crescent W., 120; 4, F. E. Doup, K. C. W., 280; 5,

George P. Kuhlke, Brooklyn, 330; 6, E. A. Bofinger.

R. W., 330; 7, Charles Earle, A. C. W., 220; 8, E. A.
Willis. S. B. W., 375; .9, L. V. Mockridge, New York,
550. Time, 12m. 26s.

Two Mile Handicap— i, F. F. Goodman, R. W., 55

yards; 2, A. H. Barnett, C. W., yo; 3, C. Earle, A. C. W.,
no; 4, Geo. Kuhlke, Brooklyn, 160; 5, C. M. Ertz, R.
W., 140; 6, S. Cramer, Hamilton W., 190; 7, H. J. New,
G. W., 200; Time, 4m. 53 2-5S.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1, Johnson; 2, Warren. Time, 2m. 38 4-5S.

Johnson's trial, one mile flying start, paced—33 2-5S.,

im. 9 2-55., im. 44 2-5S., 2m. 19 2 5s.

One Mile Match Race— i, F. J. Titus; 2, W. S,

Outerbridge. Time, 2m. 34 4-5S.

JENNY, Ai.

PROVES HIMSELF A TOP.NOTCHER IN THE
CLASS AT UTICA—CLAS* B MEN IN A

TUMBLE—SANGER 2.06 2-5.

Utica, N. Y., June 21.—Between four and
five thousand people attended the Utica Cycling
Club meet at Utica Park to-day.

The track was a record breaker, and by far

the best horse track on the circuit. The races

were run off promptly, and track and enclosure

were absolutely clear at all times. All the
cracks were present. W. C. Sanger appeared
in only one race, the half mile open, which was
run over twice to get inside the time limit of

im. 10s. Tyler won it the first and last time,

and Sanger jumped the bunch and captured it

in the second run over. In the last and suc-

cessful trial, Sanger, Johnson and Bald played
for position, while Tyler ran away from them.
Sanger would not pace them up to Tyler, and
the three finished away back.

In the mile open Coleman ran afoul of Titus
through carelessness, and the two fell. Miller

came down on someone's handle-bar and hurt

himself, and Tyler, also running over Titus'

leg, lost his pedal and finished wild. Johnson
won this race.

Charlie Murphy was scratch man in the two
mile handicap, and rode a splendid race.

With Brother " Bill" he fought to a tight

finish and beat Steenson on the tape by a few
inches only. Steenson was third. Opinions
differ on this finish, and some are disposed to

Steenson, who rode grandly.

F. J. Jenny won all Class A open events in

fine style. Helfert, also of Utica, is suspended
for trading prizes, and can only ride in Class

B. He was not present to-day. Jenny topped
off his win of the mile handicap from 25 yards
in 2m. 19 2-5S., the last event of the day, by rid-

ing a halt mile in im. 2 2-5S., tieing the State

record held by John S. Johnson. Jenny was
loudly cheered each time he appeared on the

track.

W. A. Lutz, of Buffalo, made a fine showing,

and left the track minus one finger after the

mile open. He was in a fall and somehow
caught the little finger of his right hand in his

own rear sprocket. They finger was cut clean

off, but Lutz walked down to the tape smiling.

W. C. Sanger rode an exhibition mile, and
broke the State record in 2m. 6 2-5S. The
summary:

One Mile Novice— i, C. M. Smith, Utica; 2, Matt
Roberts, Utica; 3, D. G. Earl, Syracuse. Time, 3m.
26 2-5S.

One Mile 2.40 Class— 1. W. A. Lutz, Buffalo; 2, F.

W. Fisher, Syracuse; 3. F. A. Bachelor, Utica; 4, C A.
Benjamin, Syracuse; 5, A. Noonan, Rochester. Time,
2m. 44 3-5S.

HALF-MILE OPEN, LIMIT IM. loS.

1, Tyler. 4, Coleman.
2, Bald. 5, W. F. Murphy.

3, Sanger.

Time, im. 18s.

Johnson also ran. Race ordered run over, resulted :

1, Sanger. 4, Kennedy.
2, Taylor. 5, Miller.

3, Johnson.

Time, im. 19 2-5S.

Ordered run over, resulted:

i, Tyler. 4, Johnson.

2, Miller. 5, Sanger.

3, W. F. Murphy. 6, Bald.

Time, im. 06s.

Half-mile Open.— i, F. J. Jenny; 2, W. A. Lutz,

Buffalo; 3, F. A. Foell, Buffalo; 4, F. W. Fisher.

Time, im. 14 2- 5s.

One Mile Tandem.— i, W. A. Lutz and L. A. Calla-
han, Buffalo; 2, Ackerman and McTaggert, Syracuse;
3, Benjamin and Murray, Syracuse. Time, 2m. 35 1-5S
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One Mile Open.— i, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 2, P. W.
Fisher, Syracuse; 3, L. A. Callahan, Buffalo; 4, C. A.
Benjamin, Syracuse; 5, C. F. Ackerman, Syracuse.
Time, 2m. 35 4-5S.

ONE MILE CLASS B, TIME LIMIT 2M. 30S.

1. J. S. Johnson. 4. H. C. Tyler.

2. C. M. Murphy. 5. G. F. Taylor.

3. E. C. Bald. 6. F. C. Graves.

Time, 2m. 31s.

One Mile Team Race— i, Fisher and Pendergast,
Century C. C, Syracuse, 10 points; 2, Higgins and
Palmer, Rome C. C, 5 points. Time, 2m. 34 25s.

TWO MILE handicap, class b.

1. C. M. Murphy, scratch. 3. H. R. Steenson, 85 yards
2. W.F. Murphy, 25 yards. 4. A. D. Kennedy, 25 yards

5. F. C. Graves, 80 yards.

Time, 5m. 19 2-5S.

First three almost neck and neck.

One Mile Handicap— i, F. J. Jenny, 25 yards; 2,

F. A. Batchelor, 120 yards; 3, F. A. Foell, no yards; 4.

E. W. Murray, 40 yards; 5, A. Pendergast, 90 yards,

Time, 2m. 19 2-5S. Jenny was virtual scratch man.

PANDEMONIUM REIGNED.

A GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF THE RIOTOUS
SCENES AT THE ENGLISH

CHAMPIONSHI PS.

CLASS B'S VACATION.

The open dates in the circuit between July 7

and July 18, which were purposely left unal-

oted by Chairman Raymond because of his

desire to give the racing men and himself a

much needed rest, will be spent by most of

the circuit followers at Ocean Grove, which is

virtually a part of Asbury Park. F. Ed.
Spooner visited the Grove on Sunday and ar-

ranged for a party of forty. Three Swiss cot-

tages were engaged. They front on the ocean,

the sad sea wave tossing and tumbling almost

at the very doors. The Asbury Park meet, on
the 12th and 13th, will be the only semblance

of a break in the ten day's vacation, after

which the western end of the circuit will be
followed. The party as made up at present

will comprise Tom Eck and wife, Sid Black

and wife. C. M. Murphy and wife, F. Ed
Spooner and wife, W. C. Sanger, Harry Tyler,

J. S. Johnson and C^H. Callahan and Trainers

Dumbleton and Webb, who will occupy one

cottage; Manager Asa Windle, Trainer Green
and E. C. Bald, the Columbia team; Manager
C. R. Culver, Trainer Buckley, A. D. Ken-
nedy and W. W. Taxis, the Sterling team,

Manager Wells, Trainer Young, F. J. Titus,

E. F. Miller and W. H. Helfert, the Spalding

team ; W. F. Murphy, John Gray and Jack the

dog, the Eclipse team; Oscar Brandt, Trainer

McCarthy and W. H. Mullekin, the Eastern

Rambler men; W. Montague Perrett and his

sister, on a visit from England; Henry Good-

man, child and nurse, G. N. Jordan, Mrs.

Spooner, Misses Flora and Katie Spooner,

mother and sisters of F. Ed., and others to be

heard from.

Tlie Atalanta's "Hundred."

The prize list for the Atalanta Wheelmen's

100 miles road race on July 14, has been grow-

ing steadily and now numbers over half a

hundred articles. The course has been slightly

changed from last year. The start will be

made on Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark,

thence to Elizabeth and Plainfield, from which

point the route will be the same as last year.

A Russia leather parlor suit and a roll-top

desk are offered to the two clubs having the

greatest number of men to finish. Entries

close July 7 with E. F. Millar, 40 Cortlandt

Street, Mew York.

The electric light meet at Manhattan Field

has been abandoned, owing to the small num-

ber of entries received.

Arthur Lumsden, the Chicago crack, who
has been on the road for the Pope Co., has

joined the Rambler team.

Sport and Play gives a graphic account of

the " suppressed riot " which marked the occa-

sion of the English championship. Says that

paper

:

* * * By this time it had leaked out that Eden
would not be allowed to ride, but we were hardly

prepared for the denouement. In one of the heats of

the mile, after the pistol had fired, a rider dressed in

dark blue was seen coming up from forty yards be-

hind the others, and the crowd at once tumbled that

this was one of the suspended riders, but there were
no signs of any of the extraordinary enthusiasm
which followed till they had started on the last lap.

Then the Dutchman was seen shooting away from the

others like a rocket, and the cheers rose higher and
higher, and developed into a tumultuous roar as Eden
swept down the straight, and went past the post a

winner by twenty yards.

We have had some exciting scenes at Aston before,

but I don't think anything has ever been quite so

electrifying as this; and when Mr. George Lacy
Hillier ran across and tore down the number 13 which
a too-zealous official had put up, and then pettishly

kicked, the people roared out their disapproval, and

he was a foreigner or not; they had spotted him as
the finest rider hitherto, and they wanted see more of

him.
They cheered him again and again when he ap-

peared on the green. He was recognized everywhere;
and he will have very pleasant recollections of the
hearty English welcome he received from the big
crowd of excited sportsmen, who did not forget to let

the autocratic judge know what they thought about
him. It made things decidedly sultry, I can tell you,
and when the time came for the mile to be decided,

and it was seen that Eden would ride, the excitement
grew almost painful in its intensity, while the crowd
seethed and shook and murmured, and the officials

looked intensely grave and glum, as everybody ex-
pected to see the Dutchman romp home.
Well, he didn't, and for two reasons. The man had

been worried and rushed and fretted; he was in a
fever of nervousness, and there is not much doubt
that he lost his head, and commenced sprinting half a

lap too soon. Half way round the third lap he com-
menced to wind up the pace, till at one time he was
leading Petersen by quite twenty yards, the Dane
sticking gamely to his work and riding admirably.

At the top of the straight for home Eden led by ten

yards; but Petersen was coming with a wet sail, the

Dutchman was "baked," and with a supreme effort

the handsome young Dane lifted his wheel in front,

and won the mile championship by half a yard.

It was now the turn of the greatly relieved officials

to do a bit of prancing, and their delirious delight, as

top hats, overcoats, sticks and umbrellas went flying

hissed and hooted and shouted till the whole scene

was like a pandemonium. They demanded that he
should ride when the second round was being worked
through; there were constant calls for him, and it was
pretty evident that, if he didn't get up in the final,

there would be no more racing that afternoon. All

round the ground the people were threatening to

break in if they didn't see him again, and I think this

fairly and squarely frightened the officials. I will

give Mr. Hillier the credit of sticking manfully.to his

guns, and I firmly believe he would have chanced
everything and had Eden forcibly removed; but
wiser counsels prevailed after the manager and lessees

of the ground had made it a stipulation that he should
be allowed to get up in the final, and thus I firmly

believe that a riot was checked and a deplorable in-

cident averted.

It would be as well to point out that the enthusiasm
of the crowd was entirely spontaneous. Not one in a

thousand of them knew who Eden was or where he
came from. They were only aware that he was a

great rider, who had been (so they thought) badly
treated by the officials, and like the good English
sportsmen they were, they sympathized with him,

and meant seeing him ride again. It was impossible

for any kind of pre-arranged demonstration [to have
taken place. His marvelous riding had simply elec-

trified everybody, and the people didn't care whether

into the air, was so apparent that the crowd began to

jeer. Certainly, I have never seen anything like it

among a staid and sober set of managers, and can't

say I was much struck by the exhibition. Fact was,

it seemed a trifle pitiable. Still, it must not be for-

gotten that the mile champion rode a magnificent

race, and, all things considered, it was well that

events transpired as they did. Very few riders, in-

deed, would have stuck to it so courageously as Peter-

sen did, for half-way round the last lap his chance
seemed absolutely hopeless; but when he saw that

Eden was faltering, his judgment, pluck and riding

were superb; and again did the crowd show their ap-

preciation of merit, for they cheered him unstintingly

as he came slowly round, and recognized that in the

Dane the mile championship had fallen into able

hands.

For their twenty-five miles road race on

July 7, the Rhode Island Wheelmen of Provi-

dence, have engaged a building near the

starting point, to which intending competitors

are given a key and locker room and which

can be used as training quarters. It will be

turned over to the racing men on July 1.
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"Tired, are you? Let us compare the wheel in front of us to the one you have been riding. The balls in your wheel are one-quarter of

an inch in diameter and it requires fifteen to fill the crank bearing properly. This Falcon has seven-sixteenths inch balls and only needs nine.

Now if you are not too exhausted I will ask you to follow me in a little mental arithmetic.

"A contact of a sphere is a point. There are five points of contact on every ball. In your wheel with fifteen balls there are seventy-five

points of contact. In the Falcon with its nine balls there are only forty-five points of contact, a gain of thirty points. Contact means friction.

This is the reason the Falcon is an easy runner and also the reason you are tired from your ride on that wheel."

YOST MFG. CO., YOST STATION, TOLEDO, O.
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WHOLESALE SUSPENSIONS.

FOR RIDING UNDER AN ASSUMED NAME,
ONE 31AN GETS TWO TEARS- SEVERAL

SIX-MONTH SENTENCES

Chairman Raymond was, last week, too

busy to hand down decisions. This week,

however, he makes up for the lapse, and a

banner list of " sentences" is the result.

G. E Williams, Pittsburg, Pa., was sus-

pended from all track racing for two years

from June 20, on which date, at DuBoise, Pa.,

he entered and competed under the name of

"Robbins." Racing men will not compete

with him under penalty of the same suspen-

sion. Messrs. P. O. McCurdy, W. A. Wenzell,

G. B. Mershon, Jr., J. Grauch and J. Peishley,

Philadelphia, are hereby suspended pending

investigation into their Class A standing.

This does not debar them from Class B events.

For reasons not given the following were

suspended for two weeks from all track

racing from June 25: Messrs. J. A. McGuire.

R. Gerwing, H. Clark, A. H. Langan, Geo.

Packer, J. C. Febles, G. A. Phillips, A. J.

Banks, W. W. Hamilton, H. R. Henshaw, H.

Peterson, F. W. Boman, N. Hopkins, Denver,

Col. ; A. C. Clark, P. C. Wright, E. J. Smith,

K. Brannon, L. G. Parker, Colorado Springs,

Cal. ; L. H. Dobson, Canon City, Col.; H. E.

Brayton, B. S. Crockett, J. A. Connor, T. A.

Wilson, W. A. Hann, Lee Knebel, W. R.

Covars, C. T. Edmonds, L. B. Black, Harry
Jackson, Jno. A. Grover, Geo. E. Reynolds,

Roy Brown, E. E. Scott, H. E. Dickson, A.

E. York, J. G. Connors, Pueblo, Col. Mr.

McGuire is the Chief Consul of the State.

E. E. Clapp, Washington, D. C, and A. H.
Browon, Pueblo, Col., were ' hung up ' pend-

ing investigation as to unfair dealing in cycle

racing.

The following were declared in Class B for

violation of clauses C, D, and E,- Class A rules:

W. A. Burke, J. U. Gowan, W. K. Gowan, L.

M. Fox, F. W. L. Halbrook, W. M. Jenkins,

P. Kitchen, F. G. Lacy, J. J. Long, T. A.
McAleer, Los Angeles, Cal.; C. E. Parker, S.

Shoemaker, Fay Stephenson, S G. Spair, E.

Ulbrecht, Los Angeles, Cal. ; Grant Ball, F.

A. Chandler, San Francisco, Cal. ; W. J. Hel-

fert, Utica, N. Y. ; R. M. Medberg, Ballston

Spa, N. Y. ; H. R. Steenson, Illion, N. Y. ; A.
VV. Warren, Hartford, Conn.; W. F. Murphy,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; George Thatcher, New
Haven, Conn, ; L. J. Berlo, Boston, Mass. ; G.

R. Cutter, Boston, Mass.; Gus Steele, Chicago,

111. ; Conn Baker, Cliff Baker, Columbus, O.

;

F. H. Plaice, Lime, O. ; W. D. Outerbridge,

Bermuda; T. R. Eddy, Columbus, O. ; E. E.

Clapp, Washington, D. C. ; W. C. Johnson,
and R. F. Goetz, Cleveland, O.

For violation of Clause A, Class B rules, the

following are declared professionals, and all

amateurs are cautioned not to compete with
them in the future: A. A. Zimmerman, Free-

hold, N. J. ; Austin Crooks, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

Joseph Fabing, San Francisco, Cal. ; W. W.
Morles, Wheeling, W. Va.

Having competed in cycle races while under
suspension, Messrs. Grant, Rothenberger,
Frank Geiger, Frankford and Geo. Meritz,

Mulbery, Ind., are suspended from all track

racing for six months from June 21, 1894. Ex-
piring December 21, 1894.

Mr. M. R. Combs, Frankford, Ind., was sus-

pended from all track racing for thirty days

June 9.

The following from all track raping in Class

A, pending an investigation as to their status

in that class. This does not debar them from

Class B events: Messrs. N. Butler, Cambridge;

A. W. Porter, Newton; H. W. Robinson, Wal-

tham; E. A. McDuffie, W. Everett; James
Clark, Dorchester; Dan Connolly, Frank

Mayo, Boston ; G. G. Williams, F. Haggerty,

Waltham; J. C. Mettergreen, Maiden; L. P.

Swett, Norway; C. T. Nelson, Springfield,

Mass.

For competing in unsanctioned races: A.

P. Norton, O. C. Boothly, C. C. Brackett, B.

W. Carr, M. Gelman, Lewiston, Me. ; F. Mars-

ten, W. E. Ellis, H. H. Heywood, Orono, Me.

;

E. R. Lible, C. Y. Whitbeck, S. N. Ballard,

Concord, N. H. ; A. Tibbetts, N. Abington;

K. Crowley, Dedham, Mass. ; Selby Mignauld,

Wm. Mclntyre, Fred. Townsend, John Mar-

tin, Arthur Bindle. Frank Redhead, Arthur

Camillier, Frank O'Neill, C. D. Fagerburg, A.

E. Rhods, W. B. Jackson, W. J. Refenberg,

Emil Hansen, Lowell, Mass., were debarred

the track for two weeks.

E. J. Anderson, Lowell, Mass., was sus-

pended for sixty days for entering and com-

peting in a novice race, having previously won
a prize, and C. Rebboli, Jr., Worcester, Mass.,

having disregarded suspension placed on him
for competing on June 9, is hereby suspended

from all track racing for six months from

June 25. A special warning is given to every

racing man that competition with him during

this suspension, will be visited by prolonged

suspension.

As the men were not fully aware of Rebboli's

suspension in this instance, no penalty will

be imposed on those that competed with him

June 9, but no further warning is necessary

and prompt action will follow further compe-
tition with him.

S. P. C. A. INTERFERED.

THE HORSE VS. BICYCLE WON BY THE
WHEELMAN.

Special Sanctions Granted.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has granted the

following special sanctions:

Asbury Park Athletic Association, one mile

race, open only to Monmouth and Ocean
County riders, July 4th. Mechanicsville

Bicycle Club, Mechanicsville, N. Y., to hold

matinee races Saturday afternoons in June,

July, August and September, sanction not to

be operative on any date sanctioned for a reg-

ular meet. Watertown Cyclers, Watertown,
N. Y., one mile Jefferson County and one mile

city championship, July 4th. N. J. Athletic

Club, Bergen Point, N. J., team race between
the Garfield and Greenville Wheelmen under
special rules, July 4th. Quaker City Wheel-
men, Philadelphia, Pa., one mile club team
race for championship of Philadelphia, July 4th.

Springfield Bicycle Club, Springfield, Mass.,

invitation competition comparison time race

on either September 12th or 13th, under the

special conditions laid down by the club, and
explained to the Board. Cheyenne Bicycle

Club, Cheyenne, Wyo., three mile club relay

race under special rules, June 30th.

Upon Canadian Wheelmen's credentials,

permits have been granted by the L. A. W. to

A. McLeod, F. Langhead, H. M. Meyers, W.
Henderson, E. Phelps and A. A. Matthews,
Sarmia, Ont., to compete at Port Huron,
Michigan, July 4.

Upon the condition that races be held rain

or shine, the Pittsburg Athletic Club, Pitts-

burg, has been placed in National Circuit on
July 19.

The twenty-mile race between A. S. Meixell,

the Lewisburg, Pa., professional cyclist,

against John Flynn, a horsemen of Elizabeth,

N. J., was run on Tuesday last, Flynn using

relays of two mustangs, alternating at every

mile. Meixell rode on a hastily constructed

quarter-mile corduroy path, less than a yard
wide. The mustangs travelled over rough
turf on the outside, and were allowed a hun-

dred feet each lap to even things up. Meixell

was mounted on a catch-as-catch-can wheel,

and was bothered throughout by a tight toe-

clip. He reeled off the first mile in 2m. 49s.,

five in 14m. 52s., ten in 30m. 24s., fifteen in

46m. nj^s., and twenty in ih. 2m. 46 2-5S.

Flynn had one horse pulled off the track by
the S. P. C. A. officials at seventeen miles,

and the other gave up the game at eighteen

and a quarter miles in 56m. 8^s. His times

with the handicap were: mile, 2m. 3s.; five,

14m. 6s.; ten, 29m. 47s; fifteen, 45.39. When
the horses stopped they were leading by 45s.

Meixell won for his backers several hundred
dollars in wagers.

EUROPEAN RACES.
Zimmerman Wins at Florence.

Florence, June 21.—Arthur Zimmerman
won the international bicycle race here to-day.

It was Zimmerman's first race as a pro-

fessional. Harry Wheeler, the other Ameri-
can rider, was second. It was Zimmerman's
intention to allow Wheeler, who is his friend,

to represent America in this race, but he
changed his mind and competed.

Florence, June 24.—Zimmerman won the

"ladies prize" at the bicycle tournament here

to-day. Harry Wheeler won the international

race, beating both Italian and German com-
petitors. The Americans present gave him
round after round of cheers.

Paris, June 24. — The twenty-four hour

bicycle race for the gold cup was won by
Huret, who covered 736 kilometers 946 meter:-.

Ashinger, the American, was so far behind

that he was not placed by the judges.

Vienna, June 24.—In the Wheelmen's Derby
here to-day the German champion, A. Lehr,

finished first. Angus Barber, of Pittsburg,

Pa., was second in the Derby, and won the

handicap over twelve contestants.

Twenty-five Miles in Hi. 2 in. 14 2-3s.

London, June 23.—A twenty-five mile bi-

cycle race for the N.C.U. championship was run

at Heme Hill, London, this afternoon, and won
by Green, of Northumberland, in ih. 2m.

14 2-5S. Robertson was second and Palmer
third.

The winner of the Irvington-Milburn con-

tinues to have glory heaped upon him. A.

G. Spalding & Bros, have just issued a
lithographic hanger containing a picture of

the victorious Barnett. It can be had for the

asking.

Notice has been given, as required by the

racing rules, of private trials for State records

at Dallas, Texas, by Edgar Buren. Mr. Charles

F. Wilmans has been appointed L. A. W. rep-

resentative at the trials.
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The Cyclone
MECHANICALLY FASTENED CLINCHER TIRE

Is positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
a^ the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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ROME HOWLED.

A DAY OF SPLENDID SPORT — " THE
WHEEL'S" CRY AGAINST TEAM WORK

HAVING ITS EFFECT — SANGER
BEATEN TWICE—JENNEY

REMAINS Al.

Rome, N. Y., June 22.—There was sur-

prisingly good racing at the Rome cycle meet

to-day, and a very noticeable lack of that bane

of "B" racing, team work, and, if the term is

excusable, of ' 'dead foxy riding. " The finishes

were all good, the racing was all fast, and in

few instances were time limits placed. It was
a surprisingly large day'sprogramme, thirteen

races, including one foot race and two record-

breaking attempts, in addition to Sid Black's

clever exhibitions of trick riding.

All were over in less than three hours.

Officials and all are kept on the hump con-

stantly. As it may be supposed, good work
has to be done to carry such a programme
through.

To-day, W. M. Perrett, the clerk of course,

received a little silver whistle, appropriately

engraved, from the Remington Bicycle Club

at Ilion for good services performed June 9.

The track is a mile, sharp cornered, with

straights of almost half a mile. The men
could be seen for a good length on the back

stretch. At least their backs could be seen

above the white center of beautiful daisy

blossoms as they flew along. It may have

been a pretty sight from the grand stand in

the shade, but from the press box it was a

touch of hades intensified. The sun's rays

burrowed their way into the flesh.

Probably 2,000 people occupied the grand

stand and paddock.

The mile novice race was as hot as the day,

and fell to & Watertown boy and not to Rome

;

so " Rome did not howl." Lamon won in 2m.

34 3-5S., a Rome man (Tuttle) being close

enough in third position to start the ball of ex-

citement rolling.

There were lots of entries in the "mile
tantem" race, as the " cailer out" had it, but

only Benjamin and Murray, S. A. A., Syracuse,

came to the tape. McTaggart and Pendergast,

C. C. C, Syracuse, came out. They were not

entered,but agreed to ride. From the start there

"was blood up." The two clubs represented are

constantly at war, and the race was warm and
close, being won by less than a length.

Sanger, Tyler, Johnson, Bald, Callahan,

Brandt, Kennedy, W. F. Murphy and Ben
Cleveland got up for the mile open, "B." It

was all of the warm race expected. Sanger

and Bald were having a red hot argument on

the stretch, when Harry Tyler unwound that

terrible sprint which is all his own. Tyler

starts gradually and comes like a whirlwind.

There was a beautiful lack of team work in the

way he flew past Bald and engaged with

Sanger in a terrific struggle.

Tyler won the race, an^awfully close one, by
inches; how many is doubtful. It looked a

dead heat. Bald was third and Johnson fourth.

The latter was in a bad way down the stretch

and on the outside. In trying to improve he

zig-zagged some and shot through the field to

the fence cutting off Kennedy, who was coming
up finely.

The timers missed connection with the pistol

smoke, and failed to catch Johnson's fast half,

which came later. Some private watches

caught it, 59 2-5S., and this time was an-

nounced.

Johnson, Sanger, Bald and Tyler were on

scratch in the mile handicap, and there was
only a small field ahead. This was the first

appearance of all scratch men, and the race

was clearly between them. Tyler wound up

rapidly, and, with Bald in tow, drew away
from Sanger.

Johnson occupied his usual place in Sanger's

rear. Had Sanger been cute he would have

stopped and left Tyler to go ahead and win.

But Sanger kindly took his fellow city ad-

versary up to the bunch, and Johnson, playing

for a good position and winning that, got

safely away for home. Eddie Bald pressed

him close, and Kennedy ran in ahead of Tyler

on the outside. Sanger quit in disgust at the

tape. Johnson won in the good time of 2m.

15 1-5S.

Then Sanger and Bald had it out in the half

mile open, and Bald again got the best of it.

This, too, was an exciting and close finish.

Sanger topped off the day by riding a mile

in 2m. 4s. beautifully, paced by Murphy, Ken-

nedy, Bald and Tyler. This is a new New
York State record.

In the " A" events, Jenney, of Utica, again

had an "easy thing," winning the mile open

and quarter, half and mile Central New York
championships, and only failing in the two-

mile handicap, because he would not, or could

not, cut out for himself. W. J. Helfert,

Jenney's Utica opponent, joined the Spalding

team to-day.

Optional prizes were given, the men receiv-

ing certified checks good to buy anything they

want in any place.

Chairman Raymond says he will never grant

another sanction of the kind, and will watch

every "mother's son of 'em" who won, and see

how they spend the money.
Lots of watches caught Johnson's time for

his half-mile trial as 58 4-5S., and a party of

horsemen had it sS^s., an excellent perform-

ance, as the tandem could not round the turn

and took the track center, leaving Johnson to

run alone. The summary:

ONE Mile Novice— t, H. M. Lamore, Watertown;
2, H. M. Scovel, Syracuse; 3, O. C. Tuttle, Rome.
Time, 2m. 34 3-5S. A scattering finish.

One Mile Tandem Handicap— i. Pendergast and
McTaggart, C. C. C, Syracuse; 2, Benjamin and
Murray, S. A. A., Syracuse. Time, 2m. 38 1.5s. Won
by a wheel in a driving finish.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. H.C.Tyler. 5. W. F. Murphy.
2. W. C. Sanger. 6. A. D. Kennedy.
3. E. C. Bald. 7. C. H.Callahan.

4. J. S. Johnson. 8. O. S. Brandt.

Time, 2m. 32s.

One of closest finishes, hottest fights of the year.

ONE Mile (One legged riders)— 1, J. B. Cunning-
ham, Rome; 2, P. S. Budleson, Syracuse. Time 3m.
18 3-5S.

One Mile Open—i, F. H. Jenny, Utica; 2, G. W.
McTaggar f

, Syracuse; 3, G. R. Thrall, Oswego; 4, F.

W. Fisher, Syracuse; 5, L. A. Callahan, Buffalo; 6, F.

A. Foell, Buffalo; 7, F. W. Palmer, Rome; 8, J. E.

Ayres, Albany; 9, A. S. Noonan, Rome. Time, 2m.
28 1-5S. Won by a length.

One Fourth Mile Central New York Cham-
pionship -1, F. J. Jenney, Utica; 2, E. W. Murray,
Syracuse; 3, H. S. Higgins, Rome; 4, H. M. Scovel,

Syracuse; 5, A. S. Noonan, Rome; 6, G. A. Clyde,
Rome; 7, F. W. Palmer, Rome; 8, Myron Allen,

Syracuse; 9, A. J. Pendergast. Time, 31 1-5S. Won by
a length.

Two Mile Handicap— i, F. W. Palmer, Rome, 220

yards; 2, A. F. Senn, 200; 3, W. C. Burke, 140; 4, F. A.

Foell, 55; 5, L. A. Callahan, 35; 6, A. B. Curtis, 275; 7,

W. Piccover, 80; 8, J. E. Ayres, 140. Time, 4m 40 1 5s,

Jenney started but could not overtake the long lead.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. J. S. Johnson, scratch. 4. H. C. Tyler, scratch.

2. E.C. Baid, scratch. 5. O. S. Brandt, 95.

3. A. D. Kennedy, 50 yards. 6. W. C. Sanger, scratch ,

Time, 2m. 15 1-5S. Won by a length.

One Mile Central New York Championship—
r, F.J. Jenney, Utica; 2, A J. Penderg.ist, Syracuse; 3,

F. W. Fisher, Syracuse; 4, C A. Benjamin, Syracuse.

Time, 2m. 21 3-5S.

ONE HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. E. C. Bald. 3. A. D. Kennedy.
2. W. C. Sanger. 4. C. H. Callahan.

Time, im. 10 t-ss.

Won by a length. Johnson and Tyler did not start.

One Mile Handicap— i, F. W. Palmer, 130 yards;

2, A. B. Curtis, 155; 3, Myron Allen, 150; 4, A. M.
Scovel, 160; 5, A. F. Senn, 100; 6, J. E. Ayers, 85; 7, O-
C. Tuttle, 145; 8, F. A. Foell, 30; 9, F. W. Fisher, 35

Time, 2m. 14 3-5S.

Half Mile Central New York Championship—
1, F. J. Jenney, Utica; 2, H. S. Higgins, Rome; 3, A. J.
Pendergast; 4, G. W. McTaggert. Time, im. 32s.

K1NDEVATTER AT KANSAS CITY.

Kansas City, June 23.—The postponed races,

under the auspices of the Kansas City Ath-

letic Club and Kansas City Cyclists, were run

off this afternoon with an attendance of barely

300 spectators. The Wichita riders were the

visitors, barring Condon, of Omaha. The day
and track were perfect, but no fast time or in-

cidents worthy of note occurred.

One Mile Novice— 1, S M. Hocker; 2, Carl Hender-
son; 3, W. H. Maxwell. Time, 2m. 42 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, C. E. Jaques, 200

yards; 2, W. R. Whaley, 190; 3, N. T. Haynes, 210; 4,

H. C. Wood, 60. Time, 2m. 17 1-5S. Burt, scratch;

Warren, 70; Jordan, 170, and Millison, 80, also ran.

Second Heat: 1, S. M. Hocker, iqo; 2, W. H. Maxwell,
200; 3, Carl Henderson, 170; 4, G. A. Maxwell, 60. Time,
2m. 10 3-5S. Kindevatter, 80; Graeper, 150; Cox, 60, and
Fehleisen, 70, also ran. Final Heat: i,S. M. Hocker;
2, W. H. Maxwell; 3, C. E. Jaques. Time, 2m. 15s.

The preliminary heats of this race were run June g.

Half Mile Open—First Heat: 1, M. R. Burt: 2, G. A.
Maxwe 1; 3, R. Condon. Time, im. 12s. Kindevatter
and Fehleisen also ran. Second Heat: 1, H. C. Wood;
2, W. J. Cox; 3, H. R.Warren. Time, im. 22s. Furgsr-

son and Miller also ran. The preliminary heats of

this race were run June 9. hinal Heat: 1, R. Condon;
2, H. C. Wood; 3, H. R * Warren. Time, im. 14 2-5S.

This event was ridden three times before reaching the
time limit of im. 15s. This first attempt resulted in a

win for Burt, of Wichita, with Wood and Condon close

up; time, im. 27S. The second attempt brought Max-
well, of Wichita, in first, Burt refusing to ride. Time'
im. 24j£s

One Mile 3.00 Class— t, S. M. Hocker; 2, Carl Hender-
son; 3, Chas. Williams. Time, 3m. 9 1-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, H. C. Wood; 2, R. Condon; 3, C.

Kindevatter. Time, 2m. 33 2-5S. This event was
ridden twice in order to reach the time limit, the
first trial being ridden in 2m. 53s., Condon, Kinde-
vatter and Wood running in the order named.
Three Mile Handicap— 1,' S. M. Hocker, 380 yards; 2.

W. H. Maxwell, 400; 3, C. Kindevatter, 140. Time, 7m,
45s. This proved the exciting event of the day,
Kindevatter riding in brilliant style.

At Carlinville, 111.

Carlinville C. C. meet, June 19:

One Mile Novice— 1, G. F. Dennis, Greenfield; 2,

James Towey, Carlinville; 3, Leonard Moore, Carlin
ville. Time, 2m. 59s.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, William S. Ruby, Decatur;
2, R. B. Peebles, Carlinville; 3, M. R. Thayer, Spring-
field. Time, 34

T^s.

One Mile Open— 1, W. S. Ruby, Decatur; 2, E. E.
Anderson, Roodhouse; 3, J. F. Feries, Decatur.
Time, 2m. 37?£s.

One Mile, 3.00 Class— 1, John W. Coburn; 2, W. S.

Ruby, Decatur; 3, R. B. Peebles, Carlinville. Time,
2m. 4l^S.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, A. C. Burgdorff, Carlinville,

65 yards; 2, J. F. Feries, Decatur, 65; 3, S. A. McClure,
Virden, 100. Time, im. s%s.

Two Mile 6.00 Class—1, R. B. Peebles, Carlinville; 2,

Dave Coburn, St. Louis; 3, Jordan B. Cottle, Elkhart.
Time, 6m. 26KS.
One Mile Novelty—First, second, third and fourth

quarters won by E. E. Anderson, Roodhouse. Time,
3m.
Half Mile Open— 1, J. W. Coburn, St. Louis; 2, M. R.

Thayer, Springfield; 3, W. S. Ruby, Decatur. Time,
im. is^s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Dave Coburn, St. Louis, 150
yards; 2, J. W. Coburn, St. Louis, 100; 3, J. B. Cottle,
Elkhart, 450. Time, 13m. 45MS.
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We challenge anyone to produce a tire as

FAST and EASY

AS OUR NEW

STUmlS ELASTIC THE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

RACIN6 TIRES A SPECIALTY

Any Weight Above 24 Ounces Per Pair.

We manufacture cemented tires, partially laced or laced all round.

WE USE ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS, at fair prices.

Correspondence solicited.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,

Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

Kindly mention Tbe Wheel when writing.
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THE CRACKS WERE THERE,

BUT COULDN'T NEGOTIATE THE TIOGA
TRACK—E. E. CLAPP BEAT SANGER AND
TVLER-HELFERT LEAVES CLASS A.

Philadelphia, June 23, 1894.—The ther-

mometer stood at 100 in the shade to-day, but

the proverbial Philadelphia slowness was not

in evidence on the occasion of the South End
Wheelmen meet, at least 3,500 spectators be-

ing present.

The races occurred at Tioga track, which is

little short of a slaughter house for men of the

build of Sanger, Tyler, Coleman, Arnold and

Graves, yet these, with a very few others,

risked their precious necks for the Philadelphia

public and came out unscathed.

"Trade influence" brought a number of

those present to the mark.

C. M. Murphy was here. Taxis had refused

to ride if Murphy's entry was accepted. The
committee wanted Taxis to mount, but could

not bar his nemesis, as Taxis believes Murphy
to be.

Taxis is a red-hot local favorite, always has

been and always will be. His riding would

certainly have meant thousands more people,

and, after all. Murphy did not ride. He was
taken with a severe bilious attack, and looked

as bad as he said he felt.

Sanger rode only twice or three times, heats

and final. In his heat of the third mile he

came near falling at the turn, and this

frightened him.

E. E. Clapp, of Washington, slid over the

tape eight inches to the good. Mr. Gideon, of

the Racing Board, announced that Clapp's

winnings would all be protested for foul riding

done at Washington, of which he received

notice during the day.

In the final of this race, Sanger's act of lay-

ing back nearly proved fatal to his chances

in the final, as he could not get a going on the

low banks. Clapp beat Tyler for first place,

and Taylor ran third. Clapp rides strongly,

and has a good sprint towards the end.

Then Sanger came out for the mile open,

and played a different game. He went to the

front and stayed there, pacing the mile in 2m.

40 3-5S. and winning the race. Little Mulliken

hung to the giant, and ran second. The con-

trast was very marked. Brandt beat Helfert

over the tape.

Helfert made his initial appearance in Class

B, and while he rode gamely, was new to his

Spalding wheel and unacquainted with Class

B style of racing. He made several fine fin-

ishes. Five men only started in the mile

handicap, Taylor (30 yards) being back mark
man. Taylor won from Brandt, Graves run-

ning third.

In the Class A event (the mile open) C. W.
Krick and C. H. Measure ran a dead heat for

first place, and afterward came up gamely to

run it off. On the second lap Measure's tire

exploded with a loud report, and he was out

of it.

W. D. Osgood, the college crack, gave several

exhibitions of gameness in finishing sprints

that marks him a good man. There was over

a score of events on the programme, heats and
finals, but it required but three hours to com-
plete the entire programme. The summary:

One Mile Novice—First Heat: i, A. W. Rich; 2,

Weise Hammer; 3, J. C. Gracey; 4, C. F. King; 5, L.

F.Jones. Time, 2m. 58 3-5S. Won easily. Second
Heat: i, Charles Church; 2, R. E. Manley; 3, W. L.

Fullaway. Time, 2m. 44 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, Charles
Church; 2, R. B. Manley; 3, Weise Hammer. Time,

3m. 1 3-5S.

ONE-THIRD MILE SCRATCH, CLASS B.

First Heat— 1, E. E. Clapp, Philadelphia; 2, W. C.

Sanger; 3, W. H. Mulliken. Time, 53s.

Second Heat: i, G. F. Taylor; 2, H. C. Tyler; 3, W.
H. Helfert. Time, 51 2-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1 E. E. Clapp, A. W. 3. G. F. Taylor.

2. H. C.Tyler.
Time, 45 1-5S.

One Mile Club Handicap — », F. B. Marriot,

scratch; 2, W. A. Wenzel, scratch; 3, W. Heenan, 60

yards; 4, F. M. Dampman. Time, 2m. 30 2-5S.

One Mile Scratch—First Heat: 1, C. H. Measure;

2, J. F. Ermentrout; 3, Robert Weir; 4, John Heisley.

Time, 2m. 45 4-5S. An easy win. Second Heat: 1, C.

W. Krick; 2, Riverside Smith; 3, B. B. Stevens. Time,
2m. 52s. Final Heat: 1, Dead heat, C. W. Krick and
C. H. Measure; 2, Robert Weir; 3, J. F. Ermentrout.

Time, 2m. 56 3-5S.

One Mile, Frankford Bicycle Club— i, L. D.

Castor; 2, G. B. Cocker; 3, W. M. Linn. Time, 2m.

43 »-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. G. F. Taylor, 30 yards. 2. O. S. Brandt, 70.

3. F. C. Graves, 40.

Time, 2m. 47s.

Carter, 70 yards, Arnold, go, also started.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: i,C. Church, 05

yards; 2, W. W. Henderson, 80; 3, J. A. Mead, 85; 4,

Robert Weir, 100; 5, G. B. Baynes, 100. Time, 2m.

17 1-5S. A big field. Second Heat: 1, W. D Osgood,

65 yards; 2, D. C. Griffiths, 130; 3, Walter Rulon, 125;

4, J. E Lindley, 13c; 5, H. W. Lewis, 120. Time, am.

164-5S. Third Heat: 1, B. B. Stevens, no yards; 2, J.

Lee Hanley, 80; 3, W. A. Wenzel, 85; 4, W. A. Pollock,

100; 5, A. C. Marple, 190. Time, 2m. 22 3-5S. Final

Heat: 1, W. D. Osgood, 65 yards; 2, D. C. Griffiths, 130;

3, J. Lindley, 130; 4, C. Church, 95; 5, H. W. Lewis, 120.

Time, 2m. 19 3-5S.

ONE MILE SCRATCH, CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. 4. W. H. Helfert.

2. W. H.Milliken. 5. M. F. Carter.

3. O. S. Brandt.

Time, 2m. 40 3-5S.

All who started. Sanger paced all the way. Limit

was 2m. 35s. Called a race because Sanger paced all

way.
One Mile Local Championship— i, R. P. Rich; 2,

W. D. Osgood; 3, J. J. Diver. Time, 3m. 8s. From the

press stand Osgood looked the winner by six inches.

One Mile 2.40 Class— First Heat: 1, J. Granch; 2, B.

B. Stevens; 3, J. B. Corser; 4, F. M. Dampman. Time,
am. 43 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, J. A. Mead; 2, C. H.
Measure; 3, C. L. Lagen; 4, C. Church. Time, 2m.
39s. Final Heat: 1, J. B. Corser; 2, J. Granch; 3, J. A.
Mead; 4, Chas. Church; 5, F. M. Dampman. Time
2m. 39 3-5S.

A Muddy Road Race at Auburn.

The ten mile road race at Auburn, N. Y.,

postponed from Decoration Day, was run on
June 19, as scheduled, but rain again inter-

fered. The roads were deep with mud, and
only sixteen out of the fifty-two men entered

started. Ferris, of Utica, took the time and
place prizes. Van Wagoner broke down. But
eleven men finished:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. M. S.

A. F. Ferris, U. C. C 1.00 40.10

F.W. Knowland, Syracuse Y. M. C. A. 4.00 43-22

S. F. Harris, A. A. A 2.00 41.48

A. R. Knox, A. C 4.00 45.08

C. H. Knowland, Syracuse Y. M. C. A. 2.30 43.38

John Lawley, C. C. C 4.00 44.22

Bert Scoville, S. A. A 3.30 45-04

W. L. Jacquett, Cortland 4.30 46.50

C. L. Lund, R. A. C 4.00 47.10

G. E. Hancock, C. C. C 2.00 45.35

Louis Stemis, Jr., C. C. C. 4.00 48.39

Several riders were more or less bruised at the Em-
poria, Kan., meet, June 22, owing to the slipperiness

of the track, caused by rain.

One Mile Novice— 1, O. H. Vernon, Salina. Time,
2m. 58J2S.
Quarter Mile, Local— 1, G. D. Griffith, Emporia.

Time, 36 4-5S.
Half Mile, Open-i, W. H. Fehleisen, Wichita.

Time, 15 4-5S.
Mile Handicap—1, Art Clark, Emporia. Time. 2m.

204-5S.
Twelve Mile, Local— 1, G. D. Griffith, Emporia.

Time, 13m. 20s.
One Mile, Open— 1, M. H. Burt, Wichita. Time,

3m. IlS.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, M. H. Burt, Wichita. Time,
37s.

Syracuse Pot Hunters in Luck.

F. W. Fisher, of the Century C. C, Syracuse,

found a soft snap at the meet at Skaneateles,

N. Y.
, June 23. He won four of the open

events, all in which he started. Fendergast,

of the same club, also found the journey from

Syracuse worth more than the car fare. The
meet was well patronized by Central New
York riders. Summary:
Half Mile Open-i, F. W. Fisher, C. C. C; 2, Wm.

Birdsall, Auburn A. A.; 3, A. J. Pendergast, C. C. C.

Time, im. 15 3-5S.

Half Mile Local Handicap— 1, John O'Neill, scratch;

2, John Burton, 70 yaids; 3, Robert Taber, 30. Time,
1 m. 193-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, F. W. Fisher, C. C. C, 40

yards; 2, A. J. Pendergast; 3, George McTaggart, C.

C. C. Time, 2m. 29s.

Half Mile Open— 1, C. S. Hyde, Homer A. C; 2,

Harold Stone, Homer A. G.j 3, Arthur Wallace,
Skanateles. Time, im. 25 3-5S.

One Mile Open— t, F. W. Fisher; 2, Leslie Tucker,
Cortland W. C; 3, A. J. Pendergast; 4, George Mc-
Taggart, C. C. C. Time, 3m. 40s.

Quarter Mile Handicap, Local— 1, Robert Taber, 15

yards; 2, Jolin Burton, 35; 3, Arthur Wallace, 20.

Time, 37 1-5S.

Quarter Mile Open— r, A. J. Pendergast; 2, William
Birdsall; 3, George McTaggart; 4, Harold Stone.

Time, 34 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, F. W. Fisher, 75 yards; 2, C.

A. Benjamin, scratch; 3, George McTaggart; 4, A. J.

Pendergast. Time, 5m. 52 2-5S.

Butler's Fast Fifteen on the Road.

Nat Butler, the scratch man in the Cam-
bridgeport C. C. fifteen miles road race, June
23, finished in 40m. 27s., which is 2m. 6s.

under the recognized record. The course is

said to be short, and the record will not be
claimed. There were nineteen starters, all of

whom finished. Result:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. M.S.

1. Fred Cunningham 630 46.17

2. Al Briand 6.30 46.17K
3. Nat Butler Scratch 40.27

4. Ed Kehew 3.00 44.00

5. B F. Girard 230 43.31

6. F. B. Tingley 5.00 47.15

7. O. G. Kelley 4.00 47-17

8. James Smith 300 46.19

9. Alf Topman 500 48.28

10. R. Mugridge 1.00 4420
it. E. Wilkins 2.00 4615
12. R.B.Churchill 5.00 4935
13. R. H. Kaulbach 3.00 47 35

14. G. W. Bean, Jr 6.30 51-07

15. F.J. Lenoir 500 50.10

16. Alfred Hicks 4.00 49.40

17. Charles Kehew 200 47-47

18. E. C. Himeon 300 4930
19. F. Lynch 3.00 49-32

Beloit, Wis., June 19:

Half Mile Novice— 1, J. Cregg; 2, R. Paley; 3, C. L.

Brewer; 4, Humphrey Foster. Time, im. 21 4-5S.

Quarter Mile— 1, F. Moore; 2, Don Van Wart. Time,
39S.

Two Mile Handicap- -1, S. Reitler, 120 yards; 2, A.
Edwards, 150; 3, F. Van Wart, scratch; 4, C. L.

Brewer, 150; 5, L. H. Fales, scratch; 6, D. D. Warner,
80. Time, 5m. 47 1-5S.

Half Mile Local Championship— 1, Frank Moore; 2,

H.Foster. Time, im. i6%s.

One Mile, Open— 1, L. Chilcott; 2, Frank Moore; 3,

Frank Van Wart. Time, 2m. 52s.

Half Mile—1, Chilcott; 2, Frank Moore; 3, Don Van
Wart. Time, im. 33s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, S. Reiter, 600 yards; 2, G. N,
Gustafson, 600; 3, D. D. Warner, 440; 4, L. Chilcott.

scratch. Time, 15m. us.

Postponed Sterling meet at Franklin Park, Saugus,
Mass., June 23:

One Mile 3.00 Class— 1, A. T. Fuller; 2, J.J. Mc-
Laughlin; 3, Guy W. Phillips; 4, J. S. Clark; 5, E. A.
Tosie. Time, 3m. is.

One Mile Handicap— 1, A. T. Fuller, 55 yards; 2, W.
F. Clark, 50; 3, — J. Clark, 75; 4, J. Blanchi,5o; 5, Frank
Mayo, 55; 6, James Clark, scratch. Time, 2m. 26 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, J. C. Wettergreen, no yards;

2, James Clark, scratoh; 3, E. A. McDuffee, scratch; 4,

J, Biaqchi, no; 5, H. J Pote, 140. Time, 5m. 29 2-5S.
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TREATED AS CONQUERING HEROES.

TBE NEWARK- ASBURY PARK CENTURY
UNIQUE IN THE HISTORY OF SUCH

RUNS-429 STARTERS ; LESS
THAN 300 SURVIVORS.

In the past there have been century runs

that outnumbered it; in the future there may
be more, but in any other respect there has

never been, and may never be, such another

as that of Saturday last from Newark to As-

bury Park, N, J. It was promoted and con-

ducted by the Associated Cycling Clubs of

New Jersey, supposedly in conjunction with

the Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs,

but just where the latter organization came in

it requires a microscope and searchlight to find

out. It did not figure in the printed matter or

on the badges, or anywhere else. It is under-

stood that the M. A. C. C. was to pay for

the trophy offered for the Pennsylvania

club with the greatest number of survivors,

but the "conjunction" seems to have begun

and ended there. However, this is merely

incidental. The run was a gigantic, scintil-

lating success. The scintillation began with

the lovely gold-fringed sash worn by Grand

Marshal Von Lengerke ; then the sun came out

and scintillated for hours, as it seldom scin-

tillates in this section. It drove the mercury

away up to 90 degrees, and drove the strength

and ambition out of several score of would-

be "survivors." When the sun paled, Asbury

Park was in sight, and there was more scintil-

lation—electric lights, brass bands, red fire,

blue fire and salvos of welcome from brass

cannons. Oh! it was a great day. If the

riders had been the scarred heroes of a hun-

dred battles or the lion tamers and star per-

formers of the greatest and best advertised

show on earth, more interest, and in many
places interest of a substantial sort, could

hardly have attached to their coming. The
inhabitants of most of the towns en route

turned out as one person. At Montclair, the

first stop, the " ovation" began. The towns-

people were on hand, and the Montclair

Wheelmen, with great stacks of sandwiches

and tubs of milk and lemonade, dispensed

hospitality with lavish hand. At Mattewan,

the town was a mass of bunting and flags, and

every mother's daughter, in her most fetching

summer costume, lined the walks. At Red
Bank there were more decorations and more

summer girls in fresh and fetching summer
frocks, but here they did more than look

on. The town hall had been thrown open

and converted into a dining hall. Sandwiches,

iced tea, lemonade and milk were there in

plenty, and the dear girls wearing tiny badges

on which was imprinted " Reception" showed

that they knew how to make themselves useful

as well as becoming. Several chaperonish,

motherly-looking ladies were also on hand
wearing the badge, and, to these the '

' lame
ducks," who were in plenty by this time and

several of whom were stretched on the grass

in a very wilted condition, were objects of

great solicitude.

"I do hope you won't reach Assbury Park

in time to catch the evening train," said one of

these kindly ladies.

" And why not?" she was asked.

"Because it will kill half of you to go
straight home without any rest."

When the party left Red Bank three hearty

cheers were given. And they were well de-

served. Red Bank certainly did itself proud.

At Long Branch there was more liquid re-

freshment on hand, but the run had fallen be-

hind the prepared schedule and it was taken

on the fly.

At Asbury Park, the end of the run, the

climax was capped. The party waited just

outside the town for the laggards to catch up.

An escort of wheelmen arrived while they

waited. Then a small cannon began to boom
every moment or two. As the Park was
neared, a tallyho containing the Mayor and

several aldermen and the best brass band of

the town, met the survivors and, wheeling

about, headed the parade. To the strains of

"Daisy Bell" and under an arch of welcome

went the dusty, dirty crowd of 300 wheelmen.

The streets were lined with people, the Sum-
mer girl largely in the majority; the band

played; the cannon boomed; red fire was

burned at intervals; hurrahs and club cries

were given with a will, and in front of the

Ocean House, and between two lines of As-

bury's wheelmen and wheelwomen who were

drawn up at the curb, the line halted and

melted slowly away and into the hotels and

bath-houses for a needed "freshening up"
and change of clothes.

It was too late for a plunge in the ocean

itself, but Senator Bradley, the pantata or g.

o. m. of Asbury Park, threw open his Roman
swimming pool and the wheelmen " plunged "

therein. The Asbury Park Wheelmen also

outvied each other in their efforts to be of ser-

vice to the survivors. Refreshment was to be

had in plenty, and although Asbujy is a "dry"

town, there was something stronger than iced

tea to be found.

When the s'tart was made in Newark at 5

a. m.. the checking sheets showed 429 starters,

of whom 23 were ladies ; at the last check, just

outside of Long Branch, 269 riders were tallied,

but as belated stragglers continued to arrive

until after 9 p. m., the total number of sur-

vivors must be very nearly or slightly over

300. The intense heat was mainly responsible

for theunusually large percentage of " deaths.'

Had it not been for the occasional side puffs

of wind, the heat would have been well nigh

insufferable. As it was, not a few of those

who finished were seriously affected. Fred

Keer, who has completed without distress

nearly every previous run held in the State,

was one of these. At times he was in a bad

way, but managed to pull through. Several

of the ladies and not a few of the men fainted

from the effects of the heat. Not a few over-

heated youths, who rushed their heads under

a roadside pump, were among those who
" keeled over."

Nearly all the old familiar features of pre-

vious runs and not a few new ones were noted

on this occasion. The grey-beards and infant

prodigies were there in greater force than

usual—also the slobs who rode in sleeveless

undershirts and with stockings down ; the man
who had survived the previous runs wore

the medals attesting the fact on his shirt front.

A. W. W. Evans—"Tony," for short—in his

all white suit, was as usual conspicuously in

evidence. One ordinary started but broke

down at New Brunswick, where dinner was
taken. After that the highest thing in line

was W. H. Kirkpatnck, mounted on a giraffe

safety and attired in ice cream colored clothes

and a pair of freshly imported stockings, loud

enough to be heard by a deaf man. Two
ladies in bloomers and mounted on a diamond

framed safeties were objects of much curiosity.

One was very tall and slender, the other so

very short and stout that her wheel had to be

held for her whenever she mounted. A tall,

angular, unabashed female without an escort

was also one of the " sights" of the run. She

was attired in a skirt, cut ballet length and

scarcely reaching her knees; her stockings

hung down in folds, and in every way was the

woman the picture of dowdiness.

The Century Wheelmen, 97 strong, came

over from Philadelphia in a special train.

They were a pleasing feature of the run. All

wore club caps of blue and orange and came

prepared for the occasion. Nearly all had

goggles, or eye protectors of some sort, and

sponges hung somewhere about their wheels

or person. They remained way in the rear,

made their own pace, let nothing worry them,

save when they lost the road, and were a quiet,

orderly, well-behaved lot. Eighty-three of the

97 finished. Towards the end, tow lines were

thrown to a number of "lame ducks." both

male and female, and they were pulled up hill

and managed to survive in this way.

To Carl Von Lengerke is due nearly all the

credit for the success of the affair. He ar-

ranged and carried it through almost single-

handed. The arrangements were well nigh

perfect, the route picturesque and, save ten

miles, the roads were as good as can be asked.

The one blemish on the affair, is that for the

first time, a century run was conducted as a

money-making means. The entry fee was

needlessly large but as a result, Mr. Van
Lengerke will be able to turn nearly $200 into

the Jersey association's strong box.

The tally sheets have not yet been checked

but as near as can be ascertained the awards

for the club carrying through the greatest

number of survivors were won as follows :

For Pennsylvania clubs, Century Wheelmen, 83 sur-

vivors; for A. C. C. of New Jersey clubs, Montclair

Wheelmen, 30 survivors; for M. A. C. Ct clubs (in

doubt), Manhattan B. C, 13 survivors; or Hudson
Co. W. (in doubt); for unattached clubs (in doubt.)

The ladies who " survived " were Miss Ida Branth,

of the New York Tourists, Mile. Legasse, of New
York, Mrs. V. H. Carpenter, of Rahway, Mrs. A. H.

Wilkins, of New York, Miss MacAndre, of Newark'

and Miss Carrie Blatt, New York.
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TYLER AND JENNY.

PRACTICALLY SWEEP THE BOARDS
AT ALBANY.

Albany, N. Y., June 27.—Pretty girls lined

the streets of the city of Albany last Tuesday

night, when the wheelmen's parade passed by.

The visitors had all been supplied with car-

riages, and red fire in abundance was burned.

It was a clever advertisement for the next

day's races, when pretty girls, in their most

fetching clothes, also lined the front rows of

the long grand stand.

Including the girls, about 4,000 people were

present. The track is of cinders, three laps,

and insufficiently banked. It is too narrow to

allow of a very great amount of " letting out,"

except on the straights. The management of

the races was good, but the judges erred in

several decisions in close finishes. They were

roundly his;ed in one instance when a local

man was given third and qualifying place in a

h,eat, when Tonkin, a New Yorker, clearly had
the best of it.

The Albany County Wheelmen are elated

over their success. Club rivalry is very bitter

here, and the Albany Bicycle Club had, so the

A. C. W. allege, thrown everything in their

way possible, and was responsible for the post-

ponement of the dates from June 6. The Rac-

ing Board chairman has a special volume of

correspondence carried on regarding the mat-

ter.

The races were close and. exciting.

Tyler added two firsts to his already fine

string of winnings, and Sanger gained only a

second. Johnson was entered and on the

around, but, owing to stiffness from his last

Saturday's falls at New York was not going

to ride. The club convinced him he must and

he got up in the mile open.

Kennedy was in to pace and did well,

dropping it at the two-thirds.

Tyler forged to the front. Sanger was
back man with Johnson in front of him. The
latter went up to engage Tyler and Sanger

followed.

Around the dangerous bank they swung at

full speed and into the straight rounded up

neck and neck. Tyler unwound again and
Sanger pushed hard.

Johnson was a length back of Sanger who
rode second. All rode hard and fought a good

fight.

Eddie Bald went from scratch in the mile

handicap, rode gamely and won in 2m. 19s.

Jenny fell in his heat of the mile handicap

through collision with a spectator, and was
allowed to start in the final. He rode wisely

and won a handsomely contested race in the

good time of 2m. 173-5S. , fastest time of the

day. The summary:
One Mile Novice.—First Heat: i, John M. Jones,

West Troy; 2, R. Murray, Poughkeepsie; 3, M.
Matthews, Albany. Time, 3m. 4s. Second Heat: 1,

E. Hibfrank, Castleton; 2, F. P. Elliott, Albany.

Time, 2m. 40 3-5S. Final Heat: 1, Edward Hillfrank,

Castleton; 2, J. M. Jones, West Troy; 3, R. Murray,
Poughkeepsie; 4, M. Matthews, Albany. Time, 2m.

38 2-5S.

Two-Third Mile, Class B.—First Heat (first two
to qualify): 1, A. D. Kennedy, I. C. C, Chicago; 2, W.
C. Sanger, S. B. C. Taylor started, but dropped out

in first 100 yards. Time, 2m. 7 1-5S. Second Heat: 1,

H. C. Tyler, S. B. C.j 2, W. Coleman, S. B. C. Time,

2m. 5 1-5S. Third Heat: 1, A. W. Warren, Hartford; 2,

E. C. Bald, Buffalo; 3, W. F. Murphy, New York.

Time, im. 49 3-5S.

Final Heat—
1. H. C. Tyler. 4. A. D. Kennedy.

2. E. C. Bald. 5. W. C. Sanger.

3. A. W. Warren. 6. O. S. Brandt.

Time, im.58 3-5S.

A desperate finish.

"One Mile Open—First Heat (first two to qualify):

1 [. G. Budd, Glens Falls; 2, C. W. Allen; 3, W. Pic-

caver, Albany; 4, Geo. Tonkin, New York. Time, 2m.

57S. Tonkin was third but Piccaver, an Albany man,

got the decision. Second Heat: 1, F H. Allen. Spring-

field; 2, J. Von Benschoten, Poughkeepsie; 3, C. T.

Nelson. Sprinfield. Time, 2m. 53 2-5S. Third Heat:

'. P- J- Jenney, Utica; 2, O. H. Munro, Cohoes; 3, J. E.

Ayres, Albany. Time, 2m. 41 2-ss. Final Heat: 1, F.

H. Jenney, Utica; 2, O H. Munro, Cohoes; 3, F. H.

Allen, Springfield; 4, W. Piccaver, Albany; 5, A. S.

Lee, Cohoes. Time, 2m. 42 2-5S. Allen was second—

a

faulty decision.

One Mile Handicap (Class B.)

1, E. C. Bald, scratch. 5, C. H. Callahan, 70 yds

2, A.D. Kennedy, Jr., 50 yds. 6, O. S. Brandt, 100 yds.

3, A. W. Warren, 75 yds. 7, W. F. Murphy, 55 yds.

4, H. B. Arnold, no yds.

Time, 2m. 19s.

One-half MILE (E. N. Y. Cycling League Cham,
pionship)—First three in each heat to qualify. First

Heat: 1, M.J. Higgins, Albany; 2, C. W. Allen. Chat-

ham; 3, O. H. Munro, Cohoes. Time, im. n 2-5S.

Second Heat: 1, W. Piccaver, Albany; 2, W. G.
Reckentire, Albany; 3, A. S. Lee, Cohoes. Time,
im. 12 2-5S. Final Heat: 1, M.J. Higgins, Albany; 2'

O. H. Munro, Cohoes; 3, W. Piccaver, Albany; 4, A.

5, Lee, Cohes. Time, im. 11S.

ONE MILE OPEN.

1, H.C.Tyler. 3, J. S. Johnson.

2, W. C. Sanger. 4, A. W. Warren.
Time, 2m. 21 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap.—First Heat: 1, C. T. Wilson,

15 yards; 2, F. H. Allen, 20; 3, R. Murray, 100; 4, J. Van
Benschoten, 50. Time, 2m. 20 2-5S. Second Heat: 1,

J. G. Budd, 95; 2, C. T. Nelson, 150; 3, M. L. Shafer, 143;

4, J. E. Ayers, 85. Time, 2m. 193-5S. Final Heat: 1, F.

J. Jenny, scratch; 2, C. T. Wilson, 15; 3, J. G. Budd, 95;

4, J. E. Ayers, 85. Time, 2m. 17 3-5S.

A NEW TWENTY MILES ROAD RECORD AT
A FREDONIA MEET.

Linneman's twenty miles road record was
erased from the slate by E. F. Leonert, Press

C. C, Buffalo, on June 23, at the Fredonia

(N. Y.) meet. He covered the distance in

58m. 44s. The road race was ran prior to the

track events, finishing on the track. Thirty-

five started and twenty-four finished. Leonert

was scratch and finished fourteenth. Van
Wagoner and Comstock dropped out, owing to

accidents. About 3,000 spectators were inter-

ested in the track events. An exhibition mile

was ridden on a quad, in 2m. 7 1-5S., J. Pen-

seyres, Leonert, Goehler and A. Penseyres

being up. Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Garrett Miller, Erie; 2, F. A.

Keller, Fredonia; 3, A. G. Hample, Erie. Time, 2m.

40 1-3S.

Half Mile, Open— 1, F. A. Foell, Buffalo; 2, C. F.

Williams; 3, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland. Time, im. us,

One Mile Handicap— 1, G. D. Farnham, Jamestown;

2, J. Hample, Erie; 3, Otto Mayo, Erie; 4, A. B.

Geohler, Buffalo. Time, 2m. 19 1-5S.

Boys' Race (under seventeen) Half-mile— 1, Benson
Belden, Fredonia; 2, E. Denniston, Buffalo; 3, L.

Cobb, Warren. Time, im. 10 1-2S.

Chautauqua Championship, One Mile— 1, Paul Van-
boeckman, Buffalo; 2, George D. Farnham, James-
town; 3, J. J. Buck, Fredonia. Time, 2m. 39s.

One-hilf Mile, Handicap— 1, Fred Keller, Fredonia;

2, L. G. Ferton, Jamestown; 3, F. W. Julier, Buffalo;

4, G. E. Klipfel, Buffalo. Time, im. 06 1-2S.

Two Mile Team Lap—Press C. C, Buffalo, 8|points;

Prendergast, Jamestown, 5 points. Time, 5m. 32s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1. A. D. Geohler, Buffalo,

scratch; 2, F. A. Foell, Buffalo, scratch; 3, L. C. John-
son, Cleveland, scratch; 4, Otto Mayo, Erie, 27s yards;

5, S. Ramsay. Erie, 390. Time, 13m. oij^s.

PITTSBURGERS WIN AT HOMESTEAD.
About all the best men in Western Pennsyl-

vania attended the meet at Homestead, Pa.,

June 23. One thing that added greatly to the

interest of the meeting was the announcement
before the first event that the Pittsburg riders

who had been relegated to Class B had been

reinstated, with the exception of Williams and
McLain. The Class B events were then

changed to Class A, and Banker, Foster, Nel-

son and the others rode as usual. Banker was
by far the speediest man on the track, and had
things his own way. In the one mile handi-

cap, from the scratch, he surpassed his own
best previous record, riding in 2m. 21 2-5S.

Summary:
One Mile, Novice— 1, George Redfern, W. A. A. ; 2,

J. L. Kelly, P. C. C.
; 3, W. L. Adley, P. C. C.-Time.

2:39 1-5.

Half Mile, Open—1, Bert Morrison, C. W. ; 2, W. H.
Beazsll, H. B. C. ; 3, D. R. Crump, U. of P. ; Time, 1:15.

Half Mile, (under 15 years)— 1, T. J. McLain. unat-

tached. ; 2, R. Shepp, C. W. ; 3, W. Blair, C. W. j Time,
1:20 2-5;

Half Mile Handicap— 1, A. S. Hanner, P. C. C, 50

yds. ; 2, Arthur Banker, P. A. C, scrtatch.
; 3, C. E.

Foster, P. C. C, 70 yds. ; Time, 1:05 1-5.

One Mile Novice— 1, J. Clyde Miller, H. B. C; 2, J.

G. Fink, H. B.C.; 3, A. Striegel, H. B. C. Time,
2m. 38s.

Mile Open -1, L. W. Kearns, P. C. C; 2, J. H. Sauers,

P. C. C; 3, R. J. Eccles, P. C. C. Time, 2m. 38s.

One Mile 3m. Class— 1, J. H. Sauers, P. C. C; 1, H.
Baker, H. B. C; 3, H . K. Sherman, unattached. Time,
2m. 34 2-ss.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Arthur Banker, P. A. C,
scratch; 2, J. E. Patterson, H. B. C, 60 yards; 3, A. S
Hammer, P. C. C, 100. Time, 2m. 21 2-5S.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, Arthur Banker, P. C. C; 2,

Paul Nelson, K. B.C.; 3, J. E. Patterson, H. B. C.

Time, 34s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, L. W. Kearns, P. C. C, 15

yards; 2, Bert Morrison, C. W., 60; 3, J. H. Sauers, P.

C. C, scratch. Time, 5m. 36s.

Five Mile Open— 1, Arthur Banker, P. C. C.J 2, Paul

Nelson, H B. C; 3. J. E. Patterson, H. B. C. Time,
14m. 07 2-5S.

One Mile, boys under 18 years— 1, John L. Kelly, P.

C. C.j 2, G. Redfern, W. A. A.; 3, W. L. Adley, P. C. C.

Time, 2m. 45 2-5S.

. The Milan to Munich long distance race has

resulted in a row. Fisher who finished first,

has been protested by Reheis the second man,

in who asserts that the winner was helped by
friends to get over the most difficult parts of

the journey. Fisher denies the charges and

has challenged Reheis to bring proof of his

accusation.

Buckeye Cracks at Swanton.

Toledo and Cleveland riders invaded the

little town of Swanton, O., June 22, and cap-

tured the bulk of the prizes at the meet held

by the local club. The track was in excellent

shape.

1 Mile Novice— 1, H F. Dimka, Wauseon, O. ; 2,

Barney Oldfield, Toledo, O.
; 3, C. O. Laskey, Toledo,

O. ; 4, H. H. McKecknie, Toledo, O. ; Time, 2:45 4-5.

Half Mile Open— 1, A. J. Brown, Cleveland; 2, E. C.

Johnson, Cleveland; 3, O. P. Bernhardt, Toledo; 4, R.

R. F. Goetz, Cleveland. Time, im. 19KS.

One-half Mile, Local— 1, Rufus Metz, Swanton; 2,

Levi Lantz, Swanton; 3, Ernest Miller, Swanton.

One Mile Handicap— 1, H. F. Dimke, Wauseon, i4o

yards; 2, R. E. Calkins, Toledo, 120; 3, A. G. Herman,
Toledo, 150; 4, John G. Reese, Toledo, 150. Time, 2m.

i8%s.

One Mile, Fulton County Handicap-i, H. F. Dimke,

Wauseon, 75 yards; 2, C. L. Brailey, scratch; 3, C D.

Trobridge, Delta, 70; 4, H. D. Meister, Pettysville, 50.

Time, 2 m. 26 2-5S.

One Mile, Open— 1. E. C. Johnson, Cleveland.; 2,

Marion Black, Ft. Wayne.
; 3, Waite St. John, Toledo.;

4, J. G. Swindeman, Toledo. ; Time, 2:33^.

Two Mile Handicap, Final— 1, R. F. Goetz, Cleve-

land. 40 yds. ; 2, A. G. Herman, Toledo, 300 yds.
; 3,

O. P. Bernhart, Toledo, 60 yds. ; 4, John G. Reese,

Toledo, 300 yds. ; Time, 4:55 4-5.

The Metropolitan Association of Cycling

Clubs will hold their race meet of July 28 at

Manhattan Field instead of at Waverley as

originally intended. It will be restricted to

Class A events. An exhibition made by Ray
Macdonald and a team race for the champion-

ship of the association will be made features

of the affair. Diamonds will be the principal

prizes.
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That Plainfield Foul.

After much investigation, the collection of

letters and diagram from the contestants and

officials at the Plainfield meet, Chairman

Raymond has finally disposed of the matter.

The chairman supports the view of the referee

that Wells caused the foul. All the testimony

points that way. The chairman also con-

cluded that there was a pre-arrangement be-

tween Wells and Titus. The decision is as

follows: Wells is suspended ten days from

June 25. Titus, who finished first, is disquali-

fied, and the prize goes to C. M. Murphy.

Trainer Young, who handles Titus and Wells,

is cautioned against further team work. The
chairman's decision seems leniently fair, not

to say, merciful.

The President is Pondering Over the Relay Mes-

sage.

Representative Springer called on President

Cleveland on June 23, with a request that

the President send a message by bicycle re-

lays to the national meet at Denver in August,

the first cyclist to start from the White House

and to carry the message fifteen miles, the

remainder of the distance to be covered by

fifteen mile relays. The programme contem-

plates that the entire trip from Washington to

Denver be covered in six days.

Mr. Cleveland gave no promise, but appar-

ently regarded the proposition favorably, and

will decide later on as to sending the message.

Pauline Hall on Bloomers.

A Philadelphia reporter has interviewed

Pauline Hall, the well-known actress, who was

also one of the first to ride a wheel in the old

solid-tire days, on the subject of bloomers.

"Do I wear divided skirts," queried the

shapely comic opera queen. " No, indeed. I

think the ideal costume is a tailor-made gown
that reaches to the ankles, fits the form to per-

fection and is supplemented underneath by

tights and jaunty boots. There is no use look-

ing like a guy on a bicycle or anywhere else,

and my idea is that women at all times should
make the most of the good Nature has en-

dowed them with."

A MODEL COSTUME FOR RACING MEN.

W. F. Murphy, the It. C. W. Crack,

As he appeared in the Irvington-Milburn Road Race on Decoration Day.

A number of Chicago wheelwomen made a

century run over the Elgin-Aurora course on
Sunday last. Among those who completed
the trip was Inez V. Whittaker, a thirteen-

year old girl, who now claims the honor of

being the youngest female centurion.

Dirnberger, who has been laid up in a Chi-

cago hotel with typhoid fever, is improving
rapidly, and it is expected that he will be able

to return to his home in Buffalo, in a few days.

P. J. McDuffee, who was seriously injured by
a fall at Jamaica Plains, Mass., is also on his

feet again.

New Britain. Conn., June 22, 10 miles road

race : 1, M. J. Lyman, 5mm. 32m., io^s. :

2, H. N. Wood, 4min.
; 3, E. W. Coats,

scratch, 31m. 45 1-5S.
; 4, Chas. Perks, im.

;

S. P. Corbett, 5m. ; 6, E. J. Parmelee, 2m.

The many falls at the Greenwich Wheel-

men's meet last Saturday, has aroused those

clubs which have dates booked at Manhat-

ton Field and committees from the clubs in-

terested, the Riversides, Harlems and

M. A. C. C, are to make a concerted demand
that the track be made safe at once.

Bedford Branch Wheelmen, Y. M. C. A.,

Brooklyn, 4^ miles road record, June 23: 1,

Chas. E. Mack, 12m. 27s. ; 2, Otto J, Gette,

13m. 40s.
; 3, J. F. Detlepan, 13m. 52s.; 4, W.

E. Birdsall.

At the Rosedale track, Toronto, June 22,

Hyslop rode a mile in 2m. 8 3-5S., the best

time ever made on a Canadian track.

Washington Avenue C. C.'s 15 miles road

race, Chicago, June 23 : 1, Harver Lord, 2m.,

40m. 30s; 2, F. B. Lyman, 3m. 30s., 43m. 45s;

3, F. Dunham, 5m. 30s., 46m.; 4, M. Gillson,

43m., 46m. 2S.
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COLORADO'S SCENERY.

It is safe to say that but few of those who will attend the L. A. W. meet will fail to make the trip " around
the circle." as it is called. The " circle," it must be understood, embraces nearly all of the more widly known
points of interest in Colorado—Colorado Springs Manitou, Leadville, Garden of the Gods, Royal George, Black
Canon, etc. Realizing the desire of the stranger to all that is to be seen, H. E. Tupper, the general agent of the
Denver and Rio Grande Railway, has arranged an excursion over that system,which not only passes through the
other picturesque portions of the West, but includes the " circle " as well. As arranged by Mr. Tupper, the
itinery of the excursion around the circle is as follows:

August 14—Leave Denver, 7.30 a. m., arrive Manitou, 10.30 a. m., visit Garden of the Gods, Manitou
Springs, etc., and have dinner ; leave Manitou, 1 p. m. ; leave Colorado Springs, 1.20 p. m. ; leave Pueblo, 2.45

p.m.; arrive Canon City, Royal Gorge, Grand Canon of the Arkansas, 5.00 p. m. ; arrive Salida, 7.00 p. m.,
supper loding and breakfast.

August 15—Leave Salida, 7.00 a. m
.

; ascent of Marshall Pass, 10,350 feet above sea level. 8.00 a. m. ; descent,
9.00 a. m.; arrive at Gunnison, 10.30 a. m.; arrive Sapinero, 11.30 a. m., Black Canon of the Gunnison; arrive
Cimarron, 12.15P. m.; arrive Montrose, i.eo p. m, dinner; arrive Grand Junction, 6.00 p. m.; arrive Glenwood
Springs, 5.30 p. m.; Hotel Colorado, supper, lodging and breakfast.

AUGUST 16—Leave Glenwood Springs, 3.30 a.m., Canon of the Grand River; arrive Minturn, 9.30 a. m.,
Eagle River Canon; arrive Red Cliff gold mines, 10.30 a. m., Tennessee Pass, 10,400 feet above sea level; arrive
Leadville, 12.00 m., dinner. Hotel Vendome; leave Leadville, 2.00 p.m.; Twin Lakes, 2.30 p.m.; Buena Vista,
3.00 p. m.; Salida, 3.45 p. m.; arrive Denver, 9.30 p. m.

Total expenses, $22.00, including 1,000 miles of Rocky Mountain travel, hotel bills and carriages through
Garden of Gods.

It will be observed that all the travelling is done during the day, and that the excursionists will
be housed in the best hotels at night. The trip will take place during the opening days of the meet, and will
be finished before the races begin. Tickets must be purchased in advance from Mr. Tupper, at 293 Broadway.
Illustrated books of scenery can be had on application.***

TRADE CHANGES.

Camden, N. J.—International Wheel and Tire Co.

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $200,000.

Worcester, Mass.—L. M. Alexander, bicycles, re-

ported as having recorded chattel mortgage for $1,000.

Buffalo, N. Y.—George D. Hazard, bicycle dealer, at

600 Main Street, reported closed ont.

New York, N. Y.—The DuboisTire Co., incorporated

by Howard M. Dubois, of Philadelphia, Wm. H. Gray
and Thos. E. Challinger, of New York City. Capital

stock $5,000.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Lowry Hardware Co. bought out

the bicycle stock and business of the Nunnally Co.

Newark, N. J.—Henry Roetner, sporting goods, re-

ported as having confessed judgment for $1,238.

Newtown, Conn.—The Sandy Hook Hardware Co.,

incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. May take

up bicycles.

Maquon, III.—G. G. Shearer, new hardware store

will probably take up bicycles.

Luverne, Minn.—Huntington Bros. (C. E. and G. L.)

opened new hardware store. Bicycle manufacturers
may address concerning agency.

Mitchell, S D.—W. J. Healey has bought out the

hardware business of Booth Bros.

Marion, Ind.—Marion Hardware Co., has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $12,000. Will prob-
ably take up bicycles.

Buffalo, Minn—E. McKnight, hard ware and bicycles
succeeded by E. O. McGaffey.
New York, N. Y.—Charles J. Hoernlein, dealer in

pool balls, judgment reported entered for $171.

Galveston, Tex.—J. P. Davie & Co., hardware, bi-

cycles, etc., reported sold out.
Belfast, Me.—Stickney & Wiggin, dissolved, Stick-

ney continuing the business of the hardware, etc.
May be addressed concerning bicycle agency.
Wausau, Wis.— Gottleib, Kurth & Son, new hard-

ware store opened. Will add bicycles later on.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. | Gold Filled, - 1.26

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

Nc. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except

top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with genuine diamond or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBEU,
21 Park Row, NEW YORK.
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The Female Globe-Girdler Starts.

Boston, June 25.—At noon to-day Mrs.

Annie Kapchowsky, known as Mme London-

derry, Margaret Deland, and Miss Cohen,

started on a bicycle from the State House
steps around the world without a cent in her

pocketbook. The terms of the wager on which

she started were that she should start with

only the one suit of clothes, not a penny, do
the trip in fifteen months, pay her own way,

and bring back $15,000. The bet is made be-

tween two prominent sugar men, and is of

$10,000 against $20,000.

Mrs. Kapchowsky was presented with one

cent for wearing the white ribbon of the W.
C. T. U. A firm of spring water people also

gave her $100 for advertising them by hanging

a placard on her wheel. She then went to a

photograph gallery, where she had a great

many pictures taken to sell along the route.

She is of Polish descent, and has been an

advertising solicitor.

The K. C. W. meet to-morrow at the Park-

way Driving Club's track promises some rare

sport. In Class B events, Bald, Titus, Murphy,
Mullekin and Taylor are entered, while in

Class A, Ray Macdonald, E. L. Blauvelt, W.
D. Osgood, F. F. Goodman and a member of

the lesser lights will compete. The team race

should also prove most interesting. Six clubs

have entered, among them the K. C. W. and
Elizabeth Athletic Clubs, who for two years

past have been running a race in the news-

papers.

Eugene Fay, of Chicago, will have charge

of a party of twenty Americans who will

leave New York, July 5, for a three months'

tour through Italy, Switzerland, France and
Belgium.

DEALERS...
Send for sample and prices of

PEERLESS SOLID LUBRICANT
For Bicycle Chains.

Absolutely the best thing out and the price is right.

Peerless Mfg. Co., 1 03 Winnisimmet St., Chelsea, Mass.

^>£>AT THE««S

July 13th & 14th.

Two days of first-class racing

on a fine and safe track.

A number of handicap and
scratch events for Classes A
and B.

For entry blanks send at

once to W. H. Staufler, Chair-

man Race Meet Com., Asbury
Park, N. J. Valuable list of

prizes
Kindly mention The Wheel •

Mills Clips the End to End Reco'd.

London, June 21.—G. P Mills completed to-

day his ride from Land's End to John o'

Groats. His time was 3d. 5I1. 49m. From
Land's End to Perth he had wet weather and

heavy roads. (The record was held by R. L.

Carlisle, who put the figures at 3d. i4h. 15m.,

on May 24.)

Two Chicago riders were shot at by a

couple of road hogs last week, because they

did not get out of the way quick enough to

suit the men in the wagon, who were intoxi-

cated. The bullets fortunately flew wide of

the cyclists. The men were arrested, but

through political influence secured their re-

lease with a nominal fine.

The A. C. C. of Chicago, held a banquet at

Grand Pacific Hotel June 21. The attendance

was limited to the three delegates from each

club. President Fanning was toastmaster

and speeches were made by H. M. Gardiner,

Abbot Basset, G. G. Greenburg, Thomas F,

Sheridan, P. C. Walden, Burton F. White,

F. W. Gerould and G. K. Barrett.

" Our City and Our Sports " is the title of a

handsomely printed 100 page hand book issued

by the Montreal B. C. for the twelfth annual

C. W. A. meet at Montreal, June 30 and July

2. Besides an illustrated history of the city,

it contains succinct, accounts of all the sports

in favor with the Canadians.

Six miles road race, Nahaub to Lynn and
return, six miles, June 18. Run in heats.

Final heat: 1, Greenhill; 2, Bent; 3, Kelly.

Best time by Seavey, 17.27.

Cottage City has again been selected by the

Massachusetts Division as the place for the

next annual meet. The dates named are Aug.
23, 24 and 25.

Arrangements are being made for a city

handicap road race between Batavia and Ro-
chester, N. Y. on July 9. The distance is

thirty-five miles.

Plans have been completed for a century run
from Sag Harbor, L. I. to Brooklyn on July

15, starting at 5 a. m. The participants will

leave for Sag Harbor on a boat at the foot of

Beekman street the previous night. The time

limit is 16 hours.

Recent Patents.

521,187. Felly for bicycle wheels. Asa P. Squires,
Chicopee Falls, Mass. Filed March 20, 1894.

521,235. Mechanism for oiling bearings. David
Gessner, Worcester, Mass. Filed March 18, 1891.

521,273. Bicycle tire. Robert P. Scott, Cadiz, Ohio.
Filed February 12, 1894.

521,330. Pneumatic tire. Albert J. Burno, Fairport
N. Y. Filed January 4, 1894.

521,363- Bicycle. Alfred H. Bishop, Toledo, Ohio,
assignor to the Snell Cycle Fittings Company, same
place. Filed September 25, 1893.

521,385. Felly for wheels. Jeremiah T. Mosely,
Shelbyville, Texas. Filed January 12, 1894.

521,399. Ball bearing. Michael Wogan, U. S. Navy.
Filed March 9, 1894.

Trade-Marks. 24,880. Bicycles. Edward K. Tryon
Jr., & Co., Philadelpnia, Pa. Filed May 17, 1894,
Essential feature the word " Apollo."

E. C. Bode, the Sterling Co.'s traveler, was
in New York last week. E. C. is one of the
most courteous on the road, but it is hard to

make the wheelmen of Mexico believe this.

The Wheel has received several letters on
the subject. It seems when Bode returned
from his Mexican trip, a reporter for a Chi-
cago cycling paper wrote up an interview
without even having spoken to Bode. This
interview made Bode say some hard things

about the Mexicans, who had dined and
wined their American visitor, and showed
him every attention and hospitality. When
Bode protested against the alleged "inter-

view," a correction was attempted which made
the matter worse, and in the line of emphatic
opinions concerning the paper and reporter in

question, Bode has a few that are too warm
for print. He has been made appear a gross

ingrate, he states, when, as a matter of fact, he
says that politer, warm-hearted, or more hos-

pitable people than those of Mexico he has
never met.

John E. Walker, a popular wheelman of

Maline, 111., died last week from the rupture

of an artery in his stomach. Over exertion on
a bicycle is ascribed as the cause.

With pacemakers, Ed. Wollman, of Balti-

more, is credited with, last week, doing ten

miles on the Baltimore track in the fast time

of 25m. 23 2-5S., breaking the State record.

The first mile was ridden in 2m. 29s., the

second in 2m. 28s. and the tenth in 2m. 31 2-5S.
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CLOSING OUT SALE.

"Quhdrhnt Cycles."
Having decided to close out our Boston Store we are offering

For 14 Days Only,

All the remaining stock of high-grade and world-renowned "Quadrant" cycles at an
enormous sacrifice,

REGULAR PRICES $125 TO SI50.

Special Sale Prices: $70 to $80. For i* Day omy , so can quick.

Provision has been made to supply parts, should they be required at any time.

SPECIAL TERMS TO WHOLESALE BUYERS.

•^S=TRADE NOTICE. All accounts owing by this depot must be rendered to H. G. Priest at this address, by June 25th and
IkS? will be liquidated by him in due course.

The QUADRANT CYCLE CO., 249 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing'.

Boon*** RACE MEET
BEQIN NOW

It is hot too soon.

Nothing will help more than

orrcmLY*** Posters, Dodgers,

illustrated Circulars, etc.

We can supply original or stock designs and do the

Printing in a manner and at prices that will please.

THE WHEEL PRESS
... 210 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.
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MACINTOSH WILL APPEAL.

FULL TEXT OF THE DECISION COVERING
THE CLINCHER TIRE PATENT.

In the Chancery Division of the High Court

of Justice, the case of the North British

Rubber Co. vs. Macintosh was, as already an-

nounced by a special cablegram to The Wheel,
decided in favor of the former. The action

was, as is well known, brought for infringe-

ment of letters patent relating to the Clincher

pneumatic tire of the N. B. R. Co. The de-

fence was a denial of the infringement, and it

was further denied that the plaintiffs were the

first and true inventors. Mr. Fletcher Moul-

ton, Q. C, Mr. W. R. Bousfield, Q. C, and

Mr. A. J. Walter, appeared for the plaintiffs;

while Sir Richard Webster, Q. C, Mr. R.

Neville, Q.C., and Mr. Young were for the

defendant. The decision was handed down
on the 12th inst. by Justice Romer. The full

text of the judgment is as follows:

The only real question in this action is one of in-

fringement. The objections to the validity of the

patent fail, and the patent is a valid one, and the in-

vention a valuable and meritorious one. On thf ques-

tion of infringement I will first state what in my
view is the essence of the invention. It is the com-
bination of an outside flexible tire that can be easily

removed, because it is not in itself a complete tube,

and of an inside complete tube capable of inflation, so

that, when the inside tube is inflited, the flexible tire

is kept on to the grooved dove-tailed metal tire by
the pressure of the sides of the flexible tire against

the groove. And the patentee shows that you may
thicken the sides or edges of the flexible tire whereby
obviously you increase the grip, and clearly the

greater the grip the more difficult it will be for the

inside tube, if made very elastic, to force the flexible

tire out of the narrow mouth of the grooved metal tire.

Now, in my opinion, what the defendants have done
is substantially this—they have taken the patentee's

idea, and the essence of his invention. All they have
done in substance, by way of alteration, is to increase

the size of the outside flexible tire, and the

Thickening ol Its Edges,

and to t xaggerate the dovetailing of the metal-grooved

tire, so as to give a greater grip, and render it more
difficult for the flexible tire to be forced out of the

mouth of the groove, and this enables them to employ,

as they do, for the inflatable inside tube, a more elastic

tube than that mentioned in the body of the plaintiff's

specification. I think that the defendant's tire is an
improved form of that invented by the patentee, but

still in substance the patentee's, and an infringement.

Let me now say a few words in detail on the various

grounds urged by the defendant against the above

view. The point which was chiefly relied on at the

trial, and to which the evidence of the defendant was
chiefly directed, was that owing to the way their out-

side flexible tire was made (being made partly of

cloth cut on the cross), it was not held at all, or to any
substantial extent, in the groove by the pressure of

tne inside inflated tube forcing its edges against the

sides of the gror ve substantially, as described in the

plaintiffs' specification. The evidence on the point

was considerable and complicated. At the conclu-

sion, if I had been bound to decide at once, I should

have decided against the point, but I felt some doubt,

and in hope of

Having that Doubt Removed,

I suggested that an independent expert should be ap-

pointed to examine into the matter, and report to me

The pai ties consented to this, and agreed in selecting

Mr. James Swinburne as the expert. That gentleman

his acted and reported, and most carefully and ably

he appears to have done his work. Any doubt I had

has been entirely dispelled by his report, and it is

clear to me that the defendant's tire cannot be dis-

tinguished from the plaintiffs' on the ground I am
now considering.

Another point taken by the defendant is this. In

the body of the specification the patentee describes

his inside tube as made of cloth and india rubber; the

defendant's inside tube is made of indiarubber only.

It is said that cloth was essential to plaintiffs', for,

otherwise, their inside tube would be too elastic and

blowout the outside tire—at any rate would do so if

the sides or edges of the outside tire were not

sufficiently thickened.

And the argument is put very ingeniously thus: If

the plaintiffs' specification be construed so as to in-

clude an inside tube made wholly of india rubber,

then it is bad, because the patentee has not shown in

that case how to avoid the blowing off of the outside

tire, which would ensue, and which would

Make the Tire Useless.

But ingenious as all this is, it does not appear to me
sound. The patentee has pointed out by his specifica-

tion a perfectly good way of carrying his invention

into practice. The invention worked in the way
stated in the body of his specification, with an inside

tube made of cloth and india rubber, works perfectly

well and no one, practically, could feel any difficulty

in carrying it out. I do not think he was bound to

point out, what would be obvious to any sensible per-

son, that the less cloth you had, and the more elastic,

therefore, the inside tube became, the more necessity

there would be for increasing the grip by thickening

the sides of the outside tire, or exaggerating the

dovetailing of the groove. Clearly, to my mind, the

patent is not bad on any such ground. But take it

that so far as the patentee is concerned, he has indi-

cated by the reference to the cotton that he does not

contemplate his inside tube being too elastic or being

made wholly wichout cotton, and then suppose a man
subsequently finds that, by much increasing the grip

referred to in the patent, he can, without the

Risk of Blowing Out

the outside tire, make the inside tube more elastic

than the patentee thought, and wholly drop the cotton,

would this enable him with impunity, and without

being considered an infringer, to take and use the

whole of the patentee's invention so long as he em-
ployed the increased grip and the more elastic inside

tube? I think not.

The next point taken by the defendants is that their

inside tire is essentially a complete tube and not an
arched tire like the plaintiffs. But I am satisfied that

the defendant's outside tire is not a complete tube,

but is in all substantial respects, though enlarged in

size, the same as plaintiffs' arched tire, and acts in

exactly the same way, and has the same advantages
as to speedy removal and otherwise of the plaintiffs'

tire. Reference was made to par. n of Mr. Swinburne's
report and the experiment there mentioned as tending
to support the view that the defendant's outside tire

acted as a complete tube. But this suggestion is made
on an understanding o£ Mr. Swinburne's experiment.
The strips which he put on were put not across the

tube at right angles to the plane of the wheel, but

lengthways. Mr. Swinburne himself, who was present

in court, corroborated this. Lastly, the defendants
try to make out that their tire is held in the groove by
a different kind of action from that by which the

plaintiffs' tire is held. The

Defendants Say that the Plaintiffs' Tire

Is held in exclusively by f rictional action, and that in

the defendants' case there is no friction. But on the

evidence and report, I come to the conclusion that

this contention of the defendants' is not supported in

fact. No doubt there is more di rect frictional action

in the plaintiffs' case, especially in the example where
there is no thickening of the sides or edges of the out-

side tire. But it is not all frictional pressure even in

the last example. You cannot have friction without

pressure, and pressure of an elastic material against

an edge, or anything in the nature of an edge, tends

to thicken the adjacent parts of that material. Nor
is the defendants' action wholly free from friction.

The truth, I think, is that the difference between the

two is only one of degree, arising from the fact that

the defendants have, as I before mentioned, increased

the size of the outside flexible tire, and the thickening

of its edges, an i exaggerated the dovetailing of the

metal-grooved tire. In both cases the tire is kept on

by the difficulty caused in trying to pull a broad

thing through a narrower opening. The plaintiffs,

therefore, in my judgment, are entitled to the relief

they claim.

Therefore judgment will be for the plaintiffs with

costs.

Mr. Fletcher Moulton : And there will be the in-

junction and inquiry as to damages, and they will de-

liver up all the infringing articles as usual. And your

lordship will certify when the validity ot the action

came into question. The costs will include the costs

of the expert?

His Lordship : Yes.

Mr. Fletcher Moulton : We will take an account in-

stead of damages.

Notice of Appeal.

Mr. Neville : We shall appeal within a fortnight.

His Lordship : You will undertake to keep an ac-

count?

Mr. Neville: Yes; but we should ask that the injunc-

tion shall stay pending the appeal.

Mr. Moulton : I never heard of it.

Mr. Neville cited a case where this was done.

His Lordship : I think a stay should be granted. You
see the interests at stake are so very great that if the

injunctions were to go now, a serious injury might be

done to the defendant if they were successful.

Mr. Moulton : Very well, my lord.

Judgment accordingly

A Light Weight Racer.

The Vigilant Cycle Co., of this city are

building for Louis Hunter, of Bayonne, N. J.,

a special Mark Guy Racer which will weigh a

fraction under 14 pounds. The wheel is further

distinguished by the fact of its extraordinarily

narrow tread, which is just 3^. The builders

of this wheel, in order to satisfy the curiosity

of a large number of people, will have the

wheel on exhibition for a while at the store of

their agents, Foster, Allen & Co., 1788 Broad-

way.

R. H. Ingersoll & Bro., 65 Cortlandt Street,

New York, are marketing a novelty in their

Columbian Bicycle Watch. It has an attach-

ment for fastening to the handlebar. The
watch is guaranteed as to accuracy, and lists

at $2.50.

It is evident that the lamp manufacturers

have no "pull" in Massachusetts. The new
law by which wheelmen may ride without car-

rying a light, saves about $500,000 to the

wheelmen of the State, it is estimated.

A dozen wheelwomen of North Attleboro,

Mass., have formed a divided skirt club. Only

riders who have adopted that style of costume

are eligible to membership.

WKDOIN
which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELL'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMEL,
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00
per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large
an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)
">77 Warren St„ New York. HULL & CARPENTER, PMla. BROWN & WALES, Boston. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San

Francisco, and all good jobbers*
Pleas© add: "Saw it In The Wheel/'
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JUNE.

29-jo—Houston, Tex., Magnolia C. C.
30—Anscnia, Ct., Wheel Club's Meet.
30—Watertown, S. D., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Greenfield, Mass., F. W Stowe.
30— Rrooklyn. N. Y., Race Meet/King Co. Wheelmen.
30—Dayton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Cheyenne, Wyo., B. C. Race Meet.

JULY.

2-3—Wilkesbarre, Pa., Pennsylvania Division Meet.
2-3-4-Cincinnati, O., Ohio Div. Meet.
3-4-Norwich, N. Y., Race Meet
3-4—San Antonio, Tex., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Chattanooga, Ten:o., Mountain City W. Race Meet.
4—Newburg, N. Y., Orange Lake C. C Races.
4—Rutherford, N. J., Y. M. C. A. Races.
4—Woodstock, Va., C. C. Race Meet.
4— Chillicothe, O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
4—Stoneham, Mass., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Skowhegan, Me., S. T. Patten.
4— Woonsocket, R. I., City Races.
4—Newburyport, Mass , B. C. Race Meet.
4-Brunswick, Ga., J. H. Polhill.
4—Lebanon, Ind., D S. Whittaker.
4—Jamaica, L. I., Schwalbach 25 Mile Road Race.
4—Du Bois, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Nashaminy Falls, Pa., Race Meet.
4—Springfield, Mo., C. and A. C. Race Meet.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Susquehanna W. Race Meet.
4—Sandusky, O., Fire Department.
4—Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.
4—Titusville, Pa., Race Meet Crescent C. C.
4— Philadelphia, Quaker City W. Race Meet.
4—Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Race Meet Washington W.
4— Jacksonville, Fla , Ath. & Bicvcle Club Race Meet.
4—South Bend. Ind. C. C. Race Meet.
4-Saco, Me., York Co. W. Race Meet.
4-Hudson, N. Y., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Winona, Minn., Race Meet, Cycle Track Assoc'n.
4-Lockport, N. Y., Race Meet, P. C. C. and P. C. C.
4—Paterson, N. J., Race Meet, Tourist C. C.
4 -South Orange, N. J., Race Meet, S. O. Field Club.
4—Watertown, N. Y., Race Meet, Watertown Cyclers.
4—Bergen Point, N. I., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.
4—Waltham, Mass., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Maiden B. C.
4 —Manchester, N H., Race Meet, Thos. R. Varick.
4—Stockton, Cat., Race Meet, Oak Leaf Wheelmen.
4—Oakland, Cal., Race Meet, Acme A. C.
4—Asbury Park, N. J., Race Meet, A. P. Wheelmen.
4—Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Century C. C.
4—Beaver Falls, Pa , Race Meet, B'ver Valley Cycl'rs.
4—Scranton, Pa., Race Meet, Scranton B. C.
4— Baltimore, Md., Race Meet, Baltimore B. C.
4—Plainfield, N. .[., Race Meet, Crescent W.
4—Greensboro, N. C-, Race Meet, Greensboro C. C.
4—Buffalo, N. Y., (Morn'g) Race Meet, Ramblers B. C.
4 -Cincinnati. Road Race, J. E. Poorman.
4—Keene, N. H , Race Meet, Monadnock C. C.
4—Colorado Springs, Col., W. C. Race Meet.
4—Charleston, S. C, W T. A. Race Meet.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen Race Meet.
4-Oneonta (N. Y.) Wheel Club Race Meet.
4 -Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
4-Binghamton, N. Y., Y. M. C. A.
4-Boonton. N. J., A. C. Race Meet.
4 -Calais, Me., B C. Race Meet.
4—Newton Centre, Mass., Race Meet.
4-Lowell, Mass , Y M. C. A. A. A.
4—Foxboro, Mass., Driving ParK.
4—Hudson, Mass., R. H. Bingham & Co.
4—Milford, Mass., Races.
4—Athol, Mass., C. C. Race Meet.
4—Los Angeles, Cal , A. C. Race Meet.
4-Malone, N. Y., M. J. Slason.
4-Troy, N. Y.. Races.
4 -Pittsbu g. Pa , A. A. Races.
4—Easton, Pa , A. A. Races.
4 -Red Bank, N. J., 25 mile Road Race
4—Dunkirk, N. Y.. Lake City W. Race Meet.
4—E mira, N. Y., Kunaweola B. C. Race Meet.
4 -Norfolk, Va., Columbia W. Race Meet.
4 -Topeka, Kas., Exposition Rnces.
4 - Beaver Dam, Wis., Wheelmen Race Meet.
4 -Cresco, la., C. C. Race Meet.
4— Willimantic, Conn., Frog Wheel Club.
4 -Boston, Mass , Citv Race Meet.

4—Humboldt, Kas , Wheelmen Race Meet.
4 -Philadelphia, City Council Committee.
4 -St. Joseph, Mo , Imperial Wheelmen Race Meet.
4—Columbia, S C, Wheelmen Race Meet.
4— Bellefonte, Pa., W. Race Meet.

4 5-Richmond, Ind , C. C. Race Meet.
4-5—Oskaloosa. la., C. C. Race Meet.
4-5-Hartford, Ct.. Race Meet. Columbia C. C.

4-5—Port Huron, Mich , W. Race Meet.
fi_ 7 -Elwood, P '., Driving and Cycling Association.
6_

/ _H'ort Wayne, Ind , Randall Cycle Co.

7 — Providence. Rhode Islan 1 W , 25 Miles Road R ice.

7 — N. Y Citv. Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7-Warren, Pa , C. C. Race Meet.

7 -Loui-sville, K.y., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
o-Peabody, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
,,-,4-Asbury Park, N. J. Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.

,,—Cortland, N. Y., Race Meet.
14 -Newark, N J . 100 mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
, 7
-,g_Marinetti. Wis., Race Meet

18 -Baltimore. Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
2t _Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21 -Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.

21 -Rock ville. Ct , Wheel Club Race Meet.

21—Flushing, N. Y , Race Meet, Mercury W. C.

21 -Saratoga, N. Y., A. A. W.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
27—Albany, N. Y., Co W. Race Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind , Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28—Manhattan Field, Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28-Latrobe, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2 — Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
4— Barre, Vt., B. C. Race Meet.
—Milwaukee, A C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-g-Ripon, Wis.,C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A.
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
t2-i3-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18 -Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23-25-Cottage City, Massachusetts Division Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., Pastime A. C, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
28—Saratoga, N. Y., Wheelmen Race Meet.
28-29—St Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
30—Brattieboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat. Cir. Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1— Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—N. Y. City, American Wheelman, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O , B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rah way, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3—Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus. O., C. C. Race Meet.
5—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
7—Chillicothe, O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
11-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
17-22—Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29 — Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F. P. Prial. Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

SEND FOR r.ggi<~M»g

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

TWELFTH ANNUAL RACE MEET.

PENNSYLVANIA -DIVISION
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Wilkesbarre, July 2 and 3, 1894.

First Class Half Mile Track.

LIST OF EVENTS. RACES.JULY 3.

CLASS A.
Vnlue of Prizes

Race No. 1 — Novice $
Race No. 2

—

% Mile State Championship 110 00
Race No. 3— 1 Mile Luzerne County Cham'ship. 120 00
Race No. 4—K Mile State Championship 125 00
Race No. 5—2 Mile Handicap 110 co

CLASS B.
Race No. 6— 1 Mile Open 300 00
Race No. 7—2 Mile Handicap 300 00
Race No. 8—%. Mile Open 300 00

Address FRED. H. GATES, Sec'y.
West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Fourth Annual Race Meet
OF THE

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN

MANHATTAN FIELD,
155th St. and Eighth Ave.,

Saturday, July 7, 1894,
HT 2 F>. 7US.

Kill lies close June 30, with

JAMES L. MILLER,
332 West 104th Street, New York.

THIRD ANBiUAI,

' RACE MEET

Tourist Cycle Club,
AT

CLIFTON RACE TRACK,
CLIFTON, N. J.

ON JULY 4TH, 1894, AT 2 P.M.

Optional Orders.

Entries close June 27th. Send for Blanks to

G. A. BECKWITH, Paterson, N. J.

THIRD ONE. GRANDEST ONE.

New Albany, Ind., June 13:

One Mile Novice— 1, A. L. Burke ; 2, Charles G.
Peffer; 3, Vincent Cox. Time, 2m. 40 4 5s.

Mile Open— 1, Herbert Githens, Chicago; 2, James
Levy; 3, Gus Steele. Time, 2m. 28s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, O. P. Burkhart; 2, C. A.
Westcott; 3, Siotto Baumann. Time, 2m. 28s.

Half Mile Heats— 1, O. P. Burkhart; 2, Siotto Bau-
mann; 3, Marion Black, Time, im. n 1.5s. and iur
15 2-5S.

One Mile Open, 2.50 Class— 1, Marion Black; 2, C. A.
Westcott; 3, Charles H. Langley. Time, 2m. 31 1-5S.

One Mile Open, 2.25 Limit—Two heats were run and
the race was declared off by the referee. Time, 2m
42 I-5S.

New Wilmington, Pa., June 20, Westminster A. A.
meet

:

One Mile Novice— 1, J. C. Patterson; 2, E. W. Patter-
son. Time, 3m. 4%s.

Quarter Mile Open—1, W. H. Beazel; 2, C. H. Steen.
Time, 38^.
One Mile County Championship— 1, C. D. Schwart;

2, J. C. PattersoD. Time, 3m. 18s,

Half Mile Open— i, W. H. Beazell; 2, L. H. Bannister.
Time, im. 20s.

One Mile 2.50 Class—1, W. H. Beazell; 2, C. H. Steen.
Time, 2m. 57J£s.

There Are a Good Many Reasons.

Why you should go to Denver. It's a great city; big
scenery; Rocky Mountains; Pike's Peak. There are
also many reasons why you should go via B. & O.
Low rates; slick trains; good people, and they don't
charge for your wheel.—Adv.

Summer Schedule of Trains on the West Shore
Railroad.

The new Summer time table of train service has
just been issued, and will take effect Sunday, June 24.
It is greatly improved over former years, many stops
having been done away with on express trains and
additional suburban service added. The following is
a synopsis of what the principal changes are : Anew
night train, for sleeping car passengers only, leaving
New York at 7.35 p in. and arriving at Buffalo at 7.40
a. m., has been placed in service. The popular special
half-holidav train, leaving New York at 1 p. m. and
arriving in the heart ot the Catskill Mouij tains in time
for dinner. A train on Sunday morning withsleeping
car leaving New York at 3.13 a. m., which can be
occupied anytime after 9 p. m., arriving in the Cat-
skills in time for breakfast. Three fast express trains
with drawing-room 'cars, running to the Catskill
Mountains, Saratoga and Lake George, leaving New
York respectively at 1045 a.m., 11.20 a.m. and 3.25
p. m. Another peculiar feature is the through draw-
ing-room car service inaugurated with the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad between Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, Long Branch to Catskill Mountain re-
sorts, Saratoga and L.tke George.—Adv.
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SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. WE WILL
SEND A BEN-HUR SOUUENIR FREE.

® (§)

A World's Record
" FOR THE-

BekFHur.
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1

Martin & Dressing 10-Mile Roafl Race.

Louis\ille, Ky., Juni 12, 1894.

| Won by E. V. MINOR, of Indianapolis,

Ind., on a 20 lb., Ben-Hur Roadster.

Time, 26 min., 54 sec.

^ Comment is unnecessary.
Ks^^s^vvvsArVVVVV»v^v^^vsTVVv*vv»vv

CENTRAL CYCLE MFC. CO.,
300 S. MERIDIAN STREET,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
VVVVvVSVV»*rVVVVVyN*^VSrS*yNVKVVVVVV

BEN-HUR BICYCLES ARE WORTH SI 00,00
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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1-2 MIL/E
IN PUBLIC,

59 2-5

J. S. JOHNSON,
AT WALTHAM, MASS.

C. M. MURPHY,
AX WALTHAM, MASS.

J. S JOHNSON,
AT ROME, NEW YORK.

The Fastest Wheel for the Fastest Men ~a' H
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Send 2 cent stamp
for

T. W. Eck's

"Points on Training."

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO .,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

llllllillllllilllllMllMillimilllllllllllllMlllllillM

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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JONAH'S JERSEY JOTTINGS.

OF TOPICS ACROSS THE RIVER IN PARTIC-
ULAR, AND EVERYWHERE IN GENERAL.

I picked up a piece of news over in Middle-

sex County the other day that will doubtless

set you and us to throwing up our hats in joy-

ful celebration. Bids are about to be called

for over there for a macadam road from Perth

Amboy through Woodbridge to Rahway, con-

necting with the Union County system at St.

George's Avenue, toward Westfield and

Elizabeth, and, incidentally, with the whole

Morris, Essex and Union good road gridiron

of 700 square miles. Additional macadams
are also to be built in Morris County, by the

way. This will make slow-going much-

damned Jersey the banner State for good

roads, and in area of macadams a rival to

many European systems. En fas ant, how
would a straightaway fiftv-mile road race

from Morristown to Perth Amboy, via Spring-

field, Plumfield, Westfield, Rahway, and

Woodbridge strike you, or a repeater for a

century? I am talking now without map or

road book, but I guess it would very near

make it.

You boys who come over with your wheels

from New York and Brooklyn at one, and

Trenton and Philadelphia at the other end of

our far-famed Union County system stick to

our macadams and fancy you have experienced

all the delights of road and scenery that Union

County can afford. You are mistaken. You
have missed the very best we have to show

your real tourist and lover of scenery. This is

the age of pneumatics, so turn your wheel

aside from the temptations of the billiard table

boulevards and seek the county roads and

way-back by-lanes. There you'll find Union

County at its best—gentle hills, picturesque

little valleys, broad plains of grass, fields of

waving grain and not up-to-date farm houses.

For instance, as you wheel out Morris Avenue
towards Springfield turn to the right just be-

yond the Lehigh bridge, and just over the hill

wheel to the left and follow the road that runs

parallel to Morris Avenue as far as Union and,

still further, into Springfield. Though you

may switch off to the Irvington-Milburn turn-

pike by half a dozen roads, the one to Hilton

past the multi-biblical-taxed hut of the religious

hermit being particularly suggested. Between

Springfield and Plainfield any one of the many
roads to the south is well worth a push of the

pjdals through an occasional bit of rough road.

But, best of all, let me urge, to the extent of

my persuasive powers, a trip over the com-
paratively new Baltusroe Road. This is a

road cut out of the side of the westerly exten-

sion of the Orange hills, through the woods
from Springfield to Feltville (better known as

" The Deserted Village,"or " Paradise Park").

A four mile coast beating a four mile climb all

hollow, you had better approach it from the

west. Though you can get at it more quickly

from Westfield, you had better extend your

ride a mile or two and approach it from Levith

Plains, a mile to the north of Fanwood. Cross

the Plainfield-Springfield turnpike at this

point and gain Feltville as per guidepost direc-

tions. Road a little rough, but pretty enough
to pay you for the extra pushing. Down
through the Deserted Village gorge and up

the hill to the boundary gate and through it,

turn to the left just outside it and in a mile or

two you will come to a turn to the left, the

main road extending straight down the hill

toward Westfield. A fenced estate and privat

e

property sign confronts you here, or here-

abouts. Turn to the left and keep on for a

quarter of a mile or so, when at the right you

will see what looks like a private lane into the

woods. Take this and, swinging past the

barn and further on the house, you can enjoy

most of the way a gentle coast of four miles to

Springfield. Over a hard, clay road, your coast

most of the way will be through the woods
with occasional views of the plain below, ex-

tending beyond Plainfield in one direction to

Elizabeth and Staten Island in another, and

in the distance to New York Bay and the

Brooklyn Bridge. " Nothing in the Trosacks

of Scotland can beat it," said my traveled

guide.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

From the harmony of nature to the discord

of man is an abrupt and unwelcome transition.

But news is news, be it good news or bad
news, and we correspondents have to give it.

The Saltonstall Cup race at Plainfield on the

Fourth is bound to result in a walkover or

a protest, and in either event is the row in-

separable from team races hereabouts. The
Crescent Wheelmen and the Elizabeth Wheel-
men are the only possible and probable

competitors for the County championship.

The E. W. will start Willis and Barnett, des-

pite the five-mile limit protest, and the Cres-

cent Wheelmen are pretty sure to insist that

Mont Scott shall be "one of ours." Unless
protest be waived, all these must be declared

ineligible; but the "it might have been" con-

troversy will continue to be a nuisance for

weeks to come. And your humble petitioners,

Messrs. members of the Racing Board, will

ever pray that this vendetta-breeding class of

club racing be abolished as quickly as possible.

Karl Kron, he of "10,000 Miles on a Bicycle"

almost-forgotten fame, is alive
—

'deed he is,

boss—and very much alive, too. Last week
he emerged from his hermitage in "Castle
Solitude," rode up and down the Riverside,

crossed the river at Fort Lee, wheeled through
Paterson and the oranges, and wound up a
century, with a good margin to spare, at

Elizabeth I am safe in assuming (for I did
not bother my informant by inquiry) that that
same old nickeled Columbia expert was his

mount, and that same old white flannel (a new
one) was his garb. Jonah.

The Massachusetts Division will hold a jubi-

lee meet on July 14, the day the new bicycle
bill goes into effect, to celebrate the victory.

Some seaside resort will be decided on as the
venue.

The Geo. Hasbrouck Co., New York, are
again pushing their patent convertible tandem
attachment, which has been illustrated in The
Wheel. It has been altered so that the rear
seat can be used by ladies.

D. C. Ketterer, a Pine Plains, N. Y., hotel
keeper has issued entry blanks for a mile
handicap race to be run in heats on the half
mile trotting track at that town on July 4.

The first prize is a gold watch.

The English championships were all won
on Dunlop tires. Since this tire was invented
it has won every English championship but
two, every Irish championship but one, and
all of the Scotch championships.
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This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

VASNW

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please add: 'Saw it in The Wheal.
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AN A No. i WHEEL

..The..

SYRACUSE
BUILT FOR USE

9
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IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU.

is THE A NO. ONE.

'TIS THE ONLY ONE.

Syracuse is at the geographical centre of the Empire State

The Syracuse Wheel is the hub in the cycle manufacturers' world.

It is the present centre of attraction.

Riders are looking our way. Buying our way.

THE AZVOIil^D'S RECORD
For 12 Miles Broken on

THE SYRACUSE,
6Y WILLIAM VAN WAGONER,

At LOCKPORT. JUNE 15.WHE "W !

6
<£2SE5H5H5HSH5HSESH555S>

*

John S. Johnson
Last Week Purchased
THE SYRACUSE

For his brother Anton.
Anton will WIN on
His new mount.

%
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itfRITB CKTSLOOUE -J- IT §• itflLI- INTEREST YOU.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Us.
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POLICEMEN
riclc bicycles. At Holyoke, Mass.,

—

the home of the Keat-

ing, eight of "the finest"—all heavyweights, averaging 208

lbs., ride the INCOMPARABLE 23^ lb.

KEATING
by authority of the city government. This is the lightest,

strongest and fleetest bicycle made. In all improvements the

Keating is "365 days ahead of them nil!" Send for new
Pocket Catalogue, Book of Records and Testimonials, Price

List of Parts, and the renowned "Sermon on Wheels."

Address: KEATING WHEEL CO., Holyoke, Mass.
: IlLIILIlLliiliJlLIJiliLlILiiiliJiilUliillillLillliil IIUllliliilJLlJilH.I UIJ II 111 Jll J LIlLllil 1 1
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Please Qdd: "Saw It to Tbe Wheel,
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MASSACHUSETTS' NEW LAW.

IT WAS DRAFTED BY WHEEIMEN AND
APPROVED BY THE GOVERNOR—SPEED

TEN MILES—A BELL MUST BE
CARRIED, BUT NO LANTERN.

Massachusetts cyclists are in a state of ex-

aultation because the obnoxious Durant bill,

as at first drawn up, has been shelved and a

bill passed by the Legislature which was

drafted and recommended by the Division.

The Durant bill called for a continuous sound-

ing gong, lanterns and a number of foolish

side issues, such as dismounting for a proces-

sion, that caused the wheelmen to revolt.

Through the energetic work of Chief Consul

Perkins, a new bill was drafted and has been

passed by the Legislature and signed by the

Governor. It goes into effect July 14, repeals

all previous laws, city or town ordinances

bearing on the matter, and also prohibits the

future enactment of similar laws by town or

city authorities.

The committee appointed to hear the wheel-

men saw that those who argued at these hear-

ing were not biased in their ideas, but willing

to treat the subject from an impartial stand-

point and in a practical way. The result was

the drafting of a bill was left to the wheelmen

themselves, and was drawn up by Chief Consul

Perkins. It is another link in the chain of good

work which the League has accomplished in

the interest of cycling.

The new act regulates the speed to ten

miles an hour; it permits of road racing by al-

lowing those in authority to grant special per-

mits for faster riding; provides that a bell

shall be carried upon all bicycles; defines a

bicycle, a sidewalk and a park. Nothing is

said in relation to carrying a lantern, the

clause in the other bill that caused general

complaint. It was argued that a light was

useless and a nuisance to the rider and en-

tirely unnecessary. The bill, however, does

not apply to parks, where lanterns must be

carried. The bill is considered a model one

by the Massachusetts press, and the papers

are recommending it to other States. A strong

feature is that which nullifies the varied local

legislation, preventing small towns from fram-

ing obnoxious ordinances, and giving one

general State law. Following is a copy of the

bill in full-

Sec. 1. Whoever, without the permit provided for
in Sec. 3 of this act, rides in a public highway or town-
way, street, square, or park, a bicycle or tricycle at a
rate of speed exceeding 10 miles an hour, or rides such
machine on sidewalk, or rides such machine in the
streets, squares or parks of any city when the same is

not provided with a suitable alarm bell adapted for
use by the rider, or after sunset rides the same in any
public way, square or park, whether within or with-
out the limits of a city, when buch machine is not pro-
vided with such suitable alarm bell, shall be punished
by a fine not exceeding $eo for each offence, and shall
be further liable for all damages occasioned to any
person by such unlawful act.

Sec. 2. The term "sidewalk," as used in this act,
shall mean any sidewalk laid out as such by a city,
town or fire district, and any walk in a city or village,
which is reserved by custom for the use of said
pedestrians, or which has been specially prepared for
their use. It shall not include crosswalks, nor shall
it include footpaths or portions of public ways lying
outside of the thickly settled parts of cities and
towns, which are worn only by travel, and are not im-
proved by such cities or towns, or by abutters. The
terms "bicycle" and " tricycle," as used in this act,
shall be deemed to include all vehicles propelled by
the person riding the same, by foot or hand power.
Tne terms "park" and "square," as used in this act,
shall not include any spaces under the control of the
park commissioners, or of a park board, or a special
park department of a town or city having power to
make regulations relative to such spaces, and this act
shall not in any way abridge the powers of such com-
missioners, board or department.

Sec. 3. The mayor of a city or selectmen of a town
may in their discretion, upon any special occasion,
grant permits to any person or persons to ride such
machines, during a specified time, upon specified

portions of the public ways of such city or town, at
any rate of speed, and may annex such other reason-
able conditions to such permits as they shall deem
proper; the city council of a city and the selectmen of
a town may also, under such conditions as they shall
deem proper, permit the use of velocipedes or other
similar machines by children on any sidewalk in any
public way, square or park in such city or town.
Sec. 4. Proceedings for the enforcement of the pen-

alties imposed by this act shall be instituted within
60 days from the time the offence is commuted.
Sec. 5. No city or town shall have any power to

make any ordinance, by-law or regulation respecting
the use of bicvcles or tricycles, except as provided in
Sec. 3 of this act; and, except as provided in said Sec.
3, no ordinance, by-law or regulati< n heretofore or
hereafter made bv a city or town in respect to bicycles
or tricycles shall have any force or effect.
Approved June 14, 1894.

The pen with which the Governor signed

the bill has been secured as a souvenir by
Chief Consul Perkins.

The Boston Herald comments on the new
law as follows:

The general bicycle law just enacted appears to be
an excellent one. It is the first comprehensive law
on the subject passed in any State, and it seems
probable that it will furnish a model for legislation
elsewhere. The influence of the League of American
Wheelmen, as represented by its chief consul, Mr.
Perkins, has been exerted to good purpose in securing
the passage of this law, which is in the interest both
of bicycle riders and the public at large. Bicycles
have become so numerous on our highways that their
regulation is essential. Local ordinances have proven
so conflicting, and often so vexatious, in their require-
ments, that the welfare of all concerned demands
some form of uniform regulation for all parts of the
State, in place of a condition of things that makes
what is permissible in one municipality an offtnee in
another. The new law forbids local regulation of
matters of general import in bicycle riding, but
leaves sufficient latitude for local authorities to ex-
ercise a discretion in matters that should legitimately
belong to them, as in the permission of road races
and the use of bicycles in public parks.
Alarm bells are wisely required. The requirement

of lanterns at night has been strenuously opp .sed bv
wheelmen, and their objection has had the desired
weight. It would be well if all vehicles could be com-
pelled to carry lights, but it does not seem fair to dis-
criminate against the bicycle. And no bicycle lamp
appears, to have been invented that can be depended
upon to stay lit.

It is doubtful if the restriction of speed to ten miles
an hour can be enforced, and it is not desirable that it

should be on unfrequented country roads. But it will
serve to discourage the habit of reckless riding that is
now so great a source of danger.
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TRIBUNES

Win Everywhere.
In 1 11 nun 11111111 11 mi11 in in in iiiiiiii 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 iinimiiiE

At Newburg, N. Y.—R. F. Williams wins the two mile open.

P. Foley second.

Tribunes takes first and second time prizes in the ten mile handicap.

At Findlay, O., C. C. Van Tine wins the quarter mile on a Tribune 18 lb. Racer.

At Medina, O., W. G Manville takes first prizes in the one mile, one half mile and one-

quarter mile, riding a 18 lb. Tribune Racer.

aTHE CYCLOIDAL SPROCKET "IS THE STUFF,"
"Write for Catalogue and Agency.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE, PA
Please add: "Saw It In The Wneel."
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Always Win..

Zimmerman first in the International Race at Florence,

Wheeler second. That's to be expected.

BUT, NOTICK
RAYMOND MACDONALD,
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CHAMPION OF CLASS A. I
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Half-mile-track record at Manhattan Field, 1.04 2-5. Starts scratch and wins

....RIDE .A. WINNER....

RALEIGH CYCLE CO.,
2081-2083 Seventh Ave., New York City.

289 Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING. 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Y^t J I |\| ^% m t'1VGS are not good.

I V^'l.^ ' Vr Points on tires are good
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY: if you are looking for a

A^.AAAAAAAAAAA.AA, good tire. These points

L AA A A.AAAAA

WHIPPET
IMPROVED
(CEMENTED TO RIM.)

.ttttt: are sharp because they

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'/.I are true. Run them over!

RUNS OVER MANY

LAPPED INNER TUBE,
Easy to get at.

(D

FLEXIBLE COVER,
Rides Easy.

®
WITHOUT A PUNCTURE, BECAUSE A Tough Cover

Punctures Hard.

NEW YORK BELTING &PACKINGCO.LTD

PIONEERS AND LEADERS.

^7 *^J ^U TT^

15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
Tftfff Tf^

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
'»^T^ T »y»^^T^^^^^^^*
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London, June 9.

I am in most confoundedly bad humor this

morning. Not so much on account of my por-

trait in The Wheel or the ten shillings which

a man is owing me, but because my ride along

the Brighton Road last evening was spoiled

by a fly.

For some time past a fly— I don't know
exactly of what particular species—has taken

up his residence in my bedroom, and a deadly

feud has been waged between us. He is a

very early riser, and he buzzes about the

room at 4 or 5 in the morning, making such a

noise while he is taking his bath, shaving and

putting on his clothes and boots, that he has

made my life an intolerable burden. In Eng-
land a man's house is his castle, and some
time ago I resolved that I would put an end to

this fellow's pranks. I had expostulated with

him; I had spoken him fair; and I had ap-

pealed to his better feelings. I pointed out

that as I had furnished the room. I paid rent

and taxes for the house, I had first claim. All

in vain. He turned a deaf ear to the voice of

the charmer, and— I suppose for the purpose

of driving me to desperation—began to whistle

"After the Ball."

This was the last straw that broke the

camel's back (I was the camel). I determined

to end it, and formally declared war. He
sleeps on the ceiling, and I got at him one

night with my alpenstock, meaning to impale

him on the spike of it. I couldn't get at him

fair. The wretched thing went one side or the

other of him, like a man's latchkey at the key-

hi>le when the man is coming home from a

cycling dinner. It only tickled him, and when-

ever it tickled him too hard, he took a cham-

pion jump to another part of the ceiling.

After that I chased him round the room,

armed with one of my other boots, as I thought

I might be able to spread him out with that.

We went round for a thousand laps, but I

never caught him. Then, with British bull-

dog pluck, I threw a blob of soap and water on

him one morning, in the hope that it would
either smother or poison him. But he oozed

out from under it, shook himself, and renewed
his training for the ten-mile -championship.

By this time he must have learned to

thoroughly dislike me, and he evidently laid

plans to have his revenge. He had it last

evening.

He watched me with fiendish intent while I

was preparing to go out for my evening spin,

and his diabolic machinations succeeded. If

my machine had weighed ninety pounds and
had been geared up to 140 inches, and if I had
been riding up Swiss mountains against a full-

flavored, thoroughbred gale, I would have
been in luxury as compared with the tortures

this creature inflicted on me. He followed

me wherever I went, First he got inside my
shirt, and played polo on my back and chest.

I stood on my head and shook him out after

much anguish of spirit. When he had rested,

he came rattling about my ears, eyes and nose,

and once, as I put my hand up to whack him,

I nearly collided with a policeman. Eventually

he took apartments half way down my throat,

and when he had arranged things in his new
home, -he began to light the fire. For a

moment the horrid thought of swallowing him

occurred to me ; but in the nick of time I re-

membered that he would probably promote

anarchy in my stomach, and perhaps send me
to smithereens with an infernal machine. So

I coughed him up. A wild hope that I had

seen the last of him impelled me to ride as I

had never ridden before. No go ; he was soon

after me, and he stayed with me. I returned

home, broken in spirit, weary in the flesh, a

creastfallen, heart-broken old man. And this

morning when I opened my eyes after a fever-

ish sleep, I saw my tormentor on the ceiling

immjdiately overhead grinning like a monkey
in a tripe shop. He ought to turn himself into

a limited company and get a board of directors

to work him for all he is worth, and as a

champion slayer of human happiness he is

priceless.

But flies have always played an important

part in cycling.

the saddle makers, the shoes and stocking

sellers, and the man who runs the oil can? Of
course they couldn't. Again, a man is either

an amateur or not an amateur. If he be one

or the other, these twopenny-halfpenny con-

ditions will not make him the opposite.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOHETH ING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Our amateur troubles are apparently as far

from being settled as ever.

The men who are working the Licensing

System having failed in all their efforts to

solve the Chinese puzzles that are in the habit

of coming before them, have made one last

desperate move.

They have decided to resort once again to

the conditional license that caused such tur-

moil last year, but in a new form. They say

that they will grant licenses on condition that

the rider's name is not used in connection with

any advertisements, and they bind the man to

agree to the forfeiture of his license in the

event of this condition being broken.

A man who would sign an agreement bind-

ing him to this is capable of signing anything.

How can any man keep his name out of the

papers? How can he prevent advertisers

using his successes to glorify themselves?

How would men like Shorland or Mills dictate

to Humbers, their employers, as to what lines

their advertising must be run on? And even

if they could influence Humbers, could they

influence the tire makers, the chain makers,

The new rule is senseless and caunot be

worked.

In my opinion it is practically a confession

that the Licensing Committee cannot work the

system, and if they can't, I don't think that

any other set of men in the English cycling

world are lively to succeed. Should the Licen-

sing plan fail and be given up, the Union must
either go back to the old system, under which

the maker's amateur will have a sunny time,

or the trade must be barred completely. The
latter is probably the course that will be

adopted, as the strong purity party of the

Union will not turn back. It is led by such

men as Turner, Todd, Hall, Britten, Hillier

—

in fact nearly all the men of ability, and the

others are as clay in the hands of these men.

In some of the centres, such as Birmingham
and Nottingham, trade influence is very strong,

and very often there is much rumbling and
thunder from such quarters. But when it

comes to debate in council, the men I have

named carry all before them, and the opposi-

tion becomes an extinct volcano. Everybody
is deriding the new "conditions," and when
it fails—as I believe it will—the position will

be one of vast interest. It will be one mean-
ing war to the knife between the trade and the

Union of England. Which is the stronger?

I wonder, I wonder! The Scorcher.

STRAPS FOR THE SKIRT.

Since writing the article on " Bloomers" for

The Wheel of June 15, 1 have received several

inquiries in regard to the straps, or stirrups,

for keeping the dress in position whilst riding.

I purposely omitted a description for the

reason that they are so universally worn in

Philadelphia that I supposed they were gener-

ally known and used by riders of experience

elsewhere. They are certainly a boon to

women cyclers; with them we can defy old

Boreas in his worst moods, and no longer suffer

from the mortification of feeling that our skirts

are doing the duty of sashes.

In the early days I had my dress loaded with

weights. These, at regular intervals, I shed

along the road, besides bruising my ankles

and ruining an otherwise amiable nature.

To make these stirrups, take one yard of

black elastic about an inch wide, and divide

into two parts. With one end of each make a

loop large enough to slip over the foot and rest

on instep, and sew the other end to the lining

of the skirt, so that, when finished and in

proper position, the bottom of the loops will

touch edge of dress and will be a little to one

side of the foot.

If you find they tear off, move front or back.

Experience has taught me that one must ex-

periment in regard to the exact position, as

different pedaling produces a different strain.

These stirrups in no way interfere with the

mount or dismount, and, in fact, many times

have I forgotten to slip them off when not

riding, so little are they in evidence, and I am
satisfied that a fair trial will convince the most

skeptical of their importance as a part of

woman's cycling costume.

Band-Brake of Philadelphia.
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Chief Consul Boyle has arranged to have

the recent resolution introduced into the City

Council prohibiting the riding of bicycles on

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, between the

Delaware and Broad street, between 10 a. m.
and 4 p. m., postponed until Fall.

The postmaster of Chicago, last week, tested

the value of the bicycle as a means of deliver-

ing mails. Two special delivery messengers

were given seven messages each, to be deliv-

ered over the same circuit, one on a bicycle,

the other by means of the street cars and el-

evated roads. The contest resulted in a com-
plete victory for the bicycle man, who made
the trip in two hours and forty minutes, his

competitor occupying three hours and twenty

minutes on the same trip.

Send for Catalogue..

Curtis-
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BUILT TO REACH. R3

The Fastest Wkeelever Produced

Weight : Racing Wheel, 16 to

22 lbs.; Road Racer, 20 to 25

lbs. With any choice of Tire.

C.4.I.I. OR WRITE VS.

VIQILdNT CYCLE CO.,
2020 Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 121st St., NEW YORK.

MARK GUY, Manager.

Please mention " The Wheel."

ALBERT HUMBER-PATTERN <^p
WITH PATENT

HARDENED "AP%
PENSTEEL u i>

BUSHES'
j
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TO PREVENT
gS'X' RIVETS TURNING

l*
T

IN SIDE PLATES .
'

J. APPLEBY, BIRMINGHAM.

SIZES ARRIVING WEEKLY

3-16,1-4,5-16x1 in.

pitch.

Sole
Importers
of...

Appleby's
Patent.

Biminston Bros. & Co.,

22 Whitehall Street,

NEW YORK.

Index to i\.dver*tisenient:s».
Name. Product. Page.

American Dunlop Tire Co 24
Ames, F.C. & Co Cement 63
Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16

Anderson Mfg. Co Cement 63
Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 20
Aughinbaugn, W. E,. Patent Attorney 64
Bailey Mfg. Co Brake 6s
Rarber Asphalt Paving Co 64
Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 54
Beard, Wm. & Sons Parts 2

Becker, Chas. M Cycle Clothing 47
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Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co Bells 55
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Boston Meter Co Cyclometer 61
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Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank —
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Butcher Cyclo. Co 60

Call, S. B Racing Suits 64
Cairow, J. G Lubricant 65
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Cushman & Denison.. Oilers 48
Cyclist, The 64
Cycling Publications 63
CyclolaCo 48
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Derby Cycle Co Pease tire 55
Detachable Cleat Co 61-63-59
Diamond Machine Co 47
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Evans & White 63
Early, J 63
Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 40
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 29
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 51
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Engraving 69
Erie Rubber Co Tire 56
Everett House 59
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Fromm, S Sweaters 58
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Garvin Machine Co . .

.
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Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 61
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Gilbert, F. C ., & Co 59
Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.Lamps —
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Hartford Rubber Wks Co Tires 23
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Harriott, John Medals. 42
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords. . . „. 23
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 65
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Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims —
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Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties 4
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 55
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles —
Independent Elec. Co Lock '.60

Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 62
Ingersoll, R. H., Bro 47
Joppert's Hotel 59
Kalamazoo Cycle Co —
Keating Wheel Co 41
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Mcintosh-Huntington Co Sunol 13
McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst —
Meacham Arms Co , E. C 62

Metal Turning Co 52
Morgan & Wright Tires 44
Morse Spring Co Chain 58
Motorcycle Co 8
Mueller, H., Mfg. Co Stand 59
Munger Cycle Mfg. Co Munger 19
McEwen Cycle Co Red Seal Specialties 63
National Cycle Mfg. Co National 12

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co Bells 5

Newton Rubber Works Tire 31
New York Belt. & Pack. Cc.Tires 43
New York Tire Co Tire 10
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings 46
Nickel Plate Transportation 62

Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel 37
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co..Tire 6
Parkhurst & Wilkinson 53
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 53
Peerless Mfg. Co Triangle T5

Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 61

Perry & Co Chains —
Pittsburg Tire Prot. Co 11

Poorman, J. E Brighton ."
57

Porter & Gilmour 60

Name. Product. Page.

Pope Mfg. Co Columbia 23
Premier Cycle Co Premier —
PuncturelessTire Armor Co.Tire Armor 56
Quadrant Cycle Co 35
Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City 5a
Race Meet and Road Races 38
Radway's R. R R 63
Raisbeck Electrotype Co.... Electrotypes 64
Raleigh Cycle Co Raletirh 43
Rankin, W. G ...Toe Clip 61
Raymond & Potter Real Estate 64
Recording Inst. Co Cyclometer 61
Remington Arms Co Remington 13
Richmond, L. L. & Co 52
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 45
Robinson, H. S Toe Clip —
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons 62
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear 6i
Roulette Cycle Co Roulette 57
RoyalCycle Works Royal is
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2

Shapleigh Hardw'e Co.,A. F. Pacer and Thelma i y
Schoverling, Daly & Gales.. Humber 53
Shaw & Kaiser Caps 60
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 64
Scheffey. A. M. & Co 47
Singer & Co Singer 20
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 63
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks —
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 55
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps .66
Spalding, A. G. & Bros... .Spalding 16
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co.. Balls and Parts ...sq
Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps 65
Steam Gauge Co Lamps —
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 39
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 49
St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 51
Stokes Mfg. Co Wellington —
Strugnell, H Bicycle Suits 64,
Studley & Barclay Supplies 64
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 41
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire. , 62
Trout Cycles 59
Union Bicycle Clothing Co 58
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union 12
Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier 59
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick.., 14
Wells, Prince Lubricant 46
Western Wheel Works , 33
Weston, Frank C Cyclometer 64
Weston & Co., I. A Wheels 56
West Side Auction House Co 54
Wheel Binders 65
Wheelmen Prot. Co 54
Wheelmen's Registration Co 60
White Sewine Machine Co.. Triumph 49
Whitten, W. W Parts —
Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co 46
Wilhelm & Co.. W. H Reading 58
Williams Imperial Cafe 50
Williams & Co., J. H Drop Forgings 46
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone ,

1-4

Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 67
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator 61

Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 65
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon —
Zucker & Levett Chem. CcNickel-platingOutfits..—
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The entry blanks of both the Titusville, Pa,,

meet on July 4, and the Warren, Pa., meet on

July 7, contain a clause barring the Dorsett

wheel from competition. The Dorsett is the

arm and leg power safety made in Jamestown,

N. Y.

The Withers Cycle Co., of Paterson, N. J.,

is the latest to come into line. Their "first

annual tweuty-five mile handicap road race"

will occur July 14. " Although purely local,

it is expected that there will be about 300

starters," is the way the letter reads.

to Stick, tm

^Dicygije Chains ^c*
BEING PUT OP fN STICK FORM, PACKED
IN A HANDSOME METAL BOX WITH A
FALSE BOTTOM AND ALLOWING THE
STICK TO BE RAISED FOR USE BY PRESS-

ING THE FORE-FINGER ON THE BOTTOM
OF THE BOX, THEB0XBEIN&lX6 x3IN.

CAN BE CARRIED IN ATOOL BAG WITH-

OUTTHE LIABILITY OF BEING CRUSHED.

PRICE BYMAIL 25 CENTS.
FO/f SALEBYALL DEALERS.

The

or CYCLE TOURISTS' GUN.
A few drops of diluted Aqua Ammonia from the nozzel
of our KI-YI will teach the bicycle-chasing dog a les-

son he will not likely soon forget. It works like magic.
As a rider puts it, "you could hear him howl ten
squares." What tourist has not wished for one of these

Price (each), by mail, 50 cents.

Send for Catalogue and Electros of RED CROSS Specialties

MANUFACTURED BY

ARLINGTON U. BETTS & CO.,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Please add: * - Saw it in The Wheel."

LIGHTNING SCREW PLATES WITlI

BIRMINGHAM ("STUBS") WIRE GAUGE SIZES
FOR BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS AND REPAIRERS.

Adjustable Dies with Case Hardened Guides. Send for Supplement No. 1.

WILEY & RUSSELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Price per tube, postpaid, 35c. Special prices and samples sent to dealers.
American Cycle Compound Guaranteed. Give us trial order.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

F. P. LITTLE E. C. & S. CO., 135 Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Please add: 1 Saw it in The Wheel.'

"WE HCA.VE3 SUFFERED AT-iL, THE SE-A.S03ST FROM

Congestion °f the Order-Book,
BUT WE ARC NOW CONVALESCENT, THANK YOU, AND CAN FILL ORDERS FOR

NIAGARA PEDALS PROMPTLY.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., 198-200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

WE SHALL BE OIS HAND AGAIN NEXT WEEK.
jIVIeanwhile,
don't forget
that
-we make Drop Forgings

of every kind
for all
parts of
bicycles.

Mention The Wheel,

Inquire of us before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H. WILUAMS & CO., 9-15 Richaras St., near Hamilton Ferry, Brooklyn,
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{After the Fourth

f ...Is Over...
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the boy will have had his firecracker fun,

and will be all the more ready for riding

his-

•M. ^t. .J4. •?.!. ??•
*k\ *N *N *** *NWYNNEWOOD BICYCLE

If he hasn't any get him one. They are made in eight styles, for

Men, Women, Boys and Girls, and sell at popular prices. They wear

well and are fully guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

A. M. SCHEFFEY * CO.,
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel," 92 Reade Street, New York.

" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado
are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-
stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

FJLIRBA.lsrK:S WOOD lECLh/L CO.,
Room 34, 21 Park: Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when -writing.

—NEW YORK

POLISHING LATHES.

Our polishing heads can be fitted with
spindles with single tight and loose or cone
pullies and to run two or four wheels.

Special grinding and polishing machinery
for BICYCLE Work.
Write for catalogue.

DIAMOND MACHINE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

l^S/C/CLE WATCH.
p
*gff $2.50 complete.

The "Columbian" Is the only

practical 'cycle time-piece.

Light, compact, easily adjust-

able to any part of wheel,

and Guaranteed Accurate.

May be quickly detached and
|

carried in pocket.

A strictly . . •

American Watch.

TRADE:
Send for Prices.

R.H.Ingersoll&Bro.,

65 Cortland! St., N. Y.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

CHAS. M. BECKER,

132 Elm Street, New York,
j

The only Exclusive Manufacturer of

Bloomer Sails

Gentlemen.

Mention The Wheel.
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Wire Gauge Taps for the Cycle Trade.

To meet the demand from the cycle trade

for dies and taps [for the Birmingham stubs,

wire gauge sizes, which has always been

treated as

special work

by makers of

screw-cutting

tools, the
Wiley & Rus
sell Mfg. Co.,

'"of Greensfield, Mass., have manufactured a

full assortment of screw threads with the

proper pitches. In their catalogue, a useful

table is printed showing the dimensions of

taps and dies in thousandths of inches. A
comparison is also given with the screw gauge

sizes and the sizes in fractional parts of

an inch, making in all about 300 variations.

The illustration shows a set of their screw

plates, covering the most common for bicycle

work.

An Effective Pump.

The Metal Turning Co. of New Haven,

Conu., have brought out a convenient pump
which can be taken apart and strapped to the

frame of the machine. It is 17 inches long and

it inflates the tire quickly without a great

amount of muscular exertion. They are also

supplying a pressure gauge at a low figure.

After a, period of quiet, the irrepressible

Clarence H. Smith, of Detroit, has again

bobbed up as a tour promoter and conductor.

His '94 tour is billed to leave Detroit on

August 2, cross at once to the Canadian shore

and thence, by easy stages, through Leaming-

ton, St. Thomas, London, Brantford and

Hamilton, reach Niagara Falls on August

9. The distance is 277 miles, and the total

expense will be $1 7. A party of ladies have

already booked. For 1895, Mr. Smith is al-

ready figuring on taking a party of twenty

through Europe.

The larger of the photogravures of Wag-
ner's celebrated painting, "The Chariot

Race," which are being issued by the Central

Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, are not given

away, as previously stated in The Wheel.

They are that handsome and expensive that

the Central Co. believes that those who really

want them will pay the 24 cents which is

asked. The smaller reproduction cau, how-

ever, be had gratis.

The New York Belting and Packing Co. is

making a perforated rubber floor mat specially

for use in cycle stores. It is ornamented with

a design of a bicycle, and the name and ad-

dress of the dealer in colors. The cost, they

say, is very low.

The Scanlan Co., Portland, Me., makers of

the Puritan bicycle, will hold a series of track

events and a ten miles handicap road race on

July 7.

Holland is about to adopt the "licensing

scheme." It is certain the complicated licens-

ing scheme will " beat the Dutch,"

Do You Want to Win a Race ?
CYCLOLA is a compound of leaves, which are

chewed and the juice swallowed, strengthens muscles
and gives endurance. Guaranteed to do it or money
refunded. Price $ 1 .OO per package. Try It and
be a racer. L.A. W. 53144

ADDRESS :

CYCLOLA CO., 209 S. 3d St., Hamilton, Ohio.

A Novel Cleat.

W. G. Rankin,

the Providence, R.

I., dealer, has just

placed on the mar-

ket the novel cleat

illustrated here-
with. It is made
of aluminum and

leather and weighs

but an ounce. It is

4o»» <:««»•- detachable and can

be affixed to or removed from the shoe very

easily and quickly.

A NEW CHOCK.

The accompanying illustration is of a new

reverse end chuck being marketed by the

Garvin Machine Company. It is to be used

used on the lathe, screw machine or similar

tool, and is designed for holding bicycle hubs

or other similar work where it is desired to

finish both ends or sides without resetting or

removing the work from the jaws of the chuck.

•ON AIL STATIONS

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 cents.
Bach additional word two cents,

variably In advance
C»»li In

A

T/"ODAK, "A" Daylight.—Leather covered; capacity
-1-*- 24 pictures without reloading; leather carrying
case, with printing frame; in fine condition; cost fio;
will take $6. Address, E. J. Adkisson, White's Bend,
Tenn. 6-29

FEW KING OF SCORCHERS.—'94 Morgan &
Wright pneumatic tires. Importers' tail-end lot,

very fine, $65. J. C. Carl, Saugerties, N.V., or Browne
& Dowd Mfg. Co., Meriden, Conn. 6-29

J-TOR SALE.—A copper rimmed No. 8 Rambler
*- Bicycle, new, never uncrated, for $100. Address
Box No. 1579, New Haven. Conn. 7-6

'"TWO RALEIGHS '94, Model A, 22% lbs.; wood rims,
*- $105; brand new; one has Dunlop the other Palmer

tires. Must be sold to reduce stock. M. Staebler's
Cycle Emporium, Ann Arbor, Mich. 6-29

\\TANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange for
vv our new high grade " Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,

Litilz, Pa. Best prices given.

/"\IL—Superior Cycle Oil, put up in 10c. and 25c.
'-' bottles for the trade in gross lots at low prices.
Your labels on. Wheels and sundries taken in ex.
change. Little Oil Co., Lititz, Pa.

fMGARS—Job lots choice goods at less than manu-
^-' facturers' prices. Sample box of dozen mailed on
receipt of 30 cents in postage stamps. Cash or good
bicycles taken in payment. Box 27, Lititz, Pa.

D AMBLER No. 2, new, $60 cash. Fifty other big
-c^- bargains. Address John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETV tandem
v-' pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $110.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY ... 90.
COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.

VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

STOLEN!
CENTURY QfiLVinPId

...N2 3768.
A Reward of $50.00 is offered for the re-

covery of the same. Address,

C. D. STUART,
Benton Harbor, Mich.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJLOANI?££SSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

address:

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U, S. A.

pg~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building."®®

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."

M1QI1E5T* QRdDE * OILER.

Full Sire.

Price, 25 Cents Each. -^

The "Perfect " Pocket Oiler is absolutely unequalled. It is the tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in

the market. Don't use a cheap or leaky oiler when you can buy the best oiler in the world for 25 cents.

"Star" Oiler, second to none but the "Perfect," 15c. each.
Oiler Holders, or Pump Holders, - - 25c. each.

AMMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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MRS. E. P. COCKRELL, Chicago,

As she appears on the boulevards, attired in an approved rational costume.

A true wheelwoman, enthusiastic over the comfort derived from her

costume, and swears by her

LADIES' RAMBLER, MODEL " C,"

which weighs, stripped, 24 pounds.
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Special Announcement
^^^^

BEST OPPORTUNITY THIS YEAR
To obtain a HIGHEST GRADE LATEST MODEL. Exchange your old mount now! We offer the

new mail
As the Finest Strictly Highest Grade Wheel ever put in the American Market, and the great

demand this year proves its Popularity and Appreciation.
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The NEW MAIL this year has been but little advertised, our product being taken up. In '93 not One
Broken Frame the Whole Year ! At this time of the season, having opportunity to handle some Good Wheels
for our Second Hand Department, we now offer to take Second Hand Wheels of standard makes in trade for
NEW MAILS, and allow more than usual for them, up to a LIMITED NUMBER ONLY. Send full
description of your wheel, whether Cushion or Pneumatic tires, etc., and your estimate of value. We shall
rescind this offer as soon as certain number is reached.

^wm. READ & SOI*?®,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. 107 Washington St , Boston.
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Please add : " Saw it in Toe Wbeel,"
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THE TIRE QUESTION. No. 2.

KIOTWITHSTANDING the strong prejudice

J
and determined opposition growing out of the

combined attack of nearly every American Bicycle

Manufacturer, the Columbia single tube pneumatic

tire has established for itself an enviable reputation

and turned public opinion to the single tube form of

construction.

We claim to know something about the bicycle

business and something about tires, and we predict

that the single tube tire will be the tire of the future

and that the Columbia will be the leader because of

its superiority in quality and construction.

Hartford Rubber Works Co.,

HHRTFORD, CONN.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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OF COURSE

KING OF THE ROAD

EVER

BUT ALL OF THE

IS THE BEST LAMP

|U MADE,

LUCAS LAMPS are GOOD.

We arc not handling last year's lamps, but are showing you
new and improved ones.

NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO., sole representatives,

BRISTOL, OOISTN"., XT. S. A. ;imiii,iui\i\vHi\

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers St., New York

WE
APRtO.F

APPLD. FOR

ARE ALL
PAT.APPTD.F.QK

HERE.
THE NEW DEPARTURE" THE WORLD'S STANDARD.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., General Agents, 113 Chambers Street, New York.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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A Inigtier grade

Bicycle than trie MAJESTIC is not

made,,,,

POPULAR NAME.

POPULAR BICYCLE.

POPULAR PRICE.

Well Known.

Greatest Seller.

Always gives satisfaction.

# m

Majestic Light Roadster No. 4, stripped weight 25 to 26 ibS $90.00

Ladies' Majestic Light Roadster No. 5, stripped weight 32 i DS $95.00

THE PIONEER in popular priced bicycles has been sold and tested in every

State in the United States. Beautifully finished and thoroughly guaranteed.

Thomas B. Somers, Millville, N. J., writes
under date of Jan. 18: "New seat, new tool-

bag, new pedals, etc., high grade, and all for

$90. Golly, they ought to sell ! I see a '93

Majestic now standing peacefully at the other
end of our store that has carried me this last

season about three thousand miles, and still as
good as new."

Under date of Jan. 9 the J. B. Varvick Co.
writes us: " It gives us great pleasure to in-

form you that the Majestic Light Roadster
gave us less trouble than any wheel we sold

at any price during the past season. Wishing
you the success during the coming year that
your excellent wheels deserve, we are,

'

' Yours very respectfully,

"John B. Varvick Co.,
" By Thomas R. Varvick,

"Varvick Bldg., Manchester, N. H."

W. H. Rightmeyer, of Richmondville, N. Y.,

writes under date of March 5th: "I am sur-

prised at the amount of hard usage the
Majestic will stand and yet come out all right.

I have sold them where they have been put to

the hardest kind of usage, and every one of

them has stood the test and come out all right.

I have made a great many friends for the
Majestic. I ride one myself .

"

D. Frank Moss, of Noblesville, Ind., under
date of Jan. 27th, says: " We sold the Majes-
ties all over our county last year, and they
gave perfect satisfaction."

The Fisher Harness Co., Flanders, N. J.,
write under date of Jan. 20th: "The satis-

faction the Majesties gave last year, and the
fairness in your dealings to me, there is no
question in my mind what wheel to handle, or
what firm to buy of. I am satisfied with the
Majestic."

Thomas B. Somers, Millville, N. J., writes
under date of Feb. 23: "I had my Majestic
apart to-day. It has traveled over three
thousand miles. I find it in perfect condition
every way."

J. Harris, Dubuque, Colo., under date of

Jan. 22d., writes: "I have a Majestic Light
Roadster, and have not had any trouble and
have ridden over 1,600 miles on it last summer."

C. W. Snyder, of Kutztown, Pa., under date
of January 18th, 1894, writes: "The Majestic
which I ride is quite up to date, and I doubt
very much whether any other $100 machine
would have borne me safely through. I am a
hard rider, and our roads are rough and hilly,

but not a single mishap."

D. W. Rhoads, Palmyra, Ills., writes us
under date of March 15th: "The Majestic is

the best wheel that ever struck this part of the
country."

Eugene M. Wilhite, Danville, Ind., under
date of Jan. 24th, writes: "The Majesties
gave excellent satisfaction last season."

J. C. Henderson, of Lewiston, Pa., writes
under date of Jan. 16th: " I am riding one of
your wheels now, and think ii the best wheel
for the money on the market."

H. W. Maynard, Fair Haven, Ct., writes
under date of Feb. 3d: "I rode one of your
Majesties last summer, and was very well
pleased with it. I was in some races and won
three or four prizes. I never road a finer run-
ning wheel."

F. E. Low, Stubenville, O., writes under date
of Jan. 18th, 1894: "The Majesties I handled
in '93 have given better satifaction than any
high-grade wheel I had last season. While
the Majestic is not considered high-grade in

price, it has proven itself so in quality."

Hulbert Bros. & Co.,
26 West 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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TALK ABOUT ROAD RACES
Gr» ct. J- TIR£S

ON THE ROAD
seem to enjoy the same privilege of "Prize

Taking" as appropriated by " G-. & J."

tires on the tracks of this whole land.

WON OH RAMBLERS ALONE
FITTED WITH G. & J. TIRES.

100 miles Dallas to Van Alstyne, Tex., 1st time prize.

10 " Greensboro, N. C. Road Race, 2d place, 1st time.

10 " San. Francisco Road Race, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and 1st time.

90 " Lexington to Covington, Ky., 1st place.

6 " College Hill Road Race, Cincinnati, 1st time and record.

45 " De Soto Course—new record.

25 " Pulaski, Pa., Road Race, 1st and 2d place, 1st time.

9J£
" Champaign, 111., Road Race, 3d place and 1st time.

12 " Bloomington, 111., Road Race, 1st place and 1st time.

10 " Richmond, Mich., Road Race, 1st and 2d time prizes.

8 " Quincy, Mass., Road Race, 1st and 3d place.

7 " Yineland to Millville, N. J., 1st place, 1st time.

10 " Dewhurst Road Race, 1st and 3d place and 2d time.

13 " Utica, N. Y., Road Race, 2d place.

10 " Taunton, Mass., Road Race, 2d place.

10 " York, Pa., Road Race, 1st and 3d places.

10 " Kansas City Road Race, 1st, 2d, and 5th places.

20 " Washington, C. H., Ohio, Road Race, 2d and 3d.

6 " Chicopee Falls, Mass., Road Race, 1st place, 1st time.

10 " Wilmington, Del., Road Race, 2d and 4th places.

14 " Brockton, Mass., Road Race, 1st time.

10 " Bangor, Me., Road Race, 2d place.

5 " West Philadelphia Road Race, 1st, 2d, 3d, and 1st and 2d time prizes.

25 " Youngstown, Ohio, Road Race, 3d place and 1st time.

10 " Spokane, Wash., Road Race, 1st time.

8 " Ocean View, Va., Road Race, 1st and 2d place and 1st time, and new record.

10 " Lamont & Whittemore Road Race, 1st place and 1st time.

20 " Sewickley Road Race, 1st time.

15 " Kansas City, Mo., Road Race, 1st time.
Cedarville to Milwaukee Road Race, 1st place.

it
G. & J. TIRES ARE FAST.

AND FAST MEN IN THESE 17 STATES

SHOW BY RESULTS THAT THEIR

"CONFIDENCE WAS NOT MISPLACED."

99

Any dealer or maker will supply the Gr. & J. Tires. "Gh & J. Tire Manual" free.

GORMOLLT & JEFFERY MFG. G0. 9

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

NEW YORK BRANCH: Cor. 57th Street and Broadway, New York.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH : 174 Columbus Aveuue, Boston.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., 419-431 Flatbusli Ave. DETROIT BICYCLE CO., 201 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich,

Please add: "Saw It in Tne Wneel."
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CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED, $500,000.°°-

'TP'he Motor Cycle q
"V

ManuIastuBEd hj THE MDTQR CYCLE CD., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Weight of Motor 10 pounds in addition to cycle. One gallon of

coal oil will drive machine 200 miles. Pneumatic tires four inches in

diameter with non-puncturing strip between inner tube and cover.

Speed of machine controlled at operator's will. Our four wheeled

machine will comfortably seat three persons, one gallon of coal oil will

drive same 100 miles.

For catalogue address,

THE MOTOR CYCLE CO,,

Vieaee &<W; " 9»v It a> The Wheel." CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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PERRY'S WORLD-RENOWNED CHAINS are unequaled

for accuracy of pitch, beauty of finish and quality of material. No
high grade wheels should be without them.

USED BY

LEADING MAKERS

THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD.

PERRY'S "HUM BE R'

FEATHER-WEIGHT
—. RACING

CHAIN

N°IO

PERRY & C9
LIMITED.

BIRMINGHAM.

The New No. 9 Special Racing Chain is the talk of the trade.

Blocks machined all over ; hardened and tempered ; side plates hardened

and lapped ; rivets covered with pen steel bushes.

We manufacture Hubs, Cranks, Frames and
Fittings of every description used in cycle
manufacture—of highest grade only.

PERRY & COMPANY, limited.
BIRMINGHAM.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing:.

RUDGE * CYCLES.
Dp to

Dale in

Every

Particu

lar.

b

for 1891

Should lie

Seen to lie

Appreciated

RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY. WRITE FOR TERRI
TORY AND TERMS. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OH REQUEST:

The BRONSON SUPPLY CO., JS^^STrSi. 72 Beekman Street, New York

RUOCBE CYCLE CO., ltd ' Coventry.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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I

..

There Were Lots of Other Tires There,"
BXJT ,«

Palmers Scoop More Prizes...

Than All Others Put Together.

Partial Report of Races this Week.

At Utica, N. Y., June 21. Ten Races. 8 Firsts, 7 Seconds, 6 Thirds-

Tweaty=one prizes out of possible 30. Sanger makes new State record,

one mile, 2 m. 06 2-5S. Jenny ties Johnson's State record half mile,

im. 02 2-5S.

At Rome, N. Y„ June 22. Twelve Races. 9 Firsts, 5 Seconds, 5 Thirds—
19 out of possible 34. Sanger against time, State Record, one mile,

2m. 04s. Johnson State Record against time, half mile 58 2-5S.

At Kansas City, June 23. Palmers won every event.

At Osborn, 0., June 25. Smith Road Race. Second, Tenth and Twelfth
Place first and second time.

At Chicago, 111., June 27. Five mile handicap road race, Clover Bicycle
Club. First time and place. Second Place.

At Denver, Col., June 16. Five mile handicap. Track State Record by
W. W. Hamilton. Time, 13m 9s.

Chicago to New York, by H. A. Truax without a puncture or a pump
202 1=2 miles in 12 hours on the road.

By W. Brookbank, England, World's Record—first man to

cover 200 miles in 12 h. on the Road.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,

...CHICKGO, IL-I

For Prices and Information Address :

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., The Licensees and Manufacturers,

66 Reade Street, NEW YORK, and THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.
159 Lake Street, CHICAGO. AKRON. OHIO.

t

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

jgayw "
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All outdoors is full of health and

good feeling. The difficulty comes in

chasing down sufficient quantities to

rejuvenate a tired and careworn anatomy.

Wheels are a part of the necessary outfit; then

comes the tires.

Before going too far, better investigate the

iiU J." and "AKRON" TIRES.

Information in plain English furnished on re-

quest, also samples and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

The B. F. GOODRICH CO.,

Selling Agents:

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Aileron .Rubber* "Work:®,

AKRON. OHIO.

»<> ^
S

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.
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Ships that pass in the night do not create such a sensation as

UNION SPECIALS
that pass in the day.

WEIGHT, 20 Lbs. PRICE, $150.00.

This beautiful wheel exhibits an advance in constructive methods which has hitherto

been unthought of. Its riding qualities are well, try it.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Branches : Philadelphia, Chicago.
239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

W. C. HODGKIXS & CO., 300 Broadway, New York,
Agents for New York City and Vicinity.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.'" W. H. WEBSTER, Manager Bi. Dept.

Nationals

are

Fast.

NATIONAL

CLASS A WINNERS.

Nationals

Drive

Easy.

National

Recreation of

Doctors,

Lawyers,

Judges,

Ministers,

Business Men.

The

Time Saver.

#
The

Health Giver.

m
The

Natural

Exerciser.

Nationals

are

Light.

NATIONAL
ROAD RIDERS' CHOICE.

-J
NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO Bay City. Mid.

Nationals

are

Handsome.

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel.' L.
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A Crypto bicycle gives satisfaction because

the position is comfortable. They drive

easily. They steer easily. They are sim-

ple in construction.

In order to introduce them quickly we have determined
to sell 50 of these wheels to riders at

^==^ S50.00 Each, Cash. ===i
We want to scatter them over as large a number of places

as possible, and prefer to sell only one in a town at this

price. If you don't know the wheel send for catalogue.

THE MCINTOSH-HUNTINGTON CO.,
Please add: " Saw It in the Wheel.'' CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The great Hoyland Smith reeord="

breaking 25 mile road race

was won by E. L. Macomber.

good iqaq oq (tie best uflieel.

|le rode a
REMINGTON.

Remington Arms Co., 313-315 Broadway,NewYork.
Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."
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New York Tires Are Fast.
©—" ^ *

—

®
NOTE WHO RIDE THEM AND WHAT THEY DO.

U/aItl?am, (T\ass., jurje id, 1894.

5 Firsts. 2 Seconds. 2 Thirds.

With special prizes for other events. New York Tires
won 19 prizes out of 22 offered.

milford, (T)a$5.

2 Firsts. 2 Seconds. 1 Third.

I^eadvilli?, (T\ass, Jdi)<? 18, 1894.

3 Firsts. 5 Seconds. 5 Thirds.

Cy99,Jur;e 16, 1894.

Road Race, Nahant to Lynn, our Tires finished First

Second, and Third, winning all important

prizes, time and place.

Utiea, f/. V., Jdipe 21 ai}d 23, 1894.

J. S. Johnson, on our Tires, finished First, both days

in One Mile Open.

All fast men want our tires

The lightest and strongest in the world.

If other light tires are giving you trouble try ours.

HEW YORK TIRE CO.,
33 WARREN STREET, pJEW YORK-

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

One Point"
Of the many in which the Warwick excels—the Warwick Dust Proof

Bearings—-fitted to the wheel throughout, even to the

Pedals1

Other points of equal excellence—the result is a

bicycle that is

Perfection.
INVESTIGATE THE WARWICK.

YOU WILL BUY.

YOU WILL BE SATISFIED.

The beginning of a wheel (to be finished later).

Send for Catalogue for fill particulars.

vVVSVVVS^.VSNVVVV'rVVVv

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., - Springfield, Mass.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel,"

*
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In the Great Louisville Road Race...

t i t Held by Martia & Dressing

There were seventy-five starters, five of whom were mounted on Waverleys. Four
out of the five Waverleys showed up in the first twelve at the finish. How is that for
a showing? Five out of seventy-five get four out of the first twelve places What
better average could you ask?

It is not necessary to buy $150 racing machines and hire professionals to ride
them The Waverley has made a showing second to none this year, notwithstanding
the fact that they are ridden only by men who buy and pay for their own mounts
instead of by professionals who are hired to win.

The following from the Indianapolis Journal explains itself:

WRWBRLEY WHEELS 5n£IN, GREENFIELD RRCES,
Mile Novice, A. U. Boyd, First, .----. Waverley.
Mile Open, Handicap, Thomas David, First, - - Waverley.
Mile Open, Hoys, W. Atkins, First, - - - - - - Waverley.
Half Mile Dash, K. P. Roll, First, .--... Waverley.
Quarter Mile, Morris Townley, First, - Waverley.

Five Firsts, Three Seconds, Three Thirds on Wheels Selling; at $85.

Ride a Waverley if you want to win. They make racers out of old men and boys.
The Waverley leads all high grade bicycles in the estimation of all wheelmen

who appreciate our efforts to give them thoroughly high grade wheels at medium
prices More Waverleys have been sold this season than any other high grade wheel
in the world. Investigate. Catalogue and full description free by mail.^

INDIANA BICYCLE CO., - - indianapolis,ind.,u s.a.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

NOT TO BE SNEEZED AT!
<C2H5H5H5H.,aSE5H5i25ESHSESH5ESE5H5E£H5^p-«ff«a

One-half Mile State Record
AT SWdNTON, O.,

By K. C. JOHNSON,

ON

^k^k^gt^St^k

Time : 1 mill., 1 2-5 sec.

MORE TO FOLLOW.

The Peerless ]V£fg-. Company,
CLEVELAND, O.

SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA., AGENTS FOR EASTERN PA. AND NEW JERSEY.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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YES A. H. BARNETT, the winner of the great Irvington-

Milburn Road Race, selected as a prize a Wheel.

WHY? BECAUSE

which was one of the ten Prizes, was selected by him as his time prize, which all recognize
as (THE MOST IMPORTANT PRIZE.) The other Bicycle selected as the extra prize, was
his second choice, and we admire his good taste. All this, however, is immaterial, as

the fact remains that he rode the Spalding Bicycle in order to win the two bicycles

above referred to, and is still riding a Spalding Bicycle, and expects to win more
wheels, diamonds and reputation with it.

The Spalding Bicycle IS THE FASTEST AND EASiEST
RUNNING BICYCLE BUILT

LAMB MANUFACTURING CO.. a^m
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS..
spec

a'c
a
e
l
nts,

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Imperial Caesar would have won his way

On an'cdm^xMaC had he lived to day.

P CLlf OEN WII-&

Copyrighted 1894, by Charles L. Ames.

Manufactured by AMES & FROST COMPANY, Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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At
Last

'Twas
Done^-

^ "THE GREATEST
X* <\ INVENTION UN- §>

4 DER THE SUN."

THE FLYING MACHINE
OF TO-DAY TS

, .

The ltm\Z 01r1INLn55 5dfETT
MADE FOR it is "cold pizen" to makers of the clothes-destroying chain !

LriblES *2S It is the cleanest, smoothest, and neatest in the world !

QENTLEflEN. It is the greatest improvement of all. See and judge for yourself.

pA^v^rVs*^s^vs^A^yvv^rVvs*yvv^v^A^^yV^v^vvv^

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN
IRA PERECO & CO.,
PENNA. BICYCLE CO.,
STEFFNER & SLOAN,

. |

Asent8for^g
Y
i°8

I

iandr
oklynand

f 23 Park Row, N. Y. City.

\^rr:;Xil^rellt^Ty^Z\ 1343 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

{ Tenne88ee
ge
and

f
Georgia. }

ChattailOOga, Tenil.

Please add:

Simplicity 47 Tires fitted when so specified on order.
'Saw it in The Wheel."

MODEL F 2. MODEL C 2.

J± OOOD SADDDLE..
Doesn't cost much more than a poor one.

A good saddle will look well; ride easily

and bear your weight. A poor saddle will

do neither. Garford saddles ought to be

good saddles; in crude material nothing is

too good for them, and expert labor does

the rest. Are you displeased with your

present saddle ? Does it sag ? Does it chafe

you? Is the leather giving out? Does its

spring creak? If any of these things are

the case will you try a Garford on faith ?

Catalogue shows "pictures" of all the Gar-

ford styles.

GARFORD MFG. CO.,

MODEL E 2. MODEL E 3.

R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Selling Agents, Chicago.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., N. Y. Supply Depot.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

ELTRW, OHIO.
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CRAWFORD
.mCYGLLS

CRAWFORD MFG. CO.,
72 Reade St., Hew York. Hagerstown, Md.

New England Agents: BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., BOSTON.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

a

ROVAL LIMITEDS.
Absolutely the Royals are the Finest.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, Mich,

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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The SYRACUSE
*9

•»»»»»»» **

| CHOOSE A BEAUTY. I

J
WIN A BUYER.

| BUY A SELLER.
I SELL A WINNER*^- |

Is a Winner, You Betx

y pp;paaraapaaa ilEissrWFPSaspgR'azasEHaaaaa^*^
YOU MAY BET OR RIDE ON IT AND WIN.

Another Batch of Glories
SYRACUSE RIDERS WON.

CLARKESVILLE, Term., June n. Four Firsts.

CARLINVILLE, 111., June 19. Four Firsts, Two Seconds, One Third
and One Fourth.

ROOD HOUSE, 111., June 20. Three Firsts, One Second, Two Thirds
and Two Fourths.

AUBURN, N. Y., June 20. Two Firsts and One Second.

* - * SEND FOR QdTdLOQUE. * * *

A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. WeStem AgtS., ^T!\ JL-*OTJI^, JVIO.

Built to Ride. Built to Sell. Stands Up Well. Goes Like

...The MUNGER...

BUILT LIKE A BICYCLE.

MUNGER CYCLE MFG. CO., - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I A MILE in 1 min. 56 sec. 1
(In public, at Waltham, Mass.. June 18, 1894.)

(Fastest Bicycle=paeed Mile ever ridden.)

i ooive: on the sote^jrivs. I

Send 2 cent stamp
for
T. W. Eck's
*' Points on Training."

E. C. STEARNS & CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO ,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH,
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

GOOD STOCK COUNTS. YES.
features:

DETACHABLE SPROCKET.

DUST PROOF GEAR CASE

AND SO DOES EXPERT CONSTRUCTION CORRECT LINES, SUPERB FINISH.

AR1ELS are the

American Standard....CRANK AND METHOD OF FASTENING,
ADJUSTABLE SEAT POST.

ARIEL,

Turtle,

Titania,

Roadster

AND

Light

Roadster.

#
Our

"Big four."

Light

Running,

^-7^^^^ Noiseless,

*S\ Easy Riding,

y^k Rigidity.

S^^^i/k ĉ~

=====—IJ
Warranted.

1^T- :

' OX/ WE PR0T£CT

^Jk L
OUR WARRANT

S--Q0.8F0.flY. mn
ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER, WEIGHT 24 TO 27 LBS.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY.' ARIEL CYCLE HFQ. C2., "•SSftu.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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CLASS B. THE CHAOS OF OLD ENGLAND.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Host Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Rox 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cahle Address: ' Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2-00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10' Gents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year.

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.JfEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
J^HE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

editing and managing staff :

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, . . A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

person interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS, PAGE 49.

ON ALL "L" STATIONS.

. THE WHEEL Is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

SAYS the Cyclist, bolstering up the licen-

sing scheme:

If the enormously intricate and tremendously power-

ful machinery of the law of the land itself fails to

work with that thoroughness, completeness and free-

dom from annoyance and injustice which every one

could wish, how can it be expected that a system,

hampered, as it is, by the absence of that absolute

backing which the law possesses will succeed better?

That is just the point. The Licensing

scheme has no backing of law ; it is not oper-

ated with that justice and that nicety of com-

mon sense upon which the law is founded;

the scheme is "enormously intricate," tre-

mendously ponderous—in fact altogether too

big for the business it was intended to accom-

plish.

CLASS B is looming up. Its depreciated

stock is enhancing in value every day,

At the K. C. W. meet, despite the monkey-

shines of some of the star B men, yet were the

fields the finest that ever faced a starter.

The A B system seems to be working out

beautifully. Each week the Chairman's offi-

cial drag-net shows a goodly catch of scaly

''pures,"who are weeded out from the poor

minnows and dropped in among the trout.

One point to be observed is, that the supply

of fast men—which, up to the present year,

has always been much less than the demand

—

is, this season, far in excess of the demand.

We know a number of good men who are

going begging from house to house ; not for

food, of course, but for track employment.

The makers have about filled up their stock of

racing men.

So that now we are on the edge of the sift-

ing process—the process of natural selection.

Men who are already employed will, unless

they do very fine work, be speedily dropped

and replaced by other riders. So that, in a

very short time, we will have many men in B

who are not being paid to ride.

Another point to be observed is that some

men, who do not and who would not hire

themselves to any maker, have gone into B
because the prizes are so much more valuable

than the prizes in Class A. This type of rider

is fond of racing, but, not being able to spend

any too much money on it, he goes in for the

prizes to offset his expenses. This class of

unpaid B riders will do much to help Class B,

will prevent, or rather limit the monkeyshines

of the star racing men, managers and trainers,

and will gain the public favor for Class B, which

is at the present time none too highly relished.

There is even a slight probability that, be-

fore thewane of the season, all the men maybe

competing in Class B, which would practically

be racing under the simple-liberal rule that

The Wheel urged upon the attention of the

Racing Board last Winter.

THE English are still running tricycling

championships. It is a question whether

it would not be well for English sport if the

present shining lights of the N. C. U. would

retire to their various profound and profitable

avocations and let some new young blood

come in. We have long since been convinced

that said shining lights of the N. C. U. know

too much of law, medicine, commerce, art and

the dead languages to properly handle the

racing cyclist.

Evidence is not wanting that the great

Arthur Augustus is developing as a diplomat.

The coup at Florence was worthy of an am-

bassador. One can fancy, however, the dis-

gust of the patriotic Americans who turned

out to see the great Arthur win the race.

r^ VEN while The Wheel of this issue is

J—
' first in the hands of the reader, bristling

with a July 4th race meet epidemic, the like of

which has never before been approached in

this or any other country; that serene and

august body of crustaceans, the N. C. U.

Licensing Committee, are sitting in solemn

sessions.

The poor old Licensing Committee are be

nighted. The scheme has become involved,

nonsensical, ludicrous and impossible. Their

autocratic failure to recognize the decisions of

other countries; their one-day licenses ; their

licenses with string attached; their attempt to

handle racing England the same as a school

marm handles the infant class, has resulted in

a failure, and the great and only committee

have gained the sympathy, condemnation and

laughter of the average reader. At this present

time it is proposed to make radical changes.

One would abolish the entire inquisition and

run sport on the simple-liberal plan ; another

would have license or no license, with no such

frippery as one-day, ten-day or ten-minute li-

cense; yet another would favor the recogni-

tion of all other foreign cycling bodies. The

tendency is toward eradication —to broadness.

In the hot ^Bate^Gjm^it^^moss is certain

ipTkroff the back? or'lbe Licensing

GoolfL old,jjlorious " EofrV

Such a^Sptel-riever was». One's head whirls
"TTT'

with State records and track records and road

and path races galore.

Last year The Wheel scheduled thirty-four

events for " July 4 " in the fixture column.

This year the July 4 events total eighty-five.

Curiously enough the number of meets run

in four States is a fair index of the relative

amount of trade done in those States. Num-

ber of July 4 meets run in New York State, 15 ;

Pennsylvania, 12; Massachusetts, 10; New

Jersey, 8.

If the N. C. U. Licensing Committee are

killed off, they may find pleasure and recrea-

tion and also room for their great executive

talent by organizing an "Ancient and August

Order of Stocking-Darners." One can fancy

that some of the N. C. U. licensing dispensers

might get considerable pleasure out of that

mild and respectable occupation.

With Porter, a 2.03 man, and Macdonald, a

2.08 man, transplanted into Class B. Charles

Brown and Blauvelt must share the honors as

the fastest of the pures. Fast A men should

remember, however, that 'tis the pace that

kills, and further, on the race-path, prominence

is peril.

Charles Wooley, of Lower Squankum, N. J.,

finished fifth in the novice event at Asbury
Park. Lower Squankum is not a name to con-

jure with. Yet Charles should keep at it. He
may yet shed glory on Lower Squankum and
make it as famous as Manasquan.
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CHAMPIONSHIP MEETING AT
HERNE HILL.

FROM A TO B. JOHNSON AT PORT HURON,

TWO TRICYCLING CHAMPIONSHIPS AND A
TWENTY-FIVE MILE SAFETY

CHAMPIONSHIP.

That the tricycle is still in existence is de-

monstrated each year at the English champion-

ships, when the three-wheeler is trotted out,

even though it is no longer held as a practical

cycle. At the N. C. U. meeting held at Heme
Hill the three-wheeler was in evidence at the

one to ten mile championship races.

The twenty-five mile safety proved a very

fine race, owing to the pace-making by several

tandem safeties which were managed under

the direction of Pacemaking Marshal Dr. E. B.

Turner. J. Green, Comet Cycle Club, who

won the race, had no difficulty in keeping up

with the pacemakers, and yet had a sprint left

for the last quarter. In the twenty-five, the

first two miles were ridden at a 2m. ioj^s. clip.

Summaries:

One Mile Tricycle Championship (record 2m. 28s.

held by L Stroud)—Heat One: i, J. Rowley, Stanley

C. C.j 2, P. Bramson, London County Club. Time,

301.403-53.; Heat Two: i, Lewis Stroud, Bath Road

C. C; 2, P. L. Bowen, Catford C. C. Time, 2m. 52 1-5S.

Final Heat: 1, Rowley; 2, Stroud; 3, Bowen. Noth-

ing of interest happened until the bell sent Stroud

dashing away. Rowley, riding third, came up on the

home straight and won by inches. Time, 3m. 59 2-5S.

Ten Miles tricycle Championship (with pace-

makers, record 26m. 24 2-5S. held by L. Stroud)— 1,

J. Rowley; 2, L. Stroud. Time, 27 n. 44 2-5.

Twenty-five Miles Amateur Championship

(record 59m. 64-5S., made by J. W. Stocks at

Heme Hill, August 3), 1893)— 1, J. Green,

Northumberland County C. C. ; 2, J. Robert-

son, Peterboro C. C.
; 3, J. Green, Comet C.

C. The largest field ever seen in a champion-

pionship lined up for this event, there being

no less than forty-three starters, yet not a

smgle casualty marred the race. The race

was interestingly kaleidoscopic throughout,

and it would be impossible to record the very

many incidents and changes which made the

race interesting from start to finish. The first

mile alone was cracked off in 2m. igj^s., and

the two miles in 4m. 39s. When the pace-

makers quit the race, there was some play for

position. Green was ahead at the bell, and

was never afterward headed.

Mis.

Zimmerman Beaten at Brussels.

Brussels, July 1.—In the 2.000 metre race

to-day, Zimmerman won the first heat by a

length, and Wheeler won the third heat. The
Belgian, Houber, won the decisive heat, beat-

ing Zimmerman by a length. Wheeler was
not placed.

M.S. Leader.
2.19 2-5 Platt-Betts
4 39 Green (Nld)
7.02 3-5 "

9- 2 7 3-5
12.02 2.5 44

24 41 1-5 44

37.122-5 Palmer
49-44

44

62.14 2-5 Green (Nld)
Last quarter mile, 33 3-5S-

Chairman Raymond is a sort of Vestal Vir-

gin. When the chairman's thumb points

toward China something drops.

At the present time the something is usually

some bright particular star of Class A, who
drops gently and without dull thud into Class

B. It is not a leap, or a jump, or a fall—but

simply a feathery and fairy-like passage.

The latest bird to bid good-by to his little

nest of pure amateurism is Raymond Mac-

donald, the pocket-edition Sandow. Raymond
had a fairly soft nest, but, upon scanning the

horizon through "Asy" Windle's field-glass,

he espied a very fine and large and well-

feathered nest with the door-plate ''Columbia"

on "it. Then the chairman's official thumb

went down, and away flew the star. Mac-

donald will ride a Columbia after Saturday

next, as he desires to make his exit as a

"pure" at his own club's meet.

WINS TWO FIRSTS—COOPER THE CRACK
OF CLASS A—CANUCKS IN

EVIDENCE.

Cablegram from London, June 30: " In the

bicyele contest at Heme Hill to-day, J.

Michael made one hundred miles in 4I1. 19m.

39 1 -5s. He covered fifty miles in 2h. 4m.

42 4-5S."

A dispatch from Tucson, Ariz., states that

Brown, of Phoenix, on June 30, rode from
Nogales to Tucson, 75 miles, in 4I1. 36m, 30s.

This is labeled a " world's record."

Macdonald is to be congratulated on the way
his passage from A to B was accomplished.

He was not "fired" into B. He was not

barred for any form of sneak-thievery. Five

firms were bidding for him, and as soon as he

signed with Columbia, he at once notified the

Chairman of the Board, which was a very nice

way of doing it.

Macdonald was the fastest A man in the

metropolitan district. He was, perhaps,

twenty yards faster than Helfert, who is now
in Class B, and who is a sixty yard man on

Sanger. So Macdonald will probably figure a

thirty yard man. At the present time it is not

certain whether Macdonald will cut a good or

a poor figure in Class B. He is apt to be a

surprise and may rank next to Sanger and
Johnson. It is even possible that he may de-

feat those two great riders.

The illustration gives an idea of the heft of

this fast little Staten Islander. In the dis-

tance may be seen Chairman Goff-Raymond
taking a last sad look at the lost hope of

Class A.

The Calumet Cyclers, a New York organiza-

tion of colored wheelmen, have passed and sent

to the Metropolitan Association of Cycling

Clubs a set of resolutions commending that

body and the men who espoused their cause

for reversing the ruling of the race committee,

which debarred negroes from the Irvington-

Milburn road race.

Port Huron, Mich., July 5 [Special].—The
two days' meet of the Port Huron Wheelmen
proved highly successful, the presence of John
S. Johnson, Gus Steele and several Canadians

adding very much to the interest of the affair.

Tom Cooper, the Detroit rider who recently

broke the ten-mile road record, proved that he
is also a flier on the track. He carried off

nearly all the honors of Class A. The Grant

brothers, who hold the twenty-five mile road

record, also competed, but could get nothing

more than a third each. Summary:
July 4.

One Mile Novice Race— i, W. F. Stellwagen,

Wayne ; 2, L. Rowley, Port Huron
; 3, F. Wright'

London, Ont. Time, 2m. 59s.

One Quarter Mile— i, T. Cooper, Detroit ; 2, H.
L. Morris, Vassar ; -3, L. T. Flansbury, Kalamazoo.
Time, 35 1-5S.

ONE Half MILE, Record, Class B— 1, Gus Steele,

Chicago; 2, Evans, Lansing ; Bortree. Grand Rapids.
Time, im. 19s.

One-Half MILE.— i, F. Loughead, Sarnia; 2, P. Pat-

erson, Pt. Huron; 3, A. McLeod, Sarnia. Time, im.

14 2-5S.

ONE MILE Handicap (Class B)— 1, Gus Steele, Chi-

cago; 2, Wm. Evans, Lansing; 3, F. Bortree, Grand
Rapids. Time, 2m. 48 1-5S.

One Mile State Championship.— i, Tom Cooper.
Detroit; 2, F. Richmond, Grand Rapids; 3, W. Grant,
Detroit. Time 2m. 47 1-2 4,.

OneQuarter Mile, Port Huron Wheelman.—
1, Patterson; 2, Chas. Beard; 3, McCoy. Time,
36 i -5s.

July 5.

One-Quarter Mile State Championship. — i,

Tom Cooper, Detroit; 2, Walter Stuber, Detroit; 3, L.

T. Flansburg, Kalamazoo. Time, 35 2-5S.

One Mile State Record, Class B— 1, John S. John-

/
son, Minneapolis; 2, Gus Steele; 3, Wm. Evans,
Lansing. Time, 2m. 39s.

Five Mile Handicap— i, Fred Loughead, Sarnia; 2

H. L. M< rris, Vassar; 3, T. A. Taylor, Detroit; 4, G.'

Grant, Detroit; 5, Lester Rowley, Port Huron. Time,
14m. 47s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B. i, Wm. Evans,
Lansing; 2, Bortree, Grand Rapids; 3, Gus. Steele,

Chicago.
One Half Mile State Championship— i, Tom

Cooper, Detroit; Walter Stuver, Detroit; 3, Percy
Paterson, Port Huron. Time, im. 15 2-5S.

Quarter Mile, Class B— i, J. S. Johnson, Syra-
cuse ; 2, Gus Steele, Chicago; 3, Wm. Evans, Chicago.

Time, 37 1-5S.

One Mile Open, (St. Clair Co)— 1, Lester Rowley;
2, Wilbur Jones; 3, Richard Aikman. Time, 2m. 40 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Flying Start— i, Tom Cooper,
Detroit; Walter Stuber, Detroit; 3, Angus McLeod,
Sarnia. Time, 33 4-5S.

Riverside Wheelmen's Meet at Manhattan Field.

This meet promises to be one of, if not the

most interesting race meet held around New
York. The fields in the Class B events have

been well filled with all the high class men.
There are a number of scratch events for Class

B men, including a ten mile invitation race.

The Riverside Wheelmen have always made a

specialty of this event, and if it is as interest-

ing as the two previous ten mile races which

the club has run, it alone will be worth going

to the Field to see. There are also two handi-

caps for the Class B men, as well as a number
of scratch and handicap races for Class A men.

Bliss, Lumsden and Githens, of Chicago,

and W. J. Edwards, the California crack, are

among the entries.

At Lewisburg, on the 4th, John Flynn, of
Elizabeth, N. J., riding two mustangs alter-

nate miles, beat Wheelman A. T. Meixell, of

Lewisburgh, Pa., in a 20-mile race. Time,
horses, 59m. 15 1-5S. ; bicycle, 59m. 54 4-5S.
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The Standard of Comparison in BICYCLES

is always a %^~

COLUMBIA.
"Just as good as a Columbia" has been worn threadbare by dealers

in other makes, but no Columbia rider is ever deceived by the

assertion. Old wheelmen know that Columbias are unequalled.

Standard, 1894, price $125.00.

m mm
Boston
New York, POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Chicago,

Hartford.

Catalogue Free at our Agencies,

or mailed for Two Two-Cent Stamps.

3^5 HICKORY :

CONTAINS EVERYTHING DESIRABLE.

The 1894 HICKORY has many im-

provements, and embodies special

features not found in any other

machine.

Sample machines can be found at our

agencies in all the principal cities

and towns, and it will pay you to

examine them.

If we have no agent in your place,

write for terms and catalogue.

[-jickory Wheel Co.,

So. Framingham, Mass.

HARTFORDS©Ig)

For Men, Ladies, Boys and Misses,

Workmanship and Material the best.

Guaranteed for one year.

Option of Steel or Wood Rims.

Option of Single or Double Tube Tires.

Send for our 1894 Catalogue. The Hartford Special, weight 25 lbs,

Write for description of this Bicycle.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CQ.,
HHRTFORD, CONN,

Kindly meBtion The Wbeel when writing.
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SINCE PNEUMATIC TIRES

WERE INTRODUCED

Every English championship but two,

Every Irish championship but one,

Every Scottish championship, was

WON ON DUNLOPS
im

At Birmingham, June 9th, all the N. C. U. Championships

WERE WON ON DUNLOPS.

IN CANADA at

St. Thomas, One Mile, 1st and 2d.

Stratford, One Mile, 1st. Toronto, One Mile Novice, 1st.

Two Miles, 1st. •« Half Mile Handicap, 1st.

WERE WON ON DUNLOPS.

"I think they are the fastest path tires I have ever tried."—HARRY WHEELER.

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE COMPANY,

504-506 West 14th St., New York.
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KINGS COUNTY MEN'S MEET.

TITUS, Srii. 05s., MACDONAtD, 2m. 08s.—FINE

EINISHES-CLXSS B MONKEYSHINES.

The K. C. W. has always been the racing

club of the Metropolitan district. On the road

it is still par excellence; on the path the

ambitious and restless Riverside Wheelmen
are taking the honors as the premier local

racing club.

The K. C. W. has, however, that charming

atmosphere which bathes that which is old and
well-established.

This was the thirteenth K. C. W. meet. A
decade ago the club held forth at the old De
Kalb and Classon Avenue field. There was a

quarter mile track and a goodly crowd was
always present to walch Quilla Rich, Harry J.

Hall, Ed. Pettus and other club pets flash

around the loose quarter-mile path. They rode

spidery ordinaries then, and a mile in 3m. 05s.

was wildly applauded.

Last year the club went farther from home,

and held a pretty meet at Eastern Park. This
year they try a new venue—the Parkway Driving
Club's track—where they provided a choice menu of

sport on Saturday last.

The track is a half-mile of clay, very fast, well-kept,

with grand stand, a commodious club-house and
ample dressing, lounging, drinking, eating and smok-
ing rooms.
But, offsetting these advantages, there are distinct

disadvantages. The track is surrounded by a many-
barred, white-washed rail, so that you can scarcely

see the men, except on the home-stretch. Again the

stands are too far back from the track for enjoyable

cycle racing. The people must be near, must be "in

it," to use a colloquialism, so that the interest will not

wane.
There were 3,000 people present. They were not

over-enthusiastic. There was a band, with more
muscle than talent. A great cloud frowned upon the

proceedings at one time, but, recollecting the usual

K.C. W. weather luck, and despite the "13," it sullenly

gathered up its skirts and set sail for some less-

favored locality.

Despite the tamenessof things—for there was tame-

ness— the sport was of good class. In the first place,

there was Titus' mile in 2m. 5s., in which, though

very badly paced, he reduced his own record one

second, and rode the fastest mile ever clocked at any

local meet.

Then there was Ray MacDonald's mile in 2m. 8s.,

that mile also very badly paced, but a very fair mark
for so young a rider. The meet lost somewhat of in-

terest because MacDonald's wheels were ingeniously

somewhere between New York and the track. After

considerable difficulty, it was discovered that a

Columbia safety could be utilized, and it was upon

that mount that the Raleigh man tried against the

watch.

The one mile match scratch race, Class B., was as

fine a race as one would wish to see. It was the most

successful B. mile of the season. There were about a

score of starters, including all the crack B. men, ex-

cepting Sanger, Johnson and Tyler.

As they stretched across the track, preparatory to

the start, they made a splendid show. They were high

types of physical class, fine and strong, and fit to run

for their lives without endangering the delicate human
mechanism. They were living essays on exercise

and natural selection, on matter vs. mind—on mind

^backed and reinforced by matter. Enough said.

The race was won by a foot by the bronzed Bald, C.

M.Murphy driving him over the tape, and taking every

inch out of Bald; the time, 2m 16s., was hot enough to

kill off several men at the half mile.

The novice race brought into public notice a very

tall, somewhat ungainly and rather unripe youth,

Thos. Gate, Brooklyn Ramblers. Gate won his

heat in 2m. 31 3-5S., and the final in 2m. 34 1-5S J. W.
Tilford, R. W., who won his heat, might have won
had he not made pace all the way. Both men will

figure prominently in future races.

The invincible Riversides won the team race, Good-

man finishing first.

The mile handicap, Class B, was a disappointment.

The form of the B-men is well known to the handi-

capper, and the. starts were allotted on a liberal scale

A big field started, with the limit men at no yards

Titus and Bald on scratch. At the half mile, ridden

by the scratch men in im. 8s., the men suddenly

divided into two classes. The scratch and back-mark"
men threw the race, leaving the long-mark men
finish many yards ahead of them. E. F. Miller (no-

won, with Kennedy, Graves and Arnold close up)

The time, 2m. n>£s., was within the scope of the

scratch men, as the track was fast and they had plenty
of pacemakers. The spectators hissed the Class B
men.
The mile scratch race produced some good sport in

the heats and final. J. W. Davison, who continues to

improve, won his heat in 2m. 29 3-ss., beating Charles

Brown and George C. Smith. The final brought out

F. H. Allen, of Springfield, who beat Blauvelt, Smith
Nagel and other good class riders. Time, 2m. 53s.

Being outside the time limit, the race was run over,

Allen again winning, in 2m. 43 2-5S., with Blauvelt,

second and George Smith, third.

The two mile handicap, Class B, was a repetition of

the one mile race; that is, the back- mark men did not

try all the way. Referee Chairman Raymond spoke
to each man before the race, and the result of the con"

fab was that the scratch men started at a great clip,

Titus doing im. 6s. for the half, and 2m. 16s. for the

mile. At a mile and a half they were within striking

distance* and Titus or Bald could have won. At this

point Maddox left the field of long mark men, who
were riding very slowly, and pumping away in the

most determined fashion, won in 4m. 45s. The scratch

men, easing up, did 4m. 48^s., showing a pace of 2m.

32KS. on the second mile.

The two mile handicap, Class A, went to G. B. Smith

from the 160 yard mark, who won quite handily in

4m. 44s.

ONE Mile NOVICE—First Heat: 1, S. T. Thompson,
W. W.; 2, Samuel Johnson, B. W.; 3, Charles Shading,

Brooklyn; 4l G. W. Hollawell, B. W.; s, J. T. Beck-

with, K. C. W. Time, 2m. 42s. Second Heat: 1, Geo.

Gaber, R. W.; 2, W. N. Stanley, K. C. W.; 3, William

Weller, C. C. C; 4, H. E. Meisholm, Y. M. C. A.,

Brooklyn. Time, 2m. 34 1-2S. Third Heat: 1, Thos.

Gate, B. R.; 2, A. Kluge, S. B. W.; 3, U. D. McGurn,
Brooklyn; 4, W. H. Ward, O. B. C; 5, S. Dunn, A. W.
Time, 2m. 31 3 -ss. Fourth Heat: 1, J. W. Tilford.R.W.,

2. L. E. Blackwell Jr., M. W.; 3, J. W Heffernan,

V. B. C.;4, J. Neilson, Port Chester, N, Y.j 5. C, W.
Bedell, Freeport, N. Y. Time, 2m. 42s.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Thos. Gate, B. R. 5. L. E. Blackwell,Jr.,M. W.
2. Geo. Gaber, R W. 6. William Weller, C. C. C.
3. S. T. Thompson, W. W. 7. C. E. Sands, C. W.
4- A. Kluge, S. B. W. 8. Chas. Shading, Bklyn.

Time, 2m. 34 15s.

ONE MILE SCRATCH-CLASS B.

1. E. C. Bald, P. C. C. 5. O. S. Brandt, R. W.
2. C. M. Murphy, K. C. W. 6. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.
3. Geo F. Taylor, W. C. C. 7. E. F. Miller, R. W.
4. A. W. Warren, H. W. C.

Time, 2m. 16 1-5S.

THREE MILE TEAM RACE.
1. Riverside W., 42 points. 3. Gotham W., 3 points.

2. S. Brooklyn W., 14 "
4. B'k'n Ramblers, 2 "

The finish was as follows:

1. F. F. Goodman, R. W. 3. E. A. Willis, S. B'k'n W.
2. C. Granger, R. W. 4. J.Elder, S. Brooklyn W.

Time, 8m. 32s.

The teams were—Riversides : Granger, Goodman
and Bofinger; Brooklyn Ramblers: Thomas Gate, W.
D. Fowler, Chas. McManus; South Brooklyn Wheel-
men: J. Elder, E1

. A. Willis, A. Kluge; Greenwich
Wheelmen: C. S. Henshaw. J. Whelpley. Granger
captured the first and second laps, Goodman the third
and fourth, Granger the fifth, and Goodman the sixth.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. E. F. Miller, R. W., 110 yards.
2. A. D. Kennedy, Jr., C. C. C, 60.

3. F. C. Graves, S. B. C, 80.

4. H. B. Arnold, S. B. C, 100.

S- C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., i S .

6. A. W. Warren, H. W. C, 70.

7. H. H. Maddox, A. P. W., 100.

8. W. H. Mulliken, Baltimore, 70.

9. I. A. Silvie, Jr., S. I. A. C, no.

Time, 2m. nKs.

One Mile Scratch.—First Heat: 1, J. W. Davi-
son, W. W.; 2, Chas. Brown, E. A. C. C.j 3, Geo. C.
Smith, N. Y. A. C; 4, E. A. Boffinger, R.W. Time, 2m.

29 375s. Second Heat: 1, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C; 2

F. H. Allen, Springfield; 3, F. E. Doup, K. C. W.; 4, F.'

F. Goodman, R. W. Time, 2m. 40 2-5S. Third Heat:
1, Fred Nagel, R. W.; 2, A. Kluge, S. C. W.; 3, W. A.
Barbeau, R. W.; 4. A. H. Barnett, C. W. Time, 2m.
58 3-5S. Fourth Heat: 1, M. Scott, C. W. ; 2, G. B.
Smith, Bellmore, N. Y.; 3, G. P. Kuhlke, S. A. C. Time,
3m. 16 2-5S.

Final Heat— i, F. H. Allen, 2, E. L. Blauvelt; 3, Geo.
C. Smith; 4, Fred. Nagel; 5, A. Kluge; 6, G. B. Smith;

7, F. E. Doup; 8, Chas. Brown, E. A. C. C. Time,
2m. 53s.

One Mile Scratch Race (Run over)— 1, F. H.
Allen; 2, E. L. Blauvelt; 3, Geo. C. Smith; 4, G. D.
Smith. Time, 2m. 43 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap—class B.

1, C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., 20 yds.

2, E. C. Bald, P. C. C, scratch.

3, F. J. Titus, R. W., scratch.

4, F. C. Graves, S. B. C, 140.

5l E. F. Miller, R. W., 130.

Time, 4m. 45 3-5S.

One mile, flying start, trial against time. F. J.Titus,

Class ",B." Time, 2m. ss.

One mile, flying start, trial against time. R. Mac-
Donald, Class " A." Time, 2m. 8s. First half. im. 2s.

Two Mile Handicap.—Heat One: 1, L. D. White,

R. W., 160 yds; 2, E. A. Boffinger, R. W., 190; 3, K. G.

Hoppe, B. C. C, 140; 4, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C, no;

5. H. K. Roe, P. W., 180; 6, H. E. Eckstein, G. W., 170;

7, C. S. Henshaw, G. W., 160; 8, Thos. Gate. B. R., 180-

9, Chas. Manee, K. C. W., 200. Time, 4m. 45 2-5S. Heat
Two: 1, F. E. Doup, K. C. W., 150 yds; 3, A. H. Barnett,

C. W., 60; 3, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C, 50; 4, W. A.

Barbeau, R. W., 140; 5, G. B. Smith, Bellmore, 160; 6,

Chas. Brown, E. A. C. C, 35; 7, G. P. Kuhlke, S. A. C.
130; 8, Wm. Weller, C. C, 30. Time, 4m. 42 3-5S.

Final Heat.— i, G. B. Smith, 160 yards; 2, W. A.

Barbeau, 140; 3, L. G. Hoppe, 140; 4, Thos. Gate, 180; s i

G. P. Kuhlke, 130; 6, H. E Eckstein, 170; 7, A. H. Bar-

nett, 60; 8, F. D. White, 160. Time, 4m. 44s.

H. E. Raymond refereed.

TJTICA, N. Y.—At the Utica Trades Assembly
picnic :

Three and One-Half Mile Road Race for Boys
Under 18 Years—Won by James W. Brierley. Time,

11m.

One Mile Novice—Won by George Dressley. Time,

3m. 8s.

Two Mile Trades' Assembly—Won by C. B. John-

son. Time, 6m. 38s.

Half Mile for Boys under Eighteen Years—Won by
George Dressley. Time, im. iy%.

Two Mile Open—Won by Gus W. Gage. Time 6m.

26 2-5S,
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SCHWALBACH'S ROAD RACE.

D. WHITE. A NOVICE, WINS; TIME, lh.

14m. 38s.—G. P. KUBLKE TAKES TIME
PRIZE; TIME, In. 13m. 05s.

The little village of Freeport, L. I., was all

agog on the Fourth over the advent of

" Charlie" Schwalbaeh, his score of officials

and a crowd of several hundred New York and

Long Island cyclists.

It was the occasion of Schwalbach's annual

twenty-five mile road race, Freeport to Jamaica

and return, run for the first time this year.

From a sporting standpoint the race was a

success, although, as a whole, the times can

hardly be reckoned fast. Several of the more
experienced contestants who were questioned,

consider the course fairly fast, but, despite its

freedom from hills, not as good as the Irving-

ton-Milburn.

The back mark men were a disappointment.

Barnett, scratch, did not start. Iven (i^m.)

dropped out at the half-way mark, feeling in

bad trim; Davidson, of whom great things

were expected from his strong showing in the

Irvin^ton-Milburn, had a bad fall and was out

of it. Staubach, who figured as scratch man,

was there on sufferance. His entry had not

been received by the committee and he had,

therefore, not been handicapped and was
compelled to start from scratch or not at all.

Only that ^very morning he reached Freeport

on the homeward trip of a five days' tour.

There were protests galore, alleged pacing

being the principal cause of complaint. The
first and third men were among those pro-

tested. Referee Potter has not yet rendered

his decisions.

White, the winner of the race and capturer

of fourth best time, is a member of the Park-

ville Wheelmen, of Rockville Centre, L. I.,

and is 21 years of age. This was his first road

race. He has competed and won several

prizes in various local track races. He finished

almost a minute ahead of the second man and
was perfectly fresh. He was not headed from
start to finish, and if pushed could undoubtedly
have made better time.

Kuhlke, the time-prize winner, is a member
of the Savoy A. C, and had three minutes'

handicap. It is regrettable that the scorers

stationed at the i2j^ mile turn (Jamaica) took

no record of the order in which the contestants

reached there, nor were times taken there.

The following table tells its own story of the

o:der at finish and the actual time of each
man:

Handi- Actual
cap. Time.
M.S. H.M.S.

[i F. D. White, Rockville W 6.oo 1.14.38
"2 H. R. Roe, Patchogue W 5.00 1.15.17
3 C.Tearl, K. C. W 530 i., 5.,9
4 L. H. Adsit, New York W 10.00 1.26.02

5 E. A. Willis, S. B. W 6.00 1. 16.04
6 A. W. Evans, Brunswick B. C 8.00 1. 18.07
7 G. B. Smith, Bellmore, L. 1 500 1. 15.00
8 W. H.Graham, K. C. W 6.00 1.1609
9 T. F. Dunn, Star C. C 5.30 1. 15.40
10 E. A. Laws, K. C. W 7.30 1 17.40
11 G. P. Kuhlke, Savoy A. C 3.00 1.13.05
12 E. F. Rau, K. C. W.... 9.00 1.1925
13 C. W. Young, K. C. W 9.00 1.21.00

14 C. H. Appley, Elizabeth 3.30 1.13.40
15 G. A. Murray. Washington W 1.30 1.13.41
16 Harry Gray, Brooklyn B. C 10.00 1.22.25
17 A. Atkinson, Brunswick B. C 6.00 1. 19.01
18 S. T. Thompson, Washinton W 5.00 1.18.02

19 O. Yarrington, Queens County W.. 5.00 1. 18.02
20 J. C. Whitenor, Freeport, L. 1 9.00 1.22.

n

21 C. Manee, K. C. W 4.30 1 18.35
22 A. W. Fuller, S. B. W 10.00 1.24.09
23 R. E. McCauley, S. B. W 6.00 1. 21.03
24 J. F. Ellsworth, L. I. C. W 7.00 1.22.03

25 W. H. Welch, Brooklyn 6.00 1.21.05
26 John Warner, Queens Co. W 7.00 1.23.04
27 A. A. Blish, New Brunswick 7.00 1.23.04
28 Frederick Jaeger, N. Y. City 6.00 1.23.00
29 J. W. Davison. Washington W 1.30 1. 18.34
30 A. Stutztnan, B. C. C 1.00 1. 18.04%
31 P. J.Inglis, L. I. C. W 6.00 1.23.07

32 W. J. Butler, Brooklyn Ramblers.. 7.00 1,24.12

33 H. B. Skidmore, Brooklyn 9.00 1.26.20

34 C. F. Staubach, Manhattan B. C....Sc'tch i 18 .00

35 W. N. Stanley, K. C W 6.00 1.24.05

36 F. B. Egelhoff, Prospect W 8.00 1.26.00

37 H. K. Smith, Patchogue W 7.00 1.24.00

EDITORS ENJOY RACING.

TWO THOUSAND SCRIBES AT THE ASBURY
PARK MEET.

38 A. Helmsteadt, B. C. C 4.00

39 J. M. Harned, K. C. W 6.00

40 V. J. Hall, Jr., K. C. W 4.00

4 i J. C. Berghold, N. Y. W 8.03

42 M. J. Gregoire, M. W 5.00

43 F. C. Southard, Freeport, L. 1 6.00

44 Chris Herbert, N. Y. City 600
45 Morris Stnbritz, L. 1. C. W 7.00
46 Ralph Bradford, R. W 12.00

47 W. E. Sparks, Brooklyn 4.00
48 W. H. Wark, Oceanus B. C 5.30

49 H. S. Winterhalter, Y. M. C. A 4.00
50 Chas. Hoppe, B.C. C 3.30
51 Frank Valentine, East Meadow 700
52 B. R. Sackett, Ravenswood B. C 6.00

53 D. W. Murphy, Ravenswood B. C. 6.00

54 G. E. Homan, Lawrence, L. 1 6.00

55 M. L. Case, N. Y. W 6.00

56 B. Epper, L. I. C. W 6100

57 A. Ackerly, Flatbush Wheelmen... 600

The first ten time men were^
Handi-
cap.
M.S.

1 G. P. Kuhlke, Savoy A. C 3.00
2 C. H. Appley, Elizabeth 3.30
3 G. A. Murray, Washington W 1.30
4 F. D. White, Rockville W 6.00
5 G. B. Smith, Bellmore, L.I 5.00
6 H. R. Roe, Patchogue W 500
7 C. T. Earl, K. C. W 5.30
8 T. F. Dunn, Star C. C 5.30
9 E. A.Willis, S. B. W 6.00
10 W. H. Graham, K. C. W 6 00

1. 23. 12

1.25.13
1.24.00
1.28.00
1.26.07

1.27. 10
1.27.30

1.29.05
1.34.06
1.26.09

1.27.04
1.26.50
T -36 -35
1.30.21

1.29.22

1.29.23

1.31.38

1.32.00

'•33 45
1 36.00

Act.
Time.
H M.S.
1. 13.05
1. 13.40
1. 13 41
1.14.38
1. 15.09
1. 15.17
1. 15. 19
1. 15- 40
1. 16.04
1. 16.09

F. D. WHITE.
Winner Schwalbach's Road Race.

Johnston 25 miles road race, Pittsburg, Pa., June 30:

1, J. K. Newburn. 7m. 30s., ih. 30m. 18s.; 2, T. C. Fry,
B. V. C, 4m. 30s., ih. 33m. 8s.; 3, C. N. Wakefield, S. B.

C, 4m. 30s., ih. 33s. 30m.; 4, J. H. O'Brien, 6m. 30s., ih.

34m. 29s.; 5, Geo. E. Williams, scratch, in. 34m. 37s.; 6

Chas. K. Gibson, P. A. C, 3m. 30s., ih. 35m. 30s.; 7, T.
W. Kennedy, Jr., 6m. 30s., in. 37m. 46s.; 8, S. G. Goble
4m., ih. 38m. 17s.

Asisury Park, N. J., July 4, 1894.—This
little city by-the-sea is alive with bicycles and
editors. The National Editorial Association

are holding their national convention here*
and the Asbury Park Athletic Association

made a wise move when they decided to hold

cycle races during their meeting. Some
twenty-five hundred people turned out to see

the races, 2,000 of whom were newspaper
folks and their families.

Raymond Macdonald, the youngster of the
Riverside Wheelmen, took the chief honors.
Harry B. Martin, a brown-faced lad, with
auburn hair, was the local favorite. Summary
of events:

One Mile Novice—Heat 1: 1, Lloyd Osborn, Man-
asquan; 2, J. H. Harrison, Asbury Park; 3, Arthur
Minton, Red Bank; 4, G. H. Cornell, Spottswood; 5,

Charles Davidson, Keyport. Time, 2m. 36s. Heat 2:

1, Geo. A. Taylor, Asbury Park; 2, J. W, Seaman,
Long Branch; 3, Wm. Holmes, Matawan; 4, H. E.
Williams, Manasquan; 5, Charles Wooley, Lower
Squankum. Time, 2m. 47 1-5S.

Final Heat: 1, Taylor; 2, Osborn; 3, Minton; 4, Sea-
man; 5, Holmes. Time, 2m. 46s.

One-third Mile Handicap.— i, H. B. Martin, As-
bury Park, 30 yards; 2, C. J. Foster, Harlem W., 50; 3
H. L. Bailey, Manasquan, 50; 4, R. Macdonald, River-
side W., scratch; 5, G. W. Sherman, Freehold, 60.

Time 43s.

One Mile, Open.— i, R. Macdonald, R. W.; 2, John
R. Parker, Freehold; 3, G. B. Waters, K. C. W.; 4,
Fred. Brower, Freehold; 5, M. E. Foster, Atlantic
Highlands. Time, 2m. 42 4-5S.

One Mile Lap Race— i, Macdonald, R. W., 9 points-

2, Claude Leathbury, Baltimore, 6 points; 3, Fred
Brower, Freehold, 2 points. Time, 2m. 47 15s.
Two Third Mile Open— i, r. Macdonald, R. w.-

2, H. B. Martin, Asbury Park; 3, Leon Cubberly, Long
Branch; 4, Geo. B. Waters, K. C. W.; 5, Claude Leath-
bury, Baltimore. Time, 2m. 4 2-5S.

One Mile (Monmouth and Ocean County wheelmen
who have never won a first prize, time limit 2.45).

Heat One: 1, Charles Davison, Keyport; 2, Harry
Reed, Point Pleasant; 3, William Homes, Matawan.
Time, 2m. 44 4-5S. Heat Two: 1, J. W. Seaman, Long
Branch; 2, A. R.White, Freehold; 3, Jos. R. Parker,
Freehold. Time, 2m. 47s.

Final Heat— i, Davison; 2, Seaman; 3, Parker.
Time, 2m. 49s.

One Mile Handicap— i, Chas. Davidson, Keyport,
130 yards; 2, Harry Reed, Point Pleasant, no; 3, H. B.
Martin, Asbury Park, 90; 4, M. W. Forney, Asbury
Park, 150; 5, G. H. Cornell, Spottswood, 130; 6, Fred
Brower, Freehold, no; 7, Geo. B. Waters, K. C. W., 80.

Time, 2m. 22s.

Two Mile Handicap- i, John R. Parker, Freehold,
190 yards; 2, H. E. Williams, Manasquan, 270; 3, Harry
Reed, Point Pleasant, 190; 4, W. F. Craemer, Point
Pleasant, 190; 5, M.'W. Forney, Asbury Park, 250; 6,

Herbert Cranwell, Long Branch, 220. Time, 6m.
03 2-5S.

Referee—Sterling Elliott, Boston.

Country Cracks at Hudson.

Hudson, N. J., July 4.—Two thousand peo-
ple witnessed the races here to-day. Sum-
mary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Ray Murray, Poughkeepsie; 2,

Hayes W. Walker, Cohoes; 3, Bert Briggs, Cornwall
Landing. Time, 2m. 39s.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, H. K. Bird, Newburg; 2,

Howard Mosher, Storm King; 3, O, H- Munroe, Co-
hoes. Time, 34s.

Two Mile, Open—1, John Van Benschoten, Pough-
keepsie; 2, Howard Mosher, Storm King; 5, Myron J.
Higgins, Albany. Time, 5m. 56 2-5S.

One Mile 3.00 Class— 1, Ray Murray, Poughkeepsie
2, W. L. Gilbert, Hyde Park; 3, Bert Briggs, Cornwall
Landing. Time, 2m. 37%s.

Half Mile Opep— 1, H. K. Bird, Newburg; 2, J. Elmar
Ayres, Albany; 3, Walter Piccaver, Albany. Time,
im. i6Ks.
Two Mile (Eastern New York Club League)— 1,Myron J. Higgins, Albany; 2, Walter Piccaver, Albany;

3, J. Elmer Ayers, Albany. Time, 5m. 35 1-4S.
One Mile Open— 1, Howard Mosher, Storm King; 2,

John Vanbenscoten, Poughkeepsie
; 3, William S.

Burke, Albany. Time, 2m. 59 3-4S.
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"Protection" for Cyclists

NO MORE FEAR OF RAIN.

A LONG FELT WANT FILLEDr
A Six Ounce Solid Front Ventilated Rub-

ber Overgarment for Wheelmen.
For Summer Outing and Wheeling. The only perfect

Protection against Rain, Cold or Mud. An Excellent

Substitute for Heavy Covering.

The Best Thing of the Kind Kver

Made.

Can be Carried in the Hip Pocket, Tool Bag,
or Under Saddle.

Is easily adjusted, opening at side, with no seams to

rip or leak, and the price is but

$ 1 .OO for Black. S I .50 for Maroon and Blue.
$ 1 .75 for India Stripe.

Write for Circular, mentioning The Wheel.

Enterprise Rubber Co. 135 Esse
BosTON, mass.

FULL SUITS Protection Coat, with Knickerbockers or Leggings:

Black, $2.00; Maroon and Blue, $2.75; Stripe, $3.00. Detachable Sleeves, 75c. per pair extra.

SENDYOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. WE WILL

SEND A BEN-HUR SOUVENIR FREE.

® <D

A World's Record
" FOR THE-

BentHur.
I m.i 111 1 1 in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m;ri!i:i'i u 1.1 1'l 1 1 1 1 1.1 1 i!i.n:i I'l'iii'i I f 1 1 1 1 i.ri IK 1 1 UJ I i:i;i:riiiiiiiiiiiii:i:inii.i'i:i J 1

!•

I Martin & Dressing 10-Mile Eoafl Race.

I Louisville, Ky., Jane 12, 1894.

| Won by E. V. MINOR, of Indianapolis,

1 Ind., on a 20 lb., Ben-Hur Roadster.

I Time, 26 min., 54 sec.

I Comment is unnecessary.

300 S. MERIDIAN STREET,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BEN-HUR BICYCLES ARE WORTH SIOO.OO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO,
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ME AND JOHNNY WERE MAD.

LOW TIME LIMITS AND CLUB RIVALRY
MADE THINGS BOIL AT THE

SYRACUSE RACES.

Syracuse, N. Y., July 4.—To-day's race

meeting of the Century Cycling Club was de-

cidedly sultry. Not only was the thermometer

away up but the temper of the riders was sev-

eral times at the boiling-over point. Brotherly

love is at a discount between the two principal

clubs of the city, the Century C. C. and the

Syracuse Athletic Association, and on several

occasions the bitterness culminated in wordy

wrangles which threatened to lead to a free-

for-all punching contest.

This was over Class A events, but Referee McCor-
raick, who had "Y. M. C. A." at the end o£ his name
on the programme, started a weariness in the Class B
camp, when, in the half mile open, he announced a

time limit of im.ios. John S. Johnson, who was the

highest priest of the class present, promptly "kicked .'i

He started, however. Twice was the race run over,

twice was it won by Johnson, and as many times was
it away outside the time limit.

Then Tom Eck grew mad. He denounced the de-

cision as an outrage. Johnson, he declared, had been
offered " big inducements " by other clubs, but had
spurned them all to ride tor the home club, of which
he was a member. After such treatment, however,

he would throw their colors to the dogs, and be

blanked if he would have anything more to do with

them. In the meantime Johnson had won the Class B
mile in 2m. 28s.—eight seconds outside the time limit,

but the referee considered that the men had "ridden

hard," and allowed the result to stand. When the

half mile was called for the third time, Johnson would
not turn out. He put on his street clothes and refused

to show himself again during the day.

The other Class B men had all done their share of

the fuming and raving, but did not sulk quite so much
as Johnson and came to taw each time, Watson Cole-

man finally justifying the referee's decision by win-

ning the half in im. 7 1-5S The Class B men present

each won a race, and rumor has it that such an ar-

rangement had been fixed beforehand. Some splen-

did sprinting marked the day's sport, also some
splendid loafing. The latter aroused the mad of the

spectators and provoked some vigorous hissing.

Finally, the elements themselves commenced to frown
and grow ugly. The smaller vials of their wrath
were uncorked and a gentle rain began to fall. The
Summary.

One Mile Novice (16 starters).— 1, Ted P. Wilkin,

S. A. A.; 2, Fred J. Barry, C. C. C; 3, James H. Mc-
Mahon, S. A. A. Time, 2m. 34 3-5S.

HALF MILE (Class B) —1, Watson Coleman; 2, A. D.

Kennedy; 3, F. C. Graves. Tims, im. 7 1-5S.

This is the race which started the trouble. The time
limit was im. 10s. Johnson won the first attempt in

im. 15 4-5S., and the record in im. 21s. He refused to

ride a third time.

Quarter Mile City Championship (n Starters)— 1,

Fred W. Fisher, C. C. C; 2, Harry W. Link, Y. M. C.

A.; 3, James Dickinson, C. C. C; 4, E. W. Murray, S.

A. A. Time, 34 2-5S.

ONE MILE CLASS B.

1, John S. Johnson, 3, Watson Coleman.
2, A. D. Kennedy, Jr. 4, F. C. Graves.

Time, 2m. 28s.

O ve Mile City Championship (17 Starters)— 1, E.

W. Murray, S. A. A ; 2, Fred W. Fisher, C. C. C; 3,

Fred C. List, C. C. C; 4, A. E. Hughes, S. A. A.; 5,

Andrew J. Pendergast, C. C. C. Time, im. 32 t-ss.

One-Half Mile One-Legged Race— 1, Frank B.

Cunningham, Rome; 2, Frank S. Beedleson, C. C. C-

Time, im. 23 2-5S.

Cunningham produced a sanction from the Racing
Board permitting him to use a pacemaker. Bsedleson
protested, but the sanction was upheld by the referee.

With this advantage and a quick start Cunningham
left Beedlson in the rear and finished strong.

one mile handicap, class b.

1. F.C.Graves, B.C. ,85 yds. 2. W. Coleman, B. C, 65

3. A. D. Kennedy, Jr., C. C, 55.

Time, 2m. 24 4-5S.

HALF Mile OPEN— First Heat— 1, George McTag-
gart; C. C. C.J 2, L. Cornish, C. C. C; 3, J. A. Dickin-
son, C. C. C; 4, F. W. Fisher, C. C. C.j 5, A. S.

Noonan, Rome. Time, im. 17s. Second Heat— 1, A.

Pendergast, C. C. C; 2, C. A. Higgins, C. C. C.j 3, F.

S. Jacques, Auburn ; 4, F J. Barry, C. C. C; 5. C. R.

Allen, Cortland. Time, im. 23s.

FINAL— 1, Pendergast; 2, Jacques; 3. Fisher. Time
(

im. 17s.

One Mile, City Tandem Championship—i, E. W.

Murray and W. A. Bex, S. A. A.; 2, A. J. Pendergast

and F.W.Fisher, C. C. C. Time, 3m. 09s. A hiss-

provoking loaf until the last quarter.

• TWO MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

r. Kennedy. 2. Graves. 3. Coleman.

Time, 4m. 59 3-5S. Time limit, 5m;

One Mile, Open (to Starters)— 1, F. W. Fisher, C.

C. C; 2, A. J. Pendergast C. C. C; 3, E. W. Murray,

S. A. A. Time, 3m. 25s. A hair-raising finish; won
by inches. Fisher was protested for fouling, but the

claim was not allowed.

Two Mile Handicap— t, Harry W. Link, Y. M. C.

A.; 2, John Lawley, C. C. C; 3, James Dickinson, C.

C. C ; 4, A. S. Noonan, Rome Cyclers. Time, 4m.

59 3-5S. Another grand finish.

2:03 THE CLASS A RECORD.

The Racing Men's Strike.

(See "Echoes from Europe."

A. W. PORTER'S NEW FIGURES MADE AT
WALTHAM—BLISS IN PINE FORM.

Bliss, Githens and Lumsden, the Chicago
cracks, rode for the first time this season in the

East, at the Boston A. C. C. meet, at Walt-

ham, July 4. But Bliss and Porter of Walt-

ham took the honors. The former won the

three Class B events, and Porter lowered Mc-
Donald's mile Class A record against time to

2m. 3s.

The meet was the opening of the National

Circuit. Four thousand spectators were
present; the track was in its usual good con-

dition and the racing spirited.-

Porter's new mile record was made im-

mediately after the last racing event. He was
paced by Williams and Haggerty on a tan-

dem, and reached the quarter in 30 2-5S.

The half was reached in 58 4-5S., the three-

quarters in im. 38 4-5S. Just prior to entering

on the last quarter, the tandem gave way
to Butler. Butler made a pretty pick-up,

but spoiled this good work by running away
from Porter, who, however, was brought home
in 2m. 3s. Porter also won the mile open,

Class A, and the second heat of the mile

handicap from scratch. Summary:
Novice One Mile— 1, Robert McDonough; 2, G. M.

Tinker; 3, W. J. Ballou. Time, 2m. 25 1-5S. (novice

record).

One Mile, 2m. 40S.—First heat: 1, E. A. Tosie; 2, E.

H. Snow; 3, J- McLaughlin. Time, 2m. 37 2-5S. Second
heat: t, L. P. Callahan; 2, Gaston Plantiff; 3, Alvin T.
Fuller. Time, 2m. 57 4-3S. Final heat: 1, L. P. Calla-

han, W. C.C.;2, E.H.Snow, P. C. C; 3, J. McLaughlin.
W. C. C. Time, 2m 45 4-5S.

Two Third Mile Open— 1, J. P. Bliss; 2, Lumsden; 3.

W. F. Murphy. Time, im 32 2-5S.

One Mile Open, National Circuit— 1, J. P. Bliss; 2, A.

E. Lumsden; 3, D. L. Connolly. Time, 2m. 27s.

One Mile Open— 1, A. W. Porter, W.C. C; 2, C. G.
Williams, W. C. C; 3, F. M. Haggerty, W. C. C. Time,
2m. 26 3-5S.

Mile Handicap— First Heat: 1, F. B. Emerson,
P. C. C, no yds.; 2, G. A. Howe, 115; 3, E.J.Clark,
P. C. C ,85; 4, A. T. Fuller, M. B. C.,60; 5, John Bianchi,

M. B.C., 70. Time, 2m 143 5s. Second Heat: i, A. W.
Porter, W. C. C, scratch; 2, C. G. Williams 60; 3, L. P.

Callahan, 65; 4, Gaston Plantiff, 120; 5, E. A. Tosie, 100.

Time, 2m. 13 2-5S. Final Heat: 1. F. Emerson, P. C.C.,

no; 2, John Bianchi, M. B. C, 70; 3, E. A. Tosie, 100; 4,

E. J. Clark, P. C. C, 85; 5, C. G. Williams, W. C. C.,60.

Time, 2m. 13 3-5S.

Mile Handicap (Class B).— 1, J. P. Bliss, scratch; 2,

Gus Lemke, Roslindale, 175 yds; 3, W. F. Murphy, 20;

4, H. E. Githens, 40; 5, T. L. Connolly, 85; 6, G. R. Cut-

ter, ioo. Time, 2m. 13 3-5S.

At Greenfield, Ind.

Greenfield, Ind., June 28 — To-day the
second annual meet of the local club was held
at ttie fair grounds. There were ten races in
all, and about one hundred entries. Sum-
mary:
JgfMile Novice— i, A. U. Boyd, Indianapolis; 2, Clint
Lausberry, Anderson; 3, Fred Atkins, Indianapols.
Time, 2m. 38XS.
Mile Open Handicap— 1, Thomas David, Indian-

apolis; 2, H. W. Griffith, Indianapolis; 3, F. P. Robin-
son, Irvington. Time, 2m. 2i%s.
Mile Hancock County Championship— 1, Ed. Boring;

2, Charles IX Fry; 3, M. A. Jenkins; 4, George Martin.
Time, 4m. 4^s.
Mile Open— 1, W. T. Bonfield; 2, E. V. Miner; 3,

Morris Townley, all of Indianapolis. Time, 2m. 39%:;.
Half Mile Dash— 1, E P. Roll; 2, W. T. Bonnfield; 3,

Harold Conduit; 4, W. W. McPain, all of Indianapolis.
Time, im 20s.
Three Mile Open, Handicap— 1, C. Laudsberrv,

Anderson; 2, Tom David; 3, A. N. Boyd; 4, F. P.
Robinson. Time, 7m. 41s.
Quarter-Mile Open (in heats) -1, Morris Townley;

2, W. T. Bonnfield; 3, Harold Conduitt; 4, E. P. Roll.
Time, 35 1-2S.
Five Mile Open (lap)— 1, E. V. Miner, 31 points; 2, C.

E. Miller, Anderson, 27; 3, W. T. Bonnfield, 24; 4. E. P.
Roll, \g. Time, 16m. 22 1-2S.

Arner Wins Pour Events at Easton.

EASTON, Pa., July 4.—First Meet of the Easton
Athletic Association:

One Mile Novice.— 1, Frank M. Duckworth, Phillips-

burg. N. J.J2, Frederick L. Hess, Easton W.;3, O. Fred
C. Jauss, Harrisburg, Pa. Time, 2m. 53 1.5s.

Half Mile Handicap.— 1, Roland L. Arner, Phillips-

burg, N. J., scratch; 2, F. M. Duckworth, Phillipsburg,

25 yds.
; 3,0. F. C. Jauss, Harrisburg, 25. Time, ini.

18s.

Two Mile Scratch.— 1, F. M. Duckworth. Time,
7m. 52s.

One Mile Handicap— i, Roland Arner, Phillipsburg,

N. J., scratch; 2, Frank Duckworth, 50 yards; 3, Fred.

Hess, Easton W., 50. Time, 2m. 59 2-5S.

One Mile, Lehigh Valley Championship—1, Roland
Arner, Phillipsburg; 2, Earle Douglass; 3, Fred. Hess,

Easton W. Time, 2m. 55 1-5S.

Five-Mile Scratch— 1, Roland Arner, Phillipsburg,

.

N. J.; 2, Earle Douglass, Allentown, Pa. Time, 16m.

Melrose, Mass., A. C. ten-mile road race, July 4: 1,

H. F. Simonds, 2'm., 50m. 28KS.; 2, J. C Black, 2m.,
50m. 29s.; 3, A. A. Knights, 4m., 32m. 48Jfs.; 4, Charles
W. R. Pembrook, im. 30, 31m. 04s.; 5, W. S. Gibbons,
2m. 40s , 32m 2oJ^s.; 6, H. V. Smith, 3m., 32m. 4oJ£s.; 7,

George E. Tufts, 3m. 30s., 33m. 14s.; 8, A. D. Rogers,
30s., 30m. 38s.; g, A. E. Daw, 30s., 30m. 39s.; 10, R. E.
Hunt, 2m. 32m. ios.; n, Loring Cushman, 3of.,3im.oSs.;
12. A. C. Dodge, scratch, 31m. 37HS. ; 13, John Beck-
with, 2m. 40s., 34m. 13s.
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Fig. Z

THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher
Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa,

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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TWO CLEVELAND CRACKS

SURPRISE SANGER, ET AL., AT DAITON-
JOH^SOS'S THREE MUCH IN

EVIDENCE.

Dayton, Ohio, June 30.—Sanger, Johnson,

Tyler and Callahan came West to-day and

found a couple of surprise parties awaiting

them. Ernest C. Johnson and Robt. F. Goetz,

two Cleveland men, who compose the Triangle

racing team, were the gentlemen who furnished

the surprizes. The occasion was the race

meeting of the Dayton Bicycle Club, and 5,000

people looked on and gave vent to unstinted

approval, although the day was decidedly

sultry and applause brought perspiration. E.

C. Johnson is a brother of L. C„ who figured

prominently in the Class A events, but is not

related in any way to Eck's protege. Johnson

and Goetz are both good men, and given half

the care bestowed on the "stars" would

speedily bedim not a few of them.

The summaries will show the riding qualities

of the men. Goetz made the better showing

of the two.

With J. S. Johnson he flew by Sanger in the

finish of the half-mile open and with his team-

mate, E. C. Johnson, he again out sprinted

Sanger at the close of the two mile handicap,

when everyone was ready to bet dollars to

dewberries that Sanger would win the race

hands down.

In the two mile handicap Sanger occupied

scratch position alone, being unusually honored,

John S. Johnson having been allotted 20 yards

and Tyler the same. Neither of the latter

started and Sanger made a fine run to catch

Callahan with 100 yards lead. He caught him
and after trailing a short way cut out for

the field and paced Callahan a mile before

catching the bunch. Then Sanger did a very

foolish thing and was, as usual, content with

a rear position. This he held to the head of

the stretch before trying to improve. He had
simply misjudged his men, as Goetz and E. C.

Johnson proved too strong on the finish, and
being near the front of the bunch, and having

fewer yards to go, the big man could not

make an impression in time. It is undoubtedly

true that Sanger's long mile and a half ride to

catch the fieldihad tuckered him, but he played

his position poorly and gave dark horses too

much leeway.

John S. Johnson and Tyler met and strug-

gled bravely at the close of the first Class B
event of the day, the quarter mile open. The
race was started with Baker in the lead, which
position he maintained until an eighth or less

from home, when Tyler "unwound." His un-

winding was too much for Johnson, who was
beaten by half a length.

The half mile open was led by Plaice, of

Lima, O., who was given fourth place before

the race for pacing. He gained on the field,

and Sanger awoke to the danger. Johnson
clung to Sanger's rear wheel, and was brought
up to the leader in great style. Goetz followed

J. S. Johnson closely, and E. C. Johnson fol-

lowed Goetz. One hundred yards from home
J. S. came out, and Goetz also managed to

squeeze by Sanger. E. C. Johnson was a very
close fourth. Johnson was given a small

ovation. But the "masterpiece" of the day
was the diamond race—the mile open—in

which pacemakers were employed. It was
confidently given out by the announcer that

the world's record would surely go. But the

record still stands, although the fastest scratch

mile of the season was ridden, and the State

record in competition lowered to 2m. 13s.

Goetz carried the field to the quarter in 36

seconds; E. C. Johnson to the half in im.

8 3-5S., and C. H. Callahan to the three quar-

ters in im. 41 3-5S. At the start Sanger rode

as if distressed, was slow in getting away, and

rode in miserable fashion. The leaders, closely

followed by Tyler and Johnson, soon distanced

him, and he slowed up.

From the three-quarters Tyler made the

going, and 100 yards from home looked every

whit a winner. Johnson pressed close, gave

a sprint within a sprint, and won. Tyler

awoke to the danger too late ; from his actions

he seemed to have thought the race won.

There was no riding for record. The day's

sport was all sufficient, and the Class A events

were all warm.
The novice race was the fastest of the year,

2m. 31 3-5S., and the mile handicap was a

record ride—State and Class A. L. C. John-

son, of Cleveland, the scratch man, rode and

won a great race in 2m. 14 1-5S., a record

lowered by John S. Johnson from scratch two
hours later. The same Johnson (L. C, the

brother of E. C), won the mile open race, but

was beaten later (and the local enthusiasts

went absolutely crazy over this win) by E. H.

Kiser, a seventeen-year-old Dayton boy, who
two weeks ago, only, had malaria fever and

should not have ridden at all.

Chief Consul Croninger, of Kentucky Di-

vision, L. A. W., and the Southern member of

the Racing Board, was the referee. He
adopted a novel plan for deciding the winners

in the large fields in the quarter and half mile

Class A events.

There was no time for finals, and two heats

were run in each, the first three in each being

timed, and the fastest three taking the prizes.

The plan worked admirably, and good racing

resulted, every man in each heat riding "for

keeps."

The day closed with a Dayton Bicycle Club

race for a $90 Crescent bicycle, which will

throw four or five men into Class B. All, how-
ever, were willing to be thrown. The sum-

mary:

One Mile Novice— i, Claude Doty, Marion; 2, O.

Wright, Dayton; 3, E. L. Cummings, Springfield; 4

D. J. Good, New Carlisle. Time, 2m. 31 3-5S. Sixteen
starters. The fastest novice of the year.

QUARTER MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

i. H. C. Tyler. 5. Conn Baker, Columbus.
2. J. S. Johnson. 6. C. H. Callahan.

3. E. C. Johnson, Clevel'd. 7. F. H. Plaice, Lima.

4. R. F. Goetz, Cleveland.

Time, 31 3-5S.

Announced as only 2-5S. of a second slower than
record.

One Mile Handicap—i, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland,
scratch; 2, Claude Doty, 120 yards; 3, F. L. Talley, 40-

4, C. E. Tudor, 50; 5, O. Wright, 30; 6, H. Auld, 10; 7,'

W. J. Klinger, 20. Time, 2m. 14 1-5S. A grand race.

State record in competition. The winner's fastest

mile by six seconds.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. J. S. Johnson. _ 4. E. C. Johnson, Clevel'd.

2. R. F. Goetz, Cleveland. 5. C. H. Callahan.

3. W. C. Sanger. 6. Conn Baker, Columbus.
Time, im. 6 4-5S.

Plaice, of Lima, paced, and was given fourth prize>

a shaving mug, which he will hardly use for some
years to come.

ONE MILE—First Heat: 1, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland;

2, O. R. Bernhardt, Toledo; 3, R. O. Bauman, Dayton.
Time. 2m. 46XS. Second Heat: 1, A. J. Brown, Cleve-

land; 2, C. Van Tine, Findlay; 3, W. C. Marmon,
Indianapolis; 4, R, E- Calkins, Toledo, Time, 2m.
58s,

Final Heat— 1, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland; 2, O. P.

Bernhardt, Toledo; 3, A. J. Brown, Cleveland; 4, C.

Van Tine, Findlay; 5, R. O. Baumann, Dayton; 6, W.
C. Marmon, Indianapolis. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S.

HALE-MILE (Bjys under sixteen, residents of Mont-
gomery County)— 1, W. H. Gerber, Dayton; 2, W. P.

Hoffman, Dayton; 3, H. E. Sunderland, Dayton; 4, B.

Hershey, Dayton. Time, im. >6 1-5S.

Quarter-mile—First Heat: 1, E. H. Kiser, Dayton,
32s.; 2, L. C. Johnson, 32 1-5S.; 3, R. O. Bauman, 32 2-5S'

Second Heat: 1, C. Van Tine, Findlay, 33 1-5$ ; 2, A. J.

Brown, Cleveland, 33 2-58.; 3, W. J. Keniger, Green-
ville, 33 2-5S.

Final Heat (fastest three in heats take prizes)— 1,

Kiser, 32s.; 2, Johnson, 32 i-ss.; 3, Bauman, 32 2-5S.; 4,

Van Tine, 33 1-5S.; 5, Brown, 33 2 5s.; 6, Klinger, 33 3-53,

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1.1R. F. Goetz, Clevel'd, 180 yds. 4. C. Baker, 160 yards
#

2. E. C. Johnson, Cleveland, 160. 5. C.H.Callahan, 100

3. W. C. Sanger, scratch. 6. F. H. Plaice, 280.

Time, 4m. 43s.

Half Mile (Two heats, best three in time)—First
Heat: 1, F. L. Talley, time, im. 103-5S.; 2, O. P. Bern-
hardt, im 104-5S.; 3, C. E. Tudor, im, us. Second
Heat: 1, C. Van Tine, time, im. io^s.; 2, A. J. Brown,
im. us.; 3, E. Forrer, im. nj^s.

Winners— 1, C. Van Tine; 2, F. L. Talley; 3, O. P.

Bernhardt.

ONE MILE open, class b.

1. J. S. Johnson. 3. C. H. Callahan.

2. H. C. Tyler. 4. Conn Baker.

Time, 2m. 13s.

The Ladies Raced, and Then They Fainted.

The employes of the various cycle factories

in Toledo held a picnic June 30, among the

features of which was a series of cycle races.

A mile women's race was one of the events,

and the result was decidedly amusing. After

making about two-thirds of the distance, the

wheels of the fair riders began to wobble, and
after reaching the tape all of the contestants

fainted away. Miss Josie Goodall dropped at

the line first; Miss B. Klotz second. Time,

3m. 36s. The other events resulted as follows:

Two-third Mile, Open— 1, F. Rigby; 2, O. S. Breiley;

3, B. Wallace. Time, 2m.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, H. E. Wallace, scratch; 2,

W. A. Parker; 3, Grant Rollins. Time, 5m. 2s.

Two Mile Open— 1, F. Rigby; 2, C. S. Breiley; 3, H.
F. Wallace. Time, 5m. 50s.

Ten Mile Handicap— 1, George Mallert, scratch; 2,

J. Wilhelm, 3 min. Time, 32m. 30s.

East Orange (N. J.) Cyclers' club races, Orange
Field Club's track, June 30:

One Mile Scratch—1, F. Corwin; 2, A. Edwards; 3,

H.W.Smith. Time, 2m. 51s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, F. Corwin, scratch; 2, W. B.

Corwin, 120 yards; 3, H. S. Babbage, 100. Time, 2m.

27KS.
Five Mile Handicap— 1, F. Corwin, scratch; 2, A

Edwards, 60 yards; 3, J. M. Gilmour, 60. Time'
14m. 20S.

Roseville A. A. road races, Newark, N. J., June 30:

Three Miles— 1, W. W. Pryor, time, 10m. 7s.; 2, W
T. Church, 10m. 9s

; 3, F. L. Pryor, 10m. 31s. H. B_°

Martine finished first, but was disqualified for being

paced.

One Mile— 1, W. W. Pryor, time, 2m. 53s.; 2, E. W.
Doty; 3, H. L. Thowless.
Five Miles— i, Church, time, 17m. 20s.; 2, Martine,

17m. 30s.; 3, Thowless, 17m. 50s.

Union B. C.'s ten mile road race, Boston, June 30: 1,

F. Mayo, scratch, time, 28m. 16s.; 2, W. S. Ellis, 3m.,

31m. us.; 3, A. L. Berry, 4m., 32m. 21s.; 4, M. L. Dolan,

2m. 30s., 31m. is.; s, J. H. Kennedy, 6m., 34m. 14S.; 6,

A. M. Parker, 7m., 35m. 51s.; 7, D. K. Lincoln, 2m. 308^

31m. 41s.; 8, T. W. Dalton, 4m. 30s., 33m. 40S.; 9, A.

Langford, 2m. 30s., 32m. is.; 10, F. J. Steeyer, 4m., 33m.

45s.; 11, W. F. Parker, 2m., 32m. as.; 12, William Moore,

5m., 35m. 6s.; 13, W. F. Saunders, 2m.; 14, D. T. Morine,

6m. 30s.

Galesburg, 111., June 29, ten mile road race: 1, W. H.

Egan, time, 32m. 51s.; 2, Bert Rapene, scratch, 33m.

30s.; 3, L. A. Lander, 36m.; 4, B. C. Potter, 36m. 13s.

One Mile Handicap (Members Dayton Bicycle

Club)— 1, G. V. Allen Dayton; 2, F. S. Rudy; 3, W.
Keenan; 4, C. H. Hickey. Time, 2m. 4i^s.



We challenge anyone to produce a tire as

FAST and EASY

AS OUR NEW

STUDS ELASTIC THE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

RACING TIRES A SPECIALTY

Any Weight Above 24 Ounces Per Pair.

We manufacture cemented tires, partially laced or laced all round.

WE USE ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS, at fair prices.

Correspondence solicited.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,

Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS,
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NARCHY, Chaos,

Topsy - turveydom

are with us.

Blood and toe-nails

thicken the air. Pan-

demonium takes a

back seat, and long

odds are freely laid against the Inferno.

Never have we had such lively episodes in the

history of cycling as those which befel on last

Saturday at Birmingham.
All the world of cycling was in the '

' cap-

ital of the Midlands " last week. On Friday

there was a meeting of the Counsel of the N.

C. U., and on Saturday the one mile and five

miles championships of England were decided,

as well as an international race between Eng-'

land and the "ould" country, alias Ireland.

Great preparations for the reception of visitors

had been made by the Birmingham people, and
all was joy and gladness. People interested in

cycling bore down on the great manufacturing

centre from all parts of England, Ireland and
Scotland. Many visitors came from the Con-

tinent, and if you want to make any money,
you may bet that America was not unrepre-

sented. Racing men came from Germany,
Denmark, Holland, and a lot of other civilized

countries, while from beautiful, gay "Paree"
came their eminences the professionals, in-

cluding the redoubtable Wheeler, who, by the

way, is as well named as any cyciist I wot of.

Altogether, it was a notable time, and one that

had been looked forward to with unwonted
interest.

But, alas ! Man proposed and the devil dis-

posed.

As events turned out, the racing was bereft

of much of its attractiveness. It was governed
by mob law, for the crowd did pretty much as

it liked, bullying the officials in the most dis-

graceful manner. There was only a small

force of police on the ground, and the officer

in charge thereof intimated to the Union
officials that if he attempted to carry out their

instructions the mob would wreck the grounds,

and perhaps wreck the Union also.

Disorder, confusion and noise were the pre-

vailing characteristics of the "sport." The
pigmies that Stanley discovered in Africa

would conduct a meeting far better, for the

pigmies have no police, no amateur definition

and no Union. The crowd made an "Aunt
Sally " of Hillier, yelling and hooting at him
with the keenest enthusiasm. Demoniacal
cries of "chuck him out," and other such
friendly adjurations rent the air.

It was great fun.

Some say that the carnival of " devilment/'

was got up especially in honor of the Irish

visitors, and of a truth, the Irish will have to

put their best leg foremost if they desire to

beat the record established at Birmingham.
The fun did not even cease with the racing.

Spirits were high, and frisky cussedness must
be vented to the full ; so at the banquet, organ-

ized in honor of the visitors, held in the

evening there was vast jubilation, some of the

Birmingham orators giving the N. C. U. men
present "sauce " and plenty of it.

But I have been anticipating, and I must go
back a bit.

While the N. C. U. was sitting in solemn

conclave on Friday night, some fiery spirits

were organizing a revolt against the racing

men, the outcome of which was that a number
of men who are licensed issued a manifesto to

the Union announcing that they would not get

up in the championships on the following day
unless the Union agreed to call a special meet
ing to reopen and consider the whole licensing

question. Remembering that a similar at-

tempt was made last year' at Newcastle and
failed dismally, the Unionists were at first in-

clined tojride the high horse. They announced,
in a burst of friendly confidence, that they

were not going to be bullied, and that not only

would they not cave in, but that the rebels

would have their licenses withdrawn. Hillier

is said to have said that the championships

would be decided whether the men mounted or

not, and that if necessary he and Todd and
others would ride for the honors.

I am sorry that this was not done, for the

sight of the champion of 1881 competing with

the rotund little Todd would have been one I

would have given worlds to see, even though I

am rather short of worlds just now, and cannot

truly say that I have any to spare.

Robert Todd in "University" racing cos-

tume ! ! Great Scott ! Would it not be worthy
of the gods?

But alas and alack, and woe is me, it didn't

come off. Those horrid things that spoil so

much fun, and are known as " wiser counsels"

prevailed. It was pointed out to Hillier that

the supply of rotten eggs in Birmingham

—

extensive as it was known to be—would not be
equal to the demand. There were two courses

still open ; not to hold the meeting at all, or to

accede to the request of the racing men. The
Union adopted the latter.

As a consequence, there is great jubilation

in the camp of the racers. If the manifesto
had come from the men who had been refused

licenses, one could understand it more easily.

What grievance the men who have actually

been granted licenses can boast of I don't

know. Perhaps they think they have been
hardly treated in not having been made
martyrs of, and in not having secured the con-

sequent advertisement. If they say the griev-

ance is not personal, but one affecting their

whole class, their loyalty to those less fortunate

than themselves is to be commended, all the

more warmly because of its novelty.

As a matter of fact, they have little reason
for jubilation. The Union, I have no doubt,

will keep its word. It will hold a special

meeting, and will reconsider the licensing

scheme, and it will once again come to the

conclusion that the system of licensing must
prevail. Then the racing men are powerless,

at least until they get another chance next
year, when they may revolt again with, pos-

sibly, the same results. They profess that

their League is absolutely free from trade in-

fluence, that it will not be hostile to the Union,

and that it is merely a body formed to safe-

guard the interests of racing men and to

secure proper representation of their views
and desires.

This is all very well.

But will it continue to move on these con-

ventional and constitutional lines if the

Union maintains its policy, as I believe it will?

I don't think it will, and, therefore, I think

we are approaching war to the knife between
the governors and the governed.

Foreigners seem to be the curse of the N.
C. U.

They dog it like a spirit of evil, and vary
matters by setting on its chest- like a horrid

nightmare. Last year all the bother was
about Zimmerman.
This year, one, Jaaf Eden, a Dutchman, has

been the centre of disturbance. A few days
before the championships were to be decided
Eden applied for a license, as a non-trader,

and got it at once. At the eleventh hour it

was discovered that he was in the trade, and
that his application should have been consid-

ered by the Trade Licenses Committee. Con-
sequently his license was withdrawn. Eden's
explanation of his statement that he was not
in the trade is that he knows English imper-

fectly, so imperfectly, it would seem, that he
doesn't know the difference between "yes"
and "no !" Clearly Eden wants a few more
lessons in English. However, he is not an
easy man to put down. He resorted to the

simple expedient of riding in spite of the Union
officials, and he started amidst the wild cheers

of the mob; that, like all mobs, wished for

nothing better than to see authority set at de-

fiance. In vain the officials appealed to the

police to remove the flying Dutchman. The
police had wives and families to think of, and
were not prepared to die just then.

So the Dutchman had his way.
He won a heat, to the frantic delight of the

crowd. In the second round he didn't com
pete, probably feeling that he was master of

the situation, and could compete whenever he
liked. He came out in the final, but was
beaten; and then it was the turn of the

Unionists to jubilate. Hillier danced a fan-

dango up and down the ground, Todd wept
tears of joy, while Turner, throwing his hat in

the air, burst into a song of triumph.

Truly it was a great and glorious day, and
one not easily to be forgotten.

But, if the Dutchman was beaten, the Dane
was not, and the blue ribband of the English

path fell to Ingeman Petersen, and crossed the

seas to Denmark, as it did last year to

America.

Strange to say, the great—in fact, bar the

mob—the only success of the meeting was the

professional championships.

The press has chorused praise and ap-

proval of the riding of the men, and un-

doubtedly Harris and the others have given
professionalism a big lift in popularity in

England. Wheeler, as you are doubtless

aware, competed, but the Cash King was not

reigning on the occasion. It had been hoped
almost up to the last that Zimmerman would
have put in an appearance, and I believe the

likelihood is that he would have done so had
he been "fit." He has no ambition to race

under the N. C. U., but he is a warm favorite

in England and is desirous of showing the

English public that his quarrel is with the

Union only. By the way, there is some
grumbling in Paris of the delay in Zimmer-
man's appearance in competition. He says he
is not fit, and the monsieurs think that he is,

or that if he isn't he ought to be. At all

events, they are showing evident and increas-

ing signs of impatience. Whether the fact

will induce Zimmerman to hurry up remains
to be seen. The Scorcher.
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10° Lower on A Falcon.

c.

"Tired, are you? Let us compare the wheel in front of us to the one you nave been riding. The balls in your wheel are one-quarter of

an inch in diameter and it requires fifteen to fill the crank bearing properly. This Falcon has seven-sixteenths inch balls and only needs nine.

Now if you are not too exhausted I will ask you to follow me in a little mental arithmetic.

"A contact of a sphere is a point. There are five points of contact on every ball. In your wheel with fifteen balls there are seventy-five

points of contact. In the Falcon with its nine balls there are only forty-five points of contact, a gain of thirty points. Contact means friction.

This is the reason the Falcon is an easy runner and also the reason you are tired from your ride on that- wheel."

YOST MFG. CO., YOST STATION, TOLEDO, O.
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DOWN IN THE COAL MINES.

A FEATURE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DI-
VISION'S MEET—TAXIS AGAIN TO

THE FRONT.

Wilkesbarre, located in the heart of the coal

regions of Pennsylvania, was the meccafor the

Pennsylvania Division^ members July 2 and

3. It was the Division's twelfth annual meet

and the attendance of out-of-town cyclists was

large. The Philadelphia clubs were particu-

larly well represented, the Century Wheelmen
having thirty-eight men present. The meet

was managed by the local club, the West End
Wheelmen, who performed their work well.

On the morning of the first day, runs were

taken to Pittston, Glen Summit and down the

Wilkesbarre mountains, and many of the visi-

tors were shown through the various coal

mines.

At the meeting of the Board of Officers this

afternoon the principal business transacted

was the adoption of a new constitution and by-

laws, under which the State will hereafter be

divided into two election districts, each of

which is to elect their own representatives to

the State Board of Officers, instead of each

member voting for the entire Board to be

elected. A. B. Dunning, the Road Surveyor

of Lackawanna County, presented the outline

of a State road bill, which it is proposed to

present at the next meeting of the State Leg-

islature.

This evening a lantern parade was held, in

which all of the local and visiting wheelmen,

numbering nearly 1,000, participated. The
streets were lined witih spectators, many of

whom came from a distance to watch the dis-

play. A recep&on at the club-house followed.

On the evening of the second day, the theat-

rical company of the Century Wheelmen gave

an entertainment. In the parade in the morn-

ing, the club captured the prize for best ap-

pearance. The Williamsport W. C. with 34

men won the prize for the greatest number of

men in line. The racing was exceptionally

fine and was enjoyed by almost 4,000 spec-

tators.

Taxis appeared for the first time since his

accident at Plainfield, winning the only event

in which he rode, the Class B half-mile race.

The finish was close, P, C. Graves being second

and Murphy third.

Taxis also rode an exhibition mile against

his own State record of 2m. ig 3-5S., and suc-

ceeded in lowering the figures to 2m. 14 2-5S.,

though badly paced by Brandt, Miller, Titus

and Kennedy.

In the two mile handicap B race the men
were bunched at the end of the first lap, and
the contest was particularly a scratch event, the

finish being a very fine one, in which Bald,

Titus and Kennedy finished within a space of

a foot. The mile open, Class B, was also a

splendid race, Murphy, Graves and Bald

setting the pace at different points. The men
objected to a limit of 2m. 30s. named by the

referee, asking that a special prize be offered

as an inducement to set the pace. Upon being

told, however, that no prize would be offered

and that there would be m run-over in case

the limit was not reached, the men rode a fine

contest, though the first half was slow. John-
son and Callahan were the only two entries of

any importance who did not appear, and a tel-

egram was received from them that owing to

the railroad strike they would be unable to be
on hand. Summary:

One Mile Novice.— i, E. A. Gilmore, S. B. C; 2'

Harry G. Newman; 3, J. J, Oscar Smith, Pittston.

Time, 2m. 33 a 58.

One-Fourth Mile, State championship.—First
Heat: 1, Diver; 2, Banker; 3, Williams; 4, Diehl. Time,

33 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, G. N. Winans, Scranton; 2

J. B. Corser, Pottsville; 3, C. W. Krick, Linking

Springs; 4, J. C. Henderson, Lewiston. Time, 34s.

Final Heat: i, A. L. Banker; 2, J. J. Diver; 3, C. G.

Williams. Time,33 4-ss.

Half Mile Open, Class B— 1, W. W. Taxis, Phila-

delphia; 2, F. G. Graves, Springfield, Mass.; 3, C. M.

Murphy, Brooklyn. Time, im. 10s.

ONE MILE (County Championship)— 1, George D.

Stroh, Pittston ; 2, W. C. Kellar. Wilkesbarre
; 3, H.

M James, Wilkesbarre. Time, 2m. 34s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B—1, E C. Bald, Buf-

falo ; 2, Fred J. Titus, Riverside, N. Y.; 3, A. D. Ken-
nedy. Jr., Illinois Cycle Club. Time, 5m. 20 2-5S.

Half Mile State Championship—First Heat: 1,

A. L. Banker, Pittsburgh; 2, J. J. Diver, Philadelphia;

3, C. H. Measure, C. W.; 4, C. F. Williams, Erie.

Time, im. 10 3 5s. Second Heat: 1, J. B. Corser, Potts-

ville; 2, E. A. Gilmore, Scranton; 3, H. W. Lewis; 4,

J. C. Henderson, Lewiston. Time, im. 11 1-5S.

FINAL— 1, Corser; 2, Williams; 3, Banker. Time,
im. 14 3-5S.

One Mile Open (Class B)— i, F. C. Graves, Spring-

field Bicycle Club; 2, George F. Taylor, Waltham,
Mass.; 3, E. C. Bald, Buffalo, Time, 2m. 27 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, C. H. Measure, Phila-

delphia; 2, C.W. Krick, Licking Spring, Pa.; 3, J. B.

Corser, Pottsville. Time, 5m. 1 3-5S.

QUAKER CITY MEET AT TIOGA.
The Quaker City Wheelmen's meet at the

Tioga track attracted about 2,000 spectators

and a fair number of contestants. The track

is not in the best of condition, and several bad
spills occurred.

The one mile team race for the champion-
ship of Philadelphia was the most important

event of the day and was very exciting. The
different teams represented the Golden Eagle
South End, Quaker City, Century and Eclipse

Clubs, and in the first race, resulting in a tie

between the Quakers and the South End. In

the run off South End made eight points

against two for the Quakers. Summary:
One Mile Novice—First heat: 1, A. W. Rich; 2, C. F.

King; 3, C. W.Simpson; Time, 3m. 242-158. Second heat;

1, J. W. Hicks; 2, J. Y. Daniels; 3, Benjamin Peck;
Time, 2m.49S. Final heat: 1, A. W. Rich; 2, C. F King;

3, J. Y. Daniels; Time, 2m. 22 4-5S.

Quarter Mile, Open—First Heat: 1, R. Rich; 2, John
Granch. Time, 35s. Second Heat: 1, George B.
Mershon; 2, Frank Zook. Time, 35 3-5S. Final Heat:
1, R. P. Rich; 2, George B. Mershon, Jr.; 3, John
Granch. Time, 35 4-5S.

One Mile, 2.50 Class—Heat 1: 1, F. H. Preston; W. J.
Flenard; 3, W. A. Wenzel. Time, 2m. 58s. Heat 2: i,

J. D. Hagen; 2, Samuel Noar; 3, R. B. Fox. Time
3m. 31 2-5S. Final Heat: 1, F. H. Preston; 2, J. D.
Lagen; 3, W. A. Wenzel. Time, 3m. 01 1-5S.

One Mile, Q. C. W. Championship— 1, J. A. Mead; 2,

R. P. Rich. Time, 2m. 37 2-5S.

One-Third Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, H. C.
Penrose; 2, J. E. Geilfurs; 3, P. K. Manning; 4, Robert
Weir. Time, 45s. Second Heat: 1, F. H. Preston; 2,

T. B. Buzzard; 3, Frank Zook; 4, H. McGeorge. Time,
43s. Final Heat: 1, F. H. Preston; 2, Frank Zook; 3,

Robert Weir. Time, 44s.

One Mile Open— 1, C. R. Lagen; 2, F. B. Marriott; 3,
Charles Church. Time, 2m. 40S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, C. R. Lagen ; 2, Charles
Church; 3, W. B. Farley. Time, 2m. 22 2-5S.

One Mile Team Race for Philadelphia Championship
—Won by South End Wheelmen team, consisting of
F. B. Marriott, W. C.Henon and W. A. Wenzel.
One Mile, Q. C. W. Handicap—1, W. B. Failey; 2, F.

M. Dampman; 3, A. P. Lee; 4, Joseph Estoelet; 5, W. L
Jones. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S.

BUN BY BOSTON'S ALDEBMEN.
The races at Franklin Park, promoted by

the city of Boston as part of the Fourth of July

<j&slebration, attracted 3,000 spectators. The
entry list was large, all the city and suburban

clubs being represented. The prizes were

offered by the city, and it also supplied pink

lemonade and chairs for a chosen few, while

the multitude had to squat in the sun on the

green sward.

Fast time was made in the quarter-mile

dash, which was accounted for by the course

being down hill and the wind on the back of

the riders. Summary:

Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, W. H. Johnson, J. P.; 2,

G. E. J ihnson, Mattapan. Time, 2m. 43s. Second

Heat: 1, E. K. Atwood, West Roxbury; 2, George E.

Belknap, R. B. C. Time, 2m. 41s. Third Heat: 1,

William Crozier, J. P.; 2, G. H. Walter, Hyde Park.

Time, 2m. 40 4-5S. Fourth Heat: 1, A. A. Peterson,

Boston; 2, C. Lorin, Dorcester. Time, 2m. 36 4-5S.

Fifth Heat: 1, J. W. Falconer, J. P.; 2, C. R. Bailey, R.

W. Time, 2m. 36 2-5S. Final Heat: 1, C. Loring, Dor-
cester; 3, A. A. Peterson, Boston. Time, 2m. 46s.

One-quarter Mile Dash, boys under 16.—First Heat:

1, C. W. Laskey, Boston; 2, A. W. Lincoln, Boston.

Time, 31m. 3-5S. Second Heat, 1, C. L. Kimball, Dor-

chester; 2, W. D. Pickard, Boston. Time, 32s.

Final Heat: 1, C. W. Laskey, Boston; 2, C. L.Kim-
ball, Dorchester; 3, A. W. Lincoln, U. B. C. Time, 43s

Mile Handicap— 1, C. E. Johnquest, 100 yards; 2, H.

B. Tilleston, 115, R. B. C. Time, 2m. 21 2-5S.

One Quarter Mile Dash—First heat: 1, G. W . Phillips,

M. B.,C; 2, E. J. Clark, P. C. C. Time, 30s. Second

heat: 1, J. A. Farrell, U. B. G.; 2, T. L. Connolly, E. C.

C. Time, 30 4-5S.

Final heat: 1, J. A. Farrell, U. B. C; 2, T. L. Con-

nolly, E. C. C; 3, E. J. Clark. Time, 29 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, J. S.Dunn, Jr., 150 yds.; 2,

W. Winge-rskey, no yds.; 3, E. T. Bailey, 250 yds.

Time, 5m. 10s.

Mile Consolation—Won by H. M. Gordon, R. W.; 2,

J. W. Falconer, J. P. Time, 2m. 38 3-5S.

At the N. J. A. C. Grounds.
N. J. A. C. games, Bayonne, July 4 : Two Miles

Team Race—1, Greenville W. 20 points; 2, Garfield A.
C. 16 points. Time, 6m. 35 4-5S.

Two Miles, Hudson County Riders— 1, W. G. Roome;
2, Fred Shafto; 3, W. C. Darmer. Time, 5m. 29 4-5S.

Two Miles Handicap—1, J. W. Judge, R. W., 30 yds.;

2, W. L. Darmer, N. J. A. C, 30; 3, Fred Shafto, N. J.
A. C.| scratch. Time, 5m. 25s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Judge, 20 yds.; 2, Vreeland,
Greenville W., 100; 3. Darmer, 15. Time, 2m. 38 2-5S.

Binghamton's Meet Bather Tame.

Binghamton, N. Y.
, July 4.—The wheel races

run here to-day at the Y. M. C. A. Field Day
were rather uninteresting. The races, with

the exception of the novice and the boys' races,

were slow, the starters loafing to such an
extent that Referee Whitmarsh ruled several

off the track. The novice was won by a

stranger from New York. Some doubt has

been expressed as to his eligibility.

ONE Mile Novice— i, D. T. Maltby, New York; 2,

T. B. Van Alstyne, Binghamton; 3, A. F. Diffenderfer,

Binghamton. Time, 2m. 42 1-5S.

Half Mile (Boys)— 1, Abie Leverton, Binghamton;
2, D. Dildine, Binghampton; 3, A. R. Mosher, Bing-

hampton. Time, im. 24 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap-i, J. F. Folsom, Binghamton,
250 yds.; 2, W. L. Barton, Binghamton, 150; C. W.
Cole, Binghamton, 220. Time, 5m. 35s.

ONE Mile Y.»M. C. A.—i, C. T. Miner, Binghamton.
2, R. E. Wright, Cortland; 3, W. H. Dillon, Bingham-
ton. Time, 2m. 35s.

ONE MILE Y. M. C. A. (Boys)—1, Robt. Ricker,

Binghamton; 2, Walter Thompson, Binghamton; 3,

Westley Racklyeft. Time, 2m. 56 1-5S.

One Half Mile (Open)— i, A. F. Diffenderfer,

Binghamton; 2, J. C. Doubleday, Binghamton; 3, R.
E. Wright, Cortland. Time, im. 15s.

Three Mile Handicap (Y. M. C. A.)— i, R. E.

Wright, scratch, Cortland; 2, Chas. T. Miner, scratch,

Binghamton; 3, L. D. Mosher, 220 yds. Time, gnu

One Mile (Open)— i, R. E. Wright, Cortland; 2, J.

C. Doubleday, Binghamton. Time, 2m. 52 3-5S.

One Mile, City Championship.— i, Charles T.
Maurer, Binghamton ; 2, A. F. Diffenderfer, Bing-
hamton

; 3, J. C. Doubleday, Binghamton. Time,
2m. 42 45s.

Five Mile Handicap, Y. M. C. A.—i, C. T. Maurer,
scratch, Binghamton ; 2, R. E. Wright, scratch,

Cortlandt; 3, L. D. Mosher, 350 yds., Binghamton.
Time, 15m. 15s.
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ROYCE A WORLD'S RECORD HOLDER.

TOURISTS' MEET ATTRACTS A BIG CROWD
—GOOD FINISHES AND FAST TIMES.

If any person had told you on Friday that

G. F. Royce, the all-purple Patterson man,

who is the local crack, and on a par with

Charlie Brown and Blauvelt, would hold a

world's record ere sunset on Saturday, you

would not have believed it.

Yet the unexpected came to pass. It was
on the quarter-mile scratch race of the Tourist

Bicycle Club meet, held at the Clifton track

on Independence Day. The track is a big

three-quarter mile stretch, so that the quarter

mile is practically a straightaway.

The track has always been notably fast.

Once Zimmerman did a quarter in 30s., but

the record was disputed. For this meet, how-

ever, a surveyor carefully measured the track,

the men were properly started, and there is

no room for dispute.

Nine men lined up for the scratch quarter. At the

pistol fire, Royce flashed into the lead, and though
hotly pursued all the way by Smith and Blauvelt, he

won by a foot in world's record time of 2gJ£s.

The best previous quarter was Zimmie's 30s.—but

rejecting that, the best quarter in competition,

standing start, was Zimmie's quarter in 31 2-5S.

Royce's quarter is a particularly fine bit of sprint

work, even though the wind did blow right hard up
the home-stretch.

THE OTHER EVENTS.

Of the other events, a deal might be said. There
were no Class B races. The committee, who are men
of affairs and fairly well pointed on the business and
social inwardness of things, had booked some Class

B events, but, as the committee stated, they got tired

dickering with the B-men, and dropped the B events.

One prominent B man wanted $200 to ride two exhibi-

tion races.

Royce did some fine work. There was his winged
quarter; then he won the mile county championship
in 2m. 30XS., and ran second in the one mile 2.35 class;

also first in the three mile club handicap, which he

won without trying^rom scratch in 8m. 4s.

Then take Blauvelt. He never was in more com-
plaisant form. He ran in every event in whicn he

could possibly enter, riding like a war-horse; and
even then, he went after the track record and reduced
it from 2m. 19 3-5S. to 2m. 14s., though poorly paced at

that. "Blauvee" won the mile open in 2m. isJ^s.

In this event, a hitherto poorish sort of rider—W. S.

Slavin, Tourist Club—jumped away at the start and
made a cracking effort until near the finish, when he
died away. " Blauvee " ran an unaccountable second

to George Coffin in the two mile State championship,

ran third to Royce in the quarter and won the one
and a half mile handicap cleverly in 3m. 36 3-4S.

George C. Smith rode some good seconds. He
claimed he was not on the right wheel, but would be
later, and then, well, lookout.

George Coffin showed very much improved form,

running well under 2m. 17s. in the mile open, winning

the two mile State championship and the two mile

handicap from sixty yards.

The-novice event turned up a new man in Thomas
Hughes, E. W., who, though on a borrowed wheel,

won the final in 2m. 29s. without turning a hair. And
yet, in the two-mile handicap, he was buried from the

200 mark, which shows how foolishly the average rider

performs in a handicap. The most enthusiastic win
of the day was Beckwith's win in the one-mile cham-
pionship of the City of Paterson. The crowd yelled

itself hoarse over "Becky," who did himself proud,

and came home nicely in 2m. 24.4s.

The Tourist Cycle Club is a Paterson organization,

with a new house, a large membership and a healthy

exchequer, and enough substantial members in the

club to feed the treasury should it show any symp-
toms of sickliness. There is no club in the Metro-

politan Circuit whose members seem of a better class

than the Tourists.

They do things well.

They always come to Clifton track for their meet.

It is a two miles per trolley from Passaic's centre and
five miles from Patterson. Nearly four thousand
people were present,bright,wide-a-wake,well-dressed

holiday people, ready to applaud upon occasion, and
their ready and hearty enthusiasm gave a zest to the

meet, without which the most brilliant work is furje-

rial and tiresome. There was a fine band. Robinson's

band, whose high class work was in pleasing contrast

to the ear-afflicting and heartrending rub-a-dub-dub,

bang-hoot-bang of the average race meet band. Rob-
inson is engaged for the Metropolitan A. C. C. race

meet, and no doubt he is marked for fame.

The meet was idealy officered. The committee and
prominent club-men dispensed a liberal hospitality to

the visiting officials and were at all times cheerfully

alert in oiling the machinery of the meet.

One Mile Novice. (Trial heats, first three in

final)—Heat One: i, T. Hughes, E. W.; 2 , Wm. Knight,

Belleville W.; 3, Harry C. White; 4, J. Bingham, K. C-

C; 5, Milton R. Brown; 6, C. Bingham K. C.C. Time,
2m. 30s. Heat Two: x, Gus Lippman, G. W.; 2. Chas.

Horster; 3, Wm. Lozier, G. W.; 4, Albert Smith, P. F.

W.; 5, Alexander Grey, E. W.; 6. Chas. Mcllroy, E. W.
Time, 2m. 41s.

Final Heat: 1, T. Hughes; a, Gus Lippman; 3, Harry
C. White; 4, Chas. Horster; 5, Wm. Knight; 6, Wm.
Lozier. Time, 2m. 29s.

One Mile County Championship— i, G. Fred

Royce, T. C C; 2, G. H. Beckwith, T. C C; 3, W.
Hardifer, K. C. C; 4, F.J. MacMahon, T. C. C; 5, C
H. Norwood, T. C. C.j 6; P. C. Hardifer, T. C. C.

Time, 2m. 30 1-2S.

One Mile Open— 1, E. L.Blauvelt, E. A. C; 2, G. C.

Smith, N. Y. A. C; 3, Geo. W. Coffin, O. Arc.; 4, F. A.

Nagle, R. W. Time, 2m. 15 1-2S.

W. S. Slavin. T. C. C.J T. Gate, Brooklyn; A. J. Ford,

G. W.; F. E. Doup, K. C. W., and A. C. Watson, U. C.

R., also started.

One Mile Championship of the City of Pater-
son—1, G. A. Beckwith, T. C. C; 2, F. J. MacMahon,
T. C. C; 3, J. Bingham, K. C. C; 4, A. E. Carleton, P.

F. W.; 5, C. Bingham, K. C. C; 6, Peter Clauss, R. W.
Time, 2m. 24^3.

Two Mile L. A. W. Championship—i, Geo. W.
Coffin, E. A. C.j 2, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. Time,

5m. 33s.

One-quarter Mile Scratch.—i, G. F. Royce, T.

C. C; 2, G. C. Smith, N. Y. A. C; 3, E. L. Blauvelt, E.

A. C; 4, W. S. Slavin, T. C. C; 5, A. C. Watson, U. C.

R.; 6, Frank E. Doup, K. C. W.; 7, A. J. Ford. G. W.;

8, T. Hughes, E. W. Time, 29^3.

One Mile (2.35 Class).— 1, Geo. W. Coffin, O. A. C;
2, G. Fred Boyce, T. C. C; 3, F. A. Nagel, R. W.; 4, G.

A. Beckwith, T. C. C. 5, A. C. Watson, U. C. R.; 6,

Peter Clauss, R. W. Time, 2m. 52s.

One and a Half Mile Handicap—i,E. L.Blauvelt,

scratch; 2, F. E. Doup, K. C. W., 60 yds.; 3, W. S.

Slavin, T. C. C, 165; 4, F. Nagle, R. W., 50; 5, W.
Hardifer, K. C. C, 140; 6, P. Clauss, R. W., 130; 7, A. J.

Ford, G. W., 160; 8, Thos. Hughes, E. W., 130; 9, L.

Laffray, T. C. C, 136; 10, A. E. Carleton, P. F. W., 130;

11, E. L. Freeman, 140; 12, H. C. White, 120. Time,

3m. 36%s.

, Three Mile Club Handicap.— i, G. Fred Royce,
scratch; 2, F. J. MacMahon, 100 yds.; 3, G. A. Beckwith,

75; 4, L. Laffray, 150. Time 8m. 4s.

Two Miles Handicap.— i, Geo. W. Coffin, O. A. C,
60 yds. ; 2, F. E. Doup, K. C. W., 100; 3, F. J. MacMahon,
T. C. C, 190; 4, Fred Labaugh, 180; 5, Chas. Bingham,
170; 6, Thos. Hughes, E. W., 200; 7, P. Arlington, P. F.

W., 250; 8, Milton R. Brown, 170. Time, 4m. 56 1-28.

One mile flying start trial against time. 1, E.L.Blau-

velt. Time, 2m, 14s.

Referee, F. P. Prial. Judges—F. Hawley, Carl V^an

Lengerke, W. B. Plumb, R. G. See, Hon. George H.
Low. Timers—John Yule, S. G. Harmon, J. A. Hall.

Starter, Ed. W. Morgan. Clerk of Course, W. S.

Beaver. Announcer, R. H. Sterrett. George A.

Beckwth Chairman of the Meet Committee.

FALLS AND FOULS AT SOUTH
ORANGE.

ERTZ WINS EVERYTHING WITH EASE.

Rutherford Independence Day Sport.

Rutherford, N, J., July 4.—A thousand

people gathered at Wheelmen's Field on Inde-

pendence Day to witness the Y. M. C. A.

sports. Summary:
Two Mile Safety Handicap—1, William M. Pietz, 50

yds.; 2, J. L. Chapman, Jr., 150. Time, 5m. 36 2-5S.

One Mile Boys' Race Handicap— 1, W. Van Winkle,

100 yds; 2, George Ward, 75; 3, A. R. Savage, scratch.

Time, 3m. 48s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, G. C. Brinkerhoff, 15s. ; 2, E.

A. Burgess, 20s.; 3. W. D. Peck, scratch. Time, 14m.

22 2-5S.

Falls and claims of foul riding were features

of the five cycle events in the games of the

South Orange (N. J.) Field Club on the Fourth.

The officials, however, disposed of disputes in

a judicious way, and, altogether, the affair

was well handled. The track, a quarter mile,

was in fair condition only.

The one-mile novice and ten-mile handicap

brought out a large field, there being a bad

tumble in each event. In the final heat of the

novice race, B. J. Keeler, who had the pole

and was leading on the last turn was thrown

and badly cut. On a claim of foul, the race

was run over, resulting in Keeler being dis-

tanced. In the two-mile handicap, J. M.

Gilmour, who was leading on the last lap, was
crowded into the rail and had a bad fall,

bringing down C. H. Foiles, both being con-

siderably shaken up.

The one mile handicap was an easy race for

C. W. Ertz, F. W. Corwin, the scratch man,
quitting at the end of two laps in his trial heat,

Ertz did the best work of the day, carrying off

three firsts.

Four teams, the Kings County, Riverside,

Greenwich and East Orange Cyclers were

entered in the team race. Considerable diffi-

culty was encountered in agreeing on scoring.

It was finally run in four heats, one man from

each team in a heat. L. H. Porter refereed.

The summary:

Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, H. D. Johnson, S.O.F.C;

2, Alfred C. Green, Second Battery Corps, N. Y.; 3,

J. W. Conklin, Bloomfield. Time, 2.40. Second Heat:

1, B, J. Keeler, New York; 2, Wm. G. Gallagher,

G. W.; 3, Howard Drummond, L. W. Time, 2.44.

Third Heat: 1, Geo. E. Coon, So. Orange; 2, Chas.

Dyer, L. W.; 3, W. W. Burnet, Orange. Time, 2.39.
"

Final Heat: 1, Geo. E. Coon; 2, H. D. Johnson; 3,

Chas. Dyer. Time, 2m. 41s.

One Mile Handicap—First heat: 1, H. E. Eckstein,

60 yards, G. W; 2, Thos. L. Green, 100, R. W.; 3, James

M. Gilmore, 100, So. F. C. Time, 2m. 27 3-53. Second

heat: 1, Frank A. Hendricks, 60 yards, So. Brooklyn;

2, H. S. Thompson, 80, R. W.; 3, W. G. Gallagher, 120,

G. W. Time, 2m. 251-53. Third heat: 1, C. W. Ertz,

65 yards, R. W.; 2, U. S. Paige, 60, K. C. W.; 3, P. H.

Johnson, 70 E. B. C. Time, 2m. 26s.

Final One Mile Handicap- -1, C. W. Ertz; 2, H. E.

Eckstein; 3, Frank A. Hendricks; 4, U. S. Paige; 5,

H. S. Thompson; 6, P. H. Johnson; 7, Thos. L. Green.

Time, 2m. 25s.

Half Mile Scratch—First Heat : 1, H. E. Eckstein
o

Greenwich W.; 2, Thomas L. Green, Riverside W.; 3,

P. H. Johnson, Excelsior B. C. Time, im. 19s. Second

Heat— t, U. S. Paige, K. C. W.; 2, C. W. Ertz, Riverside

W.; 3, H. S. Thomson, Riverside W. Time, im. 15s.

Final Heat—1, C. W. Ertz; 2, H. E. Eckstein; 3, U. S.

Paige; 4, Thos. L. Green; 5, P. H. Johnson. Time, mi,

1 8s.

Two Mile Handicap—1, C. W. Ertz, Riverside W.,

60 yards 2, H. E. Eckstein, Greenwich W., 50; 3, H. S.

Thomson, Riverside W.,go; 4, F. G. McDonald, K.C.W..

go; 5, W. A. Whelpley, Allerton A. C, 150; 6, Alfred C.

Green, S. B. C, 120; 7, A. B. Hedden, E. O. Cyclers,

130; 8, H. W. Smith, S. O. F. C, 30; 9, A. G. Kipp, K. C.

W., no; 10, W. W. Burnet, Orange W., 120; n, Frank

A. Watson, Brooklyn W., no. Time, 5m. 19s.

Reading Races.

FT. Scott, Kan., July 4., Solid City Wheelman :

One Mile Handicap— 1, D. E. Meyers; 2, Charles

McLean. Time, 2m. 40s.

Reading, Pa., July 4.

One Mile Novice— 1, Chas. A. Miller; 2, Daniel Hart;

3, John A. Miller, P. W. Time, 2m. 58 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, 2.50 Class— 1, Selas Stutzman, P.

W.; 2, Daniel Hart; 3, Charles A. Miller. Time, 2m.

40 2-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Selas Stutzman; 2, Wm. L. Ful-

mer. P. W.; 3, Edward S. Youse, P. W.; 4, Daniel

Hart. Time, 2m. 34 1-5S.

Half Mile Safety.Open -1, Selas Stutzman; 2, Wm.
L. Fulmer; 3, Daniel Hart, Time, im. 13 2-5S. Fred

G. Rees, referee.
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VERY BROWNISH.

WAS THE PLAINFI^tfD MEET—THE YOUNG
JEBSEYMAN BIDES IN 3m. 17s.-FAST

FIELDS THE BULE.

Red, white, blue and Brown prevailed at

Plainfield on "the day we celebrate." For

more than a hundred years, red, white and
blue have ever been very much in evidence on

that day, but it is only within the past year or

two that much has been seen or heard of

Brown. That, of course, is no fault of his; it

is even possible that, had he anything to do

with the selection of his birthday, it would

not have fallen a day or a year sooner.

But all this aside, Brown, Charles Brown, he of the

Elizabeth (N. J.) Athletic Cyclers, was in fine fettle

on the Fourth. It is quite two years ago that one of

his fellow townsmen "tipped him off" to The Wheel
as a probable champion, but not until recently has he

given very strong promise of fulfilling the destiny

which had, all unasked, been selected for him, and not

until Wednesnay last, when he proved the star at the

Crescent Wheelmen's meet, on their egg-shaped track,

at Plainfield, had he shone quite so brilliantly. At
Plainfield he easily overshadowed the other contes-

tants, not only in speed but in judgment, on and off

the track. While they turned out and punished them-
selves in race after race, Brown was content to save
himself foF the main events, in both of which he

romped home winner.

In the two handicap events eight men—an unusually
large number—were allowed to qualify for the finals.

In the mile Brown simply placed himself in his heat,

but in the final showed the sort of stuff that is in

him. He caught Scott, Goodman, Barnett and Willis

before they were fairly under way. He carried them
up to the next bunch and then lay low for half a lap

i

when he let out another link and, judging his distance

nicely, nipped the leaders turning into the stretch.

He eased up again until Scott, who had stuck gamely
to his work, came up and challenged, with the crowd,
at their heels. The two had a desperate battle to the

tape, but Brown took things cooly and held his man
safe, winning by half a wheel in tm. 17s.—the fastest

time ever made on the track. Be could, apparently

have easily improved this three or four seconds. In

the two-third mile event his victory was even easier,

although Mont Scott again made him extend himself.

In the two heats of the mile handicap, the men
bunched on the second lap and spread almost clear

across the track, presenting a solid, swiftly moving
front. It was marvelous how the back markers got

through and almost providential that no accidents

occurred.

The team race was a chilling frost. The Elizabeth

Wheelmen's trio were the only ones to present them-
selves, and as Barnett and Willis were due to ride in

the next event, to save themselves they simply
crawled around the track, hisses and hoots and
friendly expostulation being of no avail. The two
men, however, had a hot run in to the taps, Barnett
winning.

In the second heat of the two mile handicap, Frank
Allsopp (200 yds ) touched handlebars with some one
and had a nasty spill, which brought down Goodman
and Scott, who were directly behind. Allsopp's face

was badly cut and he was helped off, but Scott seized

Goodman's wheel and made off, while Goodman ob-
tained another and, though badly skinned, pluckily

sprinted after the field like mad while the spectators

rose as one person and gave him an ovation. In the
final of this race Hawthorne and Rydell, first and
second respectively, had a ding-dong finish, the pace
being so hot that the backmarkers finally sat up and
quit. In the five miles, it was much the same. The
field of fifteen men swept along at such a pace that
the backmarkers never became dangerous. Good-
man several times broke away from Scott and Barnett,
but invariably came back to them until, in the final

rush, after the race had been won, he sailed home
yards in front of the other two. Barnett looks very
tired and jaded and seems to need rest badly. His
riding lacks dash and there is too much body motion
for the best results.

A fight was threatened at the start of the boys' race.

One of the youngsters protested John Gregory, a big,

heavy, well-muscled fellow, whose face shows un-
doubted signs of long and frequent use of a razor.
Gregory and his pusher-off "wanted ter see ther kid
what said he was over sixteen." They claimed the
protest was " 'er put-up job," and threatened to
" t'ump somebody in der teet' " if they could only find

the right party.

It was suggested to Gregory that a cleanly-shaven

chin, in which, however, stiff, bristly symptoms of

a beard could be seen, was rather unusual in boys

under sixteen.

"No 'faint," he asserted, "I been shavin' since I

was twelve."

He rode under protest and finished third. His

prize was withheld, but he said he wouldn't go to the

trouble of proving his age for anything as insignifi-

cant as a bronze medal.
Willis was another interesting feature of the meet.

His all-white suit was trimmed with a beautiful baby
blue, which quite caught the female portion of the

spectators. He wore white shoes, and in his skull cap

a diamond shirt stud climaxed Willis' outfit. The day
was bright and warm, and fully 2,000 people were

present. The racing began at 2.30, and was over

before 5. After the first two races, however, things

dragged quite a bit. The best men were all entered

in every event. As the programme was such that

there was little chance for breathing spells and rub

downs, the men pleaded for, and obtained, rest and
delay in every manner possible. All the brass bands
in the town had been engaged for other purposes,

and, in the absence of music, the waits between races

became painful at times. This was the only draw-
back to the day's sport. The summary:

ONE MILE NoviCS— i, E. C. Johnson, Railway; 2, H.
S. Julleme, Passaic; 3, Chas. Liebold, New York; 4,

W. J. Dodd, Plainfield; 5, John Scott, Plainfieid.

Time, em, 41 2-5S. C. N. Rydell, Plainfield, finished an
easy first, but was disqualified, his pusher-off having
stepped over the tape. Second Heat: 1, Isaac Town-
ley, Westfield; 2, Phillip Young, Montclair; 3, C. L.

Decker, Boonton; 4, H. T. Baglin, Newark; 5, F. D.

Homan, New York; 6, J. E. Roberts, Elizabeth; 7, Olaf

Sangstadt. Plainfield. Time, 2m. 382-5S. Third Heat:

1, L. Rice, Newark; 2, F. W. Lord, Brooklyn; 3, G. L.

Babcock, New York; 4, E. C. Potter, New York; 5, A.

J. Riley, New York; 6, J. Rieders, New York. Time,
2m. 56 1-58. Fourth Heat—1, Walter Appley, Eliza-

beth; «, John Gregory, Newark; 3, R. Mansfield, New-
ark; 4, J. J. Gillen, Newark; 5, F. Allsopp, Newark; 6,

T. H. Brown, New York. Time, 2m. 51 2-5S.

FINAL— i, W. Appley; 2, John Gregory; 3, F. W.
Lord; 4, E. C. Potter; j, P. Young; 6, H. S. julleme.

Time, 2m. 43s. Won by half a length in a driving
finish.

ONE Mile Handicap—First Heat (nineteen starters,

eight to qualify): 1, Mont Scott, A. W., Plainfield, 20

yards; 2, A. H. Barnett, C. W., Westfield, 25; 3, I. N.
Line, C. W., Plainfield, 70; 4, Chas. Brown, E. A. C,
scratch; 5, F. F.Goodman, R. W., 10; 6, L. G. Hoppe,
B. C. C, Brooklyn, 45; 7, A. Woltman, C. W., Plain-

field, 90; 8, P. L. Coffin, O. A. C, Newark; 9, Isaac

Townley, Westfield. Time, 2m. 16 3-5S. Second Heat
(twenty starters): 1, J. M. Baldwin, C. C. C, Newark,
70; 2, E. A. Bofinger, R. W., 70; 3, D. S. Lewis, C. W.,
Plainfield, 120; 4, James Willis, E. W., 10; 5, T. A.
Cuming, C. W., Plainfield, 65; 6, C. Granger, R. W., 35;

7, A. J. Riley, R. W., 100; 8, C. A. Fox, New York, 80.

Time, em. 21 1-5S.

Final Heat— i, Chas. Brown; 2, Mont Scott; 3, F.

F. Goodman; 4, E. A. Bofinger; 5, T. A. Cuming; 6, D,
A. Lewis; 7, I. N. Line. Time, am. 17 1-53., track
record. A grand, well judged race, won by half a

wheel.

TWO MILE HANDICAP.—First Heat (eight to qualify):

1, C. W. Rydell, C. W., 180 yds.; 2, S. C. Crane, C. W.
Plainfield; 3, C. W. Pearson. V. W., Vineland, xio; 4,'

L. V. Mockridge, New York; 5, C. E. Depew, Port
Richmond, 150; 6, Ph. Young, Montclair, 200; 7, W.
Weller, C. C. C, Newark, 160; 8, W. A. Barbeau, R.
W., 70. Time, 4m. 50s. Second Heat: 1, A. H. Bar-
nett, C. W.J2, H. Hawthorne, O. A. C, Newark, 180

3, P. L. Coffin, O. A. C, 130; 4, C. Granger, R. W., 80;

S, D. L. Raine, K. C. W., 140; 6, M. Scott, C. W., 20; 7, H.
C. Hansen, Perth Amboy, 160; 8, F. W. Lord, Brooklyn,
200. Time, 4m. 58s. Frank Allsopp, 200 yards, fell and
brought down Scott and Goodman. The latter was
badly scraped, while Allsopp required the services of

a physician, who took several stitches in his face.

Scott and Goodman remounted and finished.

FINAL— i, H. Hawthorne ; 2, C. N. Rydell, 3, S. C.
Crane

; 4, L. V. Mockridge. Time, 4.50 1-5. The first

two made a hammer and tongs finish of the last

quarter. The balance of the field was well bunched.
The pace was too fast for the backmarkers to make
much of an impression.

Two Mile Team Race—A walkover for the

Elizabeth Wheelmen's team—Barnett, Willis and
Laggren, who finished in the order named. Time,
7m. 3 1-5S. A miserable, hiss-provoking event-until

200 yards from home.
One Mile for Boys under Sixteen—i, Geo. Rice,

N. W., Newark; 2, H. Harrington, Lyndhurst; 3,

John Gregory, C. C. C, Newark. Time, 2m. 46s.

Gregory rode under protest, and his prize will be
withheld until the family Bible is produced. He is

one of the heftiest sixteen year olds ever seen on any
track.

Two Thirds Mile Scratch— i, Chas. Brown,
E. A. C; 2, M. Scott, C. W.; 3, W. A. Barbeau, R. W.;
4, I. N. Line, C. W.; 5, A. H Barnett, C. W.; 6, D. S.

Ls*wis, C. W.; 7, F. F. Goodman, R. W.; 8, James
Willis. Time, im. 42s. Brown won handily, beating
off Barnett, Goodman and Willis, who sat up.

Five Mile Handicap— i, C. a. Fox, New York, 380

yards; 2, W. J. Mooney, N. C. R., Rahway, 400; 3, A.
N. Laggren, E. W., Elizabeth, 450. Time, 12m. 55s.

Twenty-four started; Goodman, Scott and Barnett on
scratch; Willis, 40 yards. The field bunched within
two miles, and made the running so hot that, although
the scratch men shared the donkey work, they could
never get nearer thin 100 yards. Goodman came
away near the finish, and crossed the tape in 13m.

4 2-53. At least fifteen men finished in a bunch. It

took the judges to place the second and third men.

The Officials—Referee, R. G. Betts, Man-
hattan B. C. Judges, H. L. Saltonstall, E. A.

C. ; H. E. Towle, New York ; A. F. Calkins,

E. W. Timers, C. E. Vail, C, W. ; L. S.

Pocock, C. W-; J. A. Doane, C. W. Starter,

A. H. Chamberlain, N. C. R. Clerk, F. L. C.

Martin, C. W.

At the Home of Bay Dawson.

The Boonton (N. J.) A. C. meet, July 4, at-

tracted the country people for miles around.

A dozen or more New York and New Jersey

middle class riders were on hand, looking for

pots, but Boonton is the home of Ray Dawson,
the pure amateur of the Stearns' team, and he

tickled his many admirers in the grand stand

by winning both handicaps from scratch.

Summary:

One Mile Novice—First heat: j, J. W. Good, Jr., N.

Y. A. C; 2, E P. Haebler, Greenwich W.; 3 , H. R.
Dusenbury, Metropolis W. Time, 2m. 49s. Second
heat: Geo. B. Cobb, Jr., Harlem W.; 2, H. G. Barnard,

N. Y. A. C; 3, Bert Kingsland, B. A. C. Time, 3m.
i 4#s. Third heat: 1, T. E. Belts, N. Y. A. C.j 2, John
Allison, N. Y.

; 3, D. H. McFarland, Elizabeth W.
Time, 2m. 48^8.

Final: 1, Cobb; 2, Allison; 3, McFarland. Time,
2m. 51 3-5S.

One Mile, 3m. Class—First Heat: 1, C. E. Lawrence,
N. Y. A. C; 2, C. Henshaw, G. W.; 3, Carl Berger, B.

W. Time, 2m. 55 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, J. M. Hopler,

B. W.; 2, A. W. Blowers, Montville; 3, A. Mclntyre, R.

W. Time, 2m. 43s.

Final Heat : 1, Hopler; 2, Berger; 3, Henshaw.
Time, 2m. 45s.

Two Miles Handicap—First heat: 1, Ray Dawson,
scratch; 2, J. M. Hopler, 90 yds.; 3, A. W. Blowers, no;

4, C. B. Lawrence, 100. Time, 5m. 8 2-5S. Second heat:

1, Geo. B. Cobb, 70 yds.; 2, D. H. McFarland, 120; 3, R.
Mclntyre, 140; 4, John Allison, no. Time, 5m. 27 2-5S.

Final: i, Ray Dawson; 2, Hopler; 3, Cobb; 4,

Blowers; 5, Lawrence. Time, 5m. 15s.

Three Miles Handicap— 1, Ray Dawson, scratch; 2,

Geo. B. Cobb, 100 yds.; 3, C. S. Henshaw, scratch.

Time, 7m. 55s.

Montclair A. C. Games, July 4; One and a Quarter
Mile— 1, W. H. Power, Jr.; 2, Walter Power. Time,
3m. 15s.

Games of the Ancient Order of Hibernians,|Phila-

delphia, July 4: Three miles— 1, John O'Keefe; 2, John
Dillon. Time, torn. 26s.

Peopie's Fou*th of July Sports, U. of P. Grounds,
Philadelphia: Two Miles Scratch—1, H. P. Rich, Q.
C. W; 2, W. O. Kelly, A. C. S. N.; 3, G. R. Richman.
Time, 3m. 44 3-5S.

Eagle Wheelmen (colored) Club Kaces, Newark,
N. J., July 4: Two Miles Handicap— 1, James Thomas,
100 yds.; 2, W. Saich, 300 yds.; 3, E. Vandeveer, 200

yds. Time, 6m. 14s. Ten Miles Handicap— 1, J. C.

Diggs, scratch; 2, F. Byers; 3, C. H. Johnson, 4m.

Time, 34m. 35s.

Bloomfield (N. J.> C. A. A. C. road race, July 4:

One Mile Scratch— 1, J. M. Hague; 2, H. M. Moore;

3, F. A. Whitbeck. Time, 2m. 45s.

Half Mile Scratch— 1, J. M. Hague; 2, H. M. Moore;

3, J. L. Rhoades. Time. im. 20s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Nathaniel Dodd, 220 yards;

2, J. L. Rhoades, 220; 3, J. M. Hague, scratch. Time,
5m. 55s.
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BUFFALONIANS AT LOCKPORT.

lh. lliu. 1 5s. IN THE 25 MILE EOAD RACE
-BALD WINS THE B EVENTS—W. J.

EDWARDS MAKES HIS DEBUT
IN THE EAST.

The Press C. C. and Pastime C. C, of Buf-

falo, went out of town to hold their joint 4th

of July celebration. Lockport was the choosen

town, and a large attendance justified their

judgment. A 25 mile road race and 13 track

events made up a long - but interesting pro-

gramme. Beginning with the road race in

the morning, the events were all unusually

well contest. Buffalo's large family of crack-

ajacks doing battle in the Class A events,

and E. C. Bald, while outclassing the other B
men present, and although Edwards, in the

handicap, resorted to team tactics, the work

was clever enough to keep the B events up the

high standard of the day's sport. W. J. Ed-

wards, the California crack, made his first ap-

pearance in the East, but the dust of travel

was hardly off his clothes, and it was hardly

expected that he would prove particularly dan-

gerous.

Forty men started in the road race. Leo-

nert, scratch, won time prize in the splendid

time of ih. am. 15s.. The finish was in this

order

:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. H.M s.

1 E. Peters, F A C 830 1 16 05
2 T. J. Sayles, P C C 900 11635
3 G. W. Luce, P C C 8 00 1 15 50

4 J. E. Karnes, C.C. C no" 1 18 56
5 A. W. Luce, P W 7 30 1 14 3s
6 Duke Smith, R B C 6 30 1 15 20

7 C. T. Paxson, unattached 600 1 14 55
8 W. R. Blake, R B C 300 1 11 56
9 M. Mignerney, C B C 00 1 14 56
10 B. Cleveland, R B C 5 30 1 14 27

11 F. E. Hunt, WBC... 500 1 13 57
12 E. R. Jones, Utlca 500 1 14 50

13 F. C. Parker, P C C 700 1 17 50

14 E. F. Leonert, PC C scratch 1 11 15

15 J. Penseyres, P C C 130 11243
16 J. F. Mischler, C B C it 00 1 23 20

17 C. W. Reister, RBC 5 30 12100
18 A. B. Judd, R B C 800 1 21 30
19 M. Schloezer, PCC 8 00 1 23 12

20 R. W. Lister, P C C 10 00 1 24 55
21 G. Nowka, unattached 1000 12457
22 T. T. Mack, unattached 800 12358
23 W. D. Davis. Pastime C C n 00 12659
24 E.J. Knight, PCC 6 30 1 22 30

25 W. F. Plough, unattached 9 30 1 25 40
26 F. A. Gould, L W 10 00 1 26 15

27 B. R. Hodge, N C C 800 12547
28 W. L. Reinheimer, CBC 11 00 1 28 51

29 F. Schneider, R B C 800 12355
30 J. Honegger, C B C 600 12420
31 P. N. Linz, Lockport 800 12858
32 C. E. Thomas, PCC 12 00 1 34 25

33 E. M, Bunce, L W n 00 1 36 00

The first two men collided 100 yards from the tape,
and both went down. Sayles started to run to the
finishing point without his wheel. Some told him to
go back and get it. This he did, carrying it on his
shoulder to the tape. Peters had preceded him, how-
ever, and pushed his wheel over first. A protest was
lodged, but was disallowed.
The track events resulted as follows:
One Mile Novice—,Kirst heat: 1, W. Schramm, R.

B. C; 2, C. E. Lang, P. C. C,; 3, G. J. Dittly, Jr., C. B.
C. J4, F. T. Parker, P. C. C. Time, 2m. 31 3-5S. Nine
started.
Second Heat: 1, C. T. Paxson, unattached; 2, H. G.

Winter, Tonawanda; 3, G. Gardner, Warsaw; 4, H.
N. Bidwell, Medina. Time 2m. 38 2-5S. Eleven
started.
Final.— 1, W. Schramm, R. B. C; 2, C. E. Lang, P.

C. C; 3, G. Gardner, Warsaw; 4, G. J. Dittly, Jr.; C. B.
C." 5, C T. Paxson, unattached. Time, 3m. 2 4-5S.

Half Mile Open.— i, F. A. Foell, P. C. C.; 2 , L. A.
Callahan, P. C. C; 3, G. S. MacFarland, P. C. C; 4, A.
B. Goehler, R. B. C. Time, im. 8 4-5S. Eignt started.
ONE Mile (Niagara County Championship)— 1, A.

F. Mundle, R. B. C, Tonawanda ; 2, W. E. De Temple,
T. Y. M. C. A.; 3, H. G. Winter, un t., Tonawanda

;

4, E G. Greene, P. C. C, Lockport. Time, 2m. 49s.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat— 1, A. B. Goehler,
R. B C, scratch ; 2, E. F. Leonart, P. C. C, 30 yds.;

3, F. W. Julier, R. B. O, 95 ; 4, J. S. McFarlaad, P. C.
C, 40. Time, 2m. 20 1-4S. Twenty men started in this

heat, and Goehler's work was most exciting. He did
not catch his men until the last quarter. Then, in-

stead of weeding his way through the big bunch, he
took the extreme outside of the track and cut them
down one by one, nipping Leonert, the leader, just
before the tape was reached.
Second Heat— i, W. Schramm, R. B. C, no yards;

2, G. J. Dittlv, Jr., C. K. O, no; 3, J. Penseyres. P. C.
C, sr; 4, W. H. Penseyres, P. C. C, 70. Time, 2m.
16 3-5S. Seventeen men started.

Final Heat— i, E. F. Leonert, P. C. C , 30 yards; 2,

G. J. Dittly, Jr., C. B. C, no; 3, J. S. McFarland, P C.
C, 40; 4, W. H. Penseyres, P. C. C.,70; 5. A. B. Goehler,
R. B. C, scratch. Time, 2m. 20 1-5S.

Iris forfundlc these sweatera are elastic"

Half Mile (Boys under 17)—!, E. Denniston, P. C-
C; 2, A. A. Kaliska, W. B. C; 3, C. N. DeTemple.
Tonawanda; 4, E. Baumgarten, C. B. C. Time, im-
16 4-5S.

Two Mile Team Race— i, Ramblers B. C. team
(Goehler, Blake and Schramm); 2, Press C. C. team 1

(L. Callahan, Lutz and Foel); 3, Press C. C. team 2

(McFarland. Schloesser and J. Penseyres).

Faulty scoring led to a general squabble and the
decision is open to question. F. A. Foell fell and was
badly hurt.

One Mile Pastime Club Championship.— i. M.
Wemple; 2, B. J. Greene; 3, E. M. Bunce. Time, 2m.
55 4-5S.

One Mile (2.50 Class)— 1, L. A. Callahan, P. C C. ; 2, F.
W. Juher, R. B. C; 3, G. J. Dittly, Jr., C. B.C.; 4, C.
Werick, C. C. C; 5, F. C. Cullen, P. C. C. Time, 2m.
32 2-5S. This was a gift for Callahan.

Three Mile Handicap— i, A. B Goehler, R. B. C,
scratch; 2. C. A. Callahan, P. C. C, 25 vds.; 3, E. F.
Leonert, P. C. C, 75; 4, W. R. Blake, R. B. C, 150;

5, C. Werick, C. C C, 140; 6, F. E. Hunt, unat., 145;

7; G. J. Ditly, Jr., C. B. C, 295. Time, 7m. 45 4-5.

ONE Mile Quadruplet Race— 1, Globe Quartette*

(W. H. Penseyres, J. Penseyres, G. G. Buse, W. F.

Buse); 2, Stearns Quartette (W. A. Lutz, L. A. Calla-

han, A. B. Goehler, J. S. McFarland. Time, 2m. 14 1-5S.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

j. E. C. Bald, PCC.
2. C.H. Callahan, P C C.

3. W. J. Edwards, San Jose, Cal.

4. B. Cleveland, RBC.
Time, im. n 2-5S.

Cleveland was apparently in to do the "donkey"
work, and immediately jumped to the front. None
of the others seemed willing to follow him, and he
gained quite a lead before Bald set after him. Bald
was equal to the task, and soon pulled the other two
up to the leader. In the straight Bald forged to the

front, and won by a couple of lengths. Edwards was
a couple of yards behind Callahan.

One Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, E C Bald, sr'tch;

2, C. H. Callahan, P C C, 50 yards; 3, W. J. Edwards,
San Jose, Cal., 75; 4, B. Cleveland, R B C, 140. Time,
2m. 21 3-5S. At the crack of the pistol Callahan made
a jump tor the Californian, 25 yards in front of him,
but when he reached the rider, the latter declined to

be used as a pacemaker, fell back and waited for Bald.

Then he pulled Bald up to the pair in front.

One Mile Open, Class B.

E C Bald, PCC.
C. H. Callahan, PCC.
W. J. Edwards, San Jose, Cal.
B. Cleveland, RBC.

Time, 2m. 33 1-5S. A time limit of 2m. 30s, was
placed on the race, and as it was not reached the
referee ordered it to be run over- later in the day.
The men refused to ride again, and the race was de-
clared off.

Star B. C.'s meet, Albany, N. Y , June 30 :

One Mile Novice— 1, Stephen Schreiber ; 2, William

Weishart ; 3, Arthur Sales. Time, 2m. 52s.

Half Mile Championship- 1, Bernard Schmidt ; 2,

Stephen Schreiber
; 3, William Weishart. Time, im.

36 i-5S-

One Mile Handicap— 1, John Cooley, 125 yards; 2,

Bernard Schmidt, scratch; 3, Arthur Sayles, 50. Time,

2m. 59s.

One Third Mile Dash— 1, Schmidt; 2, Schreiber; 3,

Weisheit. Time, 59 1 5s.

One Mile Open— 1, Schmidt; 2, Weisheit; 3, Cooley

Time, 3m. gj<s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Schmidt, scratch; 2, Weis-

heit, 75 yards; 3, W. T. Wooley, 75. Time, 6m. 14s.

CRESCO, la., July 4.—Cresco C. C. races at the fair
grounds. A. Wise of Mankato won first in novice
race. Time, im. 17 1-4S. The boys' half mile, won by
H. P. Evans, Cresco, in im. 18 3-4. One mile open,
won by E. S. Garrison, Dennison, Iowa. Time, 2m.
43S. Howard County champion cup race was won by
Ole Loftus, Cresco, la., in 2m. 20s. The half mile open
race was won by Martin Breder, Winona, Minn., in
im. 20s.

Orange Lake (N. Y.) Cycle Club, July 4:

One Mile—W. L. Abbott, Newburg; 2, George Or»
man, Newburg. Time, 2m. 51J2S.

One Mile Open—1, R. E. Williams, Newburg; 1, R.
H. Hiltdn, Newburg; 3, W. Tuthill, Newburg. Time'
2m. 35^s.

Two Mile Handicap—1, A. Cohen, Walden, 20 yds.»

2, W. F. Weeks, Middletown, 50; 3, Samuel Livingston*
Matteawan, 40. Time, 5m. 30%.

OSKALOOSA. IOWA, July 5.—The closing of the meet
of the Iowa Division was marked by good racing. The
winners:

Half Mile Open—W. A. Hibbs, Mitchellville, Iowa.
Time, im. 9 3-5S. A new State record.

Quarter Mile State Championship—Ashley, Souix
City. Time, 33s.

One Mile Handicap—L. V. Berg, Lemars. Time,
2m. 28 4-5S.

Two Mile State Championship—Ashley of Souix
City. Time, 5m. 25 3-5S.

Pittsburg A. C. Sports, July 4: One Mile Novice

—

1, W. H. Poerstel; 2, Harry Cohen. Time. 2m . 37 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, W. H. Poerstel, 70 yards; 2,

W. Rohbach, 80; 3, K. F. Lange, scratch. Time, 2m.
35S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. H. Poerstel, 140; 2, K. T.
Lang, scratch. Time, 5m. 17 3-5S.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, Poerstel, 200; 2, Chas.

Heb, 150. Time, 8m. 04s.

Four Mile Handicap— 1, G. S. Weir, 160; 2, C. Heb,
200. Time, urn. 04 1-5S.

Ten miles road race, Orient C. C, East Boston, July
4. Result:

Handi-
cap. Time.
M.S. M. S.

1 F.C.Lucas...., 3.30 31.002-5
2 W.J.Riley 3.30 31.02 2-5

3 C. S. Pierce 3.30 32.44

4 C. A. Collins 4.00 32.00

5 C. A. Baker 4.00 32.01
6 A. P. Spiers 3.00 31.02

7 H.Edwards 3.15 31.18
8 O. W. Smith 1.30 29.40

9 E. O. Peabody 1.00 29.11

10 J. F. Barry 2.30 30.43

11, G. A. Gill, 4m., 32m. 33 2-5S.; 12, F. W. Werner,

im. 45s., 30m. 26s.; 13, H. S. Ar Foon, 3m. 30s., 32m.
202-5S.; 14, F.E. Murphy, 3m 30s., 32m. 24s.; 15, G. A.

Peckham, 2m. 30s., 30m. 27s.; 16, H. Harding, 3m., 32m,

05s.; 17, A. D. Lounder, 45s., 29m. 54s.; 18, J. O. Turner.

4m., 33m. ios.; 19, H. J. McNabb, 3m. 15s., 32m. 27s.; 20,

G. F. Lewis, 3m., 32m. 14s.; 21, C. E. Rogers, 3m. 30s.,

32m. 41s.; 22, J. W. Bouser, scratch, 29m. 21s.; 23, F. H.
McDevitt, 45s., 30m. 07s.; 24, C. R. Hutchinson, 3m.,

32m. 23s.; 25, G. Dorr, Jr., irn. 30s., 30m. 55s.; 26, F.Jeff-

rey, 3m., 32m. 26s.; 27. Ed Bickford, 3m. 30s., 33m.; 28,

E. C. R. Bagley, 5m., 34m. 38s.; 29, J. E. McDuffie, 3m,

15s., 33m. ois. Forty-four finished.
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15-Mile World's Record
...MADE ON A...

CRESCENT BICYCLE
at the great Poorman Road Race, Cincinnati, O., July 4, '94.

Won by W. S. FURMAN, - - - - Time, 42:48

Second, H. S. DOBSON, - - - Time, 44:16

Crescents also won a lot of the place prizes.

Previous World's Record, 43:02.

QOOD HEN. 000D WHEELS.

CRESCENT SCORCHER, $90.00.
Ask agents who sell $125 wheels to show YOU the $35

difference IN VALUE.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
MAKERS,

FACTORY: EASTERN BRANCH;

Chicago, III. 35 Barclay St., N. Y.
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SANGER AND TYLER STAR. WAUKESHA ROAD RACE. POORMAN ROAD RACE.

THEY CAPTURE CLASS B RACES AT THE
OHIO DIVISION MEET.

SAME OLD STORY—UNKNOWNS ON TOP-
SCRATCH MEN NOWHERE.

AN UNKNOWN WINS—THE SCRATCH MEN-
ALTOGETHER LEFT.

Cincinnatti, July 4.—The Ohio Division's

Meet closed to-day. While the attendance

was small yesterday, about 3,000 people

crowded the grand stand to-day and the rac-

ing was the best ever witnessed in this vicin-

ity. Sanger and Tyler were the stars of the

meet. On the first day Sanger did not com-

pete, owing to puncturing his tire while

practicing and Tyler won three of'the four

Class B events. Dodson of Chicago won the

Class B handicap, outsprinting E. A. McDuffee

close to the tape. The hill climbing contest

was won by Neiswonger of Oran, O.

An interestiug feature of to-day's racing was
Tyler's half mile against time, flying start in
nn. flat, lowering the State record 1 1-5S.

Tyler and Sanger took the hearts of the
crowd by their fine work in Class B events.
Sanger won the half-mile open", looking around
at Tyler down the straight. In the two-mile
lap race Sanger took every lap, and in the mile
handicap he gained over 100 yards on the
nearest man, picked up the field handily, and
was beaten out in the stretch by E. C. John-
son, of Cleveland. Sanger's time, 2m. 18s.,

tied the State competitive record. Summaries:

FIRST DAY.

One-Half Mile, B— 1, H. C. Tyler; 2, E. A.
McDuffee; 3, E. C. Johnson, Cleveland; 4, R.
F. Goetz, Cleveland. Time, im. 14s.

Two Mile Handicap, B— 1, H. S. Dodson, Chi-
cago, 250 yards; 2, McDuffee, 140; 3, F. H.
Plaice, Lima, 360. Time, 3m. 02s.

One-Fourth Mile State Championship— 1,

W. J. Klinger; 2, L. B. Sawyer; 3, A. I.

Brown; 4, C. C. Vantine. Time, 37 1-5S.

One Mile Open, B— 1, Tyler; 2, R. F. Goetz,
Cleveland; 3, McDuffie; 4, H. S. Dodson.
Time, 2m. 30 1-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, A. B. Ellis, Oberlin; 2,

L. C. Johnson; 3, Bernhardt; 4, Vantine.
Time, 2m. 44s.

One Mile Championship— 1, A. I. Brown, 2,

L. B. Sawyer, Hartwell; 3, A. B. Ellis, Ober-
lin. Time, 2m. 39 1-5S.

Two Mile Lap, B— 1, Tyler; 2, Goetz; 3, H,
Dodson; 4, F. H. Plaice. Time, 5m. 38 3-5S.,

One Mile Handicap— 1, Vantine, 30yds; 2.

L. C. Johnson, scratch; 3, F. L. Talley, Zanes-
ville, 50; 4, George Reigger, Cincinnati, 100.

Time, 2m. 16s.

SECOND DAY.

One Half Mile— 1, Sanger ; 2, Tyler
; 3, J.

C. Johnson ; 4, Goetz. im. 10s.

One Mile— 1, Bernhardt ; 2, Johnson ; 3, G.
E. Bicker, Chicago

; 4. C. H. Tudor, Cincin-

nati. 2m. 26 3-5S.

Half Mile, Championship of Ohio— 1, A
Brown ; 2, P, W. Klinger, Greenville

; 3, A
B. Ellis, Oberlin. im. 10s.

One Mile, Open— 1, Tyler
; 2, Johnson ; 3,

Goetz
; 4, McDuffie

; 5, Dodson. 2m. 39s.

Two Mile, Handicap— 1, Vatine, 60 ; 2,

Bitter, 100
; 3, Johnson, scratch

; 4, Tudor,
100. 4m. 47 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap, B— 1, Johnson, Cleve-
land, 100 yards; 2, Sanger, scratch; 3, Goetz,

100; 4, T. Eddy, Columbus. Time, 2m.
12 4-5S. Sanger's time, 2m, 13s.

Two Mile State Championship— 1, A. I.

Brown; 2, Bernhardt; 3, Vantine; 4, Johnson.
Time, 6m. 21s.

Two Mile Lap Race, B—1, Sanger, 13

points; 2, Con Baker, Columbus, 6; 3, Goetz,

4; 5, Tom Eddy, Columbus, 2. Time, 3m.
30 1-5S.

One Mile Special, Class B— 1, Sanger; 2,

Tyler; 3, Johnson; 4, Eddy; 5, Con Baker.
Time, 2m. 21 1-2S.

At the Columbia Wheelmen's meet, Lan-
caster, Pa., July 4, the York Club won the

team race ; C. E. Harmes, the quarter mile
dash; H. C. Drenning, York, the mile open in

2m. 43s. ; Craig Stewart, Harrisburg, the mile
handicap; C. M. Oberlin, Columbia, the novice.

Milwaukee, July 4.—The Waukesha-Mil-

waukee road race was easily won to-day by
George M. Chapin, a 17-year-old lad, a mem-
ber of the Junior C. C. of this city. Chapin
crossed the tape 300 yards ahead of C. Reinke,
8^m., Nip and Tuck C. C, of this city.

Charles Grant, Tillman, Ind. , 5m., was third.

Chapin had a^m. handicap. He took the
lead away from the limit men when a quarter
mile out of Waukesha.
Harry Crocker, Milwaukee Wheelmen, took

first time prize. He tied with Grant on 47m.,
aad won on the toss. Chaplin's actual time
was 49m. 16s. G. G. Briggs, St. Paul, won
third time medal in 47m. is. Martin and
Fred Nessel, of Chicago, were the only scratch
men. Fred finished sixty-fifth (time, 47m.
25s.), and Martin ninetieth. There were 128

starters; 104 finished. The course was three
inches deep with dust; weather fine. The
finish was witnessed by 10,000 people.

TWO:SPEEDYAGRANTS.

W. W. GRANT. GEO. D. GRANT,
ih. 9m. 26 1-5S. ih. 9m. 26 2-5S.

The Grant Brothers, ot Detroit, who broke the 25
miles road record on June 16.

Utica's Crack at Watertown.
Watertown, July 4.—A crowd of 700 wit-

nessed the bicycle races at Riverside Park to-

day. F. J. Jenny captured most of the prizes.

Ten Mile Handicap Road Race.— 1, S. F.
Harris, Syracuse, 4m. ; 2, J. N. Willys, Canan-
daigua, 3m.; 3, Frank Orman, Watertown,
Time, 33m. 47 1-2S.

Northern New York Championship, One
Mile.— 1, Harry Lamon, Watertown. Time,
2m. 30 2-5S.

Quarter Mile— 1, Jenny ; 2, E. Smith, Os-
wego

; 3, C. A. Benjamin, Syracuse. 34 2-5S.

One Mile, Open— 1, Jenny ; 2, Smith
; 3,

John Gardner, Syracuse. 2m. 41 4-5 s.

One Mile, Handicap— 1, A.Smith, Oswego
;

2, A. F. Ferris, Utica
; 3. S. M. Humes, Os-

wego, 2m. 18 1-4S.

Half Mile, Open— 1, Jenny ; 2, Benjamin
;

3, A. S. Higgins, Rochester, im. 15s.

Two Mile, Handicap— 1, Frank Orman,
Watertown ; 2, F. J. Jenny ; 3, A. F. Ferris.

4m. 44 1-5S.

No firm has quietly picked up more laurels

during the season than McKee and Harring-
ton, the Lyndhurst people. They had a gala
day on the Fourth, among their victories be-

ing nine out of ten firsts at the Tourist C. C.'s

meet. Among these were a track record of

2m. 14s., an open mile by Blauvelt in 2m. i5}£s.J

and a world's quarter-mile record of 29^s. by
Royce.

As in all the other big road races of the year,

the Poorman road race, at Cincinnati, on the

Fourth, proved a Waterloo for the cracks, net

one of the big guns winning either a place or

time prize.

The winner turned up in the person of D. J.

Good, an unknown from New Carlisle, Ohio,

who started from the 7m. 30s. mark, and fin-

ished with several hundred yards to spare.
The tims prizes were also won by unknowns.

115 men started, Eddie McDuffie, Van
Wagoner, W. Bainbridge, C. H. Peck and A.
Gardiner, the three best-time men in the
the Chicago road race were on scratch, They
were never in the race at any stage of the
game. The finish is on the track at Cart-
hage, Ohio, but the road itself, which is one
of the most trying courses in the country, as
far as surface is concerned, was loose, rough
and so many inches deep in dust that the
loose stones could not be seen. In const -

quence, punctures and breatcages were fre-
quent.
Van Wagoner's wheel was among those dis-

abled, and Peck was one of the men who met
with accident. He was tearing along at a
screaming gait when he struck a hidden ob-
struction and was hurled from his saddle. He
was rendered unconscious, and required th<_-

services of a physician. Peck won the Poor-
man last year. The pace was too much for
Bainbridge, and he quit. Gardiner beat Mc-
Duffie in the final rush, but finished no better
than sixty-second. The following is the order
of finish of the first twenty-five men

:

Handicap.
M. S.

1 Good, New Carlisle j 30
2 Smith, Osborn 7 30
3 Eddy, Columbus .' 6 00
4 Reigger, Cincinnati 5 30
5 Norris 5 00
6 Routj on 6 00
7 Schughart, Cincinnati 530
8 Klosterman, Cincinnati 5 30
9 Hardy, Chicago 5 00

10 Hedges 7 00
11 Furman, Oran, Ohio 2 30
12 Moore 600
13 Hey wood, Chicago 4 30
14 Bradey 5 00
15 Matting.... 800
16 Sex ton 5 00
17 Kunk 5 30
18 Gimm, Cleveland 4 30
19 Merrills, " 330
20 Talley, " 500
21 Meyers, " 500
22 Lindemiller, Cleveland 600
23 Abraham 7 00
24 Arnot, Cincinnati 730
25 Gatrell 630
26 Nisewonger, Oran. 3 00
27 Hopper 5 30
28 Axline 5 45
29 Prescott s 45
The fastest times were:

Handicap
M. S.

1 W S Furman, Otan. 2 30
2 H S Dodson, Chicago 2 00

3 O Neismonger, Oran 3 00

4 C G Merrills, Cleveland 3 30
5 A Gardiner, Chicago Scratch
6 Ed McDuffie, Boston Scratch

7 Joe Skelton, Chicago 9 30
8 A T Haywood, Chicago 4 30

Time.
M. s.

46 18

47 '5

45 44

45 2 S

44 5h

45 56

45 -*,=,

45 36

45 08

47 15

42 48
46 9
44 5'>

45 21

48 22

45 2 1

46 26

45 = 7

44 3°
46 4

1
*

46 u 5

47 cb

48 08

48 19

47 45

44 16

46 48

47 oi
46 °t

Tim.-
M. S.

42 48

44 1 2

44 16

44 30

44 ?4

44 42

44 44
44 50

The trotting and bicycle races on the half

mile track of the Dunkirk, N. Y., Driving

Park, on July 4, drew a crowd of 1,000. Two
accidents took place in the five mile bicye'e

race. In this race there were five starters,

Horace Z. Roberts, Buffalo; Andrew Tastor,

P. F. Meister and G. W. Grant, Fredonia; and
Lain Reynolds, Laona, N. Y. Roberts set the

pace for the first mile. In the second mile,

Meister ran into Roberts, smashing both

wheels. Reynolds won the race in 15m. 45s.,

Foster, second, and Grant, third. The spec-

tators crowded on the track at the end of the

race, and Grant was thrown from his wheel.

He was rendered unconscious. Reynolds and
Foster were the only starters in the mile dash.

Reynolds won in 2m. 55s.

/
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C. W. A. MEET.

Johnson and Marshall Wells Capture the Bulk
of the Booty.

The venue of the Canadian Wheelman's As-

sociation's meet for this year was Montreal,

where the cyclists met with a most cordial re-

ception. The meet was held on Dominion
Day, a national holiday, so that the wheelmen
attracted much attention.

On Sunday morning nearly a thousand wheelmen
mustered at the M. A. A. A. Gymnasium, where they
stacked their wheels, and afterwards marched to St.

James' Church. The text selected by the Rev. Dr.
Rose seemed peculiar for the occasion. It was as fol-

lows: " The bodily exercise profiteth little, but godli-
ness is profitable unto all things, having promise of
the life that now is, and of that which is to come."
Instead of dwelling upon the value of exercise, and
preaching a sermon which would serve to very much
please the wheelmen, the preacher brought them up
with a round turn, and delivered a sensible sermon,
following the text very closely, and dwelling upon
this statement: that physical culture and godliness
were both good, but the latter was preferable, as it

was enduring for the life to come.
In the afternoon the principal function was a ride

to Lachine and a dip in the St. Lawrence. Monday
morning there was a trip down the rapids, participa-
ted in by 500 wheelman, and there was alsb a parade.

THE RACES.
The races were a complete success, the weather

being just right, and there was a good deal of go to
the affair. The sport-loving people of Montreal
turned out in great numbers. Marshall Wells, the
popular Canadian rider, carried off four of the
championships. EvenHyslop, who has always been
one of the crack Canadians, was unable to get near
him. In Class B events Johnson and C. H. Callahan
competed. Johnson won the mile handicap from
scratch in 2m. 24s. and the three mile scratch race in
7m. 30 2-5S. making a new Canadian record. John-
son also won the half mile scratch in im. 5 2-5S. In
the evening, Victoria Rink was crowded. There was
music by the Victoria rifles band, a polo match on
bicycles and the presentation of the prizes.
Quarter Mile Championship.—Trial Heats: First

Heat: 1, T. B. McCarthy, Toronto; 2, W. Hyslop, Jr.,
Toronto B: C; 3, F. W. Young, Wanderers' B. C.
Time, 33?h. 2 5s. Second Heat: 1, C. C. Harbottle,
Toronto B. C; 2, G. Marshall Wells, Wanderers' B. C;
3, W. R. Hensell, Toronto; 4; T. C. Proctor, Toronto,
Time, 33 1-5S.
» FINAL HEAT,

1 Harbottle. 3 Wells.
2 Hyslop 4 McCarthy.

Time. 33s.

Canadian record, J. S. Johnson, 33m 1-5S.

One Mile Novice— i Alf. Young, Wanderers; 2,

Jas. Crow, Atheneeum; 3, B. E. Cummings, Ramblers;
4, M. Campbell, Wanderers; 5, A. L. Johnston, Athen-
senm; 6, J. M. Roy, Quebec B. C. Time 2m. 33s.

ONE MILE CHAMPIONSHIP.
First three in each heat to ride in final.

First Heat— 1, T. B. McCarthys, G. M. Wells
; 3,

W. Hyslop
; 4, E. L. Weatherhead

; 5, E. W. Young.
Time, 2m. 29 1-5S.

Second Heat— 1, C. C. Harbottle ; 2, H. D. McKellar
;

3, Walter Hulse. Time, 2m. 32 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Wells. 3. McCarthy.
2. Hyslop. 4. Harbottle.

5. HUlse.
Time, 2m. 32s.

Canadian record, W. Hyslop, Jr., 2m. 22 4-5S.

ONE MILE CLASS B, HANDICAP.
1- J. S. Johnson, scratch. 2. C. H. Callahan, 50 yards.

Time, 2m. 24s.

Two Miles, 5.20 Class—First Heat: 1, J. F. Deeks,
Toronto; 2, F. A. Moore, Toronto B. C; 3, J. E. Doane,
Toronto. Time, 5m. 27 2-5S. Run over on account of
time limit, 5m. 30s. Second Heat: 1, H. Davidson,
Toronto; 2, F. F. Radway, London B. C; 3, A.
Rogers, Toronto B. C; 4, F. A. Moore, Toronto B. Cj
5, J. F. Deeks, Toronto. Time, 5m. 20 3-5S.

Half Mile Championship.
1 Wells. 2 Hyslop.
3 Robertson. 4 Young.

5 Spittal.
Time, im. 18 2-5S.

Canadian record, F. J. Osmond. Time, 2m. 7 2-5S.

Three Miles—Class B.

1, J. S. Johnson, Syracuse N. Y.; 2, C. H. Callahan,
Press Club, Buffalo, N. Y. Time, 2m. 24 3-5S; 4m. 57s;
7m. 302-5S.
Canadian record, W. H. Carman. Time, 7m. 38s.

One Mile—2M. 40s. Class.

1, F. F. Radway, London B. C; 2, J. E. Doane,
Toronto; 3, F. A. Moore, Toronto B. C.; 4, E. L.
Weatherhead, Montreal B. Cj 5, Alf. Young, Toronto;
6, M. R. Gooderham, Toronto B. C. Time, 2m. 52 2-5S.

THREE MILE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. Wells. 4. Carman.
2. McCarthy. 5. Young.
3. Robertson. 6. Hulse.

7. McKellar.
Time, 8m. 34 4-5S.

Canadian record, W. H. Carman, 7m. 38s.

HALF MILE CLASS B—TRIAL.
John S. Johnson. Time, im. 05 3-53.

FIVE MILE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. G. M. Mells. 6. F. A. Moore.
2. T. B. McCarthy. 7. F. F. Radway.
3. L. D. Robertson. 8. R. J. Smart.
4. F. W. Young. Eg. W. M. Carman.
5. H. D. McKellar.

Time, 14m. 41s.

Clapp Reported Suspended for Two Years.

The Philadelphia Ledger says : The
charges made that E. E. Clapp, of the Ar-

lington Wheelmen, wrote a series of anony-

mous letters to George Gideon, of the Racing

Board, reflecting upon the amateur standing

of certain Washington riders, has been sus-

tained by the Racing Board, and it has been

decided to suspend him from the track for

two years. The case will also go before the

Membership Committee of the L. A. W.,

which will be asked to take further action rel-

ative to Clapp's future membership in that

body. Clapp's retirement from the track will

be a matter of regret to many, as his defeat

of Sanger in last Saturday's race showedhi m
to be one of the fastest men in the country.

The Racing Board has not as set announced
the suspension.

NELSON HURT.

SPIPPERY TRACK CAUSES AN ACCIDENT
AT THE COLUMBIA WHEEL CLUB'S

RACE MEET.

THE FAD OF TO-DAY.

Apparently this is the fad of 18

Nearly every other cyclist met with nowa-
days is seen gripping his bars in this fashion,

it matters little whether the bars be six inches

or six feet in width, or whether the road be
smooth or rough or uphill or down. Even the

youngsters on 22-inch solid tired safeties are

afflicted with the disease and "hold their

handles short," but with half the men who
effect the style, they really do not know
why they do it. Under certain conditions it

affords a rest and in certain hill work it is a

distinct advantage, but the general aping of

the fashion has made it somewhat ridiculous.

In Canadian Cycling, of June 28, is reported

the suspension by President Lane of R. A.

Robertson, Chairman of the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association's Racing Board. No par-

ticulars are given, and information is difficult

to obtain. It is stated that the suspension is

due to Mr. Robertson's action in forming the

alliance with the L. A. W., published in last
week's Wheel. It is claimed that he exceeded
his authority. Chairman Raymond knows
nothing whatever of" the matter, and was even
inclined to doubt the suspension, particularly
as he had received an official communication,
dated June 28, from Mr. Robertson himself.

The Greenwich Wheelmen, of this city, are

in trouble over the prizes awarded at their

recent race meet. The articles, it is alleged,

were all grossly over-valued. The Racing
Board is investigating the charge. The club,

it is also stated, is deep in debt as a result of
the meet, notwithstanding that 5,000 people
were in attendance. A sporting man who
backed the venture and a member of the club,
who engineered the affair, are reported to
have played a game of bunco and left the club
n the mire.

Sheboygan Falls, Wis., July 4.—The race
from Plymouth to Sheboygan Falls, nine
miles, was won by M. Cody in 34m. 30s.
Fastest time, H. E. Thomas, 31m. 30s.

The Columbia Club celebrated Independ-
ence day with their annual July 4th and 5th

meet. The first day there were about 2,000

people present, who witnessed fairly good
racing, but no record-breaking nor very fast

riding, which the public have come to look for

at Hartford meets. During the afternoon

there were frequent showers, which made the

track too heavy and slippery for fast time. In

the half-mile open, Class B, C. T. Nelson, of

the Springfield Club, met with a bad accident.

After Maddox had passed the finish, his wheel
went down under him, owing to the slippery

track. Nelson, who was just behind, rode

over the fallen man, the fall threw him against

the fence, and the result was a broken collar-

bone. Maddox was unhurt. E. F. Miller also

fell near the tape, but was not hurt. The
usual excellent music was supplied by Pope's

Band. Summary :

July 4.

One Mile Novice— 1, F. G. Kellogg, C. C. C.

;

2, W. Russell, Merrick; 3, E. E. Elwell, V.
W., Springfield. Time, 2m. 44 2-5S. Quarter,
43 25s.; naif, im. 27 1-5S. ; three-quarters,
2m. g 4-5S.

One Mile 2.30 Class, Class B (six starters)—
1, H. H. Maddex, A. P. W., Asbury Park; 2,

1. A. Silvie, S. I. A. C, Port Richmond; 3, W.
H. Wells, S. B. C, Chicopee Falls. Time,
2m. 35 4-5S. Quarter, 47 4-5S. ; half, im. 23
2-5S. ; three-quarters,* 2m.
One-Half Mile State L. A. W. Champion-

ship (eleven staters).— 1, R. M. Alexander, C.
C. C, Hartford; 2, E. W. Heyer, H. W. C,
Hartford. Time, im. 12s.

One - Half Mile Open, Class B (seven
starters).— 1, A. W. Warren, H. W. C, Hart-
ford; 2, H. H. Maddox, A. P. W., Asbury
Park; 3, C. T. Nelson, S. B. C, Springfield.
Time, im. 22s.

One Mile, Three Minute Class—Twenty
starters ridden in three heats, nine starters in
the final: 1, F. G. Kellogg, C. C. C. Hartford;
2, C. J. Guy, Unionville; 3, F. J. Harvey, A.
W. C, New Haven. Time, 2m. 47 3-5S.

;
quar-

ter, 50 1-5S; half, im. 13s. : three quarters, 2m.
14 2-5S.

One Mile, Hartfnrd County Championship
(eleven starters)— 1, C. J. Guy, Unionville; 2,

R, M. Alexander, H. W. C.,; 3, J. H. Tones
H. W. C. Time, 2m. 47s.

One Mile, 2.20 Class, Class B (five starters)
—1, W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia; 2, A. W.
Warren, H. W. C. ; 3. I. A. Silvie, S. I, A. C,
Port Richmond. Time, 3m. 08 3-5S,

One Mile Open Handicap, Class B, six
starters— 1, G. H. Thatcher, R. W. C. New
Haven; 2, A. W. Warren, H. W. C. Hartford,
scratch; 3, E. Berwatchez, Springfield, 125
yds.; 4, H. H. Maddox, A. P. W., Asbury
Park. Time, 2m. 24s. Warren's time was
2m. 24 3-5S. quarter, 40s. half, im. 17 1-5S.

;

three quarters, im. 53 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap (twenty five starters)— 1, E. Hansoe, Plainville, 130 yards.
Tandem exhibition of A. B. Rich and P. J.

Berlo, one mile flying start. Time, 2m. 12s.

Ravenswood, III., July 4:

Mile Handicap— 1, G. S. Cawthorne, 20s. ; 2,

A. E. Stephens, 30s.
; 3, G. F. Wendt, 20s.

Time, 2m. 55s.

Quarter Mile— 1, A. V. Jackson; 2, Caw-
thorne; 3, J. R. Pollock. Time, 2qJ£s.
Two Mile Handicap— 1, A. Raffen, 40s. ; 2,

F. E. Simon, 20s.
; 3, G. F, Wendt, 40s. Time,

5m. 33s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, W. Gillespie, 20s.

;

2, Harry Hoof, 20s.
; 3, A. Jackson, scratch.

Time, 3m. 53s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, R. G. Ingersoll,
2j£m. ; 2, Robert Brunton, 2^m.

; 3, Alec
Raffen, im„ Time, 16m. 43s.
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INDIANA'S MEET. RIDERS REINSTATED. PENNSYLVANIA MEET.

KISERAND BONFIELD SHIRE THE HONORS
—RISER'S FAST QUARTER.

Richmond, Ind., July 5 [Special.]—Indiana

Division L. A. W. meet opened yesterday

under the auspices of the Richmond Cycling

Club. The track was in fine condition and the

attendance very large. The world's quarter-

mile standing start competition record was
broken by Earl H. Kiser, of Dayton, Ohio.

Time, 30 1-5S. The summary:

One Mile Novice— i, Robert Conley, Richmond; 2,

Thomas Schroeder, Richmond; 3, Louis Kluter, Rich-

mond. Time, 2m. 29 3 5s.

One Mile Handicap—i, A. E. Keiser, Dayton, O.;

2, W. F. Bonfield, Indianapolis; L. D. Munger, In-

dianapolis and Thomas H. David, Indianapolis dead
heat for third. Time, 2m. 20 3-5S.

ONE Mile, (Richmond Cycling Club)— i, T. Schroe-
der; 2, R. G. Conley; 3, L. Kluter. Time, 2m. 29s.

Half Mile (Class B.)— 1, Morris Townley, Indian-

apolis; 2, E. Miner, Indianapolis; 3, E. P. Roll, Indian-

apolis. Time, im. 17 2-5S.

Quarter-mile, Open.— i, Earl H. Kiser, Dayton,

O. ; 2, Walter Marmon, Indianapolis; 3, E. McKee,
Greenville, O. Time, 30 3-5S

Quarter-mile (Indiana Division L. A. W. Cham-
pionship).—!, Walter Marmon, Indianapolis; 2, W. T.

Bonfield, Indianapolis; 3, Marion Black, Fort Wayne.
Time, 31 2-5S.

ONE Mile Open (Class B.)— t, E. V. Minor, Indian-

apolis; 2, Morris Townley, Indianapolis; 3, E. P. Roll,

Indianapolis. Time, 2m. 35 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap (Richmond Cycling Club)—
1, A. T. Schroeder; 2, Kenker; 3, Waking. Time,
2m. 38 2-5S.

Two Mile Open— i, W. T. Bonfield, Indianapolis;

2, Marion Black, Fort Wayne; 3, Otto Barman, Dayton,

O. Time, 5m. 35KS.

FIVE Mile (Indiana Division L. A. W. Champion-
ship)—!, W. T. Bonfield, Indianapolis; 2, Marion Black,

Fort Wayne
; 3, Walter Marmon, Indianapolis. Time,

14m. 48 3-5S.

Richmond, Ind., July 5.—Sanger, Tyler,
Goetz, E. C. Johnson, A. I. Brown and others
came over from the Cincinnati meet of yester-
day, and added zest to the second day's races.

Referee Hay placed low time limits on the
races. Sanger won the half mile in im. 24-5S.

,

and under a limit of 2m., 18s. he won the mile
open in 2m. 19 4-5S. All the races were well
contested.
The most interesting contest of the day was

the two mile division championship, Marmon
and Bonfield running a most exciting dead
heat. In the two mile handicap, Sanger,
Goetz and E. C. Johnson were on scratch, and
the nearest starters had 250 yards. Johnson
paced a mile and dropped out. Sanger did not
make his effort in time, and lost jto Minor by
sixty yards in 4m. 49s. Summary:
Half-Mile Indiana Division Championship—i,

Walter Marmon, Indianapolis; 2, W. T. Bonfield,
Indianapolis; 3, Marion Black, Fort Wayne. Time,
im. 7 3-5S.
Quarter-Mile Open (Class B)—1, H. C. Tyler;

2, E. C. Johnson; 3, E. P. Roll, Indianapolis. Time,
3' 3-5S.
Half Mile Open (Class B)-i, W. C. Sanger; 2, E.

C. Johnson; 3, E. P. Roll; 4, Morris Townley. Time,
im. 2 4-5S. Last quarter, 29 4-5S.

ONE Mile (Class B)— 1, W. C. Sanger; 2, E. C. John-
son; 3, R. B. Goetz. Time, 2m. 19 45s.
One Mile Division Championship— i, W. T. Bon-

field, Indianapolis; 2, Walter Marmon; 3, Marion
Black. Time, 2m. 24 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, E. V. Minor,
Indianapolis, 250 yards; 2, W. C. Sanger, scratch; 3,

B. F. Goetz, scratch. Time, 4m. 46 4-5S.

Two Mile Division Championship— W. T. Bon-
field and Walter Marmon rode a dead heat. Time-
5m. 26 2-5S. Bonfield won on the toss up.

Greensburg, Pa., road race, twenty-seven
miles, July 4; 1, E. G. Bland, Greensburg, ih.

44^m. ; 2, J. M. Rodgers, Latrobe; 3, J, H.
Flowers, Pittsburg; 3 J. A. Smith, Braden-
ville.

The twenty-five miles road race that was to
have been held at Red Bank, N. J., has been
postponed until Labor Day.

Rain prevented the Chicago A. A. matinee
races from being run on June 30.

Having received satisfactory proof of their

innocence, the L. A. W. Racing Board has re-

moved the ban of suspension from the follow-

ing men : R. P. McCurdy, W. A. Wenzel, G.

B. Mershon, Jno. Grauch, Jno. Heishley,

Philadelphia; L. W. Kearns, P. Jackson, J.

H. Sauers, C. E. Poster, R. M. Kopp, W. B.

Wilis, A. L. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa. ; A. W.
Porter, Newton; H. W. Robinson, Waltham;
James Clark, Dorchester; J. C. Wettergreen,

Maiden; L. P. Swett, Norway, Me.; Frank
Mayo, Boston; C. S. Williams and F. M.

Haggerty, Waltham.

The Racing Board has also reinstated in

Class A the following riders who, on June 7,

were declared transferred to Class B: Joubert,
Bellows Falls, Vt. ; Willard, Hanover, N. H.

;

Craigue, Springfield, Mass. ; Snow, Jewell,
White, Jerry, O'Connor, Claremont, N. H.

;

Biirnham, Shelburn Falls, Mass. ; Hagan,
South Deerfield, Mass. ; Bruffee, Graves, Put-
man, Davy, Greenfield, Mass. ; Newton, Ed-
win Park, D. L. Park, Bernardson, Mass.

;

Carey, Bernard, Carey, Hall, Thomas, Rist,

Founier, Turners Falls, Mass. ; Newhall, Stow,
Conway, Mass. ; Fisher, Orange, Mass. ; Rud-
dock, Buckland, Mass. ; Bernard, Montague
City, Mass. ; Maile, Chaplin, Fulton, Mount
Hermon, Mass.; Williams, Warwick, Mass.;
Jones, McCleary, Furber, Smith, McCrea,
Gilmore, Passmore, Farrar, Bath, Me. ; Ames,
Auburn, Me.; Adams, Groves, Lewiston, Me.
The men returned the improper prizes which
they had won and accepted.

A PROBABLY FATAL ACC1DERT MARS
THE OCCASION.

An Irish View of the Chicago Road Race.

The ' Old File" of the Irish Cyclist rasps

away at the American road races in the follow-

ing style:

They are running road races very low down, in

America. Everything seems subverted to the inter-

ests of a large entry, and the latest reported road race

at Chicago has beaten the record with no less than

418 entries. It is not only very remarkable; it is very
ridiculous. Anyone with the least knowledge oflarge

road races can imagine the stupendous scramble that

such a contest must degenerate into. It must be a

highly dangerous form of lottery, to participate in a

twenty-five miles race (they are never longer than

that) with 417 other competitors. The secret of these

numerous entries seems to be that there are enormous
numbers of prizes. One would think that the inter-

ests of cycling would be better served by cutting up
the prizes and distributing them over several races.

But the American cyclist is a born sensation monger,
and the sight of a vast concourse of struggling men
is more to his heart than the most scientific display of

good riding by a smaller field.

Crooks Wins at Far is.

Paris, July 5.—A meeting of cyclists, organ-

ized by the press of this city, was held in the

Velodrome Buffalo this evening. The Ameri-
can wheelman, Crooks, won the 5,000 meter

race. Wheeler was second in the 2,000 meter

race.

Owing to the labor troubles at Danville, 111.,

it has been found necessary to abandon the

date scheduled there in the National Circuit,

August r.

M. F. Carter, of Baltimore, has severed his

connection with the Columbia team. He
states that he was requested to pace Bald and
sacrifice his own chances of winning, which he
refused to do.

C. R. Conaway, Kearney, Neb., has been
declared a professional by the L. A. W. Racing
Board.

C. R. Myers, Youngstown, O., who was sus-

pended by the L. A. W. Racing Board on a

charge of competing with a professional, has

been found not guilty and is reinstated as an
amateur.

The Scranton people cordially welcomed the

Pennsylvania Division on the Fourth. In the

morning there was a parade, which attracted

30,000 people. Visiting clubs were present

from Philadelphia, Wilkesbarre, Pittston,

Carbondale, Honesdale, Nanticoke, Plymouth,
Great Bend and Green Ridge. H. C. Lucas
was grand marshal, and W. B. Freeman pace-

maker. The Wilkesbarre Club took the

prizes for the largest attendance and appear-

ance. The Century Wheelmen were well uni-

formed and caught the popular verdict.

The races run under the auspices of the

Scranton Bicycle Club, drew 5,000 people and
a very enthusiastic five thousand they were,

Titus established a track record of 2m. 11

4-5S. flying start, with pacemakers. A new
competition State record 2m. 18 2-5S., was
made in the handicap by Taylor, Steenson
won from 75 yds. in 2m. 17 4-5S.

In the first race of the day, a rider named
Harry Wilby, who rode under the name of

Harry Waldner was thrown from his wheel,

and was reported to be fatally injured. Later

on his death was reported. Summary.
Mile Novice— 1, Shiffer, Scranton; 2, Wey-

andt, Dunmore; 3, Waldner, Scranton. Time,
2m. 34 3-5S. It was in this race that the acci-
dent occurred. Woll, of Honesdale, swerved
in front of Waldner and threw him. The third
position was given to Waldner.
Half Mile—Trial Heats: Heat 1: 1, Banker,

Pittsburg; 2, Williams, Erie; 3, Diver, Phila-
delphia. Time, im. us. Heat 2: 1, Corser,
Pottsville; 2, Winans, Scranton: 3, Lewis,
Swarthmore. Time, im. 12s.

Final: 1, Corser; 2, Banker; 3, C. Measure,
Philadelphia. Time, im. 14 4-5S.

One Mile, Class B—r, Titus; 2, Taylor, 3,
Brandt. Time, 2m. 22s.

A local paper states that Helfert and Titus,
who are team mates, jockeyed a bit. Murphy
was behind the pair, coming into the home
stretch, when Helfert swerved out and collided
with him, Helfert falling. Titus shot out and
won, though Murphy almost nipped him at the
tape. The first decision of the judges to give
Helfert third place was eventually changed in
favor of Brandt. Why Murphy was disquali-
fied does not appear.
One Mile, Northeastern Pa. Championship

— 1, Newman; 2, Gilmore; 3, Gregory; all

Scradton ridert. Time, 2m. 35 2-5S.

One Mile State Championship—1, A. L.
Banker, Pittsburg; 2, C. W. Krick, Reading;
3, C. Measure. Phila.

; 4, Ermentrout, Read-
ing; 5, Gregory, Scranton; 6, Diver, Phila.
Time, 2m. 36 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, Steenson,

75 yards; 2, C. M. Murphy, 15: 3, F. J. Titus,

scratch; 4, Taylor, scratch; 5, Allen, 85; 6,

Helfert, 35; 7, "Brandt, 45. Time, 2m. 17 4-5S.

Taylor's time, 2m. 18 2-5S. Won easily.

One Mile Scratch, Class A— 1, Corser, Potts-

ville; 2, Banker, Pittsburg; 3, Krick, Read-
ing; 4, Gilmore, Scranton; 5, Henderson,
Lewiston; 6, Diver, Phila. Time, 2m. 32 1-5S.

One Half Mile Open, Class B— 1, Taylor; 2,

Titus; 3, Murphy; 4, Steensen; 5. Brandt.
Time, im. 14 2-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Keller, Wilkesbarre,
210 yards; 2, Lewis, Swasthmore, 190; 3, C.

Measure, Phila., 90; 4, Williams, Erie, 25; 5,

Gardner, Scranton, 100; 6, Payne, Scranton,
200. Time, 5m. 7 2-5S.

One Mile Flying Start , Paced—Titus ; time.

2m. 11 4-5S. A new State record. Referee, P.

S. Collins, Phila., Pa.

First and second time prizes in the Poorman
road race were won on Western Wheel Works
Crescents.

The winner of the Schwalbach "twenty-

five " was mounted on a Remington. Kuhlke,

the winner of the time prize, rode a Liberty.
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CASUAL COMMENTS.

The retail dealers' path is by no means a bed

of roses, and, from the many instances that

have come under notice of late, the thorns are

becoming unpleasantly numerous.

Between the harsh use of featherweight

machines, the breaking of spokes in wood
rims and the usual breakages that constantly

occur, the repairers' life is at present a busy

one. The wheels are guaranteed, but the

dealer has to make the repairs, unless com-

plicated. If the machine is shipped to the

factory, there is a wail from the owner over

the delay. The hue and cry made after the

break down by the customer is usually all the

dealer can comfortably shoulder, and a second

outburst is worth avoiding. Consequently a

repairer can be kept on the jump, making good

the manufacturer's guarantee at the dealer's

expense.

Wood rims are becoming a source of much
complaint. Experience demonstrates that

an idea! I will take this extra inner tube

spoke wire that will withstand the severest

usage in a steel rim is found wanting when
used as it is, in rims of wood. The difference

in this tensile strength of the rims is marked.

The chief difficulty with wood rims at present

experienced is caused by the spokes bearing

out at the nipples. I have also seen wood
rims smashed to splinters by a fall or collision,

where metal rims would, at the most, receive

but a dent. The owners of machines who are

so unfortunate as to experience any of these

minor difficulties, cart their mounts to the

dealer, and being vexed, as a rule say uncom-
plimentary things. He has to put up with the

talk, repair the damage and soothe the heart of

the customer, for fear he will speak dis-

paragingly to others. However, while many
riders have experienced these difficulties)

others have nothing but praise for the rim of

wood.

The guarantee system of payment, by which
plan the greater percentage of wheels are

being sold, is also a canker in the dealer's

breast. It is more than drawing teeth to

secure the last few payments from some people

The Chief Consuls of the State Divisions

have found a new and heretofore unnecessary
field for labor, since the Executive Committee
made the subscription to the Bulletin a matter

Around tlie World Tourist : Here I am a thou-

sand miles from nowhere, and nothing but a

few parlor matches with which to celebrate this

glorious Fourth of July ! It is—but I have

—

of option for an extra 50 cents. Barely half

of those who have renewed their membership
have subscribed for the League organ.. As a

consequence the various official announce-

ments when published in the official depart-

ment are seen by only a small percentage of

the membership. Consequently it is necessary

for the secretaries of the Divisions to keep a

list of the members who did not subscribe for

the Bulletin, and have the announcements
printed and sent to them. It is expensive for

the Divisions, an onerous task for the secre-

taries, yet absolutely necessary if the Division

officials desir.i to keep in close relations with

the members.

The papers of New England have been
greatly exercised over the appearance of a

couple of wheels in the pulpit of a Massachu-
setts church a few weeks ago, when a special

service was held for wheelmen, as reported in

The Wheel. The circular announcing the

service eulogized the particular make of wheels,

and it was on the whole a great advertisement

for the manufacturers. It is now hinted that

bicycle makers may buy up the hymn books,

and put their " ads " at the top and bottom of

the pages, and in other ways use the pulpit as

an advertising medium. From the rhanner in

which clergymen are announcing special

sermons for cyclists, and arranging for the

storage and checking of wheels during service

hours, an outsider might imagine that the

wheeling fraternity is badly in need of spiritual

advertisement.

The Park Commissioners of Boston, follow-

ing in the footsteps of the recent action of the

State Legislature, have amended the park

laws so that riders will not be compelled to

carry lanterns after July 14.

Charles W. Wood, of Syracuse, has resigned

from the position of Vice-Consul of the New
York Division. Dr. E. M. Santee, of Cortland,

has been appointed to fill the vacancy.

The Erie (Pa.) Rubber Co., makers of the

Keystone tire, have gone into the hands of a

receiver.

Ml!

and pump it full of air. See my celebration begin-
ning to hump itself ?

Johnson intends to visit the Waltharn track

some time during this month, and attempt to

lower Meintze's hour record. He is confident

that, under more favorable conditions, he can
ride the mile in about im. 50s.

Two Syracuse riders, Arthur Gardinier and
Herman Espenhain, met in a collision last

week while scorching. Gardinier died the

following day from concussion of the brain,

and the life of Esperhein was at one time des-

paired of.

It is really true. After the use of reams of

paper, gallons of ink, columns of news-
paper space and an endless volume of talk,

the date of steel vs. aluminum test, as

represented respectively by E. C. Stearns &
Co., and the St. Louis Refrigerator and
Wooden Gutter Co., has at last been set.

Unless something unforeseen should prevent,

the test the test will occur on monday next,

July 9th, at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

At one time interest in the affair was at

white heat, but the continued wrangling and
delay has lessened it very, very much.
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At the Illinois Division Meet.

Quincy, III., July 4.—This was the second

day of the meet of the Illinois Division. The
afternoon was devoted to races at Baldwin

Park, and the contests we witnessed by a

crowd of 4,000 people. Summary:
One Mile Novice—1, Joseph J. Bezenek, Chicago; 2

F. H. Wilms, Quincy; 3, Fred. C. Gilhamm, Edwards-
ville. Time, 2m. 34s.

Quarter Mile Illinois Division Championship—1, W.
J. Anderson, Chicago; 2, N. B. Tayler, Quincy; 2, At
W. Clever, Chicago. Time, 34j£s.

One Mile, Open.— 1, E. W. Ballard, Chicago; 2, W. C.

Wicke, St. Louis; 3, R. J. Leacock, St. Louis. Time,
2m. 47 1-3S.

Half Mile Open, Heats.—First Heat: 1, W. J. Ander-
son, Chicago; 2, N. B. Taylor, Quincy; 3, C. D. Cutting,

Peoria. Time, im. 13 1-5S.

Illinois Division Championship, One Mile.— 1. W. J.

Anderson, Chicago; 2, A. W. Clever, Chicago; 3, Will-

iam Vaughn, Quincy. Time 2m. 43s.

One Mile, Quincy Championship— 1, N. B. Taylor
2, C. W. Sahland. Time, 3m. 10 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap^i, E. W. Ballard, Chicago,
scratch; 2, Thomas S. Todhunter, Peoria; 3, A. J.
Leacock, St. Louis. Time, 2m. 21s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. J. Anderson, Chicago;

250; 2, William Turnbull, Danville. Time, 5m. 58s.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

Iowa Division's Meet.

Oskaloosa, Ia., July 4 -The Iowa Division eleventh

annual meet opened to-day. Their races had a large

attendance and a splendid track. Two State records

were broken. The summary:
Half Mile Novice—Walter McNeill, Oskaloosa, won.

Time, im. 13 2-5S.
One Mile Open—A. E. Caldwell, Oskaloosa, won.

Time, 2m. 31.

Half-Mile State Championship—S. H. Rowland, Mar-
engo, la., won. Time, im. 10 2 5s., breaking the State
record.

Two Mile Handicap -1, J. M. Dodge, Cedar Falls,

160 yds. Time, 4m. 55 3-5S.

One Mile State Championship- 1, C. W. Ashley,

Sioux City. Time, 2m. 58s.

Half Mile (Boys under 18 years)—George Miersteim.
Time, im. 16s.

Two Mile Open— 1,' George Miersteim, Sioux City.

Time, 5m. 7s.

Sioux City won the one mile team race.

The Ripon Races.

RlPON, Wis
,
June 27—This afternoon was Ripon's

day in the Wisconsin state circuit meets. Summary:
One Mile Novice:— 1, W. E Soule, Ripon; 2, C. H.

Dunbar, Ripon; 3, F. A. Jackson, Ripon. Time, 3m.

51-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, E. H. Smith, Beaver Dam, 25

yards; 2, Geo. Briggs, Oshkosh, 75; 3, Walter Sackett
Berlin, 45. Time, 2m. 29s.

One-half Mile Open— i, Roy Reed, Ripon; 2, Edward
Diebler, Berlin. Time, im. 51 1-2S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Geo. Briggs, Oshkosh, 150

yards; 2, J. G. Seelig, Ripon, scratch. Time, 5m.

35 i"2S -

One-quarter Mile Open— r, Roy Reed, Ripon; 2, E. H.

Smith, Beaver Dam. Time, 48 2-5S.

One Half Mile Ripon Cycling Club Handicap— 1,

Ike Corliss, 65 yards; 2, W. E. Soule, 45; 3, F. A. Jack-
son, 40. Time, im. 13'As.

One Mile Open— 1, Roy Reed, Ripon; 2, Ed Diebier,
Berlin; 3, George Brings, Oshkosh.
One Mile, Boys under 16 years— 1, Walter Sackett,

Berlin; 2, Ike Corliss, Ripon; 3, Harry Cody, Ripon
Time, 2m. 52s.

Berlin, Wis., June 29.—There was a large

attendance at the State Circuit bicycle races

hereto-day. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Erb Whipple, Waupaca; 2, Geo.

Waring, Berlin. Time, 2m. 55s.

Half Mile Open—1, Roy Reed, Ripon; 2, Ed. Smith,

Beaver Dam. Time, im. 22s.

Half-Mile Berlin Boys'— 1, S. Sacket; 2, C. Olson.
Time, im. 21s.

Two Mile Open— 1, Nels Anderson, Waupaca; 2, A.
M. Chandler, Waupaca. Time, 5m. 30s.

One-Fourth Mile Open— 1. Roy Reed, Ripon; 2,

George Waring, Berlin. Time, 3m. 43 3
-
4 s.

One Mile Bsrlin Club Handicap— 1, F. Glazier, 210-

2 Percy Talbot, 420. Time, 3m. 22 3-4S.

'One Mile Open— 1, Nels Anderson, Waupaca
; 2, Roy

Reed, Ripon. Time, 2m. 40s.

Half Mile Fat Man's Race— 1, A. Metzig ; 2, C. H.
Bellis. Time, im. 40s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Nels Anderson, Waupaca •

a A. M. Ceandler, Waupaca. Time, 13m. 50s.

LList of recent bicyc.e patents reported Specially for

THE Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Attor-

ney, Washington, D. C-l

521,482. Pneumatic Tire and Rim for Wheels. James
W. Smallman, London, England. Filed Nov. n, 1893.

Patented in England, France, Germany and Canada.

321,496. Ice Velocipede. Louis Grieneisen, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 3, 1893.

521,614. Oiler for Bicycles, &c. Ludwig Hirsch,

New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 9, 1893.

521,619. Cycle Canopy and Support. William T.

Jordan, Augusta, Ga. Filed Feb. 7, 1894..

521,661. Tire Tightener. William T. Mackey, Van-

couver, Canada, assignor of three-fifths to John W.
Weart and Archibald B. Docksteader, same place.

Filed Sept. 26, 1893.

521,673. Unicycle. Henry J. Lacksteder. Louisville,

Ky. Filed Oct. 17,1893.

521,682. Register for rotation of vehicle-wheels,

etc. Hugh D. Studabak' r, Bluffton, Ind. Filed Nov.

27, 1893.

521,692. Vehicle-wheel, Charles L. Ames, Oak
Park, 111. Filed Nov. 28, i8~93.

521,721. Electric lamp for bicycles. George Mayr,

Brooklyn, assignor of one-half to Elkin Farmer, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 7, 1893.

521,740. Pneumatic tire. Pardon W. Tillinghast,

and Frank Mallalieu, Providence, R. I. Filed Mar. 3,

1894.

521,761. Velocipede. George H. Day, Hartford,

Conn., assignor to the Pope Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass. Filed Apr. 20, 1892.

521,786. Monocycte. John W. Finch, Northampton
Mass. Filed May 31, 1893.

521,805. Fabric for bicycle tires. George C. Moore
Easthampton, Mass. Filed Jan. 12, 1894.

521,928. Tire-heater. John A. Callaway, Lampasas,
Texas. Filed Oct. 12, 1893.

521,943. Saddle for bicycles. Franklin E. Weaver,
Torrington, Conn. Filed March 30, 1894.

521 987. Ball-bearing. James H. Myers, Grand
Rapids, Mich. Filed Sept. 27, 1893. .

521,998. Combined skirt and trousers. Bernhard
Zeller and Hanry Crager, New York, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 7, 1893.

522,047. Wheel rim and method of making same
Charles F. Cowdrey, Fitchburg, Mass. Filed March
21, 1894.

522,063. Canopy for bicycles. Lancaster Z. Jenkins,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 26, 1893.

522,090. Wheel for bicycles. George W. Smiley

and Forest W. Dunlap, London, England, said Dun-
lap assignor to said Smiley. Filed Aug. 3, 1893.

522,136. Chain wrench. John H. Vinton, Boston,

Mass , assignor to the Trimont Manufacturing Com-
pany, Portland, Me. Filed. Dec. n, 1893.

522,138. Rubber tire. Charles K. Welsh, London,
England. Filed Feb. 13, 1892. Patented in England,

France, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, South Australia,

Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, New Zeal-

and, Austria-Hungary and Italy.

522,141. Tire for bicycles. Eden M. Ballantine

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 17, 189}.

522,162. Tire tightener. Edward W. Hays, Van-
diver, and Eli A. Thuston, Avondale, Ala. Filed

April 7, 1894.

Design, 23,395. Bicycle frame. Frank G. Stark,

St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the Carbo-Alumina Metal

Company, same place. Filed Jan. 8, 1894. Term of

patent 14 years.

That Westboro Plant.

The historical Broncho factory at Westboro,
Mass., which was last occupied by the Beacon
Cycle Co., has changed hands once more. It

is now in possession of the Yost-Densmore
Mfg. Co., a new concern. The new company
is not yet ready to disclose its plans, but for

the present will make the Y.-D. cycle saddle,

and a little later engage in cycle manufacture
as well. Both Messrs Yost and Densmore are
interested in the typewriter concerns bearing
their respective names.

The DunlopTire Co. has given a magnifi-

cent silver challenge cup, valued at nearly

$1,000, for competition on the road, between

teams from the Canadian clubs.

The Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co. are now
manufacturing their Cyclone Clincher tires

with either plain or corrugated treads.

At EIniira.

Elmira, July 4.—Fully 3,000 persons wit-

nessed the races of the Kanaweola Cycle Club
to-day. The one-mile open race was declared
off on account of loafing in the first half-mile.

It was won by Jessie Peck, of Elmira. Sum-
maries:

One-Quarter Mile Open— 1, J. F. Eberle,
Westfield, Pa. ; 2, H. B. Chamberlain, Buffalo.
Time, 37 1-4S.

One Mile Championship, Southern Tier
Counties— 1, C. T. Freeman, Corning; 2, W.
Larrison, Elmira. Time, 2m. 4iJ^s.
Two Mile Handicap— 1, F. Bright, Elmira,

210 yds.; 2, A. W. Larrisons, Elmira, 155;
3, H. L. Chamberlin, Buffalo, 160, Time, 4m
49s.

One Half Mile, Open— 1, L. H. Tucker,
Cortland; 2 E. P. Hinds, Oneida, 2, Time,
im. 16^.

Zimmerman's Resignation.

Zimmerman having finally taken the plunge
in the pool of professionalism, Chairman Ray-
mond this week gave to the the press his res-
ignation from the L. A. W. The document is

dated April 18, and reads as follows :

To the League of American Wheelmen:
I hereby resign my membership in the League of

American Wheelmen.
My reason for taking this step is that I intend to go

to France, and while there I expect to ride under the
jurisdiction of the Union Velocipedique Francaise.
Thanking the officers of the L. A. W. for their many

favors, and the members for their kindness, I am,
Very truly yours,

A. A. Zimmerman.

Titusville, Pa., July 4.—The winners at the
bicycle tournament given by the Crescent
Cycling Club to-day were • Half-mile handi-
cap—L. G. Fenton, Jamestown; time, 1.09.

One mile handicap—A Schellhammer, War-
ren, Pa.; time, 2.26. Five mile handicap
Vonboecken won time prize in 15.12. Schel-
hammer, with 60 yards handicap, touched the
tape in 15.43-

Thirty-two mile road race, Pittsburg to

Beaver Falls, Pa., July 4: r, B. G. Goble
Glenshaw, ih. 51m. 30.; 2, J. H. O'Brien,
Allegheny, ih. 58m. 14s.

; 3, James A. Eakin,
Allegheny, 2h. 04m. 32s.

; 4, H. D. Young,
Pittsburg, ih. 55m. 57s.

; 5, John Knewburn,
Belleville, ih. 55m. 52s. ; 6, George E. Williams,
Pittsburg, ih. 52m. 22s.

; 7, F. L. Forshay,
Beaver Falls, 2h. 07m. 37s. ; 8, Chalmer Wilson,
Beaver Falls, 2I1. 08m. us.

; 9, Robert For-
rester, Pittsburg, 2h. 07m. 30s. ; 10, Fred J.
Pierce, New Brighton, 2h. nm. 09s.

Steubensville, O., July 4, K. of P. sports:

Half Mile Novice— 1, Alfred 'Freeman ; 2,

FredUlp; 3, Charles E. Barr. Time, im. 16s.

One Mile Open— 1, C. K. Updegraff, Cleveland;

2, Paul Nelson, Pittsburg; 3, Bert Morrison,

Connellsville. Time, 2m. 44s. Quarter Mile

Open— 1, E. F. Gardner; 2, C. Quigby; 3, F.

E.Lowe. Time, 35 3-5S. Half Mile Opan— 1,

W. Bailey; 2, F. B. Bailey; 3, Bert Morrison.

Time, im. 14s. One Mile— 1, Updegraff: 2,

F. B. Bailey; 3. W. R. Rook. Time, 2m. 38s.

Two Mile Open— 1 G. H. Hale; 2, Updegraff;

3. Rook. Time, 5m. 49s.

Th<* illustration of the K. C. W. meet in this

issue shovs the silver- toned, bell- voiced Fred
Burns, (ffioiating as Announcer. His dulcet tones
were broadened and further dissipated by the

use of a huge maeophone, made of papier mache
which is a grand aid to an announcer. The phone
will probably be used at other meets during the

season, as it was a readily accepted and highly
commended innnvation. Another illustration shows
one of t.ie falls, wherein a safety jumped from the

track and caught on to the rails.
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RACING AND RACE MEETS.

Team Tactics.

All persons who are interested in the sport

of cycle racing for the sports' sake, must

applaud the decisive stand Chairman Raymond
has taken in the matter of the abuses that have

crept in with Class B. The strangest part of

it is that they should have developed so quickly

—with us, as elsewhere, the first races of the

year showing them.

The tactics of a fast rider leading a bunch of

riders and holding their attention while some

friend slips by at top speed and obtains a com-

manding lead is as old as the sport, although

it has had various guises. Students of racing

will recall how, some years ago, Osmond got

way from his field in one of the English cham-

pionships, and before they could get into

motion he had secured a lead that before he

stopped he had made a full lap. This variation,

although seldom accomplished, is perfectly

legitimate.

However, if the fast men of the teams per-

sist in letting their slower associates win, the

Racing Board may be forced to make a rule

(similar to one used in horse racing) to read:

"In all heats, whether trials or finals, where two or

more members of the same team start, the manager
must declare to win with one man."

The rule in horse racing is to the effect that

when an owner starts two horses trained in the

same stable by the same man, to have him

declare to win with one, the other being used

as a pacemaker. When an owner starts two

horses trained in different stables by different

men, he is not supposed to know which is the

faster, and the rule does not apply. The ob-

ject of this rule is to inform the betting public

which horse the owner intends to try to win

with so that they may not burn up their money
on a non-tryer.

A Plea for the Referee.

There seems to be a growing tendency on

the part of immature amateurs to torment the

referee with petty protests that have no foun-

dation in right or equity.

Sometimes this is done purely for pleasure,

and is equal in the eyes of some to badger-

baiting and other highly elevating sports.

The chief executive of a race meeting has his

hands full to keep matters going properly with-

out being called upon to spend his time listen-

ing to protests that were never intended to be

taken seriously, but to which, nevertheless, he

must give due consideration.

A case comes to mind where riders were

protested, because, when seated on their

machines, their racing breeches did not cover

their knees, although, when on the ground,

they were the requisite length.

The referee had to consider the protest, be-

cause it was apparently made in all seriousness,

yet he knew in his heart of hearts that the

persons lodging the protest were merely trying

to annoy him. Another case was where the

heats of a championship were run off before

the heats of a novice (permission having been

granted by the representative of the National

Racing Board), and the entire meeting was
protested—just for fun.

Young racing men should make it a rule

never to lodge a protest with a referee unless

they have been so plainly fouled or interfered

with that it was seen and commented on by
all present. It is said to be the sign of a poor

violinist to have him continually tuning his

instrument. It is surely the sign of a poor

rider to be making protests for the most trivial

matters that are bound to come to the surface

during the day's racing.

As to Officials,

When a club promotes but one big race

meeting each year, the work of arranging

small details should be going on all the time.

In the actual running of a meet the officials

are the most important detail, as, if they are

competent, they can run off an apparently poor

programme in such a mancer as to produce

good sport. On the other hand incompetent

men may ruin a good programme.

Whenever a club finds a good official, whether

referee, timekeeper or umpire they should

always invite him to act in that capacity which

he fills best.

| |Do not ask a man to act as timer just because

he made a good referee last year, he may
never have.held a stop-watch in his hand.

Never be afraid to invite the same men year

after year if they can completely fill any
position. In 1870 a certain steeplechase

course was opened in Ireland and the same
stewards (officials) who acted on that occasion

have done so every year since, and their last

meeting, held some weeks since, was the most
successful they ever had. This would not be

possible in cycling (or America).

Some clubs head their list of officials with
" Director of the Day," usually some officer of

the club.

The rules provide for no such person and

he merely usurps the rights of the Referee

and interferes with him. If the committee

wishes a representative on the official list to

keep matters moving, he should be made
either starter or clerk of the course, where he

can be energetic to his heart's content.

FOUR NEW TIRES.

Lena, III:, July 4.—The road race from Freeport to

Lena, thirteen miles, was won by Arthur Niman, of

Freeport, in 43m. The special race was won by Roy
Harden. Time, 55m. 30s. W. F. Human, of Elgin,

ran over the course against time in 37m. 22s.

The nineteen mile road race at Dayton, O.,

June 26, brought out over sixty starters. It

was won by Earl Kiser, 6m., in 62m. 55s. E.

Farrer made the best time, 59m. 52s.

Without any preliminary booming the Dia-

mond Rubber Co., a new concern with head-

quarters at Akron, Ohio, has made its entree

into the world of pneumatic tires. Its cata-

logue, a modest affair, with the matter well

boiled down, was received this week. Four

tires are listed, and this motto thrown to the

breeze: " Not how much, nor how many; but

how good."

Nearly all of those connected with the new
concern are veterans in the rubber trade,

Walter Sherbondy, the superintendent, having

been with the B. F. Goodrich Co. for more
than twenty-two years.

Their tires are the Emergency, the Akron
Flyer, the Reindeer and the Diamond. The
first named is a self-healer, which is inflated by
a hypodermic needle ; it also has a diaphragm

or semi-inner tube which, in an emergency,

can be brought into requisition. "Two tires

in one" is the way they put it. The Akron
Flyer is a single tube racing tire ; the Rein-

deer and Diamond are of the inner tube

variety, with a laced jacket. The first two, the

company states, are "made by processes un-

like those followed by any other tire manufac-

turers."

Important to Tourists.

American cyclists going abroad can have

their mail addressed care of Wheeling, 152

Fleet Street, London, E. C. Their offices are

located in the heart of the city, and Americans

will find it convenient to make Wheeling their

headquarters, where they will be cordially

received.

\

One of the cleverest advertising pamphlets

seen in some time has just been issued by the

St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter

Co. It is entitled " An Entirely New Scheme,"

and seeks to show the strength of the Lumi-

num bicycle. Five splendid half-tones are

employed for the purpose. They show two

men, weighing 345 pounds, standing on vari-

ous parts of the wheel, and the printers have

done their part of the work so well that every

one of the illustrations fairly " speak for them-

selves " and render explanatory matter almost

unnecessary.

Mr. John Griffiths and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
DuCros sail for England on Jtfly 11. Mr. and

Mrs. DuCros will return about September 1.

The half year is gone. Despite the shadow
of last year's bad times, which is fading away
but slowly, there has been no cut in prices,

and no failures, but one unimportant assign-

ment. The cycle trade starts this year on a

new era of prosperity.

which is said to have been taken on a "bicycle made for two," was coated with BONNELIj'S NUBIAN BICYCLE ENAMKl',
and they had an extra can in the tool bag to cover up the effects of any " jars" which often befalls those who travel "tandem." This reminds
us that every good dealer in sundries should carry our Bicycle Enamel in stock. It is put up in two sizes, 4 and 8 oz., at $2.00 and $3.00

per doz. , our patent cork and brush with every can, display stands, circulars, etc. , in each case. Where we have no agent we will send a large

an, all charges paid, on receipt of 60 cents.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO., 20 to 22 Bonnell Place, CRAGIN, ILL., (a Chicago suburb.)

77 Warren St., New York. HULL & CARPENTER, Phila. BROWN & WALES, Borton. TAYLOR GOODRICH, San
Francisco, and all good iobbers.° Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel,"
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niQnwdTER *mum Ms^nyr

the _^-^^^^mmammt*-*^ ^ captured

9 firsts out of 10 events. Five seconds and 5 thirds, at Clifton, on July 4. Blauvelt won
the mile open on a LYNDHURST, in 2.15 breaking the track record made by

ZIMMERMAN, and ROYCE won the quarter-mile in 29% sees.

WORLD'S RECORD in this country or any other.

For particulars concerning this famous wheel apply to

McKEE & HARRINGTON,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel.

GREAT SCHEME!

POLICE NOT QUICK ENOUGH.
It Lights Automatically

in a Gale of 'Wind,
Without Dismounting...

PARABOLIC LAMP
NO. 2 IMPROVED.

SEE IX! TRY IX! BUY IX! ONLY 14 OUNCES!

Samples and prices to the trade on application.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

85 Madison Street, 174 Columbus Avenue, 1325 14th Street, N. W., Cor. 57th St. and Broadway

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW YORK.

27 Union Street, 419-421 Flatbush Ave., Detroit Bicycle Co., 201 Woodward Ave.,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND. BROOKLYN, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.
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457 MILES 1,622 YARDS.

REMARKABLE RECORD FOR TWENTY-
FOUR HOURS.

In cycle racing the thing to endow a m^n
with some claims to distinction as a more
than ordinary rider was to beat events. In

the old days a man thought he could ride if he

could beat three minutes; later, a man who
could " do" five miles under fifteen minutes

was a "good one;" and, still later, a man who
could do twenty inside the hour was a "rattling

good one." Then the maximum effort for

twenty-four hours was placed at 300 miles, and

any man who surpassed those figures was
rated as a high-cl^ss long distance man; but

even that very high-class mark has been

cheapened by the number of men who have

beaten it, and now it requires at least 400

miles to attract attention.

On July 22 of last year Shorland marked up

a record of 424 miles, which was regarded as

top notch in the way of a twenty-four hour

ride, but afterward Lesna covered 433 miles

in 24 hours. But these splendid records went

by the board on Sunday, June 24, in the great

twenty-four hour race held at the Velodrome

Buffalo, Paris.

In this event the score of the three leaders

at the finish was as follows: Huret
( 457 miles,

1,622 yards; Meyer, 451 miles, 1,642 yards;

Rivierre, 433 miles, 1,214 yards.

Nothing was wanting to make the race a

great success. The weather was perfect. All

through the night the sky was beautifully

clear, and at daybreak, though it was some-

what cloudy, there was merely enough of haze

to temper the heat of the sun. The entries in-

cluded all the best long distance men, but

neither Stephanie nor Linton started.

The men were sent out on their task shortly

after six on Saturday evening, their being

seventeen starters. The pace was cut out by

Williams, who raced as if he were sprinting a

mile instead of starting out for a twenty-four

hour's ride. Lucas and Ashinger were follow-

ing Williams quite handily when they fell at

one of the corners, Lucas being picked up

insensible and suffering from a severe wound
on the head. Although it seemed serious, he

had it patched up, and after losing 21 laps he

started again. At the end of the first hour

Williams had covered 39 kilometers 250 meters,

with Meyers second, and Allard third. Huret,

who had fallen, had only covered 38 kilo-

meters, 250 meters. At this point Huret

started to make up for lost ground by a series

of marvelous sprints, and succeeded in lapping

Williams several times, after which Williams

quit the race. At the end of the third hour,

Lucas who had fallen, was up with Huret, and

the two kept up a hammer and tongs fight,

neither one being able to get away from the

other. From the start the times were far

ahead of Shorland's times in his ^record

attempt.

At the twenty-first hour Huret took a much

slower pace, falling away to 17 miles an hour.

In the last hour Huret showed signs of fatigue,

and he was repeatedly lapped by Rivierre.

At the pistol shot he had covered 736 kilo-

meters, 946 meters, or 457 miles, 1622 "yards.

Huret is a profesisonal, and by calling is a

journeyman baker.

The score for 12 hours was 250 miles 927

yards; 17 hours, 337 miles 159 yards; 22 hours-

421 miles 1016 yards; 23 hours, 440 miles 209

yards.

The following are the distances for each

hour:

Hour. Name. Distance.

1 Williams 39kiIoms. 250

2 Huret 77
" 205

3
" in " 666

4
"

145
" 218

5
" 180 "

448

6 " 212 "
333

7 245
u 20

8 " 276 " 966

9
" 308 " 841

10 341
"

105

11 " 371
" 671

12 ll
403

u 180

13 " 430
" 185

H 459
"

776

15 " 487
" 981

16 " 515
"

923

17 542
" 488

18 " 370
"

70

19 " 596
" 681

20 " 622 "
756

21 " 650
"

130

22 " 678
"

453

23 " 7°8 " 348

24
'*

736
"

946

ZIM'S DEFEAT IN ITALY.

JOBBERY HINTED AT—THE TERMS UNDER
WHICH HE RODE.

Scottish Championships at Hampden Park,
Glasgow, June 20.

One Mile Championship of Scotland (Holder, R. A.

Vogt)— 1, R. M. Wood, Edinburgh; 2, J. G. Torrance,

Northern C. C. Time, 3m. 52 3-5S.

Twenty-five Mile Championship (Holder, R. A.

Vogt)— 1, R. M Wood, Edinburgh; 2, J. Killacky, For-

feishire. Time, ih. 9m. 48s. Killacky made new
records at twenty-three and twenty-four miles

—

twenty-three miles, 64m. 27 4-5S.; twenty-four miles,

67m. 15 4-5S. Wood won by ten yards, in record time.

The Annual University Cycling Contest between
Oxfoid and Cambridge was decided on June 13. Ox-
ford won all three of the events. J. W. Blagden won
the mile and ten miles, and A. C. Nesbitt won the four

miles.

THE CRACKS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Oakland, Cal., July 4 [Special.]—Acme C. C. race

meet:
One Mile Novice— 1, Pettis; 2. Colquhoun. Time,

2m. 40s.

Quarter Mile, Class B— 1, C. S. Wells; 2, Long.
Time, 36s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Henry Smith, 100 yds.; 2,

Cushing, 125. Time, 4m. 59s.

One Mile Handicap—T. H. Dieckmann, 90 yds.; 2, F.

Dieckman, 90. Time, 2m. 22s.

Two Mile State Championship— 1, Tissen; 2, Gilbert.

Time, 6m. 28s.

STOCKTON, Cal., July 4, [Special].—Oak Leaf
Wheelmen's race meet.

One Mile Novice—1, Small ; 2, McCuen. Time,
2m. 37s.

Half Mile, Class B—1, W. F. Foster ; 2, Otto Ziegler;

3, C. L. Davis. Time, im. 16s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, Otto Ziegler,

scratch ; 2, W. Terrill, 50 yds.; 3, C. Osen, 50. Time,
4m. 46s. Coast record.

Half Mile, Division Championship— 1, Reid ; 2, Lan-
quetin. Time, im. 13s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Jarman, no yds.: 2, Salbach,

150. Time, 2m. 19s.

In the Santa Monica 20-mile road race, E. Nebrecht
won time prize in 57m.

At South Bend, Ind.

SOUTH Bend, Ind., July 4—[Special].--Race meet-
ing of the South Bend C. C.

:

Mile Novice— 1, O. H. Bohman; 2, W. C. Porter; 3,

E. R Maurer. Time, 2m. 33 4-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, Geo. Emerson; 2, C. W. Davis; 3,

G. E. Walling.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Chas. Kolb; 2, L. C. Roberts;

3, J. M. Vanderbeck. Time, 2m. us.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, A. Anderson; 2, A. Oren; 3,

F. F. Rough. Time, im. 13s.

Two Mile Lap— 1, C. W. Davis; 2, Geo. Emerson.
Time, 5m. 24^s.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, Chas. Kolb; 2, G. E. Wall-
ing; 3, O. H. Bohman. Time, 10m. 8s.

When Zimmerman rode his first race in

Florence, Italy, nearly every American in the

place turned out to cheer him on to what
seemed certain victory. When the Jerseyman
finished away in the rear, cheers curdled and
gave way to a general feeling of chagrin and
bitter disappointment. His defeat was in-

explicable and has given rise to an unpleasant

story, which is hard to believe. It comes to

The Wheel, however, from an American who
was in Florence at the time, an American
who is a Zimmerman worshiper and who is

totally disinterested and has nothing to gain

by imputing improper motives. This is the

tale, extracted verbatim from a personal letter

to a friend of The Wheel located in Boston :

" I must tell you a little about Zimmerman's per-

formance here last Sunday, to see what you think of

it. They agreed to give him 2,000 lira to come
here, provided he did not win the first prize,

which was 2,000 lira. If he won the first

pme he was not to have the money offered to get

him here. He brought Harry Wheeler here with him;

although he was not invited to do so. They say that

all Florence turned out to see him, and the crowd
gathered was greater than would turn out to greet

the King ; a crowd of whom the Americans here were
particularly jubilant. This was the result : Wheeler,

won and Zimmerman came in seventh, being beaten

by five locil Florentines. The people of Florence,

especially the Americans with whom we have talked,

are thoroughly indignant with him, and disgusted,

for the probable explanation is that he and Wheeler
between th^m conspired to take the 4,000 lira. Do you

believe that Zimmerman and Wheeler seem such as

this? I have always heard of them as beinggentle-

men. Should like to hear what they think of it in bi-

cycle circles at home."

ZIM AND WHEELER WIN IN ITAEY.

Paris, June 26.—Zimmerman is coming on.

He turned about on the Florentines who beat

him in his first race of the season and defeated

them easily. Thursday, June 21, he won his

heat in a 2 000 metre (1 1-4 mile) event, defeat-

ing Pontecchi and Ferraris in 3m. us. Wheeler

won the second heat and the final was held

over for the Sunday following. The Italo-

American race for one mile went to Zimmer-

man who was well before Wheeler, with Italy

bringing up the rear. The mile was done in

2.29 1-5.

Sunday, June 24, Zimmerman won the 5,000

metre event easily from Pontecchi and Alaimo.

In this race Alaimo made an effort to throw

Zimmerman, and when the next race was

called Zimmerman very respectfully declined

to participate. The distance was five miles

and Wheeler won in 13m. 03s., with Herty, Dani

and Pontecchi following.

Yesterday, at Milan, Zimmerman won his

heat of a mile race by five lengths from Courbe,

Ruscelli and Buni. The time was 2m. 27s.

Wheeler took the next heat and in the final

Wheeler finished first with " Brother Zim " at

his rear wheel and Italy distanced.

Then came another Italo-American match

for five miles, which was taken into camp by

Zimmerman, with Wheeler right behind him.

Time, 14m. is.

Zimmerman, Wheeler and Troy will reach

Paris to-night, and next Sunday is the day for

Zim's first appearance in a race in Paris.

The Results at Rockford.

ROCKFORD, ILL., July 4— [Special].—Rockford Cycle

Club races:

One Third Mile— 1, Moore; 2, Burr. Time, 41KS.

One Mile— j, Buir; 2, Moore. Time, 2m. 37s.

Five Mile—1, Burr; 2, Huber. Time, 15m. 30s.
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^VHERE J^JRJE> YOU JV/T ?

Just watch us and discover where and what we are at. We are

mounting the best and fastest men in the world on our wheel. What
wheel? Glance through the list of winnings in the big road races and the

statistics will tell you that

J
THE SYRACUSE

Is built, and built well, for Use and Victory.

• BET, RIDE AND WIN. ON J\]£ SYRACUSE.
Others do it, why not you? Is it not better to have " the'

<jg thing than -some" thing. -The" thing is THE SYRACUSE,
and you can bet your bottom dollar on it.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
||(| A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE GO.

Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Western Agents, ST. LOI'IS, MO.

*c

% The Twenty-five Mile Freeport-Jamaica Road
e

" ^

\
Race on July 4, was won by

| F. D. WHITE.
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REMINGTON.'

The Hoyland-Smith Twenty-five Mile Road Race, Decoration Day, was also

won on a Remington ridden by E. L. MACOMBER.
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MISSOURI'S NEW MILE RECORD—2.20 1-5,

St. Louis, Mo., June 30,—Races under the

auspices of the Y. M. , C. A. were run this

afternoon before an attendance of 800 people.

Track and day perfect. Cobanne, the rider

who showed such a burst of speed last Satur-

day, did not ride to-day, and Harding was
clearly outclassed by E. A. Grath, who showed
a good turn of speed. The summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Ben Clegg; 2, F. A. Johnson; 3,

G. A. Easton. Time, 2m. 42 2-5S.

Quarter Mile (flying start)— 1, E. A. Kreidler; 2, F_

F. Howard; 3, Fred Hattersley. Time, 33?.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, R. J. Leacock, 70

yards; 2, W. Coburn, 40; 3, W. A. Graeper, 50; 4, T. W.
Coburn, 70. Time 2m. 21 3-5S. Hardir.g, scratch; D.

Coburn, 30; Louis Coburn, 80; W. G. Corfe, 85, and
W. S. Brown, 125, also ran. Second Heat: 1, E. A-

Grath, scratch; 2, J. W. Coburn; 3, C. L. Ellers; 41

George E. Tivy. Time, 2m. 22 2-5S. Loeffel, 70; L. S.

Green, 70, and F. F. Howard, 80 also ran. Green
fouled Grath badly at end of first lap, but Grath re-

covered, and won by thirty yards, sitting up. Final

Heat: i, E. A. Grath, scratch; 2, Wm. Coburn, 80; 3,

R. J. Leacock, 70; 4, C. L. Ellers, 45. Time, 2m. 20 1-5S.

This is the one-mile record in competition for

Missouri.

One Hundred Yards Slow Race—1, Fred. Hattersley;

2, J. J. Howard. Time, 5m. 43s.

Three Mile Y. M. C. A.— 1, E. A. Kreidler; 2, J.J.
Howard; 3,*Harry Cundiff. Time, 8m. 32s. Cundiff

tried to make a runaway race of it, but the bunch
caught him atthe first mile. Corfe fell at the end of

the second mile, and brought down all but Kreidler,

J. J. Howard and Cundiff. None were seriously hurt,

however.
Quarter Mile Unicycle Race—Starters were A. H.

Wood and F. A. Padgett. Padget had somewhat the

best of the start, and was never headed, but was nearly

nipped at the tape, having only a foot to spare. Time,
im. 12 2-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, R. J. Leacock, 140 yafds; 2,

C. L. Ellers, 90; 3, W. A. Graeper, 100; 4, G. E Tivy,

140. Time, 5m. Harding's time from scratch 5m 3s.

Harding, scratch; J. W. Coburn, 70; D. Coburn, 60;

T. W. Coburn, 140; Gus Loeffel, 140, and Louis Coburn,

160, also started.

One Mile Y. M. C. A. Riders— 1, J. J. Howard; 2, E.

A. Kreidler; 3, F. F. Howard; 4, H. A. Caufield.

Time, 2m. 51 2-5S.

E. E. Anderson, of Roadhouse, 111., rode an
exhibition half mile, Messrs. W. J. Cox and
Harding pacing. The pacing was as poor as

could possibly be, and after running away
from Cox, Anderson lost several seconds with

Harding's pick up. Anderson is clearly cap-

able of doing the half mile close to one minute.

He, however, broke the State record for a half

mile, doing the distance in im. 4s.

The Syracuse A. A.'s ten mile handicap

road race, June 30, resulted in ten men break-

ing the Cicero course record of 31m. 3s. E.

W. Murray made the best time, 30m. 10s.

Result:

Handicap. Time.
Name. M.S. M. s.

A.E.Hughes 3.30 30.30

Willie Smith 3.30 30.50

George Thrall 3.00 30.30

D.S.Earll,Jr 3.30 31.10

Carl Jones 4.00 32.05

E.W.Murray 2.00 30.10

Harry Mills 3.00 31.11

H. F. Lewis, 3m'., 31m. 12s.; Fred. Carroll, 2m., 30m
13s.; Henry J. Walters, 6m., 35m.; W. A. Bex, 2m., 31m.

10S.; C. A. Benjamin, im., 30m. 15s.; Henry Mills, 5m.,

31m. 55s.; W. Van Wagoner, scratch, 30m. 40s. ; M. C.

Conway, 6m., 36m. 47s ; W. B. Nye, 4m., 36m.; J. Tom-
linson, 5m., 37m. is.pGeorge Tomlinson, 4m., 42m. 10s.

A Florida Flyer Scores in North Carolina.

Greensboro, N. C, July 4 [Special].—The
Greensboro C. C.'s races to-day were a great

success, but slow time ruled, because of a

heavy track. Fitzsimmons, Greensboro's fast

man, was unable to compete on account of

illness, and George Adams, of Jacksonville,

Fla. , swept the deck. Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, J. C. Oyles; 2, R. C. Welfare;

3, George Kestler. Time, 3m. 7s.

One Mile, three-minute class— 1, Charles Beck; 2,

Luther Jones; 3, J. S. Carson. Time, 3m. 27s.

Half Mile Handicap— i, George Adams; 2, Charles

Beck, 45 yards; 3, R. M. S. McMackin, 45. Time, im.

I2S.

One Mile Boys' Rice— r, John Tate; 2, John Thomas;

3, Garther Scott. Time, 3m. 24s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Luther Jones, 250 yards; 2,

J. A. Dean, 240; 3, R. McMackin, 210; 4, Geo. Adams,
scratch. Time, 5m. 25s.

One Mile Lap— 1, Carson; 2, Luther Jones; 3, J. A.

Dean. Time, 2m. 50s.

Five Mile Open—1, George Adams; 2, J. T. Temple;

3, Charles Beck. Time, 16m. 20s.

Away Out in Wisconsin.

BEAVER DAM, WIS., July 4—[Special].—To-day's
races of the Beaver Falls Wheelmen resulted as

follows:

Eleven Mile Road Race (twenty-three entries)— 1,

A. Krugemier; 2, A. Williams. First time, J. Reitzner,

37m.; second time, W. B. Duke; third time, A
Williams.

The track events:

One Mile Novice— 1, Duke; 2, W. Smart. Time, 2m.
47s.

One Mile Open— 1, E. H. Smith; 2, J. Reitzner.

Time, 2m. 48s.

200-Yard Slow Race— E. H. Smith.

Two Mile Handicap, Open—1, A. Williams; 2, Duke.
Half Mile, for Boys under 15— 1, W. Smart; 2, Bert

Shepherd. Time, im. 22s.

Two Mile Beaver Dam Handicap— 1, A. Williams;

2, W. Smart.
Quarter Mile, Open— 1, E. T. Smith. Time, 36s.

Sims Wins at Baltimore.

At the Baltimore B. C.'s meet, July 4, W. F.

Sims, of Washington, won two Class A events,

and Mullikin the Class B scratch, defeating

Carter. Summary:
Half-Mile, Open— 1, W. F. Sims, Washington; 2, F.

W. Hutchings, Washington; 3, Robert H. Carr, Jr.,

Baltimore. Time, im. 11 1-5S.

One Mile, Open, Class B— 1, W. H. Mullikin, Balti-

more; 2, M. F. Carter, Clifton W., Baltimore; 3, C. E.

Gause, Washington. Time, 2m. 37s.

One Mile, Open— 1, W. F. Sims, Washington; 2, J. A.
Ostendorf, Baltimore; 3, J. M. White, Baltimore.

Time, 2m. 25 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, H. A. French, Balti-

more, 70 yards; 2, J. M. White, Baltimore, scratch; 3,

C. E. Gause, Washington, 20. Time, 2m. 28 2-5S.

Colorado's Meet Marred by Rain.

Colorado Springs, Col., July 4 [Special].

—

On account of rain, the races of second annual
meet Colorado Division L. A. W. postponed
until Saturday, July 14.

Orange (N. J.) Athletic Club five miles road

race June 30:

1, L.M.Irving, 2m., time, 19m. 30s.; 2, H. E.Griswold,
3m., 20m. 3o%s.; 3, J. Day Flack, scratch, 17m. 31s.; 4,

L. M. Berg, scratch; 5, F. R. Weeks, 30s.

Union A. C, of UnionTownship, N. J., five

mile handicap road race Saturday, June 30—
1, A. B. Headley, 3m., time 17m. ; 2, Aaron
Burnett, im. 30s., 16m. 14s. ;• 3, W. Haines,

im. 30s., 16m. 16s.
; 4, Louis Baeder, scratch,

14m. 50s.
; 5, John Baeder, im. 30s., 16m. 50s.

;

6, Raymond Terry, im., 16m. 49s.

Warren, Ohio, to Niles and return, June 26:

1, J. C. McKee, 34m. 8s. ; 2, H. L. Flickinger,

39m 10s.
; 3, W. Bonnell, 36m. 6s.

; 4, Glenn
Webster, 38m. 7s. Twenty-five started.

RIVERTON'S NEW TRACK OPENED.
The new quarter-mile track at Riverton,

N. J., across the river from Philadelphia, was
formally opened July 4, in the presence of

several thousand spectators. The track will

probably prove fast, although the times on the

Fourth were not particularly brilliant, the

track record being placed at 2m. 30 2-5S. by J.

B. Pierson,, of Vineland. There was a big

entry list, exciting finishes and plenty of

enthusiasm. The best time was made in the

five mile handicap. Pierson set the pace and
won iu 13m. 41s. Pierson also rode well in the

mile handicap. Summary:

One Mile Novice—First heat: 1, C. F. Earp, R. A. A.;

2, W. R. Landis; 3, Leon Demo; 4, W. E. Dickerson,

R. A. A. Time, 2m. 45s. Second heat: 1, Al. Bockius,

W. W.; 2, D. C. Parkhill, W. P. C; 3, C. H. Henzel; 4,

Edwin Leckwood, C. W. Time, 2m. 41s. Final heat.

1, Al. Bockius; 2, C. H. Henzel. Time, 2m. 45 3-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Pierson; 2, Barreta; 3, Whetstone;

4, Griffiths. Time, 2m. 42 2-5S.

One Mile 2.50 Class—First Heat: 1, Alva Stewart, C.

B. C; 2, H. Greenwood, W. W.; 3, Al. Correa, W. W.;

4, M. J. Bailey, C. W. Time of winner, 2m. 37 2-5S.

Second Heat (eleven starters): 1, H. L. Kreamf r, W.
W.; 2, W. M. Linn, F. B. C; 3, W. W. Henderson,

Woodbury W.; 4, Harry Bard, M. W. Time of win-

ner, 2m. 39 3-5S. Final Heat (first six men of each heat

contesting): 1, Henderson; 2, Greenwood; ), Linn; 4,

Stewart. Time of winner, 2m. 40 4-^s.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat : 1, J. H. Van Hest,

Woodbury W., no yds.: 2, H. L. Kreamer, W. W., 90

yds.; 3, J. B. Pierson. V. W., scratch. Time, 2m. 27 1-5S.

Second Heat— 1, W. Roulon, 80 yds ; 2, J. C. Barreta,

V. W., 10 yds.; 3, W. W. Henderson, W. W., 40 yds.; 4,

H. W. Koehler, too yds.

Final— 1, Van Hest ; 2, Pierson
; 3, Linn ; 4, Griffiths.

Time, 2m. 24s.

One Mile Club— 1, S. Avis; 2, C. B. Brooksbank; 3,

M. J. Bailey. Time, 2m. 44s.

Half Mile Open— 1, R. P. McCurdy ; 2, W. Whetstone,

W. P. C; 3, W. Price, W. W. Time, im. 21 1-5S.

Five Miles Handicap— 1, Pierson, 139 yds ; 2. Bar-

retta, 190; 3, Wm. Hall, W. W., 190; W. H. Wells, W.
P. C, 400; 5, Mack Meredith, W. P. C, 300. Time,

13m. 41s.

Neshaminy Falls, Pa., July 4: One Mile Novice—1,

W. W. Pierce, Chester B. C; 2, Charles T. Gilden; 3,

Lew McMackin. Jr.; 4, N. E. Leatherman, G. E. W.
Time, 3m. 9s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, H. Trott, 20 yards; 2, Robert

Salts, 10; 3, Charles H. Gilden, 60; 4, Robert E. Man-

ley, scratch. Time, 3m. 1 2-5S.

One Mile Scratch— 1, H. Trott; 2, Robert E. Manley;

3, F. H. Rumford, Chester B. C. Time, 3m. 8 2-5S.

Fourth of July sports, Reading, Pa :

One Mile Novice— 1, Charles A. Miller; 2, Daniel

Hart; 3, John A. Miller, Penn. W. Time, 2m. 58KS.

One Mile 2.50 Class— 1, Silas Stutzman, Penn W ; 2^

Daniel Hart; 3, William L. Fulmer, Penn. W. Time,

2m. 40 2-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Silas Stutzman; 2, William L_

Fulmer; 3, Ed. Youse. Time, 2m. 34 1-5S.

Half Mile Open— i, Silas Stutzman; 2, William Ful-

mer; 3, Daniel Hart. Time, im. 13 2-5S.

Ridley Park Sports, Philadelphia, July 4: Two
Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, RXD. Gilmore, R. P. F.

C, 150 yards; 2, A. B. Tomlinson, F. B. C, 100. Time,

5m. 24 1-2S. Second Heat: 1, L. D. Castor, F. B. C,

scratch; 2, B. F. Munchweiler, 80. Time, 5m. 28s.

Final Heat: 1, A. B. Tomlinson; 2, R. D. Gilmore.

Time, 5m. 30s.

Quarter Mile Scratch-First Heat: 1, F. O. Calla-

ghan, Wilmington W. C.j 2, Ulster Atkinson, R. P. F.

C. Time, 38Ks. Second Heat: 1, J. B. McClister, un-

attached; 2, B. J. Munchweiler, S. B. Y. M. C. A.

Time, 39s. Third Heat: 1, W. K. Custer, unattached;

2, C. A. Price, unattached. Time, 39s. Fourth Heat:

1, L. D. Castor, F. B. O; 2, P. Mercer, N. A. A. Time,

38s. Final Heat: i, L. D. Castor; 2, F. O. Callaghan.

Time, 37 3-5S.

The North Missouri Cycling Association's meet at

Brookfield, June 27, was well attended. Wm. Beeler,

of Brookfield, won the quarter, half and two miles

and county championships events ; Gus Maffray, of

Macon, the mile; G. T. Atterberry, of Kirksville, the

three miles, and Elmer Duboise the mile open.
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Here We Are Again.
DON'T YOU THINK THEY ARE NICE. WELL, THEY ARE JUST AS GOOD AS THEY LOOK.
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ACTUAL SIZES: Head Clamp, No. 1955. Seat Post Bracket, No. 1971. Bottom Bracket, No. 2081.

Write to us when to call on you about 1895 contract, or, better still, come to see us. We can show you the finest line of Bicycle

Forgings in the world.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO., 9- 15 Richards St., near Hamilton Ferry, Brooklyn.

Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel

"
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PARTICULARS FROM PARIS.

ZIM BEATEN IN ITALY—WHAT THE OTHER
AMERICANS HAVE DONE AND ARE

DOING.

Paris, June ig, 1894.—The old, old story-

Zimmerman beaten in his first race.

Beaten by two Italians, this time of greater

obscurity than was Fowler, who did the trick

at Brighton in 1892.

The race was at Florence, Sunday, June 17,

and the distance was 3,000 meters, or about

1 7/s miles. The pair of Florentines who romped

over the strip of macaroni ahead of the cham-

pion of the world were Herty and Dani.

The fact that Wheeler, the " Kid" Wheeler,

of America, won the race has been lost sight

of in the furore caused by the significance of

Zimmerman's defeat. That Arthur should

train nearly two months, during which time

Frenchmen by the score have become fast and

stale, and then be unable to hold his own
among a lot of supposedly indifferent riders

is too much for Frenchmen to fathom.

The time is given as 4m. 48s., so that the

pace could hardly have been the cause of Zim's

coming in fourth.

Cycling Paris is now engaged in trying to

explain the cause.

His failure to win must be traceable either

to an accident, to his desire to let his bon ami,

Wheeler, win, to the fact that he is playing

"foxy" or to the fact that he is not in form.

The explanation must lie therein, somewhere.

The people here were taken from the sen-

sation of Zim's hasty departure and plunged

into that of his defeat, and it was almost too

much to stand, all within three days. It will

be remembered that he traveled on a Friday in

going to Florence, a.:d of course that was bad.

And then, Harry Rue was not taken along to

bring about propitious conditions.

Furthermore, John Schwalbach Bachus, the

great American " dark secret," was a day late

on the steamer Champagne and did not reach

Buffalo track until after Massa Zim had gone.

Of course, there are any number of French-

men who can beat Zimmerman now, and they

are training with all their might.

All kinds of rumors and speculations sprang

up concerning Zimmerman's departure for

Italy—he was so quiet and so sudden about

it. Nobody knew he anticipated going until,

with Troy and Wheeler, gripsack and wheel in

hand, he started away from the Velodrome

Buffalo. And even then it was the under-

standing among the spectators and other

riders that Zim and Wheeler had decided to

move over to the Seine track and do their

training there. But, inside of an hour, the

express train was taking them toward the

home of the banana man and Vallombrosa.

Why the unexpected turn in affairs, and what
was he going to do in Florence? Well, he

would go along with the " Kid," and watch
him race, and if he felt real limber, he would

do a little racing himself. As for "induce-

ments," he was being paid handsomely, and,

therefore, why not go?

His contract with Mr. Baduel, of the Velo-

drome Buffalo, called for his appearance July

1, and, despite the newspaper authorities that

his contract forbade his riding anywhere but

in Paris previous to that date, if he wanted to

ride against the Italians he would do so.

He didn't say so, but he would rather be

beaten in Italy than in France.

M. G. David de Champelos, a cycling writer

and poet of considerable importance, explains

in rhyme why Zim went to Italy. A verse of

it runs:

" Zim, vous me faites de la peine,"

Dit M'sieur Baduel, " d'pas travailler !"

Et Zim dit, " Fallait pas m' payer

Avec de la monnaie Italienne !

Faut qu' j'aille a Rome pendant buequ' temps,

Pour changer mes vingt-cing mille francs."

" Zim, you make me tired (sorry),"

Said Mr. Baduel, " that you don't train."

And Zim replied: " Why did you pay me
With Italian money?
Now I must trot away to Rome
That I many change my 5,000 francs."

The poetry deals with the joking supposition

that the 5,000 francs paid Zim in hand for

coming to France was Italian currency, which

does not pass in France.

Sunday, June 17, the day of the Grand Prix,

saw another batch of records gathered in at the

Buffalo track.

Linton, the Welsh-Englishman, and Huret,

who made his mark by winning the eight-day

race at the winter track, are now the heroes of

the situation, and particularly Linton, who

beat Huret out by only a narrow margin at the

-finish of a six-hour contest.

There were eleven starters in the race, be-

ginning at 5 40 o'clock in the evening, all but

the two leaders going practically out of it

before half the time was consumed. Lumsden
and Allard held out, and secured third and

fourth respectively, but they were four and five

laps to the bad. Starbuck was in at the com-

mencement, but a flat tire soon disposed of

him. Guerry was out of it with enough at

two hours. The pace was terrific, the tan-

dems working hard to pull the riders through

at record speed.

Miles were reeled off in 2m. 25s., 2m. 26s.

and 2m. 27s., for six and seven miles a stretch,

while the crowd watched intently for either

Huret or Linton to collapse. "Choppy"
Warburton, the trainer of Linton, was beside

himself with interest and concern, for he

didn't like the appearance of " that mon Hu-
ret—naw, not a bit."

Huret appeared fresher toward the last and
considerable gold changed hands at two to one

on him. (The Whell man got some of it).

Linton was compelled to dismount once and

change machines, but he hooked onto a tandem

and by a great effort caught Huret again.

" Choppy" managed the Linton end of the

game admirably, and to-day he is universally

looked-up to.

He says he hadn't lived fifty-two years with-

out learning how to bring out a winner.

Three laps from the finish the pacemakers

were called off and the two leaders left to

themselves.

Linton took the lead and did not relinquish

it. The pistol was fired for the sixth hour,

with Linton the record winner, and then

another lap was to be ridden after the bell to

decide the winner of the race.

Huret did his best to win as the bell rang,

thinking that was the finish, but couldn't pass

Linton. The Welshman finished the lap, and

was carried away to his dressing room.

The track was brilliantly illuminated and
decorated with electric lights, lanterns, candles

and fireworks.

Between three and four thousand people re-

mained until midnight. The weather was
perfect, and the effect of the illumination

superb. The spectators took supper at the

cafe beside the track, and enjoyed themselves

from first to last.

Records from fifty miles upward were

smashed by Linton and Huret.

The fifty miles went to Huret in 2h. 4m. 52s.,

as against Guerry's recent performance in

2h. 4m. 04 1-5S.

The 100 kilometers (62 miles) were done in

2h. 34m. 25s., beating Guerry's 2h. 36m. 55 3-5S.

and Meintges' 2h. 45m. 53s.

The third hour was productive of 72 miles,

70 yards, and the 150 kilos. (93 miles) were

ridden in 3I1. 57m. 44s. (Desgranges, 4h. 13m.

45s).

Four hours saw them cover 94 miles 70

yards, and the 100 miles went in 4I1. 14m. 39s.,

Linton beating his own record by almost 15

minutes.

The five hours netted 1 16 miles and 84 yards.

The Americans present were of the opinion

that they " didn't want any of it," Martin and

Starbuck agreeing that they never saw such

going in the United States.

"Tom" James succeeded in defeating

Maurice Farman and Louvet in the five kilo-

meter race of the afternoon.

Daring his brief stay in Paris, August Lehr,

the German champion, thought it a good time

to try for a record. The cement surface at the

Buffalo was to his liking, and, accordingly, on

Thursday evening, June 14, after the pro-

gramme of races had been concluded, he set

out for the ten-kilometer figures. It was nearly

seven o'clock when the big Teuton came across

the green oval, accompanied by his "big fat

brother" and Max Lurion, the Austrian cham-

pion, and took his place before the judges'

stand. He looks most too big for fast work,

his Jack McAuliffe style of barrel-shaped body

rather suggesting Bavarian bocks and indul-

gent living.

The result of his ride, however, disproved

the supposition that he couldn't go, and had

the pacing been better, he might have lowered

the record several seconds instead of 1 2-5S.

The pacing at Buffalo, considering that

handling several tandems at the same time on

a five-lap track is no easy task, is generally

good ; but in the instance of Lehr it was bad.

Could it have been possible that that all-per-

meating hatred of things German could have

crept into the legs of the pacemakers when a

sportsman of the dominant race was working

for honors?

The scene near the finish of the trial would

scarcely support that theory, because, with

only a dozen more laps to go, and the possi-

bility being seen that he might fail of record

time, the shouting was general for faster pace

and a greater effort.

The pacing was attended to by three tan-

dems, mounted by Echalie-Leneup, Jaquelin-

Max and Charron-Porcheron. They went at

irregular intervals, instead of each taking the

rider seven or eight laps, as they should be

able to do.

Lehr got away at the start with a lumbering

effort, and in his giant pull to start, quickly he

sprung the frame of his machine. Once in

motion, he followed the tandems at a tearing

pace, his head and shoulders bobbing up and

down in anything but a steady manner. It

did not seem possible for him to go the pace,

but it developed that he might have gone even

a warmer pace had the leading been steady.

A comparison of the times for the kilometers,

from one to ten, by Lehr, Cassignard, Linton

and Dubois, shows that the pace was quite

irregular.
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At the kilometer his time was im. 24 1-5S.,

while that of Cassignard stands at im. 21 2-5S.

Then his pace was quickened, and he got in-

side of Linton's 2m. 49s., of recent date, by
doing 2m. 45 3-5S., which goes as record.

From the three to nine kilometers inclusive he

was minutes slower than Dubois, but at the

tenth he came inside, accomplishing the ten

kilometers (6 1-5 miles) in 14m. 14 1-5S., to

Dubois' 14m. 15 3-5S.

The following table shows the comparative

distances and miles:

Kilometers. Miles. Lehr's Previous
Times. Times.
M.S. M.S.

1 0.62 1.24 1-4 1. 21 2-5 Cassignard
2 1.24 2-45 3-5 2.49 Linton
3 1.86 4.11 3-5 4.08 Dubois
4 2.48 5.38 i-s s.29 1-5 "

5 3.11 7.04 4-5 6.49 4-5 41

6 3-73 8.31 4-s 8.194-5 1

7 4-35 9.58 9.44 4-5
*

8 4-97 11.24 2_ 5 11.18 1-5

9 5-59 12.50 12.49 i-5

10 6.21 14.14 1-5 14.15 3-5

Lehr, accompanied by George Banker and
E. A. Nelson, departed for Germany on the

evening of June 1 4-

A. W. Harris, winner of the English pro-

fessional mile championship for 1894, has come
to Paris to remain for the season. He is

probably in the best form he ever was, and is

in very hopeful spirits concerning his pros-

pects. He took a tumble while training on

the Buffalo track, but suffered a loss of cuticle

only.

Harris says there would have been no differ-

ent result at Aston even if Schofield had not

taken his inevitable cropper, as he (Harris)

had the others beaten off coming around the

last turn, and led them by two lengths.

He says Wheeler and Edwards ran them-

selves to their limit, fighting for position on

the backstretch; also that had not Schofield

fallen, the relative positions of Wheeler and
Edwards at the finish might have been

different.

Harris says that if he ever had any right or

chance to beat Zimmerman it is now, and he

thinks he can run the champion to a close

finish.

"This Buffalo track, however, " remarked

Harris a few mornings ago, "makes it any-

body's race. Zimmerman can't go his speed

here. It's a fight, and largely a lottery, for

position, and then the man who knows the

track best wins."

In response to the query whether he thought

Schofield his equal, either for speed or quick-

ness, Harris said:

"No, I hardly think Schofield is on a par

with me now. He might have been at times,

but not at present. He's awful dangerous on

the track, but not because of his speed."

Previous to Lehr's record ride on Thursday,

the honors of the day went to young Jacquelin,

who has recently done very consistent riding.

He won the 900-meter handicap from the 30-

meter mark, and then, in the scratch race for

3,000 meters, ran away from such good men
as Verheyen, Baras, Medinger and Dumond,
although it is quite probable that, had not the

entire field devoted great care to pocketing

the " old fox," Medinger, he would have won.

Crooks was in the final of the latter race, hav-

ing qualified by running Medinger for a close

second, while Medinger was doing the "grand
stand" act, and smiling at his wife.

Crooks, however, touched Baras' rear wheel

in the going, and had to jump the track in

order to save himself.

Starbuck, upon the occasion of his first get-

ting up in a handicap race, was the victim of

what would be considered "rank" handi-

capping.

He was allowed 20 meters, while such men
as Max, Echalie, Vignaux, Hewson, Guerry,

Trisot, Jacquelin, Girardin, Spoke and Jallu,

all of whom have been riding and winning for

more than a month, were placed ahead of him.

He rode two laps and then very sensibly quit.

Louvet, in his heat, had to catch Hewson at

30, Guerry at 35 meters and others up to 70,

but he failed to make any gain.

J. M. Erwin.

A New Ten Miles Record at Heme Hill.

At the London County C. & A. C. meet at Heme Hill,

June 16, the ten mile race with pacemakers, resulted
in a new string of records from three miles down.
The American record was beaten by 1-5S. The mile
invitation race was won by P. C. Chapman in 3m.
13 1-5S.; 2, Watson; 3, P. W. Brown. J. Osborn, scratch,

took the half mile handicap; 2, Dodd, 45 yards; 3,

Lambley, scratch. Time, im. 3 4-5S. The ten miles
limited race resulted: 1, A. J. Watson; 2, E. V.
Soanes; 3, W. Henie. The time and records follow:

Time.
Miles

1

M. S.

2.194-5
Leader.
Watson

M. S. Previous Best.

2

*3
*4

*5
*6

4.34 3-5
6.53

9-°4 2-5
IX. 27 2-5

13.48 1-5

Henie
Green
Henie

6.53 2-5 Pope, Heme Hill
9.14 2-5 Stocks "
11.33 i-5 Pope
13.54 2-5 Stocks

*7
*8

16.02 2-5
18.26 Watson

16.12 1-5 "
18.36 i-s " u

*9 20.50 1-5 11
20.58 3-5 " "

'10 23.04 2-5 23.20 ll

Middlesex C. C.'s ten miles road race, Cambridge,
Mass., June 30: E. J. Loubrie, scratch, won time prize
in 28m. 53s. 1, Robert Hoffman, time, 3m., 30m. 40s

;

2, Geo. Robertson, 3m., 31m. 42s.; 3, Walter Coolidge
im. 30s., 31m. 48s.; 4, Geo. F. Rich, 2m., 32m. 31s.
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A DESERVEDLY POPULAR LINE.

WE CONTROL THEM ABSOLUTELY.

HIPBdRD, SPENCER, BdRTLETT & CO.,

CHICAGO.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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fJONAH'S JERSEY JOTTINGS.

THIS WEEK ALTOGETHER ON GOOD ROADS
AND THE BEST WAT TO SECURE THEM.

Chief Consul Holmes is out with a cyclic

encyclical to the members of the New Jersey

Division, L. A. W. In it he urges systematic

work to increase the league membership,

warns cyclers against sidewalk riding and
road-hogism, favors effort, to secure guide

posts, warns against various evils and sug-

gests sundry valuable reforms, thereby prov-

ing himself a sincere friend of wheelmen and

a worthy suceessor to his pushing prede-

cessor. I would urge all to " mark, learn and
inwardly digest " his words of wisdom as

hereinabove summarized and by all means to

" follow and be led by them."

So far so good. But realizing, as we all do,

the power of the L. A. W. and the wheeling

fraternity, he " goes further," and for reasons

I will give seems to me to be likely to " fare

worse." The men of Consul Holmes' own
Essex got their good roads through their own
efforts, without State legislation to aid them.

But at the same time we men of Union, the

fathers of the Jersey road law, have an up-to-

date experience in good road politics that en-

titles us to criticise our advisers and give a

little advice on our own hook. Mr. Holmes
proposes to lead a campaign himself in Essex

County in favor of and against the candidates

for freeholders friendly and inimical to good

road building and maintenance, and announces

that he will appoint lieutenants to carry on
similar campaigns in the other counties.

"Praise the bridge that carries you safely

over," say we Union men. The constant use

of the correspondents' columns of the press and
personal argument and solicitation by indi-

viduals directed toward editors and legislators

were our bridge. Republican papers and
Democratic papers, with hardly an exception,

became our allies, and we had for our cham-
pions in the Legislature Democratic Leader
Marsh and Republican Leader Voorhees, and
both parties followed their papers and their

captains willingly, and so the famous New
Jersey Road Bill was passed and has become
a model for the lawmakers of all the good road

States in the Union. In our campaigns for

freeholders the same policy has been adopted,

and with equally successful results.

Go thou and advise likewise, thou popular

and hustling and well-meaning Chief Consul

!

At the primaries tell the Democratic wheel-

men to see that good-road, Democratic free-

holders are nominated, and the Republican

wheelmen that good-road, Republican free-

holders are nominated. In those cases wherein

they fail tell your Democratic wheelmen and
your Republican wheelmen to see, by personal'

argument and persuasion, that, whether a

Republican or a Democratic freeholder be

elected, he shall be converted into a good-road

freeholder anyhow. We will need all the

friends we can make, and can afford no ene-

mies now or in the future. This is the policy

and advice of Senator Voorhees, Senator

Marsh, Editor McBride, ex-Chief Consul

Brown, and all the other crusaders, both

Democratic and Republican, who fought and
won the great battle for good roads in New
Jersey. We wheelmen are a power in the

State. Let us use our power through argu-

ment and persuasion. Let us be warned

against the the fatal danger of big-headative-

ness, which may lead us to make enemies

when, just as easily, we can make all friends

of good roads. Politicians are uuforgetful and

revengeful. Converts are always the greatest

enthusiasts.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

In this connection I am reminded that I

have received from my veteran friend, Charley

Zacharias, of Asbury Park, an account of the

Monmouth County Good Roads League. They
pursue about the same policy of argument and

persuasion that we do, but from the necessities

of the case they still bring in the throes of a

good road war on a more systematic scale.

Committees of one each, or " promoters," as

they call themselves, travel about the county,

looking up the road needs of the inhabitants,

urge them to take action and tell them per-

sonally and through the papers the most

effective modus operandi. This is the sort of

missionary work to make converts.

Jonah.

A Forgetlul Young Man with Bushy Hair.

The New York Police and Mr. B. Brunner,

of 130 65th Street are exceedingly anxious to

obtain an interview with a tall, smooth-faced,

well built, well dressed young man whose
prominent nose and bushy hair are prominent

features. Neither the police nor Mr. Brunner

know his name but that only increases their

anxiety to ''see him," for, as a matter of fact,

he has a wheel—Monarch special No. 22,288

—

which he deliberately forgot to return. Mr.

Brunner had advertised the wheel for sale on

Tuesday. The smooth-faced, bushy-haired

young man presented himself as a prospective

purchaser. He asked and obtained permission

to try the wheel on the asphalt in front of the

house. He tried it and at once became so

enamored of it that he kept right on without

stopping. So far as Mr. Brunner knows, he
has not stopped yet.

What the Paeific Coast Missed.

San Francisco, May 25.— The Coast has
barely missed a Pacific Cyclists Union, as one
would surely have been formed if a strong

man could have been found to be placed at

the head. There is only one man on the

Coast capable of making it a success, and
when he saw the amount of work that would
devolve on him he wisely declined the honor.

It was the intention to found the organization

on a broad and liberal amateur rule, patterned
after Class B. The matter seems to have
been abandoned however, and in these troub-

lous times it is perhaps just as well. These
are sufficient complications on complication

in cycle racing just now to satisfy any one who
may be seeking trouble.

The Alleghenies and the Rockies.

Those who go to the Denver meet don't only
want to see Denver

;
you want to take in all en

route that can be seen. By taking, and only
by taking, the B. & O. you go via Washington,
along the storied Potomac, on whose banks
sleeps the father of his country, and for the
possession of which more lives were lost than
were sacrificed to guard the German Rhine;
past Harper's Ferry, the theatre of John
Brown's memorable fight; across the Alle-
gheny Mountains, through the natural gas belt
of Western Pennsylvania and natural oil belt
of Eastern Ohio, through Chicago and over the
Rocky Mountains.
There is no extra charge for all this on the

B. & O., and no extra charge for your wheels

;

the B. & O. carries 'em free.***
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This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please add: 'Saw it in The Wheel.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DIVISION'S MEET.
The twelfth annual race meet of the New

Hampshire division was held at Varick Park,

Manchester, July 4, and was, practically

the only public observance of Indepenence

Day in the city. Prior to the races, a parade of

the wheelmen took place, some 300 wheels

being in line, headed by about thirty lady

riders. There were 6,000 people at the park,

and the races were exceptionally interesting.

At a business meeting of the League, the

matter of a road book was discussed and left

in the hands of the Chief Consul for action.

The report of the treasurer showed receipts of

$682.95, expenditures of $265.54.

Summary

:

One Mile Novice— 1, Henry Berwin, Manchester; 2,

J. W. Mantling, Andover; 3, C. F. Williams, Boston; 4,

W A. Chipman. Time, 2m, 37 3-4S.

Hal£-Mile Championship of New Hampshire— 1, E.

W. Sargent, Manchester; 2, H. E. Caldwell, Man-
chester. Time, im. 26 1-2S.

Half Mile Open—First Heat: 1, J. C. Wettergreen,
Maiden; 2, H. D. Mattison, North Bennington, Vt.; 3

W. M. Pettigrew, Waltham; 4, J. P. Clark, Dorchesl

ter. Time, im. 16s. Second Heat: 1, James Clark, Dor-
chester; 2, Hugh Robson, Salem; 3, F. H. Allen,

Springfield. Time, im. 31s. Final Heat: 1, Hugh
Robson; 2, James Clark; 3, H. D. Mottison. Time,
im. i4%s.

One Mile Tandem— 1, Caldwell and Mattison; 2,

Hall and Johnson, Concord. Time, 2m. 52 1-2S.

One Mile L. A. W. Championship of New Hamp-
shire—1, H. E. Caldwell, Manchester; 2, E. W. Sar-

gent, Manchester. Time, 2m. 30 1-43.

One Mile Open— 1, H. E. Caldwell, Manchester; 2,

James Clark, Dorchester; 3, J. C. Wettergreen, Mai-
den; 4, Hugh Robson, Salem. Time, 2m. 27s.

One Mile Handicap, (19 starters)— 1, F. H. Allen,

Springfield; 2, J. W. Manning, Andover; 3, W. M Pet-

tigrew, Waltham; 4, C. F. Williams, Boston. Time,
2m. 42s.

Many Contestants at South I'rainlngham.

Framingham C. C.'s meet, South Framing-

ham, Mass., July 4. Attendance 5,000. Sum-
mary :

One Mile Novice — First Heat: 1, Paul R. Lincoln,

Boston; 2, Burgess, Worcester; 3, D W. Shattuck,

South Framingham. Time, 2m, 38 3-5S. Second Heat:

1, Charles A. Nystrom, Worcester; 2, Fred. Edwards,
Dorcester; 3, Henry S. Goodman, Dorcester. Time,
2m. 41 3-5S. Third Heat: 1, George S. Doucette, Wake-
field; 2, Ed. Whiting, Hyde Park; 3, N. H. Crowley,
Cambridge. Time, 2m. 52s. Final Heat: 1, Whiting,
Hyde Park; 2, Doucette, Wakefield; 3, Lincoln, Boston.

Time, 2m. 49^s.

Mile Open—First heat: 1, A. F. Weisner, South Nat-
ick; 2, W. S. Reynolds, Hyde Park; 3, Charles E. John-
quest, Roxbury. Time, 2m. 43 45s. Second heat: 1,

W. V. Fogwell, Newton; 2, H. J. Pote, Lynn; 3, S. But-

ler, Cambridge. Time, 2m. 42 4-5S. Final heat: 1, But-

ler; 2, A. F. Weisner; 3, W. A. Fogwell. Time, 2m.

49Ks.
Mile, 3.00 Class—First Heat: 1, D. J. C. Raymond,

South Framingham; 2, P. J. Styffe, Worcester; 3,

A. R. Parker, Wellesley. Time, 3m. 20 1-5S Second
Heat: 1, D. W. Shattuck, South Framingham; 2, T. E.

Hatch, Taunton; 3, Richard Donovan, Natick. Time,
2m. 34 1-2S. Third Heat: 1, Z. W. Nystrom, Worces-
ter; 2, F. E. Yeager, Cochituate; 3, E. A. James, Hyde
Park. Time, 3m. is. Final Heat: 1, F. E. Yeager;

2, T. E. Hatch; 3, P. J. Styffe. Time, 2m. 49s.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, J. W. Nystrom,
Worcester, 75 yards; 2, F. E. Yeager, Cochituate, 85;

3, S. A. Searle, South Framingham, 70. Second Heat

:

t, A. F. Weisner. scratch; 2, G. S. Doucette, 75; 3, D.

J. Raymond, 60. Third Heat: 1, C. E. Johnquest, 60; 2,

W. A. Fogwell, scratch; 3, H. F. Morteck, Providence,

75. Final Heat: 1, Weisner, scratch; 2, C. E. John-
quest, 70; 3, G. S. Doucette, 75. Time, 2m. 29s.

Mile Boys' Race— 1, Thomas S.Butler, Cambridge;

2, K. A. Crowley, Cambridge; 3, W. P. Bates, Natick.

Time, 2m. 53^s.

Two Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, W. S. Reynolds,

90 yards; 2, Fred Bergquist, Worcester, 150; 3, S. A.
Searle, South Framingham, 150. Time, 5m. 17 4-5S.

Second Heat: 1, H. J. Pote, Lynn, no; 2, E. H. James
Hyde Park, no; 3, P. J. Styffe, 70. Time, 5m. 13 i- 5s.

Final Heat: 1, Weisner, scratch; 2, Reynolds, 90;

3, Wing, 25. Time, 5m. 13s.

Team Race—Won by South Framingham on points

MONEY LOST ON THIS MAINE MEET.
Biddeford, Me., July 4.—A discouragingly

small attendance, certainly not numbering
more than 500, witnessed the "fourth annual"

of the York County Wheelmen, run to-day at

Saco Driving Park. As a consequence, the

club will come out at the wrong end of the

financial horn. The weather was propitious

and the track in fine condition. The summary

:

One Mile Novice— i, G. B. Storer, Sanford, Me.

», N. D Colcord; Biddeford
; 3, John H. Johnson, Port-

land ; 4, William Smith, Sanford. Time, 2m. ssJ^s.

One Mile Open— i, L. P. Swett, Norway. Time,
2m. 57s. 2, A. L. Dye, Lewiston ; 3, O. E. Toule,

Auburn
; 4, C. B. Pike, Norway.

' Guy B. Storer won both heats of the 3-minute class.

Colcord and Tobee, of Portland, were tied for second

and ran it off, Tobee winning, William Smith was
fourth. Time, 3m. 4KS., 3m. ss.

A. J. Dya, of Lewiston, won the half mile open in

the second and third heats in im. 13 1-5S. and im.

14 r-5S. L P. bwett won the first heat in im. 15s. with

a broken wheel. O. E. Toule was second, E. G.

Sculby, of Portland, third, and C. B. Pike fourth.

One Mile Handicap— 1, L. P. Swett, scratch; 2, O. E.

Toule, 30 yds.; 3, Guy B. Storer, 100; 4, J. G. Lawrence,

100, Soco; 5, W. E. Tohie, 140, Portland. Time, 3m.

32MS.
One Mile Boys' Race— 1, George H. Turner, Port-

land; 3, John H. Johnson, Portland. Time, 3m. 35^3.

Two Mile Open— 1, O. E. Toule; 2, A. J. Dyer; 3, J.

G. Lawrence; 4, W E. Tohie; 5, C. B. Pike. Time,

5m. 50s.

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EOUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Racing for Diamonds.
Rollstone C. C. meet Fitchburg, Mass.,

July 4. The prizes were diamonds. Attend-

ance 2,000. Summary

:

One Mile Novice-i, G. R. Peabody, F. C. C; 2, O.

Olson, W. E. C. C.j 3, M. F. O'Connell. Time, 3m.

9 1-5S.

One Mile (Championship Worcester County)— i, F.

I. Johnson. F. C. C.j 2, B. R. Livermore, W. C. C; 3,

J. T. Burns, R. C. Time, 2m. 46 1-5S.

One Mile, 3m. Class—1, R. Turner, F. R. C.j 2, F. W.
Fosdick, Y. M. C; 3, G. R. Peabody, F. C. C. Time,
2m. 51s.

One Mile Open— 1, B. R. Livermore, W. W. C; 2, F.

L. Hayden, F. C. C.j 3, S. W. Putnam, F. C. C. Time,
2m. 48 1-5S.

Half Mile Open—1, H. A. Adams, W. W. C; 2, F. I.

Johnson. Time, im. 27 3-5S.

Half Mile Exhibition, with pacemaker -W. H.
Hackett, Roxbury. Time, im. 32s.

One Mile Handicap—1, G.D. Buckley, F. A. C.J 2, C
Anderson, F. C. C; 3, Dan Turner, L. R. C. Time, 2m.

29 4- 5s.

A NOVICE RIDKS IV 2in. 39 l-2s.

KEENE, N. H., July 4.—Monadnock C. C. Race Meet:
One Mile Novice—First heat: 1, F. H. Townsend,

Winchendon; 2, C. N. Mitchell, Springfield, Mass.; 3,

A. L. Staples, Brattleboro. Time, 2m. 30s. Heat
Two: 1, J. J. O'Neill, Keene; 2, L. E. Welch, Winchen-
don C. C ; 3, E. L. Davis, Bellows Falls. Time, 2m.
32 3-4S. Final: 1, F. H. Townsend; 2, P. W. Pierce; 3,

A. L. Staples. Time, 2m. 29 1-2S.

One Half Mile Open—Heat One: 1, F. L. Knapp,
Monadnock C. C; 2, D. H. Young, Holyoke; 3, G. W.
Benard, Turners Falls B. C. Time, im. is%s. Heat
Two: 1, W. F. Clark, Boston; 2, C. O. Putnam, Marl-
boro, Mass.; 3, Wm. Pearson, Keene. Time, mi. 18s

•

Heat Three: 1, H. A. Seavey, Waltham, Mass.; 2, A'
H. Davey, Greenfield, Mass.; 3, Sherman Snow, Clare-

mont C. C. Time, im. i6^s. Final: 1, F. L. Knapp;
•2, W. F. Clark; 3, H. A. Seavey. Time, im. g^s.
One Mile, Chester County Championship—1, F. L

Knapp; 2, E. M. Blake, Monadnock C. C. Time, 2nv
58s.

One Mile Handicap—Heat One: i, I. W. Coombs,
Brattleboro, 120 yards; 2, F.J. Walker, Springfield,

80; 3, A. L. Staples, Brattleboro, 120. Time, 2m. 22%s-
Heat Two: 1, H. A. Seavey, Waltham. 35; 2, F. L.
Knapp, M. C. C, 40; 3, C. O. Putnam, Marlboro, no.
Final: 1, F. L. Knapp, 40; 2, I. W. Coombs, 120; 3, H.
A. Seavey, 35; 4, C. O. Putnam, no.

One Mile Open— 1, F. L. Knapp; 2, H. W. Robinson,
Walthan C. C.j 3, W. F. Clark. Time, 2m. 47 1-4S.

One Mile 2.50 Class— 1, H. A. Seavey; 2, I. W
Coombs; 3. F. A. Landry, Springfield. Time, 2m.
44 i-as.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, I. W. Combs, 250 yds.; 2,

F. J. Walker, Springfield, 170; 3, C. N. Mitchell,
Springfield, 180; 4, F. A. Thwing, Bellows Falls, 275.

Time, 5m. 1 3-4S.

On the Track at Lowell.

Lowell, Mass., Y. M. C. A., race meet, July 4. Sum-
mary:
One Mile Novice, Scratch—1, Charles E. Perkins,

Danvers; 2, Hobert E. Stafford, Lowell; 3, J. R
Whittier, Lowell. Time, 2m. 41 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap— First Heat; 1, L.N Walleston,
Newburyport, 60 yards; 2, W. H. Senter, Brockton, 35;

3, C. E. Snyder, Lowell, scratch. Time, 2m. 33s-

Second Heat: 1, J. W. De.npsey. Lowell, 35; 2; C. E"
Perkins, Danvers, 65; 3, C. M. Rollins, Lynn, 55. Time,'

2m. 04s. Third Heat: 1, E. H. Garrett, Topsfield
scratch; 2, Charles F. Glover, Haverhill, 60; 3, J. R.
Whittier, Lowell, 65. Time, 2m. 32 1-5S. Final Heat:

1, Dempsey, Lowell; 2, Perkins, Danvers; 3, Glover,
Haverhill. Time, 2m. 38s.

Two-fifths Mile, Scratcn.—First Heat: 1, W. H. Sen
ter, Brockton; 2, C. E. Snyder, Lowell; 3. Edward
McGrath, Bradford. Time, im. 1 1-4S. Second Heat
1, E. H. Garrett, Topsfield; 2. J. W. Dempsey, Lowell

3, L. N. Walleston, Newburyport. Time, im. 2s.

Finil Heat : 1, E. H. Garrett, Topsfield; 2, C. E. Sny-
der, Lowell; 3, J. W. Dempsey, Lowell. Time, im. is.

Mile Challenge Race, Haverhill and Lowell high
schools—Defaulted to the latter.

Three Minute Class— 1, Emery Soule, Lowell ; 2, J

W. Dempsey, Lowell
; 3, J. H. Dunham, Lowell.

Time, 2m. 54s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, E. B. Garrett, Topsfield,

scratch ; 2, C. M. Rollins, Lynn, 130 yds.
; 3, Emery

Soule, Lowell, 120
; 4, C. C. Glover, Haverhill, 20.

Time, 5m, 16s.

Victors in Virginia,

Woodstock, Va., July 4. 1894.—About 4,000

people witnessed to-day's races, under the

auspices of the Woodstock Cycle Club. The
events resulted:

Half Mile Novice— r, L. R. Oirden, Luray, Va.; 2, B.

E. Sager, Woodstock, Va. Time, im. 23s.

One Mile—1, H. H. Dovel, Front Royal, Va.; 2, J. H.
Minnick, New Market. Time, 3m. 3s.

Half Mile (for boys under 18)— 1, Hugh Supinger
Woodstock; 2, Marvin Mauck, Woodstock. Time,
im. 26s.

Five Miles—1, J. H. Minnick, New Market; 2, Andrew
Mumew, Elkhart, Ind. Time, 14m. 13s.

Memphis (Tenn.) C. C.'s annual ten mile road race

June 23: 1, E. H. Hippel, 5m., 31m. 37s.; 2, L. W
Bowker, 7m., 35m. ns.; 3, M. M. Lewis, 6m., 34m. 53s.

4, Z. N. Olver, im., 31m. 58s.; 5, C. H. Collier, im.
31m. 2S.

Canton, Mass., C. C.'S Meet, July 4:

Mile Handicap— 1, W. M. Hunt, Canton, 3m. 9s.; 2,

Arthur Burnett, Readville; 3, Frank Henderson,
Hyde Park.
Two Mile Handicap—1, W. M. Hunt, 5m. 45s.; 2,

Fred Reed, Stoughton; 3, Higgins.

Boys' Race, Two Miles.— i, Howard R. Dunbar,
6m. 23S.;2, H. Landrick; 2, M. S. Conningham, Hyde
Park.
Four Mile Handicap.— i, Arthur Bennett, Read-

ville, 13m. 40s.; 2, Frank Henderson, Hyde Park; 3, A,
S. French, Hyde Park.
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THE FROGS HAD BAIN AND A FROGGY
TRACK.

Willimantic, Conn., July 4.— Despite a

heavy track and several showers, which some-

what marred the affair, good times prevailed

at the race meet of the Frog Wheel Club,

to-day. Several pot hunters from Hartford

and Springfield were on hand, but C. R. New-
ton, the local crack, gave them all they wanted
and proved invincible in the scratch events.

Summary.
One Mile Novice.—i, J. A. McEdward, Springfield;

2, A. T. Bartlett, Hartford; 3, H. E. Fay, South Man-
chester, 14 starters. A good finish. Time, am. 42 2-5S.

Half Mile Handicap.— 1, W. Steele, Hartford, 55 yds;

2 J. M. Grant, Hartford, 50:3, C. R. Newton, scratch.

Time, im. 10s. A good bunch finished.

Three Minute Class.— 1, T. H. Foulds, Springfield; 2,

A. O. Higinbothom, Windsor; 3, B. Zalamea, Hartford.

A close finish. Time, 3m. 2s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, T. H. Foulds. Springfield,

75 yds.; 2, J. M. Grant, Hartford, 100; 3, J. McEd-
wards, Springfield, 120. Time, 2m. 25s. The pace

was a cracker from the start. The scratch men were
never dangerous.

Half Mile Boys' Race— 1, B. R. Steele, Hartford ; 2,

A. T. Bartlett, Hartford
; 3, H. E. Fay, Manchester.

Time, im. 15 4.5s.

Half Mile, Open— 1, C. R. Newton ; 2, A. D. Higin-

botham
; 3, T. H. McEdwards. An easy thing for

Newton. Time, im. 15s.

One Mile Championship, Windham, New London,

and Tolland Counties—1, C. R. Newton, Willimantic;

2, G. M. Graves. Willimantic; 3, W. P.Jordan, Willi-

mantic. Time, 3m. us.

One Mile Open— 1, C. R. Newton; 2, W. R. Steele; 3,

W. H. Corey, Jr. Time, 2m. 49s. This race was
ridden in the rain.

J. M. Grant and B. Zalamea rode a tandem mile in

2m. 22^s. against a heavy wind and in the rain. I. A.

Bissell was teferee.

The Premier Cup Race.

The ten-mile race for the $200 silver cup,

offered by the Premier Cycle Co. to riders of

their wheels, was run on the Irvington-Mil-

burn course on the morning of the Fourth.

William Weller, Century C. C, of Newark
(two minutes), finished first; net time, 32m.

16 2-5S. J. M. Baldwin, Century Cycle Club

(thirty seconds), was second; net time, 32m.

18 35s. Charles W. Pearson, of Vineland,

was the scratch man. A heavy northwest

wind blew throughout the race, preventing

very fast time. Weller has been protested for

making a false entry.

Two Road Races at Freeport, III.

Freeport, 111., July 4.—Owing to disatisfac-

tion with the handicapping and rivalry between
local bicycle companies the road race to Lena,
thirteen miles, was split in two. The first

race was won by Roy Harden in 56 minutes.
Ernst second, Hart third, Green fourth.
Arthur Nieman won the second race in 53
minutes, Klaus second, and Holbrook third.

The annual Evanston, 111., road race, July 4,

11 miles, was won by J. K. Walker; 2, Arthur
Davis; 3, Chas. Arndt. W. J. Doyle won the
time prize in 42.04.

Troy. N. Y. B. C.'s road race, July 4, Mech-
anicsville and return; 1, E. D. Homer, 2 m.,
ih., 20m.; 2, H. W. Hudson, ih., 21m.; 3, M.
G. Randal, ih., 25m., 30s; 4, C. W. Flood, ih.,

27m., 15s.

Independence, Ia., July 4.—In the cycle road race
this afternoon, Frank Hammond won, Rob Campbell
second. Littlejohn started under a handicap, but
won the time race, covering the distance of five and
one quarter miles in 15m. 46J£s.

Westboro, Mass., July 4:

One Mile Novice— 1, W. A. Gray; 2, W. H. Short; 3,
G. O Stone. Time, 3m. 23%s.
Mile Handicap— 1, W. H. Little; 2, F. J. Gilman; 3,

C. Gilmore. Time, 2m. 30s.

Team Race— 1, Lynn Cycle Club; 2, Bay State Club;
3, Westboro Wheel Club. Time, 6m. 10s.

One Mile Open— 1, H. G. Eckman, Somerville; 2,

G. A. Potter, Lynn; 3, C. P. Adams, Lynn. Time,
2m. 54 1-4S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, J. H. Shialjank, Worcester,
scratch; 3, W. A. Gray, Worcester, 90; 4, H. G. Beek-
man, Somerville, 75. Time, 5m. 16s.

ON ONEONTA'S TRACK.

Oneonta, N. Y., July 4.—The Oneonta
Wheel Club's ten mile handicap road race

to-day was the best contested road race

ever run in this part of the country. The only

scratch man, Geo. F. Hall, had the misfortune,

when thirty feet from first position, to break
his handlebar and so lost the race. The order

of finish was:

1, B. H. Rifenbark, 3m. 30s.; 2, R. G. Pellet, 3m.; 3,

H. Richards, 2m.; 4, W. G. Austin, 2m.; 5, L. W.
Herrick, 3m. 30s; 6, C.C. Parshall, 4m. Time, 33m.

48 3-5S. H. Richards won time prize in 33m. 03s.

During the races this afternoon at Pine Grove Rid-
ing Park, the track record for one-half mile was
lowered to im. 13s. by A. B. Curtis. The track was in

fine condition, and was in no way responsible for the

disgraceful time made in the one mile open of 3m.
6 2-5S. The summary:
Half Mile Novice.— 1, C. E. Bird; 2, Chas. W. Coy; 3,

C.B.Smith. Time, im. 14 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, C. F. Kibby; 2, A. B. Curtis;

3, Lynn Palmer Time, 36 4-5S.

Half Mile, for boys under 16— i,G N. Williams; 2,

Roscoe Briggs; 3, Fred Brown.
One Mile Open— 1, A B. Curtis; 2, Geo. Hall; 3, C. F.

Kibby. Time, 3m. 6 2-5S.

• Two Mile Opsn— c, C. F. Kibby; 2, A. B. Curtis; 3, L.

J. Van Schaick. Time, 5m. 44s.

Half Mile Oneonta Wheel Club— 1, A. B. Curtis
Time, im. 13s.

Half Mile Otsego County Championship Cup— 1, C.

F. Kibby.
Half Mile Otsego and Delaware Counties- 1, A. B.

Curtis.

CHILLICOTHE, O., July 4, under auspices of Chilli-

cothe Wheelmen (for G. A. R.)

Half Mile Novice Race: 1, W. Shell, Circleville, O.;

2, Van B. Nicholas, Chillicothe, O.; 3, T. J. McCloy,
Columbus, O.; 4, Adolph Pfaff, Chillicothe, O. Time
im. 25 3-4S.

One Mile Handicap: 1, Van B. Nicholas, 25 yards;

2, Clifford Hinson, 20; 3, T. J. McCloy, 40; 4, W. Shell,

scratch. Time, 3m. 6&s.
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Can You Sell Bicycles?
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Fill in the blank and mail it to us, and we will send you a
copy of our catalogue; also illustrated description of the new
Cycloidal sprocket, and quote the best discounts we could
allow you as an agent. .

CUT THIS OUT

Name

AGENCY APPLICATION BLANK.

Address •

Age Occupation

Give names of two responsible parties as reference

A^^^^»VvN^'yVVyV^»^rNSNV^rVvV^^A^r^r^^vs*.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE. PA
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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POLICEMEN
ride bicycles. At Holyoke, Mass.,—the home of the Keat=
ing, eight of ''the finest"—all heavyweights, averaging 208

lbs., ride the INCOMPARABLE 23^ lb.

KEATING
by authority of the city government. This is the lightest,

strongest and fleetest bicycle made. In all improvements the

Keating is "365 days ahead of them all!" Send for new
Pocket Catalogue, Book of Records and Testimonials, Price

List of Parts, and the renowned "Sermon on Wheels."

Address: KEATING WHEEL CO., Holyoke, Mass.
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Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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WHIPPET
IMPROVED
(cemented to rim.)
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RUNS OVER MANY

WITHOUT A PUNCTURE,

in tires are not good.

Points on tires are good
if you are looking for a

good tire. These points

are sharp because they

are true. Run them over!

LAPPED INNER TUBE,
Easy to get at.

(©)

FLEXIBLE COVER,
Rides Easy.

®
because a Tough Cover

Punctures Hard.

NEWYORK BELTING&PACKING CO.LTD

PIONEERS AND LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Wben writing feinaiy mention Tne Wheel,
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IULY.

6-7—Elwood, Pa., Driving and Cycling Association.
6-/—Fort Wayne, Ind., Randall Cycle Co.
7—Providence, Rhode Islani W., 25 Miles Road Race.
7—N. Y Citv, Race Meet, Nat' Circuit, Riverside W.
7— Warren, Pa., C. C. Race Meet.
7—Louisville, Ky., R'd Race & Race M't, Prince Wells.
o—Peabody, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
13-14-Asbury Park, N. J . Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Cortland, V. Y., Race Meet.
14— Newark, N. J , too mile Road Race, Atalanta W.
17-18— Marinetti. Wis., Race Meet
18 — Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Circuit Meet, Cycle Track A.
20-21-Cleveland, O., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
2t—Racine-Milwaukee Road Race.
21—Orange Oval, Race Meet, Orange Ath. C. C.
21-Rockville. 1 t , Wheel Club Race Meet.
21—Flushing, N. Y , Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
21 -Saratoga, N. Y., A. A. W.
23—Newark, O., National Circuit Meet.
25—Middletown, N. Y , Wheelmen Race Meet.
25-26-Toledo, O., C. C.i National Circuit Meet.
27— Albany, N. Y., Co W. Race Meet.
27-28-Indianapolis, Ind., Zigzag C. C, Nat'l Circuit.
28— Manhattan Field, Race Meet, M. A. C. C.
28—Latrobe, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
30—Lafayette, Ind., Nat'l Circ. Meet.

AUGUST.

1—Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
1—Danville, 111., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
1—St. Albans, Vermont Division Meet.
2 —Warsaw, Ind., C. C. Race Meet.
2—Fremont, O., C. C. Race Meet.
2-4-Chicago, National Circuit Meet.
4— Barre, Vt., B C. Race Meet.
—Milwaukee, A. C. C of M., Race Meet.
7-g-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10— Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
10-11—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A P. A. A.
11—Pittsburg, Pa., Allegheny A. C.
11—Minneapolis. Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
1
3-18 -Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.

I .

20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Kansas Citv, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
2)-25-Cottage City, Massachusetts Division Meet.
21 -Mt. Clemens, Mich.. W R ice Meet.
2 t-25-St Louis, M11., Pastime A C , Nat'l Circuit Meet
24—Ottumwa, la., B <'. Race Meet
25—J tme.stiiwn, N. Y , PremU-r^'ast W.
23— Trenton, N J., Mi-rcer Ci). W. Race Meet.
38—Sir itoga, N. Y, Wheelmen R tee Meet.
28-io—St Johns, Mich , W-hr-eliuen Races
3<_— 51 — Bratt'eboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race M et.

3c-3i-Sept. 1— Asbury Park, American W. Race Meet.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Cortland, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
1— Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
3— Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O , B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C Race Meet.
3—Rah way, N. J., R ice Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N J. A. C
3—Waltham Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3—Utica, N Y.. TraJe Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y.. Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
4—La )unta (Col.) C. C Race Meet.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Harttord W. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Colum'ius. O., C. C. R ice Meet.
5—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Rice Meet.
5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races
6— Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
7—Chillicothe, O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C. Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10— L'>s Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
11-n-Springfield, Mass., B C. R >ce Meet, Nat. Cir.

15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16—Waltham, Mass., B. C , Ra e Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
17-22—Galesburg, fill.) C. C R ice Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W C , Nat. Cir. Meet.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
29 — Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2— Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.

F P. Prial Official Handicapper (No 1) New
Tork and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

send for designs.____

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

Beaver Valley Cyclers' Meet, Beaver Falls'
Pa., July 4:

One Mile Novice— i, B. G. Gable; 2, J. M. Master; 3,
C. Kenah. Time, 2m. 40s.
One Mile Beaver County Championship— 1, C. C.

Aughenbaugh; 2, F. C. Fry, B. C. Irons. Time, 2m.
40s.
Half Mile Open— 1, A. S. Hammer; 2, F. L. Trappe,

Cleveland; 3, J. E. Patterson, Homestead. Time,
im. 12s.

Half Mile Handicap--!, B. C. Irons, Monaca; 2, D J.
Mitchell; 3, G. E. Boyd, Tarentum. Time, im. ii^s.
One Mile 3 ooClass -1, A. S. Hammer, P. C. C.; 2,

D. B. Cottatn, Cleveland; 3, M. Saxman, LatroDe.
Time, 2m. 33 1-2S
One Mile Handicap— 1 C. C. Aughenbaugh; 2, J. H.

Snell; 3, G. E Boyd; 4, B. C. Irons. Time, 2m. 25s.
Two Mile Handicap— 1, C. C. Aughenbaugh; 2, J. H.

Snell; 3, Kearns; 4, G. E. Boyd. Time, 5m. nj^s.
One Mile Open— 1, W. H. Beazel; 2, J. E. Patterson;

3, J. Mazer Time, 3m. 420.
Five Mile Handicap— 1, J. H. Snell, 50; 2, L. Kearns;

50; 3, J. E. Patterson, scratch; 4, R. H.Maelke. Time,
14m. 03 3-4S.

Palmyra, Wis., ten mile road race, June 28 :

1, Frank Hackett, Palmyra, 4m., 31m.; 2. Ed. Ugiow,
Palmyra, 7 m., 34m. 20s.; 3, Melvin Halverson, Pal-
myra, 6m., 33m. 27s.; 4, Richard Bass, Palmyra, 6m.,
33m. 40s.; 5, A. B. Sperbeck, Palmyra, 3m., 29m. 50s.;
6. C. Crittenden, Hc-bron, 4m , 32m.; 7, Will Marshall,
Hebron, 4m., 32m. 25s.; 8, A. E. Becker, Ft. Atkinson,
sm.. 33m. 30s.; 9. H. Wickingson, La Grange, s%m .

34m. 5s.; 10, J. Crowley, Little Prairie, 3m., 31m. 40s.

;

11, H. Strulz, Oak Hill, 4^m., 33m. 30s.; 12, F. E. Mack,
Ft. Atkinson. 5m , 34m. 32s.; 13, A. E. Brounhans,
Hebron, s'^m., 35m. 20s.; 14, I. Wilbur, Whitewater,
6^m., 36m. 25s.; 15, B. Hibbard, Hebron, 5 ^m.,
36m. 15s.

The Sutnmirville C. C. held a parade and races
July 4, in c=lebration of its tenth anniversary. Re-
sults:
Ten Mile Handicap— 1, A. C. Nangler. Time, 32m.

7 3-5S.; 2, W. R. McPherson. Time, 33m. 7 3-5S.; 3,G J.Dunham. Time, 3)m. 32 35s.
Five Mile Handicap— 1, G. J. Dunham. Time, 17m.

14 2- 5s.; 2, C. Doubleday. Time, 17m. 25 4-5S.

Pittsburg in the ® Thursday,

National Circuit.. July oth, '94.

5 Open Class A.

EZHBEB2ZBaSSZ0'gs<r-«

ri3"EVENTS. 6 Open Class B.

^500 in IPr^i^e^.

RACES RUM OH NEW $5,000 QUARTER MILE TRACK

of^Pittsburg Athletic Club.

Entry Fee, $1.00 for one event; 50 cents for each, additional. No entry received unless
accompanied by proper fees. Entries close July 14th with

J. WADE McGOWIN, Chairman,

RACING MEN, COME TO PITTSBURG!
428 Wood street p ttsburg Pa

_ —. „—„ .,. , ._ ^ ^ ..—. . .

. ^ .—
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fnnrllv mention The Wheel when writing.
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H. G. Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Co.,

who is in this country winding up their Ameri-

can business, left Boston for Chicago on Mon-

day of this week.

Albert & Cannon, the former of six day rac-

ing fame, have opened a store at 302 and 304

West 13th Street, corner 8th Avenue, New
York.

Wilbur J. Edwards, one of, if not the fast-

est and most popular of the Pacific Coast

cracks, has left 'Frisco to join Asa Windle and

the Columbia team in the East. Edward's

best performance is a mile in 2m. 15s. at Sacra-

mento in October last. He is a college gradu-

ate, and said to be modest to a fault.

Thomas Mullen, a reckless horseman, of

Malone, N. Y., last weeu paid $45 "for assault

in the third degree," the assault consisting of

the upsetting a lady cyclist, who drew to one

side of the road to escape his furious driving.

Mullen pleaded a runaway horse, but it availed

nothing.

The Excelsior Cycle Club of this city has

passed resolutions thanking the cycling clubs

and residents along the route of the Newark-

Asbury Park century run, "for their very wel-

come reception and hospitality shown to mem-

bers of our club, who will ever remember the

kind and generous treatment by the residents

of that portion of New Jersey." Two or three

members of the Excelsior Club succumbed to

the heat and dust on the run, and learned even

more than others of the -'kind and generous

treatment."

Improved Drawbench for

Seamless Steel Tubes.

Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUOAB CAKE HILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OP

Galvanizing Plant,
Corrugating Machinery,
Boiling Mills,

Wire-Drawing
#

Machinery,
Vacuum Fans,
Centrifugals, Engines*
Boilers, etc.

ESTABLISHED SO YEARS.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

SEAMLESS GOLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Thieves Are Riding Better Every Day.
They jump on your wheel—we do the rest—that is if you

had foresight enough to register with us.

The Wheelmen's Protective Co.,

General Offices: HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
Cortlandt and Church Sts., NEW YORK.

REGISTRATION, 31.OO. DUES, $ 1 .OO PER YEAR.
Write For Particulars. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Index: to i^clvertisemeirt®
Name. Product. Page.

American Dunlop Tire Co 24

Ames, F.C. & Co Cement 67

Ames & Frost Co Imperial 16

Anderson Mfg. Co Cement .67

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel. 20

Aughinbaugh, W. E Patent Attorney 68

Bailey Mfg. Co.., Brake 69

Barber Asphalt Paving Co 68

Bartlett Pneu. Sad. Mfg. Co 58

Beard, W m. & Sons Parts —
Becker, Chas. M Cycle Clothing 5'

Betts, A. U. & Co Cement —
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co Bells 59

Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 69

Black Mfg. Co Vigilant, Tribune 46
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Boston Meter Co Cyclometer .^ .—
Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim 63

Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank 52

Bridgeport Brass^o Lamps 71

Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co.... Cyclometer —
Brooks & Graf 62

Buffalo Trouser Guard Co 67

Burleigh, Geo. K Watch Carrier 62

Butcher Cyclo. Co 64

Calrow, J. G Lubricant 69

Castel's Hotel 65

Central Cycle Mfg. Co Ben Hurs 27

Columbus Bicvcle Co Columbus 57

Cleveland M'h'ine Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 70

Clip Co Brake 64

Cook's Sons, Adam Bicycline 58

Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 18

Crescent Company Sweaters —
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 51

Cushman & Denison Oilers 52

C yclist, The 68

Cycling Publications 67

Cyclola Co 48

Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps —
Derby Cycle Co Pease tire 59
Detachable Cleat Co 63-67

Diamond Machine Co —
Dixon Jos. Crucible Co Lubricant 64

Dudley & Munier Mfg. Co 58

Duckworth, J. &H Chain —
Evans & White 67

Early, J •••• 6?

Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 44
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 29

Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 55

Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 61

Engraving 69
Enterprise Rub. Co 27

Everett House 65

Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 51

Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery ....52

Featherstone & Co. , A Road King, Queen 72

Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton 61

Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co 49

For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 52

Fougera & Co., E Anti-Stiff 68

Fromm, S Sweaters 62

Garford Mfg. Co Saddles 17

Garvin Machine Co Machinery. 68

Gendron Iron Wheel Co..,,,.The Gendron... .,,.,.. ,—

Name. Product. Page.

Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve —
Gilbert, F. C, & Co 63
Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires 11

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.Lamps .........37
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.Co ..Ramblers 1

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Tire 7
Graham, John H. & Co Bells, lamps 5
Grand Rapids Cycle Co Clipper —
Griswold, M. E Mud Guard 63
Gump, A. W, & Co —
Hartford Rubber Wks Co.... Tires 4
Hall Mfg. Co Cyclometer 6-

Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks —
Hanson* Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 58
Harriott, John Medals 48
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords ...,23
Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps.. 69
Hibbard,Spencer,Bartlett&Co. .St. Nicholas. 43
Hickory Wheel Co Wood Rims 23
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 66
Hulbert Bros. & Co Majesties... 6

Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 59
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles —
Independent Elec. Co Lock 64
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 15
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 66
Ingersoll, R. H., Bro 65
Toppert's Hotel 65
Kalamazoo Cycle Co 50
Keating Wheel Co 47
Little, F. P. E. C. &S.C0 Lubricant 63
Laing Cycle Co .....Repair Outfit —
Lamb Mfg. Co Spalding 16

Lamson, C . H Luggage Carrier. 64
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety. 17

Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 65
Lovell Arms Co , John P Lovell Diamond 60

Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland .54

McClure, Jno. C Support. 61

McMullen & Co. , Roger B Parts 69
Mcintosh-Huntington Co. . . . Sunol 13

McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst 53-37
Meacham Arms Co , E. C 68

Metal Turning Co... 56

Morgan & Wright Tires 45
Morse Spring Co Chain 62

MotorCycle Co 8

Mueller, H., Mfg. Co Stand 65
Munger Cycle Mfg. Co Munger 19

McEwen Cycle Co Red Seal Specialties.... 67
National Cycle Mfg. Co National 12

New Britian Hdw. Co Parts —
New Departure Bell Co Bells 5

Newton Rubber Works Tire 31

New York Belt. & Pack. Co. .Tires 47
New York Tire Co Tire 14

Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings 50
Nickel Plate Transportation 66

Nubian Iron Enamel Co Enamel Sup. iv

Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. .Tire 10

Parkhurst & Wilkinson 57
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 57
Peerless Vlfg. Co. Triangle 15

Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 65

Perry & Co ,.,. ..:,,, Chains...,., ,..,,.,,—

Name. Product. Page.

Pittsburg Tire Prot . Co —
Poorman, J. E Brighton ..!!!!"!"!—
Porter & Gilmour.. !......"!!! 64
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia. '.'. ".'.".".'.*.

'.23'

Premier Cycle Co Premier
Punctureless Tire Armor Co.Tire Armor. ....... .'.'...60

Queen City Bicycle Co Queen City !..'.*62
Kadway's .R. R. R .'.'.'. ".'.".'.67

Raisbeck Electrotype Co. . . . Electrotypes *68
Raleigh Cvcle Co ..Raleigh '_
Rankin, W. G Toe Clip !!.'.'.'.".' 62
Raymond & Potter Real Estate '.'.'.'68

Read, Wm., & Sons ,"'
2

Recording Inst. Co Cyclometer ..'.".'.' '65

Remington Arms Co Remington i,L,Q
Richmond, L. L. & Co ".

f.56
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings... ""66

Robinson, H. S Toe Clip ..."—
Robley, Jas. H Keatings, Falcons'. '.'.'.

'.'.66

Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear
Roulette Cycle Co... Roulette ..."61
RoyalCycle Works .....Royal

[ ml s
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge

'

Shapleigh Hardw'eCo.,A. F. Pacer and Thelma
Schoverling, Daly & Gales. .Humber
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork..
Scheffey. A. M.&Co..... „
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 67
Smith & EggeMfg. Co Locks ['-~

Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 63
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 72-70
Spalding, A. G. & Bros... .Spalding "...16
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co. .Balls and Parts........ 63

•• 9
..19

• •57

Standard Cap Co Bicycle Caps
Steam Gauge Co Lamps.,
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns.
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling.

.69

St. Louis Ref'g. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num „
Stokes Mfg. Co ....Wellington
Strugnell, H ...Bicycle Suits
Studley & Barclay Supplies
Syracuse Cycle Co... Syracuse
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire. '.'.'.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union .'.j..

Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co Warwick .....1
Wells, Prince Lubricant

''

50
Western Wheel Works Sup.iii
Weston, Frank C Cyclometer 68
Weston & Co., I. A Wheels "

&,
West Side Auction House Co ,...!s8Wheel Binders

...6sWheelmen Prot. Co
! . .49

Wheelmen's Registration Co ....64
White Sewine Machine Co..Triumph <u
Whitten, W. W Parts '_-

Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co
" "

' so
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading ..,.'.'.'.,!ft2
Williams Imperial Cafe !'.'..

65
Williams & Co.. J. H Drop Forgings.....]]!. 4 i

Williams'port Bicycle Co Keystone "68
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty ..'..'.'.'.'.

71
Woodbury, M. A Lubricator... 65
Worcester Fer'le & Mfg. Co .Fittings 69
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon

'•'•'.'•x
Zucker # Levettchern. Go„Nickel-platingOliifUs.,-*
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Asbury Park's Meet.

There are no more enjoyable meets held in

what may be called the Metropolitan District

than those of the Asbury Park Athletic Club

and Wheelmen. The wheelmen hold forth on

July 13 and 14. All the fast men intend to rest

at Ocean Grove two weeks before the races,

and are sure to come up to the mark with a

deal of vim, so that the racing promises to be

beyond ordinary. The races are to be held at

the fast one-third mile track at the Athletic

Club grounds, starting at 3 p. m. each day. A
fine programme has been provided for both

days. For inform ition apply to W. H.

Stauff :r, Chairmai, Asbury Park, N. J.

Henry McGleas, a Philadelphia cyclist, was
struck by a train while crossing the Reading
Railroad tracks in Camden, on his wheel Mon-
day, sustained injuries that will prove fatal.

Detective L. A. Newcome saved himself

from being robbed by a couple of tramps, on

Sunday last, while riding along the Hacken-
sack Boulevard, by displaying a nickel-plated

wrench. The highwaymen thought it was a

revolver and fled.

NEW BICYCLE LOCK.
Weighs 2 Ounces. Self Locking,

Strong as the strongest. It has tour double acting
umblers. Locks in any link of chain. Cuts for
catalogues furnished.

SPECIAI, OFFER: We will mail you samp'.e
for 50c., prepaid.

Manufacturers of all kinds of stamped Metal Goods

THE SMITH &EGGE MFG. CO., Bridgeport, Ct.

Please add: *• Saw it in The Wheel."

-^§ave Your-(hM •

U0 EASTlflDIA®

STICK

FOR SALE
EVERYWHERE.
-25* PER STIGK.

LIGrlTNlN© screw plates witiI

BIRMINGHAM ("STUBS") WIRE GAUGE SIZES
FOR BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS AND REPAIRERS.

Adjustable Dies with Case Hardened Guides. Send for Supplement No. 1.

iPEBmy.iii^iriiXJi;. mi m

[jJ£HIN).|f(fl

WILEY & RUSSELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FOLDING PARCEL CARRIER

Kalamazoo Baby Carrier
Price, with Board Seat Attachment, 33.00.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO., Sole Owners and Mfrs.,

Mention The Wheel. KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Gossamer
Will not Tear.

'Manufactured
only by NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., 198-200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. T.
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Wynnewood
•.Bicycles....

have had and are still having a regular,

steady sale. They are honestly made, of

wiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK^- good stun, and sell at popular prices. Com-

prising eight patterns in all, they are adapted to the use of men,

women, boys and girls. Our-

M, .Ji. Jli, J.(.
*S» 'i> '•» '4* WYNNEWOOD BELL .J*. •>*. j't.

'»» *i» *w

is a general favorite. It is being used by the best bicycle houses

in the country. Send for catalogue. Good agents wanted.

A. M. SCHEFFEY * COMPANY,
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel," 92 Reade Street, New York.

^woor> RIMS
" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado

are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-
stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

F^IJR.B^.ISTICS "VSTOOID FLTls/L CO.,
Room 34, 21 Park; Row, NEW YORK

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Send for Catalogue.

CURTIS=
Child
Mfg.
Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE OF

SAFETY BIOYGLES.

E. BISSELL, SON & CO., auctioneers

Tuesflay, Jnly 10, at 12.30 o'clock,

at Ho. ii MURRAY ST. & 15 PARK PLACE, ». Y.

A desirable line of Medium and High Grade
Cushion and Pneumatic Safeties, Steel and
Wood Rims, Fresh goods of Standard Makes.
Sale absolutely unreserved. Wheels on ex-

hibition Monday, July 9th.

CHAS. M. BECKFR,

132 Elm Street, New York.

J The only Exclusive Manufacturer of [

Bloomer Suits
FOR

Ladies and Gentlemen.

Mention The Wheel.
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That Long Island Century Run.

Although promoted under short notice, the

Long Island Century Run on July 15, gives

promise of attracting a big crowd of centurions.

The start is to be made from Sag Harbor at 5

a. m. The steamer Shelter Island has been

chartered to carry the riders to the starting

point, which will leave Pier 26, East River,

N. Y., at 5.30 p. m. Saturday. The fare, in-

cluding berth, is $1.25. Dinner and breakfast,

fifty cents each. Only wheelmen will be car-

ried on the boat, and the one hundred miles

moonlight sail is a particularly attractive

feature. The run from Sag Harbor to Brook-

lyn is free from hills and bad roads. Over
thirty miles of the trip is along the edge of the

Great South Bay. The itinerary follows

:

Leave Sag Harbor at 5 a. m. ; arrive at Good
Ground at 7.15 a. m. ; arrive at Quogue at 8.30

a. m. ; arrive at West Hampton at 8. 50 a. m.

;

arrive at Eastport at 9.25 a.m.; arrive at

Center Moriches at 10 a. m. ; arrive at Patch-

ogue at 1 1.30 a.m. Dinner at Patchogue.

Leave Patchogue at 1 o'clock p. m. ; arrive at

Babylon at 3 o'clock; arrive at Seafort at 4

o'clock ; arrive at Valley Stream at 5. 1 5 o'clock

;

arrive at Jamaica at 5.45 o'clock; arrive at

Brooklyn at 7 o'clock. Entrance fee, $1.00.

Address Clemens Weiss, Secretary, 117 Wall
Street, New York.

Another American Invasion.

Geo. W. Marble, of the Indiana Novelty Mfg
Co., sailed for England on Tuesday last to in

troduce the Plymouth interlocked wood rim

Before returning he will also visit France and
Germany, from which countries he has already

received communications of an encouraging

sort. Mr. Marble states that notwithstanding

the many reports detrimental to wood rims,

his concern has been called on to replace not

more than fifty sets, including all of those in-

jured in accidents. The wood rim makers, he

says, have had strong prejudice to contend

with, but after an extended trip throughout

ttoe country he predicts that within a twelve

month agents and riders will have nothing to

do with wheels fitted with steel rims.

Mr. Marble carried with him a formidable

batch of testimonials, representing praise of

the Plymouth rim by nearly every prominent

cycle maker in America. He also had a sample
section of the rim, showing the latest improve-

ment—round, cross-grained wooden pins or

plugs inserted cross-wise every two inches or

so, or about one inch on either side of the

spoke hole. This is designed to lessen still

fiinher the likelihood of splitting or breaking.

Waterproof Cycling Suits.

It is a peculiar feature of English cycling

that rain is seldom sufficient cause for the

abandonment of a run. The average Briton

will simply don his rain clothes and " plug it

out anyway." Here, in America, the wheel-

men are prone to come in out of the wet on
short notice. Until this season "rain clothes"

have been little seen on the market; but they

are "coming on." The Enterprise Rubber Co.,

of 135 Essex Street, Boston, has just brought

out a costume of this sort. The coat weighs

but six ounces and the knickerbockers not very

much more. The coat can be stowed in a very

small space, is becoming enough for ordinary

wear on the road or around country hotels, and
is sold at a very low figure..

The first prize in the novice race at Bing-

hamton, on July 4th, was won by D. T.

Maltby, Raleigh Cycle Club, of New York.

Yet Maltby won second prize at the Green-

wich Wheelmen's meet on June 16th. The
attention of Chairman Raymond is called to

this "repeat."

E. C. Stearns of E. C. Stearns & Co., Syra-

cuse, returned from a month's trip to France
and England on Tuesday. He is much en-

thused over the remarkable popularity of

cycling in the former country, but thinks both

countries are behind America, so far as the

manufacture of light weight machines is con-

cerned. He was escorted about Paris by A.

Clement, who was recently in this country.

W. L. Steinmal, of the Ramblers B. C,
Buffalo, reduced the 100 mile record of the

Dunkirk course to 7I1. 7m. on Sunday last.

STOLEN!
CENTURY CfiHIMBId

...N2 3768.
A Reward of $50.00 is offered for the re-

covery of the same. Address,

C. D. STUART,
Benton Harbor, Mich.

ON ALL "I," STATIONS.
THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cents. Cash in-

variably in advance.

TX7ANTED—Second-hand Tricycle; must be ball
** bearing, in good repair, cheap; give make and
full particulars. Tricycle, 36 Margaret St., Platts-
burg, N. Y. 7-6

"TJESK FOR BICYCLE—Almost new oak roll-topU desk and revolving chair to exchange for cush-
ion or pneumatic bicycle; in good condition. E. K.
Woods, 54 W. 9th st., New York. 7-6

"Lj^OR SALE.—A copper rimmed No. 8 Rambler
*- Bicycle, new, never uncrated, for $100. Address
Box No. 1579, New Haven. Conn. 7-6

\YTANTED—Old Safeties at once, in exchange for
v * our new high grade " Lititz." Lititz Cycle Co.,
Lititz, Pa. Best prices given.

OIL—Superior Cycle Oil, put up in 10c. and 25c.
bottles for the trade in gross lots at low prices.

Your labels on. Wheels and sundries taken in ex-
change. Little Oil Co., Lititz, Pa.

CIGARS—Job lots choice goods at less than manu-
facturers' prices. Sample box of dozen mailed on

receipt of 30 cents in postage stamps. Cash or good
bicycles taken in payment. Box 27, Lititz, Pa.

RAMBLER No. 2, new, $60 cash. Fifty other big
bargains. Address John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.

FOR SALE-By Private Party.

OPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETV tandem
*-* pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $1 .0.

LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY ... 00.
COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used n S .

VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

JUST THE THING FOR HILL CLIMBILC

The Columbian Adjustable Crank
PATENTED.

By a thrust with the foot the crank can be elongated to three differ-

ent lengths, and by another thrust restored to the normal size. Lever

age solves the problem of hill climbing. Simply constructed. Impos-

sible tp get out of order. They only weigh 8 ounces more per pair than

racing cranks.

BREDDER ALLEN CYCLE MFC. CO.,

Pl"i i 'li i* "38
SOLE MFRS., PATERSON, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUBBER. m-A.ch:inb:r.y,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw vtJLC,ANI^H
ADDRESS:

PRESSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLING MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

FARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn.rO. S. A.

g^~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.fga
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."

NO OTHER OILER
IS "JUST AS ft

GOOD" AS THE PERFECT" POCKET OILER.

Full Size

Price, 25 Cents Each.
No other oiler regulates the supply of oil to a drop. No other oiler is as clean and tight. No other

oiler is as well made and durable,

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing:.
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Don't spoil a season's fun

I by riding that venerable old-

timer. Keep in the proces-

sion—^on a

—LYNDHURST.
"s
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SEND FOR "CAT."
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The quarter, the half-mile, the three-quarter's past,

And down the long homestretch they sweep by at last

;

Now wildly the blood hotly mounts to the brain,

As bent for the finish each sinew they strain;

How the galleries thunder with deafening applause,

How the handkerchiefs wave with the swelling huzzas,

Whist! the champion wheel of the world has the call,

And the Lyndhurst has broken the record of all.

J5HS-fi5H52lj
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Wins, Since Last Report.
WAVERLY,cJUNE 16.

ONE FIRST. ONE SECOND.

GREENWICH WHEELMEN.
Manhattan Field, June 23.

ONE FIRST. ONE SECOND.

CENTURY RUN, cJUNE 22.

TEN '-SURVIVORS."

ft
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.9

McKee & Harrington, 1 73-1 75 Grand St., N. Y.
Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

8
n
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Made

With fine machinery,

every part carefully cal-

culated to stand any pos-

sible ordinary (and many

an extraordinary) strain

The STERLING.

Built

Like

A
Watch

The Sterling.

The watch-like accu-

racy of its bearings

make it, weight against

weight (and often weight

against lightness), prob-

ably the very fastest

wheel of the present day.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., .... CHICAGO.

Special Agents:

L. C. Jandorf & Cu., 116-118 West 125th St., New York,
Stokes Mfg. Co., Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.

Please add : " Saw it in The W heel.

"
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THE CLEVELAND*®-
Now for Simon-Pure Unadulterated Amateur Success.

State Records,

State Championships,

College Championships,

The Cleveland Wheel Leads.

85 Prizes in 104 Entries.

No Racing Teams,

No Racing Men,

All Amateurs.

Pure Success,

Perfect Success,

Sensational Success

'

•
ROAD CHAMPIONS, TRACK CHAMPIONS, TUC f^T C\/CI A ]\1 PlQ
TIME CHAMPIONS, RECORD MAKERS. IOC L-LC V Cl^/AIN JL/0

Branch Houses

H. JV. IvOZIER &
No. 337 Broadway, New York City.

304 McAllister St., San Francisco, Cal.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CO,
CLEVELAND, O.

A TRIUMPH
...In NAME and NATURE.

If you invest your money in a

TRIUMPH you will have the

satisfaction in knowing that there

is no bicycle which will last longer

or run easier. To enjoy cycling

you must have a satisfactory

mount.

Buy a TRIUMPH and you will not be deceived.

For particulars write f :-:-:-: i Tr^TFr

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,
Please add: "Saw it In The Wneel." 22 UniOll SqUafC^ HOW YOfk.
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HAVE YOU NOTICED that ECLIPSE BICYCLES

are creating a SENSATION?
•>$—«—»•

They are GOOD WHEELS TO RIDE AND
GOOD WHEELS TO SELL.

Six thousand riders can tell of the

superior qualities of our 1 894 machines.

Energetic Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

*

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., Beaver Falls, Pa.

DEERE & WEBBER CO.,
Jobbers, Minneapolis.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^1^
DID YOU EVER
See this tried on a steel frame ?

No, and you probably never will.

100 lbs. applied to the side of rear

fork would wreck it.

Frame looks all right though, don't

it. See the point.

Catalogue Tells More.

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.,

«T. I^OXJIS, MO.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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We supply high grade goods at a

reasonable price.

Weight, 5]/2 Ounces.

..Liberal Discounts to the Trade..

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiijii

ilET/lL TURNINQ COHP/INT,
552 STATE STREET, HEW HAVEN, CONN.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writlnsr.

£^1
Full Size, Open.

Richmond's Patent Pneumatic Saddle.
rVVVV»VSVVvVVVVVV»VVVVSVVVVWVVS*»^^

A pneumatic saddle that does away with the unwieldy, awkward appearance and extra

weight of the ordinary pneumatic. The RICHMOND is but a trifle heavier than an all-leather

saddle, and, when in use, cannot, by its appearance, be detected from the latter.

The pneumatic saddles of the past have been wrong in

principle. In every one of them the air has been confined in a

continuous tube, reaching completely around the saddle. So
that : When riding, the rider s weight at the base of the saddle would

drive the confined air to the horn of

the saddle, causing the base of the sad-

dle, where the rider is sitting, to SAG,
and making chafing of the legs un-

avoidable.

The NEW and PATENTED PRINCIPLE in-

(P4TEKTE1).)

$6.00
volved in the RICHMOND PNEUMATIC is the

placing the pneumatic cushion JUST WHERE
IT IS NEEDED (at the hase of the saddle).

(PATENTED.)

$6.00making spinal injury and sagging impossible. -

LIGHT AS THE ORDINARY SADDLE, AND IN APPEARANCE PRECISELY THE SAME.

Write for Descriptive Circulars.

AGENTS write for Discount. Made in various styles and patterns for Ladies and Gentlemen.

MANUFACTURED BY

L. L. RICHMOND MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa.
When writing kindly mention The "Wheel.
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OUR SPECIALTIES.
i#3^

PARKHURST & WILKINSON,
148-164 Kinzie Street, Chicago.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

RICH & SAGER CO., BICYCLE WOOD RIM CO.,

ELLWOOD SHAFTING and TUBE CO.

BRANDENBURG PEDALS. Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel."

%U^ LAMPS.
Best Value ® Lowest Prices

-<>-«—^-^—!v-e>"C"-r -—s~->-v -*>--?-

T.HE. QEO. PEdRCE C2

^«R
67 SOUTH EAST ST., INDIANAPOLIS, 111

Kindly mention The Wheel -when writing.

THE
fHB.nn RnadstBE, 32 Iks. Rnad RacBB, 211 lbs., with Wnnd Rims, flDOlI.

Wheels of all grades are palmed off on the public as "high grade," but the
GALES Wheels will stand taking apart and bear careful examination in

detail. There is no malleable iron used in their construction. The tubing
is the best imported; bearings are dust proof. The pattern is up to date,
high frame and finely finished.

SCHOYERLING, DALY <fc GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. NBAZSr YORK.

Also :htj:m::be:r.s, eagles and g-othamis.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

Give ns your Attention for About a Thousand Years.

?
This request may seem unreasonable, but you will forget all about it when
you see what we have to offer.

Columbus No. 7, Highest Possible Grade, 28 lbs., $90.

Columbus No. 7, Special (wood rims, 25 lbs.), $100.

Please write us.

Columbus Bic^ole Co.,
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel. " COLUMBUS, O.
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use

BICYLINE
FOR. VOVR

CHAINS.
READ ZTMMY'S LKTTER.

Try a box and be convinced yourself,

then tell your neighbors all about it.

PRICE PER BOX, 25 GENTS.
One Box "delivered to any part of the

United States, 30 Cents.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS.
Mention The Wheel.

cXXcW

/V\OATV
Since Bicycline was put on the market many

imitations have sprung up, but nothing has
been found equal to the genuine article. All
the crack riders, from Zimmerman down, use
and pronounce it the best. Accept none with-
out the above trade mark on box. The genuine
is made by Adam Cook's Sons, 318 West St.,N.Y.

DdRTLETT PNEqnflTIQ SADDLE.
Different from all other pneu-

matic saddles.

An absolutely perfect road seat. You

ride on air.

Fitted with an inner tube. Adjustable

to any wheel.

Weighs less than two pounds.

Chafing and Sweating absolutely

done away with. -

Our Patent is for a Pneumatic Seat that

permits a free circulation of AIR between

seat and rider, absolutely preventing

sweating, chafing and soreness.

It needs a trial to demonstrate the wonder-

ful qualities of this saddle. Weighs less than

two pounds and looks well on a wheel.

Understand that this saddle is more than

a simple pneumatic. Its seat (our patent)

absolutely prevents chafing and sweating.

[PATENT PENDING.]

BARTLETT PNEUMATIC SADDLE &
Say you "Saw it in The Wheel."

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

MFG. CO., Lorain, Ohio.

'

' He who brings the buyer and the seller together in honest trade does good to both!'—Cobden.

THOMAS WALLS, President. T. P. WALLS, Treasurer. JOHN J. WALLS, Secretary.

THE WEST SIDE AUCTION HOUSE CO.
(INCORPORATED),

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

SO© and Sll West JVCaciison Street, Chicago.
' AUCTION SALES^OPiBICYCLES A SPECIALTY. Advances made. Our next sale of Bicycles will be on Saturday, the 23d of Jun

and on every Saturday thereafter during the season. Correspondence solicited. Account Sales rendered and settlements made in cash da

after sale. Refer, by permission, to the Hide and Leather National Bank. Telephone—West 592.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Please add : " Saw It in The Wheel."
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Tfi[E DERBY BICYCLE mei™.

PEA5E i DETACHABLE * PNEUfWIC * TIRE.
(PATENTED)

BLOW OFF? No it's not built that way. PUNCTURE? Protected from the spoke heads by the outer casing, but if it does
puncture from outside causes, it is the most easily repaired tire on the market. CREEP? The mode of fastening absolutely

prevents it. EXPLODE ? No. Don't use the sort of material that would permit it.

VOU will have to see this tire, or Illustrations ot it, io appreciate its remarkable qualities. You get a thorough guarantee. The best wheel
on earth fitted with the best detachable tire on earth. Send for catalogue. Write for fuller particulars.

DERBY CYCLE C0. 9 161-167 S. Canal Street, Chicago.
Woodrugh, Mansfield & Co., 36 Pearl St., Boston, Mass., Agents for New England. Burtis& Zimmerman, Agents for New Jersey

J. I» Donlevy & Co., Agents for Philadelphia. H. H. Kiffe Co., Agents for New York City.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

NICKEL
lfor Catalogue of

NICKEL ^ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES! POLISHING MATERIALS

PLATING

zucker&levett;
CHEMICAL CCL:
OFFICES,IO.I2.I4GR.AND ST.

I A I #% NewYork. U.S.A.

OUTFITS
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

We BeG PKRDON, GENTL6M6N,-

SIDE VIEW.

But the fault is not wholly ours. You
have ordered so many of our new Pneu-
matics that we could not fill very promptly.

We are doing better now. We are glad

that you like them, however.
HUNT MFG. CO.,

Westborough, Mass. TOP VIEW.

Sole Agents for the United sMeS> ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL., and SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

New York Depot, JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE "BEACH" BELL.
ELECTRIC STROKE.

^Weighs only 5 ounces.

The best Bell on the market. Liberal discounts to the trade.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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AN HONEST TALE SPEAKS BEST, PLAINLY TOLD

THE KING of easy selling Bicycles, has a wonderful, honest tale to tell, which
,

is told in a few plain words. Write us. Let us tell it to you. It will in- i

terest you. There is money in it. It is one of the greatest "snaps" of the 19th T
century, and costs but a 2-cent stamp to learn all about it. Incidentally we I

would remark that we also have some rare bai gains in new wheels of '93 pattern.
'

STOKES MFG. CO., Makers, Chicago,
Western Branch, Union Cycle Mfg. Co.

Have you seen the Union Special for '94—Weight, 2olbs. Mention The Wheel.

Lovell Diamond Cycles.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service ; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

Racer, Weight 19'A lbs. Price $125.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel,

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS.
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

PUNCTURELESS ARMOR IS THE BEST
12 REASONS WHY. From Data on Hand.

1st—It is covered in various forms by three patents.

2d—All others are poor imitations in some form.

Md—It was the first to be put on the market in AMERICA.
4th—The only one tested before 30,000 people in a public show.

5th—Over brad awls, wire nails and barbed wire fencing.

6th—The lightest of all, for it weighs but 3 ounces.

7 th—The thinest and strongest of all.

8th—The only one guaranteed or money refunded.

9th—The cheapest of all, for it lasts a life time in any tire.

1 Oth—The only one with 600 agents now selling it and doing well.

11th—The only one with 7,000 sets in daily use give satisfaction.

1 2th—And no bicyclist can afford to ride daily without it.

More Agents Wanted. Circulars and terms sent. Made only by

PUNCTURELESS TIRE ARMOR CO., Hagerstown, Md.
Kindly mention The Wheel when 'writing.

WE MAKE II SPECIALTY OF MANUFACTURING

WHEELS FOR BICYCLES AND SULKIES.

Wheels of all grades for Safety Bicycles. Hubs, Spokes, Nipples.

Rims, Tires of all kinds.

Large and small Manufacturers and Dealers supplied.

I. K. AAiErSTTON St GO., jH7VYes^ii-i-e, n. v.
In writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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GlMO^G J8lciIMUFJlCTUI^I|NG G©.,
ELMORE, OHIO,

The
44

MAKERS OF

ELMORE (YCLES"
SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO., THE TRACY-WELLS CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA., COLUMBUS, OHIO,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and NEW JERSEY. GENERAL AGENTS FOR OHIO.

Please add: " saw it in The wheel." Reliable Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.
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Fenton Wheels
ARE

Unquestionably high grade.

Made of the finest materials.

Beautiful in design.

Light Running.

HAVE
The Fenton Adjustable Handle-Bar.

Built-up Wood Rims.

Southard's Cranks.

Perry's Chains.

WILL
Challenge comparison. Sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Correspondence with Sealers Solicited.

Fenton Metallic Mfg.Co.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Roulette
Cycle Co.,

Specially High Grade Bicycles.

Weighs 18 to 38 Pounds.

Send for Catalogue—Agents Wanted.

American Office, ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BUILD'G,

136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Please add: Saw it in The Wheel.

FOR SALE.

I
Two C Ordinary Kodaks,

I

I for rectangular pictures 4x5
jf

inches, capacity 24 pictures

without reloading. Two C daylight Kodaks, same size as above.

Address, K. O. DAK,

^g&a$££3»!^K*RSSS?\>SS»>\^:^iS»»'.oSSV^sW-aSSi SS^SS? «SSK«S

P. O. Box 273. New York.
Please add :

" Saw it In The Wheel.'
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LEVY. ._CYCLE
WEIGHT REDUCED TO

CLOCK 4i OZ

.

j Reliable,
Durable,

Warranted.
Price, $2.25 Postpaid.

Electro and Discount to the
Trade.

LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa

RANKIN TOE CUPS
For Rubber

and Rat-Trai
Pedals.
Every rider

should have a
pair, as it
makes riding
twenty-five
per cent easier.
All bicycle

dealers should
have these in
stock. We
allow a liberal
discount.

THE RANKIN TOE CLIP.

W. G. RANKIN, Providence, R. I.

Built to . .

.

OrderRICYCLES
-^

, A.T&TD BEPAIRSD.
Special Parts to Order.

Model and Experimental Work.

WRITK FOR ESTIMATES.

BROOKS & GRAF,
ormerly with Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co.,

58th St. and 8th Ave., New York.

NEW CYCLOMETER.

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Eartb. No "Wheels.,
No Dial. No Hands. No Springs.

Registers 100 Utiles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pi-'cvs and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

ALBERT HUM BER-PATTER N ^j^
WITH PATENT

-HARDENED
S
\< C

PENSTEEL
(
jl>

BUSHES ^cJli

^0 TO PREVENT
:ts1 RIVETS TURNING

I*" INSIDE PLATES .

J.APPLEBY, B I RM IN G HAM.

SIZES ARRIVING WEEKLY

3-16, 1-4, 5-16x1 in.

pitch.

Sole
Importers
of...

Appleby's
Patent.

Rimington Bros. & Co.,

22 Whitehall Street,

NEW YORK.

FIT

il FROM, laittrer,
868 DeKalb Avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
SA.3WEFXjEJS on application.

GUARANTEED

w
P The following Speaks for Itself:

ft Mr. S. Fromm, City,

{> Bear Sir

:

—We take pleasure in testifying to the excellent qual-

Hity of the Sweaters furnished by you to us. We have used them
7i exclusively in both of our stores for the past three years, and have

}Jj
found them excellent in quality and workmanship and entirely

K satisfactory to our many customers.
M Yours very truly,
TJ BROOKLYN CYCLE CO.

Mention The Wheel. SEYMOUR F. FrASICK, TreaS.

M«8*S — I^JtiM

TM^ " ERI EB"
%m
m
11

ll

§i
tinm
Pi
Pi

Pi
Pi
Pi

m\n

In every part and particular the finest

bicycle ever produced.^

More expensive and higher grade material, and more ex-

pensive and more skillful workmanship is embodied in the

ERIE than has ever before been employed in the construc-

tion of any other cycles.

DEALERS : : ; Write us for description and discounts. We have

some that we know will interest you.

QUEEN CITYCYCLECO. 550 MAIN STREET,
Buffalo, N. Y.

m

I
ll

m
I
Im

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

W. H. WILHELM & CQ., infi* Pa., "rs— READING SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New York.

-Sv&RyJoitfT- F^-
in it is a perfect^
Holler Bearing,,
WSTc"H00EiN0TWEA^4'

-THE "Ihe PITCH is nor
onlymadeTRUE buf~

STAYS TRl/E.
y ,:>

• MANUFD BY

I
7 TRU/AANSBURG, I

J\. SEND FOR. CIRCULAR,.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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SCORCHER GRIP
THE BAG for Touring.

Price $2, 2.50 and 3. Send for Cat

Cleat Co., 31 Bedford SL, Boston, Mass.

The Lightest Wheels on the Market

For Ladies and Gents.
SMITH WHEEL MFC. CO.

Factory, 42 to 60 W. 67th St. 921 H St., N. W..
NEW YORK. WASHINGTON, D. C.

TOURIST
MEDIUM WEIGHT. Send for

FLEXIBLE SOLE. Catalogue.

Det. Cleat Co., 31 Bedford St., Boston.

PRICK $1.00

THE ROVER „
"—-CARRIER.
Waterproof,

Noiseless, Dust Proof.
1 Frame,

Adjustable to < Handles,
'

I Saddle.
It don't weigh a pound
Liberal discount to agents.

UNIQUK MKfl. CO.. Columbus, 0.

[Patented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

A Word to the Wise....

Black Diamond Enamel
SELL QUICKLY.

FREb'K C. QILBERT fir Qg.,
Elizabeth, N. J.

Please add: " Saw it In The Wheel."
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Price per tube, postpaid, 35c. Special prices and samples sent to dealers.
American Cycle Compound Guaranteed. Give us trial order.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

F. P. LITTLE E. C. & S. CO., 135 Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

MANUFACTURED BY
Washington HeightsM. E. GRISWOLD CO.,

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

CHICAGO.
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PSYCHO CYGLES
Hermann Boker & Co., Agents,

101 & 103 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

1882. T STANDS AT THE HEAD. 1894.

Its Measurements

have been accepted

as records for

12 YEARS.

Its accuracy is un-

questioned and unap-

proachable.

Sent by mail on receipt of price, $ \ o,

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

338 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS
Are the lightest, simplest, strongest and most practi
cal Carriers for the bicycle in the market.
Put on the machine in a moment without use of

wrench or screw-driver, and once on never give any
trouble. Prices:

No. i Luggage Carrier „.$i.oo
No. 4 Single Luggage Carrier 1.25
No. 4 Double Luggage Carrier 1 . 50
No. 6 Kodak Carrier 2.00

For sale by all dealers, or send to C. H. Lamson,
Portland, Maine. Please mention THE WHEEL

Something New.

No. 679.1

DIXON'S

GRAPHITE

CYCLE
pJBRICAN!
Manufactured only byllii

0S.DIXON CRUCIBLE C

ERSEY CITY, N.J.

II—
v^ji '""

w 'iillllmilMIJU

JOS. DIXON
JERSEY CITY,

This elegant article

of graphite, for lubri-

cating and keeping

chains in perfect con-

dition, will eventually

be sold by every dealer

in wheels and bicycle

sundries. Until such

time we shall be glad

to send a sample pack-

age, postage paid, on

receipt of 12 cents.

CRUCIBLE CO,
n. j.

THE CLIP BRAKE
has been adopted by several manufacturers as

part of the equipment of their light wheels. It is

for sale by all the larger dealers in sundries in the

United States. It fits any wheel and will hold on

the steepest hills.

PRICE, ^S.OO.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

GOODHUE CYCLE LOCK.
It is strong, has a business-like Chain, and is finished in full nickel.

Price, $1.00.

Dealers

!

Write tor

Discount.
G-od for bicycle riders, traveling men and others. Over 4,000 different combinations. Can be operated

easily in the dark. Manufactured by

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO., S3kl5ff
and stewart

-

Avenue,

PARKHURST & WILKINSON, Chicago, General Western Agents.
HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Newark, N. J., Selling Agents.

Perfect Chain Lubricant...
The only lubricant that will not soften, gum,
or collect dust. 25 cents per stick.

Liberal Discount D JBr fl. T*^*«» f*1 {«-»«£ 50 cents
to the Trade. *• •*• %X. 1 UC t/Iips,perpair ,

Send for Catalogue of Sundries and Terms.

PORTER & GILMOUR, NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Four
wheel
protected
from thelt
for S2
the first
year and
SI a year
thereafter.
If you
loose
your
wheel
we send
you
another
to use
until
we find
yours.

STOLEN

BICYCLE

Agents
wanted
in every
city and
town
in the
United
States.
Apply
at once,
Wheelmen's
Registration
Company,
18 Itoylston
Building,
Boston,
Mass.
Write
for full
particular*.

#125
FOR

$2
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

^ ANNUAL MEET L. A. W. _^
Special Bates of Passage quoted for this Meeting by the

MALLORY STEAMSHIP LINE,
) BETWEEN (-

New York and Galveston Texas,
Avoid the heat and dust incidental to travel by rail

ELGGAKT PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS.
The Staterooms are large and airy, beautifully furnished, contain two berths and a sofa, accommodating

two persons, though large enough for three. Baths, Smoking Rooms, etc., all combine to make this the most
luxurious route to Denver. A delightful six days' sail to Galveston; thence by rail to Denver, Col. Single
and round trip tickets, at special rates, issued to members of the League and their families and friends
attending the meeting at Denver, on Aug. 13. Our 60-page Tourists Guide mailed free to any address.

For Reservation of Staterooms, Rates of Passage, etc., etc., apply to

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

C. M. HICKUNt Gen. West. Agent,
1654 Lawrence St., Denver, Col.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

C. H MAUORT & CO., Gen. ARts.
Pier 20, East River, New York
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WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.

If you .break down while out on your
wheel, stop in

WILLIAMS' IMPERIAL CAFE,
111 &J12TH STS. & LENOX AVE.,

All kinds of Tools necessary for a quiek
repair kept for the accommodation

of wheelmen.

EVERETT HOUSE,
Union Square, New York.

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within 5 minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

"The Wheelmen's Rest."

JOPPERT'S HOTEL,
OCEAN PARKWAY.

One and one-half miles from Prospect Park.

Tools and supplies in stock.

Enjoy the excellent roads on Staten Island,

and stop at

CASTELS
Grant City, for Dinner.
Cooking;. Table d'Hote.

Best Erench

•^-BICYCLE WATCH.
TESS $2.50 complete.

The "Columbian" is the only

practical 'cycle time-piece.

Light, compact, easily adjust-

able to any part of wheel,

and Guaranteed Accurate.

May be Quickly detached and

carried in pocket.

A strictly . . •

American Watch.

TRADE:
Send for Prices.

R.H.Ingersoll&Bro.,

65 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Please add: •' Saw it in The Wheel."

NOVEUY, only 4 02,

FOR SUPERIOR
construction and perfection in

material, finish, durability and
accuracy, the

NOVELTY and SHEDD'S lead,

AS THEIR RECORDS SHOW.

Every Bicyclist should have
one and know how far he rides.

CYCLOMETERS

.

Cuts show one-third actual
size. '

v
Satisfaction guaranteed or

purchase money refunded. 'ft'

Sent post paid on receipt of IU.

price. b..'

Recording; Instrument Co,

602 Chamber of Commerce,
BOSTON, . - MASS

Mention The Wheel.

BURLEIGH'JS

WATCH CARRIER.
«Wph 1894 Mfg. Co.1* Heal-

ers, Agents and Ri-
ders: Are you going to
be behind time when
you can have a watch

carrier Tor 15c. or with llttle.clock (warranted) for
$2.00? Chronograph times speed to a fraction of a
second, with carrier, at $8.26. Same carrier can

I be used In any of three places, or either time piece.

Manufactured by GEO. K. BURLEIGH, Tllton, N. II.

EDUGED
to 50c, of Dealers or by mail.,

1894 bicycles are not up to date
unless fitted with

Woodbury's Automatic Dry Chain Lubricator and Duster,
Mr. Albeit Schock used this throughout his record
ride of i,6co miles in six days. Van Emburgh, the
boy wonder, record 1,401 miles in six days, also used
it. Highly recommended by J Elmer Pratt and
many other up-to-date manufacturers, dealers and
riders. M. A. WOODBURY. Bradfcrd, Pa,

v>yclone tSicycle Lamp - -

Light, Strong, Convenient.

Weight - =

Eleven ounces.

Lens = •

Double convex, highly polished.

Spring = =

Adjusted so the light will not jar out on
the roughest roads.

STErin Q4HQE *22 LANTERN CO.
Syracuse, N.Y. Chicago. III.

Please mention The Wheel.

SHEDD'S, only 4K oz.

A Novelty in Bicycle Trousers.
You have doubtless experienced that uncomfortable feeling of a

tight belt, and of trousers binding at the knee, thus impeding
action.

Our patent trousers overcome these difficulties, having a cov-

ered elastic attachment in waist and knee that is self-conforming

and self-surporting. They are models of ease and will fit any form.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

PEERLESS BICYCLE PANTS CO.,

New York agent, 79 Sumner Street,
IRA PEREGO, 23 Park Row. Bostou, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

TELE CYCLONE FXJL^F.
Will fill your tire with air in a moment

;

stands alone or can be fastened to the
floor. Universal coupling in end of hose

;

will fit nipple for any make of tire. Base
easily detached for carrying pump on
wheel. Base cannot be broken ; is mal-
leable. Plunger rod is strong steel and
stiff. The plunger is brass and thick, so

it does not cat out cylinder. A genuine valve and one that is get-at-able.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gentlemen :—Your Pump came to hand, it is the best pump we have seen; please send us two nipples for

the Providence Tire double tube, also send us a card showing the name of each nipple, that is, tire it hts.
Yours truly, O. C. STEELE & CO.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg CO., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gentlemen :—Pump received to-day. I enclose check for $2.50 for the pump. I like the pump very well,

and find it the strongest I have seen. Yours truly, GEO. N. ADAMS.
Delivered anywhere in U. S. for S3.50 C. O. D., or cash. Refer to K. G. Dun & Co.

THE bdVIS & 5TEVEN5 MFQ. CO.. - - - - SENECrt FALLS, N. Y.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

The Mueller Bicycle Stand.
It is movable or stationary, and will support either

front or back wheel.
It is adjustable, and can be used with any safety

bicycle.

It is made of the best wrought iron, and weighs only

2,]4. pounds.
It supports the machine in such a manner that it does

not scratch the enameling or plating.

Enameled Stand, each, • • $1.00.

Nickel-plated Stand, each - - 1.50.

MANUFACTURED BY

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., Decatur, 111.

AND SOLD BY THEM AND ALSO BY
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., Philadelphia, Pn.; A. G.
Spalding & Bro., Thorsen & Cassady, Chicago, 111.;

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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MILLIARD No. 2. But many Imitations and Claimants.

Good Judges Buy the Best.THERE IS ONLY ONE BEST,

A Cheap Article is Always Dear. Buy a Reliable Cyclometer.

The H1LLIARD is That and Hence all First-class

Dealers sell them.

HILLIARD No. 1.

Regist^^c^tro
Can be

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER CO., 1 132-34 N. 40th St., Philadelphia, Pa. ^^1^,!.^^*.
Price, $5.00. Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel." Price, $7.50.

CYCLE CHAINS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING GO.
J 26-128- ISO W. Maryland St.,

Largest Factory In the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEN k CO., Chicaao
General IT. ». Sales Agents.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St., New York.

New York Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

HEATING'S

TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Sole Importers of The "firefly," the "Tor-
rid,'' the " Sansparell " & other lamps.

Bicycle Fittings of Every Description.

RIMINCTON BROS. & CO.,
• 22 WHITEHALL STREET,

Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK.

NlCKELgATE.
TtcBNewyork.Chicago^ Si.Loius R.R.

SOLID
THROUGH

TRAINS

PALACE
BUPFBT

Buffalo and Chicago

SSI^ESEJT^Ejie®, CARS,
THROUGH SLEEPING CARS

Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.
Twelfth and Clark Sts., convenient by street
car or elevated R. R. to any part of the city.

A.T CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
and Pearl St, and at Main Pascanger Station
Broadway near Cross St.

Af BUFFALO tralss run into DT.lon Depot of
the Erie Railway.

For rates and other Information consult \eer.

est Ticket Agent, or address

B. F. HORNER.
(Wrt'l PW. Aat.

A. W. JOHNSTON,
Gen'l Sup't.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

F.J. MOORE,
BUFFALO, N.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

BICYCLE FRAMES, HUBS, BALL HEADS, BRACK-

ETS, FORGINGS, TUBING, SPOKES,

NIPPLES, FORKSIDES, RIMS,

and in short everything used in building and repairing

cycles can be obtained at lowest cash prices of

MsL. MsL. WHITTeiN.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

How is this for a Detachable Tire?

Weight, only 56 ounces per pair.
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MO CLAMPS! MO SCREWS!!

TILLING-HAST IFG. CO , 117 Oraue Street, PROVIDENCE, B. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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ONLY Shoe for Racing.
BBST MEN WEAR IT.

Send for Catalogue.

DET. CLEAT CO., 31 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

I make a specialty of wire name badges for cycle
clubs. They are the neatest, cheapest, brightest and
best. Send name of club you belong to, with 35 cents
for samples. Addresss J'. EARLY,

261 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y'

RED SEAL SPECIALTIES

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

RED SEAL TUBE CEMENT.

Dealers Write for Quan-
tity Prices. The Finest Quality Cylce

Specialties put up.
Try a Sample.

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

RID SEAL RUBBER CEMENT.

The Best in the World.

Manufactured by McEWEN CYCLE CO., Elgin, 111.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

THIS IS THE TIME
of the year when the tourist, sampling strange waters
and still stranger early fruits, vegetables, etc. are an-

noyed and delayed often by the consequences thereof.

It is then that Railway's Ready Relief is worth more
than " its weight in gold," for it instantly relieves

and quickly cures all Bowel Complaints, Diarrhoea,

Dysentery, Colic, Cholera Morbus and all internal

pains. Externally for all Bruises, Sprains, Sunburns,

No tourist's outfit is complete without a bottle of

Radway's Ready Relief. It takes up but little room,
and often prevents a great deal of pain and sickness.

A fifty-cent bottle is a medicine chest in value but not

in size. Sold by Druggists.

WHEELS
BUILT
TO ORDER....

Evans & White Cycle Co.,

1182 ELIZABETH AVE.,

Near Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J.

Also General Repairing.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Amateur Cycling
y <

WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICB, GO CENTS.

U. S. Agent, F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, H. Y.

"0. K." Ligtani Dryer Lipil Tire Cement

For wood or steel rims ; no heat required ; warranted not to creep ; tire

can be used in 10 minutes. This cement requires only one quarter as

much as any other; consequently the most economical.

F=. O. H7VTES St CO., 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MENTION THE WHEEL. Manufacturers of the " O. K." Specialties.

WHEN YOD HAVE A GOOD THING STICK TO It.

" Stick " is the word. Cement is supposed to stick. Our Cement does
Stick. If the cement you are using does not stick try our make. We
guarantee it to stick. We refer to ANDERSON'S Rubber Cement
and Tire Cement. Write for samples and prices. You will be pleased with
the goods and satisfied with the low prices. We are headquarters for all

kinds of Bicycle Parts and Sundries ; Rims, Spokes, Balls, Nip-
ples, Sprockets, Cranks, etc., etc.

ANDERSON CYCLE & MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

COLD DRAWN, SEAMLESS, STEEL, CORRUGATED

TUBING
FOR BICYCLES.

lighter and.
Stronger than
the Ordinary
Round.
Send for price list

and samples to

THE H. W. SMITH CORRUGATED TUBE CO , Ho. 69 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

The Buffalo Trouser Guard.
The Best, Lightest and Most Practical.

Made of the BEST TEMPERED SPRING STEEL

Will not bind on the ankle
or rust trousers . .

Send for sample pair by mail, 15 cents. Write for dis-
count. Sold by all dealers in Bicycles

and Sundries.

BUFFALO TRODSER GUARD CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
Please add: j"Saw it in The Wheel.'

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
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H. E. RAYMOND.
RAYMONDREAL x-

I. B. POTTER.
& POTTER,ESTATE.

236 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Aspln 't Paving Company,
Tho oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt pavementrin 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
li. A. W. endorse our pavement as the STANDARD.

OFFICES

:

LcDrolt Building, Washington, D. G.

Washington Building, 1 Braadirsy, Ken Ttrk.

v. ¥OV CAN HAVE YOUR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
84-26 TANDEWATEB STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 346.

Can You Afford t h e
v

g
r

o o d
points of the Weston Fork

1 Cyclometer, the only one on
ihe market that registers 10,-

000 miles?Other valuableand
special features. While some
are listed higher in price and
some lower, none can exceed

it in quality, Price, $700 I want a good reliable
agent in every cit v, town and club in the country.
Write for terms. Frank C. Weston, Bangor, Me.

WILLIAMSPORT BICYCLE MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of the finest and best bicycle

made.

$85--THE KEYST0NE--$85
We stake our reputation, our capital and the

success of our business on it. Write us.

139 WEST 3d STREET,
WILLIAMSPORT, - ~ PA..

Please ftdd: "Saw It in The Wheel."

BLOOMER SUITS
H.STRUGNELL,

310 BROADWAY,

Near Duane St., NEW YORK.

(up stairs.)

OUTFITTER FOR ALL THE

level

Sweater* Racing Suits,

J.ersey Suits, full tights,

etc. Everything furnished
trade mark, from Cap to the Shoes.

USE
ANTI-STIFF

iTRENCTHEHS
THE MUSCLES

1Mb a marvelous preparation for Strengthening
the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith required; It goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feel it at work. It haB a peculiarly warming-,
comforting-, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant m use.

Kub it into the muscles every nig-ht for a fortnight,
and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening- properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything- like ft till now. It differs from all Oils,

Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are bo fond of It that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00
K- KOUGKIU &CO., Agents U.S., 80 N. William St.,N.T.

JOHN SHAW & SON,
DALC STREET,

CtVENTRV, ENGLAND.
The oldest and largest Hollow Fork Manufacturers

in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all
kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Fo r ei g n
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I
will Het you know whether you can obtain a patent
All information free.

W. B AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

AH American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe totHE CYCLIST

and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post frea to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
icription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise inTHe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEV.
ig Hertford Street, Coventry, Engl*kd.

Bfembers of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are Invited to call at THE CTCI/IST
Offlde, at Coventry

BICYCLES CYCLISTS^ SUPPLIES

We make a specialty of sundries of every
description. Our prices are right. Drop postal
for catalogue and discount sheet.

STUDLEY & BARCLAY,
GBAND KAIMOS, MICH

OMUL'S
Model Racing Suits
Are favorably known in every city in the U.S. We
have fitted out nearly all the crack riders in the

country. We can make you any style or color in one
or two-piece suits, in stripes,

plain colors, lettered or figured.

We are trimming a great many
suits with satin ribbon in any
design. We will match as near
as possible any shade in worsted
or silk Write us just what you
want and enclose two-cent stamp
for our 80-page Illustrated Cat-

alogue, and we will cheerfully

answer by return mail, giving

you prices and making any
suggestions you wish.

S. B. CALL, 229 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Mention The Wheel.

Headquarters for Bicycles of all kinds.

40 Styles in Stock,
Prices l^w-
Agents Wanted.
Send for Catalogue.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co., -

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

St. Louis, Mo.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

Milling Machines,

Screw Machines,

Cutter Grinders

Tanning Machines,

Profiling Machines,

Hani Lathes.

Drill Presses,

Spring Coilers,

Die Slotters, Etc.

SPECIAL

BICYCLE MACHINERY.
A stock of 600 new and second-

hand tools, embracing everything
in metal-working machinery.

No. 3 Screw-Machine with Geared Friction Head and Automatic
Chuck. Also furnished with power and wire feeds.

WRITE FOR 1894 CATALOGUE AND LIST OF TOOLS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

LAIGHT AND CANAL STREETS, NEW YORK.
ALSO 51 NORTH 7th STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PATENTED.

This Brake is automatic and as quick in

action as thought itself. No rider can afford

to do without it. Comfort, economy, safety
;

all demand it. Stamp for descriptive circular

BAILEY MANOFACTURIKG CO.,

207 S. Canal Street, • CHICAGO.

WHEEL
BINDER .mi

Is intended for a permanent as well
as for a temporary binder. The

•f f papers are bound as firmly as a book.
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Re-
view printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cts. If ordered with subscription, 60 cts.

Use . .

.

iGreasolene
for bicycle chains*

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then you will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff Nothing
met on the road will faze it, Endorsed by the
hardy road riders of Chicago. 250n miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cental-Ask your
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. G. CALROW, maker.WINNETKA, ILL.

FOR-

<:

atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANY KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

HaiCford, Conn.

BICYCLE FITTINGS
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND ITG CO., 17 Hermon St., Worcester, Mass.

STANDARD CAP CO.,
156 Greene Street, New York.

TESTIMONIAL.
Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.

THE STANDARD CAP CO.

GENTLEMEN: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and
thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a great benefit
when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from
perspiration. Please send me one in dark blue as soon as possible.

Yours truly,
ALBERT SCHOCK,

Champion Long Distan.ce Bicyclist of the World.New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps.

Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of every description

Kindly mention the Wheel. Only Supplied.
Send for price lists. Trade

The First and the Best. = = =

Do not allow your orders for

HEATH BALL VALVE PUMP M UNIVERSAL COUPLING
to be filled with Infringing Imitations. If your wholesaler can
not or will not fill your orders with our Pumps (he certainly can buy
them from us), we will, and at a price that will interest you.

Remember, we repair or replace any broken pump of our make,

if sent to us, free of charge. Retail price $2.00.
Dealers Send for Revised "Wholesale Prices.

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, New England Agents,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Boston, Mass.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE hflSTERN OFFICE:

64 to 70 Ohio St., Chicago, Ills. Evans Kouse, Springfield, Mass,

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFC. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CC. C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,
Westboro, Mass. Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARroRD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUB.%G. COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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SWELL'S

Tom WiiiI)

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Registered Trade Mark, No. 24238.

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

^ m± ^
The Snell Cycle FittingsCo.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:
Chicago Tip and Tire Co., ... Chicago

New England Agents:
The Elastic Tip Co., ..... Boston.

New York Agents:
Jobn S. Xeng's Son & Co., Fletcher St., New York

Special Sales Agents:
The Raleigh Cycle Co., ... New York

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.

Oil Cups. Collar Screws. Casehardening.

Nipples. Cap Screws. Specialties.

Air Valves. Set Screws. Cones.

Crank Keys. Special Screws. Steps.

Chain Rivets. Turned Nuts. Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI=FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,

Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant in U.S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

Kindly mention The Wbee when writing.
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BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY,

BRIDQEFORT,

CONN.
and-

13 nqRR/rr ST.,

NEW YORK.

51?<? . . .

"SEARCH-LIGHT."

BURNS KEROSENE. A

RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

Price #3.50 each.

5I?<? . . .

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST
BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

These Warm Days'

KEEP COOL.
Don't worry over which is "the best cycle on earth." That's an

easy one ; 'tis

AMERICA'S REPRESENTATIVE BICYCLE.

tUILSO^-MVERS C0MPAQY8

,
Makers,

Main Offices, 4 Warren Street, New York.

BRANCH STORES: 1786 Broadway, New York. 1217 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 567 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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They are Great Sellers!

S*y»»W»»Y»»»TWy»YVS»»S^» >

K°.(\b KINQ5
AND ^

STRICTLY MIQH QRdDE

PRICE, $IOO.oo. to $1 lO.oo-

Road King Wheels, 28 inch, Wood or Steel Rims, Weight 25 to 28

lbs., any kind of Pneumatic Tires wanted.

..Our,. - Jk 1 ..OurV!

IAD KI1.

DIE.

Road Queen

FLYING JIB

ROAD KING.

Make the Best and most Complete line of wheels on the market at

POPULAR PRICES. SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. FEATHERSTONE # CO.,
Cor. Clark and 16th Sts.

and Armour Ave, CHICAGO.
THE WHEEL PRESS F. P. PR1AL, 210 Fulton St., N. Y. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PETTY DISHONESTIES.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-class matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address : Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2-00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents,

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through A.M.NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
"THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be receied by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL..

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF:

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 45.

ON All STATIONS.

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

NEW Yorkers intending to "do" Europe

awheel can find excellent training for

the ocean voyage by daily rides on Eighth

Avenue. For almost its entire length the

asphalt paving is in miserable condition

—

alternately sunken and upheaved until it re-

sembles a choppy sea. The many patches and

repairs seems to have added to the general

wretchedness. It is the sort of paving that in-

duces strains in light wheels, crystalizes metal

and necessitates a sharp lookout and a firm

grip on the handles to prevent one's being

jostled out of the saddle. A little attention

from the Department of Public Works will do

no harm,

CHAIRMAN RAYMOND is somewhat dis-

gusted. He confesses it.

Last year when the race-promoting clubs

cried aloud over the manner in which the crack

riders kept, or rather failed to keep their

pastry-like promises, the august chairman of

the Racing Board promptly " made a note of

it," and when the rules were revised in the

Fall it was expressly stipulated that any rac-

ing man who had entered or given a written

promise to appear, and who then failed to give

at least two weeks' notice of a change of mind
and an intention to absent himself from that

particular race meeting, would thereby render

himself liable to suspension. On the other

hand, it was provided that race promoters

should not advertise the intended presence of

any racing man unless the latter had so agreed

in writing.

This, it was thought, would cover the

ground and prevent " the public from being

buncoed or deceived," as was usually charged

by the race promoter when an advertised

crackajack failed to present himself.

The rules were framed solely in the interest

of the promoters, but it is the manner in which

they are showing their appreciation—the

underhanded manner in which they seek to

get around the rules—that has filled Mr. Ray-

mond with disgust.

No longer does the advertising matter or

the press notices state that Messrs. So-and-So

" will be present " or "have promised to com-

pete." That would violate the rules, so Mr.

Race Promoter makes the notices read that

Messrs. So-and-So " will probably be present,"

or, "are expected to compete," or, as in the

case of a prominent New England club—which
issued a flaring placard bearing the names of

about every prominent racing man in the

country—" have been invited to compete." It

is a small matter, but one which has caused
the Racing Board some concern, and which
they are powerless to punish. The Chairman
has, however, written to a number of offend-

ing clubs and promoters, expressing his sur-

prise and displeasure at the manner in which
they have sought to evade the rules, and
thinks that the press should call attention to

the petty dishonesty which has prevailed, and
is prevailing in certain quarters.

Mr. Raymond is also chagrined at the way
in which not a few race promoters are abetting

what not a few of them last year cried down
as blackmail—"the practice of tipping" or

having to "tip" managers or trainers to

secure the presence of certain cracks. This

year it has been done more diplomatically, and
the fee paid for " exhibition miles " or " trials

against time." Mr. Raymond, like most other

people, does not believe that the trainer

pockets all or even half of the $50 usually

charged for the " exhibitions," but as the

clubs and promoters become parties to the

deal with eyes wide open and rules to protect

them, he is unable to obtain evidence upon

which to act and is left to wonder why those

who shoald be most interested in keeping it

pure are yet so ready to assist in tainting the

sport.

ECKS-TORTION CHARGED.
A SYRACUSE CLUB BRINGS SERIOUS

CHARGES AGAINST JOHNSON
AND ECK.

An obscure Cleveland paper, which claimed
" exclusive and inside information," last week
published a spread eagle " scoop " that John
S. Johnson would, within two weeks, pos-
itively leave for France and there join

the professional ranks. This, however, was
promptly denied, Eck, who does all of John-
son's talking, asserting that they were very well
satisfied, indeed, with Class B as at present
constituted. It is not improbable, however,
that Mr. Johnson may be forced into tbe pro-
fessional ranks whether he likes it or not.

For some time past it has been noised about
that Johnson and Eck, among others, were
making a fat thing out of "exhibition miles,"
"time trials," and other such side issues, but
it was not until Eck and the Century Cycling
Club officials lost their tempers and engaged
in a heated and wordy wrangle at the club's

race meet in Syracuse on July 4th that Eck
gave even an inkling of his income " on the
side." Then, in his anger, he blurted out what
"big inducements" he had refused in order
to have Johnson present at the Syracuse
meet. He received no satisfaction, how-
ever, and left the place in disgust after

delivering himself of several opinions. The
club officials, however, did not permit the
matter to end there. They also knew some-
thing about the "inducements" which John-
son had not refused, and after the scene on
the track felt that action on their part was
necessary. On Tuesday evening last, when
the Board of Directors held a meeting, a series

of charges were formally presented against
both of the two worthies. Johnson is charged
with ungentlemanly conduct while riding

under the colors of the club and Eck is charged
with ungentlemanly conduct and an attempt
to extort money from the C. C. C, contrary to

the racing rules of the L. A. W.
It is positively stated that Eck, acting for

Johnson, demanded a money consideration

before agreeing to bring Johnson there on July.

4. Then the club put up $800 for Class B
prizes, $600 of which was almost sure to go to

Johnson had not the referee's time limits up-

set the calculations and brought on the dis-

pute. Eck, it is also alleged, demanded that

$10 in cash be paid to a pacemaker to help

Johnson in the races.

Johnson and Eck are given ten days in which
to clear themselves of the charges, and in the

event of their failure to do so both will be
summarily expelled from the C. C. C.

It is hardly possible that the L. A. W.
Racing Board can afford to overlook these

charges, and the suspension of Johnson and
the ruling off the track of Eck may be looked

for at any moment, the rules stating that

"Any attendant, trainer or manager who
shall, in the judgment of the Racing Board,
by reason of unfair conduct, coaching, black-
mailing schemes, attempt to extort money
from race promoters or other ungentlemanly
action detrimental to the amateur racing in-

terests of the League, may, by a majority vote
of the Racing Board, be ruled off the race
traces and be prohibited from exercising his
vocation or appearing on the track at any race
meet held under these rules for such a time as
the Board may determine. Violation of this

rule will result in withdrawal of sanction privi-

lege from promoters permitting such infringe-
ment, and suspension from racing of racing
man accepting service from such attendant
during said suspension,"
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PRINCE WELLS' ROAD RACE.

FOB ONCE THE SCRATCH MEN WIN TIME
PRIZES—THE RACING UNDER ELECTRIC

EIGHT.

Louisville, July 8.—July 7 in Louisville was

a gala day for wheelmen. The town was on

wheels, and the excitement intense. Weather

perfect. The 8^-mile road race was hotly

contested. There was a big field, and it was

won by Robert Adams, of Somerset, Ky., a

five minute man, in 30m. 22s. Jas. Levy, of

Chicago, won time prize in 27m. 12s. ; he fin-

ished twenty-fifth. Summary:
Handi-
cap. Time.
M.S. M.S.

1 Robert Adams, Somerset, Ky 5.00 30.2a

2 E. J. Danbert, Louisville, Ky 3.00 28.53

3 G. P. Faucetti, Louisville, Ky 3.30 28.53

4 W. R. Stout, Owensboro, Ky 3.30 29.16

5. Joe Wrocklage, Louisville., Ky 5.30

6. Geo. Reinker, Louisville, Ky 4.00

7. B. W. Twyman, Louisville, Ky 2.30

8. F. D. Cartwright, Louisville, Ky... 2.00

9. F. Bachman, Louisville, Ky 1.30

10. W. DeCardy, Louisville, Ky 2.00

Among the other finishers were the following, with

their handicaps and positions :

11, E. C. Johnson. Cleveland, 2m.; 22, Hugh Caper-

ton, Louisville, im.; 24, H. L. Dodson, Chicogo, im
;

25. Jas. Levy, Chicago, scratch ; 26. Arthur Gardiner,

Chicago, scratch
; 31, Munger; Independence, im.; 33,

T. E. Jefferis, Louisville, im. 30s.; 35, Nisewonger,

Oran, Ohio, im.

Handi- Actual
cap. Time.
M. S. M.S.

First time, James Levy Scratch 27.12

Second time, Arthur Gardiner Scratch 27.14

Third time, Hugh Caperton 1.00 28.08

The start and finish were on the Auditorium track.

Getting to the Boulevard and return were difficult

consequently time was slow.

One-Sixth Mile Boys' Race— i, Louis Ackley,

Louisville; 2, H. S. Guthrie, Louisville; 3, H. S. Bond,
Louisville. Time, 29 3-5S.

Quarter Mile Heats—First Heat: 1, Peter Miller,

Louisville; 2, E. J. Daubert, Louisville; 3, J. C. Mitchell,

Louisville. Time, 41 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, E. J. Dau-
bert; 2, Peter Miller; 3, J. C. Mitchell. Time, 41 3.5s.

Final— 1, Daubert; 2, Mitchell; 3, Miller. Time
42 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap— i, O. S. Kimble, Louisville,

140 yards; 2, Percy Hopper, Cloverport, Ky., 100; 3, E.

J. Daubert, Louisville, 90. Time, 2m. 42 2-5S.

ONE AND ONE-HALF MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. E. C. Johnson,75 yards. 2, Conn Baker, 75.

3. C. E. Gauze, Washington, 90.

Time, 4m. 9 4-5S.

Track Races at Night by Electric Eight.

One Mile Novice— i, G. P. Faucette, Louisville; 2;

C. A. Harvey, Louisville; 3, M. T. Callahan, Louis-
ville. Time. 2m. 51 2-5S.

Half Mile Heats (Final Heat)— 1, S. B. Hedges
Sharpsburg, Ky.; 2, W. H. Seaton, Jr., Louisville, Ky.,

3, C. G. Pfeffer, Louisville, Ky. Time, im. 30s.

one mile handicap, class b.

1. C. E. Gauze, 60 yards. 2. H. L. Dodson, 75.

3. Jas. Levy, 25.

Time, 3m. 10S.

In this race there were seven starters. On the last

lap there was a fearful spill, taking down Levy, Dod-
son, Mulliken, Johnson and Conn Baker. By the
greatest wonder none were hurt. All went over the
embankment while turning at very high speed. Gauze
was last, and went through the wreck. Dodson
mounted and finished. Levy picked up a 40-lb. wheel
with bell and lamp attached, and finished third. The'
crowd cheered wildly to see Levy finishing, sitting up
handlebar high and lamp lighted.

one mile handicap, b.

Run in heats. Five prizes.

first heat.
1. E. J. Daubert. 3. O. S. Kimble.
2. G. P. Faucette. 4. C. A. Harvey.

5. S. B. Hedges.
Time, 2m. 43 4-5S.

second heat.
1. W. W. Brooks. 3. T. W. Scholtz.
2. M. T. Callahan. 4. J. C. Mitchell.

5. J. E. Robinson.
Time, 2m. 45 1-5S.

THIRD HEAT.
1. O. S. Kimble. 3. T. W. Scholtz.

2. G. P. Faucette, 4. J. C. Mitchell.

5. S. B. Hedges.
Time, 2m. 42s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. Jas. Levy, Chicago.

2. W.H. Mulliken, Baltimore.

3. C. E Gauze, Washington.
Time, 5m. 50s.

TWO MILE AUDITORIUM CYCLE DERBY, CLASS B.

i. H, L. Dodson, Chicago.

2. W. H. Mulliken, Baltimore.

3. Jas, Levy, Chicago.

Time, 6m.

One Mile Local Race—i, O. S. Kimble; 2, G. P.

Faucette; 3, W. H. Seaton, Jr. Time, 2m. 44 2-5S.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. Jas. Levy. 2. Conn Baker.

3. W. H. Mulliken.

Time, 3m. 02 2-5S.

Officers of Races—Referee, N. H. Van SicklenJ

Judges—J. T. O'Neal, R. C. Kinkead, Edw. Neuhaus,

Louisville; Starter, M. J. Fleck, Louisville; Clerk, W.
P. Hastings, Shelly ville, Ky. Timers—Palmer Porter'

Chicago; B. F. Rogers, L. Huber, Louisville. An-
nouncer, Orville Lawson, Louisville

The phonograph was used and proved a success. It

tallied with the other scorers, but was used simply to

verify their work.

G. M. Allison & Co. were visited by fire

early in the morning July 5. The workshop is

a total wreck. A number of wheels and tires

suffered. H. C. McCorkle and Dan Sauer

were passing the store when they noticed the

fire. Without delay they broke the door, gave

the alarm, and commenced to save the new
wheels. Thirteen new Columbias, Hickories,

Hartfords, Ben Hurs and Majesties were

rolled out, as well as a lot of typewriters. The
loss is between $3,000 and $4,000, almost

covered by insurance. Mr. G. M. Allison

stated to a Wheel man that the greatest loss

would be delay in business. They are opened

for business at the same stand, but have other

locations in view, and hope to be situated

permanently very soon.

ZIMMERMAN WINS IN FRANCE.

DEFEATS EDWARDS TWICE WITH
APPARENT EASE.

A Big Batch for Class B.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has declared

the following in Class B for violation of clauses

a, d and e, Class A amateur rule, and warned
Class A men not to compete with them in

future: E. Berwatchez, Springfield, Mass.; G.

A. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa. ; O. Connolly, T.

C. Connolly, Eagle, Mass. ; B. Cleveland,

Buffalo, N. Y. ; M. F. Carter, Baltimore, Md.

;

H. S. Dodson, Chicago, 111.; H. A. French,

Baltimore, Md. ; C. E. Ganse, Washington,

D. C. ; A. E. Lumsden, Chicago, 111. ; Gus.

Lanke, Rosindale, Mass. ; W. H. Mulliken,

Baltimore, Md. ; Ray Macdonald, New York
City ; E. A. McDuffee, Everett, Mass. ; E.

Miner, Indianapolis, Ind. ; C. T. Nelson,

Springfield, Mass.; James Newson, Nashville,

Tenn. ; E. P. Roll, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Morris

Townley, Indianapolis, Ind.
; J. M. White,

Baltimore, Md.

Bliss Wants Johnson's Mile Record.

If the weather is favorable to-morrow, Julian

P. Bliss intends to endeavor to rob Johnson of

his im. 56s. mile record honors at theWaltham
track. He thinks that if he is well paced he
can do the mile in about im. 50s. Trainer

Atkins pronounces the Waltham track the fast-

est he has ever seen. He has cancelled all

dates for Bliss in various parts of the country,

and states that he intends to have the record

if he has to camp at Waltham all Summer.
The pacing will be done on tandems by Gith-
ens, Lumsden, Warren, Connolly and Boston
riders. The trial on Saturday will be made in

public in connection with the Class A events.

Paris, July 8.—A. A. Zimmerman beat A.
C. Edwards to-day in the match for 2,500

francs a side. There were to be three heats

in this match, but as both the first (of one
kilometer) and the second (of two kilometers)

were won by Zimmerman, the final heat was
omitted. Zimmerman rode without any ap-

parent exertion, while Edwards seemed to be
straining every nerve.

In the one kilometer heat of his race with
Edwards, Zimmerman covered the last third

in 23 2-5S., thus breaking the record.

Crooks was second in the race for the Chan-
tilly prize, over a course of three kilometers.

Harry Wheeler won the Malines prize over
a distance of one kilometer in splendid style.

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.

Paris, July 8.—Zimmerman made his first

appearance on the Buffalo Velodrome to-day.

He was matched for $500 a side against

Edwards, the English rider. The greatest

interest was manifested in the contest. The
weather was splendid and a large number of

spectators were present.

In the first race, distance one kilometer,

Edwards went to the front, but was closely

followed by Zimmerman, who was evidently

husbanding his resources. On the third lap

Zimmerman let himself out and won by several

lengths. The final lap, one-third of a kilo-

meter, was covered in 23 2-5S., beating the

record.

In the second race, distance two kilometers,

Zimmerman won by a good length, thus

securing the stakes.

The 24-Hour Race at Putney.

London, July 7.—In the twenty-four hour
race, which started in Putney at 8 o'clock yes-

terday evening, twenty-three men competed.

H. R. Carter, of London, rode close to the

records up to the io2d mile, at which point he
succeeded in breaking the time for the dis-

tance, his time being 4I1. 37m. 13s. Carter

kept up his fine work and continued to make
new records. At 3 o'clock this afternoon he

had covered 351 miles.

London, July 7.—Carter beat tho 24-hour

record on the Putney track to-day, covering

423 miles and 156 yards.

[The professional record is 457 miles 1,622

yards, and the amateur (Shorland) 424 miles.]

A New Fifty Mile Tricycle Record.

London, July n.—F. T. Bidlake beat the

fifty mile road tricycle record yesterday by
twelve minutes. His time was 2h. 25m. 5s.

R. L. Coleman, Vice-President of the West-
ern Wheel Works, packed up his grip and
very quietly left for Europe on Tuesday of
last week.

Lower Squankum, N. J., has lost some of

its glory. Skekomeko, N. Y., bobbed up on
the Fourth and scored third place in the "half
mile for boys under 16" at Pine Plains.

Squankum's record was fifth man in the novice
event at Asbury Park.

Following in the footsteps of the Milwaukee
Wheelmen, who last year became displeased
with the actions of Sanger, the Century C.

C., of Syracuse, have turned the picture of

Johnson, hanging in the parlor of the club-

house, toward the wall. The club is angry at

the record-breaker for refusing to ride at the
meet on July 4, as reported last week.
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MACDONALD'S PASSAGE.

WINS HIS LAST CLASS A EVENT AND HIS
FIRSTCLASSB KVENT WHILE THE EIGHT

THOUSAND PEOPLE APPLAUD.

racing.

Sixteen thousand pairs of eyes followed the

competitors as they circled around Manhattan

Field track at the Riverside meet on Saturday

last.

It is proper that there should always be
something of unusual interest and excitement

at the meets

of so eminent-

ly a r acin g
organiza t i o n

as the River-

side Wheel-
men.

And this year

was no excep-

tion to the
rule. When

the 8,000 filed out of the Field, they

had thoroughly satisfied yet not sati-

ated their taste for the sport of cycle

The sport throughout the day had

been unusually interesting, and it was nicely

topped off by the ten-mile scratch race.

There was a large field. The likely men

were Titus and "Charl" Murphy. But there

was an unknown quantity, Ray Macdonald,

whose measure was not known to the B men.

He had won
the halt- mile
Class A event,

making ducks
and drakes of

Royceand other

good A men. It

was announced

to the audience

that it was the

clever young rider' sfinale in A.

Therefore were the spectators alive with

interest when he came out for the ten mile B.

The question was: how will he line up with so

good a man as Titus, not to mention the

other fast B men in the race?

It was a forty lap race, thirty-nine of which

were of the usual order, first this man ahead,

then that other, each taking turns, with a

dash away now and then, varied by a slow-up.

HOLDER Of WORLDS QUAB! LB MILI RtCCRD.

CWDICKCQS'

On the bell, with one quarter to go, the only

men in the race were Macdonald, Titus, Maddox
and the two Murphys. Macdonald had the

pole, Titus a length of daylight behind him.

At the tinkle, the debutant jumped into a

terrific spurt, Titus after him pell mell. Turn-
ing down the back straight Macdonald crowded
i; all on. By this time, both men were riding as

only men do ride when much is at stake. A
victory for Macdonald meant much, but not

more thau defeat at the hands of the new man
meant for Titus.

Both men ped-

alled frantically

down the straight.

At one time Mac-

donald seemed as

if about to run

away from Titus.

But the latter, by
frantic work, grad-

ually held, and
then began to

slowly crawl up
upon the flying Riversidian.

Around the turn, Titus made a distinct

gain and was on Macdonald's wheel. Coming
around the turn for home, Macdonald swung
wide full cry, while Titus showed up and came
on the inside. Then both sailed for home. It

looked Macdonald all over. Inch by inch Titus

gained. The crowd were frantic. Then they

flashed over the tape, Macdonald winning by
inches.

It was a rare event. There were lots of

"buts" : as to how Titus had ridden the best last

quarter ; that he could

have won had the race

been twenty yards longer,

etc. , etc. But all the honors

of head and speed and
stamina belong to Mac-

donald, who showed him-

self quite worthy to cope

with the best men of Class

B. C. M. Murphy, the

other possibility, never

had a chance after the

bell rang. Time, 27m.

45 3-5s - ; last quarter, 30s.

In a trial against time, Titus reduced the

track record to 2m. 12 2-5S., a rare perform-

ance for such a track.

In a half mile trial against time, George
Smith, who seems to have at last gotten back

his old-time sprint, did im. 5 2-5S. Smith also

won his heat in the two-mile handicap, doing

4m. 57s. from the thirty -yard mark.

Neither Sanger, Tyler, Lumsden or Bliss

turned up. Edwards, the Californian, rode

open heat, and then

quit. He has evi-

dently not recovered

from the effects of his

journey East. Bald

could not take the

turns and appeared

but once.

The Class B men
did not ride true in

the handicaps, the

long-markers waiting

until the scratch men
came up. Both the

mile and two mile B
handicaps were, prac-

referee luscomb. tically, scrratch races.

The races were admirably run ; in fact, no

more interesting meet has ever been held

around New York. There was a great crowd,

very enthusiastic, a most enjoyable band, the

weather was brilliant, and altogether the meet

was a big success.

W.raNJRPflY

one lap in the mile

One Mile Novice.—Heat 1: 1, L. Schultze, N. Y
A. C; 2, M. A. Carpenter, New York; 3, C. Fisher,
Harlem W.; 4. J. Pfeffer, New York; 5, James J.

Morgan, N. Y. W. Time, 2m. 51 2-5S. Heat 2: 1, A*
Mclntyre, Riverside W.; 2, T. P. Dunn, Star Cycle
Co.; 3, S. Cox, Riverside W.; 4, J. B. Green, New
York; 5, W. B. Wright, Empire W. Time, 2m. 50s.

Heat 3: 1, James W. Tilford, Riverside W.;.2, L. T.
Adsit; 3, C. K. Stevens, Greenwich W.; 4, P. A.
Frericha, Greenwich W.; 5, A. J. Riley, Riverside W.
Time, 2m. 39 2-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1. L. Schultze. 3. L. H. Adsic. 5. C. Fisher.
2. T. F. Dunn. 4. C. K. Stevens.

Time, 2m. 44 1-5S.

Ose Mile, 2 30 Class.—Heat 1: 1, Mont M. Scott,

Crescent W.; 2, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C; 3, Charles
Granger, R. W. Time, 2m. 41 1-5S. Heat 2: 1, G. F.
Royc», Tourist C. C; 2, E A. Bofinger, Riverside W.;
3. W. L. Darmer, N. J. A. C; 4, C. M. Ertz, R. W.; 5,

J. W. Judge, R. W. Time, 2m. 34 4.5s.

FINAL HEAT.

1. G. F. Royce. 4. Ray Dawson.
2. F. F. Goodman. 5. Mont M. Scott, Crescent W.
3. W. L. Darmer.

Time, 2m. 40 1-5S.; last half, im. 8 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap—Heat One: 1, Geo. C. Smith,
N. Y. A. C. & R. W., 30 yards; 2, G. B. Kuhlke, Savoy
A. C, 130; 3, L. V. Mockridge, New York, 290; 4, W. L.

Darmer, N. J. A. C, 140; 5, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C,
50. Time, 4m. 57s. Heat Two—1, E. A. Bofinger, R-
W., 180; 2, Mont. Scott, Crescent W., 80; 3, Chas.
Granger, R. W., 150; H. S. Thompson, R. W„ 200; 5,

Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C, no. Time, 4m. 50 2-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. E. A. Bofinger, 180 yards. 3. C. M. Ertz, 130.

2. Chas Granger, iso. 4. G. B. Kuhlke, 130.

Time, 4m. 50s.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. C. M. Murphy, K. C. W. 4. I. A. Silvie, Jr., R. W.
2. F. J. Titus, R. W. 5. O. S. Brandt, R. W.
3 E. C. Bald, Press C. C.

Time, 2m. 33 1.5s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. H. R Steenson, R. W., 80 yds.

2. H. H. Maddox, R. W., 100.

3. E. F. Miller, R. W., 90.

Time, 2m. 19 1-5S.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. W. J. Helfert, Utica C. C, scratch.

2. E. F. Miller, R. W., 50.

3. O. S. Brandt, R. W„ 80.

4. H. R. Steenson, R. W., so.

5. H. H. Maddox, R. W., 40.

6. W. H. Wells, K. C. W., 90.

Time, 5m. 17 2-5S.

Half MILE, OPEN— i, Raymond Macdonald, R. W.;
2, G. F. Royce, Tourist C. C; 3, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A.
C. C; 4, W. L. Darmer, N. J. A. C; s, F. A. Nagel,

R. W.
Time, im. n 1-5S., beating the track record.

One Mile Trial (flying start)—F. J. Titus. Times:
Quarter, 33s.; half, im. 5s.; three-quarters, im. 38 2-5S

;

one mile, 2m. 12 2-5S.

TEN MILE INVITATION SPECIAL RACE, CLASS B.

1. R. Macdonald, R. W. 4. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.
2. F. J. Titus, R. W. 5. H. H. Maddox, R. W.
3 C. M. Murphy, K. C. W.
Time, 27m. 4s 2-5S. Also started: Helfert, Silvie and

D. Connolly.

The time by miles were as follows:

Miles. M. S.

1 Titus leading 2.31

2 Maddox "
5.1s 2-5

3 Macdonald " 8.04

4 C. M. Murphy " 10.37

5 Titus " i3-?7

6 C. M. Murphy " 16.19

7
" " IQ " 2-5

8 Macdonald " 22.05

9 W. Murphy " 25.12

LAST MILE.

First quarter, 25m. 55s.; second quarter, 26m, 37s.

;

third quarter, 27m. 15 2-5S.; last quarter, 27m. 45 2-5S.

Referee, C. H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.

DAYTON, O., July 4.—One Mile Novice— 1, H. H.
Beck; 1, C. Bouck. Time, 2m. 45 1-5S. Half Mile

Handicap— 1, Orville Wright, 10 yards; 2, H. E.

Kreitzer, 5. Time, im. n 2-5S. One Mile Handicap—
1, E. E. Forrer, scratch; 2, Wright, 30 yards, on foul.

Time, 2m. 35s. Two Mile Handicap— 1, Wright, 100

yards; 2, Forrer, scratch. Time, 6m. 16s.
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WAUKESHA ROAD RACE.
[Delayed Report.]

KENTUCKY QUARTETTE.
OP RACING MEN.

Milwaukee, July 4.—An ideal day was

granted the fifth annual Waukesha-Milwaukee

road race, under the auspices of the Milwau-

kee Wheelmen. The light breeze blowing

was not one of these detestable head winds,

and the atmosphere was such that the riders

knew no bounds to their powers and endur-

ance. The weather was none too warm nor

none too cool, but just such as makes a man
feel like he could beat " time."

The course was in very fair shape, the only

objection being a small layer of dust.

It is estimated that there were 20,000 people

who witnessed the race. People of all classes

from all parts of the city came in every con-

ceivable vehicle, from a tally-ho to the old

" ordinary."

The starters numbered 127, out of 150 en-

entries. The largest bunch to get away was

at the five-minute mark. The handicap limit

was placed at ten minutes, being considered

enough for the race, 16X miles in length.

George M. Chapin, with a handicap of 9m.

30s., finished first in the excellent time of

49m. 16s. This is within a few minutes from

the time of the fastest men, and, as will be

seen, Mr. Chapin had much the best of the

handicappers. He is a rising man, and this is

the first race he has ever ridden in, being but

18 years old.

Two men were tied for the first time prize,

H. M. Krocker, of the Milwaukee Wheelmen,

and Charles Grant, of Tillman. Their time

was 47m. flat, and, in the toss up to decide,

Mr. Krocker won. Krocker had a handicap of

one minute, and Grant a handicap of five

minutes.

The third time prize went to G. G. Briggs,

of St. Paul, Minn., with a handicap of 2m. 30s.

It is now believed that Briggs would have won
first time had it not been for the crowd on

Undertakers' Hill, about a mile from the

finish. On the hill, before this, he passed ten

men, going up with 76 gear as an ordinary

person would ride a 60 gear. He is a cracka-

jack in this respect, being accustomed to this

kind of riding around his home.

The time winners are as follows:

Time.
M.S.

1 H. W. Krocker, Milwaukee Wheelmen ... 47.00
2 Charles Grant, Tillman, Ind 47-00

3 G. G. Briggs, St. Paul 47.01

The scratch men made very good time, but

were not quite fast enough. The men riding

from scratch were Fred, and Martin Nessell,

of Chicago ; A. P. Peck, Chicago, and T. H.

Jacobs, Waukesha, Wis. It was expected

that either of the Nessells would surely take

time. The order of finish of the first twenty-

five with the time is as follows:

Time.
M.S.

1 George M. Chapin, Milwaukee 49 16

2 C. Reinke, Milwaukee 48.50
3 C. Grant, Tillman 47.00
4 R. C. Franke, Milwaukee S'-54
5 J. E. Cordes, Milwaukee 52.04
6 W. E. Hastings, Milwaukee 52.35
7 W. Schroder, Milwaukee 48.10
8 G. H. Seely, Milwaukee 48.51

9 R. D. Price, Waukesha 50.52
10 G. Gregg, Milwaukee 51 30
11 H. G. Walker, Chicago 4942
12 J. Dollster, Chicago 48.48
13 G. G. Briggs, St. Paul 47 .oi

14 G. L. Bud, St. Paul 47.03
15 W. M. Baikie, Milwaukee 53.51
16 E. A. Clifford, Milwaukee 50.12

17 D. C. Meyer, Milwaukee 49- 13
18 B. Cline, Tillman . 49.44
19 O. J. Tauk, Milwaukee 53-55
20 G. H. Kirchner, Milwaukee 48.28
21 O. Brandt, Wauwautosa 54 00
22 E. W. Roth, Milwaukee 4732
23 A. Stoltz, Milwaukee 49.07
24 E. L. Fielding, Milwaukee 50.41

25 G. Haushalter, Milwaukee 54.43

F. D. Cartwright, Bowling Green, Ky., is the new. champion for one mile in the Blue

Grass State. He is 18 years old, has been in fourteen races in which he came first in nine;

second in one; third in one; got first time prize in one, and was unplaced in two. His 2m. 32s.

is the fastest time a mile championship has ever been run in the State.

Dr. Howard Van Antwerp, of Mt. Sterling, Ky., is the half-mile Kentucky champion. Van

is never a quitter and fights all the way home. He uses his head in all his races and has more

firsts to his credit to date this season than any other Kentucky rider. He was recently elected

President of the Kentucky State Dental Association.

Hugh Caperton, Louisville, is tipped by his friends as the the fastest Kentucky rider.

Many think him good for 2m. i8s., and some think he will knock this with care. He lacks the

judgment necessary to a successful winner, but this can be developed better than can speed in a

slower rider with better judgment. He is reckless and takes desperate chances. He has the

necessary grit. His present record is 2m. 28s. in competition.

John Spalding, Louisville, is a novelty as a racing man. His build and general appear-

ance bespeaks the plain and unassuming business man. He is 34 years old, and won the

Martin and Dressing ten mile (June 13) from the 5m. mark, having to go by about forty colts

ahead of him, many of whom were considered very decidedly in the fight.

Good Sport at Milford.

The Hopedale C. C.'s meet at Milford, Mass.,

July 7. was slimly attended, but the racing was
interesting. The result of the mile open

caused some surprise by H. A. Adams, of

Worcester, defeating Clark and Wettergreen.

Summary

:

One Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, Hermon Taylor,

Roxbury; 2, C. E. Hamilton, Allston; 3, C. A. Guild,

Medford. Time, 3m. nj£s. Second Heat: 1, H. N.

Gokey, Allston; 2, A. Chamberlin, Franklin; 3, John
Lyons, Milford. Time, 3m. i8J£s. Final: 1, H. N.

Gokey, Allston; a, A. Chamberlin, Franklin; 3, J.

Lyons, Milford. Time, 2m. 509.

One Mile, 3.00 Class—First Heat: 1, T. S. Casey,

Turner's Falls; 2, E. A. Tosi, Everett; 3, H. L. Felch,

Natick. Time, 2m. ssJ^s. Second Heat: 1, D. C. Ray-
mond, Birmingham; 2, E. C. Hamilton, Allston; 3, C.

S. Vinton, Roxbury. Time, 3m. 2o%s. Final: 1, E. A.

Tosi, Everett; 2, H. L. Felch, Natick; 3, T. S. Casey,
Turner's Falls; 4, D. C. Raymond, Framingham.
Time, 2m. 48J£s.

Five Mile Match Race, between D. F. O'Connell
Hopedale, and F. L. Kimball, Milford. Won by F. l!

Kimball. Time, 15m 39KS.

Mile Open—First Heat: 1, J. W. Manning, Andover;

2, J. C. Wettergreen, Maiden; 3, A. F. Wisner, Natick.

Time, 2m. 47 1-4S. Second Heat: 1, James, Clark,

Press C. C; 2, H. A. Adams, Worcester; 3, M. C.

Hoenig, Worcester. Time, 2m. 44 1-2S. Final— 1, H.
A. Adams, Worcester; 2, Jas. Clark, Press C. C.j 3, J.

C. Wettergreen, Maiden. Time, 2m. 42s.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, J. J. Casey, Worcester,

400 yards; 2, E. A. Tosi, Everett, 300; 3, T. S. Casey,
Turner's Falls, 300; 4, H. L. Felch, Natick, 350. Time,
7m. 14s. Time prize won by James Clark, scratch,

Time, 7m. 40 3-5S.

Buffalonians Score at Ellwood.

A full attendance of Buffalo, Cleveland,

Syracuse, and Pittsburg cracks made the meet
at Elwood, Pa., July 7, lively. There were

10,000 people at the track, and much enthusi-

asm. The chief honors were taken by Buffalo

riders, Goehler, of the Ramblers' B. C, being

the bright particular star. Summary:
Two Mile Open— t, Adolph B. Goehler, R. B. C; 2,

George E. Williams, P. C. C; 3, J. E. Patterson, P. C.

C. Time, 5m. 38s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, Bert Morrison, Connells-

ville W., 65 yards; 2, George E. Williams, P. C. C, 40.

Time, im. 9 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Goehler, R. B. C, scratch; 2,

C. C. Augenbaugh, Beaver Valley Cyclers, 130.

Time, 2m. 18s.

Five Mile Handicap—1, Goehler, scratch; 2, Patter-

son, 400 yards; 3, Ben Cleveland, R. B. C, 970. Time,
15m. 10S.

Half Mile Open—1, E. Williams; 2, W. A. Lutz, R. B.

C.J 3, E. Patterson, P. C. C. Time, im. 21s.

Mile Championship of Beaver, Butler and Lawrence
Counties— 1, C. C. Augenbaugh. Time, 3m. 13 2-5S.

Five Mile Team Race— 1, Buffalo Ramblers, Goehler,

Cleveland and Lutz; 2, Pittsburg Century Club.

Time, 18m. y%a.

Columbus, S. C, July 4. One Mile Novice: 1, Rilev;
2, Chipley. Time, 2m. 59s. Half Mile Open: 1, R. V.
Connerat, Savannah; 2, Farmer, Savannah. Time,
im. 12 2-5S. One Mile Open: 1, Farmer, Savannah; 2,

Isaac Baird, Charleston. Time, 2m. 42 4-5S. Quarter
Mile Open: 1, Osborne; 2, R. V. Connerat, Savannah.
Time, 36s. Two Mile Handicap: 1, C. D. Bolles, At-
lanta, Ga., 150 yards; 2, R. V. Connerat, Savannan,
100; 3, R. S. Roach, Columbia, 175. Time, 5m. 12s.

Five Mile Open: 1, Geo. N. Adams, Jacksonville, Fla.

;

2, Isaac Baird, Charleston; 3, W. John Baird, Charles-
ton.
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Master Lee Richardson

Rides Half Mile BACKWARDS in 2m. 37 2-5s.

at FORT WAYNE. IND. JULY 7th.

The only event of the kind ever recorded in the history of

cycling.

We are always in front and up to date. Buy a MON-
ARCH and ride both ways.

MONARCH CYCLE CO.,
Retail Salesroom, 280 Wabash Ave. Lake and Halsted Streets, Chicago.

The C. F. GUYON CO., 97 and 99 Reade St. N. Y., Eastern Distributing and Sales Agents.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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MORE MISUNDERSTANDINGS.

THE STEEL VS. THE ALUMINUM TEST PUT
OFF UNTIL JULY 23.

Notwithstanding the great volume of corre-

spondence, public and private, and the many
months of supposed preparation, when the

parties to the much heralded test of the merits

for cycle purposes of aluminum and steel tub-

ing, as represented respectively by the St.

Louis Refrigerator & W. G. Co. and E. C.

Stearns & Co., finally got together in Ithaca,

N. Y., on Monday last, differences and mis-

understandings immediately arose.

The meeting had been called by Prof.

R. H. Thurston, the fifth and presiding judge.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden

Cutter Co. were represented by Messrs. Flad

and Johnson; E. C. Stearns & Co. represented

by Messrs. Lipe and Stearns, Mr. Redding not

being present.

Immediately the meeting was called to order

Stearns & Co. insisted that the $500 placed by

the St. Louis people in the hands of the Boston

stockholders as a forfeiture should be made

payable to the order of the judges in accord-

ance with terms of the challenge.

Stearns & Co. also raised the point that the

conditions drawn up by the stockholders did

not agree with the original challenge issued by

the Luminum concern. They submit the fol-

lowing in proof of their assertion :

Stakeholders' Conditions.

1. Should three out of the five judges, selected for

the contest decide that the aluminum frame made by

the St. Louis people in their construction of the Lu-

Mi-Num machines, is stronger than the frame used in

the Stearns wheel, no particular strength designated,

we are to return the deposits to the respective de-

positors.

2. Should three out of the five judges decide that the

aluminum frame used in the construction of the Lu-

Mi-Num bicycles is twice as strong as that used by

the Stearns people, we are to return to the St. Louis

R. & W. G. Co. the amount of their deposit, $500, and

turn over $500 of the deposit made by E. C. Stearns &
Co. to any charity which the St. Louis people shall

designate, and the balance of $250 is to be returned to

E. C. Stearns* Co.

3. If three out of the five judges selected decide

that the aluminum frame is three times

as strong as that used in the Stearns wheel,

we are to return the entir* deposit of

the St. Louis concern and turn over the entire

amount deposited by the Stearns people, $750, to any

charity designated by the St. L. R. & W. G. Co.

4. In case three out of the five judges decide that

the frame used in the Stearns wheel is as strong as

the aluminum frame, we are to return to E. C. Stearns

& Co. the entire deposit made by them, $750, and turn

over the deposit made by the St. Louis people, $500,

to any charity that E. C. Stearns & Co. may desig-

nate.
Challenge.

1. If the judges do not testify that the Lu-Mi-Num
is " by far " the strongest frame, we will contribute

$500 to any charitable institution the manufacturer of

such bicycle contesting may name.

2. If it is proven and the judges so testify that the

Lu-Mi-Num is twice as strong as the steel tubing

frame contesting, the manufacturer of such bicycle

shall contribute $500 to any charitable institution we
may name.

3. And if, further, the contest show that the Lu-Mi-

Num is three times stronger than the steel frame

bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of such bicycle

shall contribute $750 to such charitable institution as

we may name.

This matter was finally adjusted by the St.

Louis people making their money subject to

the order of the majority of the judges in

accordance with terms of their challenge.

The next point to come up was question of

weights.

It seems that the St. Louis people under-

stood that the test was to take place immedi-

ately on their arrival, whereas Stearns' under-

standing of the matter was that this was a pre-

liminary meeting where they would settle upon

such minor matters of differences as to weight

of frames, challenge, etc., and adjourn to a

subsequent day for making the test.

In substantiation, they submit the original

call of Chairman Thurston. This is dated

June 12, and is as follows:

The Board of Judges on Bicycle Tests will hold a

preliminary meeting at this place on Monday, the

28th inst., for organization and a preliminary and, if

necessary, provisional construction of the programme
of work. Failing to secure a quorum, the meeting

will occur on Monday, the 2d July. The earlier date

is made to meet the convenience of the members from

St. Louis who desire" to attend the meeting of the

A. S. C. E., June 19-23, at Niagara.

Should any objection appear, in consequence of the

absence of Mr. Stearns, it is possible that the work
may not be proceded with at this first meeting; but it

is anticipated that at least the programme may be so

adjusted that little delay, if any, may arise from this

cause, and such modifications, if any, as may prove

wise may be made by brief correspondence, and the

work then carried on without delay or interruption.

A RUMOR REFUTED.

THE RALEIGH CO.'S AMERICAN DEPOT
WILL NOT BE DISCONTINUED.

F. J JENNEY, UTICA, N. Y.

One of the speediest of "A" men and a likely cham-
pion of the class.

It is proposed that a dozen machines be snipped to

the Chairman of the Board, marked " Not to be opened
without orders from the oonsignee," in advance of

the meeting. They will he stored until required.

Mr. Stearns left Ithaca on the night of July

gth to proceed to Syracuse, to have made up

frames to weigh the same as those made by St.

Louis people, it having been agreed that he
telephone them the day following and set a

date when he could have ready the frames of

equal weight.

Upon his arrival at Syracuse he found the

head of that department out of town for the

day, and telephoned to Ithaca that it would be
the next day before he could set a positive

date.

Since then the St. Louis people, it is re-

ported, have taken their frames, testing ma-
chines, etc., and left Ithaca, and the whole
affair is given a farcical appearance.

The judges, however, still remained in ses-

sion, and have set July 23 as the date for the

actual test.

Before Mr. John Griffiths had been in America
a week, rumors and whispered reports of his

alleged intentions began to fly. One "strictly

confidential" story had it that he would close

the American depot of the Raleigh Cycle Co., in

which the Griffiths corporation is interested.

When this reached The Wheel, Manager
Macdonald was promptly communicated with.

He denied the story most emphatically, de-

claring that "there is not one word of truth in

the report." In due course a Chicago paper

got hold of the rumor, and, regardless of its

harmful effects, rushed it into type. This has

called forth the following public and vigorous

denial from those most interested and com-
petent to speak

:

To the Editor of The Wheel.—In some of

the cycling papers an article has appeared that Mr.
John Griffiths, chairman of the John Griffiths Cycle
Corporation, is in this country for the purpose of

closing up the Raleigh Cycle Co.'s business.
This article has been wholly unauthorized, and has

been printed without verification from this company,
the interested party, and is calculated to do us harm.
We wish to state most emphatically that the Raleigh
Cycle Co.'s business in this country will not be closed
up; that it is a permanent business, and that it is the
intention of the company to increase its business
largely. All Raleigh agents and the trade in general
are requested to take notice of this statement.—Yours
very truly,

The John Griffiths Cycle Corporation,
john Griffiths, Chairman.

The Raleigh Cycle Co.,

Alfred Du Cros, Director.

The Raleigh Cycle Co.,

Geo. S. Macdonald, Manager.

Mr. Griffiths and Mr. Harvey Du Cros sailed

for England on the nth inst.

A Rambler tandem built for men's use ex-

clusively— although the bloomerized young
woman who affect diamond-framed safeties

will find it quite their style—and a racing tan-

dem on the same lines are two new produc-
tions from the Gormully & Jeffery factory. A
Rambler safety with 34 inch wheels and very
high frame is also a newcomer. The new
racers, just completed for the Rambler track
team, weigh just 16 pounds.

Barnett will join Class B and follow the cir-

cuit as a member of the Spalding team. He
will shed his Class A mantle at Asbury Park
to-day. He very honorably notified Chairman
Raymond in advance of his intention.

The Overman Wheel Co. make a new de-

parture in their advertisement this week.
Baseball and sporting goods are held up to

the public gaze for the nonce and the Victor
falls into obscurity. But it is only for a week.

A solid cycle concern wants a few traveling

men for next season. Only young men of ex-

perience need apply. Adress V. P., care of

The Wheel.

Low Rates to Denver, Col.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co. will sell round trip
excursion tickets to Denver, Col., from all points on
its lines east of the Ohio River, July 19th, 20th and 21st,
good for return on trains leaving Denver July 27th,
August 2d and 25th; tickets will also be sold to Denver
August 8th, 9th and 10th, valid for return passage on
trains leaving Denver August 19th, 25th and Septem-
ber 13th.
The rate from New York will be $47.75; Philadelphia,

$47.75; Baltimore, $47.40; Washington, $47.40, and cor-
respondingly low rates from all other points.
Passengers taking the B. & O. have a choice of

routes, going via Pittsburg, Akron and Chicago; via
Grafton, Bellaire and Chicago, or via Parkersburg,
Cincinnati and St. Louis; double daily service of ex-
press trains, with Pullman sleeping and dining cars
on all routes.
For more detailed information, address A. J. Sim-

mons, N. E. P. A., 211 Washington Street, Boston,
Muss
C P. Craig, G. E. P. A., 41s Broadway, New York,

N. Y.
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THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher
Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louts, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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SHEPARD, A SLEEPER, SCORES.

SIMPLY ROMPS AWAY WITH THE PROVI-
DENCE TWENTY-FIVE— L. A. CALLAHAS

MAKES BEST TIME, ] h. 10m. 45s.

Providence, R. I
, July 7.—A dark, forbid-

ding thunder cloud caused a slight delay in

the starting of the Rhode Island Wheelmen's

first annual twenty-five mile road race. Once

it broke into a light shower, which, however,

did not amount to much and which had no

appreciable effect on the spectators, the race

being witnessed by the largest crowd ever

gathered at a cycle event in this State.

The crowd was fairly enthusiastic, too, and

cheered the leaders of the different bunches

and the local favorites and the scratch men.

The racing men spoke highly of the course,

ajd as Callahan's time, ih. 10m. 45 2-5S ,

shows, it was a good one ; the road for half a

mile at the start was dusty, in spite of fre-

quent wettings. It was well nagged, and no

one wandered from the right way. The time

made is Rhode Island record, and will stand,

as the course has been surveyed and measured,

and a surveyor's sworn certificate is now held

by the club.

The limit men were sent away at 2.40. The
first big bunch of riders came from the six

minute mark, where the handicapper placed

all men who had " never raced or, with time

unknown."
After them, the riders flew past at an ever-

increasing speed at short intervals till the two

red suits of the Clark brothers came out, and

on their heels came Knapp and Landry, 45s.

;

then scratch men, the mighty Van Wagoner
cutting a killing pace, with Snow, Callahan,

Leonert, Butler and Harvey trailing, they

swept by.

There were ninety-eight entrants and

eighty-four starters ; but the first and second

laps weeded out many of the slower coaches.

At three miles out, A. M. Shepard, of Meri-

den, was in the lead, which he increased to the

end, where he won in a canter, and with no

one nearer than a mile.

Back of him the men had sifted down and
formed into bunches, with some good man
making pace. As the lap advanced the gaps

between the strings lengthened.

Morelock, 8m., was making the pace for the

first bunch at the end of the second lap.

Further back, Murray (5m.) was towing

another group. Then, in point of time, came
one of the prettiest groups of the day, headed

by Pierce, of Maiden (3m.),

Early in the race Pierce began to improve

his position. He started in sixty-ninth place;

at two miles out he was in sixty-fifth ; at six

miles he had ridden into fortieth place. Here
the gang he was riding with divided up the

pace, and H. B. Hills (3m 15s.) and M. Ed-

wards (3m. 30s.) each took their turn, while

Mayo (3m. 15s.) concluded he had all he

wanted to hang on to the gait.

The easiest riding of all was that done by
the scratch men. Harvey took pace after Van
Wagoner quit, but Leonert did the larger

portion.

The way they ran up the field after the first

lap was eye-opening. They started with

sixty-eight men ahead, at the second lap there

were sixty-four, at the third thirty- five and on

the finish but twenty-two men had ridden with

speed enough to keep ahead of their swiftly

whirling wheels,

At the finish there was the usual cheering of

favorites. The course was kept clear for a

width of fully 40 feet for the last quarter of a

mile, but it required great effort on the part of

the police and officials.

The chief interest in the race centered in the

fight for the time prize, and Leonert and

Callahan were left to do battle for this. A
few yards from the tape Leonert was leading,

but in the last twenty feet Callahan wound up

his sprint and rushed over the line two feet

ahead.

The finish was in the following order:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. H.M.S.

1. A. M. Shepard, M. W. C, Mer-
iden. Conn 8.45 1-1344

2. H. F. Morlock, N. W., Provi-
dence 8.00 1. 15.30

3. F. E. Devlin, P. C. C, Paw-
tucket 8.00 1.15.39

4. B. F. Girard, C: O. C, Cam-
bridgeport. Mass 845 1.1631

5. George A. Murray, W. W.,
New York city 5.00 1.13.30

6. A. E. Place, R. I. W\, Provi-
dence 7.00 1. 15.52

7. C H. Kehew, C. C. C, Cam-
bridgeport, Mass 7.30 1. 16.22

8. P. H. Styffe. B. S. B. C,
Worcester, Mass 5.00 1.14 14

9. B. W. Pierce, Linden, Mass 3.00 1-1234
io. Frank Mayo, M. B. C, Boston,

Mass 3.15 1. 12.49 1_5
11. H. B. Hills, Jr., K. I. W.,

Providence 3.15 1.12 49 2-5
12. J. H. Slinljian, W. W. C,

Worcester, Mass 4.45 1. 14.19
13 George A. McEd ward, M. C. C,

Springfield, Mass 3.30 1. 13.04
14. Dennis Turner, S. C. C,

Whittenton, Mass 3.00 1-12.35
15. C. N. Mitchell, Springfieid,

Mass 3.00 1. 12. 40
16. Fred. Bergginst, Worcester,

Mass 530 1. 15.16
17. M. W. Weld, R. I. W., East

Greenwich., 5.00 1.15.11
18. George A. Russell, Somerville,

Mass 6.15 1. 16.27
19 G. E. Teachman, B. H. C. C,

New Bedford, Mass 4.30 1.14.50
20. F. L. Knapp, Keene, N. H 045 1.11.30
21 H. A. Seavey, G. C. W., Walt-

ham, Mass 2.30 1.1300
22. C. J. Iven, R. W., New York

City '. 2.00 1. 12.45
23. L. A. Callahan, Press C. C,

Buffalo, N. Y Scratch. 110.45
24. Ed. F. Leonert, Press C. C,

Buffalo, N. Y Scratch. 1. 10.45 I_5
25. John Gatenby, B. H. C. C., New

Bedford 200 1.1249
26 T- L. Snow, R. I. W, Pro'dence 3.15 1.14 04
27. E. S. Otis, P. C. C Jamaica

Plain 200 1.1249
28. C. Weld, R. I. W., East Green-

wich 400 1.14.49
29. J. W. Davidson, W. W., New

York City 1.45 1. 12.41
30. T. E Hatch, Taunton, Mass... 4.45 1-15.47
3c. Han. Hansen, P. C. C, Paw-

tucket 2.00 1.13.02
32. Adolphe Shirley, R. I. W.,

Providence 9.00 1.20.27

31. H. F. Adams, Cumberland Hill 3.30 1-15-45
34. O. Ostigny, Springfield, Mass. 4 30 1.17.06

35. Nat Butler, Cambridgeport Scratch. 1. 12.38
36. George Whittle, N. W., Sayles-

ville, R. I 6.15 1. 19.18

37. C. J. Swensen, Providence 6.00 1.19.12

38. C. A. McCullum, R. I. W-,
Central Falls, R. 1 430 1. 18.07

39. J. M. Hanna, N. W., Natick,
R. 1 3.15 1. 19.10

40. T. S. Whipple, Newport, R. 1 1.20.20

41. J. Geohegan, 6m. handicap—time, ih. 20m. 42s
; 42.

E.E. Arnold, 9m , ih. 23m. 47s.; 43, R. S. Mason, 8m.
45s., ih. 23m. 32 1-5.; 44, W. D. Annis, 7m. 30s, ih.

22m. 18s.; 45, E. D. Grives, 9m., ih. 23m. 53s.; 46, J. W.
Auty, 9m., ih. 23m. 56s.; 47, D. F. Lloyd, 7m. 30s., ih,

22m. 31s.; 48, Arthur Sharpe, 6m., ih. 21m. 47s.; 49, F.

Werner, 4m. 30s., ih. 20m. 50s.; 50, W. S. A. Whipple,
gm , ih. 25m. 25S.: 51, J. O. Donnell, 8m., ih. 24m. 56s.;

52, W. J. Cunningham, 8m., ih. 25m. is.; 53, B. E.

Smith, 6m. 15s., ih. 25m. is.; 54, J. E. Tillinghast, 6m.
15s., ih. 25m. 17s.

First time, Louis A. Callahan— ih. iotn. 45 2-5S.;

second time, Leonert— ih. 10m. 45 4-5S ; third time,

Knapp— ih. 11m. 30s.

Rhode Island prizes-First time, H. B. Hills, Jr., R.

I. W.—ih. 12m. 49 2-5S.; second time, Hans Hanson

—

ih. 13m. 2S.; first place, Worlock.

R. I. W. prizes—1, A. E. Place. Time, H. B. Hills,

Jr.

A. M. Shepard, the winner, was a sleeper.

In build he is not unlike Nat Butler; he has

thin hair, so thin, in fact, that when he is rid-

ing way over his work the bald spot on his

head becomes distressingly pink. His record

is: In '92, at Meriden, sixteen miles, first in

ih. 50s. ; '93, Meriden, sixteen miles, sixth,

first time, 54m. 31s.; '94, June 16, Hartford,

third, second time, ih. 7m. 30s. Since that

date he has been in training, and says his im-

provement is due to that. After the race he

was approached by an agent to ride a certain

wheel, but he frankly told the agent that he
had another engagement.
Van Wagoner, who is a great favorite here,

was not in shape, but said he would try a lap.

At the end of four miles, when he stopped, he
was a sick man.
Of the other scratch men, Eben Snow punc

tured, Harvey quit and Nat Butler found the

pace too swift, and left Callahan and Leonert
to fight it out between them. It is but fair to

say that Butler was not in shape, and worried

so muce that he could not do well.

Pierce, of Maiden, did great work When it

was his turn to make the gait he would come
up to the head of the line with a regular track

sprint, and woe be to the tired trailer who tritd

to get pulled along when he or Hills was mak-
ing the pace.

Of the two local clubs, the R. I. Wheelmen's
racing team finished way ahead. H. B. Hills,

Jr., made fastest time of the State riders, ih.

12m. 49 2-5S., finishing eleventh. A. E. Place
took sixth in ih. 15m 52s.; M. W. Weld
seventeenth, in ih. 15m. ns.

; J. L. Snow
twenty-sixth, in ih. 14m. 4s., and C. H. Weld
twenty-eighth, in ih. 14m. 49s.

The Narragansett's team of five mtn suc-

ceed in getting but one place, second, by More-
lock, in ih. 15m. 30s. Both clubs had tally-

hos on the course.

The Rhode Island Whe.lmen expect to make
this event an annual fixture.

The principal officers of the race were:

Referee, H. Crowther, Boston
;
Judges—Jas.

L. Speirs, of Chicago, George Phillips and
William B. Banigan, of Providence; Starter,

J. M. Linscott, of Maiden; Clerk of Course,

Vice-Consul A. D. Peck, of Massachusetts;

Assistants, Chief Consul H. L. Perkins and F.

Warren Howe ; Timers, Leslie B. Ballou and
James A. Kinghorn.

North Abington to Whitman (Mass,) and re-

turn, i]/z miles, July 7: 1, Frank Higgins, im„
27m. 03s. ; 2, Edmund Wright, 45s.

; 3, A. Cur-

tis, 30s.

The Orange (N. J.) Athletic Club's race

meet, sanctioned for July 2r, has been aban-

doned. Instead, a five-mile road race, for

members only, will be run on that date.

Hobbs wishes to know why it is that he can

ride a mile in three minutes or climb a half-

mile hill and feel it less in the legs and
" wind," than when going up two flights of

stairs.

Norfolk C. C.'s road races. South Weymouth,
Mass., July 7. Two and One-Half Miles— 1.

A. S. Tibbets, N. Abington; Teaming and

Wallace tied for second place. Time, 6m. 15s.

Five Miles— 1, Wallace Pratt; 2, B. F. Con-

nolly; 3, P. E. Hayward. Time, 16m.

Quaker City Wheelmen's five mile road

race, Bryn-Mawr course, July 7— 1, W. A.

Wenzel, scratch,- 12m. 15s.; 2, F. M. Damp-
man, scratch, 12m. 15 2-5S.

; 3, O. R. Thom-
son, scratch, 12m. 16s.

; 4, P. K. Manning, 30s.,

13m.
; 5, A. P. Lee, 2m., 14m. 31s. ; 6, Jos-

eph Estoclet, 30s., 13m. 06s,
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We challenge anyone to produce a tire as_

FAST and EASY

AS OUR NEW

STUDS ELASTIC THE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

RACING TIRES A SPECIALTY

Any Weight Above 24 Ounces Per Pair.

We manufacture cemented tires, partially laced or laced all round.

WE USE ONLY THE BEST MATERIALS, at fair prices.

Correspondence solicited.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS,

Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

Kindly mention Toe Wheel when writing.
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FUN AT FORT WAYNE.

THE 'BIG THREE" OF CLASS B SCORE-
HIGH CLASS A SPORT.

Fort Wayne, Ind., July 6.—Five individu-

als, of this city, all of them interested in

cycling, arranged the present meet. Fred

Beach, A. L. Randall, Irwin Randall, Win.

Gouty and Geo. Hiller, are the gentlemen who

staked their good money for the benefit of the

sport. But a few days were taken to make

the arrangements, yet it is one of the most

successful meets of the season.

The gentlemen will "win out" if to-

morrow's weather proves favorable. To-day's

attendance was about 1,000. A stiff wind blew

down the stretch. It retarded the men, and

no very fast time was made. Referee Tom
Hay placed time limits, and ordered two races

run over. One was the fiercest fought finish

yet seen. George Walling, of Kendallville,

had several lengths the lead down the stretch.

Black, the local favorite, came strong to ten

yards from home, when he made one of those

unaccountable jumps, closed the gap, and

springing forward on the pedals again, tied

Walling for first. It was cleverly done and

very exciting, yet the race was ordered run

over.

In the mile handicap, Sanger had the men
at his mercy at the quarter pole. There were

six of the starters at from 60 to 150 yards, and

the wind held them back. When bunched,

the men loafed frightfully, and in the sprint,

Gus Steele, of Chicago, pressed Sanger close.

Steele came down with Eck and Johnson

from Port Huron, Mich., and stood up on a

crowded train all night, as did Johnson.

Doughnuts and milk are all the men had to eat

for eighteen hours on the road, yet Steele rode

grandly in every contest to-day. Johnson did

not ride, but will appear to-morrow.

A. I. Brown, the Cleveland docter, won first

heat and the final twice of the half-mile open,

but was outsprinted in the most exciting finish

of the mile open, Class A.

Lately the Class A events have been much
warmer than Class B, because of scarcity of

entries in the B class.

E. C. Johnson rode like a demon in an
attempt to beat Sanger in the mile open. His

was a good showing, Sanger winning by a

foot.

Sanger and Tyler did not meet, Tyler riding

only in the two-mile handicap.

F. J. Wagner made his debut as clerk of the

course, and fifteen events took only two hours

and five minutes. Sid Black and Lee Richard-

son appeared in trick and fancy riding. The
latter is the 13-year-old son of L. M. Richard-

son, of the Monarch Cycle Co. The lad has

ridden a bicycle since his babyhood days, and

to-day gave a new record to the world, a half

mile backwards on a safety in 2m. 43 1-5S.

This was a wonderful performance. It is the

first time the feat has ever been accomplished.

Both Sid Black and Dan Canary said it could

not be done, and had money to wager.

Richardson stood on the pedals, his back

against the handle bars, and rode steadily

even in the face of a fierce wind. The sum-

maries:

One Mile Novice—i, Albert Frausen, Marion; 2,

Geo. Waldschinidt, Ft. Wayne; 3, C. E. Urbahus, Ft.

Wayne; 4, C. L. Ayers. Time, 2m. 41s. Two men fell.

A runaway race.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

Six Starters.

1. W. C. Sanger, scratch. 4. R. Goetz, 90.

2. Gus Steele, 90 yards. 5. G. F. Ellithorpe, 60

3. E. C. Johnston, 80. 6. F. H. Plaice, 150.

Time, 3m. 12s. Won by two feet. The slowest

handicap of the year.

Half Mile Open, Class B (Two heats and final)—

First Heat: 1, A. I. Brown, Cleveland; 2, O. P. Bern-

hardt, Toledo; 3, O. L. Brailey, Wauseoi. Time, im.

13s. Second Heat: 1, C. C. Vantine, Findlay; 2, C. E.

Miller; 3, W. L. Swendeman, Helena, Mont. Time,

im. 28s.

Final Heat—1, A. I. Brown; 2, C. C. Vantine; 3, O. P.

Bernhardt; 4, W. L Swende.nan; 5, C. E. Miller.

Time, im. 2i%s.

One Mile Local Handicap (Fifteen starters)— 1,

W. H. W. Peltner, 20 yards; 2, Marion Black, scratch;

3, Thos. Heller, 100; 4, Wra. McClellan, 30; 5, Harry

Meyers, 120. Time, 2m. 2j%s. A hot race.

two mile lap, class b.

1. H. C. Tyler, 13 points. 3. R. F. Goetz, 4 points.

2. Gus Steele, 7 points.

Time, 5m. i2j^s.

Ellithorpe and Plaice dropped out.

One Mile Twelfth District— i, Marion Black;

2, George Walling; 3, J. W. Leonard; 4, W. H.

W. Peltier; 5, Win. Cohagen. Time, 2m. 40s. Peltier

and Black rode a dead heat in first attempt. Prettiest

struggle yet seen. Declared off. Limit, 2m 40s.; time,

2m. 56s. Hissed by spectators.

ONE MILE open, class b.

1. W. C. Sanger. 3. Gus Steele.

2. E. C. Johnson. 4. F. H. Plaice.

Goetz paced first half, Sanger last. Won by half a

length.

One Mile Open— i, C. C. Van Tine, Findlav; 2, A.

I. Brown, Cleveland; 3, O. P. Bernhardt, Toledo; 4, F.

Rough, South Bend. Time, 2m. 56s.

Fort Wayne, Ind., July 7.—The five loyal

Fort Wayne men who backed the two days'

tournament, which closed to-day, will j ust about

clear expenses. The second day was an ideal

one for racing, except for a wind on the back

stretch. The weather was coolandinvigorating.

The track was dusty and soft on the pole, yet

good time was made in several races. The
most exciting feature ot the day occurred in

the closing struggles of the two-mile handicap,

and if Gus Steele feels a slight swelling under

the hat, it is quite pardonable. In this race

Sanger was alone on scratch, Callahan had

140, Gus Steele 175 (John S. Johnson, by the

by, acted as Steele's pusher off), Goetz on the

same mark and Roll at 200. F. H. Plaice had
the limit, 300 yards.

Sanger's task looked stupendous, but he
buckled right down to work, and, after a mag-
nificent ride of a mile and one quarter, caught

the field on the third lap. At the close of this

lap Goetz erred in thinking it the last, and
sprinted for home. With a good lead at the

clang of the bell he tried to hold out. Sanger
led the bunch down the stretch, tired from his

hard work, but triumphant to all appearances.

The crowd was cheering his efforts when
Steele, a little, lithe figure in black, came out

and gave the giant battle. It was a game
struggle, and Steele, too well rested to be
headed, won by barely a half foot.

Officials and spectators cheered frantically.

Referee Hay placed a limit of im. 12s. on
the half-mile in which Sanger defeated Tyler

in im. 09 4-5S., Steele running third.

Sanger, Tyler, J. S. Johnson and Callahan

met for the first and last time during the day
in the mile open under a limit of 2m. 20s.

Steele paced the first lap, Sanger, Tyler,

Johnson and Callahan following in the order

named. This was well inside limit, but the

men would not follow Roll who took them up
for the second half. Around the upper turn

it was soft and, Tyler, taking the pole, forced

Sanger who was back of him into the soft

going. Johnson came away wide of the turn

and with a magnificent sprint, beat out Sanger.

Tyler running third.

In the run over only three started. Johnson
cut out the going for the first quarter, Tyler

the second and Sanger the third, when Johnson

came away for home.

It was a pretty mile, ridden solely for fast

time, the men to finish as in the first heat.

The time was 2m. 14 1-5S., nearly the fastest

in the State.

Johnson did the usual half-mile against

record, clocking im. 01 4-5S
,

paced by a

tandem.

Black and Peltier did im. 03 4-5S. on a tan-

dem without assistance.

Lee Richardson, the Chicago lad, who yester-

day rode a safety backward, a half-mile in

2m. 43 1-4S., to-day, backed up in several

seconds better, doing 2m. 37 2-5S. on a soft

track.

To-night the racing men do not know what
they will do.

Railroad trains are going out of town, every-

one a living arsenal and a party will leave

over the Nickel Plate, to-morrow, with 100

deputy sheriffs aboard the train.

There may be ^shooting and some entry at

future race meets may not toe the scratch.

He will be out of Chairman Raymond's juris-

diction. The summary:

ONE Mile (Boys under 18)— 1, O. L. Brailey, Wau-
seon; 2, Barney Oldfield, Toledo; 3, G. E. Law, Clifton;

4, Thos. Hiller, Ft. Wayne. Time, 2m. 40s.

One Mile Handicap—i, O. P. Bernhardt, Toledo,

30 yards; 2, C. C. Van Tine, Findlay, 64; 3, Marion
Black, Ft. Wayne, 30; 4, A. I. Brown, Cleveland,
scratch. Time, 2m. i8J^s. Brown's time, 2m. i9%s.

HALF MILE OPEN—CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. 4. R. F. Goetz.

2. H. C. Tyler. 5. C. H. Callahan.

3. Gus Steele. 6. E. P. Roll.

Time, im. 9s.

TWO MILE LAP—CLASS A.

1. A. I. Brown and C. C. Van Tine, 8 points, tie.

2. O.P. Bernhardt.
Time; 6m. 18s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP—CLASS B.

1', Gus Steele, 175 yards.

2, W. C. Sanger, scratch.

3, C. H. Callahan, 140.

4, F. H. Plaice, 300.

Time, 5m. 04s.

R. F. Goetz, 175; E. P. Roll, 200, also ran. Won by
six inches.

ONE MILE—ALLEN COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP.

1, W. H. W. Peltier, Ft. Wayne.
2, Marion Black.

3, Wm. Cohagen.
Time, 2m. 44 1-5S.

Won by a half length.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

Time Limit, 2m. 20s.

1. J. S. Johnson. 3. H. C. Tyler.

2. W. C. Sanger. 4. C. H. Callahan.

Time, 2m. 31s. Steele and Roll paced. Won by a
length. Ordered run over.

Five Mile Handicap— i, J. L. Smith, Frankfort,

600 yards; 2, Albert Anderson, New Carlisle, 700; 3,

Chas. Kolb, Goshen, 600; 4, 1. W. Leonard, Ft. Wayne,
800. Time, 13m. 42s.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B

(Run over).

1. J. S. Johnson. 2. W. G. Sanger.
'3. H.C.Tyler.

Time, 2m. 14XS. Only these three started.

The Hilsendegen annual twenty-five mile

road race has been set for July 28 over the

Belle Isle Park course, Detroit. Entries close

on 21st with Geo. Hilsendegen, 310 Wood-
ward Avenue. Five bicycles and a horse and
buggy are among the prizes.
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Here's a start for you

THE ECLIPSE RACER

LEAPS TO THE FRONT

G. Marshall Wells wins 4 out of 5 of the Canadian

Championships, at Montreal, on an Eclipse Racer.

G. E. Williams wins first time prize in the Pittsburg

to Beaver Falls Road Race, riding an Eclipse Track Racer

from start to finish, over thirty-two miles of hilly roads,

without a scratch.

T. C. Fry wins second time prize and second place

in the Johnston Twenty=five Mile Road Race, Pittsburg,

July 2d, on an Eclipse Model A.

The Eclipse Racer wins 5 first, 2 second and 2 third

prizes at Beaver, Pa., July 4.

This is not only the LATEST, but the FASTEST and FINEST
OF RACING MACHINES. Price, $125.00.

The Eclipse New Model B Light Roadster weighs 27 lbs., list $100.00, and is equal to

any $125.00 machine on the market.

WE ARE THE PEOPLE TO TIE TO.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO.,
Jobbers, Minneapolis. BEAVER FALLS, PA.

DEERE & WEBBER CO.,
leapolis.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel,
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MISSOURI DIVISION'S MEET.

Cyclists from all parts of the State attended

the Missouri Division meet at Springfield,

July 3 and 4. At the business meeting it was
reported that the membership had fallen off

about 400, leaving the present number only

600. Nominations for officers were made as

follows: Chief Consul, Robert Holm, of St.

Louis ; Vice-Consul, E. P. Moriarity, of Kansas

City; Secretary-Treasurer, W. M. Butler, of

St. Louis; Representatives on the Board of

Officers, F. F. Campbell, of Kansas City ; M.

J. Gilbert, A. J. Emery, J. W. Bowman, Louis

Coburn, G. A. Plens and J. R. Bettis.

The racing was of the finest order, and
10,000 people enjoyed it. Rain fell before the

conclusion of the programme. All of the best

riders of the State rode in Class B events on

account of the value of the prizes and the dis-

tance from their homes. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Henry Upmeyer, St. Louis; 2,

W. P. Grath, St. Louis; 3, W. J. Brunner, Kansas City.

Time, 2m. 35 1-5S.

One-half Mile Open, Class B— i, L. D. Cabanne, St.

Louis; 2, James Levy, Chicago; 3, M. H. Bart, Wichi-
ta. Time, im. 5 1-5S.

One Mile 3.00 Class—1, W. J. Brunner; 2, William
Coburn, St. Louis; 3, Wm. Groeper, St. Louis. Time,
2m. 32s.

One Mile, Open, Class B-i, L. D. Cabanne; 2, H. C.

Wood, Kansas City; 3, M. H. Burt. Time, 2m. 43 3-5S.

Declared no race.

Two Mile, 6.40 Class— i, Sam Hocker, Kansas City;

2, Frank Furgeson, Kansas City; 3, David Coburn
Time, 6m. 19 1-5S.

One Mile, Missouri Division Championship— 1, L. D.

Cabanne, 2, E. A. Grath; 3, C, Kindervater, Kansas
City. Time, 2m. 37s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, L. D. Cabanne, 40

yards; 2, H. C. Wood, 80; 3, J. W. Coburn, no. Time,

4m. 50s.

Two Mile Missouri Division Championship— 1, E. A.

Grath; 2, C. Kindervater; 3, Ben Howard. Time, 5m.

20s.

Two Mile Lap Race, Class B—1, L. D. Cabanne, 16

points; 2, H. C. Wood, Kansas City, 9 points: 3, H. A.
Warren, Kansas City, 5 points. Time, 5m. 30 2-5S.

Five Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, L. D. Cabanne, 80

yards; 2, E. A. Grath, 80; 3, C. Kindervater, 120.

Time, 13m. 57 1-5S.

One Mile, Consolation—1, Bert Harding, St. Louis:

2, George Tivy, St. Louis; 3, A. L. Bruner, Kansas
City. Time, 2m. 33 3-5S.

Cairo, N. Y., July 4, race meet Greene County Wheel-

men: One Mile Novice—1, Theo. Pell, Brooklyn; 2,

Charles Stevens, Kansas City; 3, Fred Nicoll, Catskill,

N. Y.; 4, Frank Thomas, Catskill, N. Y. Time, 3m. 9s.

One Mile, 3.00 Class— 1, C. Van Naustrom, New
York City; 2, P. F. Lynan, Catskill. Time, 3m. us.

Mile Championship Greene County— 1, William H.
Bramson, Glenwood, N. Y.; 2, C. Reidlinger, Wind-
ham, N. Y. Bramson won easily in 3m. 10s.; handi-

capped ten yards.

Half Mile Greene County Wheelmen Championship
—1, William H. Bramson, Glenwood; 2, C. Van Naus-

trum, New York City. Bramson won hands down in

im. 19s.

Half Mile—1, Frank Thomas, Catskill; 2, A. Decker,

Catskill. Time, im. 28s.

Bramson placed one-half mile record for this track

at im. uKs. at conclusion of the races.

Monticello, 111., C. C. meet, July 4: (

Fifteen Miles road race—1, Max Schultz, Ottawa; 2,

Scott Williams; 3, E. F. Brown. Time, 47m. 9s.

One Mile Novice—1, Schultz; 2, Frank Pahmeyer.
Time, 2m. 49 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Frank Wing, Ottawa; 2, J.

F. Faries; 3, Henry Dilatush. Time, sm. 22s.

One Mile Scratch, Piatt County Championship— t,

Henry Dilatush; 2, Don Piatt; 3, Willie Dighton.

Time, 2m. 50 3-5S.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, Dilatush; 2, Gay C. Ryder.
Time, 9m. 15s.

One Mile Scratch— 1, Will Ruby. Time, 3m. 16 1-5S.

Independence, Iowa, July 4.—F. Hammond won
the mile handicap of the Independence C. C. to-day.

2, Campbell ; 3, Dauber ; 4, Berger. Littlejohn won
time prize. 15m. 46J4 s.

Cracks of the Far West at Kearney.

Two days of racing was a feature of the

Nebraska Division's meet at Kearney, July

4 and 5. The track record was lowered to

2m. 20 1-2S. Summary:
FIRST DAY.

Two Mile Novice—1, Yule, Lincoln; 2, Lambert
Kearney. Time, 5m. 38s.

Quarter Mile Open—1, Boles, Denver; 2, Pixley,

Omaha. Time, 34 4-5S.

One Mile Kearney C. C. Championship—1, Collins;

2, Pierce. Time, 2m. 54s.

Half Mile Open 1.20 Class— 1, Proulx, Omaha; 2,

Pixley. Time, im. 16 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Yule; 2, Collins. Time, 2m.

19 1-5S.

One Mile Nebraska Championship—i, Burnett, Lin-

coln; 2, Condon, Omaha. Time, 2m. 44 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap Open— 1, Yule; 2, Weiter, Grand
Island. Time, 5m. 7s.

Five Mile Handicap— i, Yule; 2, Hayman, Grand
Island; 3, Bickering, Kearney. Time, 13m. 35s.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, Boles; 2, Condon. Time,
2m. 27s.

SECOND DAY.

One Mile Novice— 1, McBride, Lincoln; 2, Spafford,

Kearney. Time, 2m. 37 3-5S.

Kearney Cycling Club Two Mile Championship—1,

Pierce; 2, Collins; 3, Lambert. Time, 6m. 24s.

Half-Mile, Nebraska L. A. W. Championship— 1,

Frederickson, Fremont; 2, Pixley. Time. im. 15s.

Two Mile Open— 1, Proulx; 2, Collins. Time, 5m. 20s.

Two Mile Nebraska Championship— 1, Frederick-

son; 2, Pixley. Time, 7m. 17s.

One Mile Open (2.50 class) -1, Proulx; 2, Collins.

Time, 2m. 39s.

Five Mile Relay between Omaha and Kearney

—

Omaha won. Time, 15m. 15s.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, Coulter, Toledo, O.; 2,

Boles. Time, 2m. 07 1-5S.

Two Mile Open, Class B— 1, McGuire, Denver; 2,

Condon. Time; 5m. 15s.

Half Mile Open, Class B— 1. Boles; 2, Himstreet,
Denver. Time, im. 15 4-5S.

One Mile, Class B— 1, Gerwing, Denver; 2, McGuire.
Time, 2m. 46s.

Away Out in Washington.

Colfax (Wash.) Cycle Club race meet, July 4.

Attendance, 4,000.

One Mile Novice— i, George Rusk, Spokane; 2, D.
W. Mecklem, Spokane; 3, Lyman C. Reed, Spokane.
Time, 2m. 38s.

Half Mile Colfax Club Championship— 1, Ray Hart
2, Eugene King. Time, im. 11 1-5S.

Two Miles Handicap—1, Guy C. Brown, Spokane,
scratch; 2, J. B. Draper, Spokane, scratch; 3, Frank
Marvin, Spokane, 75 yards; 4, B. F. Bump, 75. Time
5m. IOS.

Half Mile, Ride and Run—1, Marvin; 2, Mecklem.
One Mile Whitman County Championship— i, Fred.

Waite; 2, E. King. Time, 2m. 49^.
Quarter Mile Open— 1, J. M. Campbell, Spokane; 2

Carl Uhden, Spokane; 3, Ray Hart. Time, 34s.

Three Mile Open— 1, Brown; 2, Rusk; 3, Mecklem; 4,

Marvin. Time, 8m. 7 1-5S.

Half Mile County Championship— 1, Ray Hart- 2

M. Baumgartner, Garfield. Time, im. 2254s.

One Mile Club Championship— 1, E. King; 2, Ray
Hart. Time, 2m. 40s.

One Mile State Championship— 1, Brown; 2, Waite-
3, Uhden. Time, 2m. 29 2-5S.

Ten Mile Handicap—1, Boyd Hamilton, Colfax,
2>^m.; 2, J. M. Campbell, scratch; 3, J. B. Draper,
scratch. Time, 28m. 40s.; Campbell's time, 27m. 38s.

The Meet at Warren.
The Warren (Pa.) C. C.'s meet, July 7, was

well attended ; track heavy. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, A. L. Jeal, Erie; 2, R. Binder,

Warren; 3, O. W. Ensworth, Warren. Time, 2m. 39XS.
One Mile Handicap— 1, F. A. Kellar, 75 yards, Fre-

donia; 2, L. G. Fenton, 75, P. W., Jamestown; 3, A. L.
Schellhammer, 80, Warren. Time, 2m. 1954s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, L. G. Fenton, 150 yards; 2,

Otto Maya, 80, Erie; 3, C. A. Schoolmaster, 120,

Warren; 4, F. A. Kellar, 135, Fredonia. Time, 4m. 539
Half Mile Handicap— 1, L. G. Fenton, 30 yards; 2, A.'

L. Schellhammer, 40; 3, Paul von Boeckman, scratch,
P. W., Jamestown. Time, im. 9s.

One and One-Half Mile Team Race— 1, Erie Wan-
derers, Erie, 26 points; 2, Prendergast Wheelmen,
Jamestown, 6 points; 3, Warren C. C, 1 point.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Otto Maya, r6o yards; 2, A.
L. Jeal, 350; 3, L. G. Fenton, 37S j 4, J. L. Lee, 450,
Jamestown. Time, 13m. 25s.

TEXANS AT SAN ANTONIO,
The two days' meet of the Texas Division at

San Antonio, July 3 and 4, resulted in the best

racing ever seen in the State. Tackaberry and
Waelder divided the honors. At the business

meeting these officers were elected : Chief Con-
sul, E. W. Hope, of Sherman ; Vice Consul, S.

J. Von Koernerts, of Austin; Secretary-Treas-

urer, G. W. Hubbard, of Sherman. Fort

Worth was selected for the next State meet.

Summaries:
FIRST DAY.

One Mile Novice— 1, Fuller; 2, Roberts; 3, Walters.
Time, 2m. 44 2.5s.

Quarter Mile State Championship— 1, TockaberryJ
2, Hubbard; 3, Hofheinz. Time, 34 2-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, Hubbard; 2, Solomon; 3, Waelder.
Time, im. 13s.

Half Mile 1.30 Class— 1, Waelder; 2, Sawyer; 3, Hale.
Time, im. 21 3-5S.

One Mile Open—1, Tackaberry; 2, Hubbard; 3, Solo-

mon. Time, 2m. 39 2-5S.

Half-Mile Handicap— 1, Waelder, scratch; 2, Switch >

scratch; 3, Crothers, 50'yards. Time, im. 11 2-5S.

One Mile, 3.00 Class— 1, Waelder; 2, Gale; 3, Smith.
Time, 2m. 49s.

I Two Mile Handicap— 1, Hofheinz; 2, Fuller; 3, Saw-
yer. Time, 5m. 02 2-5S. Roach won the time prize in

this race in 3m. 19s.

SECOND DAY.

One Half Mile Novice—1, M. Fuller; 2, T. J. McKen-
non; 3, Bert P. Briscoe. Time, im. 30s.

One Mile Championship— 1, W. B. Tackaberry; 2,

Ruel D. Hubbard; 3, J. A. Roach. Time, 2m. 34 2-53.

One Mile Handicap— i, Frank Robards; 2, J. A-
Roach; 3, Jacob Waelder. Time, 2m. 24s.

One Half Mile Championship— 1, W. B. Tackaberry;
2, George L. Solomon; 3, R. D. Hubbard. Time, im.
u 1 5s.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, W. A. Parker; 2, J. A.
Roach; 3, Hugo Hofheinz. Time, 2m. 47s.

Three Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, Hugo Hofheinz;
2, S. Lawyer; 3, H. W. Hale. Time, 14m. 03s.

The State records broken during the meet
were: One-half mile, three times; reduced
from im. 13 3-5S. to im. n 1-5S. ; one mile from
2m. 38 3-5S. to 2m. 25 3-5S. ; two miles from
5m. 20 1-5S. to 5m. 19s. ; five miles from 14m.

05 #s. to 14m. 03s.

A State record for a tandem bicycle was es-

tablished at 2m. 46 3-5S.

Crescent C. C.'s meet, Hackettstown, N. J., July 4.

One Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, W. S. McClellan,'

Hackettstown; 2, R. B. Jolly, Morristown; 3, T. E.
Barnett, Newark. Time, 2m. s«/<s. Second Heat: 1,

F. McClellan; 2, K. Skinner; 3, Walter McCracken.
Time, 3m. Final: 1, F. McClellan; 2, W. S. McClellan-

3, Jolly. Time, 2m. 46J£s.

Half-Mile Handicap—1, F. C. Everitt, Hackettstown,
50 yards; 2, A. S. Swartwout, Newark, scratch; 3, T.
E. Barnett, 40. Time, im. 10s.

One Mile, County Championship— 1, F. C. Everitt; 2,

F. McLean, Washington; 3, A. Barker. Time, 2m. 4254s.

Two Mile Open—1, Everitt; 2, Swartwout; 3, Barker.
Time, 5m. sgj^s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Swartwout, scratch; 2, W.
McClellan, 70 yards; 3, Barnett, 70. Time, 2m. 5154s.

Three Mile Handicap—1, Everitt, 175 yards; 2,

Swartwout, scratch; 3, Barnett, scratch. Time,

PINK PLAINS, N. Y., July 4.—One mile novice, best
two in three heats— 1, E. R. Hewlitt, Hyde Park: 2,

Oscar Crapser, Hyde Park; 3, R. M. Van Wyck,
Poughkeepsie; 4, G. R. Knapp, Hyde Park. The order
of finish in both heats the same. Times, 2m. 44s.,

3m. 06s. One mile handicap, best two in three—1, A.
B. Miller, Jackson Corners, 100 yards, 1 1; 2, W. Sad-
ler, Pine Plains, 100, 3 2; 3, G. L. Barret, Hyde Park,
scratch, 4 3; 4, G. R. Knapp, 100, 2 4. Times, 2m. 37%s.,

2m. 34&s . Half-mile, boys under 16— 1, E. Sadler,
Pine Plains; 2, ;Foss Hawley, Millerton; 3, E. J. Lee
Shekomeko. Time, im. 31s.

AMESBURY, Mass. July 6.—Mile Novice—1, A. C.
Ramsden; 2, Henry Higgins; 3, J. B. Luddington.
Time, 2m. 40s. One Mile 3.00 Class— 1, A. C. Ramsden;
2, L. W. Wallarton. Time, 2m. 57^3. Half Mile Boys
—1, C. Chipman; 2, H. G. Dennett; 3, E. W. Scott.

Time, im. 29^3. Mile Open—1, G.H. Atwood; 2, H. E.

Walton; 3, L. W. Wallarton. Time, 2m. 32^3. An
exhibition half mile was ridden by H. E. Walton in

zm. 7s.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THIS?
It shows bicycle parts only, and from five different metals
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The original is in our office. Call on us and we will show it to you, together with specimens of over three
hundred different kinds of bicycle forgings which we have made.

If you can't come, send us a card and we will try to call on you during the season.
We make the best of work for the best of men at the best of prices.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO., 9-15 Richards St., near Hamilton Ferry, Brooklyn.
Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel

'

Again Raleighs Are Winning....

Zimmerman in Paris, last Sunday, won 2,5oof. match race, de-

feating Edwards twice.

Raymond Macdonald made his entree in Class B by defeating

Titus in the hottest finish ever seen in a ten mile race.

Ain't that enough ?

J8Letled|>;li Cycle Co.,
2081-2083 SEVENTH AVE.,

CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

NEW YORK,

SAN FRANCISCO.
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JONAH'S JOTTINGS

ON VARIOUS TOPICS, MORE OR LESS
INTERESTING.

" That was a fine roasting you gave me
to-day," said Chief Consul Holmes on Satur-

day with his ever present smile. "Where
did you get the information that I said any-

thing about politics in my circular?"

"Newspaper, eh? Well then that newspaper

got my talk at the Executive Committee mixed

up with my circular in its quotation. Personal

persuasion and work at the Democratic and

Republican primaries, is your idea, eh! It's

mine, too, and that's just what we are going

to do. We have a record of 22,000 wheelmen

in New Jersey and estimate that there are

36,000 in all. We are a power and should

make ourselves felt. If we fail at the

primaries I propose to run independent candi-

dates on whichever side they fail to nominate

good roads men."

Personal persuasion and preliminary partici-

pation in persuasion, you say, dear Mr.

Holmes? Good; very good. Independent

candidates in case of failure. Bad ; very bad.

Worse yet. In this way, not only will you

make enemies and gain nothing, but you may
even defeat a good roads man on the other

side regularly nominated. If you will insist

on politics despite the arguments that have

been advanced by successful good roads

crusaders, and the good results experience has

shown with the other plan, then by all means
vote against the anti-good roads candidate at

the election, but never show your whole hand
by putting up an independent candidate.

Political prejudices, you will find, are far

stronger than good roads longings, even

among a large majority of wheelmen.

I had a chat with Chairman Raymond the

other day about the team racing rule. He
expressed extreme disgust at the rows team

races had stirred up hereabouts through the

quarrels and jealousies of several clubs.

" As to the rules themselves," he said, " I

am astonished that there is the complaint you

say there is over in Jersey. Out West they

run lots of races under them and I have
heard no complaint. I thought that when the

system of counting was changed to do away
with taking the positions of so many men
that every objection had been removed."

" Our main complaint, Mr. Raymond, is

that they are illogical. Under the present

rules, these contests, which were intended to

determine the relative merits of teams at

given distances, are converted into lap races.

We want the test to be at the finish of

the distances we set for comparison, and
claim that intermediate positions have noth-

ing whatever to do with the case any more
than Barnett's order of passing the five, ten,

fifteen and twenty miles posts has to do with

his winning the twenty-five mile Irvington-

Milburn race."

"Then, Mr. Jonah, why not have the com-
plaint and suggestion brought before the

Racing Board in some formal way? For in-

stance, have such rules as are desired put in

form, signed by some club representative, or

representatives authorized to sign it and for-

warded to the Racing Board. I will guarantee

a careful consideration of any complaint or

suggestion that may be made."

"You say, Mr. Raymond, that out West
they are well satisfied with the rules as they

stand. Then why not add the finish counting

rule we suggest as an alternative, and let race

promoters take their choice in accordance with

their taste on the object they have in view by

such a race?"

"That might be a good idea. Send it in and

we will consider it."

On the back of Chief Consul Holmes's official

envelopes, in bold, black-faced type, appears

a sonorous-metred prayer innuendoing a de-

fiant challenge in the form of the following

couplet:
" Asbury Park is still alive,

And wants the meet in '95."

I had the extreme honor and great pleasure

the other day to salute and make my compli-

ments to Monsieur Mayo, the American corre-

spondent of Le Velocipede Illustre, Le Veloce

and a dozen other French wheel papers. In

the course of our conversation I ventured to

remark that it must keep him pretty busy writ-

ing so many stories each week.

"Not at all," he replied. "We French repor-

taires are not like you American reportaires.

We have not at all what you American repor-

taires call 'beats.' What one French repor-

taire have he give to ze ozzaire reportaires. I

write one story. It do for all ze ozzaire

papaires."

George F. Royce, the speedy Jerseyman
who flashed into the front rank of sprinters at

the Tourist's meet on the Fourth through a

world's quarter-mile record, is a resident of

Paterson and an insurance broker of New
York. He weighs 152 pounds, misses six

feet of stature by a quarter of an inch, and
will be 22 years of age on the 22d of this month.

He began riding in 1891. Last year he won
thirty-three prizes. This season he captured

the New Jersey half-mile championship at

Rahway from Blauvelt and Willis, and the

New Jersey two mile championship from
Blauvelt at Clifton.

A quartette of decidedly "knowing ones"
made recorded guesses before the trial of the

time Titus would make in his mile against the

watch at the Riverside meet. A cycling

editor, a Wheel correspondent, a Jersey
captain and a Brooklyn captain dropped slips

in the hat reading 2m. 12 4-5S., 2m. 12 3-5S.,

2m, us. and 2m. 10. Titus did 2m. 12 2-5S.

It is hard luck on these four wise men that

bookmaking and pool-selling are prohibited

by the L. A. W.

On the Fourth two more dark horses were
brought forth from Union County's big stable

of flyers. While Walter Appley was winning
the novice at Plainfield in 2.43, his brother

Charley was running twenty-five miles in the

Schwalbach road race in 1.13.40, second in

time to Kuhlke's 1. 13.05. Both are Eliza-

bethans, and, barring a novice attempt this

season at Waverly, these were their first races.

With McDonald out, Brown, Willis, Blau-

velt, Roger and Scott, all Jerseymen, are

strong bidders for the Metropolitan Class A
championship, with Goodman, of New York,
and Doup, of Brooklyn, the only ones to

dispute it with them. Can the best of the lot

touch Porter ? Perhaps, later.

Barnett's metamorphosis from Class A to

Class B was accomplished this week as volun-

tarily and honorably as McDonald's. On the

road and at two miles and up (the further up
the better) he will give a good account of him-
self. He will ride as a B man at Asbury Park
on Friday and Saturday next.

Since writing the above, I see by the New
York of Times Wednesday that Mr. Holmes
proposes to nominate an independent candi-

date only in the event of both the Republican

and Democratic nominees being anti-good

roads men. If the Times quotes him correctly,

then I must have misunderstood his explan-

ation of Saturday. I must confess that even

under this new position I fail to see how he

betters matters much. Instead of antago-

nizing one party, he makes sure of making
enemies of both, and in a way that will com-
pletely burn his bridges behind him and pre-

vent any good roads favors being within ask-

ing from either. To elaborate further will be
but to repeat arguments already advanced.

Jonah.

New Jersey Division Meat.

To-day and to-morrow the New Jersey

Division will hold its annual meet at Asbury
Park. The party of cracks who have been
rusticating at the resort for the past week will

take part in the races, in addition to all of New
Jersey's best riders. The programme is as

follows :

July 13, 9 a. m.—Board of officers semi-an-

nual meeting in the parlors of the Ocean Hotel

;

10 a. m., annual meeting of the Division in

the ballroom of the Ocean Hotel; 2:30 p. m.,

races on grounds of Asbury Park; 8 p. m.,

carnivals and hops at the several League
hotels.

July 14, 11 a. m.—Parade of cyclers, line

forming in front of Ocean Hotel and League
clubs to be given the right of line; 2:30 p. m.,

races.

The Ocean Hetel will be the headquarters

during the meet. Runs to Long Branch and
Manasquan will be made on both days of the

meet. The principal business to come before

the meeting of the Board of Officers will be the

proposed amendments to the constitution to

make it conform to the amended constitution

of the national body.

A 72-hour race will begin at Manhattan Field

July 16, between Schock and Prince, the pro-

fessionals, and Alexander and Bremminger
mounted on horses.

Five students of the Polytechnic Institute

sailed from this city last week for Ireland,

with the intention of making a 3,000 miles

tour through Great Britain and the Continent.

In about a month or so the Philapenn Wheel-
men, Philadelphia, intend to resume their old

name, the Park Avenue Wheelmen, when they
will be in a condition to withstand any moles-

tation for debts.

The New York Division tour book is coming
on slowly. Members are not as ready in re-

porting desirable routes as was thought would
be the case. A. Ed. Hildick, 46 Exchange
Place, New York, who has charge of this end
of the State, is anxious that all who are

possessed of information will send him their

addresses at once. It is not necessary that

the routes be confined to New York State.
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Can You Afford
To pay fancy prices for your mount when you can get a strictly high grade

Light, Durable,

Easy Running,

Clastic, Beautiful

Wheel for one-half the usual

price.

We give you your choice

of tires. We guarantee all our

wheels for twelve months.

Don't throw away your

money before you see our

Stormer or Empire.

They are models of beauty

and excellence.

Write For Catalogue.

STORMER, 30 Lbs., $75. EMPIRE, 25 Lbs., $85.

ACME MFG. CO., READING, PA.
W. H. COLE & SONS, of Baltimore, Md., agents for Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Albama. CHAS. S. SMITH & CO., Philadelphia, agents for Eastern Pennsylvania and Sotithern New Jersey and GEO. HAS-
BROUCK CO., 157 West 23d Street, New York, agents for Eastern New York and Northern New Jersey.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

"HALT! HALT!" YOU SAY!
WELL 1 GUESS NOT. I'M MOUNTED ON

THE SYRACUSE
!*«^:»t^:<s!k«»^^

And in the Company's bright Lexicon of Records there's

NO SUCH WORD AS "HALT. 99

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii^

I THE SYRACUSE I

I BUILT FOR USE j
Illllll!lilll!l!lililllll!llllllllllll!l:llllll|illlllllll§

NEVER HALTS. It's a goer all the time. Double quick is the word.

HALT! NEVER. Great Scott ! If you don't believe me why buy, bor-

row and beg one. Only See for Yourself. It's all we ask.

vvvvsvvTVV>vs*»N^*»SNSV^vv^s*vv^*»vs

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents, ST. I.OIHS, MO.
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E of our leading journalists is

Mr. W. T. Stead, a gentleman

who has worked himself to the front by
eccentricity, sensationalism, a keen eye to

business and a generous allowance of the

most stupendous " cheek."

He has a great admiration for successful

men, no matter what may be their creed or

politics. He revels in the discussion of un

savory questions, which are disguised under

the denomination of "social problems"; he

professes to know all

about spooks and spirits,

who keep him posted in

other people's affairs

;

and he is always ready

to lend a hand in setting

the universe right. He
has tried to force his

presence even on the

Pope; but that is not to

be wondered at when we
consider that he appar-

ently believes that God
made more bodies than

He had souls for, and

he (Stead) is ready to

remedy the error.

When poor Powell—
the only practical Irish statesman of

whom I ever heard—took a false step,

Stead, seeing a chance of advertising

himself, helped to hound down a man
whose shoes he wasn't fit to lick. To v

(,

their eternal shame, the Irish listened to the

voice of cant and humbug ; and thus built up
a monument of ingratitude, treachery and
cowardice that is second only to the Cross on
Calvary.

Stead, on his return from America, wrote a
bilious outburst, which he had bound and
published under the title, " If Christ Came to

Chicago." I am not going to discuss that book
now ; but I am glad to note that some of the
American critics here hit out at it in unmistak-
able fashion. I need only remark that the

title of the book is characteristic of Stead,

implying as it does that Christ wilfully

neglects Chicago, and leaves to Stead, whose
hands, as managing director of the universe

are more than full, the duty of clearing out the

Augean stable there.

Of course he had to get out of the beaten

lines, so he discovered that the cycle was a

dumb apostle that led men away from the

pleasures of drink, and other pleasures to

which men who are not cyclists naturally fall

victims. This view does not quite tally with

some of the stories that reach us from Paris

;

but Mr. Stead is not a man to be stopped by

trifles like that. His great idea is that the

youths of the cities and the towns should be

induced to forsake the crowded street, and hie

to the ambrosial suburbs, there to live

Arcadian nights, and sleep under the pale,

pensive moon. He proposed that persons

having gardens and lawns should throw them

open to cycle pilgrims, and that the latter

might be allowed to pitch their tents therein,

and sleep the sleep of the just. The cooking

of food also came within the scope of the plan,

and it is painful to think that such an element

of animalism should have crept into a scheme

of idealism and romance.

Several people, aDxious to rescue the cyclist

from his state of natural savagery, "tumbled"

to Stead's proposal, and rushed in with offers

of their disused out-offices, empty coach-

houses, barns, stables and so forth. Nobody

, s\ . \\ , actually offered the use

0^\V "%'^'^ of his dust-bin, but

% ';;\ that was an oversight

to be educated up to it. Perhaps some of the

good people who have placed their gardens

and empty stables at the disposal of the

wretched, outcast cyclist will go a step farther

and do the washing themselves. I should not

object, and don't know of any cyclist who
would.

Isn't it delicious? The strange part of it is

that Stead has found that this kind of thing

pays splendidly, and he has a considerable

army of followers and worshipers. I daresay
he will, eventually, establish a new church
and make himself pope of it.

But meanwhile he has taken up cycling, see-

ing that was a good way to attract attention

just now.

that will doubtless be remedied.

Then comes the cycling press—oh! those

wretched cycling papers !—deriding the whole

scheme and holding it up to scorn and ridicule-

Not having originated the thing themselves,

nothing else could have been expected. They
point out that the better classes of cyclists do

not care to sleep in back gardens or piggeries>

while clean and comfortable hotels are to be

found; and that the joys of washing plates

and cleaning pots do not appeal to them.

This is a base return for the trouble poor Mr.

Stead has taken, and he is at no pains to

conceal his disappointment with the cycling

press.

He could not have dreamt for a moment
that the cycling writers could have such a low

estimate of the class for which they cater; but

he determined to go on with his great work,

now that he has settled affairs in Chicago.

He admits that it is impossible to wash a

greasy plate in cold water, but that is the very

reason why he tackles the matter, since any-

thing but the impossible is beneath his notice.

A taste for washing greasy plates is, I should

think, an acquired one; but I don't think that

even Mr. Stead's camping cyclists would care

The revolt of the racers is still the all-

absorbing topic of conversation in these parts.

Following on the strike at Birmingham,

meetings and manifestoes and general indig-

nation are the order of the day. Things cul-

minated in a meeting of racing cyclists, held

in London last night, the most remarkable

feature of which was the presence of men who
don't race, who never did and who never will

race.

So far as could be gathered from the rather

vague speeches made, the racing men don't

quite kno v what they want ; at least, if they

do, their spokesmen were not able to make it

very plain. Some speakers said that licensing

was a failure, and should be abolished; others,

on the contrary, proclaimed that there must

be a licensing system, and that all they had to

find fault with was the administration. Some
maintained that the Licensing Committee were

actuated by the best motives ; others held that

so far from this being the case, licenses were

granted with the most flagrant partiality and

..N lack of justice. In some cases the

speakers showed that they knew
little or nothing about the rules

> -._ which they undertook to criticise.

Some men said that the system

was a failure because men were

still racing who were notoriously

makers' amateurs.
These men would pro-

bably advise that punish-

ment for murder ought

tobe abolished, asmurder
was still a common of-

fence, indeed hadbecome
almost a conventionality.

A strong point was made
of the discourteous treat-

ment of foreigners, but

even on this there was
not unanimity, for one

speaker said that the Union barred our own
best men, and allowed Americans and Danes
to run away with our championships.

Heaven help the Union

!

Apparently it cannot please anyone.

One speaker condemned the treatment of

foreigners as being that most damnable of all

things— " un-English."

When Englishmen proclaim a thing as un-

English, then, indeed, may perdition overtake

it. Isn't it glorious? Isn't it thoroughly

English? There is no better friend than an

Englishman. There is no truer sportsman on

God's earth than an Englishman, and lo! isn't

it hard when you hear such a man condemning

things that are un-English, when you happen

to be Irish or Scotch or American or French or

Italian?

When I hear a man describing something as

un-English, I feel how contemptible and mean
a thing I am. I quite expect that Englishmen

will some day rise in a general burst of indig-

nation and condemn Irish and Scotch whisky

and American poetry as despicable, shabby,

paltry, rotten to the core—in short, un-

English.

How Englishmen will get on in heaven with

the un-English manners and customs there,
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and the un-English crowd, I do not know. I

shudder when I think how their hearts will be

wrung at what they will have to endure, and

what, I fear, will not be cured by holding indig-

nation meetings and passing resolutions.

But back to the racing man. However good

a case he may have—and his grievances seem
to be mere matters of detail—he doesn't appear

to have the energy or the ability to bring them
forward, and to insist upon a reform. He is

like a helpless bark drifting about on an ocean

of unrest, and there is not a friendly mariner

near to take the helm.

This agitation may lead to good.

Being an Irishman, I cannot help believing

in an agitation; but should this movement
succeed, it will be through the good will and
sense of justice of the Union leaders, rather

than to any danger to be feared from the

racing army. The racing man—as such—lives
for himself alone, and is incapable of combin-

ing with his fellows.

One thing they insisted upon, and that was
that they had had no help from the trade.

They didn't want it. They wouldn't touch the

trade at any price.

Heaven help the poor trade

!

amateurism and unionism like G. L. Hillier

is now engaged in showing how he can waltz

through the fiat of the Union without break-

ing the letter of the law.

Hillier is, of course, largely interested in the

booming of the track at Heme Hill, where
records are made; and, great apostle of ama-
teurism as he would have us believe he is, he

is yet prepared to support the artificial system

of record-breaking, which is the most undis-

guised vent of that makers' amateurism that

Mr. Hillier so detests, or says he does.

Then, again, we have Mr. Hillier, the guard-

ian angel of the N. C. U. , declaring that he will

recognize fastest times, no matter how they are

made, and that he will include them in his

compilations, in spite of the edict of the Union

!

Is not this a pretty state of things?

Of course it gives the men who are opposed

to the Union's idea of amateurism the chance

of saying: "Here is one of your own chiefs

who throws you off, and throws amateurism to

the winds whenhis own interests are touched."

But, of course, Hillier cannot prevail in this.

The Union has done a wise thing, and made a

move that should give makers' amateurism a

pain in its stomach. The Scorcher.

But the great revolter or rebel of the hour is

no less a person than George Lacy Hillier.

Ah ! you may well start.

The N. C. Q. has recently decreed that no

records shall be recognized in future, except

such as are made in competition. At least

that is what the Union meant, but the motion

was badly worded, and a great pillar of

The Westchester (N. Y.) Cycling League
will hold two handicap road races, two and

five miles respectively, on July 21. The League
has also set Sept. 23 as the date of its Fall

century run. The old route from Yonkers to

Hicksville, L. I., and return will be followed.

The run will be so arranged, however, that

the New York clubs can "fall in" at Fifty-

ninth street.

V. S. Reed, of Youngstown, O., who was
suspended by the Racing Board, has been re-

instated.

The.L. A. W. Racing Board has declared

Gus Soeding, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., a profes-

sional for violation of clause a of the amateur
rule.

Pending an investigation of their amateur
standing by the Racing Board, R. D. Hunt, A.
W. Berowins, Geo. Lillie, Jr., Wm. Drum-
mond and A. C. Duckworth, of Topeka, Kan.,

are suspended.

For entering and competing in a novice race

having previously won a race, William Morris
Covington, Philadelphia, Pa., has been sus-

pended from all track racing for two weeks
from July 6.

W. H. Swank, of the Philadelphia Wheel-
men, attempted to lower the record between
Newark and Philadelphia, jh. 36m., held by
Dampman, on Wednesday of last week. He
failed to accomplish his object by over two
hours.

J. F. McLain, Pittsburg, Pa., has been sus-

pended from all track racing for three months
from July 6, 1894, by the L. A. W. Racing
Board for rendering false information to the

referee of a meet, and competing with men
under suspension.

The survivors' medals for the participants in

the Newark-Philadelphia century have been
completed and are ready for distribution.

Banners have been ordered for the following

clubs: Mercer Co. W., first prize; Quaker City

W., second; Time W., third; Turner Cyclers,

fourth.

f
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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.

THIRTY-THREE PRIZES
WON ON THE

"TRIAHGLE" F}LUE BIRD
BY TWO MEN IN ONE WEEK'S TIME.

E. C. JOHNSON and R. F. GOETZ WIN
At Dayton, O., June 30, eight prizes; at Cincinnati, O., July 3 and 4, thirteen prizes; at Richmond, Ind., July 5, seven prizes;

at Ft. Wayne, Ind., July 6 and 7, six prizes; at Louisville, Ky., July 7, one prize.

Do you think that we are asleep? Well, hardly!

The Peerless ]VJjfg;. Company,
CLEVELAND, O.

SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA., AGENTS FOR EASTERN PA. AND NEW JERSEY.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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A Pump that POMPS
Riders' Pump with Detachable

Foot Rest.

With Foot Rest, $2.00.

You have, doubtless, experienced no end of trouble in trying to inflate

your tire with the average pump. Our Riders' Pump does the work quickly

and effectively. It can be strapped to the frame, and the foot rest removed.

Get one and save your time and energy.

A HARD TIRE IS A NUISANCE
SO IS A SOFT ONE.

Therefore inflate it properly. To do this you require our

pressure gauge. It comes at a reasonable price, and no rider

should be without it. Liberal discount to the trade.

Gauge, Price $3.50.

THE METAL TURNING CO,
552 State Street, New Haven, Conn.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Richmond's Patent Pneumatic Saddle.

A pneumatic saddle that does away with the unwieldy, awkward appearance and extra

weight of the ordinary pneumatic. The RICHMOND is but a trifle heavier than an all-leather

saddle, and, when in use, cannot, by its appearance, be detected from the latter.

The pneumatic saddles of the past have been wrong in

principle. In every one of them the air has been confined in a
continuous tube, reaching completely around the saddle. So
that: When riding, the riders weight at the base of the saddle would

drive the confined air to the horn of

the saddle, causing the base of the sad-

dle, where the rider is silting, to SAG,
and making chafing of the legs un-

avoidable.

The NEW and PATENTED PRINCIPLE in-

(FiTEKTED

$6.00
volved in the RICHMOND PNEUMATIC is the

placing the pneumatic cushion JUST WHERE
IT IS NEEDED (at the base of the saddle).

(PATENTED.)

$6.00making spinal injury and sagging impossible.

LIGHT AS THE ORDINARY SADDLE, AND IN APPEARANCE PRECISELY THE SAME.

"Write for Descriptive Circulars.

ACENTS write for Discount. Made in various styles and patterns for Ladies and Gentlemen.

MANUFACTURED BY

L. I. RICHMOND MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa.
When writing kindly mention The WheeL
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OuiLSpecjal ^elical premiers
Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs
,

as ordered, and are fully guaran=
teed for road use. Helical Racer
from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34—

29^ lbs. Ladies, 32—27^ lbs. Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS.

Best Goods at Cost Prices.

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

Pease add: " Saw it in The Wheel.' ....NEW YORK

Another Point
Though perhaps seemingly of small import, yet as straws show the direction of the wind, it is this

care andperfection in minor details that makes The Warwick a Perfect Wheel. For instance—

The Chain
Is cut from sheet steel and bar stock {especially

prepared} ; thus by increasing the strength we were

able to decrease the width; result—less weight, less

friction.

Remember
THE WORDS WARWICK AND PERFEC-

TION ARE SYNONYMOUS, FOR
EVERY WHEEL IS "BUILT

ON HONOR."
A good start—but better points will follow.

For all the points of a perfect wheel send for Catalogue before buying.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., - Springfield, Mass.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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JUDGED BY THEIR FRUITS.

ENGLISH NARROW PREJUDICE AND
FRENCH BROAD LIBERALITY.

O disabuse many
minds of preju-

dice is a tough

job, much like

skinning a

grizzly bear
alive. The En-
glish have a

world-wide rep-

utation for the

obstinacy of

their preju-

dices ; still it is

only just to say

that other na-

tions are more

or less brothers

of like blood and mind. But other nations,

perhaps, do not so publicly bite off the tips of

their own noses to prove how much they ad-

mire their own ears.

A few years agojthe English were supreme

in cycling. They held all the world's cham-

pionships at all distances. They were formid-

able abroad, invincible at home. Their racing

and amateur rules substantially governed the

world. Other nations, however, began to

enact more liberal rules, encouraging the sport.

The English not only stubbornly adhered to

their own narrow rules, but made them nar-

rower, until narrowness culminated in their

licensing system, under which, as soon as a

racer becomes famous, he is suspected,

hounded, kicked out by whatever secret

charges, envy, malice or detraction choose to

whisper in the ears of a secret tribunal that

is modeled after the mysterious Council of

Three, infamous in the history of Venice, that

tried men without their knowing it, and con-

demned them unheard to death or banishment,

without informing them either of what or by

whom they were accused.

As a result of this obstinate adherence to a

vicious and narrow policy, based upon prejud-

ice and caste, England has lost her supremacy.

She no longer holds any world's champion-

ships, not even her own national champion-

ships. From the foremost cycling place in the

world she has sunk to the hindmost. Her own
peculiar home championships have been suc-

cessively taken from her by invading Ameri-

cans, Dutchmen, Frenchmen and Danes.

There is probably not a cycling country on

earth whose champions cannot, at will, go to

England and defeat the best British racers

that the English Licensing Board permit to

race, while all those who could creditably up-

hold the honor of England are branded as dis-

reputable and unworthy to race among

gentlemen.

This is bad, but net the worst. In every

other country this year, the manufacture and

sale of bicycles are remarkably increasing. In

every other country the numbers of riders is

prodigiously growing. In some countries, as

in France (whose rules are the most liberal

and un-English of any), it seems as if the en-

tire nation, including the women, are taking

to the wheel. In the United States, where we

have liberalized our rules some this year, the

convincing business facts are seen that the

bicycle manufacture is extraordinarily prosper-

ous, notwithstanding every other business is

depressed by hard times; and the number of

bicycle ri iers is increasing with an unprece-

dented growth, including a remarkable

"fashion fad" among women, although every

other luxury and superfluity is diminished by

commercial distress.

But in England, it is reported by all the

cycling correspondents that manufacture and

sales are shrewdly pinched, exports vanishing,

the number of riders is ceasing to grow and

the whole business is anxious.

Looking all over the world, and comparing

nation with nation, certain facts loom up so

prominently large that they arrest attention

like a mountain range in a plain country—that

the world's supremacy in racing has gone to

those countries whose amateur and racing

rules are most liberal and un-English; that

rapid growth in the number of riders has gone

to those countries whose amateur and racing

rules are most liberal and un-English; and

that growth and prosperity of manufactures

and sales is most extraordinary in those

countries whose amateur and racing rules are

most liberal and un-English. The glory of

victory, the popularity of the wheel, the

success of business, all go when the rules are

most liberal.

One other very striking fact: The sport is

apparently most honest and honorable in those

countries where the rules are most liberal, in

seeming exact proportion to their liberality

;

and most disreputably spotted with suspicion

in England and those countries that have the

least liberal rules.

The English themselves proclaim, both in

words, and in actions that speak louder than

words, that, under their amateur and racing

rules, dishonesty and corruption are so general

and so deep that they require desperate, and

even more and more desperate remedies.

That is what their licensing system means and

proclaims to the world. Why, in England,

her greatest riders, who have been most widely
honored in the past, are refused licenses and
branded with alleged proved dishonesty ; for,

of course, they would not have us believe that

they disgrace their greatest racers without

proof, though the proof is secret. England

has not even one great racer left who is not

branded by England herself as disreputable

!

. We, in America, do not believe England's

own accusation against herself. We believe

that her best champions are condemned by

prejudice, not by justice ; that her rules and

amateur system are flagrant growths of pre-

judice, not of justice. Many of us believe

that our American rules are far too much
based upon prejudice, and that we need more
liberal rules to do justice to our champions,

and prevent like mischief to the sport and

business in this country as is chastising Eng-

land with the natural punishment of intolerant

prejudices.

If Americans were asked to name who, of

our known champions, have raced most

honestly and squarely, despite temptations,

we should name our most famous men, and

nearly all of them. We have now some
troubles on account of alleged team tricks.

These are not dishonesties for gain, but sharp

jockeying tricks in racing. But we do not

propose to brand Class B as any more disre-

putable or suspicious than Class A, where the

same tricks are sometimes played. There are

tricky ones and corrupt ones in all countries

and in all sports. What we do propose is to

suppress tricks and unfair practices, not by
rules that pour contempt and .suspicion upon
a whole class, but by rules that will visit the

sins of individuals upon the guilty individuals.

In the opinion of an increasing body of Amer-
ican wheelmen, professionals, as a class, are

just as pure, just as reputable, just as honest

and honorable, and gentlemanly, per se, as

amateurs, and amateurs are just as corrupt,

tricky, and dishonest as professionals. If we
did not believe so from our own experience,

we would only have to look at and contrast

France and England to be convinced.

We don't want any aristocracy in our sports,

nor any " amateurish " prejudices in our rules,

but a liberality broad enough to include all

square and honest champions, strict enough
to punish and suppress all dishonest practices.

A London correspondent of The Wheel
accuses me of " a strong undercurrent of anti-

amateur feeling and a plea for professional-

ism." I am strongly anti-the-English-amateur-

system ; so are all other nations, for they have
all repudiated it. I am anti to all those

"amateurish" prejudices that have wrought
so much mischief in England. I am not anti

to genuine amateurism, nor to genuine

professionalism. My plea is for both, against

neither.

See haw my English critic—whose letter is

that of a courteous gentleman a little misled by
prejudice—winds himself up. He asks:

"When will the anti-amateur section" (all

those who disapprove of the English amateur

system) "see that what our (British) amateur

governing bodies are driving at is the destruc-

tion of thievery and bare-faced, rampant dis-

honesty?" Probably we will never see it.

We don't see it in the refusal to license

Osmond, Stocks, Shorland and others of Eng-

land's best and purest champions. But this

correspondent says that all their " amateur-

ish " performances are driving at "thievery

and bare-faced, rampant dishonesty"—that is,

that almost every noted champion in England

is suspected of "thievery and rampant dis-

honesty!"

We don't care what the amateur governing

bodies are "driving at," it is what they hit

that tells. In England they don't seem to hit

thievery and dishonesty, because those vices

seem to grow so prodigiously that everybody

who is at all capable of winning anything is

suspected. In America, we hope to hit

thievery, etc., whenever it actually occurs,

without hitting innocent men. In France,

where they are all professionals according to

English ideas, there seems to be a singular

freedom from scandals—there isn't any ap-

parent thievery or rampant dishonesty! At
least the reports of even English cycling

papers make it appear that French track racing

is comparatively honest and honorably con-

ducted and free from scandals. Ditto Italian

racing,

My English critic apparently means that
' 'thievery and bare-faced, rampant dishonesty"

are marks of professionalism, for he adds that

the English amateur governing bodies "will

not have the professional come with his lying

lip and smile of treachery, not only pretend-

ing to be, but actually proclaiming himself to

be that which he is not." Ah ! we thought it

was the deceitful amateur—not the '

' profes-

sional"—that did such things. Certainly it is

the amateur of England who is accused of it.
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My critic seems to hold the prejudice that

professionals are, as a body, fellows of "lying

lips and smiles of treachery," while amateurs

are, as a body, pure! Yet he says that the

English governing bodies, who " drive at the

destruction of thievery and bare-faced, ram-
pant dishonesty, do not seek to stifle pro-

fessionalism—their recent efforts have all been
in the direction of fostering it." What! foster

lying lips and smiles of deceit! foster thievery

and bare-faced, rampant dishonesty? Fie!

Shame! If professionalism is bad—if it is

even in the least degree less reputable or less

honest than amateurism, it plainly ought not

to be fostered. If America thought it was bad,

America wouldn't foster it. But lam branded
as an "anti-amateur," because I don't think

that thing absolutely best which England is

specially fostering

!

This English writer seems to think that it

is disreputable professionalism for a poor
man, who is an athlete, to win money by
honestly earned wages "as a means of liveli-

hood ;" but it is quite honorable, and it is

bona-fide amateurism, for a rich man to win
bets where he spends hundreds of pounds to

win a prize of three to five guineas. With
this, however, I don't exactly agree.. I be-

lieve that the champion cyclist who earns his

living by square and fair racing for honest

wages is not only just as honorable as the rich

young man who spends a hundred to win ten,

but he shows a good deal more business

sense.

I believe that arbitrary rules that create

artificial crimes, and castes, and needless

temptations, are the causes of more dis-

honesty than they cure, and that liberal and
just rules tend to promote honest sport. I

point to England for a frightful example of

the first, and to France as a conspicuous

example of the second. And I ask American
wheelmen to study these examples and choose

intelligently which path we will pursue.

President Bates.

The fancy riding of Clarence McLean, of

Covington, Ky., was the talk of the Ohio

River Circuit. This youngster is not yet 18

years old, and has been riding less than a year,

yet competent judges, those who have wit-

nessed the brightest stars in the cycling firma-

ment, spoke in most eloquent praise of this

modest little gentleman's marvelous feats of

skill. His quick, graceful movements won
him applause, his wonderful skill won him ad-

miration and his gentlemanly bearing made
everybody his friend. "Little Mac" is an
amateur of the As. He made the circuit, paid

his own expenses and gave an exhibition at

each meet.

Too Old to Ride.

Renew your youth awheel. Cycling on a

good wheel is the keenest pleasure among all

healthful sports, says a smartly worded Co-
lumbia adlet. A man is only as old as he feels,

and you may attain a youthful old age by
plenty of outdoor exercise on the bicycle.

When white roads are running underneath
your wheel like a swift river and the sun

streams in checkered light through leafy trees

along your way, the clear blue air gets into

your head like wine, and the gloiy of cycling

fills your soul to the very brim. Youth returns,

cares are forgotten, sleep is sweet and health

is sure.

Another Cross-Country Freak.

Cleveland, O. , July 9.—Boyd Gray, a

pleasant appearing, young colored man, is in

town on his way from New York t> 'Frisco

awheel. He has a two-fold object in view, to

polish the shoes of the Mayor and other dis-

tinguished officials in each place he stops, and
to raise money with which to pay a trouble-

some mortgage. He rides an old-fashiored.

cushion-tired wheel, but is promised a modern
one by a cycle firm in Chicago when he reaches

there. He has been on the road about fifty

days.

The Motion Route.

A railroad which has looked after the inter-

ests of cyclists very carefully is the Mdnon
Route. They check wheels free of charge

without releases, and the officials on the road

have instructed their baggage men to take

special care that wheels are not injured in

transit.
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The Twenty-five Mile Freeport-Jamaica Road Race was Won

by F. D. WHITE.

iM1 1 11 1 in 1 1 11 11nil 1 1 1 mi 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 111111 inn 1 inn 111111 1111111 1 1 in 1 1 1mi 1 1 nminim

] A good man on the best

wheel. He rode a
giiininii nniiin n n 1 iniiiii 1 nil 1 1111 1 iiin nil 1 n 11 n 1 1

1

"REMINGTON."

The Hoyland-Smith Twenty-five Mile Road Race, $

Decoration Day, was also won on a Remington 1

ridden by E. L. MACOMBER. $

I
REniMQTON ams qohp/iny,

$ 313-315 BROADWAY, HEW YORK CITY.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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TRADE CHANGES.

New Haven, Conn.—Pomeroy Bros., bicycles at

67 Grange Street, reported attached by the Garvin
Mfg. Co., of New York, for $256.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The Heath Cycle Mfg. Co.

started up their factory Monday, July 2, and their

first high-grade wheel, constructed in this city, was
exhibited at 705 Nicollet Avenue, Wednesday.
Detroit, Mich.—Huber & Metger, bicycles, at 13

Grand River Avenue, store burglarized and cash

and bicycle bidges stolen.

Reading, Pa.—W. H. Wilhelm & Co.'s bicycle

factory will be removed to Hamburg, Pa., where
three buildings will be erected for manufacturing
purposes, the main structure being 200 by 60 feet.

Boston, Mass.—A bill has been introduced in the

State Legislature, incorporating E. Moody Boynton
and others, with a capital of $3,000,000 to operate the

bicycle road between Boston and Lowell, reported

last week.
Bangor, Me.—Frank C. Weston, bicycles, gone out

of business.

New Haven, Conn.—New Haven Wheel Co. has shut

down its plant because of business depression.

Providence, R. I.—B. Taylor Bruce, bicycles, re-

ported assigned to Frank W. Tillinghast. Dull busi-

ness and poor collections rendered him unable to meet
bills, and an attachment was placed on his store in

the interests of Belcher & Loomis, for $200.

Sioux City, la.—Montford & Ellis, sporting goods,

has been succeeded by C. E. Ellis.

Providence, R. I.—Rankin Cycle & Typewriter Co.,

not incorporated; reported attached.

Boston, Mass.—Stirk Manufacturing Co., bicycles.

Albert Stirk and others reported to have placed on
record a chattel mortgage for $1,200.

Holyoke, Mass.—The Keating Wheel Co., manufac-
turing bicycles, reported to have discharged chattel

mortgages.
Everett, Mass.—Everett Cycle Co., manufacturing

bicycles, reported to have placed on record chattel

mortgage for $2,000.

Washington, D. C—The Brett Bicycle Railway Co^
annual meeting held, the following officers elected:

General L. A. Grant, President; Col. Geo. F. Brett,

Vice President; P. P. Little, Secretary and Treasurer
Wheeling, W. Va.—The Big Wheel Co., incorpor-

ated by W. Radcliffe, H. C. Meyer, M. E Radcliffe and
others, with a maximum capital stock of $300,000.

Americus, Ga.— E. A. Moody, new hardware store,

may be addressed concerning cycle agency.
Marianna, Ark.—Janett & Co., hardware and imple-

ments, has been succeeded by Janett & Son. The
new firm will take up bicycles, etc.

Danville, Va.—Patrick & Peterson, hardware, has
been succeeded by Peterson & Wray, who will accept
bicycle agency.
Lexington, Ky.—DeLong & Co., hardware, suc-

ceeded by Smith, Watson & Co., who will take up
bicycles.

Detroit, Mich.—Charles Ege, bicycles, reported as

having recorded chattel mortgage.
San Antonio, Tex.—Texas Hardware Co. has opened

new hardware store and will accept agency for good
bicycle.

Montrose, S. D.—Ellis Bros.' new hardware store

epened. Will handle bicycles.

St. Paul, Minn.—Wm. E.Burkhard, guns and sport-

ing goods, reported as having recorded realty mort-
gage for $1,700 and $10,000.

Mount Carmel, Pa.—Beddall & Dengler, new hard-

ware store opened. Will handle bicycles. John
Wardrop will be admitted to the firm.

Pawtucket, R. I.—John B. Sawyer & Co., hardware
and bicycles, reported assigned to Edwin D. Mc-
Guinness.

Hartford, Conn.—Sampson Manufacturing Co. has
been incorporated by C. F. Doebler and others, with
a cash capital of $10,000. Machinery and hardware
will be manufactured, and the company may take up
bicycles and bicycle specialties later on.

Fort Worth, Tex.— Finn, Fowkes & Co., new hard-

ware store opened. Will handle bicycles.

Troy, N. Y.—The Nielson Manufacturing Co. has

been incorporated by C. Fogarty and others, with a

capital stock of $ 10,000, to manufacture hardware
novelties, bicycle specialties, etc.

San Antonio, Tex.—Edward Persch, hardware and
bicycles, reported assigned.

Waynesboro, Va.—Maslin, Wayland & Coyner, new
hardware firm. Looking for cycle agency.

Lewis, la.—W. A. Gardner & Sons, hardware and
bicycles. Succeeded by D. A. Bueckhalter.

San Diego, Cal —Z. C. Mathes, of National City,

Cal., will open new hardware store, No. 939 Sixth

Street, and will handle bicycles.

Hawley, Minn.—Southwell & Rushfeldt are about to

open new hardware store, and will handle bicycles.

Leadville, Col.—Tompkins Cary Hardware Co.,

hardware and bicycles. Succeeded by the Tompkins
Hardware Co., Mr. Cary withdrawing from the firm.

Berryville, Ark.—Freeman & Seitz, hardware and
bicycles. Succeeded by W. R. Hinchman.
Dana, la.—Brown Bros., hardware, bicycles, etc-

Reported to have placed on record chattel mortgage
for $5,641.

Winston, N.C.—Chamber of Commerce is offering

inducements for the location of a bicycle factory in

that place. Address secretary for information.

Waterville, Wash.—C. M. Stephens & Co., hardware,
bicycles, furniture. Succeeded by E. L. Sessions,

who will push the bicycle business.

Bethany, Mo—J. L. Cole & Son, hardware, bicycles,

etc. Succeeded by Cole & Pile. J. L. Cole retiring.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

ADVICE TO RACE PROMOTERS.

Never give a quarter-mile race if your track

is less than a half mile, as so much depends

on the i aside position in such a short race that

the best man does not always win on a small

track.

If you must have a race at that distance, let

positions (for that particular race only) be

drawn for on the track as provided by the

rules which govern drawing for position at

that time. The rules provide that promoters

shall draw for position and that the positions

shall appear on the programme. They do not

state how the drawing should be conducted. In

a handicap race (and it also applies iu scratch

races) tbe promoters should select a scratch

man for each heat and then fill the heats with

the other entrants.

Two men who are known to have a chance

in the final should not be asked to meet in a

trial heat.

Do not overcrowd heats, and be particular

not to let too many men into the final. I have
seen races on a four-lap track where the first

four in each heat rode in the final. That is

overcrowding.

If you have five heats, you should allow only

the winners and the second man in the fastest

heat to ride in the final.

Remember that a handicap is supposed (I

say supposed advisedly) to bring all the riders

together at the finish, and on a small track it

is murderous to have from ten to twenty men
riding desperately the last lap.

Never give a fat man's race, or a slow race,

or a race without hands, or, in fact, any freak

race. The public goes to a meeting to see

speed, and the prize you would waste on these

races if given for a half mile handicap would
give genuine racing.

Never give a handicap race of more than

two miles, as handicappers are but human, and
they will err. The half-mile handicap produces

the best racing, simply because the chances of

the handicapper making a mistake are in pro-

portion to the distance.

Never place a time limit on a race unless

you have a rider starting whom you know
will make the pace sufficiently fast to equal

the limit. If such a race is not run up to the

standard, it invariably creates ill-feeling, and,

besides, disarranges your programme to run
it over again later on. If you have a lot of the

cracks riding, and they refuse to run it off, it

it places you in a disagreeable position, and if

you award the prize when the time is not

equalled, it shows weakness, and if it is never

delivered, your next meet may be avoided by
the best men. R. A. Smyth.
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This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please add: "Saw.it injThe Wheal.
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ZIM'S BELGIAN CONQUEROR.

WHIPPED IN HIS COUNTRY'S FUAG AND
CARRIED SHOULDER HIGH—OTHER

FOREIGN NEWS.

Brussels, July 1, 1894.

There was probably never a more excited

and hilarious crowd seen at a bicycle race

meet than that which "turned itself loose"

to-day at the Velodrome Bruxellais when
Houben, the Belgium champion, beat Zimmer-

man in the 2,000 meter "international"

match. The people climbed the fences and
went for Houben as though he might have

been a desperado that had just committed a

crime and was trying to escape. Houben did

not try very hard to escape, rather liking

the new-found notoriety, and he wore a big

broad smile that told clearly of his satisfac-

tion at having beaten the world's champion.

The race was run in four heats and a final,

Zimmerman winning the second and Wheeler
the third. The first heat had no dangerous

men in it, but the fourth contained Houben
and Medinger, who, with no competition, rode

a slow " dead heat" and saved themselves for

the final.

Zim had Girardin, of Paris, and Huet, of

Brussels, together with two others of ordinary

ability, in his heat.

Girardin was the man he was expected to

watch, and in so doing he allowed Huet

—

ascertained to be better than Girardin—to get

a long lead. Then he went for Huet at a fly-

ing pace and caught him just at the tape.

The two qualified for the final. Then Wheeler
had a tussle in his heat with Louvet and Garet,

and beat them easily. Garet rode in a rather

uncertain way, and although he was next to

Louvet and ahead of Wheeler, he succeeded

in convincing the judges that Wheeler fouled

him. Accordingly, Wheeler was disqualified

and given third place, but he was given a

chance in the final.

When the final was called to the line Hou-
den was placed on the pole, Zimmerman was
next to him, while Wheeler was on the out-

side. There was no end of interest in the

proceedings, and, of course, " Jersey " was the

object of most of the comment and specula-

tion.

As for Zim and Wheeler, they were counting

upon Medinger and Louvet as the main op-

position, and as a further encouragement
Wheeler had found that Louvet was "easy,"

and therefore Medinger was the only hard

nut left to crack. They failed to estimate

Houden at the right figure, although they

knew he was not to be entirely overlooked.

At the word to go Houben got away
on the pole and Wheeler came up to

be close to Zim. The latter did not

want any of the front row work, and in

the second lap he had dropped well toward
the rear. Medinger ''hitched onto" Zim's

rear wheel, and he never let go till the tape

had been crossed. He didn't win but he was
good for third.

Houben did a large share of the pacing, but

he had the advantage of the pole all the way,
and that, too, on a track where he was thor-

oughly at home. There can be no discounting

the merit of his riding, however, and his sprint

for home was worthy a victory at any time.

Furthermore, he and Medinger had saved
themselves in their easy-going heat.

Coming into the last turn, Zimmerman and
Wheeler were well to the front, the latter

allowing his side partner room for coming up,

and Houben was hugging the inside perfectly.

Medinger, with his grip to Zimmerman's rear

wheel, was slightly in advance of Wheeler and
once again he got the " Kid" on his own rear

wheel. With the same neatness as has char-

acterized some of his sharp tricks in the past,

he "steered" Wheeler across the track so far

that in order to avoid the fence the latter was
compelled to halt and come again on the in-

side. Then he was too late. Meanwhile
Houben and Zimmerman were having a big

struggle down the home stretch, with "Jersey"

fighting up hill all the way. Houben gained

an advantage of about one length with his

circuit of the turn and he kept it all the way to

the finish. Zimmerman "humped himself"

the best he knew how, but he couldn't over-

take the flying Belgian.

Then there was a commotion.

The people could not be kept back, and
there was only one policeman at hand any-

how. They overran everything in their

frenzy of joy, and lifted H0UDen into the air.

The flag of Belgium was wrapped about him,

and he was proclaimed the hero of all his

nation.

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Although some of the people present either

were of the opinion that Zim was " playing

off" or was not fit, most of them took con-

clusion from the face of the performance, and
gave Houben credit for being the superior of

the so-called best rider in the world. The
time was 3m. 2-5S., the last quarter requiring

30 2-5S.

Houben bore his virtues somewhat meekly,

although he was very happy over the thought
of beating the world's champion in such a

close and exciting finish.

After the race Troy and Zimmerman made
a proposition to Houben that he run a match
race with Zimmerman on the day following,

but he did not care to accept.

Even when Zim offered to make the money
question all right with him, whether he won
or lost, he still declined.

To Zim he said that he regarded his win-

nipg as a bit of good fortune, while Zim was
either not fit or temporarily below grade, and
he would like to be sure of his honors for a

longer period than a day.

Troy offered to match Wheeler against him,

but he preferred to keep his laurels entire.

It was clear after the race that Zimmerman

and Wheeler had held Houben too cheaply in

their calculations. Houben enjoys the dis-

tinction of being the champion of Belgium
and has broken several records, including the

ten kilometer.

The Buffalo Paris management and Troy
are now doing their best to book Houben for

one of the several match races which Zimmer-
man is to ride at Paris during the next month.
He will be expected to develop into a " draw-
ing card."

Wheeler, Zim, Troy, Rue and bicycles will

return to Paris to-morrow, July 2, and on Sun-
day, July 8, Zim is to run a match race with

Edwards, the Englishman. The distance in

the Edwards match is one mile, two miles and,

if a final is necessary, one mile. Edwards has

the reputation of being as shrewd a track

general as anybody that has mounted a ma-
chine in Paris, and he has a very good sprint

for the finish. Edwards has defeated Louvet
and Medinger, both in match races, and is in

excellent form all the time. Barden is also on

the list, and Zimmerman will have a try with
him about July 15, if there is no hitch in the

arrangements. The efforts that are being

made in the direction of a match between
Houben and Zimmerman are with a date in

view immediately following the Barden match.
Barden is going at a great pace, and it is

understood quietly that Edwards wants none
of him.

Barden fell in his heat in a recent race, the

final of which was captured easily by Harris,

but his showing was such as to make quite a

number believe that he would have beaten

Harris had no accident occurred. There is

some talk of a match between Harris and
Wheeler, for Wheeler would like a chance to

show that Harris might not have won at Aston
had not Schofield fallen in front of Wheeler
and Edwards.

A Harris-Zimmerman match has not yet

been consummated. Harris, at the Buffalo

track, rode rather indifferently, even though
he had no trouble to tuck " Tom " James and
others snugly away.

Zimmerman during the last few days has*

been complaining of being out of gear in his

stomach, besides suffering from a cold, but he
had no complaints to make or excuses to offer

at the track beyond the fact that he " couldn't

ride fast enough."

Both Zimmerman and Wheeler think they

have "gone back" some since their return

from Italy. The air in Italy, they claim, is

conducive to speed, even though the atmos-

phere is very hot.

They also ascertained that in Italy the pace

was hot as well as the temperature, and that

the Italian riders go all the way. This was
made evident in the very first race in which

they competed, and in which Zim finished

fourth. In the races which followed, however,

they kept their eyes on the crowd, and in the

five-mile international, Wheeler made the

pace all the way, and kept the Italians away
from the pole as fast as they would come up

one by one from the rear. Even after all that

work he won the race by a long margin.

Troy and Zim are agreed that Pontecchi is

the best man in Italy, and that Alaimo is the

most reprehensible as regards style of riding.

Troy declares that the Florence track, even

though it is a 5-lap affair, is the best in the

world. The banking, he says, not only on the

extreme ends but approaching or leaving the

turns, is absolutely correct. He says that next
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year he is going to build a 5-lap track on one

of the dozen or more pieces of ground in New
York which he could have obtained heretofore,

but which he always thought too small. "And
you'll see faster quarters made on it than they

do at Springfield," declares W. B. With the

exception of the Florence track, most of those

on which the "colony" has ridden since com-

ing to Europe are affected with the same fault

which, following the "theory" of the civil

engineer, has characterized the majority of

American tracks, namely, that, although the

banking may be sufficient in the middle of the

bend, it is not sufficient at the inception of the

turn, where it is most needed.

Buffalo track is very faulty in this particular,

and at this writing men are at work raising

the grade at the " hoodoo " corner, where so

many riders have fallen.

The track at Brussels is 402 meters, or a

quarter mile, and the surface is of cement the

top dressing of which was finished rough, so

that, even during a rain storm, it will not

cause slipping. The ends, however, are not

banked sufficiently, and neither Zimmerman
nor Wheeler dared take them at full speed.

From a point near the eighth to the finish

there is a drop of about eight inches, so that

the rush around the last turn and along the

homestretch is at a record clip. The track is

situated on a hill some three miles to the south

and east of the central part of Brussels, so

that it is difficult of access and the cabbies

reap a harvest.

On account of its altitude, too, it is subject

to all winds that may be blowing, although to-

day there was hardly a breath of air stirring

and the thermometer ranged high. The in-

habitants mopped their brows and declared it

was awfully hot, but for the majority of

Americans it was at the mark which,^in mid-

summer, would be deemed fairly comfortable.

Wheeler is probably riding a little faster

than Zimmerman at present, although Troy's

interpretation of the respective merits of the

two and Zim's fighting disposition explains the

situation somewhat differently and probably

with accuracy. Troy admits that the "Kid"
is likely doing a shade the faster work, and in

a race between the two might beat Zim out.

But no other rider, even though he be as good

as Wheeler and having exactly the same cap-

abilities, would beat Zim across the tape, for

Zim never says die, and his stock of determi-

nation is always large irrespective of how he

feels physically. Arthur says himself : "Pshaw,
the ' Kid ' can best me easy at this stage of the

game."
The prizes for the race in Brussels were

300, 250, 200 and 150 francs. Zim got the 250

and a percentage of the gate receipts. With
the Brussels management, the Paris manage-
ment, Zimmerman, Troy and Wheeler in the

"divide," it is hard to figure out how an
attendance of only 2,000 people, with prices

ranging from 20 cents to $1, could have en-

riched anybody to a great extent. (Zim de-

clared that the attendance was too small to

make him ride fast.)

J. M. Erwin.

C. W. Dickerson, president of the Sterling

Cycle Works, Chicago, was in New York last

week en route home. Notwithstanding the late-

ness of the season, while in New England he

placed the Sterling agency with J. M. Linscott

& Co., Maiden, Mass., and secured a substan-

tial order.

Speedy T. M. C. A. Youngsters.

The Y. M. C. A. ten-miles road race over

the Cicero Plank Road, Syracuse, N. Y., July

7, brought great joy to the gymnastic trainer

of that branch of the organization. All of the

contestants were mere boys and one of them,

F. W. Fisher, lowered the course record to

28m. 27s., while three others rode under 30m.
The times made by half a dozen of the young
riders are better than the best performances
of most of the crack riders of Syracuse. Re-
sult :

Handicap. Time.
M.S. M.S.

Frank Knowland 2.30 29.27
Charles Knowland 2.30 29-3°
August Smingler, Jr 6.00 33-08
Fred C. List 2.00 29-34
Harry W. Link 3.00 30.25
H. Dahlsdrom 3.00 30.28
Fred W. Fisher Scratch 28.27
H.F.Lewis 1.00 30.07
Ernest N. Park 4.00 33.09
Clarence B. Taylor 6.00 35-15
M.I.Ferguson 4.30 34-26
Karl G. Heyne 4.30 35.27
Fred R. Raymond 5.00 35- 2 5

The firm of Brooks & Graf, cycle dealers at

Fifty-eight Street and Eighth Avenue, N. Y.,

has been dissolved. The business will be con-

tinued by Jas. H. Brooks who assumes all

debts and demands.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co. have begun work on

their new factory at Hamburg, Pa., which

they expect to occupy about October 15,

employing about 250 men.

About fitfy riders of the Spalding cycle

accepted the invitation of A. G. Spalding &
Bros, to visit them at their Summer homes at

Branchport and Seabright, N. J., on Sunday
last. The riders became the particular guests

of the Spalding Bros, and were most hospitably

entertained.
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Still They Win.
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Victorious returns come in so fast we can hardly keep track of them.

Tribunes are surely " in it."

C. C. Van Tine wins the mile open at Cincinnati, also the two-mile handicap. Mount a
Tribune Racer.

O. C. Lippincott at.Winslow, N. J., wins three firsts, one second and one third. Mount
a Tribune Model C.

At Phoenixville, Pa. , Edwin Morris wins the one-half and one mile races. Mount a
Tribune Model D. &

C. C Van Tine wins the one-half mile open at Dayton. Mount a Tribune Racer.
At Ashtabula, O., Walter H. Hubbard wins both the one and five-mile open. Mount, a

Tribune Model C.

At Newburg, N. Y., R. F. Williams wins the one mile scratch, P. J. Foley wins the one-
quarter, Fred. Coons second, both on Tribunes Model C.

The five-mile scratch in Thomsonville, Conn., won on a Tribune by a new rider.

Tribunes are "the stuff No wheel is perfect without a Cycloidal sprocket.
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"' WRITE FOR, CATALOGUES A1TID AGKElSrOIES.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE. PA.
Please add: " Saw It in The Wheel."
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To the American colony in Paris: Grand

news! The steamship companies are at war;

the price of steerage passage across has been

cut to $10. Make haste ere you be too late.

As a living picture with red light effects, that

of Clapp, Sr. confessing himself guilty of the

charges of which his son stands accused, and

which promised to retire the latter from the

track for an extended period, would be a huge

though somewhat pathetic success. The

father's bland excuse: "I wanted to stir

Washington cycling to the core" adds a touch

of comedy to the scene.

THE British paper, Irish Cyclist, in its July

4 issue, under the caption of "Will

America Invade Us," propounds a question

which is at once novel, astonishing and alto-

gether amusing.

For years Britain has been the Lord High

Everything of cycling. It had the trade; it

held great cycle shows ; it started with

and had a long string of crackajacks on the

race path ; it held all records on road and path.

And now a British paper finds it necessary

to warn the British cycle makers that there is

danger of an American invasion ; that America

is producing lighter practical machines than

the home maker; that the public will have the

lightest mounts, and that, unless the home
makers make a radical cut in weights, with, of

course, due regard to retention of strength,

the lighter American wheels will sweep the

market.

There is a deep-rooted sense of satisfaction

in their expressed fear of American invasion.

It is the strongest possible tribute and testi-

monial to American energy and mechanical

ingenuity.

A decade ago, and even later than that,

America kept a close watch on British progress

in manufacture. To-day Britain is doing most

of the watching. To-day we have lighter

machines, faster records, faster tracks and

wiser racing legislation.

These are the points of Irish Cyclist's warn-

ing cry:

It is not at all easy for the ordinary Briton to under-

stand how the American manufacturer gets his

machines down as low in weight as he undoubtedly

does. The reduction has been a sudden one. In 1892

American machines were all round far heavier than

those of British make, besides being inferior in de-

sign. Toward the end of the season a craze for light

weights set in, and the autumn-riding cyclists who
could afford two machines a year were done on

mounts that scaled considerably less than those of the

spring-time.

In 1893 weights went down all round to the tune of

eight or nine pounds, and during the present Summer
they have been reduced still further, until the average

American light roadster now scales a good deal less

than its British compeer—and this in the face of the

fact that American roads are notoriously bad.

Twenty to twenty-five pounds is the usual weight of a

roadster; thirty-pound machines are in very small de-

mand, and many men will ride mounts scaling under

twenty, with much less result in the way of break-

downs than one would naturally expect. Ladies'

safeties have been correspondingly reduced. Many

are advertised from 25 to 30 lbs. weight, and some

even below 20 lbs. Anything over 30 is considered de-

cidedly heavy.

Last year the English manufacturers declined to

believe in these weights. Subsequently they declared

that such light machines would never stand even

English roads, let alone the rough tracks that do duty

for highways in America. Time has proved the

fallacy of both conclusions. Of course, we hear of

breakdowns, but the proportion is, if anything,

smaller than corresponding circumstances bring forth

in England in the case of heavier wheels. The truth

has to be faced—that American manufacturers are

getting up to, if not ahead of their English brothers.

The question suggested is: How long will it be be-

fore American manufacturers import their products
into Great Britain in such large quantities as seriously

to interfere with our own trade ? There is no prohibi-

tive duty on this side to prevent their doing so as soon

as they recognize the possibilities of the situation,

and, as a matter of fact, one or two American makers
are already fairly well represented in the British

Isles. The cycling public are more than ever greedy
for reduced weights, and as soon as they grasp the

fact that America can, and will, turn out lighter prac-

ticable machines than England, just so soon will they

"go for" American productions in preference to

English.

We think manufacturers in general should serious! y

consider this matter. What man has done, man can

do. If America can turn out reliable 24-lb. roadsters,

the feat should not be an impossible one to English

mechanical skill and English capital. In any case,

the matter lies in a nutshell—if England cannot, or

will not, do this, America is certain, in the near

future, to gain possession of a large share of her home
trade, Personally, we do not approve of feather-

weights, but the public will have them, and the trade

must supply the demand which e;

like it or not. J^jB BJ^\^J^
THE ILL-LUCK 0R\ TW&fcdSSN^g/
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THERE are two little towrfs%M^£MToe4^
tan district that are in mourningtTrnTwe

They are Cranford, N. J. and Quogue, L. I.

Both had a chance to add a very comfortable

amount of cash to their exchequers, and both

towns, sad to relate, lost the opportunity.

The Poo Bahs of Cranford, however, made a

gallant struggle for the revenue, but it proved

fruitless. Quogue was apparently asleep, and

not until too late did the bosses of the town

think of what might have been.

Cranford is inhabited by slow-moving, Puri-

tanical people who have passed an ordinance

prohibiting cyclists from passing through tlie

town when exposing their bare legs or arms as

they are prone to do when racing, and which

also restricts the speed to ten miles an hour.

When the ruler of the village heard of the 100

mile race which was to have been run through

that town on Saturday last, on account of

the place being located on one of New
Jersey's finest roads, he immediately concocted

a scheme to replete the village treasury and

and at the same time restrain the speed of the

contestants, A dozen constables were sworn

in and assigned to positions along the road;

the chief magistrate opened his office early,

sharpened his pencil and prepared his books,

a ditch was dug across the road, and then all

waited for the 100 and odd cyclists who were

advertised to put in an appearance about

10 a. m.

It was a gigantic scheme. All that the con-

stables had to do was to pick the riders out of

the trench, if they had not heeded the warning

to stop; lead them to the magistrate, who

would suavely demand five dollars, and then

they could proceed with the race or return

home. That was the plan. But unfortunately

for the Cranfordites the scheme did not work.

The race promoters were informed of the state
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of affairs by telegraph, the course was changed

at the last moment, and so the constables and

the magistrate waited for business in vain, and

all they could do was to fill in the ditch and

sorrowfully return to their homes. Quogue

had a different case. Quogue very justly

objects to cyclists using the sidewalk for the

roadway, and the Quogueites announce to the

world this particular dislike by signs which

are tacked to the trees and posts.

But when the century runners from Sag

Harbor passed through the town no heed was

paid to these signs. The entire crowd, number-

ing close to 300, rode along the sidewalks, but

not until they were beyond capture did it dawn

upon the Quogue officials that they might have

held up the small army of riders and forced

each one of them to help the town's finances

to the extent of $5.

Quogue is slow. It needs some Cranford

blood. If Quogue had dug a ditch instead of

Cranford, the plan might have been more suc-

cessful. We feel for Quogue. To Cranford

we extend condolence. Perhaps they will have

better luck next time.

ABOUT CLASS A PRIZES. OUT OF DEBT.

A MORE LIBERAL, BUT STILL STRINGENT,
INTERPRETATION OF THE RULE BY

THE RACING BOARD.

THE L. A. W. FREE AT LAST—THE PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP AND FUTURE INTEN-

TIONS.

DESPITE the condition to which record

-

making has been brought—kite-shaped,

horse-paced, sail-aided, etcetera— there are

four very fine plumes which any racing man

might well feel proud to have nodding from

his cap.

They are: First, the one mile national cham-

pionship, which is the test event of the season;

second, the one mile record made in a race;

third, the one mile record made without pace-

makers; fourth, the one mile record made with

cycling pacemakers.

One of the plumes at present sets off the

smiling J. Pie Bliss, who has the bicycle-

paced record of im. 54 4-5S. Another plume

sets off the redoubtable Sanger, who has an

unpaced record of 2m. 11 2-5S. This was the

first important trial, unpaced, and is note-

worthy on that account.

The four plumes referred to are "highest

honors," and it is to be hoped that aspirants

for fame as well as the advertising managers

will keep their men at legitimate effort and

not waste them in adventitious and fictitious

performances.

Since E. L. Blauvelt parted his name in the

centre and became E. Leighton Blauvelt, his

riding has shown marked improvement. As a

training tip this may be worth noting.

A microscope, they tell us, now forms part

of the outfit of every well regulated racing

team. When a diamond is won it is imme-

diately put under the glass, and if flawed or

discolored in any way, a protest is immediately

lodged. Sanger is credited with introducing

the innovation. The Class B cracks evidently

re dize that this is essentially a commercial

age, and that "sport for sport's sake" is an

empty dream.

A Philadelphia daily, which has apparently

long been on "the inside," created some ex-

citement this week by reciting that the L. A.

W. Racing Board had, "by a majority vote,

decided to hereafter allow any prizes other

than cash, and valued at less than $50 each, to

be offered in Class A," and not to'confine the

awards to "medals, diplomas, plate, jewelry

and cycle sundries," as specified in the rules.

According to the Quaker City report, all "those

riders who have been recently transferred to

Class B for violation of this clause, but who
have not competed in any races in that class,

will be notified that they will be considered

eligible to the strictly amateur events," the

members of the Board "apparently calculating

upon the National Assembly indorsement of

their action."

Unfortunately, however, the Philadelphia

paper's sensation amounts to little, but is cal-

culated to mislead and cause trouble. Imme-
diately it reached New York, The Wheel
quizzed Chairman Raymond.

" The Philadelphia people have badly garb-

led the facts," said the chairman. "The truth

of the matter is that we found that, while we
are correcting prize lists every day, and strug-

gling hard on the subject, that race promoters

would purchase from jewelers, clocks, gold-

headed canes and umbrellas, silver and gold

mounted opera-glasses, and could not be made
to understand that such articles were not

jewelry. In despair we simply decided, in-

formally, not to be captious on the point of any
article sold by jewelers or mounted with

precious metals, and if any complaint was
made against us, to explain to the National

why we took this stand. It is simply a broad
interpretation of the rules, not a change or

alteration of it, which we have no power to

make."

The International Amateur Championships.

Henry Sturmey, Secretary of the Interna-

tional Cyclists' Association, writes that definite

arrangements have now been completed for

the world's championships at Antwerp. The
short and middle distance events, viz: the one
mile and the ten kilometres championships
will be run on August 12. The long distance

championship, 100 kilometres, will take place

on the following day, Monday, August 13, and
the international team race will be held on the

18, thus giving all the competitors plenty of

time to rest. Special arrangements are being
made for the convenience of competitors, and
as the International Exhibition will be on, the

week will make an exceedingly enjoyable and
interesting holiday for anyone who can find

time to be present.

The "sympathetic. strike" 'of the racing men
at Baltimore on Wednesday was enough to

wring tears from every statue in the Monu-
mental City. Bode in the role of Debs, and
Mott in that of Uncle Sam must have been
simply immense.

Even if Captain Wood knew anything that would in

any way prove hurtful to Johnson, he would be the
last person to produce it for the benefit of the L. A. W.
Good for Capain Wood !—Syracuse (N. Y.) Standard.

And Captain Wood is an official of the L. A.

W., too. Yes, yes, bully for Captain Wood.

The members of the L. A. W. Executive

Committee are in high feather. They held a

meeting in Boston on Thursday of last week,

and it was their findings on that occasion should

caused their jubilation. On Friday President

Luscomb and Vice-President Willison were

seen in New York. There was no doubt about

the genuineness of their elation.

" The League is out of debt at last," said

Mr. Luscomb almost joyously. "The old bills

have all been paid and the Divisions settled

up with to July 1, and there is money enough
on hand for the future. It has been an awful

job, but we are on smooth water now and will

be able to do something. Until now our every

effort has been to wipe out the debts of the old

administration. I doubt very much whether

the uphill fight and the largeness and perplex-

ity of the task will ever be understood or ap-

preciated by the average member. He wil\

credit us with having performed or given him
nothing; because last year he received free all

of the League publications; he will overlook

the fact it was the transactions of the adminis-

tration last year that tied us up and prevented

us from doing or giving anything."

Mr. Luscomb expressed himself as agreeably

surprised at the number of renewals, some
22,000. He expected that the increased fee

would cause a much greater shrinkage. Of
the 22,000, about 9,000 subscribed and paid for

the Bulletin.

Among the work which the Executive Com-
mittee cut out for itself is the passage of the

Springer bill through Congress and the

passage in several States of bills similar to

the Massachusetts law, recently passed, which
makes obnoxious local ordinances impossible.

One feature of the Bay State Bill which Mr.

Luscomb does not approve is that making it un-

necessary to carry lamps at night. The
Springer Bill referred to provides for the

transmission in the mails of the official pub-

lications of organizations at newspaper rates,

without the requirement of a paid subscription

list.

Another Giobe Girdler.

R. Irving Wilmarth, who adds "M. D." to

his signature and is a "gentleman of means,"
is the most recent addition to the around-the-

world tourists. He starts August 1 from New
York, traveling westward. Mr. Wilmarth is a

purist, and announces the object of his trip to

be a broader understanding of the state of the

old world, increased health and botanical and
geological research. From which it would
seem that Mr. Wilmarth's twenty pounds of

luggage will be somewhat more bulky when
he conquers the old world. Mr. Wilmarth
was in New York this week. He states that

he has signed contracts to ride a 28 lb. Stearns

with New York tires. He was then seeking
to "catch on" with some publication that
would pay the rest of his expenses. He
expects to visit about every country but China,
and to be absent about three years

William H. Hart, 242 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, manufactures stands for holding

wheels in repair shops.

The Munger Cycle Co. are marketing a
twelve-pound racing wheel, warranted to carry

a 200-pound rider.
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THE ATALANTA'S "HUNDRED."

J. TV. CONKLIN, A LONG-MARKER, WINS—
A. W. W. EVANS MAKES BEST TIME-
COURSE SIX MILES TOO LONG-EX-
CITEMENT BEFORE THE RACE.

The Atalanta Wheelmen's ioo-mile road race

occurred on Saturday last, 14th inst.

Peter Bey, a Newark man, with a handicap

of 35 minutes, had been tipped to win. Few,

indeed, had primed and prepared for the event

in such thorough fashion as had Peter. In

nearly every other town along the route he

had stationed coachers, shouters, bottle-hold-

ers and helpers, all anxious, all willing, all

nervously interested. But fate was unkind to

Peter. Early in the race his plans went awry

and his wheel to smash, and Pete, poor fellow,

was left to weep and wail—and swear. But

his helpers in the towns ahead knew not of his

misfortune. As their eyes anxiously scanned

the horizon their fingers nervously toyed with

cold bottles, cracked ice and dripping sponges,

all—all of which were for Peter. False alarms

were many, but Peter, the

genuine, came not. As

man after man dashed by,

the anxious glances gave

way to excited shouts of

inquiry.

"Say! Say! Have you

seen Peter Bey? Where's

Peter Bey—No. 81?"

This was the chorus that

greeted the contestants as

they rushed through half

a dozen towns. But none

knew Peter. Then came

helpless resignation. The
cracked ice was allowed to

melt, the sponges were

squeezed dry, the contents

of the cold bottles gurgled

in other throats.

The race of Saturday

last was the Newark or-

ganization's "third an-

nual." After the long suc-

cession of twenty-five mile

events which had swept

the country, a hundred-

mile race was in the na-

ture of "blessed relief," iNkv v

and proved a welcome break in the apparently

unending monotony.

In some respects, this year's race differed

materially from those of previous seasons.

Before a single man lined up, the promoters

had had more excitement than all the contest-

ants put together. Firstly, one of the principal

prizes had been withdrawn; next, when the

entries closed, it leaked out that two negroes

were, on the list. This raised something of a

howl, and although they disclaim race preju-

dice, the committee in charge did not think it

advisable to jeopardize the success of the event

for the sake of a small minority. They there-

fore rejected the entries of the two colored

men. One of them, Brooks byname, "took
on" awfully. He called to see the chairman
of the Race Committee at bis place of busi-

ness, a banking institution, and became so

boisterous and insulting that the officers on
duty finally showed him the door. Then he

saw a lawyer. He wanted to sue out an in-

junction, but couldn't; next, he proposed

starting in the race anyway, and bringing suit

against the club for the amount of his training

expenses. He did turn up at the starting

point in racing togs, but no notice was taken

of him, and the club has heard of his suit only

through the public prints. The Eagle Wheel-

men, the club which Brooks claimed to repre-

sent, also repudiated him, saying that he had

been expelled months ago.

On the heels of this, fresh excitement was
created the night before the race by a tele-

gram, stating that the Cranford authorities

would not allow racing through that town.

Several of the authorities had promised to

" wink at the ordinance" for the occasion, but

the Mayor learned of it, and, scenting a fat

addition to the municipal treasury, ordered

constables stationed along the road and the

court to convene earlier than usual on Satur-

day. The intention was to arrest every one

of the contestants in the race. But the con-

stables looked in vain for their prey. The
route was changed at the last moment, the

men being sent around by way of Rahway, in-

stead of Cranford, thus making the actual

distance 106 miles.

The limit men were sent away at 8.40= Van

Wagoner, who had been placed at scratch,

was present, but did not line up for the start.

He had been ill for several weeks, and, though

able to move about, was in no shape for such

a punishing race.

One hundred and five of the one hundred
and thirty entries started, the withdrawal of

Van Wagoner, making scratch men of A. W.
W.Evans, New Brunswick B. C, and J. T.

Marshall, Metuchen B. C. , who had been

allotted five minutes on the one-time "road
champion." The actual limit, therefore, was

35 minutes. Eleven men started from the

this mark; four from the 34 minute mark;

ten from 33 minutes; ten from 32 minutes;

nine from 31 minutes; thirteen from 30

minutes; eleven from 29 minutes; five from 27

minutes ; ten from 25 minutes ; seven from 20

minutes; eight from 15 minutes; two from 10

minutes; two from 5 minutes and two from

scratch. C. E. McCallum, of Providence, R. I.

(15 minutes) appeared 2m. 45s. after the last

batch had been dispatched. He started after

them but " died " somewhere en route.

The thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three and
thirty-four minute bunches constituted the

Mercer County Wheelmen's contingent,

which started, supposedly, solely for the sett

of parlor furniture offered the club with the

greatest number of men to finish within the

time limit of eleven hours. It was thought
they would work together, but they did not.

Every man cut loose for himself, and at ten

miles were badly scattered. It was from the

thirty-two minute crowd that a surprise party

in the person of W. P. Clower, who finished

second, turned up.

In shape the course is much like a long-

handled, jagged-edged frying pan. It leads

through Elizabeth, 4 miles; Rahway, 10;

Plainfield, 19; Bound Brook, 27; Somerville,

35; South Branch, 41; Neshanic, 46; Plain-

ville, 50; Blawenburg, 55; Princeton, 61; New
Brunswick, 74; Metuchtn, 80, and thence
Plainfield, 87; Rahway, 96; Elizabeth, 102,

and Newark, 106, the start and finish being at

the same point, and the last nineteen miles

over the same road as on the outgoing journey,

along the handle of the frying pan, so to speak.

It is doubtful if there is a better, all-round 100-

mile course in the country,

a course that is better cal-

culated to test men,
wheels and tires on all

sorts and conditions of

road. The " handle of the

pan" is macadamized its

entire length from New
Brunswick to Plainfield,

the surface being simplv

superb, and although roll-

ing, the grades are smooth

and easy. From Plainfield

to Newark the macadam
is "not so good," but will

average fine. In both
New Brunswick and Eliz-

abeth there is about a half

mile of beastly cobbles to

be traversed. The re-

mainder of the coursers

varied, ranging from the

good country dirt road to

the vilest stretches of sand

imaginable— stretches
which would be alm^st^

unrideable but for the nar-

row footpaths alongside.

There is a hill for eve'ry
"*

other mile of road, and some thirty or foft;

railroad tracks to be crossed.

Most of the hills are comparatively easy,

but three at least, rise to the dignity of what
are vulgarly termed " corkers," and one to that

of a "holy terror." The latter is on the map
as Rocky Hill—a three-quarter mile ascent

near Princeton. It is loose and sandy in

spots ; full of loose stones in others, while in

other places great ledges of stone show above

the surface. But few of the contestants

climbed this hill. Two of the three " corkers "

are also rock strewn, on both the up and down
sides, and a firm grip and sharp eye are needed

in going down at speed.

The weather, too, was of the sort that "tries

men's souls." In the forenoon it was intensely

warm; at the half-way point it clouded up,

and several light, but refreshing, showers

came down ; the sun blazed again until the

first twenty-five men had crossed the tape,

about which time a sudden, but terrific down-
pour of rain and hail fell. It lasted but fifteen

minutes, but those who were caught were a

drenched, dirty and bedraggled looking lot

when they finished. The wind cut up some
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queer antics. For the first forty miles it was
almost dead ahead ; then it blew from the

side and later from the rear, fairly bowling

the men along. Finally, it shifted every few
moments, and blew from different angles.

At Plainfield, G. W. W. Voorhees, a limit

man, was leading, but the pace had already

begun to tell, and stragglers were already

being overtaeen by the back markers. At
Somerville. Clower was in front, and Conklin

third. At Neshanic the order was the same.

Evans had already " killed off" Marshall, and
was moving up front in splendid style.

At Princeton, Conklin had opened the gap
still wider, but looked distressed. He was
more than three miles ahead of the second

man, Clower. Evans did some good work on

the rugged roads and hills of Neshanic and

New Brunswick, his home place, and was an

easy third, having beaten off every one who
tried to trail him. From that place to the

finish there were no changes among the

leaders, all of whom seemed fagged. At
Plainfield, Conklin stopped for refreshment,

and was in such bad shape that he was dis-

posed to "chuck it," but was prevented. He
finished at least three miles to the good.

There was little excitement until a bunch of

six, composed of Baldwin, Pierce, Staubach,

Hargan, Cushman and Littlejohn came in

sight. A blanket would have covered the lot.

They had a rare sprint right to the tape.

From this time on the men came in singly, the

finish being in the following order:

Handi-
cap. Time.
M.S. M.S.

1 J. W. Conklin, East Orange 29.00 6.27.30
2 W. P. Clower, Mercer Co. W., Tren-

ton, N.J 31.00 6.38

3 A. W. W. Evans, New Brunswick B.
.C, N. J s'ch 6.08.20

4 John Stewart, Chatham, N. J 25.00 6.51.00
5 E. C. Everitt, Hackettstown, N. J.... 27.00 6.54.12
6 J. M. Baldwin, Century C. C 15.00 6.54.20
7 B. W. Pierce, Boston 5.00 6.44.21
8 C. B.Staubach.Manhattan B.C., N.Y. 15.00 6.54.22
9 A. J. Hargan, Century C. C,Newark 15.00 6.54.23
10 G.W.Cushman,Manhattan B.C., N.Y. 2000 6.59.25
11 E. Littlejohn, Chatham, N. J 27.00 7.07.09
12 J. G. Voorhees, Crescent W., Plain-

field, N. J 30.00 7.14.22
13 Fred. Muchmore, Chatham 27.00 7.15.38
14 Geo. E. Coon, S. Orange, N. J 25.00 7.15.36
15 R. G. Betts, Manhattan B. C, N. Y.. 20.00 7.12.45
16 L. H. Pyle, Wilmington, Del., W. C. 10.00 7.03.22
17 W. Weller, Century C. C 15.00 7.13.41
18. A. L. Horry, Atalanta W., Newark. 20.00 7.25.36
j* W. P. Stevens, Mercer Co. W 31.00 7.36.43
20. E. B. Slater, Union Co. Roadsters,

. p Rahway, N.J 29.00 7.40.31
«... Q, W. W. Voorhees, Union Co. W.

"^Roadsters, Rahway, N. J 35-oo 7.46.52
22.. Unas. D. B. Bissett, C. C. C 3&.00 7.41.35
23.'- "r\ Zerman, Mercer Co. W 34.00 7.47.10

s4Yp^ward Maltbie, Castle Point C,
Hoboken, N. J 25.00 " 7.4722

25. Samuel Ackroyd, Phillipsburg, N. J. 25,00 7.42.15
26. J. Thompson, Greenwich W., New

York 29.00 7.47.12
27. H. A. Rath, Jr., Elizabeth (N.J.) A. C. 30.00 7-49.50
28. E. J. Decker, Newark 25.00 7.44-50
29. G.F. Dressier, Essex Co. W.,Newark 35.00 7-59-58
30. R. Henri, Hillside W., Hoboken.... 35.00 8.04.33
31. H. F. Loehrs, E. A. C 30.00 7-59-39
32. W. A. Seaman, C. C. C 35-00 8.07.20

33. Frank Whitehead, Rahway 29.00 802.40
34. A. L. Phillips, M. C. W 32.00 8.06.08

35. H. A. Saunders, Alpha W. C., Nor-
walk, Conn 15.00 7-53-45

36. J. E. Pursell, M. C. W 33.00 8.14.24

37. C. H. Rogers, M. C. W 33.00 8. 14.31
38. A. McGregor, Montclair, N. J., W... 27.00 8.08.31

39. C. E. Rathsburn, Belleville 29.00 8.12.56

40. Arthur A. Loudre, E. Orange 29.00 8.13.46

41, Geo. Rogers, M. C. W., 33m., 8h. 30m. 18s.; 42, H.
T. Smith, U. C. R., 20m., 8h. 17m. 36s.; 43, J. P. Toman
M. C. W., 33m., 8h. 36m. 30s.; 44, J. C. Turner, H. W.
15m., 8h. 29m. is.; 45, A. H. Rogers, M. C. W., 33m., 8h.

59m. 41s.; 46, W. H. Arnold, M. C. W., 31m., 8h. 57m.

47s.; 47, Jos. Granger, C. C. C, 30m., 8h. 58m. 30s.; 48,

H. P. Stahl,.M. C. W., 33m., gh. 2m. 28s; 49, W. E.

Kimber, C. C. C, 30m., gh. 20s,; 50, J. J. Pellis, J. C,
W., 30m., 9h. im. 12s.

j 51, W. G. Johnson, E.Orange,
29m., 9I1. 13s.; 52, A. Smith, E. C. W., 35m., 9I1. 8m

i

50s.; 53, H. T. Uhler, M. C. W., 34m., gh. 18m. 30s.;

54, A. C. Thomas, C. C. C, 30m., gh. 18m.; 55, A. W.
Fuller, Brooklyn, 30m., 9I1. 18m. 5s.; 56, C. D. Bedford,

C. C. C, 35m., 9h. 52m. 45s.; 57, J. W. Perkins, A. W.,.

29m,, gh. 56m.; 58, A. W. Jacobus, A. W., 30m., ioh. 30s.,

59, Fred West, M. C. W., 31m., ioh. im. 45s.; 60, Fred Pat-

teraty, M. C. W., 32m., ioh. 6m. 45s.; 61, John Fox, M. C.

W., 34m., ioh. 14m. 15s.; 62, J. C. Tattersall, M. C. W.,
31m., ioh. nm.i6s.; 63, Thos. Wasser, M. C. W., 31m.;

ioh. 29m.; 64, H. Callowhile, M. C. W., 32m., ioh. 31m.;

65, E. I. Applegate, M. C. W., 33m., ioh. 45m.; 66, C.

Swallow, M. C. W., 32m., ioh. 45m.; 67, John Harris,

M. C. W., 32m., ioh. 45m. 30s.,

T. W. CONKLIN.

Among the more prominent "deaths" en

route were J. T. Marshall, scratch
;
Frank

Mayo, Boston, (5m.); W. C. Steimel, Buffalo,

(10m.); C. E. McCallum, Providence, R. I.;

W. L. Hall, Philadelphia, and C. H. Appley,

Elizabeth, N. J. (15m.); Harry Traux, Chi-

cago, and A. U. Laggren, Elizabeth, (20m.).

Mayo and Hall are known to have met with

accidents, the former being badly bruised and

cut. The others were lost in the shuffle and

ANTONIO W. W. EVANS.

the race, but walked two miles, borrowed a

wheel and finished well up. The rule pro-

hibiting pace making was flagrantly violated

in a number of instances, but L. H. Pyle

was the only man protested. He was
paced for nearly thirty miles and' ac-

knowledged it, but the protest was
not allowed, because he had not asked
nor invited it, and the pacemaker was an
utter stranger to him. Robert Gentle, Eliza-

beth Athletic Cyclers, refereed. The race was
witnessed by crowds in all the towns en
route

; in the country, the farmers left their

work and with their families crowded the rail

fences. Some of the more enterprising, who
confounded the race with the century runs
previously run over the course, had milk and
sandwiches in view, with signs inviting pur-

chasers. But purchasers were few.

J. W. Conklin, the winner, was an unknown
quantity, although a wheelman for four or five

years. He had never raced before, but a few
friends, who knew him to be a strong rider,

induced him to enter the event. He resides

in East Orange, but is not a member of any
club. Conklin is a man of medium height and
wiry build, and a carpenter by trade. He was
25 years of age on the very day of the race.

A. W. W. Evans, who made best time, re-

sides in New Brunswick, N. J., is a member of

the local club and also of the N. Y. Athletic

Club. He is a commercial traveler for a wall-

paper house, and 29 years of age. He is a

short, wiry, dark-skinned young man who has

been riding since 1883, but did no racing until

three years ago. Antonio, as his card reads,

but "Tony" as he is more generally known,
has won every race—two in number—that the

New Brunswick B, C. has promoted; he com-
peted in this year's Irvington-Milburn, but did

not finish. He has taken part in nearly every

century run in these parts for years past, and
his collection of "survivors medals" is wonder-
ful to behold. He competed in the Atalanta's
"hundred" of last year, starting from the
fifteen mark. He finished third in 6h. 4m., J.
W. Linneman being on scratch. Linneman
won in record time of 5b. 48m. There is little

doubt had this year's course been an even
100 miles instead of 106, that Evans would
have crowded or shaved those figures very
closely.

The first man rode a Rambler, the second
an Ide, the third an Union, with M. & W. tires.

100 Miles in 4h. 19m. 39 l-5s

The Surrey roo miles open race at Heme
Hill, June 30, was won by J. Michael, an un-

known, weighing 100 pounds, who made a

most horrible exhibition of all the other con-

testants. Wirdway, Daner and Robertson

were the favorites. Twenty-two men started.

Michael finished in 4h. 19m. 39 1-5S., beating

Linton's record by exactly ten minutes. H.
B. Hock finished second in 4I1. 26m. 34 2-5S.

;

3, R. W. Horton, 4h. 27m. 38s; 4, J. A. Robert-

son, Peterborough C. C, 4b.. 36m. 46 2-5S.
; 5,

E. V. Soanes, Surrey B. C.
,
4I1. 38m. 55s.; 6,

M. B. Fowler, Catford C. C, 4h. 39m. 7 1-5S.

J. E. L. Bates, Stanley Norfolk, and Sultz-

berger were also still riding when the time-

keeper stopped his watch.

not heard from. There were a number of

other falls, punctures and breakdowns. Sev-

eral men finished on their rims and on half

battered wheels. Staubach, the Manhattan's

hope, twisted his sprocket to pieces early in

The color question caused quite a stir at the

meet at Baltimore, July 4. A Washington
rider of dusky hue attempted to go on the

track to compete in the novice race. The other

contestants refused to ride with him, and he

was ordered off the track. He retired after

putting in a protest, and the prizes were with-

held.
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THE "TRIANGLE" TEAM.

J*
- LY 26,

CLEVELAND'S CLASS A MEN.

R. F. GOETZ. P. HUSSEY, TRAINER. JOHNSON.

ANOTHER TRACK FOR LOUISVILLE.
Mr. Tony Landenwich will soon commence

to build a three-lap track for wheelmen only.

He is the proprietor of Fountain Ferry Park,

one of the western suburbs of Louisville, and
the largest patronage he enjoys is from the

cycling enthusiasts. On a recent Sunday
morning eighty wheelmen took breakfast at

Fountain Ferry, and without a club run having

been called. The track will be made very fast

if money will do it.

The street cars of Louisville now refuse to

carry bicycles even when transportation is

paid for them. This is frequently inconvenient

when an accident occurs in the suburbs and a

cycler wants to reach a repair shop. How-
ever, the law requires the cars to provide con-

ductors, and as the wheelmen know this fact,

if the company insists on this rule, the wheel-

men in using the cars can and will cause the

company serious delay by refusing to deposit

their fare in the box. If the drivers and

motormen are compelled to stop to collect fare

from each of Louisville's 3,000 wheelmen when-

ever the aforesaid wheelmen may chance to

use the cars several lost hours may be figured

in advance.

Bounced into Class B.

The following well-known cracks have been
declared in Class B. by the L. A. W. Racing
Board:
H. A. Allen, Point Pleasant, N. J. ; C. Bor-

tree, Grand Rapids, Mich. ; A. H. Barnett,
Cranford, N. J. ; R. Brown, Pueblo, Colo. ; C.
E. Boles, Denver, Colo. ; K. A. Conner, J. C.
Conner, Pueblo, Colo. ; H. E. Dickson, Pueblo,
Colo. ; Wm. Evans, Lansing, Mich. ; C. F.
Edmonds, Pueblo, Colo. ; R. Gerwing, Den-
ver, Colo.; W. A. Hahn, Pueblo, Colo.; W.
W. Hamilton, Denver, Colo. ; Sidney J. Har-
vey, New Haven, Conn.

; J. A. McGuire, Den-
ver, Colo.

; J. J. McLoughlin, Columbia, Pa.

;

A. E. York, Pueblo, Colo. ; M. H. Burt, Wich-
ita, Kan. ; L. D. Cabanno, W. J. Fox, J. W.
Coburn, Carl Ellers, K. A. Grath, R. M. B.
Todd, St. Louis, Mo. ; Hugo Hofheinz, H. W.
Hale, S. Lawyer, W. A. Parker, J. A. Roach,
San. Antonio, Texas; C. Kindevater, H. C.
Wood, H. A. Warren, Kansas City, Mo.

The Massachusetts Division will celebrate
the passage of the new State Cycle Law, at

Point of Pines, to-morrow. A fish dinner will

be served, and there will be informal speeches
by prominent League Officials.

William Martin says he has grown to like

America first rate since coming to Europe and
thinks he may take a sail before long. Martin

and a certain cycle dealer have been engaged
in a legal controversy over the possession of a

bicycle, with the honors equally divided.

Crooks has not been winning with the regu-

larity he would like during the last two or

three weeks. He thinks of going to Italy. In

the provinces, a week ago, he fell and scraped

away a large share of his epidermis.

THE VISITING TALENT OUTCLASSED—THE
TWO B MEN PRESENT BIDE

"EXHIBITION TRIALS."

Cleveland, O., July 16.—The annual tourna-

ment of the Lakeside Cycling Club occurred

on Saturday last, 14th inst., at the Cleveland

Athletic Club Park. It was not up to the usual

Lakeside standard, and the attendance was

not large at either afternoon or evening ses-

sions. Class B races were not run at all, as it

was thought that such events would injure the

National Circuit meet of the Cleveland Wheel
Club on the 20th and 21st of the present month.

They were originally upon the programme,

but were protested by the C. W. C, and the

protest was allowed by District Racing Board

member, Mr. Croninger. Messrs. Goetz and

L. C. Johnson, the club's Class B men gave

exhibition quarters, halves and miles, pacing

each other. No surprisingly fast time was
made. The C. W. C. entries in Class A events

got their share of the prizes, something un-

usual for that club, as it has never before

fostered racing among its own men to any
great extent. The summary:

AFTERNOON RACES.

One Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, John Edwards,

Jr.; 2, J. T. Baird; 3, Paul Justinsky. Time, 2m.

40 3-5S. Second Heat: 1, Louis Gimm; 2, J. Wertman;
3, Grant Calhoun. Time, 2m. 43 1-5S. Final: 1, J. F.

Baird, C. W. C; 2, Louis Gimm, C. W. C; 3, Grant
Calhoun. Time, 2m. 43 1-5S.

Half Mile Open— i, A. I. Brown, L. C. C.j 2, A. B.

Ellis, Oberlin; 3, Frank Rigby, Toledo. Time, im. 25s.

One Mile, 2.40 Class—First Heat: i, C. B. Haskins,

C. W. C.j 2, R. Updegraff, L. C. C.j 3, Joseph Graves,

C. W. C. Time, 2m. 40 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, Rigby,
Toledo; 2, Ellis, Oberlin. Time, 3m. 35s. Third
Heat: 1, George Comstock; 2, G. B. Cottom, C. W..C.
Time, 3m. 23 4-5S. Final (limit of 2m. 45s.): Haskins,

C. W. C, finished first in 2m. 57 4-5S., but the race de-

clared off by Referee M. W. Bliss, and ordered run
again. Result: 1, A. B. Ellis, Oberlin; 2, Haskins, C.

W. C.j 3, Comstock. Time, 2m. 44 2-5S.

ONE Mile Handicap.—First Heat—1, R. Lind-

mueller, C. W. C, 120 yds.; 2, L. Gimm, C. W. C.j 3,

L. C. Johnson, L. C. C, scratch, distanced. Time,

2m. 21 1-5S. Second Heat— 1, Trappe, C. W. C, 160

yds.; 2, Haskins, C. W. C.j 3, Calhoun. Time, 2m.

19 2-5S. Final— 1, Calhoun, 130 yds.; 2, Haskins, 100 i

3, Lindmueller, 120. Time, 2m. 22 2-5S.

One Mile Open.—i, L. C. Johnson, L. C. C; 2, A. I.

Brown, L. C. C.j 3, Updegraff, L. C. C. Time, 2m.

47 i-5S.

Three Mile Lap Race—i, A. Auble, Jr., Wads-
worth. Time, 8m. 36s. A. I. Brown and Geo. Com-
stock distanced.

One Mile Handicap for the "World" Cup—i,

A. I. Brown, L. C. C, scratch; 2, A. Auble, Jr., Wads-
worth; 3, Geo. Myers, C. W. C. Time 2m. 26 1-4S.

EVENING RACES.

One Quarter Mile Open—i, A. I. Brown, L. C. C.j

2, Rigby, Toledo; 3, F. Trappe, C. W. C. Time, 34 4-53.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, Haskins, C
W. C, 100 yards; 2, Comstock; 3, Merrills, C. W. C.

Time, 2m. 21s. L. C. Johnson, who came in fourth in

this heat, made the mile from scratch in 2m. 21 2-53.

reducing the track record 3 3-5S., and winning a $50

diamond. Second Heat: 1, Baird, C. W. C, 130 yards;

2, Calhoun; 3, White. Time, 2m. 22s. Final: 1, Baird,

C. W. C, 130 yards; 2, Haskins, C. W. C, 100; 3, Com-
stock, 90. Time, 21m. 19 1-5S.

One Half Mile Open— i, Brown, L. C. C.j 2, John-

son, L. C. C; 3, Rigby, Toledo. Time, im. 21s.

Two Mile Handicap— i, Dahlke, L. C. C.j 2, Cal-

houn; 3, Baird, V. W. C. Time, 4m. 54s.

One Mile Invitation Race— i, Johnson, L. C. C.j

2, Brown, L. C. C.J 3, Rigby, Toledo. Time, 3m. 10s.

S. S. Coughlan, C. C. Hoffman, Victor

Vibourgh, and J. W. Davis, of Denver, Colo.,

have been suspended by the L. A. W. Racing

Board, pending an investigation of their

amateur status.
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THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher

Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 00 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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BLISS Im. 54 4-5$. FLYING;

2m. STANDING.
JOHNSON'S RECORD LOWERED AT WA1-
THAM—BUTLER PUTS THE CLASS A

RECORD AT 2m. 1 2-5s.—NEW
TANDEM RECORDS.

Zimmerman once remarked that he believed

that Julian P. Bliss could hang on to a locomo-

tive, if necessary, and Bliss on Saturday ex-

emplified the fact that Zim had good grounds

on which to base his opinion.

According to the previous announcement and

in the presence of several hundred spectators,

he went for Johnson's mile flying start record

of im. 56s. at the Waltham track on Saturday

last, and lowered the July 14 figures to im.

54 4-5S., and then placed the standing start

record at 2m. flat, two-fifths of a second better

than the record held by Tyler.

Nat Butler also distinguished himself. He
tried for Porter's ClassA mile record of 2m. 3s.,

and succeeded in putting it at 2m. 1 2-5S.

Over a week's preparations had been made
for the time trials. Ever since Manager
Atkins set eyes on the smooth surface of the

Waltham track he felt confident that it was
the exact spot for record breaking, and so the

entire Rambler family went into camp and
prepared for the onslaught against the old

scythe-bearer.

Saturday, the day set for the trials, the

weather was almost perfect. There was
hardly a breath of air stirring, and the

metalithic surface of the track was like glass.

The pacing was performed by three tandem
crews, Cutter and L. J. Berlo, E. A. McDuffee

and O. S. Brandt and A. H. Lumsden and
H. C. Githens. A number of Class A invita-

tion races were run and between these events

the trials took place.

Bliss came to the track only a few minutes

before 4 o'clock and immediately got into his

pink suit.

The first three heats of the third mile Class

A invitation were run off, and then Mr. Atkins

saw that the condition of the weather was just

right for the trial.

It was an anxious moment for Bliss. He
had trained hard and faithfully for ten days,

and gone through a special course of training

for the event, but he came to the tape as cool

as a man going out for a pleasure spin.

He circled the track once with his three

tandem teams of pacers behind him. It was
plain to see that he was in the pink of con-

dition and looked and felt confident.

The first tandem team was L. J. Berlo and
Cutter. They came down to the tape in good
shape, doing well, and Bliss bending to his

work. He has a peculiarly clean form of rid-

ing. His body does not move the fraction of

an inch. There is no body and leg movement
together, but simply a clean sweep of the leg

while the body hugs the upper bar of the frame
as close as may be.

There was a great silence over the park

when he came to the tape, but the minute the

handkerchief had fallen, and he had shot over

the black mark on the metalithic, the grand
stand people let out a howl that might have
been heard across the river in Newton.
The first team carried him for one lap, a

third of a mile.

At the tape, O. S. Brandt and Eddie Mc-
Duffee were in wait, and they got under way
in splendid style, and succeeded in making
what was perhaps the best pickup ever made
n a paced mile,

The last team to pace home were Lumsden
and Githens. They were just the infinitesimal

fraction of a second slow, and Bliss waited as

brief a time for them, thus letting the second

tandem team get away from him. It was not

a bad pickup, but it was not quite so good a

one as the first one. Still, he did not lose

more than three-fifths of a second. They took

him to the tape in good style, and he crossed

the line in im. 54 4-5S. His intermediate

times were not taken officially. They were:

One quarter, 28 1-5S. ; one third, 37 2-5S. ; one-

half, 55 3-5S. ; two-thirds, im. 15 1-5S. ; three-

quarters, im. 25s. ; mile, im. 54 4-5S.

Nat Butler next came on the track. For

two-thirds of a mile, Haggerty and Williams,

on a tandem, pulled him along, and Joseph

Clark attempted to bring him home, but he

was too slow, and Butler passed him. His

Class A flying start record is as follows:

Quarter, 30s. ; third, 39 4-5S. ; half, 58 3-5S.

;

two-third, im. 20s.; three-quarters, im. 31s.;

mile, 2m. 1 2-5S.

Next Bliss tried for the mile standing start

record. He got away with the pistol, paced by
Brandt and McDuffee. The men carried him
to the quarter in 32s. and brought him round

to the one-third mile mark in 43 4-5S., and to

the half in im. 02 2-5S.

j. P. BLISS.

Here the other tandem team, Lumsden and
Githens, commenced its work. It made a

clever pick up and carried Bliss to the two-

thirds in im. 21 2-5S., the three-quarters in

im. 31 1-5S., and then home in the record time

of 2m.

Of the three official watches, two denoted
the even two minutes, while one watch said

im. 59 3-5S., but the former was given as the

official time.

Another series of records created were those

made by Haggerty and Williams on the tan-

dem. They, paced by Callahan and Metz, did

the mile in im. 59 3 5s. The intermediate

times, which also stand as record, are : Quarter,

29s. ; third, 38 3-5S. ; half, 58s. ; two-thirds, im.

18 2-5S. ; three-quarters, im. 28s.

The only unsuccessful attempt at record

breaking was that made by Wettergreen of

the Maiden B. C. He, paced by Pettigrew

and Nat Butler, attempted to get below Tyler's

57 4-5S. for the half mile flying start, but the

best he could do was im. 1 1-5S.

The summary of the races follows:

One-third Mile Invitation.—First heat, won by
F. M. Haggerty, Waltham ; 2, C. G. Williams, Wal-
tham

; 3, J, A. Farrell, Natick. Time, 46s. Second

heat, won by H. A. Seavey, Waltham ; 2, Nat Butler,

Cambridgeport
; 3, James Clark, P. C. C. Time

,

46 1-5S. Third heat, won by William Pettigrew, P. C.

C ; 2, Fred I. Johnson, Fitchburg
; 3, J. C. Wetter-

green, Maiden. Time, 47s. Final heat, won by J. A.
Farrell, U. B. C; 2, F. M. Haggerty, Waltham

; 3,

James Clark, P. C. C. Time, 45s.

One Mile Invitation.—First heat, won by F. M.
Haggerty, Waltham; 2, A. T. Fuller; 3, G. W.
Phillips. Time, 3m. 7 1-5S. Second heat, won by James
Clark, P. C. C; 2, William Pettigrew, P. C. C.J 3, John
Blanchi, Maiden

; 4, J. C. Wettergreen, Maiden. Time,
2m. 37s. Final heat, won by F. M. Haggerty, Wal-
tham ; 2, James Clark

; 3, John Blanchi. Time, 2m. 35s

The officials were all competent and experi-

enced men, as follows: H. W. Robinson, of

the L. A. W. Racing Board, referee
; J. C.

Kerrison, starter ; G. L. Sullivan, S. T. Will-

iams and A. K. Peck, judges
; J. E. Saville,

E. Debathe andE. P. Burnham, timers.

SANGER RIDES A MILE UNPACED IN
2m. II 2-5s.

The Waltham track was the scene of an-

other record-breaking attempt on Tuesday,

July 17. This time Walter Sanger took the

role of a record-breaker. He rode a mile, fly-

ing start, unpaced in 2m. 11 2-5S. This is the

first trial that has ever been made in this

country without pacemakers, and the attempt

was made principally to ascertain what a rider

could do without a tandem or triplet or a run-

ning horse to hang on to. The best time

known to have been made without pacemakers
was 2m. 16s. by Fournier in Paris.

The day was by no means a good one for

record work, the wind blowing hard at times.

Sanger rode two laps of the mile with little

exertion, but seemed to be tired on the last

lap, and as he came down the stretch he acted

as if he could not push the wheel. Doubtless

the wind was strong enough on the course to

produce this impression. His intermediate

distances were as follows:

One-quarter, 29 4-5S. ; one-third, 40s. ; one-

half, im. 1 2-5S. ; two-thirds, im. 24s. ; three-

quarters, im. 35 4-5S. ; mile, 2m. n 2-5S.

There were one or two scrub events, notably

a mile invitation for class A men, which
brought out Butler, Haggerty, Williams, Cal-

lahan and Pettigrove. Haggerty won, Butler

second. Eddie McDuffee and George Cutter

attempted to lower the flying tandem mark of

Haggerty and Williams, but only did the dis-

tance in 2m 6s.

Tyler Will Go For Records.

Harry Tyler now has aspirations for records.

He is domiciled at the Waltham track and Sat-

urday will see what he can do in the way of

shaving the figures. Chairman Raymond has

granted a special sanction for the use of pro-

fessionals as pacemakers in these attempts,

and on Saturday Tyler will be paced by Peter

Berlo, A. B. Rich, Cutter and Leonard Berlo,

Ed McDuffee and Lon Warren.

The Polytechnic C. C.'s meet at Kensal Rise,

June 30, had big fields and 10,000 spectators.

The Polytechnic, which to-day stands head

and shoulders above any English club in the

racing club for the quality and number of the

racing world it can put upon the path, simply

rolled up " all London " in the great team race,

winning by 18 points to the 24, with such good

men as Lambley, Fisher, Osmond and Wea-
therley against them. The mile scratch was
won by Osborn. Brown second, Watson third,

in 3m. 53 3-5S. T. B. Hedges, 35 yards, won
the quarter-mile handicap in 33s., and A. H.
Harris, 40 yards, the half-mile handicap in

im. 7s.
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are you thinking of 1895 ?

pretty Nearly time isN't it ?

WE ARE ALL READY FOR YOU, READY TO ( ™E 5EGT FACILITIES,

PLACE AT YOUR DISPOSAL : 1 ™E WIJ)EST EXPERIENCE,
I THE GREATEST SRlLL.

isimm'amimms^a

Aluminum.

Bronze *.
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Copper,

Iron,.

Steel.

Actual Sizes: 1985, Head L,ug-top. 1986, Head Lug—bottom. 1987, Head Clamp.

How DID YOll LIRE tHe specimens we SENT YOlJ ?

WEREN'T THEY "OUT OF SIGHT"?
SHALL -SITE GO TO SEE YOU OR WILL YOtT COME TO SEE US?

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO., 9-15 Richards Street, near Hamilton Ferry, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Please add :
" Saw It In The Wheel."
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ROWDYISM MARRED THE RUN.

THE LONG ISLAND CENTURY MARRED BY
THE ANTICS OF A FEW—OVER

250 SURVIVORS.

"ROUND New York

the '
' century run

fever" is of such a

type that it requires

very little effort to

bring about such an

event. The Long Island century on Sunday

last, for instance, was the result of only two or

three weeks' notice, yet it attracted no less

than 296 participants. The run was novel in

that the entire party, which included eleven

ladies, journeyed by water to the starting

point, Sag Harbor—a nine hours' sail. The

boat left Brooklyn at 6 p. m. on Saturday.

The trip was not all pleasure. Rowdyism

broke out early. A few men, who had no de-

sire to sleep, not only kept everyone else

awake, but flavored their ''fun" with ribald

songs and jests, notwithstanding that ladies

were within hearing distance.

It was a red-eyed, heavy-browed lot that dis-

embarked the next morning. The party left

Sag Harbor shortly after 5 o'clock. The

rowdyism was renewed early in the day. On
the road the '

' fun " took the form of appro-

priating nearly everything in sight whenever

a stop was made. At Canoe Place Inn

(seventeen miles), where the party was photo-

graphed, the " fun-lovers " took possession of

the place, climbed on top of the roof, tore

down flags and other decorations, and made
themselves generally obnoxious. At several

refreshment saloons the same bright spirits

made raids on the eatables and drinkables and

were "tickled to death" over the way in

which they left without paying for a thing.

Two New York clubs, the Lafayette Wheel-

men and Gramercy Wheelmen, are charged

with being the principal offenders. The gen-

tlemanly element, which, fortunately, was
vastly in the majority, was disgusted by the

antics of these two clubs.

The run extended almost the entire length

of Long Island, the "route being from Sag
Harbor to Brooklyn, via Quogue, Moriches,

Patchogue, Islip, Freeport and Jamaica, 109

miles in all. The century proper ended at the

last mentioned point, but hardly a handful

stopped there. The major portion pushed on

to Brooklyn, where Alex Schwalbach, manager

of the Wilson-Myers Co.'s Long Island branch,

had prepared to welcome and feast them.

Bedford Avenue, where the store is located,

was black with spectators when the party

arrived over an hour late. In the immediate

vicinity of the store, the police were required

to keep the street and sidewalk open. After

a freshening up, the survivors were conducted

to the hall up stairs where covers for over

three hundred had been laid and where a
reception committee of ladies was in waiting.

The crowd, about as dusty and interesting

appearing as ever sat in a banquet hall, piled

in and disposed of the really splendid course

dinner which was served. Speeches were to

have followed, but after Mr. Schwalbach had
been listened to, empty chairs were most in

evidence.

The banner for the club with the largest

representation was won by the Liberty Wheel-
men, of Queens County, who entered twenty-

five men, all of whom made the finish. The

Lafayette Wheelmen came second with twenty-

three men entered and twenty-one at the

finish. The Gramercy Wheelmen, who had

nineteen men at the start, and eighteen at the

finish, came third. The Manhattan B. C. was
next with nine starters and nine survivors.

Eight ladies finished : Miss Effie Whitlock,

Miss Eva N. Bindrim, Miss Carrie Blatt, Mrs.

E. M. Meyers, Miss M. L. Bockleman, Mrs. P.

T. Balls, Miss Adelaide Legresse, and Miss

Margaret M. Kaiser. Miss Whitlock, "a
fourteen year old," was the phenom. of the

run.

On the surface, Clement Weiss was the pro-

moter and high muck-a-muck of the affair, but

Alex. Schwalbach is credited with being " the

power behind the throne;" in fact, the men
sy that the whole thing was a clear advertising

idea on the part of Schwalbach. The "sur-

vivor's souvenir" is to be in the form of a liberty

bell, the Wilson-Myer's trade mark, a fact

which lends more color to the allegation.

ROAD RECORDS AGAINST TIME.

ZIM WINS HIS SECOND MATCH.

DEFEATS BARDEN EASILY—OTHER PARIS-
IAN RACES.

Paris, July 15.—Fifteen thousand people as-

sembled to-day at the Buffalo Velodrome to

witness the contest between A. A. Zimmer-
man and Barden, an English rider. The first

race, one mile, was easily won by Zimmerman,
who finished a dozen lengths ahead of his com-
petitor.

In the second race, five miles, Zimmerman
followed Harden, with the pace makers, until

the fifth lap was entered upon. Then he let

himself out and shot ahead with such rapidity

that Harden, seeing there was no possible

chance for himself to win, retired. Zimmer-
man's time was nm. 59 2-5S.

Zimmerman then won another race easily,

Wheeler finishing second. The crowd went
wild over Zimmerman's victories and he was
given a most enthusiastic ovation.

Harry Wheeler was second in the race for

the Liege prize, which was won by Louvet.

In the race for the Valenciennes prize, of

2,000 metres, Harry Wheeler finished second.

The tandem race, of five kilometres, was won
by Anthony and Farman, with Crooks and
Fossier second.

Paris, July 14.—The professional race at

Velodrome to-day was won by the American
riders. Wheeler was first by ten kilometers,

and Banker was second. The race at Lyons
has been postponed until July 24.

London, July 16.—The Sportsman says that

A. A. Zimmerman and Harry Wheeler have
entered for the professional bicycle races in

Birmingham on August 6, 7 and 8.

The International Meet.

Antwerp, July 15.—The International Cy
clists' Association has fixed the dates for the

races for the amateur championships of the

world. The races, which will be at a mile, six

miles and a half, and sixty-two miles and a
half, will take place in this city on August 12

and 13. The professional championship races

will be held on August 15.

Meintjes rode at Kimberley on the Queen's
birthday, his first appearance on the track

since returning from this country. He won
the mile scratch, a half mile handicap, but
could not catch the front-mark men in the

three and ten-mile handicaps.

HERRICK AND BARTHOL, ON THE BELLE
ISLE COURSE, MAKE NEW FIGURES

UP TO FIFTY MILES.

F. H. Herrick, of Detroit, who held the

twenty-five miles road record until Decora-
tion Day, rode twenty-five miles in ih. 7m.

46 1-5S. over the Belle Isle course on Satur-

day, July 14. While this establishes a new
record against time, it does not affect the

competitive record, which is ih. 9m. 26 1-5S,

by W. Grant, made on the same course.

Herrick was accompanied by C. R. Barthol,

who continued riding for fifty miles, and
placed the record at 2h. 21m. 35 1-5S.

In every respect the weather was just what
it should be for fast time. There was just a

zephyr of wind stirring, and in the early morn-
ing the heat had not grown sufficiently intense

to start the riders. The race was scheduled to

start at 8.30 in the morning, butthe tardiness of

all the principals caused it to be 10.10 before

the two men shot from the mark. Both Bar-

thol and Herrick were in condition for the

trial, and they reeled off the first five miles in

12m. 56s.

The next five miles had been made in just

eight seconds slower, or 26 2-5 s. for the ten

miles. This was keeping up the average, and
when the two men finished the fifteen miles

strong in 59m. 20 2-5S., which was the last five,

in six seconds slower than the one just before,

there was strong hopes that four or five

minutes would be taken off the mark. The
next lap was finished in a little over 13 i-2m.,

which was still good, but on the last round
Herrick's stomach went back on him and it

was nearly two minutes slower than the fourth

lap.

The twenty-five miles was finished in a warm
sprint, and Barthol was hanging right to the

wheel of Herrick when they went over the

tape. He never slowed down as long as he
was in sight, and when he called for time at

the thirty-mile mark it was to be seen that he
had made the last lap faster than the one he
had ridden with Herrick. He rode strong to

the end. The figures are as follows:

H.M.S.

5 miles, 0.12.56 Herrick.

10 " 0.26.002-5 "

15 " 0.39.20 2-5 u

20 " 0.52.55 2-5 "

25 " 1.07.46 1-5 "

H.M.S.

30 miles, 1. 21. 22 Barthol.

35 " i-44-S6

40 " 1.50.27
*'

45 " 2-Q5-39 1-5 "

50 " 2.21.35 i-5 "

Cooper Makes a Clean Sweep at Bay City.

A strong wind greatly interfered with the

Cyclone C. C.'s meet at Bay City, Mich., July

14. The track was in fine condition, and the

attendance fair. Tom Cooper scooped all the

big pots. Summary:
One Mile Novice—i, Harry Stever, Owassa; 2, C. A.

Allen, West Bay City; 3, Fred Hatch, Bay City.

Time, 2m. 37s.

Quarter Mile, Open— 1, Tom Cooper, Detroit; 2,

Luther Carpenter, Bay City; 3, H. L. Morris, Vassar.

Time, 35s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. F. Stellwager, 150 yards,

Wayne; 2, B. E. Kellerman, Flint, 170; 3, Charles
Russell, 180. Time, 5m. 2s.

Half Mile Open— 1, Tom Cooper, Detroit; 2, Percy
Patterson, Port Huron; 3, E. E. Bush, Cairo. Time,
im. as.

One Mile Bay County Championship— 1, Luther
Carpenter; 2, Charles Wilson; 3, C. A. Allen. Time,
2m. 41s.

One Mile Open— 1, Tom Cooper; 2, Charles Green-
wood, Grand Rapids; 3, Percy Patterson. Time,
em. 47s.

Five Mile Handicap—1, Tom Cooper, scratch; 2, H.
L. Morris, 400 yards; 3, B. E. Kellerman, 500. Time,

13™- 37
lA s -
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Here's a start for you

THE ECLIPSE RACER

LEAPS TO THE FRONT

G. Marshall Wells wins 4 out of 5 of the Canadian

Championships, at Montreal, on an Eclipse Racer.

G. E. Williams wins first time prize in the Pittsburg

to Beaver Falls Road Race, riding an Eclipse Track Racer

from start to finish, over thirty-two miles of hilly roads,

without a scratch.

T. C. Fry wins second time prize and second place

in the Johnston Twenty=five Mile Road Race, Pittsburg,

July 2d, on an Eclipse Model A.

The Eclipse Racer wins 5 first, 2 second and 2 third

prizes at Beaver, Pa., July 4.

This is not only the LATEST, but the FASTEST and FINEST
OF RACING MACHINES. Price, $125.00.

The Eclipse New Model B Light Roadster weighs 27 lbs., list $10000, and is equal to

any $125.00 machine on the market.

WE ARE THE PEOPLE TO TIE TO.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO.,
Jobbers, Minneapolis. JdJuLAV -tilx. .T zVL^JLo, FA.DEERE & -WEBBER CO.,

leapolis.

Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel
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JERSEY'S NEWEST WONDER.

CHAS. BINGHAM, AN UNKNOWN, WINS
PLACE AND TIME PRIZE IN THE

WITHEB'S "25"—TIME,
lb. 12m. 15s.

Fred Hawley is a " daisy."

A Paterson (N. J.) paper proclaims the fact.

Heretofore his friends were content to let

him remain merely one of the best known and

most popular wheelmen in the metropolitan

district, but his new halo will hardly chafe or

prove unbecoming, as he is known to be not

only a hard, seasoned rider, but a splendid

worker as well—one who grows weary only

when insisting that his given name is plain,

democratic "Fred," and not the more haughty

and high-sounding "Frederick."

Of recent years Hawley has had a hand in

about every important occurrence in the dis-

trict. He is well liked, well up on racing

matters, and usually wears an official badge of

some sort at every meeting hereabouts. Out

Paterson way, Hawley is especially popular,

and it is, therefore, not surprising that he was
asked to officiate as referee of the Withers

Cycle Co. 's twenty-five-mile road race, which

occurred there on Saturday last, 14th inst.

He had officiated as judge, timer, scorer and

umpire many a time before, but this was his

first offense in the role of referee. As will be

seen, he soon found, however, that the referee's

lot is not always a happy one, even for a

" daisy."

The race itself was a huge success, attract-

ing 15,000 spectators and turning out several

genuine surprises in the matter of time and

men and clubs. The start was made at 4.15

p. m., fifty-three men having lined up. A
260 pound rider was among the limit bunch,

nine minutes. He rode three miles and then

retired to a nearby brewery. The race was
run over a four lap circuit. There is a very

ugly turn at one angle which caused several

accidents. The winner, Chas. Bingham, of

the Keyport C. C, an obscure organization,

was leading on the third round and was never

thereafter in danger.

The second and third men, however, had an

exciting brush for the place. The winner had

raced but once before and then unsuccessfully.

He not only finished first, but won time prize

as well, and in remarkably fast time at that,

although the course is said to be a trifle short.

F. J. McMahon, the scratch man, punctured,

and while riding on the soft tire, kicked off a

pedal. He pedaled across the tape with one

leg. The finish was in this order: 1

Handi- Actua
cap. Time.
M.S. H.M.S.

1. C. Bingham, K. C. C 5.00 1.12.15
2. A. W. Freudenthal, K. C. C 8.00 1.16.05

3. S. Standeven, P. F. W 5.00 1.13.20

4. A.Crawford, unattached 8.00 1.16.45
5. J. McLean, T. C. C 6.00 1.15-37
6. Louis Laffray, T. C. C 3.00 1. 13.21

7. A. Carleton, P. F. W 2.00 1. 12.23
8. J.

Bingham, K. C. C 4.00 1.14.32

9. J. Allen, K. C. C 800 1.18.49
10. A. Smith, P. F. W 1,00 1. 19.14
n. George A. Beckwith, T. C. C 1.00 1.12.41

12. A. J. White, P. F. W 3.00 1. 14.53
13 C. H Norwood, T. C. C 4.00 1.1559
14. George Cole, T. C. C 6.00 1. 18.05
15. J. Montmeat, P. F. W 6.00 1. 18.32
16. Thomas Hughes, E. S. W 4.00 1. 16.47
17. Robert Speirs, P. F. W. 4.00 1.16.52
18. J. K Gr enwood, T. C. C 6.00 1. 19.05
19. Charles Brown, T. C. C 5.00 i, 18.54
20. H. Gunther, unattached 7.00 1. 31.15
21. P. W. Arlington, P. F. W. 6.00 1.21.16
22. N. Wells, K. C. C 5.00 1.20.45
23. E. Planten, unattached 8.00 1.24.06

24. H. Heinrich, T. C. C 7.00 J.23.57
25. F. Allen, P. F. W 6.00 1.23.34
26. F. J. MacMahon, T. C. C Scratch 1.18.04

27. H H. Ball, T. C. C 5.00 1.23.36
28. R. Barr, P. F. W 7.00 1.25.50
29 S.Hart, P. F. W 8.00 1.27.20
30. A. Gray, E. S. W... 7.00 '.27.15

31. E. Wright, P. F. W.... 8.00 1.39.00

32. E.H. Huntoon. T. C. C 6.00 1.28.00

33. James Radcliffe, P. F. W 7.00 1.30.10

34. Joseph Devine, P. F. W 7.00 1.31.4°

35. C. A. Heath, E. S. W 7.00 1.32.06

36. E. H.Eakins, T. C. C 9.00 i.35-4°

37. George Mallelieu, T. C. C 7.00 I-34-S7

38. George Hardcastle, P. F. W 9.00 1.37. 18

39- W. Trautvetter, P. F. W 8.00 1.38.35

40. H. H. Tattersall, T. C. C 7-°° 1.40.15

41. Frank Garrison, T. C. C 8.00 1.42. 10

After the first ten or twelve men finished,

the crowd af spectators and vehicles swarmed
all over the road and marred the affair con-

siderably.

A banner, offered to the club bringing

through the greatest number of men, created

considerable rivalry between the Tourist C. C.

and the Passaic Falls Wheelmen. In fact, it is

due directly to this banner and this rivalry

that Referee Hawley can attribute his being

branded a "daisy." The Paterson Call, of

Monday, explains it in this way

:

Samuel Bullock wishes the Call to state that in his

opinion Mr. Hawley is a "daisy" of a referee. Sam
was clerk of the course in the race, and he says he

took the trouble to rig up a table for the scorers and

assistant clerks, placing a clerk behind each scorer.

At the close of the race he requested the newspaper

men who acted as scorers to sign their names to their

sheets and he would take charge of them for the

official executive meeting to be held after the race-

Sam says that when he went to the meeting fifteen

minutes before the time appointed, he found the

referee and two members of the Tourist Club figuring

away for dear life, and in answer to a question the

referee told him that the sheets from his clerks and

scorers were not necessary, and Sam says he would

like Mr. Hawley or some local wheelman to inform

him why it is necessary to have clerks and scorers if

their record sheets are not accepted.

The Passaic Falls Wheelmen are very much dis-

satisfied at the treatment of their representatives by

the referee. They claim that he ignored them all

through the summing up of the result at a meeting

held on Saturday night, and they also claim that Tom
Schofield finished, though he was not scored on the

third lap, owing to the crush around the tape at this

end, though he was scored on every lap at the other

end. The throwing out of Schofield makes the race

for the banner a tie between the P. F. W. and T. C. C.

The Tourists entered 37 men, started 18 and finished

15 with 230 points, and the P. F. W. entered 17, started

17 and finished 15 men with a total of 233 points.

JOHNSON IN CANADA.

LOWERS A RECORD AND SCOOPS All THE
CLASS B EVENTS.

Riser Captures Another Time Prize.

Dayton, O., July 13.—The Miamisburg fif-

teen and three-quarter mile handicap road

race was run this afternoon at 3 o'clock.

There were thirty-eight starters out of thirty-

nine entries. All but seven finished. Fifteen

limit men started. Clifford Bouck, of this

city, won the race. G. Morris, of Hamilton,

took second place. Earl H. Kiser, Dayton, O.,

won first time prize in 43m. 35s. The summary

:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. M.S.

1. Clifford Bouck, Dayton, 1000 50.37

s. G.Morris, Hamilton, 4.00 45.00

3. Clifford Croninger, Covington, Ky 9.00 50.37

4. Stanley Kepler, Dayton 8.00 50.06

5. J. K. Hansen, Dayton 10.00 52.41

6. W. Mitchell, Miamisburg 1000 5306
7. W. H.Sando, Bloomers 5.00 4810
8. T. J. Murphy, Columbus 8.00 51.15

9. Earl H. Kiser, Dayton Scratch 43.35
10. E. L. Cummins, Springfield 4.00 47.37
11. Irwin Artz, Dayton.... 10.00 54-°7

- 12. F. A. Lesher, Dayton 7.00 51.21

13. W. L. Braley, Springfield 100 45.45

The Lynn (Mass.) Cycle Club intends to

place the Glenmore track in good condition for

practical purposes, and at its last meeting the
sum of $50 was appropriated for the purpose.
The club has decided to join the L. A. W.
Medford (Mass.) C. C. ten mile road race, July 14:

1, T. F. Shannon, 5m.; time, 30m. 24KS.; 2, Edwin C.

Weymouth, 3m.; 3, Fred. Poole, 5m.; 4, C. J. Hooper,
3m.; 5, William J. Enwright, 3m.; 6, Charles R. Leake,

3m.; 7, Henry E. Crowley, 4m.; 8, F. H. Graney, 4m.;

9, James R. Gibson, 4m. ; 10, Walter P. Riodan, 3m.; n,
George W. McKee, 2m.; 12, George H. Wyman, scratch;

13, C. E. Larkin, 5m.; 14, M. M. Holbrook, itn.; 15, John
Antrobus, 5m.; 16, Harry L. Brown, scratch; 17, Fred.

T. Cook, scratch; 18, Casimo Bulloro, im.; 19, William
W. Story, 4m. ,

John S. Johnson figured as the big attrac-

tion of the Athenaeum C. C.'s meet at Toronto,

July 14. He had no opposition in the Class B
events, Callahan and Cleveland, the other

competitors, acting merely as pacemakers, and
he, of course, won both B events. In the mMe
event, he lowered the Canadian competition

record from 2m. 22 4-5S. to 2m. 15 2 5s. Harley
Davidson lowered the Canadian competition

quarter mile record to 32 2-5S. The event of

the day was the race against time by Johnson,

who undertook to break his Waltham record of

im. 56s. for a mile. He was paced by Calla-

han and Cleveland, of Buffalo, who were both

somewhat fatigued from their previous races,

and their speed was not fast enough for John-
son, who, however, covered the mile in 2m.

5 2-5S., lowering the Canadian record by 2 3-5S.

One thousand spectators were present.

Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, F. R. Crowley; 2, Percy Brown;

3, J. B. Holland. Time, 2m. 36 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, C. C. Harbottle; 2, H. David-
son; 3, G. M. Wells. Time, 32 2-5S. A new Canadian
competition record for the distance, the previous
mark having been 33s. flat. Three heats were re-

quired.

One Mile Tandem— 1, Robertson and Doane, Tor-
onto; 2, McKellar and Davidson, Toronto; 3, Callahan
and Lutz, Buffalo; 4,Goehler and McFarland, Buffalo.

Time, 2m. igs.

Two Mile Lap—1, A. B. Goehler, R. B. C, Buffalo;

2, W. M. Carman, Toronto; 3, L. A. Callahan, Buffalo.

Time, 5m. 51 1-5S.

After the first lap Goehler jumped to the front and
led across the line by lengths in the six laps remain-
ing. He made the clip a merry one, shaking all the
others, and had the race at his mercy after the second
lap. He won six diamonds and a gold watch, and the

spectators were generous enough to applaud the

plucky American. Had he only taken up the running
in the previous races he would have done as well as
he did in this event. Callahan had an interesting

struggle with T. B. McCarthy, and beat out the speedy
Canadian for third place.

One Mile Open— 1, G. M. Wells, Toronto; 2, L. A.
Callahan, Buffalo; 3, T. B. McCarthy, Toronto; 4, J. C.
McFarland, Buffalo. Time, 2m. 34 1-5S.

One Mile, 2.50 Class— 1, W. M. Mcintosh, Toronto; 2,

A. E. Young, Toronto; 3, T. Burnside, Toronto. Time,
2m. 35s. Run in four heats.

Half Mile, Class B—1, J. S. Johnson, C. C. C; 2, C.
H. Callahan, P. C. C; 3, B. Cleveland, R. B. C. Time
im. 8s.

One Mile Open, Class B—1, J. S. Johnson, C. C. C.J
2, C. H. Callahan, P. C. C; 3, B. Cleveland, R. B. C.
Time, 2m. 15 2-5S.

Three Mile Team Race—1, Toronto B.C.; 2, Wan-
derers B. C.j 3, Athenaeum C. C. Time, 8m. 38 2-5S.

Planning for Professional Racing.

Charles Allum will inaugurate a series of

professional bicycle races this fall, which for

the character of the contestants and the mag-
nitude of the purses offered, will outstrip any-

thing of the kind ever attempted in the United
States before, according to a Baltimore paper.

The track, which will be twelve laps to the

mile, will be constructed in his new auditorium

building, now in course of erection in Lawrence-
ville, Pa. It will be patterned after the one in

the famous Olympic cycling rink of London,
England, on which the riders are always in

view. The new venture will be put under way
in September, and it is expected tp take such
a popular hold on the public as to continue all

Winter. The projector intends to make the

initial contest markedly strong by having
Zimmerman and all of the international riders

of note participate in them.
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® WINNINGS ON THE STEARNS

First Prizes.

(as far as reported)

Second Prizes. Third Prizes. Fourth Prizes.

65 • 36 • 17 • 1
TOTAL, - - 119.

IN THIS GRAND DISPLAY OF BICYCULAR FIREWORKS
WERE THE CONNECTICUT STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP AND

A SCORE OF OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
OF NOTE.

1 E. C. STEARNS & CO.,
= Syracuse, N. Y.

m\\

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO , =
Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y. =

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH. =
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. —

—
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

The Fastest Tire in the World i i t

OUR STRAUS ELASTIC TIRE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Joint S. Johnson is breaking records

with it and winning races everywhere.

We make it in single tube style, laced all around or partially laced with inner tube. Rac-

ing tires weigh i 1-2 pounds per pair, road tires 3 pounds, or less if desired.

We make seven styles of cemented tires. All our tires are tested with the latest improved

testing machine, which discloses any defect which may exist in the tire. A satisfactory test

with it insures a serviceable tire beyond a doubt.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS
Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.
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A MUDDY TRACK AT CORTLAND.
The Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club-appears to

be beset with ill-luck. Rain has on several

occasions caused the postponement of its race

meet, and on Saturday last rain again inter-

fered, and all but caused another change of

date. As it was, the races were run on a

muddy track, except for a narrow path near

the pole. F. J. Jenny, of Utica, was the star

of the meet, winning all three events in which

he was eligible. He won the handicap from

scratch, but the leader was less than forty

yards from the tape before being overtaken,

A crowd of Syracuse riders were present, and

what Jenny left they easily grabbed. The
sixteen-mile road race was a badly mixed up
affair. The riders were warned that no side-

walk riding would bs tolerated, but at the

conclusion of the event a number of protests

were made asking for a disqualification of the

riders who resorted to the walks. As the evi-

dence presented was conflicting, it was agreed

to decide the race as won. Result:

1, W. F. Melvin, Cortland A. A.; 2, Miner; 3, J. A.

Maynard, C. W.C.; 4, H. F. Lewis, Syracuse, Y. M.

C. A.; s, A. F. -Senn, Whitesboro; 6, C. H. Knowland,
Syracuse, Y. M. C. A.; 7, W. L. Jacqueth, C. A. A.; 8,

Frank Knowland, Syracuse, Y. M. C. A. Time, 56m.

14 Ks.

Track events:

One Mile Novice—1, F. J. Barry, C. C. C; 2, Herman
Dietz, Liverpool; 3, Sidney Ketchum, Cortland. Time,
2m. 39s.

One Mile Open— 1, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 2, E. W.
Murray, S. A. A.; 3, C. A. Benjamin, S. A. A. Time,
2m. 39 3-5S.

One Mile Cortland W. C. Championship—1, Grove
Stevens; 2, Ralph Wright; 3, L. J. Dudley. Time,
2m. 42 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Jenny, scratch; 2, F. W.
Fisher, C. C. C, scratch; 3, Budd Hoppler, Bingham-
ton. Time, 5m. 8s.

One Mile Cortland County Championship— 1, L. H.
Tucker; 2, L. J. Dudley; 3, R. E. Wright. Time, 3m.

>5 3-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, Jenny; 2, Murray; 3, Benjamin.
Time, im. 17s.

Two Mile Cortland W. C . Handicap-Won by Tucker
in 5m. 49 4-5S.

Buffalo may yet secure what it has long

needed, a first-class track. At last night's

meeting of the Board of Governors of the

Press C. C. a proposition was made by a re-

sponsible business man, in which he offers to

furnish the funds, under certain conditions,

the club to take general charge of the scheme,
select a site and control the track.

The race from Rotterdam to Utrecht, July

15, a distance of seventy-two miles, was won
by Cordang in 3I1. 53m. 40s. The record, held

by Eden, was 4I1. 6m. 20s. Three English

riders competed.

Bedford C. C. ten-mile road race, July 14,

Merrick course, L. I.

:

1, Joseph Talbot, im, 30s., 30m. 2s.; 2, L. G. Hoppe,
scratch, 29m. 10S.; 3, S. Albert, scratch, 29m. io^s.; 4,

Alfred Reeves, 5m., 34m. 15s.; 5, Samuel Johnson, 2m.,
32m. 13s.; 6, C. A. Hoppe, scratch, 30m. 17s.; 7, W. B.

Miller, 3m. 30s., 34m. 2s.; 8, W. Murphy, 2m., 32m. 49s.;

9, C. P. Schatz, 4m., 34m. 52s.; 10, E. T. White, im. 30s.

33m. 16s.; 11, W. R. French, 4m., 35m. 53s.; 12, C. A.
Ready, 2m. 30s., 34m. 50s.; 13, D. Graham, 3m., 35m.
35s.; 14, E. Dickinson, 4m., 37m. 14s.

Jacksonville, Fla., July 4: Half Mile Open— 1, Saun-
ders; 2, Gerow; 3, Welch. Time, im. 19s. One Mile
Handicap—1, Frank Powell, scratch; 2, R. M. Inger-
soll, scratch; 3, Charles Jordan, 10 yards. Time, 2m.
39s. Quarter Mile—1, Saunders; 2, Gerow. Time, 36s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, Saunders, scratch; 2, Powers,

35 yards; 3, Jordan, 50; 4, Tyler, 60. Time, im. nj^s.

Independence (Mo.) B. C. ten mile road race, July 10:

1, B. F. Fletcher, 6m., time, 33m. 4s.; 2, J. Tone, 10m.,
38m. ios.; 3, E. Humphrey, 8m. 30s., 36m. 44s.; 4, J.
Robinson, 6m. 30s., 35m. 26s.; 5, H. Rogers, 10m., 39m.
14s. Best time by J. D. Eubank, scratch, 32m, us.

A Philadelphia Wheelwoman Killed.

Miss Nellie Byrne was knocked from her

wheel in Philadelphia, last week, by the pole

of a truck and instantly killed. The accident

happened at the intersection of Broad Street

and Fairmount and Ridge Avenues. Miss

Byrne was riding up Broad Street and was
going from side to side across the street when,

thinking herself safely over, she turned

quickly to the left, just in front of the pair of

big horses drawing a heavy van. The pole

struck her on the breast, knocking her down,

and before the horrified driver could stop the

horses, the front wheel had passed directly

over her skull, and crushed her head into a

shapeless mass. Jumping from his seat, the

driver lifted the lifeless form from the pool of

blood and carried it to the sidewalk, while the

spectators, horrified and sickened by the sight,

seemed unable to move.

Where's the Fool-Killer?

Omaha, Neb., July 8.—Chris Ganty, a young
German farmer from Valentine, Neb., has

rigged out a bicycle with a sail attachment.

Riding this he will start to-morrow noon for

New York, which city he expects to reach in

fifteen days. He will go to Chicago over the

Northwestern track, thence to Buffalo over the

Lake Shore, and thence to New York by the

towpath. He expects to make ten miles an
hour, riding fifteen hours a day.

The A. C. C. of New Jersey held its annual
meeting at the Atalanta Wheelmen's club-

house, Newark, July 13. The reports of the

retiring officers were very encouraging for the

association's future. Arrangements are now
under way for a twenty-five mile road race

over a circuit of sandpaper roads in Union
County, to be held in September. The elec-

tion resulted as follows: President, Fred K.

Keer, K. C. W. ; Vice President, Carl Von
Lengerke, A. W. ; Secretary, G. B. Meinshel,

Montclair W. ; Treasurer, Dr. Lyman Clark,

W. C. R.

E. D. Clapp, the father of E. E. Clapp, the
Washington racing man who is accused of

writing a number of anonymous letters to the

Racing Board, reflecting upon the amateur
status of certain Washington riders, has
written a letter to the Racing Board stating
that it was he, and not his son, who was the
author of the letters, and giving as a reason
for his action that he " desired to stir Wash-
ington cycling circles to the core."

John B. Cunningham, a one-legged rider of

Rome, N. Y., on July 13 rode a mile against
time in 2m. 43s., and a half-mile in im. 14s.,

which are claimed to be world's records. He
is anxious to meet any one legged amateur
rider in the world.

The Ocean County Wheelmen were organ-
ized at Toms River, N. J., last week with these
officers: President, Sumner Havens; Vice-
President, Harry T. Hagaman; Secretary,
Harry M. Bunnell; Treasurer, William C.
Frost; Captain, Sumner Havens.

At Bloomington, 111., during the railroad
strike, the daily papers were delivered to all

the towns in a radius of forty miles by means
of a bicycle corps.

Jenny, of Utica, who is now one of the shin-
ing lights in Class A, has won close to forty
firsts so far this season.

SENTENCED FOR COMPETING IN UNSANC-
TIONED EVENTS.

The L. A. W. Racing Board this week an-

nounces suspensions as follow:

For competing in unsanctioned races at

Buffalo the following are suspended from all

track racing for thirty days from July ir:

Messrs. Hank Sliker, Hugo Wesphall, Chas.

Warrick, Chas. Sliker, Edward Jacob, Nick
Mader, C. W. Stauch, H.J. Wolf, J. B. Bicherl,

L. Diebold, Geo. Reichert, Wm. Wenz, Tony
Seggel, Tony Schulmeyer, Wm. Voss, W.
Iggulden, Jno. Schmitz, J. E. Cams, T. B.

Pendergast, F. J. Smith and Mr. Trumpfheller,

Buffalo, N. Y.

For competing in unsanctioned races at

Greenwich the following are suspended for

sixty days from July 11: Messrs. Leroy B.

Murray, Enoch Sherman, H. J. Balch, Earl

Keyler, Jno. Sculley, Arthur Wells, Leonard
Cronkhite, Julius E. Cull, Greenwich; Frank
P. Smith, Saratoga: Robert Gow, John Mc-
Lindon, Howard Laing, Frank Short, Schuy-
lersville; Wm. Patterson, Hemis Heights;
Frank P. Larmoti, Cambridge

; Jno". R. Whaley,
Ed. Connors, Victory Mills, N. Y.

For competing in unsanctioned races, the

following are suspended from all track,racing

for thirty days from July 10: Messrs. Clarence

Thompson, New Haven; Thomas , Aston,

Bridgeport ; W. R. Steele, A. L. Bartjett, S.

C. Miller, J. J. Sullivan, Holyoke; G. Reeder,

R. E. Lombard, J. E. Cowan, Springfield,

Mass.

For competing in unsanctioned races on July

4, the following are suspended from all track

racing for thirty days from July 16: Messrs. J.

E. Lewis, E. Whitcomb, D. Greenwood, E.

Smith, E. M. Goodall, J. H. Neal, W. Gowan,
5. O. Nicholls, Sanford, Mass.

The Keystone B. C, Pittsburg, has been
placed in National Circuit September 28,

Meet to be run rain or shine.

A. H. Brown, Pueblo County, who was sus-

pended by the L. A. W.~Racing Board, pend-

ing investigation, has been reinstated.

Ludlow Road Race.

Over forty men started in the Ludlow fifteen

mile road race, Dunkirk, N. Y., July 13. F.

A. Keller, a two-minute man, won the time

prize in 45m. 24s. Result: r, Guy K. Fallagar,

Dunkirk, 7m., time, 49m. 16s. ; 2, Chas. Peters,

Dunkirk, 8m., 50m. 17s,; 3, Geo. Neibel,

Sheridan, 8m., 49m. 34s.
; 4, C. Jackway, Van

Buren, 7m., 50m. 14s.; 5, F. A. Keller, Fre-

donia, 2m., 45m. 24s.; 6, S. Reynolds, Laona,

2m. 30s. . 45m. 55s.; 7. E. Mulcahy, Dunkirk,

6m. 3^s.,49m. 56s.; 8, B. G. Simmons, Hamlet,

3m. 30s.
;
47m. 6s.

; 9, W. J. Crosby, Fredonia,

6m., 49m. 38s. ; 10, Matt Neibel, Sheridan, 8m.,

51m. 9s.; 11, Peter Meister, Jr., Dunkirk, 3m.

30s., 47m. 39^s. Thirty-three men finished.

The trouble between the Mercury Wheel
Club and the Flushing Jockey Club has been

amicably settled. The races of the Mercury

Club, scheduled to take place on the 21st,

have been abandoned. The club has decided

to hold its annual race meet on September 8

instead, the officials of the Jockey Club having

agreed to allow them to have the grounds free

of charge and to pay half of their expenses.

Chas. Edge, of the Atalanta Wheelmen,
established a record between Newark and
Philadelphia and return, on Sunday last. He
covered the distance, 169^ miles in 19b, 13m,

He was in the saddle about 16 hours.
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BY THE SAD SEA WAVES.

ASBURY'S TWO DAT MEET-GOOD SFORT

;

MANY FALLS—TITUS MOVES UP A
NOTCH.

The long-haired person who told us of the

sadness of the waves—the melancholy swish

of waters—never could have seen such waves

as lave the sands at Asbury Park.

Otherwise his story might have had a gayer

note. The waves at Asbury are too busy to

be sad. They have a duty to perform for the

50,000 humans who seek salt air and rest and

religion along this Bradleyized stretch.

How could the waves be sad with such a

merry throng leaping into them, darting hither

and thither; diving, ducking, fighting, swish-

ing this way and swashing that way ; with

much movement and merry laughter ?

There is no room for sadness. Old ocean

rises to the occasion and gives tongue to its

glee in a never-ending succession of dancing,

whirling, wriggling, foaming white-caps.

But all this is not Sanger and Titus and

Class A and B and fine rushes over the tape

so to the game, leaving for another time the

broad walk, with its askant-eyed maidens, the

beaches, the bands, the baby carriages and
the other thousand and one amenities of a

Summer sea shore.

It was a two-day meet, and incidentally,

the annual meet of the New Jersey Division

;

L. A. W., on the pretty third mile red clay

oval at the athletic grounds, a field flanked

by green groves and with a fore-ground of

sail-dotted lake.

Five hundred came the first day and six

hundred the second. There are a hundred
thousand pleasure-seeking people within ten

miles of the track, but the meet was so poorly

advertised that no one knew it was on.

Otherwise the attendance would have been

much larger.
The track has often been in better shape. It

is a third of clay, not too highly banked. The
top dressing is dry, brittle and gravelly, so

that one's wheel skids. The result was a num-
ber of falls and bruised shins and badly

scraped cuticles and wheels smashed up and
bent out of all recognition.

Asbury may now take rank as a dangerous

track, not highly hazardous, but enough so to

make some innovations desirable. A new top-

dressing is needed, so that wheels will not

skid and so that the track will not become
rutty and soft after a few races have been run.

On the two curves there is more elbow room
needed, so that the men will not pile up in

ruined heaps;;the track can also stand a little banking.
Racing is a fixture in Asbury Park, and is likely to

be a feature there. Properly managed cycle racing

should become a regular feature of the Asbury Park
season. Both the wheelmen and the athletic club have
held financially successful meets, and will probably
hold many more. Therefore, in the name of safety,

let them spend a few dollars on the track and make it

second to none.

The Racing^.

There were two days of good hot A and B races,

the finishes being, in most cases, of an interesting

order; the times were fairly fast, in some cases very
fast.

Taking the B men first, the leviathan, Walter
Sanger, was one of the big figures, if not the biggest

figure at the meet. He performed in many scratch

and handicap races and easily spread-eagled all the

others except one man—Titus.

The riding of these two men was a feature of much
interest. Titus proved himself quite the equal of

Sanger; indeed, the way in which he clearly beat him
over the tape on three occasions was the strongest

kind of argument that Titus is the master of the

Sanger of this season.

In the mile scratch race Sanger beat Titus in his

heat, beating Tyler, Kennedy, Maddox and Miller.

In the final Sanger again beat Titus by two feet, and
there is reason to believe that Titus could have won.
Coming into the stretch he was behind Sanger, but

easily sprinted up to him. Titus stated he did not win
because Sanger had shown him many kindnesses and
he had not the heart to beat him out—which is "werry,

werry nice," Mr. Titus, but poor sort of sport. The
time, am. 25 2-59.

In the final, Titus and Sanger again helped each

other. The mile was ridden in 2.22 4-5. At a mile and
a third both were up with the long mark men, whom
they sailed around with for two laps; then came the

break for home. Sanger, through superior judgment,

came into the straight ahead, but Titus walked up to

him and" seemed to have no difficulty in beating him
over the tape. Meanwhile they had watched each

other so closely, that Graves (150 yards), slipped in in

front of them and won first place ; Titus second, and
Sanger third. Time, 4.47.

The two-mile handicap indicated that of those

present, Sanger and Titus are the scratch men; Mad-
dox, from 170 yards, made a good show, winning his

heat; but once the scratch men catch him, he is buried-

Graves can take 150 yards, and if the scratch men
work properly, they can just beat him home. Taxis,

who was given 20, can easily take 40, as he has appar-

ently not recovered from his recent fall. Helfert has

apparently gone away out of form ; he can easily take

no yards. Mulliken, of Baltimore, can also take a very
long handicap. H. B. Arnold, who ran third in his heat

from the 190 yard mark, seems unable to get into form*

Edwards, the Californian, had 100 yards, and could

only run fifth in his heat ; he is all banged up from
many bad falls.

HURET
The Frenchman who holds the 24-hour record—457

miles 1,622 yards.

The work of the B men on the second day was very
satisfactory. In the first heat of the scratch race C.

E. Ganse, Washington, D. C, a new man, came out,

but was unable to run better than eighth. In heat

two E. C. Bald came to the front, beating K ennedy
C. M. Murphy and others. The final fell to Sanger
with C. M. Murphy second, Kennedy third, and Bald
fourth.

H. C. Tyler added additional interest to the half

mile open. He won the first heat, beating Titus and
others. C. M. Murphy won the second. In the final

heat Tyler won, Taxis second, Titus third. Titus
running third on account of poor riding. In this race

C. M. Murphy finished second, but both himself and
Steensen were disqualified for team work. The game
was arranged this way: The moment the bell sounded
for the last lap Steensen jumped away, and running
like mad down the back stretch, dragged Murphy
after him, the two getting away clear of the field.

Then Steensen suddenly jumped out, leaving Murphy
to sail for home, but long as his lead had been, Tyler
was able to overtake him. The referee promptly dis-

qualified both Murphy and Steensen, as they undoubt-
edly rode by pre-arrangement.

The Two Mile Handicap, Class B, was perhaps the

best race of the meet. F. J. Titus won heat one
nipping Graves (150), Sanger (scratch), running third

Titus did most of the pacing, although Sanger did'a
fair share, the two working together nicely. The mile
was ridden in 2m. 22 3-5S.; the second mile in 2m. 21

3-5S. Titus's 4m. 44 1-5S. is, considering the track,
quite equal to the best two mile record made in com-
petition. In heat two H. A. Allen (240 yards), came
through in 4m. 41 2-5S. In the final, Maddox (180),

won in 4m. 37 1-5S., the fastest two mile handicap of
the season ; Silvie (220 yards), second ; Graves (150),

third ; Allen (240) fourth. These long mark men
quickly got together, and had evidently determined
not to let the scratch men get up with them. Titus
and Sanger started out well, doing 2m. 25 2-5S., but
they did not seem to have the proper dash to get up,
so they quit when they saw that pursuit was hopeless.
Of the Class A men the stars were Charlie Brown,

Royce, George Smith, Blauvelt and Sims. Charlie
Brown accounted for the one-mile scratch race, beat-
ing Royce, Smith and Blauvelt in the order named,
the last third being run in 40 2-5S.

In the mile handicap, Sims, 40 yards, was the bright
particular star, winning the final heat in 2m. 184-5S.;

Mont Scott, 25 yards, second. Sims won his heat
easily in 2m. 16 4-5S.

The one mile State championship was won by Blau
velt, with G. W. Coffin, a very much improved rider,
second, and Royce third.

On the second day Smith, who was mounted on a
different wheel than on the day previous, won the
mile quite handily, doing the last quarter in 294-5S.,
beating Charles Brown and Blauvelt, with J. B. Pear-
son, the Vineland rider, fourth.

The two-mile handicap proved an excellent contest,
the final showing Coffin off in good shape, who, riding
from the 40-yard mark, won in 4m. 34 1-5S.; Darmer,
no yards, second; Dawson, 120 yards, third. The two
incidents of this event outside of Coffin's fine riding
were the effort of Sims, who started from scratch, and
who caught the men, but the effort to do so killed him
off. The other incident was the nasty fall which
brought down W. D. Osgood, 50 yards, who certainly
would have won.
H. E. Raymond Refereed.

First Day.

One Mile Novice (trial heats, first four in final)—
Heat One: 1, M. A. Carpenter, Newark; 2, Charles
Wooley, Squankum; 3, W. D. Knecht, Mattewan, N. J.

'<

4, E. C. Johnson, U. C. R.j 5, A. B. Hedden, E. Orange.
Time, 2m. 37s. Heat Two: 1, J. H. Harrison, Asbury
Park; 2, A. J. Hargan, N. W.; 3, A. G. Brown, Mon-
tauk W.; 4, Oscar Hedstrom, Brooklyn; 5, C. D.
Horster, E. C. W.; 6, W. W. Forney, Asbury Park; 7,

J. J. Tillen, Newaik. Time, 2m. 483-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1. A. G. Brown.
2. Carpenter.

3. Hargan.

4. Harrison.

5. Hedstrom.
6. Knecht.

7. Wooley.
8. Johnson.

Time, 2m. 44 3-5S.

One Mile Scratch (Trial heats, first three in final)

—Heat One: 1, Geo. C. Smith, N. Y. A. C; 2, E. L.

Blauvelt, E. A. C. C; 3, R. C. McCurdy, Phila; 4, Jas.
Williams, E. W.; 5, Harry B. Martin, A. P. W.; 6, M."

Scott, C. W. Time, 2m. 42 1-5S. Heat Two: 1, G. F.

Royce, T. C. C; 2, W. F. Sims, W. R. C; 3, Charles
Brown, E. A. C; 4, Thos. Aston, B. W. C; 5, F. E.
Doup, K. C. W.; 6, A. W. Hinrichs, C. W. Time, 3m.

3 4-5S. Heat Three: 1, W. D. Osgood, Univ. Pa.; 2, W.
L. Darmer, Bergen Point; 3, Jas. B. Pearson, V. W,; 4,

John Heishley, W. P. C; 5. Geo. B. Cobb, Jr., H. W.
6, Francis A. Watson, Brooklyn; 7, T. G. Gate, B. R.
Time, 2m. 48 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Chas. Brown. 5. Pearson.

2. Royce. 6. Darmer.
3. Smith. 7. Osgood.

4. Blauvelt.

Time, 2m. 48 3-5S.

W. F. Sims fell, but was unhurt. The time limit

being 2m. 45s., the race was declared no race, with no
run-over. The last third was sprinted in 40 2-5S., a
two-minute clip.

One Mile Scratch, Class B (trial heats, first three

in final)—Heat One: 1, W. C. Sanger, Springfield; 2, F.

J.Titus, R. W.; 3, A.D.Kennedy, Chicago; 4, H. C.
Tyler, Springfield; s , E. J. Miller, R. W.; 6, Harry H.
Maddox, A. P. W. Time, 2m. 37s. Heat Two: 1, Geo.
Taylor, Springfield; 2, Fred Graves, Springfield; 3, C.

M. Murphy, N. Y. A.C.J 4, E. C. Bald, Buffalo; s, A.W.
Warren, Hartford; 6, I. A. Silvie, S. I. Time, 2m.

45 *-SS.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Sanger. 4. Taylor.

2. Titus. 5. A. D. Kennedy.

3. C. M. Murphy. 6. Fred Graves.
Time, 2m. 25 2-5S.
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One Mile Handicap (first four in final)—Heat One:

1, H. B. Martin, A. P. W., 65 yards; 2, Ray Dawson, N.

Y. A. C, S5; 3, M. Scott, C. W., as; 4, R. C. McCurdy,
Philadelphia, scratch; 5, W. C. Roome, N. J. A. C, 65;

6, H. L. Bailey, Manasquan, no; 7, F. C. Seymour, H.

G.i 120; 8, M. W. Forney, Asbury Park, 150; g, H. E.

Williams, Manasquan, 130. Time, 2m. 18s. Heat

Two: 1, W. F. Sims, W. R. C, 40; 2, Leon Cubberly, L.

B. W., 120; 3, George Hugo, New Haven, 100; 4, L. S.

Darling, C. W., 150; 5, Wm. E. Kline, E. A. C., 150; 6,

H. E. Eckstein, G. W., 80; 7, J. W. Seaman, L. B. W.,

140. Time, 2m. 16 4-5S. Heat Three: 1, G. B. Cobb,

Jr., H. W., no; 2, C. R. Davison, K. W., no; 3, F. A.

Watson, Brooklyn, 130; 4, M. A. Carpenter, Newark.
Time, 2m. 14 3-5S.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Sims, 40 yards. 6. Hugo, 100.

2. Scott, 25. 7- Dawson, 55.

3. Martin, 65. 8. Davison, no.

4. Cubberly, 120. 9. Darling, 150.

5. McCurdy, 90.

Time, 2m. 18 4.5s.

Two Mile Handicap (Class B), first five in each,

heat in final—Heat One: 1, H. H. Maddox, A. P. W.
170 yards; 2, F. J. Titus, R. W., 20; 3, Fred. Graves

Springfield, 150; 4, W. W. Taxis, C. W., 20; 5, W. C.

Sanger, scratch; 6, W. J. Helfert, Utica, 70; 7, W. H.

Mullikin, Baltimore, 150; 8, C. E. Ganse, Washington'

D.C., 180. Time, 4m. 50 2-5S. Sanger's times: 1 mile,

2m. 20 3-5S.; 2 miles, 4m. 52 3-5S. Heat Two: 1, E. J.

Miller, R. W., 140 yards; 2, A. W. Warren, H. W. C;
140; 3, H. B. Arnold, 190; 4, H.R. Steensen, N. Y., 150;

5, W. J. Edwards, San Jose, 100; 6, H. A. Allen, A. P.

W., 210; 7, Geo. H. Thatcher, New Haven, 200. Time,

4m. 47s. Bald, Murphy and Kennedy quickly got

together. Bald rode the first mile in 2m. 22s. After

the mile they rode half-heartedly, and finally the three

stopped.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Graves, 150 yards. 2, Titus, 20.

3, Sanger, scratch.

Time, 4m. 47s.

Sanger's time for mile, 2m. 22 4-5.

ONE MILE NEW JERSEY DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. E. L. Blauvelt, E.A.C.C. 4. W. C. Roome, N.J.A.C.

2. G. W. Coffin, O. W. 5. Chas. Brown, E. A. C.

3. G. F. Royce, T. C. C. 6. W.L.Darmer.BergenPt
Time, 2m. 40 3-5S.

Second Day.

One Mile Scratch (Trial heats, first three in final)

—Heat One: 1, G. C. Smith, N. Y. A. C; 2, Ray Daw-
son, N. Y. A. C.J 3, E. L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C; 4, Leon
Cubberly, L. B. W. Time, 2m. 44 2-5S. Heat Two: i,

G. F. Royce, S. C. C.j 2, W. F. Sims, W. R. C.j 3, Chas.

Brown, E. A. C.J 4, G. W. Coffin, O. W.; 5, Frank E.

Doup, K. C. W.; 6, W. L. Darmer, Bergen Pt.; 7, Geo.

Hugo, New Haven. Time, 2m. 404-5S. Heat Three:

3, J. B. Pearson, V. W.; 2, Geo. B. Cobb, Jr., H. W.; 3,

John Heishley, W. P. C.J 4, Claude Leatherbury,

Balto.; 5, F. A. Watson, Bklyn.; 6, C. D. Forster, E. C.

W. Time, 2m. 38s.

FINAL HEAT.

1. Smith. 5. Dawson.

2. Chas. Brown. 6. Cobb.

3. Blauvelt. 7. Sims.

4. Pearson. 8. Heishley.

Time, 2m. 45s. Last quarter, 29 4-5S.

ONE Mile Scratch, Class B—Heat One: 1, George
Taylor; 2, W. C. Sanger; 3, Harry H. Maddox; 4, F. J.

f

Titus; 5, E. F. Miller; 6, W. W. Taxis; 7, W. H. Mulli-

kin; 8, C. E. Gause, Washington, D. C; 9, W. J. Hel-

fert. Time, 2m. 48s.; last quarter, 30 3-5S. Heat Two:
1, E. C. Bald, Buffalo; 2, A. D. Kennedy, Chicago; 3,

C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C.J 4, H. R. Steensen, New
York; 5, 1. A. Silvie, S. I. A. C. Time, 3m. 3s.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Sanger. 4. Bald.

2. C. M. Murphy. 5. Maddox.

3. Kennedy. 6. Taylor.

Time, 2m. 36s.

Two Mile Handicap—Heat One: 1, J. H.Harrison,
Asbury Park, 220 yards; 2, Walter Roome, N. J. A. C,
140; 3, R. C. McCurdy, Philadelphia, 130; 4, Ray Daw-
son, N. Y. A. C, 120; 5, Leon Cubberly, L. B. W., 190;

6, L. Osborne, Manasquan, 200. Time, 4m. 59 1-5S.'

Mont Scott, .scratch, could not get up and quit at a
mile and a third. Heat Two: 1, Fred Shafto, Bayonne,
120 ; 2, G. W. Coffin, O. W., 40 ; 3, F. E. Doup, K. C. W.,

100; 4, W. F. Sims, W. R. C, scratch; 5, H. E. Eckstein,

G. W., 140; 6, Wm. F. Kline, E. A. C, 240. Time, sm.
044-5S. H.Hawthorne, 170 yards, fell. Sims caught
up with the field at a mile, which he rode in 2m. 26

2-5S., and had no difficulty in placing himself. Heat
Three: 1, J. B. Pearson, V. W., 70; 2, C. R. Davison,
K. W., 160; 3, G. B. Cobb, Jr., H. W., 150; 4, W. L.
Darmer, Bergen Point, no. Time, sm. Going for

home on the last third, a number of the men piled up
on one of the curves, F. A. Hendricks, South Brooklyn
Wheelmen, being the most seriously injured. In a

couple of hours, however, he was all right, and it was
found that he had sustained no severe injury. Osgoodi

50 yards, would have won had he not fallen.

FINAL HEAT.

^ 1. Coffin, 40 yards. 5. Doup, 100.

2. Darmer, no. 6. McCurdy, 130.

3. Dawson, 120. 7. Pearson, 70.

4. Roome, 140. 8. Davidson, 160.

Time, 4m. 54 1-5S.

W. F. Sims (scratch) stopped. Sims, though not

feeling well, started in order to make a good race.

He caught the crowd at a mile and a third, urged on
by the repeated cheering of the spectators, but his

effort to get up killed him, and he soon afterward
quit the race.

Half Mile Open, Class B—Heat One: 1, H. C.

Tyler; 2, F. J. Titus; 3, W. J. Helfert; 4, E. F. Miller;

5, C. E Gause. Time, im. 17 2-5S. Heat Two: 1, C.

M. Murphy; 2, H. R. Steenson; 3, W. W. Taxis; 4, E.

C. Bald. Time, im. 16 1-5S. Kennedy, Warren and
Graves also started.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Tyler. 3. Titus.

2. Taxis. 4. Helfert.

Time, im. 17 1-5S.

This was the event in which Steensen, who did not

finish, and Murphy, who finished second, were dis-

qualified.

ONE-QUARTER MILE (New Jersey Division Cham-
pionship). — 1, Royce, 2, C. Brown; 3, Blauvelt; 4,

Harry Hawthorne, O. A. C; 5, Jas. Williams, E. W.

BROTHER-IN-LAW M'DERMOTT.

WILL, JOIN ZIM IN PARIS AND SEE
"WHAT'S WHAT."

HOUBEN.
The Belgian who defeated Zimmerman at Brussels.

Time, 33 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap (Class B). Trial Heats. First

five in final—Heat One: 1, F. J. Titus, scratch; 2, F.

Graves, 150; 3, W. C. Sanger, scratch; 4, G. Taylor, 35.

S H. H. Maddox, 180; 6, C. E. Ganse, 220; 7, W. H. Mil-

likin, 180. Time, 4m. 44 1-5S. Titus and Sanger's first

mile 2m. 22 3-5S. Heat Two: 1, H. A. Allen, 240 yards;

2, 1. A. Silvie, R. W., 220; 3, A. D. Kennedy, 80; 4, E. C
Bald, 20; 5, A. W. Warren, 140; 6, A. H. Barnett, C. W.
130. Time, 4m. 41 2-5S. Thatcher, 230, and Arnold, 200,

fell. Steensen, 160, quit.

Final Heat:
1. Maddox, 180 yards. 3. Graves, 150.

2. Silvie, 220. 4. Allen, 240.

Time, 4m. 37 1-5S.

Sanger and Titus started out bravely, doing the
mile in 2m. 23 2-5S. They seemed to lack dash, how-
ever, were unable to get up, and, becoming dis-

couraged, they quit.

FIVE MILE NEW JERSEY DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. Blauvelt. 4. W. C. Roome.
2. Coffin. 5. M. Scott

3. C. Brown. 6. J. Williams.

Time, 14m. 13s.

Royce quit on the last lap. H. E. Raymond,
refereed.

Brother-in-law Joseph McDermott, Zimmer-
man's faithful friend, sailed on Wednesday on
the Paris. His little son, Nephew Carl, went
with him.

Brother-in-law McDermott avers that he
goes abroad for pleasure. But there is no
doubt that the stories of the great Arthur A.

—

his fifth place at Florence ; the rumor that the

mondaines of the half world have become too

much interested in the "Skeeter"— have
become a bit worrisome.

Brother-in-law Joe has a sort of psychic

control over A. A. Under Mr. McDermott'

s

tutorship, Zimmie is always above par. No
other man has as much influence with him

—

and, by the by, be it known that A. A. is a good
listener, but usually does as he likes in the

end.

The letter sent to the American papers

recently, in which it was hinted that Zimmie
had thrown the race in Florence by prearrange-

ment, was mentioned to Zimmerman pere,

with this reply

:

"We at once cabled Arthur, who wired back

that he had had a cold ; that he was in poor
form, as he often is in the earlier part of the

season ; that he could not have gone a yard
faster."

In a second cable, Zimmerman stated that

he had gotten into rare form. The letter, by
the by, detailing the Florence performance,

was sent to all American cycling papers, though
it purported to be a private communication to
each. It seems now it was a species of press-
bureau emanation, and The Wheel considers
the statements made in it unworthy of par-
ticular belief.

Look Out for This Fraud.
A fraud has been perpetrated upon The

Wheel. It is a new kind of fraud ; therefore
The Wheel does not feel as though it had
been very much "had." It is, in fact, a very
ingenius fraud, and the story is as follows:
About the first of May a person frequented

The Wheel office, and repeatedly stated his
desire to become a subscription agent for The
Wheel. After making his person familiar at
the office by occasional visits to ask questions,
this party called on May 8 and gave The
Wheel three subscriptions. He ordered The
Wheel to be sent for a year to George B.
Cushman, W. T. Hudson and J. R. Fowler,
all of Orange, N. J. In payment for these
three subscriptions—amount $6—he handed
The Wheel's cashier a check for $20, drawn
by E. S. Robinson on the Fidelity Title and
Deposit Co. of Newark, payable to the order of
George B. Cushman. Cushman had endorsed
the check. The ingenuity of the fraud, how-
ever, was displayed in the fact that the check
was certified by the Fidelity Title and Deposit
Co., and the certification was found to be a
fraud. In exchange for this check the fraud
was handed back $14 in cash. The check, of
course,jwas returned marked " fraud" in red
letters, so there was no mistaking the fact.

The Fidelity Title and Deposit Co., of Newark,
N. J., could do nothing, and appeared to have
no desire to do anything. The New York Police
Department recognized the man as an old
offender, who had perpetrated a number of
petty tricks of the kind, but whom they were
unable to ferret out.

The fraud is a man of about 35 or 40, is 5 ft.

7 in. in height and rather thickset, and at the
time purported to be George B. Cushman.
The fraud is no doubt still going about. If a
man, whom you do not know very well, or
who has lately appeared in your office, does
business with you, and offers you a certified

check and wants some change, especially if

said person is 5 ft. 7 in. and rather thickset,

The Wheel will be favored if you will tele-

phone this office.
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UNBURY,Pa.,our
starting point, is a
pleasantly situated

town on the south

side of the Susque-

hanna river, at

the junction of the

north and west

branch. There are

many points of in-

terest around here, which will well repay the
wheelman's visit.

A climb up old Shickalemy and the magnifi-
cent view from the hotel piazza on its top,

will not be regretted nor soon forgotten.

This is a high, picturesque, rocky bluff, tower-
ing hundreds of feet straight up from the
river, the Reading railroad being cut out at

its base. The town of Northumberland lies

between the junction of the two branches of

the river, in front of the bluff. This was the
home of Dr. Priestly, the discoverer of oxygen
gas, and now a historic figure in the scientific

world.

There is a beautiful Indian legend

Connected with. This Bluff.

Tradition says that Shickalemy, an Indian
chieftain, who was in love with a maiden of his

tribe. War called him away, and his death
resulted. Before he had left, however, he in-

voked the great spirit to watch over his love,

and when the news of his death was brought
to camp, the grief-stricken maiden threw her-

self from these heights into the river below.

At a certain point, from the river, can be seen

a curious formation of rocks, high up on the

cliff, which very much resembles an Indian's

profile. This, so the story runs, is the spirit

of old Shickalemy.

Two happy fellows expected to make an
early start on the morning of June 13, '94, but

an all-night downpour of rain had dampened
their ardor somewhat. I could plainly see

dismay written over the entire countenance of

the '

' other fellow" when the mud—the sticky,

tackey, slippery mud—was encountered after

leaving the finely paved streets of the town.

The road leads over a rolling country, with

the hills gradually getting higher as you ap-

proach Shamokin (eighteen miles), where the

first stop, for dinner, was made.

By noon the mud had dried, and the riding

became fine. Here we plunged into the moun-
tainous country of the coal fields, with coal

mines, breakers and culm banks on all sides.

The ride from here to Mount Carmel (eight

miles) is over a good road of mountain sand,

packed hard. The grade upward is easy and
gradual, with an occasional hill and short

coast. Numerous cool mountain springs can

be found all along the road. There are no
habitations along this road except the^mine-

breakers in the valley below and on the opposite

mountain. The Shamokin "Crick" and two
railroads run through the valley.

From Mount Carmel to Centralia^the roads

lead up a gentle grade all the way and are not

very interesting, as there is nothing in^sight

except scrub and rocks, as one^is [then on a
high plateau, between two mountains. Abont

midway is a watering trough by the roadside

where the " Mollie McGuires " waylaid one of

their victim in the days of their glory.

In Centralia the road turns South and after

reaching a slightly higher elevation

A Magnificent View

comes into sight. The whole of the Mach-

anoy Valley is spread out before you and the

town of Ashland is at your feet, three miles

below.

Here you are on the edge of a high mount-

ain, bare of all trees, but at one time one

lovely mass of waving laurel blossoms, with

here and there a dark boulder protruding from

a bed of red, white and pink.

The road curves around the mountain crest

and down a very steep grade with a deep

gully, first on one side, then lower down on

the other side, with mines in each. This hill

is too steep and winding for a safe coast, as, at

certain points, if one lost control of his wheel

he would not unlikely land in the yawning

jaws of a coal, breaker below and be jawed up

and transported to the seaboard, as so much
coal on one of these long snakey curving coal

trains, instead of on his wheel. We also found

the road lined with coal-begrimed miners who
were returning to their picturesque stone

shanties, partly dug out of the side of the

mountain, lower down the hill.

In Ashland the road runs east again. Here
a short stop was made, and we interviewed a

few wheelmen whose information was about as

meagre as their riding was limited.

Machanoy Plain was soon reached at a rapid

pace—that is the bottom of the plain—the top

was
Almost in the Clouds.

The road runs through a valley alongside of

a black muddy river and three railroads and a

trolley from Ashland as far as Gerardville.

There is but one way to get up Machanoy
Plane to the top of Broad Mountain, and that

is push, and push hard and skyward, too, for

twenty minutes, if you are a good walker.

Frackville, a town of some 2,500 inhabitants,

lies on top of the mountain at the head of the

plane. Supper was taken here at the Cloud

Castle Hotel, and we started immediately after

for the long coast down to Pottsville—ten

miles. Here we had the benefit of our push

on the other side. We only had to pedal twice,

over railroad crossings, in all this distance.

This was the grandest part of the trip.

Beautiful scenery was on all sides. The
mountain is heavily wooded, while to the left

and thousands of feet below is a deep ravine

with a river and three railroads at the bottom,

of which we only had a glimpse once in a while,

as we were enveloped most of the time in misty

clouds ; and the temperature was such that we
found it comfortable to put on our coats and

turn up the collars to keep warm, although it

had been 90 degrees nearly all day.

The road is very winding all the way down,

and a sharp lookout must be kept. At the

lower end is a small mine and mining patch.

About half way down you pass St. Clair, and

still further down the grade is Pottsville,

where we stopped the first night, with fifty and

one-half miles to our credit for the day.

After hunting up the L. A. W. local Consul

and getting a little Pottsville air in one of our

tires, our second day's start was made at a

rapid pace.

We left the town and the coal regions be-

hind, and turned our faces southward, with

the Schuylkill for a companion as far as Ham-
burg, twenty-one miles. The first six and last

five miles of this distance is fine mountainous

country, and the other ten is rolling farming.

Port Clinton, a sleepy little hamlet, lies in a

gap of the Blue Mountain. The road winds
alongside of the river for five miles through

this gap. Dinner was taken at Hamburg

—

a regular, good Pennsylvania Dutch dinner

THE BICYCLE IN THE PULPIT.

Pulpit of Beulah Church, Williamsett, Mass., on June 10, when a widely placarded sermon for cyclists was
preached, and, it is claimed, the wheels exhibited were advertised.
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with a jovial, accommodating landlord. To-
day, all our roadside inquiries have been

Answered in Pennsylvania Dutch,

which seems to be the prevailing language of

the farming people.

After dinner the wheels were turned in an

easterly direction, once more over a very good

country road. Our old friends, the mountains,

are now left behind for good, and can be seen

occasionally only in the dim distance to the

North. The country, however, is still quite

hilly.

This is one of the ideal farming spots of the

State. All is thrift and prosperity. A farmer

out at the elbows is not to be seen—but, yes,

we did see one ; but after we saw the beautiful

bird-houses he had in his yard, we decided

to forgive him. We saw here many bright

spots of color against a somber brown back-

ground on the hill-sides, where the women
were hoeing corn.

Allentown, thirty miles from Hamburg, was

reached by 6 o'clock. We met quite

A Novel Mail Coach

this afternoon, of which Uncle Sam may or

not feel proud.

While climbing a steep hill we saw two

peculiar-looking objects appear from the other

side, which, on full development, proved to be

the abnormally long, shaggy ears of a decrepit

old mule, hitched, by old harness and various

ropes and strings, to a nondescript cart, which

was evidently whittled out of odds and ends

with a jack knife. The wheels and shafts had

done service before in some more pretentious

vehicle. The seat—a soap box—was perched

between two wheels. Another soap box was
hung between the shafts for the accommoda-
tion of the feet of the driver and the United

States mail. The driver reminded me of a

jolly-faced old monk, such as Vibert loves to

depict in his paintings. A bicycle was evi-

dently a novelty to him, as he stopped to inter-

view us, or at least his weary mule stopped at

the first sound of his voice, or maybe it was
the gray beard of one of us that excited his

curiosity.

After supper we had a fine run over a good
road by way of Bethlehem to Easton, with

seventy-two and three-quarter miles to our

credit for the day.

An early breakfast and start was the order

for the next day. 'New Jersey was soon

reached, over the covered bridge to Pbillips-

burg, where we had to run the gauntlet of

every sprinkling hose on the Main Street.

Bloomsbury was soon past over a very good

rolling road to the Musconetcong Mountain,

where we had a half-mile push and had the

pleasure of sampling a few cherry-laden trees.

A long coast awaited us on the other side. It

is coasting nearly all the way to Clinton—seven
miles. White House Station was reached in

time for dinner. After a short rest the wheel
was mounted for the home stretch by way of
Summerville, Bound Brook, Plainfield, Metuch-
en, and reaching Perth Amboy at 5.30 p. m.
And so ending a very pleasant and interesting
three days' tour, covering 185X miles. This
tour could be extended to seven or eight days
from New York or New Jersey points by going
by way of Philadelphia, Lancaster, Columbia,
taking in Gettysburg, as the battle field is

worth seeing any time, and so on to Harris-
burg and up along the Susquehanna to Sun-
bury. We went up on the train as our time
was limited to three days.
We found the roads very good and plenty of

stopping places all along, with good hotels,

where the utmost courtesy to wheelmen is

shown and the rates are always reasonable.
W. R. T., Perth Amboy, N. J.

WENT ON A STRIKE.

A DECISION AT BALTIMORE CAUSES A
BOW—THE TROUBLE ADJUSTED BY
ARBITRATION—ALL THE CRACKS

COME TOGETHER.

Baltimore, July ' 18.—The Class B men
went on another strike to-day, at the Cycle

Track Association races, the second meet in

the National Circuit. E. C. Davis, a local

man, was innocently the cause of it all. The
heats were run in the morning. In the mile

handicap, Davis won the second heat in a

manner most peculiar.

Sanger was scratch. Titus had twenty

yards. There was a bunch at centre headed

by Miller, and Davis had 275 yards. Miller

paced, while Titus caught the bunch, followed

by Sanger. Then the party loafed, while

Davis improved his opportunity and gained a

lap on the field. The bell was not rung for

Davis's last lap, but for the last lap of the

majority, and there was a mix-up and con-

fusion.

Manager Bode entered a protest for Ken-

nedy, but Referee Mott refused to allow it.

Hot words followed, and Mott ordered Bode

from the track, whereupon three of the teams

went out on a sympathetic strike, feeling that

Bode was in the right. The entire crowd ad-

journed to the dressing room, where the

matter was discussed and finally adjusted, and
everything then went along serenely.

There was a galaxy of cracks present. John-

son arrived too late and did not compete, but

rode an exhibition half mile in im. 1 2-5S., a

State record. In the mile open Sanger dis-

played poor judgment and was beaten by
Murphy, Titus and Bliss. He rode in the rear

of the field and could not take the corners fast

enough to better his position in the final

sprint. Charley Murphy had the pole, and
in the straight rode like a fiend. Titus worked
through and beat his old team-mate, Bliss, by
a foot for second. Sanger, Bald, Helfert,

Taylor and Taxis followed in the order named,
all close up. Graves was pacemaker.

Sanger retrieved himself nobly in the two-

mile handicap. Davis and French had a long

lead. Maddox rode grandly and caught the

leaders. Sanger left the back bunch, which

had been paced by Titus, and at the head of

the home stretch was neck and neck with

Maddox. The latter dropped out and there

was a game struggle to the tape. Sanger won
the prettiest race of the season from Titus (20

yards), by a matter of a foot only, and Bald

was a close third. Then came Charley Mur-
phy, E. C. Davis, and Lumsden in close order.

For once Baltimore turned out a fair crowd
of spectators. The work of Davis greatly

pleased the local riders. He holds the Mary-

land twenty-four hour record. Summary:

One Mile Open (Class B)—First Heat: i, George
F.Taylor; 2, W. W. Taxis; 3, F. J. Titus; 4, E. F.

Miller. Time, 3m. 01 3.5s. Second Heat: i, C. M.
Murphy; 2, E. C. Bald; 3, W. H. Helfert; 4, W. F.

Murphy; 5, A. D. Kennedy. Time, 2m. 41s. Third
Heat: i, W. Sanger; 2. J. P. Bliss; 3, A.E. Lumsden; 4,

H. H. Maddox; 5. W.H. Mulliken. Time, 3m. us.

Final Heat: 1, C. M. Murphy; 2, F. J. Titus; 3, J. P.

Bliss; 4, W. C. Sanger; 5, E. C. Bald; 6, W. H. Helfert;

7, G. F. Taylor; 8, W. W. Taxis. Time, 2m. 17 3-4S.

Graves was pacemaker.
Three-Mile Handicap.—First Heat: 1, W. L. Eck-

hardt, 230 yards; 2, T. Wells Cole, 200; 3, W. E. Fergu-
son, 225; 4, W. F. Sims, scratch. Time, 7m. 28J^s. Sec-

ond Heat: 1, E. L. Blauvelt, scratch; 2, R. P. McCurdy,
50 yards; 3, Charles Brown, 50; 4, W. D. Osgood, 50; 5,

G. B. Mershon, 50. Time, 8m. 17^8.

Final Heat: 1, Eckhardt; 2, Cole; 3, Sims; 4, Blau-

velt; 5, McCurdy. Time, 7m. 29KS.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B—First Heat: 1, J.

M. White, 200 yards; 2, H. A. French, 250; 3, C. M.
Murphy, scratch; 4, A. E. Lumsden, 45; 5, W.F.
Murphy, too. Time, 5m. 7 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, Elmer
C. Davis, 275 yards; 2, W. C. Sanger, scratch; 3, F. J.

Titus, 20; 4, W. J. Helfert, 60; 5, H. A. Githens, 70.

Time, 4m. 58 3-5S. Third Heat: 1, H. H. Maddox, 80

yards; 2, E. C. Bald, 20; 3, W. J. Edwards, California,

50: 4, F. Graves, 100. Time, 5m. 22 1-5S.

Final Heat: 1, Sanger; 2, Titus; 3, Bald; 4, Murphy;
5, Davis; 6, Lumsden. Time, 4m. 43 2-5S.

One Mile Lap Race (Class B).—First Heat: 1, G. F.

Taylor; 2, Taxis; 3, Titus; 4, E. F. Miller. Time, 3m. 12s.

Second Heat: 1, Kennedy; 2, Githens; 3, W. J. Hel-
fert; 4, W. F. Murphy; 5, F. C. Graves. Time, 2m. 50s.

Third Heat: Raymond Macdonald, W. H. Mulliken
and H. H. Maddox the only starters qualified.

Final Heat: 1, Taylor, 8 points; 2, Githens, 7 points;

3, Kennedy, 6 points; 4, Macdonald, 4 points. Time,
2m. 26s.

Two MILE Lap Race—First Heat: Ives, Weber and
Sims qualified without starting. Second Heat: 1

Charles Brown; 2, E. Blauvelt; 3, W. F. Robertson; 4,

R. P. McCurdy. Time, 5m. 56 4-5S. Final Heat: 1,

Blauvelt, 22 points; 2, Charles Brown, 17 points; 3, R.

P. McCurdy, 2 points; 4, James L. Ives. Time, 5m. 05s.

One Mile Handicap.—Class B. First heat—1, H.
A. French, 130 yds.; 2, Taylor, 25 ; 3, Bliss, scratch ; 4,

Githens, 45 ; 5, Lumsden, 30. Time, 2m. 30 3-5S. Second
heat—1, Titus, 15 ; 2, Kennedy, 30 ; 3, Helfert, 30 ; 4, W.
A. Weber, 130. Time, 2m. 18 2-5S. Third heat—W. H.
Mulliken and H. H. Maddox qualified. Final heat—1,

French, 130 ; 2, Weber, 130 ; 3, Bliss, scratch
; 4, Ken-

nedy, 30 ; 5, Helfert, 30. Time, 2m. 18 2-53.

Magnolia C. C.'s Meet, Houston, Texas, June 30,

July 1: One Mile Novice—1, Bunting; 2, Jones; 3.

Metenheimer. Time, 2m. 49 3-4S.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, Solomon; 2, Boren; 3, Parker.

Time, 41 3-5S.

Half Mile (1.25 class)— 1, Waelder; 2, Bunting; 3,

Hubbard. Time, im. 24 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Roach, scratch; 2, Boren,

scratch; 3, Hofheinz, 40 yards. Time, 5m. 45s.

Ten Mile Team Race, tie between the Alamo Wheel-
men and the Antonio C. C, both of San Antonio; 2,

Magnolia C. C.

One Mile, 2.50 Class—1, Waelder; 2, Metenheimer;

3, Van Rensellaer. Time, 2m. 46s.

One Mile (handicap)— 1, Waelder, 30 yds.; 2, Hub-
bard, 30; 3, Hall, 50. Time, 2m. 34^s.

One Mile (Southern Championship)— t, Parker ; 2,

Solomon ; 3, Tackaberry. Time, 3m. 12s.

One Mile Consolation—1, Tackaberry; 2, Van Ren-
sellaer ; 3, Gill. Time, 2m. 53 3-5S.

Both Hale and Parker rode the mile in 2m. 37KS.,

and Hubbard in 2m. 37^s, all inside of the old record

of 2m. 38%s.

Cresco (la.) Cycle Club race meet, July 4:

Half Mile Novice— 1, John A. Weis, Mankato; 2, J.

M. Hall, Austin; 3, O. J. Lofthus, Cresco; 4, C. F. Ellis,

Austin. Time, im. 17KS.

Boys' Half Mile— 1, Bert Mead, Winona; 2, H. P.

Evans, Cresco; 3, Ben Combs, Cresco; 4, Lloyd
Barker, Cresco. Time, im. 19s.

One Mile Open— 1, E. S. Garrison, Dennison; 2,

Jacob Nicholson, Austin; 3, Martin Bender, Winona;

4, C. F. Ellis, Austin. Time, 2m. 4 3>£s.

Half Mile Howard County Championship— 1, O. J.

Lofthus, Cresco; 2, Lloyd Barker, Cresco; 3, H. L.

Edmundson, Cresco; 4, C. L. Terry, Cresco. Time,

im. 20s.

Half Mile Open—i, Martin Bender, Winona; 2, E. S,

Garrison, Dennison; 3, Jacob Nicholson, Austin; 4, C.

F. Ellis, Austin. Time, im. i6%s.

During the period of mourning into which

Paris has been plunged since the assassination

of President Carnot, there have been no bi-

cycle races at Buffalo, and to-day being the

occasion of the funeral, there could surely not

be any racing. It was to take advantage of

the day that Zim and Wheeler came to

Brussels.

Starbuck has had hard luck in trying to get

a machine to suit him, but is coming up in good

shape. He, too, has the Italy fever.
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Can You Afford
To pay fancy prices for your mount when you can get a strictly high grade

Light, Durable,

Easy Running,

Elastic, Beautiful

Wheel for one-half the usual

price.

We give you your choice

of tires. We guarantee all our

wheels for twelve months.

Don't throw away your

money before you see our

Stormer or Empire.

They are models of beauty

and excellence.

Write For Catalogue.

STORMER, 30 Lbs., $75. EMPIRE, 25 Lbs., $85.

ACME MFG. CO., READING, PA.
W. H. COLE & SONS, of Baltimore, Md. , agents for Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Albama. CHAS. S. SMITH & CO., Philadelphia, agents for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey and GEO. HAS-
BROUCK CO., 157 West 23d Street, New York, agents for Eastern New York and Northern New Jersey.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

YOUTHFUL RECORD BREAKERS....

TH6 SrRACUSE
*eDEMOLISHED THE BEST TIME—

Ever made over the famous 10-mile Cicero plank road

course in Syracuse. Charles and Frank Knowland,

two enterprising youngsters of 16, were the riders to

accomplish the feat.

THEY ARE WINNERS LIKE THE SYRACUSE.
Why ! You cannot help but ride fast on this machine.

What we want to do is to send YOU a catalogue, and

send it quick. It will convince you in a jiffy.

Ar*»VVYVV»i»VV\S*fNVyVVS^»*S*»SN*VVVVyS

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents ST. LOUIS, MO.
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London, June 30, 1894.

)*WJLiILL the ladies kindly make up their

minds as to whether they will or will not wear

the breeches when cycling?

The subject—I mean the argument, not the

garment itself—is worn a bit threadbare, and
still we seem to be as far from a final settle-

ment as ever. The woman who ventures to

wear cycling breeches is variously described

as the most tender and womanly of her kind,

and as a degraded, unsexed thing that is not

worthy of respectful consideration.

There are extreme views, and I hate ex-

tremes.

My solemn belief—and I speak

as one who has studied woman
in all her phases—is that she

is what God and Nature made
her, let her wear what she will.

I admit that when the bone of

her corset breaks, or her new
shoes made a cowardly attack

on the corn that has grown as

if by magic on her little toe,

she is apt to be a bit irritable.

And so she is when the door

closes on her fingers, and her

partner in the waltz blurs her

new ball-dress with his hot

and humid hands; but not all

the corsets nor corns nor doors

in the world can turn her

wholesome heart to gall. In

all the changes that have befallen since our

common mother, Eve, first trod the earth; in

all the struggles and efforts and vicissitudes
>

the human heart-strings have ever remained

attuned to the same key, responsive to those

touches of the hand of Nature that make the

whole world kin. Woman is to-day what she

was in the beginning and ever will be.

And yet, we are asked to believe that when

a woman dons a pair of cycling breeches, she

casts off that womanliness which is so much a

part of her that she can lose it only when her

soul escapes from her body. That contention

won't hold water, for I swear by St. Paul that

some of the most feminine women I know
are rationally dressed cycling women. They

say, again, that such a garb is unbecoming

from the merely physical point of view. Well,

I don't know; a man looks better in it, and if a

woman has well turned legs why should she

not look the better for showing their shape ?

Nothing that ever was invented was more un-

suitable for cycling than the skirt. The only

iear I have is that women will eventually be-

come so enamoured of the breeches that there

will be no chance of inducing them to wear

anything else, even in church.

These remarks are suggested by the article

in The Wheel of June 15, and another which

has appeared in a London daily paper, an-

nouncing that the upper crust of New York
society has taken to cycling.

There are signs that our own aristocracy

—

the gilded dukes and belted earls and wealthy
brewers of ale and stout—are tending that

way. Great Scott ! When they take it up what
times those of us who "dearly love a lord"

will have, to be sure! Fancy the ecstatic

pleasure of pumping up the tire of a duchess,

or asking a marquis for the loan of his oil can,

and perhaps having a drink with him in the

nearest pub! Then, indeed, will we be raised

to the seventh heaven. Should such good for-

tune be mine I give timely warning that none
of my present friends must expect to know me.
The thing would be impossible.

has been so remarkable of recent years as the

absence of roping and swindling of various

kinds, such as used to nourish before the M.
A. was on the path in any numbers worth
talking of. This was the great feature of the

M. A.'s career, and the recollection of it occa-

sionally makes some of us think that perhaps,

after all, it might have been better to bear the

ills we had than fly to others that we knew
not of.

Genuine lovers of all that is best in sport

must be pleased at the stand The Wheel is

making against the malpractices that have
crept into racing in America under the "two
cjasses" system, and I have heard several of

our prominent men express the livelist satis-

faction. With
the thoughtful

men of cycling

making stren-

uous efforts to

purify the sport

and sort out the

followers of it,

there

A rush of Americans has broken out all over

London.
Cousin Jonathan has quite taken possession

of the best hotels, and at theater, concert and
promenade, American is the prevailing

language. Cycling representatives of America
have not been few or far between, and
among those whom I have seen most recently

were Mr. Jeffery, of the G. & J. Co., and Mr.

E. C. Stearns. The latter gentleman had
with him a machine of his firm's make, on
which he did some riding during his short stay

in Europe. He showed it to me, and I was
greatly taken with the handsome lines and
general elegance of it. But I was amazed

—

you could have knocked me down with a crow-

bar—when I lifted it. Why, if it were made
of tissue paper it could scarcely have been

lighter. As for feathers—feathers are clean

out of it. Mr. S. told me that the weight was
18 lbs., and he desired to know what English

riders, with their splendid roads, wanted any-

thing heavier for. Mr. Stearns may be right.

I only know that there has been an outcry

against light weights, and that we regard

25 or 28 lbs. as light. Anything like 18 lbs.

did not enter into our wildest dreams. In

fact, there is every sign of a reaction in

this matter, and the likelihood is that the

demand for extreme lightness will not

continue. Opinions are divided on the

question, and while some of our most prac-

tical men—both riders and makers—are
against lightness, others are

strongly in favor of it.

The Scorcher.

should be a " fair field and no favor " for any
man, it would be too bad if all hopes were

dashed by the chicanery of a few men, whose
antics show that they scarcely comprehend the

meaning of the word "sport," and that they

are prepared to sacrifice every principle of

manly honor for the gain of the moment.
The sport of cycle racing is passing through

a crisis both in England and America, and if

it is to emerge from that crisis permanently

regenerated, a strong and firm hand is re-

quired to deal with those who would destroy

the future. Strong measures must be taken if

Class B is not to sink to the level reached by
professionalism, the level in which the latter

stank in the nostrils of all decent people, and
left such an odor behind that respectable

young fellows in England who cannot race

as amateurs say that they would forsake the

path altogether, and never think of racing

more, rather than be known as professionals.

With all his faults—and such as they were,

he was, perhaps, little to blame for them—the

maker's amateur gave us good sport. It was
so in Europe, and it was so in America.

Speaking from experience gathered on this

side of the Atlantic, it can be said that nothing

Ways That Are Mean.
This is the season selected

by houses contemplating enter-

ing the manufacturing field

for the acquisition of information. A case not

without an amusing side is the course pursued

by a certain Central New York firm who ex-

pect to turn out wheels of their own handi-

work for '95. They put themselves in corre-

spondence with a maker and ask for the " very

lowest price on 1,000 high grade bicycles."

" Please give us," would be the gist of the in

quiry, " your very lowest price, omitting your

usual advertising expense item and soliciting

charge, for our business will be without trouble.

Exact dates of delivery will be specified in

contract," etc., etc. The house addressed

feels that it has a large and juicy plum almost

in process of mastication, and dispatches a

man to the home of the plum. Difficulties

develop. The plum wishes its man to be

allowed the privilege of making a thorough in-

spection of the high-grade man's factory, "to
make certain that the wheel is high grade,"
and later on almost asks for a look at the
books. So it goes. Half a dozen manufac-
turers have grasped for the plum, and are
now convinced, that all isn't gold that talks.

Walter Worls, of Wheeling, W. Va., who
was recently declared a professional, competed
with amateurs at Washington, Pa., July 4,

under an assumed name.
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THE BEST Hit of the Season...
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4 We've got 'em all.
59

1-4, 1-2, 1, 2 and 5 Mile

N. J. State Championship.

YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS.

WORLD'S RECORD for the 1-4 Mile, in Competition, by
G. Fred Royce—29 3-4s.

ONE MILE CLIFTON TRACK RECORD, 2m. 14s., by E. L.

Blauvelt, who also won the 1 and 5 Mile State Championship.

ASBURY PARK, I. J., JULY 13 and 14.

We won 4 firsts, 3 seconds and 3 thirds and three of

these were championships.

ST. LOUIS (in toe wooly West), JULY 4th.

1-2 mile State Record, E. E. Anderson.
1-4 mile scratch, 1st. 2 mile handicap, 1st.

3-4 mile scratch, 1st. 1 mile scratch, 1st.

HUDSON, N. Y.

1 mile novice, 1st. 1 mile scratch, 1 and 2.

1-4 mile 1, 2 and 3. 2 mile scratch, 1 and 2.

They won a prize in every race they started Their weights ranged from
17 to 22 lbs.—From Hudson Daily Register.

PEEKSKILL, I. Y.

1-2 mile, 1, 2 and 3. 1 mile, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

5 mile, 1 and 3.—Not bad.

BLOOMFIELD, I. J., JULY 4.

J. W. Hague, captures 2 firsts and 1 third.

CLIFTON, JULY 4th,

Our Total was 9 firsts, 5 seconds and 5 thirds.

HACKETTSTOWN, N. J.

D. McClellan won 1st in 1 mile. A. S. Swartwout, 1

first, 2 seconds and 1 third.

EAST ORANGE, N. J., JULY.

3 firsts, 2 seconds and 1 third.

PLAINFIELD, N. J.

1 first, 2 seconds and 1 third.

Withers' 25 Mile Road Race, at Paterson, N. J., July 14th.

Over 200 entries, was won by Chas. Bingham, on our
18 lb. Nickel Track Racer.

:' A. W. Freudenthal, second, on our 22 lb. Semi-Racer.

Time prize was won by
C. Bingham, time, 1:12:15.

Gr. Beckwith (on a Lyndhurst), time, 1:12:41.

A. W. Freudenthal, time, 1:16:05.

Mont. Scott also won the Providence race, in May,
from scratch, doing the 25 miles in record time.

I

All these Wheels have "Kinesland" Wood Rims.

IMcKEE & HARRINGTON,
Factory, Lyndhurst, N. J.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
173 Grand Street, New York.
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TRADE CHANGES.

Syracuse, N. Y.—D. H. Hull, who has conducted a

bicycle store on James Street, arrested, charged with

stealing a Singer bicycle.

Detroit, Mich.—The Detroit Cycle Co., sued by the

Peerless Mfg. Co., for bicycles and bicycle sundries

to the amount of $2,705. The Peerless Co. ask for a

receiver and for an injunction restraining defendants

from collecting moneys on contract. The Gormully
& Jeffrey Mfg. Co. and Edwin B. Robinson are also

made defendants in the suit.

Lockport, N. Y.—F. W. Korff, agent bicycles, re-

ported recently closed by sheriff.

Newton, Mass.—Williams & Doane, new firm, com-
posed of George F. Wilson and Francis H. Doane.

Opened new bicycle repairing establishment in the

Higgins & Nickerson block.

Toronto, Can.—The Standard Bicycle Co. has been

incorporated, with a capital stock of $2,000, in $25

shares.

Louisville, Ky.—G. M. Allison & Co., 448 West Main
Street, bicycles and typewriters. Store damaged by

fire to the extent of $4,000. Insurance, $2,000. The
stock in the store at the time of the fire was valued at

$12,000. The damages sustained will amount to

$4,500.

Salem, Ore.—The Northwestern Bicycle Association,

incorporated by R. D. Inman, E. G. Jones, Walter
Reed, R. W. Hoyt, I. Van Humason and R. C. Wright,

to manufacture, sell and deal in bicycles and other

vehicles, pleasure boats, athletic and sporting goods.

Capital stock $5,000, divided into 500 shares.

Philadelphia, Pa.—J. H. Marlow, 302 Susquehanna
Avenue, is putting on the market improved bicycle

stand and home trainer.

Itasca, Tex.—Thompson & Stollenwick, hardware,

adding vehicles, farm implements and bicycles, are

enlarging their store for this purpose.

Louisville, Ky.—J. W. Reccius & Bros., sporting

goods, damaged by fire; Insured.

Houston, Tex.—Rierson & Spore, bicycles, reported

as having dissolved.

Raleigh, N. C—The Julius Lewis Hardware Co.,

incorporated to succeed Julius Lewis & Co., which
firm was dissolved on June 30. The new incorporators

of the new concern are N. W. West, Charles B. Hart
and F. T. Ward. Bicycles and bicycle supplies are to

be added. Correspondence invited.

Freeport, 111.—Leemhuis & Schulte, hardware,
interest of Leemhuis purchased by Samuel Jordan.

Bicycle department will be opened.

Morris, Minn.—Stone & Dumble, hardware, suc-

ceeded by A. A. Stone, who invites correspondence
concerning bicycre agency.

New York—E. Bissell, Son & Co., announce " an
unreserved sale of bicycles."

Boston, Mass.—John P. Lovells Arms Co., closed

contract for agency in London, Eng., and booked
orders from India, a field heretofore occupied ex-

clusively by English manufacturers. This company
his recently opened a branch store at 131 Broad Street.

S (Jersey City, N. J.—William Vreeland, bicycle and
sporting goods, Garrison Avenue, entered charge of

larceny against Max Jacobson.
Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester Cycle Manufacturing

Co., John F. Dorothy, stockholder, begins a litigation

to require the company to show its books to Frank F.

Wells, who was formerly treasurer and business
manager. The company was organized in 1890, with
a capital stock of $20,000, since increased to $40,000, of

which Mr. Wells owns $4,600.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Rochester Hardware Co., in-

CDrporated by T. T. Smythe, B. V. Park, George J.

Mears and Edward B. Vincent. Capital stock $10,000.

A wholesale and retail business will be done, and
bicycles and sporting goods are to be taken up. Cor-
respondence with the trade is invited.

Erie, Pa.—The Erie Rubber Co., has resumed opera-

tions. The Mooney Bicycle Tubes are being manu-
factured.

Stoughton, Mass.—Charles Anderson opened new
bicycles store.

Leadville, Col.—The Tompkins Hardware Co., suc-

cessors to the Tompkins Carey Hardware Co., hard-
ware, bicycles, etc., has reduced capital stock to

$50,000.

Akron, O.—The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., closed
its works for the season on July 13.

Humeston, la.—T. C. Ballew, hardware, bicycles,

etc., is erecting a new store building.

Luverne, Minn.—Huntington Bros., successors to

C. E. Huntington, hardware, invite correspondence
concerning bicycle agency.

St. Philips, La.—J. Marchaud, hardware, succeeded
by A. Bronsard, may be addressed concerning bi-

cycles.

Miquon, 111.—G. G. Shearer will open new hardware
store, and desires correspondence with bicycle manu-
facturers looking to accepting agency for one or more
good wheels.

Allegheny, Pa.—Taylor Hardware Co., succeeds to

the business of W. V. Taylor, who has admitted John
A. McKinley to partnership. Bicycles will be added.

Burlington, Vt.—John A. Manson & Co. will open
new hardware and bicycle store at 98 Church Street.

Correspondence invited with wheel manufacturers.
Chicago, 111.—Imperial Ball Bearing Axle Co. In-

corporated by Edward S. Elliott, William Bruce and
John C. Campbell. Capital stock, $10,000.

Perry, Okla.—Welch & Faulks, hardware, bicycles,

guns and ammunition, reported closed by local

creditors. Assets, $4,000; liabilities, $2,500.

Hudson, N. Y.—James C. Rogerson, hardware,
bicycles, sporting goods, etc., at 613 Warren Street.

Succeeded by J. C. Rogerson & Co., James C. Roger-
son, Jr., having been admitted to the business.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Central Cycle Mfg. Co. Assessed
at $20,000 by County Board of Review.
Indianapolis, Ind.—Century Cycle Mfg. Co. Assessed

at $12,325 by County Board of Review.
Houston, Tex.—J. S. Morris Sons, hardware, bi-

cycles, etc., reported assigned to George A. Race.
Liabilities estimated at $147,032. It is stated that the

assets will equal the liabilities, and it is expected
that the firm, which is one of the oldest and best

known establishments in the State of Texas, will be
able to resume business in two months.
Toronto, Can.—The Comet Bicycle Mfg. Co. will

erect a factory, 70 by 100 feet, seven stories in height.

Chatham, N. Y.—Charles Etman, bicycles, etc.

Store destroyed by fire. Loss unestimated; partially

insured.

Hudson, Mass.—Holden & Robinson, hardwaro
bicycles, etc. Store destroyed by fire.

Huntsville, Tenn.—John Cordell & Co., hardware.
Succeeded by E. S. Cordell, who will add bicycles.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS

DUNLOP vs. MICHELIN AND OTHERS.

On Friday, at the Tribunal Civil de la Seine,

Paris, the Dunlop Pneumatic Tire Company
brought an action against MM. Michelin et

Cie., Decourdemanche, Pengeot, and four

other French firms, for an alleged infringe-

ment of their patent. MM. Michelin and De-

courdemanche were alone represented by
counsel, but all the defendants have formed
themselves into a syndicate with a view of

more effectively contesting the plaintiffs' claim.

The defendants urge that they have not adopt-

ed the Dunlop patents in the manufacture of

their pneumatic tires, as a similar patent for

suppressing the trepidation of wheels and
lessening the power required for propelling

them by means of compressed air in a hollow

tire was brought out as far back as 1845 by
Mr. R. W. Thompson. This patent became
public property in i860, and the defendants

therefore claim that they have every right to

adopt it. Upon the same grounds they have
brought a counter-claim against the plaintiffs

to the effect that their patent is null and void.

The sitting on Friday was occupied by the

speech of plaintiffs' counsel, and after speaking

for about four hours the case was adjourned

for a month.—The Cyclist.

Not to be outdone by the Stearns-Luminum
controversy, the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. have

written to the cycling press, taking exceptions

to the Spalding advertisement, which stated

that A. H. Barnett had selected a Spalding

bicycle as the time prize in the Irvington-Mil-

burn road race. They submit documents, in-

cluding an order from Barnett ordering the

wheel shipped to him, showing conclusively

that it was an Eagle safety which Barnett won
and obtained for making tho best time in that

race. For several years past the Eagle has

always been given and programmed as the

time prize.

LListof recent bicycle patents reported Specially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Pateat Attor-

ney, Washington, D. C]
522,186. Travelling case for bicycles. Emery

Andrews, Kennebunk, Me. Filed July 11, 1893.

522,225. Hub band. Jared Maris, Cincinnati, O.
Filed May 24, 1893.

522,248. Carriage Wheel. Martin V. Woncher,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed October 10, 1893.

522,335. Adjustable bearing for connecting rods or
links. Wilhelm Brockhausen and Friedrich Brock-
hausen, Riga, Russia. Filed July 8, 1893. Patented in

Belgium.

522,402. Vehicle axle. William H. Bustin, Water-
town, Mass., assignor to the Bustin Mfg. Co., Portland.

Me. Filed November 11, 1893.

522,427. Sprocket wheel for chains. William A.

Leggo, Jr., Hartsdale, N. Y. Filed September 8, 1893.

522,547. Bicycle gearing. Alonzo D. Anthony, Gro-
ton, N. Y. Filed March 22, 1893.

522,570. Bicycle. Samuel A. White, Harrisburg,
Pa. Filed September 28, 1893.

,522,610. Bicycle. Thomas Miller, Jr., Spring-
borough, Ohio. Filed Sept. 26, 1893.

522,663. Pneumatic tire. William P. Jaus, Indian-

apolis, Ind., assignor of one-half to Carl H. Schuller,

same place. Filed Feb. 15, 1894.

522,689. Pneumatic tire for bicycles. John Mariani,

Boston, Mass. Filed June 5, 1893.

522,814. Pneumatic tire. Charles K.Welch, Coven-
try, England, assignor to the Pneumatic Tire Co.,

Ltd., Dublin, Ireland. Filed Feb. io, 1894. Patented
in England, France and Belgium.

522,908. Bicycle. Hosea W. Libbey, Boston, Mass.

Filed Nov. 18, 1892.

522,941. Wheel. Godfried Laube, Huron, S. D.,

assignor of one-half to Joseph Hymans, Del Rio, Tex.

Filed October 23, 1893.

Trade Marks 25,005. Bicycles, sulkies, road-carts

and light or pleasure vehicles, Central Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 24, 1894. Essential

feature a pictorial representation of a chariot race.

The Ramblers' Red Letter Day.

Saturday last was a great day for the Rambler
folks. What with Bliss' phenomenal records

on the Waltham track, the road records from five

to fifty miles by Herrick and Barthol at Detroit

and the victory of Conklin in the Atalanta's

"hundred," all on Ramblers and G. & J. tires,

and on the same day (June 14), the jubilation

in the Gormully & Jeffery camp is more than

pardonable. As a day's record it has been

seldom, if ever, equalled. The Chicago con-

cern is particularly tickled over the thoroughly

Rambleresqueness of Bliss' performances. The
little 'un not only rode a Rambler racer himself,

but was paced entirely by Rambler riders

mounted on new Rambler racing tandems,

the wheels are being fitted with the new G. &
J. racing tire, which is doing its own talking.

A Trade Trouble in Georgia.

From a Georgia gentlemen, who inscribes

himself "The Georgia Greyhound Cyclist,"

The Wheel has received the following, headed
" Hot Stuff from Dixie."

If the dealers, jobbers and factories in the North

only realized what a great mistake they were making
in giving a discount to every man, woman and child

who reads their " ads " and answers them, I am sure

that it would be stopped. Go into any of our small

towns or villages and begin talking wheel and you

will find that some drug or drygoods clerk has the

agency for some wheel and will give his commission

off to the other boys to get them to purchase and ride

with him.
He only accepted the agency to get machines at a

discount, and in nine cases out of ten, after a month
or so, will sell his sample and repeat the dose with

some other firm and will then reciprocate (?) the first

firm'skindness in placing an agency withhim by run-

ning their product down.
Trade is looking up down here, and I am satisfied

that during the Fall and early Winter business will

boom as never before.

Cheap wheels are being put aside for medium,
and in some instances high grades.
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G REAT SCHEME!

POLICE isrox quick: enough.
It Lights Automatically

in a Gale of Wind,
Without Dismounting...

PARABOLIC LAMP
SEE IT!

NO. 2 IMPROVED.

TRY IT! BUY IT! ONLY 14 OUNCES!

Samples and prices to the trade on application.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

85 Madison Street, 174 Columbus Avenue, 1325 14th Street, N. W., Cor. 57th St. and Broadway

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW YORK.

27 Union Street, 419-421 Flatbush Ave, Detroit Bicycle Co., 201 Woodward Ave.,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND. BROOKLYN, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The Twenty-five Mile Freeport-Jamaica Road Race was Won

by F. D. WHITE.

ft
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I A good man on the best

1 wheel. He rode a
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1

REMINGTON. 1

The Hoyland-Smith Twenty-five Mile Road Race,

Decoration Day, was also won on a Remington

ridden by E. L. MACOMBER.

REfUNQTON /IRflS COHP/INT,
313-315 BROADWAY, HEW YORK CITY.

^€#®^©^=Q#©@#©€<)##© !©#&©SO#@=S^
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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ROAD VS. TRACK RACING.

'PRESIDENT" BATES COMPARES, POINTS
OUT THE CAUSE, EFFECT AND MORAL—

A LIBERAL ONE-CLASS RULE.

Are liberal rules best for promoting cycling?

There has been this season a remarkable

practical answer to this question—in fact a

tremendous eye-opener. The test has been

applied many times, with always the same re-

sult in favor of liberal rules.

Class A road races are practically free. Class

A track races are hampered by strict rules. In

road races. Class A—which comprises the great

body of wheelmen—may race for prizes of

large value; may race in almost any company.

In track races, Class A must not race for at:y

prize worth more than $50, and is severely re-

stricted as to company.

These free road races, under liberal rules,

have had an astonishing number of entries

—

over four hundred in one race—hardly ever

less than fifty starters. They have drawn
immense crowds of from 5,000 to 100,000

people. Every one of them has paid, though

the prizes offered were many and costly. On
the other hand, track races have only at-

tracted small crowds of from 500 to 5,000, and

have only reached 5,000 where Class B riders

were the main attraction. The entries have

not been numerous ; it has been difficult to fill

some of them. They have not, as a rule,

more than cleared expenses, and some have

failed to do that, although the cost of prizes

was hardly a quarter as large as that of road

races.

In short, these strictly governed track races

have not been popular compared with free road

races with either wheelmen or the general

public.

Last year there was talk of abolishing road

races entirely. They are violations of State

highway laws. They have no legal right to

exist. Yet, if the rules are not changed, this

years' experience plainly points to the inevit-

able conclu sion that road races will soon becom e

the distinctively national American races,

while track races will decline to mainly Class

B events, with the great body of wheelmen
left out. At least that is the way matters are

now unmistakably tending.

Another thing, these free road races are

bringing out the new future stars of the sport.

Track races have developed no new champions

this year; road races have brought a number
of unknown riders into sudden prominence.

Indisputably, free road races have done im-

mensely more to popularize and make uni-

versal the sport of cycling than track races.

In every way the free road races have pro-

digiously promoted wheeling. If anybody
still has doubts as to whether racing under

liberal rules is best for the sport, these facts

should open his eyes.

Also these experiences present a solid

answer of facts to those who fear that liberal

sales might demoralize the sport. The road

races have been honestly run and honestly

won. In fact, there is, if any difference, less

suspicion of dishonesty attached to free road

races than to strictly-governed track races.

Clearly, if the sport of cycling is not de-

bauched by liberal freedom in road races, it is

ridiculous to suppose that it would be by
equally liberal rules on the track. If Class A
can be safely trusted with liberty on the road,

why not upon tho path also? If large prizes

do not corrupt in free races, what sense in

rules that are based upon the idea that the

same men who are honest in road racing

would turn dishonest in track racing?

"Ye trembling souls dismiss your fears," as

the hymn book says. Freedom and purity are

not enemies, but allies. It is time to stop the

solemn sing-song that has been twanging
in our ears until everybody of practical com-
mon sense has become tired of its pneumatic
tension. Still there are too many who will

keep on whining :

Broad is the path that leads to death,

And thousands race together there
;

But " pureness " keeps the narrow path,

With here and there a worshiper.

In cycling the free, broad road leads to life,

but all the rest of the verse is too, too true.

Let's alter it next year to read :

But wisdom shows a broader path,

Thronged with her million worshipers.

That sounds better, rings better, is better.

President Bates.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

PROGRAMME FOR THE LEAGUE MEET.
Chicago, 111., July 16.—The Executive Com-

mittee of the L. A. W., at a meeting held

here Saturday, arranged the following pro-

gramme for the entertainment of guests dur-

ing the six days of the national meet at Den-
ver in August :

Monday, August 13—The morning will be
devoted to an informal reception at head-

quarters. In the afternoon a general day
parade of all the wheelmen is contemplated.

In the evening a formal reception will be held

at headquarters, where addresses will be
made, followed by an entertainment.

Tuesday—The morning and evening will be
given up to several runs, it being the intention

to so diversify these runs as to meet the

capacity of every visitor. One division will

be taken by railroad to Palmer Lake at the

summit of the divide, and will make the run
back to Denver on wheels, a distance of fifty-

four miles, by continuous easy descent.

Wednesday—A grand league picnic will be
held on top of Mount Lookout, seventeen miles

from Denver.

Thursday—Morning, trial heats; afternoon,

races. A new one-third-of-a-mile track, fifty

feet wide, has been laid out at the Denver
Wheel Club Athletic Grounds, in the heart of

the city, and no expense will be spared to

make it the fastest in the country. In the

evening a grand L. A. W. ball will be given at

Colosseum Hall.

Friday—Morning, trial heats; afternoon,

races; evening, illuminated parade of wheel-
men. There will also be a banquet to L. A.
W. officers.

Saturday—Morning, trial heats; afternoon,

races; evening, farewell reception, entertain-

ment and presentation of prizes.

Following the meet, it is proposed to organ-
ize a tour of the wheelmen from Denver to

Colorado Springs and Manitou.

The Irish Cyclist is responsible for this yarn.
Parisian politeness has evidently not proved
infectious so far as Zimmerman is concerned.
The other day, when he appeared near the
rails at the Buffalo track, the spectators began
murmuring "Zimmy, Zimmy, Zimmy !

" in a
kind of polite ecstacy. The American champion
turned round and shouted "Yes, it is Zimmy,
you of !! and now what are you going
to do about it?" walked away in a state of

high irritation. It is said that the spectators
were somewhat taken aback.
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This answers why you are not
riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
Please add: "Sawjt inJTtae Whetl.
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THAT TEST-OF PATIENCE.

DID THE FISHING TRIP HELP MIX
MATTERS?—TEST STATEMENTS

FROM BOTH SIDES.

Although the Board of Judges has set July

23 as the date of the steel vs. aluminum test,

as represented respectively by E. C. Stearns

& Co. and the St. Louis Refrigerator and W.
G. Co., some of those most interested have

little faith that the test will evercom,e off.

L. W. Conkling, manager of the St. Louis

concern's bicycle department, is one of these.

The Wheel last week told of the general

misunderstandings and disagreements at the

meetings in Ithaca, N. Y. , on the 9th, and

presented the Stearns' side of the story. The
Luminum people could not be reached in time,

having left Ithaca, and Mr. Conklin even then

being en route to New York. He was seen by
The Wheel man on Friday afternoon, and

was most emphatic in his declarations. "Do
I believe that the test will occur on the 23d ?

No; I certainly do not. I don't believe the

test will ever take place. I don't believe

that Stearns & Co., ever intended that it

should, and I don't think a locomotive

could draw them into it. I think they con-

sidered our challenge an advertising dodge,

and ' called it,' believing that we would never

come to the mark and that they would thereby

gain an immense advertisement. But we
were at the mark at Ithaca, and now if they

really want a test they will have to come to us

at St. Louis. We have done all that could be

asked of us, and our record is clear. We cer-

tainly did not carry the controversy into the

papers—it isn't our policy. Stearns & Co.

began it by sending copies of our correspond-

ence to all the cycle papers. Yes, we will be

ready for them in case they should happen to

turn up at St. Louis."

Mr. Conkling said a great deal more. He
has, however, embodied it all in an open letter

which he has sent to the press since his return

to St. Louis. This letter covers five closely

written pages. Briefly, this communication,

which is extremely tart, questions the state-

ments made by Stearns & Co. in last week's

Wheel. The Luminum people contend:

1. That Stearns & Co. sent to The Wheel
a garbled copy of Professor Thurston's letter

of June 12, calling the meeting, claiming the

following was omitted in the Stearns' trans-

cript: "Tests may be proceeded with before

the Board at this meeting in that case or may
be deferred, should it seem necessary, until

no further reason exists for the delay. It

would be a great advantage to all concerned,
Board and principals, if this work be com-
pleted immediately. There would seem to be
no reason why the work might not be begun
and completed promptly."

It was on the strength of this letter in its

entirety, the Luminum people say, that they
presented themselves on July 9 prepared for
the test.

2. That at the Ithaca meeting they (Lumi-
num people) willingly gave way to all but two
requests or suggestions of Stearns & Co., the
two being (a) that the term "far stronger" be
considered as meaning 50 per cent, stronger,
and (6) that the judges act as advocates and
not as judges.

3. That Stearns & Co. demanded that they
be informed as to all of the different tests that
were to be made and be permitted to build a
special lot of frames with a frame of particu-
lar design to resist each particular test, while
they (St. L. R. & W. G. Co.) were ready to
use " standard stock pattern frames, such as
we are furnishing the public in our bicycles."

4. That they (Luminum Co.) were justified

in leaving Ithaca with their apparata by Mr.
Stearns' failure to telephone them from Syra-
cuse by noon of the 10th as agreed. They
claim that Mr. Stearns was "called up" twice
but could not be found. He finally sent word
that he could not say until the next day, when
he would be ready.

5. That Stearns & Co. had eight months in

which to argue and prepare and expressed
themselves as ready "nearly a year ago."
The St. Louis concern's letter concludes by

/ stating that "they are thoroughly tired of the
whole business," but if given reasonable notice
and "anything like fair terms," are ready to

grant every reasonable condition and have the
test come off whenever Stearns & Co. present
themselves in St. Louis.

In reply to a letter from The Wheel, Stearns
& Co. still insist that the Ithaca meeting was
solely for the purpose of arriving at the
general plan and scope. They contend that
no meeting of the Board having taken place
up to that time and no details as to rules to

govern the test nor any decision upon the
weights of the frames to be presented having
been decided upon, it was out of the question
to have expected the test to take place at that
time.

In August last they say that the Luminum
people stated that they would require "weight
for weight as near as possible."

"Inasmuch as the judges had not as yet de-
cided upon the weights, how could we have

Morgan ^RiGHtTiRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

Your Name is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

known what frames to take to Ithaca even had
it been decided that the tests were to take
place July 9?" ask Stearns & Co.
A piscatorial expedition also appears to have

helped along the general misunderstanding, as
Stearns & Co. write:
"We believe that it w;s expected that,

after the meeting at Ithaca, Mr. Grayson and
Mr. Flad (St. Louis representatives) were to

go to Block Island for a fishing trip of several
days' duration, and during this time we could
have gotten ready for the tests, so they could
have been held at Ithaca on the return of
those gentlemen had they so desired. Instead,
however, having failed to secure the tests, the
remaining representatives of the St. Louis R.
& W. G. Co. left for home, taking their frames
and apparatus with them."
"After the fifth judge had been appointed,

they did not appear at all anxious to have the
date of the test decided upon ; in fact we heard
nothing from them in relation to that particular
point for several weeks. Soon after our Mr.
Stearns left for Europe, however (of which
they had been previously notified), they tried

to have the matter brought to conclusion, and,
failing to secure their point during his absence,
came on to the preliminary meeting with their

frames and apparatus, and to use the express
sion, taking this action apparently to put u-

"in the hole."

It is not generally known that at the Ithaca
meeting, Professor Johnson, for the St. Louis
R. & W. G. Co., presented a long resolution
reciting that Stearns had defeaulted and
should be declared the loser under the terms
of the challenge. This, however, was not
carried.

How the tiresome and unsatisfactory affair
will end the future must decide. There was
never another like it in the world of cycle
building and it is to be hoped there never will
be.

"Unless otherwise provided for" in the
meantime, the judges will (or may) meet in St.
Louis on the 23d inst. They have notified
each competitor to present not less than " one
dozen bicycle frames of regular standard make
of as nearly five pounds as may be found prac-
ticable," and "if either of the principals fails
to appear with not more than ten frames, which
satisfy the conditions, he shall be considered
as having defaulted." In the meantime, Chair-
man Thurston has written a letter to Stearns
& Co., in which he states, according to the ex-
tract sent The Wheel, that "as no formal
action of the board was had until its formal
organization — nor could have been had—
neither party has any cause for implication of
unfair or unbusinesslike conduct to date."

Our Country Cousins.

[La Moille (111.) Gazette.]

Uncle Knight sold his wheel to Jim Covil, the other
day. This machine has changed hands quite often
but it is good yet.

We noticed Miss Mae Moredick on the street,

Wednesday evening. Her wheel is admired as well
as her management of it.

We do not attempt, any more, to keep track of the
strange cyclists we see going through town. Nearly
every day some one passes along on a wheel. He can
be seen for a few moments and then he is gone. It is

remarkable what time can be made.
If the town were larger, a bicycle repair shop would

do well here. Joe Knight does most of the repairing
now, and he would start a shop if he had work enough
to justify him.
Will Muhleman can no longer be numbered among

the wheelmen, as he has sold his bike to John Fauble.
We have a burr that was picked up near the rail-

road. It belongs to some bicycle, and the owner is

welcome to it.

Fire Department's meet, Homestead, Pa., July 14:

One Mile Novice— 1, August John; 2, Andrew Strei-.

gel, 3, W. H. Beazel. Time, 2m. 46s.

One Mile Open— 1, J. Clyde Miller; 2, W. H Beazel;

3, H. A. Baker. Time, im. i6Ks.

One Mile, 3m. class— 1, H. G. Baker; 2, Joseph R
Brice; 3, A. Streigel. Time, 2m. 42s.

One Mile Handicap—1. W. H. Beazell; 2, H. A. Baker;

3, Joseph R. Rice. Time, 2m. 42s.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, W. H. Beazel; 2, H. A. Baker,

3, J. Clyde Miller. Time, 36 2-5S.

One Mile Open—1, W. H. Beazel; 2, J. Clyde Miller.

3, Joseph R. Brice. Time, 2m. 58 4-5S

Two Mile Handicap— 1, J. Clyde Miller; 2, H. A.
Baker; 3, Joseph R. Brice. Time, 5m. 42s.

Berwick, Pa., B. C.'s meet, July 14:

Fifteen Mile Road Race— 1, F. S. G. Stalder, Jr.

Williamsport; 2, A. N. Ander, Williamsport; 3, Burt
Henderson, Scranton. Time, 44m. 18s.

One Mile Columbia County Championship— 1, J. G.

Harman, Bloomsburg; 2, J. N. Harry, Berwick; 3, R.

S. Swayze, Berwick.

One Mile Open— 1, John B. Corser, Pottsville; 2, J. C.

Henderson, Lewiston, Pa.; 3, R. A. Gregory, Green
Ridge W., Scranton. Time, 2m. 54%s.

Quarter Mile, slow— 1, J. C. Henderson, Lewistown.
Time, 9m. 38s.

One Mile, club— 1, J. N. Harry; 2, R. S. Swayze; 3, 1.

G. Pursell.

Half Mile Open— 1, John B. Corser, Pottsville; 2, J.

C. Henderson, Lewistown; 3,R. A. Gregory, Scranton.

Time, im. i2j^s.

Pittsburg A. C. matinee races July 14:

One Mile Open— 1, A. L. Banker; 2, T. L. Griffith; 3,

Paul Jackson. Time, 3m. 06s.
Quarter-Mile—A. L. Banker; 2, Paul Nelson; 3, Paul

Jackson. Time, 36s.

Two Mile Open -1, Paul Nelson; 2, W. M. Ladley; 3,

Charles Foster. Time, 6m. 19s.

A. L. Banker, half-mile with flying start, paced by
Jackson and Hammer. Time, ira. 07 1-5S.

Half-Mile— 1, Paul Jackson; 2, J. M. McMasters; 3,

Charles Foster. Time, im, 22s.

Three Mile— 1, Paul Nelson, 2, A. S. Hammer; 3,

Paul Jackson. Time, 8m. 59s.
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Three ladies in bloomers surprised local

wheelmen at the Lakeside meet, Cleveland.

They were the first to set the style for Cleve-

land ladies. The daring cyclers were Mrs.

Geo. F. Pool, of Springfield, Mass. ; Mrs. H.

E. Mecheling, of Pearl Street, and Mrs. Walter

Norton, of Brenton Street, that city. Mrs.

Poole's husband was formerly Physical Direc-

tor of the Cleveland Y. M. C. A. He and his

wife are on a wheel trip, which will take them

through Canada and end at Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Mrs. P. has discarded the ladies'

wheel entirely and rides a diamond frame

Victor.

A two cent stamp sent to A. Kennedy-Child,

Secretary, will bring to anyone in the cycle

trade a copy of the charter, by-laws and "other

literature " concerning the new trade associa-

tion with the long name—the National Board

of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers.

In memory of his comrades of the Thirty-

fifth Massachusetts Regiment, who fell in the

battle of Antietam, September 16, 1862, Col.

Pope has had erected on the battlefield an ap-

propriate and lasting monument of granite.

Col. Pope, at that time a second lieutenant in

Company I, was one of the few officers to sur-

vive the action, in which 210 of his regiment

were killed.

Morgan & Wright tires continue to do their

share of scoring. The Poorman road race

was won on a Munger fitted with M. & W.
tires, and Mr. Antonio W. W. Evans—so reads

his card—who made best time in the Atalanta's

" hundred," straddled a Union shod with tires

of the same make.

In the Riverside Wheelmen's memorable ten

mile race, the second prize was a "high

grade, full-nickeled safety, donated by F. J.

Titus." As fortune would have it, Titus won
his own prize.

Samuel Snell was in Gotham last Saturday

purchasing machinery from the Garvin Ma-

chine Co. The Snell Cycle Fittings Co. have

increased their plant two-fold, and will be in a *

position to turn out a large amount of goods

promptly next year.

India, South Africa and Japan were the

destinations of three shipments of Ramblers

which recently left the G. & J. factory. The
Chicago firm also report a considerable trade

with Mexico.

Ashinger is the first of America's foreign

colony to return home. Attired in a very

Frenchy cap and sweater he was speeding

around the circle in Central Park, on Sunday
last. Incidentally he had a nasty spill, which

skinned him considerably.

Chief Consul Holmes; of the Missouri Divis-

ion, has charged H. G. Canfield of the State

Racing Board with neglect of duty, and it is

is probable that he will be asked to resign the

the office.

Sidewalk riding is prohibited at Quogue, L.

I. Still all the participants in the Long Island

Century Run on Sunday last rode over them.

If the town was able to locate- them all, fines

to the amount of about $1,500 could be col-

lected.

A. B. Goehler, the Buffalo rider who carried

away $775 worth of prizes at the Ellwood, Pa.,

meet intends to compete in all the Class A
events at the Denver meet. He won two

round trip tickets to that city at Ellwood.

J. J. Corwin arrived in New York on Tues-

day from Chicago. He claims to have ridden

the distance in eight and one-half days, for a

wager of $1,000.

Mrs. Isabella Leazer, Paterson, N. J., was
knocked down by a cyclist on Monday night

while she was crossing a street. She was taken

home. A series of hemmorhages set in, and

Mrs. Leazer died last evening. The cyclist is

unknown.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., July 18.—W. A.

Carlisle, of Buffalo, a member of the firm of

Dunbar & Sullivan, dredge contractors, while

riding his bicycle along the pier of the canal

this morning to the dredges, fell into the canal

and was drowned. The body was recovered.

George W. Monroe, one of the leading char-

acter artists in the theatrical profession, who
has made fame and fortune out of " Aunt
Bridget," will star next season in a new com-

edy, " Petticoats and Pants." The second act

will represent the interior of a bicycle club-

house, where all the very latest ideas per-

• taining to cycling will be introduced. The
comedy is from the pen of H. Monroe Ford, a

member of the board of directors of the Cen-

tury Cycling Club, of Syracuse, N. Y., and will

be produced after a twelve weeks' tour of

" Aunt Bridget," beginning September 3.
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Still They Win.
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Victorious returns come in so fast we can hardly keep track of them.

Tribunes are surely " in it."

C. C. Van Tine wins the mile open at Cincinnati, also the two-mile handicap. Mount a
Tribune Racer.

O. C. Lippincott at Winslow, N. J., wins three firsts, one second and one third. Mount
a Tribune Model C.

At Phoenixville, Pa., Edwin Morris wins the one-half and one mile races. Mount a
Tribune Model D.

C. C Van Tine wins the one-half mile open at Dayton. Mount a Tribune Racer.
At Ashtabula, O., Walter H. Hubbard wins both the one and five-mile open. Mount, a

Tribune Model C.

At Newburg, N. Y., R. F. Williams wins the one mile scratch, P. J. Foley wins the one-
quarter, Fred. Coons second, both on Tribunes Model C.

The five-mile scratch in Thomsonville, Conn., won on a Tribune by a new rider.

Tribunes are "the stuff." No wheel is perfect without a Cycloidal sprocket.
• """""" ' ""' " WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AUSTO AGENCIES.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE. PA.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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SUGGESTIONS TO RACE-PROMOTING
COMMITTEES.

A GLANCE over the infield at the average

race meet will, as a rule, give the spec-

tators an idea that there are more people in-

side the path and on it than there are outside.

One wonders at it. These people are com-

posed of officials, attendants and "insiders,"

influential club men and friends of the com-

mitteemen. Moving hither and thither, they

mar the meet. Talking, walking, joking and

crowding around the finish line, they interfere

with the view of the spectators, and they im-

pede the work of the officials.

If cycle race meets are ever to take class

with the best sporting functions, or are to

rank above the average sporting event, this

crowding in of outsiders should be stopped.

The reform should begin with the list of

officials. At the present time there are alto-

gether too many.

On the track there should be a referee,

referee's marshal, three judges, three timers,

a clerk of course, an assistant clerk of course,

a starter and an announcer, with, perhaps, two

or three umpires. Then, committee men
should always remember that they have no

right on the track. The chairman might be

within call, as matters that need his attention

frequently come up. Club men also have no

right inside.

By far the majority of the men whom one

sees on the track around the finish line are the

" influential insiders." He is bound to get in.

He is influential, well-informed, entertaining.

Usually among the officials he has some per-

sonal friends, and he is most anxious, as they

are, to talk together and be together. Indeed,

the "influential insider" is one of the features

of a meet, and officiating would often be dull

business if it were not for the people one has

the chance of meeting at the track.

In all walks of life there are men who are

preferred, and usually properly so. They ex-

pect privileges; usually they deserve them

and it is a pleasure to extend them.

In horse-racing, the "insider" gets a card

which admits him to the "club-house." But

at the average cycling racing-enclosure there

is no club-house. It is suggested to clubs, that

a popular innovation would be to reserve some

desirable part of the grand-stand or any other

portion of the grounds that might be desirable,

and issue some badge or ticket which would

admit the "insider" within this charmed

reserved circle.

But in any event, at least let one foot be put

forward in reform. Cut the list of officials and
cut the list of track badges.

WHEN, years ago, the poet Carlton

claimed for the wheel "a great utility

that daily must increase," it is hardly pro-

bable that he had in view such use as

is this week detailed by our San Francisco

correspondent. The great railroad strike,

which has just about flickered out, waged

warmest on the Pacific coast; there the rail-

road service was completely paralyzed, and

the manner in which the bicycle partially filled

the many emergencies is full of suggestions to

those given to '
' looking forward. " The bicycle

postal service, stamps, couriers, and all, which

was inagurated by a few fertile minds, will

undoubtedly swell the shirt front of that rare

old veteran, "President Bates." In a minor

degree, it is a " field of utility" which he has

advocated unceasingly for many years. It is

probably the first time that a postage stamp,

with a bicycle as its central figure was ever

made do service, and as such, is worthy of

record.

A WELL-KNOWN dealer in the metro-

** politan district writes us, urging that we
advocate the adoption of a standard thread for

the valves of pneumatic tires. This is some-

thing we suggested a year or more ago, but to

no purpose. Now, however, that there is a

trade association, and it is possible for the

manufacturers to "get together," there is no

longer any reason why the suggestion should

again fall on barren ground.

As our correspondent states, the adoption of

a standard thread will prove "a blessing to

riders and dealers alike." It means that any

pump will then fit any valve and inflate any

tire. Dealers will then no longer be com-

pelled to have constantly at hand an endless

variety of nipples, and the luckless wight

who has left his pump at home and "gone
flat " miles away, can then borrow from and

be able to use the inflator of the first Tom,
Dick or Harry who happens to come along.

Those who have been caught in this plight

can better appreciate what the adoption of the

standard thread really means, and understand

just how great would be " the blessing."

This is apparently a small matter, but if the

trade association really wishes to perform a

service of great benefit to those who ride and

those who sell the different wheels and tires

represented in the organization, the members

will "get together" and agree upon a standard.

THE "trainer" and "team manager" are

in danger of becoming too important.

At several meets this year their over jealous-

ness in the interest of their charges has caused

" scenes" in public, of which that at the Balti-

more meet, last week, is but an example. It

is well nigh time that they were given to un-

derstand that their place is outside the rails

once the riders are started, and that if "kicks"

or protests are to be lodged, that the riders

themselves are the parties to do the protesting

and talking, and are the only ones who should

be listened to. If referees and race managers

would see, immediately the contestants are

started, that all trainers, managers and

pushers-off are placed where they belong, and

kept there, outside the rails, there would be

fewer "scenes" and squabbles and fewer pro-

tests. A very large proportion of the latter

are instigated by the trainers and managers,

when they are permitted to rush upon the

track the moment their men cross the tape.

The remedy is easy, if it is but promptly and

unrelentingly applied.

The suggestion contained in our Buffalo

letter, that of a contest to decide the road

championship, may be worthy of the notice of

the Century Road Club. The club's treasury

must now be very nearly bulging, and such an

event would properly come within its province.
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INSULTED BY ENGLAND.

GERMANY THE AGGRIEVED PARTY' THE
BARRING OF LEHR THE BASIS.

One of those war clouds which are periodi-

cally reported as hovering over the great

powers of Europe is forming in Germany,
and when the "allied powers" of the Inter-

national Cyclists' Association convene in Ant-

werp next mouth a high old time may result.

The association's German ally, the Deuts-

cher Radfahrer-Bund, feels that it has been

insulted, grossly insulted by the supposedly

fraternal National Cyclists' Union of England.

The Germans make no secret of their feelings.

They do not propose to let pass the slight put

upon their credentials and their champion,

August Lehr, who, at the eleventh hour, was
barred from the English championships, as is

already well known.

Under date July 7 President Gladbach, of

D. R. B., wrote the N. C. U. that he con-

sidered that his organization had been insulted

and made a demand for "full satisfaction,"

which, if not forthcoming, would bring re-

taliation against any and all English riders

who entered Germany.
"As you had invited our members in your

letter of May 24 to compete for your champion-
ships, and promised them a hearty welcome,"

wrote Mr. Gladbach, "we must look on your
refusal of Mr. Lehr and the refusal of our

amateur license signed by Mr. Paul Nkao,
president of our sport committee, as an insult

to our Union, for which we must ask full sat-

isfaction.

What Germany Will Do if Not Given
Satisfaction.

" If, therefore, you do not guarantee us the

future acceptance of our licenses and repay the

traveling expenses of Mr. Lehr from Frank-
fort to Birmingham and back, we shall forbid

all our members to start in England and refuse

all English riders for our races, unless they

are members of our union."

Mr. Gladbach further gave notice that at the

meetiug of the International Cyclists' Associa-

tion next month he would offer several pro-

posals, designed to prevent England or any
other of the "allied powers" from repeating

the outrage or insult. These are the proposals:
1. Unions affiliated to the I. C. A. are not allowed to

open the championships of their countries, etc , to
riders of other countries, etc

2. Unions affiliated to the I. C. A. are obliged to
accept the am iteur licenses of other unions affiliated

to the I. C. A. except they have full proofs againstthe
amateur qualification of the rider, in which case they
are obliged to inform the respective Union im-
mediately. In doubtful cases the rider must be
allowed to start under protest.

3. Unions affiliated to the I. C. A., who have proofs
against the amateur qualification of foreign riders
are obliged to send these proofs at once to the re-
spective union.

4. All differences arising in international races be-
tween riders or unions of different countries shall be
settled by the I. C. A.

Before this letter of July 7th was sent, Mr.
Gladbach had written the N. C. U. authorities

requesting that " As we have the same defini-

tions for amateurs like you, and as we have
only am.iteurs in our union, we request you
kindly to name us the reason, why your L. C.
has refused our Mr. Lehr and to send us all

documents, which proof, that he cannot be
considered as an amateur, but as a profes
sional."

To this the Englishmen did not extend the
courtesy of a reply.

It is little wonder that the Germans have
become incensed, and future developments are
apt to prove most interesting,

Treated Like Criminals, Says Lehr.

The D. R. B. did not act until Mr. Lehr had
made a written statement of the facts, which

show the grossest impoliteness and lack of

common decency on the part of the N. C. U.

Licensing Committee. Lehr's statement is as

follows:

I received on Tuesday from the London Committee
a license for all races up to the 25th of June, includ-

ing the championships. I then expected that the

license affair was arranged, but to my surprise the

London Committee wrote me a letter, asking me to be

present at the Great Western Hotel, at Birmingham,
on Friday evening, as they had to discuss about me.
I went to the hotel at the appointed time and asked

for Mr. Clark, chairman of the License Committee.
This gentleman let me wait for half an hour outside,

and then received me with the following words: " You
are Mr. Lehr. We have a meeting at present, at the

end of which we will take your matter up." My
brother observed that I had fallen on Wednesday and
could not possibly wait—that is to say, stand for any
length of time—and asked if he could not wait in my
stead. Mr. Clark said that it was impossible, and left

me standing. After further half an hour, Mr. Clark

returned and told me and my brother to go down-
stairs with him. We entered a room where five

gentlemen were sitting, whom I did not know, as I

had not the honor to be introduced. I was told to take

a seat, and my examination commenced. They asked
if I could show a letter to prove that I was an official

representative of the D. R. B., also what my means
were, and in what way I was placed towards the

Raleigh Cycle Co , whether I had paid for my ma-
chine, whether I could pay for my journeys, if the ex-

penses were not covered by the D. R. B., and many
other questions. As I respectfully asked, after answer
ing, to what purpose I had to undergo this examina-
tion, as I had already my license. I was told to

show it.

I complied, but they tore it to pieces, saying it was
a license for riders not connected with the trade.

They then told me to go out, and left me standing
fully two hours in the corridor. Now and again a
gentleman of the committee would pass me, but not

one was polite enough to offer me a chair or even to

let me enter a room. After two hours waiting I was
informed that the time was too short for them to

make out my license.

This is the way I have been treated, and I beg to re-

mark, personally, that according to our ideas the
manners of the gentlemen of the Licensing Committee
were most unsportmanlike and unpolite. They seem
to fancy themselves in the position of judges, and
treat all those in want of a license like criminals.

I was mostly surprised that they did not take the
slightest notice of my amateur license given me by
the D. R. B. Such a license is not the slightest use in

England.

WHAT "THE MONEY PART" WAS.

'A VOLUNTARY PRESENT TO ECK," SAYS
THE PRESIDENT OF THE C. C. C.

The Passing of Bassett.

To-morrow, the office of Secretary Abbott
Bassett in Boston will be closed, and shortly

after being wined and dined he will leave his

old home and scores of friends and take up his

residence in Chicago, where the League's
office will be established. August 6 is the date
setfor the exodus from the Hub of the League's
Secretary and his retinue. The Associated
Cycling Clubs will tender him a farewell ban
quet on August 4, and the Bicycling World
will see that he has a bountiful supply of
beans and brown bread on the following night.

Boston is sorry to lose the Secretary and the
Secretary is loath to leave Boston behind.

Albert Mott Resigns.

Chief Consul Albert Mott, of the Maryland
Division has sent a letter to President Lus-
comb in which he resigns the position. Mr.
Mott has been a leader of Maryland cycling
for years in addition to holding the chairman-
ship of the Transportation Committee of the
League. He was first elected Chief Consul in

1888, and has ever since held the position.

Mr. Mott resigns because of the extremely
laborious duties of the office. He will be
succeeded by Vice-Consul James B, Reed,

Eck and Johnson were in Syracuse last week.
They were seen by a reporter for the Post con-

cerning the charges brought against them by
the Century Cycling Club of that city. Eck
did all the talking.

To the reporter he said that neither Johnson
nor he were members of the Century Cycling
Club now, and they never were more than
honorary members, having never paid initia-

tion or dues. So they considered that the oral

resignation (which Eck says he can prove by
Coleman, Kennedy and Graves) was sufficient.

" We will pay this much attention to the

charges," said Mr. Eck, " simply to deny all

of them. The idea of charging us with con-

duct unbecoming gentlemen, because Johnson
would not ride himself out to beat a severe

time limit. They will have to get something
more serious than that.

As regards the money question, I never
asked the Century Cycling Club for a cent of

money; neither did Johnny. President Snow,
when he asked me to come here with Johnny,
said he would make me a present this time, as

the club had done something for Johnson
(given him a diamond badge) before. You ask

Mr. Snow if this isn't so. The club is not a
League club, and the charges are not brought

by a League body, so Mr. Raymond has had
nothing to do with the matter. I want to just

add that I did not ask for $10 cash for a pace-

maker July 4. I suggested that it would be a
good plan to give a $10 prize to a pacemaker.

As it resulted, Graves paced the first quarter

and was played out. Then Kennedy went to

the 125 yards and was used up, and Coleman
came home. Two men had to sacrifice them-
selves to get under the limit, which was too

much for that bad track and the wind."

President Snow of the Century C. C, when
seen, stated that "it is true that Eck did not

ask for money to bring Johnson or himself to

Syracuse, July 4. The money part was a

voluntary present to Eck."

In the meantime Johnson has applied for

membership in the Syracuse Athletic Associa-

tion, the Century C. C.'s most bitter rival.

Chairman Raymond investigated the Syra-

cuse story, but obtained little or no satisfac-

tion. His drag net is out elsewhere, however,

and if he able to obtain evidence, prompt
action will be taken. The great trouble is, he
says, with the clubs themselves. Even some
of those that howled last season, are this year

offering money to managers and trainers for the

presence of their men, and for "exhibitions"

and "time trials." For this reason all at-

tempts to prove blackmail or extortion have

fallen flat, and while it is hardly probable that

the managers pocket the usual fee or "pres-

ent" themselves, Mr. Raymond says it is im-

possible to prove that the riders have obtained

all or any part of it.

Dr. F. W. Oliver, local consul at Rahway,
N. J., and a charter member of the Union
County Roadsters, died of heart failure July

21. A fall from his wheel was the remote

cause of death.

Scottish games, Buffalo, N. Y., July 21

—

Two mile novice: 1, Benjamin Van Velsor; 2,

John Sanderson
; 3, John Carroll. Time,

6m. §6s.
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What an Old Time Wheelman Says of

(vOLUMBjA S.
THE POPE MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.,

Gentlemen :—I am called upon by reading in the bicycle papers of late that so and so has ridden six months
on the wheel and has not had a puncture, and of another that has ridden from' to ,a distance of

miles, and he came through safely, as something wonderful. Well, perhaps it is when we consider the
make of the wheel ridden; but how is it with a wheel made upon honor and by a first-class concern. Of this I

will give you my experience, and I know that it is the same with some others that I know of. Thirteen years ago,
on the 30th day of May, I bought my first wheel, a Harvard Roadster, and for the next three years I had some
six different makes of wheels, and was more or less in the repair shops all of the time.

In 1884 I got my first Columbia, an "Expert," which I rode till 1891, and at an outlay for repairs of $1 25,

to which might be added 65c. for re-nickeling of a few of the parts. For the past three seasons I have ridden a
Columbia safety with a single tube tire, and so far have not had a puncture or a break of any kind, so that for

nine full years I have ridden a Columbia at an expense of $1.25 for repairs, and I thought that there was noth-
ing remarkable about it till I began to read the advertisements above referred to. I weigh 185 lbs. and ride on
the road, with my boy on the front, many a mile, and the two of us weigh over (wo hundred. It p:iys to ride a
wheel that is well made and I know of no better one than those made by the Pope Mfg. Co.

Yours truly,

HENRY E. DUCKER.
Mr. Ducker is well known as the original promoter of Bicycle Racing in America, and his splendidly

successful meets at Springfield, Mass., a few years ago gave that city and its track their prestige in
bicycle affairs.

Boston
New York, POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Chicago,
Hartford.

Catalogue Free at our Agencies,

or mailed for Two Two-Cent Stamps.

RED WIZARD TIRES..
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

S

Established a

Splendid

Reputation

in 1893 and

have maintained

it in 1894.

Write for terms and prices.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO,

Hartford, Conn.

® 529 <H

Repairers who wish

to do honest work are

using these tires with

great success.

They ride well, wear

well and are easily re-

paired.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Central New York Cracks at Oswego.

About all the best riders of Central New
York came together at Oswego, July 20, and

again F. J. Jenny, of Utica, showed his ability

to take them all into camp. The meet was
held at the driving park, and was brought to

a hurried conclusion by a small sizedhurricane.

The opening event, an 18 miles road race,

resulted as follows : 1, G. W. Severson, Au-

burn, 7m., ih. 5m. 48s; 2, J. S. Jacques, Au-

burn, 4m. Best time by S. F. Harris, scratch,

ih. 2m. 58s.

One Mile Novice— i, C. D. Williams, Syracuse; 2, J.

Vosburgh, Syracuse; 3, John Hahn, Utica. Time,

2m. 35 1-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 2, C. A. Ben-

jamin, Syracuse; 3, A. F. Diffenderder, Binghamton.

Time, 2m. 34s.

Mile Open, for Boys Under 16— 1, H. W. Wallace,

Oswego; 2, J. C. Pratt, Syracuse. Time, 3m. 8s.

Half Mile Open— 1, Jenny; 2, Benjamin; 3, Pender-

gast, Syracuse. Time, im. 9s.

One Mile Oswego County Championship— 1, Emmett
Smith, Oswego; 2, G. R. Thrail, Syracuse. Time,

2m. 48s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Diffenderder, Binghamton,

250 yards; 2, Steve Humes, Oswego, 220; 3, B. C. Van
Buren. Time. 5m. 6s.

An Open " 25 " in the Fall.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of New
Jersey, have dropped their twenty-five mile

team road race. The Race Committee will con-

fine the efforts entirely to the twenty-five mile

open road handicap, which is fixed for Labor

Day, September 3. Secretary A. H. Chamber-

lain, of the committee, writes that it has been

decided to call the affair "the New Jersey

Road Race." The course has also just been

chosen. The race will be started in Eliza-

beth, thence to Springfield, Westfield, Rail-

way, to Elizabeth, and again to Rahway,
where the finish will be located. The road is

splendid all the way and there are no hills to

speak of. Entry blanks and particulars may
be obtained by addressing Mr. Chamberlain

at P. O. Box 55, Rahway. The entry fee will

be $2.

Another "Hundred" on the Road.

The success of the recent 100 miles road

race in New Jersey has caused the Winnis-

immet C. C, of Chelsea, Mass., to decide to

promote a similar race. The course will

probably be twelve and a half miles, to be

ridden over eight times, and will be laid out

as nearly in a circle as possible. The race

will be run after the Springfield meet. The
Atalanta Wheelmen's hundred will next year,

in all probability, be run over a twenty-five

mile circuit of fine macadam roads. By this

plan, competitors can receive better attention

and the time taken at each twenty-five miles.

A 246 Mile Road Race.

The road race from Buffalo to Pittsburg, 246

miles, which was promoted last year by the

Pittsburg Daily Press and was confined to

riders residing within 100 miles of that city,

will occur this season on August 23 next.

Unlike the previous event this will be open to

the world. The prize list will be a long one
and in addition, gold medals will be awarded
all who finish within twenty-six hours. Last
year the race was won by L. H. Bannister, in

23I1. 58 i-2tn. Pittsburg contestants and all

who care to go to Pittsburg will be taken to

Buffalo on the morning of the 23d in a special

train and at the expense of the promoters.

Butler and Tyler Break Records in Private

Trials.

At the Waltham track on Wednesday, Tyler

and Butler took a preliminary crack at the

record prior to the official trials which take

place to-morrow. Tyler rode a quarter, flying

start, in 27 2-5S. ; the third in 37 2-5S., and the

two-thirds of a mile in im. 14 2-5S. This was
a im. 51s. clip had he finished the mile. He
rode a quarter, standing start, in 31 3-5S.

Butler rode two miles, flying start, with pace-

makers, in 4m. 10s. The best previous time,

though an official record was not claimed, was
Windle's two miles in 4m. 1 1 2-5S. at Springfield

last fall. Following are the quarters and

thirds of Butler's trial: 29 4-5S.
; 39 2-5S.

;

59 4-5S. ; im. 21 r-5s. ; im. 31 4-5S. ; 2m. 4 1-5S.

;

2m. 35 1-5S. ; 2m. 45s.
;
3m. 5 2-5S.

;
3m. 26 4-5S.

;

3m. 38 4-5S.
;
4m. 10s. As the trials were not

officially sanctioned they cannot be claimed.

If the weather is favorable to-morrow, there

will be some noteworthy changes in the record

table.

last of Events for the National Meet.

The list of events to be run at the National

meet at Denver was arranged last week.

There are three days of racing, eight events

each day, including five national champion-

ships. Entry blanks are now ready for dis-

tribution. The list is as follows:

First day, August 16 -Mile novice, half mile national

championship, two mile handicap, Class B; mile open,

Class B; Mile, 2:30 class; five mile national champion-

ship, half mile open, one-third mile open, special,

Class B.

Second day, August 17—Half mile handicap, Class

B; mile open, two mile national championship, two
mile lap, mile Western championship, Class B, open
to riders residing west of the Mississippi River; one-

third mile open, five mile handicap, Class B; mile open,

special.

Third day, August 18—Mile Denver championship,
open only to riders residing in Denver; quarter mile

national championship; half mile open, Class B;

quarter mile open, mile 2.30 class, Class B; mile
national championship, two mile open, two-thirds

mile open, special, Class B.

Asbury Park A. A. Meet.

This meet by the sea is booked for August
10 and 11, taking Friday and Saturday. An
energetic committee has charge of the affair,

and as they are particularly experienced in

cycling matters they are sure to run off a good
meet. The events include the usual novice

and handicap events for both Classes A'and B.

The prizes are announced to be diamonds,
bicycles and general merchandise ot sterling

value. Entries close with W, M. Perrett,

Ocean Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.

Under the recent alliance with the C. W. A.
the L. A. W. has issued permits to compete in

America to the following Canadians: Wm.
Devine, to ride at Detroit, July 28, and A.
McLeod, Fred. Loughead, E. B. Phelps, Wm.
Henderson and'G. Clark, to ride at St. Clair,

Mich , August 7, and Mt Clemens, Mich.,

August 23.

Metropolitan Association championships, A.
A. U., Saratoga, N. Y., July 21—Two miles

scratch— 1, George Smith, N. Y. A. C. ; 2,

James G. Budd, Saratoga A. C.
; 3, William

Darmer, N. J. A. C. Time, 5m. 32 3-5S.

Vineland, N. J., Wheelmen's five-mile road

race, July 21— 1, Harry Garton, 2m., 15m.

15s.; 2, Charles Pierson, 15m. 33s.; 3, V. F.

Thompson, 15m. 36s.

B. B. Bird carried off the time prize in the

Como25 mile road race at St. Paul,July 14, cover-

ing the course in ih. 14m. 25s. He finished

fifteenth. His brother, T. L. Bird, took second

time in ih., 14m. 57s. The winner was pro-

tested on a charge of entering under an as-

sumed name. Result: 1, N. C. Ewing, Min-
neapolis, 13m., ih. 22m. 33s.; 2, August
Mertens, St. Paul, 5m., ih. 15m. 15s.

; 3, Nick
Steffas, Winona, 9m., ih. 19m. 20s.

; 4, H.
Kreft, St. Paul, 14m.; 5, L. D. Farley, St.

Paul, 12m., ih. 22m. 50s.

Black River Falls, Wis., July 13, State Circuit meet:
One Mile Novice— 1, Carl Monsas; 2, H. H. Richards.

Time, 2m. 40s.

Half Mile Open—1, Bert Williams, Eau Claire; 2, E.
Krohn. Time, im. 16s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Carl Monsas, t 3o yards; 2, B.

H. Bright, 40. Time, 2m. 34s

Quarter Mile Open— 1, H. H. Richards; 2, Bert Hicks,
Merrillan. Time, 38J4s.

One Mile Jackson County Championship— i, H. H.
Richards; 2, E. K. Rohn. Time 2m. 42s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Ben Bright, 80 yards; 2, S.

H. Castle, 80; 3, E. K. Rohn, scratch. Time, 5m. 41s.

One Mile 1894 Riders— 1, Carl Monsas; 2, G. O. Ranc.
Time, 2m. 50.

One Mile Open— 1, Ben Bright; 2, Bert Williams, Eau
Claire. Time, 2m. 48s.

Five Mile Open— 1, Carl Monsas; 2, S. H. Castle.

Time, 15m. 29s.

A Big Day for Marinette.

Stores were closed at Marinette, Wis., July

Z 7, from 2 to 6 p. m. The State circuit meet
was the cause. It attracted 5,000 spectators.

Summary:
One Mile Novice Open— 1, D. J. Simonsky, Menom-

inee; 2, H. B. Hewitt, Menasha; 3, Anton Stolz, Mil-
waukee. Time, 2m. 54s.

One Mile Open— 1, W. J. Anderson, Chicago; 2, A.
M. Chandler, Waupaca; 3, M. Anderson, Waupaca; 4,

E. Keesler, Marinette. Time, 2m. 43^s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Ed. S. Baer; 2, A. L-
Williams, Beaver Dam; 3, Julius Holman, Appleton.
Time, 4m. 44KS.

Half Mile Open— 1, W. J. Anderson; 2, A. D. Herri-
man, Chicago; 3, A. M. Chandler; 4, W. Howe, Mil.
waukee. Time, im. n%s.
Half Mile Ladies— 1, Pauline Fairchild; 2, Adeline

Whitman; 3, Anna Longhead, Marinette. Time, im.
44s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Ed. S. Baer; 2, A. D. Herri-
man; 3, A. C. Homar, Appleten. Time, 2m. igj4s.

Ordered the Donors of Prizes Off the Track.

The Baltimore dealers are hopping mad over
the action of Vice-Consul J. B. Reed, of the

Maryland Division. They all donated prizes

for the meet, and claimed the privilege of the

track, but Reed rigidly enforced the track

rules, and they had to be content with the grand
stand. At a subsequent meeting Reed was
severely " roasted," but he remained firm to

the belief that he was in the right, and hit back
without hesitation. It has been a peculiar

custom at Baltimore to allow the donors of

prizes the privilege of the track.

The New York State Fair Association, which
will conduct its "fifty-fourth annual " at Syra-

cuse September 6-13, will devote the 12th to

cycle racing. H. R. Schell, a prominent mem-
ber of the Syracuse A. A., has been engaged to

manage the meet.

Cycle races are to be made a feature of the

Brockton, Mass., fair, October 3 to 6. Four
events will be run each day, and $1,100 in

prizes are offered.

G. Lascelles, of Manchester W., England,
on July 4, rode 196 miles in twelve hours and
200 miles in 12I1. 14m. 15s. The first one hun-
dred miles were ridden in 6h. 20m., and the

latter hundred in 5I1. 54m. 15s.
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THE STRIKE THAT FAILED.

HOW IT EVERLASTINGLY PROVED THE
UTILITY OF THE WHEEL—OTHER NOTES.

San Francisco, July 20.—The utility of the

bicycle has been brought prominently before

the public during the past two weeks. On
every hand instances are being cited of wonder-

ful work on the wheel. On the first day of the

strike the Examiner was delivered to its cus-

tomers living within a radius of one hundred

miles of this city by a number of its employees

who are wheelmen. A banker at Livermore

wanted to take $5,000 in gold from here, and

with the assistance of R. L. Long and C. S.

Wells transported it all without difficulty.

Capt. Walter Brunt, of the California Cycl-

ing Club, wished a special package delivered

at Wadsworth, Nev., 278 miles, before a certain

hour, and Victor Hancock agreed to get it

through on time, and did so. He took some
copies of the local paper which he sold for a

dollar each when he reached Nevada. Regular

communication was kept up between here and

San Jose, riders being on the road at all times.

The strikers had scouts located at many im-

portant points who delivered messages and

orders quietly and expeditiously by the use of

the-wheel.

An enterprising Victor agent at Fresno

organized a bicycle mail relay, and did quite a

business at 25 cents a letter. The distance is

about 2 to miles, and was divided into seven

relays, as, owing to the heavy riding in the

mountains, each carrier had his work cut out

for him in that distance.

A special stamp was prepared for the ser-

vice. The engrossing of it must have been

done by a gentleman from the agricultural

districts, as his spelling of San Francisco (San

Fransisco) is altogether original. The clubs

in various towns deputed one man each day to

ride to the nearest city for mail, and to trans-

act any other business in their power.

The strike had a depressing effect on the

races at Alameda and Stockton. Alameda
was particularly affected, as it required an

effort for any spectator to reach the track, and

the added possibility of not being able to re-

turn home at night to persons living across the

Bay, as it was thought possible the ferryboats

would be tied up at any moment. There was
some spirited racing, but the attendance was
apathetic, and its enthusiasm was difficult to

arouse.

Long and Wells were the actual scratch

men, Ziegler, Foster, Davis and Terrell being

at Stockton. All the heats contained too many
men, and altogether too many were allowed in

the finals. In the mile handicap of four heats,

the first three in each heat went into the final.

Many times during the race an accident seemed
inevitable, but none occurred until the tape

was crossed, when C. C. Gilbert collided with

some one, and had a severe fall

After each race meeting I attend, I become
more and more convinced that a college for

the education of race promoters and officials

would fill an aching void in this district, which
seems as backward to-day as Duffersville ever

was. "Nym"
t
tells a good story of hunting

up an official to have him decide a protest.

When he found the proper party, who was also

a competitor, he was walking about the en-

closure with his braces dangling about his

heels. He thought something neat, but not

gaudy, fastened to the end of them to draw
attention and emphasize their dangling, would

be desirable, and went as far as blowing out a

paper bag and tying it at the mouth with

string for the purposes of attachment, when
the owner suddenly stuffed the braces into the

pockets of the garments they were intended to

support.

The Garden City Cyclers, of San Jose, have

reduced the promoting of races to a science,

and overlook nothing that could add to the

comfort of officials and competitors and pleas-

ure of the attendance. By some subtle power

they attract all the racing men, and no club

ever thinks of holding a meet in opposition to

this, but, instead, help them in every way
possible.

The purists and liberalists are still hard at

it, fighting over Class A and B. From pres-

ent appearances the purists have rather the

better of the argument, as a majority of the

clubs have instructed their delegates to the

THE TEST THAT FAILED.

THE STEARNS-LUMXNCM TEST APPAR-
ENTLY OFF FOREVER

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

Associated Clubs to oppose the resolution in-

troduced at the last meeting, which was to

bind every club holding races to place nothing

but Class B events on their programme.

Wilmot and Barber have been performing

as trick riders at a local theatre during the

past two weeks, and have been well received.

They still use the ordinary, which is much
more showy and theatrical as a trick machine

than the safety. Anyone can watch a man at

work on an ordinary and appreciate the per-

formance, but it requires a rider to appreciate

trick riding on a safety.

The Police are Getting Cuuning.

The police are getting up to all sorts of

dodges to arrest the lampless wheelman, and
a few evenings ago a cyclist was " had" in a

very neat manner by a man in blue, says

Bicycling News. He was slowly pedaling

along, when the P.C., who was stationed out-

side a well-known inn, called out, "Nice even-

ing, sir, capital weather for that sort of thing."

The unwary cyclist, at the unusual politeness

of the P.C., thought he would dismount and
have a drink and a chat, whereupon he was
requested to deliver his name and address. If

the constable had called out, "You ought to

have a light," the cyclist would probably have

made himself scarce. As it was he was very

softly circumvented and cleverly "had."

It now looks very much as if the Stearns-

Luminum controversy had finally reached a

conclusion.

On June 17th, Prof. R. H. Thurston, chair

man of the Board of Judges, wired the St.

Louis people from Ithaca, N. Y., as follows:

People at this end seem to dread St. Louis at this

season. Wire Stearns and me if consenting to defer

meeting to first week in September.

To this the Luminum people at once re-

plied :

We do not consider weather or climate any reason

for delay. Cannot consent to postpone.

The test had been fixed for the 23d inst. It

did not occur and the above telegrams seem
to pretty well settle that it will never come off.

The continued shilly-shallying, however, long

ago reduced the public interest in the affair

to a minimum.

RACING BOARD MATTERS.

Special sanctions have been granted in the

L. A. W. Racing Board as follows: Mechanics-

ville Cycle Club, to run a championship for

Mechanicsville and Stillwater riders, the race

to be competed at each matinee race meet of

the club during July, August and September,

and to count points to winners, the total points

at end of season to determine final champion.

Riverton Athletic Association to hold club

events on July 21 and 28, August 4, 18 and 25.

The Penn Wheelmen to hold National Circuit

meet September 21, rain or shine. The Tioga

Cricket Club to hold a race, open only to

winners at meet August 4. The Y. M. C. A.

to hold championship events quarter, half and

one mile, open only to Y. M. C. A. members
of N. Y. State, on July 31, at Sandy Hill, N. Y.

For violation of clauses A, D and E of Class

A rules, the following have been declared in

Class B: C. A. Allen, Bay City, Mich. ; E. W.
Ballard. Chicago, 111. ; W. F. Clements, Indian-

apolis, Ind. ; Thos. Cooper, Detroit, Mich. ; C.

G. Fisher, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Roy Keator,

Chicago, 111. : R. J. Leacock, St. Louis, Mo.

;

N. B. Taylor, Quincy, 111. ; Tt
Peoria, 111.

; J. M. White,,

C. Wicke, St. Louis, m<XJ
Detroit, Mich.

Little Michael, Who Hold

'"E's such a little nipper—]t

every inch of his 5 ft. 1 in., and every ounce of

his seven stone two, of the best quality. We
refer to little Michael, the hero of the Surrey

hundred. It was a great drop for the London

crowd of cracks. To see such men of distance

renown as Dance, Wridgway, Soanes, R. J.

Ilsley, the Horton brothers, and S. F. Edge

made common hacks of by a little boy of seven-

teen from a Welsh village was astounding, and

aroused the unqualified admiration of all. He
seemed able to go any pace, and never showed

the slightest indication of a bad time. He
hopped off his machine at the end as nimbly

as if he'd just finished a club run, and when

we interviewed him, five minutes after, was

full of sprightliness and vivacity. He looked

like a schoolboy among such big, strapping

fellow competitors as Robertson, Fowler,

Edge, Hoch, etc.—Scottish Cyclist.
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SANGER NEEDS A HORSE NOW.
WINS A GREAT MILE RACE AT TOLEDO
AND GETS THE S500 DRIVING OUTFIT-

JOHNSON BADLY BEATEN.

Toledo, July 25.—If any one has a good
horse to trade for diaiionds and jewelry and
general brac-a-brac he can probably find a

man ready to make a dicker in Walter C.

Sanger. At the meet here to-day he won a

trap, silver mounted harness, a whip and

robes, valued at $500, but the outfit is minus a

horse. Sanger secured the prize after one of

the greatest races of the circuit, in 2m. 23 2-5S.

Diamonds were offered as prizes for each

heat. These were won by John S. Johnson in

the first heat and Sanger in the second. The
other starters were: Bald, Bliss, C. M. Murphy,

Kennedy, Titus, Steele and L. D. Cabanne.

The latter a St. Louis man with a local reputa-

tiou, who is reported to have ridden his mile

in 2m. 3s. He has certainly proved a surprise

party.

At the pistol Steele went away in the lead,

Bliss and Titus following closely. Sanger, as

usual, got away slowly, and was at the rear of

the bunch, with Johnson close up. At the

finish of the first half Sanger had greatly im.

proved his position and was fourth. Cabanne

was leading, closely followed by Bliss and

Murphy. Titus had taken Sanger's rear

wheel and forced Johnson back. On the back-

stretch Sanger moved up to the front and

swung into the straight, with Cabanne, who
had the pole. Bliss was in a bad way, hemmed
in by several riders, and Johnson was so far

back he could not improve himself. The field

swung down the straight at a terrible rate, and

Sanger won by a foot from Cabanne, Bli-s

being a close third, C. M. Murphy a fighting

fourth, with Bald only six inches back of him,

and Titus, Kennedy and Johnson close up.

The race was run on the half-mile track, which

is slow.

John S. Johnson fell in his heat of the third

mile, open, on the three-lap track, Githens and
Lumsdon going down with him. Sanger was
forced over the bank in the final of the same
race, which Bliss won. Kennedy won prettily

the two-mile handicap, beating Cabanne in the

straight after the latter had gained a long lead.

The summaries

:

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, J. G. Reese;

Toledo, 120 yards; 2, C. C. Van Tine, Findlay, scratch

.

3, A. G. Heiinan, Toledo, 160; 4, L. C. Johnson, Cleve-

land, scratch; 5, Charles Kolb, Goshen, no. Time,
2m. 16 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, F. C. Schrein, Toledo,

120; 2, F. Kruger, Toledo, ito; 3, J. W. Clouse, Toledo,

150; 4, C. O. Larly, Toledo, 160; 5, H. F. Dimke,
Wauseon, 80. Time, 2m. 16s.

Final Heat— 1, J. G. Keese, Toledo, 120; 2, E. St.

Arrand, Toledo, 120; 3, F. C. Schrein, 120; 4, A. G.

Herman, 160; 5, F. Kruger, no. Time, 2m. 18s. L. C.
Johnson, scratch, could not catch up.

One-third Mile Open, Class B—First Heat: 1,

Bliss; 2, E. C. Johnson; 3, Cabanne, St. Louis; 4, Con
Baker; 5, Helfert. J. S.Johnson, Miller, Lumsden and
Githens fell two yards from the start. Time, 47s.

Second Heat: 1, Taxis; 2, Bald; 3, Macdonald; 4,

Brown; 6, Sanger; 6, G. F. Taylor. Time, 40s.

Final Heat— 1, Bliss; 2, Taxis; 3, E. C. Johnson; 4 (

Cabanne; 5, Bald; 6, Macdonald. Time, 45s.

One Mile 2.25 Class, Class B—First Heat: 1,

Goetz; 2, Brown; 3, Steele; 4, Levy; 5, Baker. Time,
3m. 3 1-5S. Second Heat— 1, Graves; 2, Ellithorpe; 3,

Helfert; 4, Lumsden; 5, Talley. Time, 2m. 43s.

Final— 1, Goetz, Cleveland; 2, Levy, Chicago; 3,

Graves, Springfield; 4,'Steele, Chicago. Time, 2m. 24s.

Half Mile Open—First Heat : 1, L. C. Johnson ; 2,

F. B. Rigby
; 3, O. P. Bernhardt; 4, C. C. Vantine^

Time, im. 9 3-5S. Second Heat : 1, Tom Cooper ; 2,

Claud Doty
; 3, W. L. Swindeman ; 4, E. St. Arnaud

;

S, P. W Vilinger. Time, im. 15 3-5S. Final Heat : 1.

Tom Cooper, Detroit ; 2, L. C. Johnson ; 3, O. P. Bern-

hardt ; 4, F. B. Rigby, Toledo. Time, im. 15 1-5S.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B—First Heat: 1, Eddy,

Columbus, 260 yards; 3, Holmes, Chicago, 280; 3, Cab-

anne, 180; 4, Kennedy, 100; 5, Lumsden, 70. Time, 4m.

49 1-5S. Second Heat— 1, Goetz, 180; 2, Maddox, 150;

3, Titus, 40; 4, Levy, 190; 5, Ballard, Chicago, 130.

Time, 4m. 50s.

Final Heat— 1, Kennedy; 2, Cabanne; 3, Githens; 4,

Maddox; 5, Eddy; 6, Lumsden. Time, 4m. 46s.

One Quarter Mile Open, Class B—First heat, i,

E. C. Johnson; 2, Murphy; 3, Brown; 4, Steele. Time,

33 3-5S. Second heat: 1, Macdonald; 2, Graves; 3, Taxis.

Time, 33s.

Final— 1, E. C. Johnson; 2, Macdonald, 3, Graves; 4,

W. W. Taxis. Time, 32 4-5S.

One Mile Toledo Championship—i, O. P. Bern-

hardt; 2, F. B. Rigby; 3, R. Calkins. Time, 2m. 35 4-5S;

ONE MILE, CLASS B—First Heat: 1, J. S. Johnson'

2, CM. Murphy; 3, Titus; 4, Bliss; 5, Steele. Time,

2m. 31 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, Sanger; 2, Kennedy; 3,

Cabanne; 4, Bald. Time, 2m. 27 4-5S.

Final Heat— 1, Sanger; 2. Cabanne; 3, Bliss; 4, C. M-

Murphy; 5, Bald; 6, Titus; 7, Johnson; 8, Kennedy'

Time, 2m. 23 2-5S.

THE NATIONAL SHOW.

THE TRADE ASSOCIATION SELECTS NEW
YORK—MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

ALSO CHOSEN.

Under date of July 23d, the Secretary of this

corporation announces that the National

Board of Trade has decided upon holding

their exhibition at Madison Square Garden,

New York, in January. The announcement is

conveyed in the following letter :

Hartford, July 26, 1894.

MR. Frank W. Sanger,
Manager of Madison Square Garden, New York.

DEAR SIR:

Col. Albert A. Pope, president of this corporation,

has given me the official announcement that the first

annual exhibition of cycles, under the auspices of

this corporation, will be held in the Madison Square

Garden, in January, 1895. I shall be glad if you will

therefore go ahead with the plans in order that we
may have a diagram as speedly as possible.

Yours faithfully.

A. KENNEDY-CHILD.

Diagrams have been placed in the hands of

McKim, Mead & White. The Garden will be

arranged somewhat as last year, but with such

improvements as have been suggested by the

experience of last year's show. The stage

will not be in the centre of the hall, which will

greatly add to the exhibit. Particulars will be

sent to the trade next week.

CHICAGO'S CYCLE EXHIBITION.

The National Cycle Exhibition Co., among
whose directors appear the names of Messrs.

Van Sicklen, Wardrop, Miles, Barrett and

Jaffrey, all well known as cycle press men, are

losing no time in launching their Cycle Show
which is to be held at the armories of Battery

B and the Second Regiment on Michigan

Avenue, Chicago, January 7 to 12. Although

the show is held in two seperate buildings,

they are connected by a passageway.

The diagrams show 115 floor spaces of vari-

ous sizes, well arranged, the prices of which

range from $50 to $150. Diagrams have been
mailed to the trade, or they may be obtained

from the National Cycle Exhibition Co. , Room
900, 46 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

One of the features of the "good roads

tournament " to be held at Asbury Park,

August 30 and 31 and September r, will be a

race for the championship of the Metropolitan

District. Nearly all of the cracks of both

classes have already given assurances that

they will be present.

GERMANY'S INDIGNATION.

Germans will have the sympathy and moral

support of the American wheel world in

the demands which they have made upon
the National Cyclist Union of England. The
treatment of the German champion, August
Lehr, on the occasion of his appearance

before the N. C. U. Licensing Committee,

as described by himself, the absence of all

courtesy on that occasion, and the ignoring of

the German credentials, which was emphasized

by the committee's failure to reply to or notice

in any way the German's polite request for

the evidence or reasons which caused their

ruling against Lehr, is enough to turn the

stomach of a whale. It is small wonder, in-

deed, that the Englishmen themselves, those

who race, as well as those who have never
raced and never will—as our good friend "The
Scorcher" usually puts it—have rebelled so

vigorously against such methods. If the fact

that a man's connection with the trade is to

be condemnation in itself things have come to

a pretty pass, indeed. This, however we
refuse to believe. We think the fault not so

much that of the English measures as of the

men who apply them: an arrogant, dis-

trustful, snobbish, self-opinated lot who
have been all but consumed by their own im-

portance and the power reposed in them.' The
English system will never command much
respect either at home or abroad until a

change in the administration is brought about.

The policy of retaliation which Germany
proposes is, however, hardly commendable.
It savors too much of petty spite and N. C
U'ism. To wreck vengeance on their inno-

cent English visitors for the faults and dis-

courtesy of the arrogant licensing committee,

is hardly the proper spirit. Germany can

afford to be generous.

The taking of testimony in the case of the

North British Rubber Co. vs. Schoverling,

Daly & Gales et al. for using the G. & J. tire,

an alleged infringement on the plaintiff's

Clincher tire, was begun in New York this

week. This is the suit which Gormully &
Jeffery are defending. The case, however,

will not be tried until the Fall term of court.

The recent Long Island century run has re-

sulted in the formation of a permanent organ-

ization for the promotion of century riding and
tours, to be known as the Century Road Run
Association. The temporary officers are:

Chairman, N. M. Franklin ; secretary, Clemens
Weiss; treasurer, H. J. Valentine. The Wil-

son-Myers Co., through Manager Schwalbach,

stated that they would contribute $500 toward

the project.

To satisfy a claim of Seidenberg & Co. for

$2,718, money advanced the company, a
sheriff last week took possession of the Per-

sons & Muller Mfg. Co., the well-known sad-

dle makers of this city. When The Wheel
man called this week the factory was still in

full blast, but no one competent to give infor-

mation was present. When seen, Mr. Per-

sons stated that since Seidenberg & Co. had
filed the attachment, nearly two-thirds the

amount of his claim had been paid, and the

balance would be settled before to-morrow.

It will cause no interference whatever with the

business. Both Messrs. Persons and Muller

were reported " down town." The concern

was attached some six weeks ago by a leather
firm, but immediately satisfied the judgment
and was released.
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DAYTON'S CLUB AND DEALERS.

Dayton, O., July 12, 1894.—A wheelman of

this city has collected the names and addresses

of some 500. riders, and claims that there are

at least 2,000 active cyclists in our city. This,

considering the population (80,000), is a large

proportion, and shows the popularity to which
cycling has attained.

There are several organized clubs in our

city, the most popular of which is, of course,

the Dayton Bicycle Club. The club has been

organized some ten years, and has been an
active member of the League. The club-house

stands on West Fourth Street, and is well re-

membered by H. H. Wylie, who, whenever
Hallow E'en comes around, must vividly re-

collect the free bath he had in the apple tub on

that night while he was on his "dead-broke"

tour through this city. Next in importance is

the Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen, who are considered

on a par with the D. B. C. The latter have a

club-house of their own, while the former are

limited to a small yet comfortable room in the

basement of the Association building. The
ladies' organization, the Columbia Cycling

Club, is still organized, but is not as active as

formerly.

The cycle dealers are well scattered and

generally well located. The most prominent

in the city is A. W. Gump & Co., the pioneer

dealers of the State, who are located on East

Third Street near the Library Park. The
firm occupies a portion of one of the most

prominent wholesale blocks in the city, which

is but one square from the central part of the

city, and carries the largest stock of wheels in

the State. They are the agents for the Ram-
bler, Columbia and Smalley, and hold exclu-

sive control of the Crescent line in the four

States of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Ten-

nessee. •

Walter E. Haas and his brother Wm. F.,

under the firm name of Walter E. Haas & Co.,

do the largest renting business in the city.

They sell the Eagle and Fenton lines, and, as

a medium grade line, carry the Crescent.

Geo. D. Kendrick & Co. are the latest addi-

tions to the business. They sell the Liberty,

and handle boats and typewriters as side lines.

John S. Cox & Co. are located on North Jef-

ferson Street, and handle the Munger, Ster-

ling, Ben Hur and Humbers. They rent ex-

tensively, but on the Fourth were in a peculiar

position as regards rent wheels. They had

sent all their second-hand wheels back to the

factory to be renovated two weeks previous,

and were entirely out of renters, which, of

course, made them lose the profit of the busi-

ness.

The Dayton Cycle Co. is the firm name of a

number of D. B. C. members who banded to-

gether and entered the cycle business. Their

line consists of the Stearns, the Raleigh, the

Cleveland and the Waverley. A good line in-

deed. Frank Rudy is managing the business,

and is proving quite successful in his en-

deavors.

Among the lesser lights in the cycle trade

are the Wright Cycle Co., agents for the

Halliday-Temple. They are located on the

West Side, and are especially agreeable. The
Dayton Wheel Exchange handle the Derby,

and are good agents. Charles F. Fox has

lately given up the cycle business, but will

still carry on his stove store. James Dodds,

who is located a few doors above Fox's, who
was the Victor agent, carries a stock of

Fowlers, Unions and other lines. Tom Har-
ley, the veteran repair man, opened upon East
Second Street this Spring, and is selling Ides
and Eclipses.

The Athletic Park, which is the property of
the Y. M. C. A., and is for the exclusive use
of the members, is located on the Stillwater,

about two miles north of town.
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LOCK FOR LOCKER DOOR.

Independent Electric Co., Chicago.

There is that which is of greatest interest to

wheelmen, a quarter mile clay track, well

banked and upon which a speed of thirty miles

an hour may be attained. The stretches are

level and well packed after three summers'

hard use by wheelmen and sprinters. In the

infield of the track is located the diamond with

which base ball players are so well acquainted.

Without are the tennis courts. The room

beneath the grand stand, located behind the

batter's plate, is used by wheelmen as a dress-

ing room and is admirably fitted for that pur-

pose. On the bank of the river is located two

boat-houses, one of which is used for the storage
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A NEW IDEA IN POCKETS.

C- M. Beeker. N. Y.

of canoes, etc. , and as a dressing room for the

bathers, who keep their lockers on the second

floor. The other is well fitted for the use of

those who are quietly resting and awaiting

the return of the boaters.

The National Home for Disabled Veteran

Soldiers is located about three miles from the

centre of the city, and is the resort of many a
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pleasure seeker. The home is easily reached
by the cyclist who generally travels out Home
Avenue and at the gate is greeted by macadam-
ized and well-cleaned streets, which lead him
through the grounds on a visit to the head-
quarters, the new three-story library building,
the commissary and quartermaster's buildings,
the old and new hospitals, the barracks which
line the streets in the central portion of the
grounds. The campus is in the central part of

the home, where of an evening a band concert
is given. The officers houses are located on
the outskirts of the grounds, and the governor's
house is near the deer park. This home is

seldom missed by visitors to the city.

Felt for Saddle Seats.

The Felt Saddle Pad Co. is a concern that

has created recently a niche for itself in the

cycle trade. Its members have long been en-
gaged in the felt manufacturing industry in

Fredonia, N. Y., and the probability of felt

making a comfortable cyclers' seat suggesting
itself, they have developed the idea until they
are now satisfied that it will at least improve
upon, if not displace, the ordinary leather seat.

So that, having formed a new company, which
is termed the Felt Saddle Pad Co., they are

actively pushing their product.

Their idea is that the pad, or felt cover,

shall be used as a supplement to the regular

leather seat, and to that end they will furnish

covers that will fit exactly any pattern or size

of saddle of American make. The cut gives a

fairly good idea of the thickness and appear-

ance of these felt covers.

The felt seat is to be placed, of course, on
top of the leather saddle, and can be laced on,

in which case half a dozen holes would have to

be punched in your leather seat, or the fasten-

ing can be made with rivets instead. The
principal virtue claimed by its makers is the

non-chafing nature of their material ; they also

say that, as the material lacks the smoothness
of leather, slipping is impossible ; one's seat is

firmer, and this effect, it is added, is increased

by the felt absorbing perspiration, which

leather does not do. Each cover is perforated,

tending to freer circulation of air, and there-

fore a cooler seat.

These felt covers weigh about \]/z ounces,

are about % inch in thickness, and will retail

at about $1 each. The company state they

have broad patents on '

' felt as applied to

bicycle saddles."

New Pump Manufacturers.

The Bowen Mfg. Co., of Auburn, N. Y., is

a recent arrival in the cycle accessory trade.

Pneumatic pumps will be their specialty.

They are putting in machinery for the manu-
facture, in a large way, of pumps of all styles

and sizes, for stores, cyclemakers and riders,

the line including several orignal patterns.

Haradon & Son. of Springfield, Mass., have

made an enviable name for themselves in the

cycle trade by reason of the repair business

they have built up. Their announcement is

published in The Wheel.
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MINOR MEETS.
Ten mile road race, Everett, Mass, July 21: 1, R. W

Coburn, Everett, 4m., 32m. 43s. ; 2, W. Niedneo, Maiden,

2m. 30s., 31m. 40s.; 3, F. C. Smith, Everett, 4m. 30s.,

35m. 40s.; 4, F. T. Hurley, Chelsea, 2m. 30s., 17m.; 5, C,

L. Peter3, Everett, im. 45s., 31m. 18s.; 6, P. H. Mosher,

Everett, 3m. 3s., 32m. 4s.; 7, B. W. Pierce, Linden,

scratch, 29m 49s.; 8, R. W. Emerson, Chelsea, no. 45s.,

31m. 36s.; 9, J. J. Walsh, Maiden, im. 45s., 32m. is.; 10,

R. M. Mugridge, Maiden, 30s., 30m. 52s. Eighteen

men finished.

The Century C. C, of Syracuse, ran an evening ten

mile road race, July 20, the start being made at 7 p. m.
The race was run over the Cicero course, which has

recently been surveyed and slightly changed. Nine-

teen men started. Result: 1, L. F. Post, 4m., 31m. 19s.;

2, L. A. Stimis, Jr., 3m. 30s., 31m. 27s.; 3, Nathan R.

Graves, 4m., 31m. 58s.; 4, John Lawley, 2m. 30s., 30m.

39s.; 5, E. W. Hurst, 3m. 45s., 32m.; 6, James Dickinson,

3m. 30s., 31m. 48s.; 7, Joseph Atwell, 4m., 32m. 19S.J 8,

Fred C. List, im., 29m. 20s.; 9, Fred W. Fisher, scratch'

28m. 35s.

Lakeview C. C.'s five miles road race, Chicago, July
21: 1, L. Jordan, 12m. 58s.; 2, C. R. Jardine, 12m. 581-2S..

3, J. W. Schieferstein, 12m. 59s.; 4, L. Weidlinger, 15m.

3S.; 5, C. Cruis, 13m. 47s.; 6, H. Lovell, 14m. 6s.; 7, Val.

Oilier, 13m. 9S.;8, L. Bohman, 13m, 12s.; 9, F. Hull, 15m
14s.; 10, E. Tesch, 14m. 15s.; ii, F. Roeder, 15m. is.; 12-

L. Schmeiderskemp, 15m. 15s.; 13, E. A. Smith, 14m'

32s.; 14, S. Brown, 14m. 34s.

Garden City Wheelmen's meet, Newton Center.

Mass., July 21:

Quarter Mile, Novice—1, H. W. Crowell; 2, C. S-

Summer; 3, W. W. Pratt. Time, 37s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, W. M. Pettigrew, scratch; 2,

H. W. Crowell, 80 yards; 3, E. M. Armstrong, 130.

Time, 2m. 32 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, W. M. Pettigrew, scratch;

2, H. W. Crowell, 150 yards; 3, W. M. Morse, 100.

Time, 5m. 29 2-5S.

Calumet C. C.'s five miles road race, Chicago, July
21: 1, W. G. Ferguson, 4m., time 15m. 21s.; 2, William
Thompson, 2m., 13m. 42s.; 3, J. G. Posselt, 2m. 30s., 14m.

52s.; 4, G. A. Jacobs, 2m. 30s., 14m. 57s.; 5, G. L. Israel,

2m. 30s., 15m. 4s ; 6, P. Cullman, 2m. 30s., 15m. 13s,; 7,

W. C. Jacobs, im. 30s., 14m. 16s.; 8, R. Richards, 3m.,

16m. is.; 9, A. T. Heywood, scratch, 13m. is.; 10, A. L,

Leonhardt, scratch, 13m. 2s.

The M. A. C. C. race meet, which occurs at

Manhattan Field to-morrow has attracted an
immense field of 155 individual entrants.

Blauvelt, Royce, Mont Scott, Geo. C. Smith,

Coffin, Goodman and all of the better known
cracks are on the list, and a splendid after-

noon's sport seems assured. In the five-mile

team race, six clubs are entered—Riverside

Wheelmen, Kings County W., Greenwich W.,

Tourists C. C, New York W„ Harlem W.

At the Tioga Cricket Club's meet, Phila-

delphia, on August 4, a novelty will be intro-

duced at the end of the programme in the form

of a race for the winners of the day's events in

place of the customary consolation.

H. H. Kram, Williamsport, Pa., and Byrd
Moore, Des Moines, la., have been suspended

by the L. A. W. Racing Board pending inves-

tigation of their amateur status.

For competing in unsanctioned races J. W.
Bowman, Oliver D. Jingo, Wm. L. Howe,
and Frank Orr, of St. Louis, Mo., have been
suspended from the track for thirty days,

dating from July 23.

Frank A. Olazanowaski, Buffalo, N. Y., has

been suspended from all track racing for sixty

days from July 23. Competing in novice races,

having previously won prizes, is the charge on
which he was found guilty.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will

have a ten-days club tour, beginning August
1 7. The party will proceed to Boston by boat,

from whence they will ride home via Fitch-

burg, North Adams, Pittsfield, Great Barring-

ton, Hudson, Poughkeepsie, Port Jervis and
the Delaware Water Gap. The route em-
braces some of the finest scenery in the Middle
and New England States.

A NOVELTY IN CATALOGUES.
E. B. Preston & Co., Chicago, manufacturers

of the Czar cycles have a catalogue that is not

only unique and amusing, but most decidedly

original. It is a little 8-page brochure entitled

"Great C-zar." It is reproduced below :

Caesar Is Dead, the Czar Isn't.

We haven't much to say. But what we say is worthy
of all the more consideration.
The Czar bicycle is so called because it is the worst

bicycle in the world. There are so many that are the
strongest and lightest that there can't be room for
any more.
We take a good deal of pains to make the Czar as

well as we can, but that doesn't count. There are so
many people who have been in the business longer
than we, that they certainly must take more pains
than we do. They say they do, and you ought to
believe them.
Our money may be as good as other people's, but

we doubt it. We try to buy as good material as we
can for a high-grade bicycle, but we suppose we
don't get it. We have a lot of trouble with people
whose wheels don't "stand up" as well as the Czar.
They blame us for it.

We always tell people who buy a Czar, not to try to
ride races on it. But they doit just the same. Some-
times they win the races. Purely luck, of course.
Technically, it's not our fault. We don't suppose they
could get judgment for it.

Some ladies will persist in riding the Czarina. And
this in the face of the fact that there are 201 other
makes of wheels they might ride instead. We ask you
ifjyou think it is wise of them ? The 1001 d ealers and the
201 other makes of wheels don't think so. The Presi-
dent hasn't favored us with an opinion yet.
The public likes beauty, lightness, strength, rigid-

ity, comfort and speed in a bicycle
;
yet, after trying

others, hundreds of practical riders choose the Czar.
We can't refuse to sell them, but we don't feel good

about it.

Some dealers, who can't know very much about the
bicycle business, put the Czar and another make of
wheel in their show window, side by side. They
wanted to sell the Czars and they did so at list prices,
but we have been puzzling ever since to find out why
the people bought them.
We have letters every day from people who are rid-

ing Czars. They give us so much taffy, we don't like
to print it.

We are getting along very well. We are selling
more wheels than we ever expected. We never have
any complaints. But how long can it last ? What does
it mean ? Are we awake ? Is this the Nineteenth Cent-
ury, and is the world not coming to an end?

Great C-zars ghost !

W. R. Tilton & Sage, Prairie Depot, Wood
County, Ohio, desire correspondence with

makers of 20, 22 and 24 inch diamond frame

safeties fitted with pneumatic tires, also with

makers of 28-inch safeties selling for $45 or

less. They write that they have found it diffi-

cult to find such goods.

The long-pending patent litigation between
Gormully & Jeffery and the Kenwood Mfg. Co.

has been settled out of court. G. & J. have
purchased the Kenwood tire patents, the Ken-
wood Co. reserving the right to make or use

the tire or to purchase from G. & J., as de-

sired.

One of A. L. Garford's hobbies is blooded
trotting stock. Mr. Garford has half a dozen
animals who are within the " 2.30" list. One
of his favorite amusements is to hold the watch
on them as they try against the scythe-bearer

on the Elyria trotting track.

Geo. S. Macdonald, manager of the Ameri-
can Raleigh Co., will go abroad about the
middle of August, to be absent until October.

G. Minturn Worden, the Remington's man
ager, leaves this week for a pleasure trip to

Alaska.

Harry Chapman, of the Peerless Mfg. Co.,

sailed for England on Wednesday. England
is Mr. Chapman's old home, but business is

what takes him over at this time. The nature
of his mission he would not state. D. J. Post,

of the Hartford Cycle Co., sailed on the same
day.

The receivers of the defunct Automatic Mfg.
Co., New York, have closed up the business.

The creditors will receive nothing,

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Apparently but little interest is being taken

in the proposed relay race from Washington
to Denver at the time of the National Meet.

The Massachusetts Sunday Protective

League has issued an appeal to members of

cycle clubs to "avoid all meets and runs on

the Lord's day."

The Massachusetts Division's proposed jubi-

lee over the passage of the new bicycle law at

Point of Pines on Saturday last proved a fizzle,

principally owing to a severe shower.

The Amsterdam Wheelmen, of this city,

will hold their annual excursion on Tuesday,

July 31, to Oriental Grove on the Sound.

They have chartered a steamer and two barges
for the occasion.

A woman, giving her name as Mrs. Kittie

Burns, rented wheels from two different cycle

stores at Syracuse last week, and then pawned
them for $50 each. She was arrested the next

day in Rochester.

A. J. Jack and W. Adams, of the Anfield B.

C, on July 7, succeeded in increasing the

twelve hours' northern tandem safety road

record by twenty miles on the Great North
Road, England. The distance ridden was
189^ miles.

Secretary Bassett writes that after July 28

the L. A. W. headquarters in Boston will be

closed '

' to reopen at Chicago as soon as prac-

ticable." Until the secretary is established in

the latter city, correspondence will be neces-

sarily delayed and business almost completely

suspended.

A New York policeman last week ran after

a cyclist who was ordered to stop because he

had no light, and caught him. At Lewiston,

Me., a constable gave chase to a wheelman
who had been riding on the sidewalk, and
although a horse and buggy was brought into

service, the rider escaped.

The Rev. J. R. Westwood, in a sermon at

the State camp, Sea Girt, N. J., on Sunday
last, made an attack on the bicycle of a most
remarkable kind. He seemed to consider it

so depraving in its effects that a young man
who had ridden on it could not be in a spirit

to worship God. He considered the wheel the

curse of the country, and wound up with the

declaration that a man who rode one would
forget God in a week, and in three weeks
would be on the road to ruin.

Matthew Claussen, of Saratoga, won $115

worth of prizes at a local meet on July 4.

They had just been turned over to the winner

when a constable seized them on three execu-

tions in favor of a coal dealer, a shoe dealer

and a veterinary surgeon, with all of whom
the rider had contracted debts. It was thought

that Claussen would redeem the trophies when
they would be advertised for sale. He did

not, however, and Friday they were sold at

public auction to the coal dealer.

Hairy Bailey Creates a Sensation.

[Spring Valley (111.) Sentinel.]

Hairy Bailey, the son of his father, he of the Bureau
County Republican, appeared on our streets Thurs-
day perched on a bicycle and glaring wildly in all

directions. "He was dressed in blue overalls and a
cast-off seersucker coat, donned evidently as a dis-

guise. His decolette pants and pompadour shirt,

coupled with his actions as he pumped his bike around
made him an object of interest, but not of admiration.
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THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher

Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 00 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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SANGER SCARED.

RODE OFF THE BANKING AT PITTSBURG—
SPOILS AND "EXHIBITIONS" WELL

DISTRIBUTED.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 19.—Ribbons and laces

which set off the pretty faces and stunning

gowns of Pittsburg's "upper crust" were very

much in evidence at to-day's race meeting of

the club. Not less than 3,000 spectators, most

of them ladies, were present. Their enthusi-

asm, too, ran high, in which respect they

differed vastly from the frigid folks in attend-

ance at the Baltimore meet yesterday. But
there was reason for their enthusiasm. The
sport was of the gilt-edged, morocco-bound

variety. Arthur Banker, the local pride, won
most of the A events in hollow fashion, but in

the B races it was different—very different.

The spoils were splendidly distributed. Of
the six events, no man won more than one

event and in every instance, save one, the

finishes were of the reddest, hottest, fiercest

sort. The exception was the five mile handi-

cap, but the warmth that was lacking in the

race was afterward found under Tom Eck's

collar. There it created a vigorous but guarded
sputtering. Perhaps if Chairman H. E. Ray-
mond had not been referee, the silver-tufted

trainer would have remained as cool as a

cucumber in an ice-house; perhaps, if some-

one, other than Chairman Raymond had
refereed and made the same decision, Eck's

sputterings would have been even more
vigorous and very much less guarded. At any
rate, there was reason for his indignation.

In the five mile event but three started, al-

though nineteen had entered. Of the starters,

Maddox, of the Sterling team, had 310 yards.

Taxis, of the same team, 250, and Callahan,

Eck's charge, 210.

Taxis, when caught by Callahan, naturally

refused to pace him up to his team mate.

Callahan made several ineffectual attempts to

reach Maddox, but dropped back invariably

to Taxis rear. Maddox, as good at making his

own pace as at taking pace, improved his

opportunities, and near the finish lapped the

other two. Then Callahan beat Taxis out for

second place, but both Callahan and Taxis

were disqualified by Referee Raymond for

team work. Just why Callahan should have
been disqualified is not clear. Callahan clearly

could not do team work by himself. Mr. Ray-
mond's judgment and decision in this instance

is open to question.

In, or rather after, the quarter mile, in which
E. F. Miller hugged Bald right to the tape,

Mr. Raymond disqualified Miller for the day.

Bald paced all the way and won, but said

something naughty on the back stretch to Hel-

fert, who attempted to steal Bald's rear, for

which Miller was disqualified for the day.

Chairman Raymond happened to be in the

Rambler tent on the backstretch.

The mile open Class B brought forth a huge
surprise party (to the spectators), for those

two great record-breakers, Johnson and Bliss

were beaten, the former by four men, the latter

by Taxis. There was a good field.

Titus, McDonald and Kennedy took the

special quarter prizes. Bliss gained the lead

on the backstretch. Johnson worked to Bliss'

rear on the banking, and regretted it. As
Bliss turned the last corner he ran wide, and
Johnson was forced out. Taxis had the pole,

and with Kennedy and Titus in close pursuit

passed on the inside. Bliss strove hard, but

Taxis won by half a foot, Kennedy third, four

or five inches back ; Titus close in fourth posi-

tion and Johnson fifth.

The finish in the mile handicap, Class B,

was so close that Titus and Maddox are still

in dispute. One of the judges was heard to

ask a trainer who won, and Sanger overhear-

ing the question, berated him soundly for his

inefficiency.

Bliss won the half mile open from Helfert,

Titus and Githens, in im. 7 1-5S., and Githens

beat out Bald in the half mile handicap in im.

4s. Githens had 20 yards.

The track, the property of the Pittsburg

Athletic Club, is located at East Liberty, some

six miles from the city, and is, as yet, not to

be bragged of. It is new, four laps to the

mile, highly banked, but with three rather

sharp turns and an exceedingly rough surface.

For these reasons the times recorded are all

the more creditable. In the half-mile handi-

cap, Sanger rode clean over and off the bank-

ing at one of the bad turns. Once was enough

for him. He did not mount again during the

day.

The meeting was very prolific in "ex.

hibitions."

Titus rode the fastest mile ever credited, so

it is said, to a quarter mile track, 2m. 7 1-5S.

He was paced by Callahan, Kennedy, W. F.

Murphy and Maddox. Titus is fast approach-

ing Johnson's importance in these record trials.

Bliss rode a half in im. 1-5S. to lower John-

son's Savannah record for a quarter mile track

of the minute flat. He was beautifully paced

by his team mates, Githens and Lumsden.
Arthur Banker did an exhibition quarter in

31s. The summary:

One Mile Novice Race— i, c. E Porter; 2, A. W-
Hemle; 3, T. W. Kennedy; 4, F. J. Moore. Time'
2m. 34s

QUARTER MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. E. C. Bald. 4. W. W. Taxis.

2. E. F. Miller. 5. C. M. Murphy.
3. H. A. Githens. 6. W. J. Helfert.

Time, 32s.

Bald was in front all the way.
Half Mile Handicap— i, S. O. Griffith, Allegheny,

60 yards; 2, T. W. Kennedy, Sharpsburg, 75 yards; 3,

W. H. Beazell, Homestead, 45 yards. Time, im. 06s.

Eight of twenty starters fell.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. W. W. Taxis. 3. A. D. Kennedy.
2. J. P. Bliss. 4. F. J. Titus.

S, J. S. Johnson.
Time, 2m. 31s.

Time limit 2m. 35s. Titus, Macdonald and Kennedy
won specials at quarters.

HALF MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

i. H. A. Githens, 20 yards. 3. H. Maddox, 40 yards.

2. E. C. Bald, 5 yards. 4. W. H. Helfert, 30 yards
Time, im. 04s.

One Mile Handicap-i, P. E.Jackson, 90 yards; 2,

K. T. Langer, 100; 3, T. W. Kennedy, 150; 4, S. O.
Griffiths, 120; 5, C. R. Porter, 160. Time, 2m. 17s.

One Third Mile State Championship—i, a. L.

Banker; 2, Paul Nelson; 3, W. H. Beazell; 4, K. T.
Lang. Time, 47 3-5S.

One Mile Special Race— i, A. L. Banker; 2, J. E
Patterson; 3, W. H. Beazell. Time, 2m. 40s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

i. F. J. Titus, 10 yards. 4. W. J. Helfert, 60.

2. H. H. Maddox, 70. 5. E F. Miller, 80.

3. W. W. Taxis, 60.

Time, 2m. i8%s.

HALF MILE OPEN— i, A. L. Banker; 2, G. G. Aughen-
baugh; 3, W. H. Beazell; 4, P. E. Jackson. Time,
im. 12s.

FIVE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. H. H. Maddox, 310 yards. 2. C. H. Callahan, 210
3. W. W. Taxis, 250.
Time, 13m. 2iJ^s.

One Mile Open— i, A. L. Banker; 2, P. E. Jackson.
Time, 2m. 4154s.
F.J.Titus broke State record of 2m. 9s, paced by

Callahan, Kennedy, W. F. Murphy and Maddox, doing
2m. 7 i-ss.
Bliss exhibition, half, im. 1-5S. Banker exhibition

quarter, 31s,

RHODY'S ROAD BOOK READY.

A CREDIT TO ITS COMPILERS—"WHY THE
RANKIN CO. ASSIGNED.

Providence, R. I., July 23.—The road book

of the R. I. Division L. A. W. is ready for

distribution.

It is a credit to the committee, who have

labored long and earnestly to make it com-

plete. The book is in pocket form, contains

the routes of this State—distance between

points and total distances, condition of roads,

grade, hotels and map of State.

Anyone reading it will note the accuracy

and constant use of local names so distinctively

a characteristic of Geo. Lewis Cook, ex-chief-

consul, who has had charge of this work, as

he has had of all the R. I. Division L. A. W.
maps and routes. To Nelson Gibbs and Benj.

Smith, the latter covering many of the routes,

the remaining members of the committee, the

thanks of L. A. W. members are due.

After a careful inspection there seems to be

one ommission; no route is given to Quonset

Point.

This point is the camp ground of the State

militia. To those wishing advice as to how
to get there I would give the following route:

Leave Providence by steamer Frances, via

Narragansett Bay, to wharf at Quonset Point,

or deposit wheel at Wickford and walk the

remaining mile. The road is made of a fine

grade of white sand and is bad—very bad.

There was a rumir that the Town Council

would expend $20 to macadamize it, but it

proved false.

At the auction sale of the effects of the

Rankin Cycle and Typewriter Co., whose as-

signment to F. W. Tillinghast, lawyer, was
reported last week, but little was realized.

B. T. Bruce was the proprietor. The cause

of the failure lies back some years. Bruce &
Rankin was then the firm name. They
handled Swifts during the memorable year

when Swift heads were breaking and causing

so much trouble. R. & B. had always enjoyed

a good business, but these breakages in the

Swift, which was their leader, left them at the

end of the season several thousands in debt.

This debt has gradually dragged them down,

and this year the dull season swamped the

house. It was a dead load that Bruce could

not lift, so rather than continue and get deeper

into debt, he assigned.

The triumph of the Rhode Island Wheel-

men's racing team in both position and time

in the recent road race over the team of the

Narragansett Wheelmen was so big that it can

scarcely be spoken of as a contest, yet the

Narragansetts are not at all disheartened.

On the contrary, their old sign has been

taken off the Pearl Street house, and now
adorns the front of the spacious downtown
dwelling, within five minutes of the depot,

next the new Central Police Station, at the

foot of Broadway, corner of Fountain Street.

They are planning an elaborate house-warm-

ing on the 1st, one night devoted to ladies and

the next to .wheelmen. The house contains

sv^teen rooms. The wheel-room is on the

lower floor, side entrance—the basement.
The first floor contains a reception room,
officers' quarters and reading room; the second
floor billiard and bath-rooms and reading
room. The rest of the house is to be devoted
to sleeping apartments for club members and
janitor's quarters. The house is well and
tastefully furnished.
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Copyrighted 1894, by CHARLES L. AMES.

Manufactured by AMES & FROST COMPANY, Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

U^inA4^ Ttrl^ ay

At the CLEVELAND WHEEL CLUB RACES,

&

JULY SOttl AND 31st.

ii

TRIANGLE" WHEELS
WON

Six Firsts, Five Seconds, Two Thirds
And any number of Heats.

A GOOD SHOWING FOR A GOOD WHEEL

The Peerless JVdCfg-. Company,
CLEVELAND, O.

SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA., ACENTS FOR EASTERN PA. AND NEW JERSEY.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.
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HOW ZIM DEFEATED EDWARDS.

DETAILS OF THE AMERICAN'S EASY VIC-
TORY—WHEELER AND CROOKS

ALSO SCORE.

Paris, July 9.—The match between Arthur

A. Zimmerman, of America, and Arthur C.

Edwards, of England, on the Buffalo track at

Paris yesterday, resulted in a complete victory

for the American.

Edwards was clearly run off his legs in the

first race, and in the second race Zimmerman
did not ride any harder than was necessary to

win safely, while Edwards partially gave up

the game, and did not do his best at the finish.

Zim won the first by a margin of six or eight

lengths, and the second by two or three

lengths. The legs that have carried him
through so many victories seemed to have re-

turned to him, and he "turned them loose" in

the final lap.

The Usual Loaf

was indulged in, but it was saved from

monotony by the universal interest in the

race.

The spectators were greatly pleased at

Zimmerman's winning—perhaps more so than

they would have been had Edwards been a

Frenchman. They did not hop the fence and

bear Zimmy away on their shoulders, as did

the people with Houben, Zim's vanquisher, at

Brussels; but they shouted loud and long

when the "skeeter's" sky-blue shirt came
sailing around the bend and down the home
stretch a sure winner. The track management
is well pleased, for it was dollars, or rather

francs, to them that Zim win his first race in

Paris.

This was the first match race in which Zim-

merman had ever competed, and it was quite

proper that he should win. It marked the first

of a series of matches for which he is engaged,

and, if he has not become totally unsusceptible

to praise and the glamour of winning, he pro-

bably now has some of his prospective com-

petitors partially beaten before they come to

the scratch.

The father of Barden, who is to ride Zimmy
next, said to the latter after the race yester-

day:

"I hope you'll give my boy a little better

show at the finish than you have done with

Edwards." Barden is reputed to be very fast

just now, and it is said that Edwards wants
none of him. Zimmerman, however slightly

he may have been deprecated by the French

public for his slowness in coming into con-

dition, has been quite restored to favor, and
they now say he is wonderful, without taking

the newspaper assertion as the evidence.

The reputation which came with him, which

has been heralded in the papers day after day
and which

Suffered Somewhat

by his initial defeat in Italy and another at

Brussels, is again assured, and the people are

saying to-day:

" Who will ride against Zimmy ?
"

Edwards has disposed of Louvet and Medin-

ger in matches, and has defeated all the other

good men in races, so that, with the possible

exception of Harris, there is apparently some
reason for asking the question.

The match of yesterday between Zimmer-
man and Edwards was for $500 a side, the

races to be one kilometer, two kilometers and,

if a final was necessary, one kilometer. At
the start of the first race Edwards was given

the position on the pole, and the contest was a

procession of two until the bell sounded for

the third and last lap. Then Zimmerman
made a dash, although Edwards was almost as

quick, and the sprint was on. Entering the

back-stretch Zimmerman was half a length in

front of Edwards, on the outside, and at this

point Edwards faltered as if in danger of fall-

ing. He regained himself immediately, how-

ever, and started in pursuit of the now flying

Zim. It was of no use. Zim "got his old

skates on " and nobody could overtake him

then. Going up the back-stretch he pulled

away from Edwards, and entered the last turn

more than four lengths in the lead. Edwards

followed with a fair amount of gameness, but

he was hopelessly out of the contest. The

Jerseyman did no speculating or looking to

see whether Edwards was coming, but flew

down the home-stretch at a screaming pace.

His time for the final lap was 23 2-5S., which

is record for the track. The time for the kilo-

meter (five-eighths of a mile) was 2m. 1 1-5S.,

the pace being moderate most of the way.

The Edwards-Zimmerman Match.

1. Going: to the mark. 2. On the mark.

Edwards went into Zimmerman's dressing-

room and very chivalrously congratulated

him. With commendable candor he replied

to an inquiry as to his defeat by saying that

it was only a question of who was the better

man, and he was sure he was not that man.
When the second race was called, after an

intervening event, Zimmerman was on the

inside for the start, and it became his task to

set the pace, light as it was. They rode

slowly around for the first five laps, and even

When the Bell Sounded

for the final tour, there was no sprinting by
either contestant until the first turn was made.
Then Zimmerman sailed away, with Edwards
trying to follow. There was still less of a con-

test in the second race than in the first, for

Edwards hardly did his best to catch Zimmer-
man, and the latter did not extend himself.

The time for the two kilometers (\% miles)

was 3m. 46 4-5S. The last lap was done in

26 4-5S.

Zimmerman's comments on the result were
of the usual brevity, and he hardly said more
than, "Well, I won, didn't I?"

The Prix de Marines, a one-kilometer scratch,

reserved for riders of the first division, brought

out Antony, Louvet, Leneuf, Crooks, Farman,

James and Wheeler. Leneuf and James were
first and second in the first heat, Crooks being

shut out by inches. Louvet and Wheeler came
home together in the second. In the final

America came to the front again, Wheeler
riding a grand race, and defeating Louvet,

Leneuf and James, in the order named, by
three or four lengths.

Wheeler never rode better in his life, and
was well congratulated for his remarkable per-

formance. It was truly a day for America.
More Records for the Flying Frenchmen.

Maurice Farman and Jules Dubois, at the

night racing July 5. managed to cut the records

from twenty-one to fifty kilometers, or from
thirteen to thirty-one miles. Farman won the

race from Dubois, the two having outlasted all

the other competitors, among whom, were
Medinger, Barden, Fossier, James, Crooks
and other good ones, although Dubois led

nearly all the way and got most of the inter-

vening records. Farman was leading when
the hour was reached, but he failed of Meintjes'

hour record by about seventy-five meters.

The 50 kilos. (31 miles) were covered in ih.

12m. 40 1-5S. against the record previously

held by Dubois of ih. 13m. 44 3-5S.

There was a large field, and after the first

lap the tandems took the men along at a pace
of from 2m. 1 8s. to 2m. 24s. to the mile and
sometimes as merrily as 2m. 15s. Fossier had
a good chance early in the game and was
away twenty yards from the bunch, but his

tandem teams "threw a sprint" and he was
caught.

Barden, who is reputed to be in fine trim,

looked like a winner, but he was either killed

off by the pace or chose to quit and cheapen
his odds in view of his approaching match
with Zimmerman. He cried out that his tire

was going flat, and after dismounting he laid

the blame on several other contingencies, his

tire having been found in good condition. The
impression was given that he had been " run
off his legs" and was only making excuses,

but it should be borne in mind that the

Bardens, father and son, constitute a very sly

pair, and Barden, Sr., is

Always Looking for "Odds."

Crooks rode well for about five miles, but
the pace was too much for him. He had just

won a five kilometer race and so he was
satisfied.

Medinger, too, soon had to let go the pro-

cession, and, in all his loveliness, tripped

away to the dressing rooms. The people
shed Gaelic tears, when their dear Medinger
had to quit their sight. The race was soon
narrowed down to Dubois, Farman, Williams
and Guerry, with the two last-named several

laps to the bad. Guerry has been retrograding
since his 100-kilometer performance, and in

this race he was of absolutely no danger, while
Williams did no worse than was expected of

him.

Dubois led from the time the records were
being overtaken—twenty-one kilometers (thir-

teen miles)—and Farman did not come to the
front until forty-one kilometers. He was
then almost at the hour record, and he was
pushed to get under the figures, but he missed
Meintjes' hour record by less than 100 yards.
He did just a fraction under twenty-six miles.
Then Dubois came up again and held on until

three laps from the finish, when Farman went
ahead and won the race.
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MORE ECLIPSE VICTORIES

The Eclipse Wins 6 out of 15
Place Prizes and 1 Special
Prize at the P. A. C. Races,
Pittsburg, July 19th.

1 1 Prizes at Elwood, Pa., July 6 and 7.

5 Prizes at Mansfield, Ohio, July 4.

First Prize in Alden, la., Road Race, July 4.

4 out of 5 Canadian Championships were won on the Eclipse Racer.

(All of the above were Class A Events.)

Investigate the Eclipse Racer, the Latest, Fastest and Finest

of Racing Machines.
Eclipse Model B at $100.00 is Equal to any $125.00 Road Machine.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO.,
DEERE & "WEBBER CO.,

Jobbers, Minneapolis. BEAVER FALLS, PA.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Even if you can't

Ride a Wheel,

you may
still have the

pleasure of

riding

Dunlop Tires.

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE CO.,

504-506 West Fourteenth St, New York.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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WHAT A CHANGE IN THE WIND
WROUGHT.

A VICIOUS RAIN STORM AT CLEVELAND-
TITUS' GRAND RACE IN THE STORM
—SANGER GOES OVER THE BANK.

Cleveland, O., July 20.—Weather and plenty

of it, marked to-day's inauguration of the

Cleveland Wheel Club's race meeting. A
dark forbidding cloud hung over the city all

the afternoon. Once it seemed to have passed

over, but the wind veered and blew it back

again. This change meant the loss of a good
many dollars. It kept the expected crowd
away and will cause the club's ledger to tell

a very different tale from that of last year,

when $3,000 was turned into the treasury.

About 4.30 the wind increased in volume
and the cloud in blackness. It grew so

dark that the electric lights were turned

on. The three mile lap race had just been

called as eight men hastily lined up for the

start; the lightning was flashing and the

thunder roaring like some herd of maddened
bulls. Then came a pistol shot; the men
were under way, but only their dim outlines

could be discerned in the intense darkness

and the great swirls of dust which all but

obscured them. The excitement and anger
of the elements seemed to fairly bewing Titus.

At the crack of the pistol he darted to the

front and stayed there. Not once did he
falter or look back. He rode in grand style,

increasing his lead at every lap in hollow

fashion. Hardly had he crossed the tape,

when the storm broke in all its fury. The
rain came down in torrents ; officials and con-

testants alike were drenched to the skin. The
one remaining event, the final heat of the half-

mile open, was postponed until to-morrow.

Titus' performance is worthy of highest praise.

He rode the three miles unpaced, won by 200

yards, and his time, 8m. 6 3-5S., tells the rest

of the story.

Zimmerman rode here last year, but to-day,

Sanger and Johnson, after a careful trial of

the track, refused to get up in a single event,

as did the Victor team.

E. C. Johnson and R. F. Goetz, the local

cracks, had the greatest racing men of the

season at their mercy. They knew every inch

of the quarter mile track, and on the eighteen-

inch banked turns, could climb tnrough or

around a field and win every time.

There were no falls, but Lumsden ran over
the embankment in the quarter mile open, and
Bliss went over in another event, but neither

were hurt. Callahan and Murphy nearly col-

lided, and went over the lower embankment
together, where both continued their mad
career over a huge pile of dirt, and in among
the training tents. This was hardly the fault

of the track. When Mr. H. A. Lozier learned

that the big men would not start, owing to the

danger, he at once offered to give $500 toward
a new track that was safe. Mr. Lozier was
deeply interested in the races. The summary:

First Day.

One Mile Novice—First Heat (four starters): i, P.

J. Mclntyre; 2, F. G. Heinrich; 3, H. E. Meckling.
Time, 2m. 43^8. Second Heat: 1, W. A. Bramley; 2,

Z. Davidson; 3, M. F. Sourbeck. Time, 2m. 43^s.
Final—2, H. E. Meckling; 2, F. G. Heinrich; 3, Z.

Davidson. Time, 2m. 47s.

Quarter Mile, Class B — First Heat (seven
starters): i, E. C. Johnston; a, W. W. Taxis; 3, Gus
Steele; 4, Conn Baker; 5, R. Macdonald; 6, W. J. Hel-
fert. Time, 35s. Lumsden rode over bank. Second
Heat (five starters): r, R. F. Goetz; 2, A. D. Kennedy;
3, H. A. Githens; 4, W.J. Edwards; 5, B. Cleveland,
Time, 35s. Third Heat (four starters): 1, J. P. Bliss; 2,

E. C. Bald; 3, J. Levy; 4, E. F. Miller. Time, 35s.

FINAL.

1. E. C. Johnson. 4. Goetz.

2. Taxis. 5. Levy.

3. Bald. 6. Kennedy.
Time, 36s. Bliss and Steele quit.

One Mile Cayahoga County Championship—
First Heat: 1, J. T. Graves, no yards; 2, G. D. Corn-

stock, 50; 3, John Micklin, no. Time, 2m. 21s. Second
Heat: 1, G. Calhoun, 100; 2, L. C. Booth, 130; 3, A. F.

Brooks, no. Time, 2m. 21 1-5S. Third Heat (nine

starters): F. J. Baird, 140; C. B. Harkins, 90. Time,
am. 24 1-5S. Final heat: 1, F. J. Baird, 140; 2, J. T -

Graves, no; 3, L. C. Booth, 130; 4, G. Calhoun, 100; 5,

John Meklin, no. Time, 2m. 19 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Open—First Heat: 1, F. B. Rigby;
2, F. L. Trapp; 3, A. I. Brown. Time, 36 2-5S. Second
Heat: 1, A. B. Ellis; 2, C. T. Williams; 3, L. C. Dorn;

4, L. C. Callahan. Time, 35 2-5S. Third Heat: 1, Tom
Cooper; 2, W. A. Lutz; 3, E. F. Leonart. Time, 35 2-5S.

Final— 1, Tom Cooper; 2, F. B. Rigby; 3, A. B. Ellis;

4, L. C. Dorie. Time, 34 4-5S.

One Half Mile, Boys— i, F. J. Tarr; 2, Ed. Deni-

son. Time, im. 28s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B.—First Heat: 1,

Ben Cleveland, 140 yards; 2, A. D. Kennedy, 40; 3, E.

C. Johnson, 80; 4, J. Levy, 90; 5, E. F. Miller, 50. Time,
2m. 31 1-5S. Second Heat: i,R. F. Goetz, 90; 2, H. H.
Maddox, 90; 3, C. M. Murphy, 30; 4, C. Baker, 80; 5, C.

H. Callahan, 60. Time, 2m. 3x8.

FINAL:

1. E. C. Johnson, 80 yards. 4. Miller, 70.

2. Goetz, 90. 5. Kennedy, 40.

3. Maddox, 90.

Time, 2m. i3%s.

Half Mile Open (three heats and final)—First

Heat: 1, A. I. Brown; 2, C. T. Williams; 3, F. B. Rigby.

Time, im. 13S. Second Heat: 1, A. B. Ellis; 2, O. P.

Bernhardt; 3, L. A. Callahan, Time, im. 16s. Third
Heat: 1, Tom Cooper; 2, L. C. Johnson; 3, L. C. Dorn.
Time, im. i8%s.

Final heat not run owing to rain.

Three Mile Lap Race.— i, F. J. Titus; 2, H. A.
Githens; 3, H. H. Maddox. Time, 8m. 6 1-5S.

Cleveland, O., July 21.—Sanger and John-
son consented to, and did ride to-day. The
latter went into one heat. Once was enough
for him. Although he qualified, he did not

turn out for the final. Sanger also rode in but

one event. He won it after a driving finish,'

and then topped off his victory in a sensational

manner.

This was the ten-mile race, under special

sanction, for $200, $100 and $60 diamonds.
Sanger won by a foot only from Titus, who pushed

the big fellow so hard for the entire last lap, and
especially down the home stretch, that he lost control
of his wheel on the low banking. Over, or rather up
a step he mounted, then over the grass to the tents.

Here he struck the guy ropes of one of the tents,

safely crossed these and landed ker-chug against one
higher than the rest. Sanger turned a somersault
over the handle bars, but was unhurt—in fact, not
even scratched.

This was the ending of one of the most interesting

races of the season. Twelve men started, Titus, Bald,
Macdonald, winner of the ten-mile race at New York,
July 7, in record time; Gus Steele, holder of the ten-
mile American road record for years; C. M. Murphy,
now riding in grand form; E. F. Miller, always an un-
known quantity; H. H. Maddox, who is coming to be
recognized always with the leaders, especially in dis-
tance racing; W. F. Murphy and Ben Cleveland.
Callahan, Levy and Kennedy were in as pacemakers.
The pace was warm from the outset. Sanger was
near last position. Titus was well to the front, and
Macdonald in the centre. At the third mile, however,
the latter quit. His knees are still very sore from his
fall at Asbury Park. One by one the others also quit.
At the start of the fifth mile Titus let out a notch and
led Sanger, Bald and Maddox for a lap or two at a
merry clip. The five miles were ridden in 12m. 59s.,

the fifth mile in 2m. 29s. Titus yelled for faster pace.
As the men finished the thirty-five laps, eight and

three-quarter miles, Bald swerved and came down,
landing safely in the grass. While looking down at a
loose pedal, he had struck Sanger's wheel. Bald
mounted, and Murphy attempted to pace him up. The
distance to go, however, was too short.

Sanger made the going, and Titus came within
twelve inches of compassing Sanger's defeat for the
last 100 yards, with the result as described. Not
satisfied with his work in this event, Titus came out
for the three-mile lap race, one of the hardest of races
He overrated his strength, however. He started out

to duplicate his yesterday's performance and make a
runaway race of it. He won lap after lap. Then he
became baked and suddenly slowed down. He was
urged to go on, and did so, but not fast enough.
Titus, with eighteen points, was winner by five

points over C. M. Murphy, but, unfortunately, was
outside the 150 yards' limit, and was, therefore, de-

clared distanced, as was Kennedy.
Bald was the victor in the quarter mile open. His

great daring won him the race, for he swung into the

straight with a force that nearly threw him down
when he started out for home. E. C. Johnson had
gained the lead, and being closely pressed by Charl
Murphy, when Bald came up and passed on the out-

side, winning by a foot from Murphy, who was an
inch or two ahead of Johnson.

In the Class A races, Tom Cooper, of Detroit, the

star of yesterday, was twice beaten by Doctor A. I_

Brown. Cooper has been signed for the Rambler
team. It is also said on good authority that H. A.
Lozier & Co. will start a team this week with Dr.

Brown, L. C. Johnson, a brother of E. C. Johnson, and
one other as stars. Who is to manage the team is not

known.
In the evening events, run under electric light, Ray-

mond Macdonald surprised and delighted his friends

by cleverly winning the quarter mile open in 34s.

This, under the glare of the electric lights, is good
time. Big Asa Windle gave Macdonald one of his

historic push-offs, and the lad went to the front and
stayed there. Ernest Johnson pushed Macdonald hard.

The fields of Class B riders consisted of not over a

dozen men, as the Rambler, Victor and individual

members of other teams would not start.

The Triangle team took both handicaps in clever

style, E. C. Johnson winning the mile handicap from
80 yards in 2m. 13KS.; Goetz was second and won the

two mile handicap in 4m. 50s. from 180 yards, defeat-

ing Steele by a foot.

In Class A events the riding was grand, always
exciting. Cooper and Brown divided the open events
and the handicaps were well contested.

L. C. Johnson qualified in the half-mile handicap"

from scratch in im. 6 1-5S. The track record is im.

4 4-5S., made in the day time.

Johnson went grandly all the way, but in the final

found it impossible to overtake the field. Summary:

Second Day.

Half Mile Open (finishing yesterday's postponed
race)— 1, Tom Cooper; 2, A. I. Brown; 3, O. P. Bern-
hardt; 4, A. B. Ellis; 5, C. T. Williams; 6, F. B. Rigby;

7, L. C. Johnson. Time, im. 14 4-5S. Won by a foot.

One Mile 3.00 CLASS-»First Heat (five starters):

1, Lindmueller; 2, Geo. Klipfell, Buffalo; 3, Wm. Hein-
rich; 4, A. Brooks; 5, L. T. Ryone. Time, 2m. s6!4s -

Second Heat (five starters)— 1, E. F. Leonart; 2, C. B.

Haskins; 3, P. J. Mclntyre. Time, 2m. 53s. Third
Heat (nine starters): 1, L. Ginn; 2, C. E. Dahlke; 3,

T. M. Sourbeck; 4, F. Davidson; 5, Geo. J. Raymond;
6, John Barth. Time, 2m. 56s. Fourth Heat (six

starters)— 1, J. T. Coe; 2, F. W. Julier; 3, C. G. Merrills;

4, T. C. Booth; 5, G. F. White. Time, 2m. 48s.

Final (nine starters)— 1, E. F. Leonart; 2, F. W.
Julier; 3, C. G. Merrills; 4, R. Lindmueller; 5, L.

Ginn; 6, C. E. Dahlke. Time, 2m. 43s.

Half Mile Open (thiee heats and final, three men
in each heat to qualify)—First Heat (seven start-

ers): 1, T. Cooper; 2, F. L. Trapp; 3, A. L. Le Jeal;

4, F. W. Julien; 5, Y. W. Cole. Time, im. 18 t-ss.

Second Heat: 1, A. I. Brown; a, L. C. Johnson; 3, W.
A. Lutz, Buffalo; 4, A. B. Ellis; 5, George Klipfel.

Time, im. 14 1-3S. Third Heat (seven riders)—i,R. K.
Uptegraff; 2, Claud Doty; 3, O. P. Bernhardt; 4, C. T.
Williams; 5, F. B. Rigby. Time, im, 15 1-5S.

Final— 1, A. I. Brown; 2, T. Cooper; 3, W. A. Lutz.

Time, im. 13 1-5S.

Ten Mile Open, Class B (with pacemakers, four-

teen starters)— 1, W. C. Sanger; 2, F. J. Titus; 3, E. C.

Bald. Time limit, 29m. Time, 25m. 45s., world's
record for quarter-mile track. Time by miles, im.,

2m. 40s. ; 2 miles, 5m. 13 1-5S.; 3 miles, 8m.; 4 miles,

10m. 3oJ^s.; 5 miles, 12m. 59s.; 6 miles, 13m. 3as.; 7

miles, 18m. as.; 8 miles, aom. 34 1-5S.; 9 miles, 33m. 10

3-5S.; 10 miles, 25m. 45s.

Quarter-Mile Open (ClassJB)—First heat.five start-

ers: 1, E. C. Bald; 2, Conn Baker; 3, W. J. Helfert; 4,

Jas. Levy; 5, Gus Steele. Time, 36s. Second heat:

C. M. Murphy and E. C. Johnson qualify without rid-
ing. Third heat, 4 starters: 1, R. Macdonald; 2, J. S.
Johnson; 3, E. F. Miller; 4, R. F. Goetz. Time, 35s.

FINAL.

1, E. C. Bald. 4, E. F. Miller.
2, C. M. Murphy. 5, Ray Macdonald.
3, E. C. Johnson. 6, Conn Baker.

Time, 35s.

J. S. Johnson did not start.
One Mile Handicap (for the World trophy)—Seven

•tarters: 1, Gus Von Der Stemen, 160 yards; 2, Geo.
Meyers, 90; 3, R. Lindmueller, 90. Time, 2m. 27 2-5S.
Brown, scratch, broke chain.
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Quarter Mile Open—First Heat: A. I. Brown,
C. J. Merrills and T. Cooper qualified without riding.

Second Heat (eight starters): 1, Claud Doty; 2, T. J.
Rigby; 3, R. K. Uptegraff; 4, C. T. Williams; 5, L. A.
Callahan, 6; O. P. Bernhardt. Time, 35s. Third heat:

1. W. A. Lutz, Buffalo; 2, C. H. Christ, Heaven, Ohio;

3, W. C. Emerick; 4, T. C. Booth. Time, 36 1 -4s.

Final— t, A. I. Brown; 2. T.Cooper; 3, W. A. Lutz;

4, C. K. Uptegraff; 5, C. H. Dotty; 6, F. B. Rigby.
Time, 35s.

Two Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, J. T. Graves,
210 yards; 2, L. GInn, 240; 3, C. E. Dahlke, 210; 4, C. T.
Williams, 90; 5, A. L. Lejeal, 120. Time, 5m. 3-5S.

Second Heat: 1, F. J. Baird, 260; 2, Otto May, 100; 3, O.
P. Bernhardt, 30; 4, F. W. Julier, 180. Time, 5m. 1 4-5S.

Third Heat: 1, T. J. Call, 260; 2, R. Lindmueller, 190;

3, G. Calhoun, 200. Time, 5m. 1 3-5S

Final— 1, F. J. Baird, 260; 2, Otto Mayo, 100; 3, O. P.

Bernhardt, 30; 4, F. W. Julier, 180; 5, John Micklin, 220.

Time, 4m. 54 1-5S.

THREE MILE LAP RACE, CLASS B.

1. C. M. Murphy. 3. W. W. Taxis.
2. W. J. Helfert. 4. R- F. Goetz.

Time, 8m. 49 2-5S.

Titus and Kennedy, the real winners, through their
efforts early in the race, were distanced in the con-
cluding laps and thereby disqualified.

AT NIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.

ONE MILE (2.40 Class).—Six starters: 1, A. B. Ellis; 2,

F. B. Rigby; 3, W. A. Lutz; 4, F. J. Baird; 5, Grant
Calhoun. Time, 3m. 12s. Close and exciting finish.
Second heat, 7 starters: 1, R. K. Uptegraff; 2, G. D.
Comstock; 3, F. W. Julier; 4, T. J. Cull; 5, John Nick-
lin. Time, 2m. 54 3-5S. Third heat, 8 starters: 1, F.
L. Trappe; 2. E. F. Leonart; 3, C. H. Christy, Geo.
Meyers; 5, C. H. Measure; 6, T. C. Booth. Time,
2m. 42 1-5S.

Final: 1, F. B. Rigby; 2, W. A. Lutz; 3, E. F. Leon-
art; 4, G. D. Comstock. Time,
Quarter Mile, Class B—First Heat: i,E. C.John-

sou; 2, Ray Macdonald; 3, W. H. Helfert; 4, Gus Steele.
Time, 34s. Fastest of meet. Second Heat: 1, C. M.
Murphy; 2, R. F. Goetz; 3, E. F. Muller. Time, 3^s

FINAL.

fc Ray Macdonald. 4. W. H. Helfert.
2. E. C. Johnson. 5. R. F. Goetz.
3. C. M. Murphy.
Time, 33K S - Fastest quarter of the meet.

One Mile Open—First Heat (five starters): i, E. F.
Leonart; 2. L. A. Callahan; 3, A. I. Brown; 4, A. B.
Ellis; s, C. F. Williams. Time, 2m. 33s. Second Heat
(six starters)—1, O. P. Bernhardt; 2, T. Cooper; 3, L.
C. Johnson; 4, F. Trappe; 5, C. C. Van Tine. Time,
2m. 38 1-5S.

Final— 1. T. Cooper; 2, O. P. Bernhardt; 3, A. I.

Brown. Time, 2m. 38 1-5S.

Half Mile Handicap (three to qualify)—First
Heat: 1, J. T. Cull, 75 yards; 2, G. D. Comstock, 25; 3,
F. W. Julier, 45. Time, im. 7^s. Second Heat: 1, F.
B. Rigby, 20; s, L. C. Johnson, scratch; 3, John Barth,
80. Time, im. 6 1-5S. Third Heat: 1, T. C. Booth, 75;
2. R. K. Uptegraff, 20; 3, G. Calhoun, 50. Time, im.
6^s. Fourth Heat: 1, F. J. Baird, 75; 2, G. B. Haskins,
45; 3, C. T. Williams, 25. Time, im. 4 1-5S.

Final— 1, F. J. Baird, 75 yards; 2, T. J. Cull, 75; 3> F.
B. Rigby, 20. Time, im. 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap (Class B).—12 starters: 1, E. C.
Johnson, 80 yards; 2, R. F. Goetz, 90; 3, James Levy, go;

4 , W. H. Helfert, 60; s , E. F. Miller, 70; 6, C. Baker, 80;
7, W. F. Murphy, 50. Time, 2m. 13 1-5S.
Quarter-Mile Open.— r, A. I. Brown; 2, T. Cooper;

3. F. B. Rigby; 4, F. W. Trappe; 5, L. A. Callahan.
Time, 34s.

Two-Mile Handicap (Class B).— 1, R. f. Goetz, 180
vards; 2, Gus Steele, 140; 3, H. H. Maddox, 180; 4, Jas.
Levy, 180. 5, W. H Helfert, 120. Time, 4m. 50s.
Three-Mile Lap Race — i, Tom Cooper, Detroit;
O. Mayo, Erie; 3, G. D. Comstock, Cleveland.

Time, 8m. 48 2-5S.

DENVER DOINGS.

BOLUS AND HAMILTON MEET AND BREAK
EVEN—THE TRACK FOR THE NA-

TIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Denver, July 22.—That the Denver public

will turn out in force to witness cycle racing

was well demonstrated on Saturday afternoon,

the 21st inst., when 3,000 spectators attended

the match races between W. W. Hamilton and

0. E. Boles on the Denver Wheel Club's track.

A two mile Class B event and a five mile Class

A were also on the programme; additional

interest was added when Block went for the

one mile record standing and Turnbull the

half-mile flying, Block lowering the mile rec-

ord to 2m. 2 2S., and Turnbull the half-mile

flying to im. L 1-2S

On account of the wind the times in all the

events were slow. Boles still holds the mile

honors, but the five mile race was wrested from

him on this occasion, after one of the hardest

fought battles which it has been the Denver
public's luck to see. Hamilton set pace in the

mile race until the last quarter, when Boles

came up, and then a driving finish was wit-

nessed to the tape, Boles winning by two
lengths. In the five miles Hamilton set the

pace, and after the first mile began a series of

see-saw spurts down the homestretch on every

lap. At the end of four miles this began to

tell on Boles, and Hamilton, by one of his

drives, got a lead two-thirds of a mile from the

finish, which landed him a winner, in spite of

Boles' terrific spurt at the finish to catch him.

In the two mile class B, Himstreet and Coul-

ter collided on the fifth lap, throwing both

heavily. Coulter, however, remounted and
finished third. He afterward claimed that he

was fouled by Himstreet. The five mile, Class

A, was a loaf, pure and simple, the contestants

preferring to work their heads rather than

their legs. The summary :

One Mile, match race between Boles and Hamil-
on for a $150 diamond—1, Boles; 2, Hamilton. Time,
m. 29s.

Five Mile Scratch— i, Harry Clark; 2, G. A.
Phillips. Time, 14m. 49 4-5S.

''Half Mile, flying start, against time, by Clyde
furnbull, with pacemakers. Time, im. 7J4s.

Two Mile Scratch, Class B— i, R. Gerwing; 2,

A. Banks. Time, 5m. 48 1-5S.

One MILE, standing start, against time, with pace-

makers, by Louis Block. Time, 2m. 22s.—breaking
State record.

FIVE Mile, match race between Boles and Hamil-
ton for a $150 wheel— 1, Hamilton; 2, Boles. Timet
14m. 27s.

Next Saturday the two champions will again

come together at the Ramblers' tournament.

In this connection it would be well to mention
the fact that the Ramblers are to run one of

the largest race meets yet held in the West on
Saturday next. Two high grade wheels are

on the prize- list, and it is not improbable that

E. C. Johnson and R. F. Goetz, the Triangle

team, will be here to compete. The meet will

be run on the Denver Wheel Club's new track.

This track, upon which the national champion-

ship and other races will be run August 16,

17 and 18, is pronounced already the speediest

in the West. Its turns are long and easy, and
the surface as hard as asphalt. The managers
acted wisely when they selected natural Colo-

rado clay and gravel for the surface, as it will,

with but little more work,^ be very fast in-

deed. Some of the local riders have ridden

quarters under 30s. on it, and there are those

among the Denver riders who believe they

can come down near 2m. on it with pace-

makers. Fred Chaffin has ridden a third on

the new track, unpaced.in 41 1-5S., while Ger-

wing and Coulter have shaved 41s. The
Eastern cracks who come to Denver in August
will have no cause to grumble at the track.

Bert Bailey won the Rexleigh A. C.'s ten-

mile road race on the 21st, in 33m. 24s. Hugh
Rose was second and John Monahan third.

Joe Marshall captured first time prize in 29m.

46s., and George Packer second time in

30m. 18s.

At the Riverton, N. J., A. C. track, on Satur-

day, the mile scratch race resulted in a dead

heat between C. Brookbank and C. Earp. M.

J. Bailey was third and W. E. Winslow fourth.

Time, 2m. 39 4-5S. J. P. Rich made an

attempt to lower Diver's record of im. 8 2-5S.

for the track, and succeeded in making the

distance in im. 6 2-5S.

The national circuit meet to have been held

at Newark, O , July 23, has been abandoned

on account of rain.

In the Oranges, N. J.

VIEW FROM FIRST MOUNTAIN,
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WHO ARE THE ROAD CHAMPIONS?

BUFFALO AGAIN AGITATING A £5-MILE
TEAM ROAD RACE FOR THE CHAM-

PIONSHIP.

Buffalo, July 24.—Only a month now inter-

venes between a much-talked-of event among
local cracks—the annual fifty mile team road

race for the championship of Buffalo and

Western New York. The event will be run

over the Buffalo-Corfu course, and the speedi-

est riders in the city will participate. Last

year, it will be remembered, the Press C. C.

won. They challenged any team for this

year's race. The Ramblers hastily accepted,

and are going in to win. Other clubs will also

pit teams, but the contest will be between the

Press Club and the Ramblers. A time limit

of about 2h. 35m. will be placed on the event,

so that the starters will have to cover ground

at a lively clip. Such men as Goehler, Blake,

Linneman, Buse, Weinig and Steimal will de-

fend the Ramblers, while L . A. Callahan, John

Penseyres, E. F. Leonert, W. A. Lutz, J. Mc-

Farland and a sixth man, yet to be selected,

will attempt to carry off the the trophy for the

Pressites. The Rose Bros.' silver cup, valued

at $500, will be the trophy at stake.

Since Goehler, Callahan and a dozen other

Buffalo men have shown what they could do

this Summer, the issuance of a challenge to

any city in the country for a twenty-five mile

team road race for the national championship

is again being agitated. The idea is to limit

the contest to six teams of six men each. If

more are admitted they would have the con-

testants run two heats, the winners of each

heat to meet in a final. The event would

probably be run over the Corfu course, one of

the finest roads in the State, the traveling ex-

penses of the winning team to be paid by the

losers. Goehler, Callahan, Weinig, Leonert,

Buse and Linneman all have done ih. 8m. or

less for twenty-five miles, and would eagerly

enter such an event. It is very likely that the

matter will shortly assume definite form.

C. F. Hurd, Bert Frary and Bert Cummings,
of Medina, N. Y., who have ridden wheels the

last decade, are arranging another road race

to be held on the Shelby-Alabama course in

Orleans County, August 2. Since the last year

of the new track in Medina, the wheelmen
there have been aroused from their former

lethargy. In this race, five substantial prizes

will be distributed.

The site ot the old Prospect Reservoir, now
leveled, is suggested as the proper place for

an exclusive bicycle track and racers head-

quarters. It is centrally located, and would

permit of an excellent quarter mile track, if

not a third. The Pressites have figured that

by taxing every wheelman in the city 50 cents

they could establish a track there which would

pay well. The city owns the land and would

at present, the Mayor tells me, willingly lease

it for such a purpose. The proposition recently

made by a business man to furnish bonds

seems to have fallen through.

[Royce's Quarter Mile Record Allowed.

The L. A. W. Racing Board this week offici-

ally announced that the claim of G. W. Royce,

Passaic, N. J., for the quarter mile competi-

tion record, made at Clifton, N. J., July 4, 1894,

of 2g^s. , has been passed upon and approved.

The long distance race from Paris to Spa,

Belgium, July 22, was won by Stephane in

17I1. ; Williams second.

GOEHLER BREAKS THE FIVE MILES COM-
PETITION RECORD.

A. B. Goehler, of Buffalo, who has been win-

ning prizes by the dozen in western New York

and Pennsylvania this season, picked a plum

in the shape of the five miles competitive

record, at the Y. M. C. A. meet. Jamestown,

N. Y., July 20. Goehler rode from scratch—

the five miles handicap, and won, covering the

distance in 12m., 31s. Previous record, 12m.,

36 3-56., by Lumsden. He also established a

new track record, 2m. 19 2-5S.

Fenton, of Jamestown, won the half mile

handicap, and Stone, of Batavia, ran in ahead

in the mile. The back-markers didn't have

much show in these events, as the fields in

front of them were very large. The Fredonia

A. C. made an excellent record, capturing two

seconds, a third and a fourth. Maltby's trick

riding was an enjoyable feature, and fully

2,000 people saw the racing. Summary:

One Mile Novice— i, J. W. Hine; 2, G. W. Knox; 3,

W. Van Vleck; 4, R. G. Owens. Time, 2m. 43s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, L. G. Fenton, P. W., 4°

yards; 2, B. Belden, F. A. C , 75; 3. Harry Short, R. B.

C, 55. Time, ira. 7 1 5s. Goehler, the scratch man,

though well up among the leaders, was unable to get

through the bunch.

Half Mile Boys— 1, G. G. Winsor; 2, C. W. Firman;

3, J. B. Fisher, Jr. Time, im. 26s.

One and One-Half Mile Team Race— 1, J. Y. M. C.

A., 9 points; 2, C. Y. M. C.A., 1 point. Time, 4111.43 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, A. B. Stone, Batavia, 105

yards; 2, F. A. Keller, Fredonia A. C, 95; 3, W. A.

Newton, Little Valley, 100; 4, A. B. Goehler, R. B. C,

scratch; 5, W. E DeTemple, Tonawanda, 100. Time,

2m. 20 4-5S; scratch man, 2m. 21s.

One Mile County Championship—1, P. Von Boeck-

mann, P. W.; 2, W. Van Vleck, J. Y. M. C. A. Time,

2m. 56s.

Five Mile Handicap—1, A. B. Goehler, R. B. C,
scratch; 2, L. L. Miner, Jamestown, 800 yards; 3, F. A.

Keller, Fredonia A. C, 500; 4, J. J. Buck, Fredonia A.

C, 350. Time, 12m. 31s. Goehler rode a beautiful

race, and cut down his men gradually. There were

twenty-five in front of him, and the limit man was

only a few yards behind him at the finish.

Racine Road Race.

George Seeley, of Bay View, won the Racine-

Milwaukee road race Saturday, July 21. H.

L. Dodson, of Chicago, won the time prize,

riding the distance, about twenty miles, in ih.

8m. 10s. Fifty-six men finished and each will

get a prize. Result

:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. H.M.s.

1. George Seeley, C. C. C. C 5.30 1.00.00

2. A. Wellop, C. C. C. C 8.00 1.11.50%

3. A. C. Burton, A. C. C 6 00 1.09.51

4. J. W. Warnken, N. S. C. C 6.30 1.10.21%

5. R. C. Frankie, city 6.00 1.09.52

6. A. Ulrich, N. S. C. C 12.00 1.15.58

7. T. Kirchner. N. S. C. C 4 00 1.08.40

8. G. Schildberg, N. S. C. C... 11.00 1. 15.46

9. G. Snyder, N. S. C.C 11.00 1. 15.58

10. T. Rhoades, Wauwatosa 10.30 1. 15.15

11. H. Zerbel, M. C. C. 4.30 1. 10.30

12. H. Dodson, S. S. C. C 2.30 1.08. 10

13. O.A.Harvey, W. C. C 5.00 1.11.12

14. A. E. Gaartz, C. C. C. C 6.30 1. 12.50

15. A. LaWilliams, Beaver Dam 5.00 1. 14.30
16. O. F. Thieme, M. C. C 12.00 1.18.45

17. F. R. Reinbold, city 10.00 1. 16.50

18. Ed. Roth, N. S. C. C 2.00 1.08.52

19. C. R. Mittelstadt, N. S. C. C 4.00 1.11.31

20. G. Pickhard, N. S. C. C 10.30 1. 18.32
31. W. Maibrath, M. C. C 12.00 1.20.40

22. J. C. Schmidtbauer, M. W 6.00 1. 14.12

23. T. Collier, Racine 10.00 1.18.12X
24. G E. Williams, E B. C Sch. 1.08.30

25. Tom Stott, Jr.. M. C. C 6.30 1.15.22

Jenny Gets a Record.

F. J. Jenny tried for the half-mile, Class A,

record at the Utica Park, July 23. Paced by

a number of local men, he covered the distance

in im. 1-5S. The previous best by a Class A
man was im. 1 1-5S., by Wettergraw, at

Waltham.

Orange A. C. Cyclers' five mile road race,

July 21: 1, W. L. Marston, 4^m. ; time, 16m.

15s. ; 2, F. R. Wickes, 4^m., 16m. 49s.
; 3, W.

A. Bartow, 5m., 17m. 51s.; best time made by

G. W. Coffin, scratch, 14m. 4s,

ZIM CHEERED BY THE PARISIANS.

"WINS THE BADEN PRIZE AND A REMARK-
ABLE HANDICAP—BOTH ZIM AND

WHEELER DEFEAT
MEDINGER.

Paris, July 22.—In the bicycle tournament
at the Velodrome de la Seine, to-day, A. A.

Zimmerman, the American cycling crack,

gave one of the finest exhibitions of riding

ever seen in this city.

The contest for the Baden prize was the

principal event. Zimmerman led throughout

the first heat of 2,000 metres, and won it with-

out an effort. He won the final heat of 1,000

metres with equal ease, and carried off the

prize. Harry Wheeler was second, Medinger
third.

In the one mile handicap, Zimmerman rode

from the scratch. Harry Wheeler, Barden,

Jacquelin and others had 40 metres start;

Banker, Farman and others, 40 metres start

;

Crooks and others 50 metres start. The rest

of the contestants were strung out from 60 to

100 metres in advance of the American cham
pion.

It was a big field, but Zimmerman overtook

all in the first lap, riding at a pace which

brought out round after round of applause and
cheers from the spectators. The inferior

riders were in a bunch, and Zimmerman found

it impossible to make his way through the

throng in the next lap, but eventually he got

away and spun around the track, amid a demon-
stration of wild enthusiasm on everyside. He
finished five lengths ahead of Jacquelin, who
was second ; Mercier, who had 90 metres start,

was third.

The Twenty-four at Putney.

There were twenty-three starters in the 24-

hour race at Putney, England, July 6, a brief

cable account of which was published two
weeks ago.

Carter, of the Poly C. C, got clean away
after fifty miles, and was never approached
again by any of the others. At 102 miles Car-

ter got ahead of record, and, going strongly,

he did a grand twelve hours' performance,

covering 245 miles 1,220 yards and beating

Wridgway's record of last year by five and a

half miles. He increased his advantage grad-

ually, till at the end of the eighteenth hour he
was twelve and a quarter miles ahead of rec-

ord. A strong wind was blowing all day on
Saturday, and toward evening the clouds

gathered and several drenching showers fell.

During the last five hours Carter gradually

died away, having frequent bad times and
cramp. He made a mistake by riding for

twelve hours without a dismount. He was
almost an hour ahead of record at one time,

yet the collapse was so complete that he
entered the last hour with Shorland's 426 miles

record as a forlorn hope. He finally finished

all out with 423 miles, 1,564 yards to his credit

—a grand performance, considering the

weather and the small (4^ laps) track. The
following are the distances of all who finished

:

Miles. Yards.

1. H. R. Carter 423 1564

2. F. T. Lickfold 385X ....

3. A. T. Nixon 361% ....

4. H. T. Gillespie 340

5. P. Litchfield 310^ ....

6. H.J. Dobson 3 ioJ-6

7. E. Burt 283% ....
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RUNS OVER MANY

WITHOUT A PUNCTURE,

in tires are not good.

Points on tires are good
if you are looking for a

good tire. These points

are sharp because they

are true. Run them over

!

LAPPED INNER TUBE,
Easy to get at.

@
FLEXIBLE COVER,

Rides Easy.

®
because a Tough Cover

Punctures Hard.

NEW YORK BELTING&PACKING CO.LTD

PIONEERS AND "LEADERS. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
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When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

YOUTHFUL RECORD BREAKERS....

TH6 SYRACUSE
4&DEMOLISHED THE BEST TIME—

Ever made over the famous io-mile Cicero plank road

course in Syracuse. Charles and Frank Knowland,

two enterprising youngsters of 16, were the riders to

accomplish the feat.

THEY ARE WINNERS LIKE THE SYRACUSE.
Why ! You cannot help but ride fast on this machine.

What we want to do is to send YOU a catalogue, and

send it quick. It will convince you in a jiffy.
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SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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HE thunder roared last

night in London, and the

lightning flashed and
rain fell in torrents, while

the [dense overpowering

heat fairly made us

swelter. By the Lord Harry, sir, it made us

wish to take off our flesh and sit in our bones

on a block of ice.

But the awful heat and the fierce war play

of the elements were nothing compared with

the hissing, seething, boiling tempests that

have been shaking the cycling world to its

foundations. The National Cyclists' Union

has been deliberating, and in the course of

discussion men have been spoken of as in-

famous libellers, liars, petty-spite mongers

and a lot of other pretty things, while some

matters have been damned in perpetuity as

being "un-English." The cruel use of that

heart-breaking compound adjective, "un-

English," has burned into our very souls.

The revolt of the racers, organized at Birm-

ingham by enterprising gentlemen who are

not racers, was responsible for a special meet-

ing of the council of the Union, called to

review the situation and to consider what

should be done. The racing men demand the

suspension of the licensing system. In this

they have not succeeded; but the Council ap-

pointed a committee to amend the licensing

rules and another committee to consider the

advisability of altering the amateur definition

and of formulating a scheme for the direct

representation of racing men on the Council

of the Union.

Some people already claim that this is a

victory for the racing men; but they may
possibly find out that they are a little too

previous.

The racing men really want to have the

licensing abolished, but they knew that they

could not prove the system to be a bad one,

and that a motion to abolish it would fail, so

they said they found fault only with the ad-

ministration of the law. That the administra-

tion has not been satisfactory is admitted on

all hands, but injudicious administration does

not prove that a law is bad.

Laws, sound and good in themselves, have

from time to time been badly administered in

all countries ; and I suppose that such will be

the case as long as the world lasts.

The licensing laws will probably be amended
by the committee appointed for the purpose,

but I fancy that the amendment will be of the

most infinitesimal kind. We must have some
system that will separate the bogus amateur

from the genuine one. You may call the

system what you will, but it comes to the same
thing in the end.

If licensing were abolished to-morrow, the

N. C. U., as a body called into existence previ-

ously to govern and conserve amateur sport,

would have to find something to take its place,

and probably the course it would adopt would

be the complete barring of the trade.

A great deal has been said about the dis-

courteous treatment of visitors to England,

and the lack of hospitable receptions. It has

been described as "un-English," which seems

to me to be rather senseless, seeing that it

prevails in England, and in England only.

Englishmen who go abroad are lionized and

feted and made much of. The fatted calf is

killed in honor of John Bull, and the flowing

bowl passes gaily round.

In England, on the contrary, there is nothing

of the kind, except such as is of a private

nature. It's not that the English are not fond

of "lionizing." They have made fools of

themselves before now over such vastly differ-

ent animals as the Shah of Persia, Buffalo

Bill, Cetewayo, and Jumbo, the elephant.

I cannot understand it, for the Englishman

is naturally a hospitable soul, of a convivial

temperament, and he is a most excellent

sportsman. But the fact remains, cycling

visitors to England are not treated in the hand-

some fashion that obtains in other countries.

Unfortunately, on the only occasion on which

this rule was departed from—in the case of

Elwell's touring party—the latter, for the

most part, treated the invitation with con-

tempt, and the poor English hosts had to sit

down, and eat and drink all the provisions

themselves.

But, when it comes to racing matters, it is

absurd to suppose that the Union, which treats

English racing men with the utmost vigor,

should relax that vigor when it comes to deal

with foreigners.

We have had everything but bloodshed over

the case of Eden, the "flying Dutchman,"
who, backed by the mob, against which the

representatives of the law of the land admitted

that they were powerless, raced in the cham-
pionships in spite of the Union. And yet,

from all I have heard, I have come to the con-

clusion that not only was the Union justified

in refusing to allow Eden to compete, but that

it would be worthy of nothing but contempt if

it had adopted any other course. And, further,

I have no doubt that the very first to pour out

contempt in buckets full at a time would be the

very men who are now accusing the Union of

international discourtesy, and a lot of other

crimes.

What are the facts?

Eden had given his word of honor to Dr. Tur-

ner and Mr. Church (the honorable secretary

of the Union) that he was not in the trade. On
the strength of that statement he was allowed

a license, and his case did not come before the

Trade Committee at all. But immediately

before the race it leaked out that he was, and

is in the trade, and maybe seen at his business

any day.

What else could any self-respecting body of

men do but refuse to allow him to ride?

Had he been permitted to race the Union
would have been guilty of a gross act of in-

justice, not only to the Englishmen it has

barred, but to those it has licensed. I am in

favor of the utmost courtesy to foreigners, and
probably nobody criticised the treatment of

Zimmerman last year more severely than I

did; but I recognize that the Union cannot

allow itself to be hoodwinked or humbugged
by the representative of any country.

Holy Moses ! What are we coming to?

These are the days of unknown men, and
recent events almost tempt me to enlarge

on a favorite view of mine, which is, that the

world knows nothing of her greatest. There
have been "mute, inglorious Miltons" by the
dozen, I have no doubt, and I daresay, that
if we only knew where to find them, " Crom-
wells, guiltless of their country's blood,"
might be picked up at two a penny. The
opportunity often finds the man, but occasion-
ally it happens that the man never finds the
opportunity.
Don't ask me to believe that there are no

Washingtons and Lincolns in America to-day,
of whom their country will never know. If

you do, I shall refuse, so you may as well save
yourself the trouble. But, as I was saying,
new men are springing up every day.

Last Saturday a little child named Michael,
from some out of the way village in Wales,
paralyzed a crowd of the best known men in
England in a 100-mile race. To-day a 24-hour
race is in progress on the Putney track, and
another unknown man is knocking records
into smithereens. Yesterday news reached
us that yet another dark horse had paralyzed
Mills' record from Edinburgh to London.
And to crown all comes the news of Zimmer-
man's defeat in Belgium by Houben, a Belgian
rider.

By Jove, sir, we live in stirring times. I

wouldn't have lived a hundred years ago for

any money, and as to living in a hundred
years hence I wouldn't think of it. No; you
needn't approach me on the subject; my mind
is made up. I have determined not to stay
for the twenty-first century.

But, after all, are not these things we hear
of most natural?
Youth will be served, let it breathe in what

clime or country you will. The dog will have
his day, and no dog has a right to expect that

his day will be prolonged into years and ages.

Even those who know that Zimmerman does
not show at his best till an advanced period of

the season, are speculating as to whether the

recent defeats do not mean the beginning of

the end. I shall not be surprised to find that

it does. Zimmerman cannot last forever, and
even if he held on to the best form he ever at-

tained, it would still be possible for him to

meet his master. Some men have had a
lengthier career than his, but none can claim

so brilliant a record. His achievements of last

year must live in the history of the sport, so

long as that history lasts. If Zimmerman
sinks, it will be into a sea of glory.

The Scorcher.
London, July 7, 1894.
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1 Over Arizona Roads, safe only for the sure-footed j
1 Burros, The Stearns carries a dashing wheelman to a g
1 victorious finish at the end of 79

2
/3 miles. 1

AN UNPARALELLED FEAT ON AN UNPARALELLED WHEEL.

Z. P. BROWN OH H ?0-lb. 5TEHRN5
"THE WAY TO DO IT IS TO DO IT ON A STEARNS."

Every mile of the Road Race was ridden over

mountains, or through ravines, or in and out of passes.

Time, 4I1. 37m., or at a rate of 17V4 miles per hour

on one of the roughest roads in the world.

E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO.,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH, ^
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y. ==
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE CULL IV!AN TUBULAR HUB
The simplest,

lightest and best

looking hub ever

marketed.

Simple method of

attaching spokes.

Every part of hub

easily gotten at.

Please add:
'Saw it in The Wheel."

Manufacturers supplied, or license granted. Write for particulars.

CULLMAN WHEEL CO., 554 Larrabee St., Chicago.

THE CZAR AND CZARINA!!

Not the only good things in sight, but a pair that a bicycle man
can handle with a snug profit for himself, and a lot of satisfaction to his

customer.

Plenty of good talking points, mechanically. True aristocrats.

Nothing too good for them in the stuff that bicycles are made of; we get

the very best of everything, and figure out the cost afterward.

For an idea of their shape, 'look at the cut; for the rest write us.

GOOD AGENTS ONLY.

Manufactured by-

E. B. PRESTON & CO.
405-417 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL,,

Good Value at £125.00. Please add :
" Saw It in The Wheel."
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THE SCORCHER" SCORCHED.

'HANDBRAKE," THE ANTI-BLOOMER
CHAMPION, HAS A FEW "LAST

WORDS."

It seems that the rather apt quotation which

headed the article on "Bloomers" in The
Wheel of June 15, has stirred the bile of our

transatlantic friend "The Scorcher."

Evidently he prides himself on his knowl-

edge of womankind, and, from his own asser-

tion, he might be called a deep student of the

fair sex. After thoroughly digesting his

article, I felt he must be the honored preceptor

of a female seminary, where every opportunity

had been given him to study the different

phases of femine characteristics. Then the

wild idea of a Sultan with a well-stocked harem
flitted through my puzzled brain, but recollect-

ing that I was deciding the personnel of a

loyal son of Great Britain, I reluctantly came
to the conclusion that he must be the young

man "who knows it all"—and as such, we,

the women of America—nay, of the entire

world—deplore his coming. A prophet has

risen in our midst, one who can explain the

vagaries, contradictions, whims, fancies and

caprices which go to make up the complex

nature of woman. No longer would we be a

mystery to the sterner sex or to ourselves.

Alas ! with that knowledge we lose part of our

attractiveness.

Be generous, my friend; bury this knowl-

edge in the citadel of your own heart, and do

not tear aside the veil which conceals from a

curious world the well-guarded secret of ages.

Let us still remain enigmas, exercising the

serpentine power of Eve to rule " all sorts and

conditions of men."

Whilst I do not wish to hedge on my asser-

tion that, "to be truly attractive, women must
be essentially feminine," and, as it seems to

be the literary fashion to call upon the

Apostles, I here swear by St. Peter (who, by
the way, means a rock) that never would I

call a woman "a degraded, unsexed thing"

because she dons the trousers.

We, on this side of the water, say she is

making a mistake and getting perilously near

the very narrow line which may unsex her.

When we have women boasting in public

print that their appearance is so masculine

that they are able to deceive men into believ-

ing them to be men, and can successfully join

parties of wheelmen riding for miles at night

without disclosing their sex, I am old-fashioned

enough to think something must be radically

wrong.

If this is an incentive to join the " Bloomer

Brigade," I will have none of it. To be sure,

Mr. Scorcher, you may say, this could only

happen in America, but as women are women
the world over, one cannot tell just where and
when the epidemic may break forth.

Our London friend also remarks that the

bloomers are becoming to us because the men
look well in them. Ye gods, what an argu-

ment ! Would a high hat, which is so correct

a part of male attire, look well on the head of

an average woman? I agree with him that a
" well-turned leg" is an agreeable sight, and

let us enjoy it when we can. For three years

I have advocated the Rosalind costume, which

in every way is so admirably suited to the

wheel, but note, how snugly the hips are en-

cased in a jacket which reveals and yet con-

ceals the charming contour. What I object to

most is the shapeless, baggy appearance which

the up-to-date dress presents from a rear view.

But after all, as our correspondent remarks,

the subject " is worn nearly threadbare," and

despite criticisms, lovely woman will go her

own way unhampered by adverse opinions or

words of approbation, and I beg the Scorcher,

in his big, manly way to forgive my little

feminine thrusts and recollect that he trod on

the corn which, since July 20, "appeared by
magic on the little toe " of

Band-Brake, of Philadelphia.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

The Champion of the Twentieth Ward is After
"Blud."

The following appeared in the New York
News: I will challenge George Buckridge,

the champion five mile bicycle rider of the

Twenty-second Ward, from $10 to $100, at the

Atalanta Casino, next Wednesday evening.

—

August Schleah, champion of the Twentieth

Ward.

The Queer Idea of an Irish Judge.
An Irish police justice, in a speech made at

a "running down" case, is quoted as saying :

"In America the law is that no bicycle

should be ridden in the city at all, and when a

man came to a city he was obliged to get off

his bicycle and walk along." To this the Irish

Cyclist adds :
" Where did Mr. Byrne get his

knowledge of American law ? In only one or

two cities in America is such a law enforced,

and when they see the report of this case it

will be the first time the majority of our friends

over the water will have heard of the regula-

tion." The Irish judge should come to America
and hunt for a city having such a law on the

books. But he should first secure a vacation

for life. Have to walk through cities, forsooth

!

Baltinioreans Disappointed by the Non-Appear-
ance of Advertised Cracks.

John S. Johnson stated that the reason he
did not enter the preliminary races last

Wednesday at the Park Cycle Track was
owing to a misunderstanding, for which he
was very sorry. Last year Zimmerman was
advertised to race on the track here, but only
made his appearance and explained that he
had been too badly injured by a fall to race,

though two days later he was racing in the
North. As in Johnson's case, one-half of the

people present paid their money to see the ad-
vertised champion of the world, but neither
man appeared, in spite of the announcement
on the programme. It is about tiire the pro-
moters of race meetings should call these men
down. The welfare of the sport demands it.

Baltimore News.

How to Become a Record Breaker.
Trainer Atkins' formula for transferring an

A 1 crack into a record breaker, according to
the Boston Journal, is as follows:

Ride at first five miles in the morning and
the same in the afternoon.
As the rider gets fit, reduce this to three

miles in the morning and two in the afternoon,
with a couple of sprints.
Next try him behind a pacer for a short dis-

tance, and gradully increase the distance, pull-
ing him out more and more.
After a week or so, depending upon the

distance of the record you are after, send him
for half the distance.
A day or so before send him for the whole

distance.
Rub down upon arising.
Rub down upon going to bed.
Rub down before each race.
Rub down after each race.
All rubs down to be dry at first, to work the

muscles, then wet with liniment, and rub in to
make supple.
No fruits, coffee, cakes, cream, only simple

drinks, and plain, hearty, substantial foods.
Arise at 8, go to bed at 10.

This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please add: "Saw.it in^Ttae Wheel.
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Again Raleighs Are Winning.in

Zimmerman in Paris, won 2,5oof. match race, defeating Ed-

wards twice.

Raymond Macdonald made his entree in Class B by defeating

Titus in the hottest finish ever seen in a ten mile race.

Ain't that enough ?

lialedLi^li Circle Co.,
2081-2083 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK,

CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

SAN FRANCISCO.

« COCK OF THE WALK.'

Send for Catalog.

Entirely New Scheme. }-All Interesting.

Second Broadside.

ST. I. R. & W. G. CO.,

ST. LOUIS,
MO.

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."
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LOUISVILLE TRADE.

BICYCLING THE ONLY BUSINESS IN LOUIS-
VILLE ON A BOOM.

the track for the two days' meet, which, it is

expected, will outdo all previous efforts in

these parts.

Louisville, July 20.—G. M. Allison & Co.,

after their severe scorching, are now located

at No. 422 West Main Street, on the same
block with the ruins of their former place of

business. If a comparison of the present

quarters with the old is to be considered, the

pioneer bicycle house of Louisville is ahead of

the game. The show windows are large and

light, the ceilings are high, the ground floor is

about 200 feet deep, the second floor for 100

feet belongs to them, and a very dry base-

ment furnishes a riding school 200 feet by 30.

Two large skylights furnishes an extraordin-

ary supply of light, and the entire fixtures

are of the latest design for the rapid trans-

action of business.

Another agent is in the field. The Standard

Cycle Company opened its doors at 616 Fourth

Avenue on July 14. The firm is composed of

Ed. A. Mathey and Chas. Van Overbeke,

two old timers, who will watch the interests of

the Imperial, Lyndhurst, Brighton, Warwick,

Eagle and Orient.

"Prince" Wells and Jefferies Bros., the

better known agents, report a most successful

season.

Other Louisville agents or repairers are:

C. C. Nolting, 543 First Street. ; Kentucky

Cycle Co., 545 Fourth Ave. ; M. L. Huddleson,

344 Third Street ; Schuhman & Winkler, 623

Fifth; C. F. Thum, Jr., 312 First; C. Dreher &
Son, 1029 Third; Ward & Tichenor, Third and

Breckenridge; Bicycle Hospital, 430 E. Broad-

way ; J. S. Carpenter, Jr. , Third and Weisinger

;

The Albin Co., Seventh and Market; C. F.

Zanger, 528 Second Street. ; A. C. Lewis, 415

Fourth Avenue ; G. S. Maxwell, 506 Columbia

Building; R. J. Walker, 620 Third Avenue.

W. A. Rubey & Co. is the style of a new firm

of repairers of bicycles, typewriters, etc.,

located at 414 Second Street. They are not

agents, and devote all their time to "fixin'

'em.' Rubey was formerly with G. M. Allison

&Co.
On September 1 R. C. Whayne, the local

dealer, will conduct three road races, a ten, a

five and a two mile. The course is over the

boulevard and only local riders can enter.

Martin & Dressing propose to repeat their

road race next year on a decidedly more

elaborate scale.

Spalding & Stiglitz have added another

store, and now occupy Nos. 801 and 803 West
Jefferson Street. They handle the Fenton

and do a big rapair business.

The '
' trade race fever " has struck this neck

of the woods. Armstrong & Allen, the bi-

cycle agents of New Albany, Ind., announce a

race meet at the New Albany Fair Grounds

for August 25, and prizes will reacti $1,700 in

value.

An attempt will be made to provide a large

track for an October meet on the National

Circuit, and it can be done to better advantage

now than ever before. Such a meet would

follow Wheeling, W. Va. The Louisville

Cycle Club may take hold of this.

Louisville will be in the National Circuit,

the Louisville C. C. having applied for sanction

for October 2 and 3. A contract has been

entered into with Mr. Torry Landenwick, of

Fountain Ferry Park, whereby he will con-

struct the three-lap track referred to in last

week's Wheel. The Louisville C. C. will rent

On July iq-20, C. A. Harvey, on a 21^-lb.

Waverley safety, broke the local boulevard

record for twenty-four hours, doing 274 4-5

miles in 22h. 28m., actual riding time. He
was properly paced and checked. The previous

record was 228 miles. Howard Jefferis and
B. W. Twyman now have designs on Harvey's

record.

Hugh Caperton and Tom Jefferis are ex-

changing compliments in an effort to arrange

a match race. Each has friends who think

the other fellow isn't in the fight, and the dis-

pute may terminate in a match race.

There are about fifteen Louisville wheel-

women who affect the bloomer costume after

nightfall, but it was not until Saturday last

that one of them. Miss Lily Duff, ventured out

in daylight. The effect was electrical, and
caused more craning of necks and straining of

eyes than anything bicycular which has ap-

peared in Louisville for years. It will, how-
ever, have a good effect, and make brave the

more timid of the bloomerized young women.
Lawson.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

L .ist of recent bicycle patents reported specially for

THE Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Attor-
ney, Washington, D. C. Copies of these patents
may be had of the above-named attorney at 25c.

each.

522.244. Apparatus for training athletes. Meloe L.

Wend ling, Paris, France. Filed Aug. 1, 1893. Patented
in France, Belgium and England.

522,965. Cyclometer. Joseph Butcher, Melrose,'

Mass. Filed June 23, 1893.

523,031. Pneumatic tire. Robert S. Anderson,
Toronto, Canada, assignor of one-fourth to John
Thomas Beatty, same place. Filed December 6, 1893.

523,051. Vehicle wheel. Newton D. Penoyer, Fort
Worth, Tex. Filed December 4, 1893.

523,108. Clip for wheel rims. Charles S. Dikeman,
Torrington, Conn. Filed February 5, 1894.

523,115. Bicycle saddle. Arthur L. Garford, Elyria,

O. Filed July 5, 1892.

523,150. Wheel. William A. Orr and Benjamin S.

Reynolds, Scranton, Pa. Filed January 25, 1894.

523,186. Bicycle. Peter Weber, Milwaukee, Wis.
Filed February 3, 1894.

523.245. Variable speed and power gearing for. ve-
locipedes. Alfred B. Stebbins, Canisteo, N. Y. Filed
August 3, 1893.

523.246. Variable speed gearing for bicycles, etc.

Alfred B. Stebbins, Canisteo, N. Y. Filed January
8, 1894.

523,270. Pneumatic tire. John B. Dunlop, Sr., and
John B. Dunlop, Jr., Dublin, Ireland, said Dunlop, Jr.,

assignor to said Dunlop, Sr. Filed July 6, 1893.

523.282. Pneumatic tire. Thomas B. Jeffery, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed March 10, 1894.

523.283. Pneumatic tire. Thomas B. Jeffery, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed March 26, 1894.

523,288. Machine for upsetting or shrinking tires.

James R. Little, Quincy, 111., assignor to The J. B.
Little Metal Wheel Company, same place. Filed June
11, 1892.

523,314. Wheel tire. Thomas B. Jeffery, Chicago,
111., assignor to the Gormully & Jeffery Manufactur-
ing Company, same place. Filed January 16, 1892.

Design, 23,482. Bicycle frame. Frederick C. Avery,
Chicago, 111. Filed March 19, 1894. Term of patent

14 years.

A Portland man has applied for a patent for

an ether bicycle. He uses the vapor of ether

instead of steam in generating power. The
machine, complete, will weigh 60 pounds, and
is expected to develop a speed of sixty miles

an hour.

TRADE CHANGES,

Washington, D. C—Washington Cycle Company,
W. S. McArthur, manager, opened new bicycle and
bicycle supply store at No. 924 Ninth Street, N. W.
Detroit, Mich.—Charles Estella, locksmith and sport-

ing goods, reported chattel mortgage for $325; chattel

mortgage in trust $442.

Quincy, Mass.—Quincy Cycle Co., William L. Ripley
reported to have recorded chattel mortgage for $800.

La Fontaine, Ind.—McCord & Co., handle manu-
facturers, works destroyed by fire at a loss of $10,000,

with $4,000 insurance. Factory will be rebuit.

New York, N. Y.—Persons & Muller Manufacturing
Co., bicycle saddles, at No. 42 and 50, West Sixty-

seventh Street, in the hands of the Sheriff on an at-

tachment for $2,718 in favor of Joseph Sidenburg.
Hamburg, Pa.—Wilhelm Bicycle Co., plans and

specifications for new factory completed and approved
by the firm, and the contract for the necessary build-

ings will shortly be awarded.
Medford, Mass.—Fred. M. Kimball has opened a

bicycle repair store at No. 10 Harvard Avenue.
Bonham, Tex.—Ragsdale, McKenney & Co., hard-

ware, bicycles, etc., succeeded by C. Davis & Co.

Louisville, Ky.—The Standard Cycle Company, com-
posed of Ed. A. Mathey and Charles Van Overbeck,
have opened new bicycle store at 6t6 Fourth Avenue;
will handle sporting goods as well as bicycles, and do
a repairing business.

Houston, Tex.—Rierson & Spore, bicycles, succeeded
by Pearl & Rierson.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Wheel Protective Co. Incor-

porated by L. B. Carroll, H. A. Canfield and J. L.

Hopkins. Capital stock, $2,000. The object of the

company is to insure cyclists against having their

wheels stolen, and to provide a fund for the detection

and conviction of bicycle thieves.

Bangor, Me.—Frank C. Weston, No. 2 Smith Block,

gone out of the bicycle business.

Fort Worth, Tex.—A. J. Anderson, guns, ammuni-
tions, sporting goods, hardware, bicycles. Reported
as having made a deed of trust preferring certain

creditors.

New Castle, Ind.—Reading Speeder Bicycle Co.
In negotiation for location of factory, guaranteeing to

employ 200 men within a year.

Palmer, Mass.—E. A. Buck & Co. have moved into a
new building and opened a cycling department. A
repair department has also been established.

New York, N. Y.—The Manufacturers' Export
Agency Co., 73 Pearl Street, C. K. Turner, manager,
represent twenty manufacturing interests, whose
lines do not conflict. The bicycle company, repre-

sented in this combine is the Western Wheel Works.
Caldwell, la.—The S. M. Coffin Co., hardware, bi-

cycles, etc. Succeeded by T. C. Eggleston & Co.

Waycross, Ga.—The Watt-Harley Hardware Co.,

composed of James Watt and P. N. Harley, will open
new hardware store in August, with a capital stock of

$10,000, and will add bicycles.

Clarksville, Tenn.—Wood & Cunningham, whole-
sale and retail hardware dealers. Partnership dis-

solved, J. F. Wood continuing the business; is looking
to a cycle agency.

Burlington, Vt.—John A. Manson & Co. will open
new hardware store shortly, and will accept cycle
agency.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.—E. E. Chandler will open

new hardware store and take up bicycles.

Hudson, N. Y.—James C. Rodgerson, hardware.
Admitted son to partnership. Style of firm in future,

J. C. Rodgerson & Son. Bicycles will be added.

Bowling Green, Ky.—Settle & Porter, hardware and
bicycles. Succeeded by Settle, Porter & Miller.

Richmond, Va.—L. W. Harris, hardware. Suc-
ceeded by L. W. Harris & Co. The new firm will be
interested in bicycles.

Marion, Ky.—Marion Hardware Co., hardware, bi-

cycles, etc. Reported gone out of business.

Brownsville, Tenn.—Anderson Bros., hardware and
bicycles. Sold out to and succeeded by P. B.

Anderson.

Low Bates to Denver, Col.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co. will sell round trip
excursion tickets to Denver, Col., from all points on
its lines east of the Ohio River, August 8, 9 and 10,
valid for return passage on trains leaving Denver
August 19, 25 and September 13.

The rate from New York will be $47.75; Philadelphia,

$47 75! Baltimore, $47.40; Washington, $4740, and
correspondingly low rates from all other points.
Passengers taking the B. &O. have a choice of routes,

going via Pittsburg, Akron and Chicago, via Grafton,
Bellaire and Chicago, or via Parkersburg, Cincinnati
and St. Louis; double daily service of express trains,
with Pullman sleeping and dining cars on all routes.
For more detailed information, address C. P. Craig,

G. E. P. A., 415 Broadway, New York, N. \.—Adv.
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Ou^Spe^ial [Jeli(;al premiers
Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs
,

as ordered, and are fully guaran=
teed for road use. Helical Racer
from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34-

29^ lbs. Ladies, 32—27^ lbs. Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS.

Best Goods at Cost Prices.

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

Pease add: "Saw it in The "Wheel. 1 ....1VEW YORK

Qs^^J;^^0^:©!^^^^O^^^^ ;©'^^^ t©:<>^

The Twenty-five Mile Freeport-Jamaica Road Race was Won

by F, D. WHITE.

^fiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiii in aiimiisf in 111:111 mil ii:i;i;i!i iiin in 111 Bii!iiiiia:iii:iii 111 11 1:1 ii iii i in ii in ii an i:t:t^

| A good man on the best

I wheel. He rode a
siii i hi i iiriJhi 1 1 1 1 ii i iiiiiii i iiint !fiiii<ii'iii:i imaii in ill! in ii

REMINGTON."

The Hoyland-Smith Twenty-five Mile Road Race, g

Decoration Day, was also won on a Remington

ridden by E. L. MACOMBER.

REHINQTON dRHS COHF/INT,

313-315 BROADWAY, HEW YORK CITY.

Please add: "Saw It In The WheeL"
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HAT have I done, dear

Wheel (for I caught a

glimpse on Artist Merrick's

table the other day of what
lies in store for me) that I

should be snatched from the beloved red soil

of my native Jersey and perched perforce on

the back of one who threw me up long ago? I

have for years hugged to my humble heart

the delusion that I had in an out of the way
corner of The Wheel, at least, one place

where I could spout in undisturbed monopoly

;

but now, he who cast me out years ago not

only places me under obligation for writing-

desk, but intrudes himself as the spouter-in-

chief, while all I can do is to keep under the

umbrella out of the wet and allow my grey

matter to trickle down from my quill insignifi-

cantly into this column, and that only after a

saline dilution. Are the drippings of my pen

really so chemically pure as all that? Then
you don't want fresh news, dear Wheel! Hey?

That you have tickled my vanity by letting

me experience the exceeding ecstacy of seeing

my " picture in the paper " for the first time,

and have deluded the public into the impres-

sion of a fin-de-siecle attired Jonah altogether

fair to look upon, even though in but dimin-

uendissimo reproduction, does not give a cent's

worth of balm to my wounds. Not since my
" literary sponsors in baptism, wherein I was
made " Jonah at the old Wheel ink font some
fifteen years ago, gave me my name, have I

been so humiliated; no, not since early in my
career in these columns, when a cruel wag re-

marked that " if I was Jonah no wonder the

whale threw me up." And must I henceforth

struggle on through life beneath this weight

of unmade corsets and untried blubber?

In New York, bloomers to the right of you,

bloomers to the left of you, bloomers behind

you, bulge out and bewilder. Even in the

chaste City of Churches the modest maids

make no bones of boasting of silken trouser-

ettes concealed by conventional skirts. But

over in Jersey bloomers are neither beheld

of beholders nor even hinted at as existing,

even in these mysterious regions sought by
woman's missing foot in seated repose. And
yet the Jersey girl cycler has never been back-

ward hitherto in coming forward to show her

independence. She was among the first to

take up bicycling when it took some courage

to face criticism. An Orange woman, if I re-

member aright, was the first lady to score a

century hereabouts, and the Orange Wheel-

men and Elizabeth Wheelmen were the first

to number to any considerable extent women
among their numbers and in their runs ; and
who furnishes more women in the great cen-

• tury runs than Jersey ? Still, with the excep-

tion of the bloomerite invasion from New
York at the Irvington-Milburn race, I have

seen but an occasional radically, or more
rightly, rationally costumed girl on the Jersey

roads, and no one of them could I identify as

Belonging this side of the river. Your Jersey

girl, at least of the metropolitan district, is

altogether an advanced type of the gentle

genus, and an imitator to a natural extent of

New York fashions and customs, and yet in

this particular and in her favorite pastime

(more's the wonder) she, for once, has so far

refused to " follow or be led by them."

Strange ! Very strange

!

I have hitherto given her credit for a more
than average share of unconventional common
sense and the courage to follow out its dictates.

Why is it? Ye wicked men of the great and

wicked city may say " Perhaps ."

No. I am a somewhat frequent visitor at

the Jersey beaches. No.

The men on the press bench at the first

day's races at Asbury Park noticed a remark-

able presidential coincidence in the novice

race, which, I see, none of them has men-
tioned. Ulysses S. Grant, Grover, Harrison

and Johnson were among the entries, and
Lefferson came mighty near being Jefferson,

while Tillen missed being Tilden only by a

little "d." Beckwith, an ex-L. A. W. presi-

dent by name at least, was also among the

entries. "President" Harrison and, by the

way, " Vice-Presidental Candidate" Brown
were the only ones to gain places in the final.

Charles Brown and Fred Royce have been

invited to pace George C. Smith in a half-mile

trial against time at the Asbury Park meet
August 10-11. Rain prevented Brown's trial

against time at the Plainfield track on Satur-

day. By the way. Brown tells me that he is

about played out with his long campaign of

track and road riding, and will probably not

go to Antwerp for the International champion-
ships, but will take a rest until the autumn
meets-

Since they have seen the attractions and
conveniences of Plainfield Oval, an aggravated

attack of race-track fever has struck Elizabeth-

ans. Their city being the center of a large

bicycling and residential population, and as

near in time to downtown N. Y„ as Man-
hattan Field, and with almost as many trains

running to it, there is certainly good excuse

for their ambition. Already there is serious

talk of forming a stock company to build an
up-to-date track. It is thought that, by having
as many Saturday meets as the Racing Board
will sanction, with Wednesday afternoon

weekly or bi-weekly handicaps, by leasing

the field to the Elizabeth Athletic Club for

baseball and football matches, to say nothing

of the receipts for the use of the track from
teams and men who would undoubtedly estab-

lish their training quarters there, it can be
made to pay.

Speaking of veterans, I was looking over

the record book I used in handicapping from
December, 1877, to August, 1880, just to revive

the memories of the times gone by. L. H.
Johnson was the crackajack scratch man of

those days. Let me give you some of his figures

for 1897: May 24—Two miles, 8m. 21 3-5S;

May 31—Two miles, 10m. 55s. " won easily,"

beating A. P. Montant
; June 21—Beat C. A.

Knight, two miles in 8m. 32 3-4S., the mile

being run in 4m. 30 3-4S.
; July 4—One mile,

3m. 33s ; August 2—One mile, 6m. 12s., "track

very slow"; August 30—Beaten by Faley at

three miles in 13m. 04s. ; September 16—S. B.

Pomeroy, 3m. 38s., 6m. 59 1-4S., beat Faley 2

feet; Johnson, 7m. 19 1-4S. ; October 18—Two
miles, 7m. 19 2-5S. In 1880, January 2, he
won the two mile two laps at the Garden in

8m. 39 3-4S. ; June 17, at a. m. inst, beat

Pomeroy five miles in 19m 20 1-4S.
; June 24,

same place, made a " great " record, two miles

in 6m. 47 3-4S., the mile in 3m. 15 1-4S. He
made the fastest mile of the meet in 3m. n 1-2S.

When he won the fifty mile championship at

the Rink, February 21, 1880, from Phil Simp-
son, W. M. Wright, C. Colleyer, Graham and
W. S. Clark, his times were: five miles, 19m.

6 1-4S. ; ten miles, 38m. 12s. ; twenty-five miles,

ih, 34m. 52s. ; fifty miles. 3I1. 9m. 45 1-4S.

Ye gods and little fishes ! and these are the
" good old days " that Pitman and Wright and
Field and Knight and Simpson and Mason
and Beckwith and the other boys of the long

ago boast about! Poor Joe Lafin and gallant

Woodside, heroes of those days, are dead, than

whom none were ever gamer. Jonah.

Saved by a Tire Repair Outfit.

A Rochester, N. Y., paper is responsible for

the following fairy tale:

Two bicyclists of this city met with a mishap while
on a wheeling expedition Sunday that resulted quite

seriously to one of them, and might have terminated
in his death, but for the presence of mind and quick
action of his comrade.
They were riding at a rapid pace along a country

road in the town of Webster, and in a secluded spot
came to a bridge spanning a small brook. The dis-

tance from the bridge to the brook below was about
twenty feet, and the water being quite low, the jagged
rocks in the creek bed were exhumed.
In crossing the bridge the wheel of one of the riders

became unmanageable, and he was precipitated unto
the rocks below. His companion hurried to the spot
where he lay and found him unconscious, with his

clothing badly torn, a deep cut in his leg and his head
badly cut. His breathing was very faint and irregular,

and, as several applications of water failed to resusci-

tate him, his friend was greatly alarmed and unde-
cided what to do. Fin tlly he thought of his bicycle

repair outfit, and going to his wheel, hurriedly secured
it. It contained all of the paraphernalia, consisting

of adhesive tape, linen thread and a needle, a tube of

rubber cement and some rubber patching. He bound
the injured leg with the tape, which very effectually

stopped the flow of blood, sewed up the wound with
the needle and thread, and patched up the punctures
in the unfortunate man's head with the cement and
rubber patching.
" I thought I would make as presentable a corpse as

possible of him," he said. " His respiration was
gradually becoming fainter, however, and as his

jaws were rigidly set together, I could not force any
air into his lungs. Suddenly I thought of my bicycle

pump, immediately got it and finding a place in his

upper jaws where a tooth had been broken out in eating

some baker's angel food, I thrust the end of the pump
into the vacant place and resumed operations.
" He soon began to fill out his clothes, and just as I

began to think of loosening his collar he gave several

grunts, and opening his eyes, said:

'"Mary! The peanuts and pop that we had at

Charlotte make me feel awfully stuffed up.'
*' Then I removed the patch from one of his head

punctures, and he was soon enough reduced to mount
his wheel, and we came home."

A Cyclist Kills a "Road Hog."

A farmer named Turner who, in cycling

parlance, would be termed a road hog, kept in

the middle of the road near Erie, Pa., last

week, and caused Phinneas Bonney, a cyclist,

to run into him. This led to a war of words,

Bonney accusing Turner of being selfish and
wanting too much of the earth. The farmer

became greatly enraged, and later on he over-

took Bonney at a blacksmith's shop and
assaulted him. The wheelman defended him-

self with a bar of iron, and crushed the

farmer's skull, inflicting a fatal injury. He is.

now in jail charged with murder.
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GREAT SCHEME T

POLICE NOT QUICK ENOUGH.
It Lights Automatically
in a Gale of Wind,

Without Dismounting... •

PARABOLIC LAMP
NO. 2 IMPROVED.

SEE IX! TRY IT! BUY IX! OKJLY 14 OUNCES!

. CO.,

Samples and prices to the trade on application

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG
85 Madison Street, 174 Columbus Avenue, 1325 14th Street, N. W

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON, D. C.

., Cor. 57th St. and Broadway

NEW YORK.

27 Union Street, 419-421 Flatbush Ave., Detroit Bicycle Co., 201 Woodward Ave.,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND. BROOKLYN, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

MODEL E 2.

MODEL E 2.

Doesn't cost much more than a poor one.

!^ A good saddle will, look well; ride easily

and bear your weight. A poor saddle will

do neither. Garford saddles ought to be

good saddles; in crude material nothing is

too good for them, and expert labor does

the rest. Are you displeased with your

present saddle ? Does it sag ? Does it chafe

you ? Is the leather giving out ? Does its

spring creak ? If any of these things are

the case will you try a Garford on faith ?

Catalogue shows "pictures" of all the Gar-

ford styles.

MODEL C 2.

MODEL E 3.

GARFORD MFG. CO.,
R. B. McMULLEN & CO., Selling Agents, Chicago.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., N. Y. Supply Depot.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

ELYRI/I, OHIO.
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THAT LONG ISLAND CENTURYRUN.

When, on Saturday last, the promoters,

managers, or mismanagers (as some prefer to

call them) of the late Long Island century run

adjourned after the meeting which is destined

to bring into being a permanent century run

organization or association, they meandered

"across the way," and between winks decided

that The Wheel's report of their " first at-

tempt " was all wrong.

A Mr. A. M. Franklin, the same who figured

as chairman, indignantly told a Brooklyn re-

porter that there had been no rowdyism—none
whatever; it was all a mistake; everything
had been quiet and orderly. And Mr. Frank-
lin's fellow committeemen promptly concurred.
If there had been any unseeming language or

actions they, poor fellows, certainly had not
heard or seen it.

Unfortunately, however, several of them
had previously aired their opinions of the con-
duct of certain of the participants and their
" talk for the papers" is most amusing, to put
it mildly. At one stage of the run, Alex
Schwalbach, the real head and backbone of

the affair, became so exasperated at the horse-

play and rowdyism that he declared in the
presence of, at least, one prominent New York
clubman that "the next time we get up a

century run, we will invite only such clubs

as are desirable and know how to behave
like gentlemen," or words to the same effect.

Since the run he has also made similar state-

ments, and for any of the committee to now
attempt to deny or make light of the charge of

rowdyism is ridiculous.

The Wheel has even been assured by
several participants, one of them a lady, that

its report was far too mild.

Secretary Adolph Stahl, of the Gramercy
Wheelmen, who was in charge of the club's

representation on the run, likewise denies the

charge of rowdyism laid at their door. He
states emphatically that his club was not a

party to it; he personally cautioned his fellows,
and knows that they behaved themselves on
the run. They all wore sashes inscribed with
the club name, and the only way in which he
can account for their being involved is due to

the fact that two of their men, who broke
down early in the day, gave their sashes to

two unattached riders, who may have been
among those who "cut the capers." Unlike
the committeemen, Mr. Stahl did see and hear
all of the rowdyism—"hell-raising," he termed
it—reported by The Wheel, but reiterates that
no blame can attach to his club. He charac-
terizes the run as a badly bungled and mis-
managed affair.

The Lafayette Wheelmen, the other club
accused, have also come forward with a denial.

Theirs is in writing, and while they do not
deny the accusations in their entirety, they
claim that the management at the run was
enough to make any man forget himself.

Under date of July 23, Secretary W. F.

Mackay writes:

We crave indulgence in the matter of space in your
valued columns, to make an emphatic contradiction of
some of the statements which were made touching
the conduct and behavior of the Lafayette Wheelmen
on that run. From first to last, the circumstances
which gave rise to the so-called " rowdyism," were
the direct result of the bungling mismanagement of
the whole affair.
The Lafayette Wheelmen entered 23 men on that

run under certain conditions, these being, that $1.25
entitled all members entering to a passage and a
berth from New York to Sag Harbor.
The circular sent out by the committee in charge of

the affair so read. Naturally, when we found out that
there was no accommodation other than that afforded
by the cabin floor, chairs, etc., we felt that we had
been imposed on, and we protested against such
treatment.
The chairman of the Committee of Arrangements,

Mr. Franklin, gave us no satisfaction in the matter,
and we were left to shift for the night as best we
might. Their being some 150 others in the same plight
as ourselves, you can imagine the feeling which pre-
vailed throughout the night; hard boards, not being
conducive to either good humor or sleep. When it

was learned later on that the committee and its

friends were amply provided for in this respect,
those who were " roughing " it on the floor, after
voicing their sentiments in, at times, emphatic lan-
guage, tried to make the best of it by seeking rest, if

not sleep But, sir, there was no "rowdyism" nor
other bad behavior than you would find in any other
company under such conditions.

At the supper table the same bad management pre-
vailed. Those who were fortunate enough to gain a
seat at the first table (among others the whole com-
mittee) were fairly well served. Those who came last
had to take what was left, and very little of that.

But, sir, what the Lafayette Wheelmen most strenu-
ously object to in your article is that part which pur-
poses to describe the conduct of the club on the run.
To every one who was present the following facts

will be apparent:
You say " at several refreshment saloons the same

bright spirits made raids on the eatables and drink-
ables, and were tickled to death over the way in which
they left without paying for a thing." In as far as the
foregoing paragraph applies to the Lafayette Wheel-
men, it is an unqualified falsehood.
The Lafayette Wheelmen rode five minutes behind

the procession from start to finish, and on arrival at
the towns along the route the " refreshment saloons,"

. with one or two exceptions, had nothing left upon
which to make a raid. Your informant, sir, in this
particular, was either not present on the run, or, if so,
he is guilty of trying to cast an aspersion on the char-
acter and fame of a body of men who did much to
make the run a success, if he persists in making
this report. It was the opinion of many of those pres-
ent (outside of the Lafayette Wheelmen) that just such
a report would be made in reference to us as has been
made, simply and solely because we protested against
the mismanagement and favoritism which were ap-
parent throughout the whole affair. In conclusion,
we would say that, having been before the public as a
cycling club for over a year, and during that time
have endeavored to make the pastime of cycling one
of honor before the people, both in our immediate
vicinity and elsewhere, we trust that you will publish
the foregoing, and thus remove any false impressions
which may arise in the minds of our friends and the
public.

The Wheel's informants—there were a
number of them—were present, however, and
while not talking for publication, they simply

told what they saw and heard.

Mr. Schwalbach states that the main cause

of complaint, the crowding on the boat, was
caused by the unexpected popularity of the

run. The promoters had figured on 150 par-

ticipants, and when nearly 300 turned up they

were swamped and did the best they could.

Mr. Schwalbach also states that since the run,

any damage that was done or any stuff that

was '

' appropriated " had been paid for by the

committee.

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllll]lill>llllllllllll!llllllll!lllll!llilll!l!llllllllilllll!lll!lllllllllll§

Still They Win.

Illlillllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIill!lll!llllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllll!lll!lllllll!lll!IIIIIIIIIIHIIIIli

Victorious returns come in so fast we can hardly keep track of them.

Tribunes are surely " in it."

C. C. Van Tine wins the mile open at Cincinnati, also the two-mile handicap. Mount a
Tribune Racer.

O. C. Lippincott at Winslow, N. J., wins three firsts, one second and one third. Mount
a Tribune Model C.

At Phoenixville, Pa., Edwin Morris wins the one-half and one mile races. Mount a
Tribune Model D.

C. C. Van Tine wins the one-half mile open at Dayton. Mount a Tribune Racer.
At Ashtabula, O., Walter H. Hubbard wins both the one and five-mile open. Mount, a

Tribune Model C.

At Newburg, N. Y., R. F. Williams wins the one mile scratch, P. J. Foley wins the one-
quarter, Fred. Coons second, both on Tribunes Model C.

The five-mile scratch in Thomsonville, Conn., won on a Tribune by a new rider.

Tribunes are "the stuff.'' No wheel Is perfect without a Cycloidal sprocket.
...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii ' "" WRITE FOR CATALOGUES A3STID AGS-EHSTOTES.

THE BLACK MFG. CO., ERIE. PA.
Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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What do you think of that?

283 PRIZES WON ON RAMBLERS IN ONE DAY!!

ARE RAMBLERS FAST?"
Late reports run up the number of Rambler

winnings on July 4, to 283.

148 firsts

76 seconds.
42 thirds.

8 fourths.
7 first times.
3 second times.

PLEASE NOTE COMPARE LISTS

that this splendid Of RAMBLER

record is not winnings, please.

the work with others

of a few of like nature

" pot hunters," BUT <for_several weeks back).

that of the RAMBLER WINNINGS are

cream of-local talent, not confined to

in 18 large meets (Class "B"),

different states- but large and small

men who buy, not borrow, pay tribute to

wheels. RAMBLER riders, and

MOSTLY CLASS " A." "G. & J. Racing Tires,"

Which leads us to reiterate that

"G. & J. TIRES ARE THE FASTEST IN THE WORLD,"

AND THERE IS NOTHING "LOCAL" ABOUT RAMBLERS.

Chicago Coventry, Eng.
CORMULLY & JEFFERY MFC. CO.,

Boston. Washington. New York.

New York Branch : Cor. 57th Street and Broadway.

New England Branch : 174 Columbus Avenue, Boston.

Brooklyn, N. Y., 419-421 Flatbush Ave. Detroit Bicycle Co., 201 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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.."jThe important thing in a contest for supremacy is to have an abiding

faith in the ultimate triumph of that which appeals to the intelligence

of the people."

THE NATIONAL
Appeals to the Intelligence of all Riders.

It Wins on its Merits.

Its " ultimate triumph "
is sure, for it substantiates all claims made for it

Watch its Increasing Popularity. Ask Your Dealer for it or Write for Catalog.

NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO.,
B.A.Y CITY, MICH,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUDGE CYCLES
in*7/]

Responsible

Agents

Wanted for

Unoccupied

Territory.

Rudge wheels are up to date in every particular. Should be seen to be appreciated. Send
for illustrated catalogue.

The BRONSON SUPPLY CO.,
SOLE AGENTS FOR.

THE VNITED STATES. 72 Beekman Street, New York.

RUDGE CYCLE CO., LTD
' Coventry.

Please add :
" Saw It In The Wheel.'
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Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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the * Tike - Question.

ft

A tire that combines all the best riding qualities

with perfect ease of repair and

DURABILITY

must meet with public favor and sooner or later disarm

opposition. The single tube cemented to the rim is the

highest type of pneumatic yet invented, and the firmly

established and rapidly growing popularity of this type

is due entirely to the persistency with which the Pope

Mfg. Co. have clung to the

COLOMBIA TIRE

and the magnificent record which it has made on the

celebrated Columbia Bicycles.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

vS**VVVVV»VVVVVVVVVSV'

Roger B. McMullen & Co., Gen'l U. S. Agents,

64 to 70 Olive St., Chicago; 309 Broadway, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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OF COURSE

KING OF THE ROAD

EVER

BUT ALL OP THE

IS THE BEST LAMP

W MADE,

LUCAS LAMPS are GOOD.

We arc not handling last year's lamps, but are showing you
new and improved ones.

"''iiiliiiE

NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO., sole representatives

BRISTOL, GCDTXXT., XT. S. A.
» IM

""'iiW it; ;;.i,.V.:i. ijij^:.fl|ii!i>

JOHN H« GRAHAM & CO., General Agents. 113 Chambers St.. New York.

WE
PAXflppxara*

'AT.APP'LD. EQH

ARE ALL
RST.hPRtO.EDH

HERE.
THE NEW DEPARTURE" THE WORLD'S STANDARD.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO, General Agents, 113 Chambers Street, New York.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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A higher grade

Bicycle than the MAJESTIC is not

made....

POPULAR NAME.

POPULAR BICYCLE.

POPULAR PRICE.

3j? tif

Well Known.

Greatest Seller.

Always gives satisfaction.

#^ m

Majestic Light Roadster No. 4, stripped weight 25 to 26 ibs.... $90.00

Ladies' Majestic Light Roadster No. 5, stripped weight 32 i DS $95.00

THE PIONEER in popular priced bicycles has been sold and tested in every

State in the United States. Beautifully finished and thoroughly guaranteed.

Thomas B. Somers, Millville, N. J., writes
under date of Jan. 18: "New seat, new tool-

bag, new pedals, etc. , high grade, and all for

$90. Golly, they ought to sell! I see a '93
Majestic now standing peacefully at the other
end of our store that has carried me this last

season about three thousand miles, and still as
good as new."

Under date of Jan. 9 the J. B. Varvick Co.
writes us: " It gives us great pleasure to in-

form you that the Majestic Light Roadster
gave us less trouble than any wheel we sold

at any price during the past season. Wishing
you the success during the coming year that
your excellent wheels deserve, we are,

"Yours very respectfully,

"John B. Varvick Co.,
" By Thomas R. Varvick,

"Varvick Bldg., Manchester, N. H."

W. H. Rightmeyer, of Richmondville, N. Y.

,

writes under date of March 5th : "I am sur-

prised at the amount of hard usage the
Majestic will stand and yet come out all right.

I have sold them where they have been put to

the hardest kind of usage, and every one of

them has stood the test and come out all right.

I have made a great many friends for the
Majestic. I ride one myself."

D. Frank Moss, of Noblesville, Ind., under
date of Jan. 27th, says: " We sold the Majes-
ties all over our county last year, and they
gave perfect satisfaction."

The Fisher Harness Co., Flanders, N. J.,
write under date of Jan. 20th: "The satis-

faction the Majesties gave last year, and the
fairness in your dealings to me, there is no
question in my mind what wheel to handle, or
what firm to buy of. I am satisfied with the
Majestic."

Thomas B. Somers, Millville, N. J., writes
under date of Feb. 23: "I had my Majestic
apart to-day. It has traveled over three
thousand miles. I find it in perfect condition
every way."

J. Harris, Dubuque, Colo., under date of

Jan. 22d., writes: "I have a Majestic Light
Roadster, and have not had any trouble and
have ridden over 1,600 miles on it last summer."

C. W. Snyder, of Kutztown, Pa., under date
of January 18th, 1894, writes: "The Majestic
which I ride is quite up to date, and I doubt
very much whether any other $100 machine
would have borne me safely through. I am a
hard rider, and our roads are rough and hilly,

but not a single mishap."

D. W. Rhoads, Palmyra, Ills., writes us
under date of March 15th: " The Majestic is

the best wheel that ever struck this part of the
country."

Eugene M. Wilhite, Danville, Ind., under
date of Jan. 24th, writes: "The Majesties
gave excellent satisfaction last season."

J. C. Henderson, of Lewiston, Pa., writes
under date of Jan. 16th: " I am riding one of
your wheels now, and think it the best wheel
for the money on the market."

H. W. Maynard, Fair Haven, Ct., writes
under date of Feb. 3d : "I rode one of your
Majesties last summer, and was very well
pleased with it. I was in some races and won
three or four prizes. I never road a finer run-
ning wheel."

F. E. Low, Stubenville, O., writes under date
of Jan. 18th, 1894: " The Majesties I handled
in '93 have given better satifaction than any
high-grade wheel I had last season. While
the Majestic is not considered high-grade in
price, it has proven itselt so in quality."

Hulbert Bros. &CoM
26 West 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
Please add: "Saw it in The WheeL"
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FASTEST TIRES

ON EARTH.

It Makes us Laugh,

Ha! Ha! Ha!

FASTEST TIRES

ON EARTH.

THEY SAID
THAT SINGLE TUBE TIRES ARE FASTEST-

but Bliss thought not—proved it by riding a

World's Record Mile in im. 54 4-5S.—on Double

Tube Clincher "G. & J. Tires."

THAT DOUBLE TUBE TIRES ARE SLOW-
but Cooper and Barthel "nailed" that one by

establishing new World's Road Records from

5 to 50 miles—on Double Tube " G. & J. Tires."

THAT CLINCHER TIRES ARE HEAVY
and yet the new "G. & J. Racing Tires weigh

only 1% pounds per pair.

THAT A LIGHT WHEEL MUST HAVE WOOD RIMS
AND CEMENTED TIRES

but Rambler makers have turned out 15^ lb.

racers fitted with steel rims and Clincher "G.

& J. Tires." No rags. No glue. No wires.

THAT STEEL RIMS ARE NOT FAST-
and yet they hold the World's Records for one

mile standing start, one mile flying start,

besides those splendid World's Road Records.

PARDON THE REPETITION, BUT HOW WOULD YOU PROVE IT

OTHERWISE?

"G.& J." are the FastestTires on Earth,

ANY MAKER OR DEALER WILL FURNISH THEM.

FASTEST TIRES

ON EARTH.

CORMULLY & JEFFERY MFC. CO.,

Chicago. Boston. Washington. New York.

Brooklyn. Detroit. Coventry, Eng.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

FASTEST TIRES

ON EARTH.
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Palmers Take More Prizes...

THAN ALL OTHERS PUT TOGETHER.

At ASBURY PARK, N.J.—Two Days, 13 Races:

12 Firsts, 12 Seconds and 11 Thirds on Palmers.

35 Out of a Possible 39 Prizes, or 89^ per cent.

At PITTSBURG, Pa.—12 Races:

9 Firsts, 11 Seconds, 12 Thirds and 1 Fourth on Palmers.

33 Out of a Possible 40 Prizes, or 82)4 per cent.

At CLEVELAND, 0.—22 Races—Quarter Mile Track:

18 Firsts, 17 Seconds, 18 Thirds on Palmers.

53 Out of a Possible 69 Prizes, or 76^, per cent.

SANGER gets WORLD'S RECORD for Ten Miles on
Quarter Mile Track. Time, 25m. 45s. ON PALMERS.
Riders of OTHER Tires could not hold turns, and

were afraid to ride.

NEVER DID ANY TIRE SCORE SUCH VICTORIES!

THERE WERE OTHER TIRES THERE!

MANY OTHER MINOR WINS NOT HERE.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,
...CHICAGO, IL-L-...

7—

For Prices and Information Address :

COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., The licensees and Manufacturers,

65 Beade Street, NEW IOBK, and THE B. F. GOODRICH C O.,
159 Lake Street, CHICAGO. AKRON, OHIO,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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All outdoors is full of health and

good feeling. The difficulty comes in

chasing down sufficient quantities to

rejuvenate a tired and careworn anatomy.

Wheels are a part of the necessary outfit; then

comes the tires.

Before going too far, better investigate the

X & J. "and "AKRON" TIRES.

Information in plain English furnished on re-

quest, also samples and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

The B. F. GOODRICH CO.,

Selling Agents;

THE COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO.,

NEW YORK, 65 Reade St.

CHICAGO, 159 Lake St.

Akron Rubber Works,
AKRON. OHIO.

Off- SS>

B*

Kindly mention The Wneel wnen writing.
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Transportation

to the- r-

Fifteenth Annual

Meet...--—**-

AT DENVER, COL., AUGUST 13-18, 1894.

Wheelmen's Special Train to Denver. Special Car for the Transportation of

Bicycles. Low Rates. Fast Time via

WEST-
=RAILROAD

Connecting with Boston and New England Wheelmen over the FITCHBURG
RAILROAD, and running West over the ^^ yj^ ^
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad #> Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

SPECIAL TRAIN WILL LEAVE NEW YORK FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 1894.

fNewTork I Foot Franklin Street 500
W.S.R.R. (West 42d Street S-'S

Boston, F. R.R
Worcester, do
Troy, do
Albany, W. S. R. R.
Canajoharie, do

P.M.

Utica, W. S. R. R.
Syracuse, do
Rochester, do
Ar.Buffalo, do

SATURDAY.

3.00

3-4°

9.40
8.50
11.23

12.29

1.48

3-5°
, 605

A.M.

Excursion Rates
from places named

$48.75
55-5o
54.20
47-7°
47.70
45-95

44.90
43-5°
4L35

— irj P-

O MTi
a> S S

M

§H

fLv. Buffalo, N.Y. C.
Erie,
Cleveland,
Fort Wayne,
Ar. Chicago,
Lv. Chicago, C. R.

St. L. R'y...
do
do
do
do
I.&P. R'y

SUNDAY.
Des Moines, C. R. I. & P. R'y
Omaha, do
Ar. Phillipsburg, do
'Lv. Phillipsburg, do

MONDAY.
,Ar. Denver, C. R. I. & P. R'y

. 5-35
, 8.16

. 11. 12

4.40

9-35
10.00

8-45
••35

10 20

9.30

7-45

A.M.

11

P.M.

A.M.
P.M.

A. M.

Arriving in Denver at opening of meet and in time to join Denver and Rio Grande Excursion through beautiful Colorado,

leaving Denver August 14.

EXPERIENCED TOURIST AGENT ACCOMPANIES PARTY.
Passengers via Niagara Falls, over the Grand Trunk and 'Wabash Railroads, will leave New

York Friday, 9 a. m., Buffalo, 12.10 a. m., Niagara Falls, 1.03 a. m., Detroit, Wabash R. R., 8.25 a. m., arriving Chicago,

5-57 P- m -

For additional information or reservation in sleeping cars, make early application to

CHAS. A. SHEEHAN, 5 Vanderbilt Ave., New York. A. A. SMITH, 300 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,
or address,

C. E. LAMBERT, General Passenger Agent, New York City.

TO MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN

:

Gentlemen :—Your attention is respectfully called to the itinerary, as shown above, and also to the special

service offered by the lines named for wheelmen desiring to attend the Fifteenth Annual Meet of the League of

American Wheelmen, at Denver.
In response to what seemed to be a general demand this excursion was inaugurated. Former excursions under

the same management have proved a success, and there is no question but that the present one will likewise be suc-

cessful. Should you or your friends desire to be one of the jolly party, your early application is solicited.

Yours fraternally,

CHAS A. SHEEHAN, 5 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.

C. A. SHEEHAN.
5 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.

Sir :
—(Reserve for the undersigned .

leaving at

party the following named persons

18Q4.

berth , in sleeping cars to (Denver, on train

_M., August 18q 4. I will have in my

Jfame,^. Address,,
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New York Tires Are Fast
The Strongest and Lightest in the World.
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We challenge comparison as to weight and strength.

All the best racing men are using our tires because they are faster and stronger

than any other.

v.
"\

NEW YORK TIRE CO.,
23 ^Tarren Street, IVE^A^r YORK.

EASTERN AGENTS FOR THE PLYMOUTH WOODEN RIM. ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

An Adjustable
Bicycle—that is really easy of adjustment—adds much to the pleasure of riding: such is the Warwick.

Position changed, bearings tightened, in a minute, by any one, don t have to be a mechanic. The

most important adjustment of all is the

Handle Bar. 1

The new Patent Adjustable Handle Bar, on the War-

wick, raised and lowered as formerly, but in addition,

so "adjusted" that the rider can rotate it without dis-

mounting, thus allowing a change of position, is indeed

An Innovation.
PERFECTION IN A BICYCLE IS OB-
TAINED ONLY BY PERFECTION
IN EVERYPART; HENCE WAR-
WICK MEANS PERFECTION.

Just a little more— and you'll see "Perfection."

Our Catalogue is an edtication in itself on Bicycles ; sent free on application.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., - Springfield, Mass.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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HEY NEVER LET UP,

THOSE

UNION SPECIALS.
W. C. Sanger, at Toledo, July 25th, won The Racine-Milwaukee 21-Mile At Walham Track, July 28, Harry Ar-

the 1 mile open—a great race—and Road Race, July 21, was won nold won the One-Third Mile Invi-

secured the $500.00 prize on a UNION by G. H. Seeley on a UNION tation Race on a UNION SPECIAL.
SPECIAL. SPECIAL.

Harry Tyler breaks all records up to % mile

and gives the world a new set of figures,

done at Waltham Track July 28, on a

UNION SPECIAL.

What Do You Ride?

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Branches : Philadelphia, Chicago.

catalogue and W. C. HODGKINS & CO., 300 Broadway, New York,
Information Free. 7 ** •r '

"

Agents for New York City and Vicinity.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel." W. H. WEBSTER, Manager Bi. Dept.

Humboldt, Neb., July 20, 1894.
Indiana Bicycle Co.:

Gentlemen—Some time ago I wrote you for a complete repair list, and you -said enclosed please find list, but
you failed to send it, and as I was going to Denver on a trip I had to order such as I wanted from your agents at

Lincoln, and got them.
I made the trip and it was more extensive than I expected, as we traveled 1260 miles, and can say I never paid

out a cent for repairs while I was on the trip, and my wheel and tires are as good as when I started. I had to ride

through cactus for twenty-five miles, which was the only thing that caused me a puncture, and will say I am exceed-
ingly well pleased with the wheel. I am yours, E. C. HILL, Jr.

TALK1NG ABOUT BICYCLES.,

Did you know that there had been more Waverleys built and sold this season

than any other one make of 28-inch machines in America, regardless of grade or price ?

It is a fact! And its being so is the most substantial proof in the world of the merit

of this handsome machine. Every Waverley sold has been a walking, or rather a

running advertisement for the goods, and notwithstanding the hard times our factory,

which has the largest capacity of any bicycle plant in the world, has been running
night and day to fill orders VVhy? Because we have given our customers a $150
bicycle for $85, and they show their appreciation of our efforts to give them the best

goods for the least money by riding the Waverley. Have you seen it? If not, do so

before you buy. Catalogue free.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO., - - Indianapolis, ind, us. a.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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THE WHEEL OF THE FUTURE.
^^

have lookefl into the Mure

As far as human eyes can see,

M The Leape Chainless

Is The Wheel that is to he.

rVSVVVVVVSVVVVSrVVVS^'VSAvVVVVVSr^^

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
IRA PEREGO & CO., |

Ase,itsfor^g
T
i8
ra,rooklyna,,d

l 23 Park Row, N. Y. City.

PENNA. BICYCLE CO., Jl^.&SSS^WiSSKf 1343 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEFFNER & SLOAN, | i™JrEi fo
G
r
e„Tgia. 1 Chattanooga, Tenn.

Simplicity 47 Tires fitted when so specified on order.Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Still Hoke Tihe
Has been given in which to build some steel frames

that can go up against the

Now keep your ear to the ground and perhaps you will hear something drop.

5
END for our elegant assortment

of interesting reading matter

St. L. R. &: W. G. Co.,

. .. - ST. LOUIS, MO.

"WE KEEP OUR PROMISES."
When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
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A Crypto bicycle gives satisfaction because

the position is comfortable. They drive

easily. They steer easily. They are sim-

ple in construction.

In order to introduce them quickly we have determined

to sell 50 of these wheels to riders at

<===« $50.00 Each, Cash. =^=^
We want to scatter them over as large a number of places

as possible, and prefer to sell only one in a, town at this

price. If you don't know the wheel send for catalogue.

THE MCINTOSH-HUNTINGTON CO.,
Please add: " Saw It in the WheeL' 1 CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ROrAL L1M1TEDS.
Absolutely the Royals are the Finest.

!..|

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, Mich.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."
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IN THE

Rational Races,
AT TOLEDO, O., July 25 and 26.

EIGHT PRIZES!
INCLUDING

First in 1-4 mile open,
First in 1-2 mile open,

First in 2 mile handicap,
and First in Five Heats.

A Great Help to Mother.

The Peerless IVdtfg;. Oompany,
CLEVELAND, O.

SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA., AGENTS FOR EASTERN PA. AND NEW JERSEY.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Imperial Caesar would have won hbway

On a^cdu^uoC had he lived to day.

Copyrighted 1894, by CHARLES L. Ames.

Manufactured by AMES & FROST COMPANY, Blackhawk Street and Cherry Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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248 lbs, onp MirrrvTiinni'inrnni

The Sterlings—«-

East Saginaw, Mich., July 14, 1894.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :—On June 30th I bought one of your " Model E " Full Roadster
Cycles, with G. & J. road tires ; weight, al! on, 28 lbs. I looked at a large num-
ber of wheels before buying (in fact spent almost two weeks at it) and could
find none that suited me as well as the " Sterling."

I learned to ride alone, and did not harm the wheel I never was on a wheel
until I bought the one I have. My weight (with coat and vest off) is 248 lbs.

I ride about ten miles daily, and the wheel carries me all right, which is a
great disappointment to some of the agents for other wheels. I do not pick out
the best streets to ride on, but take them as they come. There are some very
rough streets here, but the wheel stands it nobty, and has not shown a weak
point. I can find nothing to complain of about the wheel, but on the contrary
think that for material, workmanship, easy running and, in fact, everything
about the wheel, the "Sterling " is the best made.

I write this unsolicited, and give you permission to publish if you want to.
I believe in giving praise when earned, and my "Sterling" has certainly earned
a little for you.

Hoping that all who buy " Sterling Cycles " will be as well satisfied as I am
and have the same faith in it that I have, I am.

925 So Washington Ave.
Yours very truly,

WM. VAN ALLEN.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AYE., CHICAGO.

Special Agents:
L. C Jandorf & Co., Stokes Mfg. Co.,

116-118 West 125th St., New York. Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver.
Salt Lake Cycle Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

MR. VAN ALLEN
ON HIS "STERLING. 8

8
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel.

'

GOOD STOCK COUNTS. YES.
AND SO DOES EXPERT CONSTRUCTION CORRECT LINES, SUPERB FINISH.

ARIELS are the

American Standard....

features:

DETACHABLE SPROCKET.
DUST PROOF GEAR CASE

CRANK ANd'mETHOD OF FASTENING .

ADJUSTABLE SE/VT POST.

ARIEL,

Turtle,

Titania,

Roadster

AND

Light

Roadster.

Our

'Big four.

Light

Running,

Noiseless,

Easy Riding,

Rigidity.

Warranted.

WE PROTECT

OUR WARRANT

ARIEL LIGHT ROADSTER, WEIGHT 24 TO 27 LBS.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
AND "REASONS WHY." ARIEL CYCLE flFQ. C2., ^.V

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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NEW WORLDS TO CONQUER. CLING LEGISLATION.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED B>VERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-claSB matter.

Post Office Address : Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices : 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address: Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through AM.NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.

THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

'fiWhen writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

editing and managing staff :

J; J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 38.

ON ALL "I," STATIONS.

THE WHEEL, is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

The Racing Board should feel well pleased

at the organization of the racing men. In

future, Chairman Raymond will not have to

run all over the country to compel clubs to

award prizes. He will not have to examine

the diamond, the watch, the bed-room furni-

ture set and what-not to discover whether a

club has or has not exaggerated the prize value.

He will not have to play the roles of assayer,

jeweler, expert on precious stones, inspector

of bed-room suites, etc. No more will the

side-walks on Flatbush Avenue be blocked

with a miscellaneous collection of prizes sent

to the Chairman for his official valuation.

Even in these dog days, Raymond has much

to be thankful for.

AN industrial bureau states that there is a

large bicycle trade to be done in Brazil.

A cyclist recently arrived at the country.

No sooner had he ridden than the natives

went wild, and he could have sold his wheel

hundreds of times over. Therefore, the maker

is told, "you have only to land with several

hundred bicycles and you can sell them

instantly."

This investigation of fields and pastures

new is a matter that should be carried on in a

spirit of extreme caution. Of course the

cyclist could have sold his wheel a hundred

times over. But if he had had ten wheels and

had offered them for sale in the public place,

it is probable that his buyers would be quickly

exhausted, and yet leave him some stock on

hand.

The first flush of enthusiasm is an index of

the purchasing desire, but not of the purchas-

ing power.

There are many business houses in New
York, Philadelphia, Boston and elsewhere,

who carry on business in all parts of the globe.

The possibilities of any new field may be

quickly learned from any of these houses.

They know the state of trade, climatic con-

ditions, status of merchants, etc., with a mass

of other data upon which they can base a sober

and sound opinion.

In dealing with foreign countries, especially

with South American republics, it should be

remembered that entrance to these countries

is difficult; their governmental finances and

politics are unstable; their exchequers are

usually impoverished ; they impose all kinds

of tariffs and charges and taxes on goods as

well as upon businesses , many of the merchants

are shifty, or at least their ideas of responsi-

bility, the common laws of trading, etc. , etc.

,

are entirely different from the ideas of an

American merchant. It is often much easier

to give up your goods or accounts than to fight

for them, as the local laws favor the native.

So that inquiry through some exporting

concern with an established trade and repu-

tation is the best way to investigate such

fields as China, Japan, South Africa, Cuba,

Mexico, the South American Republics and

other countries in a kindred state of crudity

and instability.

Let the new League of Racing Cyclists,

which proposes "to assist the L. A. W.

Racing Board in every way possible," prove

the statement by reporting every man among

them who has directly or through his trainer

or manager ridden or " exhibited " himself for

a money prize, and every race promoier who

has bribed them into such a violation of the

rules. No one knows better than this Racing

League who the men'are, but it is safe to say

that when it comes to rendering this sort of

assistance, the League will be found woefully

lacking.

A S the telegraph, telephone, railway sys-

** tems and all other universally-used in-

novations have, so will the growth of cycling

create national and state legislation.

As President Bates, discussing this legisla-

tion, states, as soon so one State legislates for

cyclists the others will quickly follow. And
it is wise, writes the President, that care be

taken at the start that such legislation be

broad, sensible and just ; not narrow, pro-

vincial and oppressive.

That cycling legislation will be passed is a

certainty, and it is equally a certainty that it

ought to be passed. But this legislation will

not come, mushroom-like, in a night. It will

be a comparatively slow growth, resultant

upon accident, incident, occasion and neces-

sity.

The matter can safely be left in the hands

of the League, who have a special committee

on matters of legislation, and who will, no

doubt, see that all proposed cycling legislation

will be of a kind acceptable to cyclists, while

it protects the interests and privileges of non-

cyclists.

Speaking of legislation, the average cyclist

holds it as altogether unnecessary. He thinks

he ought to be turned loose, like a tramp loco-

motive, and permitted to run wild, lampless,

bell-less, brakeless and with no regard to pace.

That the cyclist needs to be carefully legis-

lated for none will deny, except the callow,

the shallow and the careless. The cycle as a

vehicle has qualities peculiar to itself. We
are not considering the cycle of other days,

which could scarcely be driven up to ten miles

an hour, and which announced itself by day-

light or by dark with much noise and creak

and rattle. We are referring to the modern

air-shod machine, which may be coursed

noiselessly hither and thither, with no note or

warning sound of any sort.

The average cyclist, fiding in city or country,

varies his pace from eight to eighteen miles an

hour. Often he is sprinting a short distance at

a twenty-five mile an hour clip.

The pace of the average coveying vehicle is

five miles an hour; of the cab, stage, public

hack and horse car, between six and seven,

very rarely eight ; of the trolley or cable car

from nine to fifteen miles an hour. All of these

vehicles can be heard ; in some cases they are

brilliantly lighted, while often the bell is inces-

sant.

Yet the pace of the cycle is greater than any

of the vehicles mentioned; it runs upon no

regular and fixed course ; it is absolutely silent

;

it cannot be stopped, except when braked, in

as short a distance as any of the others;

it may be turned and twisted and curved

suddenly, and without any warning prepara-

tion.

Therefore is the cycle, running in a city street

at a high rate of. speed, a dangerous vehicle.
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It is true that few mortal injuries are infiicte

by it, but the number of collisions is very, very

great, and the amount of dodging and per-

plexity and general uncertainty it causes the

pedestrian is not to be conceived.

Therefore wise legislation is entirely in

order. That the pace should be limited in all

city-proper and town-proper limits is certain
;

that the bell and lamp should be used is certain,

and it is debatable ground whether the use of

a brake should not be made compulsory.

CLASS B BULLDOZERS.

A VALUABLE PRECEDENT.

WHEN, at the Pittsburg meet, Referee

Raymond disqualified both Taxis and

Callahan he established a valuable precedent.

The ruling made Callahan's trainer, the Hon.

Thomas Eck, very, very angry and appears to

have been very generally misunderstood, even

The Wheel's correspondent sharing the mis-

understanding and being disposed to question

the decision. Every one appears to have sup-

posed that the two men were disqualified for

" team work." Our correspondent reported

the case fully last week. He wrote:

In the five mile event but three started, although

nineteen had entered. Of the starters, Maddox,of the

Sterling team, had 210 yards, Taxis, of the same team,

250, and Callahan, Eck's charge, 210.

Taxis, when caught by Callahan, naturally refused

to pace him up to his team mate. Callahan made sev-

eral ineffectual attempts to reach Maddox, but

dropped back invariably to Taxis' rear. Maddox, as

good at making his own pace as at taking pace, im-

proved his opportunities, and near the finish lapped

the other two. Then Callahan beat Taxis out for sec-

ond place, > lboth Callahan and Taxis were disquali-

fied by Rere eRaymond for team work. Just why
Callahan should have been disqualified is not clear.

Callahan clearly could not do team work by himself.

Mr. Raymond's judgment and decision in this instance

are open to question.

An interview with Chairman Raymond puts

quite another face on the subject, however.

He states that he disqualified both men for

not riding to win. Taxis had a purpose in

holding Callahan backhand the latter, said

Mr. Raymond, was plainly satisfied to make

the fight for second place.

This is, we believe, the first time that a rac-

ing cyclist has ever been disqualified for not

riding to win, and as such, is worthy of record

and heed by referees everywhere. We are

pleased that Mr. Raymond has established the

precedent. It will go far toward eliminating

"teamwork" and is in line with what The

Wheel urged some time since.

The Racing Cyclists' League really must
have a walking delegate or advance agent.

He could go ahead of the galaxy of "stars,"

and at each of the different towns make up
the list of events, select the prizes and
officials, inspect the track, fix the price of

"time trials," exhibitions and pacemaking,

see that carriages are in waiting, that the

walls of the training quarters are properly

upholstered, that cots and furniture are of

genuine mahogany, and, in fact, run the en-

tire affair, and force the promoter to foot his

bills.

T NLESS it be to confer with and ask ad-

*—' vice of Tom Eck and the other directors

of the American League of Racing Cyclists we
can conceive of no good reason why the L. A.

W. Racing Board should longer exist. This

new league having practically determined to

'

' run things " there is no longer room for both,

and as the racing men's association constitutes

the largest (numerically) aggregation of great-

ness, the Racing Board should retire imme-

diately and as gracefully as possible.

Seriously, however, if it were not that such

an usually level headed man as M. L. Bridgman

had consented to serve or, at least, figure as

president of the racing men's league, we would

think the organization a huge joke or night-

mare, resulting from the champagne and hos-

pitality dealt out so bountifully at Toledo ; but

even as it is, no one will accept the league in

all earnestness.

There is no good reason for its existence.

There is already a remedy for every griev-

ance—unless a refusal to pay entry fees be one

of them—which the new league seeks to correct.

The "racing cyclists" have evidently for-

gotten that even the mills of the gods grind

slowly and, if, as seems apparent, thatremedy

—

the L. A. W. Racing Board—is too slow to suit

the ideas of the fastidious, overly-inflated and

grasping young men, they might put the

Board in possession of the secret by which

they propose to hasten matters. We are sure

they will find a willing ear, and save them-

selves a deal of work and trouble.

Their remedy, however, is too evident and

not of the sort in use by reputable reformers:

They will "strike," "boycott" and "bull-

doze " those race promoters who incur their ill

will or who do not agree to their demands.

What other remedies can they apply ?

That is the object of the organization in

a nutshell. It is nothing but a '

' brotherhood "

or "labor union," which proposes to have

things its own way or quit work. It was or-

ganized as an outcome of resistance on part of

the members to the payment of legitimate

entry fees, which is but an example of what

may be expected in the future.

But the Class B men have overshot the

mark.

Like the stars and prima donnas of the stage,

they have come to believe that the public and

the race promoters cannot get along without

them; they have become arrogant, unreason-

able and filled with too much self-importance

and self-conceit. Manlike, the mora they get

the more they want, and are thereby in dan-

ger of killing the goose which lay the golden

eggs.

We advise them to stop where they are and

undo what they have done. Neither the

press nor the public will countenance their

"bulldozing" tactics. They are already

wearying of the petty "strikes" which have

marked the circuit, and it needs but little more

to entirely exhaust the public patience. The
"racing cyclists," their "managers" and
" trainers" should remember that there is no

man so important that the world cannot get

along without him ; none so valuable that his

place cannot be filled.

There is no room for the American League

of Racing Cyclists or any other such organi-

zation. There was never a time or country in

which racing men were better treated, nor is

there a more just and willing tribune for all

reasonable grievances than the L. A. W.

Racing Board, as at present constituted. Class

B men should bundle up their poor little off"

spring and bury it so deep that it can never be

heard again. Few will mourn its demise.

\ 1 /E read that Mr. Jos. M. Bresler, Supreme
" * Something-or-other, of the Knights and

Daisies of the Wheel, sailed for France last

week and that he is not unlikely to make some

sort of an arrangement by which the pros on

that side will ride under the jurisdiction of the

Knights. It sounds very prettily on paper but

we would be remiss in our duty did we fail to

warn the foreign press and racing men to "go

easy" in dickering with the organization whieh

Mr. Bresler represents. Personally Mr. Bres-

ler is a very estimable gentleman, but his or-

ganization cuts and has cut absolutely no fig-

ure in the American cycling world ; it has no

following to speak of, it exerts no power nor in-

fluence, but with its mystic "grips," "pass-

words," "degrees," and other such tomfoolery

has been a butt of ridicule for the American

press. Had not Mr. Bresler been expelled

from the League of American Wheelmen, his

Knights of the Wheel would have never been

brought into being.

The foreigners should know these things,

the knowledge of which may save them much

disappointment and misery.

The idea of the great man of Class B being

asked to pay entry fees! It is simply dam-

nable ! As well expect Lillian Russell to pay

for a box in the Casino.

The racing men struck and organized at

Indianapolis. Was there any champagne

water on tap at Indianapolis ? Were there

any carriages at Indianapolis ?

The American League of Racing Cyclists

will not succeed. The " strike" and the "boy-

cott" must necessarily be its weapons, and

the public have already had too much of that

sort of thing.

The man who is industriously circulating

the rumor that the repairers and agencies of

New York are subsidizing Receiver Freedman

to keep Manhattan track in its present state,

is a person who should be treated with the

extreme of contempt. The rumor is a gross

libel.
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The Whole of a Bicycle
CANNOT BE SEEN AT A GLANCE.

It takes a year or two of use to demonstrate what is under

the enamel. You can buy a

(Columbia
and be sure of its wearing qualities. These are proved

by the thousands of honest old Columbias that have done

good service for years and are still running well.

*?!«•W *W"W •?!«* •

Boston,
New York, POPE MANUFACTURING CO., S£K

Catalogue Free at our Agencies,
or mailed for Two Two-Cent Stamps.

HARTFORDS....
FOR MEN, LADIES, BOYS and MISSES

fflrbunsMg anil Material the Best,

Guaranteed for One Year.

Option of Steel or Woocl Rims.

Option of Single or Doile Tie Tires,

Send for our 1894 Catalogue. The Hartford Special, weight, 25 lbs.

Write for description of this Bicycle.

THE) H^ELTITOR-D CYCLE CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Shorland was granted a license, competed

in the Cuca cup race arid covered 460^ miles

in twenty-four hours, on Saturday last, break-

ing the Frenchman Huret's record by almost

three miles. How England will rejoice.

Clapp, Sr. , may shake hands with himself.

He certainly has "stirred cycling Washing-

ton to the core." Cycling Washington, how-

ever, will keep right on, while Clapp, Jr., will

come right off, and stay off for two years and

five months.

CLASS RACES FOR CLASS B.

THE LESSER LIO.HTS OF THE CLASS DIS-

HEARTENED AND SUGGEST SALVATION.

POTTER FOR CHIEF CONSUL.

It is to be hoped that the Racing Men's or

ganization, beside their Committee on Cots

and Carriages, will give due attention to men

who rope and ride foul and prearrange and

jump contracts with manufacturerers and

sich-like.

At the Toledo meet " everything was as fine

as silk;" "carriages for the racing men;"

"scarf pins, set with precious stones, for the

officials;" "iced champagne punch on flow

under the judges' stand." Was ever such ?

Where are we by ? Good, old Toledo ! Good,

old fizz.

The dues of the American League of Racing

Cyclists will be used for the expenses of their

directors " when they meet to confer with the

L. A. W. Racing Board." But if the L. A. W.

Racing Board should refuse to recognize such

an organization as the American League of

Racing Cyclists what will be done with the

money then ?

A yellow-skirted lady-globe-girdler, seated

in a Broadway show window, surrounded by

boxes of soap, is a combination hard to beat.

One wonders where the "ad." comes in. Per-

haps there was no "ad." Perhaps the lady-

globe-girdler, sauntering up Broadway, per-

ceived the soap and, being mayhap unfamiliar

with soap, she might have rushed in and re-

fused to budge.

We have a world's fourteen mile road record

now, according to a press dispatch from

Nashua, N. H. In Massachusetts a world's

record for three miles on the road is claimed.

What an overworked, wearisome, meaningless

term "world's record" has become, and how

it is abused by the press men ! Every back-

woods local record is heralded nowadays as

a " world's record."

The American League of Racing Cyclists'

button will be "blue, with white initials and

hands clasped in friendship." How mad the

men must have been ; how warm-hearted and

close together to ward off their common en-

emies: referees, racing boards and race-pro-

moters. There must have been a whole lot of

harmony to the square inch when that blue

and white clasped hands business was inspired.

Newark, O., July 25.—In talking with a

number of the Class B men here it was learned

that unless race meet promoters run a few 2m,

15s., 2m. 20s. ,2m. 25s. and 2m. 30s. class races

many of the men will go home.

With the "Big Five" (or six) of the sport,

there are about three score others who have no

earthly chance in open events, and such re-

peated failures to win are likely to result in

the purchase of not a few return tickets.

Three "Victories for Banker.

Paris, July 26.—In the bicycle race at the

Velodrome to-day George Banker won both

the Prix d'Orange and 1,400 meter races, de-

feating Medinger in the first and Lumsden in

the second. He also won the fifteen-kilometer

race, Baras being second.

The above is a fac-simile of the postage stamp used

by the promoters of the bicycle postal service, organ-

ized during the recent railroad strike on the Pacific

'•'^'.-.Ws-r^ >i

"

Coast, as detailed in last week's WHEEL. It is believed
to be the first time a stamp was ever used for such a
purpose.

NATIONAL CYCLE SHOW.
THE POPE CO. WILL NOT EXHIBIT AT

CHICAGO.

The secretary of the Board of Trade of Cycle

Manufacturers writes, under date of July 28:

" We have just received a notification from
the Pope Manufacturing Co. that they will not

accept or apply for space in Chicago. The
following concerns have already intimated

that they wish space at the show: Stearns,

Pope, Read, Warwick, Keating, Pratt & Whit-
ney, A. N. Williams, Garvin Machine Co.,

and The Automatic Screw Co. Every mail is

brimful of queries,"

A circular will be sent to the trade during
next week.

Hunger Married.

, Indianapolis, July 29.—There's a vacant
chair in Bachelors' Hall. Its owner is gone,
but is neither dead nor forgotten. The hall is

an Indianapolis institution, known fairly well

the country over. L. D. Munger, of the

Munger Cycle Co., was the bachelor-in-chief.

He is so no longer. On Wednesday of last

week he deliberately went and got married.

No one suspected it, and Munger himself kept

the fact very quiet until all of those in at-

tendance at the Zigzag race meet and who
knew him so intimately and well were miles

away. Mrs. Munger was Mrs. E. L. Grav, of

Marion, Ind., and is a strikingly handsome
woman.

NEW YORK POLITICS BEGIN TO WARM
UP—W. S. BULL A CANDIDATE FOR
THE SECRETAKY-TREASURERSHIP.

The political teakettle in New York Slate is

beginning to steam,

It was first placed on the fire at the Lock-
port meet, and has gradually been heating
ever since. The first puff of steam came from
the spout late last week, when it was learned

that throughout the State petitions were in

circulation urging the nomination of "a new
ticket."

This is the new ticket

:

For Chief Consul, Isaac B. Potter, Brooklyn, N. y7"

For Vice-Consul, W. E. Underhill, Schenectady,
N. Y.

For Secretary-Treasurer, W. S. Bull, Buffalo, N. Y.

The petitions compared the membership of

New York to that of Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania, considerably to the disadvantage of

the former. The petition, however, let down
the present incumbants very easily and grace-

fully by stating "that this showing is not

creditable to the New York division, we intend

no reflection upon the officers who have
managed our affairs within the last three

years. No one will question the ability and
capacity of our present Chief Consul, but it is

conspicuously true that his time is largely

devoted to official duties (civil and military)

outside of the work of our State division, and
it is therefore due to no fault of his that much
time is required of him in attention to other

matters, which might have otherwise been de-

voted to the affairs of Chief Consulship."

The nomination of Mr. Potter for Chief Con-
sul proved somewhat of a surprise. It was
not known or thought that he had aspirations

in that direction. At Lockport, when a '
' new

ticket " was first breathed of, W. S. Bull was
the name first whispered about, but a shifting

has evidently been found necessary. Mr.

Bull was Chief Consul of the Division three

years ago. He has not since cut much of a

figure in Division affairs and his re-galvaniza-

tion at this time is, to say the least, interest-

ing. The candidate for Vice-Consul, W. E.

Underhill, is an utter stranger. He has never
bafore been heard of. It is understood that he

is captain of the Schenectady B. C, and an
enthusiast in the cause of road reform, having
been in attendance at the good roads meeting
at Asbury Park last month.

That this ticket will have opposition is

almost certain. Dr. E. M. Santee, of Cort-

land, is known to be in the field for the Vice-

Consulship, and for that office, at least, there

will be a warm fight. Santee is one of the old-

est and most popular members in the Division,

and has probably done more real hard work
than any other half dozen men in the Division.

Whether or not Chief Consul Luscomb, the

present incumbent, will stand for re-election is

not certain. He refuses to say.

" I may have something to say shortly," was
the most that The Wheel reporter could get

out of him.

The Wheel editorial of last week bore fruit.

Chairman Underhill, of the M. A. C. C. race

committee made a praiseworthy effort to keep
Manhattan Field clear on Saturday last. He
set a good example himself by remaining
outside the enclosure, and though two of the

smaller fry became terribly indignant when
they were refused admittance, the rule was
rigidly enforced.
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JOHNSON AND SANGER RIDE A DEAD
HEAT.

SO SAID THE JUDGES, BUT THE CAMERA
TELLS A DIFFERENT TALE—JOHN-

SON WINS ON THE TOSS-UP.

Toledo, O., July 26, 1894.—W. C. Sanger

won the second big race of the Toledo Cycling

Club's tournament to-day, although the judges,

who were a little confused, gave the race as a

dead heat. That Sanger won there is no

doubt. The best judge of all, the one that

cannot be disputed—the camera—shows

Sanger first by a few inches.

The race was the same old story over again.

Johnson took Sanger's rear and held it. He
asked Bald, so Bald says, to let him hold the

big fellow's rear. Yesterday Bald gouged

Johnson out of his position, and Johnson lost

his position and the race. In to-day's race

Sanger got away slowly in a field of a half

dozen good ones. Johnson got away more
rapidly, but quickly fell back to Sanger's rear.

The order past the stand the first half (the race

was on the half-mile track) was W. F. Murphy,

pacemaker; C. M. Murphy, E. C. Bald, .Gus

Steele, L. D. Cabanne, Sanger, Johnson,

Taxis.

Here Con Baker took the pace and made it

very lively. Gus Steele suddenly slackened

and Cabanne nearly ran him down. A fall

was imminent. Sanger rode wide and missed

the expected trouble, and from that time on

made it warm traveling, always with Johnson

at his rear. Into the stretch Sanger had the

lead, and came strong, with Johnson still his

faithful shadow. Sanger jumped a little a

hundred yards from home, gained a yard and

then Johnson awoke from his dream and

jumped too. Much the freshest, he came
strongly. Sanger was, and was not, expecting

this, but was nevertheless riding his best licks,

so he says. At the tape the men were locking

handles, and many say Sanger's margin was
only a tire width and a little day light.

C. M. Murphy had the pole, and was third,

just back of Sanger. Murphy was only beaten

by Sanger and Johnson at this meet, and it

can certainly be said that he is riding better

than ever before.

Cabanne cut in on Bald, a foul move, and

got fourth by a length. Bald was fifth, and

Taxis quit on the straight. The time, 2m. 14s.,

tells just how warm was the going.

Sanger was given the decision at first ; later

it was called a dead heat. Sanger was willing

to ride it off. Johnson had a mile time trial

in prospect, and readily accepted the sugges-

tion, made by some one, to flip up a coin. The
coin was tossed and Johnson won.

The mile handicap was run in one heat;

Titus (20 yards) was virtual scratch man. It

was a fine race, and on the straight looked a

sure win for Kennedy. But he got into a

pocket, and was forced to finish behind

Cabanne, the St. Louisan, who won by half a

length, Fred Graves (50 yards) third and Titus

a close fourth, a bare two lengths back of the

winner badly pocketed. It was a fine ride by
Titus, 2m. 8 2-5S. (the race was won in 2m.

8 1-5S.) from the 20-yards mark, particularly

good for the track. Eddie Bald was given

second in the quarter mile final to E. C. John-

son, although many said Bald won. It was
a desperate race, with Githens a close third.

Bliss won the two-third mile final heat in

good style, but was suffering from a cold chill

when he got up for the mile open first heat.

He was in the bunch at the eighth, but gave
up. His knees would not respond, and Steele

and Con Baker beat him out.

The half-mile open, the first Class B race of

the day, was a minature of the mile open,

Johnson winning the first heat, Sanger taking

second to Cabanne, who jumped him at the

tape and on the pole in the second heat.

Murphy, Titus, Bald and Taylor also quali-

fied. In the final Bald held to Sanger's rear

wheel all through and followed him down the

stretch. But Murphy passed him and took the

pole and Johnson came up on the outside and

won by a foot from Murphy. '

Herman Klinsman, Eck's Minnesota Cyclone,

exhibited a great burst of speed in the first

heat of the half-mile open.

Klinsman came away from the back and
rapidly gained the lead. He rides a 6)4 inch

crank, 72 gear and 18 pound wheel. His

weight is 192 and his effort was too much and
the wheel was badly strained. He was com-

pelled to stop. At the start of the second heat

of the mile open Klinsman was to pace, but

his great strength tore the light wheel all to

pieces at the crank hanger.

Sanger carries away $850 in prizes from this

meet ; Cabanne takes nearly as much, having

been placed in nearly every race.

Toledo has certainly done itself proud over

this meet. Everything was as fine as silk and
done with a most liberal hand. Badges in the

shape of costly scarf pins, set with precious

stones, were presented to all officials. Cham-
pagne punch was constantly on tap under the

shaky grand stand. As a result one at least of

the press men, a local reporter, was as shaky

as the stand.

Carriages were supplied every racing team
both days. The officials traveled to the track

in a tally-ho. The only criticism that can be

passed is the great number of events each day.

Summary:

One Mile, 2.40 Class—First Heat: 1, Ray F. Dar-
ling, Elmore; 2, F. B. Rigby, Toledo; 3, W. H. St.

John, Toledo; 4, A. G. Hirman, Toledo. Time, 3m.

11 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, P. W. Klinger, Greenville; 2,

R. Calkins, Toledo; 3, E. St. Arnaud, Toledo; 4, C. O.

Lagley. Time, 2m. 28J^s.

Final: 1, F. B. Rigby, Toledo; 2, P. W. Klinger; 3,

W. St. John; 4, E. St. Arnaud. Time, 2m. 36^.
Half Mile Open, Class B—First Heat: 1, J. S.

Johnson; 2, C. M. Murphy; 3, C. Baker; 4, F. J. Titus;

5, R. F. Goetz. Time, im. i3j^s. Second Heat: 1, L. D.
Cabanne; 2, W. C. Sanger; 3. G. F. Taylor; 4, E. C.

Bald; 5, H. H. Maddox. Time, im. 9s.

FINAL.

1. W. C. Sanger. 4. G. F. Taylor.

2. C. M. Murphy. 5. E. C. Bald.

3. J. S.Johnson.

Time, im. nK s -> won by six inches.

Two-Thirds Mile, Class B—First Heat: 1, F. J.

Titus; 2, H. Klinsman, Rochester, Minn.; 3, E. C.

Johnson, Cleveland; 4, James Levy, Chicago. Time,
im. 41s. Second Heat: 1, H. H. Maddox; 2, A. D'

Kennedy; 3, J. P. Bliss; 4, A. I. Brown, Cleveland.

Time, im. 4i^s.
FINAL.

i. J. P. Bliss. 3. A. D. Kennedy.
2. F. J. Titus. 4. H. H. Maddox.

Time, im. 40s.

One Mile Open—First Heat, i, O. P. Bernhardt,

Toledo; 2, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland; 3, F. C. Schrein;

4, O. L. Brailey, Wanscon. Time, 2m. 39%s. Second

Heat: i, Tom Cooper; 2, M. Hoachstetter, Toledo; 3,

Claude Doty; 4, R. Calkins, Toledo. Time, 2m. 34s.

Final—1, Tom Cooper; 2, O. P. Bernhardt; 3, L. C.

Johnson. Not inside limit and ordered run over.

Result: i, Tom Cooper; 2, O. P. Bernhardt; 3, L. C.

Johnston; 4, M. Hoachstetter. Time, 2m. 36XS.

Quarter Mile Open, Class B—First Heat: 1, E.

C. Johnson; 2, H. A. Githens; 3, C. H. Callahan. Time,

32^s. Second Heat (two qualify): 1, L. Cabanne; 2
t

E. C. Bald; 3, Ray Macdonald; 4, W. J. Edwards.
Third Heat (two qualify): 1, G. F. Taylor;2 , F. C.

Graves. Time, 33'As.

FINAL.

1. E. C. Johnson. 3. H. A. Githens.

2. E. C. Bald. 4. L. D. Cabanne.
Time, 33^s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, C. O. Lacley, 300 yards;

2, J. G. Ruse, 230; 3, P. W. Klurger, 80; 4, J. W. Clouse,

250. Time, 4m. 5i^s.

ONE Mile Open (special sanction; for $500 bed-
room set)— 1, J. S. Johnson; 2, C. M. Murphy; 3, Gus
Steele; 4, Con Baker. Time, 2m. 22s. Second Heat: 1,

W. C. Sanger; 2, E. C. Bald; 3, L. D. Cabanne; 4, W.
W. Taxis. Time, 2m. 32 1-5S.

FINAL.

W. C. Sanger and J. S. Johnson dead heat.

3. C. M. Murphy.

4. L. D. Cabanne.

5. E. C. Bald.

Time, 2m. 14s. W. F. Murphy and C. Baker pace-

makers.
ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. L. D. Cabanne, 90 yards. 4. F. J. Titus, 20.

2. A. D. Kennedy, 50. 5. H. H. Maddox, 80.

3. F. C. Graves, 50.

Time, 2m. 8 1-5S.

BLISS AND SANGER AT LIMA.

Lima, O., July 31.—Bliss and Sanger took

the honors at the Lima C. C.'s circuit meet to-

day. Bliss won the half-mile open after a

great struggle. Rounding into the straight

Murphy passed Sanger and was in the lead,

when Bliss came up, followed by Taylor. It

was nip and tuck to the tape, Bliss winning by
a length, Taylor a half length ahead of Sanger.

Sanger captured the mile open by good hard

riding. Sanger, Taylor and Bliss swung
around the last turn neck and neck. Taylor

had jumped past Graves, who was pacing. At

the three-quarters Taylor had the pole. San-

ger came strongly, and 100 yards from home
Murphy flew up to the front like a whirlwind.

Murphy surprised Sanger and finished only six

inches back.

John S. Johnson, R. F. Goetz, E. C. John-

son, Taxis, Kennedy and Maddox were all

entered and extensively advertised, but they

failed to appear. J. S. Johnson is excusable

for not riding, being entirely out of shape.

Harmon & Bell, local dealers at Lima, were

guaranteed $200 and chartered a special train

to bring the racing men from Lafayette, but

only twenty-one circuit chasers availed them-

selves of the opportunity.

Cooper, the Detroit rider, won the ClassA

mile and half mile open race, and broke the

two mile competitive record in the two mile

handicap, going a fine race from scratch in

4m. 39>^s. and losing first place by only two

lengths. The winner was in his sprint when
Cooper flew up to the last bunch. Sanger fin-

ished a good day by riding a half mile in a

minute, breaking the State record. The sum-

mary :

Half Mile Open, Class B—1, J. P. Bliss; 2, G. F.

Taylor; 3, W. C. Sanger; 4, A. I. Brown; 5, C. M.

Murphy. Time, im. 6%s.

Half Mile Open— 1, Thomas Cooper, Detroit; 2, W.

J. Klinger; Greenville; 3, E. H. Kisser; 4, Claude

Doty. Time, im. 16s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, W. S. Furinan, Oran,

340 yards; 2, Con Baker, 170; 3, H. A. Githens, 90; 4, F
C. Grewes, 90; 5, L. C. Johnson, 170 yards. Time, 4m]

42KS.
Quarter Mile Open, Class B— 1, A. I. Brown; 2, G. F.

Taylor; 3, L. C. Johnson; 4, C. M. Murphy; 5, C. Baker.

Time, 32 2-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Thomas Cooper; 2, E. H. Kisser;

3, P. W. Klinger. Time, 2m. 36s.

One Mile Open, Class B— 1, W. C. Sanger; 2, C. M.

Murphy; 3, J. P. Bliss; 4, F. H. Plaice; 5, G. F.

Taylor. Time, 2m. 20 2-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, F. C. Schrein, Toledo, 290

yards; 2, T. Cooper, Detroit, scratch; 3, William Ed-

sell, Lima, 310; 4, E. H. Kisser, Dayton, 25. Time, 4m.

39 2-5S. Cooper's time, 4m. 39^s.

Two Mile Lap Race, Class B—1, C. M. Murphy; 2,

Con Baker; 3, G. F. Taylor; 4, C. H. Callahan. Time,

5m. 45s.
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A STRIKE BARELY AVERTED.

CLASS E MEN OBJECT TO PAYING ENTRY
EEES AND FORM AN ASSOCIATION—
THE SPORT AT INDIANAPOLIS.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 27.—There came
very near being no racing of the crack men
here to-day, owing to the summary action of

the local committee.

The men were ordered to come to the club-

house and get their tickets. When there they

were told to pay their entry fees at once or

they could have no tickets. The money itself

was required, orders on the team sponsors,

the manufacturers, being refused. It is ex-

pensive business sending a team on, and Class

B men have not been accustomed to paying

entries.

One of the committee is reported as having

said that " if entry fees are not collected now
we will never get them."

This slur hurt worst, and was uncalled for,

inasmuch as certain racing men still await

prizes from former years, the entry fees to

which races were paid.

After many had settled and more had re-

fused to pay for races in which they did not

compete, the committee decided that the teams

holding out could pay for only such races as

they would start in, and defer payment until

after the races. This roused a storm, and at

nine o'clock to-night over fifty managers,

racing men and trainers gathered in the parlor

of the Denison House, and the American

League of Racing Cyclists was born, and a

committee of eight—Sanger, Titus, Cabanne,

Con Baker, Eck, Atkins, Goodman and Bridg-

man—was appointed to draft by-laws and

present them in the morning. E. C. Bode was
temporary chairman, and F. Ed. Spooner was
"on the spot" as secretary pro tem. The
objects of this organization, as clearly out-

lined in speeches by Messrs. Henry Goodman,
Tom Eck and M. L. Bridgman, will antagonize

no one and no other organization. It is

designed to create better and fairer racing, to

join the hands of all racing men in friendship

and to protect the racing men's interest at all

times, as in this instance, the matter of seeing

that proper quarters are supplied at meets,

that the prizes are worth their face value and

that the meet managers do not impose on the

men whom they have brought to their city by
flowery promises.

When officials are incompetent the men will

stand together in a demand for better.

Class A men were barred to-night, but senti-

ment favors their admission as passive mem-
bers. The club button will be blue with white

letters and hands clasped in friendship over

the letters A. L. R. C.

THE SPORT.

The attendance at the races to-day (the first

day) was slim. But then 5,000 people can be

placed in the Fair Grounds stand and the

crowd look slim. The stand has a seating

capacity of 10,000, and was jammed last year

when Zimmerman won the historical contest

for that $1,000 solid gold cup studded with

diamonds. In this race he established a record

never beaten to this day, 2m. 12s., in a scratch

race.

The track is a mile, with a quarter straight-

away finish. On this great stretch Zimmer-

man ran three champions to a standstill

—

Tyler, Windle and Johnson—and strung out

over a half mile of track were as many more

who had run for the quarter prizes.

There was no such race as that to-day.

There may be to-morrow, although Tyler is

lacking to make these races national. Every-
body misses him sorely.

Sanger defeated Johnson in to-day's mile

open, and needs but one more first to even up
the score, Johnson still having one victory to

the good.

Sanger, McDonald, Bald, Dodson, Helfert,

Titus, Kennedy, Taxis, Steele, Levy, John-

son, Bliss and Cabanne, with two pacemakers,

started in the race, Sanger on the outside and
Cabanne at the pole. At the pistol, Sanger
drew over to the pole, where he took sixth in

the long line, Bliss and Cabanne to the front

and Johnson away back. Sanger backed up at

the half and allowed the field to pass him;

then went ahead at full steam on the outside.

The bunch broke like a pack of frightened

deer. At the head of the stretch Sanger

jumped again. Johnson had the pole directly

back, and Titus derived comfort from the

other side of Sanger's wheel. As they crossed

the tape, Johnson had not improved and Titus

had gained a foot, thus taking second, which

the judges, for some inexplicable reason, gave

to Johnson.

Kennedy beat Cabanne, who, in turn, again

defeated Bald. The field was well strung out.

The time was 2m. 17 1-5S.

In the half mile open Johnson was worked

into a pocket, and Bliss going out after Ca-

banne, who had jumped the bunch, won by a

foot.

In the half mile handicap Githens gave a

sensational sprint and came tearing through

the bunch, of a score or more, to the front. It

was a daring bit of riding, which should have

been seen to be appreciated.

Sanger, Titus, Johnson and Bliss were on

scratch in the two mile handicap, but Titus

alone started. Taylor and Taxis, who started

riding when Titus was a much smaller boy
than he is now, were his nearest competitors,

sixty yards away.

Yet Titus never faltered, but at the half had

the sixty yard men, and at the three quarters

was snugly ensconced in the bunch . Friehout,

300 yards, a local rider, attempted to run away
from the bunch after it caught him, but at one

and one-half miles, Maddox, no, started and
led the bunch past the brash youth.

Taxis came out and there was war for a very

few seconds, Titus winning by a length in 4m.
45s., X s - outside record held by Sanger and
easily reached had he been pushed a little

harder. Graves ran second, Taylor third,

Maddox losing the place in the last turn of

the pedals.

Steele and Levy on a tandem pulled Bliss a
half mile in 58s. and Githens and Lumsden
brought him home in 2m. 4 1-5S.

Black and Peltier rode a half on a tandem in

im. 3-5S., it is claimed, lowering the Class A
record.

One Mile Novice— i, M. S. Good; 2, R. Norton,
Cambridge City; 3, E. S. Church, Chicago; 4, G. H.
Buschman. Time, 2 tn. 31s. Nineteen started.

HALF MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. H. A. Githens, 30 yards.
2. A. I. Brown, Cleveland, 40.

3. E. C. Johnson, Cleveland, 40.

4. H. L. Dodson, 55.

5. W. F. Murphy, 55.

6. R. F. Goetz, 25.

Time, im. 2%s.
Quarter Mile Open—Final Heat: 1, F. B. Rigby,

Toledo; 2, W. J. Klinger, Greenville; 3, W. Bonfield!
4, Ed. McKeon; 5, O. P. Bernhardt. Time, 32 i-5s.

'

ONE mile open, class b.

1. W. C. Sanger. 4. A. D. Kennedy.
2. J. S. Johnson. 5. L. D. Cabanne.
3. F. J. Titus. 6. E. C Bald.

Time, 2m 17 i- 5 s.

One Mile Handicap— i, W. p. Connugore, 180
yards; 2, R. Norton, 180; 3, W. Atkins, 180; 4, James
Shoaff, 180. Time, 2m. 10s.

one-half mile open, class b.

1. J. P. Bliss. 3 . E. C. Bald.
2. L. D. Cabanne. 4. A. D. Kennedy.
Time, im. 8 1-5S. J. S. Johnson also ran.

ONE MILE 2.40 CLASS—1, E. H. Kiser, Dayton; 2, E.
D. McKeon; 3, D.J. Good. Time, 2m. 45s.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. F. J. Titus, scratch. 4 . H. H. Maddox, no.
2. F. C. Graves, 120 yards. 5. W. W. Taxis, 60.

3. G. F. Taylor, 60.

Time, 4m. 45s.

Indianapolis, July 28.—Of the second day's
racing there is little to tell. The management
expected its greatest crowd at or about 4
o'clock, and delayed the races on that account.
Eight races without heats took three hours to

run. Rain came at the middle of the pro-
gramme, accompanied by wind, and this de-

layed matters still further. It looked like a
hard rain to Sanger, and he dressed, packed
his wheel and grip and was ready to go when
the race was called. The rain only laid the
dust and made the track a little sticky.

Without Sanger there was a field of sixteen
starters in the mill, Roll, Callahan and W. F.

Murphy as pacemakers being lined along the
pole in front. In the line from the pole out
was Bliss, Githens, Cabanne, John S. John-
son, C. M. Murphy, Taxis, Kennedy, Titus,

Baker, Bald, Macdonald, Edwards, Taylor and
A. I. Brown. Roll, the pacemaker, broke his

chain at the start. Into the stretch Kennedy
and Titus led, and Kennedy was watching the
track centre. Bliss slid between Kennedy and
the fence and came strong in a hard finish,

closely pressed by Cabanne and Titus. Bliss

won by a length, Cabanne two feet ahead of

Titus, and Kennedy struggling hard in a sur-

prised way in fourth place. C. M. Murphy,
who has been sick since he reached this city,

beat Bald, who is played out from the hard
campaign. He will go from here to Chicago
for a much needed rest.

Johnson, who seems lamer every day from
his fall at Toledo and finds his new Munger
wheel a little strange yet, was last of the
front bunch, the other eight not being in at

the death. The limit was 2m. 16s. ; the race

was run in 2m. 22s., and allowed.

NOUVEAUX EXER'CICES DE TIR

From Le Cycle.
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WOOL FELT BIQTCLE 5ADDLE VAbS
TO FIT ANY SADDLE HADE.

FELT SADDLE PAD CO., Fredonia, N. Y.

Something you have

been looking for.

To prevent Saddle

Soreness and Chafing,

Prevents slipping in the

Saddle.

Makes an old Saddle new.

Only weighs from

ij4 to 2 ounces.

Can be laced or riveted to

the Saddle in

Two Minutes time,

and detached in

One Minute.

W<£=
A boon to the Bicycle Rider.

A Wool Felt Bicycle Saddle
Cover, made to fit any Sad=
die in the market. They
are being adopted by all

fast and long distance
riders in the country. Made
with light leather top or

plain felt top. Made in

fawn or black color.

For sale by all dealers,

or send your saddle top
direct to the factory.

PRICE:
$1.00 each, plain.

$1.50 " with leather top.

IN ORDERING, STATE MAKE AND PATTERN OE SADDLE.
Please add :

" Saw it in The Wheel."
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is aspiring to be a record breaker, and in his own sphere HE
has succeeded fairly well during the past week but the record

which the
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has made thus far eclipses them all. It has proved itself to be a

sterling mount on the road, and on the track it has no superior.

If you buy a Syracuse you may depend upon it that your money

is well invested. We give full value for your money and have

documents to prove it. Send for them and be convinced.
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A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.,
Western Agents, ST. t,OUlS, MO.

Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y„ U. S. A.
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Dr. A. I. Brown, of Cleveland, and a mem-
ber of the new Lozier team, won his first race

as a B man in the quarter mile open. E. C.

Johnson, also of Cleveland, a great quarter

miler, was struggling gamely to catch Brown,

when he was himself beaten by little Mac-

donald, who took second, and was but a foot

back of the winner, whose time, 30^s., is 2-5S.

better than the competitive record up to July

4. Githens rode in fourth, Cabanne a close

fifth and C. M. Murphy sixth.

Bald and Kennedy were close up. The field

of starters was very large, and two lines were

required. The men did not want to run in

heats, and agreed that a fall would not

necessitate a call back. Bliss was given so

good a send off by Trainer Shafer that he was

rattled for a moment or struck a soft spot in

the track, and then went into the fence.

The race gave Manager Bridgman an idea,

and Macdonald with W. F. Murphy at once

went to the quarter pole for a try for the

quarter-mile standing record. Macdonald did

29 1-4S. and was about to try it again with

tandem pacing when the rain fell.

The unexpected sometimes happens and

this was the case in the mile handicap. E.

W. Ballard, the Chicago rider, is a great

quarter miler with the wind. In this race he

gained the lead at the head of the stretch and

with apparent ease held it to the tape. But

there was a pretty fight for record honors.

Levy (100), of Chicago, beating W. F. Murphy

(100) by a foot. Cabanne, of St. Louis, ran

fourth, beating Graves. Steele (100), Goetz

(60) and Maddox (80) came in the order named.

The field was too good a gathering this time

for Titus, who started alone from scratch, and

the lad quit early in the game to again occupy

the scratch mark in the three mile handicap,

with a field up to 500 yards ahead.

At two and a half miles there was two

bunches, Leacock, St. Louis (450), Roll (500)

and Finehout (500) and a score were riding

hard behind. Rain was beginning to fall

again, and Titus, closely followed by Cabanne

and Graves, was swinging out to go after the

leaders. Taxis took the same notion, turned

out and brought Titus, Cabanne and Graves

to the earth. Maddox beat the back bunch

and took fourth prize.

Bernhardt, of Toledo, made a brilliant

showing in Class A events, riding from scratch

into third position in the two-mile handicap in

4m. 56 1-5S. He won the half-mile open in

im. 07 1-5S.

The Zig Zag Club has lost about $300 on

this meet. The summary:
One Mile Handicap, Class B— i, E. W. Ballard,

Chicago, 90 yards; 2, Jas. Levy, Chicago, 100; 3, W. F.

Murphy, 100; 4, L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis, 20; Si F. C
Graves, 60. Time, 2m. 10 1-5S.

One Mile Open— i, E. H. Keyser, Dayton; 2, F.

Rigby, Toledo; 3, W. J. Klinger, Greenville; 4, H. H.

Drouberger, Terre Haute. Time, 2m. 28J<s.

QUARTER MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. A.I. Brown, Cleveland. 4. H. A. Githens.

2. Ray Macdonald. 5. L. D. Cabanne.

3. E. C.Johnson.
Time, 30 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— i, F. A. Thomas, 240 yards;

2, H. Drouberger, 240; 3, O. P. Bernhardt, scratch.

Time, 4m. 55s.

ONE MILE, SPECIAL, CLASS B.

1. J. P. Bliss. 4. A.D.Kennedy.
2. L. D. Cabanne. 5. C. M. Murphy.

3. F. J. Titus. 6. E. C. Bald.

Time, 2m. 22s.

HALF MILE OPEN— 1, O. P. Bernhardt; 2, W. J.

Klinger; 3, E. D. McKane; 4, Thos. H. David. Time,

im. 7%s.

Three Mile Handicap, Class B—i, R. J. Leacock
St. Louis, 450 yards; 2, E. P. Roll, 500; 3, J. H. Farmont,
500; 4, H. H. Maddox, 180; 5, W. W. Taxis, 90. Time,
7m. 21S.

TITUS* FAST FIVE MILES.

LOWERS THE RECORD AT LAFAYETTE-
TAXIS DEFEATS SAWGER-A COMPLI-

CATED PROTEST CASE.

Lafayette, Ind., July 30.—Lafayette hasn't

the honor of possessing a cycle club, but it can

boast of a live and progressive military band.

The band can hardly be said to be deficient

when it comes to making a noise, but as a race

meet promoter it is hardly up to date. To-
day's meet was its first offense and bungling

was to be expected. As a result of the band's

enterprise a cycling club may be organized.

The promoters must have spent time and
money on the half-mile track, for, from pole to

pole, it was as hard and smooth as the pro-

verbial billiard table.

There was little difference whetherat the

pole or at the track centre, and consequently

many close and interesting battles were
fought. Three thousand people, filling the

grand stands and fences, cheered lustily.

A rather complicated case arose in the mile

open through an error of the referee. Levy
got a push off ahead of the field of thirteen

men, and the referee at once ordered the bell

rung and the men called back, instead of dis-

qualifying Levy as he should have done. Some
of the men came back, among the number C.

M. Murphy, who was told the referee had no

right to call the men back and that they might

ride the race out and claim the prizes.

Thinking this was what they were doing he

turned and sped away after the field. Then
he followed up what he had been told and rode

the mile out to the finish. The referee dis-

qualified him.

W. F. Murphy entered a protest for C. M.
on the awarding of the prizes.

This will be a ticklish question for Chair-

man Raymond to decide.

In the mile open, Sanger caught Murphy,

who was leading in the stretch, and came
strong to the tape, with Cabanne pressing him
closely on one side and Titus on the other;

Kennedy in the track center taking a close

fourth, Chas. Murphy beating out McDonald
and Bliss. The mile was ridden in 2m. 16 1-5S.

The other three races were all surprise

parties, the quarter mile being won by Taxis,

McDonald riding hard and swerving fright-

fully, but getting second from his team mate
Bald. Taxis again scored in the half mile

open, this time defeating Sanger in a well rid-

den race. This was a great contest, and
Sanger looked to the front all the way. Taxis

is a surprisingly good finisher on short sprints,

as all found to-day.

To crown a great day's sport Titus broke

the five-mile competitive record of 12m. 31s.

held by Goehler, of Buffalo, doing 12m. 28^s.,

the first mile in 2m. 23 3-5S, the last mile in

2m. 41s., two miles in 4m. 45 3-5S., three

7m. 16s., and four in gm. 41 1-5S.

Titus was on scratch. At two and a half

miles there had been a falling out, and Mad-
dox, 280 yards, was leading. At four miles

Cabanne, who was suffering from cramps, sat

up ; the backmarkmen had been pacing each

other, and Titus, passing to the front, made a

fine sprint after the front bunch. He caught

them, and they at once slowed down, while

Githens and Callahan caught up, and Ca-

banne, waking up, caught the field again.

Titus was frantically cheered onward to break

the record, but only woke up in the last quar-

ter. But Cabanne had rested, and gradually

showed past Titus and won by a foot, Githens

a strong third and Maddox only a foot back.

The track will be properly surveyed and proofs

of the record submitted. The track may be a

few yards short, but the ride was a meritorious

one. The summary:

Quarter Mile Open, Class B— i, W. W. Taxis; 2,

R. Macdonald; 3, E. C. Bald; 4, James Levy; 5, F. C.

Graves. Time, 31s.

Half Mile Open— i, O. P. Bernhardt; 2; C. S.

Ferguson, Logansport; 3, Geo. Eisenhardt, Mulberry.
Time, im. 8 3-5S.

Half Mile Open, Class B—First Heat: 1, W. C.

Sanger; ?, A. D. Kennedy; 3, W. W. Taxis. Time,
im.21 2-5S. Second Heat: 1, H. H. Maddox; 2, G. F.
Taylor; 3, J. P. Bliss; 4, James Levy. Time, im. 17s.

Final—1, W. W. Taxis; 2, W. C. Sanger; 3, A. D.
Kennedy; 4, G. F. Taylor; 5, L. D. Cabanne. Time,
im. i6^s.; last quarter, 3o%s.

One Mile Open—i, F. B. Rigby, Toledo; 2, F.

Miller, Mulberry; 3, O. P. Bernhardt; 4, Geo. Eisen-
hard. Time, 2m. 32KS.
One Mile Open, Class B— i, W. C. Sanger; 2, L.

D. Cabanne; 3, F. J. Titus; 4, A. D. Kennedy; 5, C. M.
Murphy; 6, Ray Macdonald; 7, J. P. Bliss. Time, 2m.
16 1-5S.

Five Mile Handicap, Class B— i, L. D. Cabanne,
St. Louis, 50 yards; 2, F. J. Titus, scratch; 3, H. A.
Githens, 100; 4, H. H. Maddox, 280; 5, Gus Steele, 300;

6, C. H. Callahan, 170. Time, 12m. 28JCS., new world's
record.

National Meet Officials.

The following officials have been elected for

the League Meet at Denver:

Judges- Howard E. Raymond, C. H. Luscomb, A
C. Willison, T. F.lSheridan, of Illinois; J.F.Dilling-
ham, o£ Massachusetts; E. S. Hartwell, of Col
orado.

Timers—L. C. Jacquish, of Illinois
; J. J. Joyce, C.

C. Candy, of Massachusetts.

Starter—C. H. Hilton, Jr., of Massachusetts.
Clerk of the Course—W. E. Miles, of Colorado.
Scorers—C. A. Emire, Chief Consul of Utah ; W. E.

Knapp, of California ; and B. H. Dickson, of Indiana

Sanger "Won a Horse, Too.

F. H. Chapman, of the Toledo C. C, writes

that the prize won by Sanger at the Toledo
meet, a trap, harness, etc., also included a

horse. "We have been very particular." he
writes, "in having our prizes up to advertised

value, and all of the men who saw them stated

that they were the finest line of prizes ever

offered, not excepting the Springfield meet."

Jenny's East Half.

At Utica Park. July 28, F. J. Jenny broke

the record for Class A half mile, standing

start. He covered the distance in im. 2s.

The race was sanctioned, but it is thought

that the record will not hold because of the

absence of the proper number of track officials.

The big circuit meet at Chicago which

opened yesterday and ends to-morrow has co6

entries. Yesterday the trial heats were run

and to-day and to-morrow will be devoted to

the finals. All the big men, except Tyler, are

in the Windy City and big gates are expected,

The first road race given by the Cedar

Rapids C. C. was run July 27 to Fairfax and

return, a distance of twenty miles. A. T.

Brownell, with a seven minute handicap,

finished first, his actual time being ih. 3s.

Bert Tourellot made the best time, covering

the distance in one hour.

The 100 mile Northern road record was

broken July 21 by J. A. Bennett, who covered

the full distance in 5I1. 30m. 15s.
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THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher

Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louts, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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DEBISM AT WALTHAM.
CLASS A MEN DISSATISFIED WITH THE

PRIZES AND REFUSE TO RIDE—THE
STRIKE A FAILUEE-TYLER IN

HARD LUCK.

Tyler's attempt to lower the mile record,

standing start, at Waltham on Friday last

proved a failure. The best he could do was

2m. i 1-5S., 1 1-5S. below Bliss' record. The
pacing was poor and the wind strong.

Tyler waited till after 6 o'clock for the wind

to go down, but it still blew, and blew hard.

Finally he decided to make the attempt any-

way, and got away in good style. His first

pacing team was Leonard Berlo and George

Cutter. The team for the second lap was a

professional one, riding under special sanction,

Peter Berlo and A. B. Rich. They made as

clean and good a pickup as ever was made on

the track.

His third or last team was Lambert and

McDuffee. They did not succeed at all in

catching him, and here was where he lost, as

the figures of the intermediate distances show,

when compared with those of Bliss. They
ran far away from him, and the second lap

tandem was obliged to stay with him and take

him round home.

The times for the distances were: One
quarter, 32 2-5S. ; one-third, 42s.; one-half, im.

1 1-5S. ; two-thirds, im, 20 2-5S. ; three-quarters,

im. 30 3-5S. ; mile, 2m. 1 1-5S.

To make the trial legitimate a number of

short events were on the programme, but

before they were run about the most ludicrous

incident in the history of cycle racing occurred.

The Class A men, the sincere pures, actually

struck on account of the small prizes, and for a

few minutes an air of Debism prevailed that

was as amusing as it was ridiculous. The
Boston Post tells the story as follows:

The racing men have struck. The simon pure
amateurs, the Class A men, who are in cycling not for

a living, not for a big compensation, but for the love

of the sport and for glory, have struck. Instead of
" Lo, the poor Indian," it is, this time, "Lo, the poor
Class A man."
Some of them have shown themselves in their true

colors now.
It was a most disgraceful, ludicrous scene that was

enacted at the Waltham track yesterday afternoon.

A most uncourteous, ungentlemanly, and, one might
say, almost insulting act to their guest, Harry Tyler,

when a crowd of racing men deliberately tried to

overthrow the race meet, on the merest pretext of a
grievance, refusing to race.

This refusal, had not the promoters been equal to

the emergency, would have overthrown the racing
pertion of the programme and nullified Tyler's record
trial. They knew that according to the L. A. W.
rules a record could not be made except at a tourna-
ment, part of whose programme included races, and
imagining that they had the promoters at their

mercy, deliberately struck.

But it was only to find that the shoe was on the
other foot. Finding that they were ignored, and that
their places were being filled by Class B men, who
were among the spectators, they experienced a
change of sentiment, and could not get on to the line

fast enough.
The prizes, it seemed, consisted of $25 and $20

diamonds, and bicycle sundries valued in each case
for second prize at $15, and third prize, $7.50. The
whole object of the races was simply to comply with
L. A. W. rules, that Harry Tyler might try for a
record.

The affair was not a money making scheme. They
were not asked to pay the customary entrance fee of

$1. They were expected to exert themselves only for
a third of a mile. There was no limit on the mile ex-
hibition; they could ride that as slow as they pleased.
Virtually, they were asked to do considerably less

than what they would have done in their every day
practice at the track.

The limit of first prizes to a Class A rider is a $50
prize. Some were not satisfied because the extreme
limit was not given, and some wanted the whole list

diamonds, while others thought possibly the sundries

had been rated too high, while the balance of the

strikers were such because they did not have mind
enough of their own to think for themselves or else

lacked the stability of character to stand up inde-

pendently.

There was an exception. J. C. Wettergreen of

Maiden, came up to scratch alone.

The strike began when the bell rang for the first

race. "All out for the first heat," said Cochran.

Only Wettergreen came out. " Second heat, third

heat," called out Cochran. No one moved. Out

stepped the announcer and the strike was announced

to the spectators. »

"All right," said Arthur Sidwell, manager of the

Union racing team. " If we can't have Class A races

we will have Class B." The two tandems, Cutter and

L. Berlo, came out scratch beside Lambert and Mc-

Duffee, and off they started for a match race, but the

chain of the former tandem was out of order and it

stopped short. This left the riders of the other tandem

to themselves, and as McDuffee was on the back seat

and could not get ahead of his mate, the prize was
won without effort.

Meantime, Warren, of Hartford, and Arnold were

picked out of the audience and scurried to trainers'

quarters to make ready. Another call was given for

Class A riders. Out came James Clark and Pettigrew

and Wettergreen, none of whom had joined the ranks

of the strikers.

F. B. Emerson, of Chelsea, who is credited with

being one of the leaders in the strike, came out and
tried to win over J. Clark. " Don't you ride, Jimmy,"
he said, "Robinson can't suspend you." "What do

you take me for?" says Jimmy. "Of course I am
going to ride."

Then Emerson, seeing that the strike had broken,

and that the riders were coming up to line, sneaked
around the stand for his wheel and got into line with

the rest. The strike was over and the men forgot that

the prizes were not large enough to compete for, and
raced. " Consistency, thou art a jewel." The other

accredited leaders in the strike are Callahan, Porter

and Mayo, the latter of whom, while he could not race,

owing to being lame, apparently wanted to have a hand
in the kick.

A direct result is that to-day the races will all be
Class B races at the track. Moreover, the strike has

started a movement which will culminate in the

abolishment of races as a necessity of record break-
ing. The summary:
One-third Mile, Invitation—First Heat: i, Wm.

Pettigrew, Press Cycling Club, Boston; 2, James
Clark, Press Cycling Club, Boston; 3, A. A. Tosi,

Everett. Time, 47s. Second Heat: 1, J. Farrell,

Union B. C, Boston; a, J. C. Wettergreen, M. W.,
Maiden; 3, F. M. Haggerty, Waltham Bicycle Club,
Waltham. Time, 44 3-5S.

Final Heat: t, J. Farrell, Union Bicycle Club, Bos-
ton; 2, C. G. Williams, Waltham Bicycle Club, Wal-
tham; 3', James Clark, Press Cycling Club, Boston.

Mile Invitation—First Heat: 1, C. G. Williams,
Waltham Bicycle Club; 2, James Clark, Press Cycling
Club, Boston; 3, William Pettigrew, Press Cycling
Club, Boston. Time, 2m. 48 3-5S. Second Heat, by
default of others: 1, W. F. Sanders, Union Bicycle
Club, Boston; 2, J. Wettergreen, Maiden Bicycle Club,
Maiden; 3, E. Snow, Press Cycling Club.

Final Heat: 1, C. G. Williams, Waltham Bicycle
Club, Waltham; 2, William Pettigrew, Press Cycling
Club, Boston; 3, James Clark, Press Cycling Club,
Boston. Time, 2m. 46 3-5S.

NEARLY THREE YEARS FOR CLAPP

THE WASHINGTONIAN'S HEAVY SUSPEN-
SION—SIX MONTHS FOR CAPERTON.

Racing Board Cautions.

Chairman Raymond has issued the follow-

ing caution:

It having been called to the attention of the Racing
Board that one W. W. Worls, a professional, did enter
and compete in amateur races at Washington, Pa.
under an assumed name, action was taken at once)
and as a result the prize won by him has been returned
and sent by us to the proper winner. As the men
competing against him had no means of knowing his
standing, owing to change in personal appearance and
name, no action will be taken against them. Racing
men are warned, however, against him, and will be
declared professionals if again reported as entering
contests with him.

The Racing Board has also issued a caution
to Southern riders warning them against com-
peting with one R. A. Brantley, now residing
in Jackson, Miss. Brantley, then resident in

Georgia, was declared a professional in 1886

recently turned up and competed as an amateur
in Mississippi.

The paternal devotion of Clapp, Sr., has

gone for naught. The L. A. W. Racing Board

has refused to visit the sins of the son upon
the father, notwithstanding the latter's self-

confessed guilt, and has adjudged the son guilty

of the offense charged—that of circulating

anonymous and baseless letters impugning the

amateur status of his fellow-townsmen. Sus-

pension from the track from July 28, 1894, to

January 1, 1897—two years and five months

—

is the sentence.

Clapp's father, it will be remembered, ac-

knowledged that.it was he and not his son

who had written the incriminating communi-
cations. A desire to " stir Washington cycling

to the core" was the excuse urged in mitiga-

tion.

Clapp's sentence is the heaviest ever passed

upon a racing cyclist of this or any other

country.

The young man is a member of the Arling-

ton Wheelmen, of Washington, D. C. For
several years he has been a conspicuous figure

in local and neighboring events, but it was
not until June 23 last, when he made his debut
as a Class B man at Philadelphia, that he did

anything very startling. At that meet he de-

veloped unexpected form and gameness, beat-

ing Sanger, Tyler,' Taylor and other high-class

men in rare style. He was protested at once

and his prizes withheld, pending an investiga-

tion of the charge of which he has just been
found guilty.

Hugh A. Caperton, of Louisville, Ky., is

another notable, upon whom the Racing Board
has this week placed its ban. He has been
suspended from the track from July 28 until

January 1, 1895. "Unfair dealing in cycle

racing" is announced as the cause of his sus-

pension. Caperton is one of the best men in

the South, and figured very prominently in the

Ohio River Circuit and in the Kentucky
Division championships.

Class B's Accession.

In addition to the other work, the Racing
Board, of course, performed its weekly weed-
ing in Class A. As a result these men are no
longer eligible to compete in that class:

G. V. Allen, C. H. Hilkey, W. Keenan, F. S.

Rudy, Dayton, Ohio; A. Baker, Geo. Hudson,
F. J. McCain, L. Salbach, Stockton, Cal.

;

A. I. Brown, L. C. Johnson, Cleveland, O. ; C.

G. Bolles, P. DeWitt, Atlanta, Ga. ; A. J.

Banks, Denver, Col. ; S. Bailey, H. A. Chaffin,

F. O. Dolson, C. S. Erswell, C. I. Himstreet,

C. Lomerine, W. C. Nellis, W. D. Richel, W.
C. Wolcott, Cheyenne, Wyo. ; F. C. Chandler,

W. H. Dilger, J. W. Harvey, C. N. Langton,

D. Marshall, R. Ready, San Francisco, Cal.

;

J. B. Carey, J. A. Jasimene, San Jose, Cal.

;

L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis, Mo. ; W. S. Daniels,

C. F. Harris, Laramie, Wyo. ; Wm. Fisher,

Stockton, Cal. ; F. R. Fuller, Hartford, Ct.
; J.

H. Finehout, Indianapolis, Ind. ; A. Jackson,

Sterling, Wyo.; J.Lambert, Boston, Mass.;

W. A. Rhodes, Wallaston, Mass.; F. L
Talley, Zanesville, Ohio; W. A.. Webber
Baltimore, Md.

A seven-mile road race from Canajoharie to

Fort Plain, N. Y., July 27, was won by Jason

Davis, a 17-year-old boy. W. M. Murray
made the best time, 25 minutes.
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§j It is the acclaim of the Novices of 1894, no
[|

J less than 96 of whom, riding the STEARNS, J

g have won prizes in their class. They are be- jj

m ginning to be champions. As a first requisite J

H they are on the champions' mount. Watch them. (
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

A AAAAThe P^a^te^t Tire in the AZVTorld

OUR STRAUS ELASTIC TIRE.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

JOHN S. JOHNSON'S WORK ON OUR TIRE mill,

One-half Mile Open at Dayton; One Mile Diamond at Dayton, 2m. 14s.; One Mile Open at Port Huron; One-
quarter Mile heat race at Huron; Open, at Fort Wayne, 2m. 14s ; One-half Mile Indiana State Record, im is.;

One Mile at Toledo, 2m. 11s.; One Mile at Toledo, lowering the State Record of Ohio to 2m. 5s., and many others

John S. Johnson is breaking records

with it and winning races everywhere.

We make it in single tube style, laced all around or partially laced with inner tube. Rac-

ing tires weigh i 1-2 pounds per pair, road tires 3 pounds, or less if desired.

We make seven styles of cemented tires. All our tires are tested with the latest improved

testing machine, which discloses any defect which may exist in the tire. A satisfactory test

with it insures a serviceable tire beyond a doubt.

THE NEWTON RUBBER WORKS
Main Office and Works, NEWTON UPPER FALLS, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when Writing.
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ZIM'S IMPORTERS HAPPY.

THEIR INVESTMENT YIELDS BIG RETURNS
—ZIMMERMAN MAKES A MONKEY

OF HARDEN.

Paris, July 16, 1894.
—" Zimmerman first,

the others nowhere !"

The favorite prophesy of Zim's countrymen
is coming around to fulfillment, and of the
" wait and see," with which they have been

wont to answer the comments on the Jersey-

man's early defeats, the " seeing" is practic-

ally at hand.

Yesterday Barden (No. 2 on Zim's belt),

came and saw—saw the rear of Zimmerman's
racing machine, and now he, like the philo-

sophical Edwards, has quieted down content

with the somewhat economical morsel of com-
fort that " he was beaten by a good man any-

how."

Like the Zimmerman-Edwards match there

was to have been two races and a decider, and
the decider was not necessary.

A mile race and a five-mile race were decis-

ive enough for Barden's case, and now the

enterprising firm of Bat-

den & Son is resting under
an unmistakable embarrass-

ment.

If Barden was to win at

all he was to win on the fol-

lowing lines: He was doubt-

ful about

Being Able to Hold Zim-
merman

in the sprint at the end of a

mile, for he had seen a

sprinter like Edwards left

behind, but he was reason-

ably sure of " running Zim-
merman off his feet " in a

five-mile race with pace-

makers.

Barden had somehow
gathered the belief that he
was a " plugger," notwith-

standing that in the recent

fifty kilometer contest he
had to " chuck it" at less

than half way, and he cal-

culated that the "Yankee
Volant" would be unable to

stand the pace. The tan-

dems were to take the contestants along
at a flying rate—the faster the better for
Barden — and ' Zim " would have to drop
back.

The application differed from the theory to

the extent that Zimmerman, instead of drop-
ping back, went ahead, and Barden dropped
back and out.

It was a perfect afternoon at the Velodrome
de la Seine, where the enclosure is roomy; the
track is 500 meters in circumference (about 107

yards over a quarter mile), and the tricky

corners, so observable at the Buffalo, are
wanting.

Troy declared there were 12,000 people pres-

ent. There might have been a thousand more
or a thousand less, but the Baduel-Tolstoi
management " got its money back" for bring,

ing Zimmerman to France, and was conse-

qently happy; and the yelling was unmistak-
ably flavored with a big Z from first to last.

Americans visiting in Paris were a host of

themselves, and at one corner of the grounds a
group of patriots kept a large flag of the stars

and strips always in the air. The stands were
filled to overflowing, and the people fought

for choice places along the fence where they

could,hang half way over and be able to get a

clear view. The prices were again doubled

on account of its being a " Zimmerman day,"

but the tariff did not seem to deter any one

from coming. Rain fell during the day pre-

vious, throughout the night and intermittingly

in the forenoon of the day of the race, but held

off entirely for the afternoon.

After some amateurs had been made happy,

and the man to whom George Banker lost his

first race had won some "objects of art," the

bell rang for Zimmerman and Barden.

The Englishman was first to appear, and

Zimmerman shuffled out from his quarters

soon after. This was for the mile without

pacemakers.

There were no ceremonies, and the contest-

ants mounted for the fray. The pistol cracked

and Zimmerman started away in the lead.

The distance required, 109 meters—over three

laps of the track. Two laps were done in the

usual processional style, with Jersey carrying

the crozier. For the last lap Barden came
alongside Zimmerman, and they went down

Zim, Wheeler and Troy at Home in Paris.

the back stretch paired. The sprint was de-

layed until the turn was made, about an eighth

from home. Then the Jersey lightning broke

loose. Arthur Augustus put his head down
and made a streak for the judges' stand.

Barden had all the advantage of being with

Zimmerman at the entrance into the straight,

but he simply couldn't hang on. He followed

as gamely as he could, but at the tape he was
seven or eight lengths to the bad. Zimmer-

Applause Was Riotous.

man was an easy winner, and, as he rode

around to his dressing-room, the applause he
received was riotous.

To congratulations, he replied, "Thanks,
old chap," and went to his cabin.

In the interim there was a two-kilometer

scratch race, in which Wheeler, Crooks,

Banker, Louvet, Farman, Courbe, Dumond,
Hermet, Leneuf and others competed. Lou-
vet won the first heat, with Crooks a very
good second by inches.

The second was won by Wheeler in fine

style, after Courbe and Farman had jockeyed
to defeat him.

Dumond and Hermit took the places in the

third heat, Banker's tire having gone flat on
him at the start.

Then came the five mile race of Zimmerman
and Barden. The track management was to

arrange for tandem teams for the pacing, and
it was Barden's request that none but the

fleetest be secured.

But there was trouble. The tandem race of

the day had been placed at the end of the pro-

gramme and as there was a prize of $50. for

first place none of the men wanted to wear
themselves out in the pacing. There was a
long delay and the people became good-
naturedly unruly.

Zimmerman and Barden rode around the

track to avoid stiffness from standing still.

Jallu and Siolliac, a rather amateurish pair

came out, and finally Fournier and Gamier,
but Barden wanted at least three teams. He
regretted that faster ones could not be
obtained besides Fournier-Garnier, but if

another equipe would show up he would be
ready to start anyhow.

Finally Jacquitin and Max came out—

a

good pair, too—and the signal was given to

mount. All the arrange-

ments and conditions as to

pacing having been

Named by Barden,

he naturally started out to

follow, with Zimmerman
bringing up the rear. Jallu-

Siolliac began the pacing,

and they took the pair the

first lap in 39s. (about 31s.

for the quarter), and the kil-

ometer in im. 20s. (equal

to about im. 4s. for the half).

The fourth lap was done in

37s. Barden was still hang-
ing close to the tandem,
and Zimmerman was at-

tending strictly to business

in the rear. The surprise

came in the next lap . Com-
ing into the straight Barden
began to falter, and the
tandem of Fournier-Garnier
began to pull away. Of
course Zimmerman took in

the situation at once, and
went past Barden in a
twinkling. Great excite-

ment. Barden was " cracked." Hard pace
for a distance was thought to have been his

strong point, and something in which Zim-
merman seldom indulges; but he was com-
pelled to lapse and watch Zimmerman sail

away after the tandem. He rode around to

the gate and went to his dressing room. Zim
merman finished the five miles at a moderate
pace, the time being 11m. 55s.

Then Wheeler, Louvet, Crooks et al. came
out and ran their final, and Wheeler allowed
Louvet to get the best of him on the turn into

the homestretch. The Frenchman rode a
pretty race, and Dumond followed close enough
to get second, a margin ahead of Wheeler. As
Wheeler has beaten Louvet with absolute reg-
ularity all season and the two men are very
warm friends, the result of

The Race Smacked Strongly

of the suspicion that Harry did not ride his

utmost when he saw his good friend Louvet
would get first if he didn't.

With two glorious victories to his credit,

Zimmerman appeared for the third. The race

was of the invitation kind for 2,000 meters
(four laps of the track), and the winner of the
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PIL<±D SHOULDER HIGH.

METROPOLITAN MEET NOTABLE FOR
FALLS.

The wonder is how they do it.

One moment they start off alert with life.

Around the track they spin. Then comes a

cropper, and the men pile up in scratched and

ruined heaps.

Then, half-bruised, all iodiformed and court-

plastered, out they come again as good as new.

It was the same old story at the Metropolitan

Association of Cycling Clubs' Meet, held at

Manhattan Field on Saturday last. The quar-

ter mile loose, cindery circuit has brought

many a man down, but on Saturday last, ap-

parently envious that the thermometer was

making a record, it started out on a little

record-breaker of its own account.

~ It came through nobly

;

the falls were "too nu-

merous to mention," and

if a track can laugh, then,

when all was over, and

in the starlit night, Man-

hattan track must have

had a long, convulsive
;

sardonic chuckle.

There -were thirty falls, yet

Receiver Freedman says the

track is not dangerous. He
says no money can be spent

in improvements ; that the

law will not authorize him

to spend a penny in improve-

ments.

One wonders why it is, if

the law allows him to run

the track and lease it, why
it does not give him the

power to make it safe.

If Mr. Freedman were re-

ceiver for a railroad, the

law would compel him to

spend money on an unsafe

bridge or make an unsafe

crossing safe. The same
principal must apply to his

M. A. C. receivership. One
concludtsthat Mr. Freedman
might get an opinion from

the court.

The Affair.

There were but 1,000 paying
people present; perhaps less

It is claimed that the heat or

the absence of the Class B
men was the cause of this.

The real cause appears to

be that the meet was poorly

advertised — the committee
say they had no money to

work with.

It should be mentioned that the viaduct, which
skirts the field, afforded a point of view for 500 people,

who could see both the races and the baseball match
without charge—a veritable feast of the sporting

senses.

The band was good, the officering excellent; th e

weather unbearable ; the enthusiasm notably vital

'

the track admirably clear—altogether, bar the falls

the attendance and the heat, it was the breeziest and
sportiest meet ever held in this district.

The racing lasted from two until six, and there was
altogether too much of it. There were twenty five

officials and fifteen ushers. There were 406 entries-

novices, 66; mile handicap, 103; two mile handicap, 99,

and half mile handicap, 91. Counting trial heats,

thirty-one events were run off. Elsewhere, Jonah
jots down the praise due to long Fred Hawley for his

prodigious labors.

G. C. Smith won the mile, Goodman coming up on
"the inside and beating Blauvelt out by a foot. C. A.

Church, of Chester, Pa., a taking rider, promised
much but died early. M. A. Carpenter, a novice,

showed his great nerve by trying with the scratch-

man; last half-mile, im. 8 3-5S.

In the half-mile scratch, twelve men started and
twelve fell. It was not on the turn, but on the back

straight. There was no apparent reason for G. C.

Smith's slip, but slide he did; the next man, trying to

ride wide ran into the fence. Then one after another

they rushed to their fate, indeed seeming anxious to

join the majority, until the entire twelve men piled

up against the fence. One could hear the crackling of

the wheels one after the other. Almost every wheel
was smashed-^ total wreckage at least §500; cost of

making the track safe less than that — men were
scratched, scraped and bruised. George Coffin re-

mounted and won, with Ermentrout second, Goodman
third. Smith, Mont Scott, Blauvelt and others retired

for the rest of the day.

The one mile two-thirty class was a thunderbolt out

of a clear sky. Royce was to win ; second honor s

weTe conceded to Coffin. Butturning into the straight,

while the others all swung wide, Barbeau came on the

inside, caught up with Royce, Scott and Coffin and
beat them out in the neatest and smartest fashion in

the not bad time of zm. 29 1-5S. Barbeau is a slender'

black-haired, ivory-faced seventeen year old boy, of

the refined French type. He has been winning quietly

all season.

The mile novice took seven heats for the weeding

ONE MILE NOVICE.
First Trial Heats.

Heat One.

H. R. Dusenbury, M. W.
J. T. Beckwith, K.C.W.

J. Kammler, Met. W.
Time, 2m. 37 3-5S.

Heat Three.

1. R. W. Butler N. Y.
2. J W. Conklin, E. Or.

3. O. Hedstrom, Bklyn.

4. G. W. Greene, N. Y.

5. Bert Fox, Hug. W.

I. Townley, N. J. C. W.
Times, im. 14 4-5S.,

2m. 35 3-5S.

Heat Five.

Heat Two.
1. Steve Dunn. Amity W
2. H. P. Parker. P. W.
3 W. D. McGurn, B'klyn.

4. A. Ginchard, ij. W.
5 W. H. Feiris, H. C. W.
6 J. Korzendorplier G. W.

Time, 2m. 37 2 5s.

Heat Four.

1. A. Kluge, S. B. W.
2. E. Carbonell.

3. F. H. Grafing, N. Y.

4- T.J. Bell, Brooklyn.

5. P. E. Hildebrandt, N. Y.
C. W.

6. J. L. Beers, J. City.

Times, im. 30s., 2m. 45s.

1, James Wilford, R. W.
2, A. M. Mclntyre.R.W.

3, E. E. Lord, Brooklyn.

process. But rather than have fourteen men in the

final, Referee Raymond cut them into two heats and
gave the prizes to the first three men in the fastest

heat. Steve Dunn cut out the first heat in 2m. 34 1-4S.,

but Joe Tucker, a sturdy little lad, ran the next, mak-
ing pace all the way,, in 2m. 32 4-ss., winning first prize

for himself, with C. A. Durling second, C. Leibold

third.

Blauvelt rode through sturdily in the first heat of

the mile handicap, doing the mile in 2m. 24s.— first

half. im. 9 4-5S. In the final, Bofinger (70) won. Of
the fifteen starters, ten fell and added another $400 to

the repair bill.

C. A. Church (Chester, Pa.), no yards, won the first

heat of the two mile handicap in 4m. 53 4-5S. Doup
was the feature of the second, Kulke of the third and
Ray Dawson of the fourth. All of these young riders

shaved five minutes for the full two miles. The final

was won by Bofinger, 120 yards; time, 4m. 44 4-5S. The
half-mile handicap was a series of flashes in the pan

with an embarrassment of riches in the way of hot

finishes. Whelpley, 90, won the final in im. 05 4-5S.

The team race was won by the Riverside Wheelmen,

89 points; Greenwich Wheelmen, 87 points. Teddy
Godman, scarred and plastered and iodiformed, won in

13m. 29 2-5S., a race bat after an arduous afternoon.

4, Wm. Fressel, G. W.
5, J- Gregory, C. C. C.

6, A. Rosner, G. W.
Time, 3m. 03 25s.

Heat Six.

1, J. Morgan, N. Y. W.
2, L. H. Adsit, N. Y. W.
3, A. C. Green, G. W.
4, S. W.Johnson, Jr., Bus. W.
5, C. D. Hoerster, E C. W.
6, E. C. Porter, R. W.

Time, 2m. 39 4-5S.

Heat Seven.

1. J. G. Tucker, G. W.
2. C. Liebold, G. W.
3. C. A. Durling, B'klyn.

4. J. Talbot, Bedford C. C.

5. T. F. Dunn, Star C. C.

6. H. Rudd, Bushwick W.
Time, 2m. 34 1-5S.

Second Round of Trial

Heats.

Heat One.
1. Dunn.
2. Hedstrom.

3. Kluge.

4. Carbonell

5. Conklin.

6. Dusenbury
Times, im.2c>3-5s.;

2m. 34 i- 5s.

Heat Two
1. Tucker.
2. Durling.

3 Leibold.
4. Green.

5. Morgan.
6 E. E. Lord.

Time, im. 17s ; 2m. 32 4-5S.

ONE MILE SCRATCH.

1. G C. Smith, N. Y. A. C.

2 F. P. Goodman, R. W.
3. E L. Blauvelt, E. A. C. C.

4. C. A. Church, Chester B C.

5. G. B.Smith, Bellmore.

6. M. A. Carpenter, Newark.
Time, 2m. 33 3-5S.

ONE-HALF MILE SCRATCH.

1. G. W. Coffin, O. A C. 3. F. F. Goodman, R. W.
2. J. E. Ermentrout, Penn. W.

Time, im. 32 1-5S.

ONE MILE, 2.30 CLASS

1. W. A. Barbeau, R. W. 4. G. W. Coffin, O. A. C.

2. G. F. Royce, T. C. C. 5. G. B. Smith, Bellmore.

3. M. Scott, Crescent W. 6. F. Sternberg, Lenox W.
Time : % mile, im. 18 3-5S. Mile, 2m 29 1-5S.

Five Mile Team RACE (for the Championship of

the M. C. C. A.)—Starters: F. F. Goodman, J W. Judge
and E. A. Bofinger, Riverside Wheelmen; F. E. Doup.

C. F. Earl and C. W. Young Kings County Wheelmen
G. F. Royce and G. A. Beckwith, Tourist Cycle Club;

J. P. Imtone, F. E Fink and D. F. Maltby, New York
Wheelmen; H. J. New, A. L. Ford and G. P. Kuhlke,

Greenwich Wheelmen. Won by the Riverside team,

with 89 points; Greenwich second, with 87 points;

Kings County, third, 74 points; New York, fourth, 39

points; Tourist, fifth, 20 points. Goodman, first; H. J.

New, second. Time, 13m. 29 2-5S. Times: Two miles,

5m. 3s.; three, 7m. 50s ; four, iotn. 43s.; five, 13m. 29 2-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP.
Heat One. Heat Two.

1. E L. Blauvelt.T.C.C, o. 1. C M. Ertz, R. W., 50.

2. Fred Nagel, R. W., 50. 2. H. K. Roe, Patchogue, 100
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. A.M.McIntyre,R.W.,i25 3. M. Scott, Crescent W. 15

. W. C. Roorae, 60. 4. F. W. Lord, B'klyn, 120

,. G. P. Kuhlke, 45. 5. C. S. Henshaw,G.W., 100

. H. Hawthorne, 70. 6. D. Simmons, A. W., 115

Time, 2m. 24s. Time, 2m. 21s.

H<-at Three. Heat Four.

. G. Cobb, H. W., 75 yds. 1. E. A. Bofinger, R. W., 70.

. F. D. White, L. W., 90. 2. R. Dawson, N.Y.A.C, 50.

. W. L. D irmer, H. C. W., 3. C. K. Granger, R. W., 50.

50.

. J. R. Barrett, M. W. C, 4. B. Scott, New Brighton,

no. no.

5. S. A. Cramer, H. W., 105.

Time, 2m. 18s. Time, 2m. 19 4-5S.

Heat Five.

, Geo. E. Coon, S. Or.,100 4, Thos. L. Green, R.W.,n.

, J. W. Judge, R. W., 65 s, Chas. Leibold, G. W., no
!, F. W. Mosher, R. W., 70 6, A.J. Hargan.N'wk W.115

Time, 2m. 18s.

Final Heat.

1, Bofinger, 70 2, Cobb, 75

3, Roome, 60

Time, 2m. zis.

TWO MILE HANDICAP.

Heat One. Heat Two.
. C. A. Church, Ch. B.C., no 1. H. K. Roe, Patche., 170

. L.V. Mockridge, N.Y., 300 2. F. E. Doup, K.C. W., 80

. F. Sternberg, Len. W., no 3. G. B. Smith, Bell'e, 90

. J.W. Conklin, E. Orge.,160 4. T. A. Cuming, C.W., 130

F. L. Schepp, B'klyn, 200 5. W.A.Welpley.G.W. 160

1. G. L Babcock, N. Y., 210 6. B. Fox, Hug't W., 190

Time, 4m. 53 4-5S. Time, 4m. 52 2-5S.

Heat Three. Heat Four.

, W.C.Roome.N.J.A.C.no 1, E. A. Bofinger, R. W.,120

, J. W. Judge, R. W., 120 2, Ray Dawson,N.Y.A.C.,8s

, A. J.Hargan.N'k W.,200 3, G. B. Cobb, Jr., H. W.,120

, G- P. Kuhlke, C. A.C., 80 4, C. A. Willis, S. Bk W., 200

, F.D.White.Lk'lle W.,160 5, J. Talbot, Bedf'dC.C, 17s

, L. Berger, Bush. W., 170 6, C. D. Hoerster, E.Co.,220

Time, 4m. 50 2-5S. Time, 4m. 54 1-5S.

Heat Five

1. J. Allison, R. W., 220 yards.

2. W. Fressel, Gramercy W., 200.

3. R. Bradford, R. W.. 170.

4. C. W. Young, K. C. W., 140.

Time, 5m. 14 1-5S.

Final.

1. Bofinger, T20 yards. 4. Church, no.

2. Roome, 1 10. 5. Doup, 80.

3. Judge, 120.

Time,.,m. 44 4-5S.

HALF MILE HANDICAP.
Heat One. Heat Two.

. C. F. Benedict, 7 istReg. 1. W. A.Whelpley, G. W.,90
A. A., 70

. O. Hedstrom, B'klyn, 90 2. H.Hawthorne, O.A.C., 45

S. A. Cramer, H. W., 65 3. J. W.Heffernan, V.B.C.,90

. W. S. Slavin, T.C.C., 30 4, J. Fink, N. Y. W., 80

. T. J. Bell, Brooklyn, 100 5. F. Nagel, R. W., 30

. D.F.Maltby.N Y.W., 55 6. G. L. Babcock, N. Y., 75

Time, im. 6 2-5S. Time, im. 6 4-5S

Heat Three. Heat Four.

, Chas Liebold, G. W., 65. 1, Bernard Scott, N. B., 65.

W. F. Wahrenberger, 2, A. Kluge, S. B W., 60.

New York, 90. 3, Geo. B. Cobb, Jr., Har-

, J. Allison, R. W., 75. lemW.,45.

, C.S. Henshaw, G. W., 60. 4, F. Nagel, R. W., 30.

, A. J. Ford, G. W., 80. 3, G. P. Kuhlke, C.A.C., 3o #

1 F.W. Lrrd, Brooklyn, 70. 6, E. E. Lord, Brooklyn, 75.

Time, im. 6 4 5s. Time, im. 7 2-5S.

Heat Five.

1. M A. Carpenter Newark, 55 yards.

2. A.J. Hargan, Newark W., 65.

3. J. N. Connor, R. W., 55.

4. E. A. Bofinger, R. W., 45.

5. R. Bradford, R. W., 50.

6. Carl Berger, Bushwick W., 55.

Time, im. 7 4-5S.

Final.

1. Whelpley, 90 yards. 4. B. Scott, 65.

1. Wahrenberger, 90. 5. Kluge, 60

3. Hedstrom, 90. 6. Hawthorne, 45.

Time, im. 5 4-5S.

GLASS B MEN ORGANIZE.

McAfee & McMaster's road race, Nashua,
N, H., July 28, fourteen miles: 1, F. A.

Major, Nashua, 10m., 43m. 13s.; 2, Arthur
Wilson,. 9m., 46m. 30s.

; 3, Eugene Page, 7m.

46m. 19s. ; 4. C. A. Poff, 6m., 45m. 21s.; 5, E.

Green, 8m., 48m. 39s.; H. E. Caldwell, Man-
chester, scratch, 40m. 12s. Caldwell's time is

claimed as record.

THE AMERICAN LEAGIIH OF RACING CY-
CLISTS FORMED—RACE PROMOTERS

TO BE THE MAIN TARGETS.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 28.—The organiza-

of the American League of Racing Cyclists

was completed to-night by the election of the

following permanent officers: President, M.

L. Bridgman, manager Columbia racing team

;

vice-president, E. C. Bode, manager Sterling

racing team; secretary-treasurer, W. H. Kirk-

patrick, American Dunlop Tire Co. Board of

Directors: Tom Eck, at large; A. L. Atkins,

manager Rambler racing team ; Harry Tyler,

Union racing team, and W. F. Murphy,

Columbia racing team.

With such men at the helm the promoters

believe that the League can hardly fail of its

purposes: To improve cycle racing, to keep

clean the sport, which is fast assuming its

rightful position as the peer of national sports,

to make clean racing, to aid the L. A. W. Rac-

ing Board in every possible way in its great

work, to facilitate the filing of entries to race

meets, to improve traveling facilities, to in-

crease the number of circuits that the manu-
facturer may reap the more benefit, to force

the race meet promoters to live up to the ad-

vertised value of their prizes, to see that clean

dressing rooms are provided, to see that cots

are placed in these dressing rooms, to demand
competent officials, etc.

The A. L. R. C. will be composed of racing

men, managers and trainers from all parts of

the country and all men interested in the

sport. The members will be elected by the

board of directors, when applicant is indorsed

by two active members in good standing.

The initiation fee will be $2, and dues $3

yearly, paid in advance. The funds thus col-

lected will pay expenses of the Board of

Directors when special meetings are called

and when the Board meets to confer with the

L. A. W. Racing Board.

The organization will in every way work for

the best interests of the sport, and will an-

tagonize no body or organization at any time.

The Racing Board is not on the spot and can-

not see the abuses which this organization will

try to remedy.

Ungentlemanly conduct, foul riding on the

track, &c, will be punished by expulsion from
the League, and proofs submitted to the L. A.

W. Racing Board with request for proper in-

vestigation, if found true, and expulsion from
the track.

Annual meetings will be held in September
at the Springfield Meet, where more racing

men are gathered together than at any other

point.

Club membership will be designated by a
button and this must be returned on resigna-

tion or expulsion.

The officers of the league travel with the

members, and are always present in person or

by proxy, to hold a meeting or settle the mat-
ter then and there.

Redress from the Racing Board when under-

valued prizes are offered, is slow; with the

riders, the "stars," all bunched together, there

can be swift and sure redress.

The men lose thousands of dollars in a

month from inflated values placed on prizes.

They lose other thousands in a year by in-

competent officials who fail to place them right

in the finishes.

They are now in a position to ask that only

competent men act in official capacities.

The important articles of the constitution

are as follows:

Article i. This organization shall be known and
designated as the American League of Racing
Cyclists.
ARTICLE 2. Objects: The banding together for

mutual protection; to increase the interest in cycle
racing, and to work in harmony with the L. A. W.
Racing Board in controlling, through direct represen-
tion, which shall voice the sentiments of the racing
contingent of the country, not only in regard to the
proper management of race meetings, but also as to
the value of prizes, and, in fact, anything that is of
mutual interest, such as improving transportation
facilities and the increasing of the number of circuits
in order that the interest in racing may be more
general throughout this country during the season;
to facilitate the filing of entries with race meet pro-
moters, etc.
ARTICLE 3. Officers—The officers of this organiza-

tion shall be and rank as follows: President, Vice-
President, Secretary-Treasurer and a Board of Direc-
tors, consisting of the President and four other mem-
bers of the organization, two of whom shall be racing
men.
ARTICLE 4. Membership—Any one interested in

cycle racing shall be eligible to membership in this
organization upon being recommended by two active
members and elected by the Board of Directors.

The organization of this racing league

created no great stir in this vicinity. It is not

viewed very seriously nor is there much, if any,

sympathy expressed for its objects. One very

well-known club official, who has helped pro-

mote half a dozen race meets, characterized the

B-men interested as " a lot of damned, greedy

fools who don't know when they are well off."

When seen, Chairman Raymond, of the L.A.

W. Racing Board, was, at first, averse to ex-

pressing an opinion. He smiled when the sub-

ject was mentioned and, at first, would merely

remark that he " supposed that the racing men
would now no longer burden the Racing Board
with their complaints." Finally he thawed
out and growing earnest expressed himself

unmistakably. He said :

What Chairman Raymond Says of It.

"I can hardly be expected to talk intelli-

gently on a subject with which I am entirely

unfamiliar. I have, of course, had my atten-

tion called to the newspaper articles referring

to the forming of a Racing Cyclist League of

Class B racing men, but beyond that know
nothing.

"Taking the articles to be correct, I can only

say, it will be time enough to talk of ' locking

horns' with the new departure when an issue

is raised that would make such a step neces-

sary. In such a case we will be found at

scratch.

"The racing men of this country have been
treated with more consideration than any-

where else that I know of, and one cannot but

be reminded of the fable of the cow and the

pail of milk in this instance. It will be a very

easy thing for the Class B men to kick over

the pail, and then—well, we will not anticipate.

" Two points were very clearly and sug-

gestively brought to my mind when reading

the accounts:

"First, That if the racing men carry out

their scheme they will not need my assistance

or that of our Board in securing any adjust-

ment of their wrongs. When a racing man
sends me a prize hereafter to have value made
good or clubs debarred from future sanctions,

or sends me a notice that he has not received

his prize, I need only turn his case over to this

Racing Cyclists' League and not exert the L.

A. W. power in his behalf. This will be a re-

lief for myself personally. I have given, evi-

dently, too much time to endeavoring to pro-

tect the men. They probably think they can

do it better themselves, which I will readily

allow them to do in the future.
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" Second, The plan of organization is stated

to be direct representation by racing men.

Yet it seems strange that, with one exception,

the officers and directors are managers or

trainers of teams.

"This gives the racing men a multiplicity of

masters.

"I can only say, further, that when a racing

man has a just grievance, he has found a

ready ear in the Racing Board to hear his

story, and the power of the Board has been

directed in his behalf.

"Now they have an ear of their own creating

to put their grievances into, we can take a

rest, and willingly allow them to follow the

thing out to its natural conclusion.

"If it should develop from later reports that

the organization has any real merit, and only

seek objects which will elevate the status of

Class B men, it will find us ready to aid its

work.

"If, however, the organization was formed

solely to be English, it would have been

simpler, to my mind, had they agreed to drop

their h's in future, and take up golf as a

pastime."

DIAMONDS, DIAMONDS EVERYWHERE.
The Springfield B. C. announces the follow-

ing list of events and prizes for their Fall

meet;

FIRST DAY, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER II.

One Mile Novice—i, Gold medal, $25; 2, Silver medal,

$15; 3, Silver medal, $10.

Hal£ Mile Handicap, B—i, Diamond stud, $85; 2,

Diamond stud, $65; 3, Diamond stud, $45.

One Mile Scratch, B—1, Diamond stud, $100; 2,

Diamond stud, $75; 3, Diamond stud, $50.

One Mile 2.40 Class— 1, Diamond stud, $50; 2, Dia-

mond stud, $35; 3, Diamond stud, $20.

One Mile 2.10 Class, B— 1, Diamond stud, $125; 2,

Diamond stud, $75; 3, Diamond stud, $50.

Half Mile, 1.15 Class— 1, Gold watch, $50; 2, Silver

watch, $35; 3, Silver watch, $20.

One Mile International Invitation, unpaced, B— i,

Diamond stud, $300. A $50 Diamond will be given

each rider making the mile inside a time limit, which
will be announced later.

Two Mile, 5.00 Class, B— 1, '94 Victor bicycle. $125;

2, Diamond stud, $65; 3, Diamond stud, $45.

One Mile Handicap— 1, Diamond stud, $50; 2, Dia-

mond stud, $35; 3, Diamond stud, $20.

One Mile Handicap. B—1, Diamond stud, $100; 2,

Diamond stud, $65; 3, Diamond stud, $45.

SECOND DAY, THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13.

One Mile, 2.30 Class—1st. Diamond stud, $50; 2'

Diamond stud, $35 ; 3. Diamond stud, $20.

Half Mile Open B— 1. '94 Columbia bicycle, $125; 2.

Diamond stud, $65 ; 3. Diamond stud, $45.

One Mile Handicap— 1. Diamond stud, $50; 2. Dia-
mond stud, $35 ; 3. Diamond stud, $20.

Half Mile, 1.05 Class B— 1. Diamond stud, $85 ; 2.

Diamond stud, $65 ; Diamond stud, $45.

One Mile International Record, B— 1. Diamond stud,

$300 ; 2. Diamond stud, $150 ; 3. Diamond stud, $75.

Two Mile Handicap— 1. Diamond stud, $50; 2. Dia-
mond stud, $35 ; 3. Diamond stud, $20.

Half Mile Handicap, B— 1. Spalding bicycle, $125.
2. Diamond stud, $65 ; 3. Diamond stud, $45.

One Mile, 2.20 Class— 1. Diamond stud, $50; 2. Dia-
mond stud, $35 ; 3. Diamond stud, $20.

One Mile Handicap, B— 1. Diamond stud, $100; 2;

Diamond stud, $65 ; 3. Diamond stud, $45.

25 MILES, Ih. 5m. 58s.

CHARLES BABTHEL, OF DETROIT, THE
NEW RECORD HOLDER—TEN MEN IN-

SIDE OF THE PREVIOUS RECORD AND
THIRTY-TWO INSIDE OF CALLAHAN'S
FIGURE.

When, two weeks since, on the Belle Isle

course, Charles Barthel, of Detroit, established

a string of phenomenal records, topping them
with fifty miles in 2h. 21m. 35 1-5S., the public

wondered. Barthel had never before figured

very conspicuously on track or road, and his

lightning-like leap into prominence was at

first rather bedizzening. That he is worthy

of the niche he has made for himself is, how-

ever, now beyond cavil. In the Hilsendegen

twenty-five-mile road race over the same
course on Saturday last, July 28, he gave ad"

ditional evidence of his ability, and demon-
strated that even in competition he is the peer

of any man who ever started in a road race.

Barthel started from scratch in company with

this field of road demons: L. A. Callahan, E.

Smith ten miles road race, Beaver Falls, Pa.

July 28, 19 starters: 1, G. W. Eckert, 3j£m.,
34m. 46s.; 2, Phillip Zell, im., 32m. 25s.; 3,

W. A. McCool, 2m., 33m. 45s.
; 4, E. Fessen-

den, 4m., 35m. 51s.
; 5, B. C. Irons, scratch.

33m. 3s. ; 6, Chas. Kenah, 6m., 34m. 15s.
; 7, J.

H. Matalle, 7m., 37m. 20s.

Albert Nightingale, who opened a shop for

the manufacture and repair of cycles in Ros-
lindale, Mass., early in the season, has dis-

appeared. A dozen or more creditors are be-

moaning his absence.

THE GRANT BROTHERS.

F. Leonhardt and F. Weinig, Buffalo ; W. S.

Furman, Oran, O. ; W. Bainbridge, C. H.

Peck and Fred Nessel, Chicago ; Charles Bar-

thel, Fred Herrick, George D. Grant, W. W.
Grant, W. C. Rands and W. Stuber, Detroit,

and F. F. Radway, London, Ont. Of these,

Rands, Callahan, Grant and Herrick had at

one time or other held the record for the

distance, the last-named having established

the latest figures, ih. 7m. 46 1-5S., on July 14

last.

Of this formidable field but three remained

at the end of the first lap (five miles). Bar-

thel had rushed to the front at the very start,

and maintaining a heart-breaking pace, had
"killed off" all but the two Grant brothers.

They hung on until the final spurt, when Bar-

thel further asserted his supremacy as a

sprinter by opening a wide gap of daylight,

and crossing the line the winner of the horse

and buggy, the prize offered the maker of the

best time, in the record time of ih. 5m. 58s.

Harbottle, the Canadian crack, who had start-

ed from the one minute mark, was right at

Barthel' s heels, having also disposed of the

Grant boys in the final rush. The two brothers

finished almost abreast, but Geo. D. got the

decision, and with it the second time prize.

It was a grand finish to a grand race.

That Barthel should lop nearly two minutes
off the previous record and yet finish no better

than fifty-eighth will give some idea of the

character of the race and course. The long

markers developed surprising form, the winner
and two other ten-minute men-—ten-minute
men, mind you—riding inside of Callahan's

record, made on Decoration Day, which stood

until covered by the Grant brothers. The race

between the place winners was almost as bitter

as that between the time prize men, and, as in

the case of the latter, the result hinged on the

final sprint. Five men were bunched when
the spurt began, and a blanket would have
covered the lot at the tape. L. C. Dorn, of

Cleveland, O., however, got the best of it, and
won what was certainly the fastest and most
stubbornly fought 25-mile road race ever con-

tested. The table tells the tale. Thirty-two
men rode inside of Callahan's Decoration Day
record of ih. 10m. 36s., and ten inside of

Herrick's performance, ih. 7m 46 1-5S., made
on July 14, on the same course.

A strong wind, which blew directly in the

faces of the riders a portion of the way and
behind them the balance, makes the perform-
ance all the more remarkable. At least 20,000

people viewed the race. The police could not

hold them in check, and several accidents and
a deal of interference resulted.

W. E. Metzger was referee of the race, and
E. Bresler, J. W. Weston, W. H. Darrah and
A. B. D. Van Zandt timers. Geo. Hilsende-
gen, the promoter of the affair, officiated as

starter.

Eighty-one finished. The following is the
order of the first sixty-two:

Handicap. Time.
M.S. h.m. s.

1 L. C. Dorn, Cleveland 10.00 1 10.24
2 Geo. Morriss, Hamilton, Ont.. 10.00 1 10.24 I_5
3 A. F. Little, Uderton, Ont 9.00 1.09.242-5
4 C. W.Storey, Cleveland 1000 1. 10.24 3-5
5 J. J Bluvin, Detroit 12.00 1. 12.24 4-5
6 R. Redinbo, Oran, O 10.00 1.10.26
7 E. B.Phelphs, Pt.Edwards,Ont 9 00 1.09.58
8 C.S.Porter, Wayne, Mich.... 9.00 1.1001
9 J. Phillips, Detroit 12.00 1.12.23
10 F. Bedore, Detroit g.oo 1. 10.23 1-5
11 A. Cameron, Detroit 1000 1 11.24
12 J. E. Gatrell, Windsor, Ont 8.00 109.25
13 W. J. Bosler, Detroit 8.00 1.0926
14 J. E. Carpenter, Windsor 9.00 1.1027
15 H. Thompsen, Detroit 11.00 1. 13. 15 2-5
16 G. E. Williams, Beaver Falls.. 4.00 1.06. 16
17 W. De Cardy, Chicago 4.00 1.06. 16 1-5
18 M. Miller, Detroit 12.00 1. 14.22
19 E. P. Mills, Detroit 12.00 1. 14.22 1-5
20 E. M. Stoffert, Ann Arbor noo 1.13.50
21 G. Moffat, Detroit 13.00 1.15 54
22 C. Wilson, Bay City 7.00 1.10.27

23 A. W. Straight, Detroit 5.00 1.08.30
24 F. O. Rouston, Oran, Ohio 8.00 i.ti.36

25 J- F. Priefhs, Detroit 10.00 1. 13.36
26 W. G. Prescott, Findlay, Ohio. 7.00 1. 10.44
27 W. H. Sande, Oran, Ohio 10.00 1.14.10
28 B. Lobdell, Detroit 9.00 1. 13.02
29 H. F. Brandau, Detroit 12.00 1-15.15
30 Dr. MacFarlane,Stratford,Ont 8,00 1. 12.15
31 H. F.JPlaice, Lima, Ohio 6.00 1. 10 15 1-5

32 P.F.Johnson, Detroit 9.00 1-13.15 2-5

33 B B. Brown, Detroit 7.C0 1 11.16

34 A. Gardner, Chicago 2,30 1.06.52

35 A. A. Allen, Detroit 5.00 1.09 22 1-5
36 H. Davidson, Toronto 3.30 1.07 52 1-5

37 T. Taylor, Detroit 300 107.223-5
38 T. Skelton, Chicago 330 1.0720

39 F. S. Talley, Detroit 2.30 10655
40 L. Gimm, Cleveland 400 1.08.27

41 C. G. Merrill, Cleveland 3.30 1-57.31

42 B. Fishbach, Columbus, Ohio. 3.30 1.0802

43 A. C. Banker, Chicago 5.00 109.38

44 T. Holmes, Chicago 3.30 1.08.08 1-5

45 G. T. Briggs, St. Paul 230 1.07.083-5
46 H. K. Smith, Osborn, Ohio 700 1. 11.44

47 R. Shewmaker, Argos, Ind 7.00 1.11.51

48 C. Kellogg, Detroit 12.00 1-1727

49 F. G. Hood, Detroit 900 1.14.28

50 F. C. Fritz, Oran, Ohio. 900 1. 14.36
51 P. A. Meisner, Detroit 11.00 1. 15. 36 1-5

52 J. Brandenburg, Chicago 3.30 1.09.062-5

53 M. Edson, Detroit 8.00 1.1340
54 M. Girrels, Detroit 700 1.12 55
55 R. W. Lester, Buffalo 10.00 1.15.56

56 D. Malliarian, Detroit 1300 1. 18.56 1-5

57 W. Billingsley, Columbus, O. 8.00 i 13.56 2-5
58 C. Bleasdale, Detroit 12.00 1-17-57

59 C. Barthol, Detroit scratch 1.05.58

60 C. Harbottle, Toronto 1.00 1.06.583-5
61 L. C. W. Rolls Detroit 1200 1.17.59
62 G. D.Grant, Detroit scratch 1.05.59 1_5

63 W. W.Grant, Detroit..,, scratch i.oj.59 2-5
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UNIQUE TROPHY.

Ever since pace-making became a fine art,

and men were dragged around mile circuits

at the tails of tandems, quadruplets, running

horses, and what not, genuine sportsmen have

sighed for a good old-fashioned unpaced re-

cord.

A record of this kind is intrinsically a stand-

ard speed-mark. An unassisted mile ride

against the scythe-bearer brings out all of a

man's sand, courage and strength. When he

has but to keep his eye fixed upon the Hashing

spokes of the flying multicycle or on the spi-

dery wheel of the flying sulky,

there is little left, for him to do

but pedal. The mental strain

is all gone and his entire ener-

gy may be concentratad into

" getting his feet around."

To ride an unpaced mile is a

much greater task. There is

no speed mark to go by. One
has to pedal faster and still

faster, all the while wonder-

ing whether he is "going" or

not.

On July 17th Sanger gave

impetus to this new game at

record holding at the Waltham
track. Sanger rode a mile,

flying start, unpaced, in 2m.

n 2- 5s. At the same track

What-the-hotel-bill Bliss had

ridden a mile, paced, in im.

54 4-5S. A comparison of the

fractional times is interesting

:

Qrs. Sanger. Qrs.

281-5 294-5 294-5

27 2-5 1.01 2-5 31 3-5

29 2-5 J-35 4-5 34 2-5

294-5 2.H2-5 35 3-5

The clock is the surest index

of the strain of the unpaced

mile. Taking it for granted

that Sanger and Bliss are

equal, it is noted that even on

the first quarter there is a loss

of 1 3-5S., and on the second

quarter 4 1-5S., a total loss on

the half of 5 4- 5s. On the third

quarter the loss is 5s., and ou

the fourth, 5 4- 5s-, a total differ-

ence in the mile of 16 3-5S.

The interest in the unpaced

mile record, now that it is

started, is sure to be greatly

increased by the splendid tro-

phy which has just been offer-

ed by Morgan & Wright for the

fastest unpaced mile of the

year.

The trophy, as the illustra-

tion shows, is very rich and
chaste, not large, vulgar and
tawdy, as many of these trophies are. The
letters in the centre are in blue enamel, im.

posed upon a bed of 14 karat red gold, the

centre weighing 25 pennyweights. The wreath

is of 20 karat green gold ; weight 27 penny-

weights. The back plate is of 24 karat gold,

and required 508^ pennyweights. The melt-

ing value of the back plate is over $500. The
cost of the labor, $100, making the total value

of the trophy over $1,000,

Morgan & Wright state :
" We are not pur-

suing the course usually followed in such

cases, of offering a five hundred dollar trophy

as one costing a thousand dollars."

A souvenir fac-simile is presented each
time a record is broken. The medal will be
finally awarded at the end of the season. The
medal was assayed by the U. S. Mint at Phila-

delphia and stamped on the back as being 24

karat fine gold, and the assayer's certificate

will be given to the winner of the trophy. The
case which encloses the costly trophy is

maroon-colored morocco, 10 inches long, 6

inches wide, and 4 inches deep. Full particu-
lars of competition may be obtained from
Messrs. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.
The mile paced record will probably shade

im. 51s.. and the unpaced record should De
hammered down to 2m. 03s.

RECORD BREAKING AT WALTHAM.

BUTLER RIDES TWO MILES IN 4m. 7 2-6s.-

TYLER STILL UNSUCCESSFUL.-SLIGHTLY
INJURED BY A FALL.

1-4 28 1-5

1-2 55 3-5

3-4 '-25

1 1.54 45

Tyler made two unsuccessful attempts to

secure the mile record, flying start, on Satur-
day last, July 28. In the first trial he was
four-fifths of a second to the bad. The second
time his front wheel brushed the tandem's rear
wheel and he went down, and sustained sev-
eral nasty bruises and cuts.

Nat Butler made a successful try for the two
mile record, crossing the tape

in 4m. 7 2-5S. He also lowered
all the figures between one and
two miles.

Tyler's first attempt at Bliss'

mark was the first event of the

afternoon. The wind was ab-
solutely wanting, as not the

slightest breeze stirred the flags

at the distance posts.

He had three tandem teams
to do the pacing, which took
him a lap, a tnird of a mile,

apiece. The first earn was
George Cutter and L. Berlo.

The second team, A. B. Rich
and Peter Berlo, was waiting
and made a very good pickup.

The last team was Warren and
Arnold, of Hartford.

Tyler's intermediate times
are as follows: One-quarter,

28 1-5S. ; one-third, 37 1-5S.

;

one-half, 55 4-5S. ; two-thirds,

im. 14 1-5S, ; three-quarters,

im. 24 1-5S. ; mile, im. 55 3-5S.

Tyler's times at the two-thirds

and three-quarter posts are
under those of Bliss. The time
lost was on the last quarter,
which was made in the very
slow time of 31 2-5S.

Nat Butler appeared imme-
diately for his record ride. He
was paced for the first mile by
Metz and L. Callahan. The
second mile he was paced by
C. G. Williams and F. M.
Haggarty.
He made an exceedingly

plucky and strong ride,

intermediate distances
follows

:

1-4
1-3

2-3

3-4

M.S.
mile 0.29 *i 1-4 mile
"

°-39 *' '-3 "
" O.59 1-5*1 1-2 "
u 1.20 2-5 *i 2-3 *'

J.31 *i 3 -4 "
li 2.03 2-5 *2 "

Records.

His
are as

M.S
2.36
2 453-5
3 °5 2-5
3-263-5
3-364-5
4 07 2-5

MORGAN & WRIGHT TROPHY FOR THE FASTEST UNPACED MILE,
FLYING START, OF 1894.

Tyler Will Try Again.

Waltham, Mass., July 31.—Harry C. Tyler

is riding in great form, notwithstanding the

accident he met with in his trials last Satur-

day. This afternoon, in a private trial, he

lowered Bliss's time for the mile, standing

start, by covering the distance in im. 59 2-5S.,

which is three-fifths of a second faster than

the Chicago flyer's time. Tyler will try on

Friday and Saturday, weather permitting, for

other records, and Butler will go for the five-

mile record.

After two Class B events
had been run off, a third and a
mile invitation, Tyler made his
second attempt with the same
teams of pacers. He had not
gone quite a quarter when he

met with his most unfortunate accident. The
tandem had made a rather wide swing of the
turn, and in getting back in to the pole
wobbled a bit, and Tyler, in trying to gauge
it, ticked the rear tire. He was off his wheel
in a moment. Everyone ran to him, but he
got up and walked unassisted down the back
to the training quarters.

He was badly scraped and cut. and lost
considerable skin. His manager, Arthur Sid-
well, made the announcement that he would
not leave Waltham till he had lowered the
record.

The third mile was taken by Arnold, with
McDuffee and Warren second and third. The
mile was also captured by Arnold, with Mac-
donald and Rhodes second and third.
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TKN MILES IlECORD AT.HERNE HILI, 460 1-2 MILES IN 24- HOURS
There were several sensational events at

the Oddfellows A. A. C. Sports at Heme
Hill, July 21. Schetema Beduin defeated W.
C. Jones by half a length in a match race in

2-49 3-5- W. J. Jones and J. E. Ridout, on a

tandem, lowered the record from 2 to 10 miles,

and Wilhelm Henie, the Norwegian rider,

cut the safety records from 3 to 10 miles.

The tandemites caught the record at two

miles by a second, and from this point they

never looked back, gaining regularly on each

mile, until at the finish of their set task they

were exactly 32s. to the good. Henie, who
rode with bull-dog pluck and determination,

stuck like a leech to the tandemonists, and

was never left a yard. He was 14 1-5S. out-

side Harris's time at 2 miles, but us. inside

Green's, made on June last, also at three

miles. Thence he continued to improve also,

until at ten miles he had cut Watson's best by

no less than 54 1-5S. The times as given by

the Cyclist were as follow :

—
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Pittsl>urgers Take the Plumes at Latrobe.

Arthur Banker found a "soft thing" at the

Latrobe, Pa., meet July 28. He lowered sev-

eral track records and won every event in

which he started, bringing away about $150 in

prizes- The attendance was large and the

racing exciting. Summary:
One-Mile, Open—J.N. Rogers, Latrobe, first; C. C.

Hill, P. A. C, secodd; C. J. Smith, Bradenville, third.

Time, 2ms. 32s.

One Mile, riders of Payette, Cambria, Indiana,Arm-

strong and Westmoreland Counties—J. H. Snell, La-

trobe, first; H. M. Huffman, Latrobe, second; M. W.

Saxman, Latrobe, third. Time, 2ms. 37s.

Half Mile, Open— 1. A. L. Banker, K. B. C; 2. Sam-

uel Ramsey, Erie; 3. Seddon D.White, Erie. Time,

im. 10s.

One Mile 3m Class— 1. Samuel Ramsey; 2. Selden

D. White; 3. G. E. Boyd, Tarentum. Time, 2m. 44^s.

One Mile— 1. Otto Mayo, Erie; 2. J. Patterson, K. B.

C; 3. P. E. Jackson, P. C. C. Time, 2m. 17 1-5S.

One Mile Open (time limit 2m. 45s.)—!, A. L. Banker,

K. B. C; 2, Samuel Ramsey; 3, Paul Nelson, K. B. C.

Time, 2m. 45s.

Half Mile— 1, A. L. Banker; 2, M. A. Saxman; 3, P.

E. Jackson, P. C. C. Time, im. 7 2-5S.

Half Mile Track Record (flying start)— 1, A. L.

Banker, K. B. C. Time, im. 5s.

Five Miles— 1, O'.to Mayo; 2, T. W. Kearns, P. C. C,

5, B. G. Goble, P. C. C, S. W. Time, 13m. is.

Eden, Champion of Holland.

Jaap Eden won the mile, 5,000 metres and

10,000 metres national Dutch championships

at Arnheim. Schetema-Beduin finished third

in each event.

Shorland Again Wins the Cuca Cup Breaks the

Record.

London, July 28.—The twenty-four-hour

race at HerneHill ended to-day, with Shor-

land in the lead. He covered 460^ miles

;

Petersen, second, 431 miles; Chappie, third

427 miles.

Each of these times are better than the

previous world's records.

The previous records were: Amateur, Shor-

land, 424 miles; professional, 457.

Zim Defeats the Cracks of Southern Trance.

Lyons, July 29.—Rivierre, the bicyclist, ar-

rived here from Paris at 5.17 o'clock this morn-

ing on his wheel. He covered the distance of

1,040 kilometers in 53I1. 15m., thus winning

the race. Meyer was second and Joyeux was
third.

At Bordeaux, to day, A. A. Zimmerman beat

Loste, the best rider in Southern France and
several wheelmen of local fame.

The race for the Toulouse prize at the Velo-

drome Buffalo to-day was won by Lumsden,
with Starbuck second and Medinger third.

The tandem race of 5,000 meters was won hy
Verhegen and Louvet. Fassier and Crooks

second.

E. C. Johnson Has a Snap.

But few Class B men attended the meet at

Steubenvifle, Ohio, July 31-Aug. 1, except the

Triangle team. E. C. Johnson scooped every-

thing. Summary:

FIRST DAY.

One-Mile Novice-Harry Wilkins, Steubenville,

won. Time, 2.38 1-5.

One-Half-Mile, Open, Class B— 1, E. C. Johnson,
Cleveland; 2, R. E. Goetz. Time, 1.25 2-5.

Two-Mile Handicap— 1, G. D. Comstock, Cleveland;

2, J. E. Patterson, Williamsburg, Penn.; 3, Otto Mayo,
Erie; 4, Paul Jackson, Pittsburg. Time, 4m. 48 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, E C. Johnson; 2,

Goetz. Time, 2m. 17 3-5S.

Half-Mile Open— 1, A. L. Banker, Pittsburg. Time,
im. 20 4-5S.

Half-Mile Handieap, Class B—1, E. C. Johnson; 2,

Goetz. Time, im. 15 2-5S.

Mile Open— 1, A. L. Banker, Pittsburg. Time,2m. 38s.

Two-Mile Handicap, Class B—i,R. E. Eddy, Colum-
bus. Time, 4m. 51s.

SECOND DAY.

One Mile Open—1, R. K. Updegraff. Time, 2m. 28s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, E. C. Johnson,
Cleveland. Time, 2m. 32 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, G. D. Comsiock, Cleveland.

Time, 2m. 15s.

Two Mile Open, Class B—1, E. C Johnson, Cleve-

land. Time, 5m. 108.

Two Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, G. D. Comstock,
Cleveland. Time, 4m. 49 3.5s.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, A. L. Banker, Pittsburg.

Time, im. 4 4-5S.

Half Mile Open (Class B)—1, E. C. Johnson, Time,
im. 29 3-5S.

R. E. Goetz, of Cleveland, rode an exhibition half-

mile in im. 3-5S., and A. L. Banker, of Pittsburg, rode

an exhibition quarter-mile in 30s.

A. Eolus C. C.'s five miles road race, Chicago, July

25: 1, Geo. Miller, im. 30s., 15m. 16s.; 2, A.C. 3uttron
i

15m. 14s.; 3, H. Swenson, 15m., i4m. 5s.; 4, W. T. Nie-

mann, 15m., 14m. 25s.; 5, T- Solum, 45., 14m. 40s.

The twelve miles road race, San Prairie to Madison,

Wis.. July 28, was won^by Frank Hackett, Palmyra,

5m.; 2, H. N. Scoville, Dixon, 111. H. W. Crocker Mil-

waukee, made best time, 40m. 58s.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. | Gold Filled, 1.25

No. 119.

Gold Filled "Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in cencer of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
number of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with genuine diamond or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBELL.,

2 1 Park Row, NEW YORK.
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THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO REORGAN-
IZES.

IT MAY REVOLUTIONIZE.

CAPITAL REDUCED TO »50,0O0; $100,000

ADDITIONAL CAPITAL TO BE
SUBSCRIBED.

The League Cycle Co, was organized to

make the League Chainless Safety. The
wheel was well made and the innovation of

the chainless safety proved popular. The
officers of the company were, President;

Henry C. Dwight, Ex-Mayor of Hartford,

Vice-President and Manager, Arthur H. Par-

ker; Secretary-Treasurer, Andrew F. Gates.

The League Bicycle Co. found out, like all

new companies, that it takes a great deal more
money than one thinks to equip a growing

plant and prove bicycle-making a success.

Although the Company have done an excel-

lent business, they quickly found out that

they could not continue with the capital in

hand. The result was the usual cloud of

debts, culminating in the meeting of the stock-

holders on Wednesday of last week. The
schedule showed liabilities at $75,000, which in

eludes $20,000 borrowed from stockholders;

assets, including plant, stock and accounts,

$80,000.

It was decided to decrease the capital stock

to $50,000, representing the present assets,

and increase the capital stock $100,000

additional.

The Finance Committee appointed to obtain

subscriptions to make up $100,000, iscomposed

of Lieutenant-Governor Ernest Cady; Fire

Commissioner Lucius Robinson ; Gladwin

Morse; Alderman Leander Hall; Andrew F.

Gates and A. Kennedy-Child.

The reorganization of this company should

prove feasible, as the personal, social and fin-

ancial standing of the officers and of the sub-

scription committee almost guarantees a

success.

The company has every chance for a bright

future, as the wheel is anything but a freak

;

it is well built and well designed, the innova-

tion being the doing away with the chain and
sprocket, and the chainless wheel has proven

most popular with many road riders.

Fatal Running Down Accident in

Philadelphia.

An unknown rider run down Mrs. Sarah A.

Weber while crossing Columbia Avenue,
Philadelphia, Friday last. She sustained

injuries from which she died on Monday. In

the excitement, the rider escaped and all

attempts to ascertain his identity have

failed.

Johnson's Application Laid Over.

The Syracuse A. A. have laid the application

of John S. Johnson on the table for two weeks.

This step was taken in view of his having ap-

plied for membership in the Buffalo Press

C. C. and left the Stearns Co.

Has Anyone's Backbone Callapsed.

[Fostoria Review.]

A gentleman in the city predicts that bicycle riding

will gradually become obsolete, because the manner
in which many ride their wheels is very injurious.

The majority draw themselves together like a jack-

knife, and they have got in that stooped habit so that

it clings to them while walking or sitting at a table.

Fine specimens of young manhood who have been
riding a good deal go about the streets with drooping
shoulders, and when they sit down their backbones
collapse like a gate hinge.

The most recent flare-up the cycle trade has

had in the way of a world beater—you've got

to have it or you won't be in it—was the late

eliptical sprocket. Fifty thousand dollars was
offered for the patent and indignantly refused.

The inventors and patent owners were certain

that they had the cycle trade in the hollow of

their hand, and visions of wealth beyond con-

ception haunted their pillows.

But, even though the Pope Company took

on the eliptic, it ended in smoke.

Now, here is a new sprocket which is about

to be introduced. It is the cycle-spring chain

wheel, shown at the Stanley Show, and which
is being modestly pushed by the Cycle Spring
Chain Wheel Syndicate, Ltd., 54 Holborn Via-

duct, London. The American patents are

controlled by Mr. H. Maitland Kersey, agent
of the White Star Line. The sprocket has
been fitted to a 34-pound Touris**by We. A. H.
Curtis, one of the founders of the N. Y. A. C,
and for years the president of that organiza-

tion.

A number of Mr. Curtis' friends have tried

it, and are most enthusiastic. Mr. Curtis has

shown a Wheel man a number of testimonials

from men who are practical road riders around
New York, all of whom enthusiastically in-

dorse the spring chain-wheel or spring-

sprocket.

The invention consists of the introduction of springs
in the chain wheel for the purpose of, first, relieving

the rider of the concentrated resistance of the machine.
Second, increasing the power at the weakest points of

the cireles formed by the revolutions of the pedal
cranks.

By storing up the energy in the springs during the
downward strokes of the cranks, the recoil assists the
cranks to pass over the dead centres. Assuming the
amount of direct force to compress the springs to be
about 300 lbs. pressure, but by the crank lever about
100 lbs., or Yi only is exerted, the recoil giving back
full force of 300 lbs. less the slight amount of ijriction

minimized by the use of ball bearings having a gain
of nearly 200 lbs. to assist in carrying the crank over
the dead centres where you have no power to keep
the machine in motion.

The absence of strain on the muscles is very marked
by the elastic tread of springs giving way at the first

part of the stroke when your leg is in a bent and
cramped position, and enabling you to give full force

to the stroke when the pedal crank is at full length of
leverage, thus distributing the force throughout the
circle in place of a dead thrust for part of the circle

leaving the momentum of the machine to carry over
the dead centre, or remaining portion of the circle.

Hence the practical result is that machines can be
geared from 10 to 15 inches higher, and be driven with
the same amount of exertion at present used on
machines of the ordinary gear, where gearing is not
increased, material increase of ease is apparent.

The advantages of the use of the Spring Chain
Wheel are the following :

1. Gearing can be increased by at least 10 to 15

inches, and the machine driven without any extra
exertion.

2. Assistance in carrying the cranks over the dead
cnetres.

3. Reduction of strain on muscles and machine.

4. Increased power in driving up-hill against wind
and through mud.

5. Increased pace with reduced fatigue.

6. Even distribution of force throughout the circles

formed by the cranks.

7. Its adaptability to any cycle, and can be fitted in

an hour or two by any cycle mechanic.
Gears recommended : For touring and greatest ease,

60 gear; intermediate, 63 gear; intermediate, 66J4 gear
for light road racers for speed, 70 gear; path racers
80 gear; path racers, 84 gear; path racers, 88 gear.

A Wheel man gave the wheel a thorough

test this week on all the hills in this vicinity.

The Wheel man tested the 68}£ geared, thirty-

four pound spring sprocket wheel against his

own 66 j£ inch geared twenty-one pound wheel.

The heavier wheel was, of course, unfit, han-

dle-bars too high, etc. Yet with these draw-

backs, fifty per cent, additional weight, higher

gear, etc., the spring sprocket wheel took the

hills much easier, took the level well and sailed

through the mud. In fact, the result of the

test was that the spring sprocket was an im-

provement.

Claims 2, 3, 4 and 6 (see above) are well

founded. There is an ease in the thrust and
a regularity or even distribution to the "push"

that add a deal to the pleasure of cycling.

The Wheel man will test the spring-sprocket

with an 80 gear, and will give The Wheel
readers the benefit of the trial.

Boston Mourns Her Loss.

Boston cycledom is about to lose one of its bes

loved and most picturesque figures, Abbott Bassett

the secretary of the L. A. W.
The Executive Committee has ordered him to pack

his dress suit case and hie away to Chicago. Nothing
but regret can be expressed at this ruling of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. It doubtless conserves the best

interest of the parent body, but it strikes a deep blow
at the affections of Boston wheeling circles.

There are various playful and fond names which

have been giving the popular secretary, from the

"Abbott" to the "grand old man of cycling." He
has long occupied a unique and striking position in

national wheeling affairs. And while his professional

interests have been toward the League at large, he

has never forgotten that he was first a Massachusetts

member.
The old Bay State Division has seen his good work

and profited by it, both by his example and by his

actual personal labor for the good of Massachusetts

members. We shall surrender him to Chicago re-

luctantly and sorrowfully, but at the same time the

windy city must be congratulated on her gain, which
is our loss.—Globe.

A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.

Desiring that all cycle dealers and repairers shall
become, acquainted with the merits of Simplicity 47,
Elliott Burris, 64 Cortlandt Street, New York, will,

during the month of August only, sell any dealer or
repairer who has not previously bought tires, one pair
at cost of manufacture and will refund the price if,

when put in use the tires prove defective in principle,
material or construction. This is an opportunity of
making an investment which will bring immediate
profit to the purchaser, and he will at the same time
learn something which can be turned to profitable
advantage in the future. Simplicity 47 is pronounced
by all who have seen it as the handsomest tire in the
market, and by all who are using it the softest riding
and the best and simplest of repair. It is the lightest
detachable tire in the world.
Those dealers and manufacturers who have in-

fluenced their patrons to have Simplicity 47 tires
mounted on their wheels, say they are the most
economical tire they have used, that they are spared
the worry, annoyance and trouble occasioned by com-
plaints of defective tires, the cyclists finding it easier
to repair Simplicity 47 than to bring it back to the
shop for repair.***
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Zimmerman-Barden match was qualified for

the fioal without riding in a heat. The first

heat went to Wheeler and Farman, the second

to Dumond and Hermet, and then the final

was called, with Zimmerman the recipient of

an ovation.

It was America's race. Going up the back

stretch, Zimmerman pushed out in front, with

Wheeler hanging on. As they made the last

turn, Dumond sprinted on the outside and

came down the incline for a burst of speed,

but it availed him nought. Zimmerman and

Wheeler crossed the tape, one, two, with

Farman next two lengths behind; Dumond
and Hermet close up. The race was run in

4m. 17 3-5S., the last lap in 40 4-5S., and the

last quarter in 30s.

The tandem race for five kilometers, with

six teams in the going, was very exciting, and
the winners were Farman and Antony, with

Crooks and Fossier close up.

George Banker's first professional race was
a ten kilometer race, with prizes every kilo-

meter, July 14. Wheeler also was in the race,

and although they got the lion's share it was
like "five years at hard labor." Wheeler won
two prizes and the race, and Banker took four

prizes and second at the finish. They were

both well pumped out.

Dubois easily disposed of Linton and other

good men in the 100 kilometer championship

of Paris.

Since Linton went to Italy he has deterior-

ated considerably. Too many long, hard races.

Zimmerman's defeat, fair and square, by
Houben at Brussels and his fine showing upon
the Buffalo track so soon afterward are only ad-

ditional food for those who, anxious always to

give Zim credit for being the best in the world,

are at the same time firm of the opinion that

he is looking for the money over here. In

practice a few days ago he went a lap in 32 4-5S.

The distance is one-third of a kilometer, or

33^ meters, and the French record was 33s.,

made by Wheeler on the excellent track at

Bordeaux. Zim is now beginning to cultivate

That Haggard Expression

which has always attended his best condition

and fastest work.

The policy of "not winning every time"

may be discussed in connection with the specu-

lations on Zimmerman's case, without imput-

ing to the great goer the disposition to follow

that policy.

A gentleman from Boston, who has followed

a certain line of sport professionally for ten

years, recently made this statement in con-

nection with his own record: " If I had it to

go over again I should not win nearly so many
races as I have won. Why, during the last

two or three years I have, by keeping my
eyes open, made more money than I made
during all the rest of my career as a profes-

sional. No, it doesn't pay to win every time,

and the gentleman referred to, who thinks Zim
allowed himself to get beat in Italy, winked

his far eye.

Medinger telegraphed from some points out-

side of Paris a challenge to the winner of the

Zimmerman-Edwards match. Manager Troy's

comment was: "Mr. Medinger gets no match

with Zimmerman until we see the color of his

money. He gets no cheap advertising out of

us."

J. M. Erwin.

THE GO DEVIL AGAIN.

COVERS A QUARTER MIL.E IN 30s. — ARGU-
MENTS IN FAVOR OF BODY ACTION.

To the Editor of the Wheel:
Some time since my attention was called to

an article by Mr. Air-Navigation Duryea, in

which he attacked, rather skilfully, the prin-

ciple of body-motion propulsion of vehicles.

Having exerted myself to the extent of con-

siderable toil and expense in relation to the

subject, I naturally felt somewhat interested.

I had built a machine, such as that herewith

illustrated, for the purpose of demonstrating

the power of the backbone and arms in man-
motor locomotion. One reason that I did not

take up Mr. Duryea's letter at the time was
that my machine had not proved all that I ex-

pected. Hence, it was just possible that Mr.

D. was right; but [since then, it has made a

fourth mile in thirty seconds, under the most

disadvantageous circumstances, which fact

leads me to think that possibly I may have

been right after all.

This is not entirely unexpected on my part,

for the reason that I had discovered a most

peculiar fact in relation to this vehicle, which

was that the development of possibilities pro-

done in a long time probably would be the

same ; but I have thought that the whole

energy of a man might be used up more quickly

by the working of a greater number of

muscles and those of greater power.

If Mr. Duryea, in his heart theory, is rignt,

then I am wrong; but, since Mr. D. only ad-

vanced an ingenious and possible theory, and

not a demonstrated fact, I concluded to carry

experiments further, and the results seem, so

far, to justify the opposite conclusion to that

advanced by the gentleman referred to.

If exertion is moderate, it strikes me that a

local exhaustion of energy in the muscles, or

the fatigue, so to speak, may be distributed

and become general, provided there is time

enough ; but I am still inclined to think, in the

light of recent developments, that the more
muscles that are brought into play, the quicker

the entire available strength or energy of a

man can be transformed into work. If the

whole capacity for work can be condensed

from two minutes into one he will go faster.

The late record on the Go Devil of one-fourth

mile in thirty seconds was made at Baltimora

by Mr. Harry Bissing, an ordinary plug rider,

with very little training. The machine was
geared down for hills, and is in every way
built as a road, and not as a track, vehicle. I

am firmly of the belief that the regular bicycle

time can be substantially lowered on this ma-
chine, and if one were made purposely for track

use, I am satisfied that my former sanguine

expectations would be realized. This would be

all the more interesting for the reason that at

first, all observers of the experiment, together

with myself, were totally discouraged at the

early trials. R. P. Scott.

The Scottish twenty-four hour record has

been placed at 303 miles by H. R. Dewar.

ceeded in a most marvellously steady and con-

tinuous manner. That is to say, a hill that

was impossible at one trial was mounted at

the next. The same hill, once insurmountable,

became a pleasant jog after thirty days.

Speed seemed to develop in the same propor-

tion.

Now, while I am well aware that "practice

makes perfect," yet it is not the general ex-

perience in man-motor locomotion that a task

once beyond the utmost exertion finally be-

came a matter of pleasant exercise. Further-

more, this development seemed to be an ab-

solutely continuous affair, much more so than

in the case of any other vehicles within my
domain of investigation. In fact, it was so

marked that I am inclined to announce my
results as a proof of one characteristic of this

style of propulsion. I have on other occasions

found fault with Mr. Druyea in one particular,

to wit, that, while he wrangles very cleverly,

he often fails to offer substantial proof of

his allegations, and in the article referred to

he did not, to my mind, clear himself of this

fault. Yet one of his assertions appeared to

me so eminently possible that I felt bound to

accept it as fact till proved otherwise. This

point was to the effect that the heart could

only supply blood to a certain limited extent

at best, and that sufficient exertion could be

expended through the legs alone to use this

up. Now, I have never maintained that a

man could go a greater distance in a day by a

motion of the whole body—in fact, I was in-

clined to admit that the total amount of work

Trials of the Resilient Ti-e Fabric.

After some months of preparation and private

trials, the syndicate who are handling the

above tire felt that they were in a position to

expose it to the fierce light of expert opinior,

and consequently asked a number of cycle

experts and pressmen to gather at the Angel

at Ditton on Friday evening last, to submit

tires built up according to Mr. Craven's mode,

to sundry searching experiments. This tire,

or to speak correctly tire fabric, possesses

qualities which endow a tire made of it with

high and peculiar resilient qualities. If an

ordinary pneumatic tire be inflated with a

pressure of 35 lbs. to the square inch, the tire

will not yield to pressure with the thumb, but

appears hard and boardy, while a tire made
with this resilient fabric, and blown out until

the gauge shows a like pressure, is quite soft

and yielding to finger pressure on the tread.

The resilient fabric does not yield transversely,

but only circumferentially, and then only jutt

at the point where the pressure is applied. A
resilient-tired machine and a machine fitted

with an ordinary pneumatic, both inflated,

through gauges, to equal pressure, were alter-

nately ridden by the cycling pressmen over a

series of obstacles laid in the road. The final

experiment was the riding of both machines

over a block of stone about 3^ in. high, the

ultimate consensus of opinion being that the

employment of resilient fabric had the effect

of reducing the shock felt in surmounting the

different obstacles by quite one-half. — The
Cyclist.

W. Iggulden, Buffalo, N. Y., and William

Schnell, Lincoln, Neb., who were suspended

by the L. A. W. Racing Board, have been

reinstated.
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TIMELY WARNING.

EVILS WHICH MAT RESULT FROM STATE
LEGISLATION.

The enactment of a State law to regulate the

use of bicycles by the Legislature of Massa-

chusetts is a note of warning to wheelmen

all over the United States.

Whenever invention creates anything new
that comes into general use, it is invariably

followed by legislation. Thus railroads caused

a great body of new laws; steamboats have

changed the

Laws of All Nations

upon the ocean; modern arms of precision

have altered the laws of war ; the telegraph

has changed the postal laws and created new

laws; the telephone has made new laws; the

bicycle has strongly affected highway laws,

and is now beginning to grow a crop of new

laws to regulate its use.

State Legislatures follow each other as sheep

follow a bell-wether. Everybody is familiar

with temperance legislation that, beginning in

one State has swept all over the nation, State

after State following the original copy more

or less closely. Mark this prediction : Massa-

chusetts having set the example of enacting a

State bicycle law, within the next ten or

twenty years all the rest of the States will

enact bicycle laws. Once a new subject for

legislation is opened legislators fairly itch to

try their hands at it.

Now, therefore, it behooves wheelmen all

over the country to bestir themselves early to

see that this new movement is guided aright,

otherwise legislation is very liable to be mis-

taken, if not unfriendly. I positively know

that there are intentions to introduce bicycle

bell laws during the coming winter in the

Legislatures of several States.

Do wheelmen generally regard the Massa-

chusetts law as what they desire?

It will certainly be cited in the Legislatures

of other States as a model to imitate, because

it was designed by the wheelmen of Massa-

chusetts, and
It Will Be Urged

that the wheelmen themselves are satisfied

with the principles it concedes, namely, that

bicycles need, and ought to have, peculiar

legislative regulation, and that bicycle laws

ought to be more restrictive than the laws

applicable to other vehicles.

I, for one, do not believe either of these

principles. I believe that no more or different

regulatious are needed, or should be placed

upon bicycles than are placed upon all other

such vehicles as are properly classed as private

pleasure carriages, such as buggies, sulkeys

and carriages used only for the conveyance of

persons.

I would like to see State legislation so

directed that it should simply declare that

Bicycles Should be Classed

with private carriages and vehicles used for

conveying persons, such as buggies, etc., and

shall be subject to such regulations only as are

applied to private carriages, buggies, sulkies,

etc.

That's enough. That's all the State legis-

lation I want. But, if there is any more, I

would wish it based upon this principle. A
distinct prohibition of municipalities imposing

any regulation upon bicycles except such as is

imposed upon all private carriages, would not

be out of place; also the State law might

declare the rate of speed, say ten miles per

hour, that municipalities might impose. For

the rest the common law is enough. In

Michigan bicycles so far have the freedom of

the common law, and most people seem
satisfied.

The danger is that, State legislation once

begun in the way of restriction and regulation,

nobody can tell where it will stop. It is

certainly going to begin; therefore it ought

to be started toward freedom and a prohi-

bition of

Municipal Freakisbness.

We may safely calculate that, in the long

run, wheelmen are going to have everything

reasonable that they ask for. For the growth

of cycling is prodigious; and now that the

ladies are making it a fashionable fad, in a

few years there will be no party or combina-

tion in any legislature that dare attack it.

Within ten years there will be from two to ten

times as many voters owning bicycles in each

State as there are who own any or all other

kinds of vehicles. But, if a wrong start is

made in State legislation, it will hinder this

growth, and it will cost vastly more effort to

remove an abuse once rooted than will prevent

its beginning.

Now, therefore, is the time for the wheel-

men to study this subject, and see to it that

their interests and rights are not imperiled.

President Bates.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

TO BE CARRIED BY CYCLE RELAYS TO
DENVER, 8,037 MILES AWAY.

Ornamental as Well as Useful.

Mr. Benedict—Have you seen my trouser guards?
I've hunted high and low for them.
Mrs. Benedict— O, don't tell me you must have

them! I have just arranged my hair and have made
use of them.

It is estimated that there are over 4,000

wheelmen and wheelwomen in Syracuse, but

only 1,500 of them have applied for licenses at

the City Clerk's office. The authorities had

expected that they would make more out of

the deal, for the receipts now amount to only

$975. To bring the riders in, it has been

threatened to change the ordinance so that

every one would have to put a tag on his

wheel, whether he "wanted to ride on the side-

walk or not.

The Supreme Court of Illinois has rendered

a decision to the effect that bicycles cannot be

licensed to use sidewalks, as they are vehicles,

and in case of damages resulting from acci-

dent the city issuing the license would be

liable.

His Excellency the Hon. Grover Cleveland,

President of the United States, will shortly

"take his pen in hand and write a few lines."

The "few lines" will say nothing of tariffs,

silver questions or income taxes, nor will they

be addressed to Chairman Wilson, Senator

Hill or even to Chairman Raymond—not much
of it. They will probably say something
short, but sweet concerning cycling, or, per-

haps, road improvement. The few lines will

then be tucked snugly in a leathern pouch, and
on August 6, at 11.59 a- m -> De handed to a

wheelman in waiting at the Capitol steps.

Eight days later, if all goes well, the letter

will be delivered to "his Worship," the

Mayor of Denver. By that time the League
of American Wheelmen will be in part posses-

sion of Denver. They will gather around

while "his Worship" opens and reads (pre-

sumably on the steps of the City Hall) the

President's message. Then they will cheer

and hurrah; perhaps they will yell, " What's

the matter?" etc., and after a self-responsive,

"he's all right," what, at this writing, should

prove the greatest relay ride of the century,

will have come to an end.

President Cleveland took a long time to

decide whether or not he would write this par-

ticular message. It was more than three

weeks ago that the request was made, but

only on Saturday last did he acquiesce. The
delay on his part has retarded matters some-

what, and the public interest is not what it

would otherwise have been. The schedule, as

prepared, is as follows:

Miles. Aug.
Washington, D. C 12. m. 6

Hagerstown, Md 77 7.35p.m. 6

Cumberland, Md 169 445 a.m. 7
Wheeling, W.Va., Eastern time. 256 525 p.m. 7
Wheeling, W.Va., Central time. 256 4.25 " 7
Zanesville, 315 10.50 " 7
Ohio-Indiana line 565 10.50 " 8

Indianapolis, Ind 638 607a.m. 9
Crawfordsville, Ind 685 10.52 " 9
Danville, 111 727 3.04 p.m. 9
Bement, 111 787 8.34 " 9
Illiopolis, 111 836 12. 20a.m. 10

Jacksonville, 111 888 5.47 " 10

Rushville, 111 930 10.01 " 10
Roseville, 111 980 2.21p.m. 10
Burlington, la 1016 5.46 " 10
Mt. Pleasant, la 1044 836 " 10
Fairfield, la 1068 10.47 " 10
Oskalooska, Iowa 1126 338 a.m. 11

Prairie City, Iowa 1170 7^1 a,m. n
Stuart, Iowa 1246 H13 p m. 11

Atlantic, Iowa 1282 5.19 " n
Omaha, Neb 1352 11.02 " n
Fremont, Neb '.

1389 202 am. 12
Schuyler, Neb 1420 4.32 " 12

Columbus, Neb 1436 5.36 " 12

Central City, Neb 1501 12.06 p.m. 12

Grand Island, Neb 1523 2.06 " 12

Kearnev, Neb.. central time .... 1566 5.51 " 12

Kearney, Neb., mountain time. 1566 4.51 " 12

North Platte, Neb 1686 2.51a.m. 13
Julesburg, Col 1771 10.51 " 13
Cheyenne, Wyo 1921 3.41 " 14
Greeley, Col 1980 7.26 " 14
Denver, Col 2037 12.00 m. 14

This is by far the longest relay ride ever at-

tempted, but with favorable weather, the pro-

moters hope to have the message reach Den-

ver twenty-four hours ahead of time.

Low Rates to Denver, Col.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co. will sell round trip
excursion tickets to Denver, Col., from all points on
its lines east of the Ohio River, August 8, 9 and 10,

valid for return passage on trains leaving Denver
August 19, 25 and September 13.

The rate from New York will be $47.75; Philadelphia,

$47.75; Baltimore, $47.40; Washington, $47.40, and
correspondingly low rates from all other points.
Passengers taking the B. &O. have a choice of routes,

going via Pittsburg, Akron and Chicago, via Grafton,
Bellaire and Chicago, or via Parkersburg, Cincinnati
and St. Louis; double daily service of express trains,
with Pullman sleeping and dining cars on all routes.
For more detailed information, address C. P. Craig,

G. E. P. A., 415 Broadway, New York, N. Y.—Adv.
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Don't spoil a season's fun

by riding that venerable old-

timer. Keep in the proces-

sion—on a
1

n

i

%s

—LYNDHURST.
J

SEND FOR "CAT."

The quarter, the half mile, the three-quarter's past,

And down the long homestretch they sweep by at last;

Now wildly the blood hotly mounts to the brain,

As bent for the finish each sinew they strain;

How the galleries thunder with deafening applause,

How the handkerchiefs wave with swelling huzzas,

Whist! the champion wheel of the world has the call,

And the Lyndhurst has broken the record of all.
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Wins, Since Last Report.

WAUERLY, dUNE 16.

ONE FIRST. ONE SECOND.

GREENWICH WHEELMEN.
Manhattan Field, June 23.

ONE FIRST. ONE SECOND.

CENTURY RUN, dUNE 22.

TEN "SURVIVORS."

1 9

McKee & Harrington, 1 73-1 75 Grand St., N. Y.
Please add: "Saw It In The "Wheel."

5#©^#o^g«g»o#®'©iS^^#^®l^^,o^

The Twenty-five Mile Freeport-Jamaica Road Race was Won

by F, P. WHITE.

^Jlilil^lililililililililiDlil'lilil'lflflilililiim'lilililil^lilil'luiilililil.lililEiiiiiiiililEiiiiJiLiiiEiiiiJiBii .lr|;i;iiiHi.i:i;|J|'iiiiu:i:iiiiiiii|[|ii^

I A good man on the best

| wheel. He rode a
IiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiii c i :—•-

"REMINGTON."

The Hoyland-Smith Twenty-five Mile Road Race,

Decoration Day, was also won on a Remington

ridden by E. L. MACOMBER.

REHINQTON ARMS COMPANY,
313-315 BROADWAY, HEW YORK CITY.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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WAS discussing the other

day with one of the oldest

and most prominent mem-
bers of the L. A. W., who is

an enthusiastic believer in

the actual and possible power for the benefit

of wheelmen and the further aim of the cause

of good roads, the reasons for the falling off in

membership.
" The hard times," said he: " are, of course,

a great factor. Then again, a great many-

wheelmen have gotten the notion into their

heads that the League is only a great big play-

thing, a sort of mutual admiration society, in

which the few get the offices and the honors

and the many pay the freight. This is wrong.

The League has done and is doing a great

work for wheeling and good roads. What
changes in policy would I adopt? What means
would I use to arouse interest in the League
and recruit its ranks? In the first place, I

would abandon all this idea of exclusiveness,

do away with favors and honors to League clubs

and promulgate in every possible way the reali-

zation that the great L. A. W. is not for the

benefit and amusement of its members alone,

but that it belongs to all wheelmen and to every

friend of good roads. Invite them to the

League meets, and make them feel that they

belong to the great fraternity, and not treat

them as exiles from the inner circle because

they have not yet happened to pony up their

dollar, or do not wear a League pin on their

cap or jacket. Treated in this way, they will all

be eager to come in, even if from no other

reason than pure gratitude. Get up gath-

erings of wheelmen and farmers through-

out the' country under various pretexts.

Amuse them with races. Put a good dinner

under their jackets. Give them a cigar to

smoke after it, and preach to them the gospel

of good roads through a stereopticon lecture

on their benefits and construction. Fraternize

with them, and make them feel at home, and
they will soon give up their idea that the L.

A. W. is but an: association of dudes, and see

that it means something and has a greater

object for its existence than high-sounding
titles and jeweled pins. I tell you, Jonah,
there are thousands of wheelmen who have
never heard of the L. A. W. Teach them
about it, its benefits and its objects, in some
such way as I have suggested, and the L. A.

W. will become a power in the land.
'

It was a treat for a newspaper man, who
was in the press benches for business, to see

the unostentatious and methodical way in

which Fred Hawley attended to his duties as

clerk of the course at Manhattan Field last

Saturday. There was nothing of the fresh,

stuck-on-his-badge, Knows-more-about-it-than-

anybody-else blustering obtrusiveness that

yields only noise and no information, which so

often nowadays afflicts the cycling reporter.

Fred showed that he was there for business

and nothing else, and realized that one of his

most important duties was to see that the press

had full and accurate information of what was
going on. There was no occasion for a con-

stant stream of queries as to who is the this

and what is the that. Everything that we
should know was furnished promptly, and the

reporters waited patiently to be told, in full

confidence that what they wanted was coming,

and at the earliest possible moment. One of

his methods particularly impressed me. In-

stead of confusing one with a long list of the

numbers of the starters, except in cases where

a rearrangement of the heats had necessitated

it, he merely announced the two or three or

half dozen scratches at the most, which were

easily jotted down with a few strokes of the

pencil. His whole procedure from beginning

to end was an object lesson in model course

clerking. May his shadow be omnipresent

and never grow less ! Would that there were

more clerks of the course like unto him

!

In making the round of the meets, the faces

of the "regulars" become very familiar. First

of all, I always look for the jolly ones of the three

Tourist "rooters" from Paterson, who have

come to worship at the shrine of Fred Royce.

In victory or defeat their three bright faces

shine forth from the grand stand like triplet

stars in a dark sky, and the music of their

shouts and laughter rises above the din of the

contest like a band at a battle. Chief among
them is "Old Man" Royce, than whom no

truer or more enthusiastic sportsman ever

sat out a meet. Stockily built, thick-necked,

sandy as to his hair and moustache, with a de-

termined face that would be bull-dogged were

it not for those bright blue eyes and the sunny

smile that laughs all over it. Win or lose, it

is always there, and belies the surly growl that

is the war-cry of this heeling trio. When all

is over, the triple growl ceases, and changes

to a roar from the old man, " Well done,

Freddie! Another one for us! We told you

so,'' or, "Never mind, Freddie, never mind!

The next one's ours easy."

Then there's Bob Sterrett—genial Bob
Sterrett, they call him. A blond, pointed-

bearded English lord or Russian duke, correct

in garb, impressive in pose, with a general

air of heavy swelldom about him—all this is he,

until the bell lap, when the mantle of dignity

is thrown aside, and he yells and does the

crazy act just like any other plain, ordinary,

every-day crank, and then resumes his former

aristocratic dignity through an intermediary

smile of benignant patronage on the common
herd around him.

Dick Chiswell, a reporter on papa's Paterson

Press, is a smooth-faced, chubby featured,

blond boy, who seems to have nothing to do

but laugh and work, and very little of the lat-

ter to interfere with the former. Everybody
knows Dick and Dick knows everybody, so

that whether he walks or sits he is enveloped

in a fog of " hellos."

Altogether a champion never had a noisier

crowd of " rooters" to whoop it up in victory,

nor a more devil-may-care, what's-the-differ-

ence lot of backers to console him in defeat

than has Fred Royce in " the old man,"

Genial Bob, and Dimpled Dick.

dozing purposes, and as soon as the silly sheep

who have followed their false leaders through
the hole in the wall find that they are in the

wrong field, they will come to their senses

and return to Father Raymond's pasture,

fenced in especially for their benefit with a

kind, indulgent shepherd to watch over them
and keep others and themselves from harm-
ing them. Class B was made for them that

they might take pay from the manufacturers

and race for prizes without restriction, and
race promoters were sanctioned to offer them
every inducement. What more do they want?
Certainly nothing that they should have. Is

it that they may cross, ride wide, team race

and raffle at their own sweet will ? Do they

think that race promoters are going to allow

themselves to be bulldozed by a lot of big-

headed boys ? Are there no others on the face

of the earth able to furnish racing sport to the

public but their monopolistic selves ? Do they

think that the L. A. W. Racing Board will so

far misrepresent the thousands of bicycle race

lovers behind them as to permit a B or X or Y
or Z or any other class of racers to dictate to

them ? Will it not rather cast them out to

flock by themselves, and return once more to

tne good old real amateur days, when the al-

phabet was not borrowed from to tell t'other

from which ?

Let them organize by all means as much as

they wish, but let them beware of trying bull-

dozing and dictation on the racing public

—

both promoters and spectators—directly or

through their representative racing board, lest

the epitaph "I was well; I wanted to be better.

I took medicine, and here I am," be written

on their tombstones.

"Here I am out of it for this season at

least, " said Charlie Brown on Tuesday. "The
doctors have been having a regular song and

dance with me about racing, and have for-

bidden my mounting a wheel for at least three

months. You see, I did a lot of hard road

work early in the season, and have been racing

on the track incessantly since then. Ten
miles of sprinting at Baltimore was the last

straw. I have had a good deal of trouble with

my heart since then. Then again my back

has troubled me at times since that fall I had

at Rahway last Autumn, so I will have to join

the shouters in the benches until a Winter's

rest fixes me all right again." Jonah.

Two Philadelphia Clubs Amalgamate.

The Pennsylvania B. C. and the West
Philadelphia Cyclers have amalgamated. Con-

cessions were made by both clubs, but the

name of the former organization will be re-

tained. Eleven members of the West Phila-

delphia Cyclers are not in favor of the amal-

gamation, and may form a new club. The
Pennsylvania B. C. was organized in 1882, and

possesses one of the finest club-houses in

Philadelphia. The West Philadelphia Cyclers

organized two years ago and have about

eighty members.

Were it not that I believe that this new
League Benevolent Protective Brotherhood of

"B" Bicyclers will soon tumble to pieces on

account of its having no reason for its exist-

ence, I would look upon it with more regret.

It is the conception of a few soreheads in bull-

The Time Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will

hold an open century run to Wilmington and

return on Labor Day. The club having the

greatest number of survivors will secure the

George W. Childs cup for one year.

The Chief of Police at Washington proposes

to limit the speed of cyclists in that city to

nine miles an hour.
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ME AND JOHNNIE MAD AGAIN. TWO MORE GLOBE-GIRDLERS. THE FEMALE GLOBE-GIRDLER.

ECK AND JOHNSON NO LONGER WITH THE
STEARNS TEAM—HE'S RIDING A

MUNGER NOW.

MEN, THIS TIME, WHO WILL ENDEAVOR
TO ESTABLISH A RECORD OP

42 WEEKS.

MI.LK. LONDONDERRY RESUMES THE
JOURNEY WHICH IS TO NET HER

$15,000 (ON PAPER).

On Saturday last a wire to the daily press

from Toledo, O., stating that John S. Johnson

had ridden "a strange wheel" in the races

there set the speculation mill agoing at a

lively rate. There had been nothing to fore-

shadow a row or rupture between Eck's protege

and his employers, E. C. Stearns & Co., and

the cycle press men, when asked, could give

no information. They were as much in the

dark as anyone. But not for long. Monday's

mail brought the particulars. Briefly, Eck

and Johnson had broken with Stearns & Co.,

and engaged with the Munger Cycle Co., of

Indianapolis. The Munger was "the strange

wheel," referred to in the press dispatches.

The Wheel's information states that the

cause of the rupture is the refusal of Stearns

& Co. to pay certain expenses incurred by the

pair on their recent Canadian trip. This Eck
construed as a violation of the contract, and,

with the almost hypnotic influence which he

has over his protege, an arrangement of some
sort was immediately entered into whereby

Johnson "selected" the Munger as his new
mount.

At one time it was thought that C. M.

Murphy would also leave the Stearns team.

He had a wordy warfare with Manager Tuttle,

but things have apparently quieted down.
Stearns & Co. are not yet ready to talk about

the matter. "Our information is at present so

meagre," they say in response to an inquiry

from The Wheel, " that we cannot tell you

anything definite."

Eck's story, as related by the grape-vine tel-

egraph, is, in substance, as follows:

" Me and Johnnie are having a terrible time

of it lately. Just about one month ago we
were at Syracuse and had an awful row
with them Century Cycle Club fellers. Maybe
they thought because they gave Johnny a

diamond badge and Me a pot of money that

We would do anything they asked Us to. But

We ain't built that way.

"When Me and Johnnie get mad We are

mad all over. I told those Century fellers just

what We thought of them ; I said to them that

Me and Johnnie didn't want to belong to their

club, anyway, and Johnnie he went and put on

his clothes and sent in his application to the

other club, the Syracuse Athletic Association.

" Then I took Johnnie up to Canada. We
won several races and made a new record, but

when We sent the bill to Our boss he wouldn't

allow it. Oh! but that made Us mad. We
up and told him so ; We said if you don't pay
that bill We won't ride the Stearns wheel no

longer. Me and Johnnie won't have to scratch

for a job, I can tell you; people will come to

Us.
" Well, if Stearns didn't still refuse to pay.

All right, says I, that busts Our contract, but

We'll just show you a thing or two. Munger
wanted Us to ride his wheel, so I says to John-

nie, 'ride it,' and he did. No more Stearns for

Us; We are riding a Munger now."

Globe girdling awheel is in danger of be-

coming a fad.

Mile. Londonderry started on Saturday last

;

R. Irving Wilmarth was to have started (but

did not) on Wednesday and, if all goes well,

that is to say, if their wheels arrive in time,

W. J. Hanley and Stephen Lingard will leave

New York on Sunday next, also bound for a

tour around the world.

The last-named pair will travel together and

expect to establish an around-the-world cycle

record, forty-two weeks is their estimate.

This was told a Wheel man by Mr. Lingard

himself. He is a breezy, bright-faced pleasant

spoken young man of 25, who frankly says

that he knows little or nothing about wheels

or wheeling. He has batted around both the

new and the old worlds a great deal, however,

Morgan *WrightTires

are 600d tires

Your Name Is Valuable

WE WILL SEND YOU IN EXCHANGE FOR

YOUR RESIDENCE ADDRESS SOMETHING

OF EQUAL VALUE

Morgan &Wright

W. N. Allen, on July 19, put the Scottish

twenty-four hour record at 316^ miles.

and is chock full of confidence. He has been a

newspaper reporter and a theatrical agent,

and says he is possessed of all the " nerve "

which is supposed to be attached to both pro-

fessions. He has been riding a wheel but

little more than two weeks, but tells breezily

of how he has already ridden 122 miles in one

day and made trips to Philadelphia and Albany.

Mr. Hanley is 24 years of age, and the son of

the manager of Harrigan's Theatre. According

to Mr. Lingard, he is wealthy, much-traveled,

an old and expert cyclist, and a nervy and deter-

mined young man, who last year crossed the

continent on horseback. Mr. Hanley has also

been engaged in theatrical enterprises.

Mr. Lingard states that arrangements have

been made with the Sterling Cycle Works of

Chicago, to ride Sterling bicycles. The wheels

are expected daily, and as soon as received,

the two globe trotters will start.

The route as mapped out, will take the pair

through Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha,

Cheyenne, Ogden, San Francisco, thence to

Japan, China, Siam, India, Arabia, Egypt,

Africa, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, France,

England and Ireland.

Mr. Lingard says that he does not believe

that Lenz ever went through China, and will

endeavor to trace him.

Mile. Londonderry, who was Mrs. Annie
Kapchowsky until she conceived the idea of

going around the world on a bicycle, resumed
her journey on Saturday last. She arrived in

New York from Boston several weeks ago and

had been resting ever since. A portion of the

time, dressed in a bright yellow costume and
surrounded by yellow boxes of soap, she

"rested" in a Broadway show window un-

phased by the curious crowd which she

attracted. The soap makers were footing the

bill.

According to the, story Mile. Londonderry,

is to go around the world in fifteen months,

taking her wheel with her, although she need

not ride it all the way. She can travel in any

manner she chooses, but cannot beg nor

borrow money nor receive it as a gift. She

must earn her own way and bring back $5,000.

If she succeeds she will receive $10,000 from

two wealthy Boston business men so, at least,

the story runs.

Mile—Mrs. Londonderry—Kapchowsky is a

dark-skinned, worried looking little woman,
who is said to be the mother of several

children.

Before leaving New York, she had sent invi-

tations to all of the local clubs to " see her off
"

from City Hall Park, but all of them were un-

gallantly conspicuous by their absence.

The "globe trotter," as her card reads, was

escorted to the park by a local press man. Her

wheel had already preceded her, and stood

against the curb, carefully guarded by a short

man whose whiskers were his "crowning

charm." They were closely cropped, and

fitted and covered his jaws beautifully, resem-

bling very much a pair of Dennett's largest

and best veal chops, breaded. They were em-

phasized by a cap and coat of about the same

yellow-brown complexion. The bewhiskered

party was recognized as the same who helped

engineer the start of the last globe-girdling

tour—that of the much-lamented (by hotel

keepers and other creditors) young unicyclist

and his long-trousered "manager" who started

from the same spot some two months ago.

When Madam and her escort arrived at the

park, they looked up at the clock. "Whiskers"

remarked that they were late ; so they hurried

over to the City Hall steps, followed by a large

crowd of nineteen men and twenty-nine boys.

The lady, who was not in bloomers and who
rode a drop-framed wheel, mounted, six of the

boys cheered, and at 12.34^ p. m. the start

had been made. She went up Broadway in

the direction of Yonkers, a small leather hand-

satchel, which dangled from the lamp bracket,

jiggling about as if in torment.

Costs $35 to Laugh at Bloomers.

It costs $25 to laugh at a woman in bloomers

astride of a bicycle in Chicago. Mrs. Jane

McCullom, attired in bloomers, was riding a

bicycle in Lincoln Park on a recent Sunday.

She told a justice the next day that Emanuel

Engstrom hooted at her and made sport of

her. Engstrom protested that he only laughed.

The court took the prosecutrix's version and

fined the defendant $25.
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By Jove, sir, the American Eagle is having

a thundering fine time of it on this twopenny-

halfpenny old continent of ours just now.

Here in London we are going wild over a

team of young gentlemen and athletes from

Yale University. The alumni of Oxford have

licked them in the arena; but, considering

that the Englishmen were on their own ground,

and had not undergone a gruelling Atlantic

passage, their victory is nothing to boast of.

By way of consoling them we have been giving

the Americans too much to eat and drink, and

have been amusing them with song and story,

some of our leading public men not disdaining

to enter into the fun of the thing.

These pleasant reunions, coming imme-

diately arter a visit by some American naval

officers, have thoroughly Americanized us, and

I think, with a little more practice, we would

become more American than the Americans

themselves.

One feature of the commentaries of the

English journals on these matters amuses me.

It is that they insist on regarding America as

an offshoot of England, and speak of the latter

as America's mother.

I object to this.

I don't know whether America has any

mother, but if she has, England is certainly

not the lady. They say that necessity is the

mother of invention, and as necessity—forced

thereto by England—made America what she

is, why, it follows that necessity is the mother

of America.

America, discovered first by the Northmen,

and afterward by a Spaniard, peopled from

the greatest countries on earth; the most

cosmopolitan nation in the world, having a

constitution and language of their own

—

America an offshoot of England! Perish the

thought. It's a way Englishmen have. In a

newspaper article I read recently, Irish whisky

was calmly described as an English product!

I suppose that presently, when they have

learned that I am something to be proud of,

they will claim me as English.

But the stars and stripes floats even more

proudly in the gay and beautiful City of Paris.

It appears that the enthusiasm over Zimmer-

man, when the latter defeated Barden was of

the kind for which the French have taken out

a patent, and it is only in France that it is

possible to find samples of the article. They
rent the air with shouts of "Vive Zimmerman,"
waved the star-spangled aloft and generally

gave themselves the airs and graces of persons

who, in more staid communities, are classified

under the comprehensive heading of "luna-

tics." Already Zimmerman is restored to the

place in the affection of the French crowd

which he seemed to have lost, and solely, it

would appear, because he didn't race before

he was fit.

A quaint people are the French.

We are amazed here at the colossal enter-

prise of men like Edwards, Barden and their

backers in getting up matches with Zimmer-

man.

They all admit that " Skeeter" is in a class

to which they can never hope for admission,

and yet they back themselves for hundreds of

pounds, carry out the matches, lose the money
and grin and bear it. It must be that, like the

man who broke the bank at Monte Carlo, they

have more money than they know what to do

with. I only wish that they would send a few

hundreds my way; but that never happens.

The next match, I presume, will be with

Harris, who has stated it as his solemn opinion

that if he is not able to beat Zimmerman now
he will never be able to do so.

Well, I don't agree with Harris.

The champion cannot last forever. Like

all the great ones of the earth, a time will

come when his star will most inevitably set,

and if I were Harris I would wait for the

coming of that sweet by and by. At the

present moment I should think that Harris

has as little chance with Zimmerman as I

would have if I entered on a bout with

Hercules. But the match is pretty sure to be

made, and the Harris money will follow the

rest into the trousers pockets of Arthur

Augustus.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

Now, an unbelieving public—for there are

many doubting Thomases in the cycling

world—is looking askance at all this. It is

argued that the men who are behind are not

given to the particular form of insanity that

takes the shape of throwing money away, and
men wink the other eye knowingly. Of course

it may be all right. Human nature is very

weak, and is prone to believe implicitly in any
gods it sets up for its idolatry.

The money-finders of Zimmerman's op-

ponents may believe that they have a chance

against the Demon, and if they do they are the

most credulous, simple-hearted souls that were
ever heard of on this side of the grave. They
are, in fact, too guileless for this world, and
somebody should be told off to take care of

them.

The great financer of cycling in France, M.
Max Lebaudy, not being able to get through
his millions fast enough on wheels, has taken

to the gentle art of bull -baiting. He is having

a bull-ring fitted up in his grounds, and there

he will enter upon a laudable endeavor to

make the national "sport" of Spain familiar

to his fellow-countryman.

Lebaudy will, himself, do a lot of the

toreadoring and will stick bulls for all he is

worth.

The bull is an animal with which I cannot
claim to be on terms of affection, nor do I

know that I am beholden to it for any favors,

but I do most sincerely hope that the bulls

invited to take part in these brutal exhibitions

will let the other fellows have a jolly sight

more than they bargain for. My sympathies
are wholly and entirely with the bulls.

Another item of French news is that H. O.

Duncan, the Rudge representative in Paris,

will move to Coventry to take up the general

management, vice R. S. Philpot. There could

be no better man for the post. Duncan has
done more than anyone else to institute the

extraordinary craze for cycling that has seized

the French, and his withdrawal from the

sunny capital will be a big blow to the sport

there. The Scorcher.
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This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.
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The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
Please add: "8aw_lt in The Whe*L
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TRADE CHANGES,

According to information received by the

Bureau of American Republics, American bi-

cycle manufacturers should find a large and

profitable business in Brazil, where cycles are

practically unknown. The Bureau suggests

that it will be easy, and not "particularly ex-

pensive, to send out an agent with a consign-

ment of good machines to such places, for

example, as Jacarehy. Report comes to the

bureau that a cyclist who went there had his

machine sent to him, and on taking his first

ride created a genuine sensation, and received

offers from hundreds of people who wanted to

buy his bicycle on the spot.

Bloomington, 111.—G. H. McCord, hardware, bi-

cycles, etc., store burned. Loss, $6,000; insurance.

$4,000.

Traer, la.—Hyde, hardware, bicycles, etc., store

burned. Loss, 3,000; insurance, $900.

Washington, Pa.—J. M. Morrow & Co., hardware,

etc., sold out to D. D. Baker, who will handle bicycles,

desires correspondence with manufacturers.

Shreveport, La.—J. S. Hutchinson, hardware, bi-

cycles, etc., attachments made aggregating claims to

the amount o£ $35,803.45.

Orange, Me.—Tolman & Grout, new firm, organized

to manufacture bicycle chains.

Westfield, Mass.—John Dupont opened a bicycle

repair shop. Desires correspondence with manu-
facturers of cycle supplies.

New Castle, Ind.—The Speeder Cycle Co. Incor-

porated by Henry J. Adams, E. A. Reading, A. L,

Bowman, J. W. Holloway and Daniel Monroe, to

manufacture bicycles, and the attachment for speed-

ing invented by Dr. Jacob Reading. Capital stock;

$30,000.

Butte City, Mont.—Butte Cycle Co. Certified to in-

crease of capital stock, $1,000.

Rockford, 111.—Woodruff's hardware store, 318 West
State Street. Opened bicycle repair department.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton Rubber Co. has re-

sumed operations after a brief shut down to make
needful repairs and take account of stock. The com-
pany are retiring a number of their help for lack of

work.
Chicago, 111.—The Monarch Cycle Co. Factory at

Halsted and Lake Street, partially burned, consider-

ably damaging a large number of bicycles.

Worcester, Mass.—The Coes Wrench Co. are putting
on the market an improved and recently patented
wrench, specially designed for cyclists.

Weatherford, Tex.—R. W. Foat, hardware and
implements, about to move into larger and more
commodious quarters, and will take up bicycles if

inducements are offered.

Hawley, Minn.—Rushfeldt, Southwell & Co., new
hardware firm, invites correspondence with cycle

manufacturers.
Holyoke, Mass.—F. H. McKee, about to open bicycle

store.

Houston, Tex.—J. R. Morris' Sons, hardware, bi-

cycles, etc., reported made deed of trust to George A.
Race, giving preferences, amounting to $129,937.

Everett, Mass.—The Everett Cycle Co., which on

July 4 was reported by Dun's Commercial Agency as

having placed on record a chattel mortgage for $2,000,

deny the accuracy of that report, and affirm that said

mortgage was given in last January and was dis-

charged in April last.

THEY MAY MEET AGAIN.

Mr. Reifsnider, manager of the Diamond
Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio, who have lately

embarked in the tire trade, was in New York
last week showing their tires, which have crea-

ted a very favorable impression. Mr. Reif-

snider was for many years a traveling sales-

man for the Goodrich Co., and has also been

in the newspaper business.

The Lamb Mfg. Co., makers of the Spalding

cycles, reports that their entire output has

been disposed of. The machine's rapid bound
into popularity affors the company much grati-

fication. Work has been begun on '95 models

and samples will be ready early.

Mr. E. C. Stearns writes from St. Louis,

under date of July 26:

We came prepared to make the tests in accordance
with the unanimous vote of the Judges while at Ithaca.

That is, in case our frames did not weigh the same as

the Aluminum, there was to be due allowance made
for difference in weights. Upon arrival at St. Louis,

the St. Louis people, until to-day, declined to enter the

contest with any allowance for difference in weight,
their frames weighing 6 l/2 lbs. and our frames 4K lbs.

To show that we were in no way responsible for the

delay, and were prepared to proceed with the test

upon the basis required by the Judges, is shown by
the following unanimous vote of the Judges :

Resoled : That this Board do exonorate E. C. Stearns
& Co., one of the parties to this test, from any blame
for any delay which has occured at this meeting, and
further, from any censure because test had not been
made at this session of the Board.

This motion was seconded by Mr. Johnson, and
unanimously adopted.

Mr. Sugget offered the following resolution :

Resolved: That a copy of this resolution be prepared
and signed by the Chairman and presented to Mr.
Stearns.

Motion was then adopted. E. C. Stearns.

The Wheelmen's Protective Co., Havemey-
er Building, New York, who insure bicycles

against theft for $2 for the first year and $1
per year thereafter, find that their enterprise

is taking well. They are now following the

system of appointing a representative in each
State, who appoints sub-agents.

C. F. Smith, President of the Indiana Bicycle

Co., was in Gotham on Monday after spending

a month at Newport. He will spend the month
of August at Saratoga and the Thousand
Islands.

FAST TIME
....ON A....

Tribune
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Baltimore to Washington

In 3h. and 4m.,

On a 2 lib. Tribune.

" Mr. Harry Park, of this city, rode from Baltimore to this city on a bicycle on Thurs-
day last in the remarkably short time of 3I1. 4m., including stops over the Columbia Road,
via Laurel and Hyattsville. Mr. Park was accurately checked at Baltimore, Laurel and
Hyattsville. His time from Laurel to Washington was ih. 29m., and from Hyattsville, 24m.
Considering the extreme heat this is considered by experienced wheelmen as a great feat in

long distance riding. Mr. Park rode a new Tribune wheel, Model B, sold by the Central
Cycle Co., 413 Twelfth St., N. W. , the sole agents of this make in this city."

— The Republic, July 4., Washington, D. C.

Frank Graham wins the 21 mile road race at Evans City on a Model A Tribune.
E. Transtall won time prize in the C. W. C. handicap road race at Cleveland on a

Model A Tribune.
Tribunes win all first prizes in the open races at New Bedford, Mass., July 4; also time

prize in the 15 mile handicap, taking eleven prizes at this meet.
Tribunes come in 1, 2, 3, 4 order in the two mile handicap at Ashtabula, O. ; Linn

King wins both the junior championship and handicap races on a Tribune.
E. C. Johnson wins time prize in the 15 mile race at Randolph, N. Y. , on a Model F

Tribune.

The Cyeloidal Sprocket will in=

crease your speed ten per cent. If

you don't believe it ask any
Tribune rider.

Send for Catalogue and get the
Agency.

I THE BLACK MFG. CO.,

ERIE, PA.
J Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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AUGUST.
4—Newburyport, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Milford Mass., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
4—Philadelphia, Tioga Cricket Club Race Meet.
4— Whitinsville, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
4—Barre, Vt., B. C. Race Meet.
5-9-10—Leavenworth. Kan., Co. Wheelmen Race Meet.
6—Milwaukee, A. C. C, of M., Race Meet.
7-9-Ripon, Wis., C. C, National Circuit Meet.
10—Sidney, N. Y., Cyclers.
10—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
io-ii—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
11—Riverton^ N. J., Park Ave. W. Race Meet,
it—Lancaster, Pa., Keystone B. C. Meet.
11—Pittsburg, Pa., Allegheny A. A.
11—Minneapolis, Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
14—Noblesville, Ind., Racing Club.
15—Columbia, Pa., Wheelmen Race Meet.
15—Weedsport, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
15-16-17-Warren, O., Wheel Club.
15-16-17—Pontiac, 111., C. C. Races.
17—Willimantic, Conn., Thread City C. C. Race Meet.
i8--Cleveland, O., Rover Wheel Club.
18—Winsted, Ct., Wheel Club.
18—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent W.
18—Philadelphia, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Scranton, Pa., Green Ridge W.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
23—Buffalo-Pittsburg Road Race, 246 miles.
23-25-Cottage City, Massachusetts Division Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24—Shamokin, Pa., Wheel Club Race Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., A.C.C. of St.L.,Nat. Circuit Meet.
24-25-Council Bluffs, la., Cavymede W. C. Race Meet.
25—Paterson, N. J., Withers' Race Meet.
25—Albany, N. Y., B. C.'s Race Meet.
25—Homestead, Pa., B. C, Race Meet.
25—New Albany, Ind., Road and Track Races.
25—Jamestown, N. Y., Prendergast W.
25—Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
27_Waresen, O. C. C. Meet.
27-Utica, N. Y. C. C. Races.
27-28-Mayfield, Ky., C. C. Race Meet.
28—Saratoga, N. Y., Wheelmen Race Meet.
28-29—St Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
29—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.
30-31—Brattleboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.
30-31-Sept. 1—Asbury Park, American W. Race Meet.
31—Brattleboro, Vt., Vermont W. C. Race Meet.
31—Oneonta, N. Y., Wheel Club.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Erie, Pa., Wanderers C. C. 15 Miles Road Race.
1—Lancaster, Pa., Keystone B. C. Meet.
1—Cortland, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
j—Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
,—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
3—Gardiner, Me., Wheel Club.
3—Elmira, N. Y., Century Club.
3—Dayton, O., Y. M. C. A. Games.
3—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling W.
3—Whitinsville, Mass., B. C. Meet.
3—A. C. C. of N. J., 25-Mile Road Race.

3_Riverton, N. J., A. C. Race Meet.
3—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Bergen Point, N. J. A. C.
3—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.

3_Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
3—Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
|—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
5—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C.

3_Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltnam C. C.

3 Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3—Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.

3_4_Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
5—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
I—Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
7—Chillicothe, O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
8—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.

8—Atlanta, Ga., Wheelmen Race Meet.
8—McKeesport, Pa., Cyclers Race Meet.
8_Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
o—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.

10—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
io-11-Cleveland, O., Lakeside C. C. Race Meet.
11—Hackettstown, N. J., Crescent C. C. Race Meet.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

, 5_N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
jg—Waltham, Mass., B. C, Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.

,7-22—Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
,q_Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.

21—Reading, Pa., Penn. W. Cir., F. B. Shalters, Sec.

22_Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.

21._Norwich, Conn., B. C. Race Meet.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.

28—Pittsburg, Pa., Keystone B. C.

29_Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Canton, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.
4—Muscatine, la , Muscatine W.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

send for designs.

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.
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| Good Roads

| Tournament,
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Asbury Park, N. J.,

August 30th, 31st, and

Sept. 1 st.

To be given annually
;
promoted by "The

American Wheelman," 23 Park Row, New
York.

Entire profits for Road Improvement
Crusade.

An attractive programme of Class A and
B events.

For entry blanks, address,

W. M. PERRETT,
"American Wheelman,"

23 Park Row, New York.

Take Your Bike

With you and go to the Denver Meet. B. & O. don't

charge for Bikes.***

Pastime A. A. games, St. Louis, Mo., July 23:

One Mile Novice—1, E. A. Upmeyer; 2, J. G. Ca-
banne. Time, 2m. 59 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap— 1, E. E. Anderson, scratch; 2,

W. Coburn, 35 yards. Time, 2m. 26 1-5S.

One Mile Scratch, Class B— 1, L. D. Cabanne, P. A.

C; 2, J. W. Coburn, P. A C. Time, 2m. 27 4.5s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, E. E. Anderson, scratch; 2,

A. G. Harding, 30 yards. Time, 5m. n 1-5S.

Half Mile Handicap, Class B-i, L. D. Cabanne,
scratch; 2, J. W. Coburn, 38 yards. Time, im. 5 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, Cabanne, scratch;

2, Coburn, 140 yards. Time, 5m.

Lowell, Mass., Y. M. C. A. races, July 28:

One Mile, 2.50 Class— 1, J. H. Dunham, Lowell; 2, J.

T. McCarty, North Andover; 3, W. L. Dodge, Wo-
burn. Time, 3m. is.

One Mile Novice— 1, M. J. Murphy, Lowell; 2, Wm.
C. Gannon, Lowell; 3, P. H. Parker, Lawrence. Time,

3m. 36KS.

One Mile Championship of Lowell— 1, H. E. Dahl-

berg, Vesper Boat Club; 2, J. H. Dunham, Y. M. C. A.;

3, C. E. Snyder, Y. M. C. A. Time, 2m. 43Ks.
Mile Lap Race— 1, Herbert E. Walton, Amesbury,

13; 2, E. H. Garrett, Topsfield, 8 (disqualified); 3,

William M. Pettigrew, West Newton, 8. Time, 2m.

32s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, B. W. Pierce, Linden; 2, E.

Hall, Providence; 3, W. F. Clark, Boston. Time,

5m. g^s.

Nashua, N. H., July 28: Fourteen-mile road race: 1,

Frank Major, 43m. 13s,; 2, Arthur Wilson.

CEMENT TRACK FOK tOCISVII,I.E.

Louisville, Ky, July 30.—The plan of a

temporary track at Fountain Ferry Park has

been dropped since it became apparent that

all wheelmen concerned in the matter favor a

permanent and record breaking track being

built. The location will be the same, i. e.,

Fountain Ferry Park. Mr. Tony Landenwich,

the proprietor, states that he will fulfill his

contract to the letter and that this city will

have the finest cement track this side of Wal-

tham. The Louisville races will be postponed

until spring.

Another crop for Class B. Adams, the win-

ner of the Prince Wells road race, and Mene-
fee, both of Somerset, Ky., and Burton, of

Stanford, Ky., rode a ten-mile track race at

Stanford July 20 for a $135.00 bicycle. Re-

sult in order named: Adams, Burton, Mene-

fee. Time, 35m. They were the only start-

ers. Hedges, Hopper, DewhurstandSharpley

refused to ride on account of the prize.

The two-mile resulted: Hedges, Hopper,

Dewhurst.

The one-mile resulted: Hedges, Dewhurst,

Sharpley.

A petition is being circulated among the

wheelmen asking the Board of Park Commis-
sioners to require all vehicles on the boulevard

to carry lights. The gravel is smooth and ve-

hicles of medium or heavy description make
but little more noise than the bicycle.

White Burley.

Correct Your Book Accordingly.

In correcting proof of the L. A. W. racing

rules an important omission in rule 20 (page

25) was overlooked. The proper reading should

be: "Any protest against a competitor re-

specting his qualifications as an amateur, or as

to his proper class, must be lodged with the referee

before starting; any protest respecting foul riding or

breach of rules must be made with the referee

immediately after the heat is finished. A com-

petitor, upon being disqualified, shall forfeit

any entry fee he may have paid." The words

in italics are wanting in the rules as in print at

present. Since discovering the omission, Chair-

man Raymond gives notice that the above is

the, rule in full, and that all questions which

arise will be decided in accordance therewith.

Middletown's Meet.

A number of Metropolitan riders after pots,

met at Middletown, N. Y., July 25, at the meet

of the Middletown Wheelmen. Royce defeat-

ed Blauvelt twice and Mont Scott won a

pretty handicap from scratch. Summary :

One Mile Novice.— 1, H. A. Smith, Middletown ; 2;

C. L. Swezy, Middletown
; 3, J. H. Brown, N. Y.

Time, 2m. 45KS.

One Mile Open.— 1, G. Fred Royce ; 2, E. L. Blauvelt

;

3, Geo. W. Coffin. Time, 2m. 27s.

One Mile, Orange Co.— 1, T. W. Sanford, Warwick,

2, H. A. Smith, Middletown; 3, Frank Fancher, War-
wick. Time, im. 14s.

Two Mile Lap— 1, Ertz, 7 points; 2, Scott, 6 points;

3, Blauvelt, 5 points.

One Mile City Championship— 1, W. S. Weeks; 2,

C. L. Swezy. Time, 2m. 50s.

One Mile, Orange Co.— 1, T. W. Sanford; 2, R. F
Williams, Newburg. Time, 3m. 13KS.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, Mont Scott, scratch; 2, Ray
Dawson; 3, F. E. Doup.

East Hartford, Conn., July 26.—Burn side

Course, three and a half miles: 1, Arthur

Deming, South Windsor, 2m. 15s., time, 10m.

is.; 2, C. B. Riley, Burnside, im. 15s., gm.

57s., 3, Harry E. Fay, South Manchester, 15s.,

10m. 2S.
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Seamless and Brazed Brass
and Copper Tubes.

SUGAK CANE MILLS,
Triple and Multiple Effects

MAKERS OF

Galvanizing Plant,

| Corrugating Machinery,
Rolling Mills,

"Wire-Drawing
Machinery,

Vacuum Pans,
Centrifugals, Engines,
Boilers, etc.

Improved Drawbench for «^hbm
Seamless Steel Tubes. established 50 years.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., Nile Foundry, Birmingham, Eng.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

SEAMLESS COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBES for CYCLES and all OTHER PURPOSES.
Kindly mention The Wheel •when 'writing.

THE CZAR AND CZARINA!!

Not the only good things in sight, but a pair that a bicycle man
can handle with a snug profit for himself, and a lot of satisfaction to his

customer.

Plenty of good talking points, mechanically. True aristocrats.

Nothing too good for them in the stuff that bicycles are made of; we get

the very best of everything, and figure out the cost afterward.

For an idea of their shape, look at the cut; for the rest write us.

GOOD AGENTS ONLY.

Manufactured by-

Good Value at H125.0O.

E. B. PRESTON & CO.,
405-417 Fiftn Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

RALEIGH.
ZIMMERMAN.
VICTORY....

"Y"
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I YOU CAN'T SAY §

I ONE WITHOUT
j THE OTHER. |
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Jk
IN EUROPE:

Zimmerman, Wheeler, Lehr, Banker and Crooks are winning hands down.

If you would win jaces ride a

• • • •RHLEIGH
*wm. w ^ iw w n»F'pr r »ry"f i'ini iim im iinn n

62 Prizes won on Raleighs in 2 Days.

VVrSArVSVSArV^VVVVVVVV'

RALEIGH CYCLE
2081-2083 SEVENTH AVE.,

CO.,
NEW YORK,

CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, 50c.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel,
SAN FRANCISCO.
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It is safe to say that but few of those who will attend the L. A. W. meet will fail to make the trip "around the circle," as it is called. The "circle," it must be
understood, embraces nearly all of the more widely known points of interest in Colorado—Colorado Springs, Manitou, Leadville, Garden of the Gods, Royal Gorge,
Black Canon, etc. Realizing the desire of the stranger ro all that is to be seen, H. E. Tupper, the general agent of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway, has
arranged an excursion over that system, which not only passes through the other picturesque portions of the West, but includes the " circle " as well. As
arrangad by Mr. Tupper, thoitinery of the excursion around the circle is as follows:

August 14—Leave Denver, 7.30 a. m.. arrive Manitou, 10.30 a. m., visit Garden of the Gods, Manitou Springs, etc., and have dinner; leave Manitou, 1 p. m.;
leave Colorado Springs, 1.20 p.m.; leave Pueblo, 2.45 p.m.; arrive Canon City, Royal Gorge, Grand Canon of the Arkansas, 5.00 p.m.; arrive Salida, 7.00 p. m.,
supper, lodging and breakfast.

August 15—Leave Salida, 7 a. m.; ascent of Marshall Pass, 10,350 feet above sea level. 8 a.m.; descent, 9 a. m. ; arrive at Gunnison, 10.30 a. m.; arrive
Sapinero, 11.30 a. m., Black Canon of the Gunnison; arrive Cimarron, 12 15 p. m.; arrive Montrose, 1 p. m., dinner; arrive Grand Junction, 6 p. m.; arrive Glen-
wood Springs, 5.30 p. m.; Hotel Colorado, supper, lodging and breaksast.

AUGUST 16—Leave Glenwood Springs, 3.30 a. m., Canon of the Grand River; arrive Minturn, 9.30 a. m., Eagle River Canon; arrive Red Cliff gold mines, 10.30

a. m., Tennessee Pass, 10,400 feet above sea level; arrive Leadville, 12.00 m., dinner, Hotel Vendome; leave Leadville, 2.00 p. m.; Twin Lakes, 2.30 p.m.; Buena Vista,

3.00 p. m.; Salida, 3.45 p. m.; arrive Denver, 9.30 p. m.
Total expenses, §22.00, including 1,000 miles of Rocky Mountain travel, hotel bills and carriages through Garden of Gods.
It will be obseved that all the traveling is done during the day, and that the excursionists will be housed in the best hotels at night. The trip will take

place during the opening days of the meet, and will be finished before the races begin. Tickets must be purbhased in advance from Mr. Tupper, at 281 Broadway
Illustrated books of scenery can be had on application.***
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RUN OVER THREE TIMES.

AND THEN DECLARED OFF BECAUSE THE
TIME LIMIT WAS NOT REACHED.

Denver, July 29.—The Ramblers' race meet,

held here on July 28, was witnessed by 2,000

people. The track was perfect and the day ideal.

Experts pronounce the track—upon which the

National Championships will be run—equal for

speed to any track in the country, and as the

turns are very large, it is absolutely safe. The
State record was lowered in the five mile

handicap, Class B, to 12:57. Boles proved

himself a great general in winning this race,

although Hamilton, who was pitted against

him as his greatest rival, fell about the middle

of the race and dropped out. It was a great

disappointment to all that the one mile open,

in which there was a Triangle wheel offered,

could not have been finished on the grounds.

It was run three times, and in neither was the

time under the limit. The referee declared it

no race. Coulter, of Toledo, won the first two

trials but refused to start in the third, which

was won by Boles, with Gerwing second. The
races developed four Class B top-notchers in

Coulter, Boles, Gerwing and Hamilton.

Block surprised his friends by winning the

one mile open Class A, in a field of thirteen

starters. Following is a summary of the

events

:

One Mile Novice—i, F.H. Chaffin; 2, Berbank; 3,

C.S.Price. Time, 2m. 31s.

One Mile Open—First Trial: 1, Coulter; 2, Mc-

Guire; 3, Himstreet; 4, Boles. Time, 2m. 39s. Second

Trial: 1, Coulter; 2, Boles. Time, 2m. 40s. Third

Trial: 1, Boles; 2, Gerwing. Time, zm. 31 2-5S.

On the first two trials a limit of 2m. 25s. was placed

and on the last 2m. 30s.

One Third Mile Open— i, F. C. Lawton; 2, G. A.

Phillips. Time, 442-5S.

One Third Mile Open, Class B—i, Gerwing; 2,

Himstreet. Time, 49s.

One Mile Club Championship— i, G. A. Phillips;

2, W. A. Beck; 3, George Packer. Time, 2m. 41 1-5S.

Five Mile Handicap (Class B)— 1, Boles, scratch; 2,

Banks, 330 yards; 3, Coulter, scratch. Time, 12m. 57s.

State record.

One Mile Open.— i, Block; 2, Clark; 3, Phillips.

Time, 2m. 25 2-5S.

Two Mile Lap.— 1, McGuire, 15 points; 2, Himstreet,

11 points. Time, 5m. 49s.

Five Mile Handicap.— i, Beck, 50 yards; 2, Clark,

15; 3, Pugh, 50; 4, Smith, 250. Time, 13m. i8s.

Two Mile Scratch.— i, York; 2, McGuire. Time,

5m. 17 4.5s.

One Mile, Boys.—1, Washaven; 2, McGrew; 3,

Spencer. Time, 2m. 46 2-5S.

One Mile Consolation.- i, Welch; 2, Proctor.

Time, 2m. 34 4-5S.

The New Jersey Road Race.

Entry blanks are now ready for the New
Jersey twenty-five mile road race on Labor
Day, and the work of securing prizes is pro-

gressing rapidly. Great feats are expected in

the way of record breaking, as the course, as

described last week, has been laid out over the

A. C. C. OF N. J. TWENTY-FIVE MILE COURSE.

finest of Union County's road, with but one

turn and a few small hills. The Union County

Roadsters will have a band stationed at the

finishing point at Rahway and in the after-

noon will hold a series of track races. Entry

blanks can be secured of A. H. Chamberlain,

Lock Box 55, Rahway, N. J. Entries close

Aug. 29.

Roseville A. A.'s five mile road race, New-
ark, N. J., July 28: 1, H. P. Martin, 15s., 16m.

15s. ; 2, A. J. Thowless, scratch,; 3, W. J.

Ward, 15s.; 4, H. D. Reed, 15s. The winner

made the best time.

Massachusetts Cyclists are preparing for

another big outing, at Cottage City, on

August 23-25. " The programme for the meet

embraces runs, races coasting contests and

many other attractions.

New York State Riders at Glen Falls.

Jenny, of Utica, again captured all the races

in which he was eligible at the Ariel C. C.'s

meet, Glen Falls, N. Y., July 31. The events

were run on a half-mile track, which was not

very fast, still the sport was excellent. Fif-

teen hundred spectators were present, Sum-
mary:
One Mile Novice— 1, George Eddy, Glens Falls; 2,

Joseph Richardson, Glens Falls; 3, Herbert Gurney,
Luzerne. Time, zm. 34 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap Open— First Heat: 1, William
Blake, Sandy Hill; 2, C A. Martin, Granville; 3, L. A.
Callahan, Buffalo; 4, Henry D. Elkes, Glens Falls; 5,

W. A. Campbell, Schenectady. Time, 4m. 54 4-5S.

Second Heat: 1, A. H. Davies, Albany; 2, M. J. Higgins,
Albany; 3, M. L. Shofer, Schenectady; 4, J. H. Boyd,
Albany; 5, E. L. Bosca, Albany. Time, 5m. 8 4-5S.

Final Heat: 1, Callahan; 2; Elkes; 3, Blake. Time,
5m. 8 1-5S.

One Mile Y. M. C. A. State Championship—1. F. J
Jenny, Utica; 2. L. A. Callahan, Buffalo; 3. J. G*
Budd, Glens Falls. Time, 2m. 52s.

One Mile Handicap, Open—First heat : 1. J. G. Budd

;

2. C. A. Martin
; 3. Wm. Blake

; 4. Harry D. Elkes
;

5. Myron Higgins, Albany. Time, 2m. 34s. Second
heat : 1. A. H. Davies ; 2. Charles Neilson, Mechan-
icsville

; 3. John Boyd
; 4. Joseph Richardson. Time,

2m. 27s. Final heat: 1. Budd; 2. Higgins; 3. Mar-
tin ; 4. Blake. Time, 2m. n%s.
One Half Mile Open, Y. M. C. A. State Champion-

ship— 1, F. J. Jenny; 2, J. G. Budd; 3, L. A. Callahan.
Time, im. 12KS.

One Quarter Mile Y. M. C. A. State Championship—
1, F. J. Jenny; 2, W. A. Lutz, Utica. Time, 37KS.
One Half Mile Warren and Washington County

Championship— 1, J. G. Budd; 2, L. H. Austin, Glens
Falls; 3, H. D. Elkes; 4, Joseph Richardson. Time,
im. 13s.

THE ROVER
•—.CARRIETT.
Waterproof,

Noiseless, Dust Proof.
1 Frame,

Adjustable to < Handles,
I Saddle.

It don't weigh a pound.
Liberal discount to agents.

UNIQUE MFG. CO., Columbus, 0.PRICE §1.00.

Bicycle Cements, locks and bells.
Manufactured on Scientific Principles and

Chemically Constructed.

For WOOD RIMS, For METAL RIMS,
60c per lb. 25c, per lb.

LIQUID CUT RUBBER,
20c. per tube, $15 per gross.

STICK CEMENT,
the us

a
u
g
a
e3SS 8K„:

pack'

CEO. W. REEVES,
Bicycle Cements, Chemicals, Naval Stores,

No. 15 NORTH FRONT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, F»A..

This lock is made of bronze,
very highly finished, either in

bronze or nickle. It is fitted

with 12 inches of good safety
chain with improved loop on
end that will not pull out, it is

light, yet strong and durable.
It is sold by most all dealers or
will be sent by mail, post paid,

paid on rece:pt of 35 cents for

bronze or 40 cents for nickle.

Liberal Discount to Trade.

HAINES & 2XKXE&1CAK, 407 Cherry St., Phila., Pa,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CYCLE REPAIRING
(OP FREIGHT)

H1QH CLdSS WORK IS OUR SPECIALTY.
We pay freight tooth ways on work amounting to $5.00.

If sent by Express to save time -we allow the freight
rates in each case.

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BICYCLE?
We can reconstruct it entire if need be.

HAS IT SOLID OR CUSHION TIRES? We can alter it and fit pneu-

matics, so you might think it originally made for them.

ARE THE DIRECT SPOKES TROUBLESOME? We can put

tangents in place of the straight ones.

DO YOU WANT A PAIR OF THE NEW "WOODEN RIMS"
which are so wonderfully light and strong?

DO YOU WANT NEW TIRES of any kind, or a new INNER
TUBE, VALVE, or OUTER CASE for the old ones?

DO YOU WANT your machine re-enameled or nickeled equal

to new? It will sell quicker and for better price.

HAVE YOU BROKEN THE FRAME ? We can fit new tube same as

original.

HERE ARE A FEW PRICES:
We re-build wheels any size, and furnish best steel rims, pneumatic tires and

pump, $16 pair. Wood rims, $2.00 extra.

Altering for pneumatics, $20 to $25. Includes spreading frame and fork,

new steel rims, pneumatic tires, and re-enameling complete.

New front fork complete, wide steel crown and best weldless tube sides, $5
to $7.

Tangent spokes in place of direct, $7 to $10 per wheel. We make new wheels
complete, to fit any frame, rear $15, front $10.

Steel rims fitted, $6 pair. Wood rims fitted, $8 pair.

Re-enameling complete, $7. If you will send frame and wheels taken apart
scraped and smoothed, will enamel for $3.

Re-nickel, usual parts, except hubs and spokes, $5.

Plating hubs, spokes, and all bright parts, $10.

Dealers or Bepalrers who lack facilities for dillicult work should send to us;

remember we pay the freight on work amounting to $5 at one ship-

ment.

Ten years' experience has made our advice valuable. You can have it for the
asking. Write us.HARADON

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

& SON",
135 State Street, Springfield, Mass.
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The Yost Mfg. Co. will shortly have a racing

team in the circuit.

F. D. Bidlake, on July 10, lowered the fifty

mile tricycle road record to 2h. 22m. 55s.

Previous record, 2h. 35m. 17s. by Begbie.

The Newark Turner Cyclers were organized

last week with J. Ortner, President; E. Rust,

Secretary; H. White, Treasurer; Peter Bey,

Captain.

L. D. Cabanne, the St. Louis crack, who has

proven such a surprise party to the class B
men, has been added to the Lozier team. A.

I. Brown and L. C. Johnson are his team
mates.

J. W. Murphy, of the Irene C. C, on July 13

beat the previous Irish road record for one

hundred miles and twelve hours, his time tor

the " hundred" being sh. 54ms., and 196 miles

in the half day.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has allowed

Johnson's claim for the one-mile flying start

record of im. 56s., made at Waltham June 26.

This figure has, however, since been sup-

planted by Bliss's im. 54 4-5S.

A series of professional races will be started

at Heme Hill, August n. Zimmerman,
Wheeler, Edwards, Harris, Barden and a

number of French riders will leave Paris,

August 5, and follow the circuit.

Geo. Meyer, a correspondent for a French
newspaper, hired a wheel from Sidney Bow-
man, New York, last week, and pawned it for

$11. He was arrested on Saturday, on the

French Line Pier as he was about to sail for

Europe.

J. R. Alexander and M. Bruce, on a tandem,
won the Waverly Club annual one hundred
miles road race on the Moffat and Galshiels

road, England, on July 14. They rode the

first fifty miles in 2h. 40ms, 55s,, and the full

distance in sh. 36ms. 37s., both being records.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, are anxious to have
a coasting contest arranged at some race meet,

particularly the Good Roads tournament at

Asbury Park. Their idea is to charge each

manufacturer entering a machine a fee of

$100, limiting the weight of both wheel and
rider.

RARE BARGAINS!

FOR SALE
The leading cycle business in a Pennsylvania city of

50,000 inhabitants. Retails 250 to 300 wheels a season,
and controls all the leading agencies. Will sell with
or without repair business. Small amount of money
required, as the stock has been reduced. Seventy
feet store room; rent $25 per month. Located on cor-
ner of business street. Reason for selling have other
business out of town. Address Capital, care The
Wheel, New York.

(~)NE Rambler Racer, 18 lbs., $100; one Crescent
Scorcher, 25 lbs., $65; one Century Niagara, 30

lbs., $65. The lot for $225. All brand new. Ex-
pressed C. O. D. for $5 on each with order.

Address C. O. D., in care of THE WHEEL, New
York.

FOR SALE—By Private Party.

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETY tandem^ pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $110.
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY ... 90.

COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.

VICTOR SAFETY, " no.
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

t£ Box 444, New York City.

NEW KODAKS AT HAL! PRICE

One A Ordinary,
One B Ordinary, -
One A Daylight,
One B Daylight, - - "

One No. 1,
- - "

One "2, - - - "
One " 3, Jr., - - "

One " 1, Edison Mimeograph, nearly
new, - - List, $15.00, for

List, $6.00
" IO.OO
" 8.50
"

1 5.00
" 25.00
" 32.50
" 40.00

7.50

Expressed C. O. D. for $1.00 on each, with
order.

Address, C, O. D.,

Box 273, New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Each additional word two cents. Cash In-

variably In advance.

YKJANTED— '93 Columbia, Model 32, and '92 Cre-
** denda. New wheels in exchange. Cycle Ex-
change, Harrisburg, Pa. t. f. c

'"TO EXCHANGE—Encyclopedia Britannica, new,
A for racer bicycle, lathe ar engine. J. S. Roler,
Nashville, Tenn. 8-3

ON ALL STATIONS

THE WHEEL is on sale on all Eleva'ed news-
stands in New York.

BICYCLE BOSINESS FOR SALE.

The leading cycle business in a live Massachasetts
manufacturing city of 30,000 inhabitants. Does a
business of $40,000 a year and controls the leading
agencies. Repair shop connected; runs three men,
well fitted with all necessary tools for all classes of
repairing and building to order. Store is a corner
location in the centre of business, 30 feet front and 50
feet deep, with fine show windows, and can be leased
on most favorable terms. Price, including Stock,
Tools and Fixtures, $3,000. Stock comprises a good
assortment of 21 wheels of various grades and a com-
plete line of sundries.
Reason for selling, proprietor has other business

and cannot attend to it. Business established five
years. Address Dealer, care THE WHEEL.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel"

NO OTHER OILER
IS "JUST AS
GOOD" AS THE "PERFECT" POCKET OILER,

Full Sire.

Price, 25 Cents Each.
No other oiler regulates the supply of oil to a drop. No other oiler is as clean and tight. No other

oiler is as well made and durable^

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
B indly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUBBER MACHINERY,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJLOANI? ŜSES
FOR RUBBER TIRES, ROLLINS MILLS AND CHILLED ROLLS.

ADDREStt:

PARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

W "We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building:.-^

Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

CRAWFORD CYCLES
>ip**** i n »! i imum

CRdWFSRb fiFQ. C2.,
72 READE STREET, N. Y. Factory, Hagerstown,

J New England Agents, BIGELOW k DOWSE CO., Boston.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

"WEJ HA.VB STTIHFEIREJID AXiL THE SEASON FROM

Congestion °f the Order-Book,
BUT WE ARE NOW CONVALESCENT, THANK YOU, AND CAN FIU ORDERS FOR

NIAGARA PEDALS PROMPTLY.

NIAGARA CYCLE FITTINGS CO., 198-200 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."
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THE CLEVELAND Built Substantially

STANDS UPON ITS MERITS

Popular Everywhere. Wins Everything. Speedy Specials.

READ THE RARE RACING RECORDS:

L. C. Johnson rode a mile in competition at Dayton, Ohio, June
30, in 2:14 1-5

ON THE CLEVELAND.
In the Mile Open, Class A, the First, Second and Third Prizes

were Won on the Cleveland Wheel.

AT THE STATE MEET.
Quarter Mile State Championship, won by W. J. Klinger on the

Cleveland.
Half Mile, State Championship, won by A. I. Brown on the

Cleveland.
One Mile, State Championship, won by A. I. Browu on the

Cleveland.
Two Mile, State Championship, won by A I. Brown on the

Cleveland.
One Mile Handicap, won by L. C. Johnson on the Cleveland,

2.16, winning the prize for fastest time, Class A.
One Mile Open, Class A, won by Bernhart on the Cleveland.

NASHVILLE, TENN., JULY 4.

Three First Prizes. Three Second Prizes. Two Third Prizes.

Won on the Cleveland Wheel.

STATE MEET OF MISSOURI.
Springfield, Mo., July 4.

Six Events. The Cleveland won One Mile Championship.
The Six First Prizes. Broke Quarter Mile State Record.

<D KNOXVILLE, TENN., JULY 4.

The Best Time Prizes in Twelve Mile Road Race won on the
Cleveland.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO, JULY 4.

Ralph Updegraff, riding the Cleveland Wheel, won the

Quarter Mile Open Race.

One Mile Race,

One Mile Open Race.

RICHMOND, IND., JULY 5.

A, I. Brown won on the Cleveland Wheel the following vic-

tories :

One Mile Open—Time, 2.19 2-5, last quarter, 30 3-5.

Half Mile race in heats—First, 1.13 1-5; second, i.n 1-5,

FOR SPEED, THE CLEVELAND

!

FOR STRENGTH, THE CLEVELAND

!

FOR SERVICE, THE CLEVELAND !

They Stand Up! They Hold Out!
They Win!

Branch Houses

H. J±. LOZIBR &
No. 337 Broadway, New York City.

304 McAllister St., San Francisco, Cal.

Kindly mention The 'Wheel when writing.

CO.,
CLEVELAND, O.

Can You Afford
To pay fancy prices for your mount when you can get a strictly high grade

Light, Durable,

Easy Running,

Elastic, Beautiful

Wheel for one-half the usual

price.

We give you your choice

of tires. We guarantee all our

wheels for twelve months.

Don't throw away your

money before you see our

Stormer or Empire.

They are models of beauty

and excellence.

Write For Catalogue.

STORMER, 30 Lbs., $75. EMPIRE, 25 Lbs., $85.

ACME MFG. CO., READING, PA.
W. H. COLE & SONS, of Baltimore, Md., agents for Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Albama. CHAS. S. SMITH & CO., Philadelphia, agents for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey and GEO. HAS
BROUCK CO., 157 West 23d Street, New York, agents for Eastern New York and Northern New Jersey.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."
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MORE ECLIPSE VICTORIES

The Eclipse Wins 6 out of 15
Place Prizes and 1 Special

Prize at the P. A. C. Races,
Pittsburg, July 19th.

1 1 Prizes at Elwood, Pa., July 6 and 7.

5 Prizes at Mansfield, Ohio, July 4.

First Prize in Alden, la., Road Race, July 4.

4 out of 5 Canadian Championships were won on the Eclipse Racer.

(All of the above were Class A Events.)

Investigate the Eclipse Racer, the Latest, Fastest and Finest

of Racing Machines.

Eclipse Model B at $100.00 is Equal to any $125.00 Road Machine.

BCIvIPSE BICYCLE CO.,
DEERE & WEBBER CO.,

Jobbers, Minneapolis. BEAVER FALLS, PA.
Pleas© add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

GOOD LAMPS.

BttAP LAMPS.
LIGHT LAMPS.

Why Court Arrest?
fine SADDLES.

IsJghj SADDLES.

eajy SADDLES.

Why Not Take a Rest?
Samples and Trade Prices on Application.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

86 Madison Street, 174 Columbus Avenue, 1326 14th Street, N. W., **Bb^. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON, D. C. **** NEW YORK.

27 Union Street, 419-421 Flatbush Ave., Detroit Bicycle Co., 201 Woodward Ave.,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND. BROOKLYN, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Please add "Saw it in The Wheel.
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Has your saddle leather stretched during the present season beyond recognition ? If so,

it is not a HUNT SPECIAL TOP, found only on HUNT SADDLES, ever increasing in popularity.

HUNT MFG. CO., Westborough, Mass.

Sole Agents for the United States, ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL., and SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

New York Depot, JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Fenton Wheels
ARE

Unquestionably high grade.

Made of the finest materials.

Beautiful in design.

Light Running.

HAVE
The Fenton Adjustable Handle-Bar.

Built-up Wood Rims.

Southard's Cranks.

Perry's Chains.

WILL
Challenge comparison. Sell on their merits.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Correspondence with Dealers Solicited.

Fenton Metallic Mfg.Co.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing1

.

"He who brings the buyer and the seller together in honest trade does good to both."—Cobden.'

THOMAS WALLS, President. T. P. WALLS, Treasurer. JOHN J. WALLS, Secretary.

THE WEST SIDE AUCTION HOUSE CO.
(INCORPORATED),

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

SO© sincl 211 West Madison Street, Oliiostgo.
Our next sale of Bicycles will be on Saturday, the 4th of August. This sale will be a special one. We will make an offering of over

1,500 wheels, all high grade. At 3 p. m.. we will sell in one lot 129 high grade 1894 wheels for behalf of whom it may concern. And on every
Saturday up to October, we will have sales of Bicycles. Correspondence solicited. Advances made. Account Sales rendered and settle

ments made day of sale. Refer, by permission, to the Hide and Leather National Bank. Telephone—West 592.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel,"
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fHH.00 Rnato, U lbs. Rond RacEB, 30 Ik., with Wood Rims, fIDA.DO.
Wheels of all grades are palmed off on the public as "high grade," but the

GALES Wheels will stand taking apart and bear careful examination in

detail. There is no malleable iron used in their construction. The tubing
is the best imported; bearings are dust proof. The pattern is up to date,

high frame and finely finished.

SCflOYERLING, DALY <fc GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE STREET. NK^ST YORK.

Also HUMBERS, EAGLES and GOTHAMS.
Please add: "Saw It in The Wheel."

Lovell Diamond Cycles.
/ / \ v.

THE COST OF EXPERIENCE.

Hard work, unceasing thought, constant experimenting,

covering a period of over a decade, have given us a practical

knowledge and familiarity with the whole cycle business that

few have had an opportunity to acquire.

New ideas, modern methods, intelligent service; all these

enter into our system. You can judge of its value to riders.

Track Racer, Weight 19'i lbs. Price $125.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,
Catalogue Free. BOSTON, MASS.

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms.

K^iclnxiond's Patent Fnenraatic Saddle.
HAS EXACTLY SOLVED THE PROBLEM.

letters of commendation are being received from wheelmen everywhere ; some of them really
extravagant in their praise of the saddle.

Fred. L. Knapp writes, under date of July 5th, 1894:
L. L.Richmond, Manufacturing Co., Meadvilie,Pa.:

Gentlemen .•— I rode a Keating wheel, fitted with a Richmond Pneumatic Saddle, in four races, at Keene,
N. H. t

yesterday, winning every race. This is a grand combination and just right for the road or track. The
saddle is easy, strong, light and graceful. I shall hereafter ride no other.

Yours respectfully, FRED. L. KNAPP.

The following letter from Hon. M. H. Whitcomb, Mayor of Holyoke, Mass., is exactly in line with many

others received from all parts of the country

:

City of Holyoke, Mass., Mayor's Office, July 14, 1894.

L. L. Richmond Manufacturing Co., Meadville, Pa.:
Gentlemen .•— I have been riding a saddle of another make which has frequently broken and given me great

trouble. I went to the Keating factory and they furnished me with one of your patent pneumatics, and I must
say that it is the most perfect saddle I have ever rode in my 14 years of wheeling; the pneumatic attachment is

in the right place to give great ease and elasticity. It is simply perfect, and cannot fail to give great satisfac-
tion to riders, and meet with large sales. Wishing you success, I am,

Very truly yours, M. H. WHITCOMB.
(PATENTED.)$e.oo Agents,

Write for Discounts. L.L RICHMOND MFG. CO.,
MEADVILLE, PA.

Mention The Wheel.

Hubs, Spokes, Nippies, Rims and Finished Wheels.
WRITE FOR PRICES.

HIGH GRADE HUBS, LATEST MODEL,
SO 0-u.noes Per Pair.

Large and Small

Manufacturers & Dealers

Supplied.

I. j£l. WESTON Sz CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. JT^L_]VUED$5^V lX_<I-*€£ f 3^-« "Y^-
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GlMORG ItfleiNUFJICTUI^IIMG C©.,
ELMORE, OHIO,

The
it

MAKERS OF

ELMORE (YCLES"
SELTZER-KLAHR HDW. CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and NEW JERSEY.

THE TRACY-WELLS CO.,
COLUMBUS, OHIO,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR OHIO.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel." Reliable Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

" Cycling West" is of the opinion that the wood rims which have thus far found their way to Colorado
are all practical failures. We cannot imagine what brands of rims the editor could have used in the six in-
stances he relates of their going to pieces under him in a few weeks. It is true that a few attempts have been
made to supply the market with wood rims by people having small knowledge of the requirements of bicycle
wheels. The art of building useable bicycles, or any of their parts, is not one which can be picked up by any man
in a hurry. So far as we have been able to learn the wooden rims put out by first-class makers have thus far
given the greatest of satisfaction. In fact we should say it only remains to see whether these rims will stand
great extremes of heat and cold to make them the acknowledged superiors of all metal rims. We believe that
the future of properly constructed wooden rims will be especially bright and are thoroughly convinced that the
weather tests yet to come will fully bear out the opinion of the makers that wood properly prepared for the pur-
pose is the best material obtainable out of which to make the rims of cycle wheels.

—

American Cyclist.

FAIRBANKS WOOD RIMS have stood the test of three years and are
an acknowledged success.

F^iFUB^nsTKis wood irxm: 00.,
Room 34, 21 Park Row,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
NEW YORK.

use

BICYLINE
FOR YOUR

CHAIN.
READ ZIMMY'S LETTER.

Try a box and be convinced yourself,

then tell your neighbors all about it.

PRICE PER BOX, 25 CENTS.
One Box "delivered to any part of the

United States, 30 Cents.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS.
Mention The Wheel.

Since Bicycline was put on the market many
imitations have sprung up, but nothing has
been found equal to the genuine article. All
the crack riders, from Zimmerman down, use
and pronounce it the best. Accept none with-
out the above trade mark on box. The genuine
is made bv Adah Cook'sSons, 313 West St..N.Y.

I!(PUIS FOR SALE.

Two C Ordinary Kodaks,

for rectangular pictures 4x5
inches, capacity 24 pictures

without reloading. Two C daylight Kodaks, same size as above.

Address, K. O. DAK,

^»^MS '.i^^SSKiSaSSSsSSS KiSSSK.«5S>
v«SSRiS

A

%

P. O. Box 273. New York.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."
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W. H. WILHELM & CO., REaflinj, Pa., «*rsr" REAniHG SAFETY BICYCLES.
PACKER CYCLE CO., Reading, Pa., Pennsylvania and Delaware State Agents.

THE GEd. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland, 0., Agents for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western New York.

-&VtRyJoitit-
f

INJT IS A PERFECT '

Holler Bearing
wl^DOEiNOTWEAI^t

,

=
<The PITCH is noT

only madeTRUE birr

4 STAYS TRUE.

"y 3 MANUF'D BY

f MORSE SPRING GO.,
* I 7 TRUMANSBURG, N.Y>
J\_ SEND FOR. (

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

STAB
Tie Hoffman Tire Protectors

& CHOP!

/HOFFMAN
PROTECTOR

HAVE

SET A PACE
which is

keeping up with tremen-

dous results against

punctures.

From ocean to ocean
testimonials are coming
in reciting their praises.

**®Sh tNNERTUBE

PRICE,

$5.00 Per Set.

Insert a pair in your tires, and get away forever from puncturing your air tubes. They fit any tire but a
hose pipe style. Go inside. Soft, but strong as steel.

PITTSBURG TIRE PROTECTOR CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
Please add: Saw It In The "Wheel.Send for Catalogue.

%v^

dwfe

LAMPS.
^ m

Best Value ® Lowest Prices

TPE. QEO. PEdRQE C2

67 SOUTH EAST ST, - - - INDIANAPOLIS, 111

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

NICKEL
VI

Sinclfor Catalogue of

NICKEL h ELECTRO-PLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIA

PLATING

ZUCKER& LEVITT
CHEMICAL CO.
OFFICES, 10.12. I4GR.AN0 ST.

I ft #fe New York. U.S.A.

OUTFITS
Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.
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PSYCHO GYGLES
Hermann Boker & Co., Agents,

101 & 103 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

U?£ EAST I/iDIA •
faStick j /?.

- Bicycle Chains '*&>

BEING PUT UP IN STICK FORM, PACKED

IN A HANDSOME METAL BOX WITH A
FALSE BOTTOM AND ALLOWING THE

STICK TO BE RAISED FOR USE BY PRESS-

ING THE FORE-FINGER ON THE BOTTOM

OF THE BOX, THE BOX BEING- lXe*3 IN.

CAN BE CARRIED- IN ATOOL BAG WITH-

OUTTHE LIABILITY OF BEING CRUSHED.

PRICE BYMAIL 25 CENTS.
FOR SALEBYALL DEALERS.

^^riTiiT

i

m J,"\

i

i itr
^

^Patented November 21, 1893.]

MAKERS OF LAMINATED AND PLAIN

WOOD : BICYCLE : RIMS
FOR THE TRADE.

Please add : " Saw It in The Wheel."

A Word to the Wise....

FIT SWEATERS
SAMPLES OCT

868 DeKalb Avenue,

j
Brooklyn, N. Y.

APPLICATION .

5UARANTEED

%
M
Q The following Speaks for Itself:

ftMR. S. Fromm, City,

{> Dear Sir

:

—We take pleasure in testifying to the excellent qual-
wity of the Sweaters furnished by you to us. We have used them
fi exclusively in both of our stores for the past three years, and have

jJJ
found them excellent in quality and workmanship and entirely

ffi satisfactory to our many customers.
H Yours very truly,
TJ BROOKLYN CYCLE CO.

Mention The Wheel. SEYMOUR F. FrASICK, Treas.
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Price per tube, postpaid, 35c. Special prices and samples sent to dealers.
American Cycle Compound Guaranteed. Give us trial order.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

LITTLE E. C. & S. CO., 135 Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Please add: "Saw it In The Wheel."

Black Diamond Enamel
SELL QUICKLY.

FREb'K C. QILBERT Sr C2.,
Elizabeth, N. J,

TME M ERIE"
It

ml
IS
if

ll

ii
ii

ii

;•

In every part and particular the finest

bicycle ever produced..

More expensive and higher grade material, and more ex-

pensive and more skillful workmanship is embodied in the

ERIE than has ever before been employed in the construc-

tion of any other cycles.

DEALERS : : : Write us for description and discounts. We have

some that we know will interest you.

QUEEN CITYCYCLECO. 550 MAIN STREET,
Buffalo, N. Y.

iyw»#
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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The Lightest Wheels on the Market

For Ladies and Gents.
SMITH WHEEL MFC. CO.

Factory, 42 to 60 W. 67th St. 921 H St., N. W..
NEW YORK. WASHINGTON, D.

RICYCLES
Built to .

Order

A.TSTTD REPAIRED.
Special Parts to Order.

Model and Experimental Work.
Storage a Specialty.

WRITK FOR ESTIMATKS.

J. H. BROOKS,
Formerly with Geo R. Bidwell Cycle Co.,

58th St. and 8th Ave., New York.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS
Are the lightest, simplest, strongest and most practi-
cal Carriers for the bicycle in the market.
Put on the machine in a moment without use of

wrench or screw-driver, and once on never give any
trouble. Prices:

No. i Luggage Carrier $i.oo
No. 4 Single Luggage Carrier 1.25
No. 4 Double Luggage Carrier 1 . 50
No. 6 Kodak Carrier 2.00

For sale by all dealers, or send to C. H. Lamson,
Portland, Maine. Please mention The Wheel.

Sample, 1 2 cents.

679.

DIXON'S

GRAPHITE
CYCLE
UBRICANT
1 "

:

:

Manufactured only bytte'

IIS.DIX0N CRUCIBLE C

ffiRSEY CITY, N.J.

I1L_- ^

Milli 1"!!! llli^BlL

Until your dealer

keeps this new article

in stock we will send

you sample on receipt

of 12 cents.

It is made of a pe-

culiarly rich and
smooth graphite, pro-

duced only by the

Dixon Company, and

as a chain lubricant is

absolutely without an

equal. This we can

guarantee, for we have

examined and analyzed

every article of the

kind in the market.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,,

JERSEY CITY, -

Kindly mention The Wheel.

N. J.

&.- 7/i6"
JBai-t-s

_i_ "P<5lWv$

'-'-s- Contact

TItfED -A5E Y"OLT>? THAT KfWHEEL
TOU ARE KIDIN& HA.STO0MANYF0INTS
OF FRICTION* FOLLOW THI5 A
SIMPLE COMPaUISON-

IN* FACTS 8c
FiaUKES. THE-N" THINTIC-THE FALCON .BEARING, HAS STALLS
Vie INCH. EACH BALL HAS 5 POINTS
OF CONTACT. 3 BALLS 5 POINTS ELACHT-
45 POINTS. YOUR WHEEL HAS - 15
BALLS y^mCH. 15BALL5 5POINTS-
EACH - 75T0HXTS HENCE <3,ALN 30
POINTS IN FALCON BEARING.
ACOMTACT OFANY5PHEEEI IS APOINT,
POINTS IvTEAN" TfRICTION THAl'sWHYyou HAVE THAT TIRED FEELINS
WRITS^viAmJFAcTlf

—rruE

^ 15-^LKTCH

tf*£̂
lotf

Grisiolfs Foiling Bicycle Enter Mi Guard

M. E. GRISWOLD CO.,
HANVFACTVRED BY

Washington Heights

Please add: " Saw It In The Wheel."

CHICAGO.
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WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.

If you break down while out on your
wheel, stop in

WILLIAMS' IMPERIAL CAFE,
111 & 11 2TH STS. & LENOX AVE.,

All kinds of Tools necessary for a quick
repair kept for the accommodation

of wheelmen.

EVERETT HOUSE,
Union Square, T<*ew York*

(Overlooking the Park.)

Official Headquarters for Wheelmen.

JOHN G. WEAVER, Jr. & CO., Proprietors.

Within s minutes walk of Madison Sq. Garden.

Enjoy the excellent roads on Staten Island,

and stop at

CASTEL'S •

Grant City, for Dinner. Best Erench
Cooking. Table d'Hote.

NEW BICYCLE LOCK.
Weighs 2 Ounces. Self Locking,

Strong- as the strongest. It has tour double acting
umblers. Locks in any link of chain. Cuts for
catalogues furnished.

SPECIAL OFFER: We will mail you sample
for 50c, prepaid.

Manufacturers of all kinds of stamped Metal Goods

THE SMITH &EGGE MFG. CO., Bridgeport, Ct.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

FOR SUPERIOR
construction and perfection in

material, finish, durability and
accuracy, the

NOVELTY and SHEDD'S lead,

AS THEIR RECORDS SHOW.

Every Bicyclist should have
one and know how far he rides.

NOVELTY, only 4 oz,

Cuts show one-third actual
size.

Satisfaction guaranteed or
purchase money refunded. W
Sent post paid on receipt of Il^q'

price.

Recording Instrument Co.,

602 Chamber of Commerce,
BOSTON, - - MASS.

Mention The Wheel. SHEDD'S, only 434 «.

ALBERT HUMBER-PATTERN /^g$
WITH PATENT

HARDENED
s
\< e

PENS TE EL l,U^
B USHES

TO PREVENT

SIZES ARRIVING WEEKLY

3-16, 1-4, 5-16x1 in.

pitch.

RIVETS TURNING
IN SIDE P LATE S .

J.APPLEBY, BIRMINGHAM

Sole
Importers
of...

Appleby's
Patent.

Rimington Bros. & Co,,

22 Whitehall Street,

NEW YORK.

v>ydone Bicycle Lamp - -

Light, Strong, Convenient.

Weight - =

Eleven ounces.

Lens = -

Double convex, highly polished.

Spring = =

Adjusted so the light will not jar out on
the roughest roads.

STEAM QdMQE *25 LdNTERN CO.
Syracuse, N.Y. _, __ , Chicago. III.

Please mention The Wheel.

A Novelty in Bicycle Trousers.
You have doubtless experienced that uncomfortable feeling of a

tight belt, and of trousers binding at the knee, thus impeding
action.

Our patent trousers overcome these difficulties, having a cov-

ered elastic attachment in waist and knee that is self-conforming

and self-surporting. They are models of ease and will fit any form.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

PEERLESS BICYCLE PANTS CO.,

New York Agent, 79 Sumner Street,
IRA PEREGO, 23 Park Row. Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE OYOLONE FUMF.
Will fill your tire with air in a moment

;

stands alone or can be fastened to the
floor. Universal coupling in end of hose

;

will fit nipple for any make of tire. Base
easily detached for carrying pump on
wheel. Base cannot be broken ; is mal-
leable. Plunger rod is strong steel and
stiff. The plunger is brass and thick, so

it does not cut out cylinder. A genuine valve and one that is get-at-able.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gentlemen

:

—Your Pump came to hand, it is the best pump we have seen; please send us two nipples for
the Providence Tire double tube, also send us a card showing the name of each nipple, that is, tire it fits.

Yours truly, O. C. STEELE & CO.
The Davis & Stevens Mfg. CO., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Gentlemen :—Pump received to-day. I enclose check for $2.50 for the pump. I like the pump very well
and find it the strongest I have seen. Yours truly, GEO. N. ADAMS.

Delivered anywhere in U. S. for $2.50 C. O. »., or cash. Refer to R. G. Dun & Co
THE DdVIS © STEVENS MFQ. CO., ~ - - ~ SENECfl FdLLS, N. T.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

Plea*© add: " Saw It In To© Wheel,"
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HILL1ARD No. 1

Registers 1,000 miles and repeats.

Price, $5.50.

Yes, tbe HILLIARD CYCLOMETERS are REDUCED IN PRICES,

BXJT NOT IN

QUALITY, ACCURACY and DURABILITY.

HILLIARD CYCLOMETER COMPANY,
1132-34 North 40II1 Street, Ptiiladepliia.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

HILLIARD No. 2.

Registers 100 miles. Can be
set back to zero.

Price, $3.50.

CYCLE CHAINS.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING GO.

HIGHEST GRADE.

ROGER B. McMULLEH k CO., Chicaao
General U. S. Sales Agents.

1 26- 1 28- 1 30 w. Maryland St., < JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St., Hew York.

Largest Factory in the World. INDIANAPOLIS, IND. \ New York Depot.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

KEATING'S

TERRITORY.

New Jersey, Long Island,

New York; Westchester and
Rockland Counties in New
York. .....

TERRITORY.

Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Long Island,
Eastern Penn. with exception
of Phila. and vicinity. FALCON'S

Sold by JAMES H. ROBLEY, 142 Chambers Street, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

>-
-I

till

u
i
H

Sole Importers of The "Firefly," the "Tor-
rid," the " Sanspareil " & other lamps.

Bicycle Fittings of Every Description.

RIMINCTON BROS. & CO.,
• 22 WHITEHALL STREET,

Kindly mention THE WHEEL. NEW YORK.

NlCKELgATE.

SOLID
THROUGH

TRAINS

PALACE
BUPPBT

Buffalo and CUtqt
SUPERB

®I-,BEjr»EJieS, CARS,
THROUGH SLEEPING CARS

Between CHICAGO, NEW YORK and BOSTON,

BAGGAGE CHECKED TO DESTINATION.

Tickets to all Points East or West at Lowest Rates.

AT CHICAGO the Depot of the Nickel Plate
Road is located at Twelfth St. Viaduct, cor.
Twelfth and Clark Sts., convenient by street
car or elevated<R. R. to any part of the city.

A£ CLEVELAND all trains stop at Euclid Ave.
and Pearl St. and at Main Passenger Station
Broadway near Cross St.

/w' BUFFALO trains run into TJ^Ion Depot of
the Erie Railway.

For rates and other Information consult lean-
est Ticket Agent, or address

A. W. JOHNSTON, B. F. HORNER,
Gen'l Sup't. fi&i'l Pr**. A»t.

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

F. J. MOORE,
BUFFALO, N. V.

Please add: "Saw It In The Wheel."

GOODHUE CYCLE LOCK.
It is strong, has a business-like Chain, and Is finished in full nickel.

Price, $i.oo.

Dealers

!

Write for

Discount.
Good for bicycle riders, traveling men and others. Over 4,000 different combinations. Can be operated

easily in the dark. Manufactured by

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO., ggpgSff
and st™»^n™-

PARKHURST & WILKINSON, Chicago, General Western Agents.
HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Newark, N. J., Selling Agents.

Of this truth be ever mindful, -

Gentle pilgrim here below;
Tires that you hain't never rode on,

May be just as good as them you know.

Get acquainted with the

-»» TILLIN6HAST ^^E
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TILLIEHAST MFG. CO, 117 Oranp Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Kindly mention Tbe Wheel when writing.
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LEVY WEIGHT REDUCED TO
CY#>CK 4* OZ.

j Reliable,
* Durable,
* Warranted.
? Price, $2.25 Postpaid,

q Electro and Discount to the
1 Trade.

* LEVY CYCLE CLOCK CO.
" 1817 Ridge Avenue, Phila., Pa.

I make a specialty of wire name badges for cycle
clubs. They are the neatest, cheapest, brightest and
best. Send name of club you belong to, with 25 cents
for samples. Addresss J I EARLY,

261 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y

m

iTHIS IS THE TIME
of the year when the tourist, sampling strange waters
and still stranger early fruits, vegetables, etc. are an-
noyed and delayed often by the consequences thereof.

It is then that Radway's Ready Relief is worth more
than " its weight in gold," for it instantly relieves

and quickly cures all Bowel Complaints, Diarrhoea,

Dysentery, Colic, Cholera Morbus and all internal

pains. Externally for all Bruises, Sprains, Sunburns,

No tourist's outfit is complete without a bottle of

Radway's Ready Relief. It takes up but little room,
and often prevents a great deal of pain and sickness.

A fifty-cent bottle is a medicine chest in value but not

in size. Sold by Druggists.

BUILT
TO ORDER...,

Evans & White Cycle Co.,

1182 EUZABtTH AVE.,

RED SEAL SPECIALTIES

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

RED SEAL TUBE CEMENT.

Dealers Write for Quan-
tity Prices. The Finest Quality Cylce

Specialties put up.
Try a Sample.

RED SEAL CHAIN LUBRICANT.

RED SEAL CYCLE OIL.

R[DSEAL RUBBER CEMENT.

The Best In tbe World.

Manufactured by McEWEN CYCLE CO., Elgin, 111.

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Thieves Are Riding Better Every Day,
They jump on your wheel—we do the rest—that is if you

had foresight enough to register with us.

The Wheelmen's Protective Co.,

General Offices: HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
Cortlandt and Church Sts., NEW YORK.

REGISTRATION, gl.OO. DUES, $ 1 .OO PER YEAR.
Write For Particulars. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing

WHEN YOD HAVE A GOOD THING STICK TO IT,

" Steele " is the word. Cement is supposed to stick. Our Cement does
Stick. If the cement you are using does not stick try our make We
guarantee it to stick. We refer to ANDERSON'S Rubber Cement
and Tire Cement. Write for samples and prices. You will be pleased with
the goods and satisfied with the low prices. We are headquarters for all
kinds of Bicycle Parts and Sundries ; Rims, Spokes, Balls, Nip-
ples, Sprockets, Cranks, etc., etc.

ANDERSON CYCLE & MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Near Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J.

Also General Repairing.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Amateur Cycling
WITH

HINTS ON TRAINING,
BY

G. LACY HILLIER and

W. G. H. BRAMSON.

An invaluable hand-book for wheelmen

and wheelwomen. Points for be-

ginners, tourists and racing

men.

PRICE. 60 CENTS.

D. S. Agent, F. P. PRIAL, Box 444, K. Y.

CHAS. M. BECKER,

132 Elm Street, * New York.

The only Exclusive Manufacturer of

Bloomer Suits
FOR

Ladies and Gentlemen.

It*

Mention The Wheel.
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H. E. RAYMOND.
RAYMOND

R,E .A.I_l -**

I. B. POTTER.

& POTTER,ESTATE,
236 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Barber Aspho't Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States,
has laid genuine Trinidad Asphalt Pavement* in 33
cities, an area of nearly 6,000,000 square yards, or 435
miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 14 years than all other companies in Europe and
America combined have laid in 30 years. The
L,. A. W. endorse our pavement as the STANDARD.

OFFICES

:

LeDrolt Building, Washington, D. C.

Washington Building, 1 Bresdwaj, Heir lark.

VOl CAPS HAVE ¥OCR

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
84-36 TANDEWATEB STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 246.

WILLIAMSPORT BICYCLE MFG.GO.
Manufacturers of the finest and best bicycle

made.

$85 -THE KEYST0NE--$85
We stake our reputation, our capital and the

success of our business on it. Write us.

139 WEST 3d STREET,
WILLIAMSPORT, - * F»A.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

NEW CYCLOMETER.
y

JOHN SHAW & SON,

(PATENT PENDING.)

PRICE, ONLY $2.50.
The Simplest on Earth. Mo Wheels.
Mo Dial. Bio Elands. Mo Springs.

Registers zoo Miles
On either a 28 or 30 inch wheel (a seeming impossi-
bility). Weight, 3 ounces. A boy can take it to
pieces and put it together in a minute.
A liberal discount to the trade. Address,

HALL MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

USE
ANTI-STIFF

Itis a marvelous preparation for Strengthening
"

the Muscular System. With Anti-Stiff there is no
faith required; it goes straight for the muscles, and
you can feelit at work. It has a peculiarly warming,
comforting, and stimulating effect on all weak or
stiff muscles and sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly
and pleasant in use.
Hub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight,

and you will be pleased at its supporting and
strengthening properties. There is not, nor has been,
anything like it till now. It differs from all Oils,

Embrocations and Liniments, both in substance and
effect. Some Athletes are so fond of it that they
rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00
K. FOUfiEBA & CO., Agents U.S., 30 N .W 1 1 liaui St., N.Y

DALE STREET,
»TR¥, ENGLAND,

The oldest and largest Hollow Fork Manufacturers
in the world. Headquarters for Stamping and all

kinds of tube works. All goods made from best
materials and fully guaranteed.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Fo r ei g n
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will |let you know whether you can obtain a patent"
All information free.

W. E. ATJGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

AH American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post fre» to
any part of America for one year $2.50. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City,
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THe CYCLIST
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEV,
iq Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade visiting Eng
land are invited to call at THE CYCXIST
Offids, at Coventry.

THE CLIP BRAKE
has been adopted by several manufacturers as

part of the equipment of their light wheels. It is

for sale by all the larger dealers in sundries in the

United States. It fits any wheel and will hold on

the steepest hills.

PRICE, ^S.OO.

THE CLIP CO., Warwick, N. Y.
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

COLD DRAWN, SEAMLESS, STEEL, CORRUGATED

TUBING
FOR BICYCLES.

Lighter and
Stronger than
the Ordinary-
Round.
Send for price list

and samples to

THE H. W. SMITH CORRUGATED TUBE CO , No. 69 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

Milling Machines,

Screw Machines,

Cntter Grinders

Tapping Machines,

Profiling Machines,

Hand Lathes.

Drill Presses,

Spring Coilers,

Die Blotters, Etc.

SPECIAL

BICYCLE MACHINERY.
A stock of 600 new and second-

hand tools, embracing everything
in metal-working machinery.

No. 3 Screw-Machine with Geared Friction Head and Automatic
Chuck. Also furnished with power and wire feeds.

WRITE FOR 1894 CATALOGUE AND LIST OF TOOLS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

LAIGHT AND CANAL STREETS, NEW YORK.
ALSO 51 NORTH 7th STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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PATENTED.

This Brake is automatic and as quick in

action as thought itself. No rider can afford

to do without it. Comfort, economy, safety

;

all demand it. Stamp for descriptive circular

BAILEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

WHEEL
BINDER

i ; 1 1 M

.

Is intended for a permanent as well
as for a temporary binder. The

+* papers are bound as firmly as a book.
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Re-
view printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cts. If ordered with subscription, 60 cts.

Use . .

.

iGreasolene
for bicycle chains

*^^- 4

AFTER YOU HAVE FOUND
that plumbago, graphite, soap, etc., make a chain
clean and bright. Then yon will want something
that lubricates. Greasolene is the stuff. Nothing
met on the road will faze it. Endorsed by the
hardy road riders of Chicago. 2500 miles' worth
put up in a collapsible tube for 25 cents. Ask jour
dealer for it. Insist on Greasolene. A trial will

convince you.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

J. Q. CALROW. makbb, WtNNETKA, ILL.

-FOR

atchy Sketches,

Catalogue Cuts
OR-

CYCLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANT KIND,

Address

Engraving Department,

THE WHEEL,
P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

A. T. MERRICK, Artist.

The Billings Bicycle Wrench.
ADOPTED BY THE POPE MFG. CO.

And Pronounced by them the

Best Bicycle Wrench in the Market

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Haitford, Conn.

BICYCLE F ITTINGS.
We manufacture a large variety of shapes and dimensions of

PRESSED STEEL BALL BEARING CASES
Finished in any manner desired. We use only the best quality of steel,

and take special care in hardening and polishing our shells. We also make

DUST CAPS, PEDAL PLATES, T FERRULES
for handle bars and frame connections.

STEEL, IRON AND BRASS FERRULES, WASHERS, ETC.
First-class Nickel Plating furnished, all work being coppered before
plating. We solicit correspondence, and shall be pleased to furnish
samples of anything we make, or estimates on any specialties in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND IT6 CO., 17 Hermon St., Worcester, Mass.

STANDARD CAP CO.,
156 Greene Street, New York.

TESTIMONIAL.
Putnam House, New York, Jan. 13, 1894.

The Standard Cap Co.

Gentlemen: I received the Patent Ventilated Cap all right, and
thank you very much for same. I find the ventilator a great benefit
when taking a long ride as it keeps the head very cool and free from
perspiration. Please send me one in dark blue as soon as possible.

Yours truly,
ALBERT SCHOCK,

New Patent Ventilated Bicycle Caps, Champion Long Distance Bicyclist of the World.

Manufacturers of Wheelmen's Caps of every description. Send for price lists. Trade
Kindly mention the Wheel. Only Supplied.

The First and the Best. = = =

Do not allow your orders for

HEATH BALL VALVE PUMP and UNIVERSAL COUPLING
to be filled with Infringing Imitations. If your wholesaler can
not or will not fill your orders with our Pumps (he certainly can buy
them from us), we will, and at a price that will interest you.

Remember, we repair or replace any broken pump of our make,
if sent to us, free of charge. Retail price $2.00.

Dealers Send for Revised Wholesale Prices.

S. F. HEATH CYCLE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, New England Agents,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Boston, Mass.

EDWIN OLIVER, General Eastern Agent, TELEPHONE No. 881 North.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO.,
MAIN OFFICE BASTERN OFFICE:

64 to 70 Ohio St., Chicago, Ills. Evans House, Springfield, Mass.

GENERAL U. S. SALE AGENT FOR THE
HUNT MFG. CO., SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., C. J. SMITH & SONS CO.,
Westboro, Mass. Toledo, Ohio. Milwaukee, Wis.

GARFORD MFG. CO., UNION DROP FORGE CO.,
Elyria, Ohio. Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN AND STAMPING CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING. COLD ROLLED STEEL AND CYCLE
MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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Tom TWmii

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing. Registered Trade Mark, No. 24238.

The Light Giver

and Light Weight

jfe ate $k

The Snell Cycle FittingsCo.

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Hubs, Pedals,

Rims, Frames, Cranks, Etc.

No need to import. We manufacture and supply at
prices that will make you sorry if you have placed
your orders elsewhere.
We are ready to supply a full line of Snell's Lamps

Pedals, Hubs, Cranks, etc.

Chicago Agents:
Chicago Tip and Tire Co., - Chicago

New England Agents:
The Elastic Tip Co , - - - - • Boston

New Tork Agents:
John S. Deng's Son & Co., Fletcher St., New Tork

Special Sales Agents:
The Raleigh Cycle Co., ... New Tork

THE CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.

Oil Cups, Collar Screws. Casehardening.

Nipples. Cap Screws. Specialties.

Air Valves. Set Screws. Cones.

Crank Keys. Special Screws. Steps.

Chain Rivets. Turned Nuts. Studs.

We also manufacture AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES for

Turned Work of every description.

Having purchased the entire plant of the GRANT ANTI=FRICTION BALL CO., of Fitchburg,

Mass., we are prepared to fill orders promptly for

STEEL BALLS For all Anti-Friction
Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.

The Most Complete Plant irj U.S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also

the N. SAWYER Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000

Per Month. Large Additions Now being Made. We claim to make
the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against

damage caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

Kindly mention The Whee when writing.
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BRIDGEPORT

BRASS

COMPANY.

BRIDQEFORT,

COHH.

13 fUlRRdY ST.,

NEW YORK.

S\)<Z . . .

"SEARCH-LIGHT."

BURNS KEROSENE. A
RADICAL CHANGE IN

LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

BICYCLE LAMP.

Have you seen the

"VULCAN" TORCH?

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
DEALERS IN
SUPPLIES.

Price $3.50 each.

si?<? . .

.

"BRIDGEPORT."

DOUBLE STROKE.

THE HANDSOMEST
BELL IN THE MARKET.

SEND FOR PRICE.

When -writing kindly mention The Wheel.

Road Tests are Best

TO TEST
THE BEST,

RIDE.

fliqerica's fiepresenlaliile Bicycle.
rVSVVVS^SS^irVVV^SVyVVVV^S^VVrVVVVV^*

WIL50N~riTER5 QOriPdNT,
MAKERS OF "THE LIBERTY," AMERICA'S REPRESENTATIVE BICYCLE,

Main Offices, 4 Warren Street, New York.

BRANCH STORES: 1786 Broadway, New York. 1217 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 567 Broad Street

When writingr kindly mention The Wheel.

, N. J.
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They are Great Sellers!

„„„mMWfr/ sv/avavavyVasvm
R2dD KINQ5
ANb—

^

R°db QUEENS
STRICTLY HIQn QRdDE

PRICE, $ I OO.oo. to $ I I O.oo.

Road King Wheels, 28 inch, Wood or Steel Rims, Weight 25 to 28

lbs., any kind of Pneumatic Tires wanted.
#

..Our.. ^ — Jk 1 ..Our..

ROAD III.

DUKE.

Road Queen

FLYING JIB

ROAD KING.

Make the Best and most Complete line of wheels on the market at

POPULAR PRICES. SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. FEATHERSTONE fi CO.,
Cor. Clark and 16th Sts.

and Armour Ave., CHICAGO.
THE WHEEL PRESS F. P. Prial, 210 Fulton St., N. Y. Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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NATIONAL BOARD OF TRADE AND
CHARTER.

F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED KVERY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as seoond-clas» matter.

Post Office Address: Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address :
" Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through A.M.NEWS CO.

ADVERTISING.
^THE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

WWhen writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHEEL.

EDITING AND MANAGING STAFF :

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,
W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

requested to hand it, after examination, to some other

verson interested in cycling.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. PAGE 39.

ON AIL "L" STATIONS.

THE! WHEEL is on sale on all Elevated news-
stands in New York.

Fate was unkind, indeed, to L. C. Dorn, the

young man who won the Hilsendegen road

race in such splendid fashion. As far as

known but two papers in the country got his

name correctly. " Done " and " Dowe " were

the favorite twists. The Wheel was one of

the two that reported it aright.

In the judgment of good, fair-weather pro-

phets a lady's safety and a wheelwoman in

skirts will be rarities five years hence. By

that time lovely woman will have been entire-

ly won over to man's knickerbockers and dia-

mond-framed machines. The prediction is

printed as a matter of record. Five years

hence it may prove a handy I-told-you-so.

T^HE National Board of Trade of Cycle

* Manufacturers is moving along quietly

and effectively, though some people seem to

think it lacks that noise which they—erron-

eously—think is the trade-mark and the sign

and symbol of success.

The Board comes before the trade with its

" By-Laws and Charter," which will no doubt

make interesting reading.

Briefly : The membership is in two classes

—

"active" and '• associate." Active member-

ship is open to American manufacturers and

dealers in cycles, accessories or in kindred

businesses. Associate membership is open to

residents or foreigners engaged in cycle or

kindred business. In all cases " good stand-

ing" is, of course, an understood qualification.

The " annual due " is placed at $5.

Section 6 is interesting. It provides: When-

ever the Board of Directors disapprove of any

"person, firm or corporation, all members will

be duly notified, and after such notification

no active or associate member shall deal with

or have business relations with such person,

firm or corporation." But no disapproval

shall be valid and binding except the " bar

sinister " be placed for "the dishonorable con-

duct of business, lack of business morality and

moral irresponsibility," and this black-listing

may only be accomplished by a majority vote

of the directors present at any Board meeting.

Active members are eligible to election to

any office, committee or directorship,

A commercial bureau or credit agency is

hinted at, for one section provides that, upon

payment of a sum or charge to be hereafter

determined upon, general and special commer-

cial reports will be furnished. Rules and regu-

lations will also be perfected for the establish-

ment of a " collection agency."

The corporation will be managed by a Board

of Directors of nineteen, shall be elected at

the annual meeting and shall hold office for

one year.

The Board of Directors shall meet within

ten days after the regular meeting and elect

the officers from their own board. The officers

are: One executive committee of five and a

president, first and second vice-president,

treasurer and secretary, who shall be ex-

officio members of this committee.

The calling of meetings, quorum and the ap-

pointment of an official counsel for the corpor-

ation, are provided for.

The Executive Committee shall meet upon

the call of any three of its members; these

constitute a quorum. To this Executive Com-

mittee is given the entire management of the

corporation. The Board of Directors are

vested with veto power over the Executive

Committee.

The duties and functions of president, first

vice-president, second vice-president, treas-

urer and secretary are all provided for and

are of the usual order of business carried on

by these respective officials.

There is a committee on membership and

three inspectors of election provided for.

The annual meetings shall be held at the

principal office of the corporation, in the

city of New York, on the first Monday of No-

vember of each year. Special meetings may
be called at any time by the Board or Execu-

tive Committee, and ten days' notice must be

given.

Article IX., Sec. 3 is important. It provides

that each holder of stock in the Corporation

shall have the right to vote in person, or by

proxy, and to cast as many votes as he holds

shares of the capital stock of the Corporation,

which stood in his name on the books of the

Corporation at least two days prior to the date

of the meeting.

The capital stock is $10,000—1,000 shares of

$10 each.

The manner in which the stock may be sub-

scribed for, how much will be alloted to any

one person, etc., etc., has not been touched

upon in the by-laws ; hence the manner of al-

lotment will probably be decided upon by the

Executive Committee. The question, involv-

ing as it does the voting power, and which is

a matter directly concerning the controlling

power, will, no doubt, be decided in such a

broad way that there will not be even a chance

for the lightest-lipped rumor as to close cor-

porationism or kindred innuendo.

Altogether, the Corporation's fundamental

laws appear to have been thought out care-

fully and in a broad, radical and self-helpful

spirit. They would seem—provided they are

operated up to the letter—to indicate that the

Trade Corporation will be very much more than

a name ; that it will be, in fact, a distinct ad-

vantage to this business.

RACING MEN'S WRATH.

WAS anything ever more amusing or

ridiculous than the spectacle of the

great men of Class B gathering in front of the

press stand at Chicago and vociferously crying

down a great daily newspaper which had dared

criticise one of their number?

Following so closely the " sympathetic

strike" at Baltimore, the flare-up at Indian-

apolis and the organization of a racing man's

labor union, one is led to wonder in what form

the freakishness of these petted and well-fed

young men will next break out. Indeed, it

really seems about time that their employers

took a hand in squelching the increasing in-

clination of their teams and trainers to make

unseeming exhibitions of themselves.

We are not in sympathy with the uncalled

for thrust at Mr. Sanger by the Chicago daity,

but our admiration of the antics in front of the

press stand, by which his compatriots sought

to show their displeasure, is not of very high
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degree ; nor is it heightened by a letter sent

us by one of Sanger's followers, who would

have us brand the Chicago paper's " roast," as

he calls it, "a dirty, low-lived, libelous trick."

Unless the young men have been wholly

consumed by self-infatuation they should re-

member that they have everything to lose and

nothing to gain by such antics in public. By

electing to follow the circuit, they have made

themselves public figures, and as such must

learn to take the bitter with the sweet as be-

comes men of prominence and good breeding.

They must reason a little more and "take on-"

and expect a little less ; anger is a foe of sense.

They cannot always have things their own

way, and if they persist in following the lead

of a few possibly well-meaning hot-heads they

will soon find themselves in very warm water.

By the organization of a "brotherhood" they

have already served a semi-declaration of war

upon those race promoters and referees who

may or have displeased them, and if, as is fair

to assume from their conduct at Chicago, they

' now propose to include the public press in the

' declaration," let them look well before they

go even a step further. Great men before

them have never had their eyes fully opened

until brought up good and hard against the

proverbial stone wall.

The story of Zimmerman's becoming " a

actor" should be taken with an allowance of

salt and pepper. To those who know his aver-

sion to speaking in public and recall the

several instances in which he has " scooted" to

escape the ordeal, it is distinctly rich. They

will believe the story only when they see Zim

on the other side of the footlights

HALL-MARKED BY THE FOUR
HUNDRED.

THE " 400," and even that double-distilled

essence of good form and fashion, the

" 150," have taken to cycling seriously.

From '-society column" paragraphs one

would conclude that it was a mere fad, the

fancy of a summer day.

But such is not the case. The fashionables

have really taken to the recreation with more

or less seriousness. Living a purely social

life, especially in such an energetic circle,

takes the edge off even the best physique. In

time, from the lack of exercise, things are gone

through with wearily, and big dinners become

a burden.

But cycling changes all that. The people of

both sides are riding with rational enthusiasm,

with consistency. Many of them declare they

prefer cycling to sitting behind their high-

stepping horses.

It is all very well, and a good thing for the

sport. Much as these pleasure-loving people

are sneered at, they do much to keep the

world moving, and their "game" is something

that almost every man and every woman longs

to play at properly.

In Katonah, N. Y., a wealthy society couple

who have not yet learned to endure the vulgar

gaze, have had built on their spacious, well-

shaded grounds a four-lap, well-banked track,

on which to take their constitutionals awheel.

There is no longer any doubt that the 400
and the billionaires who are on the fringe of

"sassiety" have not only been won over, but

are doing the handsome. The Newport belle

who hunted out the street-sprinkler who left

her a streak of dry road and " pressed a

crispy ten dollar bill into his hand " proves it.

Monkeying with the buzz-saw is a danger-

ous game. Newspapers—those big dailies

especially—can unmake as well as make a man.

Crying them down in public is much like

monkeying with the saw. Circuit chasers

please note.

TYLER, Im. 57 3-5s.;

I m. 53 4-5s.

AFTER TRYING FOR TWO WEEKS HE CUTS

BOTH OF BLISS' RECORDS AT WAL.THAM.

Harry Tyler has at last got among the

records. After two weeks of failures and dis-

appointments at the Waltham track he has

secured the much coveted mile, both flying and

standing start, and now holds the honors that

Bliss recently wrested from Johnson. As a

consequence Tyler is happy, but how long his

happiness will last is merely a question of

time. The attacks on the mile will yet be

many. Tyler secured the mile standing,

on Thursday, August 2, cutting 2 25
seconds from Bliss' figures, making the mark
im. 57 3-5S. He also created new records for

all the distances except one quarter and one-

third.

The day was not perfect for record breaking,

as a puffy wind was blowing. It was close to

6 p. m. when he made the attempt, paced by

three tandem crews—Berlo and Cutter, P.

Berlo and Rich and McDuffee and Lambert.

He made the first quarter in 32 1-5S., the

second in 28 2-5S. and the last in 28 3-5S. The
figures

:

TYLER. BLISS.

M. S. M. S.

1-4 mile 0.32 1-5 1-4 mile 0.32

1-3 " °-42 1-3 " o-43 4-5

*i-2 lt
i 002-5 1-2 u 1.02 2-5

+2-3 u 1.19 1-5 2-3 u
1 21 2-5

*3"4 " I29 3-4 " i-3i i-5

*i "
1.57 3-5 2 " 2.00

Records.

W. E. Rhodes made a new unpaced flying

start record, doing the distance in 29 3-5S. , 1-5S.

better than Sanger ; Geo. E. Thatcher rode a

one-third unpaced in 41 1-5S. , which does not

alter Sanger's figure of 40s.

Two events were run as follows:

One Third Mile Invitation— i, Harry Arnold; 2,

A. W. Warren; 3, E. A. McDuffee. Time, 48s.

One Half Mile Invitation, Class B— i, Harry
Arnold; 2, E. A. McDuffee; 3, A. W.Warren. Time,
im. 19 4-5S.

The officials were: Referee, B. W. Isfort;

judges—J. E. Town, captain Press C. C. ; A.

K. Peck and C. G. Percival; timers—F. M.

Wood, B. A. A.; John Graham, B. A. A., and

H. Crowther; starter, John C. Kerrison.

On Saturday, August 4, Tyler clipped the

mile flying start record by an even second.

His time was im. 53 4-5S., against Bliss' im.

54 4-5S. He also tried for Sanger's unpaced

mile figures of 2m. 11 2-ss., but his best was
2m. 14 2-5S.

Tyler did not equal Bliss' figures until he

reached the three-quarters. He was paced

by the same tandem crews as before. A poor

pick-up was made at the last quarter, and he

lost at least a second. The figures follow:

Tyler. Bliss.
M. S. M. S.

Quarter 0282-5 0.2815
One-third 0.374-5 0.372-5
One-half 0.563-5 0.553-5
Two-thirds 1.154-5 1.151 5
Three-quarters 125 1.25
Mile 153 4-5 1-5445

During the afternoon Warren rode an ex-

hibition quarter in 30s., unpaced, and Berlo

did 29 4-5S., without pacemakers, while That-

cher, of New Haven, started to break Johnson's

one-third mile record. He did the quarter in

29 1-5S., and the third in 38 2-5S., and later

Warren did the quarter in 30s. and the third

in 42 2-5S. The results of the races were:

One-Third Mile Invitation— i, E. A. McDuffee;

2, H. B. Arnold; 3, Lon Werren. Time, 544-5S.

Half Mile Invitation— i, Lon Warren; 2, H. B.

Arnold; 3, George Cutter. Time, im. 30 1-5S.

The officials were: Referee, H. W. Robin-

son; timers, J. E. Saville, William Herrick,

Chicago; Henry Crowther; starter, John C.

Kerrison; judges, A. J. Oakes, C. E. Cart-

wright and A. K. Peck.

THE CYCLE SHOWS.

THE NATIONAL SHOW.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Board of Trade was held in New York on

Thursday evening. Messrs. Spalding, Pope

and Wilson were present. Letters were read

from Messrs. Gormully and Coleman.

A contract for the National Cycle Show
was made with the Madison Square Garden
Company. Secretary A. Kennedy-Child, and
Manager Frank W. Sanger, were appointed a

committee with full power to arrange all

details.

Many details of the show were discussed.

No one but exhibitors will be allowed to solicit

business. No smoking in the building after

6 p. m. Special hours arranged for the trade

only. In the centre of the floor space only

cycles will be shown. In the basement of the

Garden will be shown bicycle-making ma-
chinery.

The Chicago Show.

The Chicago people claim that all their

spaces are sold. At the Board of Trade meet-

ing, the Chicago show was thoroughly dis-

cussed. None of the members of the Board of

Trade had taken spaces, except conditionally.

After discussion, some of the firms, including

Pope Co., notified their local agents to close

on the spaces that had been submitted to

them. Of the Chicago exhibitors, up to a few

days ago, six only were Eastern firms. The
Chicago show promises to be a big local and

sectional success.
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CHICAGO'S GREAT MEET.

A POSSIBLE WORLD-BEATER, A. GABDI-
v i It. DEVELOPS IN CLASS A—B HONORS
WELL DIVIDED-"CNPACED RACING"

PROVES A POPULAR GAME.

Chicago, August 2.—It was billed as the

"Great Chicago Race Meet," and, if indica-

tions go for anything, "great" will be the only

term \o fittingly describe the affair.

The meet is promoted by the Associated

Cycling Clubs, and is being held on the same
three-lap track used last fall for the inter-

national championships.

The greatness of the occasion maybe judged

by the size of the entry list, which totals ex-

actly 636 entries, exactly 101 more than the

reor-l established by the Springfield tourna-

ment of 1893.

To-day was devoted entirely to the weeding-

out process. Heats only were run. The finals

occur to-morrow and next day. No time

limits were placed, and, as a whole, to-day's

racing was tame and featureless, the men
riling merely to qualify for the finals. The
track was in splendid shape, the day windy

and the officering excellent, forty-six heats

being run in two hours and a half. About

1,000 people were present. Some disappoint-

ment was caused by John S. Johnson's failure

to ride. He is on the sick list. R. F. Goetz

and E. C. J >hnson were other notable absen-

tees. They are said to be pot-hunting in their

native State, Ohio. Sanger appeared but

once. He qualified for the mile open, but

immediately afterward started for home.

Chicago's water has upset his stomach. His

trainer, Dumbleton, is also suffering from the

same cause.

A parrot is the prize in the Class B consola-

tion race and a monkey in the Class A. The
result of the heats to-day left a tremendous

number of candidates for the "animals."

Summary of Thursday's Heats.

Two Mile Open—First Heat (eight starters): 1, G.

L Emerson, Chicago C. C; 2, C. W. Davis, C. C. C; 3,

W. L. Swindeman, Battle Creek. Time, 5m. 49 2-5S.

Second Heat: 1, A. Gardiner, C. W.; 2, J. Skelton, M.

& W. C. C; 3, H R. Upp. I. C. C; 4, W. Bainbridge,

5, A. J. Leonhardt, Cal. C. C. Time, 5m. 16 1-5S.

Ove-Third Mile, Class B-First Heat: 1, G. F.

Taylor; 2, E. C. Bald; 3, H. A. Githens. Time, 49 4-5S.

Second Heat: 1, A. I. Brown ; 2, A. D. Kennedy
; 3, C.

M. Murphy. Time, 481-5S. Third Heat: 1, J. P. Bliss;

2, R. Macdonald; 3, W. W. Taxis. Time, 51 3-5S.

One Mile Open—First Heat: 1, G. E. Bicker; 2, G.

S. Maxwell; 3, M. Green. Time. 3m. 4 2-5S. Second
Heat: i, A. Gardiner, Chicago; 2, H. R. Upp, Chicago;

3, G. L. Emerson. Time, 3m. 5 4 5s. Third Heat: 1, F.

C. Van de Sande; 2, C. W. Davis; 3, W. J. Anderson.

Time, 2m. 54 25s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— i, F. J. Titus,

scratch; 2, James Levy, 80 yards; 3, C. M. Murphy, 30;

4, W. F. Murphy, 75; 5, A. B. Goehler, 55; 6, H. H.

Maddox, 90; 7, E. C. Bald, 25. Time, 2m. 20 3-5S.

Second Heat; 1, M. H. Burt, no; 2, H. S. Dodson, 100;

3, R. J. Leacock, 160, 4, A. B. Goehler, 55; 5, R. Mac-
donald, 60; 6, A. I. Brown, 50. Time, 2m. 17s.

One Third Mile—First Heat: i.C.Sinsabaugh; 2,

F. C. Van de Sande; 3, J. Skelton; 4, G. E. Bicker.

Time, 49 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, C. W. Davis; 2, W. J.

Anderson; 3, H. R. Upp; 4, G. S Marshall. Time, 49s.

One Mile Handicap— First Heat: 1, W.L. Swende-
man; 2, A. Gardiner, 140; 3, M. Green, 130; 4, H.Jordan,

150. Time, 2m. 22 3-5S. Second Heat: 1, W. A. Hanley,

160; 2, A. Anderson, 180; 3, W. P. Jones, 170; 4, A. V.

Jackson, 150. Time, 2m 16 3-5S. Third Heat: i,J.

Skelton, 100; 2, W. Bainbridge, 90; 3, J. J. Bezenek,

90; 4, E. S. Church, 120. Time, 2m. 18 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Open—First Heat: 1, C. W. Davis;

2, W. J. Anderson; 3, C. G. Sinsabaugh. Time, 33 3-5S.

Second Heat: 1, A. Gardiner; 2, J. D. Adams; 3, J.

Skelton. Time,36i-ss. Third Heat: 1, G. S. Maxwell;
2, W. S. Ruby; 3, G. E. Bicker. Time, 35 1-5S.

Half Mile Open, Class B—First Heat: 1, G. F.

Taylor ; 2, E. C. Bald
; 3, H. A. Githens. Time, im.

C. Vande
Time, im.

19 25s. Second Heat: 1, C.

Sanger; 3, A. D Kennedy. Time,
Heat: 1, W. W. Taxis; 2, Ray Macdonalc
Time, im. 19 1-5S.

Two-Third Mile—First Heat: 1, F.

Sande; 2, W. J. Anderson; 3, T. Cooper.

54s. Second Heat : 1, A. Gaidiner; 2, J. Skelton; 3, J.

D.Adams. Time, im. 514.5s. Third Heat: 1, G. A.

Maxwell; 2, W. S. Ruby; 3, G. E. Picker. Time, im.

46s.

One Mile Open, Class B (three qualify)-i, E. C.

Bald; 2, G. F. Taylor; 3, M. H. Burt; 4 , H. H. Maddox.
Time, 3m. 5 1-5. Second Heat— 1, A. D. Kennedy; 2,

A. E. Lumsden; 3, A. I. Brown. Time, 2m. 52 3-5S.

Third Heat: 1, L. D. Cabanne; 2, W. W. Taxis; 3, J. P.

Bliss. Time, 2m. 36 3-5S.

One Mile Open—i,G. E. Bicker; 2, A.Gardner; 3,

G. S. Maxwell; 4, J. Skelton; 4, W. Bainbridge. Time,
3m. 1 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, W.J Anderson; 2, C.W.
Davis; 3, H. R. Upp; 4, G. L. Emerson; 5, W. L.

Swendeman. Time, 3m. is.

Quarter Mile Open, Class B—i, E. C. Bald; 2,

H. A. Githens; 3, G. F.Taylor. Time, 34 1-5S. Second
Heat: 1, C. M. Murphy; 2, A. I. Brown; 3, A. D.

Kennedy; 4, A. B. Goehler. Time, 32s. Third Heat:

1, T. Cooper; 2, J. P. Bliss; 3, W. W. Taxis; 4, L. D.

Cabanne. Time, 32 2-5S.

Two Mils: Handicap—First Heat: 1, A. Gardner,

250 yards; 2, J. J. Bezenek, 180; 3, W. A. Hanley, 300;

4, J. Skelton, 200; 5, W. Bainbridge, 200; 6, W. M.
Staley, 300; 7, E. S. Church, 230; 8, W. A. Thompson,
60. Time, 4m. 38 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, W. L. Swende-
man, 250; 2, A. V. Jackson, 300; 3, A. P. Peck, 240; 4, I.

D. Wilson, 250; 5, W. P. Jones, 320; 6, A. C. Adams
290; 7, H. Jordon, 300; 8, A. V. Hales, 200. Time
4m. 48 1-5S.

Chicago, August 3.—Strange as it may
seem, one of the most interesting and enthus-

ing events of to-day was the one mile un-

paced race, if it can be properly termed

"race." As far as known, it was the first of

its kind in the world, but that it will not be

the last goes without saying. It found great

favor with the public.

One will naturally ask what excitement there

can be in witnessing one lone man riding like

mad around the track. Yet the crowd cheered

lustily every contestant, and seemed fully to

appreciate the speed each was making. Hun-
dreds of watches were held, and the men's

speed was judged by the fractional times.

Nine men competed. Bliss did not start,

and Sanger was still unwell. Their non-

appearance was a disappointment. The ex-

pected became a realty. Titus had ridden in

practice in 2m. 14s., and to-day did 2m. 142-55.,

three seconds outside record. It was thought

new men would make better time than the

veterans, and the following comparative table

tells the story to a dot

:

1. F. J. Titus, New York 421-5

2. H. H. Maddox, Asb'y P'k 443-5

3. L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis.. 421-5

4. A. B. Goehler, Buffalo.... 461-5

5. G. H. Ellisthorpe, Peacht'n 44 3-5

6. C. M. Murphy, New York. 42 1-5

7. F. C. Graves, S. B. C 461-5

8. E. C. Bald, Buffalo 44 4-5

9. Tom Cooper, Detroit 442-5

There was a shifting wind blowing, and at

some periods one man received a hard, checking

wind, while another would receive little at all.

The race was held over to the last event of

the day, in the hope that this wind would die

out. But Chicago winds are not only chilling,

but die hard. The men drew lots for position,

Cooper was the first to start, then Cabanne,

Maddox and Murphy. The wind was worst

while the first two were riding. Referee

Thomas F. Sheridan decided to give all the

contestants another opportunity to-morrow in

the hope of lowering Sanger's record of

2m. 11 2-5S. made at Waltham.

Pwo t'ds Mile.
M. S. M. S.

'•27 4-5 2.142-5

1.28 3-5 2-'5

1.29 2-5 2.19 2-5

'•3»3-5 2.19 4-5

1. 31 2.21

1.304-5 2.22 2-5

1 -33 35 2.22 2-5

1-32 3-5 2.24

1 33 3-5 2.24

was also announced that Julian P. Bliss

Fred. J. Titus would each make the at-

tempt on the morrow to lower the world's rec-

ord with tandem pacing.

Class A men will also have an unpaced mile

race. This brings forcibly to mind the grand

performances of A. Gardiner, the winner of

the third time prize in this year's Chicago

road race.

Gardiner to-day showed an ability to cut all

his own pace in a race and win. He rides

steadily and strongly, and has lots of sprint

His training has been around the three-quar-

ter mile circle at Palmer Square, near Hum-
boldt Park, this city. Gardiner has trained

night after night, twenty times around, fifteen

miles in all, and pacing a crowd, yet he could

outsprint all at the close of every lap. He
outclassed his opponents in nearly every race

to-day, and in the lap race for two miles ran

all but men that have trained with him, off

their feet.

Bald seemed braced up by Chicago's air and
rode with some of his old-time dash. Mac-

donald showed fine form and "get there"

qualities in the half mile handicap, which he

won in a hard fight with Bald, getting the

verdict by only the narrowest kind of a

margin.

Bliss took the heart of the crowd by his

good win of the third mile open and dis-

appointed everyone by failing to start in the

half-mile handicap, in which he qualified from

scratch.

Maddox beat out a good field for second

place in the mile handicap, in which Leaccck,

of St. Louis, the limit man received a start

that placed him out of harm's way, when the

back mark men loafed.

"Jack Napoleon," W. F. Murphy's dog, and
the mascot of the Columbia team, made a last-

ing hit when his owner brought him toddling

on to the track, eye-glasses on nose, stove

pipe hat on his head and a pipe in his mouth.

"Jack" took a seat at the track edge, and at

frequent intervals essayed a bark without

dropping his pipe. The effort was ludicrous in

the extreme, and the crowd howled.

George K. Barrett was clerk of course, and

deserves all the credit he received for the

prompt handling of the races. It required but

three hours to complete the programme. The
other officials were equally efficient. They
were: Referee, T. F. Sheridan. Judges

—

Walter Wardrop, L. C. Jaquisch, C. E. Ran

.

dall and A. J. Marrett. Timers— G. A.

Thorne, F. W. Morgan and J. O. Blake;

starter, D. J. Canary.

The handicapping was excellent, the track

fast and the stands comfortably filled.

In the one-third mile open Taylor, Bald,

Githens, Brown, Kennedy, C. M. Murphy,

Bliss, Macdonald and Taxis, lined up from the

pole out. At the shove off, " Brother Charl"

shied into Kennedy and the latter alighted on

his feet. There was a call back.

Bliss, Brown and C. M. Murphy rounded the

first turn neck and neck. Brown drew into the

lead and led the bunch down around the turn

and into the stretch, when Bliss came up
grandly, and at twenty yards from home drew

even with Brown. He maintained his pace

and won by a length.

Ball jumped and was a foot back as the tape

was crossed. Brown was closely pressed by

Taxis; Murphy, Githens, Taylor and Mac-

donald, all close up, but their positions were

not caught in the confusion of a prettily con-

tested finish.
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In the two mile Class A race Gardiner set

two miles of pace and won in 5m. 1 3-5S. from

George Emerson, a great, big, hulking Chicago

clubman. J. Skelton, of the M. & W. C, C,
another man who was prominently placed in

the Chicago race, was a close third, Swinde-

man, of Helena, Mont., fourth and C. W.
Davis, the red-hot local favorite, fifth.

The half-mile handicap was the only race of

the day run in heats. Bald, from 10 yards,

won the first heat by a foot from Cooper, the

Detroit boy. Leacock, 85 yards, won the

second heat by 20 yards, Taylor being nipped

by Macdonald for second ; Lumsden was a

good fourth. Bliss was the only scratch man
to start, and took fourth in the last heat with-

out a hard attempt to catch the leaders—

a

sensible act. Steele, Burt Ballard, Bliss,

Goehler and Cabanne was the order, four

qualifying. Cabanne was just coming into

his stride when some one rushed across his

front, and he had to ease up. The time, im.

2 2-5S., promised well when Bliss started in the

final.

The final was warm, with Bald, 10 ; Kennedy,

15 ; Cooper, 20; Taylor, 20; Macdonald, 25 ; Bal-

lard, 25; Steele, 50; Burt, 55, and Leacock, 85.

Bliss did not start, to the dismay of his many
friends. It was apretty piece of handicapping.

The field maintained order of starting, and all

bunched on the last turn, when Bald came
through an opening in the back bunch; but

Macdonald had his old-time form, and, sprint-

ing grandly, won by a half foot, Kennedy
jumping into third ahead of Steele. Time,

im. 2s.

Six men started in the mile open, Class A
event. F. C. Van de Sande won by a foot.

W. J. Anderson was second, Gardiner third

and Davis fourth, with the others well up.

Until the sprint the race was a loaf. It was a

close finish.

Gardiner ran away with the mile handicap

A on the finish.

The third mile A race saw another wonder-

ful finish which Gus Becker, of Chicago, won
by six inches on the pole, while Anderson

fairly leaped over the tape winning the

decision by a tire width from C. W. Davis.

In the mile handicap, Class B, Titus was
scratch; Bald, 25; C. M. Murphy, 30; Goehler,

55; Macdonald, 60; W. F. Murphy, 75; Levy,

80 ; Maddox, 90 ; Dodson, 100, and Leacock, 160.

. The limit man rode grandly and maintained

his lead, winning amidst great excitement in

2m. 18 2-5S. Ball went up grandly, and pass-

ing man after man, fell in with C. M. Murphy
in the lead of the rear bunch. Titus came up
and took place all in the first lap. The rear

bunch did not like the hunt for the leaders.

W. F. Murphy and Maddox came out in turn

to get after the leaders, and on the last lap all

went together. But Leacock won handily.

The back markers had loafed too long and
Maddox beat W. F. Murphy for second, while

Titus gained a good fourth, Macdonald,

Goehler and Dodson running in the order

named.
There was a fall on the last lap, Bald being

shoved over the pole, and in the attempt to get

back struck Levy, who came down.

Gardiner won lap after lap, everyone in a

red-hot finish, in the lap race. The time,

5m. 8 4-5S., was surprising for a lap race.

Gardiner scored 1 8 points. He killed off every

man but a couple of the stayers who trained

with him at Palmer Square.

Bezenek had 5 and Bainbridge 4 points.

Friday's Finals.

ONE-THIRD MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. J. P. Bliss, Chicago. 3. A. I. Brown, Cleveland.

2. E. C. Bild, Buffalo. 4. W.W. Taxis, Philadelphia.

Time, 45s.

Also ran: Taylor, Githens, Kennedy, U. M. Murphy
and Macdonald.

Two Mile Open— i, A. Gardiner; 2, G L.Emerson;

3. J. Skelton; 4, W. L. Swindeman; 5, C.W.Davis.
Time, 5m. 1 3 5s.

Half Mile Handicap, Class B—First Heat: i,E.

C. Bald. 10 yards; 2, T. Cooper, Detroit, 20; 3, A. D.

Kennedy, 15; 4, H. H. Maddox, 45. Time, im. 52-5S.

Second Heat: 1, R. J. Leacock, 85; 2, R. Macdonald,

25; 3, G.F.Taylor, 20; 4, A. E. Lumsden, 25. Time,
im. 2 3-5S. Third Heat: 1, Gus Steele, 50; 2, M. H.

Burt, 55; 3, E.W.Ballard, 25; 4, J. P. Bliss, scratch.

Time, im. 2 2-5S.

FINAL.

1. Ray Macdonald, 25. 3. A. D. Kennedy. 15.

2. E. C. Bald, 10. 4. Gus Steele, 50.

Time, im, 2s.

One Mile Open— i, F. C. Van de Sandes; 2, W. J.

Anderson; 3, A.Gardiner; 4, C. W. Davis. Time,
2m. 43s.

One Mile Handicap.— i, A. Gardiner, 140 yards; 2,

J. Skelton, 100; 3, J. J. Bezemek, 90; 4, W. L. Swinde-

man, 120. Time, 2m. 16s.

One-Third Mile.— i, G. E. Becker; 2, W. J. Ander-
son; 3, C. W. Davis; 4, C. G. Sinsabaugh. Time, 50s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP (CLASS B.)

1, R. J. Leacock, St.Louis, 160 4, F. J. Titus, scratch.

2, H. H. Maddox, go. 5. Ray McDonald, 60.

3, W. F. Murphy, 75. 6, A. B. Goehler, 55.

Time, 2m. 18s.

TWO-MILE LAP Race.—i, A. Gardiner. 18 points; 2,

J. J. Bezenek, 5 points; 3, W. Bainbridge, 4 points.

Time, 5m. 08 4-5S.

One Mile, Unpaced—(Second trial of same event

to-morrow)— First prize optional, $2co in merchandise
— 1, F. J. Titus, 2m. 14 2-5S.; 2, H. H. Maddox, 2m. 15s.;

3, L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis, 2m. 19 2-5S. ; 4, A. B. Goeh-

ler, Buffalo, 2m. 19 4-5S.

Chicago , August 4.—There's anew star in the

cycling firmament to-night. Adolph Gardiner

is his name ; Chicago is his home.

The star first began to twinkle brightly

when he flashed home the winner of the third

time prize in the Chicago road race on Decor-

ation Day; he has been twinkling ever since,

but it was not until yesterday that he grew so

bright as to dazzle, and not until to-day that

he shone bright and clear in all his splendor

and stood out in bold relief among his fellows

of Class A.

In two days Gardiner rode in eleven events

(inclusive of the unpaced mile) and won ten.

He lost one race yesterday, but to-day he
made a clean sweep of seven events, winning
each in masterly fashion. His style is awk-
ward and yet reminds one forcibly of Zimmer-
man. He can cut the pace for any distance

and sets at naught all that was ever said about

pacing and losing. After a hard ride he can

jump and sprint a whole third mile and go
strong all the way, and he is a fighter to the

backbone. He seems to know no such word
as "quit." No lead of a competitor dis-

courages him. In one race to-day he overtook

Emerson, who had a 20 yard lead around the

last turn. In another, the two mile handicap,

he left the bunch as if it were standing still and
sprinted the entire third without looking up
until the tape was crossed.

Team managers have held consultations

with fond papa, but Adolph has said "no" to all

their blandishments. Good salary would not

tempt him. He will remain true to his good
friend F. W. Morgan, of Morgan & Wright.

Gardiner is a tall, rather lank but strongly

built lad of German descent, and but 19 years

of age. He weighs about 150 lbs. He has

curly hair and bright eyes, that shine like

diamonds under excitement. He is a member
of the Columbia Wheelmen.

Aside from Gardiner the other features of

the day's racing were Maddox' s win in the

mile handicap and Pye Bliss' pluck, for dis-

pite two nasty spills he came out and did a

half mile, with tandem pacing, in 58 4-5S.

Bald also had three narrow escapes. Three
times he ran over fallen competitors and went
over the pole into the field another time, yet

went unscathed into the winners' ranks in

nearly every instance. Cooper, of Detroit,

won his first Class B race, the quarter. Several

men tried to ride an unpaced mile, to beat

Titus' record of yesterday in the great unpaced
mile race of 2m. 14 2-5S. , and failed. Titus

went a paced mile in 2m. 2s., W. F. Murphy
and Kennedy carrying him the first half on a

tandem in im. is., and Macdonald the last half

in the same time as was made by the tandem,
Charlie Murphy failing to pick him up on the

last quarter.

E. W. Ballard, of Chicago, won the parrot

in the consolation for Class B, F. C. Graves
of Springfield, and A. B. Goehler, of Buffalo

being his competitors. G. S. Maxwell takes

away the monkey in the Class A consolation.

And Chicago, for once, turned out and gave
the racing wheelmen a grand welcome.

There were 6,250 people in the grounds when
the races were called; there were 10,000

people before the close, and the day was one

of those cool, summer-resort days, for which
Chicago is noted—in fact, there was a bit too

much of a breeze stirring for unpaced times.

Of Pye Bliss and his pluck, a word. He
first fell in the mile open. He says some one

collided with him, and the umpire says it was
an accident pure and simple, but that he can-

not tell who is responsible. At any rate Bliss

came down hard, Taxis took a somersault over

him and Cabanne over Taxis. All were
scraped, and it was thought Taxis had met
with another unfortunate accident and broken

his arm. Bliss walked to his tent, and came
out ten minutes later for the quarter mile

open. The crowd cheered heartily. As the

field swung around the corner, the speed was
so great all separated. Bliss was in the

center. Suddenly the ball of pink shot out,

turned a somersault and struck the ground
and went over and over. And Bald, for the

third time this day, went over a prostrate man
without falling. And notwithstanding all

these tumbles and the scratches and bruises

that came naturally with them. Bliss came
out, and, to tandem pacing, did 58 3-5S. for the

half, Githens and Lumsden on the tandem.

The new men in Class B showed up splen-

didly. Cooper won the quarter in fine style,

working up by Bliss, who had been shoved by
a strong arm into the lead, and bringing the

bunch into the stretch. There he had a hot

fight with Murphy, in which the latter got the

worst of the argument.

Maddox, however, rode the race of the day
in Class B. He proved himself every inch the

sterling rider he has been cracked up to

be. The mile handicap, Class B, was to have

been ridden in two heats, but the seventeen

starters were allowed to go in one race. That
the track was safe was demonstrated when
this band of dare-devil riders swung around

those bankings, a half-dozen abreast, without

fear or hesitation and without accident.

And they had to swing and quickly too, for

this was a hammer and tongs race from the

very outset. There was loafing only when
Cabanne essayed to pace at the start of the

second lap, Cabanne's good friend, Leacock,
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being the limit man. Leacock was improving

his good opportunities from 160 yards and

was gaining. Cabanne paced slowly and the

bunch was densely packed in back. Suddenly,

changes occurred, in none of which Titus, the

scratch man, took a hand,

Ballard made a good run for half of the

second lap, and gained twenty yards on the

leader and twenty on the bunch. "He's got

him," shouted the crowd. But Ballard was
not equal to the emergency. He "died" on

the back-stretch, and tha back markers passed

him. Leacock was still industriously improv-

ing his handicap. "He is overhandicapped,"

said all, as the bell rang. But Graves started

the hunt, and closed a little. Then a figure in

black, with yellow stripes, went up gamely on

the outside. Up and up, and then away after

Leacock. It was a hard, long chase for the

finish of a race, but Maddox is a game rider.

On the last bank he had thirty yards yet, at

the turn twenty perhaps, and down the straight

this lead was cut down yard by yard. Twenty
yards from home Maddox collared Leacock,

and at the tape was a half length or more to

the good, with Cabanne on the pole, a foot

ahead of Githens, who was a foot ahead of

Lumsden, carrying on a vigorous battle for

third place. These three bore the same rela-

tions to each other for the last twenty yards

in a rare struggle. The race had been run in

2m. 14 4-5S. from sixty yards. Titus, who was
in the bunch, did 2m. 16 1-5S. It was a splendid

bit of Handicapper Newman's work.

The unpaced race again proved popular, and

seemed to catch the crowd, Gardiner's per-

formance, 2m. 17s., which will stand as the

Class A record, was a meritorious bit of work,

and gives some idea of the young man's

calibre.

Saturday's Events.

Quarter Mile Open-i, A. Gardiner; 2, W. S.

Ruby; 3, W. J. Anderson. Time, 34 4-5S.

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis. 3. C. M. Murphy.
2. E. C. Bald. 4. H. A. Githens.

Time, im. 10s.

Two-thirds Mile Open— i, A. Gardiner; 2, P. C.

Van de Sandes; 3, C. W. Davis; 4, W. J. Anderson.
Time, 36 2-5S.

ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. A. D. Kennedy. 3. E. C. Bald.

2. G. F. Taylor. 4. A. E. Lumsden.
Time, 2m. 20 4-5S.

One Mile Open—i, A. Gardiner; 2, G. L. Anderson;

3. H. R. Upp; 4, G. E. Bicker. Time, 2m. 25s.

QUARTER MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. T. Cooper. 3. G. F. Taylor.

2. C. M. Murphy. 4. A. I. Brown.

Three Mile Lap—i, A. Gardiner, 22 points; 2, W.
Bainbridge, 12; 3, C. V. Dasey, 10. Time, 7m. 45s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. H. H. Mad|dox, 60 yds. 3. L. D. Cabanne, 20.

2. R. J. Leacock, 160. 4. H. A. Githens, 30.

Time, 2m. 14 4-5S.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, A. Gardiner, 250 yards; 2,

J. J. Bezenek, 160; 3, A. P. Peck, 240. Time, 4m. 43 2-5S.

One Mile Consolation, Class B— i, C. W. Ballard;

2, A. B. Goehler; 3, F. C. Graves. Time, 2m. 55s.

HALF MILE (again it time with pacemaker)—J. P.

Bliss. Time, 58 3-5S.

One Mile, Unpaced, Second Trials (Time of first

trials, yesterday's time).

Name. Third. Two-third. Mile.

S. M. s. M. S.

1. H. H. Maddox 412-5 1.272-5 2.154-5

2. L. D. Cabanne 43 2-5 1.294-5 2.20

3. C. M. Murphy 43 4-5 1-273-5 2.16 1-5

One Mile (against time with pacemaker)— F. J.

Titus. Time, 2m. as. Time of each half, im. is.

one mile time trials, unpaced.
Name. Third. Two-third. Mile.

S. M. s. M. s.
i.A.Gardiner 401-5 1.282-5 2.17 1-5
2. H. R. Upp 43 1.30 1-5 2.223-5
3. A. P. Peck 432.5 1. 331-5 2.253-5
4. Bainbridge 473-5 1.37 2.26
5. C. V. Dasey 44 4-5 1-332-5 2.262-5
6. G. S. Maxwell 471-5 1.332-5 2.263-5
7. G. Sinsabaugh 444-5 1.344-5 2.274-5
8. F S. Reeves 433-5 1.35 2-5 2.30
9. C. Cutting 44 4-5 1-364-5 230

10. E. S. Church 45 1.272-5 2.31 1-5
11. Ruby 463-5 i-37 2-313-5
12. Van de Eucle 462-5 1.293-5 242 1-5

CIRCUIT-CHASERS' "CRIES."

A FAVORITE GAME OF THE ItIG MEN OP
CLASS B—HOW THEY "VINDICATED"

SANGER AT CHICAGO.

It is quite natural that the "circuit chasers"

should have their fun. Poker and "hearts"

do much to while away the idle hours spent in

traveling from city to city, but when the men
tire of this sedentary exercise, they stretch

themselves, inflate their lungs, and give

everyone who happens to be within ear shot

the benefit of their, so to speak, "club yells,"

which they have concocted and learned to

dwell upon in unison. Several rural com-
munities, train hands and station masters have
been sent into spasms when, without warning,
the men have turned loose the "cries."

These "cries" are interesting, too. All will

be quiet, when suddenly a self-elected leader

will shout:

"Do we work for a dollar a day?"

Instantly will come, in a mighty, deep-voiced

chorus, seventy-five strong:

"No."

"Do we work ten hours for eight hours'

pay?"

And again will come the thunderous chorus

:

"No."

There are, of course, other "yells," but these

are particularly warm favorites; just why is

not explained.

Sometimes, as a variation, and, evidently, as

a pleasantry at Sanger's expense, the leader

will ask:

"Do we drink Milwaukee beer?"

To this the chorus replies:

"No; down with all Milwaukee beer."

The "circuit chasers," however, do not al-

ways confine their yells to " yells of pleasantry

and peace." When any one arouses their ire

or ill-will, or any particular "chaser" has a

grievance, they stand together and express

their feelings as one man. For instance, at

Indianapolis, where the race promoters dared
ask the greatest men in all Class B to pay
their entry fees, and thereby made the men,
both great and small, so awfully mad that

they at once organized a " brotherhood " or

"union "to resist such insults and demands,
they—the circuit chasers—"got even" just

before their trains pulled out of the city. They
were all gathered in the Union Depot when
suddenly Sanger called " the boys " nearer to

him and shouted:

"Will we come to Indianapolis again ?"

" NO," answered " the boys " in an acclaim

that made the rafters of the big depot fairly

ring, and caused those of the Indianapolis men
who had "come down to see the boys off " feel

sorry that they had came at all.

At the Chicago meet, the Inter-Ocean, a big,

local daily, also aroused the ire of "the boys."

The paper criticised Sanger rather severely

for his failure to appear, referring to him as

"that big, disobliging parcel of arms and legs

named Sanger," and "the ponderous $35o-per-

week prima dona, Walter Crybaby Sanger."

The Inter-Ocean also stated that racing men
"had not the slightest feeling of friendship for

the Milwaukeeian." This made not only
Sanger, but "the boys" very warm, for, while
the big B is not the best-natured or best-liked

man in the world, he really is quite popular
among his fellows. But did they write "open
letters" to the editor or demand a retraction?

Not much. They had recourse to the "yell."

That evening they gathered in front of the

press stand, and shouted lustily:

"Do we read the Inter-Ocean?"

"NO; down with the Inter-Ocean."

Then, to explain things, they asked and
answered:

"Who is Sanger?"

"First in peace, first in war, first in the

hearts of wheelmen."
This relieved them greatly, but the paper

positively refuses to down. It is even stated

that the very first thing the next morning "the
boys" made a grand rush to purchase the

Inter-Ocean "to see what it had to say about
the way we rubbed it into 'em yesterday."

Another "Twenty-five" at Buffalo.

Buffalo is to have another twenty-five mile

road race. It is being promoted by Penseyres

& Haberer, makers of the Globe wheel, and
will take place Saturday afternoon, September
22. The course has not yet been selected, but
if the one in view can be obtained a Buffalo

correspondent states that there is nothing in

the world to prevent the twenty-five mile record

being again broken, as the course is as smooth
as a billiard table. It will be known within a

week whether it can be secured or not. A
partial list of prizes is as follows: One Globe
special racer, weighing 19 lbs., value $150; one
Mascot wheel, $100; two gold watches valued

at $50 each; two diamonds, $50 each; one
French marble clock, $40; one silver stop

watch, $25 ; one set Palmer pneumatic tires,

$20; one set Rex road tires, $15; one set

Morgan & Wright tires, $15; one set Hager
wood rims, value $4. As it was only definitely

decided on Saturday morning that the race

would be held, it will be seen that the prize

list is a very substantial one for a starter ; by
the date of the race the list will probably in-

crease to twenty-five or thirty prizes in all.

The event will be open to all. Entry blanks

may be obtained of Penseyres & Haberer, 106

Broadway, Buffalo.

The Buffalo- Pittsburg Race.

The proposed race between Buffalo and

Pittsburg riders, which will take place in the

Press-Buffalo-Pitt sburg road race August 24,

is an assured fact. The Ramblers B. C. have

decided to enter a team and will enter these

men: A. E. Weinig, W. R. Blake, F. E.

Klipfel, W. L. Steimal and B. Cleveland.

Erie cyclists are making an effort to get up a

team, but have as yet selected only two men.

The race itself is creating considerable

interest. The number of contestants will be

limited to 100, and twenty prizes will be

awarded to tne first twenty men across the

finish line. Every man finishing within the

time limit of twenty-six hours will receive a

handsome gold medal. The members com-

posing the victorious teams, will, in addition

to winning the team trophy, receive a gold

medal, and also such place prize that they

may be entitled to.
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A "FENCE" FOR CYCLE THIEVES

THE CHICAGO POLTCE THINK THEY HAVE
SOLVED THE MYSTERY SURROUNDING

STOLEN WHEELS.

The Chicago police have received so many
reports of stolen wheels of late that two de-

tectives were detailed to investigate the matter

and establish a system whereby dealers and

the police might act conjointly. On Saturday

last they made what they claim to be an im-

portant discovery, according to press dis-

patches, a cycle store which they claim is

simply a fence for stolen machines. The in-

vestigation, it is stated, has not reached that

stage yet which will justify the closing of the

store or the issuing of warrants against the

men engaged in the business, and for this

reason the police refuse to disclose the name
of the dealer. The plan of operations as out-

lined by the officers is an extensive one, and

embraces not only Chicago, but New York,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburg and Buffalo

and several other large cycling cities as head-

quarters, with many smaller cities and towns,

all acting conjointly for the theft and disposal

of bicycles.

According to the officers, the house has a

number of secret agents on whom it depends

for its supply of machines. The firm deals

extensively in cycles of every make. Both

new and second-hand wheels are always on

hand in plenty and are offered at prices far

below these at which legitimate dealers can

sell. It was this latter fact which, together

with the great number of machines stolen,

led to the investigation.

The firm has been in business a long time,

but, so far as can be ascertained, no manu-
facturer or wholesale house has ever been

asked to supply it with stock. Old machines

have been bought occasionally, but this end of

the business is alleged to be carried on only

for the purpose of blinding the public and
dealers to the actual practices by the firm.

The main stock, the police say, is obtained

through secret agents, who mingle with

thieves, pay them for stealing wheels and then

taking the bicycles to this establishment, have

them so changed that a man is unable to

recognize his property. The numbers of

wheels as well as the names of the manu-
facturers are removed. Parts are interchanged

and in some cases new tires are substituted.

The altered machines are then placed on the

market for sale.

Since the firm began doing business, stock

has accumulated more rapidly than buyers

could be found, and to this fact is due the

enlargement of the business, its extension to

other cities and the perfection of the con-

spiracy. The inspector has, however, sent

circulars to the chiefs of police in Buffalo,

New York, Cleveland and Pittsburg, asking

their co-operation in the work of ferreting out

the conspiracy and bringing the men engaged

in it to justice.

Geo. W. Baker has been arrested in Minne-

apolis on the charge of stealing bicycles and
remodeling them in such a way that they

could not be identified. The detective found

a workshop in the cellar of his house and a

barn full of parts. A great many wheels have

disappeared in Minneapolis and it is thought

that Baker has been acting as a fence for the

thieves.

A KENTUCKY GIRL'S OPINION OF
BLOOMERS.

A Louisville girl writes to the Times of

that city on the bloomer question as follows:

A city not a thousand miles from here has been
very much agitated within the past two or three

weeks over (to this town) the very unusual sight of

ladies wearing bloomers. Nearly every other person

you meet asks you if you've seen the bloomers yet,

and what you think about them, etc.

What do I think about them? Well, I haven't any
objection to telling you some things that 1 have heard

other people say about them. This morning I heard

a gentleman when he was asked if he approved of the

style, say, "No, indeed. I like to see a lady dressed

as a lady should be dressed. If they want to make
such spectacles of themselves, let them join some
circus " but I am afraid to tell you the rest of it.

I have heard many comments on the style, but

with the exception of the views expressed by some
gentleman in one of the papers last week I have not

heard a single favorable comment. Some gentlemen
have said, I believe, that they like the suit; that it is

safe. I don't think the safety of the new suit enters

very largely into the matter. Certainly we have not

heard of many, if any, accidents occurring from the

use of the long skirt. But even if it was clearly

proved that the bloomers are much safer than the

skirt, that is surely all that can be said in favor of

them. No one could ever dream of thinking or say-

ing that they are pretty, and if their safety is the only

argument to be advanced in their favor, I think the

use of the bicycle, which is so unsafe that it requires

such extreme measures as this suit for ladies before

they can ride it with safety, should be abandoned at

once.

As I have said before, some gentlemen have said

that they like the suit. Well, perhaps they do, just so

long as it is worn by some one else's wife or daughter,

but I am inclined to think that most of them, should

their own wives or daughters start such a thing,

would be the first to condemn the bloomers.

It has taken some time for the bicycle to come into

such general use among the ladies, and now these
bloomers will, I think, make more against the wheel
than anything else. A great many people have never
liked the wheel for ladies, and certainly they are very
much disgusted with it now. I say, if the wheel has
become so dangerous for ladies to ride that they have
to don such apparel, let the wheel go. Some people
may think that my idea on the subject is very old-

fashioned, but I think that the majority of the people
will coincide with my views.

I heard a gentleman say to-day he thinks the Louis-
ville girls generally are too sensible to take up this

absurd costume, and I sincerely hope that they will

not allow themselves to be led into adopting such a
style, but that they will continue to ride and enjoy
riding their wheels with their "old-style" dress.

THE 'ROSALIND" COSTUME.

AN ANTI-BLOOMERITES IDEAL DRESS FOR
WHEELWOMEN.

The " Inflooence" of Society.

Says the Newport correspondent of the New
York Times: "Society people who ride the
wheel complain that the streets are over-

watered and are consequently muddy. The
other morning a well-known society lady beg-
ged the watercart driver to leave her a dry
track by the roadside, not dreaming that he
would do so. When she came back she found
that her request had been heeded, whereupon
she searched the man out and left him a crisp

ten-dollar bill.

" The week's converts to bicycling are J. J.
Van Alen, A. Count Sierstorpff, Miss Virginia
Fair and Col. Addison Thomas. Mr. Van
Alen is so infatuated that he takes two lessons

a day. Bicycling was recommended to him by
'Dick' Peters as a remedy for rheumatism,
and Mr. Van Alen thinks he is being helped.
Miss Fair will soon be an expert. She takes
lessons on the smooth paths of Rosecliff Villa.
Her sister, Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs, is already
accomplished on the wheel. Mrs. George B.
De Forest is also taking private lessons, for
which she rises at 5 a. m. daily and rides' up
and down Bellevue Avenue, in front of her
residence. At that time, in that aristocratic
neighborhood, few are stirring, and Mrs. De
Forest is thus able to elude those who
might be curious enough to stare at her.
Count Sierstorpff is a beginner, but is already
a promising rider."

'

' So you want to know something of my
ideal costume, the " Rosalind," writes " Band-
Brake," the Philadelphia anti-bloomerite, in

reply to The Wheel's query. "Don't the

very name suggest the subject?"

"Years ago, in the early days of wheeling,

when the small boy stoned and jeered, when the
• woman glanced in horror and even the men
stared, the brave wheelwomen handicapped
with a long, full skirt, whirled along a surprise

to herself and to the knowing ones. Without
being a rider, I knew the difficulties which
must beset the novice and even the veteran,

and when the joys of cycling were my own,
after destroying several skirts, and barking
my shins in endeavoring to master the mount,
which, after all, is the bugbear, I felt that a

radical change must be made in the wheeling
costume before women could be sure of perfect

immunity from danger. It was then that Ada
Rehan, with her superb figure, garbed as

Rosalind, came to mind.

"If you have seen her, surely you will never
forget those shapely limbs encased in drab-

colored tights, with short skirt and bodice to

match. To those whom nature has not been
prodigal in the way of adipose tissue, I would
recommend the long, loose boots a la musquet-

aire of Miss Marlowe They are most grace-

ful, concealing all defects, and, at the same
time, giving perfect freedom to every muscle.

Between these two costumes any woman with

ordinary intelligence can evolve a dress which
will be modest and becoming. One thing

should never be forgotten—keep to the lines

and curves of nature; she will never lead you
astray.

"To be sure, the prudes may wag their

heads, but sensible people will applaud. Some
women, I know, will object to the tights, say-

ing they are too theatrical, but don't we wear
them at the seashore with the accompaniment
of bare arms and possibly a low neck? Any
female who appears now with a bathing skirt

to her heels, and otherwise covered, is voted a

hideous frump.
" After all it is the fashion which has cov-

ered our extremities, and why can't she un-

cover them?
" I do not believe in a perpetual display,

but where it comes to good, wholesome sport

which opens to womankind the doorway of

health, I do say walk in and shut that door in

Mrs. Grundy's face, and remember in every
instance use has quickly cured the shock to

propriety, and that which seems grossly im-

proper will soon be universally adopted.

"Yesterday, while out wheeling, I nearly

took a ' cropper,' as our English friends would
say. I am still wearing a long skirt, though a

very narrow one. In some mysterious way it

caught on the side of the pedal, and if I had
not instantly applied the brake I would have
been wound up in the most approved style. I

was mad and hot, and then and there declared

the long skirt must go. Now my wits are

tangling themselves in the effort to bring

forth something becoming and not outre ! No,
I won't promise to send my picture to The
Wheel; there are too many stunning looking

girls around for me to take such a risk. How
I wish I could talk to them ! I feel sure your
office would be inundated with the handsom-
est ' living pictures ' in the country."
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Fig. Z

THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher

Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

EVEN WHEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
as the weight of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

This is not true of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONSTRUCTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair work the Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

^^^""—^^Write for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Room 706, 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.
Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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DENVER READY.

HE VDQUARTERS FOR THE MEET ESTAB-
LISHED A\D ARRANGEMENTS COM-

PLETED—CALIFORNIA CRACKS
ALREADY ON HAND.

Denver, August 4.—The Executive Com-

mittee of the L. A. W. meet now has its work

all mapped out, and when the expected thou-

sands of League members flock to Denver the

arrangements for their reception will run as

smoothly as if Denver wheelmen had been in

the habit of entertaining such gatherings an-

nually.

Coliseum Hall, the largest in the city, has

been engaged as headquarters, and the

Windsor Hotel, one of the best in Denver, has

been selected as the place for the banquet.

T'le Pike's Peak Railway Co. has made a

low rate up the Peak for wheelmen during the

meet, and has arranged to run special excur-

sions on the following pates:

Leaving Maintou, 2 p.m., Saturday, August

18; leaving Maintou, 2 p. m., Sunday, August

19; leaving Maintou, 8.30 a. m., Monday,

August 20; leaving Maintou, 2 p. m., Wednes-

day, August 22; leaving Maintou, 2 p. m.,

Thursday, August 25.

Troxel Bros. & Clark, the local representa-

tives of the Shapleigh Hardware Co., have

jumped into prominence by announcing that

they will run a big twenty-five mile handicap

road race over the regular twenty-five mile

course on August 19, immediately after the

close of the meet. As they will put up the

most valuable list of prizes ever given in a

race of this kind, it is bound to prove a winning

card and a very interesting event. The Union
Pacific railroad will run trains along the course

as usual. The entries close with Troxel Bros.

& Clark at noon, August 14. Fee, $2.

Among the flyers who are now in training

at the Denver track are Otto Ziegler, C. S.

Wells and Walter Foster, of California; R. P.

Condon and G. C. Barnett, of Omaha and
Lincoln respectively, C. R. Coulter, of Toledo,

O., and Collins, of Kearney, Neb. The Cali-

fornians give one an idea of business and
demonstrated to-day, on the occasion of the

Rexleigh-Crescent meet at the new grounds of

the Denver Wheel Club, that they are as fast

as they were cracked up to be.

Ziegler, from scratch in the two mile handi-

cap, Class B, won the race hands down, estab-

lishing western records for one and two miles.

At the one mile the plucky young Californian

had the field headed, riding the distance in

2m. 12s., which is not far from the competition

record. The time for the two miles was 4m.

44s , the fourth lap being a veritable loaf.

Foster, his team mate, came in second from

scratch, which completely opened the eyes of

the Denverites. Although neither Hamilton
nor Boles started in this race, there were good
men who had handicaps over the Californians,

including Gerwing, Condon and Barnett.

They pronounce the track fast, although it is

in bad condition from the recent rain storms,

which washed gutters all through it. It will

be put in first-class shape for the champion-
ships, however.

Following is a summary of the bicycle races

to-day. There were but two open rapes, one

A and one B.

Third MILE— i, Clark; 2. Packer; 3, McGrew.

Time, 44s.

ONE MILE (against time) by G. A. Phillips. Time,

2m. 16 1-5S.

ONE Mile Open— i, G. A. Phillips; 2, Collins; 3, F.

H.Chaffin. Time, 2m. 24 2-5S.

HALF Mile—Tie between Clark and Shaver for

first place. Judges awarded it to Cummings, for the

Rexleigh Club, who finished third.

Two Mile Handicap— i, Rexleigh Athletic Club;

2, Crescent A. C. The first three finishers were John

Davis, 200 yards; H. C. Clark, scratch, and Geo.

Packer, scratch, in the order named. Time, 4m. 57 1-2S.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— i, Otto Ziegler,

scratch; 2. Walter Foster, scratch; 3, C. R. Coulter,

scratch; 4, J. A. McGuire, 50 yards; 5, G. C. Barnett,

75. Time, 4m 44s., Western record.

OFF FOR PENVER.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE, PER HIS SEC-
RETARY, EN ROUTE TO COLORADO

BY RELAYS.

Born, not Made.

Edwards, the English crack who was re-

cently defeated by Zimmerman, is an enthus-

iast over the American's riding abilities. He
is quoted by Bicycling News as saying: "He
is the fastest man we have ever seen on a

bicycle. Why"—and here Edwards, halting

somewhat for expression, was supplied from

the caverns of his memory by some faint recol-

lection of the Athanasian creed, " why, he was

born a bicyclist, not made !"

" But Houben licked him!"

"Houben!" quoth this fervent Zimmieite,

"Houben! Why, the man was not in form

when he met the Belgian. But he is now.

Look at the holy show he made of Barden the

other day. I tell you there is no single man in

this hemisphere or the other who can hold him.

But we are going to knock him out with the

fastest tandem crew we can get together.

Perhaps then we shall discover what he can

do."

The Pope on Cycling.

A cable from Berlin states that Catholics

have been agitated for some time by the

question: Is it consistent with the dignity of

the Catholic clergy to ride bicycles ? In the

rural districts many priests have shocked

their parishioners by appearing on wheels

and the feeling against these performances

became so bitter that it was deemed expedient

to appeal to Rome. The Pope decided that

the Catholic clergy might ride wheels in the

service of the Church—notably when called

to make hurried visits upon parishioners or to

administer the last sacrement to the dying.

In his letter on this subject to the Bishops he

recalls the fact that, as far back as 1845, a

priest invented and rode a bicycle.

A Cyclist MSTho Killed a Woman Owns Up.

The identity of the cyclist who ran down and
killed a woman who was crossing a street in

Philadelphia, July 29, has been discovered.

The coroner, on Tuesday, received a visit from

a young man, nineteen years old, who volun-

tarily acknowledged himself the culprit. He
stated that he had not disclosed his identity

on the advice of his lawyer, who told him not

to appear at the inquest and not to trouble him-

self about the matter, as he would fix it all

right with the coroner. Subsequently the

lawyer demanded $35, before "fixing it up,"

and the young man gave himself up. The
coroner withheld the names of both the lawyer

and the cyclist until the hearing.

At the Virginia Division meet held at Suf-

folk, August 2, Mullikin, of Baltimore, won all

the Class B events, and also broke the State

half-mile record, doing im. 4s. W. F. Sims won
all the Class A events, and broke the St^te

record for the mile; time, 2m. 15s,

The big relay run from Washington to Den-

ver, 2,037 milles, was started from the White

House, promptly at noon on Monday. Chief

Consul French and C. I. Ronsaville received

the letter from Private Secretary Thurber to

Governor Waite, of Colorado, and they rode

the first mile to the outskirts of the city where

the regular relay began.

There was a fair crowd of interested on-

lookers, composed mainly of visitors to the

city, who were inspecting the East Room at

the White House, a number of local cyclists

and other persons who had congregated in

anticipation of the event, among the latter

class being Representative Springer, of Il-

linois, who arranged the preliminaries of the

wheelmen.

The letter borne by the cyclists was very

formal. It was as follows:

Executive Mansion, August 6, 1894.

To the Governor of Colorado :

SIR : At the request of the League of American
Wheelmen, the President directs me to herewith en-

close the itinerary of a proposed journey from Wash-
ington, D. C, to Denver, Col., by bicycle. By the

programme fixed the messenger will leave the Ex-
ecutive Mansion at 12 o'clock noon to-day, and it is

expected that the enclosed will be delivered by relays

to you at Denver on the 14th inst. at noon.

Respectfully,

Henry T. Thurber, Private Secretary.

The letter handed to Mr. French by Captain

Craig for General McCook was written by
General Greely several days before he left

Washington, and is as follows

:

WASHINGTON CITY, D. C., August 6, 1894.

Major General A. D. McCook, commanding the

Department of the Colorado, Denver, Col.

GENERAL: The Chief Signal Officer of the army
sends you official greeting in this message, which he

hopes and believes will be transmitted more than

half-way across the broad confines of the United

States in shorter time than has ever before been pos-

sible through the physical efforts of man alone.

Undertakings of this character which tax human
endurance to the utmost for the pleasure of success

alone and not for pecuniary reward, augur well for

the future of American manhood and thus for Ameri-

can Commonwealths and the Union which they con-

stitute. Very truly yours,

A. W. Greely,
Brigadier General and Chief Signal Officer United

States Army.

Mr. French was also given a letter directed

to Brigadier General A. D. McCook, in com.

mand of the department of the Colorado, from

Captain Robert Craig, of the Signal Corps,

who is acting Chief Signal Officer in the ab-

sence of General Greely. The letter was also

sealed when delivered to Mr. French, and he

was unaware of its contents.

Representative Springer, of Illinois, has

taken a deep interest in the race and he has

intrusted to Mr. French a letter of congratula-

tion to Arthur D. Black, the manager of the

relay, at Jacksonville, 111., through which

place the riders are to pass.

After the first mile is completed the relays

will be composed of two men, and the pickups

will be five miles apart.

Cumberland, Md., was reached at 1.20 a. m.,

Aug. 7; Uniontown, Pa., 9:57 a. m.; Browns-

ville, Pa., 11:17 a. m. ; Wheeling, W. Va.,

3:15 p. m. ; Zanesville, Ohio, 9:14 p. m. At

this point the message was ih. 36m. ahead of

scheduled time.
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Indianapolis, August 8.—The Washington-

Denver relay bicycle riders left this city,

bound West, at r.42 p. m. to-day in charge of

Tom Roe and Frank Clemens. They were

16 hours and 25 minutes ahead of the schedule.

The riders reached Columbus, O., at 1.28

o'clock this morning, and, by fast riding,

reached Richmond, Ind., at 8.32 a. m. At
that point they were 13 hours and 50 seconds

ahead of time.

Danville, 111., August 9.—The rear riders

reached here at 9.54 o'clock last night, over

eighteen hours ahead of time.

HERE'S RICHNESS.

JOHNSON DID NOT APPKAR AT WILKES
BABRE AND TBE CLUB WILL SUE FOR

DAMAGES.

The messenger boys, of Syracuse, have dis-

pelled the illusion that they are a slow-moving

class, as so often described by the humorists.

On August 2 they held a ten mile road race,

and while training for the event, messages

were carried with such promptness and dis-

patch that even the manager of the company

was surprised. The race was won by Williams,

6m., in 38m. ; Clark, scratch, made best time,

33m. 17s.

Kings County Wheelmen's ten-mile road

race, August 4, Merrick course, twelve starters.

Result:
Handicap. Time.

M.S. M.S.

Frank E Doup 0.45 27.51

Charles M. Hendrickson 2.00 29.33 I_S

Ulysses S Paige Scratch. 27.28

S.J.Graham 100 28.281-5

I. S. Pnillips Scratch. : 27.282-5

Edwin F. Rau, im.,2gm. 9s.; David L. Raine, im.2oS.,

29m. 41s ; Frederick D. Hedge, 45s., 28m. 58s ; George

A. Needham, 2m., 30m. 283.; Arthur G. Kipp, 2m., 32m.

23s.; Frederick R. Blauvelt, 3m., 33m. 28s.; William E,

Kipp, 2m., not timed.

The West End Wheelmen, of Wilkesbarre,

at the time of the State meet in that city on

July 2, extensively advertised as one of the

attractions the presence of John S. Johnson,

the crack Class B rider. On the day of the

races, however, a telegram was received from

him to the effect that owing to the railway

strike he would be unable to get there, the

telegram being read to the spectators from

the track, together with the announcement
that any who wished to do so could secure

their admission money back by applying at

the box office.

According to the Philadelphia Ledger, the

club claims that definite arrangements had

been made by them with the Stearns Company,

of Syracuse, for the appearance of Johnson,

who, at that time, was in their employ, not

only to compete in the races, but to ride an ex

hibition mile for a special prize, and -ow pro-

poses to bring suit against the company for

financial damages which it claims to have

suffered as the result of his non-appearance,

stating that considerable advertising of John-

son and the wheel he rode was done with that

understanding. The club claims to have posi-

tive proof that the strike in no way interfered

with Johnson's movements, and that a train

which he took to compete in some Canadian

races on that day would have enabled him to

make connections with another train which

arrived in Wilkesbarre on the morning of the

day on which the races were held.

Racing Board Matters.

All mail or telegrams for Chairman Howard
E. Raymond, which it is desired should reach

him during his stay in Denver (August 12 to

18), may be sent in care of C. H. Hilton, Jr.,

No. 1,758 Stout Street, Denver, Col.

E. J. Lambert, Jamaica Plains, Mass., has
been declared a professional by the L. A. W.
Racing Board. Riding for a money prize was
his offense. Amateurs are warned not to com-
pete with him in future.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has suspended
B. Van Velsor, A. J. Sanderson and J. H.
Carroll, Buffalo, N. Y., from the track for

thirty days, from July 31, 1894.

Chairman Raymond announces that the sus-

pension placed on Byrd E. Moore, pending
investigation, has been removed.

A Big Day for Leonhardt.

Paw Paw, 111., B. C.'s meet, July 31:

One Mile Novice— 1, A. R Hager, Sterling; 2, E. A.

Caralin, Rockford; 3, Fred. Anglemier. Time, 2m. 48s.

One Mile Open— 1, A. L. Leonhardt, Chicago; 2,

Frank Wing, Ottawa; 3, A. Burr, Rockford. Time,
2m. 45s.

Half-Mile Open— 1, A. L. Leonhardt; 2, Addison
Burr, Rockford; 3, Max Schult?, Ottawa. Time>
im. i6^s.

One Mile Handicap— 1, F. W. Huber, 120 yards,

Rockford; 2, A. R. Hager, 150, Sterling; 3, W. B. Mc-
Mahon, 130, Paw Paw. Time, 2m. 25 1-5S.

Half Mile He it Rici — 1, Lioahardc; 2, Addison
Burr; 3, Frank Wing. Time, im. i3'/£s., im. 17 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Heat Race— i, Leonhardt; 2, Wing; 3,

Burr. Time, 37 35s., 38s
, 37 4 5s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Burr, 125 yards; 2, Max
Schultz, 140; 3, R. P. Searle, Rockford, 140. Time,
13m. 40s.

Half Mile Special Race— 1, A. B. McMahon, Paw
Paw; 2, F Anglemier, Compton. Time, im. 19s.

A TRAIN LOAD OF WESTERN WHEEL WORKS

^!^ ,893 BICYCLES,

With List Prices Reduced One-Half,

FROM WHICH PRICES WE GIVE BIG DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS AND AGENTS.

These machines are being made for us at the present time and contain much '9, material, and Morgan & Wright 18.4

Pneumatic Tires. We warrant Ihem, yet are making prices never before approached. We name some, the leaders below,

others equally as low. "A SNAP FOR EVERYBODY :

"

n J
1893 List 1804 List

'93 30-in. No. 2 Escort, '94 make ^KSt'SS $
l?/°.°

'92 30-in. Pneumatic Crescent, 94 make o?«I! £°/S°v
'93 28-iu. No. 4 Rob Roy, Pneumatic, '94 make ••.••• 8a.00 50.00

'93 28-iu No. 3 Rob Roy, Cushion Tires '94 make (frame wide enough for pneumatics), 70.00 3o.00

'93 26-in. No. 1 Rob Roy, Cushion Tires, '94 make 50.00 25.00

'93 28-in. No. 1 Juno, Cushion Tires '94 make 75.00 35.00

'93 30-lb. Scorcher, Svlph (received hi: he t award at World's Fair) \50.«0 75.00

30 lb. Regis Scorcher (highest grade, thoroughly reliable) •• 150.00 bO.OO

^REMEMBER! LIBERAL DISCOUNTS FROM ABOVE PRICES.

Dealers can meet any competition in the United States at the present time with these goods, which are thoroughly relia"

ble, durable and fully warranted. Catalogue and special bargain list free, illustrating and describing the above and many others-

Write for Discounts and Terms.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sylph, and Overland Cycles,
Please add: «saw it m The wheel." And Oldest and Largest Dealers in America.
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UNDER ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL NIGHT MEETING
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

San Francisco, August 6.—The Garden

City Cyclers, the crack San Jose Club, held a

highly successful meet by electric light on

Friday evening last. The attendance was im-

mense, the grand stand and grounds being

packed with people.

The racing was high class, and pleased the

spectators, although there were several dis-

appointments, chief among them being the

refusal of Ziegler and Foster to ride in the

mile handicap because the officials would not

consolidate the two heats, in order to allow

Ziegler pace Foster for Coast record. The
officials were anxious to do the right thing,

but they thought it too much to allow sixteen

competitors on a small and insufficiently

lighted track in a mile handicap, and properly

ordered the race run as per programme.
Ziegler did not turn out in his heat, while

Foster started, but did not try. The Reliance

Club team, without heeding the failure of the

Rambler team's attempt, also went on a

"sympathetic strike," but the quickness with

which Referee Welch ordered the race started

without them must have made their heads
swim.

The Reliance people acted in a most un-

sportsmanlike manner, as their complaint was
against allowing two riders into the final of

the mile Class A handicap, who claimed that

they were fouled and interfered with on the

back stretch, where the light was not good.

The Reliance men were yards faster than the

others, and could have easily won, which fact

they recognized when they had time to think

the matter over, and fully realized how ridic-

ulous they appeared in the eyes of the public.

Had they desired, they could have ridden the

race under protest, and had the matter properly

adjusted later on.

In his heat of the half mile handicap, Ziegler

finished fourth in im 3 3-5S. Coast record. C.

S. Wells, 25 yards, won his heat in im, 2 4-5S.,

and the final in im. 3 1-2S. ; W. F. St ley, 40

yards, second ; R. L. Long, 30 yards, third.

In the mile handicap, Class A, the fastest

heat was the final, which was won by S. Vin-

cent, 120 yards, in 2m. 18s. ; H. F. Terrell,

scratch, second; G. A. Nissen, scratch, third.

The final of the mile handicap, Class B, fell

to C. S. Wells, 40 yards; time, 2m. 22 2-5S. J.

Delmas, 75 yards, second; Al. Jarman, 95
yards, third.

The San Jose Road Club is to control a
three-lap track at San Jose, and the rivalry

between the two local clubs should make the

racing men glad. When it comes to sanctions

for choice dates, however—wah

!

The Associated Cycling Clubs have had
their annual picnic, and some people would be
so unkind as to say it was a dreary affair.

The venue was the beach at San Matea, where
the riders expected to enjoy some swimming,
but the tide went out before they arrived and
stayed out. There is but one really desirable

location for this function, and that is the

Anchor Inn at Ripley—no; I should have
written the Haywards Hotel at Haywards,
which, however, is our California Ripley.

The distance is just right for a large body of

riders, and the road is easily accessible from
all points.

The exodus of local riders to Denver has

commenced, if three persons can, properly, be

called an "exodus." Ziegler, Foster and

Wells, who are in the employ of J. H. B. Var-

ney, the local agent of the G. & J. Co., left

early in the week, in order to have some prac-

tice spins on the track before the races.

Ziegler is the highest class man of this trio,

and should render a good account of himself,

although Foster, on public form, is Ziegler's

equal on the track. Wells is of about the

same build as Sanger, and has not given evi-

dence of possessing extreme speed, although

his winnings total a tidy number.

CHICAGO'S CENTURY RUN.

HOW IT DIFFERS FROM THE EASTERN
AFFAIRS—IT IS REALLY A GO-AS-YOU-

PLEASE RACE.

AMERICA ON TOP.

ZIMMERMAN, WHEELER AND BANKER
SCORE IN ENGLAND.

Paris, Aug. 5, 1894. At the Velodrome de

la Seine, to-day, the Trouville prize, distance

2,000 metres, was won by A. A. Zimmerman,
Louvet second.

Birmingham, Aug. 6.—A three-day's bicycle

tournament began here to-day. In the quarter

mile race, riding alone from a flying start,

Zimmerman finished in 28 2-5S. George

Banker, of Buffalo, made the distance in 29

2-5S. and Wheeler in 31s.

Birmingham, Aug. 7.—Harry Wheeler won
the one mile professional handicap bicycle

race here to-day. Wheeler started from the

35-yard mark and won by four yards in 2m.,

26s. Edwards, of London, was second, and

James, of Cardiff, third. The first heat of the

international mile race was won by Banker,

scratch, the seconu by Harris, the third by
Zimmerman, the fourth by Wheeler, and the

fifth by James, of Cardiff. The finals will be

run to morrow.

London, August 8.—Zimmerman won at

Birmingham this afternoon the final heat of

the mile international scratch race. The New
Jersey cyclist had no trouble winning, finish-

ing six lengths ahead of the second man.
Zimmerman also won the ten-mile scratch

event. He went this distance in 27m. 47 3-5S.

Johnson May Go Abroad and May or May Not
Turn Pro.

Toronto, August 8.—John S. Johnson, the

well-known wheelman, left here last night for

Minneapolis, where he will ride next Sunday.

Johnson's trainer says that they may leave for

Europe next week. Negotiations are now
pending having in view the immediate visit of

the pair to England, which, if effected, will

probably culminate with a tour of the Conti-

nent. If he goes abroad Johnson will not turn

professional. He may compete in a number
of specially arranged races, if permit for such

be granted by the L. A. W. Racing Board.

Minneapolis, August 8.—Jonn S. Johnson,

the bicyclist, has decided to enter the ranks of

professionals and go to Paris, there to race

against Zimmerman and other professionals.

He will probably start for Paris immediately

after the conclusion of the Minneapolis meet
this week. His appearance as a professional

will be a great surprise.

Johnny's Fast Mile, Unpaced.

Toronto, Aug. 7.—John S. Johnson, who is

here training for the bicycle races next Sun-

day and Monday, rode an unpaced mile yester-

day from a flying start in 2m. 13 2-5S. The
half was done in im. 5s.

Chicago, August 6.—The annual century fun

of the Century Road Club was held over the

Elgin-Aurora course, 104 miles. In several

respects the Chicago institution differs from
the century runs of the East. There are no
banners nor "survivors medals;" no club

rivalry, nor anything of the sort; the partici-

pants do not start in a body nor at any given

time ; there are no pacemakers, and the system
of checking is entirely different. In truth,

Chicago's century run is more a huge go-as-

you-please 100-mile handicap road race, each

participant selecting his (or her) own handicap

—that is to say, starting whenever they please,

and riding their best licks from beginning to

end. The only trophy at stake is the C. R. C.

diamond medal offered for the best time.

This was easily won by Jos. F. Gunther, of the

Lincoln C. C, who started at 4 04 a. m., and
finished first, completing the 104 miles in 6h.

50m., which is record for the course. He rode

alone most of the way. The previous record,

with pacemakers, was seven hours even.

Nearly 200 started ; 167 registered at the finish.

Elgin and Aurora were the other registration

places. Those who finished inside of ten hours

were:

Total
Start. Finish, time.

1. J. P. Gunther 4.04 10.54 650
2. J. F. Swarthout 404 1,1 27 7.03
3. F. H. Stanwood 1.08 11.24 7-»6
4. H. P. Searle 4.09 11.27 7->8
5. A. P. Peck 4.29 12.17 7-48
6. HarryGeer 4.16 1217 8.01

7. M. H Bentley 4.15 12 18 8.03
8. Miss Anice Porter 4.00 1222 822
9. O. F. Bohmal 503 1239 736

10. F. A. Rogers 400 12.52 8.52
11. George Thompson 427 1258 8.31
12. F. W. Michiner 4.00 1.08 9.08
13. C. Trombig 5.16 1.26 8.10
14. C. E. Engstrom 400 1.26 9.26
15 Hart Hansen 5.16 1.26 8.10
16. E. C Peter 4.37 1.31 854
17. M. F. Dornbush 4.49 1.31 8.32
18. C. W. Baker 412 2.02 9.50
19. H. M. Taylor 4.29 2.02 9.33
20. C. R Napier 4.19 2.02 9.43
21 M E. Griswold 4.10 2.02 9.52
22. J. V. Burnik 4.59 2.08 909
23. E. P. Filbeck 4.09 208 q.59
24. W. H. Newby 4.15 2.12 9.57
25. H.Benson 5.03 2.34 9.31
26. George Alexander 5.25 3 16 9.51
27. E. C. Christenson 559 3.18 9.19

Ten ladies, all of whom wore bloomers,

completed the run. Miss Anice Porter, the

first lady to finish, rode a diamond framed
Rambler. She has ridden the course in 8h.

20m., but Miss Bicker, who has done 8h. 20m.,

disputes the claim and a very undesirable con-

troversy has arisen. Miss Porter's perform-

ance of yesterday should, however, go far

toward putting an end to it.

Among those who completed the run were

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Fairchild, the former of

whom has ridden fifty-seven centuries since

June of last year and the latter sixteen since

May, 1893; Miss Lucy Porter, another sur-

vivor, has twenty-one bars to her century

badge; HarryGeer, "Chicago's boy centurion,"

who came through in 8h. im., now has forty-

oae.

A novel 12-mile road race, in which three

walkers, three runners and three wheelmen

were pitted, occurred in Lockport, N. Y., last

week. The walkers were given 89 minutes'

start and the runners 45 minutes. The handi-

cap was too great, however, the wheelmen be-

ing beaten by two walkers and one of the

runners. Time of first walker, 2 hs ; first

runner, ihr. 26ms ; first wheelman, 41ms. 20s.
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SANGER WINS AT HOME.

THE WORST fONDUCTED MEET OF THE
SEASON AT MIIWACKEE.

Milwaukee, Aug. 6.—Sanger's home coming

to-day was hardly what it was in '93. Then
he had not been across the pond and captured

the world's championship, while to-day he

was here merely because the city was in the

circuit. His reception was, nevertheless,

quite hearty, 6,000 people giving him a warm
welcome at the poorest managed race meet of

the season.

Milwaukee's association of cycling clubs

consists of two clubs only. The Milwaukee
Wheelmen hold aloof from the organization

and if reports be true, are justified in so doing.

Such a race meet probably never was run

before. The track had little or no preparation.

The officials could not deliver the prizes when
called upon, and the list has been lost. The
prizes were optional and were on the program

as cash.

The programme was in keeping with the

affair in its get-up. Names were misspelled

and stand any show. So he quit and the

other three fought it out in the order named,
not over a foot apart.

Titus came out on scratch in the mile handi-

cap. At the quarter he had caught Cabanne,

who, by the way, had no business riding with

several ugly, open wounds in evidence from

his Chicago fall.

The crowd bunched and Titus went right on

by and led at the three-quarters.

E. C. Johnson came by to the pole and L.

C. Johnson, brother of E. C, came up on the

outside of Titus, who at once fell into the

pocket which the brothers, in their fight, had
made. The rivalry between these two is very

warm on the track; they would rather beat

each other than beat Sanger.

Titus could not get out from between the

two, but got second to E. C. , a foot only back,

and L. C. a foot back of him. The time was
2m. 15s., good for the track.

The summary:
ONE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. Sanger. 4. P. J. Titus.

2. E. C. Johnson. 5. L. D. Cabanne.

3. A. D Kennedy.
Time, 2m. 38s.

PENNELL A CANDIDATE.

THE NEW YORKER TO OPPOSE BULL, OF
BUFFALO—POTTER, FOR CHIEF CONSUL,

UNOPPOSED SO FAR.

A note from Mr. Geo. T. Stebbins, president

of the Brooklyn Good Roads Association, who
appears to be the campaign manager of "the

new ticKet " for the New York Division, L. A.

W., states that Messrs. Potter, for chief cousul,

Underhill, for vice-consul and Bull for secre-

tary-treasurer, "have been regularly put in

nomination for the offices by a duly signed

certificate to the secretary-treasurer."

A formal letter has been sent to each gentle-

man apprising them of their nomination

;

their acceptances, which are expec ted tostate

their platforms, are due in a few days.

Chief Consul Luscomb has not yet made it

known whether he will stand for re-election,

but the impression is spreading that he will

step down and out when his term expires in

November next.

During the past year there has been more or

less talk about the metropolis having had the

THE COLUMBIA TEAM.

J

and everything else was wrong.

When the meet was called at a late hour no

numbers were on hand, and, when the handi-

caps were called, distances were not measured

off.

Tke officials were inexperienced, and such

work has never been equaled. Of the 6,000

spectators 1,000 swarmed all over the track at

all times. A weak, half-hearted attempt was

made to keep them off, but this, failing, they

were allowed to go where they pleased.

In the face of all this there were good races,

such as they were, and Sanger won both of the

scratch open events. Bald did not ride owing

to the poor track, and the Rambler and Victor

teams were not present.

Taxis and Maddox missed the train, and did

not reach town nntil late. E. C. Johnson

pressed Sanger close in the mile open, Ken-

nedy beating Titus for third by a hair.

The finish of the half mile handicap was a

scatter at the corner, when Sanger emerged

and came down the straight, a winner in good

style from C. M. Murphy, Kennedy again

taking third, this time from Macdonald by a

fraction of a foot. Kennedy was in the two-

mile handicap, where he was trial heat scratch

man at fifty yards. He had the field safe at a

mile, when all loafed. Into the stretch Brown,

L. C. Johnson and Goetz sailed out neck and

neck for home, Brown having the advantage

of the pole. Kennedy could not go out around

HALF MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. W. C. Sanger. 4. Ray Macdonald.
2. C. M. Murphy. 5. L. D. Cabanne.

3. A. D Kennedy. 6. R. P. Goetz.

Time, im. 9S.

ONE Mile, 2.30 Class—1, C. T. Williams, Erie, Pa.;

2, W. F. Sanger; 3, William Howe. Time, 2m. 27%s.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— r, E. C. Johnson, 65

yds ; 2, L. C. Johnson, 65 yds.; 3, F. J. Titus, scratch
;

4 , A. B. Goehler. Time, 2m. 15s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B— i, A. I Brown, j6o

yds.; 2, L. C. Johnson, 180 yds.; 3, R. F. Goetz, 155 yds.

Time, 5m. 22s.

Five Mile Handicap— i, H. Crocker, 50 yds.; 2, J.

T. Reitzner, 25 yds ; 3, W. F. Sanger, no yds.; 4, E. A.

Clifford, 75 yds.; 5, Anton Stoetz, 175 yds.; Time,
13m. 20s. •

A. I. Brown and L. D. Cabanne rode a half

mile on a tandem in 59s.

chief consulship long enough, but if the

"rural districts" have designs on the office, as

was inferred, their candidate to oppose Mr.

Potter has not yet materialized.

The only development of the week is a quiet

and unexpected little boom started by the

Riverside Wheelmen in favor of George C.

Pennell, one of their members, for the secre-

tary-treasurership of the Division. The boom
was launched at a meeting of the club on

Friday evening last. Until then, Pennell had

not been considered in the reckoning, but he

will accept the nomination and make the fight

against Mr. Bull, of Buffalo. Until his re-

moval to New York, about two years ago, Mr.

Pennell was secretary-treasurer, and ore of

the workers of the New Jersey Division. At
one time he was also chairman of the National

Membership Committee.

Whether Mr. Pennell's adherents will com-

bine with those of Dr. E. M. Santee, the Cort-

land candidate for vice-consul, has not

developed.

Wm. Dismore, a Philadelphia cyclist, was
thrown from his wheel on Sunday, and died

on Wednesday of hemorrhage of the brain.

John Lee, of Jamestown, N. Y., who was

injured by a collision with Fenton, in a five

mile race in that city, two weeks ago, died of

his injuries on August 3d.
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John S. Johnson No. % to the Fore.

Nat Butler's riding in the five mile handi-

cap was the feature of the Milford (Mass.)

Wheelmen's meet, August 4. He rode from

scratch in nm. 17s., finishing seventh in a

field of forty. John S. Johnson won the mile

3m. class, but it wasn't Eck's Johnny; this

Johnson hails from Worcester, but he made
the fastest mile of the day. Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Fred Berquest, Worcester; 2,

John Johnson. Needham; 3, J. A. Surrette, Reading.

Time, 2m. 35KS.

One Mile, 3m. Class— 1, John S. Johnson, Worcester;

2, C. M. Rollins, Lynn; 3, A. E. Wilson, Natick. Time,

2m. 30% S.

fi One Mile Open—1, Fred H. Allen, Springfield; 2, A.

Baush, Holyoke; 3, J. J. Casey, Worcester. Time,

2m. 55 1-5S.

Five Mile Handicap—1, Samuel Snodgrass, Bel-

Hngham, im. 15s.; 2, Fred Berquest, Worcester, im.

'5s-; 3i Joseph Surrette, Reading, 40s. Time, 11m.

35s. Time prize won by Nat Butler, Cambridge,

scratch, in nm. 17s.

Richfield Springs' Annual Meet.

Wiontha B. C.'s seventh annual meet, Rich-

field Springs, N. Y., August 1:

Twelve Mile Road Race-i, Herbert Stetson, Wion-
tha Club; 2, H. C. Ramsdell, Brookfield; 3, E. R.

Jones, Utica. Time, 33m.

One Mile Novice-i, T. W. Smith; 2, F. W. Weiss;

3, W. G. Austin. Time, 2m. 35 4-5S.

Half Mile 1.30 Class -1, W. A. Lutz, Buffalo; 2, Emil

Georg, Utica. Time, im. 15 3.5s.

One Mile Open— 1, F. J. Jenny, Utica; 2, Emil Georg«

Time, 2m. 34 25s.

One Mile 2.40 Class— 1, C. A. Banj imin, Syracuse; 2.

W. A. Lutz. Time, 2m. 39S.

Half Mile Open— 1, F. J.Jenny, Utica; 2, Emil Georg;

3, C. A. Benjamin. Time, im. 15s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, A. F. Dieffendorfer, Bing-

hatnton; 2, T. A. Batchelor, Utica; 3, T. B. Vanalstyne,

Time, 4m. 50s.

On the Track at 'Wabash.

Wabash, Ind., August 3.—Three thousand

people attended the meet given by the Wragon
C. C. at the fair grounds here to-day. Five

hundred dollars in prizes were distributed.

Summary:

One Mile Novice— 1, Keller, Wauseon, O.; 2, Lands-
bury, And' rson; 3, Sommers, Wabash. Time, 2m. •

4 is.

Half Mile Open— 1, Bonfield, Indianapolis; 2, Black,

Fort Wayne; 3, Peltier, Fort Wayne. Time, im. 14 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap— t, Lytle, Logansport; 2, Peltier;

3, Grant, Warsaw. Time, 2m. 20 4-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Black; 2, Peltier; 3, Bonfield.

Time, 2m. 32K S -

Two Mile Lap Race— 1, Black; 2, Smith, Frankfort;

3, Bonfield. Time, 6m. 4s.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, Grossnickle, North Man-
chester; 2, Landsberry, Anderson; 3, Kolb, Goshen.
Time, 7m. 54J2S.

One Mile Wabash County Championship— 1, Sum-
merland, Wabash; 2, Grossnickle; 3, Deal, Wabash.
Time, 3m. %s.

At Franklin, Ind.

Franklin, Ind., B. C.'s Meet, Aug. 2.:

One Mile Novice Race: 1, Will Lake, Columbus: 2,

S. Lucas, Columbus; 3, N. Lacey, Franklin. Time,
3m. 40 1-5S.

One Mile Handicap: 1, J. O'Donnell, Indianapolis, 2,

M. V. Moore, Indianapolis; 3, Nat Lacey, Franklin.
Time, 2m. yi

xA%.
One Mile Championship, Johnson County: 1, Woody

Raiser, Franklin; 2, Nat Lacey; 3, Harry Budges.
Best time, 3m. 5 %s;

One Mile Open: 1, J. O'Donnell; 2, Will Able, Sey-
mour; 3, Fred Stillenger. Time, 3m. 9 1-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, J. O'Donnell, Indianapolis; 2,

Will Lake, Columbus; 3, Will Able, Seymour. Best
time, in. 54s.

One Mile— 1, Woody Balser, Franklin; 2, J. Jones,
Franklin; 3, Nat Lacey. Time, 3m. 40^8.
Quarter Mile— 1, Fred Stillenger, Columbus; 2, S.

Lucas, Columbus; 3, G. Hungate. Time, 44s.

Two Miles— 1, Sherman Lucas, Columbus; 2, Woody
Balser, Franklin; 3, Will Lake, Columbus. Time,
7m. I2^S.

Knapp Was Very Conspicuous.

The joint meet of the Vermont Division and
Barre B. C. at Barre, August 4, was attended

by F. L. Knapp, of Springfield, Mass., and
several thousand others. Knapp was the most
conspicuous, however, for the reason that he

won all the open events, and shut out the

local champions. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, E. J. Clark, Barre; 2, H.

Frenier, Barre; 3, H. B. Oatley, Rochester, N. Y.

Time, 2m. 50 3-4S .

Half Mile Open— 1, F. L. Knapp, Springfield, Mass.;

2, J. G. Budd, Glens Falls, N. Y.; 3, J. C. Wettergreen,
Maiden, Mass. Time, im. 12 1-2S.

One Mile Handicap (fifteen starters)— 1, J. E. Walsh,
Barre, 150 yards; 2, W. C. French, Barre, 140; 3, Angus
McEd wards, Lynn, Mass., 100. Time, 2m. 28 3-5S.

One-Half Mile Handicap— 1, F. L. Knapp, scratch;

2, J. C. Wettergreen, 10; 3, J. G. Budd, 35. Time,
im. 9s.

One Mile Open— 1, F. L. Knapp; 2, J. C. Wetter-

green; 3, H. E. Caldwell. Time, 2m. 46s.

Two Mile Handicap—1, F. L, Knapp; 2, Angus
McEdward; 3, F. J. Johnson; 4, H. D. Matterson,

Time, 5m. 25s.

Sixty-ninth Battalion games, New York,

August 4: One Mile— 1, W. A. Barbeau, R.W.

;

2, C. S. Henshaw, 50; 3, A. J. Ford, N. Y. W.
Time, 3m. 31 4-5S.

Morgan *WrightTires

are good tires

OUR 52 TIRE WEIGHS li POUNDS

GUARANTEED FOR THE ROAD.

THEY ARE WINNING SOME.

HAVE YOU NOTICED IT ?

Morgan &Wright

Maverick Wheel Club's ten mile road race,

East Boston, August 4, eighty-eight starters.

Best time by Frank Mayo, TJ. B. C, 15s.; E.

H. Snow was scratch man. Result:

Handicap. Time.
M. S. M. S.

1. W. H. Pratt 2.30 29.11

2. F. H. Quimby 3.00 29. 55

3. B. Hayward 2.45 29-42

4. H. B. Roberts 3.30 30.31

5. G. Christopherson 3.40 30.32

6. A r
A. McLean 3.40 30.44

7.^pBagley 4.30 31.40

8. George Doe, Jr 1.45 29.02

9. O. W. Smith 1.30 28.49

10. A. A. Wold 4.00 31.20

11, F. H. Hurley, 2m. 45s., time 30m. 8s.; 12, W. S.Ellis,

3m. 15s., 30m. 47s. ; 13, W. J. Mahoney, im. 30s., 29m. 8s.;

14, C. J. Hough, 3m. 15s., 30m. 54s.; 15, W. J. Enwright,
3m. 15s., 30m. 56s.; 16, R. D. Flye, 5m. 50s., 31m. 32s.; 17,

W. H. Sias,4tn., 31m. 42 2-5S.; 18, A. S. Hanson, 3m. 30s.,

31m. 14s.; 19, H. Wellington, 4m. 15s., 32m. is.; 20, C. E.

Rogers, 3m. 50s., 31m. 39s.; 21, R.B. Churchill, 2m. 45s.,

30m. 40s.; 22, F. Murphy, 3m. 30s., 31m. 26s.; 23, W. J.

Riley, 2m. 15s.. 30m. 15s.

Out in Michigan.

Owosso, Mich., Aug. 3.—Five hundred
people witnessed the bicycle races hereto-day.

A stiff, cold breeze interfered with the making
of good time. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, S. Amspoker, Owosso; 2, C. F.

Layman, Owosso; 3, B. J. Miller, Ionia. Time, 2m.

53 1-2S.

Half Mile Open— 1, O. P. Bernhardt, Toledo; 2, W.
H. Stuber, Detroit; 3, Percy Patterson, Detroit,

Time, im. 13s.

Two Mile Handicap— 1, H. R. Morris, Vassar; 2, H.
L. Morris, Vassar; 3, C. S. Porter, Wayne. Time,
sm. 6s.

One Mile County Championship-i, W. Wesher,
Ovid; 2, S. Amspoker, Owosso; 3, P. A. Hathawa.
Time, 2m. 48^s.

Quarter Mile Open— 1, O. P. Bernhardt; 2, Percy
Patterson; 3, H. R. Morris. Time, 34s.

One Mile Open— 1, Bernhardt; 2, Patterson; 3,

Morris. Time, 2m. 34%s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Morris; 2, Porter; 3, Morris.

Time, 13m 17s.

Tri-County Championship.

The preliminary heats for the tri-county

championship race, to be held to-morrow at

the P. A. W. meet on the Riverton track, were
held Saturday last together with three events

open only to members of the Riverton A. C.

Summary:
Burlington County— 1, C. F. Earp; 2, W. J. Soust; 3,

M. J. Bailey. Time, 2m. 45s.

Gloucester County— 1, H. Creamer; 2, W.W. Hender-
son; 3, Marvin Davis. Time, 2m. 46s.

Camden County— 1, W. Rulon; 2, E. Lockwood; 3,

S. H. Avis. Time, 2m. 48 3-5S.

Mile Handicap—1, J. G. Satterthwait; 2, C. F. Earp;

3, M. J. Bailey. Time, 2m. 37s.

Junior Handicap, Half-Mile— 1, Clayton Poulterer;

2, Philson Graff; 3, Fred Hemphill; 4, Edward White.
Time, im. 28 1-5S.

Mile Scratch— 1, W. J. Soust, 5 points; 2, M.J. Bailey,

4 points; 3, C. F. Earp, 3 points; 4, C. Brooksbank, 2

points; 5, W. E. Winslow, 1 point.

Whitinsville's Meet.

W. W. Windle's 15-year-old brother, Donald,

rode an exhibition half-mile in im. n 2-5S. at

the Whitinsville (Mass.) B. C. 's meet, August 4.

F. W. Stockbridge, of Grafton, captured two
firsts and a third and the prize for riding the

fastest mile. Summary:

Mile Open— 1, Stockbridge; 2, St. Germain; 3,

Pellican. Time, 2m. 35 3-5S.

One Mile Invitation— 1, Balmer; 2, Aldrich; 3,

McAllister. Time, 2m. 39 1-2S.

Half Mile Open— 1, Stockbridge; 2, Aldrich; 3, Kent.

Time—Quarter, 38s.; half, im. 11 3-5S.

Half Mile Open, for boys— 1, Walsh McGlynn; 2,

Kearnan; 3, Whitin. Time, im, 20 1-5S.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Carter; 2, Shambo; 3, Stock-

bridge. Time, 14m. 31 4-5S.

Another Hoosier Meet.

Warsaw (Ind.) C. C.'s meet, August 1:

Mile Novice— 1, Wesley C. Light; 2, Eugene Cole-

man; 3, Frank Bussgay. Time, 2m. 35 3-5S.

Half Mile Handicap— 1, Jesoto Grant; 2, W. S. Bon-
field; 3, Marion Black. Time, im. 6 1-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, W. J. Anderson; 2, H. Grand; 3,

D. P. Barnhart. Time, im. 18 4-5S.

Mile Handicap— 1, W. L. Weyburn; 2, Charles

Ferguson; 3, D. H Grant. Time, 2m. 19s.

One Mile Open— 1, O P. Barnhart; 2, Marion Black;

3, W. J. Anderson. Time, 2m. 36s.

One Mile, Open, Kosciusko County Championship—
1, D. H. Grant; 2, H. R. Smith; 3, C. A. Funk. Time,

2m. 503-5S.

Three Mile Handicap— 1, W. F. Bonfield; 2, C. Fer-

guson; 3, W. J. Anderson. Time, 7m. 24s.

Half Mile Handicap -1, Eugene Coleman; 2, Harry
Smith; 3, D. H. Grant. Time, itn.gs.

The Carthage (N. Y.) C. C. held a relay race

from that town to Watertown and return (40

miles) August 3. The distance was ridden in

2h. 39m.

A "one mile invitation national record

race" will be run at the Springfield meet»

The event has been sanctioned by the Racing

Board.
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MONARCH^BICYCLES 5TdNb

MONARCH

OYER 13,000 MONARCH RIDERS
WILL TELL YOU SO.

BEST FOR BUSINESS.
BEST FOR PLEASURE
BEST FOR SPEED....

Light, Rigid and Durable.

Ride a MONARCH and
keep in front.

CYCLE CO,
Retail Store, 280 Wabash Ave. LAKE & HALSTED STS.. CHICAGO.

C. F. GUYON CO., 97 & 99 Reade St., N. T. Eastern Distributing and Sales Agents.

Kindly mention The "Wheel when writing.

Our Special JHeIi<;aI premiers

29^ lbs. Ladies, 32—27^ lbs

Are fitted with Wood Rims, choice

of Tires; weight from 22 to 28 lbs ,

as ordered, and are fully guaran-
teed for road use. Helical Racer

from 19 lbs. up. Roadsters, 34-

Standard Price, $125.

Send for Special Trade Prices on

LAMPS AND BELLS, tef.

Best Goods at Cost Prices.

PREMIER CYCLE CO.,

Pease add; " Saw it in The Wheel." ,„.NEW YORK
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The cable almost daily

now sets the hearts of loyal

Jerseymen palpitating with

pride with its stories of the

victories of Zimmerman the

Great, and I never read of one of them that

my memory does not travel back to the first

open track race in which H. R. H. Arthur

Augustus, of Monmouth, competed. It was a

two mile handicap at the N. J, A. C. track at

Bergen Point some seven or eight years ago.

A smile unavoidably played across the faces

of the spectators as a long-legged, raw-boned,

uncouth lad of the genius jav, redolent of the

sweet breath of the hay field, in fact, the ideal

Jerseyman of the comic pictorials, bar only a

chin beard, ambled awkwardly out to a mark
two-thirds of the way around the quarter mile

track, and mounted, with the assistance of

Brother-in-law McDermott, a lofty Star bicycle.

B:ing went the pistol, and the strange craft,

with its strange pilot, got under way.

At the first plunge he cleared the boundary

board, jumped it again to the track only to

miss by an inch the high board fence on the

homestretch, and then started in his wild

career, tacking from side to side in such a ter-

ror inspiring fashion that the officials "took to

the woods " for safety. But all the same, all

the time, he was going great guns, and after

five minutes of sunshine landed his wheel

across the tape a runaway winner, having

beaten even the scratch man by a big margin

on his allowance. This was the rising of the

sun that has never set, and day by day is climb-

ing up higher and higher toward a zenith we
know not how far away.

Now that cycle racing in the number of its

devotees, the frequency of the contests, and

the crowds it attracts has far outstripped track

athletics, it seems strange to me that the col-

legians consent to bicycle racing being but a

side show at the inter collegiate games. In

England it is not such, and they have their

big Oxford-Cambridge bicycle meet, at which

the championships at various distances, and
on different wheels are determined. Why not

an Intercollegiate bicycle meet ? Such a meet-

ing of the cracks of the colleges, would be an

event second to none in intercollegiate con-

tests.

The kinetograph now shows us a'prize fight

in progress ; why has it not yet given us a

bicycle run, or Zimmy doing his great spurt

act ? A tip to you, Mr. Edison.

The Racing Board should be very careful in

its acceptance of sprint records made on trot-

ting tracks, as very many of the tracks have a

decided pitch around the last curve and down
the homestretch. The N. A. A. A., the prede-

cessors of the A. A. U., rejected many running

records claimed on trotting tracks for this very

reason.

" Despite the falling off in the membership
of the division," said Chief Consul Holmes, of

New Jersey, "I think we have every reason to

feel encouraged; for Jersey has lost less in

proportion through the hard times than any

other State. We are rapidly cutting down our

debt, having almost wiped out the rebates due

the League clubs and having paid $1,700 of

the $2, 100 which our road books cost us. We
are, you know, giving a road book free to

every one who joins the Division. This in-

ducement is having the effect of adding steadi ly

to our recruits. I think the end of the fiscal

year will see us out of debt and traveling on

velvet."

There is every chance for some tall record-

smashing in the Jersey road race on Labor
Day. There is no reason why at least six

minutes should not be knocked off from the

Irvington-Milburn figures. On the latter

course there were eighteen very stiff hills to

climb and five turns to make. The Union
County course is almost a dead level, having

but two hills worthy of the name, and there is

but one turn to be made. Then, why not?

Jonah.

R. Philip Gormully was a guest of Col. Pope

at Cohasset, Mass., on Wednesday.

Barthel's 25 mile record of ih. 5m. 58s. was
made on a Rambler Racer with G. & J. Tires.

An appropriation has been made for the

macadamizing of over 200 miles of roads in

Morris County, N. J. Work has been begun
on the road from Chatham to Dover.

L. D. CABANNE, OF THE LOZIER TEAM.
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AROUSED RIOTOUS APPLAUSE.

ZIM GIVES AIX OF THE FRENCH CRACKS
LONG STARTS AND A SPLENDID BEAT-

ING—HOW IT WAS DONE.

Paris, July 23.—There were probably 10,000

people present at the race track on the banks

of the Seine yesterday, when Zimmerman, the

American champion, showed his rear wheel to

all competitors in his heat of a two kilometre

contest, the final of the same, and a mile handi-

cap, in which there were eighteen starters.

To say that the man from Manasquan earned

and received loads of honors does not ade-

quately
Describe the Scene

which followed his victory in the handicap.

After the programme had been finished, he

was captured in the field, and, despite some

protests, was carried about in the regulation

manner.

The scratch race, in which Wheeler shared

the honors nobly, contained Medinger and

Louvet, the recognized two best men in

France, with the possible exception of Four-

nier, and the two Americans won by four or

five lengths.

The result was therefore most significant, for

with only five contestants in the race, there

was a fair field for the " king" (Medinger) and

the champion (Louvet). It was Louvet's first

race against Zimmerman, and also Medinger's

first in Paris, he having run second to Zim at

Brussels. There had been considerable specu-

lation as to how Medinger would show against

Zimmerman, and some little talk about a pos-

sible match, but the question of Medinger's in-

feriority is now settled. It bored the "old

fox " to be beaten so decisively, and he left the

field considerably wilted. In addition to being

beaten by Zimmerman he had been as badly

beaten at the same time by Harry Wheeler,

for whom he maintains no loving regard.

The men who faced the mark for the final

(the distance being then 1,000 meters) were:

Zimmerman, Wheeler, Medinger, Louvet and
Verheyen, they having qualified by running

first in their respective heats of 2,000 meters.

Zimmerman led from the start, with Wheeler
at his rear wheel, where the position was care-

fully guarded against the intrigues of the wily

Medinger, who also wanted the position. Zim-

merman and Wheeler held their positions in-

tact, so that when it came time to sprint the

former had a clear field. Wheeler was content

to follow, and at the finish he was right at

Zimmerman's rear flank. Zim came around

the last turn at a pace which made things hum,
and poked his head forward for

A Flying Sprint

home, and Wheeler was next upon him, with

Medinger behind Wheeler, and Louvet coming
on the outside. Verheyen, the Frankfurter,

who once beat Zimmerman in Germany, two
years ago, brought up the rear very close.

Medinger almost started the few hairs that re-

main upon his crown in an effort to hang on,

but before the straight had been more than

half traversed, he found himself rapidly losing

ground, and he sat up a few yards before the

tape. Zim and Wheeler went across the line

together, about four lengths in advance of

Medinger, Louvet showing the way to Ver-

heyen. Time for the kilometer, im. 51 1-5S.

Even though their idols had been shattered,

the people showered praises upon Zimmerman
and Wheeler until they had reached the dress-

ing rooms.

Medinger had scarcely hoped to win from
Zimmerman, but it is safe to say he did not

think he could be beaten by four lengths in a

300-yard sprint, for that is his best distance.

The handicap of 1,609 meters (one mile) was
called after Zimmerman and Wheeler had
taken a short rest. All the other riders were

on their marks, and had been waiting several

minutes before " those blamed Yankees " put

in their appearance. The positions were as-

signed as follows : Zimmerman, scratch

;

Wheeler, 30 meters; Verheyen, Louvet and

James, 40 meters; Hermet, Crooks and Baras,

50 meters; Fossier, Jacquelin and Leneuf, 60

meters ;Meline and Max, 70 meters; Dary and
Girardin, 90 meters; Jallu, Ax, Gamier and
Vigneaux, 100 meters. (A meter is a trifle

over 39 inches.) Total number of starters,

nineteen.

Zimmerman made for Wheeler, and caught

him as the lap was finished. The "kid"

carried Zim into the bunch, but lost himself

in the act. Zimmerman moved forward

one man at a time, but entering the back-

stretch on the second lap he was
Compelled to Sit Up.

The field was too dense, and covered the entire

track. Zimmerman did not run himself out

for position, but preferred to wait for the last

300 or 400 yards.

On the third and last lap he made a break

to get by on the outside, and a big cheer arose

from the people as his blue shirt went plough-

ing through the thickest of the struggle.

Going around the final turn he took the ex-

treme outside, and ran high on the banking.

Coming down the incline, he shot forward

with only two or three men ahead of him, and
in almost a twinkling was ahead of every-

body. He crossed the tape several lengths

ahead of Jacquelin, who led Mercier, and
Louvet, by good riding, came in fourth. The
time for the mile was 2m. 9 1-5S., only a second

outside of competition record, and it is to be

regretted that the proportions of the field of

starters rendered it impossible for Zimmer-
man to make time from first to last. The ap-

lause was of the wild order, hats and um-
brellas going into the air, and Zimmerman
was showered with French praises and en-

comiums. The officials, who are not easily

moved beyond the stoical attention they are

accustomed to bestow on the many good races

that are run twice a week, joined in the con-

gratulations and shook the winner by the

hand.
Wheeler Again Defeats Medinge*.

Wheeler again succeeded in disposing of

Medinger in excellent style at the night races

at Buffalo. In fact, Medinger was not one,

two, three, Wheeler pulling Dumond and
Hewson through with him ahead of the "old

fox." Medinger continues to get anything he
asks for. at the Buffalo track. In Thursday
night's two-kilometer scratch race he was en-

tered for the first heat, but he failed to arrive

on the track until the other riders had gone a

lap or two. Strange to say, the management
did not stop the race and let him in, but agreed
to put him in the next heat. The riders in

that heat, however, "kicked." The next heat

was tried, and another chorus of objections

arose. He was finally placed in the last heat,

and at the finish he managed to squeeze into

third position. Only firsts and seconds quali-

fied for the final, but it was found, upon com-
parison of times, that Medinger's heat was the

fastest of the lot, so he was let in.

J.JM. Erwin .

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

This answers why you are not

riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

*v*v*y*y*y*r***'

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
Please add: "Sawjt in The Wbe#L
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TRADE CHANGES.

Springfield, Mass.—J. L. Griswold, sewing ma-
chines, 362 Main Street. Manufacturers of bicycles.

Send particulars regarding agency.

Lynn, Mass.—Pote & Hawes, bicycles, etc., H. J.

Pote reported to have recorded chattel mortgage for

$138.

New York, N. Y.—Smith Wheel Mfg. Co., manufac-
turers of bicycles, dissolved. J. Chas. V. Smith con-

tinues.

Youngstown, O.—Lee Bannister, bicycles, reported

to have recorded chattel mortgage for $83.

Philadelphia, Pa. — Joseph Landschutz, bicycles,

business advertised for sale by Sheriff.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Joseph Landschutz, bicycles, re-

ported to have recorded judgment for $2,100.

Nashua, N. H.—McAfee & McMasters, bicycles.

Frank A. McMasters reported as having mortgaged
real estate for §222.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Forbes Wheel Co., incor-

porated by Geo. H. Forbes, James Baumberger, C.

H. Philpott, M. P. Forbes and J. B. Forbes. Capital

stock of $300,000, of which $180,000 is said to have been

subscribed.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Herman Vonderlinden is pre-

paring to build a bicycle factory.

Seymour, Mo.—J. W. Fason, hardware, succeeded

by R. C. Rhodes & Co. Will take up bicycles.

Hunnewell, Kas.—E. Van Horn, hardware, suc-

ceeded by R. D. McKnight, who is interested in

bicycles.

Covington, Ky.—J. H. Mersman, wholesale hard-

ware, at No. 25 Pike Street, succeeded by J. H. Mers-

man & Son. Correspondence invited looking to the

acceptance of bicycle agency.

Harriman.Tenn.—Shaw & Muir, hardware and bi-

cyles, sold out to W. A. Lake.

Everett, Mass.—Everett Cycle Co. A most careful

investigation proves conclusively the error of the

rectnt report by a commercial agency that this

company had recorded a chattel mortgage for $2,000.

The court official in charge states, over his own sig-

nature, that the mortgage referred to was recorded as

far back as February 9, and was discharged April 28.

Marathon, N. Y.— R. D. Mack, hardware, bicycles,

etc. Confessed judgment to his wife for $3,919.79.

Stock and store in the hands of sheriff.

Stubenville, O.—George Harper, hardware and
bicycles. Sold out to H. W. Tonner.

Greenfiald, O.—Pullman & Parrott, hardware and
bicycles. Store burned; partially insured.

Shreveport, La.—J. S. Hutchinson, hardware and
bicycles. Store closed by attachment.

New York, N. Y.—A. K. Lovell Mfg. Co., bicycle

wrenches and other supplies, at 343 West Thirteenth

Street. Attached for $10,587, in favor of LeviSwanson.
Chillicothe, O.—B. F. Hadley, of Columbus. Will

establish handle factory and make specialty of bi-

cycle handles.

Montpelier, O.—A. Kuster, hardware, bicycles, etc.

Burned out; loss, $5,000.

Bensinger, McDonald & Bowdish, of 1311

Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, retired from the

retail bicycle business on August 1. Theirs

was one of, if not the largest repair businesses

in Brooklyn, due largely to the management of

their repair department by Mr. C, W. Ladd,

who was associated with them since the firm

was first organized. Mr. Ladd has rented the

store next door to the old stand, No. 1313,

where he will continue the repair business in

his own name.

A sixteen-year-old boy is reported to have

died in Logansport, Ind. , from excessive riding.

The dispatch states that less than a year ago

he became the owner of a wheel, and although

not an expert rider, has, perhaps, covered

more territory on the machine in the past

twelve months than any other boy of his age

in the country. A few Sundays ago he re-

turned from a long excursion into the country

completely exhausted, and the next day was
seized with partial paralysis. He lost even

his eyesight and power of speech before death

relieved him.

May It Not Prove Another Pteel-I.uminuni
Affair.

Waltham, Mass., August 6.

To the Editor of THE WHEEL:
We hereby accept the challenge issued by the man-

ufacturers of the Spalding bicycle to a coasting con-

test, as we believe the Orient to be the better coaster.

We take them on their own terms, excepting that we
will subscribe an additional $50 to go toward the pur-

chase of a prize for the winner of the contest, pro-

viding the other contestants will put up a like sum.
The Waltham Mfg. Co.

J. R. Nisbet, editor of the Scottish Cyclist

and a director of the Preston-Davies Tire and

Valve Co., is expected in this country during

the present month. He spent several weeks
in America last Fall and made himself very

well liked.

Charles H. Hilton, proprietor of the Cycle

Exchange, New Haven, Conn., filed a volun-

tary assignment last week. The liabilities

are placed at $1,600, and the assets at $600.

Penseyres & Haberer, the Buffalo manu-
fac urers, will promote an open twenty-five

mile road race on September 23.

A Pennsylvania farmer choked a wheelman
until he was almost insensible, near Lancaster,,

last week, because one of his mules became
frightened at the wheel. Suit has been entered

charging the farmer with assault and battery.

Chief Consul Luscomb has appointed Miss

Amelia Van Shaick. local consul at Tuxedo
Park. Miss Van Shaick is the first woman
official the L. A. W. has ever had in New York
State.

TRIBUNES - TO - THE - TROUT.

MODEL F TRIBUNE. Weight, 25 lbs. Price, $125.00

^J&

THE

GREAT HILSENDE&EN

ROAD RACE

won:on a

19-11). Tribune Racer,

By L. C. DORN, against

135 starters.

W1

m±

C. G. MERRILLS rides

the twenty=five miles

in 1 hour, 6 minutes

and 55 seconds, break=

ing the world's record.

Mount, a MODEL F

TRIBUNE

j£C. F. STOREY gets

4th place on a MODEL
C TRIBUNE

7"HERE is nothing that equals the CYCLOIDAL SPROCKET. Ask TRIBUNE Riders
o what they think of it. Write for catalogue and agency.

THE &L/KK HFQ. CO., Erie, Pa
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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AUiiUST.

io—Minneapolis, Minn., Track Ass'n, Race Meet.
io-ii—Asbury Park, Race Meet, A. P. A. A.
ii—Rivertoni N. J., Park Ave. W. Race Meet.
it—Lancaster, Pa., Keystone B. C. Meet.
ii—Pittsburg, Pa., Allegheny A. A.
ii—Minneapolis. Minn., Cycle Track A., Nat.Cir.Meet.
12-13-Antwerp, Belgium, Internat'nal Championships.
13-18—Denver, Col., L. A. W. Meet, Denver Cy. Union.
14—Noblesville, Ind., Racing Club.
15—Columbia, Pa., Wheelmen Race Meet.
15—Weedsport, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
15-16-17-Warren, O., Wheel Club.
15-16-17—Pontiac, 111., C. C. Races.
17— Willimantic, Conn., Thread City C. C. Race Meet.
18—Cleveland, O., Rover Wheel Club.
18— Winsted, Ct., Wheel Club.
18-Plainfleld, N. J., Crescent W.
18—Philadelphia, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W. and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Scranton, Pa., Green Ridge W.
22—Kansas City, Mo., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
22-23—Salt Lake City (Utah) Cycle Track Association.
23—Buffalo-Pittsburg Road Race, 246 miles.
23-25-Cottage City, Massachusetts Division Meet.
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24—Shamokin, Pa., Wheel Club Race Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
24—Decatur, 111., C. C. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., A.C.C. of St.L.,Nat. Circuit Meet.
24-25-Council Bluffs, la., Cavymede W. C. Race Meet.
25—Logan (Utah) Wheel Club.
25—Paterson, N. J., Withers' Race Meet.
25—Albany. N. Y, B C.'s Race Meet.
25—Homestead, Pa., B. C, Race Meet.
25—New Albany, Ind., Road and Track Races.
25—Jamestown, N. Y., Prendergast W.
25— Trenton. N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
27—Ogden (Utah) Social Wheel Club.
27—Waresen, O. C. C. Meet.
27-Utica, N. Y. C. C. Races.
27-28-Mayfield, Ky., C. C. Race Meet.
28—Saratoga, N. Y., Wheelmen Race Meet.
28—Galesburg (111.) C. C Race Meet.
28-29—St Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
29—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.
29 Prood (Utah) Utah Co, W.
30-31—Brattleboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.
30-31-Sept. 1—Asbury Park, American W. Race Meet.
31— Brattleboro, Vt., Vermont W. C. Race Meet.
31—Oneonta, N. Y., Wheel Club.
31—Bloomington, 111., B. C. Race Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Erie, Pa., Wanderers C. C. 15 Miles Road Race.
1—Lancaster, Pa., Keystone B. C. Meet.
1—Cortland, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
1— Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
1—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
1—Riverton, N. J., Athletic Club.
3—Gardiner, Me., Wheel Club.
3-Elmira, N. Y., Century Club.
3—Dayton, O., Y. M. C. A. Games.
3—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling W.
3—Whitinsville, Mass., B. C. Meet.
3—A. C. C. of N. J., 25-Mile Road Race.
3—Riverton, N. J., A. C. Race Meet.
3—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Bergen Point, N. J. A. C.
3—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
3—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
3—Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N. J. A. C
3 — Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3 — Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3 -Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
3—Bay City, Mich , Wheelmen's Race Meet.
3—Boonton (N. J.) A. A. Race Meet.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
3— Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Race Meet.
5— Mechanicsville, N. Y., B. C. Race Meet.
5—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.

.

5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
6—Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
7—Chillicothe, O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
8—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
8—Atlanta, Ga„ Wheelmen Race Meet.
8—McKeesport, Pa., Cyclers Race Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
10-ii-Cleveland, O , Lakeside C. C. Race Meet.
11—Hackettstown, N. J., Crescent C. C. Race Meet.
n-13-Springfield, Mass., B. C. Race Meet, Nat. Cir.

i 2_ I4—Belvidere (111.) C. C. Race Meet.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
10—Waltham, Mass., B. C , Race Meet.
17—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
I7.22_Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
ig—Williamsport, Pa., Keystone W.C., Nat. Cir. Meet.
21—Reading, Pa., Penn. W. Cir , F. B. Shalters, Sec.
22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
22—Auburn, N. Y., A. A.

25—Norwich, Conn., B. C. Race Meet.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
28—Pittsburg, Pa., Keystone B. C.
28—Norfolk, Virginia, Division Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.

1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Canton, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.
4—Muscatine, la., Muscatine W.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New
York and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

SEND FOR DESIGNS —
JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS,

BOOD ROADS

TOURNAMENT
NATIONAL CIRCUIT,

Asbury Park, N. J.,

August 30th, 31st, and
Sept. 1st.

To be given annually; promoted by "The
American Wheelman," 23 Park Row, New
York.

Entire profits for Road Improvement

Crusade.

An attractive programme of Class A and

B events.

For entry blanks address,

W. M. PERRETT
'American Wheelman,"

23 Park Row, New York.

Annual Race Meet
OF THE

Mercer County Wheelmen,
OF TRENTON, N. J.,

Saturday, Aug. 25th, 1894.
If you did not attend the Grand Columbian Meet

(N. J. State Division L. A. W. Meet) held here last
year, under the auspices of the Mercer County Wheel-
men, ask some of your friends who did, and learn of
the elegance of our track and the excellent acommo-
dations for every racing man present.
Our track was pronounced by Zimmerman and all

the leading cracks who were in attendance last year,
to be the finest half-mile track they ever rode upon.
Our dressing room is over ioo feet square, where will

be found on the day of our meet a separate cot for
every racing man and every other accommodations
at your command. No meet ever held offers better
accommodations for the care of the talent than we
do. Our facilities cannot be excelled.
Bear in mind the liberality of our prize list, which

will consist of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelery, etc.
Don't forget the day and date. You can select no

better place to ride on August 25 than at Trenton.
Entries close Aug. 18th. For additional information
address JAMES C. TATTERSALL, Trenton, N. J.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO COME TO SARATOGA

SARATOGA WHEELMEN'S
First Race Meet,

Half-MIle Track (Woodlawn Oval.)AUGUST 28.

Class A.
1 Mile, 2. so class.
1 Mile, Open.
1 Mile Handicap.

EVENTS,
Class B.

1 Mile, Open.
1 Mile Handicap.
Yz Mile, Open.

Over $900 Worth of Prizes.
Entries close August 21 with C. N. Hulbert, 334

Broadway, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Poughkeepsie Bicycle Clul Races,

POUGHKEEPSIE,
NEW YORK.

G)

SEPT. 3A, '94.

Ten Class A Events..

For programme, entry blanks, and other

particulars, address,

JOHN VAN BENSCHOTEN,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Scranton, Pa., has withdrawn from the

National Circuit. Its date, September 17, has

been awarded the Pittsburg Athletic Club.

Frank L. Jewell, Marlboro, Mass., has been

suspended from all track racing for sixty days,

from August 2, for entering cycle races under

an assumed name.

The latest in "world's records" comes from

Stubenville, O., a half-mile for riders under 16

years of age. Baltimore claims the mile and

a half road record.

Dirnberger left Buffalo for Chicago last

week to assume charge of the Sterling team.

He will have under him, as manager, Taxip,

Kennedy and Maddox. He takes the position

formerly held by E. C. Bode.

The Delaware Co. Gentlemen's Driving and

Bicycling Association was formed at Chester,

Pa., last week, for the purpose of building a

track. Committees were appointed to secure

stock subscriptions and a suitable site.

A five days, four hours nightly, race is to be

run at Minneapolis, beginning August 13. A
board track is being built at the baseball park.

Among those who have entered are: Shock,

Albert, Prince, Ashinger, Golden and Van
Emburg.

A Chicago daily handled Sanger rather

severely because he refused to ride in that city

on August 3. He was termed "that big, dis-

obliging parcel of arms and legs named

Sanger," " Willie Crybaby Sanger" and " the

pondrous $350 per week prima dona."

F. H. Stanwood, of the Illinois C. C, Chic-

ago, is billed for an attack on the Chicago-

New York record of 10 days 4 hours, hejd by

H.H. Wylie. Stanwood will also act as "the of-

ficial courier of the Chicago Post-Office, to

demonstrate the utility of the bicycle for the

transportation of mails across country." If

Stanwood makes a new record, Wylie will

undertake to better it.
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POOR TIME, NO PRIZES.

THREE RACES DECLARED OFF AT TIOGA—
ROYCE IN GOOD FORM.

That Jersey trio, who have figured at all

the meets of the metropolitan district during

the season, Royce, Blauvelt and Scott,

journeyed to Philadelphia on Saturday last,

August 4, to show the Quakers how to ride.

Royce succeeded in making the greatest im-

pression on the minds of the Pennsylvanians.

He captured three firsts.

The meet was held by the Tioga Cricket

Club on the Tioga track, which was rather

heavy from rain. The various events lacked

snap and go and loafing was predominant.

There were a number of spills and a number

of squabbles because Referee Gideon declared

the races off when the time limits were not

reached, which happened on three occasions.

In the one mile novice a time limit of 2m. 41s.

was placed in the final heat, and the time

made was 3m. 3 2-5S. The referee declared it

no race, and no run over. In the next event,

one mile scratch, the time limit of 2m. 40s.

was placed, but as the winner's time in the

final was 2m. 51 1-5S. it was declared no race.

The next race, the one mile 2m. 40s. class,

time limit 2m. 45s., was declared no race.

As a consequence three sets of prizes were

saved.

The two-mile handicap was a good race from

start to finish, although the handicaps were

too heavy for the scratch man. Blauvelt,

scratch, found the pace too hot and the handi-

caps too big to be cut down. The final was a

pretty race, Lindley setting the pace and lead-

ing until the last lap, when Krick again spurted

and won by sixty yards.

In the one-third mile scratch, second heat,

Diver got away ahead of the pistol and finished

fifty yards ahead of the second man. Referee

Gideon disqualified him and gave first place to

Price, the second man.

The finest race of the day was the one mile

invitation handicap, open only to the winners

of the different events. Official Handicapper
Powell handicapped the men just before the

race. There were ten starters. The pace was
hot from start to finish, the race actually being

for blood, Royce winning, but closely pushed
by Sims. The summary:

One Mile Novice -First Heat: 1, Harvey Gourley,

C. C; 2, J. W. Kinnier, W. W.; 3, Raymond E. Adams.
Time, 2m. 46 3-5*. Second Heat: 1, Victor P. Thomp-
son, V. W.; 2, Ben Peck, S. E. W.; 3, Jay C. Coulston.
Time, 3m. 6 1-5S. Final (time limit, 2m. 41s.): 1, Victor
F.Thompson; 2, Ben Peck; 3, J. W. Kinnier. Time,
3m. 3 2-5S. Declared no race.

One Mile Scratch—First Heat: 1, E. L. Blauvelt,

T. C; 2, R. P. McCurdy; 3, C. A. Church, C. B. C.
Time, 2m. 49 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, G. F. Royce, T. C.j

2, R. P. Rich, Q. C. W.; 3, J. F. Ermentrout, P. W.
Time, 2m. 55 3-5S. Third Heat: 1, W. F. Sims, Pa. B.

C.J2, B. B. Stevens, P. W.; 3, Monte Scott, Crescent W.
Time, 2m. 39 3-5S. Final (time limit, 2m. 40s.): 1, Royce;
2, Blauvelt; 3, Scott; 4, Sims. Time, 2m. 51 1-5S. De-
clared no race.

One Mile 2.40 Class—First Heat: 1, William A.
Wentzel, Q. C. W.; 2, Robert E. Manley, S. C. A. A.
Time, 2m. 40 1-5S. Second Heat--i, Fred H. Preston,
N. W.; 2, Joseph J. Diver, B C. A. A.; 3, William L.

Darmar, N. J. A. A. Time, 2m. 48 3-5S. Third Heat:
1, C. B. Jack. W. W. C; 2, De W. C. Griffiths, W. W

;

3, Sylvester Courtney, Y. M. C. A. Time, 2m. 47 1-5S.

Final Heat, time limit 2.45— 1, Fred H. Preston; 2,

C.B.Jack; 3, W. L. Darmer. Time, 3m. 1-3S. De-
clared no race.

One Mile Handicap (Tioga Cricket Club)—1, A.
W. Rich, 85 yards; 2, J. D. Lagen, 70; 3, J. A. Mead,
35. Time, 2m. 22 2 5s.

Two Mile Handicap—First Heat: i, Charles W.
Krick, P. W., 100 yards; 2, Robert P. McCurdy, 120; 3,

F. B. Marriott, S. E. W., 100; 4, Victor F. Thompson,
V. W.,225. Time, 4m. 55 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, J. E.

Lindley, M. C. W., 220 yards; 2, Robert Wier, Y. M. C.

A., 163; 3, James Lees Hanley, W. W.C., 160; 4, Charles
H. Henzel, 220 yards. Time, 4m. 53 3-5S. Final Heat:

1, Krick; 2, McCurdy; 3, Wier; 4, Church. Time, 4m.

S3 4-5S-

One Third Mile (scratch)—First Heat: 1, Royce;
2, Sims; 3, Rich. Time, 47s. Second Heat: 1, Price;

2, Scott; 3, J. C. Coulston. Time, 45 3-5S.

Final Heat—1, Royce; 2, Sims; 3, Price. Time,

47 3-5S.

One MileInvitation Handicap—1,Royce, scratch;

2, Sims, scratch; 3, Price, 40; 4, Scott, 25. Time, 2m.

26 3-5S.

Better Than a Scrap.

Bowkry Bill—"Goin' down ter de scrap at der

Island dis evenin', Mike?"

One-eyed Mike—" Naw! Wat 'ell. I'm goin' ter

see de dude bisickle racers kill demselves at Man-
hattan Field. Dere's were yer gets de worth of yer

tin—more blud den er scrap, yer kin betcher life on

dat."

THEY SHUT UP SHOP.

DO THE RIPON PEOPLE WHEN THE CRACKS
CAME ALONG—A NEW TANDEM

RECORD.

Ripon, Wis., August 8.—Ripon is the Spring-
field of the West, although on a small scale.

Whenever there is a big race meet the shops
are shut up, and about all of its 4,000 inhabi-

tants put on their best bibs and tuckers, attend
the races and enjoy a holiday. Ripon people
are also proud of the Reed brothers, two
strong riders who always capture all the State
championships, and who generally make
things lively for the visitors.

About all the circuit chasers were at the
meet, August 7 and 8. Bliss did not ride, not
having recovered from his falls in Chicago.
Sanger was in poor shape, and was badly beaten
repeatedly, although he won the two miles
upon the first day by a length from Murphy.
On the first day also, Kennedy broke Zim-

merman's track record, 2m. 13s., in the mile
handicap, riding from scratch in 2m. 11 1-5S.,

and Ray Macdonald put the State half-mile
record at 57s.

On the second day Titus and Cabanne tried
for the mile tandem record and got it. Their
time was im. 59s., first half in 58s. E. C.
Bald rode a mile in 2m. 2s., four seconds below
State record.

Titus won a well-deserved victory in the two
mile handicap. He was on scratch and Ken-
nedy had 40 yards. The field bunched ahead
of him and rode strong. Titus made the first

mile in 2m. 22s. , and got into the bunch at a
mile and one-half. E. C. Johnson jumped
out at the turn, and Titus only nipped him
ten yards from home. Kennedy was a close
third.

Sanger was beaten by four men in the mile
open, Cabanne winning the race. Brown led
down the stretch. At the tape Murphy, who
was on the pole, saw an opening and dodged
through and cut off Brown and Taxis. Mur-
phy was promptly disqualified, and Brown and
Taxis were advanced one. Titus and Cabanne
dropped out.

In the three mile, Goehler and two others
fell. Goehler was cut. Goetz outsprinted
Githens in the finish, and Edwards was third.

The summary:
FIRST DAY.

Half Mile State Championship—First Heat: 1

L.Reed; 2, Will Sanger; 3, Ray Reed; 4 , A. M. Chand-
ler; 5, F. L. Moore. Time, im. gs.

Two Mile Open, Class B -Final Heat: 1, w. C.
Sanger; 2, C. M. Murphy; 3, L. D. Cabanne; 4, W. W.
Taxis. Time, 5m. 40s.

Half Mile Handicap—Final Heat: 1, C. F. Will-
ams, 66 yards; 2, A. H. Krugmier, 65; J. G. Seelig, 45 ,

and Clifford, 60, tie for third. Time, im. is.

One Mile Handicap (Class B).-i, A. E. Lumsden,
80 yards; 2, A. I. Brown, 70; 3, R. F. Goetz, 7o; 4, H. A.'
Githens, 65. Time, 2m. 10s.

Two-Mile State Championship.—i, Louis Reed,
Ripon; 2, W. F. Sanger, Milwaukee; 3, A. M. Chand-
ler. Time, 5m. 34s.

Half-Mile Open (Class B).-i, Titus; 2, Kennedy;
3, Githens; 4, Cabanne. Time, im. 06s.

Two-Mile Handicap.— i, C. S. Williams, 270 yards;
2, J. G. Seelig, 2lo; 3, Smith, 160. Time, 4m. 40s.

SECOND DAY.
ONE Mile Handicap— 1, J. G. Zelig, 80 yards; 2, A

M. Chandler, 30; 3, F. L. Moore, 85; 4, C. E. Reinke, ifio.

Time, 2m. 13 4-5S. C.F. Williams, Erie, Pa., scratch,
2m. 22s.

QUARTER MILE Open, CLASS B—Final Heat: i.Tom
Cooper, Detroit; 2, E. C. Bald; 3, A. I. Brown; 4,'e. D
Cabanne; 5, Ray Macdonald. Time, 31 3.5s.

One Mile State Championship—i, Louie Reed,
Ripon; 2, A. M. Chandler, Waupaca; 3, W. F. Sanger

'

Milwaukee. Time, 2m. 23 2-5S.

Two Mile Handicap, Class b— i, f. J. Titus
scratch; 2, E, C. Johnson, 120 yards; 3, A. D. Kennedy,'
40; 4, H. A. Githens, 90. Time, 5m. n 1-5S.

One Mile 2.40 Class—1, F. L. Moore, Beloit; 2, A.
M. Chandler; 3, A. Burr. Time, 2m. 33 4-5S.

One Mile Open, Class B—i, L. D. Cabanne; 2, A.
I. Brown; 3, W. W. Taxis; 4, W. C. Sanger. Time,
2m. 34 4-5S. C. M. Murphy was second, but was dis-
qualified.

Quarter Mile, State Championship— i, Louis
Reed; 2, W. F. Sanger; 3, F. L. Moore. Time, 32 i- 5 s.
Three Mile Handicap, Class B— i, r. f. Goetz,

210 yards, 2, H. A. Githens, 120; 3, W. J. Edwards, 100;

4, Tom Coopor, 100; 5, H. H. Maddox, 100. Time,'
7m. 9s.

Five Mile Handicap— i, c Reinke, 575; 2 , a. L.
Williams, 600 ; 3. C. S. Williams, 80; 4, T. A. Clifford',
310. Time, 12m. 18 2-5.
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INDIANAPOLIS INDIGNANT.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 31, 1894.

To the Editor of The Wheel.
Noticing your editorial on the over-importance of

trainers and managers causes me to write you one
experience with a few of them.
The Zig Zig Club gave a meet here and from the

first we were held up by the racing teams, several of

them wanting cash to come to our races, while the

writer knows that * * * received money for his trip

to Richmond, Ind. This is usually so arranged that

the trainer gets the money, so that they are not break-

ing any rules, but the question is: If the company pay
them and the clubs pay them and they sell their prizes

are they not an expensive luxury? Do manufacturers
know how their teams conduct themselves? Makers
supporting teams informed us that, as they sent ex-

pensive teams, we should let them out of donations,
advertising, etc.

Then the teams try to " pull our leg," refuse to pay
entries, and, headed by Sanger, the crowd last Mon-
day morning gave this choice club yell at the top of

their voices in our Union Depot: "Will we come to

Indianapolis ? No !

"

These men did not conduct themselves as gentle-

men. There were, however, exceptions in the Colum-
bia, Rambler, Cleveland and Stearns teams, but the

representatives of the Spalding, Victor and Union
teams are not invited to attend any races whatever in

Indianapolis.

WHEN ON
YOUR WHEEL
wear—for enjoyment, for appear-
ance and to save your walking
clothes—our special grade

Bloomer
Bicycle

$8.50 Suit.
Iti"iCludosCoat,BIoomer Trous-

er of the best all wool cassimere,
Mill Stanley 1894 Cap. Suit De-
livered Free. Writ** for samples
and booklet telling all about our
bicycler's complete outfit—Free.
IMON BICYCLE CLOTHING CO.,

319 Market St., Chicago, 111.

The members of our club have always treated rac-
ing men with the greatest respect, but after the man-
ner of their treatment of us we prefer a Class A tour-
nament next year.

Understand that this statement does not apply to
all men attending our races, but to a few loud-
m >uthed trainers and managers, Sanger being con-
spicuous by his surly despotism. What a contrast
some of these second raters are to the unassuming
and gentlemanly Champion, Zimmerman !

Zig Zag.

ON ALL STATIONS.
TITE WHEEL, is on *ale on all Elevated news-

stands In New York.

JUST PUBLISHED.
SECTIONAL ROAD MAP OF

Kings and Queens Counties,NEW YORK,
SHOWING THE GOOD ROADS.

PRICE, ... 50 CENTS.

Servoss' Sectional Road Maps,
Long Island, 25 cents. Northeastern New Jersey,

50 cents. Kings and Queens Counties, 50 cents. Staten
Island, 25 cents. For sale by the principal dealers, or
by the publisher,

K. D. SERVOSS, 21-23 Centre St., N. V.

An Easy Riding Bicycle Saddle.

No. 1, 150 to 240 lb. Rider,
" 2, 75 to 150 lb. u

Weight of Saddle, 28 oz.
" Clip, 6 oz.

eight of Scorcher,
13 ounces.

comfort

Price,

The first Saddle ever put on the market which is adjustable to the exact weight of
any rider. Built on scientific principles. Perfect elasticity. No tremble. Absolute

"for man or woman. Remove two top bolts to make a scorcher. Use same clip.

ADJUSTABLE
$6 50.

EASY RIDING SADDLE COMPANY,
265 BROADWAY (Room 22), NEW YORK.

Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."

A GOOD THIN6
to take with you on your vacation.

A BRIDGEPORT CYCLOMETER
can be depended upon to record exactly the distance
you travel on a bicycle.

COSTS ONLY $3.50.
Every instrument guaranteed and thoroughly tested
before leaving the works.

Registers 1,000 miles and repeats, or can be set
back to zero at will.

Send for illustrated catalogue of sundries. Sold
by all bicycle dealers.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.
Mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Index to A dvertiseineiits

Name. Product. Page,
Adjustable Easy Riding Saddle Co 39
American Dun lop Tire Co 20
American Indicator Co 42
Anderson Mfg. Co Cement 51

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co Ariel 16

Aughinbaugh, W. E Patent Attorney 52
Bailey Mfg. Co Brake.. 53
Barber Asphalt Paving Co 52
Beard, W m. & Sons Parts 46
Becker, Chas. M Cycle Clothing. 51

Betts, A. U. & Co Cement 49
Billings & Spencer Co Wrench 53
Black Mfg. Co -. Vigilant, Tribune 35
Boker, H 47
Boston Meter Co Cyclometer 49
Boston Wood Rim Co Wood Rim.... .-, . . 47
Bredder Allen Cycle Mfg. Co.Crank 47
Bridgeport Brass Co Lamps 55
Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co. ...Cyclometer 39
Brooks J. H 48
Brown, J. Hurd Lubricant 40
Castel's Hotel 49
Cleveland M'hine Screw Co.. Balls, Machinery 54
Clio Co Brake 52
Cook's Sons, Adam Bicvcline —
Crawford Mfg. Co Crawford 50
Curtis-Child Mfg. Co Saddles 48
Cushman & Denison Oilers 40
Cyclist, The 52
Cycling Publications 51
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co Pumps —
Diamond Machine Co 49
Dixon Jos. Crucible Co Lubricant 48
Duckworth, J. & H.... ...... .Chain ..—
Evans & White 51
Early, J 51

Eagle Bicycle Co Eagle 34
Eastern Rubber Co Tires 25
Eclipse Bicycle Co Eclipse 10

Elmore Mfg. Co Elmore 4s
Engraving 61

Evereit House 49
Fairbanks Wood Rim Co 45
Farrell F'dry & Machine Co., Rubber Machinery ....40
Featherstone & Co., A Road King, Queen 56
Felt Saddle Pad Co 8

Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co Fenton —
Fisher & Co., Samuel Cycle Machine Co —
For Sale, Exchange and Want Adv 40

Name. Product. Page.
Fougera & Co., E Anti-Stiff 52
From m, S Sweaters —
Garvin Machine Co Machinery 52
Gendron Iron Wheel Co The Gendron —
Genet, Wm. K Ideal Valve 49
Gilbert, F. C , & Co 47
Goodrich, B. F. Co Tires 7
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.Lamps —
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co ..Ramblers 1

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Tire 4
Grand Rapids Cycle Co......Clipper —
Griswold, M. E Mud Guard 48
Gump, A. W , & Co —
Haradon & Son..... ..".... Repairs 44
Hartford Rubber Wks Co Tires 19
H<U1 Mfg. Go , Cyclometer 52
Haines & Zimmerman Bells and Locks —
Hanson & Van Winkle Co. ..Nickel Plating Outfits. 43
Harriott, John Medals 36
Hartford Cycle Co Hartfords --

Heath Cycle Co., S. F Pumps 53
Hilliard Cyclometer Co Cyclometer 50
Hunt Mfg. Co Saddles 43
Ide Mfg. Co., F. F Ide Cycles -
Independent Elec Co Lock 50
Indiana Bicycle Co Waverley 12
Indianapolis Ch'n & St'g Co. Chains 50
Kalamazoo Cycle Co —
Little, F. P. E. C. & S. Co... .. .Lubricant 47
League Cycle Co League Ch'nl's Safety, n
Levy Cycle Clock Co Cycle Clock 51
Lozier & Co., H. A Cleveland 13
McMullen & Co., Roger B Parts 53
Mcintosh-Huntington Co Sunol 14
McKee & Harrington Lyndhurst —
Monarch Cyle Co 31
Morgan & Wright Tires 33-30
Morse Spring Co Chain 46
McEwen Cycle Co Red Seal Specialties 51
National Cycle Mfg. Co National 2

Newton Rubber Works Tire 16
New York Tire Co Tire 5
Niagara Cycle Fittings Co. .Cycle Fittings 47
Nickel Plate Transportation 50
Overman Wheel Co Victors 3
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. .Tire 6
Pearce, Geo. Co Lamps 46
Peerless Ntfg. Co Triangle 9
Peerless Bicycle Pants Co 49

Name. Product. Page.
Pittsburg Tire Prot. Co 46
Pope Mfg. Co Columbia ,g
Preston, E. B. & Co Czar 43
Premier Cycle Co Premier 31
Race Meets 36
Rad way's R. R. R s <

Raisbeck Electrotype Co Electrotypes 52
Raleigh Cycle Co Raleigh 41
Raymond & Potter Real Estate t2

Recording Inst. Co Cyclometer 53
Reeves, Geo. W Cement 48
Remington Arms Co Remington 10
Richmond, L. L. & Co 44
Rimington Bros. & Co Cycle Fittings 49-50
Rosenfeld, Louis & Co Gear 47
Rouse, Hazard & Co 27
RovalCycle Works Royal 14
Rudge Cycle Co Rudge 2
Schoverling, Daly & Gales.. Humber 44
Servoss, R. D Maps 39
Shaw & Son, John Hollow Fork 52
Smith, H. W., Corrugated Tube Co 52 •

Smith & Egge Mfg. Co Locks —
Smith Wheel Mfg. Co Dart 45
Snell Cycle Fittings Co Lamps 54
Spaulding Mach. Screw Co. .Balls and Parts 49
Standard Cap Co .....Bicycle Caps 53
Steam Gauge Co Lamps —
Stearns & Co., E. C Stearns 41
Sterling Cycle Works Sterling 13
St. Louis Reffg. & W. G. Co..Lu-mi-num 42
Syracuse Cycle Co Syracuse 8
Tillinghast Mfg. Co Tire. 50
Union Cycle Mfg. Co Union .12
Unique Mfg. Co Waterproof Carrier 49
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.... Warwick 11
Wells, Prince Lubricant 47
Weston & Co , I. A Wheels 42
West Side Auction House Co 43W heel Binders 48
Wheelmen Prot. Co 51
Wilhelm & Co., W. H Reading 46
Williams Imperial Cafe —
Williamsport Bicycle Co Keystone 52
Wilson-Myers Co Liberty 55
Worcester Fer'le& Mfg. Co .Fittings 53
Yost Cycle Mfg. Co Falcon 48
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co..Nickel-plating Outfits..—
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A New Wooden Frame Wheel.

S. A. Grant, the cycle inventor, of Spring-

field, Mass., is out with another machine, the

Universal. Its principal characteristic is a

wooden frame, with the exception of the

forks, which are of steel tubing.

The points which the inventor claims will

insure its success are its strength, cheapness,

lightness and the ease with which it can be

repaired if necessary. The frame is of the

simplest construction and can be repaired at

any blacksmith's shop or with a jackknife by
the rider. It is claimed that a high grade

wheel of this description can be manufactured

at less than two-thirds the cost of an all-metal

wheel. The inventor, it is said, has been ap-

proached by several capitalists, and it is prob-

able that in a short time a stock company will

be formed with a capital of $500,000.

Park Row Cycle Co.

The big store which takes up the ground
floor of The Wheel building, 21 Park Row, is

now a cycle depot. It was opened bright and
early Monday morning by Messrs. W. B.

Richards and C. F. Benedict, of the Central

Park Cycle Co.

The Wheel has always claimed that Park
Row stores would make excellent cycle depots,

because Park Row is the busiest spot in

America
; a hundred thousand people pass

along it every day. The new store looks like

a go; that is, there is always a big crowd and
a lot of movement in the place. The firm are

handling the Raleigh, Herald and Dauntless

cycles at cut prices, also boys' wheels and
sundries of all kinds, at, as the energetic Rich-

ards says: " less than cost."

Century Cycle Mfg. Co. Sued.

The Teeter Molding Machine Company, of

Indianapolis, has sued Henry C. Smithe and
the Century Cycle Manufacturing Company,
of the same city, for $10,000, alleged to be due
upon a contract existing between them. The
plaintiff alleges that it entered into a contract

with Smithe to complete the construction of a

certain lot of bicycles then in process of con-

struction for a consideration of $20 a bicycle.

Under this contract it alleges that it has com-
pleted the construction of 790 wheels. For 441

of these it has received the contract price, and
for the remaining 349 it asks judgment against

the defendants.

The Newton Rubber Works, makers of the

Straus elastic tire, have opened a New York
office at 54 Vesey street. L. F. Stillwell, for-

merly with the N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.,

is in charge.

The Royal Cycle Co. have placed an 18

pound wheel on the market. They call it the

Royal Red Head.

A Union fitted with Morgan & Wright tires

was Tyler's mount in his recent record break-

ings.

The well-known firm of Ira Perego & Co.,

of this city, assigned without preferences on
Monday of this week. The firm's liabilities

are about $50,000, but their assets will more
than cover this amount. Men's furnishing

goods was the principal business, but
the League Chainless Safety was handled
as a side issue. The League Co. are the
heaviest creditors in the cycle trade. Perego
& Co. were also L. A. W. outfitters. The
house was established in 1792 and is one of
the oldest in the country. It is believed that
}hey will resume.

Zimmerman was recently fined ten francs by
the French governing body for not having de-

clared his racing colors.

FOR SALE
The leading cycle business in a Pennsylvania city of

50,000 inhabitants. Retails 250 to 300 wheels a season,
and controls all the leading agencies. Will sell with
or without repair business. Small amount of money
required, as the stock has been reduced. Seventy
feet store room; rent $25 per month. Located on cor-
ner of business street. Reason for selling have other
business out of town. Address Capital, care The
Wheel, New York.

STOLEN!
1125.00 Reward for tbe recovery of

a new Spalding Bicycle (21,177), Palmer pneu-
matic tire, stolen Friday, August 3d, from
Eighth Avenue and 59th Street. Address,

JOSEPH HOLAHAN,
120 Broadway, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—By Private Party-

CPECIAL BUILT COLUMBIA SAFETV tandem
*-' pneumatic tires. Price $125.00. It's new.

NEWHOWE SAFETY, 1893, excellent condition, $110
LADIES' PNEUMATIC PSYCHO SAFETY... 90
COLUMBIA SAFETY, never used 115.

VICTOR SAFETY, " no
Party owning same having taken them for old debt.

Address
CHAS. W. WILCOX,

tf Box 444, New York City.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents,

variably In advance.

Cash In.

TXTANTED— '03 Columbia, Model 32, and '92 Cre-vv denda. New wheels in exchange. Cycle Ex-
change, Harrisburg, Pa. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—No. 7 Rambler, good as new. New
tires. Rest offer over $100 takes it. W. H. Huff,

Beverly, N. J. 8-i 7

BICYCLE BUSINESS FOR SALE.

The leading cycle business in a live Massachasetts
manufacturing city of 30,000 inhabitants. Does a
business of $40,000 a year and controls the leading
agencies. Repair shop connected; runs three men,
well fitted with all necessary tools for all classes of
repairing and building to order. Store is a corner
location in the centre of business, 30 feet front and 50
feet deep, with fine show windows, and can be leased
on most favorable terms. Price, including Stock,
Tools and Fixtures, $2,000. Stock comprises a good
assortment of 21 wheels of various grades and a com-
plete line of sundries.
Reason for selling, proprietor has other business

and cannot attend to it. Business established five
years. Address Dealer, care THE WHEEL.

Please add :
" Saw it in The Wheel"

SAVE YOUR WHEEL
By oiling it properly with the best oil-can in the world.

Full Size,

The " Perfect " regulates the supply of oil to a drop. Does not leak. This oiler has wen every test in
competition with oilers and is used with the leading high grade wheels. Be sure you have a "Perfect"
Pocket Oiler even if it costs a few cents more.

Star Oilers, 1 5c. Each. Oiler or Pump Holders, 25c. Each.
CUSHMAN & D -«ISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.

is indly mention The Wheel when writing.

RUBBER M^CHHsTKR-Y,
CALENDERS, MIXERS,
GRINDERS, WASHERS, CRACKERS,

Hydraulic and Screw VXJLOA1" !5£'» TO
address:

FOB BOBBER TIBES, ROLLING MILLS AMI CHILLED BOLLS.

PARREL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.

^~ We Manufacture Stone Breakers for Road Building.*^
Please add : " Saw it in The Wheel."

LUBRICANT.
For Inside Bearings and Chain.

No wonder the records are being smashed, as faster time has been made
using " We-Get-There." No oil to run out or gum up, consequently live
times the distance can be traveled than when using oil. Is not affected by
water, does not gather dust. Put up in collapsible tubes. It does away
with the leaky oiler. "Used by some of the fastest riders.

Price, 25c; by Mail, 30c,

J. HURD BROWN {I. A. W.), Box 2002, Boston, Mass,
Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."
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F. P. PRIAL, Proprietor.

PUBLISHED KVBRY FRIDAY.
Entered at the Post Office as second-olasi matter.

Post Office Address : Box 444, New York.

Eastern Offices: 21 Park Row, New York.

Western Offices: 260 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Printing House: 210 Fulton St., New York.

Phone No. 4993, Cortlandt.

Cable Address : -
; Prial," New York.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a Year.

Single Copies, 10 Cents.

Foreign Subscriptions, 17s. a Year,

Newsdealers Can Order Through, AM.NBWS CO.

ADVERTISING.

^pHE WHEEL has the largest and the

broadest general circulation among cycle

riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.

Advertising rates on application.

ADVERTISING COPY
Must be received by Monday morning to insure

insertion in current issue.

NEWS MATTER.)
News matter must be received by Tuesday morning

Telegraphic matter until Thursday morning.

£j When writing advertisers, readers will favor by

mentioning THE WHUEL.

editing and managing staff :

J. J. PRIAL, R. G. BETTS,

W. D. CALLENDER, W. V. BELKNAP.

Illustrator, A. T. MERRICK..

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are
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The "stars" of Class B continue to make

history. At the Minneapolis meet they added

several new chapters.

For their conduct on the first day we have

only the severest condemnation. It was very

nice, very fraternal, very sportsmanlike and

all that—from their standpoint—for several of

them to refuse to ride until their intending

competitors' wheels arrived, but do they

forget that there is some respect, some

consideration due race promoters and the

public. It was no fault of either of the latter

that the wheels were not at the track in

ample time, yet the public being forced to

wait an hour or more vented its disgust on

the unfortunate but guiltless race promoters

by long continued hoots and hisses, as the

Minneapolis papers testify. The race pro-

moters did all they knew how, paid down $75

for an extra performance which was not on

the programme and which did not figure in

their estimates. Still the B men whose wheels

had reached the track "stood together"; they

would not ride. Their managers advised

against it, in fact, would not permit it.

When the wheels had all arrived, there

was time for but one race, whereas the

public had been promised several. The day's

sport had been spoiled, and who can say but

that the blemish of the first day kept several

hundreds of dollars away from the gate on

the morrow?

And what was the original cause of it all ?

Why, "the boys'"—racingmen, managers and

all—had been having such a " good time " in

Ripon that they did not "break away" and

reach Minneapolis until 24 hours after the ap-

pointed time.

Was there ever such a pretty how-de-do?

A race meet partially, if not wholly ruined

through no fault ot the promoters ! If there is

any justice in the L. A. W. Racing Board some

one should suffer. There is certainly some-

thing due race promoters.

If it were not for their stand on the first day,

the unreasonable obstinacy of Referee Proctor

on the second day would create whole-hearted

sympathy for the racing men, but, as it was,

it looks much like giving the latter a taste of

their own medicine. The men are human,

and should not be asked to perform impossi-

bilities, and, while we believe their course in

refusing to ride, which brought the meet to an

abrupt termination, unwise and ill-advised,

the provccation was so great that our sym-

pathy is all theirs.

As we have before stated, we believe the

traveling advisers of the men are very largely

to blame. They seem to "lose their heads"

at the slightest sign of trouble, and of the

several unseeming "scenes" on the circuit

there is not one but that could have been

averted by a cool, well-thinking head. The

Minneapolis case affords an instance. The

race, with its outrageous time limit, should

have been run, and the referee's decision ap-

pealed from. We do not believe that any just

and reasonable racing board under heaven

would sustain or justify a time limit of 7.15 on

a three mile lap race. The appeal would have

established a precedent for all time. One of the

'stars" is out a $1,000 piano as the result of hot-

headed advice. The sooner they cutloose from

such advisers and cease attempting to take the

law in their own hands, the better it will be for

all concerned.

We hope to see Chief Consul Reed, of the

Maryland Division, come out away on top in

the petty war which is being waged against

him in his own State. Any man who, without

fear or favor, has backbone enough to keep

the track clear of all but officials is entitled to

all the sympathy the press can give him.

Would there were more like him.

A WRITER wonders why the many men
*» who fall on cycle tracks sustain such

slight injuries. The writer states that if a

man jumped off a twenty-five-an-hour train,

he would have a cold time, while the cyclist,

going at a thirty-an-hour pace, comes up but

slightly scratched.

It does seem marvelous, at a casual glance,

that there are so few serious accidents. But

the cyclist, be it remembered, unlike the man
jumping from a train, is really a part of his

cycle, or vice versa.

It is rarely that a man ever goes down when
in full cry. If he does, he is sure to be hurt.

But, as a rule, he has had some warning; if

he has but a few yards, he can slow down
enough to take the edge off the crash; and

even in a few feet much can be done to deaden

the blow.

A FTER reading of Shorland's record in the

**• Cuca Cocoa Cup Race, we fall back on

the same old question :
" Where is it going to

end ?" For a decade this has been a stock

question. Year after year records have been

cut, not shaved off, nor pared down, but cut

down in good hearty fashion, and the end

seemed near. Yet now, looking at Shorland's

twenty-four hour ride, it seems that there is

no end and that anything is possible.

Look at the figures put up in this race and

wonder. The first mile in 2:30; first hour,

24 miles, 1,460 yards; twelve hours, 248 miles,

1,006 yards; over twenty miles in the last hour

of the twenty-four. Cuca Cocoa may be a mar-

vellous drug, but it is no more marvellous

than Frank W. Shoreland.

Altogether this third annual "twenty. four

hour" is one of the classic events in the history

of cycledom.

OUR European correspondent is recording

the Zimmerman incursion in a manner

which should delight all cycle-loving enthus-

iasts, as well as all admirers of pluck, speed

or athleticism of any kind whatsoever.

I-
The more one reads of Zimmerman, the

more one wonders at the great gap which

separates him from all other racing cyclists.

His mile handicap, described in The Wheel

of last week, is an effort of brains and heart

and muscle that no other rider can duplicate.

His quarter mile sprint against the watch is

an exhibition of courage that no other rider

can parallel.

It may be said of Zimmerman, that his great

speed, his splendid stamina, his as yet un-

measured pace and power are no less wonder-

ful, no less admirable than his way of doing

things—his modesty, his ever-readiness, his

infallibility, always doing the thing that is

wanted of him—really the man of the hour.

A real live lord is chasing glory on the Eng-

lish path—Lord Bentley.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle pa teats reported specially for

The Wheel by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Attor-

ney, Washington, D. C. Copies of these patents

may be had of the above-named attorney at 25c.

each.

523.341. Bicycle seat. Arthur Girard, Lincoln, Neb.

Filed Sept. 19, 1893.

523.342. Wheel. Henry S. Glick, Casey, 111. Filed

Nov. i, 1893.

523 346. Drive-chain link. Charles E. Hart, New
Britain, Conn., assignor to the Stanley Works, same
place. Filed Jan. 29, 1892.

523,365. Pneumatic tire. George C. Moore, East-

hampton, Miss. Filed April 12, 1894.

523,386. Bicycle saddle. Reinhard T. Torkelson>

Worcester, Mass., assignor of one-half to John C.

Speirs, same place. Filed June 20, 1892.

523,441. Chain shackle or coupling. Robert J. Rae,

London, England. Filed Dec. 27, 1893. Patented in

England, France, Belgium and Italy.

523,443. Device for inflating pneumatic tires. Rob-

ert H. Rice, Fremont, Ohio. Filed Nov. 4, 1893.

523,463. Pants-guard. John H. Collister, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 28, 1892.

523,495. Elastic metallic tire. Gregor Walzel, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Stephen Lee, same
place. Filed Oct. 28, 1893.

523,506. Spindle for vehicle axles. William M.

Barnes, Circleville, Ohio. Filed April 24, 1894.

523.557. Trousers clasp or guard. George A.

Tower, Richmond, Va. Filed March 12, 1894.

523.562. Bicycle. Melvin L. Wilcox, Bay City, Mich.,

assignor to the National Cycle Manufacturing Co.,

same place. Filed March 6, 1894.

523.565. Speed indicator for bicycles. Eugene Bou-

lier, Les Lilas, France. Filed May 10, 1893. Patented

in France, Belgium, England, Luxemburg, Switzer-

land, Italy and Austria-Hungary.

523,596. Pedal and crank for velocipedes. Nicholas

Rubinstein, Charles Cluley and Ernest Clarke, Cov-
entry, England. Filed November 28, 1893.

523,638. Tricycle. Ephraim Herrington, Atlanta,

Ga, assignor of two-thirds to Alfred F.Green and
Robert P. Horton, same place. Filed February 8, 1893.

523,729. Apparatus for clamping peripheral bands

on wheels. Frank P. Pfleghar, New Haven, Conn-

Filed March n, 1893.

523,831. Bicycle wheel. George H. Chinnock, New
York, N. Y. Filed March 31, 1894.

523,849 Spindle-bearing. Edgar J. Carroll, Wor-
cester, Mass., assignor to William T. Carroll, same
place. Filed Sept. 22, 1893

523,877. Drive-chain. Ellory A. Baldwin, Upton,

Mass. Filed Nov. 7, 1892.

523,899. Bell. William R. Mackay, Meriden, Conn.
Filed May 28, 1894.

523,909. Spindle retainer. Edgar J. Carroll, Wor-
cester, Mass., assignor to William T. Carroll, same
place. Filed Dec. 20, 1893.

523.942. Bicycle. Fayette H. Peck, Clinton, N. Y.

Filed April 14, 1893.

523.943. Bicycle. Fayette H. Peck, Clinton, N. Y.

Filed August 12, 1893.

523.944. Seat post for bicycles. Albert Perkins

Chicopee, Mass. Filed April 28, 1894.

523,952. Supporting attachment for bicycles. H.

W. Woodward, Chicopee, Mass. Filed May 27, 1893.

523,964. Driving mechanism for bicycles or similar

vehicles. Walter P. Jencks, Lakewood, assignor to

himself and George L. Vose, Providence, R.I. Filed

May 22, 1894.

TRADE CHANGES.

Taunton. Mass.—The Dean & Rogers Cycle Co.
Reported to be about to sell out its bicycle business.

Washington, D. C. — The Goodyear Rubber Co.,

bicycle tires, sporting goods, etc., at 309 Ninth Street.

About to remove to larger quarters at 807 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue.
Washington, D. C—George A. Young, bicycle

shop removed to 302 Fourth Street, N. E., and suc-

ceeded by Young & Thomson, who desire agency for

good wheel.

Convers, 111.—Cate's bicycle store was recently des-

troyed by fire.

Chicago, 111.—The James Cycle Importing Co. In-

corporated by James Bridger, Flora Jeanette Brid-
ger, and Frederick J. Bridger. Capital stock, $5,000.

Springfield, Mass.—The Berkshire Cycle Co. An-
thony Auffhauser, Jr., member, has withdrawn from
the firm, H. E. Blake succeeding as sole owner of

the business

Indianapolis, Ind.—Root & Co., bicycles, etc. Re-
ported failed. The debts amount to between $15,000

and $20,000. The head of the firm is Daniel Root, of

Connellsville, who was not idsntified with the man-
agement of the business.

Salem, Mass.—Packhorn & Co., bicycles. Will re-

move from the Odell block into more commodious
quarters in Mechanic Hall.

Salem, Mass.—Whittier & Pollard, bicycles. Closed
their Salem branch of business, and will remove
stock to their Lynn store. They will maintain a

nominal agency here, retaining desk room in the

store of W. S. Lee & Co.

Benton, Tex.—T. E. Pondor, bicycles. Has opened
a repairing department.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Buffalo Cycle Works' factory at

Kensington, advertised for sale. Particulars will be
furnished by O. E. Harris, the trustee, whose ad-

dress is 43 Pearl Street.

Boston, Mass.- Stirk Cycle Mfg. Co., manufacturer,
bicycles, reported dissolved. Geo. Harriott retires.

Style same.
Council Bluffs, la.—S. M.Williamson & Co., bicycles

S. M. Williamson, reported realty mortgage for $500.

San Francisco, Cal.—Arnett & Rivers, rubber
goods, reported dissolved.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Chicago Cash Buyers' Co.,

bicycles, etc., at 158 Van Buren Street, store

destroyed by fire, at an estimated loss of $25,000.

Small insurance reported.

Weathersfield, Vt.—M. G. Robinson, store burglar-
ized, and bicycles and other articles stolen.

Hagerstown, Md.—The Surbridge Bicycle Factory,
reported sold for $6,000 to the directors of the Sur-
bridge Bicycle Co. The directors are Frederick A.
Baker, John D. Main, S. M. Schindel and others.

New Haven, Conn.—Cycle Exchange, bicycles,

Charles H. Hilton, owner, reported assigned.

Boston, Mass.—George A. Hunt, bicycles, reported
to have recorded mortgage for February 14, 1894, for

$160, discharged.

Newark, N. J.—Geo. W. Coffin, bicycles, reported as
succeeded by Reed & Marsh.

DETECTIVE BUREAU.

THE NATIONAL CYCLE SHOW.

The Executive Committee of the National
Board of Cycle Manufacturers notified the
press this week that it has been decided to

hold the first exhibition of cycles and ac-

cessories at Madison Square Garden the week
commencing January 19. Mr. Frank W. San-
ger, manager of the Madison Square Garden,
was appointed manager for the Board of Trade,
and all information concerning spaces, plans
and rules governing the exhibition will be
furnished by him. The diagrams of the var-
ious spaces will be mailed to the trade late

this week.

Still the Same.

The report circulating that the Smith Wheel
Mfg. Co., of this city, were about to or had
dissolved partnership, upon investigation
proves to be without foundation in fact.

When interviewed by the Wheel's represen-
tative on the subject, Mr. J. Chas. V. Smith
stated that "the same partners are in the
business now as always were and not any of
us have thought of or are willing to get out;
in fact, there is not nor is not likely soon to be
any change.

"However, if some responsible person is de-
sirous of investing a sum equal to the amount
each of the other partners have invested, we
would consider forming an incorporated stock
company, enlarging the scope of our business,
and possibly change the title, so as to merge
the name of our wheel with the firm name,
making it read The Smith Dart Cycle Mfg. Co."
The Smith Wheel Mfg. Co. is making a new

ladies' wheel—a double braced drop frame
Dart road wheel, weighing, all on, a little

over twenty pounds.

Elsewhere in The Wheel is the advertise-

ment of the Howard Co.'s Detective Bureau,

which cannot fail to be of particular interest

to all cyclists. The advertisement outlines in

detail what this company intend to attempt.

They are a New York concern, well organized,

and they will endeavor to suppress cycle

theft. The Company make the following an-

nouncement:
The object of the Department is to protect wheel-

men against the permament loss of their wheels, and
secure the conviction of bicycle thieves. The Bureau
will not be satisfied with merely recovering sub-
scribers' wheels when stolen,but will make it a special
point to run down and secure the conviction of the
thieves without regard to time or expense.
The result of this must necessarily be beneficial,

and the time will undoubtedly come shortly when
thieves will steer clear of all wheels bearing the pro-
tecting signet of the detective bureau. Aside from
this warning signet, which is conspicuously placed on
subscribers' wheels, the detective bureau has a private
identifying mark, which is put on the wheels of sub-
scribers, without marring or injuring same, in a man-
ner that makes it impossible to remove or destroy it

without making the wheel useless; this making it

possible to identify the wheel even though the manu-
facturers marks be removed.
Another strong point is that the certificates of the

bureau are practically vouchers of the rightful owner-
ship of wheels, and are arranged so that they are
transferable with the wheel they protect, when the
holder desires to sell same. The fact that subscribers'
wheels are protected by a staff of expert detectives of
the bureau, who rank high in their profession, and a
system so complete that it practically locks a stolen
wheel within a given circle five hours after the loss is

reported at the bureau, is an advantage that wheel-
men should not be slow to recognize.

R. Philip Gormully sailed for Europe on Sat-

urday last.

Col. Benj. Lovell, of the Lovell Arms Co.,

is being talked of as a candidate for the Mas-
sachusetts Governorship.

L. B. Whymper—Crawford Co.—contributes

a clever shoe advertisement to the New York
papers, called: "Brains." Itruns: IftheShoe
Fits—Wear It. Wear Shoe. It Fits.

The Bell Telephone Co., of Cincinnati, has
ordered its thirty inspectors to be mounted on
bicycles. Heretofore the men have each been
provided with a horse and buggy to make their

rounds.

Mr. Alf. Du Cros, American managing
director of the John Griffith's corporation,

which gives him the directorship of the Raleigh
and Premier companies, is summering at the

Navesink Highlands. Mr. Du Cros represents

his company's interests in a quiet, forceful

and taking way.

Walter E. Davis, of the March-Davis Cycle

Company, Chicago, has sued August R. March,
of the same corporation for $10,000 for alleged

malicious prosecution. Davis says March had
him arrested May 29 on a charge of conspiring

with Charles W. Murray to defraud certain

stockholders of the company. Davis was dis-

charged by the Court.

Ned Oliver is coming back to his old home-
place, New York to live. He has been located

in other places so long that few of the present

generation of cyclists know that he was ever

one of Gotham's own. R. B. McMullen & Co.

have finally settled on this city as the place of

their permanent Eastern headquarters, and
Mr. Oliver, who is the "Co." of the firm, will

be in charge. No. 309 Broadway is the location.
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OLD RIDERS WHO KNOW BICYCLES miiwfto

Are accustomed to ignore friendships, and measure wheels with-

out mercy. With them, loud assertions count for nothing. Their

mounts must stand the crucial test of reputation gained by years

of honest and skillful construction and fair dealing The best

riders, the oldest riders, the most intelligent wheelmen of the

country know
O G G O

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// ^

to be the standard of the bicycle excellence for the world, and

ride them in preference to any other wheels. ^i^*^

»U POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,"^^^.
Catalogue Free at our Agencies,
or mailed for Two Two-Cent Stamps.

3i?e,

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO

Are Expert Tire Makers.

Experience and Equipment Second to None.

XT7HE SINGLE TUBE PNEUMATIC, cemented to the rim, is the tire of the future.

- ^ It's no experiment. Thousands of COLUMBIA bicycles, over every conceivable kind
^ of road and under all conditions, have demonstrated the superiority of the single-

tube form of construction. It's the tire to use, the tire to recommend.
But there are single-tube tires and single-tube tires. The bicycle manufacturer or

dealer who wishes to use this form should remember that we have had more experience in

making it than any other concern on earth, that our patented methods produce a tire ex-

celling in durability, resiliency and speed, together with ease of repair, and that our

facilities insure a minimum of cost and promptness in delivery.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO., Gen'l Selling Agents, 64=70 Olive St., Chicago; 309 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.
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KISSED BY CASSIGNARD'S GIRL.

SHE LEANED OVER THE FENCE AND
SMACKED ZIM IN FRONT OF THE
CROWD WHEN HE FINISHED

AN EASY FIRST.

Bordeaux, France, July 29.—Although Ar-

thur Augustus is not supposed to be quite on

edge yet, he succeeded to-day in establishing

the record for the lap of one-third of a kilo-

meter, going the distance unpaced in 22 sec-

onds. That was after he had defeated the

Bordeaux and Paris crowd in the five kilo-

meter race of the day.

Zim Was Lionized

by the seven or eight thousand people who
crowded the pretty Velodrome du Pare long

before the hour for the races this afternoon,

and after he had won he was affectionately

kissed by Cassignard's girl, who leaned over

the fence and captured him as he was going

to the training quarters. He did not shrink

from the kissing any more than he did from

the duty of riding the 333 1-3 metres 1 2-5

seconds faster than any
one else, and the inci-

dent certainly amused the

crowd and afforded a

significant tribute to the

memory of Cassignard.

The scratch race was
not quite so easy to win

as the lap competition, for

Loste, the Bordeaux rider,

was not to be ignored, and

he was not more than a

length -behind when the

tape was crossed, either.

Loste, with the usual and
unexplained want of

courtesy or good under-

standing which seems to

possess many of the French

riders who hang to Zim's

rear wheel in training, had

shown well a day or two
before the races, and many
of his friends were of the

belief that he was going to

beat Zim. He was pro-

bably of the same belief

himself, as Zim had failed

to leave him in a trial sprint:

The competition against the watch, how-

ever, wherein each man was called upon to go

the distance unaided, showed the real differ-

ence between Zimmerman and Loste, and

then the latter's good showing in the scratch

race lost considerably by detraction.

The Loste brothers are considered one of the

best tandem teams in Europe, and the brother

who rode against Zimmerman has practised

following hard pace behind other good tandem

teams until he is able to hang on almost as fast

as any pace can be set. The Lostes have gone

a lap of the Bordeaux track, paced by another

tandem, in 21 4-5 seconds.

In the race Loste got immediately on Zim-

merman's rear wheel and never let loose until

the tape was crossed. His fine showing de-

lighted the crowd immensely and learned

him so much that he was constrained to ride

once more around the track,

As Winners Are Forced to Do

in most races over here. Loste may be ac-

cepted as an excellent rider, and in the French

championships soon to be run in Paris he will

probably cut an important figure, with a good

chance of winning, unless the Parisians out-

wit him on the track. The Bordeaux track

never saw so large a crowd as that which paid

double prices to see Zimmerman ride to-day,

and the arrangement of the inclosure, whereby

the people are distributed completely about

the circumference, made a very pretty sight.

The weather was fine, despite the heavy wind,

and the society of Bordeaux was represented

in the many bright colors to be seen on every

hand. Zimmerman was the star attraction,

and there were not a few whose curiosity as to

how close Loste would run had brought them
hither.

The scratch race was run in heats of 2,000

metres and a final of 5,000 meters {\% and

3 1-10 miles). As Zim started in his heat from

a giant push by the Wheel correspondent, he

was called upon to get in first from Baudy, a

fairly good Bordelais, and Fortuny, a first-

rater from Paris. Fortuny, knowing he had

no chance for first under ordinary conditions,

and Zimmerman having respectfully declined

to make it a fast heat in order to pull him

Zimmerman at the Monumentjot Cassignard.

through for the fastest second, attempted to

steal a march by getting away on a rush from
the rear. It availed him nothing, for Zim
soon caught him. Baudy finished second,

struggling. The winners of the other heats

were Henri Loste Caupeil, Leneuf, of Paris,

and Gaught, with Vignaux, of Paris, the fast-

est second.

When the final was started, Vignaux was
on the pole, Zimmerman was next, with
Leneuf on his flank, while Losti was holding
fast to the coveted position on Zim's rear

wheel. There was no change of order until

the last lap was entered, when Zimmerman
made a rush and passed Vignaux. Loste

went through with him, and Leneuf kept an
even thing on the outside. Zimmerman did

not extend himself until he made the turn into

the home stretch, and then he made tracks

for the tape. Loste hung on

Like a Leach,

and the pair ran away from the field. There
was no possibility of Loste catching and pass-

ing Zimmerman, but he could follow with an
intimacy that looked dangerous and did him

credit. The margin was probably less than a

length, Loste following almost directly behind

Zimmerman.
After the lap competition had been decided,

there was a considerable change of opinion re-

garding the respective abilities of Zimmer-
man and Loste. The Bordeaux flyer was first

on the list, and he covered the tour of the piste

in 24 seconds. It was accepted as excellent

considering the wind. Loste, however, tied

himself up in knots in his desperate effort to

ride a fast lap, and died away perceptibly at

the last.

Fortuny gave the remaining contestants a

shock by reeling off a lap in 23 2-5S. Leneuf

did 24 3-5S, and Laught tied Loste's 24s.

Zimmerman was called last. He took a long

start, and got under full sail at the quarter

mile mark. He had not gone half the lap

before it became evident that "something

would have to go" if he kept the pace at the

same rate to the tape. Of course, it was not

in the Zimmerman nature to falter, and the

"skeeter" came across the line even? faster

than he started. The
people jumped up and

howled, for they knew
in advance of the an-

nouncement of the time-

keepers that he had gone

the,; fastest by seconds.

When the time was an-

nounced as 22 seconds,

there was more cheering

and plenty of amazement
among the officials.

If Zim could do 22s. in

a gale of wind he should

be able to cover the dist-

ance in 21s. under neutral

conditions. He went at the

Kate .f 1:46 for the Mile,

and in reality covered the

quarter in time very close

to 26s. The performance

established the record for

Europe, the best recorded

time having been made by
Harry Wheeler in 23 2-5S.

on the same track, although

Zim had done 22 4-5S. in

practice at Paris.

The management was
desirous of arranging a race of Zimmerman
against a tandem pair, but Zimmerman was not

very anxious to engage in such a race be-

cause of having a similar engagement for next

Sunday at the Velodrome de la Seine in Paris.

The crowd around the gates after the races

so completely blocked the street that Zimmer-

man seemed in danger of being mobbed with

enthusiasm. The people "clawed" him and

shouted, "Bravo, Zimmy"! until, after no

end of good-natured interference, his cab was
allowed to get away toward his hotel.

The systems at Bordeaux are very good.

The timers, after a performance, avoid saying

to each other, "What have you got? I've got

so-and-so," but simply lay their watches before

the judge, who takes the time from the three.

Zim was willing to disperse his disinclina-

tions as to the race against the tandem for a

consideration of $100, but the management
was evidently of the opinion that the crowd

would be no larger for the extra number.

A Duel Over Zim !

The editor who was wounded in the duel on

account of Zimmerman is improving. It was
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he who declared that Zimmerman was a second

class man. With the editor who maintained

that Zim was a first-class man, and with

seconds, attendants and physicians, he repaired

to a secluded spot in the outskirts of Paris at

an early hour two Sundays ago. Had editor

No. 2 wounded his adversary it is probable that

Zimmerman would have become a second-class

man. But as editor No. i stuck his sword
clean through the arm of editor No. 2, the

champion American must remain a first-class

man. The affair was very quietly carried on,

and only by chance did some pedestrians dis-

cover the proceedings just as No. 2 fell bleed-

ing.

Excel is reputed to be the best rider in Bor-

deaux, but at present he is doing army service.

Fournier, on the evening of July 25, at Buf-

falo, did a flying mile in 2m. 1-5S., and the

next day departed to rejoin his regiment in the

army.

Loste did a flying kilometer at Bordeaux in

im. n 4-5S. the evening of July 26.

Lumsden won the fifty-kilometer race at

Buffalo to-day, with Starbuck, of Iowa, a close

second. Starbuck is confident he would have

won had he not fallen in the last lap. The rain

had come down in torrents, making the track

very slippery. Lumsden and Starbuck both

beat the records between the thirteenth and
the twenty-ninth kilometer, and Lumsden won
in ih. 20m. 40 1-5S., against Dubois' ih. 13m.

44 2-5S. The two leaders covered thirty-nine

kilometers 138 meters (twenty-four miles) in

the hour. Troy is backing Starbuck against

Huret in the six-hour match, but is not looking

for large bets.

Barden has beaten Houben, the Belgian, who
defeated Zimmerman at Brussels. Houben
finished fourth in one of the races.

Tom James started with an extremely high

gear in one of the Seine races that Zim won,

but he was soon out of it. "Seventy-four

bloody gears," said the big collier, "is too

almighty high."

Crooks won the 100-kilometer race at Spa in

fine style, defeating a number of good men.
Zimmerman thinks that Mr. Stearns is greatly

mistaken in saying that "Zim made a mis-

take," and anybody who knows the situation

here at all knows that Mr. Stearns was either

greatly mistaken or was grossly misquoted

when he was made to say that all the tracks

over here are situated in beer gardens. None
with that kind of combination has yet been
discovered.

As for the alleged "mistake," Zim's visible

income does not uphold such an assertion.

Zimmerman has never taken part in a race

meet in France without breaking a record.

Since coming to Europe this year he has won
twelve firsts, two seconds and one fourth.

Cassignard's best time for the lap, either at

Bordeaux or Paris, was twenty-five seconds.

The bust of Cassignard occupies a conspicuous

position near the pavilion within the grounds

of the course at Bordeaux. J. M. Erwin.

50 MILES WITHIN TWO HOURS. ME AND JOHNNIE O. K. AGAIN.

Amesbury, Mass., Aug. 11.

One Mile Novice—1, J. J. Nally; 2, A. J. Greenleaf;

3, F. H. Carlton. Time, 2m. 42s.

One Mile Open—1, C. F. Glover; 2, W. M. Pettigrew;

3, N. L. Walliston. Time, 2m. 42%s.

One Mile Boys' Race— 1, H. W. Smart; 2, C. C. Chip-

man; 3, L. C. Bennett. Time, 2m. 52%s.

Two-Mile Handicap— 1, H. E. Walton, 40 yards; 2,

L. N. Walliston, no; 3, W. M. Pettigrew, scratch.

Time, 5m. 2^8.

A. V. LINTON, THE ENGLISH CRACK, THE
FIRST TO ACCOMPLISH THE WONDER-

FUL AND LONG-EXPECTED
FEAT.

Paris, Aug. 12.—Linton easily beat Star-

buck in the 100-kilometers bicycle race at the

Velodrome Buffalo to-day.

Linton covered fifty miles in ih. 58m. 29s.

He beat Mentjes' one-hour record and Huret's

record for 100 kilometers.

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

GERMANY, HOLLAND, NORWAY AND ENG-
LAND SCORE.

Antwerp, Aug. 12.—In the international

amateur cycling championship contest to-day,

Lehr covered a mile in 2m. 26 2-5S. Eden was
second. Eden won the ten kilometres race in

16m. 5 4-5S.

Antwerp, Aug. 13.—In the international

amateur cycling tournament to-day, Hennie,

a Norwegian wheelman, won the 100 kilo-

meters race in 2h. 35m, Watson, an English-

man, won the mile handicap in 2m. 23s.

ZIM LOSES A RACE.

BUT IT WAS BECAUSE OF A COLLISION
AND FALL.

London, Aug. 11.—At theHeme Hill grounds

to-day Arthur A. Zimmerman rode against the

English quarter-mile record, 31 3-5 seconds,

and reduced it to 30 4-5 seconds. Schofield and

Banker also tried to lower the time, but failed,

their time being 31 4-5 and 32 1-5 seconds,

respectively.

The five-mile professional tandem race re-

sulted as follows: A. W. Harris and G. Banker

first, Edwards and Relph second, James and

Max third. Harry Wheeler rode with Louvet

in this event. The chain on their wheel gave

way on the first lap, and they retired from

the race.

In the five-mile international race Edwards

was first. Time, 12.19. Wheeler was second

and Louvet third. During the lap Zimmer-

man and Verheyen collided. The latter was

thrown from his wheel and seriously hurt.

Zimmerman was not injured to any extent.

English Road Records.

The English fifty-mile safety road record

was reduced by 4m. 33s. by A. A. Chase, on

July 23d, the time being 2:11 40.

W. Brookbanks and C. A. Nelson raised the

twelve-hour tandem road record eight miles,

accomplished 208 miles on July 23. The time

includes a delay of half an hour for punctures.

Santee for Chief Consul.

As The Wheel goes to press, it learns that,

instead of being the nominee for vice-consul,

Dr. E. M. Santee, Cortland, will be the can-

didate for Chief Consul of the New York Div-

ision, to oppose I. B. Potter, of Brooklyn.

For Vice-Consul, either Dr. George E. Black-

ham, of Dunkirk, or W. J. Packwood, of Buf-

falo, will oppose Mr. Underhill, of Schnectady,

and G. C. Pennell, of this city, will oppose W.

S. Bull, of Buffalo, for secretary-treasurer.

The ticket will prove a very general surprise,

but is a strong one beyond doubt.

THEIR DIFFERENCES WITH STEARNS &
CO. ADJUSTED AND JOHNSON WILL

NOT TURN PRO. JUST NOW.

John S. Johnson will not turn pro.

John S. Johnson will not go abroad.

John S. Johnson will no longer ride a
Munger.
All this is authoritative. It comes both

from Syracuse and from The Wheel's staff

representative in Denver.
The differences of both Johnson and Eck

with Stearns & Co. have been adjusted satis-

factorily, and they will resume their old

positions with that firm. Eck has been in

Syracuse for some days in consultation with
the Stearns people, andhas talked to "Johnny"
over the telegraph wire. Johnny was a bit

disinclined at first to kiss and make-up, but he
finally came to terms, and now all is lovely.

He is riding a Stearns at Denver.

At Lancaster, Pa.

The Keystone Bicycle Club, at Lancaster,

Pa. , August 11. The summaries:
One Mile Novice—1, W. C. Grubb, Lancaster; 2,

George Kehr. Time, 2.41.

Quarter Mile Dash— 1, John B. Corson, Pottsville;

a, W. Pearsol, Ephrata. Time, 0.34^.
One Mile (for Keystone Club members)—1, H. H.

Farmer; 2, Landis Wills. Time, 2.40*4.

Half Mile Open— 1, C. W. Krick, Reading; 2, John
B. Corson. Time, \.i%%.

One Mile Open—1, J. B. Corson; 2, C. W. Krick.
Time, 2.42.

One Mile (for Lancaster County Championship)— 1,

W. Y. Pearsol, Ephrata; 2, C. G. Gable. Time, 2.43.

Two-Mile Open— 1, John B. Corson; 2, C. W. Krick.
Time, 5.25%.

The Class B races, originally announced for the

meet, were declared off, owing to an insufficient num-'"
ber of entries.

Among the Mormons.

Six miles road race at Salt Lake City, Utah,

Aug. 8th.—T. S. Jensen, scratch, 22:20; A.
Liday, second, 22:49; W. L. Hazard, third,

22:51; George Tremayne, fourth, 23:44; J.

W. Fenton, fifth, 23:54; A. E. Hyde, sixth,

23:59; T. Marrineaux, seventh, 24:14; H.

Jensen, eighth, 24:42; H, Beck, ninth, 24:53;

J. C. Falconer, tenth, 25:00; N. F. Kimball,

eleventh; E. S. Garrison, twelfth, 26:29; F«

A. Mangam, thirteenth, 26:29; M. L. Jeffries,

fourteenth, 27:57.

Jensen won first prize and time prize. An
observation train followed the racers.

There was a cyclist in the city Saturday, mounted
on a wheel called "The League Chainless." The
machine had no chain, but appeared to run as easy
as any common wheel.—Salem (Mass.) News.

Dr. Westbrook Farrar, of Biddeford, Me., was 98

years old last week. He rides a bicycle in visiting

his patients, and is apparently as strong as he was
twenty years ago. He attributes his health to the use

of wintergreen tea, of which he is extravagantly fond.

—New York Mail and Express.

Lady bicyclists of Findlay have organized an
anti-bloomer club. One of that city's fair and
modest maidens contemplated spending the Summer
at Newport, but when she gazed on the very abbrevi-

ated bloomers worn by the swagger set she hustled

home and as yet been unable to erase the blushes

from her cheeks.—Cleveland Press.
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Denver, Col., Aug. 13.—"Charley" Knicker-

bocker and Harold Bostonbeanse arrived this

morning "safe and sound." Although a bit

nervous, they are still safe and thawing out

rapidly. Both are young and soft, and came

armed to the teeth. They had heard of the

wild and wooliness of this far Western city,

and had prepared for the train robbers,

Indians, cow-punchers en route, and for the

men in buckskin breeches, sombreros and

PREPARED FOR " HOLD-UPS

pistol belts, whom they expected would com-

prise the reception committee of the fourteenth

annual meet of the League of American
Wheelmen.
When Harold left the train at the depot he

could not believe his eyes. He thought his

trusty " specs " deceived him. The reception

committeemen were very like his dear old

college chums near home, dress and all.

Harold has taken quite a "fawncy" to the

one whose trousers were freshly creased and

;'; si A- "I

turned up two inches at the bottom. The last

seen of him to-night he was in the hands of

his friend. He has already learned the mean-
ing of the word "irrigate," and has "irri-

gated" several times. They prefer it "raw,"
that is, without sugar, out this way.
The fact is that the Denver meet, although

not fairly under way, promises well.

The town is in holiday attire. Decorations

conveying greetings and welcomes to the L.

A. W. are everywhere, and the local clubmen
are doing their part willingly and well.

At 3 o'clock three divisions made up of

visiting wheelmen started from headquarters.

The first division ran over Capitol Hill and
through the residence portion of the town. A
second division went out Champa Street to

the smelters and the guests saw the precious

metals taken from ore. From the smelters

they speeded to the city parks down through
Capitol Hill, the trip occuping three hours.

The third division ran out over the hills in the

Highlands to get a glimpse of the mountains
and also a bird's eye view of Denver.
This evening a reception was held at Col-

iseum Hall, more for the purpose of bringing

the men together than for anything else. The
Manhattan Beach Band played and C. A.

Rivers gave an exhibition of lantern slide

pictures, throwing about 100 views upon the
screen. The views were exclusively Colorado
scenery, followed by a lecture entitled
" Wheeling Trips Around the State." An
address of welcome was made to the wheel-
men by Mayor Van Horn. He made him-
self solid with the wheelmen by telling them
that the law requiring them to carry lanterns
was suspended for the week. There were re-
marks by President Byers, of the Chamber of
Commerce, also short addresses by the lead-
ing wheelmen.
There arefewer Easterners present than were

expected. Massachusetts has some fifteen to
twenty present, among them A. H. Overman.
New York a scant half-dozen, Howard E. Ray-
mond being the most conspicuous, as a matter
of course. The absence of President Luscomb
has given rise to some little unfavorable com-
ment. Treasurer W. M. Brewster is the only
National officer present, but it is reported that
Secretary Bassett Will be here before the end
of the week.

Denver, August 15.—A face is missing from
photograph—the official photograph. It is the
face of Harold Bostonbeanse. The picture
"was took " at 11 a. m. He was still in bed at
that hour. The "subjects" of the photo were
grouped on the steps of the capitol building,
now nearing completion. The absence of
Harold's face will hardly be noticed. A genu-
ine Colorado burro was the central figure of
the picture, and it is pretty (?) enough to make
up for any deficiency.

The parade, which was set for 2 p. m., was

abandoned. A heavy storm, which had been
threatening since noon, broke just as the
clubs were gathering and put an end to it.

The storm was a beauty, so to speak. The
lightning flashed and thunder roared and the
sight of the elements at play among the
mountains was so novel to many visitors that
high buildings and other points of vantage
were scurried to, so that the display could be
witnessed the better.

To-night a mammoth smoker is in progress.
Knickabocker and Bostonbeanse are both
there.
The track is very fine and fast. Sanger is a

prime favorite for the championsh ps. Be
prepared for surprise parties, however; Ziegler
and Foster, of California, are doing grand
work and may upset all calculations. Before
the rain came down to-day Foster rode an un-
paced half mile in 1.05 2-5. Johnson has not
yet arrived, and report has it that he will not
be here.
Denver, May 15.—The meet can be safely

written a success. There is no longer any
doubt about this. The Denver wheelmen
have "spread themselves" on the 1,500 visitors

present, the latter's money being worthless
in very many instances. John S. Johnson ar-

rived to-day. He is now back on the Stearns
team and laughs at the talk of his turning
pro. Tyler and Bliss are the most notable
absentees. The latter is suffering from a
lame wrist, and is unable to ride, so it is

authoritatively reported. Lumsden and
Githens are also absent.

HOW HAROLD WAS "HELD UP."

Those who did not attend the mammoth
picnic on Mount Lookout, seventeen miles

from the city, which was the feature of to-

day's programme, went on little excursions
under the guidance of Denver men. Others
journied out to the track. Nearly all of the
Class B cracks who arrived this morning on a
special train bearing the placard "American
League of Racing Cyclists," did practise work.
There were a number of unofficial trials.

Zeigler, the Californian, rode an unpaced mile

in the marvellous time of 2.09 1-5S; Maddox
an unpaced third in 38 3-5., and Foster a paced
half in 57 2-5., all inside of record; but these
times are unofficial, and will not be recognized.

Knickabocker and Bostonbeans both agree
that the Denverites are "bricks." They are
both very tired to-day. Harold complains of

a fullness of the head. The Denver men
showed them the town by gaslight after the
smoker last night. Knickabocker upheld the

reputation of his native city (the boys here
refuse to believe him a genuine Eastern
tenderfoot), but Bostonbeans was " held-up "

—

but not by train robbers or western desperadoes
as he had expected.
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SHORLAND'S RECORD.

DETAILS OF THE GREAT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS CUCA-COCOA RACE—40,000

PEOPLE ATTEND.

The English papers become more than

usually enthusiastically over the great Cuca-

Cocoa twenty-four hour race on the Heme
Hill track on July 24, the cabled results of

which were published in The Wheel of last

week.

This is the third contest for the Cuca-Cocoa

Cup, and each year new records have been

made in it through the use of pacemakers, and

from the fact that the best men in England

have competed for the costly trophy. This

year the weather was all that could be ex-

pected. From the expedience of the previous

two races, the officials were enabled to make
almost perfect arrangements for the comfort

of riders, pacemakers, the public, etc. Around
the grounds were a number of tents for the

convenience of the competitors and their at-

tendants.
Start By Lamp-Light.

At five minutes to eight Hillier got the men
out, Britten acting as starter, and Sturmey,

Dring and Swindley as timers. The lamps on

the machines were lighted, and the numbers
painted upon the oval-shaped plate affixed to

the left of the bell of each were easily legible

as the men passed the scoring point.

Before taking his place Shorland was afforded

a warm welcome. Fontaine, who came from
Edinburgh with a fine reputation, was also

closely observed. Jack Dring gave the word
"Get ready; five seconds; four seconds; three

seconds; two seconds; one second ; fire';" and
the men were away, cheered by some eight or

nine thousand spectators.

Shorland jumped away at the very start and
showed that he intended to lose no time in

killing off whatever men he could. He meant
to break up the crowd from the start, and he
did break them up, for at four miles, even
Bidlake and Fontaine were lapped. At the

end of nine miles he was 1,000 yards ahead of

the field. Fontaine made great efforts to get
back his two laps, but Shorland always stalled

him off, and by midnight had even added
another lap to his lead.

Fifteen Thousand People Applaud.

By this time the gate had increased up to

15,000, and the scene, as lit up [by some bril-

liant "Star" lights, was exceptionally weird
and remarkable. The talent and race meet
followers were surprised by the fact that about
four-fifths of this number remained to cheer
and encourage the men until they had to leave
to catch their morning trains.

Between 4 and 6 o'clock on Saturday, morn-
ing Shorland experienced a very bad time, and
his friends were more than anxious for him

;

but as the sun came up and took the chill out
of the air, he came back into form and was
going well within himself. At the fifteenth

hour all the men were thoroughly beaten,
Fontaine at that time being twenty-one miles
to the bad. At this time, Chappie, the win-
ner of the twelve hours open competition at

Putney last year, ran into second place.

Peterson, the Danish Coventry representative,
rode marvelously well in the last three hours.
In the fourteenth and twenty-third hours,

Shorland came near to slipping outside Huret's
record, which he had caught up with at twelve

and a half hours. In the fourteenth hour he
had 14^ miles to cover in 45 minutes to tie

Huret's record. Being informed of the fact,

he called out to the timers that he wasn't good
enough, but upon being told that a cut of

two seconds per lap faster would do it, he

buckled down pluckily and beat the record a

mile and a quarter. At the twenty-third hour,

when suffering from his second bad time, he
allowed his advantage over Huret's record to

run down to 800 yards, but on the last fifteen

miles he improved his pace considerably.

It is impossible to speak too highly of the

care and attention given to Shorland during

his ride. He was informed of his exact posi-

tion, and of the pace required of him at nearly

every circuit. Things looked a bit dangerous
even at twenty-three and a half hours, for

then he had eight and three-quarter miles to

do to tie Huret's record. Bidlake, Shorland's

chum and handler, made a last pathetic appeal.

Bidlake shouted, "You have got to ride ten

miles in half an hour." Shorland nodded back
approval, buckled down, and did eleven miles

odd in the last half. The enormous attend-

ance of Saturday evening were roused to the

greatest possible enthusiasm by the fact of

Huret turning out to pace Shorland to beat his

own record. Harry Wheeler and Huret, on a
tandem, did the best pacing. Wheeler was
honored by the band with the air of " Yankee
Doodle," while the Frenchman was cheered
on with the "Marseillaise," and "Rule Bri-

tannia" kept the heart of the record-breaker
beating.

Petersen and Chappie eclipsed Shorland's
record of last year, while Clark was close to
them.

The Finish.

At the finish the scene beggared all descrip-
tion. As soon as the last man had stopped,
the crowd swarmed over the track. As Short-
land rode slowly up the home stretch, he shook
both Huret and Wheeler by the hand, and
expressed his gratitude for the careful way in

which they had nursed him for the last three
hours of the race.

On Friday night the crowd had to force the
gates to get in, and on Saturday evening there
were no less than 7,000 to 8,000 people clamor-
ing for admission, whereas there was not
standing room inside. Trusses, railway via-
ducts, tops of neighboring barns, and the tops
of a long line of 'buses were covered with
spectators. It is estimated that Heme Hill
would have attracted an attendance of 50,000,
had it been possible to seat them.

Details of the Race.
FIRST HOUR.

,
The first lap was covered by Shorland in 40s. first

mile 2m. 30s., Bidlake being close on Shorland's 'back
wheel. Just after second mile Shorland called for
pace, and quickly drew ahead, all but Bidlake being-
shaken off. About two laps at the pace set were
enough for Bidlake, and thence Shorland went ahead
Before ten minutes from the commencement Shorland
had gained a full lap on all the other competitors and
still kept going. Such riding was bound to have its
consequences, and 10 miles were completed in 23m
17 3-5S. At 11, miles record was eclipsed by 6 1-5S

'

time, 25m. 37 i- 5s. At 12 and i 3 record was missed by
a shade, but Shorland got right at 14 and 15 miles
From this point onward the old figures were not al-
tered, despite the fact that Shorland kept pegging
away at a great rate of speed. Time for 15 miles, 35m
15s.; 20, 47m. 42 4-5S. At this stage all the riders were
going well. At the end of the hour Shorland's dis-
tance was 24 miles 1,460 yards, Fontaine second 24
miles, Wridgway third, 23 miles 266 yards. Carlisle
and Bidlake were close upon third man, and Horton
was riding well.

SECOND HOUR.
News was now to hand that the increasing crowd

clamoring for admission, had broken down one of the
entrance gates, and that about a thousand people had
obtained admission before the rush could be checked
Very soon it became enormously evident that the in-
terest in the race was very widespread, as the specta-
tors continually increased in number until fully 15 000
must have been gathered round the palings. The
weather fine, not even a breath of wind. Many power-

ful lights shed a lurid glare upon the scene, and the
outbursts of enthusiasm continued. At twenty-
seventh mile, or thereabouts, Shorland found it neces-
sary to change machines. He very quickly remounted,
and proceeded to make up lost ground. At the second
hour Shorland, 48 miles 70 yards; Fontaine, 47 miles 1

lap; Wridgway, 46 miles 3 laps; Bidlake, fourth; Car-
lisle, close; Horton going well.

THIRD HOUR.

Shorland was still behind record, and at 50 was a
minute to the bad. The time for the half-century was
2h. sm. 42 3-5S., Shorland was about a mile ahead of
Fontaine, but could not make any increase on this
advantage. The latter was riding in very easy style,
wasting no power. This seemed to justify an idea
that he had previously expressed, to the effect that he
would cover a bigger distance in the second 12 hours
than in the first. Horton improved in pace, and
Petersen looked to be going better. At the third
hour, Shorland, 69 miles 874 yards; Fontaine, 68 miles
900 yards. Horton third; Wridgway, fourth; Peter-
sen, fifth.

FOURTH HOUR.

Shorland at 70 miles still maintained his lead. Time
was 3h. im. 17 3.5s. Both riders seemed to be some-
what saddle-sore, especially the leader, who made
several changes of machines in the hope of getting a
little more comfortable. Despite the lateness of the
hour, the crowd continued in almost undiminished
numbers. As midnight approached there must have
been 9,000 spectators around the rails, and they were
very prodigal in their encouragement of the riders.
At midnight, Shorland, 90 miles 1,555 yards; Fontaine
about a mile to the rear; Horton another mile behind.
Time for 90, 3I1. 57m. 10 2-5S.

FIFTH HOUR.

Shorland piled on pace in the hope of getting away
from Fontaine, who, though three laps to the bad,
hung closely on his back wheel. In spite of Shorland's
endeavors, Fontaine maintained his position for a long
while, his style of riding finding many admirers.
The 100 miles was reached in 4I1. 27m. 4 1-5S., which
time is short of record. At 102 miles Shorland was
well inside previous record, Carter's, made but lately
in the Putney 24 hours. A temporary stop by Fon-
taine allowed Shorland to slow down a trifle, at which
he seemed by no means displeased. From the sixth
to the eleventh hour there was but little to record.
The order of the riders was very much the same
throughout, Shorland leading, Fontaine second, and
Horton third. Chappie was riding well.

TWELFTH HOUR.

The same order was maintained comparatively
without incident, and the distances covered by the
men at half-time were as follows:

NAME MLS. YDS.
Shorland 248 Ioo6
Fontaine 243 IOO
Horton , 241 250
Petersen 23I s ?

.

Hsley 231 252
Chappie 229 5o3Buckley 228 1076
Clark 228 1000

Up till noon little change occurred in the leaders
save that Fontaine had chafed terribly, provoking
rather copious bleeding. This by no means improved
his chances or his pace, and eventually he was pegged
back by both Horton and Peterson. At the 15th hour
Shorland, 303 miles 675 yards; Chappie ran into second
place just before the expiry of th 15th hour. At mid-
day the distances were:

Shorland 311 miles 261 yards.
Chappie 300 •;

Horton 295% "

Peterson 295% "

Fontaine 293
"

Clark. 291 "

Ilsley 290 "

SEVENTEENTH HOUR.

Shorland continued his lead, but there had been
several retirements. Horton had had enough at 12.30
and retired with a score of 302 miles 5 laps, and'25
minutes later Fontaine followed his example. His
distance was also 302 miles 5 laps. At the seventeenth
hour, Shorland's score 338 miles 560 vards, Chappie
316 miles 2 laps, Petersen 315 miles, Buckley with 306
Clark and Ilsley each 305.

EIGHTEENTH HOUR.

Only seven men now remained on the track, and of
these Shorland was traveling by far the fastest.
Among his pacers were Oxborrow and Sansom on a
tandem, Edwards, and also Huret, whose figures
Shorland was so busily wiping out. These profes-
sional riders had been granted special permission to
pace, and they made use of this in the most sports-
manlike manner. Of the seven riders still left in,
Shorland was going best, and Clark at times showed
very respectable speed. At 2 o'clock, the distances
were as follows:

Shorland 355 miles
Chappie 333

"
Petersen 33o "
Clark 324 "
Buckley 3 i9 "
Ilsley 3I 8 "

NINETEENTH HOUR.

The effects of the pace now began to be seen. Ilsley
was only crawling at about a twelve miles bat—if
that. Shorland also looked far from well, his eyes
being dark and sunken, and inquiries resulted in the
intelligence that he had suffered a slight attack of
heat stroke, and had barely escaped fainting during
a visit to his tent. The effect of the heat on Petersen
was shown by his legs, which were half skinned, and
exhibited a plenitude of big inflamed patches. At
the end of the hourthe figures stood:
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Shorland 371 miles
Chappie 350

"

Petersen , , 345
"

Clark 343
"

Buckley 333
"

Ilsley , "330 "

Field 308
"

TWENTIETH HOUR.
Shortland kept at a pretty even pace, and was well

ahead of Chappie, his nearest opponent. Clark also
was going well, and before the end of the hour he had
displaced Petersen from third position, the scores
being, Shortland 388 miles 200 yds., Cnapple 365 miles,
Clark 361 miles, Petersen 360 miles, Buckley 348 miles,
Ilsley 345 miles, Field 323 miles.

TWENTY-FIRST HOUR.
Result:—Shortland 405 miles 500 yds.. Chappie 381

miles, Petersen 380 miles, Clark 372 miles, Buckley
361^ miles, Ilsley 361 miles, Field 334 miles. Petersen
was going strongly and looked like making up
ground.

TWENTY-SECOND HOUR.
The incident of this stage was the fact of Petersen

displacing Chappie from second position. At six
o'clock the distances were—Shortland 423 miles 1540
yards, Petersen 397% miles, Chappie 394 miles, Clark
386X miles, Ilsley 372 miles, Buckley 363 miles. Field
343 miles.

TWENTY-THIRD HOUR.
At 7 minutes past the commencement of this hour,

Shortland equalled his last year's performance of
426^ miles, amid a good deal of cheering. At the con-
clusion of the hour the scores were—Shortland 440
miles, Petersen 415 miles. Chappie 410 miles, Clark 404
miles, Ilsley 386 miles, Field 353 miles.

TWENTY-FOURTH HOUR.
The last stage of the long journey did not find Shor-

land looking particularly happy. He rode with head
bent and eyes dark-rimmed, sometimes making good
progress and sometimes slowing to a pace almost
funereal. Petersen was riding well, as also was
Chappie. Clark was shifting in really fine style, and
did not seem to be the very least bit baked. Ilsley
just kept going, but not very much more, his pace
not being better than that of an average of ten in the
hour—twelve at the very outside. With about half-
an-hour to go S orland quickened very consider-
ably and reeled off several laps in about 40 seconds
each, or a speed of twenty-five miles per hour. At
eight minutes to eight o'clock Shorland passed the
total recently accomplished by Huret, and the cheers
that rose were of an almost indescribable character.
Every hat was waved on high, the ladies present clap,
ping their hands and waving their handkerchiefs,
while the men gave forth such cheers as only British
throats are capable of. Then Shorland piled on tne
pace, putting in laps at the rate of about 24 miles to
the hour, and in due course pistol fire announced the
conclusion of the long race. Wheeler and Huretwere
surrounded by the crowd, which, numbering now
about 25,000, broke all bounds and thronged tne en-
closure, eager to congratulate the winner and his
chivalrous pacemakers. The distances ridden by all
who finished the full time out were as follows:

Miles. Yards.

H. Dist. Leader. English Records. French Rec.

Mis. Yds. M. Y. Holder. M. Y. Holder.

1.. 24 1460 Shorland.. $26 107 Meintjes

1396

993
504
1600
100S
126

1. Shorland 460
2. Petersen 431
3. Chappie 427
4. Clark 423
5. Ilsley 406
6. Field 360

The machines, gears and tires of the men who rode
were as follows:

Rider. Machine. Gear. Tires.
Shorland Humber 64 Dunlop
Buckley Peregrine 68 & 72 »
Horton Humber...... 68 "
Wridgway Rudge 68 "
Fontaine Whitworth.... 68 Palmer
Carlisle Peregrine 70 & 66 Dunlop
Bidlake Humber
Cham bers Regent. . 4

.

Nixon Triumph. .

.

Field Rudge 68

Sames Whitworth.... 68

Knight Bantam 78
Ilsley Humber 68
Pellant " 68

M cNish Raleigh 72
Petersen Swift 68
Chappie Whitworth 68
Clark Raglan 68

64
65

. 68

.Palmer

.Trigwell
.Cooke
.Palmer

.Boothroyd

.Palmer

.Trigwell
..Dunlop

.Palmer

Mis. Ti
5 o. 11,

10 *0.23,

15 *°-35.

20 0.47.

1.00
1.13.

1 26.

..38.

1. 51.

2.05.

2.19

2-33
2 47.

3.01.

3.14.

3.29
3-4»

357'
4.12,

427.
*4-54-

120 *5.25.

130 *5 57'

140 *6.27-

150 *6.55.

160 *7.26

170 *7.54.

180 *8.24.

25
30

35
40

45
5°

55
60
65
70

75
80
85
90

95
100
no

me.
363-5
17 i-5

'5

424-5
27

35
01

29 3-5
204-5
42 3-5
063-5
084-5
242-5
'7 3-5

37 3-5

24 3-5
22 1-5

10 3-5
10

041-5
522-5
n 2-5

•9 3-5

15 1-5

05 4-5

05 i-5

38 4-5
581-5

Leader.
Shorland.

Mis.
190
200
2ZO
220
230
240
250
260
27O
280
290
300
3IO
320
33° *i6

340 *'7

350 *I7
360 *i8,

370 *i8.

380 *ig,

390 *20
400 *20
4IO *2I
420 *2I

430 *22

440 *22

45° *23

460 *23

* Denotes record.

Time.
00 21 3-5
28.31 2-5

57 05 4.5
28.03 2-5

05-03 3-5
.34.02 3-5
.04.30 2-5

•36-3° 3-5
06.32 2-5

49-31 i-5

J6 03 3-5
48 03 2-5

20.55 3-5

56.37 i-5

32.01 I 5
10.31 1-5

43" 3-5
25-42 4-5

57-32 3"5

32.49 1-5

12.37
•42.55

'5-3' 2-5

48.04 2-5

21.32 3-5

58-47 4-5

29 54 i-5

58.14 1-5

Leader.
Shorland

2 . . 48 70

3.. 69 874
ci

..t48 600.

.. 70 1235

stocks
Michael II 72 280 Linton

4-. 9OI555
"

.. 92 765 "
II 93 '724

5..*m 1430
" ..no 70 Carter. 11 115 1707

6. .*I30 1530
u

. .128 1619 "
11 136 862

7. .*i5i 1160 11 ..148 852 " 152 460 Huret.
8..*i7i 1500 u ..168 521 " 171 J742 u

9.. + 189 1550
*' ..188 822 11 191 1390 "

lo..*2ll go lt ..208 770 " 211 J443 "
n..*228 390

" ..227 50 " 230 1408 "
I2..*2-|8 IO06 "

..245 1220 " 250 651

13.. +267 1700 "
• •254 «5i4 11 267 247

14. .+286 743
" ..272 1133 285 916

15. -+303 675
" ..289 977 " 302 750

16. .+321 261 "
••305 516 " 320 228

17..+338 560
" ..322 566 " 336 «96 "

18.. +355 ••337 53° " 364 18 "
19..+370 1630 ••35° 566 '• -.370 932
20..+388 200 " ..366 1445 " ..3861284 "
2 1.. +405 500

" ..381 636 " ..4031284 "
22..+423 1540

11 ..394 676 " ..421 546 "
23.. +440 666 11

••4°7 757 " • -439 1548 "
24..t46o 1296 " ..426 43oSh'rland457 1126 "

* Marked thus are British Records.
+ Marked thus are World's R ?cords.
% Made at Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.
U Made in six hours' race in Paris, previous to French

24 hours.—The Cyclist.

The Skacycle.

This is the newest vehicle to promote the speed of

man. It will be placed on the market by a Phila-

delphia company.

VAN WAGONER FELL.

HE REMOCNTTD BUT TOO LATE TO OVER-
TAKE FISHER, WHO WON THE TIME

PRIZE.

What was known locally as the "Union Road
Ten-mile Race"—union because of its being
open to all Syracuse riders—was decided in

Syracuse, N. Y., on Monday last, 13th inst.

Fifty-two men started. Van Wagoner, E. W.
Murray and F. W. Fisher were on scratch, but
the first two had a collision early in the race.

Murray was compelled to retire. Van Wagoner
remounted and finished, but Fisher, who won
the time prize, had gained a long lead, and the
"old war horse" could not close the gap.
Summary:

Handicap.
m. s.

1. Chas. Scoville, S. A. A 5.00

2. A.T. Durston, C. C. C 5.00

3. M. Conway, S. A. C 5.00

4. J. S. Lewis, S. A. A.... 4.30

5. G. E. Hancock, C. C. C 4.00

6. C. E. Wood, C. C. C 4.30

7. Gus Griebno, P. A. C 3.00

8. J..B. Eccleston, S. A. A 5 00

9. David Loyd, S. A. A 4.00

10. H. M. Scovel, S. A. A 3.30

11. Herman Dietz 3.30

12, Chas. Fisher, S. A. A., 4m. 30s., 31m. n%s.
J. Kunzsch, P. A. C, 4m., 31m. 36s.; 14, J. Dickinson,
C. C. C, 3m., 30m. 41s.; 15, Lyman Kuhn, P. A. C, 4m.,

Time.
M.S.

30.50

30.57

3128

31.04

30.37

31-10

29.41

3t-s8

31.01

30.46

30.47

13. W.

3im.4iJ£s.; 16, Chas. Mosner, P. A. C, 3m., 30m. 30s.

17, J. H. McMahon, S. A. A., am. 30s., 3m. 30s.; 18, J. C.

Morgan, S. A. A., 5m. 30s., 33m. 44s.; 19, Oliver I. Es-

cott, 4m., 32m. 14KS., 20, G. McTaggert, C. C. C, im.,

29m. 15s.; 21, F. Knowland, Y. M. C. A., im., 29m. 16s.;

22, F. J. Carroll, im. 30s., 29m. 47s.; 23, J. B. Clark, 3m.

30s., 31m. 48s.; 24, Harry Mills, S. A. A., 2m., 30m. 20S.,

25, J. Fred. Barry, C. C. C, 2m. 30s., 20m. 53s.; 26, H.
M. Wells, S. A. A., 2m. 36s., 30m. 54s.; 27, R. C. Abbott,
S. A. A., 5m., 33m. 24^3. ; 28, F. M. Davy, 4m., 32m. 27s.

;

29, A. G. Courtney, S. A. A., 4m., 32m. 31s.; 30, Fred.

W. Fisher, C. C. C, scratch, 28m. 32s.; 31, W. H. Bex,

S.A.A., im.3os., 3om.3os.; 32, Harry Mills, S.A.A., 4m.,

33m.44s.533, F.Sanderson, S.A. A., 4m, 33m. 45s.; 34,Van
Wagoner, S. A. A., scratch, 29m. 46s.; 35, John Lawley,
C. C. C, im. 30s., 31m. 20s.; 36, Alfred Kochler, P. A.

C, 4m., 33m. 52S.J 37, F. C. Riggs, C. C. C, 3m., 33m.

ns.; 38, E. W. Hurst, C. C. C, 3m., 33m. 41s.; 39, O.

Newman, P. A. C, 2m., 33m. 20s.

GRAFT A LIKELY MAN.

HE DOES SOME FAST WORK AT THE
KANSAS MEET.

Leavenworth, Kansas. August 10.—To-day
saw the close of the eighth annual meet of the

Kansas Division of the L. A. W. This was
one of the most successful meetings ever held

in the State, there being over three hundred
visiting wheelmen in attendance. Topeka
was selected as the place for next year's meet-
ing. Summary ot the races:

August 9.

One Mile Novice (eight starters)—1, B. Fibbs,
Kansas City; 2, Fred Feist, Kansas City; 3, H. Walker,
Leavenworth. Time, 2m. 41 2-5S.

Half Mile Open, Class B (seven entries)^-i, Ed.
H. Graft, St. Louis; 2, M. H. Burt, Wichita; 3, H. L.
Dobson, Chicago. Time, im. 17 2-5S.

One Mile Handicap Open (thirty-two starters)—i,

M. Stevenson, Topeka; 2, F. Eberhard, Salino; 3, D.
E. Myers, Fort Scott. Time, 2m. 45 2-5S.

Half Mile, Boys under 16 years (four starters)—1,

H. Rehnschild, Kansas City; 2, A. Blowdick, Law-
rence.

One Mile Championship (four starters)— i, H.
Walker, Leavenworth; 2, J. S. Tolson. Time, 2m. 45s.

Two Mile Handicap, Class B (five starters)— 1, J.
Coburn, St. Louis; 2, M. H. Burt, Wichita; 3, C; Kin-
derwatter, Kansas City. Time, 5m. gs.

One Mile State Championship (eleven starters)

— 1, M. Stevenson, Topeka; 2, G. A. Maxwell, Win-
field; 3, H. H. Hazlett, Topeka. Time, 2m. 30 3-5S.

Two Miles, 6.00 Class twelve starters)—1, G. A.
Maxwell, Winfield; 2, M. Stevenson, Topeka; 3, O. V.
Vernon, Salina. Time, 5m. 45s.

August 10.

One Mile Open (seven starters)— 1, A. Anderson,

St. Louis; 2, F. Eberhadt, Salina; 3, M. Stevenson.

Time, 2m. 45 2-5S.

Half Mile State Championship (twelve starters)

—1, G. A. Maxwell, Winfield; 2, M. Stevenson, Topeka;

3, H. H. Hazlett, Topeka. Time, im. 10s.

One Mile Open, Class B (seven starters)—!, Ed.

H. Graft, St. Louis; 2, H. L. Dobson, Chicago; 3, C
Kindervatter, Kansas City. Time, 2m. 22 2-5S.

Two Mile State Championship (seven starters)—

i, G. A. Maxwell, Winfield; 2, M. Stevenson, Topeka;

3, D. E. Meyers, Ft. Scott. Time, 5m. gs.

One Mile Handicap, Class B (six starters)—1, E.

H. Graft, St. Louis; 2, K. Kindervatter, Kansas City;

3, J. Coburn, St. Louis. Time, 2m. 26s.

Three Mile Lap Race (four starters)—!, A. Ander-
son, St. Louis, 19 points; 2, H. G. Whitlesey, Emporia,

8 points. Time, 8m. 51s.

„Two Mile Handicap (fifteen starters)— 1, F. Eber-

hardt, Salina; 2, O. N. Vernon, Salina; 3, H. G.

Whitlesey, Emporia. Time, 4m. 25 2-5S.

One Mile 3.00 Class (seven starters)— 1, H. H.
Hazlett, Topeka; 2, E. J. Rawson, Topeka; 3, F. A.

Clark, Lawrence. Time, 3m. 19 4-5S.

One Mile Consolation—Won by F. Ferguson,

Kansas City.

E. C. Stearns & Co. have offered a valuable

trophy—a solid silver cup, surmounted by a

statue of Psyche, and standing 29 inches high

—for a series of team races on the track

between the Syracuse A. A, and the Century

C. C, the trophy to be competed for annually

until won three times. The cup is valued at

$250.
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ECHOES FROM EUROPE.

'THE SCORCHER" IN REPLY TO "PRESI-
DENT" BATES—AN ELOQUENT

DEFENSE OF ENGLAND
AND OF HO VEST

SPORT.

London, August 4, 1-894.

I have read with a great deal of interest

"President" Bates' disquisition on the rise and

fall of the British Empire, for that is about

what his article in The Wheel of July 13

amounts to.

I forgive this most excellent wielder of the

pen for calling me "English," and smile at

his accusation that I am a "little misled by-

prejudice."

Surely "President Bates," who, apparently,

will not believe that anything good can come
out of England, should be one of the last to

employ the word prejudice. According to the

worthy "President," England is eaten up by

narrow prejudices; she is illiterate; she has

lost her supremacy on the path ; her cycling

^population has ceased to grow, her home
trade is pinched, and her exports are vanish-

ing. These things are said—temperately and

courteously, it is true ; but dogmatically, and

as though they admitted of no question—by a

gentleman who rails against prejudice!

About Prejudice.

Why, prejudice has so completely laid hold

of President Bates that his wisdom and his

better nature scarce get a chance of asserting

themselves. I am not an Englishman, but I

know England and Englishmen well. I see,

and have for long seen, their faults and their

foibles clearly ; they are so obtrusively visible,

so palpable, that we could scarcely miss them.

In any other small sphere, and to the best

of my poor ability, I have constantly endea-

vored to satirize the national defects of English

character and English systems. So far from

being blind to them, I am constantly on the

look out for fresh points, for the national

vanity of England is a source of considerable

amusement. But, with all its faults, I believe

that there is no country in the world that en-

joys a greater measure of social, political, com-

mercial and religious liberty. The finger of

scorn is sometimes pointed at the arrogance of

our aristocracy, and the insolent pretensions

of our dukes and earls. But how has it fared

in those countries where the will of the people

is supposed to be dominant? If only the

shades of Lincoln, Garfield and Carnot could

answer!

As to England's Trade.

"President" Bates says that English ex-

ports are vanishing. I wish he hadn't said

this because he forces me argue with him, and

I get wild with men who argue. I like my
words to be accepted as gospel. It saves me
a lot of trouble, and elevates me to the po-

sition of unquestioned and unquestionable

authority. But I will not meet the " Presi-

dent" with mere bold statements, nor with

vague generalities or theories. I will quote

official figures, and in doing so I will remark

that official figures do not go in for hyperbole

or ecstacies. They are cold, matter of fact,

and almost offensively accurate. They say

that the total value of exports from England

during the six months ending June, 1894,

reached a sum of ,£827,860, as compared with

£697,826 in the first half of 1893, and £596,811

during the first six months of 1892. That is,

that 1894 shows better than 1893 by £130,034,

and exceeds 1892 by £231,049. I must be par-

doned for giving the units and tens, but these

official figures are inexorable. Not one of

them will allow itself to be left out.

What does President Bates think of it ?

Do the figures show that exports are van-

ishing ? They do. They show that cycles

are vanishing every day from our ports for

every part of the globe, and long may they

continue to vanish, say I. Will President

Bates contend that an increase in two years of

£231,049 is an infallible indication that our ex-

port trade is going to the dogs ? If so, I can

only say that the President bases his theories

on a system of logic that I know nothing of.

I have ventured to discuss President Bates'

recent pronunciamento in some of its bearings

on the English trade question, and to-day, I

propose to look at it from the standpoint of

sport, feeling that I need make no apology for

devoting so much attention to a remarkable

article that has furnished a fruitful topic of

conversation on this side of the "pond."
I may premise my observations by recording,

my belief that President Bates and I and most
others in England and America are only

anxious that there should be honesty in the

sport of cycle racing. Your best men are

making for that ; so are ours. In your country,

and in ours, they are fronted by difficulties

that make up a more complex problem than

has ever had to be faced by the ruling body of

any sport in any part of the world. In no

The Cause of All Our Troubles.

sport that I know of are the interests of trade

so indissolubly tied up as they are in cycling.

This is the cause of all our troubles. All

good government has ever sought to provide

for the greatest good of the greatest number,

and that is what the National Cyclist Union is

seeking to do. It is endeavoring to protect

thousands of genuine amateurs in the trade

and out of it from a handful of men who are

amateurs in no sense of the word, and who are

too snobbish, and not honest enough to admit

that they are professionals, and to ride as

such.

These bogus amateurs and real profession-

als are the men of whom I said, that they come
to the Union with lying lip and the smile of

treachery, proclaiming themselves to be what
they are not. The honest, decent professional

I can admire. He has been endowed with

certain physical gifts, and he uses them hon-

estly to earn a living. I know of no reason in

the world why there should not be a respect-

able professionalism in cycling as there is on

the turf, on the water, and in the cricket field.

" I am not anti to genuine amateurism or

to genuine professionalism," says President

Bates.

That puts it in a nutshell.

Neither am I ; neither is any of us whose

opinion is worth considering. Neither is the

National Cyclists Union; neither is the L.

A. W.

N. C. U. and L. A. W. Racing Laws Contrasted.

It is because we want genuine amateurism

and genuine professionalism that the N. C. U.

has adopted a licensing system ; and for the

same reason the L. A. W. has instituted the

two classes rule.

Of the two systems I believe the English to

be more honest. It says to a man—with hard,

gospel truth that there is no getting away from
—"You are either an amateur or a professional.

Which have you elected to be? If you are

living by your riding you must move in a class
with your fellows. You are a professional, and
you must ride with professionals. There are

five thousand men in England who race, and
who are not good enough to be subsidized or

paid in any way for their riding. They are

constituents of ours; they are loyal to us. We
must protect them from the handful of men
who prey on them."

The L. A. W. dallies with the question. It

says to the paid rider: " You are absolutely a

professional. Living by your riding you can-

not be anything else. But we recognize that

you don't like the term 'professional,' you
have sentimental objections to it, and we will

pander to your infernal humbug by putting

you into a section with others of your kind,

and calling the lot ' Class B.'
"

The object of the two moves is plainly the

same. The English manner of making the

move is the John Bullish, point-blank, damned-
if-I-don't-go-the-whole-way style.

Which the More Successful?

As to which will prove the more successful,

I think it is too soon yet to offer an opinion.

The phenomenal successes of Zimmerman

—

achieved on an English-made machine, be it

remembered—are no testimony to Class B;
neither are the records of Johnson or Bliss, or

Tyler, who is reported to-day to have done a

big mile. What these men are doing could be
done under any system.

On the other hand, I venture to think that

the exclusion of certain English riders from

the amateur ranks, the honest avowal of pro-

fessionalism by these men, their success in

their new sphere, the taking over the control

of professionalism by the N. C. U. in an at-

tempt to foster it and encourage it to be
decent, and the cheery outlook for a pros-

perous professionalism, of which there are

many signs at the moment, are unerring in-

dications that the licensing system is not going

to be a failure.

I am not as surprised as America seems to

be that she has after many years produced an
unapproachable champion. I see no reason

why she shouldn't.

On the contrary, if I were looking for a

champion of any kind, I would not think it

extraordinary or extravagant that I should

look to the youngest and most cosmopolitan

nation in the world to produce him; and
though I say this, I do not forget that when
the athletic craze was on America, in the days

of the Manhattan's glory, that country had the

enterprise to import her athletes—her Conneffs,

her Mitchells and the rest.

I do not, and never did, hold with the

eccentric theory that an Englishman is as

good as three of the next best nation in the

world. A love of field sports is engrained

in an Englishman's nature. To toil in he

cricket or football field comes as naturally to

the Englishman, be he gentleman or peasant,

as the suckling of her child comes to the

mother in all climes (always provided she be

not an "advanced woman.") It is no wonder,

then, that England practically enjoyed an abso-

lute supremacy ; nor is it to be wondered at

that the same should be shasen when the Eng-
lishman's love of sport came to be imitated

in other countries.

As to France.

In France, thanks, I think, greatly to the

impressions made on the mind of Napoleon

III. during his enforced sojourn in England,

the love of sport and of the field has made
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extraordinary headway. Is it to be marveled

at that a people should succeed in sport that

has shown a vitality never equalled by any
nation of which we have any record? What
other country could have survived the con-

vulsions and the shocks that have repeatedly

all but shaken the soul out of France during

the last hundred years? And yet, apparently,

we are asked to regard the fact that this

country has recently produced a handful of

racing cyclists as an evidence of decay in

England. Why, sir, I am inside the mark
when I say that England has a thousand

racing men for every fifty to be found in

France. It is true, as Zimmerman said the

other day, that all the French racing is done

by a few men. The love of the cycle is

spreading in a few districts in France. In

Paris society has taken up the wheel ; but for

goodness sake don't ask me to believe that

this is due to liberal racing laws. In Ireland

—

the most conservatively amateur country in

Europe ; where there is actually no field for

professionalism, honest or disguised—the

wheel is more generally used than elsewhere.

England's Love of Sport Exemplified.

And, now, I think I have done. I wish that
" President" Bates had been at Heme Hill on
Saturday last. Had he seen the thousands of

cyclists who remained through the long hours

of the night to watch the 24-hour race there

;

had he seen the other thousands for whom
there was no room clamoring for admission;

had he seen the magnificent pluck with which
Shorland piled up, hour after hour, tens and
fifties and hundreds of miles, till he reached a

total that had never before been equaled by
any man whoever trod the earth ; had he seen

the no less brave spirit shown by others who
persisted doggedly to the end in a hopeless

task ; had he heard the cheers of thunder that

greeted the French and American flags that

fluttered gaily in an English breeze in honor
of Huret and Wheeler, who so splendidly

helped Shorland; had he heard the ovation

those foreigners got at the finish ; had he wit-

nessed that scene whose like has probably

never been enacted on any track in the world,

he would, perhaps, admit that England is not

decadent yet ; that the spirit of sport still lives

and thrives, and that nowhere may it better

hope for salvation than in the land of the

Saxon. The Scorcher.

Here's a Smile for You.

The twelfth annual club road races of the

Hudson County Wheelmen, of Jersey City,

have been fixed for Saturday, August 25th.

Four events, including a 150 yard slow race,

make up the programme.The advance notice is

a clever satire on the prevailing order of

things. It is headed :

" The Battle of the Giants and the Pigmies.

Class A Against Class B.

Benedicts Against Bachelors,

and states that special sanction has been re-

ceived from our friend who resideth near to

Gowanus Canal to run off a half-mile race,

open only to the married members of the club.

Every married man in the club will start in

this race, and it will be a duel to the death
There will be three prizes for each race,

and "the racing men will please leave their

magnifying glasses at home so that the flaws

in the diamonds will not be discovered until

after they have been awarded.' "

THE Century Road Club,

which comes the nearest to

a' recognized American

authority on road racing,

with power to place its seal

of approval on this sort of records, should, it

strikes me, promulgate some restrictive regu-

lations as to the courses covered before accept-

ing them, or they will soon become roaring

farces. Such "round-the-block," merry-go-

rounds, as, for instance, the Belle Isle, are a

huge joke to call road races. A road may be

a track, even if it be not inclosed by a fence.

That American road records may not become

the laughing stock of cycledom, let the august

centurions, in their role of ' 'the powers that

be," establish some reasonable sine qua non as

a condition precedent to their acceptance. He
who demands a remedy and does not suggest

one is unworthy of a hearing. So why not re-

quire that at least 40 per cent, of the distance

shall be straightaway? This lets in the Irv-

ington-Milburn, as it should, and the Belle

Isle out, as it ought. So, with apologies for

presumption, I think.

'What do you charge for your puff tires?" I

heard a small boy ask of a dealer. Rather a

pat name, hey ?

In the novice race at Asbury Park one of the

contestants appeared with a large bell attached

to his handle bars. " What have you got that

bell for? There are no cows on the track,"

called out a funny man on the press stand.

Head work is certainly at a premium in

many of the track races by reason of the de-

mand being so great and the supply so small.

Stayers insist on loafing with sprinters and
long-mark men in waiting for back-markers

to catch up. Go if you can stay. Loaf if you
can sprint. Long-markers must of necessity

be pacemakers.

Had Sancho Panza lived to-day, bestrode a

wheel instead of an ass, and become infatuated

witfTknights of the wheel and not the knights

of the tourney he would have cried out: " God
bless the man who invented time limits!"

Jumping from " the then" to " the now," it is

a good law that gives referees this sword with
which to slay the loafers.

Is not my penchant for pen-photoism par-

donable when so many prominent personages
present themselves in my perambulations ?

Here are some of the snaps I caught at Asbury
Park: "Old Man" Zimmerman's gray-mous-
tached, weather-beaten face, topped by a yacht-
ing cap and surmounted at the base by a pair
of trousers guiltless, as yet, of the crease, the
crowning glory of the dudeism, which his illus-

trious son's reported association with LesMcndes
way up might excuse, first caught the outing
camera. Whatever may be the social gaieties

and festivities of Le Volent Amcricain papa re-

mains the unassuming, genial old sport of the

applejack El Dorado. Then there's that other

Grand Old Man, responsible in part for Ray
Dawson's existence—shorter and built on a

less liberal plan than the boy—a pair of little

light brown eyes watches the races keenly

from beneath a soft hammock hat.

He greets the newspaper boys cordially, and
then nestles down inconspicuously in a corner

of the press stand and looks out for what is

going on. He misses nothing. Charley Zach-
arias' slightly silvered, light brown beard
failed to hide the smile that forced its way
through it, and rather accentuated the twinkle

of a pair of blue eyes, light but none the less

bright. "Zach" is a Jersey veteran, who,
with considerable personal profit as a member
of the former firm of Zacharias & Smith, of

Newark, and marked success, boomed bicy-

cling up Essex County way some eight or ten

years ago. He now manipulates the keys as

manager of the Western Union at Asbury Park
for business, and pushes pedals, good roads

and racing in Monmouth County for pleasure.

Harry Hanford—I beg pardon, Handsome
Harry Hanford—who belongs to Brooklyn,

K. C. W., by the way. in alphabetical road
racing days, was the announcer. A thing fair

to look upon, a confident and cavernous voice,

and superimposed Chicago cheek were his

only qualifications. They went. The grand
stand called him down several times for

errors ; but his dark brown eyes smiled only

contemptuously; his straight, Grecian-sculp-

tured nose never twitched ; and there was not

a quiver in the correct crease of his immacu-
late trousers. Though the wind did not blow,

his air, was surcharged with we-are-popular.

A princess pulled for pedaling! That's the

story that comes to us from sunny Italy. The
Princess What's-her-name, a daughter, niece,

or some other near-by limb of King Umberto's
genealogical tree, a lady of great shape and
abundant boldness, became addicted to bicyc-

ling and bloomers, so the story goes, and par-

alyzed the populace by appearing at the
Italian Derby races in black silk stockings, and
black silk abbreviated bloomers at the head of

a cycle-straddling retinue. When the popu-
lace "came to," which they did soon, and very
sensibly, they yelled " Viva .'" and such things

of a decidedly flattering character to H. R. H-,

whereupon her royal relations quitted the track

in high dudgeon, and telegraphed Old Man
Umberto the particulars of this pretty "how-
de-do." Her Royal Jaglets, however, was out

for sport, and despite all warnings, took to

herself the handsomest captain in the army,
to say nothing of a genteel sufficiency of fizz,

and betook her royal self along with him to a
strict Q. T. cafe, when she stayed out all night

till broad daylight, skipping the " tra-la-la-la-

loo." His Nibs, the King, was naturally highly

scandalized, and now bella princessa lingers and
languishes within a palace prison, through
whose walls percolates the paean: "Bloomers
be blowed." Jonah.

On Monday, August 27, Harry Truax, who
is in the employ of A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

will start from this city in an effort to break
the New York-Chicago record. Two months
ago. Truax made a similar but unsuccessful

attempt in the opposite direction. He will
ride a Spalding fitted with Rosenfeld's Hy-Lo
changeable gear and will be accompanied as

far as Buffalo by C. S. Gottheil, of Plainfield,

N. J., who -will then work slowly westward in

the interests of Mr. Rosenfeld's invention.
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AUGUST.
7—Willimantic, Conn., Thread City C. C. Race Meet.
"—Cleveland, O .. Rover Wheel Club.
8— Winsted, Ct., W >eel Club.
8—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent W.
8—Philadelphia, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
8— \i lison Kenefit Ass'n, Schenectady, N. Y.
8—Riverside Driving Club, Damelsville, Ct.
9—E kwood Park R. A., Long Branch, N. J.
20-21-Pueblo, Col., Rovers W and A. Club, Nat'l Cir.
22—Scranton, Pa., Green Ridge W.
22—Kansas City, M >., Cyclers, National Circuit Meet.
22-23—Salt Lake City (Utah) Cycle Track Association.
23—Buffalo-Pittsburg Road Race, 246 miles.
23-25-Cottage City, Massachusetts Division Meet,
23—Mt. Clemens, Mich., W. Race Meet.
24—Shamokin, Pa., Wheel Club Race Meet.
24—Ottumwa, la., B. C. Race Meet.
24—Decatur, 111., C. C. Race Meet.
24-25-St. Louis, Mo., A.C.C. of St. L.,Nat. Circuit Meet.
24-25-Council Bluff-!, la., Cavymede W. C. Race Meet.
25—Ligan (Utah) Wheel Club.
25—Paterson, N. J., Withers' Race Meet.
25—Albany N. Y , B C.'s Race M-et.
25—Homestead, Pa., B. C. Race Meet.
25—New Albany, Ind., Road and Track Races.
25—Jamestown, N. Y , Prendergast W.
25— Trenton, N. J., Mercer Co. W. Race Meet.
27—Cjden (Utah) Social Wheel Club.
27—Waresen, O C. C. Meet.
27— Utica, N Y. C. C. Races.
27-28-Mayaeld, Ky., C. C. Race Meet.
28—Saratoga, N. Y., Wheelmen Race Meet.
28—Galesburg (111.) C. C Race Meet.
28-29—St Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
29—Austin, Minn.. C. C Race Meet.
29 Prood (Utah) Utah Co. W.
30-31—Brattieboro, Vt., W. C. Race Meet.
30-31—Austin, Minn., C. C. Race Meet.
30-31-Sept. 1—Asbury Park, American W. Race Meet.
31— Brattieboro, Vt., Vermont W. C. Race Meet.
31—Oneonta, N. Y., Wheel Club.
31—Bloomington, 111., B. C. Race Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Erie, Pa., Wanderers C. C. 15 Miles Road Race,
i— Lancaster, Pa., Keystone B. C. Meet.
1—Cortland, N. Y., A. A. Race Meet.
1— Wallingford, Ct., Race Meet, Ramblers, C. C.
1—Norristown, Pa., Race Meet, Norristown W.
1—York, Pa., Wheeling-Club.
1—Riverton, N. J., Athletic Club.
1—Brockton Y. M. C. A. Outing Club, Brockton, Mass.
3—Gardiner, Me., Wheel Club.
3—Elmira, N. Y., Century Club.
3—Dayton, O., Y. M. C. A. Games.
3—Bridgeport, Conn , Rambling W.
3—Whitinsville, Mass., B. C Meet.
3—A. C. C. of N. J., 25-Mile Road Race.
3—Riverton, N. J.. A. C. Race Meet.
3—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.Race Meet.
3—Bergen Point, N. J. A. C.
3—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
3—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
3— Ware, Mass., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Canton, O., B. C. Race Meet.
3—Greenfield, Mass., F. W. Stowe.
3—Pueblo, Col., Rovers and A. C. Race Meet.
3—Rahway, N. J., Race Meet Union Co. Roadsters.
3—Bergen Point, N. J., Race Meet, N J. A. C
3—Waltham, Mass., Race Meet, Waltham C. C.
3—Utica, N. Y., Trade Assembly.
3—Albany, N. Y., Central Fed. of Labor.
3—Staten Island A. C, West New Brighton.
3—Bay City, Mich., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
3—Boonton (N. J.) A. A. Race Meet.
3— Y. M. C. A., Rutherford, N. J.
3—Cayuga Co. Agr. Society, Auburn, N, Y.
3—Rollstone Cycle Club, Fitchburg, Mass.
3— M'Affee & McMaster, Nashua, N. H.
3—Westboro Wheel Club, Westboro, Mass.
3— \thol Athletic Ass'n, Athol, Mass.
3—Biy City Wheelmen, San Francisco, Cal.
3—Hartford, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, Hartford W. C.
3-4-Syracuse, N. Y., Race Meet, Syracuse A. C.
3-4-5—Quincy, 111., B. C. Race Meet.
4—Columbus, O., C. C. Rnce Meet.
4—La Junta (Col.) C. C, Race Meet.
5— Mechanicsville, N. Y., B. C. Race Meet.
5—Utica, N. Y., C. C. Race Meet.
5-6—St. Johns, Mich., Wheelmen Races.
5-6—E. J. Wallace, White River Junct. , Vermont.
6—Waltham, Mass., Bicy. Track Ass'n, Nat. Cir. Meet.
6—Binghamton Athl. Ass'n, Binghamton, N. Y.
7—Chillicothe. O., Wheelmen's Race Meet.
8—Flushing, N. Y., Race Meet, Mercury W. C.
8—Atlanta, Ga.. Wheelmen Race Meet.
8—McKeesport. Pa., Cyclers Race Meet.
8—Worcester, Mass., Bay State B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
9—Chicago A. C. C, Race Meet.
10—San Jose, Cal., Race Meet, Garden City Cyclers.
10—Los Angeles, Cal., A. C. Race Meet.
10—Riverside Wheelmen, Riverside, Cal.
10-1 [-Cleveland, O , Lakeside C. C Race Meet.
11—Hackettstown, N. J . Crescent C. C. Race Meet.
ii-i3-Springfield, Mass., B C. Rice Meet, Nat. Cir.
12—Riverside Agr'l Society. Greene, N Y.
12-14—Belvidere (HI-) C. C. Race Meet.
15—N. Y. City, Harlem Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit Meet.
16-Waltham, Mass., B. C , Ra-e Meet.
17—National Circuit Meet, Pittsburg Athletic Club,

Pittsburg, Pa.
t 7—Scranton, Pa., B. C, National Circuit Meet.
, 7

.22_Galesburg, (111.) C. C, Race Meet.
19—Williamsport, Pa.. K-ystone W C, Nat. Cir. Meet.
21—Reading, Pa., Penn. W. Cir., F. B. Shalters, Sec,

22—Philadelphia, Race Meet, Nat'l Circuit, A. C. C.
22—Auburn, N Y., A. A.
25—Norwich, Conn., B. C. Race Meet.
25-26-Baltimore, Md., Maryland B. C, Nat'l Cir. Meet.
26—Afton Driving Park Ass'n, Afton, N. Y.
28—Pittsburg. Pa., Keystone B. C.
28—Norfolk, Virginia, Division Meet.
29—Wheeling, W. Va., National Circuit Meet.

OCTOBER.
1—San Francisco, Cal., Race Meet, Olympic A. C. W.
2—Canton, III., B. C. Race Meet.
2—Danbury, Ct., Races, Danbury Agr. Society.
3-4-S-6—Brockton Agr'l Society, Brockton, Mass.
4—Muscatine, la., Muscatine W.

F. P. Prial, Official Handicapper (No. 1) New-
York and New Jersey.

ATHLETIC AND BICYCLE

PRIZE MEDALS,
Charms, Club Pins, Etc.

SEND FOR DESIGNS.

JOHN HARRIOTT, 3 Winter St., BOSTON, MASS.

Annual Race Meet
OF THE

Mercer County Wheelmen,
OF TRENTON, St. J.,

Saturday, Aug. 25th, 1894.
If you did not attend the Grand Columbian Meet

(N. J. State Division L. A. W. Meet) held here last
year, under the auspices of the Mercer County Wheel-
men, ask some of your friends who did, and learn of
the elegance of our track and the excellent acommo-
dations for every racing man present.
Our track was pronounced by Zimmerman and all

the leading cracks who were in attendance last year,
to be the finest half-mile track they ever rode upon.
Our dressing room is over ioo feet square, where will

be found on the day of our meet a separate cot for
every racing man and every other accommodations
at your command. No meet ever held offers better
accommodations for the care of the talent than we
do. Our facilities cannot be excelled.
Bear in mind the liberality of our prize list, which

will consist of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelery, etc.
Don't forget the day and date. You can select no

better place to ride on August 25 than at Trenton.
Entries close Aug. 18th. For additional information
address JAMES C. TATTERSALL, Trenton, N.J.

Please add: " Saw it in The Wheel."

Hartford Wheel Club

Annual Tournament
,

Monday, Sep. 3, 1894 (Labor Day),

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

Valuable Prizes for Class
A. and B Meri.

Entry blanks and full information can
be obtained upon application to

L. H. SWEET, Sec'y,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Mention The Wheel. 8-24

Disgraceful Loafing the Feature of This Meet.

The new half-mile track at Point of Pines,

near Boston, was inaugurated Saturday last,

nth inst., by a burlesque on the term "cycle

racing." Such general and disgraceful loafing

has not been seen, nor have such infantile

times been recorded since the pneumatic tire

came into prominence. Spectators were few,

but hisses were plentiful. The track was in

poor condition. Summary:
One Mile, 3 00 Class—First Heat: 1, D. W. Faulkner;

2, C. W. Fike. Time, 3m 34 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, J.

Wentworth; 2, A. J. Hammond. Time, 4m. 058. Final:

1, Faulkner; 2, Pike; 3, Hammond. Time, 4m. 18 2-5S.

One Mile Open—First Heat: 1, J. C. Wettergreen; 2,

A. C. Dodge. Time, 3m. 25 1-5S. Second Heat: 1, J.

A. Farrell; 2, W. B. Rogers. Time, 3m. 20s. Final: 1,

Wettergreen; 2, Rogers; 3, Farrell. Time, 3m. 35s.

Time limit, 3m. Ordered run over. Run over: 1,

Wettergreen; 2, Dodge; 3, Rogers. Time, 3m. 49 4-5S.

One Mile, 2.30 Class— 1, W. B. Rogers; 2, A. C.
Dodge; 3, J. C. Wettergreen, Time, 3m. 32s.

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO COME TO SARATOGA

SARATOGA WHEELMEN'S
First Race Meet,

Half Mile Track (Woodlawn Oval.)AUGUST 25.
EVENTS.

Class A.
1 Mile, 2.50 class.
1 Mile, Open.
1 Mile Handicap.

Class B.
1 Mile, Open,
t Mile Handicap.
% Mile, Open.

Over $900 Worth of Prizes.
Entries close August 21 with C. N. Hulbert, 334

Broadway, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Poughkeepsie Bicycle CM Eaces,

POUGHKEEPSIE.
NEW YORK, SEPT, 3d, '94.

Ten Class A Events-

For programme, entry blanks, and other

particulars, address,

JOHN VAN BENSCHOTEN,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

TWO MILES, UNPACED, 5.001-4.

BAENETT DOES THE TRICK—MONTE SCOTT
BIDES IN 2.09.

Although styled " matinee roces," and sup-

posed to be of local interest only, the meet of

the Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfield, N. J.,

on Saturday last, nth inst., proved unexpect-
edly interesting. The programme was varied

in the extreme, the sport was of high order
and the times unusually fast, and, as a whole,
the affair richly merited something more than
the corporal's guard which was in attendance.

There were no less than four exhibition per-

formances sandwiched between the races. An-
drew Fritts, A. L. Hinricks and Nate Titsworth

rode an exhibition mile on a triplet in 2.15 1-5;

they covered the first third in 0.41 1-4; two-

thirds, in 1.27.

A. H. Barnett, unpaced and from a standing

start, rode two miles in 5.00^. His fractional

times were: One-third, 45s. ; two-thirds, 1.33^ ;

mile, 2.24^; one and one-third miles, 3.18;

one and two-thirds, 4.10^ ; two miles s.ooX-

Monte Scott, with a flying start and paced
by the triplet for two laps and by a single for

the last third, rode one mile in 2.09 even, and
Chas. Vanderveer trotted out a reminiscence,

in the shape of an Eagle ordinary, which he
pushed one mile in 3-ioX-

The races resulted as follows:

ONE-THIRD MILE— i, Monte Scott; 2, Henry Scott;

3, C. N. Rydell. Time, 48^s.

One Mile Handicap (eight starters)—1, Monte
Scott, scratch; 2, C. N. Rydell, 90 yards; 3, H. Scott,

50 yards. Time, 2.19^.

ONE MILE (boys under 16)—1, H. Cuming; 2, J. C.

Clark; 3, J. Keefe. Time, 3.29 2-5.

Two Mile Handicap (open to the Victor Wheel-
men, colored, only)— 1, Jos. Bolden, scratch; 2, Alfred
Wilson, 100 yards; 3, Lewis Peterson, 75 yards; 4, E.

Springs, 75 yards. Time, s-S3
zA-

The Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfield, will

hereafter pay the entry fees of only such
"riders as bring home prizes." The decision

has made several fourth-raters who try often

and win nothing so very warm that they have
given notice that hereafter they will enter

as "unattached."
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TYLER, GEORGE SMITH, AND ROYCE
GET THE HONORS.

ASBURT FARE TURNS OUT A NEW MAN.

Surely Asbury Park must be overdone from

the cycle race-meet standpoint.

The meet on Friday and Saturday last, held

at the pretty little park by the sea, was but

poorly attended—not more than 800 on the

first day and 1,200, at the outside, on the

second day.

The Athletic Club employed an experienced

man to manage their meet for them. There

are a hundred thousand people within a half

hour of the track. Asbury, itself, is crowded
this year; on Saturday last, in fact, it climaxed,

and cot-room was soaring up to near two
hundred. And yet, well-advertised as it was,

with a pretty track, good weather, a fine

entry list of both A and B men and with

fifty thousand people in town, the attendance

was discouraging.

Of course their was no " Zimmie " to conjure with,
alchough one A. Zimmerman, a juvenile, whom Papa
Zimmerman says is no child of his, showed up nobly
and with Zimmelesque qualities in the boys' race.

Neither was there a Johnson, a Sanger, or a Tyler
present; yet there was a goodly lot of men and the

small attendance still leaves one to wonder.
The weather for both days was admirable; the band

had a deadening effect; it was without a spark of vital-

ity ; the track was far better than it has been on any
occasion this year ; the loose gravel had been swept
off, with the result that the track was very fast and
the meet was not punctuated with falls ; in fact they
were so few as to be unworthy of particular notice.

The Racing.

On neither day was the racing brilliant
;
yet hardly

a race was uninteresting ; there was a general aver-
age of good racing, received with hearty applause,
but no pulse-disturbing times or finishes.

On the first day J. H. Harrison, of Asbury Park'
came easily away in the final of the novice and won
without worriment in 2m. 25s. The same Harrison
added another feather to his cap in the mile handicap,
doing 2m. 13s. for the 130 yards mark.
The mile handicap was a snappy event, run in six

brisk trial heats, the racing being fresh and spontane-
ous, stirring finishes; quite a contrast to the un-
willing and automatic work in the B events.
In heat one, George C. Smith, hair-tousled as al-

ways, ran second in better than 2m. 18s. Ray Dawson
a quiet and persevering but not showy rider, snapped
heat two in 2m. 17 35s , from the " fifty." W. F. Sims,
the Worthington rider, showed in heat three what a
really good Class A man he is. Though he had not a
man near to face him, he got among the men at the
half, headed the procession a quarter from home,
eased up a bit, and wou iu 2m. 16s. one of the best A
miles of the year.

The star of heat six was F. H. Allen, a well built,

but loose-jointed Springfield man, who rides lazily

as if simply playing at it. Allen, at twenty-five yards
won easily in 2m. 24 1-5S. In the final, which Harrison'

130, won in 2m. 13s., the feature was the riding of Sims
(20) and Smith (scratch). Smith soon jumped up and
tied on to Sims ; together they paced to the half. It

looked a hopeless task. At the half, Smith jumped
Sims and rushed into the thick of it. Man after man
was cut out. Turning into the straight, Smith was
within striking distance of the leaders. But suddenly
the bright-red uniform of Sims shot up, gave battle

with Smith, shook off Smith, made a big swirl up the
homestretch, but could get no better than a close

third, Smith fifth but a few lengths off, and badly
baked. One of the best A mile handicaps of the year
for both men.
The one mile scratch B was in heats, time limit 2m.

408., just to prevent a loaf, Tyler won first heat in

2m. 26s. Miller won the second in 2m. 45 3-5S. The
three placed men in this heat, Miller, Arnold and
Taylor were disqualified because of the time limit.

Arnold and Taylor turned up for the final to ride

under protest, aided and abetted by the loud-mouthed
Learning, who is positively unhappy except when in

argument. They made an exhibition of themselves,

but upon the dulcet but firm persuasion of Marshal
Kirkbride, they [finally dismounted, sullenly. After-

ward they sat upon the grass and drew up a protest-

On Saturday, they stated it was all a bluff. All of

which may be very furny for Messrs. Arnold and Tay-
lor, but it is a blot on the meet, an insult to the officials,

to the promoting club and to the audience. Some of

these fourth-rate men, who are better at loquacious

dispute and snarling argument than they are at

racing, should study such models as Furnival, Os-
mond, Zimmerman, Tyler and Windle. Tyler won
the final in 2m. 37 1-5S.

The two mile handicap B might as well have been a
scratch race. The one-third mile A produced some
sharp work in the heats and finals and enabled Smith
to show that he is easily the fastest Metropolitan
rider in training. The event for New Jersey riders

brought the flying Royce into favor. He easily dis-

posed of Blauvelt, Scott, Dawson and others.

ONE MILE HANDICAP.

ONE MILE NOVICE.

Heat One. Heat Two.
1, J. H. Harrison, Asb. Pk. 1, J. E. Fink, Englewood.
2, G. B. Wert, Long Bra'ch 2, M. W. Forney. Asb. Pk.

Time, 2m. 41 1-5S. Time, 2m. 54s.

Heat Three.

1, G. H. Murray, Rv'side W. 2, S. A. Dunn, Amity W.
Time, 2m. 30s.

Final Heat.

i, Harrison. 2, Murray. Time, 2m. 25 1-5S.

ONE MILE OPEN.—CLASS B.

Heat One. Heat Two.
1. H. C. Tyler, Springfield. 1. E. F. Miller, Vineland.

2. Watson Coleman, S'field 2. H. B. Arnold, S'field.

3. W. J. Helfert, Utica. 3. G. F. Taylor, S'field

4- W. H. Mulliken, Bait. 4. C. T. Nelson, S'field.

5- O. S. Brandt, Riv. W. 5. H. R. Steensen, Riv. W-
6. A. H. Barnett, Cranford.

Time, 2m. 26s. Time, 2m. 45 3-5 s.

Final Heat.

1. Tyler. 2. Coleman. 3. Helfert.

Time, 2m. 37 1-5S.

Heat One. Yds."
1. H. B. Scott, C't. W., 130.

2. G. C. Smith, N.Y.A.C,
scratch.

3. T. Ash ton, B'gep't, 50.

4. G. B. Cobbjr., H.W.,60.

5. A.G.Brown, B'klyn, 100.

Time, 2m. 17s.

Heat Three. Yds.
1. W.F.Sims, Wash'ton,2o.

2. G. H.Murray, R.W., 100.

3. A.J. Hargan, N'w'k,i2s.

4. Everitt, Hack'ttst'n, 70.

5. Doetschman, R. W., 150.

Time, 2m. 16s.

Heat Five. Yds.
1. J. H. Harrison, A.P. 130.

2. H. Reid, P. Pleasant, 120.

3. C. H. Coffin, O.A.C., 8o.

4. W.C. Phelan,R'way,i6o.

5. Monte Scott, C. W., 20.

Time, 2m. 16 1-.5S.

ONE MILE

Final

1, Harrison, 130.

2, Baldwin, 100.

3, Sims, 20.

4, H. B. Scott, 130.

Time,

Heat Two. Yds.
1. R.Dawson, N.Y.A.C, so.

2. J. M. Baldwin, Newark,
100.

3. L.S.Darl'g,Ne'rw'd, 170.

4. J.W.Davison,Bk'lyn, 70.

5. J.J.Gregory, N'w'k, 140.

Time, 2m. 17 3-5S.

Heat Four. Yds.
1. H. R. Roe, Patch'e, 100.

2. H.L.Bailey, M'n's'n,i3s.

3. C.R.Davison, K'yp't, 75.

4. S. C. Crane, C. W., 130.

5. James, Wilk'barre, 75.

Time, 2m. 20 3-5S.

Heat Six. Yds.
1. F. H. Allen, Sp'field, 25

2. B. L. Jacobus, M.W. 115

3. G. E. Coon, S. Orange,8o

4. G.W.Evans, B'k'lyn, 100

5. J.P. Instone, N.Y.W.120
Time, 2m. 24 1-5S.

TWO-MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1, E.F Miller,Vineland, 120 4, A H.Barnett,Cranf'd,i4o

2, W.H.Mulliken, Bait., 180 5, C. E. Ganse.Washt'n, 230

3, 1. G. Silvie, S.I.A.C, 170 6, Ben Cleveland, Buf., 200

Time, 4m. 38 2-5S.

ONE-THIRD MILE.

Heat One. Heat Two.
1, Geo.C. Smith, N.Y.A.C. i, F. C. Everitt, Hacketst'n

2, A.J.Pendergast.Syrac'e 2, W. F. Sims, Washington

3, G.B.Cobb,Jr.,HarlemW 3, J.W. Davison, Brooklyn
Time, 45 3-5S. Time, 49 2-53.

Heat Three. Heat Four.

1. G. F.Royce, Tourist C.C. 1. F. H. Allen, Springfield.

2. Harry Martin, Asb'y Pk. 2. W. A. Barbeau, R. W.
3. E.L. Blauvelt, Tor'stCC. 3. Monte Scott, Cres'nt W.

Time, 46 3-5S. Time, 47 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. G. C. Smith. 4. Barbeau.

2. F. H. Allen. 5. Everitt.

3. Martin. 6. Pendergast
Time, 45 1-5S.

ONE- THIRD MILE. BOYS' RACE.
j. M. W.Forney, A.P.A.A. 3. A. J. Forney, A.P.A.A.
2. Arthur Hulick, A.P.A.A. 4. E.J.Reid.Long Branch

Time, 50s,

TWO-THIRDS MILE, CLASS B.

HANDICAP.

Heat.

5, G. C. Smith, Scratch.

6, Murray, 100.

7, Dawson, 55.

8, Roe, 100.

2m. 13s.

Heat One.

1. Watson Coleman, Sp'fid.

2. E. F. Miller, Vineland.

3. G. F. Taylor, Spingfield.

Time, im. 43s.

Final Heat: 1, Tyler; 2, Graves; 3, Coleman,
im. 42s.

Heat Two.
H. C. Tyler, Sp'field.

Fred Graves, Sp'field.

I. A. Silvie, S. I. A. C.

Time, im. 33s.

Time,

she (At Asbury Park). " What are the wild waves saying ?"

he, " Water, water everywhere but not a drop to drink."
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ONE MILE—NEW JERSEY RIDERS.
Heat One. Heat Two.

1. G. F. Royce, Tour't C.C. 1. Monte Scott, Plainfield.

2. E. L. Blauvelt, T. C. C. 2. W. L. Darmer.N.J.A.C.
3. Ray Dawson, N.Y.A.C. 3. Harry Marcln, A. P. W.

Time, 2m. 52 1-5S. Time, 2m. 37 4-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. G. F. Royce. 4. Ray Dawson.
2. E. L. Blauvelt. 5. Harry Martin.

3. Monte Scott. 6. W. L. Darmer.
Time, 2m. 37 1-5S.

Second Day's Races.

The novice event put W. D. Knecht, Mata-

wan, into the graduating class; time, 2m. 33s.

The mile handicap B might as well have been

a scratch race. The men quickly got together,

and then loafed until the last quarter. Silvie,

who has not up to the present time highly-

ornamented Class B, won the final. The final

of the A handicap was 2m. 13s. ; of the B handi-

cap, 2m. 22 4-5S., which shows that when men
ride for sport they ride hard ; otherwise they
loaf and lag, because it is work. There never was,

and there never will be a pleasing dash to the work of

paid riders, though a Zimmy or such like can do

wonders.
Smith won the two-third mile open; Simis second;

Blauvelt fell ; Barbeau did not shine, as expected. In

the mile open, B, Taylor, Arnold and Miller, the recal-

citrant riders of the day before, finished their

heat one, two, three in 2m. 59 1-5S., and under aim.
35s. limit they were disqualified; this time, no pro-

test. Therefore heat two became the final. Tyler,

pacing himself all the way, like a gentleman, won in

2m. 25s.

The mile A handicap was of the usual interesting

order. Blauvelt, 20, rode a rattling heat in 2m.

21 3-5S.; Dawson, 70, pulled off heat two in 2m. 21 2-5S.

;

Aston, 70, won heat three in 2m. 22s.; Hanson, 70,

accounted for heat four in 2m. 21s., and Dawson,
much to the gratification of the crowd, won the final

in 2m. 19 1-5S., Blauvelt and Scott giving him a lively

chase over the tape. The five-mile B was won by
Tyler in 12m. 46 4-58.

ONE MILE NOVICE.

Heat One. Heat Two.
t. W. D. Knecht, Matawan. 1. J. E. Fink, Englewood
2. J. W. Heffernan, V. B. C. 2. E. C. Johnson, R'hway
3. V. McLaughlin, N. Y. 3. E.L.Flandreau, 7 i Rgt.

Time, 2m. 47s. Time, 2m. 50 1-5S.

Heat Three, Heat Four.

t. J.W. Conklin, Arlington 1. A. Kluge, Brooklyn.

2. S. A. Dunn, Amity W. 2. G. W. Evans, Brooklyn

3. W.W.Holmes, Jr., M'twn 3. J. J. Gillen, Newark W.

Time, 2m. 38 4-5S. Time, 2m. 44 1-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Knecht 4. Kluge.

2. Evans. 5. Heffernan.

3. Fink. 6. Conklin.

Time, 2m. 33s.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

Heat One. Heat Two.
t, I. A. Silvie, S. I. A.C.,120 1, A.H.Barnett.Cranf'd, 100

2, W. J. Helfert, Utica, 65 2, Watson Coleman, 50

3, A.W.Warren,Hartf'd,8o 3, E. F. Miller, Vineland, 85

4, W. H.Mulliken,Balt,no

5, F.Graves,Springfield,8o

6, H.R.Steensen, R.W., 100

Time, 2m. 35s. Time, 2m. 25s.

Final Heat.

1, Silvie, 120. 2, Helfert, 65. 3, Barnett, 100

Time, 2m. 22 2-53.

TWO-THIRD MILE OPEN.

Heat One. Heat Two.
1. G. C. Smith, N. Y. A. C. 1. W. F. Sims, Wash'ton.

2. W. L. Darmer, N. J. A. C. 2. E. L. Blauvelt, T. C. C.

3. C. H. Coffin, Or. A. C. 3. F. C. Everitt, Hacketts-

town.
Time. im. 41s. Time, im. 38 t-ss.

Heat Three. Heat Four.

1. G. F. Royce, T. C. C. 1. Monte Scott, Plainfield.

2. H. B. Martin, A. P. W. 2. Thos. Aston, Bridgeport.

3. W. Barbeau, R. W. 3. A. J. Pendergast, S'cuse.

Time, im. 37 3-53; Time, im. 49s.

FINAL HEAT.

1. G. C. Smith. 4- Blauvelt.

2. Sims. 5' Darmer.

3. M. Scott.
Time, im. 37s.

ONE MILE OPEN—CLASS B.

Heat One. Heat Two.
1. G. F. Taylor, Sp'g'field. 1. H. C. Tyler, Springfield

b. H. Arnold, Springfield, a. Fred Graves, Spr'gfield

3. E. F. Miller, Vineland. 3. W. J. Helfert, Utica.

'

4. A. H. Barnett, C'n'ford. 4. A. W. Warren, H'ford.

Time, 2m. 59 1-5S. 5. W. H. Mulliken.B'more
Time, 2m. 25s.

TWO-THIRD MILE, BOYS' RACE.
Heat One. Heat Two.

1. A. J. Forney Asbury P. 1. Geo. Rice, Newark.
2. F. G. Haight, Colts Nk. 2. Harry West, Keyport.

Time, im. 50s. Time, im. 50 1-5S.

Heat Three. Final Heat.

1. A. F. McGrath, Newark. 1. Rice.

2. M. W. Forney, Asbury P. 2. M. W. Forney.

3. E. Stout, Jr., W. C. R. 3, A. J. Forney.

4.. McGrath.
Time, im. 45s. Time, 2m. 1 3-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP.
Heat One. Heat Two.

1. E. L. Blauvelt, T.C.C. 20 1. Ray Dawson, B.A.C. 70

2. W.L.Darmer.N.J.A.C. 60 2. G. H. Murray, R. W. 85

3. C. H. Coffin, O. A. C. 90 3. J. W.Davidson,B'yn, 85

4. H. K. Roe, Patchogue, 85 4. F. C. Everett, H'k'n, 90

5. H. Hawthorne.O.A.C. 80 5. H. E. Williams, Man-
6. J. J.Gregory,Newark,i4o asquan, 150

Time, 2m. 21 3-5S. Time, 2m. 21 2-5S.

Heat Three. Heat Four.

1, Thos. Aston, B'dgep't, 70 1, A.J.Prendergast,Sy'se,7 5

2, F. H. Allen, Springf'd,2s 2, Harry Reid,Pt.Pleas't, 100

3, H. B.Martin,Asbury P 65 3, C. A. Durling, N. Y., 80

4, C. R. Da»ison,Keyp't, 95 4, A. W. Evans,N.Bruns.,8s

5, G.W.Conklin, Arlgt'n,i2o
6, G.A. Cornell, Sp'tsw'd,no

Time, 2m. 22s. Time, 2m. 24s.

Heat Five.

1, J.H. Harrison,As'y P., 70 4, W.C.Phelan, Rahway,i6o
2, Monte Scott, 30 5, W.D.Knecht,Mataw'n,i6o

3, G. B. Cobb, jr , H.W.,80
Time, 2m. 213.

FINAL HEAT.
1. Dawson, 70 yards. 4. Harrison, 70.

2. Blauvelt, 20. 5. Aston, 70.

3. M. Scott, 30. 6. J. T. Beckwith, 170.

Time, 2m. 19 1-5S.

Two-third Mile Handicap (Junior A. A.)—1, M.
W. Forney, Asbury Park, 25 yards; 2, Arthur Hulick,

Asbury Park, 25; 3, A. J. Forney, Asbury Park, 30.

Time, im. 46 4-5S.

FIVE MILE OPEN, CLASS B.

1. Tyler. 4. Graves.

2. Brandt. 5. Barnett.

3. Mulliken. 6. Ganse, Washington.
Times: 2m. 40s., 5m. 8s., 7m. 42s., rem. 2cs., 12m. 46s.

F. P. Prial refereed.

The Men Got Mad When a Bun Over Was
Ordered.

St. Clair, Mich., Aug. 7.—The annual meet
of the St. Clair Wheelmen:
One Mile Novice— i, W. Clark, Sarnia, Canada; 2,

Walter Black well and C. C. Cameron, Detroit, dead
heat. Time, 2m. 42 2-3S.

Quarter-Mile Open— i, F. B. Rigby, Toledo; 2, O. P
#

Berhart, Toledo; 3, A. McLeod, Sarnia. Time, 35 4- 5s

Half-Mile, Boys under 16— i, Lewis McKenzie, Rich-
mond; 2, Burt Ford, Detroit; 3, Russell Campbell,
Port Huron. Time, im. 20 1-5S.

Half Mile Open— 1, O. P. Bernhart, Toledo; 2, A.
McLeod, Sarnia

; 3, F. B. Rigby, Toledo. Time, im.

is 3-5S.

One Mile Local—i, D. C. Mills, St. Clair; 2, R. C.
Mitchell, St. Clair

; 3> William E. Hennessey, St. Clair
#

Time, 3m. 4-5S.

One Mile Open—Walkover for A. McLeod, Sarnia

Canada. Time, 2m. 42 3-5S. This race was run once

outside the time limit, and when ordered run over, all

but McLeod refused to start.

One Mile 3.00 Class— 1, Lester Rowley, Port Huron;
?, E. B. Phelps, Point Edward; 3, H. D. Gudhope, Port

Huron. Time, 2m. 47s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, Lester Rowley, Port Huron;
2, R. C. Cameron, Detroit; 3, C. G. Porter, New Balti-

more. Time, 13m. 41s.

One Mile Consolation—1, Harry Meyer, New Balti-

more; 2, John Wanless, Courtright; 3, N. B. Sackett,

Marine City. Time, 2m. 49 1-5S.

Emerson Wins a Horse.

Natick, Mass., August n.—A slim crowd

witnessed the sports of the Y. M. C. A. to-day.

The three cycle events on the programme
were warmly contested. A thoroughbred

saddle horse was the prize in the two mile

handicap. Summary:
One Mile Novice -First Heat: 1, Isaac Isaacs, Boston;

2, Moses Smoshousky, Highlandville; 3, C. E. Hamil-
ton, Allston. Time, 3m. Second Heat— 1, G. H.

Walters, Hyde Park; 2, James H. Lee, Wayland; 3,

W. H. Sias, East Boston. Time, 3m 56 2-5S. Final

Heat: 1, C. E. Hamilton, Allston; 2, G. H. Walters,

Hyde Park; 3, James H. Lee, Wayland. Time, 3m.

11 2-3S.

Two-Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, W. F. Clark,

Dorchester, 100 yards; 2, A. F. Wisner, South Natick'

60; 3, Frank Mayo, Boston, 50; Thomas S. Butler,

Cambridgeport, no. Time, 5m. 42 4-5S. Second Heat:

1, R. W. Emerson, Chelsea, 220 yards; 2, William Nei-

der, Maiden, 2x0; 3, J. P. Clark, Dorchester, 100; 4, E.

J. Clark, Dorchester, 160. Time, 5m. 16s. Third Heat:

1, Fred. B. Emerson, Chelsea, 210 yards; 2, Ernest A.

Tosi, Everett, 130; 3, Burns W. Pierce, Linden, 130; 4,

John Johnson, Needham, 170. Time, 5m. 15 1-5S.

Final Heat: 1, Fred. B. Emerson; 2, W. F. Clark; 3,

Thomas S. Butler; 4, William Neider.

One Mile Handicap—First Heat: 1, Fred B. Emer-
son, 95; 2, Burns W. Pierce, 45; 3, C. E. Hamilton, 120;

4, John Johnson, 85. Time, 2m. 33^s. Second Heat:

1, J. P. Clark, 40; 2, R. W. Emerson, 105; 3, E. J. Clark,

75! 4, William Neider, 100. Time, 2m. 32%s. Third

Heat: 1, Thomas S. Butler, 50; 2, Frank Mayo, 20; 3,

Arthur F. Wisner, 20; 4, Gaston Plaintiff, no. Time,
2m. 39 2-5S. Final Heat: 1, Thomas S.Butler; 2, Frank
Mayo; 3, Gaston Plaintiff; 4, E. J. Clark. Time,

2m. 32 1-5S.

The Hartford Tournament.

For the first time in years the Hartford

Wheel Club, whose Fall tournaments have

divided honors with Springfield, will this sea-

son have but one day's racirjg—on Labor Day,

Monday, September 3. The prizes, however,

are as valuable and the interest as keen as

ever. The events and prizes are as follows:

CLASS A EVENTS.
One Mile, 2.45 Class—1, onyx clock; 2, enamel statue

3, fishing rod; 4, bicycle shoes.

One Mile Handicap— 1, diamond scarf pin; 2 dia-

mond locket; 3, antique mahogany chair; 4, rug; 5

pipe.

One Mile Connecticut State Championship, L, A, W.
— 1, gold medal; 8, silver medal.

One Mile Open— 1, silver tea set, five pieces and tray;

2, banquet lamp; 3, silver-mounted silk umbrella; 4,

chair.

One Mile, Hartford Wheel Club Handicap—Prizes

to be announced later.

CLASS B EVENTS.

One Mile Handicap—1, bicycle, Victor flyer; 2, case

of solid silver tableware; 3, ladies' gold watch.

One Half Mile Handicap— 1, bicycle, Hartford
special; 2, diamond; 3, diamond sleeve buttons.

One Quarter Mile Open— 1, bicycle, League Chain-

less; 2, diamond; 3, solid 14 karat gold watch chain.

One Mile Open— 1, bicycle, Columbia Model 3; 2,

solid 14 karat gold watch; 3, diamond scarf pin.

Entry blanks can be obtained from L. H. Sweet,

secretary, Hartford, Ct.

DEFIANCE, O., August 9.—The three day's celebra-

tion of the centennial anniversary of the founding of

Fort Defiance closed with a bicycle meet this after-

noon. The sixteen-mile road race was won in 55

minutes 21 seconds by F. M. Calhoun, of Cleveland; J.

S. Hegner, of Lima, was a close second, and J. D.
Halley, of Detroit, third. The second race, one-third

of a mile, was won by J. R. Heffner, of Lima, in 49

seconds, and the three-mile race by F. M. Calhoun, of

Cleveland.

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 10.—Baltimore Rac-

ing Club's meet

:

Quarter Mile open: 1, S. W. Carr; 2, M. Wood; 3, P.

Marsh. Time, 39s.

Quarter Mile Handicap: 1, M. Wood, 15 yds.; 2, E.

Sharretts, 20; 3, W. S. Carr, scratch. Time, 38 2-5S.

Half Mile Handicap: 1, S. W. Carr, scratch; 2, M.
Wood, 20 yds.; 3, E. Sharretts, 30. Time, im. 21s.

One Mile Handicap: i, M. Wood, 40 yds.; 3, P. M arsh,

25; 3, H. Brady, 15. Time, 2m. 30s.

Three Mile Handicap: 1, S. N. Carr, scratch; 2, M.
Wood, 15 yds.; 3, P. Marsh, 50. Time, urn. 10s.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 11.—Golden Eagle

Wheelmen's five-mile handicap road race:

1, H. Miller, (3m 50s.), time i6ra. 40s.; 2, T. C. Ben-
ner, 16m. is.; 3, G. Miller, 15m. 4s.; 4, A. E. Leather-

man, 15m. 12s.; 5, S C. Myers, 15m. 34s.; 6, H. Maddi-
son, 15m. 37s.; 7, F. Bong, 15m. 21s.; 8, J. Peters, 15m.

40s. Time prize won by J. Gauch, scratch, 14m, 18s.
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BOFINGER AS A STAR.

RIDES A MILE IN 3m. 23 4-5s. AND AROUSES
THE QUAKERS TO A HIGH PITCH—

A PIT FOR THE OFFICIALS.

E. A. Bofinger, of the Riverside Wheelmen,

was the bright, particular star at the race

meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Phila-

delphia, on the Riverton track on Saturday,

nth inst.

He made his first appearance in the second

heat of the mile 2.40 class. The first heat had

proved a mere crawl and been ordered run

over by Referee Bunnell. When Bofinger

mounted he remarked laughingly that there

would be no need of a time limit in his case.

And he proved it in a manner that set the crowd

wild with excitement. At the crack of the

pistol he shot out and riding like mad left the

field at a standstill; there was no one near

him at the finish. Time, 2m. 27 1-5S. In his

heat of the mile handicap he refused ten yards

allowance and started from scratch in an effort

to break the track record.

He again rode grandly, doijg the half in

im. g 3-5S., and the mile in 2m. 23 4-5S., which
is the track record in competition. But good
as Bofinger rode, he was unable to catch F. E.

Doup, of Brooklyn, 75 yards. In the five-mile

handicap, the Riverside man again "caught
the crowd." He made pace nearly all the way,

and landed first after a red hot fight with

R. P. McCurdy.
About 2,000 people were in attendance, the

weather fine, the track in good shape and the

management excellent. There were several

bad falls, in which Church, Henshaw, West
and H. W. Lewis, of Swathmore College, suf-

fered. Lewis was hurt worst. He rode over

the banking and fractured his collar bone.

A genuine innovation was a pit alongside

the track dug for the use of the judges and
timers, whose eyes were thus placed on a level

with the finish line. Summary:

One Mile Novice—First Heat: 1, J. W. Kinnier,

W. W.; 2, W. E. Dickerson, R. A. A.; 3, C. R. H.
Thompson, Q C. W. Time, 2m. 43s. Second Heat: 1,

C.F. Earp, R. A. A.; 2, W. J. Soast, R. A. A.; 3, A. C.

Lippincott, H. A. C. Time, 2m. 38s. Final Heat: 1,

Earp; 2, Kinnier. Time, 2m. 39 1-5S.

One Mile Open—First Heat: 1, R. P. Rich, Q.C.W.

;

2, John A. Mead, Q. C. W.; 3, George D. Mershon, P.

B. C. Time, 2m. 37 3-5S. Second Heat: 1, Charles W.
Pearson, V. W.; 2, R. P. McCurdy, unattached; 3, W.
N. Price, W. W. Time, 2m. 38 1-5S. Final Heat: 1,

Rich; 2, Price; 3, Mead. Time, 2m. 48 2-5S.

One Mile, 2.40 Class; time limit, 2m. 50s.—First

Heat: 1, W N. Price, W. W.; 2, Alva Stewart, C. B.

C; 3, John Heishley, P. B. C. Time, 2m. 57 3-5S. De-
clared no race. Run over. 1, J. Lindley, M. C. W.;

2, W. N. Price, W. W.; 3, Charles A. Church, C. B. C.

Time, 2m. 45 4-5S. Second Heat: 1, E. A. Bofinger,

R. W.; 2, Joseph A. Gebhard, W. W. C; 3, Robert

Weir, Y. M. C. A. Time, 2m. 27 1-5S. Third Heat: 1,

R. P. McCurdy, unattached; 2, Charles S. Henshaw,

G. W.; 3, Fred H. Preston. Time, 2m. 42 1-5S. Final

Heat: 1, Bofinger; 2, Gebhard; 3, Weir. Time, 2m. 32s.

One Mile Handicap (Americus Wheelmen) — 1,

Frank Johns, 50 yds.; 2, H. C. Hochstadter, scratch.

Time, 2m. 49s.

One Mile Handicap—First heat ; 1, Walter Trott,

unattached, 115 yds.; 2, C. B. Brookbank, R. A. A., 90

yds. Time, 2m. 35 4-5S. Second heat: 1, James A.

Gebhard, W. W. C, 145 yds.; 2, W. A. Rulon, R. H. A.,

70 yds. Time, 2m. 31 1-5S. Third heat : 1, Robert Weir,

Y. M. C. A., 60 yds.; 2, Charles S. Henshaw, G. W., 105

yds. Time, 2m. 27s. Fourth heat : 1, Frank Zook, B.

C. A. A , 95 yds.; 2, W. R. Landis, unattached, 115 yds.

Time, 2m. 28 4 5s. Fifth heat : 1, Charles W. Pearson,

V. W., 65 yds.; 2, Joshua Lindley M. C. W., 90 yds.

Time, ztn. 27 1-5S. Sixth heat : 1, John A. Mead, Q. C.

W.; 2, Harold M. George, P. B. C, 120 yds. Time, 2m.

31 2-5S. Seventh heat : i, Frank E. Doup, L. W. 75

yds.; 2, E. A. Bofinger. Time, 2m. 23 1-5S. Bofinger's

time beat track record, 2m. 23 4-5S. Final heat: i,

Gebhart; 2, Weir; 3, Pearson; 4, Doup. Time, 2m.
18 4-5S.

One Mile Handicap (Park Avenue Wheelmen,
handicapped by seconds)— 1, H. Pyle, 50s.; 2, H.
Bishop, 30s.; 3, T. Hatcher, 20s.; 4, H. Gill, scratch.

Time, 3m. 22 vss.
One Mile Race (for Championship of Gloucester,

Camden and Burlington Counties, N. J )— 1, W. A.
Rulon, Camden County; 2, M. J. Bailey, Burlington
County; 3, W. W. Henderson, Gloucester County.
Time, 2m. 29 2-5S.

Five Mile Handicap—i. E. a. Bofinger, R. W., 75;

2, R. P. McCurdy, unattached, 75; 3, CharlesW.Pearson,
V. W., 300; 4, F. E. Doup, L. W., 325. Time, 12m. 54s.

LOUISVILLE'S CEMENT TRACK.

WHAT CLUB WOULDN'T BUILD ONE ON
SUCH TERMS ?-100 MILES IN EAST TIME.

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 13.—The Fountain
Ferry track scheme prospers day by day.

Two weeks ago twenty-five shares had been
subscribed for. One week later 120 were on
the list. Then fourteen lists were placed in

prominent locations, and the following Sunday
found 265 shares taken, with five lists to hear

from. The necessary 300 is the promised
land, and the finish is close. The enthusiasm

pervading the bicycle atmosphere of Louisville

is very keen. This is the best offer ever made
by any individual to Louisville wheelmen.
Mr. Tony Landenwich furnishes lease, builds

the track of cement, keeps it in repair for ten

years, while the Fountain Ferry Bicycle Asso-

ciation, now organizing, builds the grand stand

and fence.

Mr. Landenwich receives catering privi-

leges, and the association all financial pro-

ceeds, whether it be from gate receipts, ren-

tals, sale of training privileges or advertising

space on fence.

Howard Jefferis went for the 24-hour Boule-

vard record on Friday, August 10. He cov-

ered 100 miles in 5I1. 53m., which is Southern

record. He was taken sick at this distance,

but resumed only to find the heat too oppres-

sive. He finished 135 miles in 8h. 16m. 33s.

and then returned. It was the hottest day on
record in Louisville in ten years, and severe

results might have occurred had he persisted

in riding. His 100 miles show there is life in

the old man yet, and a fine record would no
doubt have resulted had not the furnace-like

reflections from the red gravel roadway make
it impossible to proceed and still live.

In a race at National Park, Friday night,

August 10, between Peter Miller and Ed. Mc-
Laughlin, distance ten laps (sixteen laps to

mile), Miller won. McLaughlin had a severe

fall. Max Brunn, on roller skates, was de-

feated by C. A. Harry on a bicycle in a ten-

lap race. The race was under the auspices of

the West End Labor Club.

Messrs. Martin and Dressing, the local

dealers, were recently married to the Misses

Korony. It is said that the remaining partner,

Mr. Charles Martin, has serious intentions of

following the pace that is set for him.

White Burley.

There have been over two hundred entries

received for the Crescent Wheelmen's meet at

Plainfield on Saturday. Among those who
have entered for the scratch races are : Monte
Scott, Blauvelt, Barbeau, H. B. Martin, J. H.
Harrison, F. E. Doup, Granger, Nagel, G. W.
Coffin, Darmer, Dawson, Bofinger, Rydell and
F. G. Brown.

Star C. C. at Spencer.

Spencer, Mass., Aug. n.—Star Cycle Club's

race meet at Myrick Park. Silver watches for

lowering the track record of 2m. 23s. were
won by Haggerty, of Waltham, 2m. 27 4-5S.,

and Davey, of Turner's Falls, 2m. 27s. The
summaries:

One Mile Novice— 1, F. C. Copeland, Bay State
Club, Worcester; 2, Thomas E. Griffin, Vernon C. C,
Worcester; 3, R. T. Gallagher, Vernon C. C. Time,
2m. 4i^s.

One Mile Championship of Spencer— 1, F. A. Blan-
chard, Star C. C. Time, 2m. 41 2-53.

One Mile Open—1, J. J. Casey, Worcester; 2, F. M.
Haggerty, Waltham; 3, Bert R. Livermore, Worcester.
2m. 30 4-5S.

Two Mile Team Race—Won by Worcester Wheel
Club. Time, 4m. 45 4-5S.

One Mile 3 00 Class—1, C. E. Prescott; 2, Anton Fry-
burg; 3, E. D. Tufts. F. H. Pearce finished first, but
was disqualified for fouling.

Half Mile Open— 1, John T. Burns, Leominster; 2,

Frank T. Parsons, Springfield; 3, F. M. Haggerty,
Waltham. Time, im. 13s.

Mile Handicap, Spencer Riders— 1, W. B. Norton,

40 yards; 2, R. S. Osterbout, 55; 3, F. S. Blanchard,

scratch. Time, 2m. 29s.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, T. A. Laundry, 295 yards; 2,

F. W. Elmer, 260; 3, C. N. Mitchell, Springfield, 290.

Time, 12m. 33KS. Time prize—Won by F. F. Parsons,

Springfield, 100 yards. Time, 13m. 23 2-5S.

At Hammonton, N. J.

Hammonton, N. J., Aug. 9.—The first meet
of the Hammonton Wheelmen was held this

afternoon on an indifferent half-mile race

track in the presence of about 400 spectators.

C. N. Lodge, of the Riverton Athletic Associa-

tion, lowered the record for the half mile

from im. i6^s. to im. i3^s. The summaries:

One Mile Novice—1, Harry Treat; 2, N. S. Whittier;

3, D. Thomas. Time, 2m. 59%s.

Half Mile Boys' Race— 1, Howard Montfort; 2, L.

Allender; 3, Harry Roberts. Time, im. 30 1-3S.

One Mile Club Championship— 1, Ed. Cordery; 2, A.

Bernshoure; 3, N. Black. Time, 2m. 54 1-4S.

Half Mile Open— 1, M. J. Bailey, C. W.; 2, A. Patten

H. C. A. C; 3, E. Wiltbank, A. C. W. Time, im!

20 1-4S.

Two Mile Club Race—1, Ed. Cordery; 2, A. Bern-

shoure. Time, 5m. 14KS.

Five Mile Club Race— 1, Ed. Cordery; 2, A. Bern-

shoure. Time, 13m. 56 2-5S.

Road Records Recognized.

Chairman Walden announces the acceptance

of the following records by the Roads Records

Committee of the Century Road Club:

J. W. Linneman, Buffalo, N. Y., 100 miles; time,

5h. 37m. 15s., October 22, 1893. (State and national rec-

ord, also record from Erie to Buffalo.)

W. H. Bettner, Elizabeth, N. J., 10 miles; time, 27m.

17 4-5S., June 9, 1894. (State record.)

L. Willmans, Dallas, Tex., 20 miles; time, ih. 06s..

June 30, 1894. (State record.)

C. H. Collier, Memphis, Tenn., 10 miles; time, 29m.

50s. (State record.)

F. C. Graves, Springfield, Mass., Springfield to Bos-

ton and return, October 31, 1893; distance, 200 miles;

time, 17I1. 28m. 30s. (American safety record for 200

miles.)

Mendota, 111., August 11:

One Mile Novice— 1, J. H. Durno, Rockford; 2, C. F.

Agle, Bloomington; 3, Lou Frank, Dixon. Time, 2.35^

Half-Mile Open—t, A. J. Nicolet, Chicago; 2, A. L.

Leonhardt, Chicago; 3, L. Peck, Chicago. Time, i.xx&

Two-Mile Open—1, A. J. Nicolet, Chicago; 2, A. C.

Proux, Davenport; 3, Leonhardt, Chicago. Time,s.42j£.

One Mile Mendota Championship— 1, F. A. Brady;

2, Walter Boetcher; 3, J. B. Kuney. Time, 2:55.

Run and Ride, One Mile— i, A. L. Leonhardt, Chi-

cago; 2, A. D.Herriman, Chicago; 3,F. Wing, Ottawa

Time, 5:09^.

Five Mile Handicap— 1, A. E. Proux, Davenport; 2,

A. J'.
Nicolet, Chicago; 3, Max Schultz, Ottawa; 4, L.

Peck, Chicago; 5, Lou Frank, Dixon. Time, 12:57.

Peck, scratch, 13:14 1-5.
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"BUILT LIKE A WATCH."

Elephantine in Strength!

Unsmashable!
And now we are shouting—with reason too. The phenomenal success

of our Model H. Racer, weight 20 pounds, price $135, is primarily the
cause of all the uproar. Our agents throughout the country are tickled

beyond measure at the wonderful strength of the staunch little wheel, and
we are hearing from them daily.

HOW'S THIS?
Wilkes Barre, Pa., August 8.—A short time since you wrote us for an opinion on the H. Racer sent our Mr.

Bowman. We have deferred writing until now, for the reason that he was desirous of giving the wheel a thorough

and severe trial before saying anything. He has made a sufficient test, and is only too glad to give you the result.

Mr. Bowman has ridden this wheel over the hardest and roughest hills in our mountainous country; over

roads that are considered hard on a regular roadster and at a speed that was a most severe test on the wheel. He
has also often ridden down a short flight of steps and off a nine inch curb into the street. This wheel weighs 20

pounds, and, with all the severe tests given it, not even a crank, pedal pin, axle or fork has shown the slightest

twist or bend. It is a wonderful little wheel, and we cannot say too much regarding it.

Very truly, W. H. BOWMAN & CO.

ALL THIS ON OUR RACER.
It has undoubted speed also. Last week was a quiet one, but the Sterling got in its usual quota of wins. Too

many to enumerate all of them here. At Ripon, Kennedy, on his H. Racer, makes best competitive time (2m.

11 1-5S.) of all the cracks at the Wisconsin State Meet, and wins the big diamond. At Fremont, Sterlings take six

out of eight, and at Pentwater six out of eight (Sterling wins don't come singly, but in half dozen lots). At Leaven-

worth, Maxwell breaks half mile Kansas record, scoops in the State championships and helps foot up a total of five

wins for the Sterling. This makes quite a little stack of State records and State championships to the credit of the

Sterling. And there's more to follow.

Special Agents:
Salt Lake Cycle Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
L. C- JANDORF & CO , 116-118 W. 125th St., New York.
American Sporting Goods Co., St. Louis.

Sterling Cycle Works,
236=240 CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO.

Please add Saw it in The Wheel.'

Over 300 Prizes in 1 894.
THE WORLD'S RECORD For 1-4 Mile, 29 3-4 Seconds,

by C. F. ROYCE.

-^

Several State Rec=

ords, and "ALL" N.

J. Championships, hy

Royee, Blauvelt and

Coffin; and Missouri

State Record and

Championship hy W.

J. Anderson.

-^

Three Firsts, Two
Seconds and Two
Thirds, at Philadel=

phia, Saturday, Aug,

4, '94.

• • •

Won Four Twenty-
five Mile 'Races.

AI1 Wheels are Fitted with KINGSLAND WOOD RIMS.

McKEE & HARRINGTON,
Factory, Lyndhurst, N. J. 173 Grand Street, New York.

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO,, St. Louis, Mo., Western Agents.
Please add: "Saw it in The Wheel."
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THIRTY-SEVEN HOURS AHEAD.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE DELIVE£I) A
DAY AMD A HALF AHEAD OF SCHEDULE.

Grover Cleveland, President of the United

States, and Davis H. Waite, Governor of Col-

orado, exchanged compliments a few days

since. They used neither the wires nor the

postal service. The message was carried

across the country awheel, and the feat is

known as the great Washington-Denver Relay

Race. Although Governor Waite rose a trifle

to the great occasion, and in answering Presi-

dent Cleveland, said something about the feat

being a monument to the endurance and skill

of American wheelmen. Grover himself was
very cold. He did not even take a pen in

hand, but his secretary wrote a frigid note

which, by the way, Gov. Waite since con-

cluded to regard in the light of a personal

insult, and much ink has been spread about

the matter.

The course was from Washington to Denver,

a distance of 2,037 miles; the date of depart-

ure, August 6 at 12 noon, and the date of

arrival was scheduled August 14 at 12 noon, an

eight day allowance ; but instead of themes-
sage being carried to Governor Waite at 12

noon on the 14th, it was carried to him at 10.37

p. m. on the 12th, beating the allowance by 37

hours and 27 minutes.

It is unnecessary to record the various cyclists

who engage in this remarkable mail service.

Suffice it to say that the best men in each

district were called upon, and that the sched-

ule was quickly passed, and that the advance-

ment was maintained, and in fact, was
increased until the delivery of the message.

Through the entire route the daily papers de-

voted anywhere from a paragraph to a column
describing who handled the message, and all

about it, so that the advertisement for cycling

was very widespread. In Iowa and Nebras-

ka the riders were detained five hours by a

wind and sand storm. The delivery of the

message is described as follows:

George T. McCarthy had the last relay from

sand Creek to Denver. He rode sH miles in

14 minutes, remarkable time considering the

fact that he crossed numerous railroad tracks,

and it was after dark. 30,000 people watched

the finish, and on 16th street only a narrow
lane was left for McCarthy to pass through to

the Courthouse where Gov. Waite and Gen.
McCook were waiting. Within three feet of

his goal McCarthy ran plump into two women
who got in his path and was thrown from his

wheel, but he tossed the mail pouch to Lieut.

Hilton of the Cycle Corps, by whom it was
handed to A. D. Black, manager of the race.

Gov. Waite and Gen. McCook congratulated

Manager Black, McCarthy and the other

wheelmen on their wonderful feat.

Replying to the President's very formal

message published in The Wheel of last week,

which was written by his Secretary, Gov.

Waite sent a note of equal frigidity. It was as

follows

:

Denver, Col., August 2, 1894.

To His Excellency, the President of the United States:

On this 12th day of August, at 10.40 p.m., I received
from the relay wheelman the message written to me
by your private secretary and delivered to the first

relay wheelman at Washington last Monday at is.

o'clock noon. The entire 2,037 miles has been made
without interruption or serious accident, and the feat

will long be a momento of the endurance and skill of

American wheelmen.

Vast numbers are now assembled in this city rejoic-

ing over the finale of this great achievement. In their

name I send congratulations.

Davis H. Waite,
Governor of Colorado.

The papers throughout the country are

speaking about President Cleveland's attempt

to ignore the League of American Wheelmen.
It might be argued that the President had
enough anxiety over the Tariff Bill to make
any other matter appear trivial and of ho im-

portance. The Ganymede Wheel Club of

Council Bluffs, la., have "occurred" concern-

ing this matter. H. E. Grimm, President of

the Club, has addressed an open letter to Gov.
Waite, in which he takes the President

severely to task for his surly attitude.

Thus ends one of the greatest cycling feats

ever attempted in the country.

THE ELOQUENCE OF FACTS.

MINNEAPOLIS IS MAD.

CHARGES PREFERRED AGAINST NEARLY
ALL OF THE CLASS B CRACKS.

Minneapolis, Aug. 14—At a meeting of the

Minneapolis Cycle Track Association last

night, resolutions were adopted preferring

charges against Sanger, Titus, Cabanne,
Lumsden, Githens, Goehler, Macdonald, Bald
and Murphy, Class B men, as follows; De-
manding money for acting as pacemakers in

racing events ; demanding cash consideration

for riding an exhibition tandem mile against

the world's record, and refusal on the part of

the scratch men to ride in events in which they
were entered. The trouble grew out of the

meeting here last week; the charges will be
immediately forwarded to Chairman Ray-
mond of the L. A. W. Racing Board.

PLAINFIELD'S SECOND MATINEE.
Plainfield, N. J., Aug. 15.—The second

of the Crescent Wheelmens' series af matinee
races was held over at Crescent Oval this after

noon. They are proving successes, bringing
out good fields of local riders, and attracting

fair crowds. Blauvelt had a go against the

watch for a half, helped by a strong wind down
two stretches. There were but two timers, one
making it 60 seconds flat, and the other 61

seconds. The time was given out as 6o)4

seconds. Though vTcannot stand as a record,

it was an undoubted, genuine performance. A
race for members who had never ridden in a
race brought out a flood of old boys and there
was fun galore from start to finish. The sum-
mary:

Quarter Mile Scratch.— i, l. S. Darling, by two
wheels; 2, H. B. Scott, by one wheel; 3, 1. N. Line.
Time, 0.35.
One Mile Handicap.— i, I. N. Line, scratch, by

three lengths; 2, L. S. Darling, 20 yards, by four
lengths; 3, N. R. Titsworth, 50. Time, 2.2s.

Two-Mile Handicap for Victor Wheelmen (col-

ored).—!, John Scott, scratch, by 200 yards; 2, John
Venable, 130 yards. Time, 5. 3-5.

One Mile, 2.50 Class.— 1, N. R. Titsworth, by two
lengths; 2, Olaf Sangstad, by a length; 3, S. C. Cram.
Time, 3.08.

Half Mile (flying start against time).—E. L. Blau-
velt, T. C. C. Time, i.ooK- Paced first quarter by I.

N. Line; second quarter by Monte Scott.

Third-Mile (for boys under 16).—1, Harry Fulper
by six inches; 2, J. C. Calenn, by a wheel; 3, Harry
Lester. Time, 0.32.

TWO-THIRDS MILE (for members who have never rid-
den in a race):' First Heat—1, George Stevens; 2, Rich-
ard Williams; 3, W. J. Van Sickle. Time, 1:55. Sec-
ond Heat—1. C. E. Teel; 2, W. H. Rogers; 3, James
Durkee. Time, 2:10 1-5.

Final Heat—1, Stevens; 2, Teel; 3, Rogers. Time,
2:17.

simLRiMsCm?!«_ — • PAIR

50.475*
(brass » )
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This answers why you are not
riding an Aluminum Rim.

Riders who are up-to-date are

demanding them of man-
ufacturers.

We insist upon giving you the

best there is. Eagle Pat. Al-

uminum Rims are the

thing.

V/AVAS

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co,

TORRINGTON, CONN.
Please add: "Saw *t in The Wheal.
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STOKES CO. CLOSED.

STEELING CYCLE WORKS TAKE POSSES-
SION OF THE PROPERTY AND MAKE

SERIOUS CHARGES.

One learns with extreme regret that Chas.

F. Stokes & Co., a house which made a bril-

liant record in the cycle trade, is in difficulties.

The difficulties are of a rather complex nature,

and, judging from the affidavit made by the

Sterling Cycle Co., who asked for a receiver,

the proceedings will reflect but little credit on
the Stokes Co.

The Sterling Cycle Co., who have a large

factory at Chicago, applied for a receiver, and
in the application it is charged that Charles F.

Stokes, President of the Stokes Co., and the

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Mass.,

have conspired to defraud the complainants of

its claim for $4,895, by virtue of which, on at-

tachment proceedings, the Sterling Co. took

possession this week of the Stokes warerooms
on Wabash Avenue.

Charles F. Stokes was in the sewing machine
business several years ago with H. A. Lozier,

the depot being at Cleveland. For business

reasons the two men parted, Stokes leaving

the concern with quite a lump sum of ready
cash. Both men afterward became very im-

portant figures in the bicycle trade. Mr.
Stokes opened a retail business on Wabash
Avenue, Chicago. Later he enlarged his

retail business, and also became a large terri-

torial agent. He made connections with the

Warwick Co. and handled a large part of their

output in the West. He was a stockholder in

that company. Then he became connected

with the Union Co., and was their Western
representative; he was also an officer of the

Union Co. Later he organized the Sterling

Cycle Works, from which, however, he has

withdrawn, though he has handled a large

part of the output of this concern. He estab-

lished retail branches in Chicago and Denver.

Two years ago, before the general business

depression, he was regarded as a particular

success in the cycle field. At the present time

The Wheel is unable to state the exact con-

dition of Stokes's affairs, but the condition is

generally understood as follows:

In the application for the appointment of a
receiver it is represented that the Stokes Co.

has tangible assets not worth more than

$1,000, and a general indebtedness of $45,000.

The bill further states that Stokes fraudulently

transferred $45,000 worth of goods to the

Union Co., and had disposed of $20,000 worth
of accounts. This is the legal aspect of the

case. It is claimed that at the end of 1893

Stokes owed the Union people $41,000, and in

1894 had contracted a further debt of $35,000,

a total of $76,000 due the Union Co. This
sum represented the wheels he had taken or

was pledged to take from the Union Co.

When Stokes sold the Sterling Cycle Works
to the present company, he retained exclusive

control of the Sterling wheel for Cook County
in the State of Illinois, and for the entire

States of Colorado and Wisconsin. It is

claimed he has not sold any of the Sterling

wheels in any of, this territory. Instead of

pushing the Sterling, he marketed the

Wellington cycle, built for him by the Eclipse

Bicycle Co. It is understood that this concern

holds $10,000 worth of his paper. His stock

in the Union Co. it is claimed has been
hypothecated by the company for his indebted-

ness.

The Sterling Co. state that some weeks
before Stokes failed, he turned over all his

Union wheels to the Union Co. , and shipped the

stock of Sterling and Wellington wheels he
had on hand to several parts of the country

and had them sold at slaughter prices. What
disposition was made of the proceeds from
these sales is not known. The Stokes store in

Chicago is permanently closed. Mr. Stokes is

believed to have some few thousands of dollars

in a private investment. Mr. Measure, of the

Union Co., has recently been in Chicago, and
it was no doubt due to his action that the

present condition of the Stokes Co. was
brought about, as Mr. Measure insisted upon
having some settlement made for the 1893 and

1894 Union Cycle Co. accounts.

The Sterling Co. will test in the courts the

validity of Stokes' act in consigning his prop-

erty to a company in which he was an officer,

to the exclusion of his other creditors. It is

reported that the Sterling people have been a

big success this year, and that their loss

through Stokes' failure will not affect them.

It is also stated that the Sterling Co. have
made a good reputation this year, and that

they had already decided to increase their out-

put for 1895. The rumors that the embarrass-

ment of Stokes is likely to affect the Sterling

Co. are, therefore, entirely without foundation.

Mr. Stokes is not in Chicago, and could not

be seen by a Wheel representative.

Foreign Path and Road Notes.

On August 1, Smyth andHoch, on the North
Road, made a new 50 mile tandem record of

2h. 7m. 15s. A. A. Chase, of the North Road
Club, rode with the tandem pair, doing the 50

miles in 2h. 7m. 15s., the same as the pair, and
going on, rode the 100 in 4I1. 39m. 28s., beat-

ing the record by half an hour.

In 1885 the English 50 mile road record was
3h. 15m. 39s. In nine years it has been re-

duced to 2h. 7m. 15s. In the same time the

100 mile record has been cut from 6h. 39m. to

4h. 29m. 28s.

• At a professional meet, held at Glasgow on
August 4, Banker won the quarter mile against

time; time, 30 4-5. Wheeler won the one mile

scratch, with Banker fourth. Time, 3.06.

Banker won the ten-mile scratch in 29.43 2-5

;

Edwards second, Wheeler third.

England's mile path record, standing start,

has been reduced to 2.03 3.5s. by Jaap Eden.

The Irish twenty-four hour safety record has

been raised by H. V. Binns to 341 miles.

The Second International Championship
meeting, which is being held at Antwerp
from the 12th to the 19th of August, has at-

tracted quite a number of entries from many
different countries, including a large party

from England. Leopold II., King of Bel-

gium, has donated a magnificent prize. The
following countries are represented:
Germany—August Lehr, Fritz Opel, Rudolph Roder-

wald.

Austria—Franz Gerger, Josef Haderer, Georg Zach-
ariades.

Belgium—Protin, Hautvast, Debecker, Vanoolen,

Fanteyn, Hoffman, Murray, Guarascier, Podevyn,
Culvelior, Borrisowsky and Bolle.

Denmark—C. Ingernan Petersen, Svend Hansen.
England—J. Green, J. Michael, L. Strout, W. P

<

Brown, W. F. Chapman, T.Osborne, W. Broad bridge.

R. C. Crawford recently tried for the Scotch

one-hour record. At six miles he was inside

of the previous figures, but punctured at thir-

teen miles, when he quit. The thirteen miles

were ridden in 33.44 1-5. Crawford and Rob-

erts afterward made a new five-mile tandem
safety record of 13.07 4-5.

At some international races held at Belgium
from July 26 to 29. Crooks won one event, and
new Belgium records were made from 5 to 100

kilometres by Williams, of Paris. Hautvast
rode a mile, flying start, in 2. 11.

At Hull, on Aug. 2, some fast times were
clocked. Two-mile handicap, K. Herrick,

scratch; time, 431 4-5. Ten-mile local

championship, J. R. Bradley; 25.134-5. Five
mile trial against the watch, J. S. Stocks,

II.43X-

Jenny Makes a New Record.

Three hundred people attended the matinee
races held at Utica Park on Saturday last. In

the half mile handicap, F. J. Jenny won from
scratch in 1.02, which is a Class A record. On
a tandem, and with a flying start, Jenny and
Georg, unpaced, rode a half mile in 58s. ; the

first quarter in 28s. Summary: Half Mile,

1.20 class— 1, Emil Georg; 2, L. W. Sawens.
Time, 1.15. Half Mile Handicap: 1, F. J.

Jenny, scratch; 2, Georg, 20 yards; 3, Bogert,

125. Time, 1.02. One Mile Open: 1, Weller;

2, Sawens; 3, Hammes. One Mile Handicap:

1, White, 350 yards; 2, Jenny, scratch; 3,

Sawens, 200. Jenny's time, 2m. 13s. One
Mile, 2.40 Class: 1, Weller; 2, Newton, 3,

Kiehm; 4, Kelsey. Time, 2.55.

Society on 'Wheels.

At the surprise party given by Mrs. Astor

to Mrs. Ladenburg, at Newport, on Tuesday
night, the principal decoration was a huge
floral bicycle, which is a straw of proof that

cycling is now the fad with the residents at

Newport. A list of prominent residents of

that fashionable resort who are now practical

cyclists and ride more or less daily has been

prepared for The Wheel. The following are

the names of the riders: Dr. Seward Webb, J.

Louis Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. De Forest,

Mr. Ogden Mills, Mr. F. W. Vanderbilt, Mr.

and Mrs. W. R. Travers, Baroness de Selliere,

Miss Tooker, Mrs. Whitney Warren, Mr. Cen-

ter Hitchcock, Mr. William Post, Mrs. J. Bor-

den Harriman, Mrs. William Burden, Mr.

Charles M. Oelrichs, Mr. H. Maitland Kersey,

Mr. and Mrs. H. McKay Twombly, Mrs. De
Garmendia, Miss De Garmendia, Mrs. Dr. A.

J. Vanderpoel, Mrs. Fred. Neilson.

Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 11; Desmond twenty-

one mile road race:

1, B. Roach, handicap 5m., time ih. 8m. 5s.; 2, M.

Cornwell, scratch, ih. 5m. 30S.; 3, W. T. Davis,

scratch, ih. 5m. 30s.; 4, E. Hager, 10m., ih. 15m. 40s.;

5, G. Lankier, iom.,ih. 15m. 41s.; 6, W. H. Cameron,
scratch, ih. 7m. 30s.; 7, I. V. Tucker, scratch, ih. 7m.

31s.; 8, W. L. Poppel, 5m., ih. 12m. 33s.; 9, W. Horan,
5m., in. 10m.; 10, D. Powell, 15m., ih. 25m. 15s.; 12,

Henry Straub, 10m., ih. 16m. 30s.; 13, C. McCarthy,
5m., ih. 22m. 30s,; 14, A. McCarthy, scratch, ih. 15m.

30s.

What Came of Looking Too Intently at
" Bloomer-Wearing Bicycliennes."

£. Bloomer wearing bicycliennes were the cause of an

accident recently. Rose Mulliger, of 76 Maple street,

was intently watching a bevy of lady bicyclists in

bloomer attire, at the corner of Maple and King streets,

when Rose Bryan rode around the corner and ran

down Miss Mulliger, injuring her severely. She was
removed to her home and Dr. Walker summoned to

attend her injuries.—Rochester (N. Y.) Times.

An important racing event will be the Good
Roads Tournament to be held August 30th

and 31st, and September 1st, at Asbury Park.

Entries for the handicap races will close

August 23d with W. M. Perrett, 23 Park Row;
other events August 27th. The races will

commence at 2.30 each day.
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Col. Pope is storing up next-season energy

at the Thousand Islands.

Harvey Du Cros, manager American Dun-
lop Tire Co., sails for America August 23.

The Castle Point Cyclers will hold a race

meet at the Guttenberg race track on August

25.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. are ad-

vertising their tires even so far away as Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

The Press Cycle Club, of Boston, will hold a

big tournament at Waltham on Labor Day.

President Luscomb will referee.

A company, with $100,000 capital stock, has

purchased the Eagle Lock Works at Geneva,

O., and will manufacture bicycles.

England's cycle export trade: First six

months of 1894 ,£827,860; same period 1893,

£697,826; same period 1892, £596,811.

J. J. Prial, of The Wheel staff, is attending

the Denver meet. After the meet he will

thoroughly travel the West, going as far as

the Coast.

The Mercury Wheel Club are pushing a

meet which will be held on the Flushing track

on September 8. Entries close September 1

with R. B. Bailey, 205 Sanford Avenue, Flush-

ing, L. I.

A ladies' cycling club has been organized in

Mendota, 111., with these officers: Miss Mamie
English, president; Miss Lucia Aldrich, vice-

president; Miss Ella Lyman, secretary ; Mrs.

Adolph Tesche, treasurer.

The Stearns Co.—popular Yellow Fellow

people—are ready to talk '95 territory. Their

specifications as to what they consider a re-

liable agent are interesting. Read their ad-

vertisement and get acquainted.

The Dunlop Co. have secured many victories

this year with their tires, but none so brilliant

as that of Shorland's 24-hour record of 460

miles, 1,296 yords. A record of this sort is a

tribute to the qualities of a tire which is not

to be gainsaid.

The Zig Zag Club, for a long time Indian-

apolis' most prominent club, at a recent

special meeting decided to disband. The club's

expenses ran ahead of their receipts. The
club has run behind ever since it lost a lot of

money on its '93 race meet.

Although one of the largest cities in Texas,

Galveston's cycling clubs have all been very

short-lived. Another effort is being made,

however, the Galveston Cycling Club having

been organized last week, with Chas. Powers
as president and Ernest Dulitz, secretary.

The Nestorian, President Bates, provokes, or

rather inspires The Scorcher to speak for

Britain, from a sportsman's point of view, as

she has rarely ever been spoken for. The
Scorcher talks like a prophet, and he is cold

and nerveless who, while reading Scorcher's

ringing words, does not sound a few more heart-

beats for British Sport.

Christian Ganz, who claims to have sailed

awheel from Omaha to New York in twenty-

two days, arrived in this city last week. He
rigged a sail on a bamboo fishing rod, secured

it to the head of his bicycle, and, if his state-

ment be correct, thus equipped he covered

twenty-two miles in an hour and 180 miles in

a day. In the absence of verification this

should, however, be well salted before being

swallowed.

Enthusiastic Irish cyclists spent the first

week in August at their Glendalough camp.

The annual report of the Wisconsin division

racing board condemned cycle racing by
women. Good !

The Mercer County Wheelmen are receiving

a number of entries for their race meet, to be

held August 25 at the State Fair Grounds.

Entries close on Monday with J. C. Tattersall,

Trenton, N. J.

Whether the innovation inaugurated at the

Park Avenue Wheelmen's race meet, that of

literally putting the timers and judges "in a

hole," will prove popular is doubtful. That it

has its advantages is, however, not to be
denied.

The Pittsburg Athletic Club will hold a

Diamond National Circuit Meet on Monday,
September 17, at Pittsburg Athletic Club track.

The prizes will be of the best, and of full ad-

vertised value. The track is the new quarter

mile circuit on which Bliss recently rode a half

mile flying start in 1.0 1-5, while Titus has

ridden a mile in 2.07 1-5. Entries close with

J. Wade McGowin, 428 Wood Street, Pittsburg,

Pa.

A useful piece of advice is given by M.
Baudry de Saunier in a recent number of Le
Velo. " If you puncture in a town, and begin

unpacking all your surgical apparatus to mend
the tire, a crowd of idlers is sure to surround

you. One will make fun of you, another will

give you advice, and so on, until you are

nearly driven out of your mind. Do not lay

yourself open to this. As soon as you discover

your mishap, get away from the street. Go
into the courtyard of a hotel, into the back of

any shop where the people know you, but fly

from the crowd! You will make your repair

ten times more quickly ; and besides, between
ourselves, punctured tires look rather silly, and
are not a good advertisement for the sport of

cycling."

Here are some figures relative to the salaries of

crack riders in America—from an authentic source.

A man who can ride a mile in 2m. 15s. can get his ex-
penses for six months' work. A 2m. 3s. man is good
for £1 a week and expenses. A really first-class

rider gets from £3 to £$ a week, while the very cream
of the racing world can in a few cases draw .£200 a
year and expenses. All these, be it remembered, are
pure amateurs. The general public, for want of exact
information, usually rates these salaries a good deal
higher.—Irish Cyclist.

Irish Cyclist is away off on the figures. They
are entirely too low. I. C. is away off on its

"pure amateurs." Our Class A men are
" pure;" our Class B men are a self-confessed

class of paid riders. They ride for cash—as a

rule they look it and ride like it—that is—dog-

gonnedly.

It is advisable to know just how to meet a

dog, so as to avoid the fall, scrape, the bent

handle-bar and the bent pedal. An Irish

Cyclist man has been hunting up dogs and
running into them, and he concludes that

when " collision with a dog is inevitable, in

such cases it is best to grip the handles hard

and straighten the machine. If you strike the

animal while on a curve you will partly glance

off and a fall is nearly certain to result. Just

as you strike raise the front wheel slightly,

and almost instantaneously ease the back
wheel by throwing your weight forward.

Unless the dog is a big one, you will pass over

it with a slight jar, while the dog will dis-

cover that it has an appointment to keep in the

next county.

Bingham ton Waking Up.

Binghamton, N. Y., Aug. 13.—At last, after

three futile attempts, the Binghamton Athletic

Association has got a race meet under way. It

will be held on Thursday, September 6, on the
stone track. The track is safe and fast, being
well banked and having long turns. The bed
of the track is springy and never gets dusty.

The meet will be held on the first day of the
Binghamton Exposition. The value of the

prizes will aggregate about $700, nearly $400
worth of diamonds being offered in the open
events. The meet will be one of a circuit,

Cortland and Syracuse holding big meets on
days immediately preceding. On the first

night a ten-mile track race will be held, light

being supplied by arc lights placed at intervals

of ten yards around the track. Similar races

will be held each night of the fair.

As one wisp in the great hay-rick of proof

that has been piled up this year, the Palmer
Co. say that Titus-Cabanne could not have
pushed a tandem a mile in one-fifty-two-four

if Palmers were not full of life.

The Union Co. are not a blowing concern.

Therefore, when they take the trouble to talk,

you may be sure they are opening the gap for

some purpose, and you will not be a time-

waster if you stop to listen. It is all about

Harry Tyler, the big, smiling, quiet-mannered

record breaker. Their advertisement tells all

the story.

The committee of the Associated Cycling

Clubs of New Jersey, who have in charge the

twenty-five mile open handicap, to be run on
Labor Day, are pushing the details with a deal

of enterprise, and the race is bound to be an

important one. All the best men in the dis-

trict will be entered, and probably some cracks

from a distance will compete. Entries close

with Carl Von Lengerke, 8 Murray Street,

New York, or A. H. Chamberlain, Lock Box
55, Rahway, N. J.

While the parade, which was to march to Fairview
Heights yesterday afternoon, was forming on Eighth
Street, near the City Hall, the companies from the

Police Department were ready for formation in the

court within the building, and Sergeant Ressler and
Officer Sturley were riding those new bicycles pur-
chased for department use, about on the asphalt, when
they collided. Both men went down, and a horse
ridden by Mounted Officer Ogden concluded to take

a part in the muss. The horse's heels went up in the

air, and when they fell they were entangled in spokes
and ball-gearing enough for a steel harness. The
bicycles were picked up in pieces, and others were
borrowed for the officers to ride in the parade.—Cin-

cinnati Commercial Gazette.

E. T. Walther, a drug clerk, employed by P. C.

Schilling & Co., at their drug store, corner of Penn
Avenue and Twenty-eighth Street, performed a
daring act yesterday morning in saving the life of a
child. Mr. Walther was riding a bicycle down Penn
Avenue between the car tracks. As he neared
Eighteenth Street a little child about 2 years old ran
out into the street directly in front of a Citi2ens line

car. The little one fell in front of the car and in

another instant would have been crushed beneath the

wheels. Walther made a spurt and as he dashed by
the little one he leaned over in the saddle and catch-

ing it by the arm dragged it from beneath the for-

ward end of the car. The next instant rescuer,

rescued and bicycle were tangled in a mass at the

side of the street. The bicycle was badly broken,
but the child and its brave rescuer escaped with a
few bruises. They were taken to a neighboring drug
store and soon recovered. The little one is a child of

Simon Polinsky, a Penn Avenue second-hand dealer.

—

Pittsburg Gazette.
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LUSCOMB WILL NOT RUN.

DOES NOT WANT THE CHIEF CONSULSHIP
AGAIN, BUT A MYSTERIOUS SOMEBODY

WIIiL OPPOSE POTTKB—POLITICAL
GOSSIP IN OTHEB STATES.

For some reason or other Chief Consul Lus-

cumb, of this State, has steadily avoided a

direct answer to the question as to whether he

would or would not be a candidate for re-

election. His attitude has kept folks guessing,

but he has apparently enjoyed the situation.

" Let them continue to fire in the air if they

want to; it can do no harm," was the way he

answered the question from The Wheel rep-

resentative on Wednesday last.

It was pointed out that he really owed it to

himself to make a positive statement, the

telegraphic story that he remained away from

Denver in order to trim his political fences in.

this State being cited as an example. This

sort of argument finally had its effect.

" You can say," he finally remarked, "that

the Chief Consul of New York and the presi-

dent of the League will not, under any circum-

stances, engage in a contest in his own State."

This settles the matter. Whether it will

leave a clear field for Mr. I. B. Potter remains

to be seen. From what The Wheel has

learned from three separate sources, it seems

reasonably safe to say that Mr. Potter will

have an opponent. If he has been decided

upon, the identity of the candidate is carefully

shrouded in mystery. Everyone is tied up by
"confidential promises," and nothing definite

will be known until the meeting of the

Nominating Committee next week. Chas.

F. Cossum, of Poughkeepsie, is the one man
whose name has reached The Wheel, but too

late to receive word from the gentleman

himself.

present chief consul, has already announced

that he will not stand for re-election. Robt.

Gentle, president of the Elizabeth Athletic

Cyclists, and a gentleman of years and posi-

tion, has been spoken of as a likely man for

the place, but whether anything will come of

the talk is for the future to decide.

MAD MARYLANDERS.

In Wisconsin they have already made their

nominations. For Chief Consul, A. Cressy

Morrison, of Milwaukee, has been re-nomi-

nated against his will. The other nominees
are: Secretary-Treasurer, M. C. Botier, Mil-

waukee (re-nominated); Vice-Consuls, B. W.
Park, Madison ; I. F. Strauss, Ripon ; Repre-
sentatives—W. W. Leubkeman, Eau Claire;

D. S. McCarthy, La Crosse ; H. P. Andrae,
Milwaukee.
Kansas, also, has completed its ticket, and,

so far, it looks like a walkover for these nom-
inees: Chief Consul, W. W. Cooper, of

Leavenworth ; Vice Consul, Thomas Shaw, of

Wichita ; Secretary - Treasurer, W. C. F.

Reichenbach, of Topeka; Representative, R.
C. Manley, of Leavenworth.

Here's More Richness.

A Louisville paper's complaint that the

police who ride bicycles are themselves violat-

ing a city ordinance in failing to provide their

wheels with lamps is characterized at the local

police headquarters as short-sighted. They
explain that the police who ride bicycles are

roundsmen, whose duty it is to watch patrol-

men ; a lamp would simply be a warning to

the patrolman of the roundsman's approach,

and is for that reason, as well as several

others, discarded; not, however, in any case

before midnight, by which time the streets are

cleared of traffic.

The political pot is also simmering in other

States. In New Jersey, Jas. S. Holmes, the

G. N. Jordan, Royal Cycle Works, has been

East a few weeks, and was a spectator of the

Asbury Park meet. Mr. Jordan is chief trav-

eler and seller for the Royal Co. He reports a

neat but not gaudy business for 1894.

WERE ORDERED OFF THE TRACK, AND
ARE NOW MAKING IT WARM FOR

CHIEF CONSUL REED.

A large-sized storm is brewing in the Mary-

land Division, L. A. W. It has already been

preceeded by several windy squalls, but the

thunder and lightning will not begin to play

until a special meeting of the Division Board

of Officers, which has been formally petitioned

for, occurs. The petition recites that the

meeting is necessary "to inquire into certain

matters concerning the Division management,
particularly as to its financial standing, and

the responsibility for giving the recent

Division race meet, which netted a loss, and

which is said to have been unauthorized.

T ese are the surface reasons, but beneath

then is an anti-administration sentiment which

has prung up since J. B. Reed succeeded to

the chief consulship by virtue of Mr. Mott's

resignation, and which was intensified by Mr.

Reed's aggressiveness on the occasion of the

recent race meet in keeping the track clear of

prize-donors, influential "insiders" and all

others who had no right inside the enclosure

but who had, on previous occasions, always

been granted the privilege. It is even stated

that if it had not been for Mr. Reed's activity

and determination on that occasion, there

would have been no storm nor special meeting.

This Should Be Scattered Broadcast.

Now that bicycles are so numerous the public

should realize that they must use due caution

in crossing the streets, says the Philadelphia

Item. They must watch out for bicycles the

same as they would for all other vehicles. If

pedestrians are as careful to avoid the wheel-

men as the latter are to avoid them, the ac-

cidents will be remarkably few.
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BEGAN WITH A RECORD; ENDED IN

A ROW.

THE STORY OF THE MINNEAPOLIS MEET-
TITUS AND CABANNE, A TANDEM, DO
lm. 52 4-5s.—AN ABSURD TIME LIMIT
BRINGS ON THE ROW.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 10.—The racing

men again stood together to-day, showing

the right hand of good fellowship, the emblem

of the A. L. R. C, and, in consequence, but

one Class B race was run.

Ripon's fair maids so completely captured

the men that the time of departure of the

special train was delayed just one day, and

until the latest hour possible. Consequently,

the twelve-hour run from Ripon to the Flour

City carried the forty men in the party and

their special train into Minneapolis at 1.20

p. m. Orders to deliver the wheels were not

obeyed promptly, and when the men reached

the track at 3 o'clock, no wheels were there.

Finally, after several over-handicapped and

consequently uninteresting races (the limits in

the mile and two mile were 300 and 500 yards)

had been run, the first load of trunks arrived.

This brought only a small part of the carload.

The Rambler akd Cleveland men were soon on

the track, witb' the local pride, John S. John-

son. /
The latter had declared that he would not

ride if the meVs wheels did not come, and the

Rambler and Cleveland managers refused to

put a man in a race until all could compete.

While the crowd waited Cabanne and Titus,

as a tandem team, came out for practice.

When offered a $25 prize to ride an exhibi-

tion mile, this to be increased to $75 should

they succeed in breaking record, the men ac-

cepted.

And such a performance. It fairly staggered

the talent. They lopped just 6 1-5S. off their

own world's record of im. 59s., made at Ripon,

unpaced on a half mile track.

This new time is im. 52 4-5S., a full sec-

ond faster than the present mile record by

Tyler August 4, made with three tandem
teams pacing. This is the fastest mile ever

ridden on a bicycle without foreign agencies,

that is other than cycle pacemakers, Dirn-

berger's record of im. 51s., paced by two

running horses, still being the fastest mile

ever ridden.

The Rambler team generously offered their

services, and Lumsden and Githens, on a

tandem, paced the record-breakers the first

half, the men going the last half alone. The
first quarter was reached in 29 1-5S., the half

in 57s., the three-quarters in im. 25s., and

home in im. 52 4-5S. Both men dismounted

amid a wild burst of enthusiasm from the

crowd, and started in the mile open. The
performance is all the more meritorious be-

cause Titus and Cabanne are not fitted to the

tandem. They secured it only August 4, and

have had but little practice.

The men rode a full measured mile to-day.

The proper officials were in their places, and

the record will almost surely pass. A dozen

watches on the track agreed to within a fifth,

and horse watches had it 2m. s 2%s -

The mile open race was declared off, the

men doing 2m. 34s. against a limit of 2m. 20s.

John S. Johnson won. He is looking strong

and hearty after his ten days' rest, while

Sanger is really far from well. At the start,

Macdonald took the pace, Johnson coming up
at the quarter and setting the pace to the half,

when Bald came out. At the three-quarters

and turn into the long straight Johnson jumped
and gained a length lead of Sanger.

The two fought hard, and Sanger had closed

the gap 100 yards from home. But Johnnie
again jumped, and won by a very narrow
margin, E. C. Johnson sleigh-riding into third

place behind Sanger, with the field close up.

Titus stopped early, and Bald, when the bunch
shot by, sat up. It was a Minneapolis crowd,

and "it" howled with joy over Johnson's

victory.

For a piece of handicapping fearfully and
wonderfully done, peruse the following :

J. S. Johnson, Sanger, Tyler, Bliss and Titus,

scratch; Cabanne, 100 yards; Lumsden, Ed-
wards and Githens, 160; Goehler, 210; Mac-
donald, 190; Bald, 200; Brown, 225; E. C.

Johnson, 25o; jlioetz, 275; W. F. Murphy, 300.

Bald's race by long odds.

The Class A races, with 300 yards limit in

the mile, the prize for which was a half dozen

bicycle lanterns, and the two mile handicap,

with 500 yards limit, were quite as wonderful,

both being won by limit or near the limit men
in each instance. The summary :

First Day.

ONE MILE NOVICE.— i, A. E. Mertens, St. Paul; 2, E.

J. Clarke; 3, John Nillson, Minneapolis; 4, Peter
Sather, Minneapolis. Time, 2m. 3iKs - Charles F.

Delano, Duluth; F. W. Gotestein, St. Paul; C. R.
Brackett, Minneapolis; J. F. Dug n, Hamline; H. J.

Boody, St. Paul; Howard Drake, Mankato, and L. M.
Rumsey, Spring Park, also started.

One Mile State Championship (time limit 2:30)—!,

B. B. Bird, St. Paul; 2, J. O. Ewing, Minneapolis; 3,

Chas. Hofer, St. Paul. Time, 2m. 44j£s.; declared no
race and ordered run over. Second Trial: 1, B. B.

Bird, St. Paul; 2, M. C. Ewing, Minneapolis; 3, Chas.
Hofer, St. Paul; 3, J. O. Ewing, Minneapolis. Time,
2m. 35%s.

One MILE HANDICAP (thirty-three starters)— 1, Bert
L. Mead, Winona, 300; 2, Peter Sather, Minneapolis,

300; 3, L. A. States, Worthington, 300; 4, J. O. Ewing,
Minneapolis; 5, W. J. Martin, St. Paul. Time, 2m. 5%s.

One Mile Handicap (boys under 16)— 1, A. B.Mead;
, Henry Athens; 3, T. Joshuric. Time, 2m. 4iK s -

Two MILE Handicap (30 starters)— 1, Bert L. Mead,
Winona, 500 yds.; 2, J. O. Ewing, Minneapolis, 300; 3, G.

A. Madison, St. Paul, 325. Time, 4m. 27s. Time for first

mile, 2m. 233., made by Burney Bird, St. Paul. 4, L.

A. States, Worthington; 5, John Nillson, Minneapolis;

6, Gust Nelson, Minneapolis; 7, E. J. Clarke, Richfield;

8, G. A. Lewis, Mankato; 9, E. P. White, St. Cloud.

One Mile Open, Class B.- i, John S Johnson,
Minneapolis; 2, W. C. Sanger; 3, E. C. Johnson; 4, R.

A. Macdonald; 5, R. F. Goetz. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S; time

limit, 2m. 20s. Decided no race and ordered run over
August 11.

Ten-Mile Race (Minneapolis vs. St. Paul).—St.

Paul won. 1, A. E. Mertens, St. Paul; 2, W. Becker,

Minneapolis; 3, W. J. Martin, St. Paul; 4, J. O. Ewing,
Minneapolis; 5, Geo. T. Biggs, St. Paul; 6, B. B. Bird,

St. Paul; 7, Chas. Hofer, St. Paul; 8, Gus Nelson,

Minneapolis. Time, 27m. 44s.; time of first mile, 2m.

29j^s.; five miles, 13m. 12s. .

Minneapolis, Aug. n.—A tyrannical referee

C. A. Proctor by name, who insisted on the

enforcement of an unheard of and prohibitive

time limit caused the meet to end abruptly and

in a wrangle.

The promoters, the Minneapolis Track Asso-

ciation, say that never again will they have

anything to do with Class B men, while the

latter retort that they will never have the

opportunity, even if they court it.

The trouble at this meet has been steady

ever since the arrival of the men and tardy

arrival of the trunks yesterday.

Then the officials tried in vain to call the

mile open race with those men to start whose

wheels had arrived. They found the men
then so closely banded together, including John
S. Johnson, that they would not cut each

others throats by running for prizes for which
all could not compete.

The promoters evidently did not think of

this when they precipitated to-day's trouble

by placing a time limit of 7.15 on the three

mile lap race, the prize for which was the $1,000

piano.

This would force each mile to be ridden in

2:25; the referee who had previously placed

just that limit on the mile, open race, refused

to place in pacemakers, and the men had failed

to make the time by fifteen and one-fifth

seconds, so that to-day he was trying to force

them to practically run three one mile races

consecutively in the same limit for each race.

A lap race is a most wearing one for the men,

and a limit is never placed unless it be merely

a nominal one.

After a good deal of argument Mr. Proctor

raised the 7:15 limit to 7:25.

John S. Johnson, Sanger, Githens, Ed-

wards, Goehler, Bald, Goetz and C. M. Mur-

phy were in line. When the limit was first

announced, the men looked surprised, startled

beyond measure, and then indignant. With

one accord they dismounted and stood leaning

on their wheels. The managers entered a

a protest at so prohibitive a limit, but the re-

feree was obdurate, although a stiff wind was
blowing. When 7.25 was given out as the

ultimatum, the men started at once for their

dressing-rooms, some of them donned their

clothes and packed their wheels. A few came
out on the track for practice work, and the

meet was ended.

F. M. Washburne announced to the specta-

tors the time limit placed and also that ten

minutes had been given as the time in which

the race would be held open to whoever would

come out and run for the piano. During the

heated discussion which followed in the

judges' stand, this limit was raised another

ten seconds. The men did not appear and the

consolation race was called.

The class A men eligible, or at least a large

part of them, announced that they would run

only when the time limit was raised and the

three mile lap race run. This was a stunner

from which the officials could not recover for

at least ten minutes. The crowd cheered the

consolation men and yelled lustily: "take the

limit off ; take it off." The referee was be-

sieged from all sides and was wavering when
F. M. Washburne held him to his decision.

The first run of the mile open race was yes-

terday, and the men were well outside limit.

To-day the race was run early in the day

under a limit of 2.25. McDonald paced a

quarter, Bald a quarter, and then young Ray
went to the front and showed a clean pair of

heels clear home. Bald stuck to the little fel-

low close and fought gamely. Sanger was

jumped by Johnson an eighth from home, and

the two fought right out to the tape, Johnson

running third to Macdonald and Bald, first and

second.

The time was 2.40 1-5, and though Macdonald

had paced three-quarters of the distance and

Bald the other quarter and both had won the

places, the referee refused to allow the race.

Tom Cooper, of Detroit, showed himself a

worthy member of the busy " B's " by cleverly

taking both the handicaps from the backmark

to which he had been shifted since yesterday.

Cooper rode from 60 yards in the two mile and
Continued on Page 36.
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Agencies for the Stearns Wheels, for the output of

1895, are now under consideration by E. C. Stearns &
Co. Applications for unoccupied territory will be ex-

amined as fast as received. Selections will be made solely

on the basis of prospective business. Applicants must

measure up to the requirements which have given agents

of the Stearns distinction.
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E. C. STEARNS & CO., jj

Syracuse, N. Y. =

IIIIIIIE

BIDWELL-TINKHAM CYCLE CO ,

Agents for New York City. 306-310 W. 59th St., N. Y.

BENSINGER, McDONALD & BOWDISH.
Agents for Brooklyn. 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyn, N. Y.
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Kindly mention The Wheel when writing
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RALEIGH.
ZIMMERMAN.
VICTORY....
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I ONE WITHOUT
j THE OTHER.
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=IN KTJROPEiz
Zimmerman, Wheeler, Lehr, Banker and Crooks are winning hands down.

If you would win races ride a

• • • •
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62 Prizes won on Raleighs in 2 Days.
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RALEIGH CYCLE: CO.
2081-2083 SEVENTH AVE.,

CHICAGO. (ZIMMERMAN'S BOOK ON TRAINING, 50C.)

When writing kindly mention The Wheel.

NEW YORK,
SAN FRANCISCO.
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75 yards in the three mile and won by narrow

margins in both.

In the class A events the mile handicap was
pre-eminently the race of the class.

Since yesterday the handicap had been re-

adjusted by Mr. Washburne and the limit in

the mile handicap had been reduced from 300

yards to 75. The consequence was that B. B.

Bird rode from scratch and won by a nose from

a field of thirty in 2.18 2-5.

A. E. Martius, winner of the two mile open

scorched 12 miles from St. Paul in 35 minutes,

reached the ground all perspiration and dust,

yet went out and won the race in good style.

Second Day. •

One Mile, 2.40 Class—1, A. E. Mertens, St. Paul;

2, W. J. Martin, Mankato; 3, J. O. Ewing, Minneapolis.

Time, 2m. 2 1-5S.

TWO MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1. Tom Cooper, Detroit, 60 yards.

2. E. C. Johnson, Cleveland, go.

3. H. A. Githens, Chicago, 60.

4. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago, 60.

5. W. F. Murphy, 125.

Time, 5m. 8 1-5S.

Two Mile Open— 1, W. E. Becker, Minneapolis; 2,

W. J.Martin, Minneapolis; 3, J. K. McColloch, Winne-

peg; 4, J. O. Ewing. Time, 5m. 19 1-5S.

One Mile Open, Class B (time limit, 2m. 25s.)—x,

Macdonald; 2, Bald; 3, J. S. Johnson; 4, W. C. Sanger.

Time, 2m. 40s. Ordered run over, but was not.

THREE MILE HANDICAP, CLASS B.

1, Tom Cooper, Detroit, 75 yds.

2, L. D. Cabanne, St. Louis, 60

3, A. E. Lumsden, Chicago, 75

4, W. F. Murphy, New York, 140

5, R. F. Goetz, Cleveland, 150

Time, 7m. 33s.

One Mile Handicap— i, B. B. Bird, St. Paul, scratch;

2, W. J. Martin, St. Paul, 40 yds.; 3, W. E. Becker,

Winnipeg, 40 yds.; 4, J. K. McColloch, Winnipeg, 40

yds.; 5, E. P. White, St. Cloud, 75 yds. Time, 2m. 182-58.

Five Mile State Championship— i, B. B. Bird; 2,

W. E. Becker
; 3, A. J. Sweet ; 4, I. C. Dugan. Time,

14m. 18 1-5S.

They Think a Straight Line Unlucky.

A correspondent of Charles Pesky Sisley's

paper, The Cycle, says, about Chinese cycling:

" Before you can cycle you must have roads;

and before you can make roads you will have

to alter the whole character of the Chinese

nation, for they firmly believe that a straight

line is unlucky, and so they never tolerate

more than nine inches of road in any one

direction—they prefer acute angles. The
Chinese in Hong Kong, however, are taking

to the cycle like hot cakes. There is not much
level ground in the colony, but the road-

making cannot be excelled anywhere for

smoothness and firmness. Most of the roads,

however (in fact all, except along the line of

seashore) are precipitous in the extreme. But

John Chinaman is nothing if not determined."

Petersen, the young Dane who won the

mile English championship, recently paid a

visit to the scene of his victory. He had been

selected to represent Denmark in the inter-

national championships, but is suffering from

the effects of a bad fall, and may not be able to

ride. When Ingeman won the English mile

he was an apprentice in the Humber works,

yet no sooner had he scored the victory than

his apprenticeship apparently came to an end;

at any rate he left at once for his Danish home,

where his father is engaged in the cycle trade,

and has remained there since. To Americans

it has always been a suspicious circumstance

that he was granted a license, while Nelson,

who is in no way connected with the trade,

and Lehr, Lurion and Eden, who are, were

refused.

A Homelike Affair.

Baltimore, Aug. 11.—The races held this

afternoon at the Park Cycle Track under the

auspices of the Maryland division, L. A, W.,

were attended by several hundred persons.

The entries were all purely local.

The track was in excellent condition, and
the six events were interesting and closely

contested. Summary:
One Mile Novice— 1, Joseph S. Knapp; 2, Harry S.

Ostendorf; 3, Samuel E. Gover. Time, 2.56.

Half Mile Open, Class B— 1, J. M. White; 2, William
Weber; 3, M. F. Carter. Time, 1.31 4-5.

One Mile Handicap—The first trial in this race re-

sulted in a dead-heat between John Ostendorf and
Clarence Knight, who finished in 2.31. Knight did not

appear for the run-off and Ostendorf was declared the

winner.

One Mile, Unpaced— 1, R. H. Carr; 2, Clarence
Knight; 3, T. Wells Cole. Time, 2.30.

One Mile Handicap, Class B— 1, J. M. White; 2, M.
F. Carter; 3, Joseph S. Knapp. Time, 2.38 4-5S.

One Mile, 3.00 Class— 1, W. W. Carr; 2, W. E. Fer-

guson; 3, Charles Spencer. Time, 2.32 2-5S.

THE W. C. L. CENTURY.

THE SCHEDC1E-THE CONVENIENCE OF
NEW YORKERS CATERED TO.

The A. A. A.'s Race Meet.

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. n.—Race meeting of

the Allegheny Athletic Association:

One Mile Novice— 1, H. H. Hummell, A. A. A.; 2,

George H. Lowery, P. A. C; 3. Homer Leslie, unat-

tached. Time, 2m. 43 2-5S1

Quarter-Mile Open— 1, Paul E. Jackson, P. C. C; 2,

A. L. Banker, P. A. C.j 3, A. S. Hammer, P. C. C.

Time,39 3-ss-

One Mile Handicap— 1, H. H. Hummell, A. A. A.,

140 yds.; 2, George E. Boyd, A. A. A., 100; 3, Paul E.

Jackson, P. C. C, 80. Time, zm. 31s.

Half Mile Open—1, Paul E. Jackson, P. C. C; 2, L. H.
Bannister, P. A. C; 3, A. S. Hammer, P. C. C. Time,
im. 26s.

Two Mile Handicap-i, B. G. Goble, P. C. C. S. W.
140 yards; 2, T. W. Kennedy, S. W., 130; 3, Otto Maya,
E. W. C. C, 75. Time, 5m. 16 2-5S.

One Mile Open— 1, Otto Maya, E. W. C. C; 2, A. S.

Hammer, P. C. C; 3, Paul E. Jackson, P. C. C. Time,
2m. 46 2-5S.

One Mile A. A. A. Championship— 1, George E.

Boyd; 2, H. H. Hummell; 3, Sidney S. Smith. Time,
2m. 45s.

Half Mile Handicap— j, E. I. [Steytler, unattached,

70 yards; 2, Paul E. Jackscn, P. C. C, 40; 3, Sydney S.

Smith, A. A. A., 60. Time, im. 13 4-5S.

One Mile, 2.30 Class—1, Otto Maya, E. W. C. C; 2, A.

S. Hammer, P. C. C; 3, T. W. Kennedy, S. W. Time,
2m. 46 4-5S.

Half Mile Boys' Race— 1, Walters; 2, Sarver; 3,

Williams. Time, 2m. 46 4-5S.

One Mile, 3 00 Class— 1, George E. Boyd, A. A. A.;

2, Sidney S. Smith, A. A. A.; 3, H. H. Hummell, A. A.

A. Time, 2m. 42 2-5S.

In the ten-mile road race of the Olympic

Club Wheelmen, at San Francisco, August 5,

Wm. Christ, the winner, established a new
Pacific Coast record for the distance. Sum-
mary:

1, William Christ, im., net time 27m. 15s.; 2, W. H.
Geldert, 3m. 30s., 31m. 10s.; 3, Robert L. Long, scratch,

27m. 50s.; 4, J. P. Hageman, 2m. 30s., 30m. 25s.; 5, H. C.

Ramsey, 3m. 30s., 31m. 28s.; 6, Frank Hunter, 2m., 30m.

12s.; 7, Martin Espidoza, 3m., 31m. 20s.; 8, Leonard
Gill, 3m. 30s., 31m. 52s.

Fulton, 111., August 7.—Ten-mile track race—1,

Roy Upton, of Lyons; 2, W. J. Wilson, of Clinton; 3,

Charles Green, of Clinton; 4, George Illisinger, of

Grinnell. Time, 33m. 4 1-5S.

One hundred and eighty-seven miles of mac-
adam is to be added to New Jersey's chain of

good roads. Morris County, much frequented

by metropolitan cyclists and which abounds in

picturesque scenery, is to be bonded to raise

the money.

F. J. Jenny, the Utica crack, is among the

entrants for the Withers race meet at Pater-

son, N. J., on the 25th inst.

The promoters of the " Good Roads Tourna-
ment " at Asbury Park are making an effort

to have J. J. Corbett, the fistic champion, come
out and do a lap or two awheel.

New Yorkers, Brooklynites, or others, who
desire to participate in the Westchester Cycling

League's Fall century run, on September 23,

need not go to Yonkers the night before, nor

to arise before day-break in order to reach that

starting point. The Westchester men have
mapped their plans so that all who wish can

join the main party at 108th Street, this city,

and make up the shortage on the return

journey. This will prove a great convenience

to very many.
The route, as is already known, will be from

Yonkers to Hicksville, Long Island, and
return, and over splendid roads nearly all the

way. The following schedule gives the par-

ticulars :

Mis. Total.
Yonkers. (a) Leave 4.30a.m.

4 4 Kingsbridge " 5.00 "

8 4 Washington Bridge.... " 5.25 "

12 4 108th St., and Boulevard (6) " 5.50 "

18 6 E. 23d Street Ferry (c). " 6.40 "

21 3 Eastern Parkway " 7.15 "

30 9 Jamaica (d) " 8.25 "

39 9 Rockville Centre " 9.15 "

48 9 Seaford (e) " 10.20 "

52 4 Amityville ,
" 10.40 "

57 5 Farmingdale " 11.05 "

62 5 Hicksville (/) Arrive 11.35 "

(a) Getty House, Lodging, $1. Routed out 3.30.

Breakfast 3.45, Edward's restaurant.

(*) Arrive 5.45 New York, etc., riders join the run.

(c) Arrive 6. 30 and ferry to Brooklyn.
(d) Arrive 8.10, rest, (e) Arrive 10.05, rest.

(/) Dinner 50 cents, Grand Central Hotel.

RETURNING.
— -- Hicksville Leave 1.00 p.m.

64 2 Jericho „ 1.15 „
70 6 Brick Tavern (a) „ 2.00 „
76 6 Queens

, 2.35 „

79 3 Jamaica(£) „ 3.15 „
84 5 Flushing ,, 3.45 „
90 6 Astoria (c) „ 4.45 „

94 4 McCoombs Dam B'ge. ,, 5.20 „

99 5 Kingsbridge „ 5.50 „
103 4 Yonkers Arrive 6.15 „

(«) Arrive T.50; rest. (*) Arrive 3.00; rest, (c) Arrive

4.35 New York Ferry.

Riders from New York, Brooklyn or else,

where who do not wish to start from Yonkers
can join the main party at One Hundred and
Eighth St. and Boulevard at 5.45 a. m., but in

order to complete full 100 miles and receive

souvenir medals they will be obliged to return

to that point after reaching Yonkers as per

this supplementary schedule-

Mis. Total.

— 91 Yonkers Leave 6.30 p. m
8 99 Washington Bridge " 7.20 "

4 103 108th St. and Boulevard Arrive 7.45 "

Silver souvenir medals will be presented, at

a cost of $1 each, to all who are regularly

checked on the course, and finish the run
within fifteen hours of the actual start.

An entrance fee of 50 cents will be charged

to cover the expenses of badge, printing,

ferry tolls, etc. Entries, with address and
name of club, should be sent to C. B. Lock-

wood, Yonkers, N. Y., before Tuesday, Sep-

tember 18, so that suitable hotel accommoda-
tions, etc., can be secured.

A Winona (Minn.) paper records the fact

that a lady '
' rode through the streets of the

city last evening dressed in a bicyclist's, or

rather lady bicyclist's, divided skirt, alias

bloomers." "Alias bloomers" is distinctly

rich.
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THE CYCLONE TIRES
Either CORRUGATED or PLAIN, are the best Mechanically Fastened Clincher

Tires on the Market.

Positively the only practical Clincher Pneumatic Tire yet offered,

and the only one constructed on a self-locking principle.

WILL NOT CREEP
on account of our novel method of locking the shoe and tube to the rim.

CANNOT BE PUNCTURED
by the ends of the spokes, as a thick part of the tire lies just over the

spokes' ends, protecting the tube.

CANNOT BLOW OFF RIM,
as the Key Stone Wedge securely locks the flanges of the tire into the

clincher hooks of the rims,

8**% 'HEN ENTIRELY DEFLATED,
Mit of machine or rider will cause the wedge to lock the tire.

Th le of any other mechanically fastened tire.

IT IS CONS i» IQTED ON COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES.
For repair wok e Cyclone Tire can be used on G. & J. style of

rims. Try them.

CLIMAX AND REX ROAD TIRES

Are the best cemented tires; perfect tubes, perfect shoes, perfect valves.

INNER TUBES Pure and warranted at popular prices.

rite for Circulars, Prices and Samples.

EASTERN RUBBER MFG. CO.Address all

communications to

DISTRIBUTING HOUSES.
Boom 706 46 Van Buren St., Chicago. 90 Chambers Street, New York.

Day Bubber Co., St. Louis, Mo. S. F. Hayward & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. C. Lecato, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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ROUGHING IT IN CLEVELAND. WHAT THE WHEEL HAS WROUGHT.

THE CYCLING CLUBMEN ARE AIL " CAMP-
ING OUT" IN THE CITY'S SUBURBS.

Cleveland, August 14,—Both the Lakeside

and Cleveland Wheel Club houses are'deserted.

The more prominent members of both clubs

are all "camping out." To the west of the

city, at Lakewood, is camp " De Witney,"

composed of fifteen C. W. C. men and ten of

the gentler sex. On the other side of the city,

near Collinwood, is camp "Hot Tamale," com-

posed of Lakesiders; it is strictly "stag."

Close to them is another C. W. C. crowd call-

ing their camp " Wah-hoo-wah." They also

believe in stagging it, and report says they

are having high old times. The camping fever

has surely struck us hard, and wheels are for-

gotten except for actual use in going to and
from camp.

The annual field day exercises of Co. A, 5th

Regt. occured on Saturday last, at C. A. C.

Park. Three cycling events were on the pro-

gramme, and were hotly contested.

Onk Mile Open.—i, R. D. Updegraff ; 2, Joseph
Graves

; 3, Geo. Comstock. Time, 2m. 53s.

A time limit of 2m. 45s. had been set, and the race

was run over again. Updegraff refused to ride the

second time.

Result:— 1, Graves ; 2, Comstock
; 3, Calhoun. Time,

2m. 45s.

One Half Mile Open.—i, Updegraff; 2, Graves;

3, Calhoun. Time, im. 15s.

Two Mile Open.— 1, Updegraff; 2, Graves; 3, L.

C. Dorn. Time, 5m. 46 2-5S.

The employees of the H. A. Lozier Co. will

have a race meet on September 8th.

PRONOUNCED A MOST PROMISING AGENCY
OF CIVILIZATION.

The New York Times says: " People who are not

bicyclists do not sufficiently consider the public

benefits which the bicyclists have already conferred.

The invention of a vehicle from which the trotting

sulky has borrowed devices that have reduced the
mile time of trotting horses by four or five seconds is

only' one of these benefits, and not the greatest. No-
body who has occasion to see the country roads of

New England and the Middle States can fail to notice

how very much better these roads are provided with
signposts and guides to the traveler than they were
a few years ago. This great improvement is entirely

the work of the wheelmen. In many cases, perhaps
in most, the work has been done by the wheelmen,
and the signboards bear the monograms of their

League. When this is not the case, it will be found
that it is the example and the,precinct of the wheel-

men that have shamed the rural communities into

considering and providing for the needs of the trav-

eler for accurate information of where he is, how he
is to get to his destination, and how far away his des-

tination is.

"The wheelmen have similarly stimulated the map-
makers, insomuch that whereas ten years ago it was
difficult to get a good portable map showing the com-
mon roads of any part of the country, it is now easy

to acquire such a map of almost any region that is at.

tractive to tourists.

"These are important material services, but these

services are of small importance compared with the

agitation for good roads, in which agitation the wheel-

men have been the most constant and the most im-
portant factor. Gradually the whole country is be-

coming alive to the desirableness of good roads,

though very many parts of the country still insist

that good roads shall be provided for them at the ex-

pense of somebody else.

"The actual improvement has already been great,

and there is a certain prospect that, as the knowledge
of what the difference between good roads and bad
roads practically means, the roads throughout the

whole country will be improved, until there is no

longer any agricultural community in which a boggy
ditch, almost impassable for half the year, will be
accepted as a road. When that time comes, the

wheelmen will be entitled to congratulate them-
selves upon a result that will have been so very
largely due to their insistence upon roads that were
practicable for bicycles. Indeed, they have already
entitled themselves to the national gratitude. Tak-
ing all their achievements together, it may be said

that they are at present one of the most promising
agencies of civilization in the United States."

As Seen by Outsiders.

Says the New York Sun: It is instructive to read
the advertisements of the bicycle manufacturers in

the newspapers, and to note how completely they ig-

nore the element of human energy in exploiting the
races in which their wheels have figured. Not the
slightest mention is ever made of the rider, but all the
reading matter is devoted to calling attention to the

merits of the bicycle. One advertiser, asks the pub-
lic in hysterical tones, what it thinks of Jones's wheel
which went a mile at Springfield in 2m. 4s. This
wheel, the advertiser insists, ran completely away
from the bicycles manufactured by Brown and Robin-
son, which finished respectfully two-fifths and four-

fifths of a second behind Jones's. Not that the slight-

est intimation is given that the wheels were propelled
by powerful and well-trained athletes, and the picture
is held up to the mind of the three bicycles racing to
a finish in the interest of their mauufacturers.
Another advertisement goes further than this, and
gives a picture of its own bicycle rolling up a hill
while in the dim distance four or five other wheels
are shown hopelessly out of the race. There are no
riders on any of these machines, but the names of the
manufacturers are shown on flags fastened to staffs.
The records made by the wheels are published in all
the advertisements; but so curiously mixed up is the
whole arrangement that in a single issue of a bicycle
paper world's records were claimed in the figures
given by eleven different mauufacturers. In no in-
stance did the rider's name appear.

Zimmerman May Kick
when he knows that the American Ormonde Cycle
Co., 10 Barclay Street, New York, are selling Raleigh
bicycles, bran new, same as in '94 catalogue, for $59.00.
It is understood that they have 300 to sell, and if $5.00
is sent to guarantee express charges, they will send
C. O. D. for balance, with privilege of examination.
Hurry up, riders, send for particulars ! Bargains like
these are not offered every day.***

TR15UNE5 - TO - THE - TRONT.
MODEL F TRIBUNE. Weight, 25 lbs. Price, $125.00

^&*

THE

GREAT HILSENDEGEN

ROAD RACE

WON ON A

^U&r

19-11). Trfbune Racer,

By L. C. DORN, against

135 starters.

'HERE is nothing that equals the CYCLOIDAL SPROCKET,
what they think of it. Write for catalogue and agency.

C. G. MERRILLS rides

the twenty=five miles

in 1 hour, 6 minutes

and 55 seconds, break=

ing the "world's record.

Mount, a MODEL F

TRIBUNE

C. F. STOREY gets

4th place. on.a MODEL
C TRIBtTN& ....

Ask TRIBUNE Riders

A THE PLdCK HPQ. CO., Erie, Pa
Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.










